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PREFACE. 

rriHE first words in this volume must, of right and of piety, be about 

J- tbe late Editor, Henry Melvill G watkin. He had been one of the 

Editors from the first: he had brought to the help of the undertaking 

not only his own unrivalled mastery of the earlier period but also a 

singularly wide and aecurate knowledge of history at large. This meant 

a great deal, and was generally known. But a con-stant colleague, in 

work which often called for large decisions and always for care in details, 

can speak, like no one else, of the time and trouble he freely spent even 

when he might sometimes have spared himself. Nobody else can know 

or judge of these things, and it is fitting therefore that I, who can, should 

pay the tribute of justice which memory demands. He had read with 

his usual care and judgment most of the chapters in this volume, and 

he was looking forward to their publication. But this he was not to 

see, although this volume owes him miK;li. It will be difficult to fill Ins 

place in future volumes, for literary skill such as hi.s is not so often 

added to an almost universal knowledge as it was with him. To me, 

after so many hours spent with him over the Medieval History, fellow¬ 

ship in our common work had grown into friendship, and during it I had 

learnt many things from him on many sides. All who knew him, and 

all who have read his own masterly chapters, will well understand the 

sadness which I feel as we give to the public part of a work in which he 

had shared and which owes him so much. 

The volume was nearly ready when the War began, and, after delaying 

it to begin with, nectessi tated large changes in its plan and execution. 

Since the War ended other eaus(;s have, to the great regret of the 

Publishers and Editors, delayed it further, and for this long delay an 

apology is due to our rea<lei's. The fact that some chapters have, for 

these reasons, been long in type, has hampered both writers and editors 

and made it peculiarly difficult to make the volume uniform in scale and 

execution. To all our contributors, foreign and English, the Editors 

have been much indebted, and must here express to them most grateful 

thanks. 
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In a history which ranges over many lands hut is written nmmly for 

English readers there are, naturally and always, difficulties about names, 

whether of persons or places. In our special period these ddliculi.ies 

are unusually great. Personal names vary from land to land, and the 

same name appears in different forms; chroniclers and modern writers 

are a law to themselves, even if any law is to be found. Uiufonnity 

has been sought, but it is too much to hope that it has been reached. 

Certain rules have been followed so far as possible. Modern forms have 

been generally used where they exist, and earlier forms haw been indi¬ 

cated. Names which are etymologically the same take dill’ensit forms 

in deraiany, Prance, Burgundy, Italy, and Slavonic lands. It has been 

thought proper in such cases to keep the local form, except for names 

which have a common English form. Thus the French Raoul is con¬ 

veniently distinguished from the German Rudolf and l.he .rurane- 

Burgundian Rodolph. Familiar English names of continental l.owns 

are used where they are to be found in other cases the correct na tional 

and official names are used. Geographical names have special difficulties 

in this period, where boundaries and territories largely varied and were 

in course of growtL Accuracy, and, where needed, explanation, have 

been attempted. 

Dr J. R. Tanner and Mr C. W Previtd-Orton have been appoini.ed 

Editors for Volume iv onwards. To them many thanks are due for si'rvices 

readily and plentifully given in this volume, although with no editorial 

responsibility. To Mr Previte-Orton especially it owes much, indeed 

almost everything. Without the care and skill brought; by him to its 

aid, errors and omissions would have been much more numerous. Any 

merits which the work possesses should be ascribed hirgi'ly l.o him, 

although defects must still remain. Professor J. B. Bury lias always 

been ready to give us valuable suggestions and criticisms, alt,hough he 

also is in no way responsible for the work. In the Bibliographii's Miss 

A. D. Greenwood, who has also prepared the Maps, has given the great,est 

help. And it should be said that the Maps had been printed before the 

long period of delay began. For the Index thanks are due to Mrs A. 

Kingston Quiggin and Mr T. F. T. Plucknett. 

To some of our contributors special thanks are due for special kindiu'.as. 

Professor L. Halphen has been throughout a most courteou.s friend, and 

laid us under many obligations. Mr Austin L. Poole has been peculiarly 

ready to help us at need, and his father, Dr R. L. Poole, has often given 

us advice, naturaUy of the greatest value. Prof. A. A. Bevan and 

Dr E. H. Minns have given us expert guidance as to the proper forms 

of Oriental and Slavonic names. Many other historians, apart from the 
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contributors, to whom we owe so much, have been of great service in 
various ways. And it is needless to say that to the staff* of the University 

Press, working under peculiar difficulties caused by the war, we owe much 
for constant and unfailing lielp. 

A general historical sketch has been added as an Introduchion. It is 

in no way meant, however, as an outline of the history or as a summary 
of the particular chapters, but only as a general view of the period in ihs 

special characteristics and in relation to the ages which fnllow. It will 

also be seen that notes, short and significant, have been added as l)efore 

where necessary: they are possibly more numerous tlian in |)receding 
volumes, and two or three genealogical tables have also been given, 

J. F. W. 

July, 1921. 

C. MB1>. HIST. VOJO. Ill 



INTEODUOTTON. 

Thk volume before this brought us to the death of Cliarlemagne mth 

whom in may senses a new age began. He, like no one either before or 

after, sy med up the imperishable memories of Roman rule and the new 

\ of their own 
Althoyh we are compelled to divide history into periods, in tin- truest 

syse history never begins, just as it never ends. The Frankish Kimnloni 

like the Carohngian Empire, is a testimony of this truth. 11 cannot lie 

lightly understood without a knowledge of the Roman past, with its 

undmtj itl “'1 **« I!«‘ "riir cm it be 

of The rii ® T ”• “ "1“ ““ny-nded fon„dali„„ 

^ ^re continually confronted 
the masye relics and undying traces of the old. The shitesman and 

wm.ior aarles, the great English scholar Alenin, typify 1 e Z j 

^r, E-pi- oXto the X™ 
IZ T Charlemagne himself was soon to be seen under 
bis weaker successors, even if their weakness has often been exaiurcmtc.d 

Such one ,.do of the story with which this voln.e beX 

force oTLXSXXXpXrf irfdX ''“If 
ideea handed down fro., tie X XXZrif 

magne seeming to crumble away as his strong hand ft 11 , 
death, we are too ant tn lr.«lr i . .i , hand fell powerless m 

the strife left behind In face^f ^ h lawlessness, the confusion, and 

the great ^Z^lZ 

forms of politics and sociL were to Z^ta lit T 
tions, exemplijSed for i i *>]owly* Imperial tradi- 

expression aVZefi^ petoZ l“ t f 
in political institutions gave oZ d, °r descent as 

with its civilising force, had even^t 1 Christian Cliurcb, 

St Boniface, the Apostle of Tp Eome, to which 

control Other anclnt cities too^"^’ Zu 
cities, too, in which Roman civilisation and 
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Christianity had remained, shaken but still strong, did much to keep up 

that continuity with the past upon which the life of the future depended. 

But beneath the general unity of its belief and its organisation, the 

Church was always in close touch with local life, and therefore had its 

local differences between place and place. It had still much to do in the 

more settled territories which wei'e growing up into France, Germany and 

England. On the borders of the Empire it had further fresh ground to 

break and new races to mould. Even within the Empire it was before 

long to receive new invaders to educate and train : Normans and Danes 

were to bear witness, before our pei-iod ends, to the .spirit and tlu: 

strength in which it wrought. As is always the case when two jjowc.Ts 

are attempting the same task in different way.s and by dideixuil; means, 

there was inevitable rivalry and strife between Empire and Churcli as 

they grew together within one common society. But sucli generalisations 

give, after all, an imperfect picture. Beneath them the details of eccle¬ 

siastical life, in Papacy, diocese, parish and monastery, are also part of 

the common history, and have received the notice which they can there¬ 

fore claim. 

But if political history and ecclesiastical history present us witli two 

cen tres of uni ty in a tangled field, thought, literature, and art wei-e no less 

distinctly, though in other ways, guardians of unity and fosterers of fulmni 

life. Tliey too brought down from the past seeds for the new woi-ld l:o tend. 

So their story also, with its records of inh(u-itan<-e, plainer to read, espe¬ 

cially in its Byzantine influences, than those of politics or ecclesiastical 

matters, is an essential part of our task. Politics, Religion, and Thought 

in all its many-sided fields, summed up for the future Westeni world all tlx; 

remnants of the past which were most essential and fruitful for genera¬ 

tions to come. They wei-e the three great forces that made for unity 

and, with unity, for civilisation. 

Taking all this for granted, then, we pass to the separate history of 

the individual countries ju.st growing into states. For a time, they grow 

within the common mould of the Empire, and Carolingian tradition.s 

bind them to the passt. Dimly to begin with, but with growing plain¬ 

ness, the realms of France, Germany, Italy, I>orrainc, and Burgundy an^ 

seen taking their later territorial and constitutional shapes. England lay 

somewhat apart, insular, and therefore separated from the Empire', but by 

this very insularity everywhere exposed to Northmen and Danes. Here, 

too, as on the continent, statesman-like kings and far-sighted ecclesiasi.ics 

worked together. The growth of territorial unity is easiest of all to trace', 

for it can be made plain in maps. But the growth of unity e)f the)nght and 

interests, of constitutions and social forms, is harder to see anel k) e'xpimsj 

b% 
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it is easier to estimate the work of Ecgbert, Edward the Elder, and 

Aethelstan than the more many-sided achievements of Alfred and Dun- 

stan, or the more pervasive influence of the great Noi’Uiern school which 

gave us Bede and Alenin. But the peculiarity of England's posit,ion and 

history is most significant for constitutional growths, and it is, tlierefore, 

in connexion with English affairs that the origins of Feudalism are best 

investigated and discussed. Scientific history begins with tlic ()!)servati()n 

of resemblances and with classification by likeness. Tlien it passt^s on to 

detect differences, and to note their significance. Nowhere is 'there more 

need to remember these twin methods than in the study of Feudalism, 

where the Cambridge scholar Maitland was our daring and yet cautious 

guide. Processes and details which we notice in English history liave 

their parallels elsewhere. If the centuries we traverse here have a large 

common inheritance, they also have at the same time, in spi'te of dif¬ 

ferences in place and character, some tiling of a common liistory. Wliat 

is said, therefore, as to the origins of English Feudalism also applies, with 

due allowance for great local differences, to Germany, France, and Italy; 

even indeed to Spain, although there the presence and tlie conejuests of 

the Muslims impressed a peculiar stamp upon its institutions. 

The period with which we have to deal is more than most periods 

what is sometimes called transitional; but this only means that it is more 

difficult than other periods to treat by itself. History is always changing 

and transitional, but keeps its own continuity even when we find it 

hard to discern. Breaches of continuity are rare, altliough in this period 

we have two of them: one, the establishment of the Moors in Spain, aud 

the other, more widely diffused and less restricted locally, the inroads of 

the Northmen ending in the establishment of the Nomians, wliose con¬ 

quest of England, as the beginning of a new era, is kept for a later 

volume. In many other periods some histories of states or institutions 

cease to be significant or else come to an end. Of this particular age we 

can say that it is specially and peculiarly one of beginni ngs, one in which 

older institutions and older forms of thought are gradually passing into 

later stages, which sometimes seem to be altogether new. The true sig¬ 

nificance, therefore, of the age can only be seen when we look ahead, and 

bear in mind the outlines of what in coming volumes must be traced in 

detail. This is specially true of the Feudalism which was everywhere 

giadually growing up, and, therefore, to understand its growth it is well 

to look ahead and picture for ourselves the system which forms the back¬ 

ground for later history, although even here it is in process of growth 

and its economic and military causes are at work. 

The dissolution of the Carolingian Empire ends its first stage with 
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the Treaty of Verdun, following the Oath of Strasbourg. The oath is 

in itself a monument of the division between Romance and Teutonic 

languages, a linguistic difference whicli soon joined itself to other 

differences of race and circumstance. At Verdun I.ouis the German took 

most of the imperial lands in which a Teutonic tongue was s{)oken : 

Charles took mainly lands in which Romance prevaik‘d. lliis difference 

was to grow, to become more acute and to pass into rivalry a,s y<‘a,rs went 

by, and the rivalry was to make tlic old Austriisia mlo a (dcRaiofibhi land; 

so that, for the later France and Gerniiiny, 'tlie year may l)e l;iken as a 

convenient beginning in historic record of tluri!- sepa^rale national lives. 

Henceforth we have to follow separate histories, although the |)ro(a‘ss of 

definite separation is gradual and slow. 

At Tribur in 887 rebels deposed Charles tlie Fat, a,nd rH‘xt y(‘a,r the 

Eastern Kingdom proclaimed Arnulf; when liis son Louis [.he Child died 

in 911, election and recognition by Frankish, Saxon, Ahanatuiia.n (or 

Swabian), and Bavarian leaders made Conrad the first of (h.‘rma.n kings. 

In this process, unity, expressed by kingship, and disunion, express(‘d by 

the great tribal duchies which shanul in later elections, comf)iiu‘d. 

And through many reigns, certainly throughout our period, tlu^ (‘xisi(‘nc(^ 

of these tribal ducliies is the |)ivot upon whi(‘li German history t.urns. 

To the king his subjects looked for defejux^ a.ga,inst ouisich^ (‘n(‘mi(^s: t.lu‘ 

Empire had accepted this task, a,u(I (’harleiJiagiui had w(‘ll achi(‘V(‘(! if.. 

But his weaker successors had neglec,te<I it, a,nd a.s Uu‘y made, derau!{, 

local rulers, and in Germany, the tribal dukc's, above all, took tlie vacant 

place. But the appearance on all hands of local rult*rs, which is so of’lem 

taken as a mere sign of disunion, as a mere pro<x;ss of decay, is, beiu'alh 

this superficial appeax'ance, a sign of local lif(% a. drawing tog(‘ther of 

scattered elements of strength, under thc^ pix'ssure of local needs, and, 

above all, for local defence. If on a wi(l(*r lirld of disonkn* tlu^ appe^a.r- 

ance of great kings and emperors made for strength a.nd happiness, 

precisely the same was afterwards the ease in ilie smaller fl(‘l(ls. 

too the emergence of local (,lyna,sticks also mad<* for strcmgl.h and happiiu'ss. 

Local rulers, then, to begin with, accepf.c^d the loadin'ship in (‘onnnon local 

life. And they did so somewliat in the spirit with which Gregory the 

Great, deserted by Imperial rulers, had in his day boldly ta,k(m upon 

himself the care and defence of Rome against hnvhimnus. So for (h‘rnin,n v, 

as for France, the national history is c-onceriuxl as nimh with tlie sf.ory ol‘ 

the smaller dynasties as with tliat of the ecmtral governnuml. 

But a distinction is to be noted betwcx^ii the courst^ of this mingled 

central and local history in Germany and kVaiu'c, In IVaiux* th<^ growth 

of local order was older than it was in Germany; town.s with Roimm 
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traditions were more abundant and life generally was more settled. In 

Germany a greater burden was, therefore, thrown upon the kings and, 

as was so generally the case with men in those days, they rose to their 

responsibilities. Accordingly the kingship grew in strength, and Otto the 

First was so firmly seated at home as to be able to intervene with success 

abroad. His Marches, as later history was to shew, served adequately 

their purpose of defence, and German suzerainty over the neighbouring 

lands became more real The basis of his power was Saxony, less 

feudalised than the other duchies and peopled mainly by freemcm well 

able to fight for their ruler. Otto understood, moreover, how luKtes- 

sary for strength and order was close fellowship in work between St<ile 

and Church. Throughout his land the Bishops, alike by duty and 

tradition, were apostles of civilisation, and, on the outskirts of tlie king¬ 

dom above all, the spread of Christianity meant the growth of German 

influence, much as it had done under Charlemagne himself. To the 

Bishops, already overburdened with their spiritual charge, were now 

entrusted administrative duties. In England individual Bishops wc‘re 

counsellors of the king: in France Bishops, although later to !)e con¬ 

trolled by neighbouring nobles, had been a more coherent body iban 

elsewhere, and the legislative authority of synods had been so great tbal 

the Episcopate had even striven to become the leading power in the realm. 

But it was characteristic of Germany to make the Bishops, with large 

territories and richly endowed, a part, and a great part, of the adminisfj-a- 

tion in its local control, working for the Crown and trusted by it, but wi tlx 

the independent power of Counts or even more: thus there grew up in 

Germany the great Prince-Bishoprics, as marked a feature of the polilic'al 

life as the tribal Duchies but destined to endure still longer. And further¬ 

more, because of this close alliance between German Crown and German 

Episcopate, the later struggle between Church and King, which arose out 

of forces already at work, was to shake with deeper movement the edi(i<‘(; 

of royal power. Because of this special feature of German polity, the 

eleventh century strife between Pope and German King meant more for 

Germany than it did for other lands. And this was something quite 

apart from the revival of the Western Roman Empire. 

Otto’s political revival, with its lasting influence on history, was in the 

first place a bringing to life again of the Carolingian Empire. like the 

earlier Empire it arose out of the needs of the Church at Rome: Otlo the 

Great, like Charlemagne and his forerunners, had come ixito Italy, and 

Rome with the Papacy was the centre, indeed the storm-point, of 1 talian 

politics and strife. But Otto, unlike Charlemagne, was more a protector 

than a ruler of the Church, and here too, as on the political side of the 
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Empire, he set out from a distinctively German rather than from a general 

standpoint. His first care was rather with the German Church, needed 

as an ally for his internal government, than with the Papacy representing 

a general conception of wide importance. The new series of Emperors 

are concerned with the Papacy more as it affected Germany and Italy 

than under its aspect of a world-wide power built on a compact theory. 

The future history of the Empire in its relations to the Papacy turns, then, 

mainly upon the fortunes of the Church first in Germany and then in Italy : 

conflict arises, when it does arise, out of actual working conditions and 

not out of large conceptions and controversies. This is certainly true of 

our present period and of the Imperial system under Otto. Upon the 

Papal side things were very different. From itlai-ge statements and claims 

came forth; Nicholas I presented to the world a compact and far-reaching 

doctrine which only needed to be brought into action in lat.m- days; 

although, as a matter of fact, even with the Papacy, actual jurisdiction 

preceded theory. Ecclesiastics were naturally, more than laymen, con¬ 

cerned with principles (embodied in the Canon Law), of which they wc'rc 

the special guardians, and they remained so until Roman Law regained 

in later centuries its old preeminence as a groat system based on thought 

and embodied in practice. Its triumph was to he unden- h’rodcn-ich 

Barbarossa and not under Otto the Great, although its study, ciuu^kened 

through practical difficulties, began both in k’nince and I .ondiardy during 

the eleventh century. To begin with, churchmen led in l.he rc^alm of 

thought, and, when clash and controversy came, were first in f.he field. 

Laymen, from kings to officials, were, on the other liand, slowly foiging, 

under pressure of actual need, a system that was sl.rong, coherent, and 

destined to grow because it was framed in {iractice more than in thought. 

But for the moment we are concerned with the Empire and not with the; 

Feudal system, to which we shall return. 

The exact extent of St Augustine’s influence upon medicwal thought 

has been much discussed: to write of it here would he to anticipate what 

must be said later on. But it came to reinforce, if not to suggi'st, the 

medieval view of society, already held, though not expressi'd in the detail ol 

Aquinas or Dante. Life has fewer contradictious than has thought, and in 

the work of daily life men reconcile oppositions which, if merely t.hought 

over, might seem insuperable. To the man of practice in those days, as to 

the student of St Augustine’s City of God, Christian sociidy was one great, 

whole, within which there were many needs, many ends to reach, and many 

varied things to do. But the society itself wixs one, and Pope or Monanth, 

churchman or layman, had to meet its needs and do its work its best he 

could. This was something quite unlike the modern theories of Church 
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and State, and it is only by remembering this medieval conception, which 

the late Dr Figgis so well expounded to us, that the course of medieval 

history can be rightly understood. Under such a conception, with a 

scheme arrived at by life rather than by thought, Pope or Bishop, Abbot 

or Priest, did secular things with no thought of passing into an alien 

domain. Emperor or King, Count or Sheriff, did not hesitate to under¬ 

take, apart, of course, from sanctuary or worship, what would seem to us 

specially the churchman’s task. Here there were possibilities of concord 

and fellowship in work, which the great rulers of our period, whether 

clerical or lay, tried to realise. But there were also possibilities of strife, 

to be all the sharper because it was a conflict within one society and not 

a clash of two. 

Only the preparation for this conflict, however, falls within our scope. 

But this preparation is so often slurred over that its proper prcvscntalion 

is essential. The medieval king,like Stuart sovereigns ill .laigland,wa,s 

by a tremendous and expensive task, and had scanty means lor me(*ting it;. 

The royal demesne was constantly impoverished by frecjnent grants: to 

keep up order as demanded by local needs, and to provide defence as 

demanded by the realm at large, called not only for administrative i*are 

but also for money which was not forthcoming. It was easy to use the 

machinery of the Church to help towards order: it was easy to raise 

something of an income and to provide for defence by laying a hand 

upon church revenues and by making ecclesiastical vassals furnish soldiers. 

Most of all, horse-soldiers were needed, although to be used with economy 

and care, like the artillery of later days: their utility had been learnt 

from the ravages of the Danes, able to cover quickly large areas because 

of the horses they seized and used. Kings were quick to learn the lesson; 

knight-service grew up, and is recorded first for ecclesiastical lands in 

England. 

It is therefore first in the estates of the Church that the elements of 

feudalism are noted in the double union of jurisdiction and knight-service 

with ownership of lands. Thus, beginning with the equally urgent needs of 

the crown and of localities, the elements of the Feudal system appeared 

and gradually grew until they became the coherent whole of later days. Bu t 

its practical formation preceded its expression in theory. Its formation 

brought many hardships and opened the way to many abuses. An in¬ 

dividual often finds his greatest temptations linked closely to his special 

capabilities and powers, and in the same way, out of this attempt to give 

the world order and peace, made by able rulers who were also men of 

devoted piety, sprang the abuses which called forth the general movement 

of the eleventh century for church reform. This was partly due to a revival 
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within the Church itself, a reform both in diocesan^ and monastic hie, 

beginning in Lorraine and Burgundy, and seen significantly in the rapid 

Western growth of Canon Law. But it was complicated and condi tioned 

by politics, especially by those of Italy and Germany, impm-f«-.% linked 

together by the Empire. Its history m the earlier stages is iiidicateii in 

this volume, but must be discussed more fully along with the churc po icy 

of the great Emperor Henry III. Because its history iindm- him is so c ose y 

ioined to that of the wider period, reaching from the Synod ol butri to 

the Concordat of Worms, it is left over for a later volume, although the 

purely political side of his reign is treated here. 

To the German kingship, ruling the great German duchies, inevita ) y 

entangled in Italian affairs and in touch with warlike maghboiirs as yc^. 

heathen and uncivilised, fell the traditions of the l-lmpire, .so far as terri¬ 

torial sway and protectorship of the Papacy was involved. But to the 

growing kingdom of France there came naturally the giianhaiislnp of 

Carolingian civilisation. Mayence, Salzburg, Hati.sbon, and Cologne 

to begin with, Hamburg and Bamberg at a later dale, might lie the 

great missionary sees of the West, but Rheims ami the knigih.m t<> 

which it belonged, together with the debateable am! Austrasian land oi 

Lorraine, inherited more distinctly the traditions of thought ami learning. 

Paris, the cradle of later France, had a preeminence in hrance greater 

than had any city in its Eastern neighboui-laml. So I'ranee with its 

older and more settled life from Roman and Merovingian days liad, 

although with some drawbacks, a unity and coliercnce almost unique, just 

as it had a history more continuous. Yet even soithad its great hefs, with 

their peculiarities of temperament and race, so that much of kienc i 

history lies in their gradual incorporation in the kingdom of which Pans 

was the birthplace and the capital. And at Paris the varied sl.ory of 

Scholasticism, that is, of medieval thought, may be said to begin. 

Thus the lines upon wliich later histories wer(‘. to run were alr(‘n,(ly 

laid.for France, Germany, and England, and for Italy something the same 

may be said. There to the mixture of races ami rule, alreaily great, was 

added now the Norman element, to be at first a further cause of discord, 

and then, as in France and England, a centre of stability ami streiiglh. 

The grasp of the Byzantine Emperors on Italy was becoming nominal 

and weak; the Lombards, with scanty aspirations after unity, wiu-c by 

this time settled. In Sicily, and for a time in the South, Saracens liad 

made a home for themselves, and, as in Spain, were causing locally the 

terror which, in a form vaster and more niidefined, was to form, lalnr 

on, a dark background for the history of Europe as a whole. Rome, for 

all the West outside Italy a place of reverence and the scat of Papal 
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jurisdiction, sinking lower but never powerless, was itself the playground 

of city factions and lawless nobles revelling in old traditions of civirpride. 

But above all the distinction between Northern and Southern Italy was 

becoming more pronounced. In the North, still subject to the Emperor 

growing feudalism ran, although with local variations, a normal but 

short-lived course. The South, on the other hand, had drawn off into 

a separate system of small principalities, where inchoate feudalism was 

to be suddenly developed and made singularly durable by the; Normans 

But in the North and, as yet, in the South thickly strewn cili,« were llie 

ruling factor in political life and social progress. For Italy, a.s for the other 

gieat lands, the period was one of beginnings, of formations as yet in¬ 

complete. Events on the surface were making national unity Impeiess- 

Ihidh were slowly producing the civic independence 
whi J was to be the special glory of later medieval Italy. 

1 he fortunes of the Papacy in these centuries were strangely variable It 

Tarl Tt!a.::; 'lord 
of all the earth, to Formosus (891-896), dug up from his grave, sen- 

TtbeP^ ^ ' ’,Tt repeated recoveries 
of the Papacy would be hard to explain if we did not recall its advan- 

ges in the traditions of administration, and in the handling of large affairs 

in a temper meUowed by experience. Roman synods, as a rule acted with 
discretion^, and long traditions, both administrative and diplomatic en 

hanced the influence of the Western Apostolic See; Gregcmy VH ^ 

rightly speak of the gravitas Romana. The Empire of Charlemamic 

furthered^by his experiences in many lands, could do more for Rome 
than create a memory for future guidance Tlpfnrn r' i i n 

lands. St Adalbert of I‘ra<»ue''"X''^both ^ ‘^“**"* 
typified the unrest of his d^v w x bishop 
and monastic meditation h adventurous activity 

time in a monastery. He’was a BrimL brbirth and 
second hishop of Prague r988P h^c'^ i ^ become the 
in th. »f>”S ‘k™ W part 

Hungary, and is said to have baptized its gi-eat king 
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St Stephen. Commands from the Pope and Willigis of Mayence sent him 

back to his see, but renewed wanderings brought him a martyr's death in 

Prussia. He had also visited Poland and there, at Gneseii, he was biirit‘d. 

Such a career reminds us of St Boniface, but there is a distinction bcilwcn^n 

the two to be noted. Boniface had always worked with the Frankish 
rulers, and had depended greatly upon their help. Adalbert, on the 

other hand, looked far more to Rome. Pope, German rulers, and even 
German bishops like Pilgrim of Passau, had independent or even (contra¬ 

dictory plans of large organisation. In Bohemia, Hungary, and Poland, 
the tenth century saw the beginning of national churclies, looking to the 
Papacy rather than to German kings. Thus wore hrougld; about later 
complications in politics, Imperial and national, which wcire to be im¬ 

portant both for general history and for the growth of Papal powcuv 
But although Gregory was thus able to leave his mark on distant la,uds, 

and to legislate for the churches of Germany and h'raiu^c^ he could not 
maintain himself in Rome itself: he was driven from the city (9yC>), facaxl 

by an anti-Pope John XVI (who has caused confusion in the Papal lists), 

and was only restored by the Emperor for one short yc^ar of life and rule 

before Gerbert succeeded him. The strength of tlie Pa,pa,ey lay iti it,s 

great traditions and its distant control: its weakness anm) from factions 

at Rome. 
Gerbert, born in Auvergne, a monk at Aurillac, a scholar in Spain, at 

Rheims added philosophy to his great skill in mathematics. As Abbot of 

Bobbio he had unhappy experiences* For a iim<:‘, through the fovour of 

Hugh Capet, he held the Archbishopric of Rheims, whenj lui h^arnt the 

strong local feeling of the French episcopate, in which his gr<‘at pn^decessor 

Hincmar had shared. Otto tlie Great admired his abilities: Otl.o ll sent 

him to Bobbio: Otto III, his devohxl pupil, made him Archbishop of 
Ravenna (998) and, a year later, Pope. Mouhhid in many lands, illus-* 

trating uni(|ne]y the unity of Western Christendom, tlu^ foremost Hunker 

of the day, yet on the Papacy he left no mark answiu'ing to Ids gn^at 

personality. 
Not even insignificant PojXis and civic si.rifh l<‘ss(uu‘<l Papal powcu’ 

as might have been suppos(xL Beru^dict VIII (came: to 

the thixme after a struggle will) the (Jr<‘se(;ut.ii: his fath(?r, (kmut 

Gregory, of the Tusculan family, had htHuii praqfcrtii,^ navaU.^i uiuhs* 
Otto HI, and had done much for the fortification of iht‘ city agaiiist Hu* 

Saracens who had once so grtiatly harasscid rJohn V111 Bene<li(‘t 

himself was dependent upon the lirnperor for ht^lp against Byv:aniin(*H, 
Saracens and factions in Rome itself. II(^ could not Ik* call(‘d a Pojk* of 

spiritual influence, but he was an astute politician, aiul und(!r him the 
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Papacy not only exercised without question its official power but also 

moved a little in the direction of church reform. As a ruler with activity 

and energy in days of darkness and degradation, he regained for the 

Papacy something of the old international position. 

This administrative tradition in papal Rome is often hidden Ixmc'ath 

the personal energy of the greater Popes and the gro\ving sl.rength 

gradually gained by the conception of the Papacy as a wliolc. Already 

we can see the effect of the union with the Empire, and of tlu^ (‘ulangh^- 

ment with political, and especially with Imperial, interests, upon which 

so much of later history was to turn. Already we can st*(‘ (Jk‘ growing 

influence of Canon Law, beginning, it must be remembered, in outlying 

fields, and then slowly centring in Rome itself. The lei,tcu*s of Ilincmar, 

for instance, shew great knowledge of the older law, a (touslant ivknvuve. 
to it and a grasp of its principles. The rapid spread of the Eals(‘ Dc* . 

cretals, in themselves an expression of existing tendencies rallau' I,ban an 

impulse producing them, shew us the system in process of growth. Tlum- 

rapid circulation would have been impossible had they not iiikid in with 

the needs and aspirations of the age. They embodit^l tlie id('a of Uh^ 

Church’s independence, and indeed of its moral sovereignty, two conccop¬ 

tions which, when the ecclesiastical and civil powers worked in alliance^, 

helped to mould the Christian West into a coherent society, firmly sc^tth^d 

in its older seats and also conquering newer lands. But when in a latc^r 

day the two powers came to clash, the same conceptions mmlo. (.he slrifi^ 

more acute and carried it from the sphere of action into the region oi' 
political literature. 

One significant feature of this age of prepiiration dennands sp(x-ia,l 

notice. St Boniface, when he laid the foundation of (jhurch organisal.ion 

in the Teutonic lands, had built up a coherent and unitc'id lilpiscopate. 

Joined to older elements of ecclesiastical life, it })ecame, under tlu^ wc^akc^r 

Carolingians, strong enough to attempt control of the crown itsedf. Be¬ 

fore the Papacy could establish its own domitiion, it laid l;o subjugate 

the Bishops: before it could reform the Church and mould the'world 

after its own conceptions, it had further to reform an hlpiscopate, which, 

if Still powerful, had grown corrupt. Constantine luul souglit tlu^ alliaiuT 

of the Church for the welfare of the Empire because it was strong and 

united, and both its strength and unity were based upon tlu^ b'.piscopatc^. 

The Teutonic Emperors did the same for the same reasons, and now this 

Episcopate had to reconcile for itself conflicting relations with Empire 

and Papacy. And in establishing its complete control of t.he Bishops 

the Papacy touched and shook not only the kingly power but Uie lower 

and more local parts of a complicated political system* 
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Those results^ however, belong to a later volume. For the present 

we are in the period of formation, watching pi'ocesses mostly beneath the 

surface and sometimes tending towards, if not actually in, opposition 

among themselves. Thus, the Imperial protection of the Church, working 

superficially for its strengi:h, tended, as a secoxuhiry result, to weaken and 

secularise it, and therefore in the end, to prodinu^ a rc^acUon. And, wlien 

it came, that reaction was caused as niuch by the inner history of the 

leading nations as by the central power of Home aiul Ihn Papacy itself. 

It was one side of the complicated processes whi(ii, in the p<u'iod dealt; 

with here, moulded the Age of Feudalism. 

It is well to recall the words of Maitland about Ifoudalism {IkmicMlay 

Booh and beyond^ pp. 2S3-5). we use the term in ibis wide senst^, 

then (the barbarian concjuesls Ixing givcai us as an imalterablt^ fac.t) 

feudalism means civilisation, the sej>a.ration of employnumts, the division 

of labour, the possibility of nalioxial dc'fonc^e, the possilxility of art, sciem^e, 

litei'atui'e and learned leisure; the cathedral, tlie scriptorium, the library, 

are as truly the work of feudalism as is the ba,ronial castle. Wlien 

therefore, we speak, as we shall have to speak, of forces whicdi make for 

the subjection of peasantry to sdgnorial justice and which subslif.uU; llut 

manor with its villeins for the iVee villager, we shall~so at It^ast it seems 

to us—be speaking not of abnormal forccis, not of r(itrogr(,‘ssion, not of 

disease, but in the main of normal and healthy growth. Fa,r from iks 

indeed is the cheerful optimism which refusers i,o se(‘ that tlie procc^ss of 

civilisation is often a cruel process; but the Kngland of the* (Icvenlh 

century is nearer to the England of the nineteenth than is the; hhigland 

of the seventh, nearer by just four hundred years.’’ And again he says: 

Now, no doubt, from one point of view, namely that of universal history, 

we do see confusion and retrogression. Ideal possessions which have 

been won for mankind by the thought of Roman lawyers are lost for a 

long while and must be recovered painfully,” And ^"^it must 1k^ ad» 

mitted that somehow or another a retrogression lakes place?, that tlu‘ 

best legal ideas of the ninth and tenth centuries are next so gexexi, sex 

modern, as those of the third and fourth.” Historians, he ixxints out, 

often begin at the wrong end and start with the earlien- centuries, anel 

yet ^Hf they began with the eleventh century a,ml tliemce? iurneHl t,o the 

earlier timeb they might come to anexther opinion, to the opinion that m 
the beginmxxg all was very vague, and that such ('learness and prc'cision 

as legal thought has attained in the days <xf the Nxxrnxan (^xiupiest has 

been very gradually attained and is chidly due to the influence which the 

^ Maitland here refers to the Barbarian ideas and institutional flay frexm the 
seventh century onwards. 
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old heathen world working through the Roman chuT-ch has exc'rds(;d upon 

the new. The process that is started when barbarism is brought into 

contact with civilisation is not simple.” 

Here the great historian is speaking mainly of legal ideas and h'gal 

history which he taught us to understand. In a wider than a legal .simsc', 

it is the same process which this volume trie.s to tract! and sketch. ''I'he 

steps and details of the process are to be read in the chaj)t.er on h\!udalisin 

and in the chaptei-s on England. But once again it is ht're the preparatory 

stages with which we deal: the full process in Engiish history, for inslanct!, 

belongs to a later volume where William the Contpieror and his Domes¬ 

day Book give us firmer ground for a new starting-point. But if it is 

more difficult, it is as essential, to study the stages of l.Iu! mor<! elusive 

preparation. It is the meeting-ground of old and new: the history in 

which the new, with toil and effort, with discipline and sufli-ring, grows 

stronger and richer as it masters the old and is mastered by it. "" 

In these centuries, even more than in others, it is chiefly of king.s, of 

battles and great events, or of purely technical things like Icg.-d grants oi- 

taxes, of which alone we can speak, because it is of them wc: an; mostly 

told. We know but little of the general life of the mul ti tude on i ts social 

and economic side. For that we must argue back from later <;ouditions, 

checked by the scanty facts we have. Large local variations were mor(“ 

acute: economic differences between the great trading cities of t.he Rhine¬ 

land and the neighbouring agricultural lands around Mayence, or again 

the differences between the east and west of the (iernian realm, ha<l 

greater political significance than they would have to-day. Contrasts 

always quicken the flow of commerce and the tide of thought: tuivcd 

brought with it greater awakening then than now. Hence (.homdd 

moved most quickly along the lines of trade, which were, fbr l.lu! most' 

part, those of Roman rather than of later medieval days. We know 

something of the depopulation due to wars, and of the'misery due to 

unchecked local tyranny, which drove men to welcome any lixity of ruk; 

and to respect any precedent even if severe and rough, diie same! <-auses 

made it easier for moral and religious laws to hold a stricter sway, even 

disregarded by paasion or caprice. Under the wo.kim.- 

of aU these forces a more settled life was slowly growing ut, althomrh 

with many drawbacks and frequent retrogression^ ^ ^ 

Under such conditions men were little ready to question anythin., 

t^t made for fixity and peace. The reign of law, the control of prin" 

ciples, _were welcome, because they gave relief from the tumultuous 

barbarism ^d violence that reigned around. The past had its legimd 

of peace: therefore men turned to memories of Roman law and of a^rule 
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supposed to be stable: thus, too, we may explain the eager study of old 

ecclesia-stical legislation and the ready acceptance of Papal jurisdiction, 

even when it was in conflict with local freedom. The future, on the other 

hand, seemed full of dread, so men preferred precedent to revolution. In 

a world abounding in contrasts and fearful of surprise, strong men trained 

in a hard school were able to shape tlieir own path and to lead otliers 

with them. So dynasties, like precedents, had peculiar value. And 
moreover from simple fear and pressing need, men were driven closer 

together into towns and little villages capable of some defence. In 

England some towns appear first, and others grow larger, under th„e 

influence of the Danes: in France it is the time of the miles iwtives; 

Italy was thickly sown with casteU% around ivhich hous<is clusterc^d; in 

Germany, Nuremberg and Weissenburg, Rothenburg on the Taul)er with 
other towns are mentioned for the first time now: it was a period of civic 
growth in its beginnings. Socially too men were drawn into associations 

with common interests and fellowship of various kinds, beginning anottua* 
great chapter of economic histoiy. Thus in these centuries men were 
beginning to realise, first in tendency and aft.erwa,r(ls in |)r<)cess, tlie 

power and attraction of the corporate life. Thk was to l)e, in later 

centuries, one great feature of medieval society. The o]<1 tie of kiusliip, 
with its resulting blood-feuds, was already weakcuing under tlic two 
solvents of Christianity and of moni settled local s('a!;s, l.lie attempt to 

combine in one society conflicting personal laws, Roman or barf)arian at 
the choice of individuals (expressed, for instance, in the ConstiiuMo Itmriana 

of Lothar in 824) was causing chaos. Hence, in our centuries, society was 

seeking for a more stable foundation, and out of disorder com{)araiiv(^ 
order arose. Dynasties, precedents, traditions, and fellowships for pro¬ 
tection and mutual help had already begun to shape the nuxlieval world 
as we shall see it later in active work. 

This genex’al view gives significance to tlie constitutiona,! and eccle¬ 

siastical side of the history, but it gives it perhaps eveti more to the 

history of education, of learning and of art. The new racr^s Ixi'ovighl. 
new strength, and were to make great histories of tlieir own. But we 

see in our period how nearly all that brought high interests and ideals, 

nearly all that made for beauty and for richness of life, camc^ from the 

old, although it was grasped with new strexigth and slowly worked out 

into a many-sided life beneath the pressure of new conditions. We 

have moved in a time of preparation, guided by the past but neverthe¬ 
less working out a great and orderly life of its own. 
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CORRIGENDA. 

Voh. II 

p 279, par. 2, L 4. For Kusistan read Klur/istan. 
p. 369. For Zubair read Zulair throughout except ‘'Abdallrlli ibn /ul^air. 
p. 395 11. 33 ff- Tb® troops wbicli became the theme ot Ohsequhun w<‘r(‘ not the 

palatine troops, but that portion of the Bcholae (imperial f^niards) whic.h was 

quartered in Asia. 
p. 396, last line but one. For retreated read returned. 
p. 402, 1. 36. For Eugenius read Martin, and dsk note, Maximus was arrested m 

653 {K B, M. XXXI, 1916, p. 147). . . 
p. 405, 11. 27 ff. The mutiny was not in 670, but in 681-2 after tiie two juinor 

princes’ deposition {E, IL 11 xxx, 1915, p. 42). ^ ^ 
p. 406. For 11. 8-11 read At the beginning of Septemlxu* 685 (’ouKtantine (lied of 

dysentery and was succeeded by Justinian (F. .//. B xxx, 1915, pp. 50 51). 

p. 525, 1. 2 from end. For Aetbelreda read AeLlnddrtMla. 

p. 534,1. 3. For Emmeran read Emmeram. 
p. 541,1.12. For 762 read 751. 
p. 715, last line (Gen. BibL). For IBOB read 1908. New edn. 1915. 
p. 791 (BibL Chap, xvi (A)) § 2, Plummer, A. For lihrary of Patristic Theology 

read Lihrary of Historic Tlieology. 
p. 799 (BibL Chap, xvn), 1. 4 from end. For Ibid, read TOHS. 
p. 819 (Chronological Table). Under 636 omit ^^ssue of the Ekthem/* and inmrt U 

under 638. 

COBRBCTIONS TO InDIX. VoU. IL 

p. 822, col. 1,11. 9-12. Bead AlMs, son of Walid, military smscesses of, 412,414 sq. 
p. 825, col. 2. Under Amorium, ibr ^‘3%; read taken by Arabs, 39(5; 

recovered, 397; 
p. 826, col. 2. After Ansar, the, insert 313, 

Ibid. Under Antioch, dele 407. 
p. 839, col. 2. Under Columbanus (Columba), St, dek 510; in Scotland, 512 sq., 

526, and 527. 
p. 839, col. 2. Insert entry Columba, St, apostle of Scotland, 510, 512 s<i. , 526 sep 

p. 852, col. 2, L 6 from end. For Heraclius, son of the emperor, read Hera(dius H. 
p. 853’ col. 1. For the two entries Hijfiz read Hijilz, province, 334; opposcjs Yazid, 359. 
p. 853, col. 2. Hisham, Caliph and Hisham, son of 'Abd-al-Malik are the same person. 

p. 858, col. 2. For Kusistan read Khuzistan. 
p. 868, col. 1. Othman, Caliph and Othman ibn Aifto are the same person, 

p. 871, col. 2. In list of Popes insert Bonus. 
p. 873, col. 1. Under Reggio, omit (Rheginm) and Maximus at, 403; 
Ibid. Under Rhegium, omit ^‘see Reggio,” and insert Maximus at, 403, 
p. 874, col. 2. Insert Romuald, Buke of Benevento, 394. 
p. 880, col. 1. Stephen, archimandrite and Stephen, pupil of Macarius are the same 

person. 
p. 881, col. 2. Taranda, 294 and Taranta..., 412 are the same place. 
p. 889, col. 2. For Zubair ibn J^ais read Zubair ibn JJiais. 
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CHAPTER L 

LOUIS THE PIOUS. 

It was at his winter home at Done, early in February 814 that Lmns 

of Aquitaine received the news of his father’s death, winch had ban 
Mnt to bim by hi. .i.ter. aod the „.ag..»te who had 

Tr^^uid his cause It is a difficult matter to disccT-u thrm gh th(. 

seS-interested encomiums of biographers and the cahumnes 

political opponents, the real character of the n.an who > ^ J ; 
over the burdensome heritege left by the Empejor (.barles. Louis, 

was at this time thirty-six years old, was, in form and manners, a t< I, 

handsome man, broad-shouldered, with a strong voice, ski U.l 

exercises, fond, as his ancestors were, of ' 
away by the seductions of passion and good chcei. / 'Vi*^'' 'i’ 1 

able even to compose verses in that language, having some knowledge o 

Greek, and in particular, well versed in moral theology. e vvas moc e.s , 

and unassuming, of a usually gentle l;emper, ami he. constantly shewed 

himself capable of generosity and compassion cvem towards his 

His piety, to which he owes the surname by winch histoiy has known 

him from his own century to ours, appears to have been deep am 

genuine. It was shewn not only by his zealous observance of la.M, and 

festival and his prayerful habits, but by his susta.msi interest ... the 

affairs of the Church. During the time he spent in A<|uita.ne the .vio.-m 

of the Septimanian monasteries by Benedict of Anianc had engaged a 

large share of his attention. Throughout l.is .-eign his cai.itulai-ms a.-e 

filled with measures dealing witl. the churches and monastenes 11 must 

not be forgotten, however, that in that age Church and Slate we.-e .so 

closely connected that provisions of this descriptnm were al.solutey 

necessary to good administration, and that it would thus bo a m.stake i,o 

look upon Louis as a mere “crowned monk.” A king in A(ju.ta.m> f.-o... 

781, and associated in the Empire in 813, ho had become aanistomcd 

to the prospect of his eventual succession. Though the news of (La.-less 

death took him by surprise, the new sovereign seems prompt y to have 
made such arrangements as the circumstances .•eipnrcd, for alter having 

shewn all the signs of the deepest grief and ordered fitting prayer to be 

0. ME©, H. VOL, IH, OH. I. ^ 



2 First Measures 

made for the repose of the soul of the deacl, he set out ou his jotirney for 
Aix-la-Chapelle in company with his wife and chil(ln‘n and the <‘hief 
lords of his party. He was doubtless uneasy as to wlial measures were 
being taken there by his father’s former ministers, among them Wak, 
the grandson of Charles Martel, who had wic^lde.d so gnvif. an itillucnce 
at the late Emperor’s court. Such fears, however, wcut‘ groundk‘ss, for 
hardly had Louis reached the banks ol the Loire Indon^. ttu! lords of 
Francia, hastening to meet him and take the oalli ot ti’alty to him, gave 
him an enthusiastic welcome. The famous Tlusxlult, Bishop of Orhvins, 
having received timely notice, had even found Unsure to composes certain 
poems for the occasion, hailing the dawn of Uu; mnv rnign. Wa.Ia 
himself came to meet his cousin at ITerstall, befbn^ tlu‘ Ihnpc'ror, who 
was going by Paris in order to visit the c(‘Ud,)raft*d sam-luaric's of 
Saint-Denis and Saint-Germain-des-Pres, had entered hVa.n<*ia. Most of 
the magnates hastened to follow his example. 

At Herstall the new Emperor made some stay. Tlic're was at the 
palace of Aix a clique of the discontented who relicsl, p(‘rha.ps, on the 
support of Charles’s daughters, and wliose chi(‘f oUisici' in (‘yes of 
Louis seems to have been their disposition to pursiu^ the dissolute way 
of life which had been customary at tlie court of tlu' late Lmpca'or, 
Wala, Lambert, Count of Nantes, and Count (Jarni(‘r were* s(mt on in 
advance to secure order in the palace and to seizti upon any from whom 
resistance was to he feared. They were ohligixl to us(? foixx' in carrying 
out their mission, and some lives were lost. AftcT Louis, on 'll b'etb- 
ruary,had made his solemn entry into Aix-Ia-Chapchci amidst the shouts 
of the people, and had taken over the govenunent, he contiiuu'd the 
same course, taking measures to put an end to Uk,^ scandaJs, real or 
alleged, which for the last few years had dishonoured tlie court IBs 
sisters, whose lapses from virtue, however, dated ma,ny yeaj’s l)ack, wcire 
the first to be assailed. After dividing a.mong them liici property due 
to them under Charles’s will, he sent tliern inio banishment at various 
convents. Nothing is known of the fate of Gis(‘la and Bertha, but 
Theodrada was oWiged to retire to her abbey of ArgcaiUniil, and 
Rothaid to Faremoutier. The Jewish and Chrisli^m nuuHthants also, 
who were found established in the palace, were summoned to depart 
from it, as well as the superfluous women not reejuired for the stuadee 
of the court. At the same time Louis kept with him his ilU^gilimale 
brothers, Hugh, Drogo and Theodoric. But the arrangements made 
in the name of good morals were followed up at once by measures 
directed against the descendants of Charles Martel In spite of the 
loyalty^just shewn by Wala, his brother Adakrd, Abbot of Corbie, 
was exiled to the island of Noirmoutier, while another brother, Ber¬ 
nier, was confined at Larins, and their sister, Gundrada, at St llade- 
gund of Poitiers. Wala himself, fearing a like fete, chose to retire to 
Corbie. 
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Apparently it was also a zeal for reform which inspired Louis at the 

first general placitum held at Aix in August 814 to deeule on sending 

out to all parts of the kingdom missi charged with the duty oi making 

inquiry into “ the slightest actions of the counts and judges and even ot 

the missi previously despatched from the palace, in order to reform what 

they found to have been unjustly done, and bring it into conformity 

with justice, to restore their patrimony to the oppressed, and freedom to 

those who had been unjustly reduced to servitude.” It was a like 

anxiety which impelled liim next year for the protection of the native 

inhabitants of the Spanish March, molested as they were by the 1' rankish 

Counts, to take those measures which are to be found among the pro¬ 

visions of certain of his capitularies. ^ t i t> , i 
At this placitum of Aix appeared the young king of Italy, Bernard, 

who came to make oath of fealty to his uncle. The hlmperor received 

him kindly, bestowed rich gifts on him, and sent him back to 
having confirmed him in his title of king while reserving to himse f the 

imperial sovereignty, as is shewn by the fact that even in Italy all 

legislative acts emanate exclusively from the Emperor. He it is also 
who, during Bernard’s life, grants the confirmation of the privileges of 

the great Italian abbeys. At the same time Louis as.signuai as kingdoms 

to his two elder sons with much the same tm-ms of depeiidenee on 

himself two portions of the Frankish Empire which still retained a 

certain degree of autonomy, Bavaria to Eothar and A(|nitaine to Bepin. 

Both were, however, too young to exercise real {lower. Louis Iherefore 

placed about each of them Frankish oHicials entrusted with the duty of 

governing the country in their names. As to fhe Emjieror’s lai.est-born 

son, Louis, he was too young to be put in even nominal charge ot a 

kingdom so that he remained under his father’s enra. 
In spite, however, of the “cleansing” ol the ini[)erial palace, Louis 

retained around him a certain number of his father’s old servants and 

advisers, such as Adalard the Count Falatine, and Ilildebold, Arehbisho{) 

of Cologne. Some also who had been among his most failhful counsellors 

in A({uitaine followed him to Francia. Bego, the husband oi his daughl.iT 

Alpais, one of the companions of his youth, semns to liave become 

Count of Paris. Louis also retaintKl as Chancellor Elisachar, the chief 

of his Aquitanian clerks, a learned man and a {latron of letters, to whom 

perhaps may be owing the remarkable improvement l.racs'able at this 

time in the drawing up of the imperial ilijilomas. But the man who 

seems to have played the chief part during the early years of the reign 

was the Goth Witiza, St Benedict of Aniane, the reformer of the 

Aquitanian monasteries. The Emperor had lost no time in summoning 

him to his side at Aix, and a large number of the di{)lomas issued 

at this time from the imperial chancery were grant,ed at his retiuest. 

Benedict had at first been installed as Abbot at Maursmiinster in Aksiu-.e, 

but the Emperor, evidently feeling that he was still too far away, had 
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hastened to build the monastery of Inden in tlie woods around Aixda- 
Chapelle and to set him at its head. 

It was, no doubt, to the influence of the Abbot of Inden tliai the 
measures were due which were taken a fhw years hiUu’ (817) f.o esf,aj)lish 
one uniform rule, that of St Benedict of Nursin, in a.ll monashuic^s 
throughout the Frankish Empire. Other n^gnlaiions lo b(‘ applied 
to the canons of cathedral churches, in order lo compkdn Iho work 
formerly begun by St Chrodegang; a!id in a long capitulary, de rchm 

ecclesiasticis, the rights and duties of tnshops and cha-ks were defincHl 
with the special object of preserving them from the sc'cularisaf.ion of 
their property which had too often befaJlen iluun at, the hands of the 
lay power, since the days of Cliarles Martel. 

The EmperoFs care for the interests of ihe (dnircb, an<l tlu^ im¬ 
portance he attached to its good adminisI,ration, were in harmony both 
with the traditions set up by Charles and also with th<>: univ<a‘sal con¬ 
ception of an empire in which the civil and (‘cch^siasLical powta's 
intimately connected, although the imperial a.uthority could not lx; 
said to be subjected to that of the Chuix-h. As (*arly as Itu^ first y(%ar of 
his reign,Louis had had occasion to shew that iu^ int(‘n<h‘<l in tins matUa* 
to maintain his rights inviolate even agaitist the Popt^ himscdf. A con¬ 
spiracy among the Roman nobility agaii^st Leo III had dis<a)vercd 
and punished by that Pope. The culprits had l)e(‘n put to death 
without consulting the Emperor or his rej)res(sd,ative. Louis, con¬ 
ceiving that his rights had been itifringcd by indicalions of 
independence, directed Bernard of Italy and (ierold, (!ount of the 
Eastern March, to hold an inquiry into tlie aflair. Two envoys from 
the Holy See were obliged to accompany th(‘m to the; Empc*ror hearing 
the excuses and explanations of the Pope (815). In the sa,me yc^ar a 
revolt of the inhabitants of the Campagna against tlu^ [)apal authority 
was by order of Bernard suppressed by Wiuichis, tlu^ I)uk(^ of Spoleto. 
Leo III died on June 816 and the Romans chose as his successor 
in the Chair of Peter Stephen IV, a man of noble f?imily who seems 
to have been as much devoted to the Frankish monarchy as his pro 
decessor had been hostile to it. His first care was tx> exa(d; from Iho 

Romans an oath of fealty to the Emperor. At tlie same tinu^ lu^ sent 
an embassy to Louis with orders to announce the election to him, but 
also to request an interview at a place suited to the EmperoFs convenience. 
Louis gladly consented and sent an invitation to Stephen to come to 
meet him in France escorted by Bernard of Italy. It was at Rlutms, 
where Charlemagne had formerly had a meeting with I.co III, that the 
Emperor awaited the Sovereign Pontiff. When Stephen drew nvnr, 
Louis went a mile out of the city to meet him, in his robes of state, 
helped him to dismount from his horse, and led him in great pomp as 
far as the Abbey of Saint-Remi a little beyond the city. On the 
morrow he gave him a solemn reception in Rheims itself, and after several 
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SL him from Borne »d anoioted him »ith the holy f 

Sen accompanied by the imperial missi, again turned towards Rome 

p?rLp.’he.ring with him the diplome, by which I-™ 
B L ritnvfh in its nrivileses and possessions, ihus once more a 

to" he'llli.ni betweJo tire IVpacy and the Emp.» 

M fte same time, the euteeqaent relation, of I-oni, the IW wrth 

the Holy See shew the Emperor’s constant anxiety for the observance 

tha? the Emperor is 

but that in return for his protection he has the i ght to ^uusc nn 

sovereign authority throughout Italy, even m Rome iLsclt, ai d, in 

nartieJar to give his assent to the election of a new pontiff. On th 
deSh Of Stephen IV (24 January 817) Paschal I hastened to inform 

tuis of htltion aU to renf with him the agr« amved .at 

with his predecessors. The sending of laothar to Italy ^ ^ 

Z special mission of governing the country, and his " 

at the hands of Paschal I, wore a further " 
authority. Hence, no doubt, arose a certain disi.oi 1 i t amon I . 

S^m^Boblc m.d’c,en among tbc ropeV „Im , rbewed ,b.c 

in the execution of the prmkcrms liieodorc and Ins soii-m-law lU 

—Sor Leo, who were' first blinded and then bcheadeil >0 ^ 
nalace as guilty of having shewn themselves in all things too lail.hlul to 

Si^k^y of the you„| r.wobal wa, ol 
Urine allowed or even ordete,! thi, doable cecation, ami two wm.v. wen, 

^rfo Rome to hold an in,.airy into the matt.,-, an wluch, 

however, led to no result, for the Pope sent ambassadors of his own 

to Louis, with instructions to clear their master by oath from the 

accusations levelled against him. 
On the death of Paschal 1 (824), as soon as tlie (‘led,urn ol his siu,- 

cessor, Eugenius II, had been announced to Louis, then at (xmipngm,, 

he sent Lothar to Italy to settle with the new Pope nieasiires securing 

the risrht exercise of the imperial jurisdiction m the papal states, 
mission of Lothar’s led to the promulgation of the Conddutio hovmna 

of 824, intended to safeguard the rights “ of all “ifhoritles 
tection of the Emperor and the Pope.” Mmi sent by ^ 1^"^, 
were to superintend the administration of true justice. 1 he Roman 

iudges were to continue their functions, but were to he subject to 

imperial control. The Roman people were given leave to choosci mukir 

what law they would live, but were required to take an oath <d fealty 

to the Emperor. The measures thus taken and the seltlenient agi e(i( 

upon were confirmed in writing by the Pope, who 
oLerve them. On his death, and after the brief pontificate of Valentine, 
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Gregory IV was not, in fact, consecrated until the Kinperor had signified 
his approval of the election. 

Outside his own doniiuions, if Loni.s to have madi' no 

attempt to extend his power beyond the limits fixed by ('Imrleinn'nie 

he did at least exert himself to mainlain his suprem/icy ov(;r the 

semi-vassal nations dwelling on all the fronl.icrs of tin! Ihnpire. I<'or 

the most part, however, these races seem to hav(! sought t.o preserve 

good relations with their powerful neighbour. 'I'he iv-spi-ei, wiiieii, for 

the first few years of the reign, they enlerfained for the suecesso'r of 

Charlemagne is proved by the pnxsence at all tin* great, assemblies 

of ambassadors from dilferent nations be-aring pacific messages. At 

Compi^ne, in 816, Slovenes and Obolrites ap()cnn-d, atid a-m'in at 

Herstall (818) and at Frankfort (htW); liulg.u-i.an envoys ou'sm-eral 

occasions; and in 823 two leaders who, among flie Wilizi, wen-e con- 

tending for power, begged th(i Finperor to act as ail.ilralor. Danes 

were present at Paderborn (81.'5), at Aix-la-Chnpelie (KI7), at Compiegnie 

(823) and at Ihionville (831). J,ouis even nsslvusl Sardinians in HI.*! 

and Arabs in 816. As to the l‘>asl(*rn Fmp)ir(', (he Bti.silti.i seem always 

to have shewn anxiety to keep on good terms with Louis. On vario'us 

occasions their ambassadors ap[)eared at the great assemblies held by 

him; at Aix (817) to settle a cpiestion comnrning frontiers in Dalmatia ■ 
at Rouen in 824 to discuss what measures sbouhl Ik- taken in the mat.ter 

of the controversy concerning images; at Comjn'egne in 827 to renew 

their professions of amity. It may be ad<led tliat it was a (;n-(-k (he 

pnest George, who built for Louis the Pious the first hydraulic organ 
ever used in Gaul. ® 

K ^ I'Oti'H the Pious 
of being in some sort a eontinuaf.ion of I,hat 

of Charles, under a prince capable of i-efielHug ( ho attacks of his <-nemies. 

One of the rivals then disputing for piower, llarolil, having been driven 

out by his cousins,ihe sons of Godefrid, anm in 814 to t,ak<- shelter at 

the_court of Aix. In 816 the Saxon troojis wil,h the Obotrile “ friendlies” 

made an attempt to restore this ally of the Franks to the throne, under 
the leadership of the rmssm Baldric. Promises of submis.sioa were nude 

riujiob^S^”! ‘>»iy 
Harold to the Z^ “f that a revolution recalled 

Sed^t ,m8l f ‘driven. He 

tbnsP^TA^^ b Halitga,r, Bishop of Cambrai, he united his labours with 
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Saxons and Scandinavians came into contact wilti one anotlier, Ihe 
monastery of Corvey or New Corbie (822) and the bishopric ot Ham¬ 
burg (831) were founded to safeguard Christianity in tlie country tliiis 
evangelised. When in 826 the Danish prince Harold^ came to be 
baptised at Mayence with several hundreds of his followers, the 
ceremony was made the opportunity for splendid entertainments at 
which the whole court was present, and was looked ti|)on by the circle 
surrounding the Emperor as a triumph. But attacks by way of the sea 
were already beginning against the Frankish Empires, bi 820 a ba,nd of 
pirates had attempted to land, first in Frisia, and i htai osi the shoins of 
the lower Seine, but being beaten off by the inhai)ibanks liiey lia,d l)ecm 
forced to content themselves with retiriiig to pillage tlie island of Bonin 
off the coast of La Vendee. In 829 a Scmidinavian invasion of Saxoiiy 
had momentarily alarmed Louis, but had led to nothing. In short, it 
may be said that for the first part of the reign Louis's dominions had 
been exempt from the ravages of the Vikings, but the bempesb which was 
to rage so furiously a few years later was already seen to he gathering. 

The Slavonic populations which bordered Frankish Germany on the 
east were also kept within due bounds. In 816 the heorbann of the 
Saxons and East Franks, called out against the rebellious Sort)s, 
compelled them to renew their oaths of submission. Nc^xt year the 
Frankish counts in charge of the fxonticr successfully heat off a.n abtack 
by Slavomir, the prince of the Obotribes, who, b{‘ing mmh prisoiuir a 
little later and accused before the Ihnperor by his own sul)jecl,s, was 
deposed, his place being given to his rival Ceadrag (818). Tlu,: new 
prince, however, before long deserted his Ibrmer allies, joined forces 
with the Danes, and unsuccessfully renewed the sbruggle with the 
Franks. The latter found a more formidable oppoiKvnl in bhc person of 
Liudevit, a prince who had succeeded in reducirig to his obcxlience part 
of the population of Pannonia and was menacing tlxe Frankish frontier 
between the Drave and the Save. An expedition sent against him 
under the Marquess of Friuli, Cadolah, was not succttssfiiL ('adolali dic^l 
during the campaign, and the Slovenes invaded tlie imperial tmaatoiy 
(820). It was only through an alliance wibli one* of LiudeviFs fo<^s, 
Bozna, the Grand Zupan of the Croats, that tlie Franks in liudr turn 
were enabled to spread destruction throngii the enemy's couubry, and to 
force the tribes of Carniola and Carintliia, who liad thrown off their 
allegiance, to submit afresh. Liudevit himself made his submission next 
year, and peace was maintained upon the eastern frontier till 827 “8, 
when an irruption of the Bulgarians into Pannonia necessitated anolher 
Frankish expedition, headed this time by the Emperor's son Louis tlie 
German. By way of compensation, unbroken peace nagned on the 
extreme southern frontier of the dominions of Ixiuis. Tlie Lombard 
populations of the south of Italy continued to be practically imkipendenk 
of Frankish rrde. Louis made no attempt to exert any effective 
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sovereignty over them. He contented himself wilh n'cciving from Priiute 
Grimoald of Benevento in 814 a promise to |)ay lnl>ut(‘ and assurances 
of submission, vague engagements which his siuHavssor Sico rtau^wed 
more than once without causing any change in llu* acf.ual si I nation. 

On the south-western frontier of the han[)ir(^ a, slate of wa.i\ or a(; 

least of perpetual skirmishing, went on Ijetween thc‘ hranks aiul <nther 

the Saracens of Spain or the half-subdued lnhat)ita,nls of lh(‘ ryr(au‘es. 
In 815 hostilities had broken out; anew with t.lu* kanir Hakam I, 
whom the Frankish historians call Al)ula,z. following year IIh* n'call 

of S%uin (Sigiwin), Duke of Gascony, led to a. r<‘voU. of the Bas(|u<‘H, 

but the native chief whom the rebels had pla(‘(‘d at th(‘ir head was de¬ 

feated and killed by the counts in the servic,(‘ of Louis t.h<‘ Pious. Two 

years later (818) the Emperor felt hims(tf strong enough to hanisli 

Lupas son of Centullus, the national Duke of the (*a,scons, and in 819 

an expedition under Pepin of Acpiitaine r(‘sul!.(‘d in an ap[)a,r(‘nt and 

temporary pacification of the provincci. On the otlaa* hand, at tlui 

assembly at Quierzy in 8S0 it was (hicided l.o nauuv {,h(‘ war with tlie 
Saracens of Spain. But the Frankish aiuia,lists nuaii.ion only a plund(*ring 

raid beyond the Segre river (822), and in 82't th(‘ d<tea.t of two Fratikish 

counts in the valley of Roncesvalles, as tlu^y nd.nrning from an 

expedition against Pampeluna. In 826 tlie nwolt in tlu^ Spanish March 

of a chief of Gothic extraction gave Louis the Pious grav'or caus(‘ for 

disquiet. An army led by the Abbot Elisa,cha,r check<‘<l t.he ntxds 

for the moment, but they appealed to the khnir LMxl-ardbihmatu and 

the Muslim troops sent under the cotnmand of Al)u-i\hirwfin piaml nUed 
as far as the walls of Saragossa. At tlie (k)m{)icgn(; asscanhly hchl in 

the summer of 827, the Emperor decided on senditig a new i^'rankish 
army beyond the Pyrenees, but its leaders, MatlVid, (bunt of Orh^ans, 
and Hugh, Count of Tours, shewed such an vnluv. la,ck of z:<ad and 
interposed so many delays, that Ahu-Marwan wa,s al)l<^ to ravage^ the 
districts of Barcelona and (Verona with impunity. Th(‘ progress of the 
invaders was only checked by the energetic resistatice of Hare(‘lomg uiuhu* 
Count Bernard of Septimania, but they were able, nevcu’tiuT'ss, to with,- 
draw unhindered with their booty. In 828, in anoilu*r iixuirlvv of th<‘ 
Frankish Empire, Boniface, Marquess of TaHca,ny, wa,s taking tin* offensive. 
After having, at the head of his little flotilla, (k'slroyed tlu^ pirate 
Muslim ships in the neighbourhood of Corsica and Sardinia, he laude<l 
in Africa and ravaged the country round Carthage. 

To the extreme west of the Empire, the Bretons, whotn even the 
^eat Charles had never been able to subdue eompletxdy, continued from 
time to time to send out pillaging expeditions into Frankish territory, 
chiefly in the direction of Vannes. These were mei*e raids, up to the 
time when their union under the leadership of a chief named Morvan 
(Murmannus), to whom they gave the title of king, so far embohhmed 
the Bretons that they refused to pay homage or the annual tribute to 
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which they had heretofore been subject. IjOiiis, having attempted in 
vain to negotiate with the rebels, made up his mind to act, and 
summoned the host of Francia, Burgundy, and even of Saxony and 
Aleraannia, to gather at Vannes in August 818. The Frankish troops 
pushed their way into the enemy's territory without having to fight a 
regular battle, as the Bretons, following their customary tactics, preferred 
to disappear from sight and merely harass their enemy. The latter 
could do no more than ravage the country, but Morvan was killed in a 
skirmish. His countrymen then abandoned tlie struggle;, and at the 
end of a month the Emperor re-entered Angers, liaving exaerted promises 
of submission from the more poweidul of the Breton cliiefs. Their sub¬ 
mission, however, did not last long. In a certain Wihomarch 
repeated Morvan's attempt. The expeditions led against him by the 
Frankish counts of the march of Brittany or by the Einjxn-or himself were 
marked only by the wasting of the country, and produced no permanent 
results. Not until 826 did a new system ensure a measure of tran(|uillity. 
Louis then recognised the authority over the B,retons of a chief of tlieir 
own race, Nomenoe, to whom he gave the title of missus and who in 
return did homage to him and took the oath of fealty. But the uiiion 
of Brittany under a single head was a dangerous measure. Louis was 
blind to its disadvantages, but they were destined to have disastrous 
results in the reign of his successor. 

Events within the realm were to begin the disorganisation of Loiiis'’s 
government and ultimately bring about the disru{)t-i(>n of the empire 
founded by Charlemagne. In July 817 at the assembly of Aix-la- 
Chapelle, the Emperor had decided to take measures to establish the 
succession, or rather to cause the arrangements already inade by liimself 
and a few of his confidential advisers to be I'atified by the lay and 
ecclesiastical magnates jointly. The Frankish principle by which the 
dominions of a deceased sovereign were divided among his sons, was still 
too living a thing (it lasted, indeed, as long as the Carolingia,n dynasty 
itself) to allow of the exclusion of any one of L()uis'’s sons from the; suc¬ 
cession. The principle had already been applied in 806, and Louis had 
in some sort recognised it afresh by entrusting two of his sons with the 
government of two of his kingdoms, while at the same; time leaving a third 
in the hands of Bernard of Italy. But on the other hand, the Emperor 
and his chief advisers were no less firmly attached to the priiuuple of the 
unity of the Empire, by ignoring which we should introduce confusion 
into the Church, and offend Him in Whose Hands are the rights of all 
kingdoms." ‘‘Would God, the Almighty," wrote one of the most 
illustrious of the thinkers upholding the system of the unity of the 
Empire, Archbishop Agobard of Lyons, “ that all men, united under a 
single king, were governed by a single law! This would be the best 
method of maintaining peace in the City of God and equity among 
the nations." And the wisest and most influential of the clergy in 
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the kingdom thought and spoke wiili Agol>ar<l, hixmm^ I!h7 rmVmd 

the advantages wliid^ to the Church from the gou‘nnmml. of a 
single emperor in a realm when^ Church and wt^re so infimately 
comected. Throughout theses stragglers, which clisf.ur!)rd I lie wholo of 
the reign of Louis the Pious, the parly in favour of irnil v rounf(‘d in its 
ranks nearly all the political writers of the i.iuur, Pas(hasius 
Radbertus, Floras of Lyons. They ixave be(*n ax'cusrd of defemling Ihcur 
personal interests under cover ol the primupks a.nd it lias been p<dnted 
out that often the so-called parly of unity was nolhinp; but I lie esoteric 
which gathered round Lothar. It is prolrable taiongh that tin* condiu‘t 
of the sons of Louis and of the principal counts who took part with 
each of them was dictated by motives purely personab but it the more 
important leaders of the ecclesiastical arist(H‘ra<*y arc tound supporting 
Lothar, it must not be forgotten that Lot.bar stood ii)r the unity of 
the Empire for which the Chur<*h was working* 

However this may be, llKi aiTa,ng<‘nHmts madt^ a,!. Aix, nflcr tline 
days devoted to fasting and almsgiving in order to <*all down the 
blessing and inspiration of (LkI upon tiu‘ ass(md>ly about t,o f>e opened, 
might seem of a kind to reconcile diverse^ principles and initu-csts. The 
title of emperor was conferred upon Lotha,r, who becann^ bis fatlau'V 
colleague in the general administration of the P'rnnkish monarcliy. ilis 
coronation took place before the assembly amid tlu* loud applause of the 
crowd. The title of king was conlirmed to his two broiia*rs, and their 
dominions received some augmentation. With A({uibum\ Pepin reccivtaJ 
Gascony and the county of Toulouse, as well as the Burgundian counties 
of Autun, Avallon and Nevers, Louis look Bavaria winch Lolhar had 
held, with suzerainty over the Carinlhijuis, the Bc^lnmuans and tlu^ Slavs. 
The rest of the Empire was, on the death of Louis, to revert, to I.othar, 
who alone was to enjoy the title of Panpta'or. It is Homewlial clillicult to 
say what was to be the position of tlie young kings with regard to Ix)ins 
the Pious. It is probable that in practice it was modified with tlie 
lapse of time and the age of the princes. Indeed Louis, who may from 
this time be called Louis the German, the nanui by whi(‘h history knows 
him, was not put in actual possession of his kingdom until 825, On 
the other hand, the act of 817 dealt minutely with the relation in which 
the brothers were to stand towards one another after tlie tliutlh of I^ouis 
the Pious, Each was to be sovereign ruler within his own dominions. 
To the king was to belong the proceeds of the revenue and taxc's, and 
he was to have full right to dispose of the digniUes of bish(>pric^H and 
abbeys. At the same time the EmperoiAs supremacy is ensuied l)y a 
series of provisions. His two brothers are bound to consult him on all 
occasions of importance; they may not make war or concludes treaties 
without his consent His sanction is also required for their marriage, 
and they are forbidden to marry foreigners. They are to attend at the 
Emperoris court every year* to offer their to confer with Mm on 
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public alFairs, and to receive his instructions _ Disputes between them 

are to be determined by the general assembly of the Empire Ihis body 

is also to pronounce in case of their being guilty of acts of ''lolence or 

oppression and having failed to make satisfacl.ion in accordance with the 

remonstrances which it shall be the duty of their elder brother to address 

to them. If either of the two die leaving several lawful sons, the people 

shall make their choice among them, but tlusrc shall be no further 

division of territory. If, on the contrary, fhe deceased leave no legiti¬ 

mate son, his apanage shall devolve on one of his brothers. Sujiplemenlary 

provisions, derived, indeed, from the Dhmio of 806, witc added, for¬ 

bidding the magnates to possess benefices in several kingdoms at once, 

but allowing any free man to settle in any kingdom he chose, and to 

marry there. . .. 
Such, in its main outlines, was the celebrated Divt.no nnpent of 817, 

which we may fittingly analyse, as its provisions were oflcn to be 

appealed to during the struggle between the sons of Eoui.s. Its object 

was to avoid every occasion of strife. Yet one of its earliest effects was 

to kindle a revolt, that of the young Bernard of Italy. lie considered 

himself threatened, or his counsellors persuaded him that he was 

threatened, by one of the regulations of the act of Aix, laying down that 

after the death of Louis, Italy should be subject to Lotliar in the same 

manner as it had been to Louis himself and to diaries. It is, however, 

difficult to see more in this article than a provision for the maiutenance 

of the actual stattis quo. All our authorities agree in attributing the 

responsibility for the revolt less to Bernard himscll than to ceitaiu of his 

intimates, the count Eggideus, the chamberlain Beginar (Rainier), and 

Anselm, Archbishop of Milan. The Bishop of Orleans, the celebiated 

poet Theodulf, was also counted among the young firince’s {lartisans. 

The rebels’ plan, it was said, was to dethrone the Lmpeior and his 

family, perhaps to put them to death, and to make Bernard sole ruler of 

the Empire. Ratbold, Bishop of Verona, and Kuppo, Count of Brescia, 

who were the first to warn Louis of what was being plotted against him, 

added that all Italy was ready to uphold Bernard, and that ho was 

master of the passes of the Alps. In reality, the rebellion .seems in no 

sense to bear the character of a national movement, whicli indeed would 

hardly have been possible at this stage, and the numerous army, which 

the Emperor hastily assembled, found no dilficulty in occupying the 

passes of Aosta and Susa. Louis in person put himstdf at the head of 

the troops concentrating at Chalon. Bernard was alarmed, and finrling 

himself ill supported, made his submission, along with his chief partisans, 

to the Frankish counts who had pushed on into Italy, aiid surrendered 

himself into their custody. The pri.soners were sent to Aix-la-Chapelle, 

and the assembly held in that town at the beginning of 818 condemned 

them to death. The Emperor granted them their lives, but coimmiLcd 

their punishment to that of blinding. Bernard and his friend Count 
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after the Emperor.” His rise to power seems to have been marked, more¬ 

over, by a change in the personnel of Louis’s court. His enemies, through 

the mouth of Paschasius Radbertus, accuse him of having “ turned the 

palace upside down and scattered the imperial council,” and it is true 

that Wala and other partisans of Lothar were set aside from the 

administration of affairs to make way for new men, Odo, Count of 

Orleans, William, Count of Blois, cousin of Bernard, Conrad and 

Rudolf, brothers of the new Empress, Jonas, Bishop of Orleans, and Boso, 

Abbot of Saint-Benoit-sur-Loire (Fleury). 

The displeasure of the magnates evicted from power or disappointed 

in their ambitions was shewn as eaiiy as the following year (830). 

Louis, perhaps by the advice of Bernard who was eager to strengthen 

his position by military successes, had planned a new expedition against 

the Bretons and summoned the host to meet at Rennes at Easter 

(14 Api'il). Many of the Franks proved little disposed to enter on a 

campaign in spring, at an inclement season of the year. On the other 

hand, Wala secretly informed Pepin that hostile designs were being 

formed against him by Bernard, who under pretext of an expedition 

into Brittany meditated nothing less than turning his arms against the 

king of Aquitaine and stripping him of his posse.ssions. Pepin was a 

man of energy, but also of levity and impetuosity, and under pressure, 

perhaps, from the Aquitanian lords who had gradually been substituted 

for the Frankish counsellors placed round him by his father, either 

believed, or feigned to believe the information, and came to an agree¬ 

ment with his brother Louis and the partisans of Wala and Lothar 
to march against the Emperor. 

Louis the Pious, who was on his way to Rennes along the coast with 

Judith and Bernard, was at Sithiu (Saint-Bertin) when the news of the 

revolt reached him. He continued his journey as far as Saint-Riquier. 

But the time had gone by for the Breton expedition. The majority of 

the Jideles who should have gathered at Rennes to take part in it had 

met at Paris and made common cause with the rebels. Pepin, after 
having occupied Orleans, had joined them at Verberie, N.E. of Senlis. 

Louis the German had done likewise. As to Lothar, he was lingering 

in Italy, perhaps to watch what turn events would take. But any 

resistance was impossible for Louis, because the whole weight of military 

force was on the side of the conspirators. The latter declared that they 

had no quarrel with the Emperor, but only with his wife, whom they 

accused of a guilty connexion with Bernard. They demanded therefore 

that Judith should be exiled and her accomplices punished. Louis, 

sending Bernard for refuge to his city of Barcelona, and leaving the 

Empress at Aix, went to meet the rebels, who were then at 0011^)1(^16 

and surrendered himself into their hands. Judith, who had .set out to 

join him, fearing violence took shelter in the church of Notre-Dame at 

Laon. TVo of the counts who had espoused Pepin’s cause, Warin of 
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‘'P removed her. 
+}i etained her a prisoner for some time with her husband' 
they hnally Jut her up in a convent at Poitiers. Her two broSier7 

terieT"^ tonsured and relegated to Aquitanian monas- 

In thej circumstances, Lothar, dreading no doubt that he miffht 
be Ignored if a division should take place without him, arrived at 

Compiegne and at once put himself at the head of the movement his 
fost step being to resume his title of joint-Empcror. Louis the Pious 
seemed in Jned to dismiss Bernard and restore the former government 
Lothar s Jsires went beyond this, and he surrounded his father wUh 

hTh!'! persuade him to embrace the religious life, for which 

this pLtecr li Ts” Louis did not fall in with 
this project. He was secretly negotiating with Louis the German and 

me cause ot J^othar. On their side, the two princes were no mom 
inclined to be Lothar’s subjects than their father’s. The Emperor and 
his supporters succeeded in gathering a new assembly at NhL<ruen in 
the autamn, at which were present many of the Saxon and German 
lords who were always loyal to Louis. The reaction beginning in faZ!^ 

re estabtiZd™'' 'declared to be 
Jud th of the fh T"i It was also decided to recall 
Judith. On the other hand, several of the abel to.-s of the revolt were 
arrejed Wak was obliged to surrender the abbey of Corbie ^e 

r J-Chaplain Hilduin, Abbot of St Denis, was banished to Paderborn 
Lothar, in alarm, accepted the pardon offered him by his father and 

convoked at Aix-Ia-Chapelle (February 831) to pass 

whlTrod rnr them the penalty ifffST 
ich Louis the lions commuted to imprisonment and exile toovl'hor 

w,tl. con&cat,™ of ^o*. u.tU,- bijdf owj to ri , ” 

abbeys he had possessed and was banislufd l:o Corv.w, VVala was imnris 
onj m the neighbourhood of the Lake of Genova, MatlVid andFlisachar 
exiled At the same time the Empress, after solemnly ch-arimr herself 

to accusations levelled against her, was L<lar«‘<rresfored 
to her former position. Her brothers, Conrad and Rudolf , i ed f 
monasteriejn which they had been temporarily confined, a^d recoin^ 
their dignities Contrariwise the name of l.othar again disaripears from 
toe parchments containing the imperial diplomas, the eld(>st son losinn 

IS privileged position as joint-Ernperor, and being reduced to that 

toeJ”f„^- accordance with the promise he had made 
them Louis the Pious increased the shares of his younger sonTin f! 

inheritance. To Pepin’s Aquitenian kingdom were 
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between the Loire and the Seine, and, to the north of the latter river, 
the Meaux country, with the Amienois and Fonthieu as far as the sea. 
Louis of Bavaria saw his portion enlarged bj the addition of Saxony 
and Thuringia and the gi'eater part of the pagi which make up modern 
Belgium and the Netherlands. Charles, besides Alemannia, received Bur¬ 
gundy, Provence and Gothia with a slice of Francia, and in particular, 
the important province of Bheims. Nevertheless, as the.se arrangements 
had no validity until Louis the Pious should have disappeared from the 
scene, they made little or no change in the actual position of the three 
princes, especially as the Emperor expressly reserved to himself the 
power to give additional advantage to “ any one of our three above- 
mentioned sons, who, desirous of pleasing in the first place God, and 
secondly ourselves, should distinguish himself by his obedience and 
zeal” by withdrawing somewhat “from the portion of that one of his 
brothers who shall have neglected to please us.” Yet the sentences 
pronounced at Aix-la-Chapelle were to be of no lasting effect. At 
Ingelheim, in the beginning of May, several of the former partisans of 
Lothar were pardoned. Flilduin, in particular, regained his abbey 
of St Denis, On the other hand, Bernai-d, though like Judith he had 
purged himself by oath before the assembly at Thionville from the 
accusations made against him, had not been reinstated in his office at 
court. On the contrary, it would seem that Louis the Pious made 
endeavours to reconcile himself with Lothar, perhaps under the influence 
of Judith, who was ever ready to cherish the idea that her young son 
might find a protector in his eldest brother. The Emperor was, besides, 
in a fair way towards a breach with Pepin. The latter being .summoned 
to the assembly at Thionville (autumn 831) had delayed under various 
pretexts to present himself, and when he did resolve to appear before 
the Empeior at Aix (end of 831) his father received him with so small 
a show of favour that Pepin either feared or pretended to fear for his 
safety, and at the end of December secretly betook himself again to 
A.quitaine, disregarding the prohibition, which had been laid upon 
him. Louis decided to take strong measures against him and called an 
assembly to meet at Orleans in 832, to which Lothar and I.iOuis the 
German were both summoned. From Orleans an expedition was to be 
sent south of the Loire. 

But at the beginning of 832, the Emperor learned that T^ouis the 
German, perhaps fearing to share the fate of‘Pepin, or instigated by 
some of the leaders of the revolt of 830, was in a state of rebellion, 
and at the head of his Bavarians, reinforced by a contingent of Slavs, 

m'T j apanage of Charles) where many of the 
nobles had ranged themselves on his side. Relinquishing for the moment 
his Aquitanian project, Louis summoned the host of the Franks and 
Saxons to muster at Mayence. The letules eagerly responded to his 
appeal, and Louis the German, who was encamped at Lorsch, was 
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obliged to recognise that he had no means of resisting the supei-ior 
forces at his father’s disposal. He therefore retreated. The imperial 

army slowly followed his line of march, and by the month of May had 

reached Augsburg. Here it was that Louis the German came to seek 

IS a er and make his submission to him, swearing never in future to 
renew his attempts at revolt. 

Louis then turned towards Aquitaine. From Frankfort, where he 

was joined by Lothar, he convoked a new host to meet at Orleans on 

1 September. Whence he crossed the Loire, and ravaging the country 

as he went, reached Limoges. He halted for some time to the north of 

his town, at the royal residence of Jonac in La Marche, where Pepin 

came to hun and in his turn submitted himself to him. But, shewinjr 

more severity in his case than in that of Louis the German, the Emperor, 

with the alleged object of reforming his morals, caused him to be arrested 

and sent to Ireves. At the same time, disclosing his true purpose, he 

annexed Aquitaine to the dominions of young Charles, to whom the 

magnates present at the assembly at Jonac were required to swear 

fealty. Bernard of Septimania himself, whose influence excited alarm, 

honours and benefices, which were given to Berengar, 

■ T Toulouse. But the Aquitanians, always jealous of their 
independence, would not submit to be deprived of the prince whom they 

froiTe"I°t f Tr “ ««cceeded in liberating him 
from he custody of his escort, and the Frankish troops, sent in pursuit 

y , were unable to recapture him. The imperial array was obliged 

W^inte^m^^^'^^^^’l^r Aquitanian insurgents, and their 
winter march proved disastrous. When I.ouis at length reached 1^'rancia 
again, leaving Aquitaine in arms behind him (January 833), it was only 

to learn that his two other sons, Lothar and Louis the German, were 
again in rebellion against him. v^uiman, were 

Lothar and Louis no doubt dreaded lest they should meet with the 

of jealousy the share of young Charles in the paternal heritage so 

theZZ { ""r“Z a new aUy Li 
h peison of the lope, Gregory IV (elected in 827). I'he laHer 

t^hough hesitating at first, had ended by allowing himself to be cl d t’ 

jrapacy tne position of a mediating power. He had therc'fore 

on «co„pa„vi„g Lothar when ha "id tha Alps L ..l.) hi^ it," 

of Germany, and had addressed a circular letter to the bishops of Gaul 

,P . ■ ^his did not hinder the greater number of the 
from rallying round Louis who was at Worms where his arinvl 

® steadfast partisans of Lothar such as 

pS^rlmto summons. ’The two 
p seem to have been in no haste to come to blows, and for several 

0. MflJI). H* VOlU m, OH. X* 
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months spent their time in negotiating and in drawing up statements of 

the case on one side or the other, the sons persistently professing the 

deepest respect for their father, and vowing that all their quarrel was 

with his evil counsellors. Things remained in this state until, in the 

middle of June, the Emperor resolved to go and seek his sons in order 

to have a personal discussion with them. 

In company, then, with his supporters, he went up the Itift; bank of 

the Rhine towards Alsace where the rebels were posted, and pitched his 

camp opposite theirs near Colmar, in the plain known as tlie Rothfeld. 

Brisk negotiations were again opened between tlie two pa,i*ti(^s. Pope 

Gregory finally went in person to the imperial (;a,!nf) to cH)nfer with 

Louis and his adherents. Did he exert his influenc:e ovc‘r the bishops 

who up to then had seemed resolved to stand by their Ihnpciror? Or 

did the promises made by the sons work upon the tnagnates who still 

gathered round Louis.? Whatever may be the ex[)lanation, a general 

defection set in. Within a few days the Emperor found himself deserted 

by all his followers and left almost alone. The place which was the 

scene of this shameful betrayal is traditionally known as the iJlgenfeld^ 
the Field of Lies. Louis was constrained to advise the fciw prelates who 

still kept faith with him, such as Aldric of Le Mans or Moduin of 

Autun, to follow the universal example. He himself, with Ins wife, his 

illegitimate brother Drogo and young Charles, surrendered to Lothar. 

The latter declared his father deposed from Ins authoril.y and claimed 

the Empire as his own by right. He made use of it to share dignities 

and honours among his chief partisans. In ordcu' to give some siiow of 

satisfaction to his brothers, he added to Pcpints share the widcj duciiy 

of Maine, and to Louis’s Saxony, Thuringia and Alsace. Judith was 

sent under a strong guard to Tortona in Italy, and Charles tlie Bald to 

the monastery of Priim. After this, Pejiin and J.ouis the Gmnmi 
returned to their respective states, while the Pope, jx'rhaps disgiisUid 

by the scenes he had just witnessed, quitted Lothar and betook himself 
directly to Rome. 

Louis had been temporarily immured in the monastery of St Medard 

at Soissons. The assembly held by Lothar at Compicgne was not of 

itself competent to decree the deposition of the old Emperor, in spite 

of the accusations brought against him by Ebbo, Archbishop of Rlunms. 

Lothar was forced to confine himself to bringing sufficient pressures to 

bear upon his father (through the agency of churchmen of the rebel 

party sent to Soissons) to induce him to acknowledge himself guilty of 

offences which rendered him unworthy of retaining power. But not 

satisfied with his deposition the bishops forced him besides to undergo a 
public humiliation. In the church of Notre-Dame at Compiegne in the 

presence of the assembled magnates and bishops, Louis, prostrate upon 

a hair cloth before the altar, was compelled to read the form of confession 

drawn up by his enemies, in which he owned himself guilty of sacrilege, 
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as having transgi-essed the commands of the Church and violated the 

oaths that he had sworn; of homicide, as having caused the death of 

^emard; and of perjury, as having broken the pact instituted to preserve 

the peace of the Empire and the Church. The document containing the 

text of this confession was then laid upon the altar, while the Emperor, 

baldric, the emblem of the warrior (knight or miles), and 
clothed in the garb of a penitent, was removed under close supervision 

first to Soissons, then to the neighbourhood of Compiegne, and finally 
to Aix where the new Emperor was to spend the winter. 

But by the end of 833, dissension was beginning to make itself felt 

among the victors. Louis’s half-brothers, Hugh and Drogo, who had fled 

to Louis the German, were exhorting him to come over to the party of 

his father and of Judith, whose sister, Emma, he had married in 827. 

Louis the German^s first step was to intercede with Lothar to olitain a 

mitigation of the treatment meted out to the imprisoned Emperor. 

The attempt failed and only produced a widening of the breach be¬ 

tween the two brothers. A reaction of feeling began in favour of the 

captive sovereign. Ihe famous theologian liaban Maur, Abbot of Fulda 

and later Archbishop of Mayence (847-56), published an apologia on 

. ^ which Agobard of Lyons had 
just refurbished the old calumnies which had been widely 4-culated 

against Judith. Louis the German made overtures to Pepin, who was 

no more disposed than himself to recognise any di.sproportionate autliority 

in Lothar, and before ong the two kings agreed to summon their 

followers to niarch to the help of their father. Lothar, not feeling 

himself sye in Austrasia, went to Saint-Denis where he had called upon 

mLrtr tT ““f nous and young Churls at 
liberty and to retreat upon Vienne on the Rhone, while the bishops and 

magnates present at Samt-Dems decreed the restoration of Louis^o his 

ormer i^ity, reinvesting him with his crown and his weapons, the 

thefmn ^*iarters and documents he now reassumes 

dtvina repropiciante dementia, operator 

On leaving Saint-Denis Louis repaired to Quierzy, where he was 
joined by lepm and Louis the German. Judith, who had been with- 

Sbiraed to Stur'^M vi® ™^g«^tes devoted to the Emperor, also 
returned to Gaul. Meanwhile Lothar was preparing to carry on the 

struggle. Lambert and Matfrid, his most .ealous supporters, hid nused 

an army in his_ name on the March of Brittany, and defeated and kill..! 

the counts sent against them by the Emperor. Lothar, who had rallied 

his partisans,^ came to join them in the neighbourhood of Orleans 

wRh his^otr*?^^ Emperor, who was still in company 
ith his other two sons* As on similar occasions, no battle was fomriit 

Lothar, realising the inadequacy of his forces, made his submission tied 
CH. I. 
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appeared before his father promising never to offend again. He was 
obliged to pledge himself also to be content, for the future, with the 
kingdom of Italy, such as it had been granted by Charlemagne to 
Pepin,with the obligation of protecting the Holy See. Eurthei', he 
was never to cross the Alps again without his fatliePs consent. His 
partisans, Lambert and Matfrid, were permitted to follow him into his 
new kingdom, forfeiting the benefices they possessed in Gaul. 

Next year (835) an assembly at Thionville again solemnly annulled 
the decrees of that of Compiegne, and declared Louis to be “ re-established 
in the honours of his ancestors, henceforth to be regarded by all 
men as their lord and emperor.” A fresh ceremony took place at Metz, 
when the imperial crown was again set upon his head. At the same 
time the assembly at Thionville had decreed penalties against the bishops 
who had deserted their sovereign. Ebbo of llheims was compelled to 
read publicly a formulary containing the acknowledgment of his treason 
and his renunciation of his dignity. He was confined at Fulda. 
Agobard of Lyons, Bernard of Vienne, and Bartholomew of Narbonne 
were condemned as contumacious and declared deposed. The Emperor 
attempted to take advantage of this returning prosperity to restore 
some degree of order in the affairs of his kingdoms, after the fiery 
trial of several years of civil war. At the assembly of Tramoyes (Ain) 
in June 835 he decreed the sending of mkm into the different provinces 
to suppress acts of pillage. At that of Aix (beginning of 836) measures 
were taken to secure the regular exercise of the power of the bishops. 
A little earlier an attempt had been made to prevail on Pepin of 
Aquitaine to restore the Church property which he and his followers 
had usurped. But it is doubtful whether these measures produced any 
great effect. On the other hand, a fresh peril became daily more 
threatening, namely the incursions of the Scandinavian pirates. In 834 
they had ravaged the coasts of Frisia, pillaging the sea-coasts as 
they went, and penetrating at least as far as the island of Noirmoutier 
on the Atlantic. Henceforth they reappear almost every year, and in 
835 they defeated and slew Reginald, Count of Herbauges. In the 
same year they plundered the great maritime mart of Dorcsiad on the 
North Sea. Next year, 836, they again visited Frisia, and their king 
Horic had even the insolence to demand the wergild of such of his 
subje^s as had been slain or captured during their pira(;i(‘al operations. 
In 83/ fresh ravages took place, and the Emperor in vain attempted to 
check them by sending out mim charged with the defence of the coasts, 
and especially by building ships to pursue the enemy. Horic even 
claimed (838) the sovereignty of Frisia, and it was not till 839 that 
hostilities were temporarily suspended by a treaty. 

Nor was the internal peace of the Empire much more secure. Louis 
rad Judith appear to have reverted to the idea of a reconciliation with 
Lothar, looking upon him as the destined protector of his young brother 
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and godson, Charles. As early as 836 negotiations were begun with a 

view to the renewal of amicable relations between the King of Italy and 

his father. But sickness prevented Lothar from attending the assembly 

at Worms to which he had been summoned. However, at the end of 

837 at the assembly held at Aix the Emperor elaborated a new scheme 

of division which added to Charles’s kingdom the greater part of Belgium 

with the country lying between the Meuse and the Seine as far as 

Burgundy. This project was certain to alarm Louis the German, whom 

we find at the opening of the next year (838) making overtures in his 

turn to Lothar with whom he had an interview at Trent. This displeased 

the Emperor and, at the Nimeguen assembly, June 838, he punished 

Louis by depriving him of part of his territory, leaving him only 

Bavaria. On the other hand, in the month of September young Charles 

at the age of fifteen had just attained his majority; such was the 

law of the Ripuarian Franks followed by the Carolingian family. He 

therefore received the baldric of a knight, and was given at Quierzy a 

portion of the lands between Loire and Seine. An attempt made by 

Louis to regain possession of the lands on the right bank of the Rhine 

met with no success. The Emperor in his turn crossed the river and 

forced his son to take refuge in Bavaria while he himself after a demon¬ 

stration in Alemannia returned to Worms, where Lothar came from 

Pavia to see him and went through a solemn ceremony of reconciliation 
with him. 

The death of Pepin of Aquitaine (13 December 838) seemed to simplify 

the question of division and succession, for the new partition scheme 

drawn up at Worms utterly ignored his son, Pepin 11. Apart from 

Bavaria, which with a few neighbouring pagi was left to Louis the 

German, the empire of Charlemagne was cut into two parts. The 

dividing line running from north to south followed the Meuse, touched 

the Moselle at Toul, crossed Burgundy, and having on the west 

Langres, Chalon, Lyons, Geneva, followed the line of the Alps and ended 

at the Mediterranean. Lotliar, as eldest son, was given the right to 

choose, and took for himself the eastern portion; the other fell to Charles 

After his father’s death, Lothar was also to bear the title of Emperor 

but apparently without the prerogatives attached to it by the settlement 

of 817. It was to be his duty to protect Charles, while the latter was 

bound to pay all due honour to his elder brother and godfather. These 

obligations once fulfilled, each prince was to be absolute muster in his 
own kingdom. 

Aquitaine was thus in theory vested in Charles the Bald, but several 
guerilla bands still held the field in the name of Pepin II. The 

Emperor went thither in person to secure the recognition of his son. 

Setting out for Chalon where the host had been summoned to meet 

(1 September 839) he made his way to Clermont. Here a party of 

Aquitanian lords came to make their submission to their new sovereign. 

CH, I, 
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This did not, however, imply that the country was pacified, for many of 

the counts still maintained their resistance. 

But Louis the Pious had now to renew the struggle with the King of 

Germany, who as well as Pepin was injured by the partition of 839, and 

had invaded Saxony and Thuringia. The Emperor advanced against 

him and had no great difliculty in thrusting him back into Bavaria. 

But as he was returning to Worms, where his son Lothar, who had gone 

back to Italy after the late partition, had been appointed to meet him, 

the cough which had long tormented him became worse. Having fallen 

dangerously ill at Salz, he had himself moved to an island in the Rhine 

opposite the palace of Ingelheim. Plere he breathed his last in his tent 

on 20 June 840 in the arms of his half-brother Drogo, sending his 

pardon to his son Louis. Before his death he had proclaimed Lothar 

Emperor, commending Judith and Charles to his protection and ordering 

that the insignia of the imperial authority, the sceptre, crown and sword, 
should be sent to him. 

The dying Emperor might well have despaired of unity for Charle¬ 

magne’s Empire and have foreseen that the civil wars of the last twenty 

years would be renewed more fiercely than ever among his sons. As the 

outcome of his reign was unfortunate, and as under him the first mani¬ 

festations appeared of the two scourges which were about to destroy the 

Flank Empire, the insubordination of the great lords on one side and 

the Norman invasions on the other, historians have been too easily led 

to accuse Louis the Pious of weakness and incapacity. He was long 

known by the somewhat contemptuous epithet of the Debonnaire (the 

good-natured, the easy-going). But in truth his life-story shews him to 

have been capable of perseverance and at times even of energy and re¬ 

solution, although as a rule the energy was of no long duratioii. Louis 

the Pious found himself confronted by opponents, who took his clemency 

for a sign of weakness, and knew how to exploit his humility for 

their' own profit by making him appear an object of contempt. But 

above all, circumstances were adverse to him. He was the loser in the 

long struggle with his sons and with the magnates; this final ill-success 

rather than his own character explains the severe judgment so often 
passed upon the son of the great Charles. . b ^ 
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CHAPTEE II. 

THE CAROLINGIAN KINGDOMS (840-877). 

The death of Louis the Pious and his cleai’lj expressed last wishes 

secured the imperial dignity to Lothar. But the situation had not been 

defined with any precision. The last partition, decreed in 839, had made 

important alterations in the shares assigned to the three brothers. Now 

what Lothar hastened to claim was “ the empire such as it had formerly 

been entrusted to him,” namely, the territorial power and the pre-eminent 

position secured to him by the Constitutio of 817, with his two brothers 

reduced to the position of vassal kinglets. To make good these claims 

Lothar had the support of the majority of the prelates, always faithful, 

in the main, to the principle of unity. But the great lay lords were 

guided only by considerations of self-interest. In a general way, each of 

the three brothers had on his side those who had already lived under his 

rule, and whom he had succeeded in winning over by grants of honours 

and benefices. Louis had thus secured the" Germans, Bavarians, Tlni- 

ringians and Saxons, and Charles the Neustrians, Burgundians, and 

such of the Aquitanians as had not espoused the cause of Pej)in 11. 

But it would be a mistake to see in the wars which followed the death 

of Louis the Pious a struggle between races. As a contemponu-y 

writes, “the combatants did not differ either in their weapons, I,heir 

customs, or their race. They fought one another because they belonged 

to opposite camps, and these camps stood for nothing but c,<)<dilions of 
personal interests.” 

Lothar received the news of his father’s death as he was on his 

way to Worms. He betook himself to Stra.sbourg, and in lhat town 

the oath of fealty was sworn to him by many of the magnates of amueut 

Francia who were still loyal to the Carolingian fomily and to the 

system of a united empire, being vaguely aware that this system would 

secure the predominance of the Austrasians from among whom Charles 

and Louis the Pious had drawn almost all the counts of their vjust 

empire. But Louis the German, on his part, had occupied the country 

as far as the Rhine, and Charles the Bald was also making ready for the 

struggle. Lothar had not resolution enough to attack his two brothers 

one after the other and force them to accept the re-establishment of the 

Constitutio of 817. He fii’st had an interview beyond the Rhine with 

CH. II. 
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Louis, concluding a truce with him until a forthcoming assembly should 
meet, at which the conditions of a permanent peace were to be discussed. 
Then he marched against Charles, many of the magnates of the district 
between the Seine and the Loire joining him, among others Gerard, 
Count of Paris, and Hilduin, Abbot of Saint-Denis. But Clnxrles, being 
skilfully advised by Judith and other counsellors, among them an 
illegitimate grandson of Charles the Great, the historian Nitliard, 
opened negotiations and succeeded in obtaining terms which left him 
provisionally in possession of Aquitaine, Septimania, Provence and six 
counties between the Loire and the Seine. Lothar, besides, arranged 
to meet him at the palace of Attigny in the ensuing May, whither 
Louis the German was also summoned to arrange for a definitive peace. 

The winter of 840-84d was spent by the three brothers in enlisting 
partisans and in gathering troops. But when spring came, Lothar 
neglected to go to Attigny. Only Louis and Charles met there. An 
alliance between these two, both equally threatened by the claims of 
their elder brother, was inevitable. Their armies made a junction in 
the district of Chalons-sur-Marne, while that of Lothar mustered in the 
Auxerrois. Louis and Charles marched together against the Emperor, 
proposing terms of agreement as they came, and sending embassy ailer 
embassy to exhort him “to restore peace to the Church of God.’"^ 
Lothar was anxious to spin matters out, for he was expecting tiie 
arrival of Pepin II (who had declared for him) and of his contingexit 
of Aquitanians, or at least of southern Aquitanians, for those of the 
centre and north were induced by Judith to join Charles the Bald. 
On £4 June, Pepin effected his junction with the Emperor. The latter 
now thought himself strong enough to wish for a battle. He sent a 
haughty message to his younger brothers, reminding them that “the 
imperial dignity had been committed to him, and that he would know 
how to fulfil the duties it laid upon him.” On the morning of the 
the fight began at Fontenoy’* in Puisaye, and a despei-ale struggle it 
proved. The centre of the imperial army, where I.othar a])|:)(?ared in 
person, stood firm at first against the troops of Louis the G<tnnan. On 
the left wing the Aquitanians of Pepin II long held out, but ('liarles 
the Bald, reinforced by a body of Burgundians who had come up, 
under the command of Warin, Count of Mficon, was victorious against 
the right wing, and his success involved the defeat of I^othaEs artny. 
The number of the dead was very great; a chronicler puts it at 40,000. 
These figures are exaggerated, but it is plain that the imagination of 
contemporaries was vividly impressed by the carnage “ wrought on that 
accursed day, which ought no longer to be counted in the year, which 

4 Much discussion has arisen over the identification of the place which Nithard 
calls Fontaneturu. The various contentions are summed up in Gharks k (Jhaum 
(Lot and Halphen), p. 29, no. 6. It is nearly certain that the Fontenoy in question 
is that situated in d^p. Yonne, arr. Auacerre, cant. Saint-Sauveur. 
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should be banished from the memory of men^ and be for ever deprived 
the light of the sun and of the beams of morning,’' as the poet 
Angilbert says, adding that ^Hhe garments of the slain Frankish 
warriors whitened the plain as the birds usually do in autumn.” At 
the end of the ninth century, the Lotharingian chronicler, Regino of 
Priim, echoes the tradition according to which the battle of Fontenoy 
decimated the-Frankish nobility and left the Empire defenceless against 
the ravages of the Northmen. 

In reality, the battle had not been decisive, Louis and Charles 
might see the Divine judgment in the issue of the fight, and cause the 
bishops of their faction to declare that the Almighty had given sentence 
in their favour, yet, as the annalist of Lobbes put it, great carnage 
had taken place, but neither of the two adversaries had triumphed.” 
Lothar, who was stationed at Aix-la-Chapelle, was ready to carry on the 
struggle, and was seeking fresh partisans, even making appeal to the 
Danish pirates whom he settled in the island of Waleheren, while at 
the same time he was sending emissaries into Saxony, to stir up in¬ 
surrections among the free or semi-free populations there {t\i% ^frilmgt 

and lazzi) against the nobility who were of Frankish origin. His two 
brothers having again separated, he attempted to re-open the struggle 
by marching in the first instance against Louis. He occupied Mayeiice, 
and awaited the attack of the Saxon army. But on learning that 
Charles, on his side, had collected troops and was marching upon Aix, 
Lothar quitted Mayence and fell back upon Worms. Then, in his 
turn, he took the offensive against his youngest brother and compelled 
him to give back as far as the banks of the Seine. But Charles took 
up a strong position in the neighbourhood of Paris and Saint-Denis. 
Lothar dared not bring on a battle, so he fell back slowly upon Aix, 
which he had regained hj the beginning of February, 842. 

Meanwhile his two brothers drew their alliance closer, and Charles, 
with this object, had made an appeal to Louis. The lalLcu' wcuifc to 
Strasbourg, and there on 14 February, the two kings, surroimdtxi by 
their men, had a memorable interview. After having addressed their 
followers gathered together in the palace of Strasbourg, and r(‘called to 
them the crimes of Lothar, who had not consented to recognise the 
judgment of God after his defeat at Fontenoy, but had pei'sisted in 
causing confusion in the Christian world, they swore mutual friendship 
and loyal assistance to one another. Louis, as the elder, was the first 
to take the following oath in the Romance tongue, so as to be under¬ 
stood by his brother’s subjects: ^^For the love of God and for the 
Christian people, and our common salvation, so far as God gives me 
knowledge and power, I will defend my brother Charles witli my aid 
and in everything, as one’s duty is in right to defejid one’s brotlier, 
on condition that he shall do as much for me, and I will make no 
agreement with my brother Lothar which shall, with my consexit, be 

OH. II, 
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to the prejudice of my brother Charles."’ Thereupon Charles repeated 
the same formula in the Teutonic tongue used by his brot,h(u\s subjects. 
Finally, the two armies made the following declaration eacli in their 
own language. If Louis (or Charles) observes the oath winch he has 
sworn to his brother Charles (or Louis) and if Charles (or Louis) my 
lord, for his part, infringe his oath, if I am not able to dissuade him 
from it, neither I nor anyone whom I can hinder shall lend him support 
against Louis (or Charles).” The two brothers then spent; several days 
together at Strasbourg, prodigal of outward tokcms of their amity, 
offering each other feasts and warlike sports, slec'ping ah night under 
each other’s roofs, spending their days togc^ther and settling their 
business in common. In the month of March they advanced against 
Lothar, and by way of Worms and Mayence reached (>)l)lenc(!, where 
the Emperor had collected his troops. Ills a.i*iny, panic-stricken, dis¬ 
banded without even attempting to defend I,he pa,ssage of the Moselle. 
Louis and Charles entered Aix, which Lotliar abandoned, to make his 
way to Lyons through Burgundy. Ilis two brothers followed him. 
Having x’eached Chalon-sur-Sadne they received envoys from the 
Emperor acknowledging his offences against tliem, and proposing pea,(;e 
on condition that they gi'anted him a third of the J'an[)ir(‘, with some 
territorial addition on account of the imperial titles wliic’h t,h(‘ir fatluu* 
had bestowed on him, and of the impea-ial dignity which their grand¬ 
father had joined to the kingship of the Franks. Lothar wa.s still 
surrounded by numerous supporters. On the other hand, tlu* magnates, 
fatigued by years of war, were anxious for p(;aee, Louis and (Charles 
accepted in principle the proposals of their elder brother. 

On 15 June an interview took place between the three soxauvigus, 
on an island in the Saone near MScon, which led to the conclusion of 
a truce. Louis made use of it to crush the insurinxiion of a Icn^nc. 

of Saxon peasants, the Stellinga^ which the F.mperor had s(‘(*n‘tly 
encouraged. In the month of November the truce was reiunvc^d, and 
a commission of a hundred and twenty members having met at (k)l)l<mce, 
charged with the duty of arranging the partition of the kingdoms 
among the three brothers, the division was definitively concluded at 
Verdun, in the month of August 843. The official documeuit has been 
lost, but it is nevertheless possible, from the information given by 
the chroniclers, to state its main provisions. ''Hie J^anpire was divided 
from East to West into three sections, and “Lothar received the middle 
kingdom,” i.e. Italy and the region lying between the Alps, the Aar 
and the Rhine on the East (together with the Ripuarian counties 
on the lower right bank of the latter river) and the Rhone, the Sadtie 
and the Scheldt on the West. These made up a strip of territory 
about a thousand miles in length by one hundred and thirty in breadth, 
reaching from the North Sea to the Duchy of Benevento. Louis re¬ 
ceived the countries beyond the Rhine, except Frisia which was left to 
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Lothar, while west of that river, ‘^because of the abundance of wine 
and in order that he should have his share of what was originally 
Austrasia, he was given in addition the dioceses of Spires, Worms and 
Mayence. Charles kept the rest as far as Spain, nothing being said 
as to Pepin II, whose rights the Emperor found himself unable to 
enforce. This division at first sight appears fairly simple, but in 
reality the frontiers it assigned to LothaPs kingdom were largely 
artificial, since the border-line by no means followed the course of the 
rivers, but cutting off from the EmperoPs share three counties on the 
left bank of the Rhine, allowed him in compensation on the left bank 
of the Meuse the districts of M&ieres and Mouzon, the Dormois, the 
Verdunois, the Barrois, the Oimois with Bassigny, and on the right 
bank of the Rhone, the Vivarais and the Uzege with, of course, the 
whole of the transrhodanian parts of the counties of Vienne and Lyons. 
Each of the three brothers swore to secure to the other two the share 
thus adjudged to them, and to maintain concord, and peace having 
been thus made and confirmed by oath, each one returned to his 
kingdom to govern and defend it.'*’’ 

The Treaty of Verdun marks a first stage in the dissolution of the 
Carolingian Empire. Doubtless it would be idle to see in it an uprising 
of ancient national feelings against the unity which had been imposed 
by the strong hand of Charlemagne. In reality, these old nationalities 
had no more existence on the morrow of the treaty than on the eve of 
it. It is true that the three ancient kingdoms of Lombardy, Bavaria 
and Aquitaine formed nuclei of the states set up in 843. But LothaPs 
portion included races as diffex'ent as those dwelling round the Lower 
Rhine and those of central Italy. Louis, besides Germans, had Slav 
subjects, and even some Franks who Kspoke the Romance tongue. Charles 
became the ruler of the greater part of the Franks of Francia, the 
counti'y between the Rhine and the Loire which was to give its name 
to his kingdom, but his Breton and Aquitanian vassals had nothing to 
connect them closely with the Neustrians or the Burgundians, The 
partition of 843 was the logical outcome of the mistakes of Louis the 
Pious who, for the sake of Charles, his Benjamin, had sacrificed in 
his interests that unity of the Empire which it had been the object 
of the Constitutio of 817 to safeguard, while at the same time it gave 
the younger sons of Louis the position of kings. None the less, the 
date 843 is a convenient one in history to mark a dividing line, to 
register the beginning of the individual life of modern nations. Louis 
had received the greater part of the lands in which the Teutonic 
language was spoken; Charles reigned almost exclusively (setting aside 
the Bretons) over populations of the Romance tongue. This difference 
only became more accentuated as time went on. On the other hand, 
the frequent changes of sovereignty in Lorraine have permanently made 
of ancient Austrasia a debateable territory. The consequences of the 
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treaty of Verdun have made themselves felt even down to our own 
day, since from 843 to 1920 France and Germany have contended for 
portions of media Francia^ the ancient home whence the companions of 
Charles and Pepin went forth to conquer Gallia and Germania, But 
in 843 France and Germany do not yet exist. Each sovereign looks 
upon himself as a King of the Franks. None the less, there is a 
Frankish kingdom of the West and a Frankish kingdom of the East, 
the destinies of which will henceforth lie apart, and from this point 
of view it is true to say that the grandsons of Charles, the universal 
Emperor, have each his country. 

Even contemporary writers realised the importaiux^ of the division 
made by the Treaty of Verdun in the history of Ihe h'ratikisl) monarchy. 
The following justly fiimous verses by the deacon Florus of Ijyons sum 
up the situation as it appeared to the advocates of the ancien riginie of 
imperial unity: 

Floruit egregium ciaro diademate regrmm: 
Princeps unus erat, populus quoquo subditus unns^ 

At nunc tantus apex tanto d© culm in© lapsus, 

Cunctoriim teritur pedibus; diademate nudus 
Perdidit imperii pariter nomenqu© decuaque, 
Et regniim unitum concidit sort© triformi. 
Induperator ibi prorsus jam nemo putatur; 
Pro rege est regulus, pro regno fragmina i*egnlh 

For the old conception of a united Flmpire in wliich kings acted 
merely as lieutenants of the Emperor, was being substituted tlie idea 
of a new form of government, that of three kings, equal in dignity and 
in effective power. Lothar, it is true, retaini^d the impcirial title, but 
had been unable to secure, by obtaining a larger exlxuit of territory, 
any real superiority over his brothers. He possessed, indeed, t.lui two 
capitals of the Empire, Rome and Ak, but this circumstance did not, 
in the ninth century, carry all the weight in ineiFs minds Uiat has siiice 
been attributed to it. Besides this advantage in dignity was largely 
counterbalanced by the inferiority arising from the weakness of geo¬ 
graphical position which marked LothaFs long strip of tcu-ritory, peopk;d 
by varying races with varying interests, threatened on the north by the 
Danes, and on the south by the Saracens, over the whole of which 
it wa^ barely possible that he could exercise his direct authority. As 
to the EmperoFs brothers, they were naturally disinclined to recognise 
in him any superiority over them. In their negotiations with him'ihey 
regard themselves as his equals (peers, jpara). Beyond his title of king 
they give him no designation save that of elder brother’’ and the very 
word mpmww rarely occurs in documents. 

1 q;uerela de dimsiom imperii iu MMCf,, Poet lat, Vol n. p, 559 ®t iqq. 
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Yet to say that the Empire has completely disappeared would be an 

exaggeration. One of the chief prerogatives of the Emperor is stiU 

maintained. It was his function not merely to safeguard the unity of 

the Frankish monarchy, but his duty was also to protect the Church and 

the Holy See, that is, to take care that religious peace was preserved, 

at all events, throughout Western Christendom, and, in concert with 

the Pope, to govern Rome and the Papal States. As Lothar had been 

entrusted with these duties during his father’s lifetime, he would be more 

familiar with them than any other person. “ The Pope,” he said himself, 

“put the sword into my hand to defend the altar and the throne,” and the 

very first measure of his administration had been the Roman Constitution 

of 824 which defined the relations of the two powers. These imperial 

rights and duties had not been made to vanish by the new situation 

created in other respects for the Emperor in 843. If Lothar does not 

seem to have given any large share of his attention to ecclesiastical affairs, 

on the other hand he is found intervening, either personally or through 

his son Louis, in papal elections. In 844 Sergius II, who had been 

consecrated without the Emperor’s participation, met with bitter re¬ 

proaches for having thus neglected to observe the constitution of 824. 

On his death (847) the people of Rome, alarmed at the risk involved in 

a vacancy of the Holy See while Saracen invasions were threatening, 

again ignored the imperial regulations at the election of Leo IV. But 

the latter hastened to write to Lothar and Louis II to make excuses for 

the irregular course taken by the Romans. In 855 the election of 

Benedict HI took place, all forms being duly observed, and was respect¬ 

fully notified to the two Augiisti through the medium of their wissi. 

The measures taken by Lothar against the Saracens of Italy were dictated 

as much by the necessity of defending his own states as by a sense of his 

position as Protector of the Holy See, but there were one or two 

occasions on which he appears to have attempted to exercise some 

authority on matters ecclesiastical in the dominions of his brother 

Charles. 
It is at least highly probable that it was at his request that Sergius II, 

in 844, granted to Drogo Bishop of Metz, who had already under colour 

of his personal claims been invested with archiepiscopal dignity, the office 

of Vicar Apostolic throughout the Empire north of the Alps, with the 

right of convoking General Councils, and of summoning all ecclesiastical 

causes before his tribunal, previous to any appeal being made to Rome. 

This, from the spiritual point of view, was to give control to the 

Emperor, through the medium of one of his prelates, over ecclesiastical 

affairs in the kingdoms of his two brothers. But as early as the month 

of December 844, a synod of the bishops of the Western Kingdom at Ver 

(near Compiegne) declared, with abundance of personally complimentary 

expressions towards Drogo, that his primatial authority must be first of 

all recognised by a general assembly of the bishops concerned. Such an 

cn. H. 
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assembly, as may be imagined, never came together, and the Archbishop 
of Metz was forced to resign himself to a purely honorary vicariate. 

Lothar met with no better success in his attempt to restore his ally, 
Ebbo, to his archiepiscopal throne at Rheims, whence he had been ex¬ 
pelled in 835 as a traitor to the Emperor Louis, though no successor had 
yet been appointed. The Pope turned a deaf ear to all rcipresenialions 
on Ebbo’s behalf, and the Council at Ver entreated (diaries to provide 
the Church of Rheims with a pastor without delay. Tliis pastor [)rove(l 
to be the celebrated Hincmar^ who for nearly forty years was to be tlie 
most strenuous and illustrious representative of tlie episcopal.e of (iauL 

Thus the attempts made by Lothar to obtain anything in the nature 
of supremacy outside the borders of his own kingdom had met witli no 
success. They even had a tendency to bring about a renewal of hostilities 
between him and his youngest brother. But the l)ish<)ps surrounding 
the three kings had a clear conception of the Treaty of Verdun as having 
been made not only to settle the territorial problem, but also to secure 
the continuance of peace and order. The magnates themselves were 
weary of civil war, and had, besides, enemies from without to contend 
against, Slavs, Saracens, Bretons and, above all, Northmen. They were of 
one mind with the prelates in saying to the three brothers “ You must 
abstain from secret machinations to one another's hurt, and you must 
support and aid one another." Consequently a new system was established 
called with perfect correctness " the system of concord " of concord secured 
by frequent meetings between the three brothers. 

The first of these interviews took place at Yiitz, near Tliionville, in 
October at the same time as a synod of the bishops of the three 
kingdoms under the presidency of Drogo. Here the princif)les govcu-uing 
the “ Carolingian fraternity " were at once laid down. 'Fhe kings, for 
the future, are not to seek to injure one another, but on the contrary, 
are to lend one another mutual aid and assistance against enc^mies from 
outside. 

The king most threatened at the time by enemies such as tluisci was 
Charles the Bald. In 842 the Northmen had pillaged the great com¬ 
mercial mart of Quentovic near the river Canchel In the following 
year they went up the Loire as far as Nantes which they phmdered, 
slaughtering the bishop during the celebration of divine service. The 
Bretons, united under their leader Nomenoe, and not much injpressed 
by an expedition sent against them in 843, were invading Prankish 

^ Hincmar, who was born during the first years of the ninth century, was at this 
time a monk at Saint-Denis and entrusted with the government of the Abbeys of 
Notre-Dame by Compiegne and Saint-Germer de Flay. But Chailes had already 
employed him on various missions, and he seems for some years to have held an 
important position among the king’s counsellors. 

2 Chapter XIII deals with the Vikings. They are therefore mentioned here 
only so far as is necessary to an understanding of the general history of the Frankish 
kingdoms. 
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territory. Lambert, one of the Counts of the March, created to keep them 
in check, had risen in revolt and was making common cause with them. 
On the other hand, the Aquitanians, faithful to Pepin II, the king they 
had chosen, refused to recognise Charles. An expedition which the king 
had sent against them in the spring of 844 had failed through a check 
to the siege of Toulouse, and through the execution of Charles‘’s former 
protector, Count Bernard of Septimania, who was accused of treason. 
The Frankish troops, beaten by the Aquitanians on the banks of the 
river Agout, had been forced to beat a retreat without accomplishing 
any useful purpose. The kings, who had met at Yutz, addressed a joint 
letter to Nomenoe, Lambert and Pepin II, threatening to unite and 
march against them if they persisted in their rebellion. These threats, 
however, were only partially effective. Pepin agreed to do homage to 
Charles, who in exchange for this profession of obedience recognised his 
possession of a restricted Aquitaine, without Poitou, the Angoumois or 
Saintonge. But the Bretons, for their part, refused to submit. Charles 
sent against them an expedition which ended in a lamentable defeat on 
the plain of Ballon, not far from Redon November 845). 

During the following summer Charles was compelled to sign a treaty 
with Nomenoe acknowledging the independence of Brittany, and to leave 
the rebel Lambert in possession of the county of Maine. A body of 
Scandinavian pirates went up the Seine in 845; the king was obliged to 
buy their withdrawal with a sum of money. Other Danes, led by their 
king, Horic, were ravaging the dominions of Louis the German, particu¬ 
larly Saxony. In 845 their countrymen had got possession of Hamburg 
and destroyed it. At the same time Louis had to keep back his Slav 
neighbours, and to send expeditions against the rebellious Obotrites 
(844) and the Moravians (846). Lothar, for bis part, had in 845 to 
contend with a revolt of his Provencal subjects led by Fulcrad, Count of 
Arles. The friendly agreement proclaimed at Yutz; between the three 
brothers was a necessity of the situation. It was nevertheless disturbed 
by the action of a vassal of Charles the Bald, named Gilbert (Giselbert), 
who carried off* a daughter of I^othar I, taking her with him to Aquitaine 
where he maiuied her (846). Great was the ihuperoPs wrath against his 
youngest brother, whom he accused, in spite of all his protests, of com¬ 
plicity with the abductor. He renewed his intrigues at Rome on behalf 
of Drogo and Ebbo, and even gave shelter in his dominions to Charles, 
brother of Pepin, who had again rebelled. Besides this he allowed 
certain of his adherents to lead expeditions into the Western Kingdom 
which were, in fact, mere plundering raids. He consented, however, in 
the beginning of 847 to meet Louis and Charles in a fresh conference 
which took place at Meersen near Maestricht, 

Again the principle of fraternity was proclaimed, and this time it was 
extended beyond the sovereigns themselves to their subjects. Further, 
for the first time a provision was made which chiefly interested Lothar, 

CH. n. 
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who was already concerned about the succession to his crown. It was 

decided to guarantee to the children of any one of the tliree brothers 

who might happen to die, the peaceful possession of their fatluu’\s 

kingdom. Letters or ambassadors were also ordered to be sent to the 

Northmen, the Bretons and the Aquitanians. But tliis latter resolu¬ 

tion, save for an advance made to King Horic, remaitied iK‘a.rly a dciad 

letter. Lothar, who still cherished anger against (lil})ta’tAs suzerain, 

chose to leave him in the midst of the difficulties whidi pr{^ss(‘(l upon 

him, and even sought an alliance against him with Louis liie (.ierman, 

his interviews with whom become very frequent during the next few 

years. 
Nevertheless the position of Charles improved. 'Fhe magnates of 

Aquitaine, ever inconstant, had abandoned Pepin II, almost to a 

man, and Charles had, as it were, set a sc^al upon his entrance 

into actual possession of the whole of the states which the treaty of 

843 had recognised as his, by having himself soletYiuly crowned and 

anointed at (3rleans on 6 June 848 by Ganelon (Wenilo), the Axch- 

bishop of Sens. Again, Gilbert had left A(.|intain,e and taken refuge 

at the court of Louis the German. There was no longer any obstacle to 

the reconciliation of Lothar with his youngest brothex", which took fxlace 

in a very cordial interview between the two sovereigns at Fci-onne 

(January 849). A little later, Louis the German, in his turn, had a 

meeting with Charles, at which the two kings mutually ^S-ecommeiuk^d 

their kingdoms and the guardianship of tlxeir children to oiu^ ajiuther, 

in case of the death of either. The result of all Huise privatci int(u’vi(‘ws 

was a general conference held at Meersexi in the spring of 851 in order 

to buttress the somewhat shaky edifice of the concordla fratnm. The 

principles of brotheidy amity and the duty of snutual lujlp were again 

proclaimed, supplemented by a pledge given by the brothers to 

forget their resentxiient for the past, and, in ordca* to avoid any further 

occasions of discord, to refuse entrance into any one kingdom to such as 

had disturbed the peace of any other. 

But these fair professions did little to alter the actual state of tilings, 

and the sovereigns pursued their intrigues against one anoilur, Lothar 

tried to recommend himself to Charles by procau'ing for Himanar the 

grant of the pallium, Louis the German, on the contrary, displayed his 

enmity to him by receiving into his dominions the disgi'aced Ai-c.hbisljop 

Ebbo, to whom he even gave the bishopiic of Hildcsheim. Meanwhile 

the Scandinavian invasions raged ever more fiercely in the Western 

Kingdom. In 851 the Danish followers of the sea-king Oscai-, havinig 

devastated Aquitaine, pushed up the Seine as far as Rouen, pillaged 

Jumieges and Saint-Wandrille, and from thence made their way into 

the Beauvais country which they ravaged with fire and sword. Next 

year another fleet desisted from pillaging Frisia to sail up the Seine. 

Other hordes ascended the Loire, and in 863 burned Tours and its 
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collegiate church of St Martin, one of the most venerated sanctuaries of 

Gaul. Some of the Northmen, quitting the river-banks, carried fire and 

sword through the country to Angers and Poitiers. Next year Blois and 

Orleans were ravaged, and a body of Danes wintered at the island of 

Besse near Nantes, where they fortified themselves. On the other hand, 

in 849, Nomenoe of Brittany, who was striving ever harder to make good 

his position as an independent sovereign, and had just made an attempt 

to set up a new ecclesiastical organisation in Brittany, withdrawing it 

from the jurisdiction of the Frankish metropolitan at Tours\ was again 

in arms. He seized upon Rennes, and ravaged the country as far as 

Le Mans. Death put an abrupt end to his successes (7 March 851), but 

his son and successor, Erispoe, obtained from Charles, who had been dis¬ 

couraged by a fruitless expedition, his recognition as king of Brittany, 

now enlarged by the districts of Nantes, Retz and Rennes. 

Finally, the affairs of Aquitaine only just failed to rekindle war 

between the Eastern and Western kings. The authority of Charles, in 

spite of Pepin'’s oath of fealty, and in spite of the apparent submission 

of the magnates in 848, had never been placed, to the south of the Loire, 

on really solid foundations. In 849 he had been obliged to despatch a 

fresh expedition into Aquitaine, which had failed in taking Toulouse. 

But afterwards in 852 the chance of a skirmish threw Pepin into the 

hands of Sancho, Count of Gascony, who handed him over to Charles the 

Bald. The king at once had the captive tonsured and interned in a 

monastery. But this did little to secure the submission of Aquitaine. 

The very next year the magnates of the country sent envoys to Louis 

the German offering him the crown, either for himself or one of his 

sons, and threatening, if he refused it, to have recourse to the heathen, 

either Saracen or Northman. Louis the German agreed to send one of his 

sons, Louis the Younger, whom they might put at their head. But 

Charles the Bald had become aware of what was intended against him, 

for he is at once found making closer alliance with Lothar, whom he met 

twice, first at Valenciennes and then at Liege. In the course of the 

interviews the two sovereigns guaranteed to each other the peaceful 

possession of their lands for themselves and their heirs. When they 

separated, Aquitaine was in full revolt. Charles hastened to* collect his 

^ The question of the Breton schism has given rise within the last few years to 
keen discussion between M, M, R. Merlet (La Ohronique de Nantes, Paris, 1896, 
8vo, p. xxxix et sqq.); 11, de la Borderie (Hutoire de la Bretagne, tome ii. p. 480 
et sqq.); Mgr. Duchesne, Fastes Spiscopaux deVancienm Gauk, tome n. p. 256 et sqq,); 
L. Levillain (^Les re'formes ecclcfsiastiques de Nomenols' in the Mogen Age, 1901, p. 201 
et sqq.) and F. Lot (^Le schisme breton du ix® siecle* in MSlanges d*hutoire 
hretonne, Paris, 1907, 8vo, p. 68 et sqq.) especially with regard to the value of the 
original narratives dealing with these facts. It seems certain that the Breton prince 
set up a metropolitanate of DoL But it is more doubtful whether he created bishoprics 
at Trdguier and Saint-Brieuc, which continued as before to be abbeys the Abbots 
of which held the rank of Bishops. 
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army, cross the Loire and march against the rebels, ravaging the 
country as he went, devastated as it already was by the troops which 
Louis the Younger had brought from beyond the Rhine. The news of a 
colloquy between Lothar and his brother of Germany excited the distrust 
of Charles the Bald, and abruptly recalled him to the north of Gaul, where 
he came to Attigny to renew the alliance previously made ^ with the 
Emperor. Then, with his army he again set out for Aquitaine. But 
what was of more service to him than these warlike demonstrations was the 
re-appearance, south of the Loire, of Pepin II, who had escaped from his 
prison. At the sight of their old prince, the Aquitanians very generally 
abandoned the cause of Louis the Younger, who found himself forced to 
return to Bavaria. But it does not appear that Charles the Bald looked 
upon Pepin’s power as very firmly established, for next year he gave a king 
to the Aquitanians in the person of his own son Charles (the Younger) 
whom he caused to be solemnly anointed at limoges. 

A few weeks earlier, Lothar, after having arranged for the division 
of his lands among the three sons whom the Empress Ermengarde had 
borne him, retired to the Abbey of Priiin. Here it was that on the 
night of 28-29 September 855, his restless life reached its end. 

The partition which the Emperor Lothar I had thus made of his 
territories divided into three truncated portions the long strip of country 
which by the treaty of 843 had fallen to him as the lot of the eldest 
son of Louis the Pious. To Louis 11, the eldest of the dead mau’s sons, 
was given the imperial title, which he had borne since A])ril 850, to¬ 
gether with Italy, To the next, Lothar II, were bequeathed the districts 
from Frisia to the Alps and between the Rhine and the Scheldt which 
were to preserve his own name, for they were called Loiharii rcgmm^ 

i,e. Lorraine. For the youngest son, Charles, a new kingdom was 
formed by the union of Provence proper with the duchy of Lyons 
(i.e, the Lyonnais and the Viennois). P’or the rest, the two cjlder were 
discontented with their share, and in an interview which they luad with 
their younger brother at Grbe attempted to force him into retirement 
in order to take possession of his kingdom. Only the intervention of 
the Proven9al magnates saved the young prince Charles, and Lothar 11 
and Louis 11 were forced to carry out the last directions of their 
father. But the death of Lothar I, whose position both in theory and 
in fact had fitted him to act as in some sort a mediator between his 
two brothers, endangered the maintenance of peace and concord. 
Charles, who was a feeble epileptic, had no weight in the Carolingian 
concert.'” It was only the kind of regency entrusted to Gerard, Count 
of Vienne, renowned in legendary epic as Girard of Roussillon, which 
secured the continued existence of the little kingdom of Provence. 
Louis 11, whose attention was concentrated on the struggle with the 
Saracens, had to content himself with the part of “Emperor of the 
Italians,” as the Frank annalists, not without a touch of contempt. 
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describe Mm. Only Lothar II^ as ruler of the country where the Frank 
empire had been founded, and whence its aristocracy had largely sprung, 
might, in virtue of his comparative strength and the geographical 
situation of his kingdom, count for something in the relations between 
his two uncles. Thus at the very beginning of his reign we find Louis 
the German seeking to come into closer touch with him at an interview 
at Coblence (February 857). Lothar, however, remained constant to the 
alliance made by his father with Charles the Bald, which he solemnly 

renewed at Saint-Quentin. 
The Western Kingdom was still in a distracted state. The treaty 

concluded at Louviers with King Erispoe (10 February 856) had for a 
time secured peace with the Bretons. Prince Louis, who was about to 
become Erispoe’s son-in-law, was to be entrusted with the government 
of the march created on the Breton frontier, and known as the Duchy of 
Maine. But the Northmen were becoming ever more menacing. In the 
same year, 856, in the month of August, the Viking Sidroc made his way 
up the Seine and established himself at Pitres. A few weeks later he 
was joined by another Danish chief, Bjorn Ii'onside, and together they 
ravaged the country from the Seine to the Loire. In vain Charles, 
despite the, systematic opposition of a party among the magnates who 
refused to join the host, shewed laudable energy in resisting their 
advance, and even succeeded in inflicting a check upon them. In the 
end, they established themselves at Oscellum, an island in the Seine 
opposite Jeufosse, near Mantes, twice ascending the river as far as Paris, 
which they plundered, taking prisoner and holding to ransom Louis, 
Abbot of Saint-Denis, one of the chief personages of the kingdom. On 
the other hand, Maine, in spite of the presence of Prince Louis, remained 
a hotbed of disaffection to Charles. The whole family of the Count 
Gauzbert, who had been beheaded for treason some few years before, was 
in rebellion, supported by the magnates of Aquitaine, where Pepin II 
had again taken up arms and was carrying on a successful struggle 
with Charles the Young. Even outside Aquitaine discontent was riife. 
Family rivalry intensified every difficulty. The clan then most in favour 
with Charles was that of the Welfs, who were related to the Fhnprcss 
Judith, the most prominent members of it being her brother Conrad, 
lay Abbot of Jumieges and of St Riquier, who was one of the most 
influential of the king\s counsellors, and his nephews Conrad, Count 
of Auxerre, and Flugh, Abbot of St Germain in the same town. The 
relations of Queen Ermentrude, who were thrust somewhat on one side, 
Adalard, Odo, Count of Troyes, and Robert the Strong, the successor in 
Maine of young Louis whom the magnates had driven out, attracted 
the discontented round them. 

Charles had reason to be uneasy. Already in 853, the Aquitanians 
had appealed to the king of Germany. In 856 the disloyal among the 
magnates had again asked help of him, and only the necessity of 
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preparing for a war with the Slavs had prevented him from complying 

with their request. Charles the Bald attempted to provide against such 

contingencies. At Verberie near Senlis (856), at Quierzy near Laon (857 

and 858), at Brienne (858), he demanded of his magnates tliat they 

should renew their oath of fealty. In 858 he thought he could 

sufficiently depend on them to venture on a new expedition against 

the Northmen, who had fortified themselves in the island of Oscellum, 

Charles the Younger and Pepin II of Aquitaine had promised their 

help. Lothar II himself came with a Lothariugian contingent to take a 

share in the campaign (summer of 858). Tlvis was the moment whicli 

Adalard and Odo chose for addressing a fresh appeal to I.ouis the 

German. The latter, who was on the point of marching anew against 

the Slavs, hesitated long, if we are to trust his chroniclers, hinally, 

strong in the purity of his intentions, he preferred to serve the interests 

of the many rather than to submit to the tyranny of one man.’^’’ Above 

all, he considered the opportunity favourable. LothaPs absence left 

the road across Alsace clear for him, and by 1 September 858 he 

had established himself in the Western Kingdom, in the palace of Pon- 

thion. Here he was joined by such of the magnates as had deserted 

Charles the Bald before the foi'tified Northmen. Thence by way of 

Chilons-sur-Marne, he reached first Sens, whither he was called by its 

Archbishop Ganelon, and then Orleans, shewing plainly his intention of 

holding out a hand to the rebels of Le Mans and A(|uitaine. 

Charles, for his part, on hearing of the invasion, had hastily I'aised 

the siege of Oscellum, and was on the march for Lorraine. Louis, fearing 

to have his retreat to Germany cut off, retraced his steps, whereii()on 

the armies of the two brothers found themselves face to fac'c in the 

neighbourhood of Brienne. But the Frankish counts, whose support 

was essential for the final success of either party, had a d(.Hq) and well- 

founded distaste for pitched battles; the question for tiuaa, was merely 

the greater or less number of “benefices^’ which they might l)<)pe to 

obtain from one or the other adversary. Recourse was coTise(juently had 

to negotiation, when despite the numerous embassies sent by (iharles to 

Louis, the latter shewed himself the more skilful of the two. By dint of 

promises, he succeeded in corrupting nearly all his brothers vassals. 

Charles found himself constrained to throw up the game, and retire to 

Burgundy, the one province where his supporters were still in a 

majority. Louis, seeing nothing to be gained by pursuing him thither, 

betook himself to the palace of Attigny, whence on 7 December he 

issued a diploma as king of Western Francia, and where he spent his 

time in dealing out honours and benefices to those who had come over 

to his side. But in order to make his triumph secure, he still had to 

be acknowledged and consecrated by the Church. The episcopate of 

the Western Kingdom, however, remained faithful to Charles, whether 

through attachment to the principles of peace and concord, or through 
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dread of a new system founded on the ambitions of the lay aristocracy^ 
who were ever ready to extort payment for their support out of the 
estates of the ecclesiastical magnates. Only Ganelon of Sens, forgetting 
that he owed his preferment to Charleses favour, had taken sides with the 
new sovereign, thus leaving his name to become in tradition that of the 
most notoxdous traitor of medieval epic. The bishops of the provinces 
of Rheims and Rouen being summoned by Louis to attend a council at 
Rheims, contrived under the skilful guidance of Hincmar to hinder the 
meeting from being held; protesting meanwhile their good intentions, 
but declaring it necessary to summon a general assembly of the epis¬ 
copate, and demanding guarantees for the safety of Church property. 
The presence of Louis the German in the province of Rheims, where he 
came to spend the Christmas season, and to take up his winter quarters, 
made no difference in the Bishops’ attitude. 

However, Charles the Bald, with the help of the Abbot Hugh and 
Count Conrad, had rallied all the supporters that remained to him at 
Auxerre. On 9 January he suddenly left his retreat and marched against 
his brother. Many of the German lords had set out to return to their own 
country. The Western magnates, not seeing any sufficient advantage to 
be gained under the new government, shewed no more hesitation in de¬ 
serting it than they had in accepting it. At Jouy, near Soissons, where 
the sudden appearance of his brother took Louis by surpiise, the German 
found himself left with so small a proportion of his quondam followers 
that in his turn he was forced to retreat without striking a blow. By 
the spring of 859 Charles had regained his authority. Naturally, he 
made use of it to punish those who had betrayed him. Adalard lost his 
Abbey of Saint-Bertin which was given to the Abbot Hugh, and Odo 
lost his counties. What makes it plain that for the magnates the whole 
affair was simply a question of material gain, is that in the negotiations 
which Charles opened with Louis the point that he specially insisted on 
was that the latter, in exchange for the renewal of their alliance, should 
abandon to his discretion those magnates who had shared in the defection, 
in order that he might deprive them of their estates. The negotiations, 
moreover, proved long and thorny, despite the intervention of Lothar 11. 
Synods and embassies, even an interview between the two sovereigns, in 
a boat midway across the Rhine, produced no results. It was not until 
the colloquy held at St Castor in Coblence on 1 June 860, in the presence 
of a large number of bishops, Hincmar being among them, that Louis 
and Charles succeeded in coming to terms. Charles the Bald promised 
to leave his magnates in possession of the fiefs which they had received 
from Louis the German, reserving his right to deprive them of those 
which he himself had previously bestowed on them. The oaths of peace 
and concord made in 851 at Meersen were again sworn to. Louis made 
a declaration to this effect in the German tongue, denouncing the 
severest penalties on all who should violate the agreement, a declaration 
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afterwards repeated by Charles in the Romance language, and even in 
German as far as the more important passages were concerned. 

Briefly, it was a return to the status quo as it had been before the 
sudden stroke attempted by Louis. A fresh match was about to be 
played, the stake this time being the kingdom of Lothar IL 

From about 860 to 870 the whole policy of the Carolingian kings 
turns mainly on the question of the king of Lorraine's divorce and the 
possible succession to his crown. In 855, Loihar had I)e(m compelled by 
his father to marry Theutberga, a maiden of no!)le iajuily, sister of a 
lord named Hubert whose estates were situated on tlie upper valley of 
the Rhone, and who seems about this time to have been made by the 
Emperor governor ‘‘of the duchy betwecm the Jura and the Alps’’ 
con’esponding roughly to French Switzerhuid of to-day. Lhe marriage 
was evidently arranged with the object of ensuring for the young king 
the support of a powerful family* But before it took Lothar had 
had a mistress named Waldrada, by whom he had (‘hildix^n, and this 
woman seems to have acquired over him an eKtra,(')rdinary ascendency, 
which contemporaries, as a matter of <‘ours(^, atli*il)ule to the use of 
magic. From the very beginning of his reign, Loihar btavt all his 
energy towards the single end of ridding himself, by any })ossible means, 
of the consort chosen by his father, and raising his former mistress to the 
title and rank of a legitimate wife* Theutlxaga had not borne an heir 
to Lothar and seems to have been considered iiura-pable of doing so, 
although this was not used as a weapon against hen* by her advi^rsaries. 
On the other hand, it was the consideration whi<‘h determined the 
attitude of the other sovereigns and helped to make the (jvu‘stion of the 
Lorraine divorce, it may almost be s?ud, ati int(nma,tional one. If 
Lothar were to die childless, it would m<‘an the parlitJon of his in¬ 
heritance among his relations, practically between his two uiK'les, for 
his brother Charles, epileptic and near his end, was in no position to 
interfere, while Louis II, himself without an heir, was too much occupied 
in Southern Italy to be a very serious cotnpestitor. 

Hostile measures against Theutberga had \mm taken almost at the 
rery beginning of the new king’s reign. He hnrle.(l at Ins wife a charge 
of incest with her brother Hubert. But a champion nominated by the 
queen submitted himself on her behalf to the Judgment of God by the 
ordeal of boiling water. The result was the solemn proclamation of 
Theutberga’s innocence, and Lothar II was obliged to yield to the 
wishes of his nobles and take back his wife. Hubert, for his part, had 
revolted, and under the pretext of defending his sister was indulging in 
acts of brigandage in the upper valley of the Rhone. An expedition 
sent against him by the king of Lorraine had produced no results* 
Thus the cession made (859) by Lothar to his brother Louis 11 of the 
three dioceses of Geneva, Lausanne and Sion had been designed, quite as 
much to rid the kingdom of Lorraine of a turbulent noble m to conciliate 
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;he good will of the Emperor. In the same way, Lothar had, the year 
Defore, attempted to win over Charles of Provence, by ceding to him 
the two dioceses of Belley and Tarentaise, in exchange, indeed,^ for a 
treaty securing to him the inheritance of his young brother, m the 
jvent, which seemed not unlikely, of the latter’s dying childless. Ihe 
conflict of 858-9 had displayed Lothar’s anxiety to keep on good terms 
with both of his uncles by abstaining from interference on behalf of 
rither. At the same time an active campaign was being kept up against 
rheutberga, organised by two prelates devoted to the king of Lorraine, 
rheutgaud, Archbishop of Treves, and Gunther, Archbishop of Cologne. 
The latter even, with skilful treachery, contrived to become confessor to 
the persecuted queen. In January 860, Lothar thought himself sure 
enough of his position to convoke a council at Aix-la-Chapelle before 
which he appeared, declaring that his wife herself acknowledged her 
guilt, and petitioned to be allowed to take the veil. Ihe bishops did 
not profess themselves convinced, and demanded that a fresh assembly 
should be held, to which were summoned foreign bishops and in par¬ 
ticular Hincmar. But the latter did not respond to the invitation, and 
it was at a synod composed exclusively of Lorrainers, and again held at 

that Theutberga herself was present and read a confession, evidently 
drawn up by Gunther and his accomplices, in which she acknowledged 
herself guilty of the crimes imputed to her. On this occasion the 
bishops were obliged to accept as valid the declaration thus made by the 
queen and to condemn her. But they avoided coming to a decision on 
the point which lay nearest to Lothar’s heart, viz. the possibility of 
his contracting another marriage. He was forced to content himself 
with the imprisonment of Theutberga without advancing any further 
towards the execution of his plans. 

Some months later the dispute was re-opened. Hincmar stepped 
into the lists by putting forth his voluminous treatise De divortio 
Lotharii, in which he shewed clearly the weakness of the arguments used 
against Theutberga, and pronounced confessions extorted by constraint 
and violence null, while demanding that the question should be examined 
in a general council of the bishops of the Franks. The treatise of the 
Archbishop of Eheims was of exceptional importance, due not only 
to the reputation which he enjoyed in the ecclesiastical world as a 
theologian and canonist, but also to his political prominence in the 
’Western Kingdom as the adviser of Charles the Bald. The latter thus 
took his place among the declared opponents of Lothar II’s matrimonial 
policy. He gave further proof of this attitude by affording shelter in his 
kingdom to Hubert, who was forced to quit Lorraine, and to Theutberga, 
who had succeeded in making her escape. Lothar, indeed, retorted 
by offering a refuge to Judith, Charles’s daughter, the widow of the 
old English king Aethelwulf; she had just arranged to be carried off by 
Baldwin Iron-arm, first Count of Flanders, son of Odoacer, whom she 
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married in spite of her father's opposition. And Charles at. the same time 

met with a check in Provence. Called in by a party of the magnates of 

the country, he had imagined himself in a position to lay hands on his 

nephew’s kingdom. But Gerard of Roussillon was motinting guard over 

the young prince, and in the face of his energetic opposition, Charles was 

obliged to beat a retreat after having advanced as far as Burgundy 

(861). At the same time Lothar was making advanc^cxs to his other 

uncle, Louis the German, whose friendship he endeavoured to make sure 

of by ceding to him Alsace, or at least the |:)rospec*.l; of possessing it 

whenever the king of Lorraine should die. Lotliar now tiioughl: himself 

strong enough to convoke at Aix a fresh council, which this time 

declared the marriage contracted with Theutlxuga null and void, and 

consequently pronounced the king free to form a fr(‘sh union, I.olhar, 

before long, made use of this permission by marrying Waldrada and 

having her solemnly crowned. But l'heul;b('rga, for h(>r part, apj)ealed 

to the Pope to quash the sentences pronounced against Iier. I.oLhar 

retorted by petitioning the sovereign pontiff to confirm i.he judgments 

which had been given. At the same time, in conc(‘r't with lx)uis the 

German, he complained to the Pope of the conduct of (Jlmrles the Bald, 

“who, without any show of right, was seeking to lay hamis on the 
inheritance of his nephews.” 

Meanwhile Charles was gaining power m his own kingdom. lie had 

just defeated the Bretons under their King Solomon, and suppressed a 

revolt of his own son Louis the Stammerer, while thc^ inagnattis who laid 

risen against him in 858—859 wei’C one by one making tlunr submission 

to him. Phe invasions by the Northmen indeed wcriH; still going on. 

Paris had again been pillaged in 861. Tlie honh^s of the viking 

Weland, whom Charles had hoped to hire for money and employ 

against their compatriots in the island of Oscellum, liad made common 

cause with the latter and had I'avaged the SeiiKi valley as far a,s Meliin, 

Charles had discovered a method of resisting them, and from the time 

of the assembly at Pitres (862) began to put it into practice. It was to 

have fortified works constructed along the rivers which the Normans 

ascended, particularly bridges, which should bar the way to the invaders. 

This new departure in tactics produced fairly good results during the 

years that followed. In 862, Charles, in this way, cut off tlie retreat of 

the bands which had forced their way into the Meaux country, and 

compelled them to promise to give up the prisoners they had made and 

to^qmt the kingdom. During the succeeding years, we find the king 

foking measures to complete the defences of the valleys of the Seine and 

uise. It is true that these precautions did not hinder the Northmen 

from penetrating as far as Melun 
m 866. This frme Charles could only rid himself of them by paying 

Marquess Robert the Strong 
defeated the Northmen of the Loire on several occasions, and up to his 
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death in the fight at Brissarthe (866) the valour of “ the Maccabaeus of 

France” opposed substantial resistance to the invaders of Anjou and 

I^SLinc. 
In the affair of Lothar, neither Charles nor Hincmar would give way. 

The king of Western Francia had shewn himself determined strenuously 

to maintain the fight on behalf of the indissolubility of marriage, and 

declared that he would hold no further intercourse with his nephew until 

he should take back Theutberga. He repeated this resolution at the 

interview which he had with his brother Louis at Savonnieres near 

Toul (November 862), to which Lothar had sent as his representatives 

several of the bishops of his kingdom. Charles accused his nephew of 

being a cause of double scandal to the Christian Church by the favour he 

had shewn to the guilty connexion between Baldwin and Judith, and by 

marrying Waldrada without waiting for the opinion of the Pope. He 

called for the assembling of a general council to pronounce definitively on 

both these questions. In the end, Lothar agreed, so far as Judith’s c^e 

was concerned, but in the matter of the divorce he declared that he 

would await the decision of the Pope. Charles was obliged to be content 

with this reply, and to take leave of his brother, having done nothing 

more than renew the treaty of peace and alliance concluded in 860 at 

The death of Charles of Provence (25 January^ 863) made little 
change in the respective positions of the sovereigns. The dead man left 
no children; his heirs therefore were his two brothers, for Louis II does 
not appear to have recognised the treaty concluded in 858 between 
Charles and Lothar II, by which the latter was to succeed to the whole of 
the inhei’itance. Therefore the two rivals hastened to reach 1 lovence, 
each being eager to win over the magnates of the country to his own side. 
The seemingly inevitable conflict was warded off, thanks to an agreement 
which gave Provence, strictly so-called, as far as the J3urance to the 
Emperor, and to the king of liOrraine the I^yonnais and the Viennois, 
that is to say the Duchy of Lyons, of wliich Gerard of Roussillon was 

governor. 
But the question of Theutberga was still not defmilxily settled, and 

for the years that followed, it remained the subject of diflicult negotia¬ 
tions, on the one hand between the diflerent Frankish sovereigns, and on 
the other between these sovereigns and the Pope. The situation wirs 
eminently favourable to a Pope of the character of Nicholas I, who, in 
858 had taken the place of Benedict III on the papal throne. Being 
petitioned to intervene at once by Theutberga, Lothar, and the 
opponents of Lothar, he could take up the position of the arl)iter of the 
Christian world. Meanwhile, without deciding the <,|uestion himself, he 
resolved to hand over the settlement of it to a great council to be 
held at Metz at which not only the bishops of Lorraine should be 
present, but two representatives of the episcopate in each of the 
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kingdoms of France, Germany and Provence. The assembly was to be 
presided over by two envoys from the Holy See, John, Bishop of Cervia, 
and Radoald, Bishop of Porto. But LothaFs partisans were on the 
alert, and were working to gain time. The papal letters carried by the 
two legates were stolen from them by skilful thieves and they were forced 
to apply for new ones. While they were waiting, and while, on the 
other hand, LothaFs absence in Provence to take up the inheritance of 
his brother delayed the calling of the Council, the emissaries of Gunther 
and Theutgaud succeeded in bribing Radoald and his colleague. The 
legates failed to convoke the foreign l)isho[)s, and the purely Lothar- 
ingian synod held at Metz was a tool in tlie hands of (iunther. It 
therefore confirmed the decisions of the assembly of Aix, basing them 
on the ground of an alleged marriage hetwt^cm I/olhar and Waldrada, 
previous to his union with Theiitberga (June 8(5^). 

This statement, improbable as being now produced for the first time, 
did not suffice to appease the righteous anger of Nicliolas I when he 
learned by what methods the case had been conducted. He did not 
hesitate to quash the decisions of f;he Coumtil, to condemn Radoald and 
John, and, irregular as the proceeding was, to depose (ninther and 
Theutgaud by the exercise of his own autborily. On tlie otlun* hand, 
Louis II, who had shewn some disposition, at first, to support the 
Lotharingian bishops, now abandoned his brotJuu*, in spilu of the 
interview which he had just had with him at Orhe. Louis tlie (hn-man 
and Charles the Bald, on the contrary, di-ew closer iogc;thc;r. In February 
865, they had an interview at Tiisey, wlierc, under colour of renewing 
their mutual oaths of peace and concord, and of rt^pnihetidirjg their 
nephew, they arranged a treaty for the eventual part.ition of his lands. 
The Lotharingian bishops became restive, and drew up a protest to 
their brethren in Gaul and Provence, in wlucli they declared tluanselves 
ready to support their sovereign calumniated by the malignant,” 
Lothar, equally alarmed, dreading an armed collision with his uncles, 
and dreading no less that the Pope should pronounce him excommuni¬ 
cate, thought it advisable to have recourse himself to the Holy 
See, and % the mediation of the Emperor to announce to the 
Pope that he was prepared to submit to his decision, provided that 
a guarantee was given him that the integrity of his kingdom should be 
respected. 

Nicholas I was now become the mediator between kings and the 
supreme judge of Christendom. He immediately despatched a legate, 
Arsenius, Bishop of Orta, with orders to convey to the three sovereigns 
the expression of the Pope's will. After an interview with Louis the 
German at Frankfort, Arsenius reached Lothar's court at Gondreville 
by the month of July 865, and in the Pope's name, called upon him 
to take back Theutberga on pain of excommunication. Lothar was 
obliged to promise obedience. Arsenius then betook himself to Attigny 
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to present to Charles the Bald letters from the Pope, exhorting him 

to respect his nephew’s territory. From thence he went back to Lor¬ 

raine, bringing with him Theutberga whom he restored to her husband. 

On 15 August he celebrated a solemn High Mass before the royal 

pair who were invested with the insignia of sovereignty, before he be^n 

his return journey to Rome, on which he was accompanied by Waldrada, 

who, in her turn, was to answer for her actions before the Pope. The 

legation had resulted in a triumph for Nicholas. In the presence of the 

Pope’s clearly expressed requirements, peace had been restored^ between 

the kings, and Theutberga had regained her rank as queen. Thanks to 

his own firmness and skill, the Pope had acted as supreme arbiter; not 

only Lothar, but Charles the Bald and Louis the German had been 

obliged to bow before him. 
Nevertheless, in the succeeding years, it would appear that Lothar 

conceived some hope of being able to re-open the divorce question and 

attain his desired object. Waldrada had hardly arrived at Pavia, when 

without the formality of a farewell, she succeeded in eluding the legate 

and in returning to Lorraine, where she remained, in spite of the excom¬ 

munication launched against her by Nicholas I. Besides this, Charles 

the Bald’s attitude towards his nephew became somewhat less uncom¬ 

promising, doubtless on account of the temporary disgrace of Ilincmar, 

the most faithful champion of the cause of the indissolubility of mar¬ 

riage. The king of the Western Franks even had a meeting with 

Lothar at Ortivineas, perhaps Orvignes near Bar-le-Duc, when the two 

princes agreed to take up the divorce question afresh by sending an 

embassy to Rome under the direction of Egilo, the metropolitan of Sens. 

But the Pope refused point-blank to fall in with their views, and replied 

by addressing the bitterest reproaches to Charles, and above all to 

Lothar, whom he forbade ever to dream of renewing his relations with 

Waldrada. The death of Nicholas I (13 November 867) gave a new 

aspect to affairs. His successor, Hadi'ian H, was a man of much less firm¬ 

ness and consistency, almost of a timorous disposition, and much under 

the influence of Louis II, that is, of Lothar’s brother and ally. Ihus, 

while refusing to receive Theutberga, whom Lothar had thought of 

compelling to accuse herself before the Pope, and while congratulating 

Hincmar on his attitude throughout the affair, and again proclaiming 

the principle of the indissolubility of marriage, the new Pope soon 

relieved Waldrada from her sentence of excommunication. Lothar 

resolved to go and plead his cause in person at Rome. Hadrian con¬ 

sented to his taking this step, which Nicholas I had always refused to 

sanction. The only consideration which could arouse Lothar’s uneasiness 

was the attitude of his uncles. The latter, indeed, despite a recent 

letter from the Pope taking up the position of the defender of the 

integrity of the kingdoms, had just come to an agreement at St Arnulf s 

of Metz, that “ in case God should bestow on them the kingdoms of 
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their nephews, they would proceed to a fair and ainicable division of 
them’’ (867 or 868)b 

However, in the spring of 869, having extracted from diaries and 
Louis some vague assurances that they would undei'iake nothing against 
his kingdom during his absence, even if he married Waldraxia, Lothar 
set out on his journey with the intention of visiting tlie Emperor in order 
to obtain his support at the papal court. Louis II was then at 
Benevento, warring against the Saracens. At first iie slunved himself 
little disposed to interfere, but his wife, Engiltierga., proved willing to 
play the part of mediator, and, in the end, an inl:<‘rview t.ook plu(‘e at 
Monte Cassino between Hadrian and Lothar. llie latter rec(‘ived tlie 
Eucharist from the hands of the Pope, less, fierhaps, a,s the pledge of 
pardon than as a kind of judgment of Hod. Rc‘.cfav<> this com¬ 
munion,” the Pope is reported to have said l,o Lothar, if thou art 
innocent of the adultery condemned by Nicholas. If, on tlui contrary, 
thy conscience accuse thee of guilt, or if thou art mimhjd to fall liack 
into sin, refrain; otherwise by this Sacranuuit thou shalt be judged and 
condemned.” A dramatic colouring may ba.ve hw.n thrown over the 
incident, but when he left Monte Cassiuo, Lothar bore with him the 
promise that the question should again be submithMl f,o a Houncil. Idus, 
for him, meant the hope of undoing the sentcaice of Nidiohis L Death, 
which surprised him on his way back, at Piacenza, on 8 August 8G9, 
put an end to his plans. 

His successor, by right of inheritance, was, stricttly spea.kiug, the 
Emperor Louis. But he was little known outside liis Italian kingdom, 
and appears not to have had many supporticn-s in Lorraine, unless 
perhaps in the duchy of Lyons, which was closer to his Prov(‘n<;fd pos¬ 
sessions. In Lorraine proper, on the contrary, there werc^ two opposed 
parties, a German party and a French party, each supfiorting one of the 
uncles of the dead king. But Louis tlie German was detaimxd at llatis- 
bon by sickness. 

Thus circumstances favoured Charles the Bald, who hasttmed to take 
advantage of them by entering Lorraine. An embassy fi^om llui nmgnates, 
which came to meet him at Attigny to remind him of the respect due 
to the treaty which he had made with his brotlier at Metz, prodiHuxl no 
result. By way of Verdun he reached Metz, where in the presence of 
the French and Lotharingian nobles, and of several prelates, among 
them the Bishops of Toul, Lifege, and Verdun, Charles was solemnly 
crowned king of Lorraine in the cathedral of St Stephen on 9 September 
869. When, a little later, he bear'd of the death of Ms wife Queen 
Ermentrude (6 October), Charles sought to strengthen his position in the 
country by taking first as his mistress and afterwards as his lawful wife 

1 The date 867 is generally accepted. On the other hand, M. Calmette, in La 
diplomatie carolingienm, gives arguments of some force in favour 
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(22 January 870) a noble lady named Richilda, a relation of Iheutberga, 

the former queen, belonging to one of the most important families in 

Lorraine; on her brother Boso Charles heaped honours and benefices. 

Neither Louis the German nor Louis II could do more than protest 

against the annexation of Lorraine to the Western Kingdom, the former 

in virtue of the Treaty of Metz, the latter in right of his near relation¬ 

ship to the dead king. To the envoys of both, Charles the Bald had 

returned evasive answers, while he was convoking the magnates of his 

new kingdom at Gondreville to obtain from them the oath of fealty. 

But those who attended the assembly were few in number. Louis the 

German’s party was recovering strength. Charles was made aware of it 

when he attempted to substitute for the deposed Gunther in the see of 

Cologne, a French candidate, Hilduin. The Archbishop of Mayence, 

Liutbert, a faithful supporter of the king of Germany, set up in 

opposition a certain Willibert who ultimately won the day. On the 

other hand, Charles was more successful at Treves, where he was able to 

instal the candidate of his choice. 
Meanwhile, Louis the German, having recovered, had collected an 

army, and, calling on his brother to evacuate his conquest, marched in 

his turn upon Lorraine, where his partisans came round him to do him 

homage (spring 870). An armed struggle seemed imminent, but the 

Carolingians had little love for fighting. Brisk negotiations^ began, in 

which the principal part was taken by Liutbert, Archbisliop of Mayence, 

representing Louis, and Odo, Bishop of Beauvais, on behalf of Ciiailes. 

In the end, the diplomatists came to an agreement based on the partition 

of Lorraine. The task of carrying it into effect was at first entrusted 

to a commission of magnates, but difficulties were not long in arising. 

It was decided that the two kings should meet. But the interview was 

delayed by an accident which happened to Louis the German, through 

a floor giving way, and only took place on 8 August at Meersen on the 

banks of the Meuse. Here the manner of the division of Lothar IPs former 

dominions was definitely settled. The Dixmio regni, the text of which 

has been preserved in the Annals of Hincmar, shews that no atten¬ 

tion was paid to natural boundaries, to language or even to existing 

divisions, whether ecclesiastical or civil, since certain counties were cut 

in two, e.g. the Omois. An endeavour was made to divide between the 

two sovereigns, as equally as possible, the sources of revenue, i.e. the 

counties, bishoprics and abbeys. Louis received the bishoprics of 

Cologne, Treves, Metz, Strasbourg and Basle, with a portion of those of 

Toul and Liege. Charles, besides a large share of the two last, was 

given that of Cambrai, together with the metropolitan see of Besan(,'on, 

and the counties of Lyons and Vienne with the Vivarais, that is to say 

the lands which Lothar had acquired after the death of Charles of 

Provence. Without entering into details as to the division of the pa0. 
in the north part of the kingdom of Lorraine, from the mouths of the 
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Rhine to Toul, it is substantially true to say that the course of the 
Meuse and a part of that of the Moselle formed the border line between 
the two kingdoms. Thence the frontier ran to the Saone valley, and the 
limits thus fixed, although not lasting, had distinct influence later in 
the Middle Ages. 

Hardly was the treaty of Meersen concluded, when the brother»kings 
of Gaul and Germany were confronted by deputies from the Pope and 
the Emperor, protesting, in the name of the lat'ter, against the conduct 
of his uncles in thus robbing him of the inheritance which was his by 
right. Hincmar replied by endeavouring to justify his master, and by 
dwelling on the necessity of preserving peace in I^orraine; Charles, for 
his part, bestowed fair words and rich gifts on the Pope. As to Louis 
the German, he professed himself ready to make over wliat he had 
acquired of Lothar’s lands to Louis II. These assurances, however, were 
not followed by any practical result, and Charles spent the latter part of 
the year in completing the subjection of the southern part of his newly- 
acquired dominions. Lyons was occupied without a struggle. Only 
Vienne, which was defended by Bertha, wife of Gerard of Roussillon, who 
was himself ensconced in a castle in the neighbourhood, made some 
resistance, surrendering, however, in the end (24 December 870). 
Charles was recalled to Francia by the rebellion of his son Carloman, who 
had forsaken his fathers expedition in order to collect bands of partisans 
and ravage his kingdom. Louis the German was at the same time 
engaged in a struggle with his two sons who had risen against him, 
Charles confided the government of the Viennois and Provence to his 
brother-in-law Boso as duke, and turned homewards. 

In the meanwhile, a report spread through Gaul and Germiiny that 
the Emperor Louis II had been taken prisoner and put to death by 
Adelchis, Prince of Benevento. In reality the latter had namely subjected 
his sovereign to a few days'* captivity (August 871). But Louis the 
German and Charles the Bald had lost no time in shewing that eimh 
intended to appropriate for himself the inheritance left by the deceased; 
Louis by sending his son Charles the Fat beyond the Alps, in order to 
gather adherents, and Charles by setting out liimself at the head of an 
army. However, he went no farther than Besan^on, when the two com¬ 
petitors were stopped by the news that the Emperor was still alive. But 
during the three following years we find both brothers bent on eventually 
securing the heritage of the king of Italy; Louis the German being 
supported, it would seem, by the Empress Engilberga, while Charles the 
Bald, who had rid himself of his rebellious son Carloman, whom he had 
succeeded in making prisoner and whose eyes he had put out, was trying 
to form a party among the Roman nobles and those surrounding the new 
Pope, John VIII, who in December 872 had taken the place of Hadrian. 
The death of Louis II at Brescia (12 August 875) led to an open 
struggle between the two rivals. 
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For a long time the kingdom of Italy had stood considerably apart 

from the other Carolingian states. Louis the Pious and Lothar had 

already placed it in a somewhat special position by sending as their re¬ 

presentatives there each his eldest son, already associated in the Empire, 

and bearing the title of king. Since 855 the Emperor had been restricted 

to the possession of Italy, where he had already received the royal title 

in 844, and where his coronation as joint-Emperor had taken place 

(Rome, April 850). Apart from matters concerning the inheritance of 

his brothers, it does not seem that Louis II held that his office imposed 

on him the duty of interfering in affairs beyond the Alps. The Emperor 

had been obliged to devote his chief attention to his duties as king of 

Italy, and the defence of the country entrusted to him against the attacks 

of its enemies, particularly the Saracens. Rut circumstances were too 

strong for him, and in spite of his activity and energy, Louis II_ was 

fated to wear himself out in a struggle of thirty years, and yet neither 

to leave undisputed authority to his successor, nor finally to expel the 

Muslims from Italian soil. The royal power had never been very great 

in the peninsula. The Frankish counts, who had taken the place of the 

Lombard lords, had quickly acquired the habit of independence. The 

bishops and abbots had seen their temporal power grow in extent, 

through numerous grants of lands and immunities. On the other 

hand, three strong powers, outside the Papal state, had taken shape out 

of the ancient duchies of Friuli and Spoleto, and in Tuscany. The 

counts of Frankish origin were reviving the former Lombardy title of 

duke, or the Frankish one of marquess, and regular dynasties of prince.s, 

by no means very amenable to the orders of the sovereign, were established 

at Cividale, Lucca and Spoleto. The March of Friuli, set up between 

the Livenza and the Isonzo to ward off the attacks of Slavs and Avars, 

athough its ruler, no doubt, had extended his authority over other 

countries beyond these limits, had, in the time of Lothar, been bestowed 

on a certain Count Everard, husband of Gisela, the youngest daughter of 

Louis the Pious. This man, coming originally from the districts along 

the Meuse, where his family still remained powerful, was richly endowed 

with counties and abbeys, and played a distinguished part in the wars 

against the Serbs, dying in 864 or 865. His imme-diate successor was 

his son, Unroch, who died young, and then his second son, Berengar, who 

was destined to play a con-spicuous part in Italy at the end of the 

ninth century, and who seems from an early date to have thrown in his lot 

in politics with the partisans of Louis the German and the Empress Engil- 

berga. The ducal family established at Spoleto also came from Francia, 

from the valley of the Moselle. It was descended from Guy, Count 

of the March of Brittany under Louis the Pious. His son Lambert, who 

at first bore the same title, derived from the March, was a devoted ad¬ 

herent of Lothar, and, as such, had been banished to Italy where he died*. 

1 See mpra, pp. 15, 19-20. 
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their Frankish deliverers, and their prince, Atlelcliis, feared that the 
Emperor might take advantage of his success to assert his sovereignty 
over Southern Italy. In consequence of his hostility, he laid an ambush 
which threw the Emperor a prisoner inho his haiuls. Adelchis extorted 
from his captive a promise not to re-enter Soutiiern Italy. A report of 
the Emperor's death was even current in (hull a.nd (h'rmanv. But 
Louis II, being quickly set at liberty, obtaiiu'd fi'om the Pop(; a, dispen¬ 
sation from the oath he had sworn, and renewc‘d thci (‘ampaign next year 
(873), without however having attained any advantage. On August 
875 he was suddenly carried off by death. 

Such was the state of affairs in Italy at tlu^ moment when Oharles 
the Bald and Louis the German were pr<‘[)a,ring to dispute witli one 
another the heritage left by their neplunv. T\h\ su(a*(\ssi<)n (|uestion 
which presented itself, was, it is tnu', a complicalcd om*. Idie dead 
Emperor left only a daughter. The Uaritoric^s which h(‘ had nilcMl, ought, 
it would seem, to have been divided byagnannent hc^twcaai his two imchis. 
But if the imperial dignity had, sim^e^ the timet of (.Hiarlemagne, hexm 
considered inalienable from his family, no ruhj ol‘ su(‘(‘(\ssiou ha,d y<^t been 
established, even by custom, which (‘.ould be applicn! l.o it;. In practice, 
it seemed to be bound up with the possession of Italy, and to recpiin; as 
indispensable conditions the election of the candidat.e, at l(*a.sh in tlH>ory, 
by the Roman people, and his consecration at the h<ands of llu^ Pope. 
Now Charles the Bald had on his side tlie sympathy of John VIII, who 
claimed that he was only carrying out wishers already (jxpnNssed by 
Nicholas I himself, Charles has been accuscal of having <aitangled the 
Pope by means of offerings and gi’ants. In loahty, wha.t dolm VIII 
most desii'ed seems to have lieen a strong and enmgcdic Kuqxu'or 
capable of taking up the task to which Ixiuis If had dcwohxl himsedi^ 
and of defending the Holy See against the Saracems. Kightly or 
wrongly, he believed that he had found his i(I(‘al in (!harl(\s, wdio was, in 
addition, well-educated and a lover of letters, and had b(‘si(li‘s for a long 
time given his attention to Italy, whither lie had bexm summoiHxl by a 
party of the magnates at the time of the false repoi-L of the deat.h of 

Louis II. His possession, too, of Provence and of the Viennois, made it 

possible for him to interfere beyond the Alps more readily than his 

brother of Germany could do. He took action, besides, with proinptne.ss 

and decision. Hardly had the news of his nephew’s death reached him 

at Douzy near Sedan before he summoned an assembly of magnates at 

Ponthion near Chalons to nominate his coinrades on the c‘xp((dition. He 

crossed the Great St Bernard, and had scarcely arrived in Italy when he 

was met by the envoys of the Pope bearing an invitation to him to come 

to Rome to be crowned. Louis the German was not inclined to see his 

brother go to this length without a protest. He despatched his two 

sons in succession beyond the Alps with an army. Charles the Pat was 

immediately obliged to beat a retreat. Caiiomau, more fortunate, 
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for his cause, and then set out liiiii.self for Metz, Aix-la-Chapelle and 

Cologne. But Louis the Younger, on hi.s side, had mist'd an ariny in 

Saxony and Thuringia, and sent deputies, jiltliough vainly, to call upon 

his uncle toi'espect hi.s rights, lie liimst'lf had ret^turse to the jndginent 

of God, and when the ordeal proved favourahlt! to his ch.anipion.s, he 

crossed the Rhine at Andeniach. In the ine.'inwhiie, fresh envoys 

bearing proposals of peace .sought Charles t.iie Bald on his behalf. His 

uncle feigned williugne.ss to enter into lu'gol.i.ations. But thiring t he night 

of 7-8 October, he suddenly struck his eainp and ht'giin a forward march, 

hoping to surprise his sleeping enemies in tin; early d.-iwu. 'I'lu' .season, 

however, was inclement, the roads were .soaked with min, and the 

cavalry, which was the principal .arm of (’.arolingian forces, could only 

advance with difficulty. Besides this, a faithfid adherent of Louis the 

Younger in Charles’s own camp, had sueceedcsl in warning his master of 

the coup-de-main about to he attempted against him. 'I'lius the imperi.al 

army, fatigued by the night march, found tin; enemy, whom they had 

thought to surprise, on his gmird. 'I’lie result w.as a <lis.-istrou.s defeat 

of the troops of Charles. Nunun'ous prisom'rs and rich spoil fell to the 

victor. But it would appear that I.ouis was nut in a position to profit 

by his advantage, for almo.st immediately we lind him falling h.ack on 

Aix and Srankfort. Charles, lor his piirt, m.'uh' no .second attempt 

against him, and shortly afterwards, without any formal treaty havitig 

been concluded, peace was restored between the two kings, marked by the 

liberation of the prisoners taken at AndcTuaeb. 

Charles the Bald was, besides, absorbed by ol,lu;r anxit'lies. If his 

election had been the act of John VIM, tin; reason was I,hat, t,h<' Bope 

needed his help in Italy ag-ainst the Saracens. Not sal islied with promises 

of troops and missi, he unceasingly dcmaiuh'd (tharh'.s’s [uesc'uee in 

Italy. Two papal legates again approached Charles at Com{)iegn(; at the 

beginning of 877, and finally drew from him a phslgc; that he would 

cross the Alps in the course of the surunier. J'he moment., however, was 

not favourable, for the Northmen were shewing increased a,ctivil,y. In 

876 a hundred of their ships had gone uf) the Seine and thr('al.en'ed the 

rich abbey of St-Denis, driving the monks to flee to a .sah'r retreat on the 

banks of the Aisne. Charles the Bald decided |,o negot iate wi |,h them once 

more, and on 7 May 877 he ordered the collection of a special imiiost, a 

tr^tum Normannicum, destined to produce the five thousand riounds of 

alver needed to purchase the withdrawal of the Nor-thmen from the Seine. 

On 14) June he assembled the magnates at Quierzy (Kiersy), where he 

promulgated a celehra,ted capitulary which has been too long iield to be 

the A^er constituting the feudal system, a legislative measure es- 
is ing he hereditary nature of fiefs, the deliberate completion of a 

"^bich had been going on from 847, the dale at 
which tl^ Capitulary of Meersen ordered every free man to choose a 
lord for himself. In 847 what waa really in question was a measure to 
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facilitate, the levy of the host. In 877 at Quierzy, a whole body of very 
diverse measures were introduced, their object being to secure the good 
government of the kingdom, and the proper administration of the 
private property of the king during his absence, or even in case he should 
happen to die while on his expedition. The prince, Louis (the Stam¬ 
merer), was to take his father‘’s place with the assistance of counsellors, 
the choice of whom shews that the Emperor was not entirely free from 
distrust of his heir. An article in the capitulary orders Louis not to 
deprive the son of any count who should die during the campaign of the 
honours enjoyed by the father. Here we have a seal set upon the custom 
which was becoming more and more general, namely that the honours 
held by the father should be continued to the son, but at the same time 
we get the implicit recognition of the sovereign's right to dispose of the 
fiefs which, in principle, he has granted for life only, a right which 
Louis might possibly abuse. 

Charles, accompanied by Richilda, set out at the end of June. He 
brought with him only a small number of his chief vassals; others, of 
whom Boso was one, were to join him a little later at the head of an 
army which they had received orders to assemble. The Emperor took 
the St Bernard route, and met John VIII who had advanced as for 
as Vercelli to receive him. But, at the same time as Charles, Car- 
loman of Bavaria had been crossing the Alps at the head of a powerful 
army, and now made his appearance in the eastern part of Lomhiirdy. 
Charles, uneasy at this, hurried on the coronation of Ilichilda as 
Empress, and sent her back to Gaul, demanding the hastening forward 
of the reinforcements which he was awaiting. But his presentiments 
were realised. The magnates had been irritated to see him depart 
thus, giving up the struggle with the Northmen, which in the eyes of 
the Frankish aristocracy was more important than the war against 
the Saracens. On the other hand they no doubt considered that the 
expedition was unlikely to provide them with many fiefs and benefices 
to be conquered beyond the Alps, Thus they made no response to the 
appeal addressed to them. Boso himself', wlio the year l:)efore, under the 
influence of Berengar of Friuli and the German party, had married 
Ermengarde, daughter of the late Emperor Louis II, was opposc^l to a 
fresh expedition into Italy, and declined to enter upon the campaign. 
Some of the most powerful nobles of the Western Kingdom, chosen by 
Charles to command the relieving army, Bernard, Count of Auvergne, 
and Bernard, Marquess of Gothia, followed the example set them. 
Hincmar himself, discontented that the vicariate should have been 
conferred on Ansegis, shewed himself less loyal than usual, and Prince 
Louis openly abetted the movement. The one object of the discontented 
seems to have been to compel Charles to return, and in this they 
succeeded, for the Emperor lost no time in retracing his way towards 
Gaul. But on the road he fell sick and on 6 October, in a poor hovel, 
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poisoned, it was said, by his Jewish doctor Zedekiah, lie ended, miserably 
enough, his reign of thirty-seven years. 

Historians have often pronounced advcu-scdy on Ihc^ reign, inflncmeed 
by chroniclers of Louis the G erman, who acxuise Ids a,(lv(‘rsa,ry of cowa-rdice 
and incapacity. But it does not in fact; appiiar that (diaries was wanting 
either in courage or energy. All his contemporaries d(^scribe liim as a 
learned man and a friend to letters. He has been rc^proaclied witli not 
having succeeded in exacting obedience fi’om his va.ssaJs, nor in orga,nising 
resistance to the Northmen. But it would c<‘rtainly have h<‘en a task 
beyond human strength to resist the process of (‘volution, at once 
economic and social, which gave birtli to th(‘ fimdal sysUan and 
transformed into hereditary fiefs the In'iiefices whicL had bvm granted 
for life or during pleasure by the early Garolingiaus. Wlu‘re Cdia.rl(,‘s the 
Great had had subjects and functionaries, Glia,rl(‘s f.he Bald has already 
no more than vassals, and is forccxl to impov(‘rish himself for their 
behoof by incessant grants of honours and Ixaudicx^s, k\st he slumld be 
abandoned by nobles ever rea,(]y to tra,nsfer tiuar oaths of fichdity to a 
rival sovereign. Even the bishops, who wen? usually loyal, had no 
scruples in taking Charles to task cm various o<H%asions, Hincmar being 
first to set the example. Besides this, the civil wars, wh(‘.tlu‘r Ix^twecm 
the kings or between tnibulent counts, and the Northman invasions 
compelled the free men to gather in groups around magnal(\s or proccres 

strong enough to protect them in time of need. ''Lluis tlu^y cojmucnd 

themselves to these lords, and in tluar turn Ix^come vassals. This 
process was at first encouraged by th(‘ soven^ign, as facilitating the 
assembling of the host when necessary, and this it is which expla-ins the 
provisions in the capitulary of 847 ordering every freci man to ciioose 
himself a lord, the latter being cbargcxl with tlu* ollux^ of l(‘a<ling his 
men to war. But an important transformation had Ixjsides taken place 
in th*^ host. The infantry, which in the eighth ccmtury had formed the 
chief strength of the Prankish armies, had given way to cavalry. By 
the end of the ninth century, the Carolingian armii^s are almost wholly 
composed of horse-soldiers. But the mounted warrior (7umot b(^ a mere 
free man, for in order to maintain his steed and his handful of followers 
he must hold some land or benefice from his lord. He has become the 
knight, the miles^ the last rank in the feudal hieranthy. (founts and 
knights, however, when summoned by the king, shew no grciat eagerness 
to respond to the appeal. Constantly the attempts made by (Jharles to 
resist the Northmen ai’e brought to nothing by the refusal of his vassals 
to follow him. Even when the Prankish for(‘,e is under arms, it is only a 
sort of lamdwehr or militia, ill-adapted for fighting. The civilised Pranks 
have lost the warlike qualities of their half-barbarous forefathers. It is 
not with such materials that a king or any other leader could expect to 
succeed against the bands of the Scandinavians who were trained to 
warfare and made it their habitual occupation. 
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CHAPTEK III. 

THE CAROLINGIAN KINGDOMS (877-918). 

The death of Charles the Bald did not ensure the triumph of Carlo- 
man, who was soon forced by an epidemic which broke out in his army 
to make the best of his way back to Germany. It seemed however, 
as if it would be the signal for renewed civil discord m Gaul. When i.oius 
the Stammerer received news at Orville near Laon of the pitiable end of 
his father, he hastened, without the assent of the magnates, to distribute 
to such of his partisans as happened to be around him, “ honours, 
counties, estates and abbeys, thus violating an engagement made at 
Quierzy. Accordingly, when he was about to go into Francia to receive 
the oath of fidelity ftom his new subjects, he learned that the magnates, 
rallying round Boso and the Abbot Hugh, and supported by the 
widowed Empress Eichilda, refused him obedience, and, as a sign of 
their displeasure, were ravaging the country. Nevertheless, thanks, 
no doubt, to the mediation of Hincmar, and after some time had lieen 
spent in arranging terms, the rebels agreed to a settlement, llichilda 
was reconciled to her step-son, handing over to him the royal insignia 
and the deed by which Charles the Bald before his death had nominated 
his heir. The magnates, whose rights the king promised to recognise, 
all made their submission. The Abbot Hugh even became one of the 
most influential counsellors of Louis the Stanimerer. On 8 December, 
after having sternly exhorted the new sovereign to rcspe<-.l the rights 
of his vassals, Hincmar crowned him King of the West-Franks in the 

church of Compiegne. „ , , . - 
Louis, however, was not the man to carry out his fathers imperialist 

policy, in spite of the opportunity which occurred for it the next year. 
Anarchy set in more fiercely than ever in Italy. Carloman had obtained 
from his brothers the cession of their rights over the peninsula, in 
exchange for those which he possessed over Lorraine in virtue of a 
partition treaty concluded the year before (877), but he was in no 
plight to attempt another expedition. Lambert, Duke of Spoleto, 
Ld his brother-in-law Adalbert, Duke or Marquess of Tuscany, were 
making open war upon John VIH, and plainly intended to bring back 
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to Rome the political opponents whom the Pope had formerly ('xpellcd, 
particularly the celebrated Fonnosus, llishop of Porlo. So John VIII 
decided upon another attempt to make the Western Kinj^doni his ally. 
After having bought a peace from the Sara(X“ns, who were still a menace 
to the Papal States, he embarked on a Neapolitan vess(!] and landed at 
Arles, where Boso, who had returned to his former duchy, and his wife 
Ermengarde, welcomed him with assui-ances of (h'votion and in company 
with him ascended the Rhone as farms Lyons. After somewhat laborious 
negotiations with Louis the Stammerer, a council j)resid(‘d over by the 
Pope met at Troyes, at the beginning of autumn. But thcn-e were 
few practical results attained from the assc-inbly; little was settled, 
except a few points relating to discipline, and the conlinnation of the 
sentence of excommunication against Lainb(n-t, Adalbert, and tlndr 
supporters. John VIII would have wished to .s<!e Louis put hitnself 
at the head of another expedition against the enemies of the Holy See, 
whether rebel counts or Saracens: the king, howevcu-, seems not to 
have had the least inclination for such a course, and John VIII was 
forced to turn to that one among the magnates who, if only by his 
connexion with Italy, seemed best fitted to fake up f.he task wliich the 
Carolingians refused to accept, namely Boso. It was in bis company 
that the Pope re-crossed the Alps, at the end of tlu' year, calling a 
great meeting of the bishops and lay lords of Norl.hern Italy to assemble 
at Pavia. In a letter which he addressed at this time lo Kngilberga, 
widow of Louis II, he anticipated for her son-in-law tlu: mosf, brilliant 
prospects. Ermengarde’s husband might look forward 1,o the Lombard 
crown, perhaps even to the imperial one. But Boso himscdf did nothing 
to forward the ambitious views of the Pontiff on his behalf. At Pavia, 
under one pretext or another, he quitted John VIII and made his way 
back to Gaul. 

Louis the Stammerer, who had concludc^d a trc'aty at FonrorP with 
his cousins of Germany for the partition of Louis IPs inlu-ritance, and 
being free from anxiety in that quarter, had just resolved uf)ot)i an 
expedition against Bernard, Marques.s of Gothia', who had not imide his 
submission at the beginning of the reign and still remained contumacious. 
But a change came over the situation with the death of King Louis on 
10 April 879. The leaders of the party, opposed to the Abbot Hugh 
and to the magnates actually in power, made use of the ev<mt to appcial 
for aid to the foreigner. At the instigation of one of the Welfs, 
Conrad, Count of Paris, and of Joscelin, Abbot of Saint-Gcrmain-des- 
Pres, Louis of Saxony entered the kingdom from the west to dispute 
possession of their father’s inheritance with Louis III and Carloman, 
the two young sons of Louis the Stammerer. I-Ie penetrated as far as 

Tt '“i province of Lifege, bear the name of Fouron. 
ae <^®®rtained at which of them the conferences took place which 
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Verdun, ravaging the country as he went. But those who took up 
his cause were few in number. Envoys from the Abbot Hugli, from 
Boso, and Theodoric, Count of Autun, who were at the head of affairs 
in the Western Kingdom, had no great difficulty in persuading the king 
of Germany to abandon his enterprise in return for a promise of the 
cession of that part of LoiTaine which by the Treaty of Meersen fell 
to the share of Charles the Bald. In the month of September the 
coronation of the two sons of Louis the Stammerer by his marriage 
with Ansgarde, took place quietly at Ferrieres. But Ansgarde had 
been afterwards repudiated by her husband, who had taken a second 
wife named Adelaide, the mother of his sou Charles the Simple- I he 
legitimacy of Louis III and Carloman was not universally admitted, 
discontent still existed, and before the end of 879 the Frankish kingdom 
was threatened by a new danger. Boso, at the instance of his wife, 
Ermengarde, who, by birth the daughter of an emperor, was dis.satisfied 
with her position as the wife of a duke, took advantage of the weakness 
of the kings to re-establish for his own benefit the former kingdom 
of Charles of Provence (that is, the counties of Lyons and Vienne with 
Provence) and to have himself proclaimed king of it at an assembly of 
bishops held at Mantaille, near Vienne. A little later he was solemnly 
crowned by the Archbishop, Aurelian, at Lyons (autumn of 819). 

In the spring of 880 Conrad and Joscelin again called in TiOuis 
of Saxony. This second attempt had no better success than the first, 
and Louis was obliged to return to his own dominions after having 
concluded with his cousins the Treaty of Ilibemont, which again 
confirmed him in possession of the former kingdom of Lothar 11. His 
tenure of it, however, was somewhat insecure, since the Lyons and 
Vienne districts were under Boso’s control. The Archbishop of Besan^on 
appears to have recognised the usurper. In the noi’th, Hugh, an 
illegitimate son of Lothar II, had taken up arms and was also en¬ 
deavouring to make himself independent. Confronted with these dangers, 
and also with incessant attacks by the Danish pirates, the Carolingian 
kings felt the necessity for union. By a treaty agreed to at Amiens 
in the beginning of 880, Louis III was to have h'rancia and Neusti-ia, 
Carloman taking Aquitaine and Burgundy, with the task of making head 
against Boso. None the less, the two kings were agreed in desiring an 
interview at Gondreville with one of their cousins from Germany, and 
taking concerted measures against the rebels. It was Charles the Fat, 
the ruler of Alemannia, who, on his return from Italy whither he had 
gone to secure his proclamation as king by an assembly of magnates 
held at Ravenna, met Louis III and Carloman at this last fraternal 
colloquium in June 880. The three sovereigns began by joining forces 
against Hugh of Lorraine, whose brother-in-law. Count Theobald, was 
defeated and compelled to take refuge in Provence. The allies then 
directed their efforts against the latter country. The Count of 
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Macoiij who adhered to Boso, was forced to surrender, and the C.aro- 
lingian kings, pursuing their advance without (‘ncounleringany n\sist,aiu’e5 

laid siege to Vienne where the usurper ha,d loi-Iiiled hiniseli. 1116 
unlooked-for defection of Clmrles the Fat put a s(.op t.o ihv <%'unpaigii. 
For a long time John VIII, compelled by l-he dc'sm-tion of Boso to go 
back to the policy of an alliance with (lerma,ny, had \mm demanding 
the return of Charles to Italy. Suddenly abandoning the siegt‘, the 
king again crossed the Alps in order t.o go to Rome and t heu’e to receive 
the imperial crown from the hands of the roi)e (h\hrua,ry 881) while his 
cousins, unable to subdue Boso at once, return(‘d to tlunr doitiinions, 
leaving the task of blockading VicMinc^ to tlui I)uk(‘ of Burgundy, Richard 
the Justiciar, who was own brother, as it happt‘n(‘d, to tin* rc'bcd king of 
Provence. Queen Ermengarde, who was defending tlu‘. places was obliged 
to surrender a few months later (Sepl.mnbcn' 88Jii), 

Charles the Fat made no long stay at Roiiu^. As varly as h\‘brua,ry 881 
he took the road leading northwanls. It is t.rue that; th(‘ lunv Ihnperor 
made a fresh expedition into Italy a.t tlu^ end of the sa.nK; y(‘ar, though 
he got no farther than Ravenna. !l(‘re tlK‘ Po[K‘ ca,nu* to !m‘(‘t hini 
in order to try and obtain from him measures lik(*ly l,o prol.(‘ct the 
patrimony of St Peter from the atta,cks of tin; duk(*s of Spolet.o. But 
the death of Louis of Saxony (20 January 88B) now n^called the Ihnpcror 
to Germany. This event made Charles ina.st<'r of the whok* I'kist.cmi 
Kingdom, for Carloman of Bavaria, who by an agr(!(anent ma,de in 
879 with Louis had secured to the latUa* his wliok^ inlualtance, had 
died in 880. Caxiomaifs illegitimate son Armilf had Ixaai by the terms 
of the same treaty forced to content himself with the duchy of Ca,rinthia. 
Flugh of Lorraine, who still under pretext of claiming his paternal 
heritage had again been indulging in acts of briga,nda,g(g had beem 
defeated by Louis some time before his death and constrained to take 
refuge in Burgundy. 

In the Western Kingdom, Louis III of Fratu^e had dit'd of a fall 
from his horse on 5 August 882, Carloman, summoued from Burgundy, 
received the magnates’’ oaths of fidelity at Quim-zy and thus became 
the sole sovereign of the Western Kingdom. His brief nign is wholly 
taken up with fruitless struggles against the Northmen. ()n 12 December 
884 he also was carried off by an accident while out hunting. I.ouis 
the Stammerer’s posthumous son, Charles, known later as th(i Sim})le, 
was by reason of his youth unfit to reign. Thus the Frankish nobles 
appealed to Charles the Fat, in whose hands were thus concentrated 
all the kingdoms which had gone to make up the empire of Charles the 
Great. But the Emperor, though a man of piety and learning, was very 
far from possessing the activity and vigour demanded by a position 
now more difficult than ever. For the ravages of the Northmen had re¬ 
doubled in violence during the preceding years. Established permanently 
in Flanders, they took advantage of their situation to ravage at once what 
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was formerly Lorraine and the kingdoms of the East and West. A victory 

gained over them at Thion on the Sarabre by Louis of Saxony in 880, 

had led to no results, for in the same year they burnt Nimeguen, while 

another band made their way into Saxony, The Abbot Joscelin had in 

vain attempted to drive out those on the Scheldt, who Ixom their foririiied 

camp at Courtrai made perpetual raids for pillage into tlie Western King¬ 

dom. Nevertheless, King Louis III won over them at Saucourt in Fon thieu 

a renowned victory, commemorated by a a popular song in (xde- 

bration of it, in the German language which has come down t:o us. Yet 

it did not hinder the Danes settled at Ghent fi'oin i*ea.clung vall(7 of 

the Meuse and forming a new entrenched camp at Elsloo. During the 

winter of 881-88^ they burnt Liege, Tongres, Cologne, lh)nn, Htavc'lot, 

Priim and Aix, and took possession of Treves. Walo, tlui Ihshop of 

Metz, who with Bei'tulf, Archbishop of Treves, had put himself at the 

head of the defenders, was defeated and killed in April 8852. At th(^ 

assembly held at Worms (May 88£), Charles the Fat, who was n^turnitig 

from Italy, determined to act with vigour, and gathered a numt^rous 

army at the head of which he placed to second his efforts two i,ri(xl 

warriors, Arnulf of Carinthia, and Henry, Count or Dukc^ of Thuringia. 

But on the point of attacking the camp at Elsloo his couragt^ fiiih^d. 

He fell back on the dangerous metliod, already loo oflxui praxH.ised by 

the Cai'olingians, of negotiating with the invaders. Of t.heir h^a,(l<‘rs 

Godefrid (GuSro^r) obtained Frisia as a fief on condition of re<*(‘iving 

baptism, and Sigefrid (Sigrotir) was paid to withdraw. 

The chief part of the great Northman army then turned to attack 

the Western Kingdom. By the autumn tluy were ravaging it up to 

the gates of Rheims. The aged archbishof), Ilinemar, was forced to 

leave his metropolitan city and flee for refuge to Epei'nay, wIuuyj lie dicki 

on 21 December 882. Carloman succeeded in checrking the. Danes more 

than once on the banks of the Aisne and of the Vicogne, but the 

invasion was not beaten off. Another fortified camp was formed by 

the Northmen at Conde on the Scheldt. The bands which c?im<^ forth 

from it next year seized Amiens, and ravaged the districJ. hv.lwc.im tlie 

Seine and the Oise without meeting with resistance, Ca-rloman was 

obliged to negotiate with them, and, thanks to tlie int(‘rvention of 

Sigefrid, he obtained a pledge that the band in cantonments near 

Amiens should evacuate the Western Kingdom in consideration of the 

enormous sum of 12,000 pounds of silver (884). The engageimait, 

moreover, was respected. The main part of the great Northman army 

crossed over to England, but other bands passed into the kingdom of 

Lorraine, and a party among them settled down behind the woods and 

marshes which covered the site of the present town of Louvain, 

Such was the position of things at the time when Charles the Fat 

became sole ruler of the Frankish Empire and the magnates of France 

and Lorraine came to do homage to their new sovereign at Goudreville 
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near Toul and Ponthion. The bo^^inning of the rei jrn was marked, besides 
by several victories gained over the Northmen vviio Iiad peiu'f,rated into' 
Saxony. Other bands were defeated by Oonnt; Henry of Ahnnannia 
and Liutbert, Archbishop of Maycncc. But Hiigii of Lorraine had 
decided that the occasion was a good one; tor again putting forward 
his claim to his father’s kingdom, with the .sup[)ortof his broi.lmr-in-law 
the Northman Godefrid. Count Henry, whose tusk it was to resist them’ 
chose to employ treachery. Godefrid was imprmhmt enough to eoiisont 
to an interview in the course of which lus was assassinalcd, and the 
Franks succeeded in inflicting a check on his leadc'rless troops. Hugh 
being allured to Gondreville uridcT pretext of negotiations, also fell into 
an ambush. He was blinded, tonsured, and immured in ih(! Abbey 
of Prum. His sister, Giselii, GodedVid’s widow, was a litth' later to 
die as Abbess of the Convent of Nivelles. d’his partial success was 
however, balanced by the defeat .snflered in front of I.ouvain by the 
army raised in Lorraine and in the Western Kingdom. Charhjs sesraed 
indeed to be losing his interest in tin's uncesasing war. At t.lie assembly 
which he held at Irankfort at the beginning of tlu^ year 88.'), his only 
care seemed to be to procure the recognition of his il!<‘gitimate son 
Bernards right to succeed him. His wishes, how<>ver, wVn* o,,posed 
by the magnates. Charles counted on lh<> support of Potx- Hadrian HI 
tte successor of John VHI who had been assassinated in 884, but 
Hadrian died 8 July 885, and this event forced the Lmix-ror flnally 
o give up his project. The .successor of the ihsui Popi-, Si.ephen V 

had been elected without consulting Cliarh-.s the Fat, and so much 
was the Emperor displeased that he thought it ne<-essary to cross the 
Alps yet again. But he lingered in the north of the peninsula while 
his confidential agent, the Arch-Chancellor Liutward, Uishon of V<>rc<dli 
went to Rome to neptiate with the Pope. An outbreak of sedition 
at nearly cost the Emperor his life, ami he deci.hxl not to mlvance 
farmer, but to take the road for Gaul once more, whither he wms m-alled 
by the imperious necessity of resisting the Northmen, 

at w ^^1^ liberated the bands with whom he l„wi treated 
P Westiwn Kingdom. Lirge 

numbers of the Northmen who had crossed over into England <;am<‘ liack 

foTthei?mrrdtheir compatriots at lx,uvain who, 
r their part, had got as far as the mouth of the Seine. Otlum com- 

thm’ the Lower Scheldt, joined them there On US July 
sonv their fleet, three hundred strong, carrying 

armf wSi to push up tlie Seine. A Neustrian 
my which attem^pted to bar the way to the invaders was obligc'd to 

bor, covermg the hr taore thm Wo leegee,. 
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of Paris at this time did not extend beyond the island of the Cit6. On 

the right bank, however, and especially on the left, lay the suburbs with 

their churches and abbeys, Saint-Merri and Saint-Germain rAuxerrois 

to the north, Saint-Germain-des-Pres and Sainte-Genevieve to the south, 

with the houses, gardens and vineyards surrounding them. Of course 

no wall enclosed these suburbs. The city itself had been without a ram¬ 

part in the days of Charles the Bald, since the Roman fortifications there 

Is elsewhere had for long centuries fallen into ruins. Thus the Danes 

had on several occasions descended on the town and pillagcnl it^without 

let or hindrance. The last of their incursions dated from 806. But 

since then Paris had made preparation for resistance. Under the super¬ 

intendence of Odo, the count, son of Robert the Strong, helped by 

Bishop Joscelin, the old wall had been rebuilt^ Two bridges (establishing 

communication between the island and both banks of the Seine bailed 

the way to the viking ships. One Sigefrid, who seems to have lieen in 

command of the expedition, made a demand for himself and his 

followers of free access to the upper valley of the Seine. Odo and 

Joscelin refused. A general assault next morning was repulsed with loss, 

and the Northmen were obliged to undertake a f ormal siege. 
This lasted for long months, varied by attacks upon tiu^ bridge's and 

the works defending them on both banks of the river, and also by 

pillaging expeditions into the neighbouring distric'ts. Bui the Pa,risians 

met the efforts of their assailants with indomitable itnergy and muluraTU'e'. 

On 16 April 886 Joscelin was carried off by sickn(.‘ss. Odo trml a 

sortie in order to seek for reinforcements; it proved .successful, and 

he made use of his opportunity to send pressing appeals to the Umperor 

and his counsellors. He then for the second time traversed the enemy 

lines to re-enter the besieged city. Meanwhile, (Charles, on his return 

from Italy, had held a great assembly at Metz, and had tlien set out, 

at a deliberate rate, to go to the succour of the Parisians. Ilavitig 

reached Quierzy he sent forward his best warrior Count Henry of 

Alemannia, at the head of a detachment of his men. But in attem|)ting 

to reconnoitre the enemy's camp, Henry fell, with his horse, into onc^ 

of the fosses dug by the besiegers, and was killed (28 August). His 

death threw a gloom over his followers, and the reli(‘ving detariumuit 

which he had been leading fell back. On 28 Octol)(u* the Ian|)er()r came 

up in person before Paris, and the inhabitants could s(je his army on 

the heights of Montmartre. But instead of crushing the healiien l)etwe(m 

his troops and the city walls, Charles once more began negotiations with 

them. Sigefrid consented to raise the siege, in return for a sum of 

seven hundred pounds in silver, and permission for his followers to go 

and winter in Burgundy, with the right to go up the Seine freely. The 

^ At the end of the ninth century a fairly general movement took place to 
restore the walls of cities so as to ensure them against a emp^de-tmin of the Northman 
bands. 
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Parisians, however, refused to agree to this last condition and to allow 

the viking vessels to pass under the foid.iiied !)ri(lg(^s whi(‘.h they had 

defended with so much valour. The Danes \nn\) ol)ligi‘(l to draw their 

boats to land to get them above the city by tlie river biink, l)ut, none 

the less, they reached Burgundy, which they ravaged. Sens, in particular, 

stood a siege of six months. 
In the meanwhile the Emperor fell sick and returned to Alsfic<\ During 

the Easter season he held an assembly at Wail)lingeu nc.'ar St.uttgarl;, at 

which was present, among others, Berengar, Manpu'SH of Friuli. From 

thence he went to Kirchen in the Bndsgau, whcux^ he was soijght out by 

Ermengarde, widow of Boso, with her young son Louis. Boso, in spite 

of the capture of Vienne and the efforts of tlie Carolingian kings and their 

lieutenants, had succeeded in maintaining his ground in the kingdom he 

had created for himself, and died imsidxlucxl (11 da.miary 887). The son 

whom he left, Louis, was still almost a child when his mol,her i)rought 

him to the Emperor. Charles the Fat received him kindly, ix^cognised his 

right to succeed his father, and even wcait through some kind of cctremony 

of adopting him. But the young prince was not long to h(\ Ixuudited 

by his protection. The discontent of the magnaU^s with tlu^ Fanperor, 

whom they accused of weakness and incapacity, and with the coiins(h<)r 

by whom he was chiefly guided, his clianc(‘Ilor Liutward, Bishop of 

Vercelli, grew greater every day. (fliarles eudcxivounxl to phuxile them 

by dismissing his chancellor, but their <lissatisfa(*tiou si,ill continued 

undiminished, and at the end of 887 a revolt broken out, hudlilated by 

Charleses illness and physical incapacity. The njlxfls, in an assembly 

held at Trihur near Darmstadt, formally (h^poscul tlu‘ Fanp(?,ror. lie 

returned to Neidingen on the l)amib(^ nc^ar Conslamx^ wluux^ he itmde 

a pitiable end on 13 Janiiaiy 888, while his fmuner vassaJs pnxhiimed in 

his room Arnulf of Carinthia, son of (Jarlonnui of Bavaria, of ilhg'itimate 

birth, it is true, but well known for his wa.rlike ciualilic^s, and, in tlie 

eyes of the magnates, the only prince capalile of defending tlui Fanpire, 

or at least the kingdom of Germany, against the enemi(vs threatcaung it 
on every side* 

The deposition of Charles the Fat marks the ('po<di of the final 

dismemberment of the Empire of Charlemagne. Even contmnporaries 

were conscious of this. ^‘Then,” said the Lotharingian chronicler, 

Regino of Prum, in a justly famous passage, ‘‘the kingcloms whicli had 

been subject to the government of Charles split up into fragments, 

breaking the bond which united them, and without waiting for their 

natural lord, each One sought to create a king of its own, drawn from 

within itself; which thing was the cause of long wars, not that there 

were lacking Frankish princes worthy of empire by their noble birth, 

their courage, and their wisdom, but because their ecjuality in origin, 

dignity and power was a fresh cause for discord. None of them in fact 

was sufficiently raised above the rest to make them willing to submit 
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to his authority.’*’ The "Wost Franks elected as king Odo, the valiant de¬ 

fender of Paris. In Italy Berengar, Marquess of Friuli, and Guy ((iuido), 

Duke of Spoleto, contended for the crown. Louis of Provence hdd lh(‘ 

valley of the Rhone as far as Lyons. Finally, a new claimant, the \V(*lf 

Rodolph, son of Conrad, Count of Aiixerre, already duke of ^Mhe duchy 

beyond the Jura” comprising the dioceses of Geneva, Lausanne and Sion, 

claimed the ancient kingdom of Lorraine, without, however, succeeding 

in building up more than a “ kingdom of Burgundy,” restrid.ed to the 

Helvetian pagi and the countries wliicli formed the ancient dioc(,\s(^ of 

Besainjon. 
The expressions used by Regino must not, however, l)c un(l<‘rs!ood 

too literally. The kings whom the new nations ‘"drew from within 

themselves” were all of the Austrasian race and had Bicir origin in 

Francia, their families having been for hardly more than two or \hiv.v~ 

generations settled in their new comities. Tlie dismemberment, which 

began under Louis the Pious and was finally consummated in 888, wa.s 

by no means caused by a reaction of the diflerent nations wit.hin i,h(‘ 

Caroliiigian Empire against the political and administrative unity im¬ 

posed by Charles the Great. The building up of new na,tionaiitic‘s may 

have been largely the work of the chances of the va,ri()us pa.i'litions winch 

had taken place since the Treaty of Verdun. Ncwta-liu^less tiu‘ fa.ct tliaJ: 

Louis the German and his heirs had as tlmv poriion the populations 

of Teutonic speech, and Charles the BaJd and his succc^ssors ftiose of th<^ 

Romance language, no doubt a(X’(‘ntuat(id such conscionsru^ss as th(‘S(* 

peoples might have of their individiiahty, a consciousness furtlHU' 

strengthened by the antagonism between the sov(‘r(‘igns« Italy, on 

the other hand, had long been accustomed to live under a, king of its 

own, a little outside the sphere of the other Fra,nkish kingdoms. Besich^s 

these more remote causes, we must bear in mind the nc^ed which (vich 

fraction of the Empire felt of having a protector, an (directive head to 

organise resistance against the Slavs, the Saracxms or the NorlbnunL A 

single Emperor must often be at too great: a distanc.e from l.he point 

at which danger threatened. The idea of the .Empire, the uIcai of Ihc 

Fi'ankish kingdom I'ecedes into the background, and gives phu'Ci to an 

attachment to the more restricted country of one’s birfh, to the ra,c(‘ 

to which one belongsk” Under the influence of gcH)grapliical situation 

and of language, or even through the chances of poliltcal alliances, new 

groups had been formed, and each of these plae(‘d at its liea,d the man 

best fitted to defend it against the inmimeralile enemies who for half 

a century had been devastating all parts of the limpire. 

In spite of this separatist movement, the kinglets (jrgidi) set up in 

888 still attributed a certain supremacy to Ainulf as the last, rcqiresc^nta.- 

tive of the Carolingian family. Odo sought his presence at Worms in 

^ G. Moxiod. Du role de fopposiliou dee racee dam la diemluUon de i*Dmpir$ 
carolingien, p. IS, 
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order to place himself iinder his proleciion (Aun:usl 888) before going 

to Rheiois to receive the crown of Wcsi-eim hratu’iii. At Irent, 

Berengar also took up the attitude of a vassal in oixl(?r to ol)tain from 

Arnulf the recognition of his Italian kingship. Iloclolpli of Burgundy 

yielded to the tlireat of an cxpediLion to !)e scail against him, and came 

and made his submission at Eatisbon. A little lati^r, at Worms, it was 

the turn of young Louis of Ih’ovence (8<)I0. Doubtless no homage 

strictly so called was perfonutal, such as would esta})lish l)C‘tween Arnulf 

and tile neighbouring Ksovereigns a relatioti of positive vassalage with 

the reciprocal obligations it entailed. There was, however, a ceremony 

analogous to that of homage, and the recognition of a kind ot over¬ 

lordship belonging, at any rate in theory, i-o the King ot (kirmany. 

Thus between Aniulf and the riiha-s of the stat(\s whicli had aristn from 

the dismemberment of tlie (larolingiau Lmpire peratte scHmuHl assured. 

But it was less safe against enemic^s from without and against revolts 

on the part of the German magnaU^s. Though in 889 Arnulf had 

received an embassy from the Norllunen b(\aring pa(*ific nK\s.sa.gc‘s, the 

struggle had begun again in 891. The Danes had invadt^d I.orrainc 

and had inflicted on Count A rnulf and Archbishop SniKhu’old of Mayence 

the bloody defeat of La Gueiile dune) balanced, it is true, by the 

success won by King Arnulf in the same year on tint banks of the Dyle, 

On the other hand, the struggle against tlie Moravian kingdom founded 

by a prince named Svdtopluk (Zwc'utihold) was going on amidst alUama- 

tions of success and failure. In 89f^i Arnulf, with Bus assistancci of tlie 

Slovene duke Braslav, led a successful expc'dition against the Moravians, 

but he had been imprudent enough to <^all to his aid a lroo]> of Hun¬ 

garians, thus, as it were, pointing out to the Magyar immigrants from 

Asia the road into the kingdom of Germany which a few yctars later 

was to have such a fearful experience of theun. Two yc^ars later (894) 

the death of Svdtopluk led to the recogtiilioii of ArnulPs authority 

by his two sons, Moimir and Svdtopluk II, and the civil war which 

before long broke out between them enablc^d the b'rfinks to inteuwene 

successfully in Moravia. But like Charles the Eat, Arnulf was haunted 

by the dream of wearing the imperial crown. At the opeming of his 

reign the fear of a revolt among the discontented magnates of Swabia 

had alone prevented him from responding to the appeals made to him 

by Pope Stephen V (890). Events in Italy now offered him the oppor¬ 

tunity of renewing his attempts in that quarter. 

■ The two rivals, Guy and Berengar, who after the deposition of 

Charles the Fat disputed for the crown of Italy, were each recognised 

as king by a certain number of adherents. A truce had been arranged 

between them up to the beginning of the year 889. They used this 

respite merely to seek support in foreign countries. Berengar, for twenty 

years the faithful ally of the Eastern ()arolingians, received reinforcements 

from Germany. Guy, after an unsuccessful attempt to secure for himself 
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the crown of the Western Kingdom, had recrnitcd contingenls in the 

district of Burgundy I'ound Dijon, which was Iris native land. The 

Italian lords again took sides with one coinjjetitor or the other, with 

the exception of the most powerful of them all, Adalbert, M,ar(|uess of 

Tuscany, who contrived to maintain a prudent neutrality. War then 

broke out afresh. A bloody battle-~-a rare evcuit in t!ie ninth century- 

in which some 7000 men fought on either side was waged for a whole 

day on the banks of the Trebbia. Berengar, thoroughly worshal, was 

forced to retreat beyond the Fo, wh<.‘re Verona., (.'nanona. and Brescia, 

still remained faithful to him, and to ahandon tlie struggles with (hiy. 

The latter seems not to have troubhal Ininself to follow up his (uuany's 

flight. His victory gave him p()ss(\ssion of l.he palace ol Favia, that is, 

of the capital of the Italian kingdom. In the mi<i(]l(i of Februn.ry 889, 

he held a great assembly of bishops llunv., to whom he sohanniy promiscHl 

that church property and rights should be respcK-.t.tal and !na,intain('(i, 

and that the plundering raids and usurpa,tions of the magnates should 

be put down. Then the prelates declared him king, and Ix^stowed on 

him the royal unction. 
For more than half a century, the supnutu' {.illc of .Bmp(‘ror liad 

seemed to be bound up with the posscNSsion of Baly. (luy llK^ndbre 

approached Pope Stephen V, with whom lie had hitiu'rlo Ihhui on good 

terms, with a demand for the imperial crown. SU'phen, howewer, Avas 

not anxious to add to the power of the house of Spoleto, a,iwa,vs a 

menace to the papacy. A more distant Bmpeu'or scuuned to ofler a 

fairer prospect of safety. He therefore sent a j)rivate summons to Armilf. 

But as the latter was unable to leave Germany, Stephen V was compelliul 

(11 February 891) to proceed to the consecration of Guy as Emperor, His 

wife, Ageltrude, was crowned with him, and their son, Lambert, receivc^d 

the title of king and joint-Emperor. Adalbert of I'uscany now resolved 

on making his official submission to the new ruler. Berengar alone 

persisted in refusing to recognise him, and maintained his in(I(‘p(md(uic<^ 

in his old domain, the March of Friuli. He even retained sonu^ suf)[)ort(u*s 

outside its limits who objected to Guy's Burgimdia,n origin and reproach(‘<l 

him with the favour which he shewed to certain of his c,om[)atriots who 

had followed him from beyond the Alps, such as Auscar (Anscarius), 

on whom he bestowed the March of Ivrea. Nevertlu^kiss the new 

Emperor, in the beginning of May 891, h(dd a gixtat plad(/um at Favia, 

at which, to satisfy the demands of the prelates, he promulgal.ed a long 

capitulary enacting the measures necessary to protect church propiu-ty. 

On the same occasion, anxious, no doubt, to secure the supfiort of the 

clergy, he made numerous gran'ts t.o the bishops. 

In September Stephen V died. His successor was the Bishop of 

Porto, Formosus, an energetic man, but one whose energy had gained 

him many enemies. In particular he seems to have been on bad terms 

with Guy, and doubtless considered an Italian Emperor a danger to the 
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Holy See, He therefore made a fresh appeal to Arnulf. The King of 

Germany did not come in person^ but he sent Ins ilh^gitimabe son, 

Zwentibold, to whom he entrusted the task of “ ix^storing order'’ Ixyond 

the Alps with the assistance of Bcnnugar of Kriuli. Zwtailibold allowed 

himself to be daunted or brib(*d by CJuy, and lolurued to (knanany 

without having accomplished aitiything (S9b). At th(^ b(‘ginning of the 

next year (894) Arnulf resoUxxl to make, a d{*s<*ent into Italy himself. 

He carried Bergamo by assault, and ma,ssa(*r(ai iJie gaxrison. Intituidated 

by this example, Milan and Pavia opened! tiunr gaJ.es, and the majority 

of the magnates joined in taking the oaJ.h of fidelity to Anuilf. The 

latter, however, went no furllim' than Pia<‘(‘U7:a, winaux* he turned 

homewards. But on his way haek lie found Ihv^ road !)a.rn‘d (dose to 

Ivrea by the troops of the Marcpiess Ansc'ur, swelk‘d by a eonf.ingent 

sent by Ilodolph,' King of Burgundy, Aruu\i\ howxnaa', suvvmkd in 

foixing a passage and turned his antis agninsl. Rodolph, but without 

gaining any advantage, as the enemy took r(‘fug(^ in t,he mountains, 

Zwentibold was placed at tlie hc‘ad of a fn^sh (‘Kp(‘dition against the 

regiiwm Jurense^ but was no mon^ succ^t'ssful. 

In a wordj the brief irruption of Arnulf into Italy find done nothing 

to alter the situation. Guy remaimHl Kmpca'or. Bui just as he was 

about to resume bis struggle wil.b ihaxaiga.r, an atla,ck of ha(‘morrhage 

earned him off. His successor was his sou Lamht'rt who had alrtm.dy 

been Ms colleague in the government. But I^amhcid, wa,s young and 

devoid of energy or authority. Disorder broke ouf. mon‘ fi(a*c(dy than 

ever, and in the autumn of 895 Formosus again svnl a pressing appeal 

to Arnulf, Again the king of Germany set out, a.nd on this occasion 

pushed on to Rome. Bub the population was hostih^ to him. The 

resistance was organised by Agidtnide, (kiy’s widow, an (mcagetic 

Lombard of Benevento. Arnulf was obliged to (*arry tln'city by assault. 

In February 896 Formosus crowned liim Kmp(.':ror in the basilica of 

St Peter, and a few days later the Homans wc^re com[)i‘lU‘d to lake the 

oath of fidelity to him. But his success was to be short-lived. Agel- 

trade, who had taken refuge in her du(hy of Spolelo, held out there in 

the name of Lambert. Just as he was about to huul an expe^dition 

against her, Arnulf fell sick. Thereupon he gave up tint struggle and 

took the road back to his dominions, wheni, moreover, other disturbances 

called for his pi*esence. Once he had gone, Lambert lost no time in 

re-appearing in Pavia, where he again exercised royal power. He also 

got possession of Milan in spite of the resistance of Manfred, the count 

whom Arnulf had placed there, and again began hostilities with Berengar. 

But the two rivals soon agreed upon a treaty, guaranteeing to Berengar 

the district north of the Po and east of the Adda. 

All the rest of Itdy was left to Lambert, who again entered Rome 

with Ageltrude in the beginning of 897. Formosus had died on 4 April 

896. After the brief pontificate of Boniface VI which lasted only a 
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fortnight, the Romans had elected Stephen VII. This Pope was a 

personal enemy of Formosus and, perhaps in co-operation with Lambert, 

undertook to indict his detested predecessor with a hoixible travesty 

of the forms of law. The corpse of Formosus—if an almost contem¬ 

porary tradition is to be credited—was dragged from its tomb and 

clothed in its pontifical vestments and a simulacrum of a judicial 

trial was gone through. Accused of having infringed canonical rules 

by his translation from Porto to Rome, of having violated an oath 

taken to John YIII never to re-enter Rome, and, as a matter of course, 

condemned, the dead Pope\s body was stripped of its vestments and cast 

into the Tiber. All the acts of Formosus, in particular the ordinations 

performed by him, were declared null and void. This sinister con¬ 

demnation brought about a revulsion of feeling, although opinion had 

been generally somewhat hostile to Formosus- A revolt broke out in 

Rome, Stephen VII was made prisoner and strangled; some months of 

confusion followed until finally, the election of John IX (June 898) 

restored some measure of quiet. In agreement with Lambert, the new 

Pope took steps to pacify opinion. The judgment pronounced against 

Formosus was annulled, and the priests wh.o had been deposed as having 

been ordained by him were restored. A synod, held at Rome, busied 

itself with measures to secure the good gx)vernment of the Lhurch and 

the observance of canonical rule. The [)rcjscribed for*m for tiie election 

of a supreme Pontiff was again laid down; the choice was to be made 

by the clergy of Rome with the assent of the people and noblcis in thc,i 

presence of an official delegated by the Emperor. A great assembly 

held by Lambert at Ravenna also made provision for the safety of 

Church property and for the protection of freemen against the oppres¬ 

sions exercised by the counts. But on 16 October 898 the young king 

lost his life through a hunting accident. Lambert left no heir and 

Berengar profited by the situation to make himself master of the 

kingdom of Italy without striking a blow. By 1 December Ageltnide 

herself acknowledged him, receiving from him a deed (x^ndnniug h(ir in 

possession of her property. "With the accession of Berengar a new period 

begins in the history of Italy, not less disturbed than the preceding one, 

but almost entirely unconnected with the CarcSlingian Empire and the 
Kings of Germany. 

On his return from Italy in 89li Arnulf was also to find in the 

western part of his dominions a situation of considerable difficulty. 

At the diet of Worms in 895, resuming a prefect which the opposition 

of his great vassals had forced him to lay aside in the preceding year, 

he had caused his son Zwentibold to be proclaimed King of Lorraine. 

Zwentibold was a brave and active prince, often entrusted by his father 

with the command of military expeditions. Arnulf hoped by this means 

to protect Lorraine against possible attempts by the rulers of Burgundy 

or, of the Western Kingdom, and at the same time to maintain order, 

Cli,„ ill. 
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which was often disturbed by the rivalry of two h()st,il(‘ clans who were 
contending for mastery in the couni.ry, ihat of (4)unt Ih^gina-r, inac¬ 
curately called the ^^Long-necked;*’ and lha,l: of (k)unt MaUVid. But 
with regard to the latter obj(‘ct, Zw(nli!)ol(h who was of a viohail and 
hasty temper, seems to lia.ve b(Mm but lil.th^ fitb'd to play lhc‘ part of 
a pacificator. It was not long Ixdbrc h(‘ had given oflbrna^ to llu^ginater 
part of the magnates. At the assembly of Worms (May 897) Arnulf 
seemed for a moment to have resi.ored peac<‘ bcdwcnn the King of 
Lorraine and his counts. But no la,ter tiian lu'xt yiN'ir disonhu' l)roke 
out afresh. Reginar, whom Zw(‘nliI)old wa.s aiJ.empting to deprive of 
his honours, made an appea,l to (’harles tlu‘ Simphs who a<lvaneed as far 
as the neighbourhood of Aix-la.-( :ha,pell(j. dlianks to tln^ lu‘lp of kVaneo, 
the Bishop of Liege, Zwentibold su(xx‘e<l(‘<l in organising a n-sistance 
sufficiently formidable to induce Lharles to nrnkc' ptnee and go back 

to his own kingdom. 
The death of Arnulf (Novcmilxu' or D('nan])cr 899) beighhned the 

confusion. He left a son, Louis th<‘ (hild, horn in 89:5, whose right 
to the succession had b<am acknowIc‘dg<‘d by th<‘ assembly a,(. Tribiir 
(897). On 4 February 900, an a,ss(anb!y al. h'onLiahn in Last I<'ra,ncoiua 
proclaimed him King of Oennany. Som(^ time^ a.nnrvvnrds in Lorraine 
the party of Matfrid, with the support of tlu‘. bishops who n\s(aited the 
dissolute life of Zwentibold and the favour slauvn by him to pca'sons 
of low condition, abandoned, their sovendgn a,nd appc'ahal i.o I.ouis the 
Child. Zwentibold was killed in an encounter with tlu^ nL(‘ls on the 
banks of the Meuse (13 August 900). Louis rema.in(‘d until his d(‘ath 
titular King of Lorraine, wliere ho severa,! tinuss made his ap[)earance, 
but where feudalism of the strongcjst typ(^ was (hwadoping. A fiwv years 
later, civil war again broke out I)etwe(;n Matfridls fa,nuly a.nd l.lu^ k'raukish 
Count Gebhard, on whom Louis had coiderrcal tlie titk^ of l)uk(^ and the 
government of Lorraine. Nor did afia,irs proccaal mucli Ixd.Ua* in the 
other parts of the kingdom, to judge by lh(‘ few and ims’igre dironicles 
of the time. Outside, Louis had no longtu* tlxe nu'ans of making good 
any claim upon Italy, where Louis of Provence was contending with 
Berengar for the imperial crown. Germany its(‘lf was wa,st(xl by tlie 
feuds between the rival Franconian houses of the Conradins and Baben- 
berg. The head of the latter, Adalbcirt, in 90(5 (Ideated and killed 
Conrad the Old, head of the rival family, but bdng himself made 
prisoner by the king'’s officers, he was accuscxl of high tix^ason and 
executed in the same year (9 September). But the most terrible scom'ge 
of Germany was that of the Hungarian itivasions. It was in 892 that 
the Hungarians, a people of Finnish origin who had bexm driven from 
their settlements between the Don and the l)nie[)er, made their first 
appearance in Germany as the allies of Arnulf in a war against the 
Moravians. A few years later they established tlnanselvcs permanently 
on the banks of the Theiss, In 900 a band of them, returning from 
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a plundering expedition into Italy, made its way into Bavaria, ravaged 
the country and carried off a rich booty. The defeat of another band 
by the Margrave Liutpold and Bishop Richer of Passau, as well as the 
construction of the fortress of Ensburg, intended to serve as a bulwark 
against them, were insufficient to keep them in check. Thenceforth not 
a year passed without some part of Louis’s kingdom being visited by 
these bold horsemen, skilled in escaping from the more heavily armed 
German troops, before whom they were wont to retreat, galling them as they 
went, with flights of arrows, and at a little distance forming up again 
and continuing their ravages. In 901 they devastated Carinthia. In 906 
they twice ravaged Saxony. Next year they inflicted a heavy defeat on 
the Bavarians, killing the Margrave Liutpold. In 908 it was the turn of 
Saxony and Thuringia, in 909 that of Alemannia. On their return, 
however, Duke Arnulf the Bad of Bavaria inflicted a reverse upon them 
on the Rott, but in 910 they, in their turn, defeated near Augsburg the 
numerous army collected by Louis the Child. 

It was in the autumn of the following year (911) that the life of this 
last representative of the Eastern Carolingians came to an end at the 
age of barely eighteen. He was buried in the Church of St Emmeram 
at Ratisbon. In the early days of November the Frankish, Saxon, 
Alemannian, and Bavarian lords met at Forchheim and elected as king 
Conrad, Duke of Franconia, a man of Frankish race, and noble birth, 
renowned for his valour. This prince’s reign was hardly more fortimaUi 
than that of his predecessor. Three expeditions in sm^i'.cssion (912 918) 
directed against Charles the Simple did not avail to drive the Wesl.ern 
King out of Lorraine. Rodolph, King of Burgundy, even took advanbige 
of the opportunity to seize upon Basle. Besides this, the Hungarians,^ 
in spite of their defeat on the Inn at the hands of Duke Arnulf of 
Bavaria in 913, continued their ravages in Saxony, Thuringia and 
Swabia. In 917 they traversed the whole of the southern part of the 
kingdom of Germany, plundered Basle and even penetrated into Alsace. 
On the other hand, domestic discords still went on, and tlie chiefs ot the 
nascent feudal principalities were in a state of perpetual war either with 
one another or with the sovereign. One of the most powei’ful vassals 
about the king, Ei-changer, the Count Palatine, had in 913 raised the 
standard of revolt. Restored to favour for a short time in consequence 
of the energetic help he gave to Duke Arnulf in the struggle with the 
Hungarians, he lost no time in giving fresh offence to Conrad by 
attacking one of his most influential counsellors, Solomon, Bishop of 
Constance, whom he even kept for some days a prisoner. The sentence 
of banishment pronounced on him in consequence did not prevent him 
from continuing to keep the field with the help of his brother Berthold 
and Count Burchard, or from defeating the royal troops next year by 
Wahlwies near Lake Constance. To get the better of him Conrad was 
obliged to have him arrested for treason at the assembly of Hohen Altheim 
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in Swabia and executed a few weeks later with his brother Berthold 
(SI January 917). But one of the rebels. Count Burchard, succeeded 
in maintaining possession of Swabia. Conrad was hardly more successful 
with regard to his other great vassals. One of the most powerful, Henry 
of Saxony, gave signs, from the very beginning of the reign of a hostile 
temper^ towards the new sovereign which manifested itself in 915 by an 
open rebellion, marked by the defeat of the expeditions led against the 
rebel by the Margrave Everard, brother of Conrad, and by the king himself. 
In Bavaria, Duke Arniilf had also revolted in 914. Temporarily 
worsted, and obliged to take refuge with his former foes, the Hungarians, 
he had re-appeared next year in his duchy. He was forced to submit 
and to surrender Ratisbon, but he took up the struggle afresh a little 
later (917) and again became master of the whole of Bavaria. 

Conrad and the magnates both lay and ecclesiastical who had 
remained loyal to him held a great assembly at Hohen Altheim in 916 
^^^to strengthen the royal power,'’ when the severest penalties we,re 
threatened against any who should conspire against the life of the 
king, take part with his adversaries or attempt to deprive him of the 
government of the kingdom." When Conrad ended his short reign 
(^3 December 918), recommending the magnates to choose as his successor 
his former enemy, Henry of Saxony, he was in a position to testify that 
the magnates had seldom done anything else than transgress the precepts 
laid down at Hohen Altheim. To split up the realm into great feudal 
principalities, handed down from father to son and owning little or no 
obedience to a sovereign alwap in theory elective,—this was the con¬ 
stantly increasing evil from which Germany was to suffer throughout the 
whole of the Middle Ages. 

The appearance of t,ribal dukes was not a mere outburst of disorder. 
Local leaders undertook the defence neglected by the central power, and 
so duchies, founded upon common race and memories, appeared aud grew 
apart in reaction against Frankish hegemony. In Saxony, left lo itself, 
the LiudoMng Bruno headed from 880 the warfare against Danes and 
Wends. Bavaria, troubled by Hungarians, found a Duke in Anmlf 
c. 907. Franconia, less harassed and more loyal to the Carolingians, 
lacked traditions of unity, but in Conrad, the future king, Conradins 
of the west triumphed over Babenberger rivals in the east. In Lomdne, 
the Carolingian homeland, even less united, Reginar (a grandson of the 
Emperor Lothar I) became Duke. Swabia found, under King Conrad I, 
a Duke in Burchard. Thus everywhere, as local unity met local needs' 
ducal dynasties arose. 

The chroniclers of a later period explain this hy relating that Conrad had 
crown only to its refusal by Otto, lather of Henry, hut the fact is donbtfttL 
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CHAPTER IV. 

FRANCE, THE LAST CAROLINGIANS AND THE 
ACCESSION OF HUGH CAPET. (888-987.) 

Deserted by Charles the Fat, on whom, through a strange illusion, 
they had fixed all their hopes, the West-Franks in 887 again found 
themselves as much at a loss to choose a king as they had been at the 
death of Carloman in 884. The feeling of attachment to the Carolingian 
house, whose exclusive right to the throne seemed to have been formerly 
hallowed, as it were, by Pope Stephen II, was still so strong, especially 
among the clergy, that the problem might well appear almost insoluble. 

It was out of the question indeed, to view as a possible sovereign 
the young Charles the Simple, the posthumous child of Louis II, the 
Stammerer. Even Fulk, Archbishop of Rheirns, who was later to be 
his most faithful supporter, did not hesitate to admit that “ in the face 
of the fearful dangers with which the Normans threatened the kingdom 
it would have been imprudent to fix upon him then.” Nor, at the first 
moment, did anyone seem inclined towards Arnulf, illegitimate son of 
Carloman and grandson of Louis the German, whom the East-Franks 
had recently, in November 887, put in the place of Charles the Fat. 

In this state of uncertainty, all eyes would naturally turn towards 
Odo (Eudes), Count of Paris, whose distinguished conduct when, shortly 
before, the Normans had laid siege to his capital, seemed to mark him 
out to all as the man best capable of defending the kingdom. Son of 
Robert the Strong, Odo, then aged between twenty-five and thirty, bad, 
by the death of Hugh the Abbot (1^ May 886), just entered into pos¬ 
session of the March of Neustria which had been ruled by his father. 
Beneficiary of the rich abbeys of Saint-Martin of Tours, Cormery, 
Villeloin and Marmoutier, as well as Count of Anjou, Blois, Tours and 
Paris, and heir to the preponderating influence which Hugh the Abbot 
had acquired in the kingdom, in Odo the hour seemed to have brought 
forth the man. He was proclaimed king by a strong party, consisting 
mainly of Neustrians, and crowned at Compiegne on 29 February 888 
by Walter, Archbishop of Sens. 

Nevertheless, he was far from having gained the support of all sections. 
To the people of Framda it seemed a hardship to submit to this 
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Neustrian, stranger to the royal race,” whose interests differed widely 
from theirs. The leading spirit in this party of opposition was, from 
the outset, Fulk, Archbishop of Rheims. 

From at least the time of Hincmar, the ArchI)ishop of llheims, 
“primate among primates,” hadbeenoiieof the mostcons{)i€uoiispersonages 
in the kingdom. The personal ascendancy of Fulk, who came of a noble 
family, was considerable; we find him openly rebuking Ilichilda, widow of 
Charles the Bald, who was leading an irregular life, and it was he who in 
885 acted as the spokesman of the nobles when Charles tlie Fat was 
invited to enter the Western Kingdom; again it was he who for tlie 
next twelve years was to be the head of the Carolingian party in France. 
Although on the deposition of Charles the Fat, Fulk had for a, moment 
played with the hope of raising to the throne his kinsman, (hiy, Duke 
of Spoleto, a member of a noble Austrasian family perhaps related to the 
Carolingians^, he now no longer hesitated to apply to Arnulf, just as 
three years before he had applied to Charles the Ifat. Accom|)ani(*(l by 
two or three of his suffragans, he travelled to Worms (thuie 888) l,o 
acquaint him with the position of affairs, the usurpation of Odo, the 
youth of Charles the Simple, the dangers threatening the Westmii 
Kingdom, and the claims which he (Arnulf) might make to the 
succession. But Arnulf, hearing at this juncture that Odo “ had just 
covered himself with glory” by inflicting, at Montfaucon in the Argoime, 
a severe defeat upon the Northmen (24^ June 888), preferred negotiations 
with the “usurper.” To emphasise his own position of superiority, as 
successor to the Emperor, he summoned him to Worms, where Odo 
agreed to hold his crown of him. This was a fresh affirmation of the 
unity of the Empire of Charlemagne and Louis the Pious wiUiout the 
imperial title, but at the same time it gave a solemn sauclion to the 
kingship of Odo. 

Even within his dominions, opposition to Odo gradually ga,v(^ way. 
Several of his opponents, among them Baldwin, Coimi; of l<1an(i(‘rs, had 
submitted. But Fulk did not allow himself to be won over, d'hough 
he had feigned to be reconciled (November 888), he was merely (Unerring 
action till fortune should change sides. For this lu^ had not long to 
wait.^ The victory of Montfaucon proved to be a sucx'css wliic^h led to 
nothing; the king was forced in 889 to purchase tlui rc(;rea,t of a North¬ 
man band ravaging the neighbourhood of Paris, and to allow another 
to escape next year at Guerbigny near Noyon, and was finally surprised by 
the pirates at Wallers, near Valenciennes, in 891 and routed in the 
Vermandois. Several of the lords who had rallied to his cause were 
beginning to abandon him: Baldwin, Count of Flanders, hims<>lf had 
raised the standard of revolt (892). Fulk cleverly contrived t,o draw 
together all the discontented and to rally them to the cause of Charles 

1 Guy had even been crowned at Langres by its bishop, shortly before the 
coronation of Odo, but had been obliged to beat a precipitate retreat. 
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the Simple. The latter, only eight years old in 887, was now thirteen. 
There were still nearly two years to wait for his majority which, in the 
Carolingian family, was fixed at fifteen, but the Archbishop of Rheims 
boldly pointed out that at least he had reached an age when he could 
adopt the opinions of those who gave him good counsels."” A plot was 
set on foot, and on 28 January 893, while Odo was on an expedition 
to Aquitaine, Charles was crowned in the basilica of Saint Remi at 
Rheims. 

Without loss of time, Fulk wrote to the Pope and to Arnulf to 
put them in possession of the circumstances and to justify the course 
he had taken. Arnulf was not hard to convince, when once his own 
pre-eminence was recognised by the new king. But he avoided com¬ 
promising himself by embracing too zealously the cause of either of the 
candidates, and thought it better policy to pose as the sovereign arbiter 
of their disputes. Before long, moreover, Charles, having reached the 
end of his resources and being gradually forsaken by the majority of his 
partisans, was reduced to negotiate, first on an equal footing, then as 
a repentant rebel. At the beginning of 897, Odo agreed to pardon 
him, and Charles having presented himself to acknowledge him as king 
and lord, he gave him a part of the kingdom, and promised him even 
more.’’ These few enigmatic words convey all the information we have 
as to the position created for Charles What followed shewed at least 
the meaning of his rival’s promise. Odo having soon afterwards fallen 
sick at La Ftu'e, on the Oise, and feeling his end near, begged the lords 
who were about him to recognise Charles as their king. 

After his death, which took place on 1 January 898, the son of 
Louis the Stammerer was in fact acclaimed on all hands; even Odo’s 
own brothel’, Robert, who had succeeded as Count of Paris, Anjou, 
Blois, and Touraine, and ruled the whole of the March of Neustria, 
declared for him. 

It thus appeared that after what was practically an interregnum 
peace might return to the French kingdom. But Charles was devoid of 
the skill to conciliate his new subjects. His conduct, despite his 
surname, the Simple, does not seem to have lacked energy or deter¬ 
mination; his faults were rather, it would seem, those of imprudence 
and presumption. 

The great event of his reign was the definitive establishment of the 
Northmen in France, or rather, the placing of their settlement along the 
lower Seine on a regular footing. One of their chiefs, the famous 
Rollo, having been repulsed before Paris and again before Chartres, 
Charles profited by the opportunity to enter into negotiations with him. 
An interview took place in 911 at St-Clair-sur-Epte, on the highroad 
from Paris to Rouen. Rollo made his submission, consented to accept 
Christianity, and received as a fief the counties of Rouen, Lisieux and 
Evreux with the country lying between the rivers Epte and Bresle and 
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the sea. It was an ingenious method of putting an end to the Scandi¬ 
navian incursions from that quarter 

But it was especially on the eastern frontier of the kingdom that 
Charles was able to give free scope to his enterprising .spirit. The 
subjects of Zwentibold, King of Lorraine, an illegitimate son of the 
Emperor Arnulf, had in 898 revolted against him. Charles, called in 
by a party among them, obtained some successes, but before long had 
beaten a retreat. But when in September 911 Louis the Child, King of 
the Germans, who in 900 had succeeded in getting posse.ssion of the 
kingdom of Lorraine, died leaving no children, Charles saw that the 
moment had come for more decisive interference. Conrad, Duke of 
Franconia, Louis's successor in Germany, belonged to a family unpopular 
in Lorraine; Charles, on the contrary, as a Carolingian, could count 
upon general sympathy. As early as November he -wa-s rcaa)gin.sed by 
the Lorrainers as king, and as soon as peace was secured on his western 
border he was able, without encountering any difficulties, to come and 
take possession of his new kingdom. We find him already there by 
1 January 912, and thenceforward he seems to shew a marked preference 
for dwelling there. He defended the country against two attacks by 
Conrad, King of the Germans, and forced his successor, Henry I, to 
recognise the rightfulness of his authority in an interview which he 
had with him on a raft midway in the Rhine at Bonn on 7 November 
921. His power, both in France and Lori’aine, seemed to be firmly 
established. ^ 

This was an illusion. For some time already discontent had been 
secretly fermenting in the western part of France; the Neustrians were 
doubtless irritated at seeing the king’s exclusive preference for the lords 
of Lorraine. What fanned their resentment to fury was seeing him 
take as his confidential adviser a Lonainer of undistinguished birth 
named Hagano. In the first place, between 917 and 919, tla'y re¬ 
fused to join the royal ost to repel a Hungarian invasion, and in 922, as 
Hagano continued to grow in favour, and great benefices and rich 
abbeys were still heaped upon him, they broke into open revolt. Robert 
Marquess of Neustria, brother of the late king, Odo, was at the head of 
the insurgents, and on Sunday, 30 June 922, he was crowned at 
Rheims by Walter, Archbishop of Sens. 

As a crowning misfortune, Charles, at that moment, lo.st his most 
faithful supporter. Herv4, Archbishop of Rheims, who had succeeded 
Fulk in 900 and had boldly undertaken his king’s defence against the 
revolted lords, died on 2 July 922, and King Robert contrived to secure 
the archbishopric of Rheims, nominating to it one of his creature.s the 
archdeacon Seulf. Charles gathered an army composed chiefly of 
Lorrainers, and on 16 June 923 offered battle to his rival near Soissons. 

^ For a detailed aceoont see irhfhi;, cliap. xiii. 
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^bert fell in the fight, but Charles was put to the rout, and attempted 
in vain to win back a section of the insurgents to his side. The Duke 
of Burgundy, Raoul (Radulf), son-in-law of King Robert, and, next 
to the Marquess of Neustria, one of the most powerful nobles in the 
kingdom, was crowned king on Sunday, 13 July 923, at the Church of 
St Medard at Soissons by the same Archbishop Walter of Sens who 
had already officiated at the coronations of Odo and of Robert^. 

Charles s position was most serious. Still it was far from being 
desperate; besides the kingdom of Lorraine which still held to him, he 
could count upon the fidelity of Duke Rollo’s Normans and of the 
Aquitanians. He completed his own ruin by falling into the trap set 
for him by King RaouFs brother-in-law, Herbert, Count of Vermandois. 
The latter gave him to understand that he had left the Carolingian 
party against his will, but that an opportunity now offered to repair his 
fault and that Charles should join him as quickly as possible with only 
a small escort so as to avoid arousing suspicion. His envoys vouched on 
oath for his good faith. Charles went unsuspiciously to the place of 
meeting and was made prisoner, being immured first in the fortress of 
Chateau-Thierry, then in that of Peronne. 

But the agreement between the new king and the nobles did not 
last long. Herbert of Vermandois, who in making Charles prisoner 
seems to have mainly intended to supply himself with a weapon which 
could be used against Raoul, began by laying hands on the archbishopric 
of Rheims, causing his little son Hugh, aged five, to be elected successor 
to Seulf (925); he then attempted to secure the county of Laon for 
another of his sons, Odo (927). As Raoul protested, he took Charles 
from his prison and caused William Longs word, son of Rollo, Duke of 
Normandy, to do him homage; then to keep up the odious farce, he 
brought the Carolingian to Rheims, whence he vigorously pressed his 
prisoner’s claims upon the Pope. Finally, in 928, he got possession of 
Laon. 

1 For the sake of clearness in the narrative we give here the genealogy of the 
descendants of Robert the Strong, down to Hngh Capet: 

Robert the Strong 
Marquess of Neustria 

d. 866 

Ocio 
Marquess of Neustria 

King of France 888-B08 

Robert 
Marquess of Neustria 

King of France 922-923 

Hugh the Great 
Duke of the Franks 

d. 956 

Emma=Raoul dau.« Herbert 11 
Duke of Burgundy Ct. of Vermandois 
King of France 923-936 

Duke of the Franks Duke of Burgundy 
King of France 987-996 960-965 

()do (surnamed Henry) 
a priest^ then Duke of Burgundy 

965-1002 
CH, IT, 
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The death of Charles the Simple in his prison at Feronne (7 Oct. 

929) deprived Herbert of a formidable weapon always at hand, and 

Raoul having shortly afterwards won a brilliant victory at Limoges over 

the Normans of the Loire, seemed stronger than ever. 

The Aquitanian nobles recognised Raoul as king, and on the death 

of Rollo, Duke of Normandy, his son and successor, William Long- 

sword, came and did homage to him, while for a time his authority was 

acknowledged even in the Lyonnais and the Viennois, both at that period 

forming part theoretically of the kingdom of Burgundy. Herbert of 

Vermandois still held out, but Raoul got the better of him ; entering 

Rheims by the strong hand he promoted to the archepiscopal throne 

the monk Artaud (Artald) in place of young Hugh {931), and with 

the help of his brother-in-law Hugh the Great, son of the late King 

Robert, he waged an unrelenting war against Herl)ert, burning his 

strongholds, and besieging him in Chateau-Thierry (933-934). 

Just, however, as a peace had been concluded between the king and 

his powerful vassal, Raoul suddenly fell sick (autumn of 935). A few 

months later he died (14 or 15 January 936). 

The disappearance of Raoul, who died childless, once more imposed 

upon the nobles the obligation of choosing a king. The most powerful 

of their number was, without question, the Marquess of Neustria, Hugh 

the Great, son of King Robert, nephew of King Odo and brother-in- 

law of the prince who had just died. Heir to the whole of the former 

‘‘March,’’ once entrusted to Robert the Strong, consisting of all tlu^ 

counties lying between Normandy and Brittany, the Loire and f.he 

Seine, Hugh was recognised throughout these districts if nob as t.he 

direct lord, at least as a suzerain who was respected and olx^yc^d. ''.Hie 

petty local counts and viscounts, the future rulers of Ang(‘rs, BIoLs, 

Chartres or Le Mans, who were beginning on all hands to consolidate 
their power, were his very submissive vassals. The numerous domains 
which Hugh had reserved for himself, his titles as Abbot of St Martin 
of Tours, of Marmoutier, and perhaps also of St Aignan of Orleans, 
gave him, besides, opportunities of acting directly over the whole extent 
of the Neusti'ian March. He was also Count of Paris, had [)()ssessions 
in the district of Meaux, was titular Abbot of St Denis, of Morienval, 
of St Valery, and of St Riquier and St Germain at Auxei re, and finally* 
in addition to all this, bearing the somewhat vague, but imj)()sing title 
of “Duke of the Franks,” Hugh the Great was a person of the highest 
importance. 

But however great was the ascendancy of the “ Duke of the Franks ” 
he did not fail to meet with formidable opposition, the elukd" of it 
coming from the other brother-in-law of the late King Raoul, Herbert, 
Count of Vermandois. A direct descendant of Chariemague, through 
his grandfather, Bernard, King of Italy (the same prince whose eyes 
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had been put out by Louis the Pious in 818), Herbert also held sway 

over extensive domains. Besides Verraandois, he possessed in all 

probability the counties of Melun and Chateau-Thierry, and perhaps 

even that of Meaux, to which, a few months later, he was to add those 

of Sens and Troyes. His tortuous policy had, as we have seen, made 

him for several years in King RaouFs reign the arbiter of the situation. 

Ambitious, astute, and devoid of scruples, Herbert was a dangerous 

opponent, and was evidently little inclined to further the elevation to 

the throne of the powerful duke of the Franks in whom he had found 

a persistent adversary. 

Such being the situation, the sentiment of loyalty to the Carolingians 

once more gained an easy triumph. It was conveniently remembered 

that when Charles the Simple had fallen into captivity, his wife, Queen 

Eadgifu, had fled to the court of her father, Edward the Elder, King of 

the English, taking with her Louis her son who was still a child h 

Educated at his grandfather's court, then under his uncle Aethelstan, 

who had succeeded Edward in 9S6, Louis, whose surname ^^d'Outremer” 

(^^from beyond the sea") recalls his early years, was now about fifteen. 

There was a general agreement to offer him the crown. Hugh the 

Great seems from the outset very dexterously to have taken his claims 

under his patronage, and when Louis landed a few weeks later at 

Boulogne he was one of the first to go and greet him. On Sunday 

19 June 936, Louis was solemnly crowned at Laon by Artaud, the Arch¬ 

bishop of Rheims. 

From the very beginning, Hugh the Great sought to get exclusive 

possession of the young king. First he brought him with him to dispute 

possession of Burgundy with its duke, FI ugh the Black, brother of the 

1 The French Carolingians: 
Charles the Bald 

King of France and Emperor, 840-877 

Ansgarde= Louis II the StaTnmex*er=Adelaide 
I-King of France 877-0 | 

Louis 111 Carlonian Charles HI the Simple 
King of France King of France Ki^'^g af France d. 929 

879-882 879-884 i 
Louis IV d’Outremer 

King of France 986-954 

Lothair, King of France 954-986 Charles, Duke of Lower Lorraine 
I I d. 993 (circa) 

Louis V, King of France 
986-987 

—f— 

Louis Otto, Duke of Lower Lorraine 
d. 1012 (circa) 

Gorberga 
= Lambert 
of Louvain 

d. 1015 

diaries 
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late King Raoul: then he drew him in his wake to Paris. But Louis 
proved to have the same high and independent spirit, the same energetic 
temper as his father. He shewed this markedly by reviving Charles the 
Simple’s claims to Lorraine, which, in the reign of Raoul,' had been re- 
teken by the king of Germany (92.5) and reduee<I to a riuchy. Louis 
invaded it in 938 at the request of its duke, Gil(K!rt (Gisclbert). But 
the results of this firm and decided course were tlu; same as in the case 
of Charles the Simple. The party of opposition gathered again around 
Hugh the Great and Herbert of Vermandois, whom a common hostility 
drew together. The Carolingian’s chief support lay in Artaud, Arch¬ 
bishop of Rheims. 

The rebels marched straight upon Rluu'ms. 9’iie place made but 
a faint resistance, Hugh the Great and Herbei-t entm-ing it after lirief 
delay. Artaud was driven from his see and sent to the monastery 
of St Basle, while Herbert procured the consecration in his stead of his 
own son Hugh, the same candidate whom a few years earlier Kim-- 

aoul had replaced by Artaud. The rebels proceeded to bc;siege Laoii. 
Louis defended himself vigorously. In company with Artaud, who had 
fled toni his monastery, he advanced to rais(. the blockade of Laon 
But his bold attempt upon Lon-aine had resulted in drawing Ol.to the 
new King of Germany, towards Hugh the Great and Herbert At their 
requej; he entered France, stopping at the palace of Attigny to receive 

leir hornage, and for a short time even pitching his camp on the banks 
01 the Seme (940). 

Defeated m the Ardennes by Hugh and Herbert, forced to flee into 
the kingdom of Burgundy, cut off from Artaud (who had been deposed 
in a synod held at Rheims, and again shut up in the monastery of 
bt Basle, while his nval Hugh obtained the confirmation of his dignity 

position 
(J41). But at this moment came one of those sudden reversals of policy 
ijich so frequently occur in the history of the tenth century. From 

dese^e7bTorto"\ to prevail, Hugh the Great was 
of interest m maintaining the actual state 
of instability and uncertainty in France. Louis and Otto had an 
interview at Vis^ on the Meuse, in the month of NovemlxT 942, at 
which their reconciliation was sealed. Simultaneously, Pope Stephen VIH 

7 the ki Carolingian, ordering all the inhabitant 

4 thev dfd “ king, and .leclaring that 
kino* te^arm T ^ ° learnings and continued to pursue the 
OrSi- I khem excommunicate.” Hugh the 

S^Herw7 V T'“ the^del h 

An accident very nearly caused the settlement to fall throimh 
Louis, like his father, was taken in an ambush in Normandy and hau£d 
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over to Hugh the Great (945). But the latter quickly realised that an 
attempt at revolution would only end in disappointment, and fought it 
better policy to obtain from the king the surrender of his capital, Laon. 

As soon as he was set at liberty, Louis appealed to Otto. The 
kings joined in re-taking Rheims, drove out the Archbishop, Hugh of 
Vermandois, and restored Artaud (946). Then in June 948 a solemn 
council assembled on German soil at Ingelheim, under the presidency of 
the Pope’s legate, to consider the situation. The kings, Louis and 
Otto, appeared there side by side. Hugh of Vermandois was excom¬ 
municated. Louis himself made a speech, and recalled how he had 
been summoned from regions beyond the sea by the envoys of Duke 
Hugh and the other lords of France, to receive the kingdom, the 
inheritance of his fathers; how he had been raised to the royal dignity 
and consecrated by the universal desire and amid the acclamations of 
the magnates and warriors of the Franks; how then, after that he had 
been driven from his throne by the same Hugh, traitorously attacked, 
made prisoner and detained by him under a strong guard for a whole 
year; how at last in order to recover his liberty he had been compelled 
to abandon to him the town of Laon, the only one of all the royal 
residences which the queen, Gerberga, and his faithful subjects had 
been able to preserve.” In conclusion he added that “if anyone would 
maintain that these evils endured by him since he had obtained the 
crown had come upon him by his own fault, he would purge himself of 
that accusation according to the judgment of the Synod and the 
decision of King Otto, and that he was even prepared to make good 
his right in single combat.” Touched by this remonstrance, the If athers 
of the Council replied by the following decision: “For the future, let 
none dare to assail the royal power, nor traitorously to dishonour it by 
a perfidious attack. IVe decide, in consequence, according to the decree 
of the Council of Toledo, that Hugh, the invader and despoiler of the 
kingdom of Louis, be smitten with sword of excommunication, unless, 
within the interval fixed, he shall present himself before the Council, and 
unless he amends his ways, giving satisfaction for his signal perversity.” 
And, in fact, Hugh the Great, who had not feared even further to expel 
the Bishop of Laon from his see, was summoned under pain of ex- 
communication to appear at a forthcoming council which was to meet at 
'Proves in the ensuing month of September. He did not appear and 
was excommunicated. Not long after, a lucky stroke made Louis again 
master of Laon (949) and Hugh, again solemnly excommunicated by 
the Pope “until he should give satisfaction to King Louis,” was soon 
constrained to come and renew his submission (950). 

Everything considered, the power of Louis seemed to have been 
greatly strengthened, when he died suddenly on 10 September 954, as a 
result of a fall from his horse. This explains why the nobles, Duke 
Hugh foremost among them, without raising any difficulties chose his 

OH. IV. 
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eldest son Lothair (Lothar) to succeed him. The latter, then aged 

about fourteen, was crowned at Ilheims on 12 Noveml:)er 954. 

Delivered ere long from the embarrassing patronage of Hugh 

the Great, whom death removed on 17 June 956, Lotliair, a few 

years later, thought himself strong enough to resume the policy of his 

father and grandfather in Lorraine. He gave secret encouragement to 

the nobles of that country who were in revolt against ()i;t.o II, tlie new 

King of Germany, and in 978 attempted by a sucldtjn stroke to recover 

the ground lost in that direction since the days of iiaoul. Il(‘- sc^cretly 

raised an army and marched upon Aix-la-Chapelle, where he (‘ounted on 

surprising Otto. The stroke miscarried, Otto, warned in time, had 

been able to escape. Lothair entered Aix, installed hims(‘lf in the old 

Carolingian palace, and by way of a threat, turned round to Iho east the 

brazen eagle with outspread wings whicii stood on the top of t.lu‘ palace. 

But provisions failed, and three days afterwa-rds he was ol)lig{‘d l,o beat 

a retreat. Otto, in revenge, threw himself upon the hrench kingdom, 

destroyed Compiegne and Attigny, took I.aon a,nd pil.ched Ins camp 

upon the heights of Montmartre. He was only a,l)le to burn the 

suburbs of Paris, and then after having a victorious Alleluia cluinU^d by 

his priests he fell back upon the Aisne (Novcsnber 978). Lotiiair only just 

failed to cut off* his passage acu’oss the river, and even succ.e(‘d(id in 

massaciing his camp-followers and talking Ins baggage. This barren 

struggle was not, on the whole, of advantage to eitlier sovereign. An 

agreement took place; in rJuly 980 L.olhair and Otto met at Margut 

on the Chiers on l.hc frontier of the two kingdoms, when they embraced 

and swore mutual friendship. 

It was a I’econciliation in appearance only, and a few months lal.er 

Otto eagerly welcomed the overtures of Hugh the Giuars sort, Hugli 

Capet, Duke of the Franks. The death <)f Otto on 7 Ikwemher 988 

deferred the final rupture. But dark intrigues, of whicli the Ajx-h- 

bishopric of Rheims was the centre, were soon to be woven round tlie 

unfortunate Carolingian. 

The Archbishop of Rheims, Adalbero, belongc'd to one of the most 

important families of Lorraine. One of his broth<a*s was (Aunt of 

Verdun and of the Luxembourg district. Tahuited, kuanuxl, alert a,nd 

ambitious, his sympathies as well as his family iubaxists bound him to 

the Ottonian house. In the same way Grerhcrt the sch()la,st}cu.s\ the 

future Pope Sylvester II, whom a close friendshij) united to AdaJhero, 

owed the foundation of his fortune and his success in life to Otl.o I and 

Otto II. As he had long been a vassal of Otto II, from whom lie ha.d 

received the rich abbey of Bobbio, his devotion was assured in advance 

to young Otto III who had just succeeded, and to his mother, the 

Empress Theophano, Lothair having thought well to fortn an alliaiu^e 

with tienry, Duke of Bavaria^ young Otto's rival, Adalbero and Gerberb 

^ infra, p. 2i0. 
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did not hesitate to plot his roin. A whole series of obscure letters, 
with a hidden meaning, often written on a system agreed upon beforehand, 
were exchanged between Adalbero and Gerbert and the party of Otto III. 
Hugh Capet was won over to the imperial cause, and a skilful system of 
espionage was organised around Lothair. 

The latter, nevertheless, defended himself with remarkable courage 
and firmness. He contrived to recruit followers even among the vassals 
of Hugh Capet, threw himself upon Verdun, surprised the place, and 
so took captive several Lorraine nobles of Adalbero's kindred who had 
shut themselves up there. Finally he summoned Adalbero on a charge 
of high treason before the general assembly to be held at Compiegne 
on 11 May 985. Unfortunately, all these exertions were in vain; 
Hugh Capet came up with an army and dispersed the assembly at 
Compiegne. Not long after the king took a chill and died suddenly on 
2 March 986. 

Lothair had taken the precaution, as early as 979, to have his son 
Louis V acknowledged and crowned king. The latter, who was nineteen 
years of age, succeeded him without opposition. He was about to take 
up his father'^s policy with some vigour, and had just issued a fresh 
summons to Adalbero to appear before an assembly which was to meet 
at Compiegne, when a sudden fall proved fatal (21 or 22 May 987). 

Louis left no children. There remained, however, one Carolingian 
who might have a legitimate claim to the crown, Charles, brother of the 
late King Lothair. After a quarrel with his brother, Charles, in 977, 
had taken service with the Emperor, who had given him the duchy of 
Lower Lorraine. From that time Chaiies had taken up the position 
of a rival to Lothair; in 978 he had accompanied Otto II on his 
expedition to Paris and perhaps had even tried to get himself recognised 
as king. But soon there was a complete change; Charles had become 
reconciled to his brother in order to plot against Otto HI. At the same 
time he had fallen out with Adalbero, and when the succession to the French 
crown was suddenly thrown open in 987, his prospects of obtaining it 
seemed from the first to be gravely compromised. 

The truth was that for a century past political conceptions had 
gradually been transformed. Although the kingship had never ceased, 
even in Charlemagne's day, to be considered as in theory elective, it 
seemed, up to the time when Odo was called to the throne, that only 
a Carolingian could aspire to the title of king. The theory of the 
incapacity of any other family to receive the crown was still 
brilliantly sustained during the last years of the ninth century by Fulk, 
Archbishop of Rheims. In a very curious letter of self-justification, 
which he wrote in 893, he laid it down that Odo, being a stranger to the 
royal race, was a mere usurper; that the King of Germany, Arnulf, having 
refused to accept the crown which he himself and his supporters offered 

6 C.MBB. H. V0r4, in. OH. IV. 
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him, they had been forced to wait until Charles the Simple/'with 
Arnulf, the only remaining member of the royal housed' should be of an 
age to ascend the throne, which his brothers, Louis III and Carloman, had 
occupied. He added that by conferring power on him they had merely 
observed the principle almost universally known, by virtue of which 
royalty, among the Franks, had not ceased to be hereditary. Con¬ 
sequently he entreated King Arnulf to interfere for the maintenance of 
this principle, and not to permit that usurpers should prevail against 
“those to whom the royal power was due by reason of their birth.'' 

In 987 these principles were far from being forgoti.en. Adal!)er(), 
Hugh Capet himself, according to a contemporary historian, llicher, 
monk of St Remi at Rheims, declared that “if Louis of divim^ nu'mory, 
son of Lothair, had left children, it would liave !)een fitting that they 
should have succeeded him." Nor shall we find the rigiils oi ('ha.ii(is of 
Lorraine, brother of King Lothair, deiiii^d in princ'iple, and in order to 
eliminate them it was necessary to have recourse to liie a.rgimu‘.nl that 
Charles by his conduct had rendered himself unworthy to r(‘ign. 

Another principle had indeed been gra,dua,lly (k‘V(d(>})ing, to the 
prejudice of hereditary right, namely, that tlie king, ha,ving as his 
function to defend the kingdom against eriemies from without., and to 
preserve peace and concord within it, ouglvt to he choscai by rcsason of 
his capacity. We have seen^ that Archbishop h'ulk himsc‘ir had de¬ 
liberately set aside Charles the Simple in 888, “ hecauscs he was still too 
young both in body and mind, and conse({uently unfit to govern." In 
the same way, the historian Richer mak(‘.s Adallxa-o say that only a 
man distinguished for valour, wisdom and honour should be put at the 
head of the kingdom." And in fact, since the dea,th of (diaries tlxe 
Fat, the Carolingians had more than once been supplanted by kings 
unconnected with their house. 

Now even before the succession fell vacant, there was a personage in the 
kingdom who, as Gerbert wrote in 985, although under the nominal king 
was in fact the real king. This personage was the Duke of the Franks, 
Hugh Capet, son of Flugh the Great. With singular skill and per¬ 
severance, Hugh the Great, and afterwards Hugh ('apet had tievcu' in 
fact ceased to extend through tlie kingdom, if not their direct domination, 
at least their preponderating influence. We have seem how, at the 
accession of Louis IV, Hugh the Great had attempted to act the part 
of regent of the kingdom. In a charter of th(i year 986 Louis himself 
declares that he acts “by the counsel of his well-beloved Hugh, duke 
of the Franks, who in all our kingdoms holds the first place after me." 
This guardianship had soon become burdensome to the young king who 
had freed himself from it, but Hugh had none the less manoeuvred very 
adroitly to increase his prestige. Having lost his wife, Eadhild, sister 

* See supra^ p. 71* 
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of the English King Aethelstan, he had married, about 937, a sister 
of Otto I, King of Germany. Soon after, in 943, he had obtained from 
Louis IV the suzerainty of Burgundy, thus interposing himself between the 
sovereign and a whole class of his greatest vassals ; a little later he had 
succeeded in usurping the overlordship of Normandy, and finally in 954 
he had attempted to add to it that of Aquitaine. The new King, Lothair, 
having allowed this fresh grant to be extorted from him, had even been 
obliged to go with the duke to lay siege to Poitiers (955). The attempt, 
however, had failed, but in 956 on the death of Gilbert, Duke of Burgundy, 
Hugh directly appropriated his inheritance. Owner of numerous abbeys 
and estates dispersed hei’e and there through the kingdom, in Berry, in 
the Autun district, in that of Meaux and in Picardy, he really did 
appear as the ‘‘‘Duke of the Gauls’’ as, some thirty years later, the 
historian Richer styles him, and his power throwing that of the king 
into the shade, he had publicly held almost royal courts (placifa) to 
which bishops, abbots and counts resorted in crowds. 

His son, Hugh Capet, had been obliged to give up Burgundy to his 
brother Otto, and had tried in vain to secure the Duchy of Aquitaine, of 
which he had obtained a fresh grant from King Lothair in 960. But at 
the same time he saw the power of his rivals much more seriously 
diminished. The possessions of Herbert 11 of Vermandois, who died in 
943, had been divided among his sons, and in 987 neither Albert I, 
titulary of the little county of Vermandois, nor even the Count of 
Troyes, Meaux and Provins, Herbert the Young, although his teiTitorial 
power was beginning to be somewliat of a menace, was of sufficient im¬ 
portance to compete in influence with the Duke of the Franks. But if the 
duke’s authority, when closely examined, might seem to be undermined 
by the growing independence of several of his vassals, it was none the 
less very imposing; suzerain, if not immediate holder of all Neustria, 
including Normandy, of an important part of Francia^ and titulary of 
several rich abbeys, the Duke of the Franks, who had on his side the 
support of Adalbero and Gerbert, might well seem expressly marked 
out to succeed to the inheritance suddenly left vacant by the death 
of Louis V. 

And this, indeed, was what took place. The assembly which Louis V 
at the time of his death had summoned to meet at Compiegne to judge 
in Archbishop Adalbero’s case, was held under the presidency of Duke 
Hugh. As was to be expected, it decided that the charges against the 
prelate were groundless, and, at his suggestion, resolved to meet again a 
little later at Senlis on the territory of tlie Duke of the Franks and to 
proceed to the election of a king. Adalbero there explained without 
circumlocution that it was impossible to think of entrusting the crown 
to Charles, Duke of Lorraine. “How can we bestow any dignity” he 
exclaimed (according to the report of the historian Richer who was 
doubtless present in the assembly) “ upon Charles, who is in nowise guided 
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by honour, who is enervated by lethargy, who, in a word, has so lost his 
judgment as no longer to feel shame at serving a foreign king, and at 
mismatching himself with a woman of birth inferior to his own, the 
daughter of a mere knight* ? How could the powerful duke suffer that 
a woman, coming from the family of one of his vassals, should become 
queen and rule over him ? How could he walk behind one whose equals 
and even whose superiors bend the knee before him ? Examine the 
situation carefully, and reflect that Charles has been rejected more by 
his own fault than by that of others. Let your decision be rather for 
the good than for the misfortune of the State. If you value its pros¬ 
perity, crown Hugh, the illustrious duke. Let no man be led away by 
attachment to Charles, let no man through hatred of the duke be drawn 
away from what is useful to all. For if you have faults to find in the 
good man, how can you praise the wicked ? If you commend the wicked 
man, how can you condemn the good ? Remember the threatenings of 
God who says; ‘ Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; 
that put darkness for light and light for darkness !’ Take then as your 
master the duke, who has made himself illustrious by his actions, his 
nobility, and his resourcefulness, and in whom you will find a protector, 
not only of the public weal, but also of your private interests. His 
benevolence will make him a father to you. Where is the man, indeed, 
who has appealed to him without finding protection? Who is he who, 
being deprived of the help of his own people, has not by him been 
restored to them ? ” These reasons seemed conclusive, no doubt, to an 
assembly which asked nothing better than to be convinced. Hugh 
Capet was proclaimed and crowned at Noyon on Sunday, S July 987. 

Such were the circumstances attending what is called, improperly 
enough, the Capetian Revolution. To speak correctly, there was no 
more a revolution in 987 than there had been a century before when 
Odo was chosen. In one case as in the other the Carolingian had been 
set ^ide because he was considered, or there was a determination to 
consider him, unfit to govern. If in after years the event of 987 has 
seemed to mark an epoch in the history of France, it is because Hugh 
Capet was able enough to hand on his heritage to his son, and because 
the house of Capet succeeded in retaining power for many long centuries. 
But this was in some sort an accident, the after-effect of which on the 
constitution of the State is hardly traceable. It is quite impossible 
to say in any sense that the kingship became by this event a feudal 
kingship; neither in this respect nor in any other was the occurrence of 
987 of a subversive character; the position of the monarchy in Prance 
was to prove itself on the moreow of Hugh Capet’s election exactly what 
it had been in the time of his predecessors. 

Hufflfcapet daughter of an unknown knight, the under-vassal of 
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The fact was that since the end of the ninth century, monarchy in 
France had been steadily losing ground. More and more, the sovereign 
had found himself incapable of fulfilling the social tasks assigned him, 
especially, what was most important in the eyes of contemporaries, upon 
whom lawlessness and disorder pressed intolerably, his task of defending 
and protecting order and security. 

It was the height of the peril from the Northmen that Odo was chosen 
by the barons, who acclaimed in him the hero of the siege of Paris, the 
one man capable of making head against the pirates. And indeed it 
seemed just at first as though he would not fall short of the hopes 
entertained of him. In June 888 he surprised a whole band of Northmen 
at Montfaucon in the Argonne district. He had a thousand horsemen 
at most with him, while the Northmen were ten times as numerous. The 
impetuous onset of his troops overthrew the enemy; he himself fought in 
the foremost rank and in the thick of the meUe received a blow from an 
axe which thrust his helmet back upon his shoulders. Instantly he ran 
his daring assailant through with his sword, and remained master of the 
field of battle. But the Northmen returned to the charge. A few weeks 
later they seized Meaux and threatened Paris. Again Odo hurried up 
with an army and covered the town. None the less, the Noi'thmen 
wintered on the banks of the Loing, and in 889 again threatened Paris, 
when Odo found himself forced to purchase their withdrawal, just as 
Charles the Fat had done. In November 890 as the Northmen, after 
ravaging Brittany and the Cotentin, crossed the Seine and marched 
towards the valley of the Oise, Odo again hastened up to bar their way. 
He overtook them in the neighbourhood of Guerbigny, not far from 
Noyon. But the Northmen had a marsh and a brook between them and 
the king, and the latter was helpless to stay their course. At least he 
remained with his army on the banks of the Oise to protect the surround¬ 
ing country. Strongly entrenched in their camp to the south of Noyon, 
the Northmen spread their ravages far to the north. In the early part 
of 891 Odo attempted to intercept a band of them returning, laden 
with booty from Arnulfts kingdom. He hoped to surprise them at 
Wallers, a few miles from Valenciennes, but once again they escaped 
him and broke away through the forests, leaving only their spoil in his 
hands. 

Further to the west another contingent might be seen, settled at 
Amiens, under the leadership of the famous Hasting, in their turn 
pillaging the country and pushing their ravages as far as Artois. The 
hinge’s energy shewed signs of slackening; after another failure near 
Amiens, he allowed himself to be surprised by the enemy in Vermandois 
where his army was put to flight (end of 891). In 896 he makes no 
more attempt at resistance, a handful of pirates ravage the banks of the 
Seine below Paris with impunity, and, ascending the Oise, take up their 
winter quarters near Compi%ne, in the royal villa’’ of Choisy-au-Bac. 
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Throughout the summer of 897 they continued their ravages along the 
banks of the Seine, while Odo does not appear at all Finally he was 
roused from his inaction, but only to negotiate, to ^*redeem his kingdom.’” 
He actually left the Northmen free to go and winter on l-lie Loin,^! Thus 
gradually even Odo had shewn himself incapable of bridling them; at 
first he had successfully resisted them, then, though watching them 
narrowly, he had been unable to surprise them, and had suffered himself 
to be defeated by them; finally, he looked on indifferently at their 
plunderings, and confined himself to bribing them to depart, and 
diverting them to other parts of the kingdom. 

Such was the situation when Odo died, and Charles the Simple was 
universally recognised as king. The Northmen pillag(^d A<juila,ine and 
pillaged Neustria, but Charles remained unmoved. Another pai-ty went 
up the Somme, and this was a direct menace to the ( 'a.roIingia,n\s own 
possessions. He therefore gathered an army and repulsed tlie pira(;es, 
who fell back into Brittany (898). At the end of that year they invadecl 
Burgundy, burning the monasteries and slaughtering the inhal)ii;iuits. 
Charles made no sign, but left it to the Duke of Burgundy, Richard, 
to rid himself of them as best he might. Eiciiard, indeed, put tluun 
to flight, but allowed them to carry their ravages elsewhere. In 903 
other Northern bands, led by Eric and Baret, ascended the I.oire as far as 
Tours and burnt the suburbs of the town; in 910 they pillaged Berry 
and killed the Archbishop of Bourges; in 911 they besieged Chartres, 
the king still paying no attention. These facts are significant; evidently 
the king gives up the idea of defending the kingdom as a whole, and 
leaves it to each individual to cope with his difficulties as he may. 
When the region where he exercises direct authority is endangered, he 
intervenes, but as soon as he has diverted the fury of the piral,es upon 
another part of the kingdom, his conscience is satisfied, and liis example 
is followed on all hands. 

In 911 Charles entered into negotiations with Rollo, and, as we have 
seen, the result was that a great part of the Norman bands estal)Iished 
themselves permanently in the districts of Rouen, lisiciix and livreux, 
but the character which the negotiations assumed and tlie share that 
the king took in them are uncertain. In any case, the cluef object of 
the convention of St-Clair-sur-Epte was to put a stop to the incursions 
by way of the Seine and the Oise; as to the other Norman bands, or 
the Northmen of the Loire, the king does not concern himself with them, 
and we shall find them in 9M vociferously demanding a settlement like 
that of Rollo. 

For the rest, the so-called Treaty of St-Clair-sur-Epte however bene¬ 
ficial it may have been, was far from bringing about peace even in the 
northern part of the kingdom. Though for the most part converted to 
Christianity, the companions of Rollo were not tamed and civilised in 
a day. Increased in numbers by the fresh recruits who came in from 
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the north, they more than once resumed their raids for plunder, often 
in concert with the Northmen of the Loire. And at the same time a new 
scourge fell upon the country. Troops of Hungarians, having de¬ 
vastated South Germany, Lorraine and Alsace, advanced in 917 into 
French Burgundy and threatened the very heart of the kingdom. 
Confronted with this danger, Charles endeavoured to exert himself. 
But it was now that the utter weakness of the monarchy was made 
manifest; the barons, ill-pleased with their sovereign, with one accord 
refused to join the ost. Only the Archbishop of Rheims appeared 
with his vassals, and upon him alone the safety of the kingdom was left 

to depend. 
Thenceforward the Northmen in the north and west, and the 

Hungarians in the East, harry the country with frenzied pillaging and 
burning. As long as the king was not directly threatened he remained 
indifferent and supine: not only did he allow the Normans to devastate 
Brittany from one end to the other, indeed he had officially permitted 
them to pillage it in 911, but he allowed them also to go up the Loire, 
fix themselves at Nantes, burn Angers and Tours, and besiege Orleans 
(919). The only resistance the spoilers met with in that quarter came, 
not from the king, but from the Marquess of Neustria, Robert, who in 
921 succeeded in living them out of his duchy at the cost of leaving 
them at full liberty to settle in the Nantes district. In 92S they 
plundered Aquitaine and Auvergne, the Duke of Aquitaine and the 
Count of Auvergne being left to deal with them on their own account. 
In the same year King Charles himself summoned the Northmen to the 
north of the kingdom in order to resist Raoul, whom the magnates had 
just set up in his stead as king. From the Loire and from Rouen the 
pirates burst forth upon Francia-^ they again went up the Oi.se and 
pillaged Artois and the Beauvaisis, so that at the beginning of 9i24 the 
threatened lords of Francia were forced to club together to bribe them 
into retiring. Even then the Normans of Rouen would not depart 
until they had extorted the cession of the whole of the Bayeux district, 
and doubtless of that of Seez also. 

Still the devastastions went on. The Northmen of the Loire, led by 
Rognvald also demanded a fief in their turn, and committed fresh 
ravages in Neustria. Here were the domains of Hugh the Great, King 
Raoul consequently made no movement. In December 924 the robbers 
invaded Burgundy, and being repulsed after a determined and bloody 
struggle, came and fixed themselves on the Seine near Melun. Much 
alarmed. King Raoul found in Francia a mere handful of barons 
prepared to follow him, Church vassals from Rheims and Soissons, and 
the Count of Vermandois. These could not suffice. He set off at once 
for Burgundy to try to recruit additional troops. Duke Hugh the 
Great, fearing for his own dominions, came and took up a post of 
observation near the Northmen’s entrenchments. But while the king was 
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in Burgundy with difficulty collecting an army, the Northmen decamped 
without the slightest effort on Hugh’s part to pursue them. 

The Northmen of Rouen thereupon resumed operations more fiercely 
than ever; they burned Amiens, Arras and the suburbs of Noyon. 
Once again directly threatened, the king hurried back from Burgundy 
and convoked the inhabitants of the district to the out. ''J'his time the 
lords felt the necessity for union, and responded to the king’s ap[)ea] ; 
all took up arms, the Count of Vermandois and the Count of Flanders 
among others, and getting possession of Eu they slanglitered a wliole 
band of pirates. Some months later the Northmen surpriscsl the; king at 
Fauquembergue in Artois. A bloody struggle ensued, tin; king was 
wounded and the Countof Ponthieu kiiled,butathou.sand Northmen lay 
dead upon the field. The remainder tied, and indemnified themselves by 
pillaging the whole of the north of Franda. 

Just at this time (beginning of 926) the Hungarians fell upon the 
country, and for a moment even threatened the territory round Rheims. 
Once again contributions were raised to Iniy the d(!f)arture of the 
Northmen, and, meanwhile, the Hungarians re-cinssed the frontier without 
let or hindrance. 

Raoul, however, seemed disposed to make an effort to do his duty as 
king. In 930, as he was endeavouring to subdue the Aquitanians, who 
had rebelled against his authority, he met a strong party of Noithtnen 
in the Limousin; he pursued them valorously and cut them to yrieccs. 
Five years later, as the Hungarians were invading Burgundy, burning, 
robbing, and killing as they went, Raoul suddenly came up, and his 
presence sufficed to put the ravagers to flight. The Northmen, for their 
part, content themselves thenceforward with ravaging Brittany. 

But hardly was Raoul dead when the Hungarians grew bohhir. 
Repulsed from Germany in 937, they flooded the kingdom of France, 
burning and pillaging the monasteries around Rheims and Hens, 'they 
penetrated into the midst of Berry, and, traversing the whole <)f 
Bur^ndy, passed into Italy to continue their ravages then;. In 9.61 
Aquitaine was devastated in its turn; in 954 having [)urnt tlie suburbs 
of Cambrai, they pillaged Vermandois, and tlie country round I.aon and 
Rheims, as well as Burgundy. 

Against all these incursions, the atrocity of which left a strong 
impression on the minds of contemporaries, the monarchy did nothing. 
After having attempted to lead-the struggle against the barbarians, it 
had gradually narrowed its outlook and had thought it sufficient to 
protect—though even this was in an intermittent way—the territories 
in which its actual domains lay, leaving to the dukes and counts of 
other districts the task of providing for their own defence. All care for 
the public interest was so far forgotten that each man, the king as well 
as the rest, felt that he had performed his whole duty when he had 
thrust back the predatory bands upon his neighbour’s territory. Tire 
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conception of a State divided into administrative districts over which 
the king placed counts who were merely his representatives, had been 
completely obliterated. The practice of commendation, as it became 
general, had turned the counts into local magnates, the immediate lords 
of each group of inhabitants whose fealty they thenceforth transmit 
from one to another by hereditary right. After 888 not a single legislative 
measure is found emanating from the king, not a single measure 
involving the public interest. There is no longer any question of royal 
imposts levied throughout France; even when the buying off of the 
Northmen by the payment of a tribute is concerned it is only the 
regions actually in danger which contribute their quota. 

Once entered on this path, the kingdom was rapidly frittered away 
into fragments. Since the king no longer protected the people they 
were necessarily obliged to group themselves in communities around 
certain counts more powerful than the rest, and to seek in them 
protectors able to resist the barbarians. Besides, the monarchy itself 
fostered this tendency. Prom the earliest Carolingian times it had 
happened more than once that the king had laid on this or that count 
the command of several frontier counties, forming them under him into 
a “ march or duchy capable of offering more resistance to the enemy 
than isolated counties could do. From being exceptional and temporary 
this expedient, in the course of years, had become usual and definitive. 
The kingdom had thus been split up into a certain number of great 
duchies, having more or less coherence, at the head of which were 
genuine local magnates, who had usurped or appropriated all the royal 
rights, and on whose wavering fidelity alone the unity of the kingdom 
depended for support. 

In appearance, the sovereign in the tenth century ruled from the 
mouths of the Scheldt to the south of Barcelona. Some years before 
the final overthrow of the dynasty we still find the Carolingian king 
granting charters at the request of the Count of Holland or the Duke 
of Roussillon, while we constantly see tlxe monasteries of the Spanish 
March sending delegates to Laon or Compi^gne to secure confirmation in 
their possessions from the king. From Aquitaine, Normandy, and 
Burgundy, as from Flanders and Neustria, monks and priests, counts and 
dukes are continually begging him to grant them some act of confirma 
tion. This was because the traditional conception of monarchy with 
its quasi providential authority was thoroughly engrafted in menu’s minds. 
But the actual state of things was very different. 

The Gascons, never really subjugated, enjoyed an independent exis¬ 
tence; though they dated their charters according to the regnal year 
of the king of France, they no longer had any connexion with him. 

To the east of Gascony lay the three great marches of Toulouse, 
Gothia and Spain. The latter, dismembered from ancient Gothia (whence 
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cain6 its nainc of Grotbalania or Cs-talonia) extended ovei tlie soutHern 

slope of the Pyrenees beyond Llobregat. Since 875 it had l)eon governed 

by the Counts of Barcelona, who, as early as the end of the ninth 

century, had gained possession of all the other counties of the Marth, 

those of Gerona, Ampurias, Perelada, Besalu, Ausonia, Berga, Cerdaiia, 

Urgel, Pailhas and llibagorza. They had even at last oxicnded their 

suzerainty north of the Pyrenees over the counties of ('onfhuit atid 

Roussillon, which certain counts of their family had succeeded in 

detaching from Gothia, in the hope, perhaps—though this is not certain 

—of securing for themselves an independent swayh It was a strange 

thing, but in these remote parts the king’s name—no doubt by the 

very reason of his distance—still inspired a certain awe. In 944, we 

find the monks of San Pedro de Iloda in tine coun ty of Ausonia, by the 

advice indeed of Sunifred, the Count of Barcelona, cotning as far as 

Laon to ask of Louis IV a charter expressly recognising their inde¬ 

pendence, which was threatened by two neighbouri ng convents. I amis IV 

granted them a formal charter by which he takes them undcu- his 

protection, and, employing the ancient formula, forbids “all counts, 

all representatives of the public power, and all judicial authorities to 

come within” their domains. It must be added, however, that the 

royal authority does not seem to have been scrupulously respected, for 

four years later, the monks of San Pedro and their rivals found it 

advisable to come to a compromise, for which, nevertheless, they made 

a point of coming to beg the king’s confirmation. And in 986 even 

the Count of Barcelona reflects that his sovereign owes him project,ion, 

and being attacked by the Musulmans, does not hesitate to appeal to 

him. But, as a fact, the March of Spain was almost as compkiteiy 

independent as that of the Duchy of Gascony. The king’s sovereignty 

was recognised there, the charters were dated with (;art;lul pn;cision 

according to the year of his reign, the Count ol Barcelona no doubt 

came and did him homage, but he had no power of interfering in the 

affairs of the country, except in so far as his action was invited. 

The March of Gothia, between the Cevennes and the Meditcu-rancian, 

the Lower Rhone and Roussillon, had gradually lost its individual 

existence and fallen under the suzerainty of the Coimlis of 'roulou.se, 

whom the records of the tenth century magniloquently style “ Primxis of 

Gothia.” They recognised the king’s authority, and (;ame to do him 

homage; and the charters in their country were dated according to his 

regnal year, but further than this the connexion between the sovereign 

and his subjects did not extend. 
Further north, between the Loire and the ocean, lay the immense 

* We shall even find one of them, at the end of the tenth century, in the time 
of King Lothair, taking the title of duke. But the two charters in which they 
are thus designated {Becmil des octet de Lothaire et de Louie V roit de France, edited 
by Louis Halphen) are not perhaps of very certain authenticity. 
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duchy of Aquitaine, a region never fully incorporated with the Frankish 

state. From 781 onwards Charlemagne had found himself obliged to form 

it into a separate kingdom, though subordinate to his own superior 

authority, for the benefit of his third son Louis the Pious. When the 

latter became Emperor in 814 the existence of the kingdom of Aquitaine 

had been respected, and down to 877 the Aquitanians had continued to 

live their own life under their own king. But at this date their king, 

Louis the Stammerer, having become King of France, formed the land 

into a duchy, a measure which, as may easily be imagined, did not 

contribute to bind it more closely to the rest of the kingdom. The 

ducal title, long disputed between the Counts of Toulouse, Auvergne 

and Poitiers, ended, in the middle of the tenth century, by falling to the 

latter, despite reiterated attempts on the part of Hugh the Great and 
Hugh Capet to tear it from their grasp. In the course of these struggles 

King Lothair several times appeared south of the Loire in the train of 

the Duke of the Franks. In 955 we find him laying siege with Hugh 

to Poitiers, and in 958 he was in the Nivernais, about to march against 

the Count of Poitou. Finally, in 979 Lothair took a decisive step, and 

restored the kingdom of Aquitaine, unheard-of for a century, for the 

benefit of his young son Louis V, whom he had just crowned at 

Compifegne. A marriage with Adelaide, widow of the Count of 

Gevaudan, was no doubt destined in his expectation to consolidate Louis’s 

power. It was celebrated in the heart of Auvergne, in the presence of 

Lothair himself and of a brilliant train of magnates and bishops. But 

this attempt at establishing direct rule over Aquitaine led only to a 

mortifying check. Before three years had passed, Lothair found himself 

compelled to go in person and withdraw his son from Auvergne. In fact, 

no sooner was the Loire crossed than a new and strange France seemed 

to begin; its manners and customs were different, and when young Louis V 

tried to adopt them, the Northerners pursued him with their sarcasms. And 

later, when Robert the Pious married Constance, their indignation was 

aroused by the facile manners, the clothes, and customs which her suite 

introduced among them. Such things were, in their eyes, “the manners 

of foreigners.” The true kingdom of France, in which its sovereigns felt 

themselves really at home, ended at the Aquitanian frontier. 
To the north of that frontier the ties of vassalage which bound the 

counts and dukes to the sovereign were less relaxed than in the south. 

But the breaking-up of the State into a certain number of great 

principalities had gone forward here on parallel lines. Not counting 

Brittany, which had never been thoroughly incorporated, and thence¬ 

forward remained completely independent, the greater part of Neustria 

had split off, and since the ninth century had been formed into a 

March, continually increasing in extent, for the benefit of Robert the 

Strong and his successors. Francia, in its turn, reduced by the formation 

of Lorraine to the lands lying between the North Sea and the Channel, 

m. rr. 
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the Seine below Nogent-sur-Seine and the lines of the Mense and 

Scheldt, was also cut into on the north by the rise of Flanders, and on 

the west by that of Normandy which at the same time reduced the 

former area of Neustria by one-third, while to the east the March or 

Duchy of Burgundy was taking shape in that part of ancient Burgundy 

which had remained French. The study of the rise of these great 

principalities is in the highest degree instructive, because it enables us 

to point out the exact process by which the diminution of the royal 

power was being effected. 
For Flanders it is necessary to go back to the time of Charles the 

Bald. About 863 that king had entrusted to Count Baldwin, whose 

marriage with his daughter Judith he had just sanctioned, some counties 

to the north, among which were, no doubt, Ghent, Bruges, Courtrai and the 

Mempisc district. These formed a genuine “March,” the creation of 

which was justified by the necessity of defending the country against the 

northern pirates. The danger on this side was not less serious than from 

the dii’ection of the Loii’c, where the March ol Neustria was .set up, 

almost at the same time, for Bobert the Strong, ihe de.s<;en<lants of 

Count Baldwin I not only succeeded in holding the March thus 

constituted, but worked unceasingly to extend its limits. Baldwin 11 

the Bald (879-918), son of Baldwin I, took advantage of the difficuttie.s 

with which Odo and Charles the Simple had to struggle to lay hands 

upon Arras. In the year 900, Charles the Simple having intended, by 

the advice of Fulk, Archbishop of Rheims, to retake the town, Baldwin II 

had the prelate assassinated, and not content with kcttping Artois, 

succeeded in fixing himself in the Tournaisis, and in getting a footiudd, 

if he had not already done so, in the county of Theroiianne by obtaining 

from the king the Abbey of Saint-Bertin. His son, Arnold 1 (918- 

964) shewed himself in all respects his worthy successor. Devoid of 

scruples, not hesitating to rid himself by murder of William Longswonl, 

Duke of Normandy, whom he considered dangerous (94ii) just !is his 

father had done in the case of Ai'chbishop h’ulk, Arnold atbicked 

Ponthieu where he got possession of Montreuil-sur-Mer (9'1‘H). I'hus at 

that time the Flemish March included all the lands lying between the 

Scheldt as far as its mouth, the North Sea and the Canche, and by the 

acquisition of Montreuil-sur-Mer even stretched into Ponthieu. 

This progressive extension towards the south could not be other 

than a menace to the monarchy. As in the case of Aquitaine, I.othair 

endeavoured to check it by a sudden stroke, which on this occa.sion was 

at least partly successful. In the first place he was a.stute enough to 

persuade Arnold I, now broken in spirit, it would aj)pear, by age and the 

loss of his eldest son Baldwin, to make him a donation of his duchy (962). 

It was stipulated only that Arnold should enjoy the usufruct. Three 

years later on 27 March 965 Arnold died, and immediately Lothair 

marched into Flanders, and, without striking a blow, took Arras, Douai, 
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Saint-Amand and the whole of the country as far as the Lys. But he 
could penetrate no farther ; the Flemings, who were determined not to 
have the king of France for their immediate sovereign, had proclaimed 
Count Arnold II grandson of their late ruler, with, as he was still a 
child his cousin Baldwin Bauce as his guardian. Negotiations were 
begun between the king and the Flemish lords. Lothair consented to 
recognise the new marquess who came and did him homage, but he kept 
Douai and Arras. It was not long, however, before these 
fell back under the rule of the Marquess of Flanders; certainly by 988 
this had taken place. Thus the king had succeeded in checking for 
a moment the expansion of the Flemish March, but had not in any way 

modified its semi-independence. , . j 
We must also go back to the middle of the ninth century in order 

to investigate the origin of the Duchy of Burgundy. When the Treaty 
of Verdun (843) had detached from the kingdom of France all the 
counties of the diocese of Besan9on as well as the county of Lyons, 
Charles the Bald naturally found himself more than once impelled to 
unite two or three of the counties of Burgundy which had remained 
French so as to form a March on the frontiers under the authority of 
a single count. On the morrow of Odo’s elevation to the throne (888) 
the boundaries of French Burgundy, which in the course of the political 
events of the last forty years had undergone many fluctuations, were 
substantially the same as had been stipulated by the Wrdun. 
At this time one of the principal counties of the region, that of Autun, 
was in the hands of Richard called Le Justicier (the lover of Justice), 
brother of that Boso who in 879 had caused himself to be proclaimed 
King of Provence. Here also there was need of a strong power capable 
of organising the resistance against the incessant ravages 
bands. Richard shewed himself equal to the task; in 898 he inflicted 
a memorable defeat upon the pirates at Argenteuil, near Tonnerre; a 
few years later he surprised them in the Nivernais and forced them once 
again to take to flight. We see him very skilfully pushing his way into 
every district and adding county to county. In 894 he secures the county 
of Sens, in 896 he is apparently in possession of the Atuyer district, in 900 
we find him Count of Auxerre, while the Count of Dijon and the Bishop of 
Langres appear among his vassals. He acts as m^ter m the Lassois 
district, and in those of Tonnerre and Beaune, and is, it would seem, 
Lerain of the Count of Troyes. Under the title of duke or marquess 
he rules over the whole of French Burgundy, thus earning the name 
of “Prince of the Burgundians” which several contemporary chroniclers 

"his death in 921 his duchy passed to his eldest son Raoul in the 
first place, then, when Raoul became King of France (923), to his second 
son, Hugh the Black. The latter, for some time, could dispose of 
considerable power; suzerain, even in his fathers lifetime, of 

OH. IT. 
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counties of the diocese of Besan^on, and suzerain also of the Lyonnais, 

he ruled in addition on the frontiers of the kingdom from the ^.eine 

and the Loire to the Jura. But its very size and its want of cohesion 

made it certain that this vast domain would sooner or ater fall apart. 

Hugh the Black was hard put to it to prevent Hugh ihc; (xrwit Irom 

snatching the whole of French Burgundy from him. Soon alfcei the 

death ohlaoul in 936 (July) the Duke of the Franks, bringing with 

him the young King Louis IV, marched upon Langrcs, seized it, spent 

some time at Auxerre, and forced Hugh the Black to cede to him the 

counties of Langres, Troyes, and Sens. Later in 943, he ol. ained rom 

the king the suzerainty of the whole of French Burgundy, thus making 

Hugh the Black his vassal. r nrr. rr i 
This complex situation, however, did not last long. In .).)2 Hugh 

the Black died, and as a result, French Burgundy was separateil from the 

counties of the Besan9on diocese and from that of i.yoiis.^ k'or (our years 

Count Gilbert, who was already master of the counties ot Autun, Dijon, 

Avallon and Chalon, was the real duke though he did not bear the 

title. But he acknowledged the suzerainty of Hugh the Great and at 

his death in 956 bequeathed him all bis lands. Finally, Hugh the 

Great, in his turn, having died a few weeks later, the duchy regained its 

individual existence, when after Iciiglhy bickering the two sons of 

Hu<rh the Great, Hugh Capet and Otto, ended by agreeing to divide 

their father’s heritage, and Otto received from King Lothair the 

investiture of the duchy of Burgundy (960). 
The formation of the Marches of Flanders and Burgundy, as also 

that of the March of Neustria, which has already been sufficiently dwelt 

upon, shew us what was the normal development of things. A count, 

specially conspicuous for his personal qualities, his valour and good 

fortune, has conferred on him by the king a gi'iicral auihonty <)ver 

a whole region; he imposes himself on it as guardian of the public 

security, he adds county to county, and gradually succeeds m elmunatmg 

the king’s power, setting up his own instead, and leaving to (he king 

only a superior lordship with no guarantee save his personal homage. 
And this same formative proces.s, slow and progressive, is l.o be seen 

in many of its aspects even in the duchy of Normandy. In 911 at SL- 

Clair-sur-Epte Charles the Simple conceded to Rollo the counties of 

Rouen, Lisieux and Evreux, and the lands lying between the Lpte on the 

east, the Bresle on the north and the sea to the west. But the Norman 

duke was not long content with this fief; in 924, in order to check fresh 

incursionSj King Raoul found himself forced to add to it the district of 

Bayeux, and, no doubt, that of Sfez also. Finally, in 933, in order to 

make sure of the allegiance of William Longsword who had just succeeded 

his father Rollo, he was obliged to cede also the two dioceses of Avranches 

and Coutances, thus extending the western frontier of the Norman duchy 

to the river Couesnon. But these many accretions of territory were not 
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always gained without resistance. A brief remark of an annalist draws 

attention in 925 to a revolt of the inhabitants of the Bayeux country, 

and doubtless more than once the Normans, whose newly adopted 

Christianity suffered frequent relapses into paganism, must have tound 

difficulty in assimilating the populations of the broad regions placed 

under tLir rule. The assimilation, however, took place rapidly enough 

for the Norman duchy to be rightly ranked, at the end of the tenth 

century, as one of those in which centralisation was least imperfect. 

On all sides, indeed, the rulers of the marches or duchies, the forma¬ 

tion of which we have been tracing, saw in their turn the crumbling away 

of the authority which they had been step by step extending, and the 

dissolution of the local unity which they had slowly and Painfully built 

up. How, indeed, could it have been otherwise ? No duke had even 

succeeded in acquiring the immediate possession of all the counties in¬ 

cluded within his duchy. The counts who co-existed with him, had 

ori<rinally been subordinate to him, but this subordination could only 

be real and lasting if the authority of the duke was never for a moment 

impaired. On the other hand, when by chance the duke held a laige 

number of counties in his own hands, he was obliged, since he could not 

be everywhere at once, to provide himself with substitutes in the viscounts, 

and it was in the natural course of things that these latter should make 

use of circumstances to consolidate their position, often indeed to usurp 

the title of count, and Unally to set up their own authority at the 

oi *tl”xcir suzcir^tins. ^ 
^ Such was the final situatipn in the March of Neustm. The “os^.f 

prising personage there was the Viscount of Tours, lheobald (lhibau ) 

the Trickster, who made his appearance very early in the tenth century, 
and gradually succeeded first in getting himself recognised throughout 

his xfeighbourhood, then, before 930, in laying hands on the counties 

of Chartres, Blois and Chateaudun, thus shaping out for himself within 

the Neustrian March, a little principality for which he remained in 

theory a vassal of the Duke of the Franks, while day by day he was 

emancipating himself more and more from his vassalage. His son Odo I 

(Eudes) (975-996) actually attempted to shake it oA: ™ 983, 
become ioint lord of the counties of Troyes, Meaux and Provins, which 

Zd fallen vacant by the death of Herbert the Old, he took up an indepen¬ 

dent position and treated directly with the king, over the head of the 
Se Hugh Capet, whose suzerainty over him had become quite illusory. 

1 TLtive ;v»lord,hip pre«rved ev» .t this by the 
Duke of the Franks over the county of Anjou, but here again his im¬ 

mediate lordship had ceased, having passed to the viscount, i^o about 
S had become count. Slowly and -^^obtrusively the petty CounW 

Aniou worked to extend their own rule, hampered by the neighborhood 

tf the turbulent Counts of Blois. With rare perseverance Fulk the Red 

m* IV* 
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rdied 941 or 942), Fulk the Good (941 or 942-c. 960) and Geoffrey 
Griseffonelle (c. 960-987) continued to extend their county <at the expense 
S^lquSe by annexing the district of Mangos, while in louraine 

a whole series ot Wmark. which prepaml the w.j lor 

tl, Jr succesLrs- annejation ot the entire prorince. Am as at the same 
toe Sr»untJ of Maine and the coonty of Vondoce to be west, and 
to county of Gatinais to the east hml each for it, part cl m .nRan.- 
ino its seLrate ejistence, to March of Ncustmi was hardly more than 
a memory^which to accession of Hugh Capet to the 11,rone w.ts loial y 
rSteate, tor, outside to district, of Orleans, HUnnpcs an. I'o.ssy, 
the Duke of the Franks preserved nothing save a suzerainty whuh .lu. 
insubordination of his vassals threatened to reduce h, an empty naimi. 

SSa is perhaps of all the ancient “Man le.s” the one wluch 
shews us most plainly and distinctly tlie process ot the syiliU-ing up of 
the great “regional entities” into smaller units. lUsewliere the couise 
of events was more complex; in Burgundy tor instance, wliere the trans¬ 
mission of the ducal power gave rise, as we liave seen, to so nuuh tuctiou 
and dislocation, a break-up which seemed imminent was over and over 
again delayed and often definitely averted as tlie result ot a coucunenee 
of unforesin circumstances. It would have been onougdi, lor imstaiu-e, it 
Hugh the Black had not died childless, or, still -jf an understand- 
Sg had not been arrived at by Hugh the Great and Gilbert, the powerful 
Count of Autun, Dijon, Avallon, and Chrdon, to imperil the very 
existence of the duchy as early as the middle of the tenlh centmy 

The Dukes of Burgundy were, nevertheless, unahle to salegniaid the in¬ 
tegrity of their dominions. From the very lieginmng of the ninth century 
the growing power of the Bishop of l.aiigres had been underm,mr.g their 
rule in the north. Through a .senes ot cessions the Bishop o Langres lal 
succeeded in acquiring first I.angrc.s itself, then Tonnerre, then J 
thewholeof the counties of which these were thechiet towns,as well as Bai- 

sur-Aube,Bar-sur-Seine,andthc districts ot Bassipiy and the Bouleiiois, 
whence at the end of the tenth century the authority ot the Duke ot 
Burgundy was wholly excluded. On the other hand the cimnty ot 
Troyes which, from the days of Richard h Jmtiaer, had tormed t«<-rt ot 
the Duchy of Burgundy, before long in its turn had become gnulually 
separated from it. In 936 it had passed into the possession of 
Herbert 11, Count of Vermandois, then into that of his son Robert, iroiii 
which time the suzerainty of the Duke of Burgundy over tlie land had 
appeared tottering and uncertain. On the death ot Count Gilherl, 
Robert openly severed the tie which bound him to the duke, and trans¬ 
ferred his homage directly to the king (957), against whom, notwith¬ 
standing, he immediately afterwards rebelled. The duke, none the less, 
continued to regard himself as the suzerain of the Count of Iroyes; but 
his suzerainty remained purely nominal, and the count ^encetorward 
had only one object, that of carving out a principality for himself at the 
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U^f Sernofonlj of the coonfe of Ttojes .nd of M»OI but .to 

“of Prciue, ChSteau-Thtey, 

rcr;sr"ou“ f duch, mwmimf^k 
®Th^ So"£uteg»tion n.y be oWtved i» fte 

theoughout the "SuS 

rrx:.; ZSniZ:”2ete, be« ovee 

T ■ Tn Afiiiitaine for I'easons not appaient, tne cour 
t S hiw Si the course of the tenth century its unity seems about 

arreted y- . . olaeed by the duke in Auvergne, Lnoousin, 

„3’Z xZZZlV Lun^ of 

the Ifl/Sst eifective, a fact all the more 

“ril'i t Dut: of Aquitaine hardly retained any of hie do^au. 

“ntl"lh&tyand»„— 
I „nA ttia same tendency towards dissolution, /'ranaa escapes 

units shewed the same xenue y » , r-miritv of Vermandois and 

z:i:dZ;v:hrz: s 

5Xn» 
that their holders «e subject to “ oTKS. »d p»t.ction 

fiimton, ““J' t RheZZZy an 940 Louis W formaUy granted 

rSihecounty^^^ 

^ilSZe possession of Ure county of Inngre. 

into the hands of the Bishop of Langres. 

C. MBI). H. VOIL.III. CH.IV, 
7 
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' many disohc.iumt, vassals 

it Tvas precisely the existence of those powerful pi-elal,es which enabled it 
ioTsist Tte whole history of the tenth century is .lied with the 
!truSes which the kings were forced to wage against he counts and 
du£ and with the plots which they had to defeat But evepwhere 

it was the^port, both moral aiul materia , si.ppheil by the 
Smrch which enabled thLrn to maintain themselves. 'I he Archbis nip of 
Rheims from the end of the ninth century, is the real arbiter o thmr 
Sny lo"g supported the Carolingia.is they were ah e, in 
iiS everytling, to resist all athmks; on the day when he abandoned 

4em the Carolingian cause waa irretrievably lost. 
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CHAPTER V 

FRANCE IN THE ELEVENTH CENTURY. 

“ "eTi .he«ed „e,y conM.nce i„ 

r irAftlrhSu»so»itobrf<™™e‘i«‘Oto“ie?^“V"Sj” 

SsSr 
« 'witr Jcb ” eS"4' 

mans of Spam, when -u i cnmrkpd Laon Immediately,the 

JrLg™l“>>“»:" 
3 laid siaga i 

during a succesuf ’ jj . Robert ware foreed to decamp, 
royal camp and ^ ^ result, again a retreat became 

"Sallee improred bia ad™m^ by occupying the Laon- 

As a ”'f “*"”’^9). nigh thought it a shrewd stroke of 
at this juncture (a? dm y »J) b ^ illegitimate 

c.icu.t4 -t - -: 

secured in bis own 'f-‘ Charles by 

obSn his Ibmision through the good offices of fte 
force, hoping to oDtain tiledired himself to accomplish this 

Th ’“f dlv ^iTonrho“t?l plain to the Cap^m. tUt 

rC t:!iy7^cu£ted H«dly ™ ^nuH^ 0„^«.e 

sr.g”-hkf 
month of Septemh» W9 he “f 4ings, unle» 

the^^ »“rwrAroi at a Carobng^ triumph. ^Never- 

OH. V. 
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theless e^mily'^wlthout success, Hugh rSolved 

L‘TZe -s:" nit::-;' ;:r;::;: 
beguiling Duke Ck«ri«»i ’”jS''iZmpuZ’rto ol’.luiu ,u'rmk,i,„, KrzVV"Ztt%rf::;.,:. o,. .•„i,,. sim, 991 

m March) Charles, Arnulf and AKselia were dining togeUu-i m the 
(29 ’ , - , spirits, and more than once 

had kered the duke to bind liiniself to 
niore lolemn than any he hiul hitherto sworn, in cas . ny <h - sU 

remained of his fidelity. Cliarles, who ‘ 
of wine in which some bread was steeped, o lered it io ^ ^ 

the pal,„-b Jucl,e,s. hulluw,.,! the |.'..ple l-V J.«>t ril”' 
proftLd to ourselves the Kuchanst, I put asule >'“7^'" 
who say you are not to be trusted and I oder you, as Ihe 1 assion ot oui 
Lord and Saviour Jesus (Jirist draws near, tins cup, lielil ting youi lug 
office,Touteining wine and broken bread. Drain it as a j e< ge of your 
inviolable fidelity to my person, but d you do not ,n e.u ku-p ^ir 
plighted faith, abstain, lest you shouhf enact he horn , c ^ ^ 
Asielin replied: ‘ I take the cup ami will drink wdmgly. (■ 
on hastily: ‘ Add that you will keep your faith Id ( 
‘I shall keep my faith, if not may I peri.sh with .Jm as.^ L d.’f cm e 
presence of the guests, he uttered many other sucli oaths N gh 
and they separated and lay down to sleep. Assehii calle. m h. i e , 
Charles and Arnulf were seized and imprisoned undei a stiong g . , 
while Hugh Capet, hastily summoned from Senhs, came up 
possession of the stronghold. It was to this infamous betrayid tl at lie 
Capetian owed his triumph over Charles of luorrame. Dca. i i. . 

to relieve him of his rival (09fi). . a , 
But Hugh was not at the end of his embarrassments. Ai nult was 

shielded by his priestly character, and it was clear that neither t,he I ope 
nor the Emperor, who had countenanced his intrigues, was disposec 
to sacrifice him. Hugh at last re.solved to accuse him before a Council 
“of the Gauls,” to which he was careful to convoke a majonly ot pie- 
lates favourable to the Capetian cause. The council met Verzy, near 
Rheims, in the church of the monastery of Bamt-Basle (17-lH •nine 
991). In the end, Arnulf acknowledged his guilt, and casting himselt 
upon the ground before the two kings, Hugh and Robert, with his arms 

stretched out in the form of a cross, he implored them with tears to spare 
his life. The kings consented. He was raised from the ground, and the 
assembly proceeded to the ceremony of degradation. Arnulf began by 
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H^then signed an act of renunciation drawn up on the model of that of 

secured. But they naa recaunc .--r i,„j been consulted, 
defiance of the Canons the 

tat his “^bXp Ottaiis, constituting himself, in 

and J- g. «’ omotor’W the council, the mouthpiece of the 

r^hly in a long n>e»^; “ 

(xiiT—e? oc^^.«. " 

debauchery, conspiring against Otto ^r^77fN“h”ta but Aen 
He was driven out and replaced by Leo (VIll) the ^eopnyxe, 

« m —ed^ GP.mn.ari.n, He in his tuto attacked 

by Leo the Neophyte soppo^ ,‘’'^Znr'’Tta iSSor’otto I 
prisoner, deposed »d ^ ^c^ohi. time in 
was succeeded by Otto H, who ^ Boniface (VII) succeeds, a 
arms in counsel and in learning. In Borne Komtace ; 

SS-SSEfgSi^iS 
^"“sS aq”4e ^verj, 7Xn^J^7 

the rest of the clerp. challenge. 

T h?'irsutar.^T Se^'pJS iS.Umon\the ^nch 
Sp^I’boII S the k4, Hugh surd Bobert. They retorted 

CH. Y. 
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by assembling a synod at Chelles, at which it was declared th<^ if the 
Pope of Rome put forth an opinion contrary to the Canons of the Jjathers, 
it should be held null and void, according to the words of the Apostle 
^ Flee from, the heretic, the man who separates himself from the Uiurch 
and it was added that the abdication of Ariiulf, and the nomination of 
(Herbert were irrevocable facts, having been detei'mined hy a council 
of provincial bishops, and this in virtue of the Canons, by the terms 
of which it is forbidden that the statutes of a provincial council should 
be rashly attacked by anyone (993). The weakness of the Papacy made 
such audacity possible; a series of synods assembled by a legate of 
the Pope on German soil, and later at llheims, to decide in the case of 

Amulf and Gerbert, led to nothing (995-996). 
But this barren struggle was exliausting the strength of the Capetian 

monarchy. Hardly had ^ that monarchy arisen when it seemed as if the 
ground were undermined beneath it. Taking advantage of the diffi¬ 
culties with which it was struggling, Odo (Fudes) I, Count of Chaities, 
had, in the first place, extorted the cession <,>t Drcux in 991, in exchange 
for his co-operalion at the siege of Laon (winch co-operation still 
remained an u,nfullllled promise), then, in the same year, had laid 
hands upon Melun which the king had afterwards succeeded, not 
without difficulty, in retaking. Finally, in 993,^ a mysterious plot 
was hatched against Hugh and Robert; the conspirators, it was said, 
aimed at nothing less than delivering them both up to Otto III, the 
young King of Germany. Odo was to receive the title of Duke of the 
Franks, and Asselin the archbishopric of Eheims; possibly a Caro- 
lingian restoration was contemplated, for though Charles of Lorraine 
had died in his prison in 992, his son Louis survived, and was actually 
in custody of Assculin. All was arranged; Hugh and Robert had 
been invited to attend a council to be held on German soil to decide 
upon Arnulf’s case. This council was a trap to entice the Breiich 
kings, who, coming with a weak escort, would have been suddenly seized 
by an imperial army secretly assembled A piece oi hidiscretion foiled 
aU these intrigues. The kings were enabled in time ix) secure tbe 
persons of Louis and of Asselin. But such was their weakness that they 
were obliged to leave the Bishop of Laon unpunished. An army was 
sent against Odo, but when he offered hostages to answer for his fidelity, 
the Capetians were well content to accept his proposals and made haste 

to return to Paris. 
What saved the Capetian monarchy was not so much its own power 

of resistance as the inability of its enemies to follow up and co¬ 
ordinate their efforts, Odo I of Chartres, involved in a struggle with 
Fulk Nerra, Count of Anjou, and attacked by illness, could only 
pursue his projects languidly, and had just concluded a truce with 
Hugh Capet when he died (12 March 996) leaving two young children. 
The Papacy, for its part, was passing through a fearful crisis; farced to 
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defend itself with difficulty in Rome against Crescentius, it was in no 

position to take up Arnulf’s cause vigorously. The support of the 

Empire could not hut be weak and intermittent; up to 996 Otto 111 

and his mother, Theophano, had more than they could do in Germany 

to maintain their own authority. _ , ,, j -j j 
Wlien Hugh Capet died, M October 996, nothing had been decidm. 

Supported by some, intrigued against by others, the Capetian monarc y 

lived from hand to mouth. Uncertain of the morrow, the niost astute 

steered a devious course, refusing to commit themselves heartily to either 

side. Even Gerbert, whose cause seemed to be bound up with the king s, 

since he owed his episcopate only to Arnulf’s deprivation, 
means of courting the favour of the imperial and papal party. He had 

made a point of hurrying to each of the synods held by the papal legate 

in the course of 995 and 996 to decide in Arnulfs case, pretending that 

he had been passed over immediately after the death of Adalbero “on 

account of his attachment to the See of St Peter,” and entreating the 

legate for the sake of the Church’s well-being, not to listen to his 

detractors, whose ill-will, he said, was in reality directed against the 

Pope. Then he had undertaken a journey to Rome to justify himselt 

personally to the Pope, taking the opportunity, moreover, to join the 

suite of young Otto III who had just had himself crowned there, and suc¬ 

ceeding so well in winning his good graces as to become his secretary.^ 
Hugh Capet had hardly closed his eyes when a fresh complication 

arose. King Robert had fallen in love with the widow of Odo I of 

Chartres, the Countess Bertha, and had resolved to make her his 

But Bertha was his cousin, and he had, besides, been sponsor to one ot 

her children, thus the priests and the Pope, who was also consulted^ 

firmly opposed a union which they looked upon as doubly “ incestuous. 

Robert took no notice of their prohibitions, and found a complaisant 

prelate, Archibald, Archbishop of Tours, to solemnise his marriage, 

towards the end of 996. This created a scandal. With the support 

of Otto HI, Pope Gregory V, who had in vain convoked the French 

bishops to Pavia at the beginning of 997, suspended all who had had 

any share in the Council of Saint-Basle, and summoned the king and all 

the bishops who had abetted his marriage to appear before him on pain 

of excommunication. 
Alarmed at the effect of this double threat, Robert opened negotia¬ 

tions. Gerbert, naturally, would be the first sacrificed, and, losing 
courage, he fled to the court of Otto III. The Pope, far from inclining 
to any compromise, made it plain to the Capetian envoy, the Abbot oi 
St-Benoit-sur-Loire, that he was determined to have recourse to the 
strongest measures. The unlucky Robert hoped that he might soften 
this rigour by yielding on the question of the archbishopric of llheims. 
As Gerbert had fled, Arnulf was simply and merely restored to his see 

(January or February 998), 

OH. V. 
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Thenceforward, besides, Arnulf was no longer dangerous. The 

Carolingian party was finally destroyed. Charles of Lorraine had been 

several years dead; his son Louis had, it would appear, met with a like 

fate, or was languishing forgotten in his prison at Orleans ; t}ie otier 

two sons, Otto and Charles, had gone over to the Empire (the first in the 

character of Duke of Lower Lorraine), and no longer had any connexion 

with France. From this quarter, then, the Capetian had nothing to tear. 

A fresh revolt of Asselin, the same Bishop of Laon who had so flagi¬ 

tiously betrayed Arnulf, was soon crushed. Only the Fapacy ref iiseil to 

be won over as easily as Robert had calculated; as the king refused to 

separate from Bertha, Gregory V pronounced the anathema a,gnunst him 

But when Gerbert succeeded Gregory V, under the name of SylvestcT II 

(April 999), relations with the Papacy improved, and Robert, to whom 

Bertha had borne no children, before long separated from her in order 

to marry Constance, daughter of William I, Count ot Arles, and of 

Adelaide of Anjou {circa 1005). 
The period of early difficulties was over. But the position of the 

monarchy was pitiable. From the material point of view, it was limited 

to the narrow domain which, after many infeudations, remained to it of 

the heritage of the Carolingians and the March of Neustria. This, 

in its essence,—^not reckoning some outlying possessions, of which the 

most important was the county of Montreuil at the mouth of the 

Canche,—consisted in the territories of Paris, Senlis, Poissy, Etampes 

and Orleans, with Paris and Orleans as chief town.s. Within this 

modest domain the king was only just able to exact obedience; be was 

unable directly to put an end to the exactioirs of a petty ba,roii, the 

lord of Yevre, who oppressed the Abbey of St-Beiiuit-.sur-I.oir(' with 

his violence. In the other parts of the kingdom his aiitliorily had sunk 

still lower; the great feudatories openly spoke of him in contemptuous 

terms; a few years later at the village of Hcry in the diocese of Aiixerre, 

almost in his presence, and just after the Peace of God liad been pro¬ 

claimed, the Count of Nevei-s was not afraid to plunder the monks of 

Montierender, “knowing well," as a contemporary tells us, “that tlie 

Ving would prefer to use gentle methods rather than force.” 
The task of Robert the Pious and his successors was to work slowly 

and unobtrusively, but perseveringly and siicce,sstiilly, to build up afresh 

the domain and the moral strength of the monarchy which had .so greatly 

declined. The domains were, it is true, not extensive, but a policy of 

additions and enlargements built up around them a compact and con¬ 

stantly enlarging kingdom. And on the moral side something of the 

prestige and tradition of the old anointed kings still held the minds of 

men. The firm but not aggressive rule of the new dynasty skilfully 

used both sentiment and territorial fact, and did so not only to their 

own advantage but to that of the land in which they stood for peace 

and order amid contending vassals. 
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Little is known to us of the first Capetian kings. Their unimport¬ 

ance was such that contemporaries scarcely think it worth while to 

mention them. Robert the Pious is the only one of them who has 
found a biographer, in Helgaud, a monk of St-Benoit-sur-Loire, but 

he is so artless and indeed so childish a biographer, so reyerentaal an 

admirer of the very pious and gentle king, so Ji^tle 
affairs, that his panegyric has very little value for the bxstonan He 

paints his hero for us as tall, broad-shouldered, with well-combed hair 
Ld thick beard, with eyes lowered and ’^outh “ well-formed to give 

the kiss of peace,” and at the same time ot kingly mien when he w<^re 
his crown. Learned, disdainful of ostentation, so charitable as to let 

himself be robbed without protest by the beggars, spending his days in 

devotion, a model of all the Christian virtues, so much beloved of Cod 

that he was able to restore sight to a blind man, such, if we may believe 

him, was good King Robert, he for whom posterity has for these reasons 

give the name of the Pious. i -Lo;! 
It is hardly necessary to say that this portrait can only have had 

a distant relation to reality. Doubtless, Robert was a learned king 

educated at the episcopal school of Rheims while it was under Gerberts 

direction, he knew Latin, loved books, and carried them with him on his 

ioumeys. As with all the learned men of the day his knowledge was chiefly 

theological. He loved church matters, and in 996 the Bishop of Laon, 

Asselin, could derisively suggest that he should be made a bishop 

“since he had so sweet a voice.” . , • ^ 
But the pious king, who was not afraid to persist in the face ^ 

anathemas when passion raised its voice in him, who did not hesitate to 

set fire to monasteries when they hindered his conquests, wm a man 

of action too All his efforts were directed towards the extension ot his 

domain, and it may be said that he let no opportunity slip of clairning 

and, when possible, occupying any fiefs which fell vacant or were disputed. 

This was the case with Dreux, which his father, as we have seen, had 

been forced to bestow on Odo I, Count of Chartres, and which R-obert suc¬ 

ceeded in re-occupying about 1015; it was also the case with Melun, which 

Hugh Capet had granted as a fief to the Count of Vendonie, Bouchard 

the Venerable, and of which Robert took possession on the death (1016) 

of Bouchard’s successor, Reginald, Bishop of Paris. Some years later 

(circa 1022), when it chanced that Stephen, Count of Iroyes, died 

without children, Robert energetically pushed his claims to the in¬ 

heritance against Odo II, Count of Blois, who, apparently, had up till 

then been co-owner, on an equal footing with the d.eceased count. He 

did not hesitate to enter upon a struggle with this formidable vassal 

which, no doubt, would have lasted long if other political considerations 

had not led the king to yield the point. i. ^ 4.1, tv i. f 
It was above all at the time of the conquest of the Duchy of Bur¬ 

gundy that Robert could give proof of the full extent of his energy and 
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perseverance. Henry, Duke of Burgundy, brotlicr of Hiigdi Capet, 

died (15 October 1002), and as he left no cbiklren, the king niiglit tairly 

claim to succeed him. He was anticipated by Otto-William, Count of 

Macon, the adopted son of the late Duke, whose 
country gave him great advantages. In the spring of 100<5 Kobcrt 

collected a strong army, and proceeding up the river Yonne, hud siege 

to Auxerre. He met with desperate resistance. Otto-Williams par¬ 

tisans in Burgundy were too strong and too numerous to allow of the 

question being settled by a single expedition. _ For nearly two^ years 

Kobert ravaged the country in every direction, pillaging and burning a 

that he met with. Otto-William ended by submitting, and belore long 

his son-in-law, Landry, Count of Nevers, after standing a siepi of three 

months, was forced to capitulate at Avallon (October 1005). 'linn came 

the turn of Auxerre (November 1005). But a struggle ol more than ten 

years was still necessary before Robert could reduce all the revo tec 

lords to submission, and it was only after having taken Kens and Dijon 

that he could at last count himself master of Ihe duchy (1015-1(5). 

Following the example of the last Carolingians, Robcnt. endeavoured 

to push his claims further and to aggrandise himself at the cost of the 

Empire. As long as the Emperor Henry 11 lived (1002-1024.) relations 

on the whole remained cordial, indeed in 100(5 the two sovereigns co¬ 

operated in an expedition to bring their common vassal, Baldwin, 

Count of Flanders, to his bearings, he having seized Valenciennes. In 

August 1023 a solemn meeting took place between them at Ivois on the 

banks of the Meuse. Robert and Henry, each accompanied by a stately 

train of great nobles and churchmen, exchanged the kiss^ of peace, 

heard mass, and dined together and exchanged gifts. 'I'liey swore 

mutual friendship, proclaimed the peace of the (hurch, and resolved 

to take joint action for the reformation of the clm-gy. But the interview 

had no results; almost before a year was over Henry had ceased to live 

(13 July 1024). , ^ 
From that time Robert’s attitude cliangcd. Having his hands free 

on the side of Champagne and Burgundy, and rendered bold by success, 

he contemplated a struggle with the new Emperor, Conrad II of 

Franconia (1024-1039), for a part of his inheritance. Far-reaching 

negotiations centring in the king of France, which shew how much his 

prestige had gradually been heightened, were opened between him, the 

Duke of Aquitaine, and Odo II, Count of Blois. Nothing le.ss was 

intended, it would appear, than to proceed to a dismemberment on a 

large scale of the Germanic Empire. William,Duke of Aquitaine, wm 

to take as his share, or his son’s, the Lombard crown, Odo 11 of Blois 

was to have the kingdom of Burgundy as soon as Rodolph III should be 

dead*, while Lorraine was to be Robert’s share. But this passed all 

* For Conrad’s claims to the eventual succession to Rodolph see iifra, Chapter 

VI. pp. 142-3. 
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xneasure, and 

tootrcor." William of Aquitaine was in 

of disputing Lombardy wxth ^0--^; 

Lorraine whither Co W s ^ The check 

master; and King Rodolph 111 _ forward had been taken when 

decisive, *>“» J to guiding such . coalition, 
for several months Robert had _ i?mnPTor‘’s faithful Loixainers. 
had for a time spread terror among the Lmperor s taitnmi x. 

on the death ot ^ StS'": 

gove— 

p “h ‘^.TTdiSlnlheTta^rfte youth to’ lOM (September) 

son Henry “o™^ "“J ,“e pretorred to his elder brother. The 

Hrln TT of Blois by the gift of half the town ot bens. 
Odo II ot itioi , y h j5 , e of Normandy, defended himself 

Henry, Robert and forced his mother 

In?SrlLhe^Robert peace. Unfortunately it was purchased 

by yielding a l^tltTSZZd afterTo 

Zf5^":nti1h!Zy~ (lOS.). At this price the suh- 

S‘t"nr“;olt. Odo n ot Bloto ret^ h> 

disarm Twice the king besieged him unsuccessfully in bens (lOd - 

in‘^q'1- each time he met with fierce resistance and was obliged to 

retreat In May or June 1033, despairing of getting the better of this 

formidable vassal, Henry, in an interview at Deville on 
a defensive alliance with the Emperor Conrad, who w^s Odo 

the Burgundian throne, left vacant by the death of Rodolph II ’ ^ 
W Znths earlier (September 1032). In the end, Odo Bubmitheil (lO-H). 

But three years later he died, leaving his counties in aiampagne to his 

son Stephel, and the rest of his possessions to his 
at ntice the struo-o-le was renewed, whether through sorne attempt on 
Henry? pirtlo try hands on an^ portion of the inheritance left by 

Odo, or simply became Theobald and Stephen thought the opportunity 

CH. V. 
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favourable for taking their revenge. 
A T>k>t was set on foot by them 

* - . . i* 1*1 . o; meir t- « i i \ - a 

with Odo, the king’s younj^>st ccmtkvd lo’bifit 

Odo, surrounded in a easd.le, ^ ^ 

immured at Orleans; Stephen was completely -onied and P'”'^ ^ ^ 

hTs <^^lv the Count of Vermandois, was made pnsonm-; and hnally, 

^liSx^obald the Hng »lMea the b.-l,. "f ‘ -tA’Ci 
Geoffrey Matte), by granting him in advanee U.e m.ii.Ulii.r 

'“t“ thfl^b^'S again h»t Kro.,n,l. H-Knmly <«! 

been lost, and it h«l been ncee-aary to cede ll.c t rend V - ■ U'■ 

Dnlie of Normandy, who bad been one of He J,, 

Dorters, as a reward for his services; and fina y-, > ■ ' ^ 
Tours to Count Geoffrey Martel, who got possession cl it m 10.bt, 

meant an extension of the Angevin prme.paldy, ^J 

would become dangerous. Moreover the kmg came ml. o 

much weakened that, for the future, h(i la fs i , ' ' • * ^ "j 
minor part. While all his fendalono.s strove w. hou , < - sing to ou i 

Jtheir territories, he either lived in a pitiable lasluon uisulc I s 

narrow domain, or else interfered in the 
suppor-ting now one and now anoU.er, as need seemed to bugg. sl, such 

was his poor and his only attempt at a policy. hnnovhmce 
It wL in the west of France that I,he events of most i i-al impoi tance 

occurred. Two powers, whose struggles wen^ to occupy the who e o 

the second half of Henry I’s reign, found themselves opposed, name y, 

^"%tTtKrof“ Counts of An:,ou had 

never ceased to extend their borders at the expimse of I,heir 

The terrific Fulk Nerra (987-1040) had Ihrougliout lus hlc struggled to 

bind to one another and to his own lands the niiw possessions i. t e 

midst of Touraine which his predecessors had succeeded in lu.cpiiii ,,, • 

wen as to surround Tours with a circle which grew daily narrower. 

994 or 995 he had reached Langeais; about 1005 Montnehan am 

Montbazon; in 1016 he had inflicted a tremendous defi-at ^ 

Count of Blois, on the plains of I’ontlevcy; next year he ^ a 

fortress at Montboyau at only a few miles distance f rom 1 oui s 10/0 

he had surprised the stronghold of Saumur which for nun-e ^ 

tury had been in the hands of the Counts of Blois. _ Geoff rey Mai tel, lus 

son G040-1060), had boldly pushed on the enterprise; taking advantage 

of the hostility of the new Count of Blois, Theobald HI, to King 

he had, as we have seen, secured the investiture of Tours from the latter 

and had proceeded today siege to the town. In vain had Ih«>bald am 

his brother Stephen attempted to raise the blockade; Geoffrey Mai tel 

had offered them battle at Nouy, near the village of St-Martin-le-Beau, 

and here again the Count of Anjou had won a striking victory, i hcobald. 
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being taken prisoner, if tl'^sarnTtime' Geofey 

succeeded in bringiug j *"* 

dm™ ^“counts of Maine, hemmed in betw»n ^0™“^^ 

I^™o «re destined sooner or later to fall under 

^ ^ nndn nr 1048"^ Thus all things seemed to be moving 

‘loSg^’^’ge^n^ScsJthen the 4 mrd the Duhe of Nor- 

““Tbe'Si^Son ofTiatter had been delayed by serious difflcnlti« 

within bis own borders. Duke Robert the Magnificent (sometimes wrongly 

^Jtt STvil) had died on pilpim.^ in 

illegitimate son, William, barely eig °’ u -Upp,, mutterine on 
favoured the discontented; before long rebellion had 

all sides and in 1047 it burst forth, headed by Guy, lord of Vernon 

alld Brienne, and by the Viscounts of Coutances 

William appealed to the king for help, and a batlle took place at 

Val-es-Dunes, to the east of Caen, where 
It was an utter rout for the rebels, who, after a few attempts at 

<iisl'?inc0 before long submitted entirely* * , , I'j* 
The king and the duke then decided upon a joint expedition 

against the”count of Anjou. Together they invaded Mpi jd 

proceeded to besiege Mouliheme which surrendered (1048). ^hus alt 

havine supported the Count of Anjou throughout his struggle with th 

Counf of Mois, the king suddenly changed sides and became his enemy. 

In 1049 he renewed his attack, and while William flung himself upon 

Maine the king invaded Touraine, and even momentarily succeeded m 

Xyifg the^stronghold of Sainte-Maure where Geofirey Martel 

passed before the parts were rrfirt^ 

Geoffrey, victorious in Maine, was treating with the king (10o2), and 

^e Duke of Normandy saw his late ally take sides against hm. In 

February 1054 the king and the count jointly invaded his duchy But 

the attempt did not prosper. The invading army had ° 

two corps • Odo, the king’s brother, crossing the Seme, had ^evajated 

the Caux’country while Henry I and Geoffrey Martel occupied the 

district of EvreuL William, marching in person to meet the southern 

army, sent a considerable part of his troops again^ the northern 

detihment. Odo aUowed himself to be surprised at Mortem^er, to the 

east of Neufchatel, just as his men were giving themselves up to pilla^, . 

OH. V. 
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A general rout of the French followed, llic news of the defeat 

discfurid Henry I, who, leaving Geoffrey Martel at gnps w, h the 

enemy, thought lxx\j of withdrawing from tlie amtet as <iuiekly as 

Dossible and with the least damage to his own interests. 
^ Geoffrey Martel waa obliged to retreat at once Wi ham again 

invaded Maine, and took up strong positions at Mont-Haihet, near 

Le Mans, and at Ambrite, not far from the junction of the \ ai eime 

with the Mayenne. Soon, however, provisions failed am the 

obliged to let a part of his army scatter itself into small bodies. len 
this^news reached Geoffrey, who had obtained rcaniiirceinents, he huiiied 

=icgc to A-nbrioros. The ,,l«e bel.l o„t, 

iformaody time to r<!.a3senible his traoi.s luul loi.e i. „ ' 
to retot. M«ehing straight upon Maje.mcs where fc 1. (.t JI.ey 

was one of the chief supporters of Geoflrey Marie , William t 

town and carried off GeodVey of Mayenne to Normandy, wheic 

comrtelled him to do him homage. ,, , i 
These successes were only temporary. Geoffrey Martel soon recovered 

the ground lost in Maine, and in 1058, as hail happened four years 

befofe, in his desire for revenge lie persuaded tl.e king to jim. lum m an 

invasion of Normandy. This time also f.ho (uu.nsugn, a. least m s c . li 

stages, was unfortunate. Henry I and Geoflrey Martel hail ba.ely 

traversed the Hiemois district, when their reai-gmu-d 

as it was crossing the river Dive at the fonl of Varavil e. Ih s « 

being impracticable tlirough a rising tide, the king and the count could 

only look on helplessly at the massacre of their troops. 
^The war went on for some time longer. Negotiations had just been 

begun when Henry I died suddenly at Hmix on 4 August lOfiO 

A year before his death, on S3 May 10.)9, . 
careful to have his son Philip I crowned at Illieims. But iilip, born 

in 105S, was still a minor, thus Henry liad made us lirother-m-law 

Baldwin, Count of Flanders, guardian to I,he young king, a post which 

he retained until Philip reached his majority at lifLcen years of age at 

the end of 1066 or the beginning of 1067. 

Under Philip, the eclipse of the monarchy only became more 

complete. It must be said, however, that this ccliiise is laiply an 

illusion due to the paucity of our information. Plulip was oi a very 

practical turn, and played a part which was soniewhat ingloftous, Imt 

on the whole very profitable to the material interests of his house. 

The roval power had fallen so low that there could he no iiuestion of an 

aggressive policy, but Philip had at least the art to manoeuvre, and to 

turn to advantage all circumstances which offered him any opportuaiiy 

to fish his profit out of troubled waters. Above all, he worked, with 
much more consistency and perseverance than is usually thought, at 

the task of enlarging his insignificant domain. 
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During his father’s reign only the county of Sens, vacant through 

the death without heirs of Count Renard (Reginhard), had been (in 1055) 

re-united to the crown, an important acquisition, but one for which 

King Robert himself had prepared the way, by separating in 1015 the 

county of Sens from the duchy of Burgundy: thus it cost Henry no effort 

whatever. Philip had no sooner taken the reins than an opportunity 

arose for him to link together his possessions in the Orl&nais and the 

Senonais by making himself master of the county of Gatinais. Geoffrey 

the Bearded, who bore the title of its Count, and had succeeded his 

uncle, Geoffrey Martel, in the county of Anjou (1060), had just been 

impi-isoned by his brother Fulk Rechin, who had usurped power in both 

counties. Philip, without hesitation, joined a coalition formed by the 

Count of Blois and the lords of Maine against the usurper, and, as the 

price of peace, exacted the cession of the county of Gatinais (1068). 

A few years later he used the minority of Simon of Crepy, Count 

of Valois and Vexin, as an opportunity to fall upon his estates. These 

were very extensive, comprising not only the Vexin and Valois, but the 

county of Bar-sur-Aube and the territory of Vitry-en-Perthois, which 

Simon’s father, Raoul III of Valois, had acquired by marriage, and, on 

the north, the county of Montdidier, and Peronne which he had taken 

from the Count of Vermandois. Entrusting to his vassal, Hugh Bar- 

doux, lord of Broyes, the task of seizing Simon’s possessions in Champagne, 

Philip invaded his other domains in 1075. For two years the struggle 

went on, almost without a break, fiercely and pitilessly. At last, in 

the beginning of 1077, the unlucky Simon was forced to beg for peace, 

and to cede to the king the county of Vexin. 
At about the same time, Philip claimed the town of Corbie, which 

had come to Baldwin of Lille, Count of Flanders, as the dowry of Adela, 
sister of Henry I of France; and as Count Robert the Frisian refused to 

surrender it, he entered it by surprise and caused the inhabitants to swear 

fealty to him. Robert, confronted by an accomplished fact, after a brief 

attempt at resistance, found no resource but to submit. Corbie was never 

again to be detached from the royal domain. 
Again, in 1101, Philip was to be seen profiting by need of money on 

the part of Odo-Harpin, Viscount of Bourges, who was about to set off 

for the Holy Land. The king enlarged the royal domain by purchasing 

from him an extensive district comprising, besides Bourges, the lordship 

of Dun-le-Roi. 
Nearly all the enterprises of Philip I shew the same character, at 

once inglorious and practical. His chief efforts were in the direction of 

Normandy, where two parties confronted each other, on the one hand 

the King of England, William the Conqueror, and on the other, Robert 

Curthose, his son. Philip’s entire policy consisted in supporting Robert, 

though he was ready, it would appear, to desert him as often as there 

seemed any prospect of his becoming dangerous: a course which did not 

OH. V. 
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■, 3 t +Vif> "Pno-lish chroniclers a .charge of engaging in 
fail to draw from the LngUsh help and from 
shameless speculation, taking pay r ^ J Poitiers 

the other for his withdrawal. In 1076 ^5 

collecting an army to go ® he welcomes Eobert Curthose 
qneror is besieging; then, in 1077 or 1078, he Gerberoy, on the 

L proofs his mto «».f”“s U» 

borien of “1 chongos and goa» 
against his father, when, m 10 /y, y b ^ ^ 

with William to besiege Gerberoy A between 

at the French king^ 87 Mantes having committed 
the latter and William. In 1087 >'1^;; ^ forninlates his complaint, 

depredations Noman him not only Mantes, but 

It is to say, the 

which, fonaed, c*d fo R.d«t the M^^cn h, H. y__I. « 

fallen afresh under the suzeiainty ot the KU t, Promntly pro- 

Jirs^h^ hlch fo W^andy 
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I party was at once formed to 
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he went to the help of the lattei pnna^. ■ concession. 
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over the tempora-lities of bishops and abbots. If the papal theory had 
triumphed, all the ecclesiastical baronies of the kingdom, the most 
constant support of the monarchy, would have been withdrawn from the 
royal control. Philip fiercely defended what he could not but consider 

his right. 
The question, besides, became further complicated when in 1092 he 

carried off Bertrada of Montfort, wife of the Count of Anjou, Folk 
Rechin, and succeeded in finding a complaisant bishop to solemnise the 
adulterous marriage. The Pope, Urban II, did not hesitate ^ to excom¬ 
municate the king even in his own kingdom, when he presided at the 
great Council held at Clermont in 1095, The position in which he 
found himself was too common for Philip to attach any very special im¬ 
portance to it. For the rest, in spite of the reitei'ated excommunications 
which Urban II, and later on his successor Paschal II, launched against 
him, Philip found prelates favourable to him among his clergy. Some 
were even seen, in the year 1100, who were not afraid openly to oppose 
the rigorous policy of the Holy See by performing, according to a custom 
then fairly frequent, a solemn coronation of the king on Whitsunday. 

In reality the question of the marriage with Bertrada, that of 
simony, and the higher question of ecclesiastical elections and investiture 
were all inter-connected. To avoid a complete ruptiu’e, perhaps even a 
schism, Paschal II saw that it would be more prudent to yield. On 
the morrow of the Council held at Poitiers in November 1100, at 
which the Pope’s legate had renewed before a large assembly the 
excommunication pronounced against Philip, the relations between the 
Pope and the king became somewhat less tense. On both sides some*^ 
thing was conceded; in the matter of an episcopal election to the see oi 
Beauvais the king and the Pope sought for common ground; the royal 
candidate, Stephen of Garlande, whom Manasse, Archbishop of Rheims, 
had not hesitated to maintain in the face of every comer, was to be 
consecrated Bishop of Beauvais, while the candidate of the reforming 
party, Galo, formerly Abbot of St-Quentin of Beauvais, was to obtain 
the episcopal see of Paris, just then vacant. ^ Philip was to be recon¬ 
ciled ” on condition that he pledged himself to separate from Bertrada, 
On these bases the negotiations took place. Ivo, the illustrious Bishop 
of Chartres, who represented in France the moderate party, equally 
opposed to the abuses of the older clergy and to the exaggerations 
of the uncompromising reformers, pleaded with Paschal for conciliatory 
measures. Nor did the Pope remain deaf to Hs exhortations; on 
80 July 1104 the king’s case was submitted to a council assembled at 
Beaugency by Richard, Bishop of Albano, the Pope’s legate. The 
council, unable to agree, came to no decision, but a fresh assembly 
immediately met at Paris, and Philip having engaged to have no 
further intercourse with Bertrada, and never moi*e to speak a word to 
her unless before witnesses ” was solemnly absolved 

c. aiEB. H. vox., m. oh. v. ^ 
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In spite of this oath, Philip and Bertrada continued to live together, 
but foSe to, the Pope indulgently closed h s eyes. On most of 

the points raised an agreement was arrived at, and in the beginning o 

the year 1107 Paschal even travelled through France, had a meeting 
S sSenis wi* PUlip «.cl his «,n, and spoka of them «s “the ve, 

Bur^'ady' Mip, grown old before his time, was king only m 

name Since 1097 he had handed over to his son Loins the tasU f 

kading military expeditions, for which his own extreme iiorpulence un- 

ItL him. It was Lcessary not only to repress the bnganiluge t,o which 

the turbulent barons of the royal domain were becoming » 

addicted, but above all to make head against the atl'.acks of he K o 

England, to whom, on his departure for the crusade in 

Curthose had entrusted the safe-keeping and 

duchy. William Rufus, indeed, casting away all v p' 
invaded the French Vexin, and drawing over to his side ^ 
of Aquitaine, threatened to axrry his conquests as far as laiis. _Uie 

ItSoL was’all the more dangerous as William Rufus -i^ived 

to gain over several of the barons of the Vexin and a reg dai te ^1 

coalition was being formed there against the Capetian 
tunately, the loyal barons gathered under Louis s bannei suctetdcd in 

keeping the English king’s troops in check, and after an unrelenting 

warfarf of skirmishes and sieges William was forced to retreat and 

abandon his enterprise (1099). 
Admitted about this period, as king-elect and 

share in the government, Louis (in spite of the intrigues o^ . iP 
who more than once tried to have him assassinated, in ordei to sub¬ 

stitute one of her own children) was now, at nearly twenty years 

old, in fact the real king. We find him 
domain, chastising rebellious vassals dismantling ‘'J 
seizing the castle of Gournay-sur-Mame, the lord ol whuh 

robbed merchants on a royal road (1107), and besieging Chevrcuse am 
Br^tencourt. Louis has his own officers and his own couusollois, he 

intervenes directly in the affairs of the clergy, authonso.s abbatial 

elections and administers justice; as it is expressed in a charter of the 

south of France in 1104 “Philip, king of the French, was still alive but 

Louis, his son, a young man of character and^courage worthy to be 

remembered, was at the helm of the kingdom. 
Philip was weighed down by disease and felt his end approaching. Like 

a good Christian he made his confession, then calling around him all tlie 

magnates of the kingdom and his friends, he said to them: “ 1 he burial- 

place of the kings of France is, I know, at St-Denis. But I feeJ 

myseK too heavily laden with sins to dare to be laid near the body of sc 
great a Saint.” And he added naively, “I greatly fear lest my sms 

should cause me to be ddivered over to the devil, and that it should 
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happen to me as formerly happened, they say, to Charles Martel. I love 

Saint Benedict; I address my petition to the pious Father of the Monks, 

and desire that I may be buried in his church at Fleury on the banks ot 

the Loire. He is merciful and kind, he receives sinners who ameM, 

and, faithfully observing his rule, seek to gain the heart of God.” He 

died a few days later at Melun on 29 or 30 July 1108. 

It is surprising, on a general view of the Capetian monarchy dowii 

to Philip Ij that it successfully maintained itself and only encounteied 
trifling opposition easily overcome. Its weakness, indeed, is extreme; it is 

with difflculty that it proves itself a match for the petty barons withm ite 

domain. At the opening of the year 1080 Hugh, lord of Le Puiset, rebelled; 

and to resist him the king collected a whole army counting within its ranks 

the Duke of Burgundy, the Count of Nevers, and the Bishop of Auxerre. 

Shut up in his castle, Hugh defied all assaults. One fine day he made a 

sortie, whereupon the royal army, stupefied by his audacity, took to its 

heels; the Count of Nevers, the Bishop of Auxerre and nearly one hundred 

knights fell into Hugh’s hands, while Philip and his followers fled wildly 

as far as Orleans, without the least attempt to defend themselves. 
The resources which the monarchy has at its disposal are even moie 

restricted than of old; the king has to be content with the produce of his 

farms, with a few tolls and fines, the dues paid by the peasants, and the 

yield of his woods and fields, but as the greater part of the royal domain 

is granted in fiefs, the total of all these resources is extremely meagre. 

They could fortunately be augmented by the revenues of vacant bishoprics 

to which the king had the nomination, for from the death of one 

occupant until the investiture of another the king levied the whole 

revenue and disposed of it at his pleasure. There are also the illicit 

gains arising from the traffic in ecclesiastical oflSces, and these are not 

the least. Yet all these together amount to very little, and the king is 

reduced either to live in a pitiful fashion, or to go round pleading his 

“right to bed and purveyance [procurationy^ to claim food and shelter 

from the abbeys on his domain. 
Surrounded by a little group of knights, and followed by clerks and 

scribes, the king roved about, carrying with him his treasure and his 

attendants. This staff, as a whole, had changed but slightly since 

Carolingian times; there are the same great officers, the Seneschal, the 

Chamberlain, the Butler, the Constable, the Chancellor, who directed at 

once the administration of the palace and of the kingdom. But the 

administration of the kingdom was henceforward hardly more than that 

of the royal domain. Local administration is now purely domanial, 

undertaken by the directors of land improvement, the mayors or viUid, 

vicccTii and pr^vots {^pracpostti^ whose duty there, as on all feudal domains, 

was to administer justice to the peasants and to collect the dues. 
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At the same time, however wretched may have been his material 

position, by the very fact that he was kin^ the Gapetiaid had a situ<xtion 

of moral preponderance. The tie of vassalage which bound all the 

great feudatories of the kingdom to him was not merely a theoretical 

bond; apart from cases of rebellion they do not, as a rule, fail to fulfil 

their duties as vassals when called on. We have already seen the Duke of 

Burgundy and the Count of Nevers come in 1080 and clo personal service 

in jPhilip I’s campaign against Hugh, lord of l^e Puiset. In the same 

way, about 1038 we find the Count of Flanders furnishing troo{)s to 

the king to suppress the revolt of Hugh Bardoux. When the siege of 

Dol was about to be undertaken in 107(), the Duke of Aciuitaine was 

required to supply troops. Ik'sides this, in the royal armies contingents 

of Aquitanians, Burgundians and Champenois arc; (constantly found. 

Nor do the great lay and ecclesiastical dignitaries fail to attend in 

large numbers at tlie great royal assemblies. If one of them is prevented 

from coming he sends his e.xcctise.s, makes known the reasons which hinder 

him from attending when convokccd, and prays that his (‘xcuses may be 

favourably received. “I hccg of tluce, my lord,” writes the Bishop of 

Chartres to King Hubert in 1018, “ be not angry that I did not come to 

Paris to thy court, on Sunday last. I was dcaceived by the messengccrs 

who told me that thou wouldst not be there that day, and that I was 

summoned to the consccci-ation of a bishop of whom I knew nothing 

whatsoever. As, on I,he other hand, I had received no letter on the 

subject of this consecration, eitlua- from thee or from my archbishop, T 

abstained from attending. If I have committed a fault it ari.ses from 

my having been misled. My pardon will, I hope, be easily obtained from 

the royal piety, since even from the point of view of justice the fault is 

a venial one. With my whole heart I assure thee of my attachment 

hoping that thou wilt deign to continue to me thy confidence.” 

^ Genealogy of Capotian kings after Hugh Capet (of. p. 7S): 
Odo 1=(1) fJertlia (2)=(1) Robert I the Pious (2)=Con8t!mce 

C. of Bloia d. of Conrad 996-1031 I d. of William 
K. of Burgundy | Ct. of Proviume 

Hugh 
Co-regent 
4. 1026 

Henry Ic^Anne 
lOai-^lOOG of Eussia 

Adeia 
m. 0) lUehanl III 
D. ofN’ormatKly 

(2) Baldwin V 
C. of l<lau<lerH 

Bertlia=;(l) Philip I(2) = (2) ltertra(Ia(I)s=sFulk Reidun Hup^l 
d, of 

Florence 
C.of 

Holland 

1060-1108 ofMontfort C.of Anjou d. liOi 

J). of Burgiixidy 
d. 1075 

Henry 
d. .1066 

Adidaide 
heiress 
of Ver- 
xnandois 

Louis VI 
the Fat 

1108-1137 

Hugh I Odo (Budee) 1 ^ ^ ^ Henry 
D. of Burgundy Borel First Count 

ahd. 1078 B. of Burgundy of Portugal 
d;1093 4 1102 d. 1112 
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In a word, it seems as if for the great feudatories there could be no 

worse misfortune than a formal rupture with their sovereign. In this 

connexion nothing is more characteristic than the attitude of perhaps 

the most powerful vassal of Robert the Pious, the celebrated Count 

of Blois, Odo II, when in about 1022 a dispute arose between him 

and the king touching the succession in Champagne. Finding what 

he considers his right attacked by the king, Odo defends himself with a 

strong hand. On this account Robert considers him guilty of forfeiture, 

and seeks to have his fiefs declared escheated. At once Odo is terrified, 

and writes his sovereign a letter full of respect and deference, expressing 

astonishment only at the measure which the king demands. “For if 

birth be considered, it is clear, thanks be to God, that I am capable 

of inheriting the fief; if the nature of the fief which thou hast given 

me be considered, it is certain that it forms part, not of thy fisc, but of 

the property which, under thy favour, comes to me from my ancestors 

by hereditary right; if the value of my services be considered, thou 

knowest how, as long as I was in favour with thee, I served thee at thy 

court, in the ost and on foreign soil. And if, since thou hast tunied 

away thy favour from me, and hast attempted to take from me the fief 

which thou gavest me, I have committed towards thee, in defence of 

myself and of my fief, acts of a nature to displease thee, I have done 

so when harassed by insults and compelled by necessity. How, in fact, 

could I fail to defend my fief? I protest by God and my own soul, 

that I should prefer death to being deprived of my fief. And if thou 

wilt refrain from seeking to strip me of it, there is nothing in the 

world which I shall more desire than to enjoy and to deserve thy favour. 

For the conflict between us, at the same time that it is grievous to me, 

takes from thee, lord, that which constitutes the root and the fruit of 

thy office, I mean justice and peace. Thus I appeal to that clemency 

which is natural to thee, and evil counsels alone can deprive thee of, 

imploring thee to desist from persecuting me, and to allow me to be 

reconciled to thee, either through thy familiars, or by the mediation 

of princes.” Such a letter proves, better than any reasonings, how 

great was the power which respect for royalty and for the obliga¬ 

tions of a vassal to his lord, still exercised over minds imbued with 

tradition. 

Moreover, none of the great feudatories who shared the government 

of the kingdom among them would have been strong enough to over¬ 

throw the Capetian dynasty. Independently of the rivalries between 

great houses, in which their strength was exhausted, the princes found 

themselves, from the middle of the eleventh century, a little sooner or 

a little later according to the province they ruled, involved in a struggle 

with internal difficulties which often paralysed their efforts. 

One of the feudal states for which the history is the best known is the 

CH. T. 
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comity of Anjou. It has already been seerd how under the two countSs 
Fulk Nerra (987^1040) and Geoffrey Martel (1040^-1060), the county of 
Anjou, spreading beyond its frontiers on all sides, had been steadily 
enlarged at the expense of its neighbours. The count's authority was 
everywhere strong and respected, and as he had his lay vassals and clergy 
well in hand, they had a general awe of him._ And yet the germs of dis¬ 
integration were ah’eady present. Indeed, in order to provide ^for the 
protection of their territories, and above all to have a l)asis of attack 
against their neighbours, the counts of Anjou had, from the end of tlie 
tenth century, been led to cover their country with a network of stiong- 
holds. But to construct the great stone keeps (donj()m<i) which at that 
time were beginning to take the place of mere wooden buihhngs, and 
to guard them, time, men and money were iu;i‘de(L I herefore, quite 
naturally, the counts had not hesitated to grant them out as fiefs, leaving 
to their vassals the task of completing and defending them. As a result, 
within a short time, the county had come to be filled, not nuuely with 
castles, but with a multitude of lords-castellans handing on the domain 

and the fortress from father to son. 
In this way, Fulk Nerra, about 994, built the castle of lAUgeais, and 

almost immediately we note that Langeais becomes the seat ^ of a^new 
feudal family- Hamelin I, lord of Langeais, comes into view about 
1030, and when he dies [c. 1065] his fief passes to his descendants. A 
few years after Fulk built the castle of Montrevault, and immediately 
invested Stephen, brother-in-law of Hubert, the late Bishop of Angers, 
with it. Here again a new lordship had been founded, as Steplien had 
married his daughter Emma to Raoul, Viscount of Le Mans, who succeedcid 
his father-in-law, and took the title of Viscount of Guind Monl,r(.‘vnult, 
while close by, on land which had also been receiv<‘(l a,s a (i(,4 froin hulk 
Nerra by a certain Roger the Old, the fortress and ffimily of Petit 
Montrevault had grown up. About the same time Fulk had founded 
the castle of Montreuil-Bellay, and again he had without delay enfeoffed 
it to his vassal Bellay. A little later Geoffrey Martel had built the castles 
of Durtal and Mateflon and enfeoffed them to two of his knights. In 
the same way lords-castellans had been installed at Passavant before 1026; 
at Maulevrier, at Faye-la-Vineuse, at Sfuntc-Maure and at Tvhvi^ before 
1040, all of these being castles built by the count. .Evei'ywhere great 
families had arisen: here, that of Briollay who had received the castle iis a 
fief from Fulk Nerra, there, that of Beauprc%u, founded by Jocelyn of 
Rennes, a soldier of fortune, no doubt singled out by Fulk Nerra. At 
this time also had their origin the houses of ChemilW, of Montsoreau, of 
Blaison, of Montjean, of Craon, of Jarz(^, of Rill^, of Thouared and 
others. Established in their castles, which secured to them the dominion 
of the surrounding flat country, and by that very fact, forming a higher 
class among the barons, daily strengthening their position by the maxf iages 

X supra, p. 108, 
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,hid, they coneluaed .>no»g themeelves leading to tie »' 

Teveral cJtte in a single pair of hands, the 
an opportunity to shew their independence. This was suppiiea y 

r„‘rrn”“sr.« 
their castles, and to repre. their ravage. 

When at fast he succeeded in gaining general recognition, coun r^^^ 
he himself acknowledges in one of his <=t^arters was a 

Even the general submission was only apparent. of 
still teoke out in all parts of the county. Thus on the death ot 

to HSh^‘Z'1vT’of^E dipped inio the donjon. e».prie»l ^ 

E?SHr 
?r.r Hush of Amboise surprised the castle and destroyed it. The 
sfm^c^le bfgan ag^^^ Eulk Eechin, calling to his ^d several of u 

A Wxr Inrrl of Moxitr&or, and Jocelyn and Hugh, sons of the 
ntf f «pon St/cyr, one of 

netorto^ ^ 
^'^hflo-inff the suburbs of Tours, and the environs of Loches, Montrichard, 
In^Znt^^^^ the same situation -- -produced; 
one day it was the lord of AUuyes, Saint-Christophe and Valheres who 
^rWllpd another day it was the lord of Maille; again he of Lion 

d’Ansers- in 1097, he of Rochecorbon. A regular cam^ign waa 
rets’against Bartholomew, lord of I’lle-Bouchard, a fortress had 
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to be built at Champigny-siir-Veiide, whicb, by the way, Bartholomew 

seized and set on fire, taking the garrison prisoners. 

Fulk was incapable of resisting so many rebels. Following the 

example of Philip I, he handed over his military powers to his son, 

Geoffrey Martel the Younger. Zealous, feared by the barons, in 

sympathy with churchmen, the young count entered boldly^ on the 

struggle with those who still held out. With his father he took 

La Chartre and burnt Thouars, and was about to lay siege to Candd 

But he was killed in 1106, and with him disa|)peared the only man whc 

might have proved a serious obstacle to l)ar()iiial iudi^pc'ndence. 

In the other provinces the situation secuns to have hex^n almost the 

same. In Normandy, on the acc^ession of William the Bashard, the 

miitterings of revolt were heard. Defeated at Vabt^s-Dinii^s in 1047, 

the rebels were forced to submit, but on the smalh'st <)p[)ortu!uty fresli 

defections occurred. Shut up in tlaar ca.st}es, the rebellious vassals 

defied their sovereign. The revolt of William Jkisac, lord of Ku, about 

1048, and above all, that of William of Arcjues in 1058 are, in this 

respect, thoroughly characteristic. Tlu^ hitlxu* forlhi(‘d himself on a 

height and awaited, unmoved, the arrival of th(‘. ducal army, lb 

attempted in vain to storm his fortress; its position was inaccesHil)le, 

and the duke was obliged to aba,n(lon the idea of taking it by lorce. 

In the end, however, he reduced it, because the Kitig of ITance, hastening 

lip to the relief of the rebel, allowed himself to be deplorably diifcated. 

William of Arques, however, held out to the very last extremity and 

stood a siege of several weeks before he was reduced by famim,;. 

In 1077, it was Hubert Curthose, William the Conqueror's own son, 

who gave the signal for revolt. This spendthrift complahuid of want of 

money. have not even the means," he said to his fallua*, ‘^^of giving 

largesse to my vassals. I have had enough of 'being in i:hy prty. I am 

determined now at length to enter into possession of my inluiritance, so 

that I may reward my followers." He demanded that the Norman 

duchy should he handed over to him, to be held as a fid* luuka* his 

father. Enraged at the refusal he received, he al)ruptly (|uitt(*d the 

Conquerors court, drawing after him the lords of Bclleim^ Breteuil, 

Montbrai and Moulins-la-Marche, and wandcired through I'rance in 

quest of allies and succours. Finally he shut himsdf up in the castle of 

Gerberoy, in the Beativaisis but on the borders of Normandyb vviilcoming 

all the discontented who came to him, and fortilied in his donjon, he 

hade defiance to the wrath of his father. Once again a whole army had 

to be levied to subdue him. Philip I of France was called on to lend 

his aid. But the two allied kings met with the most desperate resistance; 

for three weeks they tried in vain to take the place by surprise, llobert, 

in the end, made a sortie; William the Conqueror, tlirown from the 

^ See mpra, p. 112. 
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saddle, was all but made prisoner; William, bis yo™ger son, 

wounded; the whole besieging army was ignominiously put 

( January 1079), and nothing remained for the Conqueror bu 
Sn favourable hearing to his rebel son’s P“ of submission 

In his father’s pledging himseH to leave Normandy to him at his 

^^As soon as William the Conqueror had closed his eyes (9 September 

1087) and Robert had become Duke of Normandy the barons rose 

seized some ducal castles, and spread desolation through the W 1 
anarchy soon reached its height when the rupture between Robert and 

his brother William occurred. Thenceforward revolt never ceased with n 

the duchy. Aided by the King of England who sent them s’jhsidie^ 

the rebels fortified themselves behind the walls of their castles and b 
the duke’s troops; in November 1090 the rebellion spread even to the 

citizens of Rouen. Weak and fitful as he was in character, even Robert 

was forced to spend his time in besieging the castles of his 
who, luckily for him, agreed no better with one mother than with their 

duke In 1088 he besieged and took St Ceneri, in 1090 Bnonne, _ 
he besieged Courci-sur-Dive, and then Mont-St-Michel, where his brother 

Heniw had fortified himself; in 1094- he besieged Breval. _ 
Thus incessantly occupied in defending their authority in ^heir o^ 

territories, the Dukes of Normandy, like the Counts of Anjou and like 

all the other great feudatories of the kingdom, found themselves m a 

nosition which made it impossible for them seriously to threaten the 

power of the Capetian sovereign. Each ruler, absorbed by the internal 

difficulties with which he had to struggle, foHowed a 
of temporary expedients. The period is essentially one of isolation, of 

purely local activity. 

Since France was thus split up into fragments, it would be in vain to 

attempt to give a comprehensive view of it. The more general 
of civihzation, the feudal and religious life of the eleventh century, both 

in France and in the other countries of Western Europe, will be examined 
in succeeding chapters. But some information must be given touching 

the characteristics of each of the great fiefs into which h ranee was then 

divided, e.£-. in what manner these states were organised, what authority 

belonged to the ruler of each of them, who and what were those wunts 

and dukes whose power often counterbalanced that of the king. Owing 

to the lack of good detailed works on the period, something must 

necessarily be wanting in any attempt to satisfy curiosity on all these 

On the northern frontier of the kingdom the county of 

Flanders is one of the fiefs which presents itseR to us under a most 

singular aspect. Vassal both of the King of France for the ^eater 

part of his lands, and of the Emperor for the islands of Zeeland, the 
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“Quatre-Metiei-s,” and the district of Alost, the Count of Handers in 

reality eBioyed almost com/plete indepcndeBce. Kings, says a c.iiom 
der of the period, William of Poitiers, “feared and respected him; 

dukes, marquesses and bishops trembled before his power." I'rom the 

bemmiing of the tenth century he was cotisidi^rc^d t:o have tiie largest 
income in the whole kingdom, and in the middle of the clevmith cemtury 

an Archbishop of Rheims could still speak of his immense riches, such 

that it would be difficult to find another mm-tal “ 
Great was the ascendancy exercised by Baldwin V ol Lille (lOdb-lObT); 

as guardian of Philip I, King of Ih-ance, he admiiiistc-red Ihe govenmient 

of the kingdom from 1060 to 1066, and by marrying his eldest son to 

the Countess of Hainault he succeeded in extending tlie authority of his 

house as far as the Ardennes (1050). Robert the hnsiaii (10/1 -1( A ) 

bore himself like a sovereign prince, he had an international policy, ana 
we find him making an alliance with Denmark in order to counterbalance 

the commercial inflaence of England, lie. gave one of his daughtcis in 

marriage to Kniit, King of Denmark, aiul in conjunction with him 

prepared for a de.scent tqion the British hsh's. 
The count was even strong ciiongh, it appears, to give Mandera 

immunity, to a large extent, from the general anaichy. By pioc.uiin^, 

his own recognition as advocate or protector of all the monasteries in 

his states, by monopolising for his own benefit the institution <)f the 

“Peace of God" which the Chure.h was then striving to spreiul', liy 

substituting himself for the bishops in the office of gnanlian of this 

Peace, the count imposed himself throughout Elanders as lord and 

supreme judge in hi.s state. He pereiiqil.orily claimed fhc '''Knl' ™ 
authorising the building of castles, he proclaimed himself the official 

defender of the widow, the orphan, tfie nierchant and the cleric, and 

he rigorously punished robbery on fhe highways and outrages upon 

women. He had a regularly organised administration to second his 

efforts. His domains were divided into cadellanh’s or circuniscrijitions, 

each centring in a castle. In each of these castles was phuaid a inilitaiy 

chief, the castellan or viscount, along with a notary who levied the 
dues of the castellany, transmitting them to the notary-in-chief or 

chancellor of Flanders, who drew into a common treasury all the revenues 

of the country. _ 
Thus it is not strange that Flanders should have attained earlier 

than other provinces to a degree of prosperity well woi-thy of remark. 

As regards agriculture, we find the counts themselves giving an impulse 

to important enterprises of clearing and draining in the districts border¬ 

ing on the sea, while in the interior the monastic foundations contributed 

largely to the extension of cultivation and of grazing lands. At the 

same time the cloth industry was so far developed that the home-grown 

1 See Huberti, L., Studien mr Rechtugeschichte der Qotteqfneden und Landfrieden, 

and Vol. v. 
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«ool BO longer safflced to occnp, the woAmen d 

S^r<rrn,e™ r XSirmto eontaet with England. 

*^“cSpo^^ -Bfcij, The oontraat with the 

Connie of Champagne is striking. Here there is 

thiral'ro^^ntrte :wih eitu,y eansed the 

“ oft^yes antMln. tS pass into the hands of Ode 11, Count 

of Blois Tours and Chartres (996-10S7). . 
The count’s power, naturally, suffered from the scattered position of 

his knds The^st to unite ider his authority the two principalities 

rf stf »d cLmpagne, Odo II. h» 1'* “^7 

for blundering activity and perpetual mutability. n ^niou^ we 
of steadily resisting the encroaching policy of the Count J > 

SSrfthe pSm'dis^m'Sring the inheritance of the Emperor 

Henry II (1024) and upon the death of Bodo^h 

X»tS:r Slw Odo.X / bSl J and rapid eampaip f»nd 

rr^fErX.rx“ 
m“kilW idling! he had brought upon himself. 

Si"ed£'™^!iyng«re audsworfthrough 

Ki^ brastmix:’3!!: rf^^^^ 

"“wm iifs^Xrs of Odo n came dmo.t t 

The counties of Champagne and Blois, separated gj 
his death, then re-united up to 1090 under the rule 
on in an mieventful course, diminished by the loss oi lourai , 

tVif* Pounts of Aniou succeed in definitely annexing. ^ 

cm.^:X?il,t oSe.”'tSriLSXstl^^ 

^ See supra, p. 108. 
s Chapter VI, pp. 148-4. 
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were masters of very extensive territories, they saw the greater part of 

their possessions slip from under their control to form genuine little 

semi-independent principalities, such, for example, as the counties of 

Chalon-sur-Saone and Macon, or else ecclesiastical lordships such as the 

Abbey of Molesme which, before fifty years from its foundation (1075), 

came to possess immense domains all over the north of Burgundy as 

well as in southern Champagne. 
There is thus no reason for surprise that the Dukes of Burgundy in 

the eleventh century should play rather a petty part, llolxu-t I (1032- 

1076) seems, unlike a duke, to have bc.en tlie type of an unscrupulous 

petty tyrant such as at this period the lords oi i.li(! smaller castles too 

often were. His life was spent in [)illaging the lands of his vassals, and 

especially those of the Church. He carried oil tin? crops of the Bishop of 

Autun, seized upon the tithes of the churches of his diocese, and swoo[)ed 

down upon the cellars of the canons of St Stephen of Dijon. His 

reputation as a robber was so well established tbroughout his country 

that about 1055 Hardouin, Bishop of I .angres, dart's not ad venture himself 

in the neighbourhood of Dijon to dislicate the Church ol Sennccey, 

fearing, says a charter, “ to be exposed to the violenci! of the Dukt^.” 1 fe 

hesitates at no crime to satisfy his appetites and his desire Ibi- veng(;an(;c; 

breaks into the abbey of St-Germain at Anxm-re by armed force, has 

his young brother-in-law, Joceran, assassinated, and with his own hand 

kills his father-in-law, Dalmatius, lord of Semur. 

His grandson and successor, Hugh I (1076-1079), vvas far from 

imitating the example set him, but he was quite as incapable as Robert 

of establishing any real control over Burgundy, and after having taken 

part in a distant ex])edition into Spain to succour Sancho I of Aragon 

he suddenly carried his contempt for the world so far as to exchange 

a soldier’s restless life for cloistered peace, becoming a monk at the age 

of twenty-three. 
Odo Borel, Hugh’s brother (1079-1102), returned to the family 

tradition and became a highway robber. We have on this subject a 

curious anecdote, related by an eye-witness, Eadmcr, chai)lain to Anselm, 

Archbishop of Canterbury. As Anselm was ])assing through Burgundy 

in 1097 on his way to Rome, the duke was informed of bis approach 

and of the chance it afforded of booty worth taking. Allured by the 

account, Odo, mounting his horse immediately, took Anselm and his 

escort by surprise. “Where is the Archbishop?” he cried in a 

threatening tone. Yet at the last moment, confronted by the calm and 

venerable demeanour of the prelate, some remnant of shame held him 

back, and instead of falling on him he stood confounded, not knowing 

what to say. “ My lord Duke,” said Anselm to him, “ suffer roe to 

embrace thee." In his confusion the duke could only reply “willingly, 

for I am delighted at thy coming and ready to serve thee.” It is 

possible that the good Eadmer has manipulated the incident somewhat, 
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yet it is a significant anecdote; evidently the Duke of Burgundy waa 

looked upon as a common bandit. ^ _ 
Anjou. The county of Anjou presents us with a case intermediary 

between Flanders which was strong, and already partly centralised, 

and that of Burgundy which was split up and in a state of dis- 

mteg-atiOTaiready related in detail how, from the middle of ^e 

eleventh century onwards, the Count was engaged in the interior of his 

state in combating a crowd of turbulent barons strongly ensconced in 

their castles^ But in spite of this temporary weakening of the count s 

authority, the Angevin lands form even in the second halt ot the eleventh 

century a coherent whole of which the count is the eflective head. 

Controlling the episcopal see of Angers which could not be filled up 

without his consent, and finding commonly in the Bishop a devoted and 

active helper ready to brave Archbishops, Legates, Councils ^d Popes 

at his side, secure of the loyalty of the greater number of the secular 

clergy master of the chief abbeys also, besides being, as it would seem, 

rich in lands and revenues, the count, in spite of everything, remains an 

imposing figure. Under Fulk Bechin (1067-1109), when the spint 

of independence among the lesser Angevin fief holders was at its height, 

the great lords of the county, such as those of Thouarce or Treves were 

to be found contending for the offices about the count’s court which was 

organised, apparently, on the model of the royal court, in a regular 

faSiion, with a seneschal, a constable and a chaplain (who was also 

charged with the work of the chancery), chamberlains, cellarers, etc. 

Nothing, however, more plainly shews the space which the Counts of 

Aniou filled in the minds of contemporaries than the considerable body 

of literature which, throughout the eleventh century and up to the middle 

of the twelfth gathered round them, by means of which we have come to 

know them better, perhaps, than even most of their contemporaries did. 

Few figures, for instance, are stranger or more characteristic ot the time 

than that of Fulk Nerra, whose long reign (987-1040) corresponds with 

the most glorious part of the formative period ot the county. He 
appears before us as a man ardent and fierce of mood, giving free course 

t^his ambition and cupidity, and governed by a passion for war, then 

suddenly checking himself at the thought of eternal retribution, and 

trying by some gift or some penance to obtain pardon from (rod or the 

Saints whom his violence must needs have offended. One charter shews 

him to us too much engrossed in warfare to give a thought to ecclesiastical 

affairs- in another there is an aUusion to his fierce, hasty temper incapable 

of bearing any contradiction. Does he find himself hampered by a rival.? 

He will not shew himself scrupulous in the choice of means of getting 

rid of him. In 1025 he lured the Count of Maine, Herbei't Wake-dog 

m. V. 

^ See 0upra^ p. 118 sq. 
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into an ambush, giving him a rendezvous at Saintes, which, he said, he 

intended to grant him as a fief in order to put an end to a dispute which 

U .risen between then,. Herbert bnwel l »d 

was seized and thrown into prison, while the gimtle ^ 

Countess of Aniou, planned a similar fate lor Ins wife. - - 

aZ to buJndlL mieeed ber etrnkc >-'d >'f 
years under lock and key and was only set at liberty a tci the deepe, t 

Lmiliatione. A few jir-' 
Hugh of Beauvais, being an obstacle to his designs, hulk posted cut¬ 

throats to wait for him thilc he was hunting in company with the king 

and had him stabbed under the very eyes of the sovei-eigu. 
Elsewhere, on the contrary, we lind him, stricken wdh feai, i ak ,, 

a donation to the Church of St Maurice of Anprs, for the salvation 

of his sinful soul and to obtain pardon for the terrilife niassat.ie o^ 

Christians whom he had caused to perish at the hat.tle <)f (.oniiuei euil 

which he had fought in 995^ against f he (hunt of llennes. A (hartei j ews 

him in 996, just as Tours had been taken, forcing his way int.o the (doi. t i 

of St Martin, and suddenly, when he saw the <-anons wreal.lung he slu ine 

and the crucifix with tliorns, and shutting the gates of tlieir <dnn ch, comuig 

in haste, humbled and barefoot, to make satisfaction be Ore the tomb of 

the Saint whom he had insulted. In 10526, when he took Saumur, being 

carried away, at first, by his fury, he pillaged and burnt everything, not 

even sparing the church of St h'loreiit; then, his mule type of piety 

suddenly re-asserting itself; he crieil out “Saint Idorent, let, by church 

be burned, I will build thee a finer dwcdling at Angers. But as the 

Saint refused to be won over by fair [)romises, and a.s Llui boa,I on w mh 

Fulk had had his body shipped refused to stir, the count burst out 

furiously against “this impious fellow, this clown, who declines the honour 

of being buried at Angers.'” . 
His violence is great, but his penances are not less striking; in 100a, or 

1003 he set out for Jerusalem. Hardly had he returned when he defiled 

himself afresh by the murder of Hugh of Beauvais, and again f.here was 

a iourney to the Holy Land from which neither the perils of an eventful 

voyage nor the hostility of the infidel could deter him (lOOH?). ,!*J**^ 
at the end of 1039 w'hen he was nearly seventy years old, he did not 

hesitate for the sake of his salvation once a,gain to brave the latagues 

and dangers of a last pilgritnage to our Saviour s tomb. 
All this shews a nature fiery arid even savage but constantly influenced 

by the dread of lleaven'’s vengeance, and legend has copiously embroidered 

both aspects. This violent-tempered man lias been turned into the type 

of the most revolting ferocity, he has been depicted as stabbing his wife, 

giving up Angers itself to the flames, forcing his rebellious son, the proud 

and fiery Geoffrey Martel, to go several miles with a saddle on his back, 

and then when he humbly dragged himself along the ground towarJ 

him, brutally thrusting him away with his foot, uttering cries of triumph. 
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He has been made the type of the brave and cunning warrior, capable 

of performing the most extraordinary feats; for instance, he is represented 

as overhearing, through a partition wall, talk of an attempt upon his 

capital, plotted during his absence by the sons of Conan, Count of Rennes. 

Instantly he gallops without stopping from Orleans to Angers where he 

cuts his'enemies to pieces, and hastens back to Orleans with such speed 

that there has not even been time to remark his absence. He has been 

made to figure as the defender of the Pope whom by his marvellous exploits 

he saves from the fiercest robbers and from the formidable Crescentius 

himself. Finally, he has been credited with so subtle a brain as to know 

how to avoid all the traps which the utmost ingenuity of the Infidels 

could set for him to hinder his approach to the Sepulchre of Christ. 

Out of this man, on whom the fear of Heaven’s wrath would sometimes 

fall, legend has made the ideal type of the repentant sinner. Not three 

times, but four or five times he is represented to have perfor-med the 

pilgrimage to the Holy Land, and is pictured as having himself dragged 

half-naked, with a cord round his neck, through the streets of Jerusalem, 

scourged by two grooms, and crying aloud “ Lord, have pity upon the 

traitor ! ” Does not all this exaggeration of the good as well as the evil 

in him, these legendary, almost epic, touches, do more to convince us 

than any argument could, of the strange importance which the Angevins 

of the period attributed to the person ot the count? In comparison with 

the sh^owy figures of the kings who succeed one another on the throne 

of France, that of a Fulk Nerra stands out in high relief against a drab 

background of level history. 
Normandy. It has been useful, in order to give something like a 

life-like conception of the great feudatories of the eleventh century, to 

spend some time over one of the few personalities of the time which we 

are in a position to know at least in its main outlines. In dealing with 

the Dukes of Normandy, we may be the briefer because many details con¬ 

cerning them belong to the chapters devoted to the history of England. 

More than any other feudal principality, Normandy had derived from 

the very nature of its history a real political unity. It was not the fact 

that the chief Norman counties were held as fiefs by members of the 

duke’s own family which secured to the duke, as some continue to repeat, 

a power greater than was enjoyed elsewhere, for we have already seen 

that family feeling had no effect in preventing revolts. But the duke 

had been able to keep a considerable domain in his own hands, and there 

were hardly any abbeys in his duchy to which he had not the right of 

nomination, many were part of his property and he freely imposed his 

own creatures upon them. His word was law throughout the ecclesiastical 

province of Rouen, and he disposed at his pleasure of all its episcopal 

Les. Without differing notably from what prevailed elsewhere, the 

administrative organisation of the duchy was perhaps more stable and 

regular. The ducal domain was divided into a certain number of 

CH. V. 
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' ^ 11 of them where a viscount had his seat, 

:r fwS 

elsewhere, llrilhe,, m U.e .,e,, ™ f, 
and barbarous land. A pnest, called by Ins uuu cvaneelise 

regions, looked upon Innise^t ‘V) of Ov'd in his Pontic, exile 
savii^^'cs, or a,s a, baiiishcd luaii, whiU. I- - . . +a 
^5^tol iUelf reeclily to Heel, ornek ,e, lex! (.-.ven U.e„»el.e» to the 

ELfr,,le onle .dl-n,,o.ke.l cl.o-oeterislir.s l>riU-„ tVel not form 

, viy eltoos l-olit"J entity. Alre.«l, o severe steKIfk J] ;;; 
betwLi the (iallo-lloinau population along the March oi He ” ’ , 
the Celtic people of Ar.norica, each group re.prcse.d.ing its own h tmet 

iLgua-e. Inotherrespects, theanb..g<)uism look IheJorm of an vah y 

the great houses which contencled for the digmty o 

Which among the counts, he of Rennes, or of Nantes, ' ^ 

had the right to sn.erainty^. unifi- 

:Sof Mt^; XeXo . fnet, as if tje 
add to the theoretical suzerainty winch his title b ’ 

control over all the Breton counties. Hoel, Conn ^ 
inheritinff in 1063 the county of Nantes on the death ol ms iiu u 

Xth of ComonaiUcs, fonnd himself in 1066 1« 

of Rennes and Vannes in right of his wile lia t . eomolete tlie 
brother the Breton Duke, Conan II. But “ 
unification of the duchy it was necessary that 

in making himself obeyed on tbe northern slope « 

Brittany. Now tbe Leon country escaped his s ^ 

exhaust himself in vain efforts to reduce Lon of t Bricmc and 

descendants who ruled over the dioceses . of Rennes. 
Tr^guier, and even disputed the ducal dignity wittx tl . rt„air 
M S for money. Ld forced to alienate teir dommns to m»t to 
^penscs, neither Hoel (1066^084), nor hrs »n md 
Fergent (lOSimia), succeeded m turning Brittany into a unin 

md Gmcmy. The destiny of the 
Lone has all the appearance of a striking paradox Whil y 
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else the tendency is to the minutest subdivision, the Dukes of Aquitaine, 

by a policy almost miraculously skilful, succeed not only in maintaining 

effective control over the unhomogeneous lands between the Loire and 

the Garonne (with the exception of Berry and the Bourbonnais) but in 

making good their hold on Gascony which they never again lose, and 

even for a time in occupying the county of Toulouse and exacting 

obedience from it. Direct rulers of Poitou, of which district they 

continue to style themselves counts at the same time that they are 

known as Dukes of Aquitaine, rulers also of Saintonge (which was for 

a short time a fief of the Count of Anjou) the dynasty of the Williams 

who succeed one another in the eleventh century on the Poitevin throne, 

successfully retained the Counts of Angouleme and la Marche and the 

Viscount of Limoges in the strictest vassalage, while they compelled 

obedience from the other counts and viscounts in their dominions. 

Everywhere or almost everywhere, thanks to perpetual expeditions from 

one end of his state to the other, the duke presents himself as the real 

suzerain, ever ready for action or intervention in case of need. In 

episcopal elections he has contrived to preserve his rights, at Limoges, 

for instance, as at Poitiers and Saintes, or at Bordeaux after he has taken 

possession of that town; in the greater part of the episcopal cities he 

plays an active, sometimes decisive part, often having the last word in 

the election of bishops. 
Few of the rulers of the feudal chiefs at this time knew as they did 

how to act as the real heads of the state or could manoeuvre more 

clevei'ly to extend and maintain their authority. Although praised by 
a contemporary chronicler, Ademar of Chabannes, for having succeeded 

in reducing aU his vassals to complete obedience, William V (995 or 

996-1030) appears to have been above all things a peaceful prince, 

a lover of learning and belles lettres^ for which indeed Ademar eulogises 

him in a hyperbolical strain, comparing him to Augustus and Theodosius, 

and at the same time to Charlemagne and Louis the Pious. But among 

his successors, Guy-Geoffrey, called also William YIII (1058-1086), and 

William IX (1086-11^6) were born politicians, unburdened with scruples, 

moreover, and ready to use all means to attain their ends. By naked 

usurpation, helped out by a sudden stroke of arms and by astute 
diplomacy, Guy-Geoifrey succeeded in obtaining possession of the duchy 

of Gascony, which had fallen vacant in 1039 by the death of his half- 

brother, Odo, and so ably was his undertaking carried out that Gascony 

was subdued almost on the spot. His son William IX nearly succeeded 

in doing as much with regard to the county of Toulouse, some sixty years 

later, in 1097 or 1098. Profiting by the absence of the Count, Raymond 

of St-Gilles, on Crusade, he claimed the county in the name of his wife 

Philippa, the daughter of a former Count of Toulouse, William IV; 
and notwithstanding that the possessions of Crusaders were placed undei 

the guardianship of the Church and accounted sacred, he invaded his 

0. MED. H. VOL. HI. CH. V, ^ 
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neio'hbour’s torritory and i in mediately took possession oi' the lands that 

he'coveted. In IKK), on the i-etnni of Raymond of St-(iillcs, lu; was 

forced to restore his coruinest. 'I'he stnif^gle was only postponed; on the 

death of Reri:rand, son of Raymond, in 11 Kl, he was af,nun to conquer 

the county of Toulouse, and, this time, refuse to surrendiT his prey. 

It took Alphonse-Jourdain, the rif^htful heir, ten years of ilesiierate 

strife to gain his point and I.ear the booty from his terrible neighbour. 

This "same William IX is besides the very type, of a feudal “W 

e.s-pi-H," possessed of a pretty wit and apt at celebrating his endless amours 

and intrigues in graceful, [irofligate verse, but he wu.s shaimdess and brazen, 

trampling the principles of morality underfoot as old-fashioned prejudices, 

provided thai, he could indulge his passions. The carrying-off of 

Mauhergeon, Ihe hi'antiful wife of tln^ Viscount of Chalellm-aiilt, whom 

he claimed to marry without further formalities, in the life-time of his 

lawful wife, I’hilippa, and of the Viscount himself, gives one the mea-sure 

of the man. If we may believe the <dironieler, William of Malmesbury, 

he replic'd with j(“sl,s to the prel.ates who (ixliortcd him to change his 

manner of living: “1 will repudiate the Viscountess a-s soon as your hair 

rc(|uires a comb,” he said to the Rishop of Angoidi'ine, (itu'ard, who wa.s 

bald. Being excommunicated for his evil eour.ses, he one day met Beter, 

Bishop of Poitiers, “(live me absolution or 1 will kill you,” he cried, 

raising his sword. “ St rike,” replied the bishop, offering his Tieck. “ No, 

replied William, “I do not love you well enough to send yoti straight to 

Paradise,” and he contented himself with exiling him. 
Lanffimloc. Less fortunate and much less skilful than the Dukes of 

A(|uit!uuc, the Counts of d’oulouse nevertheUss succeeded in the eleventh 

century in collecting in their own hands a considerable group of fiefs, all 

contiguous: they included fiefs within the ICnipire as well as in hrance, 

and .stretched from the Garonne to the Alps from the day when Raymond 

of Saint-(iilles, Manpiess of Gothia, had succeeded both his brother 

William IV in the comity of Toulouse (1088) and Bertrand of Arles in 

the Marquessate of Provence (1094). But even tfiking Dinguedoc alone 

(the county of Toulouse and the Marquessate of Gothia) the unity of the 

state was only personal and weak, and was always on the point of breaking 

down. A law of succession which prescribed divi.sion between the direct 

heirs male necessarily involved the division of the component fiefs; besides 

this, the chiefs of the house of Toulouse had not ihe continuity of policy 

necessaiy if the counts, barons, and citizens, who, within the confines of 

the principality, were ever seeking to seeme a more and more complete 

independence, were to be held in subjection. They had also to reckon 

with the rivalry and ambition of two neighbours: the Dukes of Aquitaine, 

who, as we have seen, sought to lay hands upon the county of Toulouse, 

and the Counts of Barcelona, who, rulers of Roussillon and in theory 

vassals of the French crown, were ever ready to contend with the house 
of Saint-GiUes for the possession of the March of Gothia. 
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To sum up, if the strength of the feudal tie and the energy or 

diplomacy of some of the great feudatories prevented France from 

crumbling into a mere dust-heap of fiefs, contiguous but unconnected, 

the evil from which the nation was suffering was, none the less, dangerous 

and deep-seated. The realm was frittered away into principalities which 

seemed every day to grow further and further apart. 

From this general disintegration of the kingdom, the clergy, and 

especially the bishops, escaped only with the greatest difficulty. Too 

many members of the episcopate belonged both by birth and tendencies 

to the feudal classes for them to furnish the elements of a reaction or 

even to desire it. But there were a few among the mass, who were in a 

position, either through greater openness of mind, or more genuine 

culture, to see things from a higher point of view, who succeeded in 

imposing their ideas above all local divisions, and, while the royal 

authority seemed bankrupt, were able to exercise in the kingdom some 

sort of preponderating moral influence. The most illustrious examples 

are those of two bishops of Chartres, Bishop Fulbert in the time of King 

Robert, and Bishop Ivo in the time of Philip I. 
With Fulbert the whole kingdom seems to have been in perpetual 

consultation on all manner of questions, even those in appearance most 

trivial. Does a point in feudal law need clearing up ^ is there a canonical 

difficulty to be solved ? or a feeling of curiosity to be satisfied ? recourse 

is had to him. About 1020 the Duke of Aquitaine, William the Great, 

asks him to expound the mutual obligations of suzerain and vassal, and 

the bishop at once sends him a precise and clear reply, which, he says at 

the end, he would like to have drawn out further, “^^f he had not been 

absorbed by a thousand other occupations and by his anxiety about the 

re-building of his city and his church which had just been destroyed by 

a terrible fire.'” Some years later the public mind throughout the 

kingdom had been much exercised by a rain of blood ” on the coast of 

Poitou. King Robert, at the request of the Duke of Aquitaine that he 

would seek enlightenment from his clergy as to this terrifying miracle, 

at once writes off to Fulbert, and at the same time to the Bishop of 

Bourges, seeking an explanation and details concerning previous 

occurrences of the phenomenon. Without delay Fulbert undertakes 

the search, re-reads Livy, Valerius Maximus, Orosius, and Gregory of 

Tours and sends off‘ a letter with full particulars. Next comes the 

scholasticus of St Hilary’s of Poitiers, his former pupil, who overwhelms 

him with questions of every kind and demands with special insistence 

whether bishops may serve in the army. In reply, his kind master sends 

him a regular dissertation. 
But these are only his lighter cares; he has to guide the king in his 

policy and warn him of the blunders he makes. About 1010 Robert 

was on the point of convoking a great assembly to proclaim the Peace of 

9—2 , , ■ OH. V. 
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God at Orleans wliicli at tliat time was under an interdid:. Immediately 

Fulbert takes up his pen and writes to the king: midst the numerous 

occupations which demand my attention, my anxiety touching thy 

person, my lord, holds an important place. l.luis wlnai I learn that 

thou dost act wisely I rejoice; when I learn that; 'thou doest ill I am 

grieved and in fear.’^ He is glad that the king should i-hinking on 

peace, but that with this object he should convoke an asseml)ly at Orleans, 

city ravaged by fire, profaned l)y sacrik^ge, and above all, condennned 

to excommunication,’’’’ this astonishes and confounds Idm. To hold an 

assembly in a town where, legally, neither the king nor Uu^ bishops 

could communicate, was at that time not hing short of a scandal! And 

the pious bishop concludes his letter with wise and firm advice. 

A few yeai's earlier, in 1008, the (-ounl of the PaJae<‘, Hugh of 

Beauvais, the bosom friend of King Robert, had been killc^d, as wc^ liave 

related, under tlie very eyes of I,he s()V(a*eign, by assassins plac(d in 

ambush by Fulk Nerra, Count of Anjou, wlio immedial.i'ly gave tliem 

asylum in his dominions. Such was th(‘ s(*andah that Fulk was near 

being proceeded against for high treason, while a synod of bishops 

sitting at Chelles wished at all events to pronoimcti him excommunicate 

on the spot. Hex’c again Fulbcai; intervemes, he enjoins ekanency upon 

all, obtains a delay of three weeks, and of Ins own accord wrilr^s t,o k\dk, 

though he is neither his diocesan nor his rekition, a lettcn* full of kind¬ 

ness, but also of firmness, summoning him to give up the assassins within 

a fixed time and to come himself at once and mak(^ humble sulimission. 

In the days of Ivo the good understanding between the king and 

the Bishop of Chartres was broken. But amidst all the religious and 

political difliculties in whicli Philip was involv(‘d, and with him the 

whole kingdom, the bishop's influence is only the mon^ evident. In 

personal correspondence with the Popes, who consult him, or to whom 

on his own initiative he sends opinions always listened to wilii deference, 

in correspondence with the papal legates whom h(? informs by his 

counsels, Ivo seems the real head of the Church iu I'raTice, In the 

question so hotly debated on both sides as to the kiTig’’s marriages with 

Bertrada of Montforth Ivo did not liesitate to speak his mind to the 

king without circumlocution, he sharply rebuked the over-complaisant 

bishops, acted as leader of the rest, and personally came to an agreement 

with the Pope and his legates as to the course to be pursued, lie writes 

in 1093 to the king who had summoned him to be present at the 

solemnisation of his marriage with Bertrada: neither can nor will go, so 

long as no general council has pi’onounced a divorce between you and your 

lawful wife, and declared the mamage which you wish to contract canoni¬ 
cal.’’ The king succeeded in getting this adulterous union celebrated, and 

in spite of warnings he refused to put an end to it* Pope Urban II 

t See mpruj p. IXS 
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addressed to the bishops and archbishops a letter enjoining them to 

excommunicate this impious man, if he refused to repent. Ivo then 

appeared as arbiter of the situation- These pontifical letters,” he 

writes to the king’s seneschal, “ ought to have been published already, 

but out of love for the king I have had them kept back, because I am 

determined, as far as is in my power, to prevent a rising of the kingdom 

against him.” 
He was fully informed of all that was said or done of any importance; 

in 1094 he knew that the king meant to deceive the Pope, and had 

sent messengers to Rome; he warned Urban II, putting him on his 

guard against the lies which they were charged to convey to him. 

Later on, in the time of Pope Paschal II, it was he who finally preached 

moderation with success, who arranged everything with the Pope for the 

reconciliation” of the king. There is no ecclesiastical business in the 

kingdom of which he does not carefully keep abreast, ready, if it be useful, 

to intervene to support his candidate for a post, and to give advice 

to bishop or lord. Not only does he denounce to the Pope the impious 

audacity of Ralph (Ranulf) Flambard, Bishop of Durham, who in llOS 

had seized on the bishopric of Lisieux in the name of one of his sons, 

but he calls on the Archbishop of Rouen and the other bishops of the 

province to put an end to these disorders. He does even more, he writes 

to the Count of Meulan to urge him to make representations without 

delay, on his behalf, to the King of England whose duty it is not to 

tolerate such a scandal. 
At a period when religion, though ordinarily of a very rude type, 

was spreading in all directions, and when the gravest political questions 

which came up were those of Church policy, a prelate who, like Ivo of 

Chartres, knew how to speak out and to gain the ear of popes, kings, 

bishops and lords, certainly exercised in France a power of action stronger 

and more pregnant with results than the obscure ministers of a weak, 

discredited king. 

CH. V. 
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CHAPTIR VI. 

THE KINGDOM OF BURGUNDY. 

A. Ihe Jcmgdom of Burgundy down to the annexation of the 
kingdom of Provenee, 

The unity of the Empire, momentarily restored under Charles the Fat, 

had, as we have seen, been once more and finally shattered in 888. As in 

843, the long strip of territory lying between the Scheldt, the mouth of 

the Meuse, the Saone and the Cevennes on one hand, and the Rhine and 

the Alps on the other, was not re-included in I‘\*ance; but the German 

king was no more capable than his'' neighbour of keeping it as a whole 

under his authority. The entire district south of the Vosges slipped 

from his grasp, and for a moment he was even in danger of seeing 

a rival put in possession of the whole of the former kingdom of 

Lothar I, 

In fact, very shortly after the Emperor Charles the Fat, abandoned 

on all hands, and deposed at Tribur, had made a wretched end at 

Neidingen, several of the great lay lords and churchmen of the ancient 

duchy,of Jurane Burgundy assembled in the basilica of St Maurice 

d’Agaune, probably about the end of January 888, and proclaimed the 

Count and Marquess Rodolph king. Rodolph was a person of no small 

importance. His grandfather, Conrad the Elder, brother of the Empress 

Judith, count and duke in Alemannia, and his uncle, Hugh the Abbot, 

had played a prominent part in the time of Charles the Bald, while his 

father, Conrad, originally Count of Auxerre, had taken service with the 

sons of the Emperor Lothar about 861, and had received from the 

Emperor Louis 11 the government of the three Transjurane dioceses of 

Geneva, Lausanne and Sion, as well as the abbey of St Maurice d’Agaune. 

Rodolph had succeeded to this Jurane duchy which now chose and pro¬ 
claimed him king. 

The significance of the declaration was at first far from clear. Still, 

in the minds of Rodolph and his supporters it must necessarily have 

involved more than a mere change of style. The Empire, momentarily 

united, was once more falling apart into its earlier divisions, and 
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there being no one capable of assuming the Carolingian heritage in its 

entirety, the state of things was being reproduced which had formerly 

resulted from the Treaty of Verdun in 843. Such seems to have been 

the idea which actuated the electors assembled at St Maurice d Agaune , 

and Rodolph, without forming a very precise estimate of the situa_tion, 

left the western kingdom to Odo and the eastern to Arnulf, and set 

to work at once to secure for himself the former kingdom of Lothar II 

At first it seemed that circumstances were in the new kings 

favour. Accepted without difficulty in the counties of the diocese of 

Besancon, Rodolph proceeded to occupy Alsace and a large part ol 

LorraLe. In an assembly which met at Toul the bishop of that town 

crowned him king of Lorraine. But all his supporters fell away on the 

appearance in the country of Arnulf, the new king of Germany, and 

Rodolph, after in vain attempting to resist his array, had no choice out 

to treat with his rival. He went to seek Arnulf at Ratisbon, and aftei 

lengthy negotiations obtained from him the recognition of his kingship 

over the Jurane duchy and the diocese of B^an^n on condition of 

his surrendering aU claims to Alsace and Lorraine (October 888) itius 

by force of circumstances the earlier conception of Rodolph s kingship 

was taking a new form; the restoration of the kingdom of Lorraine was 

no longer thought of; a new kingdom, the “kingdom of Burgundy, had 

come into being. . • i .i. -4.__ 
It was only with reluctance that Arnulf had recognised the existenc 

of this new kingdom. A Caroling, though illegitimate, he might seem 

to have inherited from Charles the Fat a claim to ru e over the whole of 

the former empire of Charlemagne. Not satisfied that Bodolph ^ou 

have been forced to humble himself before him by journeying to Ratis¬ 

bon to seek the confirmation of his royal dignity, he attempted to go 

back upon the recognition that he had granted. In 894, as he was 

returning from an expedition to Lombardy, he made a hostile irruption 

into the Valais, ravaging the country and vainly a,ttempting to come to 

close quarters with Rodolph, who, a few weeks earlier, had sent assistance 

to the citizens of Ivrea, a town which the king of Germany had been 
unsuccessfully besieging. Rodolph took refuge in the mountains and 

evaded all pursuit. Nor could Zwentibold, Arnulfs illegitimate son, 

who was sent against him at the head of a fresh army, succeed in reach¬ 

ing him The dispossession of the king of Burgundy was then resolv^ 

on and in 896 in an assembly held at Worms, Arnulf created Zwentibold 

“ king in Burgundy and in the whole of the kingdom formerly held by 

Lothar II ” But these claims were not prosecuted; Rodolph maintained 

his position, and on his death (25 October 911 or 912) his son Rodolph II 

succeeded unchallenged to his kingdom. ^ „ 
Germany, indeed, since the death of Arnulf m 899 had been struggling 

in the grip of terrible anarchy. Conrad of Franconia, who m 911 had 
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succeeded Louis the Child, was too busy defeuding himself against the 

revolted nobles to dream of intervention in Burgundy. Not only had 

liodolph 11 nothing to fear from this (jiiarter, but he saw a favourable 
opportunity for retaliation. 

On the side of Lorraine it was too late ; the king of Burgundy had 

been forestalled l)y the King of h'ranee, Charles the Simple, wlio as early 

^xs November‘911 had effected its coiKpiest. Rodolph II iiidemnified 

himself, it would appear, by attem})ting to lay hands on the two 

Alemannic counties of Thurgaii and Aargau, the districts lying on the 

eastern frontier of his kingdom, between the Aar, tlie Rhine, the Lake 

of Constance and the Keuss. lie was, indeed, repulsed by the Duke of 

Swabia at Winterthur iu 919, but noue tlui less succc^eded in preserving 

a sul)slantial part of his conquests. Other events, howevea', called his 

alienhion a,U(l divc^rted his energies to new (juarters. 

The state of affairs in Italy w<is then (extremely disturbed- After 

many rivalric's and stniggl(is, l)<)lh the Lombard crown and the imperial 

diadem had Ikhui placed iu 915 upon the liead of Berengar of Friuli, 

But Berengar was far from having conciliated all sections, and at the end 

of 9^il or the beginning of 9J^S a number of the disaffected offered the 

Lombard crown to Rodolph. The odor was a tempting one. Though 

sciparated from Lombardy by the wall of the Alps, Jurane Burgundy 

was still naturally brought into constant relations with it; the high 

road, which from St Maurice d'Agaune led by the Great St Bernard to 

Aosta and Vercelli, was habitually followed by pilgrims journeying from 

the north-west into Italy. Besides, owing to their origin, many nobles 

of weight in the Lombard plain, notably the Marquess of Ivrea, were in 

personal communication with King Rodolph. Finally, memories of the 

Emperor Lothar, who had been in possession of Italy as well as Bur¬ 

gundy, could not but survive and necessarily produced an effect upon 

men% minds. 

Rodolph listened favourably to the overtures made him. He marched 

straight upon Pavia, the capital of the Lombard kingdom, entered 

the city, and induced the majority of the lay lords and bishops to 

recognise him as king (February 9^2). Berengar was defeated in a great 

battle fought at Fiorenzuola not far from Piacenza on 17 July 9J43, and 

forced to fly with all speed to Verona, where he was murdered a few 

months later (7 April 9M). Yet before long Rodolph was forced to 

change his tone. With their usual instability, the Italian barons lost 

no time in deserting him to call in a new claimant, Hugh of Arles, 

Marquess of Provence. Rodolph asked help of the Duke of Swabia, 

Burclxard, whose daughter he had married a few years before, but the 

duke fell into an ambuscade and was killed (April 926) and Rodolph, 

disheartened, had no choice but to retrace his steps disconsolately across 
the Great St Bernard. 

Events, however, were soon to convince him that his true interest lay 
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in renouncing the Lombard crown and coming to an understanding with 

his rival in order to seek the satisfaction of his ambition in another 

direction. 

B. The kingdom of Provence down to its annexation to the 
kingdom of Burgundy. 

The wide region lying to the south of Burgundy, between the Alps, 

the Mediterranean and the Cevennes, had been for several years without 

a ruler, and was in such a state of confusion and uncertainty as was 

likely to tempt King Rodolph to seek his advantage there. 
In the middle of the ninth century (855) a kingdom had been formed 

there for the benefit of Charles, third son of the Emperor Lothar. On 

the death of the young king (863) the inheritance had been divided 

between his two brothers, and was soon after occupied by Charles the 

Bald, who entrusted its administration to his vassal Boso (870). The 

latter, who was of Frankish origin, was among the most influential per¬ 

sonages of the Western Kingdom; his sister, Richilda, had been first the 

mistress and later the wife of the king; he himself, apparently, was an 

ambitious man, energetic, skilful, and unscrupulous. In 876 he married 

Ermengarde, daughter of the Emperor Louis II, and secured the favour 

of Pope John VIII who, on the death of Charles the Bald in October 

877, even thought for a moment of drawing him to Italy. Later, on 

the death of Louis the Stammerer, Boso openly revolted and ventured 

on having himself crowned king at Mantaille (15 October 879). 

Before this date, Boso had been in possession of Provence and of the 

counties of Vienne and Lyons, and he now obtained recognition as king 

in the Tarentaise as well as in the Uzege and Vivarais districts and even 

in the dioceses of Besan9on and Autun. But his attempt was pre¬ 

mature; the united Carolingians, Louis III and Carloman, supported 

by an army promptly despatched by Charles the Fat, invaded the 

country in 880 ; the war was a tedious one, but at last in September 882 

Vienne yielded, and Boso, driven from the Viennois, remained in 

obscurity till his death (11 January 887). 
For more than three years the fate of the kingdom of Provence 

remained in suspense. From the beginning of 888 the public records 

are dated ^4n such a year after the death of Boso ” or after the death 

of Charles ” (the Fat). The kingdom of Burgundy had been formed, 

yet neither Rodolph, its king, nor Odo, King of France, nor Amulf, 

King of Germany, all too fully engaged elsewhere, ever thought of laying 

claim to the vacant throne of Provence. 

But if Arnulf were unable to undertake the occupation of the king¬ 

dom of Provence, at least it was plainly his interest to further the setting 

up of a king who would recognise his overlordship and might also serve 

as a counterpoise to the ambitious and encroaching Rodolph. Now Boso 
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had left a son, still quite young, named Louis, who luiving been protected 

and even adopted by Charles the Fat, might be lookc.'d upon as the right¬ 

ful heir of the Proven9al throne. His mother, Frmeiigai-dc, set herself 

energetically to bring about his coronation; in May H89 she repaired to 

Arnulf’s court, and by means of rich gifts secured his help. Louis’s claims, 

supported also by the Pope, Stephen V, were generally recognised, and 

towards the end of 890 he was proclaimed king in an assembly held at 

Valence, and brought under his rule the greater part of the temtory 

lying to the south of Ilodolph’s dominions. 
But the exact nature of hi.s kingship can hardly evcm be conjectured 

from contemporary records. We hear ol' him only as having journeyed 

about his kingdom and granled privileges to churches. _ Moreovc;r, from 

the year 900 his energies arc diverte(i to the other side oi the Alps, 

whither he is invited by the lords of Italy, who, weary of their king, 

Berengar, offer him the crown. Louis closed with tluur proposals, as, 

later on, Rodolph 11 was to do, marriied al; onct; upon Pavia, and there 

assumed the crown as king of Italy, about the beginning of October 900. 

Then, continuing his march, he entered Piacenza and Bologna, and in 

February 901 received the imperial crown at Uonu; from the hands of 

Pope Benedict IV. Some few engag(;ments with BeiM-ngar’s troops 

were enough to secure to him the adhesion ol the majority of the 

nobles. 
But if Italy was quickly won, it was cjuickly lost. Driven from 

Pavia, which Berengar succeeded in rc-cntcu-ing (902), Louis in 906 

made a fresh attempt to thrust out his rival. But he was surprised 

at Verona on 21 July 905', and made prisoner by B(^renga^ who put out 

his eyes, and sent him back beyond the Alps. 
Thenceforward, the unhappy Louis the Blind drags out a wretched 

existence within his own dominions. While continuing to bear the 

empty title of Emperor, he rettiained shut up in his town and i)alacc of 

Vienne, leaving the business of government to his cousin Hugh of Arles, 

Marquess of Provence, who, holding both the March of I’rovence and the 

county of Vienne, acts as master throughout the kingdom. We find 

him for instance interfering in the affairs of the I-yonnais, although this 

district had a count of its own, and again in the business of the church 

of Valence, the bishop of which see is described m his vassal. Again, 

if any question of alliance with a neighbouring king arises, it is he who 

intervenes. At the beginning of 924 he has an interview with Raoul, 

King of France, in the Autunois on the banks of the Loire. In the 

same year the Hungarians, who for some time had been devastating the 

Lombard plain, crossed the Alps and threatened at once the kingdoms 

' This (late, accepted by M. Poupardin (Ze Royaume de Rr<mnm, p, 186) and 
contested by M. Segre {Archimo storioo italiano, vol. xxxviii. 1900, pp. 442-48) 
seems to us to have been established by M. Schiaparelli (JBuWeWino delC Mituto 
atorioo itoiiona, 1908, no. 29, pp. 129-167). 
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of Rodolph II and Louis the Blind. Again it is Hugh of Arles who 

opens communications with Rodolph and concerts with him a common 

plan of action against the dreaded barbarians. The two princes joined 

their forces to stay the course of the robber bands by penning 

up in a defile, whence, however, they escaped. Hugh and Rodolph 

together pursued them' to the Rhone and drove them into Gothia. 

This concord between Hugh of Arles and King Rodolph was not to 

be lasting. We have already seen how Rodolph, called in by the lords 

of Lombardy and crowned king of Italy in 922, had the very J^^t year 
been abandoned by a large number of his supporters who had offered the 

kingdom to the Marquess of Provence. The latter had then come into 

collision with Berengar’s troops, and h^ been obliged to 
to attempt nothing further against him. But when in 926 Rodolph 

definitively withdrew from Italy, Hugh embarked from Provence and 

landed near Pisa. In the beginning of July 926, at Pavia,, he received in 

his turn the crown which he was to succeed in retaining for twenty 

years without encountering any rival of importance. 
About a year, later Louis the Blind died. Of his children only one 

seemed capable of reigning, Charles Constantine, often held^ illegitimate’; 

he was Count of Vienne, a district which he had been virtually ruling 

since the departure of Hugh. But the new king of Italy, who was still all- 

powerful in the kingdom of Provence, was not disposed to favour him. 

For several years this state of uncertainty prevailed, and charters were 

again dated either by the regnal year of the dead sovereign, or, according 

to a formula widely used in times of interregnum, “ God reigning, and a 

king being awaited.” 
About 933 events occurred which cleared up the situation. “At this 

time,” says the Lombard historian Liudprand, “ the Italians sent into 

Burgundy to Rodolph’s court to recall him. When King Hugh heard 

of it, he despatched envoys to him and gave him all the lands that he 

had held in Gaul before he ascended the throne, taking an oath of King 
Rodolph that he would never return to Italy.” This obscure passage is 

our only source of information as to the agreement arrived at between 

the two sovereigns. What was its exact purport it is impossible to say, 

but the whole history of the succeeding years goes to prove that the 

cession then made consisted of the sovereign rights^ which Hugh had 

practically exercised for many long years in the dominions of Louis the 

Blind. It amounted, in fact, to the union of the kingdom of Provence 

with that of Burgundy®. 

1 See Previte'-Orton, EHR, 1914, p. 706, for the legitimacy of this prince. 
® It would seem that this treaty (possibly c. 931} was not at once effective, 

Conrad not being king in the Viennois until c. 940, and in Provence until c. 948 on 
the death of King Hugh. See Previte-Orton, EHR, 1917, p. 347; cf. also infra, 

p. 166. 
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C. 77ie kingdom of Btirgundij and its annewatkm to the Empire. 

Rodolph II (lid not long survives tins treaty. Il(* di(Kl on IS or 
13 July 937, leaving the goveminent to his young son (-onrad, in after 
years called the Peaceful, and them aged about fifteen at most. 

The youth and weakness of I,he nc^w king wen’e sure to b(‘ a temptation 
to his neighbours. Apparently Hugh of Arh^s, King of Italy, planned 
how he might turn the situation to accomit, for as ('arly as 1S2 I)<,H*(unber 
937, we find him on the shores of the Lalu^ of (lemwa, whom ho took to 
wife Bertha, mother of young (k)nrad and widow of Rodolph II. Soon 
afterwards, he married his son Lothar to Ihuihals daughter, Adelaide. 
The new King of Germany, Otto I, who in 937 liad just succ’.ecickKl 
his father, Henry I, could not look unmovc^d on l,h(\s(^ ma.n()taivres. 
Without loss of time he set out for Burgundy, and, as his Inographer 
tells us, received into his possc^ssion th(‘ king and the kingdom.'” In 
reality it was a bold and sudden strolu^; Otto, cutting ma.tl<Ts short, 
had simply made young Conrad prisoner, h'or about four yonva he 
kept him under a strong guard, taking him about with him on all his 
journeys and expeditions, and wlien he rcdcNisc^d him, a,t about the end 
of 94{i, he had made sure of his fidelity. 

Thenceforward the king of Burgundy scjems to be no mon^ tluin a vassal 
of the German king. When in 946 Otto wemt to ilu^ help of Louis IV^ 
d'Outremer, against the aggressions of Hugh th(i Great, C.onrad with 
his contingent of troops accompanied him. In May 960 w(t find hini at 
Ottois court at Kloppen in the neiglibourhood of Mannluum. Gradually 
the bonds that unite the king of Germany atid tlu^ king of Burgundy 
were drawn closer; in 951 Otto married Adelaide, sisl.er of (k)nracl, 
and widow of Lothar, King of Italy; ten years lalrm he was crownecl 
king of Italy at Pavia, and (S Pehruary 96^^) received the imptirial 
crown at Rome. From this time onward, apparently, lu^ looks upon the 
kingdom of Burgundy as a sort of appcaulagci to his own dominions; not 
only does he continue to keep Conrad always in his train (we find him 
for instance in 967 at Verona), but he makes it his busine.ss to expel 
the Saracens settled at Le Frainet (Fraxinetinn) in the district of 
St-Tropez, and in January 968 makes known his intention of goirig in 
person to fight with them in Provence. 

Under Rodolph III, son and successor of Conrad, the dependent posi¬ 
tion of the king of Burgundy in relation to the Emperor, becomes more 
and more marked. Rodolph III, on whom even during his life-time his 
contemporaries chose to bestow the title of the Sluggard does 
not seem, at least in the early part of his career, to have been lacking 
in either energy or decision. Aged about twenty-five at the time of his 
accession (993), he attempted to re-establish in his kingdom an authority 

1 See mpra. Chapter iv. p. 79. 
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which, owing to the increasing strength of the nobles, was becoming 
daily more precarious. A terrible rebellion was the result, against 
which all the king’s efforts broke helplessly. Incapable of subduing the 
revolt, he was obliged to have recourse to the German sovereign. The 
aged empress, Adelaide, widow of Otto I and aunt of young Rodolph III, 
hastened to him in 999 and journeyed with him through the country, 

endeavouring to pacify the nobles. 
At the end of the same year, 999, she died, and hardly had two years 

passed when the Emperor Otto III followed her tp the grave (23 Januaiy 
1002). Under his successor, Henry II of Bavaiia, German policy soon 
shewed itself aggressive and encroaching. In 1006 Henry seized the 
town of Basle, which he kept for several years; soon afterwards he 
exacted from Rodolph an oath that before he died he would name him 
his heir, and ten years later events occurred which placed the king of 
Burgundy completely at his mercy. 

For reasons which are still to some extent obscure, the Count of 
Burgundy,” Otto-William, and a large group of the loi'ds had just 
broken out into revolt against Rodolph. In his character of “ count of 
Burgundy” Otto-William was master of the whole district correspond¬ 
ing to the diocese of Besan<jon, and as he held at the same time the 
county of Macon in the kingdom of France, and was brother-in-law of 
the powerful bishop Bruno of Langres, and father-in-law of Landry, 
Count of Nevers, of William the Great, Duke of Aquitaine, and of 
William II, Count of Provence, he was the most important person in the 
kingdom of Burgundy. As a contemporary chronicler Thietmar, Bishop 
of Merseburg, says while the events wei'e yet recent, Otto-William ” 
though ^'nominally a vassal of the king” had a mind to live as ‘Hhe 
sovereign master of his own territories.” 

The dispute broke out on the occasion of the nomination of a new 
archbishop to the see of BesaiKjon. Archbishop Hector had just died, 
and immediately rival claimants had appeared, Rodolph seeking to have 
Bertaud, a clerk of his chapel, nominated, and Count Otto-William 
opposing this candidature in the interest of a certain Walter. The 
real question was, who was to be master in the episcopal city, the 
king or his vassal ? Ostensibly the king won the day; Bertaud was 
elected, perhaps even consecrated. But Otto-William did not submit. 
He drove Bertaud out of Besan9on, installed Walter by force, and, as 
the same Bishop Thietmar relates, carried his insolence so far as to 
have Bertaud hunted by his hounds in order to mark the deep contempt 
with which this intruder inspired him. And,” adds the chronicler, as 
the prelate, worn out with fatigue, heard them baying at his heels, he 
turned round, and making the sign of the cross in the direction in which 
he had just left the print of his foot, let himself fall to the ground, 
expecting to be torn to pieces by the pack. But those savage dogs, on 
sniffing the ground thus hallowed by the sign of the cross, felt them- 
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selves suddeiily stopped^ as il by an irresistible force, and tinning back, 

left God’s true servant to find liis way through the woods to a more 

hospitable region.” ^ in,. 
Otto-William was triumphant. I.iodolph, having exhausted all his 

resources, was obliged to ask Indp of Henry II. A?) intervic^w took 

place at Strasbourg in the early summer oi' 1016. Jiodolph made his 

appearance with his wife, Krmcngarde, and two of her sons who did 

homage to the Emperor. Eodolph himself, not 8atisfH‘d with reviewing 

the engagement to which he had already sworn, to leaver his kingdom on 

his death to Henry, recognisc^d him even then a,s his sucx-essor and swore 

not to undertake any business of importance without first consulting him. 

As to Otto-William, he was chxdared to have inciirixid forleil.uns and 

his fiefs were granted by the lanperor to some of the lords about his 

court. 
Next came tin; carrying-out of this programme, a ma,tUir wliich 

bristled with difliculticis. d.lie Emperor liimsdf und(‘rl,t>ok t,he despoil¬ 

ing of the Count of Burgundy. But entrene.h<‘d within tlu^ir furtressc^s, 

Otto-William and bis partisans successfully irsisUnl capture. Henry 

could only ravage the country, and biang ixM'alhxi by other ('vents to the 

northern point of his dominions, was obligc^d to retjv^at without liaving 

accomplished any thing. Tlius the imperial inlxu’vention had not availed 

to restore Rodolph’s aiitliority. Again abandoned to his own resouixos, 

and incapable of making head against the rebds, thci king of Burgundy 

gave ear to the proposals of the latter, who ofha’cx! to submit on con¬ 

dition that the engagximents of the Tixxity of Slrasl)onrg wetre annulled. 

Just at first, Rodolph apfxxired to yi(hl. But lh<^ Emp(‘ror caTtainly 

lent no countenaiicci to the expedient, th(i result of which would be 

disastrous to himself, and as early as Eel)ruary 1018 lie compelled 

the king of Burgundy, his wife, his step-sons and the child nobles of 

his kingdom solemnly to renew the arrangmnent of St.rashourgh He 

then directed a ftxtsh expedition against the county of Burgundy. It 

is not known, however, whetlxer its results were any Ixetter than those of 

the expedition of 1016. 
A few years later, when Henry 11 died (13 July 105^4) Eodolph 

attempted to shake off the Germanic su/xjraiuty, by claiming that former 

agreements were ipso jheto invalidated by Henry’s ch^alii. The latter’s 

successor, Conrad 11 of Franconia, at once made it his business per¬ 

emptorily to demand what he looked upon as his rights, and Eodolph 

1 lliis account of the years 1016-18, which are of the first importance iu the 
history of Burgundy, departs very notably from that given by tln^ lati^st learned 
authority who has devoted attention to the question, M. RemS Ihnipardin, in liia 
study, royaume de BQurgogns^ pp, 126-184. Our account is founded on a fresh 
study of the text ofThietmar of Merseburg and of Alpert, whose meaning appears 
to UB not to have been always clearly brought out till now. Tlie text of Alpert is, 
moreover, evidently inexact as to most of the points. Although a contemporary, he 
has made himself the eeho of loose reports denied by other authors. 
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was forced to submit. He even went as a docile vassal to Rome, to be 
present at tbe imperial coronation of the new prince (26 March 1027), 
and a few months later, at Basle, he solemnly renewed the conventions of 

Strasbourg and Mayence. 
Rodolph III himself only survived this new treaty a few years. On 

6 or 6 Sept. 1032 he died, without legitimate children, after having sent 
the insignia of his authority to the Emperor. 

It seemed as though the Emperor Conrad had nothing to do but 
come and take possession of his new kingdom. The chief opponent 
of his policy in Rodolph'*s lifetime, Otto-lVilliam, Count of Burgundy, 
had died several years before in 1026, and the principal nobles of the 
kingdom had in 1027 come with their king to Basle to ratify the con¬ 
ventions of Strasbourg and Mayence. The course of events, however, 

was not to be so smooth. 
Already, for some time Odo II, Count of Chartres, Blois, Tours, Troyes, 

Meaux and Brovins, the most formidable and turbulent of the king of 
France’s vassals, had been intriguing with the Burgundian lords to be 
recognised as the successor of King Rodolph. He had even attempted, 
though without success, to inveigle the latter into naming him as his 
heir, to the exclusion of his imperial rival. He put himself forward in 
his character of nephew of the king of Burgundy, his mother being 
Rodolph’s sister, whereas the Emperor Conrad was only the husband of 

that king’s niece! 
No sooner had Rodolph closed his eyes, than Odo H, profiting by the 

Emperor’s detention at the other end of his dominions, owing to a war 
against the Poles, promptly crossed the Burgundian frontier, seized upon 
several fortresses in the very heart of the kingdom, such as Morat and 
Neuchatel, and thence marching upon Vienne, forced the Archbishop, 
L%er, to open the gates and, with a view to being crowned, made sure of 

1 For the sake of greater clearness, a short table of the family of the kings 
of Burgundy, so far as they concern our narrative, is subjoined: 

Rodolpli I 
King of Burgundy 888-911 or 912 

Rodolpli n 
King of Burgundy 911 or 912-937 

Conrad tjbi^acific Adelaide « Otto I 
King of Burgundy | King of Germany 

937-993 I and Emperor 

Gisela 
= Henry, 

‘ Duke of 
Bavaria 

lenry II 
Emperor 

Kodolpli in Bertha (l) = Odo I Gerlberga^ Herman ^ Otto II 
King of Burgundy 

993-1032 
Count of 
Blois 

Odo II 
Count of Blois 

Duke of Swabia Emperor 

Gisela =5 Conrad II Otto 111 
Emperor Emperor 
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his adhesion. The expedition thus rapidly carried out, with a decision 

all the more remarkable as Odo II had at that very moment to reckon 

with the hostility of the king of France against whom he had rebelled , 

certainly had the result of deciding a large number of the Burgundian 

lords, whether willingly or unwillingly, to declare for the Count of Blois. 

The Archbishop of Lyons and the Count of Geneva pronounced against 

the Emperor. It was high time for the latter to interfile. 

Having secured the submission of the 1 olish duke, Mesco II, Conrad 

hastened back and in the depth of winter marched without stopping upon 

Basle (January 1039). From thence he quickly reached Soleure and then 

the monastery of Payernc, to the east of Lake Neuchatel. He took ad¬ 

vantage of the Feast of Candlemas (2 J<\d)ruary) to have hmself solemnly 

elected and crowned there as king of Burgundy by the nobles who 

favoured his cause and had come to meet bun. hrom thence he ad¬ 

vanced to lay siege to Morat, which was held by the partisans ot the 

C’ount of Bloi.s. But the cold was so intense and the resistance ot the 

besieged so determined that Conrad was forced to abandon the entei-prise 

and fall back upon Zurich, and from thence return to Swabia until the 

season should be more lavourable. , i 
Luckily for the Emperor, Odo was obliged during the spimg 

of 1033 to make head against Henry I, King ot France, who tor 

the second time had made an attempt upon Sens% and he was tor several 

months cpiite unable to follow up his early successes in Burgundy. 

Some months later hostilities were rewuraed between Conrad and his 

rival, but already the latter had begun to cherish new prq)ecte, and 
instead of entering Burgundy he invadial Lorraine and threatened loul 

Conrad replied b? an invasion of Champagne. Both parties having 

grown weary of the fruitless struggle, decided on opening 
A meeting took place; according to the German chronic eivs Odo took an 

oath to abandon all claims upon Burgundy, to evacuate 
he still held there, and to give hostages for the fulfilment of thes 

promises; finally, he undertook to give the nobles of Lorraine, who 

had suffered by his ravages, every satisfaction which the imperial court 

These promises, if they were really made, were too specious to b 

sincere. As soon as the Emperor had withdrawn in order to suppress 

a revolt of the Lyutitzi on the borders of Pomerania, 
his destructive expeditions through Lorraine. Conrad realised that 
must first of all make a good ending of his work m Burgundy; e 
gained the help of Humbert Whitehands, Count of Aosta; he was there¬ 

fore able in May 1034 to make a junction at Geneva with some 
troops brought to him by Boniface, Marquess of Tuscany; without 

^ See m^pTci) Chapter v. pp. 106-7, 123* 
* See Bupra, Chapter v. pp. 107, 123. 
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difficulty he reduced most of the strongholds in the northern part of the 

Burgundian kingdom, forced the Count of Geneva and the Archbishop 

of Lyons to acknowledge his authority, and again caused the crown to 

be placed solemnly upon his head at a curia coronata held at Geneva. 

Morat still held out for the Count of Blois; it was taken by storm and 

given up to pillage. The cause of the Count of Blois was now lost beyond 

redemption in Burgundy, and Conrad, recognised by all, or practically 

all, could promise himself secure possession of his new kingdom. 
Meanwhile, Odo, no more successful in his enterprise against 

Lorraine than in his Burgundian expedition, was soon to meet his death 

before the walls of Bar (15 November 1037). 
From the day that the submission of the kingdom of Burgundy to 

the Emperor Conrad became an accomplished fact, the history of the 

kingdom may be said to come to an end. Yet it is not well to take 

literally the assertions of late chroniclers who sum up the course of 

events in such terms as these: “ The Burgundians, not departing from 

their habitual insolence towards their king, Rodolph, delivered up to 

the Emperor Conrad the kingdom of Burgundy, which kingdom had, 

from the time of the Emperor Amulf, for more than 130 years, been 

governed by its own kings, and thus Burgundy was again reduced to a 

province.” But there was really a short period of transition; in fact at 

an assembly held (1038) at Soleure, Conrad, doubtless feeling the need of 

having a permanent representative in the kingdom, decided on handing 

it over to his son Henry. Whatever may have been said on the subject, 

it appears that Henry was in fact recognised as king of Burgundy; 

the great lords took a direct oath of fealty to him, and the Emperor 

doubtless granted him the dignity of an under-kingship, with which the 

Carolingian sovereigns had so often invested their sons. 
But this form of administration did not last long. As early 

as 4 June 1039 King Conrad died, and now Henry HI, the young 

king of Burgundy, found the kingdoms of Germany and Italy added 

to his first realm. The title of king of Burgundy was now, however, 

only an empty form. The domains which the sovereign had at his 

disposal in Burgundy were so insignificant that during the latter yeara 

of Rodolph III the chronicler Thietmar of Merseburg could write in 

reference to him: “There is no other king who governs thus; he 

possesses nothing but his title and his crown, and gives away bishoprics 

to those who are selected by the nobles. What he possesses for his own 

use is of small account, he lives at the expense of the prelates, and 

cannot even defend them or others who are in any way oppressed by 

their neighbours. Thus they have no resource, if they are to live in 

peace, but to come and commend themselves to the lords and serve 

them as if they were kings.” 
The very name of “ Kingdom of Burgundy ” covered a whole series of 

territories without unity, without mutual ties, and over which the king’s 

10 0. MB». H. VOL. m. OH. VI. 
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control quite illusory. Rodolph III, in his latter years, hardly ever 

so much as shewed himself outside the districts hounded by the valleys 

of the Sadne and the Doubs and between the Jura and the upper course 

of the Rhone. The greater part of the lords, shutting themselves up 

within their own domains, made a show of ignoring the king’s authority, 

or else merely deferred their revolt because, knowing the king ^ near 
at hand, they might fear being constrained by him. “ O king!” ex¬ 

claimed the Chancellor Wipo to Henry III a few years later. Bur¬ 

gundy demands thee; arise and come quickly. When the master tames 

long absent, the fidelity of new subjects is apt to waver. Ihe old 

proverb is profoundly true H)ut of sight, out of niind. Although 
Burgundy is now, thanks to thee, at peace, she desires to view in thy 

person the author of this peace and to feast her ey(;s upon the counten¬ 

ance of her king. Appear, and let thy presence bring back serenity to 

this kingdom. Formerly, thou didst with dilliculty subdue it; profit 

now by its readiness to serve tliee.^’ 
As a matter of fact. Burgundy coidd spare her king very well, 

and the efforts made by Henry III to render his government m these 

parts a little more effective; w(‘re to be unavailing. Despite his frequent 

visits, and tins attimipts that he made i.o reduce to obedience his rebel¬ 

lious va.ssals, notably the Counts of Burgundy and (^lenevois, Henry III 

accomplislied nothing lasting. On his death (IG.-iG), his widow, the 

Faupress Agnes, tried as fruitlessly to I'cstore the royal power by sending 

Rmlolf of Hheinfelden, Duke of Swabia, to represent her in the kingdom. 

Later on, Henry IV, when he had attained his majority, and after him 

Henry V in his struggle with the Papacy, met with hardly anything but 

indiflerence or hostility in Burgundy as a whole. Henry V’s successor, 

Lothar of Supplinburg, himself supplies the proof of the purely 

nominal character of his authority in these distant provinces, when, on 

summoning the lords of Burgundy and Provence to join an expedition 

which he was preparing for Ihdy, he exclaims; “At sundry times we 

have written to you to demand the tribute of your homage and sub¬ 

mission. But you paid no heed, thus emphasizing in an indecorous 

manner your contempt for our supreme power. VVe intend to labour 

henceforward to restore in your country our authority, which has been 

so much diminished among you as to be almost completely forgotten.... 

Thus we command you to appear at Piacenza, on the Feast of 

St Michael, with your contingent of armed men." 
This summons was to produce no result. The Emperors tried by every 

means to make their power a reality. Following the example of the 

Empress Agnes, who had sent Rudolf of Rheinfelden to represent her, 

Lothar of Supplinburg, and afterwards Frederick Barbarossa were to 

try the experiment of delegating their authority to various princes 

of the Swiss house of Zahringen whom they appointed “rectors” or 

viceroys. This rectorate, soon to be called the Duchy of Burgundia 
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Minor (lesser Burgundy), was, however, only effective to the east of the 

Jura, that is, practically over modern Switzerland, aud it disappeared in 

1217 on the extinction of the elder line of Zahriugen. In l^l® 

Frederick II was to try a return to the same policy, making choice ot 

William of Baux, Prince of Orange, then in 1220 of William, Marquess 

of Montferrat; from 1237 onwards, he was to be represented by im¬ 

perial vicars. We shall see the Emperors make an appearance, in an 

intermittent fashion, in the kingdom and sometimes seeming to re-possess 

themselves of a more or less real authority in this or that district. 

Frederick Barbarossa, in particular, after his marriage with Beatrice, 

the heiress of the county of Burgundy, will appear as unquestioned 

master in the diocese of Besan9on, and be crowned king of Aries in 

1178; Frederick II will for a time recover a real power of action in 

Provence and the Lyonnais; and again in the fourteenth century, 

Henry VII, strong in the support of the princes of Savoy, will rally to 

his standard large numbers of the nobles of the kingdom. Charles 1 

will characteristically go through the empty form of coronation in 13fa5. 

But these will be isolated exceptions, leading to nothing. 
Incapable of enforcing their authority, the Emperors, from the latter 

part of the twelfth century onwards, more than once will even meditate 

restoring the kingdom of Arles, as it is now most frequently called, to 

its former independence, reserving the right to exact from its new king 

the recognition of their suzerainty. Henry VI will offer it to his prisoner, 

Richard Coeur de Lion in 1193; Philip of Swabia to his competitor, 

Otto of Brunswick in 1207; Rudolf of Habsburg will consider en¬ 

trusting it in 1274 to a prince of his family, and later on to an Angevin 

prince, an idea to be revived by Henry VH in 1310. 
But all these efforts prove vain. For long centuries the kingdom of 

Arles remains in theory attached to the Empire, but little by little, this 

kingdom, over which the German sovereigns could never secure effective 

control, will crumble to pieces in their hands. Out of its eastern 

portion the Swiss confederation and the duchy of Savoy will be formed ; 

the kings of France, in the course of the fourteenth century, will succeed 

in regaining their authority over the Vivarais, the Lyonnais, the Valen- 

tinois and Diois, and Dauphin^ successively. To these, a century later, 

will be added Provence, which had already been long in French hands. 

CH. VI. 
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CHAraiR Yll. 

ITAI.Y IN Tim I’ENIII (’-ENTIJIIY, 

Thk (IcMihh of the Kji)|)(U’or I^aoilx^rl in October 898 (l{*a1t a blow to 

the royal power in Nortlx Italy, the Mcgnuni. Ilalwam, of the t(‘nth c'enlury. 

In place of the born ruler, who had nia,st(‘r(ul his <ywa vassals an,d made 

himstdf probH'.lor of tlu^ Pa[)acy, tluna' suc<‘ee<l<‘d !h‘na}g%'u\ mild and 

cheatable, Berengar, too, was W(‘ak in r<‘sourc<^s. His own domains lay 

awkwardly in the extreme north (^asl, in Friuli and the modern Veneto, not 

like Lambert’s in the centre; and lu‘ had not like Lnmhc*rt, the support 

of a large group of the great nobU^s and !)ishops who formed the real 

source of power in Italy, d'wo magnates in (^special W(‘re (‘(juaJly faith¬ 

less and formidable, Adallxud; tlu* llicL, Ma,r(pi(\ss of dkiseaay, in the 

centre, and Adall)ert, Marcpiess of Ivr(\n., on tJu^ W(‘s((‘ni frontier. In vain 

did Berengar marry his daughter (kisc^la to Adallnn't of Ivr(‘a and give 

the Tuscan his freedom from the prison t.o which Lunbert had consigned 

him for revolt. A plot was hatching, when disaster ht*lel king and 

kingdom. 

Already in 898 the Hungarians, or Magyars^ had raidcal the present 

Veneto from their newly-won settlements on the river d1i(‘iss. In 899 a 

larger swarm made its way from Acpiileia to Pavia. Beixnagar, always a 

gallant warrior, strove to rise to the ()<x%asiotL From tluj whole Ilcgimm 
Malmm his vassals came to i:he number of 15,000 men-at-arms. Before 

them the outnumlxund Magyars Ikid back, hut w(‘re overtaken at the 

river Brenta. Their horses were worn out, I,hey could not escape, and the 

tradition, perhaps influenced by a sense of trag<‘dy, tells of their proffers 

refused by the haughty Christians. Yet on M 8(iptember they surprised 

their heedless foes and scattered them with fearful slaughter, Vor nearly 

a year the Lombard plain lay at tlieir mercy, tliough few fortified cities 

were taken and they did not cross the Apennines. Amid his faithless 

vassals, with his land desolated, Berengar submitted to pay blackmail, 

which at least kept the Magyars his friends if it did not save Lombardy 

from occasional incursions. The only mitigation of the calamity was 

the defeat of the Hungarians on the water when in 900 tliey assaulted 

Venice under her doge Pietro Tribuno. 

1 See VoL i, .Chapter xn. (A), 
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Berengar had lost men, wealth and prestige, he was too clearly 

profitless for his subjects, and the death at Hungarian hands of many 

bishops and counts left the greatest magnates greater than ever. Ihe 

plot against him, already begun, gathered strength. It was headed by 

Adalbert II the Rich of Tuscany, whose wife Bertha, the widow of a Bro- 

vencal count, was daughter of Lothar II of Lorraine and thus grand- 

dauSiter of the Emperor Lothar I; and its object was to restore 

Lothar I’s line to Italy in the person of Louis of Provence, grandson oi 

the Emperor Louis II. The Spoletan party, the Empress Ageltrude, and 

Pope John IX, the old partisan of Lambert, were, it seems, won to the 

plan, and the hand of the Byzantine princess Anna, daughter of Leo VI, 

was obtained for the pretender. When Louis came to Italy in Sep¬ 

tember 900, Berengar, faced by a general defection, could only retreat 

beyond the Mincio, while his rival, suiTOunded by the magnates, pro¬ 

ceeded to Rome to receive the imperial crown in February 901 from the 
new Pope Benedict IV. But Louis had no great capacity, and the 

magnates were fickle of set purpose, for, says the chronicler Liudprand 

in a classic passage, they preferred two kings to play off one against the 

other. In 902 a counter-change was brought about. Berengar advanced 

to Pavia, and Louis, who had been unable to get away quickly enough, 

was allowed to withdraw on taking an oath never to return. Within 

three years (905), however, Bertha once more tempted her kinsman to 

invade Italy. He was to be furnished, perhaps, with a Byzantine subsidy^. 

Once more Berengar fled east, this time to Bavaria, for Adalard, Bishop 

of Verona, his chief stronghold, called in his rival. Louis heedlessly 

thought himself secure and was surprised and captured^ (21 July) by 

Berengar to whom the Veronese citizens, though not their bishop, were 

always loyal. No risks were taken by the victor, and Louis was sent 

back to Provence blind and helpless. By an atrocity unlike his usual 

dealings Berengar at last secured an undisputed throne. Real control 

over great nobles and bishops he was never to obtain. 
While the Regnum Italicum lay invertebrate in the hands of the 

magnates. South Italy was even more disordered and tormented. For 

sixty years the land had suffered from the intolei-able scourge of Saracen 

ravages. While a robber colony, established almost impregnably on the 

river Garigliano, spread desolation in the heart of Italy over the Terra 

di Lavoro and the Roman Campagna, the true base of the Muslims lay 

in Sicily. There the mixed Berber and Arab population, who had 

swarmed in under the Aghlabid dynasty of ¥:airawan, were on the point 

of completing the conquest of the Christian and Greek eastern portion of 

1 At least tke Pseudo-Symeon Magister states {Ann. Lem. Basil. jU. cap. 14) that 
the eunuch Ehodophylus in 904 was taking 100lbs. of gold ‘'to the Franks.” But 
the other narrators, e.g. John Cameniates, De excidio Thessalmicae, cap. 69, state that 
this sura was for the Byzantine army then fighting “the Africans,’ and in any case 
it was diverted to ransom the walls of Theasalonica from destruction by the Moslems. 

CH. VII. 
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ftiid. tliG l)riGf ccssfitioti of tlicir direct rixids on tlic lofxinl&nd 

which began c. 889 did not last long. 
Subdivision and intestine wars for independence and predominance 

paralysed South Italy in its struggle against the Saracens. I’he greatest 

power there was the Byzantine l<hnpirc, after Basil I ami his general 

Nicephorus Phocas had revived its power in the West. Two themes 

were set up in Italy, each under ils stratcgo.i or gencn-al', that of 

Longobardia with its'capital at Bari which included Apulia and Lucania 

from the river Trigno on the Adriatic to the flulf of I’aranto, and that 

of Calabria with its capital at Reggio which reprcscmted Ihe vanished 

theme of Sicily. These detaclK‘d and frontier provinces, usually scantily 

supplied with troops and money owing to the greater needs ot thi; core 

of the Empire, were beset with didicultics occasioned by the hostility of 

the Italians to the corrupt and foreign (Ireek odicials. 'I'he Lombard 

subjects in Apulia were actively or potentially disloyal; and a long strip 

of debateable land formed the western part ot tlu* Longuhai-dic thenie, 

which was always claimed hy tlu^ Lombard principality ot Benevento, its 

ancient possessor, ^rhen tiicre wen; the nativi* Italian states, all con¬ 

sidered as its vassals by Byzantium in spiU; of tin; competing [iretensions 

of the Western Knipire. Thr(;e of thes<-, (lacita, Napk's and Am.alti, 

wei'e coast towns, never comiuercd liy the Lombards, and, like Venice, 

had long enjoyed a complete autonomy without formally denying their 

allegiance to East Rome. They were all now monarchies, all trading, 

and all inclined to ally with the Saracens, who were at once their 

customers and their principal dread. 'I?he three; remaining states were 

Lombard, the pi’inci[)alities of Benevento and Salerno and the county 

of Capua, The prince of Salerno acknowledgeel Byzant.ine suzerainty. 

Benevento had been con<|Ucred by tin; (Jredcs in 891, only to be 

recovered by the native dynasty undtir the auspices of the Spoletan 

Emperors of the West, and then coiupiered by Atenolf I of Capua in 

899. This union of Capua and Benevento was the beginning of some 

kind of order in a troubled land, hitherto torn by the struggle of furious 

competitors. 
It was the Saracen plague, however, which at length brought the 

petty states to act together. If the invasion of Calabria by the half-mad 

Aghlabid Ibrahim who had con(|uered ''J’aormina, the last Byzantine 

stronghold of Sicily, and threatened to destroy in his holy war Rome 

itself, “ the city of the dotard Peter,” ended in his death before Cosenza 

in 902, and civil wars distracted Sicily till she submitted to the new 

Patimite Caliphate at liiairawan; the Muslims of the Garigliano still 

ate like an ulcer into the land. The countryside was depopulated, the 
great abbeys, Monte Cassino, Farfa, Subiaco and Volturuo, were destroyed 

and deserted. At last the warring Christians were so dismayed as to be 

reconciled, and Atenolf of Capua turned to the one strong power which 

^ See for tire system of themes VoL iv, and its mapSt 
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rs«t t‘= 
,e„ br„.|M to iz^TJr;:u; 

pSL“ IgiosLd his victo.^ ‘»““M":!?; 
Zsibly that of Adalbert the Rich of Tuscany, but he was f 
of the Longest Roman faction. Theophylact, vederanus of the Sacr 
T) 1 Ipnator of the Romans, was the founder of a dynasty. He 

ofir^ noU-; io his wife the 5™.^ Theodo^ 

tradition attributed both the influence of an Empress Ageltrude and, 

without real ground, the vices of a Messalina; his daughter Marozia was 

TnlX iably the mistress of Pope Sergius and by htm the mother 

of I future Pontiff, John XI, and finally married the ® 
Snoleto the adventurer Alberic. The power of these and of other ^eat 

iLies which is a characteristic of the tenth century, and sometimes then 

vt"C won for them the hatred of oppoting factions ^ukut 
™t of them has fixed the name of the “ Pornocracy ” on the debased 
pa% government of that unhallowed day. Two inconspicuous s«cce^ors 

L Sergius III were followed, doubtless through 1 heophylact s and Ih 

dora’s^choice, by the elevation of the Archbishop of Ravenna to the 

naoal see as John X (914-28). This much-hated pontiff, who like 

FoLosus had been translated to the indignation of the strict 
wasTmere instrument in his maker’s hands. He at once took the ead 

in the war with the Saracens. The Byzantine regent Zoe was sending 
a new drategos, the patrician Nicholas Picingli, with reinforcements to 

Bari. From the south Picingli marched in 915 
troops of Atenolf’s successor at Capua, Landolf I, and of « 
Salerno to his army. Even the rulers of the sea-ports, Gaeta and 

Naples, appeared in his camp decorated with Byzantine 
theLorth oime Pope John and his Romans accompanied by the Spoletan 

levies under Marquess Alberic. A Byzantine fleet occupied the mouth 

of the Garigliano, and after a three months’ blockade the starving Saracens 

burst out to be hunted down by the victors among the mountains. 
This decisive victory began an era of revival in Southern Itoly, 

Though Calabria and even Apulia remained open to Saracen raids, which 

recommenced when the Fatimite Caliph Mahdl conquered Sicily in 917; 

thouffh from c. 922 onwards Hunganan bands now and 
tLir^way south; a comparative security was restored. The deserted 

champaign could be slowly repopulated, the monasteries could claim 

once more their ravaged possessions and, as the century wore on, be 

OH. VII. 
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rebuilt. Not a little of this wanly dawning prosperity was due to the 

stability which was at last accjuired by the princely houses. The rulers 

of Capim-Benevento, Salerno and the r(^st reigned long and transinilted 

an assured^ if not unharassed, dominion to (Junr heirs. Tlieir thriving 

was soon shewn in hostility to tlunr Byziintine suzerain. Picinglils 

victory had not ameliorated tlie govairninent of the Italian themes. 

Calabria, the Greek chara<‘ter of which wa.s Ixfing accentua.led by the 

inrusli of refugees from Si(By, might only bc^ rcjstive at (‘xacf.ions due to 

blackmail pai<l to the Fatimih*, Oiliph tor rc‘spite from his subjcTls** 

raids; but the Lombards, who were predominant in Apulia, ha!dv(»rc‘d for 

autonomy, and iti spite of bribes in cash and titles, were inclined to side 

with the aggressive prince of Capua. Landolf I took advantage of I,he 

Apulians' discontent and the weakne^ss of th(i strategm, with their in- 

suflicient means and their coast harried by Sara,c<a\ and Slav pii‘aU‘S. In 

concert with Guaimar II of Sah^rno a.nd tlie Mar<|iu‘ss Theobald I of 

Spoleto he overran c. 9S7 the ^mitcs part of Longobnrdia and lu^ld it 

some seven years. Not till the Laslxuii Lmpire could ally with a stro!)g 

king of the Regnim Italkum was it possible to oust Landolf and his 

allies. 
The strong king was long in coining. Berengar ind(*<xl recxuvcKl in 

December 915 the imperial crown from John X, in disregard of Louis the 

Blind's rights, perhaps in reward for his concurrence in Allxaic's assistance 

at the Garigliano, perhaps to counterbalance the then dangerous might 

of the Eastern Emperor in the south. But Ber(»,ngar was no whit more 

powerful thereby. Hungarian raids still occuri'ed and a more persistent 

enemy began to trouble western Loml)ardy. At the close of the ninth 

century bands of Saracen pirates coming from Sjiain had established 

themselves in a fortified settlement on the coast of Ih-ovence, on th<^ Golfe 

du St Tropez, called Fraxinetum, the name of which is pix^served in Garde- 

Freinet. Thence, as their numbers grew, tiny conduc^txxl terrihli^ raids 

OB the surrounding territory. Frovence was the worst sufleixir, but, since 

the Saracens made the Alps tlieir favourite plundering centres, Italy too 

was a victim. The Alpine valleys were desolated, the gix^at roadside 

abbeys, such as Novalesa, were destroyed. Bands of pilgrims to the 

graves of the Apostles at Rome were robbed and massacaxal, till the 

intercourse of Italy with the north-west was in danger of cxiasing. Here 

again the magnates fought in isolation when only a combined ellbrt could 

root out the evil. Berengar seems to have done nothing, perhaps he 

could do nothing, but his discredit naturally increased. 

The fickle magnates meanwhile were looking out for anotlicr rival 

king. Bertha of Tuscany, whose husband Adalbert II was dead, again 

worked for the restoration of the line of Lothar I and brought in her 

son by her first marriage, Hugh, Duke of Provence, who ruled ins native 

country during Louis the Blind's incapacity. This first attempt failed 

(c. 920) and then a group of northern magnates headed by Adalbert of 
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Ivrea, now husband of Bertha^s Tuscan daughter Ermingarde, invited 

Kodolph II, King of Jurane Burgundy. The accustomed tragicomedy 

followed. Rodolph came in 9^^ and was recognised north of the 

Apennines, while Bereiigar held out in Verona and won infamy by 

letting in his Hungarian allies who this time penetrated to Campania. 

Next year the rivals fought one of the rare pitched battles of the time 

at Fiorenzuola near Piacenza where Berengar had the worse and the death 

of 1500 men depleted the scanty ranks of the kingdom's military caste. 

Thenceforth Berengar vegetated, seemingly under truce, at Verona till his 

murder by one of his vassals on 7 April 9^4. He had watched, rather than 

caused, the anarchy of the realm, just as his lavish grants to the prelates 

registered rather than caused the cessation of a central government. 
Rodolph was not more fortunate. He had two kingdoms, and while 

he was in Burgundy the Magyars laid Lombardy waste. They burnt 

Pavia itself in 9^4 and only left Italy to pass over the Alps and be 

exterminated by pestilence in Languedoc. The hopes of the house of 

Lothar revived. Adalbert of Ivrea was dead, and his widow Ermingarde 

joined with her brother Guido of Tuscany and Larapert, Archbishop of 

Milan, in calling in once more her half-brother Hugh of Provence. In 

925 they revolted, twice repelled Rodolph's efforts at reconquest, and on 

6 July 926 elevated Hugh to the throne. In him a strong king had come. 

Hugh, wily and voluptuous, had his domains and vassals in Provence 

behind him and a group of magnates in his favour in Italy. He set 

himself to increase the latter by endowing his Provencal kindred. One 

nephew, Theobald I, was given the march of Spoleto, another, Manasse, 

Archbishop of Arles, was later put in charge of three sees in comniendcvm, 

A Provencal immigration set in to the disgust of the Italian nobles. 

Hugh, who no more than his contemporaries ventured to reconstitute 

the ancient royal government or to recall the alienations of revenue and 

administrative functions, did succeed in making the great vassals, as 

well as the bishops, his nominees. 
To be crowned Emperor was the natural goal of Hugh's ambition. 

IVithout the protectorate over the Papacy an Italian king had but a 

maimed dominion in central Italy, and to a mere protection of the 

Papacy the functions of the Emperor had been reduced since the time 

of Lambert. Indeed it seems that Hugh came into Italy with the 

Pope's approval and struck a bargain with him at Mantua in 926- 

John X was in a dangerous plight. Theophylact was dead, Marquess 

Alberic was dead, their daughter and widow, the sinister Marozia, led 

their Roman faction, and had become hostile to the self-willed Pope. 

If John X probably strengthened himself by obtaining the Spoletan 

march, which Alberic had held, for his own brother Peter, perhaps in 

return for Berengar I's coronation, Marozia gained far more power by 

her marriage to Marquess Guido of Tuscany. In the faction-fighting 

Marquess Peter was driven from Rome c. 927, hut a terrible Hungarian 
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raid which lacerated Italy from Friuli to Campania enabled him to re¬ 

enter the city. Tradition charged on him an alliance with the raiders. 

In any case he was slaughtered by the Homans in 928 and his brother 

the Pope wfis thrust into prison to die or be murdered without much 

delay. Marozia now was suj)reme; “Home was sulrdued by might under 

a woman’s hand,” says the wrathful local chronicler^ Two Popes, so 

shadowy that they were forgotten in a few years, wore the tiara in turn 

till in 931 .she raised her own .son, probably by Sergius III, to the 

pontificate as John XL But Marozia was weakened by the death of 

Guido and looked around her for a potent consort. She found one m 

Guido’s half-brother, Hugh of Italy, then a widower. King Hugh may 

have been baffled in his original .sdieme of Ixatoming Fmpcnmr by the 

fall of John X; he had also been drawn off by the Ilvmganans and a 

revolt at Pavia. Now, howc'vcn-, he was so (irm on Ins throne as to 

secure the election of his l)oy .son Ia)tliar II as (;o-reg(mt. His contract 

with Marozia is the ugliest episode of the time. He feared his half- 
brother Manpiess Lambert of Tuscany, himself a descendant of Lothar l 

and a possible rival; and he could not marry his half-brother Guidos 

widow. Therefore he seized and blinded Landuirt, and announced that 

his two half-brothers were not true sons of Bcrth.a. With the way thus 

cleared he entered Home in 932 and married Marozia. But the smatrix 

and her husband miscalculated and did no more than garrison the castle 

of Sant’ Angelo. Before Hugh was crowned the Homans rose against 

the hated Burgundian foreigner. Their leader was Marozia’s own son 

Alberic, whom she had borne to Alberic of Spoleto, a youth who knew 

Hugh’s treatment of inconvenient relatives. Sant’ Angelo wm besie^d 

and taken, and although Hugh made his escape Marozia and John XI 

were imprisoned. Of Marozia no moi’e is said. ^ i ^ it 
The rule of Alberic marks the open and complete triumph of the 

Roman landed aristocracy over the bureaucratic clerical government of 

the Papacy. His state resembled the city monarchies of Naples or 

Gaeta. On him as “ prince and senator of all the Romans ” was con¬ 

ferred it seems by popular election, the exercise of the Pope’s secular 

power in Rome and its duchy. Though the act was revolutionary and 

idtra vires, no denial of the Pope’s sovereignty was made. It was enough 

that John XI and his four successors were docile instruments of the 

prince. Perhaps Alberic dreamed of further change, of reviving a 

raiEiature Western Empire, for he tried to win a Byzantine bride, and, 

even when baffled, surnamed his son Octavian. “His face was bright 

like his father’s and he had old-time worth. For he was exceedingly 

terrible, and his yoke was heavy on the Bomans and on the holy 
Apostolic See’.” His stem domination seems to have been a blessing to 

Rome and its duchy, which he secured, while King Hugh about 938 seized 

on Ravenna and the Pentapolis which had indeed been ruled by the 

1 Benedict* S. Andreae, c, 30. ^ Ihid* c* 32. 
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Italian emperors since the days of Guy (Guido). Ihe turbulent Roman 

nobles and bis own treacherous kindred were kept in order, the submissive 

churchmen protected by a pious usurper who favoured monastic reform 

and was the friend of St Odo of Cluny. It was all Alberic could do, 

however, to maintain himself against the persistent efforts of King Hugh 

to conquer Rome. A first siege of the city in 933 was a failure, a second 

in 936 ended in a treaty by which Alberic married Hugh’s legitim^e 

daughter Alda. This pacification did not last, although negotiated by 

St Odo, and in 941 Hugh by bribes and warfare was so successful as just 

to enter Rome. Somehow he was expelled, “by the hidden judgement 

of God” according to our only narrator^ Yet he would not give up the 

war until 946 when he had become a king under tutelage. Alberic 

thenceforth ruled unchallenged till his death in August 954. 
Hugh and Alberic had been rival suitors for the alliance of the 

Eastern Emperor Romanus I Lecapenus, and in 935 Hugh had won the 

prize, partly through the pressure he could exercise in the south, partly 

no doubt through an eligibility to which the isolated prince of the 

Romans could lay no claim. Hugh, by calling off Theobald I of 

Spoleto, enabled the Byzantines to recover the lost districts of Apulia, 

and eventually the alliance was sealed by the marriage of Hugh’s illegiti¬ 

mate daughter to a Byzantine prince, the future Emperor Romanus H. 

The two powers suffered in common from the Hungarians and Saracens. 

Against the Magyars little was done save to pay blackmail, although 

in 938 some raiding bands as they retreated from Campania, were ex¬ 

terminated by the Abruzzans. Common action was, however, attempted 

against the Saracens of Fraxinetum, who, besides their formidable 

brigandage on the West Alpine passes, raided even as far as Swabia 

and by sea must have troubled the Byzantines. In 931 the Greeks 

attacked them and, landing at Fraxinetum, made a slaughter, while it 

may be that at the same time Hugh’s vassals revenged the destruction 

of Acqui by cutting to pieces the Saracen raiders and occupying for a 

moment the passes But no permanent result was obtained. Rather 

the ravage of the Fraxinetan Saracens grew worse, and in 935 the 

Fatimites sent a fleet from Africa which stormed Genoa. At last 

Hugh and Romanus I were roused to a joint campaign. In 942 a 

Byzantine fleet burnt the Saracens’ ships with Greek fire, and blockaded 

Fraxinetum by sea, while Hugh with his army invested it by land. The 

Saracens could have been rooted out, when Hugh made a treaty with 

them: they were to hold the Swabian passes against any attempted 

invasion by Hugh’s exiled nephew-in-law Berengar of Ivrea. Perhaps 

Italy was somewhat spared in consequence, but the Alps continued the 

scene of their brigandage. 

Liudprand, Antapodosis, v. 3. 
* So we can reconstruct from Flodoard an. 931 and Liudprand, AntapodoHs, iv. 4, 

wliich may well refer to the same year. 
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Relations with Burgundy and Germany 

The fear of invasion had been with Hugh siuce the beginning of his 

reien and in his western policy it was obscurely entang ed with his 

deie to retain Trovence. He evidently wished 
of Provence as annexed to his Italian crown after the death ol the 

Emperor T.ouis the Wind in 928, but in spite of his wide hinds and 

^Zenrns relatives there he could not obtain recogni ion ---3- 
King Raoul of France also nourished ambitions to rule on the Rhone, 

and^it may be that Hugh hoped to block his way, as well as to buy 

r 931 he made, on the evidence of laudprand, a treaty with H<«1‘> l>li 

by which there was ceiled to Rodolph H “all the territory 1 ugh had 

hL teGaiil before he became king of Itely.” We may doiib whe her 

this inefrective treaty refen-cd to more than one or two districts; in any 

prospectb Hugh contrived to marry Rodolph II s widow Ikitha himself 

Lid to betroth Rodolph’s daughter Adelaide to ^'YZt <bsZ 
Though the rights of Rodolph’s young son (.onrad were not disj uted, 
HuglJ’probably hoped to be the real ruler of Jurane Rurgundy, when a 

greater competitor appeared on the s(,eiu.. ^ j x ..x* 
^ T’he (lennan princes had by no means abandoned hopes ‘ ^ " 

conquest since the Emperor Arnulf-s death, although the ;5 
of Germany, seconded by Hugh’s gifts and embassies, preclude <1 a loyal 

campaign. Duke Ikirchard of Swabia had aided his sou-in-law Rodol])h I , 

in ‘^4 Duke Armilf oi' Bavaria suffered defeat in an invasion of the 

Veneto. But now the German king, Otto the (-Ireat, was strong; he 

was determined to secure his south-western frontier, and perhaps airily 

dreamed of reasserting Arnulfs position and ^ 
In some way he gained possession of young (.onrad and con tolled the 

gLveZLen/of Jurane Burgundy. All that Hugh seems to have kept 

was the Valley of Aosta, and his lands in Provence. 
The perpetual danger of an invasion was increased by the ^ aduicss 

of the mLgiates to call in a foreign king at any discontent. Although 
national OTiisciousness was pre.sent in Italy, and in »i strongly localized 

form was marked in Rome, the great vassals were still as their ancestors 

of the ninth century had been, members of the mainly hrankish noble 

houses which were scattered and endowed throughout (duirlemagne s 

Empire. In Italy Biey were mostly new-comers, only Jtahan in their 

obiection to fresh magnates from beyond the Alps. Hugh s safety, on t le 

other hand, lay in the introduction of new men from 1 rovenee, liis kins¬ 

men and allies, which he could the more readily effect as the magnates he 

found in possession had struck but short roots since the days of the Emperor 

Guy. Even so he could not much depend on his nominees; tlie iirstmct 

and the opportunity for feudal turbulence were too strong. Among me 

bishops the saintly Frank, Ratheri of Verona, had to be deposed for 

1 See Previt^-Orton, Ite/y on<i iVotsiJice, EHR, 1917, p. 336. 
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adherence to Duke Amulf s invasion. In central Italy he could root out 

the ancient dynasts, but could not implant loyalty to himbelf. On 

Lambert’s deposition he had given the march of luscany to his Ml 

brother Boso, once a count in Provence, who in turn vanished m his 

prisons in 936. Soon after Theobald I of Spoleto died and was replaced 

by Anscar, son of Adalbert of Ivrea and tiugh’s half-sister^Ermingarde 

of Tuscany. This was such a risky appointment in view of the wrongs 

which Hugh had done to Ermingarde’s family that the chronicler Liud- 

prand explains it as intended to remove Anscar from his powerful friends 

in the north. In any case rumour said that the king stirred up against 

the new Marquess of Spoleto a Proven9al, Sarlio, Count of the Palace, 

who had married Theobald I’s widow. In 940 Anscar was slam in battle, 

and Hugh then turned on Sarlio whom he forced to take the cowl. Ihe 

king by now seemed to be finding surer instruments in his own bastard 

children, of whom the eldest Hubert, Marq uess of Tuscany in 936, Marquess 

of Spoleto and Count of the Palace c. 942, kept a firm hand on central 

Italy, while others were designed for ecclesiastical preferments. 
Hugh’s astute perfidy alarmed the Italian nobles more and more and 

especially their greatest remaining chief, Anscar’s half-brother, Berengar, 

Marquess of Ivrea. Everything conspired to make Berengar dangerous 

and alarmed. He was heir through his mother of the Emperor Berengar I, 

his wife ’Willa was daughter of the fallen Boso of luscany, his march of 

Ivrea gave him command of the western gates of the kingdom, and its 

extent and Anscari’s fate pointed him out as Hugh’s next destined victim. 

The story goes that Hugh intended to seize and blind him, but that the 

Marquess was forewarned by the young co-regent Lothar II, and with 

his wife fled to Duke Herman of Swabia by whom they were con¬ 

ducted to the German king, Otto the Great. Otto, while he did not 

actively assist the exile, would not give him up in spite of the redoubled 

presents of King Hugh, and Berengar was able to plot with the mal¬ 

contents of Italy for a rebellion. In the meantime Hugh, feeling his 

throne shake under him, made feverish efforts to recover his vassals’ 

loyalty. Berengar’s great domains were distributed among leading 

nobles: the counts Ardoin Glabrio of Turin, Otbert and Aleram are 

henceforward in the first rank of magnates; and an unusual number of 

royal diplomas were issued in 943. But Saracen and Hungarian mara-ud- 

ing did not increase Hugh’s hold on his subjects. It is clear that besides 

lay plotters the great prelates and his own kin were ready to revolt. 

When Berengar saw the time was come, in the mid-winter of 944-6, he 

made his venture over the Brenner towards Verona, the Count of which, 

Milo, an old adherent of Berengar I, was in his favour. The decisive 

moment came when Manasse of Arles, who was in charge of the frontier 

bishopric of Trent, deserted his uncle. A general defection was headed 

by Archbishop Arderic of Milan, and Hugh at Pavia could do nothing 

better than send in April the unhated Lothar II to Milan to appeal to 
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the rebels. The assembly was moved and declared the youth sole king, 

b7t when Hugh tried to escape to Provence with his treasure, Berengar 

in fUr of a new invasion had him intercepted and remstated in August 

as nominal joint king. In this humiliating position Hugh remaine i 
ApT947 when soLhow he gained leave to abdicate and retire to 

Provence with the treasure with which he still hoped to engineer a fresh 

invasion. But he died on 10 April 948. TT o'? “chief 
Meanwhile Berengar was ruling, in the name of Lothar 11, as chiet 

councillor of the realm.” He seems to have done his best to Promote 

his clerical partisans, but his main reliance was on his fellow magnate. 

Although no doubt be recovered much of his own , 
evidently obliged to buy support by consenting to alienations like that 

of Turin to Ardoin Glabrio. Even 
Tuscany, if a new Marquess was appointed to Spoleto. Ho 

Berengar was master of the kingdom was shewn when he nominated 

Manafse of Arles to the see of Milan. The Milanese townsmen elected 

a rival Adalman, Manasse obtained adherents in the countryside, and 

the two competitors fought for five years without decisive result. It 

was, however, in foreign affairs that Bereiigar’s weakness was most 

obvious. Hugh had been in relations with all his neighbours^, Berengar 

shrank into isolation; Byzantium neglected him, Provence submitted to 

Conrad of Jurane Burgundy, the protegi of Otto the Great, Germany 

loomed ever more formidably in the north, the Hungarians under their 

chief Taxis proved in 947 by ravages which reached Apulia that Italy 

was no better defended than before. Weakness and the greed of weahh 

which belonged to Berengar’s own character brought unpopularity 
was exemplified in the accusations that he made a large profit out of the 

tax levied for blackmail to the Magyam, and that he was the deviser o 

the sudden death of Lothar 11 in November 950. Berengar stdl had 

sufficient following to secure the election of himself and his son Adalbert 

as joint kings on 15 December 950, but the disaffected were numerous. 

Lothar left no son, and his widow Adelaide of Jurane Burpndy with 

her rich dower was the centre of an opposition in which the bishops, 

who had suffered under Berengar’s exactions, took the leading part. 

Berengar IFs expedient was to ride rough-shod over the ex-queen’’s rights. 

Her dower was seized on, she was ill-used and imprisoned, if we may trust 

later tradition she was required to marry the young King Adalbert. She 

only gained safety by an adventurous escape to the protection of Bishop 

Adalard of Beggio, who according to a credible later story consigned her 

to the impregnable castle of his vassal Adalbert-Atto at Canossa, 

This was in August 951, but a champion was already near at hand, 

whose advent shows that Adelaide’s persecution at the hands of Berengar II 

was not unprovoked. Germany, the most powerful of the kingdoms 

which arose from the shattered Carolingian Empire, had prospered under 

the Saxon dynasty and neither her King Otto the Great nor the dukes 
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of her southern duchies, Bavaria and Swabia, were inclined to let slip the 

opportunity of conquering their wealthy and weak neighbour of Italy. 

These princes were all near kinsmen, for Henry of Bavaria was Otto’s 

brother and Liudolf of Swabia was Otto’s eldest son; but, while Henry 

and Liudolf who were bitter rivals were imitating the local ambitions of 

the dukes their predecessors, Otto probably had a greater model in his 

mind—he would revive the Empire as Arnulf had held it and be suzerain 

of western Christendom; that he would so win the hand of the beautiful 

queen he rescued would give an additional attraction to the enterprise. 

The two dukes, being near at hand, made hasty invasions for their own 

ends first of all, Henry with some success, Liudolf with failure. Then 

came Otto at the head of an imposing force, to which both dukes brought 

contingents. He crossed the Brenner Pass and reached Pavia at the end 

of September 951, without any resistance being offered him. The church- 

men in fact were on his side, led by the vei'satile Archbishop Manasse, 

and Berengar II could only flee to one of his castles. But the adhesion 

of the bishops of the Lombard plain was not enough, and in his triumph 

Otto’s difficulties began. Pope Agapetus, at Alberic’s instigation, refused 

his request to be crowned Emperor, for the Roman prince had no mind 

to nullify his life’s work by introducing a foreign Roman Emperor; and 

the king’s marriage to the rescued Adelaide roused against him a domestic 

enemy. His son Liudolf, in thorough discontent at the influence of his 

stepmother and her ally Henry of Bavaria, departed for Germany to 

scheme revolt. Otto himself followed in February 952, having after all 

acquired only some half of the kingdom of which he assumed the title. 

He left his son-in-law Duke Conrad of Lorraine with troops to hold 

Pavia and continue the war. The king had scarcely gone, however, 

before Conrad and Berengar II came to terms, both perhaps being well 

aware how little trust could be placed in the Lombard magnates. 

Together they came to Otto at Magdeburg in April, but Otto’s terms 

were not so lenient as Conrad imagined. Berengar was received with 

haughty discourtesy, and dismissed to attend a diet at Augsburg in 

August, whither he was accompanied by the chief Lombard prelates. 

There he and Adalbert became Otto’s vassals for the Regnum Italkum 
from which they were compelled to cede the marches of Verona, Friuli 

and Istria to Duke Henry of Bavaria. Thus Otto, although withdrawing 
from Italy, kept its eastern gateway in German hands. 

Berengar 11 returned to Italy burning with wrath against the bishops 

and nobles who had caused his disasters and the mutilation of his kingdom. 

He and his queen Willa earned an evil name for greed and cruelty, since 

they needed wealth to enrich the enfeebled kingship and were hungry for 

revenge. Among their lay foes Adalbert-Atto underwent a long vain 

siege in his castle of Canossa, but the chief suff'erers were the churchmen. 

The series of grants to them, which had continued so persistently under 

former kings, almost ceases under Berengar. At Milan, Manasse’s rival 
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Adalman was induced to resign, and he himself was dispossessed in favour 

of a new Archbishop, Walpert. Exiles began to make their way to Otto’s 

court, among them our chief informant about these Italian kings, the 

chronicler Liudprand, who thereby became the bitter enemy of Berengar II 

with his house and wreaked his revenge in his historical writings. If 

there had survived another business-like Italian chronicle, like that of 

Flodoard for France, Liudprand would have earned more gratitude from 

posterity than he does for his vivid narrative, his pointed character- 

sketches, and the brush-like abundance of “local colour” with which he 

overlays his scanty facts. As it is, in his Jntapodosis (Retribution) we 

have a difficulty in obtaining a firm foothold for history amid the crumb¬ 

ling and quaking mass of rancorous, if often contemporary, gossip which 

Liudprand loves to heap up. Ot noble birth, bred at Ring I lugh s court, 

and once Berengar II’s secretary, he was in the best position to give 

accui’ate and full information, but he had a soul above documents. It 

is hardly his fault that he depended on oral tradition for all events before 

his own time, for there seems to have been no Italian chronicle for him 

to use, but he evidently made no record at the time and when he wrote 

rested wholly on a memory which rejected dates and political circum¬ 

stances and was singularly retentive of amorous scandal however devoid 

of probability. He does not even tell in his unfinished work the cause 

and events of his persecution by Berengar to which he frequently alludes, 

while sketching with fine precision the diary of his reception at Constan¬ 

tinople whither he first went as Berengar’s envoy. For what intei’ested 

him he could remember and tell to the life. To his credit be it said 

he was no liar, though he may be found suppressing an unpleasant fact; 

what he heard he told, and perhaps we may grant him that he gave a 

ready, and sometimes a determined, belief to the gossip of anterooms and 

the tradition of wrathful factions. It is unfortunate, for he was a practical 

statesman, and knew and sometimes reveals the motives of his times. 

Berengar had had a free hand in Italy, and had even recovered 

Verona, because Otto was occupied in German revolts and frontier wai's, 

but in 956 occurred the decisive victory of the Lechfeld in which Otto 

put an end once for all to Hungarian raids. He had succeeded 

where all the Italian kings had failed, he had rescued central Europe, 

and was therefrom with little doubt its destined ruler. His intervention 

in Italy, Henry of Bavaria being now dead, was renewed by the agency 

of his reconciled rebel son Liudolf. In 957 the duke made his invasion 

with the usual rapid success. Berengar II fled, Adalbert was defeated 

in battle, and all Lombardy had submitted when Liudolf died of fever at 

Pombia near Lake Maggiore, the first German victor to lose his gains 

owing to the alien climate of Italy. 

The death of Liudolf was followed by the immediate recovery of his 

lost ground by Berengar. He came back with a new series of bitter 

feuds to pursue. Walpert of Milan and other prelates fled to Otto, and 
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Manasse became once more a pluralist by returning to Milan as Berengar’s 

partisan. Among the lay magnates Marquess Otbert went into exile; a 

general disaffection existed among those who retained their possessions. 

The king was still eager as Hugh had been before him to amass an im¬ 

posing royal demesne and to create trusty great vassals. Hitherto central 

Italy had been faithful to him; now, however, Spoleto seems an enemy, 

perhaps owing to the new turn of affairs at Rome. On his deathbed in 

954 prince Alberic had bound the Romans by oath to elect his son and 

heir by Alda, John-Octavian, Pope when Agapetus should die. In 

December 955 the promise was kept and the boy became Pope as John XII. 

Thus the Pope recovered control of Rome by uniting with the Papacy 

the chiefship of the strong faction of Alberic. Any design of a perma¬ 

nent principate must have been given up; it was perhaps too anomalous, 

and it is significant that John renewed the long forgotten habit of dating 

by the years of the Byzantine Emperors. But the Roman nobles remained 

in power to the continued subjection of the ecclesiastical bureauci'acy. 

John XII himself was a dissolute boy whose pontificate was a glaring 

scandal. No gleam of competence redeemed his debauchery, though he 

was not without secular ambitions. About 959 he made war on the co¬ 

regent princes of Capua-Benevento, Paldolf I (Pandulf) Ironhead and 

Landolf III, with the aid of Marquess Theobald II of Spoleto. He 

failed, and gave way, for prince Gisulf of Salerno assisted his neighbours; 

and then Berengar attacked Spoleto on an unknown pretext. Theobald 

was driven out, and Spoleto taken over by the king possibly to be con¬ 

ferred on his own son Guido, Did Berengar demand the imperial crown.? 

In any case King Adalbert ravaged Roman territory, and John XII 

was in such straits as to appeal for German intervention, thus strangely 

shewing how the ancient policy of the Popes could recur in the unclerical 

son of Alberic. 
It was in the summer of 960 that the Pope'^s envoys, the Cardinal- 

deacon John and the scriniarius Azo, reached Otto the Great in Saxony. 

The Pope's prayer for help was seconded by the Lombard exiles and by 

the messages of numerous magnates. Otto was now unembarrassed in 

other directions, and could resume his old schemes with the knowledge 

that he would have at last allies and support south of the Apennines. 

He was not ready to move, however, till August 961, when he crossed the 

Brenner Pass in force. Adalbert may have attempted to gather troops 

to bar the defiles north of Verona, but the universal defection of counts 

and bishops made resistance impossible, and the German king entered 

Pavia, whence Berengar had fled after spitefully burning the royal palace. 

Otto and the infant son Otto II whom he had left in Germany were at 

once acknowledged as co-regent kings of Italy without further cere¬ 

mony. All their deserted rivals could do was to hold out in strong castles 

on the spurs of the Alps and in the Apennines where one magnate at 

least, Marquess Hubert of Tuscany, remained true to them. Otto was 
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able to disregard his enemies while he proceeded through Ravenna, thus 

avoiding the Tuscan route, to receive the promised imperial crown. On 

31 January 96^ he encamped on Monte Mario outside Rome, and according 

to custom certain of his vassals took on his behalf an oath to respect the 

Pope’s rights. The custom was old, but the terms of the oath were new^, 

for John XII wished for an ally, not a suzerain, and the German king 

promised not to hold placita or intervene in Rome without the Pope’s 

assent, to restore such alienated papal lands as he should become master 

of, and to bind whomever he should appoint to rule the Regnum Italicum 

to be the Pope’s protector. The Romans disliked a foreigner, and Otto 

bought his way by elusive promises and fallacious expectations. On 

2 February he entered the Leonine city and was crowned with Adelaide 

in St Peter’s by the Pope. A Roman Emperor of the West, successor 

of Charlemagne, once more existed. It was of evil omen that Otto’s 

sword-bearer stood on guard against his assassination while the sacring 

was enacted. 
On their side Pope John and the Romans swore fealty to the Emperor 

with an express promise not to aid or receive Berengar and Adalbert. 

They found that Otto considex'ed the situation changed by his new dignity. 

It is true that the privilege he granted to the Papacy on 13 February was 

even more generous than the old Caroliiigian donations in the matter of 

territory—^for it added a large strip of Spoletan land to Rome and its 

duchy, the Exarchate, the Pentapolis, the Tuscan territory, the Sabina 

and the southern patrimonies, not to mention the vaguer supposed do¬ 

nation of 774 which was now confirmed without any clear idea of its 

meaning. But the pact of 8S4 was also expressly revived, by which the 

election of the Pope was submitted to imperial confirmation, and the 

Emperor’s suzerainty in the papal lands was reserved and exercised in 

Rome itself by his misstis. The scheme of setting up a vassal king of 

Italy, if ever really entertained, was abandoned. Although the terms 

of Otto’s oath were not precisely infringed, the change in the spirit of 

the new treaty was manifest—Pope John had become a subjects 

There was still Berengar II to conquer, and the Emperor returned to 

Pavia, driving Hubert of Tuscany into exile on the way. Berengar was 

holding out in the impregnable castle of S. Leo in the Apennines, queen 

Willa and her sons in strongholds near the lakes in the north. Willa 

was now compelled to surrender on terms which allowed her to rejoin 

her husband : their sons were pressed hard, and Adalbert made his escape 

to the Saracens of Fraxinetum and Corsica. There he entered into re- 

^ Unless the lost charter of Charles the Bald to John VIII really formed a 
precedent. Cf. lAbellm de imperatoria potestate in urbe Roma (M. Q. E. Script, m., 

^ This account is based on the view that the Primkgmm Ottonianumm substantially 
the text of the privilege granted by Otto to John XII, the existing document being 
a copy made for the next Pope, Leo VIII. 
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lations with Pope John who was heartily weary of his new subordination. 

Meantime Otto was secure in the north, his partisans were placed in power, 

Liudprand was Bishop of Cremona, Adalbei-t-Atto Count of Modena and 

Reo-tno, Otto’s nephew Henry of Bavaria in firm possession of the march 

of 'verona. So the news of the Pope’s dubious loyalty only urged the 

Emperor to finish with Berengar by blockading him in S. Leo m May 

963, while he still negotiated with John. The Pope on his side had 

gromds of complaint, for the Exarchate had not been restored to -^e 

Apostolic See on the ground that Berengar must first be conquered. On 

the other hand Otto had documentary proof that John was trying to 

rouse the Hungarians against him, and when he heard that Adalbert 

had been welcomed by John at Civitavecchia he seems to have decided 

to take the extreme measure of deposing his quondam ally. It was a 

hazardous course, for in the general belief the Pope could be brought 

to no man’s judgment, and the Romans, even those nob of Alberics 

faction, resented any diminution of their autonomy. But Otto knew that 

John XIFs scandalous life and government had made men inclined to 

admit even a Pope’s deposition, and were driving his Roman^ opponents 

even to alliance with the foreign Emperor. Accordingly in October 

Otto left a blockading force at S. Leo and marched on Rome, where his 

partisans rose. John XII and Adalbert fled to Tivoli laden with much 

church-treasure, and the Romans surrendered. They gave hostages and 

swore never to elect a Pope save by the choice of Otto and his son. Xhe 

engagement was novel, going far beyond the Carolingian right to confirm 

an election and receive the Pope’s fealty, but Alberic had already exercised 

the same power and Otto’s imperial crown was unsafe without it. Canonical 

form was as nearly as possible observed in John’s deposition. A synod, 

in which the Pope’s central Italian sufliragans predominated, was presided 

over by the Emperor and attended by the Roman clei'gy and nobles 5 

John was accused of gross misconduct and was summoned by Emperor 

and synod to clear himself in person. A brief letter in reply merely 
threatened with excommunication and suspension any bishops who should 

elect a new Pope. The synod sent a second summons retorting the threat 

and criticizing the illiteracy of John whose Latin smacked of the ver¬ 

nacular, but John was not to be found by the messengers. It was clear 

that the three canonical summonses could not be delivered to the culprit, 

and Otto now came forward in his own person and denounced John for 

his breach of fealty to himself. Thereupon on 4 December Emperor and 

synod declared John deposed and elected the protoscriniarius, a layman, 

Pope as Leo VIII. 
Otto was in the full tide of success. Just after Christmas S. Leo at 

last surrendered and Berengar II and his wife were sent captive to 

Bamberg where they both died in 966. So Otto confidently dismissed 

much of his army. But John XII was stronger than he seemed, for his 
uncanonical deposition and a layman’s imcanonical election had roused 

U—2 
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qualms among a section of the churchmen, and the Romans were fretting 

under their subjugation. A sudden rising failed before the swords of 

Otto’s tried warriors; yet, when Otto went eastwards to take possession 

of the Spoletan duchy, John XII had only to appear before Rome with 

troops for the gates to be opened. Pope Leo just escaped with his life, 

and John was reinstated. After mutilating his former envoys to Otto, 

John and Azo, presumably on a charge of forgery, a synod of the nearest 

bishops in February 964 annulled Otto’s synod in which most of them 

had participated and declared Leo an intruder, Otto, whose rriimu had 

been ill-treated, naturally refused to change his policy. While his army 

was collecting, however, John XII died on 14 May of paralysis, and the 

Romans made a bid for independence by electing a learned and virtuous 

Pope, Benedict V. It was a vain manoeuvre. Otto starved out the city, 

mutilating all who tried to pass his blockading lines. On 23 June the 

surrender was made, and Leo VIII reinstated. Benedict was deposed 

and sent to a saintly exile at Hamburg. By now at any rate it was 

agreed that Otto’s grants to the Popes were only for show, for of all the 

lands bestowed by his charter the duchy of Rome and the Sabina alone 

were left to the Papacy. 

In this way Otto the Great brought into existence the Romano- 

Germanic Empire of the West, or, to give it its later and convenient 

name, the Holy Roman Empire, compounded by a union of the German 

kingdom with the Regnum Italicum and with the dignity of Roman 

Emperor. It was intended and supposed to be a revival of the Empire 

of Charlemagne which had broken up on the deposition of Charles the 

Fat, although its title had remained until the fall of Berengar I to express 

a protectorate of the Papacy. It was also a reassertion of that claim to 

pre-eminence in Western Europe which had been made by Otto’s pre¬ 

decessor Amulf as chief of the Carolingian house. Arniilf’s Empire, 

indeed, furnishes the transitional form between that of Otto and that of 

Charlemagne, for Otto’s title implied less than Charlemagne’s had, 

Otto was considered the lay chief of Western Christendom, its defender 

from heathen and barbarians, the supreme maintainer of justice and 

peace; but, whereas Charlemagne was ruler of church and state, Otto’s 

power over the church was protective in its charactei". The Pope was 

unquestioned spiritual chief of Christendom; Otto was at the same time 

his suzerain with regard to the papal lands, and his subject as a 

member of the Church, The arrangement was only workable because 

the Papacy was weak. In secular matters Otto’s Empire lacked the 

universality of Charlemagne’s. Not only were France and Christian 

Spain outside its frontiers, but within it the nascent force of nationality 
vras beginning to make itself felt. The German monarch was a foreigner 

in subject Italy, disguised as the fact might be by the absence of national 

feeling among the Italian magnates. ‘MIe had with him peoples and 
tribes whose tongues the people did not know.” This meant constant 
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disaffection, constant suppression. The popular 
fiercely at Rome and found utterance in a Roman monk . Woe to thee, 
Rome^that thou art crushed and trodden down by so many peoples, 
* seised by a Sauon king, and thy folk slaughtered ».d % 

rf“ot‘nLt, also, Otto had not the <»ntrol wh» 

Charlemagne exercised. Although the decline of the royal power must 
St be overrated, especially in Germany, even there feudalism seignona^ 
independence and state disorganisation, had made great strides. I 
Italy where he was too often an absentee, the royal demesne was 

Spleted and the lay vassals were out of hand 0“ 
by^a clever balancing of the two groups by ^^om ^le had been ca led in 
the ereat secular magnates and the bishops. Of these, the hrst were 
the Marquesses, a title given in Italy to the mler of seveml cmantms 
Towards them Otto was conciliatory; even Hubert in the end wa- 
restored to Tuscany, and the Lombards, some four or five in number, 
were the Emperor’s faithful vassals. They were suryivom in the struggle 
for existence among the counts which had raged m the dissolution of 
the Carolingian order. Under the pressure of civil war, of Hungarian 
and Saracen ravage, old dynasts had vanished, new had come and ha^d 

either vanished too, or had remained weakened. 
their side ruled the bishops in the Lombard plain. Since they bad 
been permanent royal niisd in their dioceses, and thus had at lea^ m 
nameLpervision over the counts. Like other magnates the bishops 
during the years of anarchy had increased their “immunity inside their 
domains bv increase of exemptions and jurisdictions and by grants of 
tte profitoUrroy,! rights of ui.rktl toll and Ae like, whilo those 
domains also grew through the piety or competitive bnbery of the kings 
and nobles. Not least among the sources of the bishops power was 
their influence over their cities, inherited from Roman times. In anarchy 
and disaster they stepped into the breach at the head of their fellow- 
citizens, whatever civic feeling existed gathered round them, and 
bv fragment they were acquiring in their cathedral cities the ^i^ 
functions” whether of count or king. In its completed form this 
piecemeal process resulted in the city and a radius of land round it 
Ling excisL from its county and removed from the couiRs jurisdiction. 
Thus Bergamo, Parma, Cremona, Modena, Reggio and Trieste were at 
Otto’s accLsion under the rule of their bishops. Otto came as Je ally 
of the bishops and deliverer of the Church. He exercised whether by 
pressure on the electors or by mere nomination the appointment to 
vacant sees and great abbeys, and thus gained non;Lereditary vassals 
of his own choice who were the safest supporters of his monarchy. He 
favoured of set policy these instruments of his power as counter- 
weights to the feudal magnates. Fresh cities, Asti, Novara, and Penne 

1 Benedict. S. Andreae Ghron. c. 39. 
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in the Abruzzi, were wholly given over to their bishops, and the im¬ 

munities on episcopal lands steadily grew, so that they too were in 

process of being excised from the counties in which they lay. The work 

was slowly done by Otto and his successors both in Italy and Germany, 

but there was no countering tendency. The functions granted were 

either those of the hereditary counts or those which the kings had been 

unable to perform. By transference of these to the churchmen Otto and 

his heirs recovered control of much local government by seeming to give 

it away, and secured faithful, powerful adherents selected for capacity. 

Their monarchy came to rest, especially in Italy, on their control of the 

Church; all the more essential to them therefore became the subjection 

or the firm alliance of the Papacy. 
Scarcely had Otto left Italy when the death of his nominee. Pope 

Leo VIII, early in 965 endangered his new Empire. The Romans with 

a show of duty sent an embassy to beg for the exile Benedict as Pope, 

and Adalbert appeared in Lombardy to raise a x'evolt. Duke Burchard 

of Swabia, indeed, defeated Adalbert, and the Romans elected the 

Bishop of Narni as Pope John XIII at the Empcror’’s command, but, 

though John was of Alberic’s kindred, the mere fact that he represented 

German domination enabled rival nobles to raise the populace and drive 

him into exile. He was not restored till in 966 the news of Otto^s 

descent into Italy with an army provoked a reaction. Punishment was 

dealt out to the rebels, severer for the Roman enemies of the Pope than 

for the Lombard rebels against Otto, John XIIFs exile seems to have 

occasioned fiesh schemes of the Emperor. Paldolf I Ironhead of Capua- 

Benevento, with whom the Pope had found an asylum, appeared in 

Rome in January 967 and was there invested by Otto with the march of 

Spoleto, at the same time becoming Otto’s vassal for his native princi¬ 

pality. Otto thus created a central Italian vassal of the first rank, and 

enlarged his Empire. One motive, no doubt, was the wish to give peace 

and security to the Spoletan march; but the main purpose was clearly 

to begin the annexation of South Italy to the Regmm ’Italkum. This 

design, which was in pursuance of old Carolingian claims, was bound to 

find resistance in the Eastern Empire. The Byzantines looked on Otto’s 

imperial title as a barbaric impertinence; they considered Capua- 

Benevento as part of the Longobardic theme; and they were determined 
to maintain their dominion in Italy. 

The Eastern Roman Emperors were always handicapped in their 

dealings in Italy; their province there was too important to be let go, too 

remote to be the object of their chief energies. The fall of King Hugh 

had been followed by outbreaks in Apulia, and at the same time the Saracen 

raids became a grave danger when the Patimite Caliph Mansur once again 

recovered the revolted colony of Sicily in 947. Calabria was overrun 

by his troops; even Naples besieged; and, although in 956 the 

patrician Marianus Argjrus restored Byzantine authority over subjects 
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and vassals the peace which suspended, rather than closed, the Saracen 
war was t more conclusive tLn the fighting.. When a celebrated 

general Nicephorus Phocas became Emperor m 963 his vigorous efiort 

to succour the last semi-autonomous Greeks of Sicily J V ’ 
and an ignominious peace. Now he found himself on the ^efensi 

against the aggression of the new ““^"/Xtin"cLroh 
Latin West. John XIII was trying to revive the decadent Latin Church 

in south Italy by carving out new archbishoprics for Capua and Beneven o 

from his own Roman province; Otto the Great was acquiring Capua- 

Benevento as a vassal state. At first it seemed as if an arrangement 

were possible, for Otto asked for a Byzantine bnde,Theophaim, daughter 

of Romanus II, for his son Otto II, whom at Chnstm^ 967 he had 
caused the Pope to crown co-regent Emperor; and his Venetian envoy 

promised that Otto would respect the Byzantine dominions ^ y- 
But in 968 the German monarch made a surprise attack on Apulia anh, 

only after failing to take Bari, did he send Liudprand of <:remona to 
Coitantinople to conclude the marriage-treaty. Otto must have thoug 

it easier to fix the frontier with the territory he claimed already in his 

possession. The natural effect on the rude and soldierly Nicephorus w^ 

to make him badger Liudprand and prepare an expedition. The war 

was indecisive. The exiled King Adalbert, Nicephorus s 
do nothing and eventually fled to French Burgundy where in 975 he died, 
while his brother Conrad submitted to Otto and received the march of 

Ivrea Otto on his side when he warred in person could take no Apulian 

town and Paldolf Ironhead was captured by the Greeks, who yet were 

soon defeated again. It was the murder of Nicephorus in Decmber 969 

which brought a solution. The new Byzantine Emperor, John Tzimisces, 

had hia ha.* f.U in the Eairt, Otto the 
Italy was hopeless. By the intervention of Paldolf, released for the 

purpose, they came to terms, and in April 972 Theophano was married 

at Rome to Otto II. Events make it clear that Otto suzerainty 
of Capua-Benevento and abandoned further schemes. Paldolf Ironhead s 

wide central Italian dominion after aU formed a convenient buffer-state 

for both Empires, no matter to which he was a vassal. . 
Otto the Great did not long survive the settlement with Eastern 

Rome, as he died in Thuringia on 7 May 973. His cWacter belongs o 

German history, but his work affected all Europe. He had created the 

Holy Roman Empire and in so doing had revived the conceguon of 

Charlemagne which moulded the thought and the development of Western 

Europe. The union of Germany and north Italy was his doing and the 

fate of both for centuries derives from the bias he gave their history. 

So, too, in immediate results he closes one era and begins another, 

for the times of anarchy and moral collapse following the wreck of 

Charlemagne’s Empire come to an end, and a period of revival in 

government, in commerce and in civilisation is ushered in by the com- 

CH. vn. 
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parative peace he gave. The problem of defence against the barbarian 
invader, which had baffled the fleeting Italian kings and had contributed 
to their ruin, was solved. Otto himself crushed the Hungarian hordes 
for good and all: it was fitting that in his reign the Saracens of 
Fraxinetum also, who so long preyed on the routes between Italy and 
France, should be abolished. The impulse to this deliverance was 
given by a crowning outrage. St Maiolus, Abbot of Cluny, revered 
throughout the West, was captured in July 97£ while crossing the Great 
St Bernard Pass with a numerous caravan of fellow travellers. The Cluniac 
monks at once raised the enormous ransom demanded by the Saracens, 
but the indignation roused by the event and perhaps a hope of so great 
a booty at length moved the great barons on either side of the Alps to 
act in concert. The Saracens who had seized St Maiolus were cut off 
and destroyed, and a federation of nobles led by the counts of Provence 
and Ardoin of Turin closed in on Fraxinetum itself. The Saracen colony 
was extirpated. Once more the Alpine passes were Ixee to travellers, 
save for exactions by the nobles and occasional brigandage h 

The Regnum Italkum could now rest under the shadow of the strong 
monarchy, untroubled save by the violence of tlie nobles and the iin- 
appeased strife of Roman factions. Otto the Great had nominated in 
973 Benedict VI to succeed to the Papacy, but a relative of John XIII 
and of Alberic, Crescentius, son of a Theodora, thrust in a usurpcn', the 
deacon Franco, as Boniface VII in 974. Yet a reaction, perhaps pro¬ 
voked by the true Pope’s murder, soon came, and the iun)c;rial mimiSy 
Count Sico, was able to instal the Bishop of Sutri as Beiu'dicb VII, 
although Franco contrived to escape to Constantinople with a (piatibity 
of church-treasure. The revolution had not even required a German 
army, much less an imperial campaign. 

Not till December 980 did Otto 11 (the Red) find leisure or occasion 
to proceed to Italy. He came to be reconciled with his mother Adelaide, 
and perhaps to give her some voice in affairs. The young Emperor, 
then aged twenty-five, was not eminently gifted with a ruler’s wisdom; 
but be was ambitious and energetic, and his ambitions now were directed 
to that conquest of the south which his father had abandoned. There 
was much that was tempting in the situation of Byzantine Italy, much 
that seemed to call for intervention. In answer to the proceedings of 
Otto the Great an attempt had been made by the Byzantines to unify 
the administration by transmuting the sir at egos of Longobardia into the 
catapan or viceroy of Italy with a superior authority over the strategos 
of Calabria. This new system was soon put to hard proof. In 969 the 
Fatimite caliphs conquered Egypt, and thus became hostile neighbours 
to the East Romans in Syria. War broke out, and spread to the western 
provinces of both powers. Once more Calabria was ravaged by the 

The county of Aosta appears to have become again a part of Jurane Burgundy, 
as a result of this war. o 
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Muslims under the Sicilian emir Abul-Kasim in 976 and Apulia suffered 
in the next year. The only relief given was due to the loca.1 “ 
blackmail, for the Byzantines, who had begun the war in spirited fashion 
by the momentary capture of Messina, were paralysed by the campai^s 
in Syria, by the civil wars which followed Tzimisces’ death, and by the 

disaffection of the Apulians. „ j 
Otto the Red succumbed to the temptation. The Saracen danger 

under Abu’l-Kasim grew ever more menacing and might affect his own 
dominions. Civil war in the East and disaffection in Italy made the 
Byzantines weak. He might at one and the same time repel the Muslims 
and bring the Regnum Italicum to its natural limits. In September J81 he 
had reached Lucera on the Apulian frontier when he was recalled to 
secure his rear. Paldolf Ironhead had soon extended his central State. 
Yfhen Prince Gisulf of Salerno was dethroned in 973 by a complot of 
rebellious nobles and his jealous neighbours of Amalfi and Naples, it 
was Paldolf who overthrew the usurper Landolf, his own kinsman, and 
restored the old, childless prince as his client. In 977 he succeeded as 
prince in Salerno. On Ironhead’s death, however, in March 981 his 
great dominion dissolved. One son, Landolf IV, inherited Capua-Bene- 
vento, and another, Paldolf, ruled Salerno. Now revolutions broke out. 
The Beneventans were restive under Capuan rule, and declared Ironhead s 
nephew Paldolf II their prince while I.andolf IV retained Capua: the 
Salernitans drove out their Paldolf, and introduced the Byzantine ally, 
Duke Manso III of Amalfi. Otto accepted the separation of Capua and 
Benevento, but he besieged Salerno, and obtained its submission at the 
price of recognising Manso. He seemed to have secured a new vassal; 
he had lost the benefit of surprise and the halo of irresistible success. 
When with large reinforcements from Germany he marched through 
Apulia in 982, the towns did not join him, although Bari rebelled on its 
own accounts and Taranto surrendered after a long siege. There he 
heard of the coming of the Saracen foe from whom he claimed to deliver 

his intended conquest. i i - 
Abul-Kasim had proclaimed a Holy War and crossed to Calabria, 

Otto advanced to meet him. At Rossano he left the Empress Theophano 
and, moving south, captured the Saracens’ advance guard in an unnamed 
town®. He met the main body on the east coast, perhaps near Stilo». 
Headlong courage and no generalship marked his conduct of the battle, 
for he charged and broke the Saracen centre, without perceiving their 
reserves amid the hills on his flank. Abu’l-Kasim had been killed, but 
meanwhile the exhausted Germans were attacked by the fresh troops on 
their flank and overwhelmed. Some four thousand were slain including 

1 It was recaptured by the Byzantines June 983; Lupw Protospath. is a year too 

early in Ms dates here. . «„ . r ook 
2 Perhaps Cotrone, see Gay, Vitalii mividionale et I Empire hysianUn, p. 337. 

3 Or else the Capo delle Colonne. 
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the flower of the German nobles; many were made prisoners; the 
Emperor himself only eluded capture by swimming to a Byzantine 
vessel, from which in turn he had to escape by leaping overboard when 
it brought him near Rossano. 

With the remnants of his army Otto beat a retreat to Salerno and 
Rome, As the news spread over the Empire his prestige waned, and a 
mutinous spirit arose in Italy which was, however, kept in check by the 
steady adherence of Marquesses and Bishops to the German monarchy. 
Otto did his best to re-establish his position. In May 983 he held a 
German Diet at Verona, and there obtained the election as King of 
Germany of his infant son Otto, whom he thereupon sent north to be 
crowned. At the same time he made an effort to bring the independent 
sea-power of Venice to subjection. Venice had prospered exceedingly 
during the century. Exempt from Hungarian ravage, she had contrived 
to hold the piracy of the distant Saracens and of the Slavs of Dalmatia 
in check. She had shaken off Byzantine suzeraixity and maintained a 
privileged intercourse with the Regnum Italicum. She had already 
become the chief intermediary between Constantinople and the West; 
her wealth, derived partly from her questionable exports of iron, wood 
and slaves to the Saracens, was growing rapidly. Even when she was 
obliged to suri^ender the extra-territoriality of her citizens within the 
Western Empire to Otto the Great, she obtained in return the perpetuity 
of her treaty with him. But she had her special dangers. One was the 
effort of the Doges to erect an hereditary monarchy, like that of Amalfi. 
The other, caused largely by this effort, was the rise of two embittered 
factions among the mercantile nobles who held the chief influence in the 
State. These troubles affected her relations with Otto II, for the 
aspiring Doge Pietro Candiano IV who had been murdered in 976 had 
married Gualdrada of Tuscany, niece of the Empress Adelaide. The 
efforts of Doge Tribuno Menio did indeed result in a hollow reconciliation 
at Verona in June 983. Otto II restored Venice her privileges with the 
airs of a suzerain, while Venice tacitly maintained her independence. 
Hardly was the bargain struck, however, before Otto broke it. The civil 
discord of Venice had ended in the bitter hatred of the rival families of 
Caloprini and Morosini. Now Stephen Caloprini fled to Verona and 
offered to be the Emperoris genuine vassal if restored to Venice as Doge. 
Otto characteristically seized the chance of conquest. Venice was strictly 
blockaded by land, and might have been forced to yield had not the 
Emperor, enfeebled by a foreign climate, died of an over-dose of medicine 
(four drachms of aloes) on 7 December 983. 

Otto had been preparing for new aggression towards the south, where 
Transemund, the new Marquess of Spoleto, and Aloara of Capua, Paldolf 
Ironhead’s widow, might be relied on. His impatient policy had just 
been shewn in the promotion of a foreign Pope to succeed Benedict VII, 
for John XIV had been Peter, Bishop of Pavia and Arch-chancellor of 
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Italy. The restive Romans, still mindful of the old prohibition of 

translations, rose against the Lombard Pope at Easter 984. Their 

leader was that Franco, now once more Boniface VII, who had been let 

loose with his treasure by the incensed Byzantines. He disgraced him¬ 

self once more by causing the death of his imprisoned rival, and made 

himself so hated in his brief and tyrannous pontificate that on his death 

in 985 the mob outraged his corpse through the streets. He had really 

bought the Papacy from those who could sell it, the faction led by the 

house of the Crescentii. By them Alberic’s rule of Rome was revived in 

the person of the “patrician” Crescentius II, son of Crescentius de 

Theodora. There was, however, a difference; while preserving his 

autonomous power, Crescentius II avoided a breach with the Empire. 

He could take this anomalous position all the more easily because the 

Empire and the Regnum Italicum were in some sort vacant. The child 

Otto III of Germany was acknowledged as rightful heir, but not as 

sovereign, in Italy, where the interregnum was filled by admitting the 

claim of the two crowned Augustas, Theophano and Adelaide, to act for 

the future Emperor, this constitutional subtlety being made acceptable 

by the loyalty of Marquesses and Bishops to the German connexion. 

Otto IPs aggressions against Venice and the Byzantines were promptly 

abandoned, and the peace of the Empire, tempered by the never wholly 

quiescent local broils, continued its beneficent work. Adelaide was soon 

thrust aside by Theophano who, Greek though she was, troubled with 

unruly German magnates and hampered by Slav revolt beyond the Elbe, 

yet contrived to rule. In 989 she came to Rome, partly to reaffirm the 

Empire, partly perhaps in rivalry with Adelaide. Crescentius II evidently 

came to terms, which preserved his patriciate, and she exercised without 

hindrance all the functions of sovereignty, even being styled Emperor by 

her puzzled chancery unused to a female reign. It was not, however, all 

by merit of the adroit and firm-willed lady, for, when a year after her 

return to Germany she died in June 991, and Adelaide took her place, 

the fabric of the Empire continued unshaken. The idea of the Ottonian 

monarchy had captivated men’s imagination, the benefits it conferred on 

lands so recently wretched were indisputable, and the Italian magnates 

knew their own interests well enough to be persistently loyal. 

At the head of the magnates stood Hugh of Tuscany, who for some 

years had ruled Spoleto as well, thus once more forming a mid-Italian 

buffer-fief, like that of his father Hubert, or of Paldolf Ironhead. It 

was Hugh who, when a revolution broke out at Capua on Aloara’s death, 

set up a second son of Paldolf Ironhead’s, Laidulf, as prince, and main¬ 

tained the suzerainty of the Western Empire. At Rome, however, 

Crescentius II exercised unchallenged sway. Pope John XV had not 

even the support of the stricter clergy against his lay oppressor, for he 

himself had a bad name for avarice and nepotism. But intervention by 
the German monarch became certain. Otto III was now fifteen and of 

OH. VII, 
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age; his advisers were anxious to put an end to the anomalous formal 
vacancy of the Empire; and in response to Pope John'’s invitation the 
king crossed the Brenner Pass with an army in February 996. No one 
resisted him, although the inevitable riot between Germans and Italians 
took place at Verona. At Pavia, where he received the fealty of the 
magnates, he heard of John XVs death; at the next stage, Ravenna, he 
was met by a Roman embassy, which submissively requested him to name 
a new Pope. His choice was as bold as possible; Otto II had only 
promoted a Lombard; Otto III selected his own cousin Bruno of 
Carinthia, a youth of twenty-four, who styled himself Gregory V. Thus 
for the first time a German ascended the papal throne. It must have 
been gall and wormwood to the Romans, but they made no resistance. 
On £1 May Otto III was crowned Emperor by his nominee. 

Neither Pope nor Emperor was disposed to allow the patriciate to 
continue. Crescentius II was tried for his offences against John XV, 
condemned to exile, and then pardoned at the Pope's request. The 
victory had been so easy that Otto speedily left Italy. Gregory, how¬ 
ever, was already in difficulties. He was a rash young man, who was 
also open to bribes, and the Romans hated their German Pope. In 
September he escaped from their hands, and Crescentius resumed power. 
Gregory, safe in Pavia, might excommunicate the usurper and act as the 
admitted head of the Church, Crescentius did not hesitate to set up an 
Anti-Pope. His choice was cunning, if hopeless. Otto III, following 
the steps of his predecessors, had sent to Constantinople to demand the 
hand of a Greek princess. One envoy died on the mission; the other, 
John Philagathus, Archbishop of Piacenza, had recently returned with a 
Byzantine embassy to continue negotiations. This prelate was a Greek 
of Calabria, who had been the trusted adviser of Theophano and had 
obtained the independence of his see from Ravenna owing to her in¬ 
fluence. Being the tutor and godfather of the Emperor, he might seem 
a persona grata to him. Perhaps he shared Theophano's policy of 
alliance with the Roman patrician. In any case he accepted Crescentius's 
offer. But he was everywhere unpopular, a foreigner at Rome, an ingrate 
further north, and Otto III was resolved. Late in 997 the Emperor 
returned to Italy with imposing forces. By the usual route of Ravenna 
he reached Rome with Pope Gregory in February 998. There was no 
real I'esistance. John XVI fled to the Campagna to be captured, blinded 
and mutilated by his pursuers and then made a public spectacle by the 
revengeful Pope. Crescentius, who held out in the castle of Sanf Angelo, 
the ancient tomb of Hadrian, soon was taken and executed. Otto and 
Gregory hoped thus to crush the indomitable independence of the 
Romans. They only added an injured hei'o to the traditions of medieval 
Rome, for Crescentius was widely believed, possibly with truth, to have 
surrendered upon assurances of safety. 

Otto was still in Italy, alternately employed in affairs of Church and 
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State, and in the pilgrimage and penance dear to his unbalanced character, 

when Pope Gregory died in February 999. True to his imperial policy, 

the Emperor selected another non-Roman, Gerbert of Aurillac, the first 

French, as Gregory had been the first German Pope. Gerbert, now 

Sylvester II, was the most learned man of his age, so learned that legend 

made him a magician. Bred in the Aquitanian abbey of Aurillac, he 

knew both Spain and Italy, but the best of his life had been spent at 

the metropolitan city of Rheims. There he was renowned as a teacher 

and had taken eager part in the events which led to the substitution of 

Hugh Capet for the Carolingian dynasty of France.^ His reward had 

been his elevation to the see of Rheims, but this being consequent on 

the deposition of his predecessor had brought him into collision with the 

Papacy, and in 997 he gave up the attempt to maintain himself. He 

had, however, a sure refuge. For long he had stood in close rektions to 

the Saxon Emperors. Known to Otto the Great, he had been given the 

famous abbey of Bobbio in 982 by Otto II, although the indiscreet zeal 

he displayed led to his retreat to Rheims again on his patron’s death. 

None the less he had worked in France in the interests of Otto III in the 

troublous times of the latter’s infancy, and as his hold on Rheims grew 

weaker he had attached himself in 995 to Otto’s court. There he 

speedily became the favoured tutor of the boy Emperor, partly sharing, 

partly humouring and partly inspiring the visionary schemes of his pupil. 

In 998 he became again an archbishop, this time of Ravenna, whence he 

was called to fill the papal chair. 
Sylvester II was far too practical a statesman to share in all the 

dreams of Otto, yet even he seems to have thought of a renovated 

Roman Empire, very different from the workaday creation of Otto the 

Great, of an Empire as wide as Charlemagne’s which should be truly 

ecumenic, and no longer an appendage to the German monarchy. Otto’s 

schemes were far stranger, the offspring of his wayward and perfervid 

nature. Half Greek, half Saxon in birth and training, bred by Theo- 

phano and Philagathus and under northern prelates and nobles as well, 

L not only blended the traditions of Charlemagne’s lay theocracy with 

those of the ancient Roman Empire seen through a long Byzantine 

perspective, but he also oscillated between the ambitious energy of an 

aspiring monarch and the ascetic renunciation of a fervent monk. The 

contradiction, not unexampled at the time, was glaring in an unripe boy, 

whose head was turned by his dignity and his power. He had his ascetic 

mentors who fired his enthusiasms, St Adalbert of Prague, St Romuald 

of Ravenna, St Nilus of Calabria. As the fit seized him he went on 

pilgrimage or withdrew for austerities to hermitage or monastery. This 

visionary ruler lacked neither ability nor a policy, however fantastic his 

aims might be. He believed most fuUy in his theocracy. He was the 

ruler of Church and State. The Popes were his lieutenants in ecclesiastical 

matters. As time went on he emphasised his position by strange titles; 

OH. VII. 
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he was servant of Jesus Christ,’’’ servant of the Apostles,” in rivalry 
with the servus servorum Dei of the Popes. Content with the practical 
support they received from him in ruling both the Church and Rome, 
Gregory V tolerated the beginnings of this and Sylvester II submitted 
at a price to its full development. In a strange, scolding, argumentative 
diploma Otto III denounced the Donation of Constantine and that of 
Charles the Bald, the one as a forgery, the other as invalid, and pro¬ 
ceeded to grant the Pope eight counties of the Pentapolis hitherto ruled 
by Hugh of Tuscany. It was a considerable gift, somewhat modified by 
the fact that Otto intended to make Rome itself his chief capital, and 
treated the Pope as his vassal, tie perhaps saw the revival of the 
Lombard nobles; he was carried away by the ancient splendours of the 
Empire, and, proud of his Greek extraction, he lioped to recall the past 
by a gaudy imitation of its outer forms. Those forms he saw in 
Byzantium, the continuously Roman, Titles and ceremonies were rudely 
borrowed. His dignitaries became logotheteSj protospathars and the 
like: once and again their names were written in the Greek alphabet as 
an evidence of culture. To gain centralisation and emphiLsise unity the 
German and Italian chanceries were fused together, to the muddling of 
their formal and perhaps of their practical business. Semi-barbarism 
had a puerile side in the court the German Augustus held at Rome in 
his palace on the Aventine, and well might the loyal German nobles look 
askance at the freaks of the Emperor. He would not see delightful 
Germany, the land of his birth, so great a love possessed him of dwelling 
in Italy.” 

In January 1000 Otto paid his last visit to Germany, whither the 
deaths of two great ladies, his aunt Abbess Matilda and the aged 
Empress Adelaide, who had guided the German Government, called 
him. In July he returned to Italy, for a storm which had long been 
brewing had burst. It had its principal origin in the prosperity which 
the Ottonian peace had brought to North Italy* The population had 
increased, waste and forest were brought under cultivation, trade thrived 
in the cities. True to Italian tradition the unrest appeared in two 
separate groups of persons, among the country-side nobles, and among 
the citizens, but, since the individuals who made up these two groups 
were largely identical, it was as yet seldom that the effects of their dis¬ 
contents were sharply separated. Under the great vassals of the country¬ 
side, the bishops, abbots, marquesses and counts, were ranked the now 
numerous greater and lesser vavassors, or capitanei^ and secundi militesy 

secundi milites were generally after-vassals without jurisdiction. The 
capitarm included the smaller tenants-in-chief and the greater vavassors. They 
were possessed of jurisdiction; the same nohle might easily hold hoth of the crown 
and of another tenant-in-chief. Cf. Schupfer, F., La societd mikmem alC epoca del 
risorgimmto del comwwe (J.rc«o giuridico, rn.), pp. 259-60, 263-4, and Mayer, E., 
Italienische VerfanswagsgemhicMePi, pp, 447, 450-1, 
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who were distinguished not so much by their position in the feudal chain 

as by the extent of their lands and privileges, but who in general were 

vassals of the magnates, not of the Emperor. The continued predominance 

of city-life in Italy, and the terrors of the recent barbarian ravages, had 

toned large numbers of the capitami and secundi milites into inhabitants, 

either partially or solely, of the cities, where they formed the most 

powerful riflss of citizens. Under them were the traders who led the 

non-noble city-population. All three classes, capitanei, secundi milites 
and plebeians tended to be at odds with one another; there were also 

signs of a resentment at the bishops’ rule which had once been welcomed. 

Berengar II, at enmity with the bishops, had shewn signs of courting the 

townsmen when he granted privileges to the men of Genoa collectively; 

the Milanese, in Otto Ill’s minority, had waged war on their archbishop 

LanduK II and the great family to which he belonged; the Cremonese 

obtained from Otto III a diploma which infringed their bishop’s fiscal 

rights and was soon quashed on that account. The movement was 

cratrary to the imperial policy by which the bishops, sometimes of German 

extraction, were the Emperor’s best agents and counter-weights to the 

restless nobles. Fresh towns, Lodi, Acqui, Piacenza, and Tortona, had 

been placed completely under episcopal rule; the whole province of Ravenna 

was made subject to its archbishop’s authority by Otto III; lesser 

privileges in town and country had been continually given piecemeal to 

the prelates. Yet in the country-side the expedient was losing its value. 

Prelates in difficulties, prelates of the local noble families, were steadily 

granting church land by the leases known as libellariae to the nobles, 

thereby impoverishing their churches and strengthening the noble cl^s, 

and the consequent feudal disorder was only increased by the growing 

divergence in interest between the magnates, the cctpitwn^^ and the secundi 
milites. The vast and increasing church estates were being consumed 

by nominal leases and over-enfeoffment. 
Disorder from this cause was already marked under Otto II; Pope 

Sylvester, as Abbot of Bobbio, had vainly striven to check the system 

in his abbey; it now led to civil war. Ardoin, Marquess of Ivrea, was 

probably a relative of Berengar II, but his sympathies lay with the lesser 

nobles. He and they had profited by spendthrift episcopal grants, and 

came to hitter feud with Bishop Peter of Vercelli, possibly because he 

endeavoured to recall them^ In 997 they murdered the bishop and burat 

the cathedral. Peter’s fellow-bishops were up in arms against Ardoin, 

and Otto III took stringent action. In 998 he enacted that no church 

libellmia should outlast the grantor’s life. In 999, in concert with the 

1 This is conjecture. Peter’s long captivity among the Saracens after the battle 
of Stilo (see supra, p. 169) must have facilitated usurpations, andIngo, Peter’sprede- 
cessor, had certainly dilapidated his see, but Ardoin’s immediate grievance may have 
been owing to Ms claims on cuftis of Caresana^ given by Empress Adelaide to 
tbe Canons of Vercelli, 
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Pope, he confiscated Ardoin's lands and condemned him to a life of 
penitent wandering. At the same time he appointed a stout-hearted 
German, Leo, to the see of Vercelli, and granted him the counties of 
Vercelli and Santhia. It was the first grant of entire counties to a 
bishopric in Lombardy, although parallel to the powers conferred on 
the see of Ravenna. But Ardoin resisted in his castles, and next year, 
supported by his accomplices, seems even to have taken the title of king. 
Otto returned, but was content to drive Ardoin back and to entrust his 
uprooting to the local magnates. The embers of the revolt against the 
Romano-Germanic Empire were left to glow. Otter’s wishes at this time 
seem to have turned to the reassertion of the claims of the Holy Roman 
Empire in the south. Since Abu’l-Kasim's death in his victory over 
Otto II, the Saracen raids, although they inflicted misery on Calabria and 
South Apulia, had not been in sufficient force to endanger the Byzantine 
rule. The catapan Calocyrus Delphinas in 983-4 had subdued the 
Apulian rebels; nor did Otto III shew any disposition to intervene. 
But the petty frontier states were a different matter. In 983 the 
Salernitans had driven out Manso of Amalfi, and under their new prince 
John II, a Lombard from Spoleto, remained henceforth neutral and 
disregarded. Their neighbours, however, Capua, Benevento, Naples and 
Gaeta, were more important for Otto. After a romantic pilgrimage to 
the famous shrine of Monte Gargano, he sent in 999 the Capuan Ademar, 
new-made Marquess of Spoleto, to Capua, where Laidulf was deposed 
and Ademar made prince. At the same time Naples was seized, its 
Duke John taken captive, and the Duke of Gaeta was bribed into 
vassalage. These successes, which once more effectively enlarged the 
Empire, did not last, for in 1000 the Capuans drove out Ademar, 
substituting Landolf V of the old dynasty, and John of Naples recovered 
his state and independence. A short campaign of Otto himself next 
year against Benevento gained at most a formal submission from the 
Lombard princes. The fact was that the Emperors could never devote 
enough energy or men to the subjugation of the south, divergent as it 
was in soil, in organisation, and in habits of life from the Frank-ruled, 
feudalised and more fertile north. 

At the time, indeed, Otto's throne was rocking under him. He 
had offended the Romans by sparing revolted Tivoli, for which too 
independent neighbour they nourished a passionate hatred; nor were 
their desires for their old autonomy and dislike of the Saxon stranger 
diminished by his imperial masquerade. In February 1001 they broke 
into revolt and blockaded Otto in his palace on the Aventine, at the 
same time closing the gates against his troops who were encamped outside 
the walls under his cousin, Duke Henry of Bavaria and Hugh of Tuscany. 
After three days Otto prepared a desperate sortie, but at the same time 
Hugh and Henry entered by treaty with the Romans. Once more they 
swore fealty, and listened to the EmperoFs reproaches, the best proof of 
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the strong illusion under which he laboured: Are you my Romans? For 
your sake I have left my country and my kindred. For love of you have 
I abandoned ray Saxons and all the Germans, my own blood. I have led 
you to the most distant parts of the Empire, where your fathers, lords 
of the world, never set foot, so as to spread your name and fame to the 
ends of the earthk” And the crowd half believed in the dream. They 
dragged their leaders out and threw them before the Emperor, His 
nobles were cooler, and under their persuasions he left the Eternal City, 
where his escort still remained. It could not be concealed that he had 
really been driven out by the rebels. 

His case was nearly desperate. The German magnates were ready to 
revolt against the dreamer. St Romuald counselled him to take the 
cowl. Yet Otto, though a visionary, was resourceful and resolute. He 
summoned fresh forces from Germany, where Henry of Bavaria kept the 
princes loyal. He asked once more, and with success, for a Byzantine 
bride. He vexed Rome whence his men were extracted, and prepai'ed 
for a siege. But his strength was exhausted. On £3 January 100£ 
he died at Paterno near the Tiber just as his reinforcements reached him. 

All Italy was in confusion. The Germans were obliged to fight their 
way northwards with the corpse. King Ardoin seized the Italian crown. 
John Crescentius, son of Crescentius II, ruled Rome as patrician, and 
Pope Sylvester, who had loyally followed his pupil, was content to return 
thither despoiled of secular power and soon to die. Plugh of Tuscany 
was already dead, to the joy of the ungrateful Otto, But the basis 
of the Holy Roman Empire was still firm. Bishops and Marquesses as 
a rule were faithful to the Saxon house. If Otto’s dreams were over, 
German supremacy, the fact, remained. 

It was not only in the Lombard troubles under Otto III that signs 
were apparent of the medieval evolution of Italy. His contemporary 
and friend, Doge Pietro Orseolo II of Venice, was making a city-state 
a first-rate power at sea. Within a few years Orseolo curbed and 
appeased the feuds of the nobles, he effected a reconciliation with 
Germany, he reinstated Venice in her favourable position in the Eastern 
Empire, and contrived to keep on fair terms with the Muslim world. 
In 1000 Venice made her first effort to dominate the upper Adriatic 
and it was successful for the time. The Doge led a fleet to Dalmatia, 
checking the Slav tribes and giving Venice a temporary protectorate 
over the Roman towns of the coast, Byzantium was busied in war 
nearer home and glad to rely on a powerful friend. She soon had 
occasion for Venice’s active help, for the Saracen raids grew once again 
to dangerous dimensions. In 100£ the caid Safi came from Sicily and 
besieged Bari by land and sea. The catapan Gregory Trachaniotis was 

1 Thangmar, VitaS. BernwardiyC. 25. But these German accounts glose events. 
Was the haling of the Roman leaders before Ofcto a mere piece of ceremonial, suitable 
to a treaty with the Emperor? 
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rescued by Venice. Orseolo II arrived with his fleet, revictualled the 

town, and fought a three days’ battle with the Muslims. In the end, 

worsted on both elements, they retreated by night. They still wasted 

Calabria and the whole west coast of Italy, yet here too they received 

a severe check in a naval battle near Reggio in 1005, in which the fleet 

of the Tuscan trading town of Pisa played the decisive part. Thus, 

even before the Holy Roman Empire reached its apogee, the future 

city-states of North Italy had made their first entry into international 

politics. 
In the security of the frontiers, in the rebirth of civic life, in the 

resettlement of the country-side, in the renewal of intercourse and 

commerce, the success of the Ottoman rule was manifest. Nor were 

the omens inauspicious in the Church. During the wretched times of 

anarchy a demoralisation, analogous to that of which the career of King 

Hugh bears witness among the magnates, had invaded cathedral and 

cloister. The Papacy could be the bone of contention for lawless nobles; 

a great abbey, like Farfa, could be a nest of murder and luxury in the 

mid tenth century. Now at any rate, in the north under Alberic and 

the Ottos, in the Byzantine south, an improvement, slow and chequered 

as it might be, had set in. But in one aim the Ottos had failed, the 

extension of the Regnwm Italicum over all Italy. Sardinia, which vegetated 

apart ruled by her native “judges” under an all but forgotten Byzantine 

suzerainty, might be disregarded; but the separation of the south of the 

peninsula from the north left the Holy Roman Empire imperfect. It 

was a case where geographical and climatic influences interacted on 

historical events and made them, so to say, their accomplices in moulding 

the future. South Italy as a whole was always a more barren land than 

the north, more sunburnt, less well-watered, a land of pasture rather 

than of agriculture or of intense cultivation, a land of great estates and 

sparse inhabitants. Long separated from the main Lombard kingdom 

by Roman territory, and protected by their mountain defiles, the 

Lombards of Benevento had fallen apart from their northern kinsmen. 

Charlemagne had not subdued them; Eastern Rome, by direct conquest 

and through her client sea-ports, had exercised a potent influence upon 

them; the Saracens held Sicily. Throughout the two centuries from 800 

to 1000 the schism of the two halves of Italy, which Nature had half 

prescribed, steadily widened. Even what they had most in common, the 

tendency to autonomous city-states, took different embodiment and met 

a different destiny. The Norman Conquest only concluded and intensified 

a probable evolution. 
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CHAPTEE VIII. 

GERMANY; HENRY I AND OTTO THE GREAT. 

“ The future of the realm,” Conrad is said to have declared with his 

dying words, “lies with the Saxons,” and he hade his brother Everard 

to bear the royal insignia to Henry, the Saxon Duke, as the one man 

capable of restoring the glory of the German name. The union of 

Frank and Saxon had given the throne to Conrad on the death of Louis 

the Child; the same alliance was responsible for the ascendancy of the 

Saxon dynasty in 919b Everard carried out the last injunctions of the 

late king, waived his own claim, and caused Henry the Saxon to assume 

the royal dignity. The election was a purely secular function; for, 

either from a genuine feeling of his unworthiness or from his dislike 

of the higher clergy and their secular influence, a dislike which he un¬ 

doubtedly possessed in the earlier years of his reign, he dispensed with 

the solemn ceremonials of anointing and coronation offered him by 

Archbishop Heriger of Mayence. It took place at Fritzlar on the borders 

of Franconia and Saxony in May 919. , 
The position of Henry the Fowler^ was a difficult one. As king he 

was scarcely more powerful than he was as duke. Saxon and Franconian 

princes had been present at the election, but there is little reason to 

believe that the princes of the southern duchies were present or that 

they acquiesced in the result. Everard, Duke of Franconia, had^ been 

chiefly instrumental in raising Henry to the throne, but he had previously 

been an inveterate enemy to the Saxon house, and his loyalty was only 

purchased at the price of almost complete independence in his own duke¬ 

dom. The new king did not at first aspire very high. He had no 

scheme of governing the whole realm, as the Carolings before him, from 

one centre through his own officials. He had no choice but to allow the 

tribes to manage their own affairs according to their own customs and 

their own traditions. Even his modest ambition to be regarded as the 

head of a confederate Germany was not yet accepted. Bavaria and 

1 Henry’s Carolingian descent (he was the great-grandson of Louis the Pious) 

did not influence the election. He was chosen purely on his own merits. 
“ This name “Auceps” is first given him by the Annalists Saxo in the middle 

of the twelfth century. Ann. Sax. M. G. SS. vi. 694. 
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Swabia were outside his sphere of authority. Burchard, no duke, but 
tyrant, despoiler and ravager of the land"’ (his unscrupulous disposal 
of church property had given him a bad reputation among monastic 
writers) was ruling in Swabia. He had just rid himself of the aggressions 
of Eodolph II, King of Upper (Jurane) Burgundy, who had attempted 
to add Swabia to his dominions, by defeating him at Winterthurk At 
the news of Henry’s approach, for it is uncertain whether the king 
actually entered Swabia, he surrendered unconditionally. Henry allowed 
him to retain his dukedom, only reserving to himself the right of ap¬ 
pointing to bishoprics and the royal domain lying within the limits of 
the duchy. 

Bavaria offered a more difficult task. Arnulf ^Hhe Bad,” though, 
like Burchard, he had gained the ill-will of the clergy owing to his habit 
of appropriating the revenue and property of the Church, was exceedingly 
popular with the secular nobles. He had been urged, not against his 
will, to put forward a claim to the throne of Germany, and was only 
prevented by the antagonism of the clergy from making an immediate 
attempt to win this end. According to one account Henry was obliged 
to make two campaigns before he was able to bring Arnulf to terms. 
However that may be, in 9SJ1 he approached Ratisbon (Regensburg), 
perhaps, as Widukind records, he actually besieged the town; and, by 
granting particularly favourable conditions, obtained Arnulf’s submission. 
The duke retained the coveted right of appointing to bishoprics within 
his duchy, a privilege confined to Bavaria alone; in other ways also 
Bavaria secured a larger measure of independence than was enjoyed by 
any other German tribe. Almost sovereign powers were given to its 
duke. Arnulf struck coins, directed his own foreign policy, and dated 
documents according to the year of his reign. 

Henry was not satisfied with the limits prescribed by the Treaty of 
Verdun; he aimed at the inclusion of Lorraine in the German realm. It 
was not an easy matter and was only accomplished by untiring patience 
and by taking advantage of opportunities offered by the ceaseless dis¬ 
turbances in the Western Kingdom. Gilbert (Giselbert), the reigning 
duke, a versatile and unscrupulous man, sought and obtained the help 
of the German king when his dominions were overrun by the West 
Franks. He was reinstated and remained on friendly tex'ms with Heniy 
until, in 920, hostilities broke out between the Eastern and Western 
Kingdoms. Charles the Simple pushed his way into Germany as far 
as Pfeddersheim near Worms, but retired on hearing that Henry was 
arming against him. Gilbert, at this juncture, threw off* his allegiance 

> Rodolph, however, partially gained his object. For either on the occasion of his 
marriage with Burchard’s daughter Bertha, or more probably after Burchard's death, 
at the Council held at Worms in November 926, he added a strip of territory lying 
to the east of the river Aar, but the extent of which is uncertain, to his dominions 
in return for the gift to Henry the Fowler of the much coveted Holy Lance. See 
R. L. Poole, The Supposed Origin of Burgundia Minor, EHR, xxx. 51, 1915. 
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to Henry and assisted Charles in the campaign of the following year. 

Fighting was however averted: on 7 November 921 the two kings met 

in a boat anchored in the middle of the Rhine at Bonn. There a 

treaty was concluded: Henry was formally recognised as king of the East 

Franks, but Lorraine remained dependent on the Western Kingdom. 
During the next years France was immersed in the throes of civil 

war. First Robert, the younger son of Robert the Strong, and on his 

death his son-in-law, Raoul (Rudolf), Duke of Burgundy, was set up as 

rival king to the helpless Caroling, Charles the Simple, who spent most 

of the remainder of his life in close captivity at Peronne. In the midst of 

this anarchy Henry sought his opportunity to wrest Lorraine from the 

Western Kingdom. Twice in the year 92S he crossed the Rhine. In the 

spring he met Robert and entered into some compact of friendship with 

him, probably at Julich on the Roer; later in the year, at the call of 

Duke Gilbert, who had again changed sides, he entered Lorraine with 

an army, captured a large part of the country, and was only checked by 

the appearance of Raoul (Robert had been killed at Soissons in the 

previous June) with considerable forces. No battle took place, but an 

armistice was arranged to last until October of the next year and the 

eastern part of Lorraine was left in Henry’s possession. The state of 

affairs in Lorraine was less favourable to Henry when in 925 he once 

more crossed the Rhine. Raoul had won a large measure of recognition 

among the inhabitants and Gilbert, always to be found on what appeared 

to be the winning side, had come to terms with him. Henry however 

met with surprisingly little opposition on his way. He besieged Gilbert 

at Ziilpich, captured the town, and soon made himself master of a large 

portion of the land. Gilbert had no choice but to accept the overlord¬ 

ship of the Saxon king. He was reinstated and was attached more 

closely to Henry’s interests in 928 by receiving his daughter Gerberga 

in marriage. Raoul bowed to the inevitable: henceforward Lorraine 

was an integral part of the East Frankish dominion. 
In the first six years of his reign Henry had achieved much. He 

had succeeded in making his authority recognised in the southern duchies 

and added Lorraine to his kingdom. Content with this recognition he 

did not seek to interfere further in the affairs of the duchies. It was 

his policy throughont to leave the administration in the hands of the 

dukes. Bavaria, as far as we know, he never so much as revisited: Swabia 

was less isolated, for after the death of Burchard, Herman, a cousin of 

the Franconian Everard, married his widow and succeeded to the duke¬ 

dom. The family connexion inevitably brought Swabia into closer 

relations with the central power. 
Henry’s own activities were confined almost entirely to Saxony and 

Thuringia. The weakness of his predecessors had encouraged the au¬ 

dacity of the restless and barbarous neighbours to the north and east 

of Germany. The Danes ravaged the coast of Frisia : the Wends, 
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inhabiting the land between the Elbe and the Oder, engaged the Saxon 
nobles in a ceaseless and devastating border warfare: since the accession 
of Louis the Child a new and still greater peril hung over Germany in 
the violent inroads of the Magyars. These barbarians lived for war alone. 
Though they were addicted to hunting and fishing, they chiefly relied for 
their subsistence on the spoils of their victories. Their appearance, made 
more grotesque and sinister by artificial means, their outlandish war-cries, 
their dashing onslaught, and their ruthless cruelty combined to strike 
terror upon those they encountered. Their unrivalled skill in archeiy 
and horsemanship gave them a reputation of invincibility. For the early 
years of Henry's reign the Hungarians had remained quiet, but in 924 
they once more poured westward into Germany and Italy. The lack of 
military organisation and system of defence in Saxony was laid bare. 
With fire and sword they overran the whole of the province: the people 
fled before them and hid themselves in the forests: Henry, helpless and 
unable to offer any resistance, shut himself up in the fortress of Werla 
at the foot of the Harz mountains. By an amazing stroke of luck, a 
Hungarian chief, apparently a person of considerable importance, fell 
into Henry's hands. Ransom was refused: the king would only sur¬ 
render his prize on condition that the invaders would withdraw from 
Saxony and refrain from molesting him for a period of nine years; for 
his part, he was prepared to pay a yearly tribute. The terms were 
accepted, the Hungarian noble was given up, and for nine years Saxony 
was rid of the aggressions of her formidable neighbour^ 

The nine years Henry turned to good account. He was enabled to 
carry out his schemes of defence undisturbed. The Saxons were un¬ 
accustomed to town life; they lived still, like the Germans of Tacitus, 
apart in scattered villages and hamlets; a royal fortress or a monastery, 
the seat of a spiritual or secular prince, alone served as places of meeting 
for social purposes or the transactions of business. Fortified towns were 
all but unknown. Henry saw the necessity not only of strengthening 
the existing fortresses but of building and fortifying towns. Mei'sebiirg 
and Hersfeld, Goslar and Gandei'sheim were secured within wall and moat. 
Quedlinburg and Pohlde are lasting memorials of his constructive activity 
and prove him not unworthy of the name of builder of cities" (Stddte- 
erhauer) given him by later writers. The town was to be the centre of 
all economic and judicial, military and social activity, the position of 
defence, the place of refuge in time of invasion ; to promote the prosperity 
of the towns it was ordained that all councils and social gatherings should 
he held there and that no substantial or valuable buildings should be 
erected outside the walls. The country conquered from the Wends Henry 
divided into military fiefs which he granted out to his ministeriales. 
They were formed into groups of nine tenants, one of whom lived in the 

^ The truce appears to have extended only to Saxony and Thuringia, for in 926 
we find the Hungarians invading Swabia and Lotharingia. 
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city to maintain the walls and dwellings in good repair and to take 

charge of a third of the total produce of the tenement to provide a^inst 

an emergency. The remaining eight worked in the fields, but m the 

event of an attack withdrew to the city to defend it against the invader. 

The establishment of a colony of robbers and bandits on the outskirts ot 

Merseburg is an interesting experiment. It was the condition of their 

tenure that they should only employ their craft of larceny and plunder 

against their Slavonic neighbours. In many of these reforms it is thought, 

Henry had the example of England before his eyes. England had been 

alike defenceless and open to the attacks of the Danish nvaders until 

Alfred and his son Edward the Elder adopted measures which not only 

checked their forward movement but even drove them back and kept 

them within prescribed limits. In 929 Henry asked his English wn- 

temporary Aethelstan for an English princess for his son Otto. 1 he 

negotiations, which ended in Otto’s marriage with Edith, brought 

Henry into close touch with England and English policy, and it is not 

difficult to believe that through this connexion he found the^ pattern on 

which to model his plans for the defence of his kingdom^ T-he army no 

less than the system of defence required radical reform. The heerhann, 

corresponding to the Anglo-Saxon fyrd, composed of the freemen—a 

class which in course of years had considerably diminished in numbers 

was untrained and difficult to mobilise. Being an infantry force, it was 

moreover wholly inadequate to cope with the Hungarian horsemen. 

Hence it was essential for the Saxons to learn to fight on horseback. 

The ministeriales established on the W^endish marches became the nucleus 

of the new army. But Henry seems to have exacted knight service 

whenever possible throughout Saxony and even in the heerhann, which 

continued often to be summoned in times of national danger, the cavalry 

element gradually became predominant, 
Henry tested the mettle of his reorganised army in the campaigns 

against the Slavs. These restless people dwelling in the forest and swamp 
lands between the Elbe and the Oder had been intermittently at war with 
the Germans since the time of Charles the Great. But the warfare had 
been conducted by the Saxon nobles for private ends and with a view to 

1 Lappenberg, i. 365, and Giesebrecbt, i. 811, lay stress on the connexion. Cf. 
the fortresses of Edward the Elder on the Danish border, and also the regulation 
with respect to the towns. Giesebrecht, loc. ciL, restores from Widukind, x. 35, 
what he believes to be the words of a law of Henry I, ut concilia et omnes conventus 
atqm convivia in urhibus celehrentur. Similarly Edward had ordained that all 
marketing was to be done ^within port or market town. Vide laws of King 
Edward I, i. Liebermann, Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen, i, 139, Q,uod si quis eoctra 
portum harganniety ouerhyrnesse regis culpa sit. Again, Widukind s statement that 
of every nine military tenants one should live in the city and the rest mind the fields 
suggests Alfred^s system of keeping one man in the host to every one in the country 
(A, S. Ohron. anno 894). Cf. the system of classing the household warriors in three 
divisions, each of which served in rotation for a period of a month (Asser, ed. 

Stevenson, c. 100), 

CH. VIII, 
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enriching themselves by the plunder of their neighbours. Henry the 
Fowler made the subjection of the Wends a matter of national concern. 
Four years (9S8-93£') were occupied in their conquest, but every enter¬ 
prise Henry undertook was crowned with success^ First, in a campaign 
against the Slavs of the Havel country in the depths of winter, he besieged 
and captured the ice-bound city of Brandenburg and brought the tribe to 
submission. Thence turning his energies against the Dalemintzi on the 
lower Elbe, after a siege of twenty days he took by storm their city of 
Jahna and planted the stronghold of Meissen as a base for further opera¬ 
tions in that district. The subjection of Bohemia was a more serious 
undertaking; for this campaign he sought the help of Duke Arnulf, and 
for the first time Bavarian and Saxon marched together in the royal 
army. Wenceslas, the reigning Duke of Bohemia, had entered upon 
his inheritance at an early age and during a long minority his mother 
Drahomina, a Lyutitzi by birth, acted as regent; it was her policy of 
assisting the Wends in their wars against the Germans that brought 
about the enmity of the German king. When however in 9S9 (?) Henry 
and Arnulf entered Bohemia, Wenceslas had assumed the government. 
He had been brought up to the Christian faith by his grandmother 
Saint Ludmilla, who by her ixifiuence over the young duke had earned 
the hatred and jealousy of her daughter-in-law and at the latteFs in¬ 
stigation had suffered the death of a martyr. Wenceslas, whose pious 
life and terrible end was to gain for him the reward of canonisation, was 
prepared to make amends for the imprudent policy of his regent mother; 
when therefore the German army approached Prague he promptly entered 
into negotiations, tie surrendered his lands, received them back as a 
fief of the German crown, and agreed to pay a yearly tribute of six 
hundred marks of silver and one hundred and twenty head of cattle. 

But no sooner was peace restored than the Wends, chafing under the 
German yoke, broke out into revolt^. The Redarii were the first to take 
up arms: they captured the town of Walsleben and massacred the in¬ 
habitants. The success was the signal for a general rising. The Counts 
Bernard and Thietmar, tienry’s lieutenants in that district, took prompt 
action, marched against the fortress of Lenzen on the right bank of 
the Elbe, and, after fierce fighting, completely routed the enemy on 
4} September 929. Many fell by the sword, many, in attempting flight, 
were drowned in the neighbouring lakes. There were but few survivors 
of that bloody encounter. Widukind reckons the enemy’s losses at the 
incredible figure of two hundred thousand. Yearly tribute and the 

1 For the geography of the Slav campaigns see the Maps No. 26, a and h of 
Professor Peisker issued with Vol. II. of this work. 

2 S6, sums up Henry's achievements against the Slavs before the 
outbreak of the general revolt of 929 thus: Cumqm vicinae gentes a rege Ileinrico 
factae essmt trihutavia&, Apqdriti, Wilti, Mevelli, Dalamami, Boemi, Bedani et paw 
esset.*. 
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acceptance of Christianity was the price they paid for their in^rrection. 

In 932 the Lusatians and in 934 the Ukrani on the lower Oder were 

subdued and made tributary. With these Henry’s work among the 

Wendish tribes is completed. Much still remained to be done but he 

had laid the foundation for the work of his son Otto, the civilising and 

the conversion of the people on the eastern frontier. ^ n- 4. 
Even more important were the results of his Hungarian conflict. 

This warfare was to prove the soundness of his measures of defence and 

protection, the strength of his new towns, the supreme test of his re¬ 

organised army. Cavalry would meet cavalry, not as in the battles 

with the Wends, horse against foot. In 933 the nine years’ truce was at 

an end. Henry refused the accustomed tribute. The Hungarians lost 

no time; they swarmed into the West in three armies, one to rav^e 

Italy, another France and Burgundy, and a third to punish Henry for 

his audacious refusal of tribute. On their way they sought the help of 

the Dalemintzi, but instead of the expected submissiveness they were 

received with scorn and derision and were presented with a mongrel dog 

as a token of their contempt. In Thuringia they divided their forces. 

One army pushed on westward into Saxony. Henry at once took the 

initiative, feU on them, slew their leaders, and dispersed the rema-inder in 

panic to die from hunger or cold, to be slain by the sword or taken into 

captivity. He then lost no time in coming up with the other host while 

still overwhelmed by the fate of their comrades. The battle took place 

at Biade (perhaps Rittburg on the Unstrut or Ried) near Merseburg on 

15 March 933. The seemingly impenetrable masses were broken at the 

onslaught of the Saxon army, the camp was taken, the remnant of the 

once feared and invincible army of the Magyars fled back to their own 

land in panic and confusion. The Hanes alone remained unsubdued. 

They had long pushed beyond the river Eider, the limit fixed by Charles 

the Great; they had encroached upon Holstein and plundered continually 

the coast of Frisia. In 934 Henry entered Denmark; Gorm the Old, not 

venturing to risk a battle, sued for peace which he obtained at the price 

of the old Eider boundary and the establishment of the march of 

Schleswig. 
Towards the end of his life Henry, largely no doubt owing to the 

influence of his wife Matilda, became more active in works of piety and 

in advancing the interests of the Christian Church. He was always a 

serious churchman and there is evidence that his early hostility to the 

ecclesiastical power grew less intense in his later years'. The Synod of 

Erfurt in June 932 testifies to his interest in church matters. At his 

favourite home of Quedlinburg he founded a Chuich and a nunnery. He 

' The fact that he was, as far as we know, the first German king to make a 
bishop count over his own city shews that he was not averse to the extension of the 
secular power of the ecclesiastical party. In 928 he made the Bishop of Toul count 

in his city. 

CH. viu. 
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contemplated, says the Saxon historian Widukind, a visit to Rome, not 

indeed to seek the imperial crown, for he had declined the honour of 

coronation even in Germany, but as a pilgrim. Acceptance of Chris¬ 

tianity was often imposed by him as a condition of peace on his conquered 

foes. This was the case at the break-down of the Slav revolt in 928. 

In 931 (?) baptism was received by the prince of the Obotrites and 

perhaps by a Danish prince', in spite of the hostility of Gorm the Old, 

who devoted his life to the persecution of the Christians and to stamping 

out all remnants of Christianity from his dominions. 
In the autumn of 935 at Bodfeld in the Harz Mountains, while 

engaged in a hunting expedition, Henry was struck down with paralysis. 

Anxious to see the succession decided in his lifetime, he summoned an 

assembly of nobles at Erfurt in the beginning of 936. Thankmar the 

eldest son was excluded on the ground that his mother Hathebuig, a 

Wend, was under a vow to take the veil when Henry sought to marry 

her; though Henry, the younger and favourite son of Queen Matilda, had 

claims on the ground that he was born after his father’s accession to the 

German throne, Otto, the elder son, seemed the most fit to carry on the 

work his father had begun and was accepted as the successor by the 

assembled princes. At Memleben on 2 July, when nearly sixty years of 

age, Henry the Fowler succumbed to a second stroke and was buried in 

his’own foundation, the Church of St Peter at Quedlinburg. The 

chroniclers of the period are unanimous in their praises of Henry’s 

character and achievements. He was a just and farsighted statesman, a 

skilful and brave general; with foreigners and enemies he was stem and 

uncompromising, but to his own countrymen he was a lenient and bene¬ 

volent ruler. He was a keen sportsman, a genial companion. In his 

own day Henry was recognised as the founder of a new realm. As Duke 

of Saxony, he was in a good position to inaugurate a new era, for the 

Saxons were in blood and in customs the purest Germans, the least 

touched by Frankish influence. It was the work of Henry that prepared 

the way for the more brilliant and the more permanent achievements of 

his son and successor. 

OTTO 1. 

Otto came to the throne in the full vigour and idealism of youth 

(he was born in 912): he was possessed of a high sense of honour and 

justice, was stem and passionate, inspiring fear and admiration rather 

tKan love among his subjects; he was ambitious in his aspirations and 

anxious to make the royal power felt as a reality throughout Germany. 

The difierence between father and son becomes immediately apparent in 

the matter of coronation. He had already been elected at an assembly 

^ See note 2, p. 202, in this chapter. 
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of Saxon and Franconian princes held at Erfurt^ in his father’s lifetime; 

but not content with this, he laid great stress on the importance of a 

solemn ceremony which took place early in August at Aix-la-Chapelle, 

the old Carolingian seat of residence. There the Archbishop Hildebert 

of Mayence presented the young duke to the assembled multitude of people 

with the words, “Behold, I bring to you Otto, the elect of God, the chosen 

of our lord Henry, and now made king by all the princes. If the election 

is pleasing to you, declare it by show of hands.” Immediately the whole 

people lifted their hands and hailed the new king with clamorous shouts. 

He was invested at the hands of the Archbishop with the insignia of 

royalty, the sword with which to strike down the enemies of Christ, the 

bracelets and cloak, the emblems of peace, the sceptre and the staff by 

which tokens he is inspired to chasten his subjects and to stretch out the 

hand of mercy to the servants of God, to widows and orphans. Finally 

he was anointed and crowned by the Archbishop of Mayence assisted by 

Archbishop Wikfried of Cologne and by them was led by a special stair 

to a throne set up between marble pillars where he could see and be 

observed by aU. After the celebration of mass, the company adjourned 

to the palace for a state banquet at which the dukes officiated, Gilbert 

of Lorraine as Chamberlain, Everard of Franconia as Steward, Herman 

of Swabia as Cupbearer, and Arnulf of Bavaria as Marshal. It was 

a festival of the highest significance; it was a public recognition of the 

union of the German tribes, the foundation of the German monarchy. 

The royal influence was no longer to be confined to the limits of 

Saxony; while he retained the duchy in his own hands he delegated 

many of the ducal functions to Herman Billung, a noble connected with 

the royal house and founder of the later ducal house of Saxony. Another 

important post was granted to Count Siegfried, who is described as second 

only to the king among the Saxon chiefs; and on his death it passed to 

Count Gero. Herman and Gero were the two men who, throughout 

the reign of Otto, by their untiring efforts not only kept the Wends in 

check, but established German authority on a firm footing in the marches 

between the Elbe and the Oder; they relieved the king of a difficult task, 

enabling him thereby to turn his whole attention to his policy of cen¬ 

tralising the government, of extending the royal influence, and later of 

fldfling Italy to his dominions and of restoring the imperial title. But 

these appointments were unpopular in Saxony. Wichmann was jealous 

of the advancement of his younger brother Herman, and by the selection 

1 The passage ia Widukind, ii. 1: Defuncto...Seinrico, omnis popuhts Frtm- 
corum atque Saxonum iam olim designatwm regem a poire, filium eius Oddorwm, elegit 
sibi in principem, suggests that Otto was formally elected at Fritzlar or h orchheim 
it is conjectured—before proceeding to Aix-la-Chapelle for coronation; so Giesehrecht, 
I. 241, and Kopke-Dummler, 26. But Waitz, VerfassungsgeschicHe, vi. 135, n. 3, 
and Maurenhrecher, Konigswahlen, 54, n. 3, take these words to refer to the 
assembly at Erfurt before Henry’s death when Otto was designated as the successor. 

OH. vm. 
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of Gero, Otto lost the support of his half-brother Thankmar, who m spite 

of being baixed from the throne had hitherto shown ^ 

subject Being akin to Siegfried he had counted on "^’"^d^n 
position and estates; disappointed in this, he joined with Evcraid in 

*^^At the^cOTonSion festival at Aix-la-Chapelle the luk^® i^colf 

recognised Otto as king and, no doubt Sit no 
tinue his father’s policy, had done homage for their 
sooner had Otto revealed his intentions than they were up in arms, ihe 

Zble began in Bavaria. Arnulf died in July 937 and his “ W 

their homage. Two campaigns in 938 were necessary to 
authority. Berthold, Arnulf’s brother, formerly Duke of Cannthi^_ 

set over the duchy, but with limited powers. Otto took to 

right of nominating to bishoprics and also, now or s or y a , 
Arnulf, son of the late duke, as Count palatine^ to safeguard the royal 

interests in the duchy. , . _ ,, i 4.^ 
Between the two Bavarian campaigns Otto had been called away 

deal with a more serious rising in Franconia. Small raids ^ad been 

frequent on the borders of Saxony, raids in M 
bem involved. In one of these Everard burnt the city of 
slaughtered the inhabitants; the duke was fined and the abettors of t 

crime were condemned to the indignity of carrying dogs throug t 

streets of Magdeburg. But the disturbance was not at a,n end; the delin¬ 

quents were emboldened rather than deterred by the lenient treatment 

they received from Otto at a diet held at Steele on the 
and the petty warfare rose to the dimensions of civil war. Thankmar, 

who, as we have seen, had his own reasons to be displeased with Ottos 

rule, joined forces with Everard: together they rapture ^e . 
Mohne and with it the king’s younger brother Henry. But ^ 
followed: the discontented Wichmann returned to loyalty and the i - 

surrection in Saxony completely broke down; the fortress of li-^sbu g, 

which Thankmar had taken, opened its gates at Ottos 
Thankmar himself fled to the Church of St Peter where he was slain 

at the altar, an act of sacrilege of which Otto was entirely innocent. 

Everard was restored to favour after undergoing a short teiin of honour¬ 

able imprisonment at Hildesheim; but before making his peace he 

1 His duties were to act as the king’s representative in judicial matters, to take 
charge of the royal fortresses and lands, and to be responsible for the revenues due 

from Bavaria. 'The object was plainly to set up a counter authority 
the tribal duke. Arnulf was the leader of the opposition in Bavaria in 7- , 
was banished as a punishment; his recall and appointment as Count Ba.iatine is 
cliaractehstic of Otto's generous and lenient treatment of opponen s. m on. 

anno 938, the only authority for the Bavarian revolt, speaks of an hverar 
as the leader of the rebellion, hut Erhen in Neues Archiv, xvi. conjectures on very 
convincing grounds that the passage Everhardum AmolfifiHum should read Amoljum 

Araoififilimu 
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entered into a secret compact with Henry by which they should, when the 
opportunity offered, combine against Otto. The crown was to be Henryks 
reward. Early in the year 939 everything was in readiness. The arrange¬ 
ments were made at a gathering of malcontents at Saalfeld. Gilbert of 
Lorraine had been drawn into the ranks of the disaffected dukes. All 
the three leaders, Henry, Everard, and Gilbert, according to Liudprand, 
Bishop of Cremona, had designs on the throne, trusting perhaps to the 
fortunes of war to bring one or the other of them to the uppermost. 
Hostilities broke out in Lorraine. Otto hastened to the scene of action, 
while the enemy were advancing towards the Rhine near Xaiiten. The 
paucity of boats enabled but a small portion of the royalist troops to 
cross the river before their adversaries came in sight. While the king, 
with the main body of his army, watched from the opposite bank, this 
small detachment, perhaps no more than a hundred men, by strategy, 
by cunning, and by a vigorous attack in front and rear, won a victory 
on the field of Birthen. It was little short of a miracle, a miracle attri¬ 
buted by the legend to the Holy Lance which Otto held in his hand. 
This success relieved Otto from all immediate danger. The opposition 
broke down in Saxony and Thuringia. Dortmund, one of Henry's for¬ 
tresses, had submitted to the king as he marched towards the Rhine; 
after the fight at Birthen, in which it was rumoured that Henry had 
fallen, Merseburg and Scheidungen on the Unstrut alone held out. To 
the former of these Henry fled after his defeat with but nine followers. 
After a siege of two months the garrison capitulated and Henry was 
granted a truce of thirty days to quit Saxony. By the beginning of 
June the first campaign was over and, says the Saxon historian, ^Hhere 
was rest from civil war for a few days.” 

The second campaign of the year 939 had a different and more 
alarming aspect. It received the support of Louis IV (d’Outremer), 
son of Charles the Simple, who on the death of Raoul of Burgundy 
had been summoned from his place of refuge at the court of his uncle 
King Aethelstan and set on the throne of France by Hugh the Great, 
the powerful Count of Paris. The latter had expected to have things 
his own way under a king of his own choosing, but soon found he was 
mistaken. Louis had no intention of being a puppet in the hands of 
the great duke and at once asserted his independence of action. Within 
a year of his accession he had alienated from himself all the powerful 
nobility of France. When, therefore, Louis, in the hope of attaching 
I.orraine once more to the West Frankish dominions, joined forces with 
Duke Gilbert, Otto found abundant assistance ready at hand among the 
discontented feudatories of France. In September he actually entered 
into some sort of compact with Louis' chief antagonists Hugh the Great, 
Herbert, Count of Vermandois, William, Duke of Normandy, and Arnold!, 
Count of Flanders. Henry, the king's brother, liberated from Merseburg, 
hastened to join Gilbert in Lorraine. Otto, following in hot pursuit, 

CH. vm. 
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found them garrisoned in the castle of Chevremont near Liege; he laid 
siege to the fortress, but was compelled to relinquish it, for Louis was 
making headway in the neighbourhood of Verdun, where several bishops 
(perhaps those of Metz, Verdun, and Toul) had submitted themselves 
to his authority. Otto set out against him, and drove him back to his 

capital at Laon. 
At this point in the campaign the scheming Duke of Franconia 

openly joined in the revolt. Otto besieged him in the strong foitress 
of Breisach on the Rhine. An attempt was made to come to terms: 
Frederick, Archbishop of Mayence, was employed to negotiate with 
Everard, but he went beyond his powers, conceding more than the king 
was pi'epared to jield and Otto refused to ratify the treaty. I he effect 
was to throw the Archbishop into the ranks of the insurgents. He fled 
privily by night to Metz where he expected to fall in with Henry and 
Gilbert; but the latter had already started to join forces with Everard: 
whether Henry accompanied the dukes on the fatal expedition to the 
Rhine is uncertain; more probably, making Metz his headquarters, he 
remained behind to organise resistance in Lorraine. Everard and Gilbert 
made a plundering raid and returned westward, intending to recross the 
Rhine at Andernach. Part of their army had already crossed the river 
and the dukes were quietly eating their dinner before crossing themselves, 
when a body of Franconian troops led by Udo and Conrad Kurzpold, 
Franconian counts, whose lands had especially suffered from the raid, 
came up with them. Both the dukes fell in the fight that ensued. 
Everard was slain by the sword, Gilbert was drowned : according to 
one account he got into a boat already overloaded with fugitives and 
the boat capsized; according to another he leapt with his horse into the 
river and so met his end. By a oiei'e stroke of luck the two leaders of 
the 1‘ebellion were disposed of in a skirmish hardly worthy of the name 
of " battle at a moment when Otto's cause seemed desperate, and when, 
says Widukind, “there seemed no hope of his retaining rule over the 
Saxons, so widespread was the rebellion." 

The effect was instantaneous. Breisach capitulated: Lorraine was 
restored to order. Of the remaining leaders, Frederick, after being 
refused admittance into his own town of Mayence, was captured and 
punished by a short term of imprisonment; Henry, on hearing the news 
which deprived him of all hopes of the crown, fled to his old stronghold 
of Chevremont but found the gates closed against him; he made his 
way to France, but finding his cause to be hopelessly lost, yielded him¬ 
self up to his brother's mercy. Otto with his habitual generosity and 
magnanimity forgave him everything and took him again into his favour. 
The royal authority was now firmly established. Henry made one more 
attempt to overthrow his brother, but it was too late and the con¬ 
spiracy of 94*1 collapsed without recourse to arms. The intention had 
been to assassinate the king at the Easter festival at Quedlinburg: it 
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reached the ears of Otto who proceeded as usual to the feast but with 
a strong guard, and there seized and executed the whole gang of con¬ 
spirators. Henry fled, was captured and imprisoned at Ingelheim, but 
before the end of the year received the king’s pardon. The un¬ 
scrupulous Archbishop of Mayence was also implicated but cleared 
himself of guilt by receiving the sacrament in public. 

The civil wars involved extensive changes in the government of the 
duchies. During the years which followed the restoration of order, Otto 
inaugurated and gradually established the policy of attaching the duke¬ 
doms more closely to himself by granting them to members of his own 
family. The administration of Lorraine was in 931 entrusted to a 
cei'tain Otto, son of Ricwin, and on his death in 94*4* the duchy was 
conferred upon Conrad the Red, a kinsman of King Conrad I, who in 
947 was manied to Otto’s daughter Liutgard. Franconia^, after the 
death of Everard at the fight of Andernach, the king retained in his 
own hands. When Duke Berthold died in 947 his duchy of Bavaria 
passed to the king’s own brother Henry, who, after the failure of his 
last attempt to win the throne in 941, had become one of the loyalest 
of Otto’s subjects and who was already akin to the Bavarian ducal 
house through his marriage in 938(?) with Judith, the daughter of 
the old duke Arnulf. Lastly, on the death of Duke Herman in 949, 
Swabia was given to Otto’s son Liudolf, who married Ida, the daughter 
of the late duke. By these arrangements the ancient supremacy of the 
Franconian tribe was for ever crushed; but in the southern duchies the 
order of things remained unchanged, for while granting the dukedoms 
to his own kinsmen, he maintained the traditions and customs of the 
tribal duchies by giving the new dukes in marriage to the daughters 
of the old ducal houses. 

In the meanwhile the eastern neighbours of Germany had taken full 
advantage of the intestine troubles which filled the opening years of the 
new reign. In the midst of the ducal rebellion of 939 Widukind 
deplores the numerous enemies that beset his native Saxony, ‘‘^Slavs 
from the east, Franks from the south, Lorrainers from the west, and 
from the north Danes and more Slavs”; he might have added Hun¬ 
garians from the south-east, for their barbaric hordes swept into 
Thuringia and Saxony in 937 and 938. They were beaten back and 
never again ventured into Saxon territory. On the Wendish border 
there had been ceaseless activity. Fortunately for Otto, the frontier 

^ According to von Winterfeld, Neues Archiv, xxvni. pp. 510 f., on the authority of 
a passage in Hrotsvit, Gesta Oddonis, 450 £F., Otto did not retain the administration of 
Franconia in his hands but granted it at this time to his son Liudolf—-a boy of eleven 
years old—who, if this conjecture is correct, would in 949 be Duke of Franconia and 
Swabia. The evidence however is insufficient to justify this conclusion. For the 
theory that certain parts of Franconia round the Upper Main and Bamberg were 
granted to Berthold of Bavaria, see Giesebrecht, Kaiserxeit, i. 816 f. 
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command was in capable hands; Herman Bilking and Gero repressed 

the risings with a firm hand and even extended German influence further 

eastward. The death of Henry the Fowler had been the first signal for 

insurrection, in which the Itedari seem to have taken the leading part. 

Henry they had learnt to fear, but Otto was untried and had yet to 

prove his strength. He hastened back from his coronation at Aix-la- 

Chapelle and suppressed the rising. The Wends were held in check till 

the year 939 when Germany was in the throes of civil war, when the 

total subversion of the royal authority seemed inevitable, and an un¬ 

rivalled opportunity of throwing off the German yoke presented itself. 

They made repeated inroads which were beaten off by Gero, and even 

the king himself, it appears, found time on more than one occasion to 

enter into the border conflict. In Bohemia, Boleslav, who had in 936 

gained the throne by murdering his brother Wenceslas at the gates of 

the church of Alt-Bunzlau, a.sserhed his independence; and though 

temporarily checked by a force of Saxons and Thuringians s(‘nfc against 

him in 938, he continued to be a source of danger and disturbance till 

Otto in 950 made an expedition in person to Bohemia and was recog¬ 

nised as overlord. The results, however, of the frontier fighting were 

on the whole satisfactory. Partly by his own efforts, partly by his keen 

insight into character which enabled him to select the right men for 

the work, Otto made progress, extended the German sway as far as the 

Oder, and prepared the way for the next stage in his Eastern policy, 

the consolidation of his conquests and the conversion of the conquered 

peoples to the Christian religion. The newly acquired territory was 

divided into two marches under the control of Herman and Gero. 

The tribute and rents accruing from these sources were appropriated to 

the maintenance of the frontier garrisons, to the e.stablishment of colonies, 

and to the endowment of churches. In 94-8, probably on the occasion 

of the visit of the papal legate Marinus, Bishop of Bomarzo, to Germany, 

bishoprics were founded at Brandenburg and tiavelberg in the province 

of Mayence, and at Ripen, Aarhus and Schleswig in the metropolitan 

diocese of Bremen for the organisation of further missionary work. 

On the western frontier, also, the state of affairs was troublesome. 

The possession of Lorraine was by no means entirely a source of strength 

to the German monarchy. Owing to its position between the East and 

West Frankish dominions it involved the German king in the everlasting 

turmoil which characterised the history of France in the tenth century. 

Moreover Lorraine was always firmly attached to the Carolingian tra¬ 

dition, and there was always a party ready to support the Caroling kings 

in their attempts to win back the province for the Western Kingdom. 

There Louis IV was engaged in an inces.sant struggle to hold his own 

against a strong coalition of feudal nobles under the leadership of the 

all-powerful Count of Paris. During the decade 940-950 Otto was 

busily engaged beyond the Rhine. He lent his aid first to one side, 
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then to the other^, mediated between them and compelled both parties 
to realise the weight of his power, the wide scope of his authority, the 
value of his mediation. In the summer of 940 he entered France to 
punish Louis for his interference in Lorraine and drove him into Bur¬ 
gundy: but the expedition had daunted neither the spirit nor the 
enterprise of Louis, who, as soon as Otto was back in Germany, again 
set out for Lorraine. Otto once more turned westward, but as it was late 
in the year the kings effected a truce and parted without fighting. For 
two years Louis was pursued by his relentless adversaries; at last, 
however, in 942, possibly as a result of the visit of the legate of Pope 
Stephen VIII who commanded the princes to recognise Louis as their 
king on pain of excommunication, a solemn assembly took place and a 
general peace was concluded at a place uncertain but conjectured to be 
Vise^ on the Meuse, a few miles north of Liege. A similar obscurity 
exists with regard to the terms, but it is clear that Louis on his side 
engaged to desist from interfering in the affairs of Lorraine, while Otto 
for his part agreed to refrain from assisting the French lords against 
their king. 

This settlement was but transitory, and two years later Otto was 
again drawn into the affairs of the Western Kingdom. But the position 
was altered: two of Louis’ dangerous opponents, William of Normandy 
and Herbert of Vermandois, were now dead; for a moment the king and 
the Count of Paris were on terms of friendship. Then a trivial difference 
and an accident brought about another change, and Louis was a prisoner 
in the hands of his powerful feudatory. This was in 944. Hugh, with 
his valuable prisoner in safe keeping at Laon, sought an interview with 
Otto. The latter, however, perhaps anxious to abide by the compact of 
942, perhaps from a genuine feeling of pity for the luckless king, declined 
to accept Hugh’s overtures and espoused the royal cause. The menace 
of Otto’s displeasure saved Louis: after nearly a year’s confinement, he 
was liberated, but only at the heavy price of losing his one sure strong¬ 
hold, the fortress of Laon. Louis was free, but without shelter, almost 
without friends. Gerberga, his queen, made a pressing appeal to her 
brother. Otto’s French campaign in the late summer of 946 met with 
very limited success. Laon, Rheims, and Senlis were all in turn besieged, 
but Rheims alone was captured. The two kings then made a plundering 
raid into Normandy; they even, according to one account, laid siege to 
Rouen. But in this enterprise they were alike unsuccessful, and Otto 
made his way back to Germany. 

^ Both the antagonists had equal claims, on the ground of kinship, to Otto’s 
friendship; each had married a sister of Otto, Hugh the Great married jEedwig and 
Louis IV Gerberga, widow of Gilbert of Lorraine. 

2 See Lauer, Les Annales de Flodoard, p. 85, n. 6, and Louis d^Outremer, p. 83, 
n. 3. Vouziers on the Aisne has also been conjectured. Cf. Giesebrecht, Kaisersaeity 
p. 274. 
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The year 947 was occupied by a series of fruitless assemblies called 
together to decide a dispute over the archbishopric of 
two parties in France had each its candidate for the see, and the party 
uppermost unscrupulously imposed the man of its choice upon the 
diocese These transactions, vain as they were, are not without their 
importance, for they led up to the solemn synod held at Ingelheim on 
7 June 948. The legate of Pope Agapetus II, Bishop Marmus of 
Bomarzo, presided over it. It was an assembly of the highest significance: 
it was the first occasion since the accession of the Saxon dynasty, since 
the synod of Hohen Altheim in 916, that a papal legate had appeared 
in Germany. It was attended by more than thirty bishops, and the two 
kings Louis and Otto were present in person. The business was not 
restricted to the Rheims dispute. The discussion on the political question 
at issue resulted in a canon being passed against attacks on the royal 
power and a declaration that Hugh should make his submission under 
min of excommunication. The dispute over the see of Rheims was 
decided in favour of Artaud, the candidate of the royal party; his rival 
Hugh, son of Herbert of Vermandois, was excommunicated. Hugh the 
Great\eld the decrees of the synod at defiance; he was excommunicated 
at the Synod of Trfeves (September 948); he continued in his obduracy 
and carried on hostilities against Louis and his allies Otto and Conrad 
of Lorraine till 950, when, at a meeting held on the banks of the Marne, 
he made his submission, restored Laon, and, by his homage, recognised 

Louis as his lord. ^ , 
The affairs of France were no sooner settled on a satisfactory basis 

than a turn of events in Italy provided the occasion for^CIttos first 
expedition across the Alps. The occasion was the death of King Lothar, 
leaving his widow Adelaide "with a title to the Italian throne in her own 
right, defenceless and soon to be a prisoner in the hands of Berengar, 
Marquess of Ivrea, who was himself crowned King of Italy at Pavia 
on 15 December 950. The old connexion between Germany and Italy 
founded on the Empire of Charles the Great, though it had ceased to 
be a reality since the death of the Emperor Amulf in 899, is recalled to 
memory by many minor incidents in the dark years of the first half of 
the tenth century. The dukes of Swabia and Bavaria were frequently 
drawn into the Italian struggles; Berengar of Ivrea, fleeing from the 
murderous designs of his rival Hugh of Aides, had crossed the Alps, 
taken refuge in Swabia, and even commended himself to Otto (941), an 
act which perhaps gave Otto the right to expect an acknowledgment of 
overlordship from Berengar when the latter ascended the Italian throne 
in 950, With the opposite faction Otto was also brought into close 
connexion through Conrad of Burgundy, who had spent his youth at 
the German court and whose sister Adelaide had married Hugh’s son 
Lothar 

The arrangements for the Italian expedition were settled at the 
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Easter festival held at Aix-la-Chapelle 30 March 951. Otto formed his 

plans in close consultation with his brother Henry, now his most trusted 

adviser, whose brilliant campaigns against the Hungarians, resulting in 

the acquisition of the march of Aquileia, gave additional weight to his 

councils. Liudolf, on the other hand, was apparently not taken into the 

king’s confidence: indignant at his exclusion, jealous of his uncle, 

impetuous and anxious to make a name for himself on his own account, 

he determined to anticipate his father. He rapidly crossed the Alps 

with a small army of Swabians; but his expedition was a complete 

failure and before long he returned to sow the seeds of rebellion, the 

news of which recalled Otto, who had assumed the title of King of the 

Lombards at Pavia and taken Adelaide as his wife, in haste to Germany. 

It was not only disappointment at his failure in Italy that led Liudolf 

to rebel against his father. Otto’s second marriage was not likely to be 

to his son’s advantage; it would lead to a new circle at the court in 

which he would take but a secondary place; he might even look to being 

ousted from the succession by the offspring of this new alliance—an 

event which in fact occurred, for it was Adelaide’s son, Otto, who was 

designated as the successor to the total disregard of the claims of his 

nephew and namesake, the son of Liudolf. The plans for the rebellion 

were formed at a Christmas gathering held at Saalfeld; the place is 

significant, for it was there that Henry had divulged to his friends his 

designs against Otto in 939. Among the conspirators was Frederick, 

Archbishop of Mayence, whose implication in the previous rebellions of 

939 and 941 was more than suspected. He had been employed as Otto’s 

envoy to the court of Pope Agapetus and the failure of his mission may 

have led to a rupture with Otto. 

The news of this ominous assembly was the immediate cause of Otto’s 

return to Germany. He crossed the Alps in February 952 and by 

Easter was again in Saxony. Conrad, Duke of Lorraine, was left behind 

in Italy to complete the overthrow of Berengar. But instead of pursuing 

the advantage which Otto had already gained, he made terms with 

Berengar and returned with him to Germany to obtain the king’s rati¬ 

fication of his arrangements. They found the court at Magdeburg. 

Otto was, however, far from satisfied: he had counted on the complete 

subversion of Berengar. For three days the latter was not permitted to 

approach the royal presence and even then, through the counsel of Duke 

Henry, he was barely granted his hfe and a safe return to his country.” 

The final settlement with regard to Italy was postponed to a meeting to 

be held at Augsburg. On 7 August the diet met in the spacious 

Lechfeld which extended to the south of the city. Franks, Saxons, 

Swabians, Bavarians, Lombards, and even ambassadors from the Byzantine 

court attended the gathering, to which a contemporary annalist assigns 

the imposing Frankish title of Conventus publicus. There Berengar euid 

his son Adalbert took the oath of homage and fealty and, by the solemn 

€M. vm. 
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handing over of the golden sceptre, received back the kingdom of Lombardy 

as a fief of the German crown. But Duke Henry had his reward for his 

consistent loyalty at Berengar’s expense: the marches of Aquileia and 

Verona were added to the Bavarian dukedom. 
Up to this point there had been no overt act of rebellion on the part 

of the conspirators. Liudolf and the Archbishop of Mayence had been 

present at the Augsburg diet; indeed the latter had taken a leading 

part in the ecclesiastical business transacted there. But as the rebellion 

matured, the causes of discontent increased. The marked displeasure of 

Otto at Conrad’s management of the affairs of Italy had driven the 

Duke of Lorraine into the ranks of the malcontents. The appointment 

of the king’s brother Bruno to the post of archchaneellor of Italy was an 

additional grievance to Archbishop Frederick, who had counted upon 

that dignified sinecure for himself. 'Whereas Henry had gained by the 

settlement at Augsburg, Liudolf had received no share in the spoils. 

Possibly the birth of a child to Adelaide, a boy named Henry who died 

in infancy, at the end of the year 95£, was the decisive event, which 

determined the outbreak of hostilities. 
Otto appears to have been blind to the dangers which surrounded 

him. It was only while j ourneying to Ingelheim on his return from Alsace, 

whither he had gone to visit his wife’s relations, that he realised the 

critical state of affairs. Judging it imprudent to keep the Easter festival, 

as he had purposed, at so isolated a place as Ingelheim, he turned aside 

to Mayence; but Mayence proved no less dangerous. He found the gates 

of the city closed against him and in an unseemly manner he was kept 

waiting until the Archbishop, who was absent from the city performing 

his Lenten devotions in retreat, returned to grant him admittance. 

Liudolf and Conrad also appeared on the scene, and the king was caught 

in a trap. The conspirators made haste to clear themselves of having 

any designs against their sovereign ; but they acknowledged that it had 

been their intention to waylay Henry in the event of his coming to 

Ingelheim for the Easter festival. Even towards the king their attitude 

was not so peaceable as they had affirmed; by duress they extorted from 

him some sort of treaty, of which the terms are unrecorded, but the nature 

may be fairly conjectured. It was no doubt as advantageous to Liudolf 

as it was detrimental to the interests of Duke Henry. Liudolf was 

assured of the succession and possibly was even to have an immediate 

share in the government. Otto was glad to escape at any price. 

Nevertheless, once safe in Saxony he did not scruple to revoke the treaty. 

He summoned Liudolf and Conrad to appear before him and ordered 

them either to hand over their confederates or else to I'eceive the 

punishment due for their offence. A diet for the discussion of their 

case was to meet at Fritzlar. The dukes did not present themselves at 

the diet; they were deprived of their dukedoms, and hostilities began in 

earnest. 
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In this rebellion, it is remarkable that the duchies invariably sided 

against their dukes. The Lorraiiiers, under the leadership of Adalbero, 

Bishop of Metz, and Reginar, Count of Hainault, were, almost to a 

man, loyal to the king and therefore in opposition to their duke, Conrad; 

whereas in Bavaria the king and his brother Henry met with their bitterest 

and most dangerous opponents. At first Conrad sought to recover 

his position in Lorraine; but on the banks of the Meuse, in a desperate 

battle lasting from noon to sunset, he was defeated, quitted his duchy, 

and betook himself to Mayence, which henceforth became the headquarters 

of the insurgents. With an army of Saxons reinforced on the march by 

troops from Lorraine and Franconia, Otto invested the city. He was 

soon joined by Henry with his Bavarians. For nearly two months the 

royal army tried in vain to capture the stronghold of the rebels; every 

device of siege warfare was employed but all to no account; engines were 

no sooner brought up to the walls than they were destroyed or burnt; 

assaults were made upon the gates only to be beaten oflP with loss by the 

defenders. At last, wearied by lack of success, Otto made overtures for 

an armistice and sent his cousin Ekbert as an hostage. But the nego¬ 

tiations came to nothing, and the king’s ambassador was won over to the 

side of the enemy. For Otto the situation was desperate. The defection 

had spread to Saxony and to Bavaria; in the latter duchy Arnulf, the 

Count palatine, put himself at the head of a tribal revolt against the 

rule of Duke Henry. This was perhaps the most serious phase in the 

rebellion. The Bavarians, led by their duke to assist in the siege of 

Mayence, went over in a body to the enemy. Leaving the defence of the 

city in the charge of Conrad, Liudolf hastened with the Bavarian deserters 

to Ratisbon, seized and plundered the city, and drove Henry’s family and 

adherents from the country. In September Otto abandoned the siege of 

Mayence with the object of attempting to secure Ratisbon, but in this 

enterprise he was also doomed to failure. Shortly before Christmas, 
almost at the end of his resources, he withdrew to Saxony. 

Owing to the firm rule of Herman, the insurrection in Saxony had 

broken down, and Lorraine also remained loyal; but the greater part of 

Franconia and practically the whole of Swabia and Bavaria had taken up 

arms against him. So widespread was the disaffection that it has been 

sometimes regarded as an expression of a national resistance against 

Otto’s imperial policy, as though the interests of Germany were prejudiced 

by his acquisition of the Italian throne^. It is, however, more in ac¬ 

cordance with the facts to attribute the civil war rather to tribal than 

national causes : the separate tribes were rebelling against the authority 

^ So von Sybel, Die mueren Darstellungen der deutschen Kaiserpp. 18 f.. Die 
deutsche Nation und das Kaiserreich, pp. 32 f., and Manrenbrecber, Die KaUerpolitik 
Ottos Eistorische Zeitsehrift, v. 141, and Der Ludoljinische Aufstand von 953, 
Forschungen %ur deutschen GeschichtCj iv. 597, but see Giesebrecbt, Kaiserxeity i. 
828, and Dummler, Otto der Qrossoj 212 f., for tbe opposite view. 
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of their dukes. It was the duke who was attacked in Bavaria, in Lorraine, 
and in Saxony. Only in Swabia was Liudolfs personal popularity 
sufficiently strong to secure the loyalty of the tribe; though even there 
an anti-ducal party was formed under the leadership of Burchard, a 
kinsman of the former duke. The inception of the war may be traced 
to personal causes, to the personal jealousy of the leaders: its support to 
the tribal opposition to the centralising system of the dukedoms. The 
issue was decided not by any military exploit, successful campaign, or 
victory in the field, but by the diversion created by an Hungarian inroad, 
and by the violent reaction which followed against the party which 
sought to gain advantage from alliance with the invaders. 

The Hungarians had at the outset of Otto’s reign, in 937 and in 938, 
made two abortive attempts to invade Saxony. In 94<8 and in 949 they 
had made incursions into Bavaria, but had been beaten off by Duke 
Henry, who in two campaigns in the following year had successfully 
carried the war into their own country. Nevertheless, early in the year 
954 the Hungarians, who were always ready to turn the intestine troubles 
of their neighbours to their own advantage, once more poured into 
Germany. Contemporary historians have laid the charge of inviting the 
barbarians upon both parties concerned in the struggle, but the occasion 
was too obvious to require any solicitation. Certain it is, however, that 
the invaders were eagerly welcomed by Liudolf and Conrad, who supplied 
them with guides. They swept through Bavaria and Franconia, plunder¬ 
ing as they went; they were publicly entertained at Worms on Palm 
Sunday and loaded with presents of silver and gold. Conrad himself led 
them on across the Rhine in the hope of regaining his own duchy through 
their aid. But the raid of the barbarians did nothing to improve the 
duke’s position in Lorraine; they penetrated as far as Utrecht merely 
laying waste the land as they passed; thence they moved southward 
through Vermandois, Laon, and Rheims into Burgundy, and the remnant 
of their band, much reduced in numbers by fighting and disease, returned 
to their own country by way of Italy. 

The invasion was Otto’s deliverance. The royal army pressed hard 
upon the Bavarians, who were forced to crave a truce, which was granted 
till 16 June when a diet was to be held at Langenzenn, near the present 
town of Nuremberg, where the case was to be decided. At the diet of 
Langenzenn, all the leaders of the revolt, realising that their cause was 
lost, made their appearance. During the proceedings each party accused 
the other of introducing the Hungarians. The Archbishop of Mayence 
and Conrad made their submission, but Liudolf remained obdurate; he 
rode off in the night with his attendants to Ratisbon. The king followed 
in pursuit, fighting on his way an indecisive engagement at Rosstall. 
Ratisbon withstood the assault of the royal army. A long siege followed, 
during which many skirmishes were fought before the walls, and the 
burghers were reduced to the point of starvation. Finally, after the 
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city had been invested for some six weeksj liudolf and the citizens ob¬ 

tained a truce, pending a settlement to be arranged at a diet to be held 

at Fritzlar. Liudolf made a last attempt to rally his cause in Swabia; 

failing in this, he sought and gained his father’s forgiveness. But neither 

he nor Conrad recovered their dukedoms. As a result of the civil war 

there were many new appointments to be made. For this purpose a 

diet was held at Arnstadt on 7 December. The dukedom of Swabia 

was given to Burchard, probably the son of the old Duke of Swabia of 

that name and so a first cousin to Queen Adelaide. Lorraine had already 

been granted to the king’s brother Bruno, who in the previous year had 

succeeded Archbishop Wikfried in the metropolitan see of Cologne. 

The see of Mayence was also vacant, since the turbulent Archbishop Frede¬ 

rick had died a few weeks before the meeting of the diet. His place 

w^ filled by William, Otto’s natural son. Bavaria held out until the 

spring; but Henry was victorious over Herold, the rebellious Archbishop 

of Salzburg, and the burghers of Eatisbon, again reduced to the ex¬ 

tremities of famine, submitted themselves to Otto. So by the end of 

the spring of 955 Otto was able to return in peace to his native Saxony. 

The Hungarians, encouraged by their successful raid of the previous 

year, made another inroad early in the year 955. It was checked, and 

Otto received in Saxony what purported to be an Hungarian embassy; 

in fact its intention was nothing more nor less than to spy out the land, 

and immediately afterwards Duke Henry sent word that the barbarians 

had crossed the frontier. Their main body was encamped on the banks of 

the Lech near Augsburg. The city was defended by its Bishop St Ulric, 

whose contemporary biographer speaks of the desperate straits to which 

he was reduced; the city walls were dilapidated and unprovided with 

towers ; it seemed impossible to withstand an assault from an enemy 

whose numbers are said to have amounted to one hundred thousand 
horsemen. Yet one day the bishop, arrayed in his pontifical robes, sallied 

forth, himself unarmed, into the ranks of the enemy and threw them into 

confusion. On the following day, the feast of St Lawrence (10 August), 

as the bishop quietly awaited the inevitable counter-attack, he heard the 

welcome news of Otto’s approach. When the news of the invasion reached 

him Otto had hurried southward with a small band of Saxons. On 

his march, other troops collected and he reached the neighbourhood of 

Augsburg with a vast army drawn from all parts of Germany. The host 

was formed up in eight divisions: three from Bavaria, two from Swabia, 

and one each from Saxony, Lorraine and Bohemia, The battle was fought 

in the Lechfeld to the south of the city on the left bank of the riverk 

1 The exact site on wMch the battle was fought is mncb disputed. Schafer in the 
^tssuTi^sh6Tichte dev A.k(id6w>i(i deT W^iss&fischaft&n (Berlin), xxvii. 1905, opposed the old 
view asserted by Bresslau in Historische Zeitschrifi^ 1897^ Ort der Ungarnschlacht, 
that the battle was fought in the Lechfeld south of the city on the left bank of 
the river, and supposes the place to have been on the left bank hut north-west of 
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As on other occasions, legend gives the credit of the victory to the Holy 
Lance with which Otto was armed. At first the enemy made headway 
ao-ainst the Swabian and Bohemian divisions; but the courage and re¬ 
source of Conrad, the deposed Duke of Lorraine, who fell in the battle, 
restored the fortunes of the royal army. The victory was complete; 
and for three days the scattered remnants of the Hungarian hordes 
were pursued and killed or taken captive. The victory had far-reaching 
effects both for the conqueror and the conquered. Germany was for ever 
relieved of the menace of invasion and the Hungarians gave up their 
restless mode of life and took to a settled and peaceful existence. 

The Hungarians were not the only neighbours of Germany who 
had sought to take advantage of the civil war. The Wends i-ose in 
revolt against German rule. In 954? Margrave Gero and Conrad (it is 

characteristic of Otto to entrust his recent antagonist with a command) 

won a victory over the Ukrani. Further noi'th, in the distiict undei 
the authority of Duke Herman, the trouble was more serious; the 
duke’s nephews Wichmann and Ekbert, who bad already attempted 
without success to raise Saxony in revolt against their uncle, now joined 
with the Wends. No decisive victory determined the fighting, which 
continued intermittently and with varying success for a period of two 
years. It was the news of the defeat of the Hungarians on the banks ot 
the Lech which struck the Wends with awe, and compelled them to make 
an abject submission. They sent messages offering their accustomed 
tribute: but Otto was not disposed to let them off so lightly. Accom¬ 
panied by Liudolf and Boleslav of Bohemia, he ravaged their land as far 
as Recknitz to the west of the Isle of Rugen. Their leader Stoinef was 
slain: Wichmann and Ekbert fled the country and took refuge at the 
court of Duke Hugh in France. In 957 Wichmann again appeared in 
alliance with the Wends, but he was finally defeated in 958 and received 
a pardon on taking “ a terrible oath never to conspire again against 

Otto or his kingdom.” 
In Lorraine also there were signs of trouble, but the wise and sta.tes- 

manlike rule of Bruno restored and maintained peace. Count Reginar 
of Hainault was at the root of the disturbance; it was his hostility 
to Conrad that secured the loyalty of I.orraine during the civil war. 
Apparently he expected reward for his services, and, failing to get it, he 
stirred up revolts against the authority of Bruno. The archbishop 
suppressed two risings in 957 and 959 and, as a precaution against dis¬ 
order in the future, deemed it advisable to divide the duchy into two 
units of administration: a certain noble of the country named Godfrey 
had already been placed over the lower, and Frederick, brother of the 

Augsburg. Others have suggested yet other possibilities, e.g. Wallmenich, Die 
Ungarnsehlaeht auf dem Leehfeld, chooses the right bank of the river to the south- east 
of the city and Hadank, Einige Bemerkungen iiber die Ungarnsohlachtf 1908, the 
right bank to the north-east of the city as the spot. 
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powerful Bishop Adalbero of Metz, was now set over the upper province. 
To the prudent and judicious policy of the Archbishop of Cologne, it 
may be added, was due the maintenance of friendly relations with France, 
and it is no exaggeration to assert that to his support Lothair, on the 
death of Louis IV in 954, owed his peaceful and uncontested succession 

in that kingdom. 
By the year 960 Otto’s rule in Germany was firmly established. The 

Hungarians were defeated once and for all; the Wends between the Elbe 
and the Oder were quelled; Lorraine and the Western Kingdom, thanks 
to Bruno, were at peace. The presence of envoys from foreign courts at his 
solemn assemblies testifies to the strength of his rule and to the extent of 
his fame. Romans and Greeks, Saracens and Russians visited his court, 
bringing him gifts of gold, silver and ivory, balm and precious ointments, 
and lions, camels, monkeys, and ostriches, animals hitherto unknown in 
Saxony. All nations of the Christian world, concludes Widukind, looked 
to the great king in their troubles. So in 959 ambassadors from the 
Russian Queen Olga, who was baptised in 957, came to Germany to beg 
Otto to send missionaries to their heathen country. A certain Libertius 
was ordained bishop for the purpose but died before he could embark on 
his difficult enterprise; Adalbert from the monastery of St Maximin at 
Treves was chosen in his place, but after a year’s fruitless endeavour 
returned to his own coimtry. 

So again, John XII, Pope and patrician of Rome, sought Otto’s 
assistance against the oppression of Berengar and his son Adalbert. 
The project suited Otto’s own policy. The conduct of the vassal king 
of Italy had already earned his displeasure; but unable to go in person 
he had sent Liudolf, who, since he had lost his dukedom, was in need of 
employment. A brilliant and successful campaign (956-7) was, however, 
cut short by the death of its leader. Liudolf died of fever at Pombia 
and the work was left unfinished. At the appeal of the Pope in 959, 
Otto prepared to cross the Alps himself. Anxious to secure the throne 
in his own line in the event of his death during the campaign, he caused 
his infant son Otto to be elected king at Worms and to be solemnly 
crowned and anointed in the royal chapel of Charles the Great at Aix- 
la-Chapelle. Then leaving the boy in charge of WiUiam, Archbishop of 
Mayence, he set out to deliver Italy from its enemies and to receive the 
imperial crown from the hands of Pope John XII. 

Of the last twelve years of his life and reign, the Emperor spent 
scarcely more than two in Germany. The imperial title brought with 
it new responsibilities to bear, new difficulties to overcome; the work of 
his later years was beyond the Alps. Nevertheless, it is unjust to lay to 
his charge the neglect of Germany, a charge which can be supported 
against his grandson Otto III. Otto the Great never lost interest, never 
disregarded the affairs of his original kingdom. At Rome one of his first 
considerations was the organisation of the Church on the eastern frontier 
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of Sa-xonyj the carrying out of liis clicrisliGd plauj the foundation of a 
metropolitan see at Magdeburg. As early as 955 he had sent Hademar, 
Abbot of Fulda, to Rome to discuss this project with Pope Agapetus. 
The jealousy of the Bishop of Halberstadt and of the Metropolitan of 
Mayence put every obstacle in his path. But at last, on 12 hebruary 962, 
he was able to make the final arrangements and obtained from Pope 
John XII a bull for the erection of an archbishopric at Magdeburg and a 
bishopric at Merseburg. It was not, however, until 968 that effect was 
given to it by the appointment of bishops. Adalbert, the fust Arch¬ 
bishop of Magdeburg, was a man of peculiar interest. lie began life in 
the monastery of St Maximin at Treves, for some years he was a notary 
in the chancery, in 961 he was sent as a bishop to preach the gospel in 
Russia. In 966 he became Abbot of Weissenburg in Alsace, and in 968 
Archbishop of Magdeburg. He is also conjectured to be the author of 
the Continuation of 'tlie Chronicle of Regino of Prilm}, and his varied life 
and profound experience make his work of the highest value for the history 

of Otto the Great. 
The Emperor returned to Germany at the beginning of the year 965. 

After an absence of more than three yearn there was much work requiring 
his attention. The Wends, again assisted and roused by the turbulent 
Wichmann, had given much trouble to Otto’s vicegerents, Herman and 
Gero, and the intermittent warfare was only brought to an end in 967 
when Wichmann, then in alliance with the Redarii, was defeated and slain. 
Nevertheless, in spite of the many difficulties in the way, Christianity and 
German influence had extended very rapidly. In a campaign in 963 
Gero subdued the Lusatians and received the submission and tribute of 
Mesco, Duke of the Poles, who was also engaged in war with the Wends. 
Bohemia was on terms of close friendship with Germany when under the 
younger Boleslav, who appeared in person at Otto s court in 973. He 
was zealous in the cause of Christianity and it was through the influence 
of his daughter Dabravka that Mesco was baptised and missionary work 
was set on foot for the first time in Poland. About the same time Harold 
Bluetooth, Ring of Denmark, was baptised, and enjoined the Christian 
faith upon his subjects*. The death of Gero, soon after his return from 
a pilgrimage to Rome in 965, was a set-back to German expansion. He 
was the real founder of the German dominion between the Elbe and the 
Oder, and his place was difficult to fill. It provided the occasion for 
the division of the conquered territory into the later system of marches*. 

* The conjecture now generally accepted is Giesebrecht's, see Kaiserxeit, t. 778. 
• The date of Harold’s conversion is disputed. Waitz, Heinrich, i., p. 165, attri¬ 

butes it to the year 934. But the later date 965 accepted by Dummler, Otto der Grom, 
p. 391, seems to be more in accordance with the evidence. Widukind, in. 66, who 
gives a detailed account of the conversion, and Adam of Bremen, ii. 3, place the 
event after a successful campaign by Otto against the Danes which must have taken 

place after the Emperor’s return from Italy in 966. 
’ On Geero’s death his march was divided into three: (1) the North march under 
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The death of Archbishop Bruno in the same year deprived the Emperor 
of another of his most loyal and most valuable governors. In his ducal 

office he had no successor: the division of the duchy into the provinces 
of Upper and Lower Lorraine, carried out by Bruno in 959, rendered a 
duke or archduke over the whole superfluous. ^ 

The years 966 to 97^ were spent in Italy. Two events which bear 

upon German history may be recorded; first, the young king Otto II 
was crowned Emperor at the hands of the Pope John XIII on Christmas 
Day 967 ; and secondly, after a long series of negotiations, a Byzantine 
princess, a niece of John Tzimisces named Theophano, was given in marriage 

to the young Emperor. 
At Christmas 972 Otto the Great was again in Germany. He was 

honoured by embassies to his court from distant lands, even from the 
Sfirf>^pTis in Africa. His work, however, was completed, he had outlived his 
friends and associates. While he was absent in Italy, his son William and 
his mother Matilda had died (March 968): soon after his return he lost 
his trusted and loyal servant Herman. He himself did not survive much 

longer. He died at Memleben, the little town in the Harz Mountains 
which had also witnessed the death of his father, on 7 May 973, in his 
sixty-first year. His body was taken to Magdeburg and buried in the 

cathedral he had built. _ 
The Saxon historian, Widukind, sums up the achievements of his hie 

in the voice of popular opinion: “ The people, saying many things in 
his praise, recalled to mind that he had ruled his subjects with paternal 
piety, he had liberated them from their enemies, had conquered with his 
arms the proud Avars, Saracens, Danes, and Slavs; he had brought Italy 
under his yoke; he had destroyed the temples of his heathen neighbours 
and set up churches and priests in their place.” All this he had accom¬ 
plished. K he had failed in his attempt to centralise the government of 
Germany, his failure was due to the inevitable progress towarcL feudalism 
and the too deeply rooted tribal traditions. If in this direction his 
empire fell short of its model, the empire of Charles the Great, in an¬ 
other direction it was conspicuously in advance of it. His work, in the 
extension of German influence and civilisation and in the progress of 
Christianity towards the north and east of his dominions, was of per¬ 
manent value, and stood as the firm basis of future expansion and future 

development. 

one margrave, (2) the East march or March of Lausitz under two margraves, and 
(3) the Thnringian march, later the March of Meissen, under three margraves. 
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CHAPTER IX 

OTTO II AND OTTO III. 

The stability of the Saxon dynasty is shewn in a marked degree by 

the way in which son succeeded father almost without question until the 

direct line breaks off for lack of an heir with Otto III. Otto II, who was 

born towards the end of 955, had been elected and twice crowned (at 

Aix-la-Chapelle in May 961 and at Rome on Christmas Day 967) during 

his father’s lifetime. When Otto the Great died in 97S, he was universally 

accepted as his successor. It was not that there was no opposition, but the 

people of Germany as a whole were satisfied with the ruling family and, 

in cases of rebellion, were prepared to give their support to the hereditary 

sovereign. This fact is proved not only in the frequent Bavarian revolts 

in the reign of Otto II, but also and more remarkably in tlie attempt of 

the Duke of Bavaria to wrest the crown from its rightful possessor, 

the infant Otto III. Otto the Red is described by the chronicler 

Thietmar as being possessed of fine physical powers; and though at 

first, through lack of experience, he shunned wise counsel, chastened by 

troubles he set a rein upon himself and lived nobly for the rest of his 

days. 

During the first seven years of his reign his energies were directed 

towards Bavaria and Lorraine. Bavaria enjoyed a position of greater 

independence than any of the other duchies. Its traditions were more 

deeply rooted; the influence of the old ducal family was stronger. It 

had ties closely binding it with the other southern duchy, Swabia. 

Burchard, Duke of Swabia, had died the year of Otto’s accession and 

the new king filled the vacancy by appointing Otto, the son of his half 

brother Liudolf, former Duke of Swabia. Duke Burchard’s widow, 

Hedwig, was the daughter of Judith, the widow of Henry I of Bavaria, 

who was always anxious to advance the interests of her family. She and 

her son Henry, the ruling Duke of Bavaria, resented the favour shewn to 

Otto, son of Liudolf, and broke into open revolt. In the first struggles 

we may see an arrangement of parties which remained unchanged 

throughout the reign. On the one side stand the sons of the children 

of Otto the Great by his first marriage with Edith, both named Otto, 

the one just elected to the duchy of Swabia, the other shortly after 

appointed Duke of Carinthia; to this party the Emperor first turned 
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for support. The Bavarian family, Duke Henry and his cousin Henry, 

son of Duke Berthold, were the leaders of the opposite faction. Later, 

it was openly favoured by the Empress Adelaide the queen-mother, who 

had a somewhat natural aversion to the sons of her stepchildren, for it 

was these men who had headed the revolt against her husband in 955 

just after and largely in consequence of her marriage^. In the first rebel¬ 

lion in Bavaria Henry’s ambition seems to have aspired to the throne. 

It was the more serious as he was allied with Boleslav, Duke of the 

Bohemians, and with Mesco, Duke of the Pole-s. The plot was however 

discovered in time; Henry and his chief adviser, Abraham, Bishop of 

Freising, were summoned under pain of the ban to appear before the 

Emperor and were imprisoned, Henry at Ingelheim, Bishop Abraham 

at Corvey; Judith, who was also deeply involved in the conspiracy, 

entered a convent at Ratisbon. 
It was not until the autumn of 975 that Otto was able to take the 

field against Boleslav of Bohemia to punish him for his share in the 

Bavarian revolt. In the interval he had been called away to deal with a 

dangerous incursion of the Danes under Harold Bluetooth who, having 

crossed the frontier wall, was ravaging the country beyond the Elbe. 

Otto hurriedly collected an army, marched against the invaders, and 

drove them back to the wall. He could not pursue his success further 

for a formidable army of Norwegians under Jarl Hdkon blocked his way. 

But his object was achieved. Harold opened negotiations offering all his 

treasure; this Otto declined and withdrew to collect a larger army, but 

when Harold offered not only treasure, but also a tribute and his son as 

a hostage, his terms were accepted. To strengthen the frontier Otto 

established a new fortress on the east coast of Schleswig. 

Before two years had elapsed, Henry, who well merited his name 

the Wrangler,” had escaped from his imprisonment at Ingelheim and 

again broke into revolt. Two brothers, Berthold and Liutpold, of the 

house of Babenberg, hurriedly mustered the local levies and held him 

in check until, at the approach of Otto himself, the rebellious duke fled 

1 A table will make tbe relationships clear: 

Henry the Fowler 

Edith ==Otto I=A(ielaide Henry, 
I I Duke of 

-j Otto II==Theophano Bavaria; 
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Duke of Bavaria 
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Otto, Duke of Carinthia Henry 11, Duke 
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later Emperor 
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Bavaria 

Henry, 
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to Bolieioniia. At an assembly of princes held at Ratisbon in July 976 
Henry was deprived of his duchy, which was granted to Otto of Swabia. 
For the first time the two duchies were united under one ruler; but the 
Bavaria granted to Duke Otto was not the same Bavaria as Duke Henry 
had formerly held. Several important changes diminished it in extent 
and in power; first, Carinthia with the March of Verona was completely 
severed and formed into a separate duchy which was conferred on Henry, 
called the younger, son of the old Duke Berthold of Bavaria; secondly, 
the two brothers, Berthold and Liutpold, were rewarded for their fidelity 
to the imperial cause. Berthold was made more independent, the 
Nordgau of Bavaria being formed into a new margravate on the Bohe¬ 
mian frontier, while Liutpold was established on a firmer footing on the 
East March, which we now know as Austria, where his descendants 
flourished first as margraves and later as dukes down to the thirteenth 
century. Certain ecclesiastical changes were made at the same time. 
The Church in Bavaria was freed from the control of the duke and 
became directly dependent on the king; large grants were made to the 
bishops of Salzburg and Passau ; and the bishopiic of Prague, founded 
the previous year, was attached to the province of Mayence, thus freeing 
the ecclesiastical centre in Bohemia from any Bavarian influence. 

Boleslav of Bohemia had been a principal accessory to the Bavarian 
revolts; the campaign of 975 had been without result, so in 977 Otto 
again took the field against him. Though he himself was successful, 
his nephew, Duke Otto, in command of an army of Bavarians, met 
with a disaster. One evening his men were peacefully bathing in the 
river near Pilsen, when they were surprised by a body of Bohemians 
who slew many of them and captured much booty. Eventually, how¬ 
ever, Boleslav was brought to submission and did homage to the 
Emperor at Magdeburg (Easter 978). A year later a successful cam¬ 
paign compelled Mesco, Duke of the Poles, to submit to the imperial 
authority. But while the Emperor was engaged in the punitive expedi¬ 
tion in Bohemia, a fresh conspiracy of an alarming nature was set on 
foot in Bavaria. Henry of Carinthia, and Henry, Bishop of Augsburg, 
allied themselves with Henry, the deposed Duke of Bavaria. Even the 
Church wavered in its loyalty. Nevertheless, in the “ War of the Three 
Henries ” as it was called, Otto was entirely successful. Accompanied 
by Duke Otto he advanced against the rebels, whom he found in 
possession of Passau. By means of a bridge of boats he closely invested 
the town and soon brought it to surrender (September 977). At the Easter 
Court (978) held at Magdeburg judgment was given against the 
conspirators. The two dukes were sentenced to banishment, and Heniy 
of Carinthia also suffered the loss of his recently acquired duchy, which 
was conferred upon Otto the son of Conrad of Lorraine. The Bishop 
of Augsburg was delivered over to the custody of the Abbot of Werdeu 
where he remained till, on the intervention of Duke Otto and the clergy 
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of his diocescj he was granted his liberty (July). The repeated rebellions 

in Bavaria occasioned a marked change in the character of the duchy. 

Its traditions, its independent position, its ruling family were crushed. 

Henceforth Bavaria like the other duchies takes its place in the national 

system of Otto the Great. It was also in consequence of the new 

appointments in Bavaria and of the elevation of the two Ottos to the 

ducal dignity that the Empress Adelaide who had, in the first years of 

the reign, exercised considerable influence over her son, now withdrew 

from court to her native Burgundy. Her place of influence in Otto’s 

councils was afterwards taken by the Empress Theophano. 

Lorraine had from the beginning of the reign been a source of 

trouble to Otto. The lower province, after the death of Duke Godfrey 

in Italy, had fallen under the direct government of the king. In January 

974 Reginax and Lambert (Lantbert), the sons of the banished Count 

Reginar of Hainault, had attempted to regain their father’s possessions 

and fortified Boussu on the river Haine. Otto advanced into Lorraine, 

burnt the stronghold, and captured the garrison; but he allowed the 

brothers to escape. Two years later they reappeared in alliance with 

Charles, the brother of Lothair, King of France, and Otto, son of the 

Count of Vermandois. The revolt was, however, suppressed by Godfrey, 

whom the Emperor had set over the county of Hainault. The next 

year the troublesome sons of Reginar were reinstated in their paternal 

inheritance of Hainault, and their ally in the recent rebellion, Charles, 

the brother of the King of France, was invested with the duchy of 

Lower Lorraine. 
Charles, however, entertained no fraternal feelings for his brother; 

indeed, Otto’s object in granting him the duchy seems to have been 

a desire to gain an ally in the all too probable event of his coming 

to blows with the King of France. This appointment, therefore, together 

with the slight shewn to the Empress Adelaide, whose daughter Emma 

by her first marriage with Lothar of Italy was now Queen of France, 

provided ample pretext for Lothair to try to regain Lorraine for the 

West Frankish crown. So long as a Caroling occupied the Western 

throne, there was a party In Lorraine ready to transfer their allegi¬ 

ance to him. With so large an army that their erect spears ap¬ 

peared more like a grove of trees than arms,” Lothair marched against 

Aix-la-Chapelle, When news of the French advance was brought to 

Otto he refused to believe it possible. Convinced of the truth only 

when the enemy were at the very gates of the town, he and his wife were 

compelled to make a hasty retreat to Cologne, leaving the old Carolingian 

capital in the hands of the enemy. Lothair sacked the palace and 

reversed the position of the brazen eagle set up on its summit by Charles 

the Great^. He then returned to his own dominions. Otto did not 

1 According to Richer iii. 71, the eagle was set up by Charles the Great feeing 
the west, signifying that the Emperor was lord of the West Franks as well as the 

CH. DC. 
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permit this extraordinary piece of audacity to remain long unpunished. 
With a large army he crossed the frontier in October, while the French 
king retreated before him to Etampes. Otto sacked the royal manor of 
Attigny, passed unchecked through Rheims and Soissons, plundered the 
palace of Compiegne and eventually appeared on the heights of Mont¬ 
martre above Paris. But as a fresh army was mustering to resist him, 
he contented himself with ravaging the country round and then withdrew 
to Germany. The French army harassed the rear of the retreating 
army and even fought a slight engagement on the banks of the Aisne. 
In the next year Lothair involved himself in a local dispute in Flanders, 
but finally sought an interview with the Emperor at Margut on the 
Chiers (980), where he agreed to abandon all claim to Lorraine. 

During the first seven years of his reign Otto had been fairly successful. 
He had settled the troubles with which he was confronted in Bavaria at 
the outset of his reign; he had maintained his position in Lorraine in 
the face of repeated rebellions and attempts of Lothair to recover it for 
the West Frankish crown; he had subdued the Danes, the Bohemians, 
and the Poles. Under his rule the work of conversion of the heathen 
races on the eastern frontier made rapid progress. Bishoprics were 
established for Bohemia at Prague, for Moravia at 01mutz and for 
Denmark at Odense on the island of Fyn. Even the Hungarians, in 
spite of intermittent warfare in which Liutpold succeeded in extending 
the East March as far as the Wienerwald, were inclined to be on better 
terms with Germany and permitted Bishop Pilgrim of Passau to pursue 
his missionary labours among the heathen Magyars. 

The affairs of Germany were at last suflBciently settled to justify the 
EmperoFs absence in Italy. In November 980 he crossed the Alps 
accompanied by his wife, his infant son (Otto III was born in July 980), 
and his nephew Otto of Swabia. 

The disastrous end of Otto’s Italian campaign of 980-983^ led to 
revolts aU along the German frontier, accompanied by a heathen 
reaction. Duke Bernard of Saxony on his way to the diet of Verona 
(983) was summoned back by the news that Svein who had deposed his 
father, tiarold Bluetooth, had overrun the Danish March. The Lyu- 
titzi broke into rebellion, destroyed the churches of liavelberg and 
Brandenburg and put many Christians to the sword. Hamburg was 
plundered and burnt by the Obotrites, Zeitz by an army of Bohemians. 
The faith of Christ and St Peter, says Thietmar, was forsaken for 
the worship of demons. A combined movement of the Saxon princes 

East Franks, and King Lothair turned it to the S.E. indicating that the West Frankish 
king was lord over Germany. But Thietmar in. 8 says the opposite. ^^It was the 
custom of all who possessed this place to turn it (the eagle) towards their country”; 
that is, if it pointed east it indicated that the German king was lord of Aix-la- 
Chapelle. 

1 Vide supra, pp. 168-70. 
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nnder the Margrave Dietrich, the Archbishop of Magdebtirg and the 
Bishop of Halberstadt succeeded in checking the advance in a battle 
fought at Belkesheim, just west of the Elbe, but they failed to re¬ 
establish German influence or Christianity among the heathen tribes. 
The work of Otto the Great, carried on so successfully in the earlier 
years of his son’s reign, received a blow from which it did not recover 
for more than a century. 

It only remains to notice the complete reversal of German policy 
which is marked by the diet held at Verona in June 98S. The death of 
Otto, Duke of Swabia and Bavaria, at Lucca on his way back to Germany 
necessitated a new arrangement for the southern duchies. His death, 
combined with the disasters in Germany and Italy, involved the ruin of 
the party represented by the descendants of Otto the Great’s first 
marriage, the two Duke Ottos, and the ascendancy of what we may call 
the Adelaide party. The Emperor was not strong enough to stand 
against the powerful influences of his mother. Not only did he make 
her regent in Italy, but further he deposed Otto of Carinthia from his 
duchy which, reunited with Bavaria, he gave to Henry the Younger. 
The unfortunate Otto was therefore kept from his duchy through no 
fault of Ms own, until Otto III, taking advantage of another vacancy in 
995, reinstated him in his former dignity. Swabia was granted to 
Conrad of the Franconian family. At the same diet the infant son of 
the Emperor was chosen as the successor to the throne. 

Misfortune and the Italian climate combined to ruin the Emperor’s 
health. After a short illness he died at Rome on 7 December 98S in 
his twenty-eighth year and was buried in the church of St Peter. 

Otto III, then three years old, was being crowned at the Christmas 
festival at Aix-la-Chapelle when news arrived of his father’s death at 
Rome. The question of the regency at once arose. It would, according 
to German practice, fall to Henry the Wrangler, the deposed and im¬ 
prisoned Duke of Bavaria, but Byzantine custom favoured the Empress 
Mother and it was not likely that Theophano would allow her claim to 
be lightly passed over. Henry, who was immediately set at liberty by 
the Bishop of Utrecht, took prompt action. Moreover, it soon became 
evident that he was aiming not at the regency but at the crown. He 
hurried to Cologne and before his opponents had time to consider the 
situation, he had taken the young Otto out of the hands of Archbishop 
Willigis of Mayence. Though he won the support of the powerful 
Archbishops of Cologne, Treves and Magdeburg and the Bishop of Metz, 
yet a strong party in Lorraine collected to withstand him. The strength 
of this party lay in the influential family of Godfrey, the Count of 
Hainault and Verdun. His son Adalbero was Bishop of Verdun, his 
brother, also Adalbero, was Archbishop of Rheims. With the arch- 
bishop worked the most remarkable man of the tenth century, Gerbert 
of Aurillac. In 983 Otto II had made him abbot of the Lombard 
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monastery of Bobbioj but disgusted at tbe lack of discipline of the 
monksj he had just returned to resume his former work of Scholasticus 

at the cathedral school of Rheims. From his correspondence for these 
years we can gather how indefatigably he laboured in the interests of 
the young Otto. 

The situation was rendered more complex by the unexpected appear¬ 
ance of Lothair as a candidate for the regency. Perhaps his real motive 
was to induce Henry to give up Lorraine in return for the abandon¬ 
ment of his claim, which, being upheld by the Lotharingian aristocracy, 
by his brother Charles, and by Hugh Capet, was suflBciently formidable 
to cause alarm. Soon he actually made this proposal to Henry and 
entered into a secret compact with him, by which he agreed to support 
the duke’s claim to the throne in return for the duchy. The Lotharin¬ 
gian nobles, alienated by the altered circumstances, at once prepared to 
resist Lothair’s attempt to occupy the duchy, Verdun fell before the 
French attack (March and Godfrey, who bravely defended it, was 
captured. The stout resistance of Godfrey’s sons, Herman and Adalbero, 
prevented Lothair from making further progress, and the hostility of 
Hugh Capet made it necessary for him to turn his attention to his own 
kingdom. With the departure of the King of France, the centre of 
action shifted to the east. In Saxony Henry’s eflForts met with no 
success. Though he had himself proclaimed king by his supporters at 
the Easter festival at Quedlinburg, where he received oaths of fealty from 
the princes of the Bohemians, Poles and Obotrites, he was formally 
renounced by an assembly of Saxon princes. Loyal to the representative 
of the Saxon dynasty, they even prepared to resist the usurper with arms. 
Failing to reconcile them, though succeeding in staving off* a war by a 
truce, Henry withdrew to his old duchy of Bavaria, where he found 
himself firmly withstood by his cousin Henry the Younger. 

Lothair had made no headway in Lorraine. The loyalty of the 
Saxons and the energy of Conrad of Swabia and Willigis of Mayence, 
the leaders of Otto’s party, prevented Henry from gaining ground in the 
other duchies; he was in no position to attempt to win the crown by 
force of arms. Driven by pressure of circumstances he submitted his 
claim to a diet of German princes. The assembly which met at Biirstadt 
near Worms decided unanimously in favour of the young Otto. Henry 
engaged to deliver the boy to the care of his mother and grandmother 
at a diet to be held at Rara (perhaps Rohr, near Meiningen) on 29 June. 
In the interval Henry, supported by Boleslav, prince of the Bohemians, 
tried his fortunes in Thuringia but with similar lack of success. At 
the diet of Rara, on the guarantee that he would be compensated 
with Bavaria, Henry handed over the young king to the charge of 
Theophano and Addaide, who had been summoned from Italy. Henry 
the Younger made some show of resistance at being ousted from his 
duchy of Bavaria, but a final pacification took place early in the year 
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985 at Frankfort. Henry was re-established in Bavaria and Ms cousin 
was forced to content himself with Carinthia and the March of Verona, 
now again formed into a separate duchy. At first Theophano and 
Adelaide acted as joint regents, but the influence of the former soon 
became predominant. In the administration of the kingdom she was 
assisted by Willigis, Archbishop of Mayence, who took charge of afiairs 
in Germany during her absence in Italy in 989. The minority fell at a 
critical time. The death of King Lothair of France in 986, followed a 
year later by the death of his son, Louis V, without an heir, plunged 
France into a civil war, during which the opposing parties of Hugh 
Capet and Charles of Lower Lorraine, the representative of the Caro- 
lingian house, each sought to win the help of the regents of Germany. 
Theophano succeeded in maintaining a neutral attitude ; but the dynastic 
question was no sooner settled in favour of Hugh, than another hot 
dispute broke out as the result of the decision of the synod held at the 
monastery of St Basle de Verzy near Rheims (June 991). The Arch¬ 
bishop Arnulf of Rheims, the natural son of Lothair, was deposed from 
his see and Gerbert was appointed in his place. Germany was again 
called upon to play a part in the affairs of France. A synod of German 
bishops held at Ingelheim in 994 declared against the decisions of 
St Basle. The controversy dragged on until 998, when Otto solved 
the problem by making Gerbert Archbishop of Ravenna, thus leaving 
Rheims in undisputed possession of Amulf. 

Still more serious was the general state of unrest on the Eastern 
frontier. During the years 985-987 there was continual fighting against 
the Wends and Bohemians. With the help of Mesco, Duke of the 
Poles, Meissen was recovered for the Margrave Eckhard. When in 990 
a war broke out between the Poles and Bohemians Theophano supported 
Mesco while Boleslav was allied with the Lyutitzi. The Bohemians, 
fearing to engage with the Germans, treated for peace. The Saxons 
acted as mediators but barely escaped destruction through the treachery 
of the barbarians. It was Boleslav, and not their ally Mesco, who 
enabled the Saxon army to escape in safety to Magdeburg. On 15 June 
991 Theophano died. Adelaide, who now returned from Italy and 
undertook the regency, had neither the energy nor the statesmanlike 
qualities of the younger Empress, and the weakness of her rule soon 
became apparent in the frontier warfare. Brandenburg in 991 became 
the centre of operations. The young king captured it with the help of 
Mesco, but no sooner was Ms back turned than it was reconquered for 
the Lyutitzi by a Saxon named Kiso. Otto renewed the attack in the 
following year with the help of Henry of Bavaria and Boleslav of 
Bohemia; Boleslav, who had succeeded Ms father Mesco as prince of the 
Poles, being threatened with a war with the Russians, was unable to 
accompany the king in person but sent troops to Ms assistance. But not 
till the spring of 993 was the fortress recovered, and then not by the 
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ineffectual efforts of his motley army, but by the same means as it was 
lost, the treachery of Kiso. His faithless conduct brought on an attack 
of the Lyutitzi; they feU upon and scattered an army sent to Kiso’s 
support under the Margrave Eckhard of Meissen. However, when the 
king took the field himself they were quickly dispersed. A brief notice 
of the Quedlinburg annalist informs us of a general rising of the Wends: 
^^All the Slavs except the Sorbs revolted from the Saxons” (994j). 
After a short campaign in the following year Otto seems to have 
patched up some kind of a truce, and restored order sufficient to permit 
him to leave Germany, and fulfil his cherished wish of visiting Italy. 

Unfortunately the disturbances were not confined to the eastern 
frontier. In 991 the Northmen, taking advantage of the internal 
weakness of Germany, renewed their piratical descents on the Frisian 
coast. In 994 they actually sailed up the river Elbe and carried their 
devastations into Saxony. In an engagement fought at Stade a small 
band of Saxons was defeated and their leaders were captured. While 
the Saxon chiefs lay bound hand and foot on the ships, the Northmen 
ravaged the country at will. Of the captives, some were ransomed, the 
Margrave Siegfried effected his escape by making his capturers intoxi¬ 
cated, the remainder, after shameful mutilation, were cast, more dead 
than alive, upon the shore. The phates renewed their inroads in the 
next year, but the defensive measures taken by Bishop Bern ward of 
Hildesheim successfully checked their aggressions. 

Our brief summary of the events of the frontier campaigns illustrates 
the difficulties of the situation in Germany; it shews how fatal and how 
lasting had been the effects of Otto IPs Italian policy, how unwise the 
high imperial aims of Otto III. Fortunately for the regents the southern 
duchies had given no trouble since the baffled attempt of Henry the 
Wrangler to obtain the crown for himself. Changes however had taken 
place in their administration. On the death of Henry the Younger in 
989 Carinthia and the March of Verona had been re-attached to the 
duchy of Bavaria. But when tienry the Wrangler died in 995, they did 
not pass with Bavaria to his son Henry, afterwards the Emperor Henry II, 
but were restored to Otto, the son of Conrad the Redh 

Otto'^s first object was to visit Italy. He had taken the government 
into his own hands in 994 when he was fourteen years of age, but owing 
to the unsettled state of Germany it was not until 996 that he was able 
to achieve his purpose. It was after his return from his first expedition 
across the Alps that he began to develop that ambitious and somewhat 
fantastic policy, for which perhaps he has been too severely censured. It 
must be remembered that from his earliest boyhood he had come under 
the influence of foreigners. The blame must rest equally on all those 
who had charge of his education. His mother, the Empress Theophano, 
and his tutor John, Abbot of the monastery of Nonantula, a Calabrian by 

^ According to some authorities Otto wa® not restored to his duchy* till 1002. 
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birth, had taught him Latin and Greek, taught him to despise “ Saxon 
rusticity” and to prefer ^*our Greek subtilityThey had also made 
him familiar with the elaborate ceremonial of the Byzantine court. His 
intimacy with Gerbert, when he was still at an impressionable age, had 
moulded him into the ideals of the Roman Empire. 

He was now in 996 Holy Roman Emperor, and the title had for 
him a greater meaning than for his predecessors. The legend on one 
of his seals, ‘^renovatio imperii Romanorum,” shews clearly that he 
realised that he was making a change in the imperial position. The 
change is most apparent in the ordering of the institution where the 
business of the Empire was transacted, the imperial chancery. Otto the 
Great had not revived the system which had prevailed under the Caro- 
lingians of ti'eating Italy as a part of the Empire under the same 
administrative machinery. He had established a separate chancery for 
Italy. Germany and Italy were to be two distinct governments under one 
ruler. When a vacancy occurred in 994 in the chancellorship of Italy, 
Otto had appointed his chaplain Heribert. On the death of the German 
chancellor, Hildibald of Worms, in 998, Heribert was placed at the 
head of the German chancery also. Otto had departed from the system 
established by his grandfather and, working on a definite plan, he returned 
to the Carolingian tradition of a combined chancery for the whole 
Empire. The two titular heads, the arch-chancellors of Germany and 
Italy, remained, but their offices were sinecures; the business of the 
Empire was done by a single chancellor in a single chancery. Equally 
significant is Otto's choice of counsellors. He completely emancipated 
himself from the control of those men who had conducted the administra¬ 
tion during his minority. Willigis of Mayence, Hildibald of Worms, 
were replaced by an entirely new body of men. With the exception 
of the chancellor Heribert, who was appointed Archbishop of Cologne 
in 999, the men who exercised the most influence at court were foreigners. 
Gerbert of Aurillac, Marquess Hugh of Tuscany, Peter, Bishop of Como, 
the arch-chancellor of Italy, form the Emperor’s intimate circle of 
advisers. 

The reverential, though perhaps over inquisitive, visit of the Emperor 
to the tomb of Charles the Great at Aix-la-Chapelle in the year 1000 is 
symbolic of his attitude and policy. The famous story of the opening of 
the tomb is recorded by the chronicler of the monastery of Novalesa in 
Lombardy, who, though writing more than half a century later, gives 
his information on the authority of Otto, Count of Lomello, who is said 
to have been present on the occasion. We entered in,” he said, unto 
Charles, He was not lying down, as is the manner with the bodies of 
other dead men, but sat on a certain chair as though he lived. He was 
crowned with a golden crown, and held a sceptre in his hands, the same 
being covered with gloves, through which the nails had grown and 

^ Gerbert, Epist. (ed, Julien Havet), no. 186. 
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pierced. And above him was a tabernacle compact of brass and marble 
exceedingly. Now when we were come in unto the tomb, we brake and 
made straightway an opening in it. And when we entered into it, we 
perceived a vehement savour. So we did worship forthwith to him with 
bended thighs and knees ; and straightway Otto the Emperor clad him 
with white raiment, and pared his nails, and made good all that was 
lacking about him. But none of his members had corrupted and fallen 
away, except a little piece of the end of his nose, which he caused at 
once to be restored with gold ; and he took from his mouth one tooth, 
and built the tabernacle again and departed^.” 

The Emperor's genuine aim was to unite the interests of Germany and 
Italy. The appointments of his cousin Bruno (Gregory V) in 996 and of 
Gerbert (Silvester II) in 999 to the papal chair were intended to advance 
this end. But this policy in reality amounted to a neglect of Germany. 
Since 996 he had spent only a few months on German soil. ^It is not 
sm’prising, therefore, that he was regarded with distrust, “I he older 
generation of German prelates had their grievance; they disliked his 
close connexion with the Papacy, they had been ousted from their 
former influential positions by foreigners and they resented it. Otto s 
premature death alone prevented an open outbreak in Germany. He 
himself realised that he had set his ambitions too high, that he had 
sacrificed Germany without gaining any material compensation, Are 
you not my Romans.'^" he is repoi'ted to have said in bitter reproach. 

For you I have left my country and my kindred. For love of you I 
have abandoned my Saxons, and all the Germans, my own blood.. .1 have 
adopted you as sons, I have preferred you to all. For your sake I 
have brought upon myself the envy and hatred of all. And now 
you have cast out your father. You have encompawssed my servants 
with a cruel death, you have closed your gates against me." These 
are the words of a disappointed man. He died in his twenty-second 
year at Paterno on M January 100^ from an attack of the small¬ 
pox. It was his wish that he should he buried in the Carolingian 
capital. After fighting a way through the lines of the hostile Romans, 
his followers succeeded in bringing his body safely to Aix-la-Chapelle, 
where it was buried in the centre of the choir of the church of St Mary. 

1 Ohranicon Novaliciense in. S2: tlie truth of this narrative has been much 
controverted. The smaller details may have been invented, but the central facts 
are probably historical and are in part supported by Thietmar \€hronicon iv. 46], 
See an article by Professor Grauert, Eutorisches Jahrhuch, xiv. 302 f. At the same 
time it must be admitted that the chronicler of Novalesa, although truthful, had 
the inborn gift of romance. 
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CHAPTER X- 

THE EMPEROR HENRY IL 

When Otto III, still a youth, expired at Patemo in January 1002, it 

seemed as if the life work of his grandfather Otto the Great had been com¬ 

pletely undone. Animosity prnsued the Emperor even after death; for 

only by hard fighting could his friends succeed in transporting his remains 

through the plain of Lombardy for interment in Germany. The fate there¬ 

fore, alike of the Western Empire and of the German kingdom upon which 

it was based, depended far more than usual upon the qualities of the man 

who might be called to occupy the vacant throne. 
To this grave crisis there was added the misfortune of a disputed 

succession. Otto III, the last descendant in the male line of Otto the 

Great, had died unmarried; nor was there any one person naturally des¬ 

tined to succeed him. Descent and election were the two factors by which 

accession to the throne was legally determined; but the relative influence 

of these varied according to circumstances. On the present occasion it 

was election, in practice confined to the magnates, which was bound to 
be preponderant. For though a candidate was forthcoming from the 

royd house, he was met at once by powerful opponents. And his claim 

in itself was not indisputable. The true representative of the Ottos was 

the son of the late Emperor’s only wedded sister Matilda, wife of Ezo, 
son of Herman, Count Palatine in Lorraine. But this heir was a child, 

and was the offspring of a marriage which had been deemed unequal. 
Matilda’s son therefore was now passed over in silence. There were also 

two men who could assert some right to be accepted as head of the 

Liudolfing house. The one was Otto, Duke of Carinthia, grandson (through 

his mother Liutgard) of Otto the Great, and son of the famous Conrad, 

once Duke of Lorraine, who had fallen gloriously at the Lechfeld. To his 

great position Otto added the personal qualities of dignity and upright¬ 
ness. He must have been at this time at least fifty years of age. The other 

was a far younger man, Henry, Duke of Bavaria, son of Duke Henry “the 

Wrangler,” and grandson of that earlier Henry, the yoimger brother of 

Otto the Great, who was the first of his family to rule in Bavaria. The 
present duke therefore was the actual representative in the male line of 

King Henry “the Fowler,” the first of the Saxon kings. As it happened, 
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no rivalry arose between tbe two kinsmen. For when Henry expressed 
his readiness to accept Otto as king, the latter declined to come forward 
and, acknowledging Henry to be the fitter man, urged him to secure 
election for himself. 

But election also was legally necessary; and the magnates were not 
disposed to let slip the present opportunity of choosing a king at their own 
pleasure. When therefore the funeral train of the late Emperor reached 
Augsburg on its way to Aix, Henry, anxious to assert his claim, first 
took forcible possession of the imperial insignia, and then sought by 
profuse promises to win over the attendant magnates for the support of 
his cause, but he met with little success. 

Already indeed a formidable rival had appeared. The chief men of 
Saxony had met at Frohse, and there the Margrave Eckhard of Meissen 
had revealed his purpose of gaining the throne. He was the foremost 
warrior of his time; he had fought with distinction against the Saracens 
in Italy, and at Home in 998 it was he who had brought about the sur*- 
render of the castle of Sanf Angelo and the death of its defender 
Crescentius. As Margrave of Meissen he had repelled the Wends, reduced 
Bohemia to vassalage, and restrained the Polish duke Boleslav from 
assailing the kingdom. Though not of royal descent, he was sprung of 
an ancient Thuringian stock, and was connected with the Billungs, the 
new ducal house of Saxony. But a powerful enemy, the Margrave Liuthar 
of the North Mark, now set himself to frustrate Eckhard’s ambitious 
design. Having secured a sworn promise from most of the Saxon mag¬ 
nates to take no part in electing a king until a further conference, Liuthar 
secretly visited the Duke of Bavaria, upon whom he urged the necessity 
of sending an envoy to represent his interests at the postponed meeting. 
And so skilfully did Henry’s emissary, by means of lavish promises, work 
upon the Saxon nobles when they met at Werla, that he won from them a 
unanimous recognition of Henry’s hereditary right to the throne and a 
solemn pledge of service. Eckhard’s haughty abstention from the meeting 
had ruined his cause. 

By this time a third competitor for the crown was in the field. This 
was Herman 11, Duke of Swabia. Timorous and retiring by nature, Her¬ 
man had come forward at the suggestion of others. After the obsequies 
of Otto III had been performed at Aix on 5 April, most of the magnates 
there present had expressed their disinclination to accept Henry of Bavaria 
as his successor. In the Duke of Swabia they saw a candidate more to their 
liking; and certainly Herman’s descent from a great Franconian house, 
one member of which had formerly occupied the throne, and Ms position 
as ruler of one of the chief races of Germany were plausible reasons for 
Ms elevation. In reality it was Ms very gentleness of character that 
recommended Mm to his proposers, who might hope to find in Mm a 
king to be obeyed or not as they pleased. 

Through the Duke of Swabia Eckhard hoped to revenge himself upon 
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Henry. But on his way to Duisburg, where Herman then was, he received 
an intimation that he would not be admitted to the counsels of the 
Swabian party. Returning homewards after this second rebuff, he was 
waylaid at Pohlde on the night of 30 April by four brothers who cherished 
a private grudge against him, and was slain. 

This tragic event removed a dangerous enemy from Henry’s path, but 
the contention with Duke Herman proved long and bitter. Henry could 
count upon the magnates of Bavaria, of East Franconia, and of Saxony, 
while Herman had the support only of those of Swabia and of West 
Franconia. The Swabian faction, however, was resolute, and the Lor- 
rainers were still doubtful. Archbishop Willigis of Mayence, the mainstay 
of the last two Emperors, now stood for the principle of legitimate suc¬ 
cession. At the beginning of June, Henry, with his Bavarian and 
Franconian adherents, approached the Rhine at Worms, evaded Herman, 
and entered Mayence. There his election followed; and on 7 June that 
act was ratified by his solemn unction and coronation. 

This success decided the wavering Dietrich, Duke of Upper Lorraine. 
But the election had been carried through in haste by a few partisans of 
the new king; and not only did the Duke of Swabia and his friends remain 
defiant, but the nobles of Lower Lorraine still held aloof, while those of 
Saxony took umbrage at their total exclusion from the proceedings at 
Mayence. To force Herman to submission Henry turned southwards and 
began to ravage Swabia. But the duke retaliated by assaulting and 
sacking his own city of Strasbourg, whose bishop had declared for his 
rival, and refused to be drawn into a decision by battle. Baffled in the 
South, Henry proceeded to make sure of the rest of the kingdom. In 

Thuringia, in July, he received full acknowledgment from Count William 
of Weimar and the other chief men, and gratefully abolished the ancient 
tribute of swine, due from the Thuringians to the crown. But from the 
Saxon magnates Henry obtained a less easy recognition. There had 
assembled to meet him at Merseburg on 23 July a great company of the 
bishops and counts of Saxony, at whose head stood the Archbishops of 
Bremen and Magdeburg with their Duke Bernard and the Margraves 
Liuthar and Gero. Duke Boleslav of Poland also, fresh from an attack on 
the mark of Meissen made after the death of Eckhard, presumed to appear 
among them. These men, though they received the new king with defer¬ 
ence, were not prepared to offer him an unconditional allegiance. They 
stood upon their separate rights, and the next day, before any homage was 
paid, Bernard came forward in their name and in that of the Saxon people 
to assert their peculiar claims, and to demand of Henry how far he would 
pledge himself to respect them. Henry replied by extolling the steadfast 
loyalty of the Saxons to their kings; it was only with their approval that 
he now came among them as king; and so far from infringing their law 
he would be careful to observe it at all points, and would do his utmost 
to fulfil their reasonable wishes. The speech satisfied the magnates; and 
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Duke Bernard taking the sacred lance in his hands, delivered it to the 
king; their homage and oath of fealty then followed. From Merseburg 
Henry hastened to Lower Lorraine. In the course of his journey he was 
joined by his wife Kunigunda, whom he saw crowned queen at Paderbom 
on 10 August by Aixhbishop WiUigis. A fierce conflict, which broke out 
between the king’s Bavarian followers and the Saxon inhabitants of the 
ciiy, marred the rejoicings. In Lower Lorraine Henry found no ready 
acceptance. Two bishops only received him; others hesitated to join 
them; and Archbishop Heribert of Cologne, indulging a personal grudge, 
purposely held aloof. At length the prelates concurred in choosing Henry 
to be king, and after tendering him their oath of fealty, accompanied 
him to Aix. There, on 8 September, the remaining Lorrainer magnates 
joined in placing Heniy on the coronation chair of his predecessors, and 
in pajung him homage. Nothing therefore was now wanting but the 
submission of the Duke of Swabia. Herman, however, finding himself now 
so far outmatched, was already prepared to yield. Through mediators he 
be^ught the king’s grace for himself and his adherents; and then on 
1 October appeared in person before Henry at Bruchsal. On swearin*^ 
allegiance, Herman was suffered to retain both his duchy and his fiefs"’ 
but was required to make good the damage he had caused to the city 
of Strasbourg. ^ 

Henry s title to reign, thus acknowledged in Germany, was also 
accepted by peoples outside. The Venetians renewed with Henry the 
faeaty of friendship concluded with Otto IL In the vassal state of 
Bohemia a revolution had lately set up a new ruler who at once sought 
fomal investiture at the hands of Henry. Lastly, from Italy, there came 
lettem and envoys of the imperialist party, urging Henry to intervene in 
rebellious Lombardy. 

_ Henry of Bavaria, the fifth of his house to occupy the German throne 
Ts known in history as Henry H, both as King and Emperor. He was 
bom on 6 May 973, and had therefore lately completed his twenty-ninth 
year when he was crowned at Mayence in June 1002. His early life had 

moulded by adversity. By the rebellion of his father, Duke Henry 

the Wrangler, be had been deprived of his home; and after sometime 
spent under the ^e of Abraham, Bishop of Freising, he had been sent, still 
a child, to be brought up at Hildesheim. There he received his first 
grounding m an education which made him in all ways a cultivated man 
weU learned both m Holy Scripture and in ecclesiastical lore. He be¬ 
came acquainted at the same time with the methods of church govern- 

the clerical career; but his father’s restoration 
m 985 brought him back to Bavaria. Further training under Bishon 
Woljang of Ratisbon helped to form those decided ideS upon Church 
^d State wtech afterwards shaped his poUcy as king. Upon the death 

of Bavaria. The last exhortation of the repentant Wrangler to his son 
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had been to remain ever loyal to his king; and by that advice Henry 

steadily walked during the next six years. Otto III had no more faithful 

subject than his cousin of Bavaria, who twice accompanied him to Italy, 

and on the second occasion was instrumental, with Marquess Hugh of 

Tuscany, in saving him from the wrath of the Roman mob. Moreover, 

when the German magnates were scheming to dethrone the absent 

Emperor, Henry refused to take any part in their conspiracy. Until 

Otto’s premature death opened to him the prospect of succession, he 
had been, as Duke of Bavaria, a just and vigorous ruler. 

Of Henry’s outward appearance nothing certain is known. Later tradi¬ 

tion indeed gives him the attribute of “the Lame,” and two varying legends 

profess to account for the supposed infirmity. A real hindrance, however, 

was the liability to severe attacks of a painful internal complaint; Henry 

was in truth a sickly man, and his bodily weakness may have sometimes 

interfered with his plans. His life and actions were regulated by a strict 

conscientiousness and by a piety sober and restrained. The Christian faith 

and its Founder, the saints and their sanctuaries, the German church and 

its officers, were the objects of his reverence; he punctually attended, 

and sometimes took part in, the ceremonies of the Church; he was the 

determined foe of ecclesiastical abuses; and if he shared the prevailing 

superstition in regard to relics, this was balanced by an ungrudging 

liberality to the poor and a splendid munificence in the founding and 

maintenance of religious institutions. With all this, Henry was no mere 

devotee. He was sociable, and took pleasure in the ordinary amusements 

of his day; he was not above playing a practical joke on a troublesome 

bishop, and once even incurred rebuke for encouraging a brutal form of 

sport. The chase was to him a welcome recreation. Henry was thus 
utterly unlike Otto III. He loved his ancestral land of Saxony; the 

glamour of Italy did not entice him away from his proper task as a German 

king; nor did he entertain any visionary idea of universal dominion under 

the form of a revived Roman Empire. The whole bent of his mind was 
practical; his undertakings were limited in scope and were pursued with 

caution. Prudence indeed was the quality by which he most impressed his 

contemporaries. Yet he was not without the kingly ideals of his day. He 

had a passion for law and order; and in his conception of the kingly office 

he was the guardian of the realm against attack from without and against 

disturbance within, the champion of the weak and the enemy of all wrong¬ 

doers, the defender of the Church and the promoter of its spiritual work. 

No king before him was more untiring in travel to dispense justice among 

his people; no ruler could be more stem on occasion in executing judg¬ 

ment on rebels and lawbreakers. In spite of his weak health he did not 
shrink from taking his full share in the dangers and hardships of a cam¬ 

paign. And with this courage there was joined a royal humanity which 

could shew mercy to the vanquished. Alike in the limitation of his aims 

and the steady persistency of his rule, he shewed no little resemblance 
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to the earliest Henry of his race. In moral dignity, it may be safely said, 
he excelled any monarch of the Saxon house. 

The Empire presented a complication of diiBculties such as only 
patience and prudence could overcome. Nearly every province was 
seething in unrest. Not only were the lay magnates, as ever, at feud 
with their ecclesiastical neighbours, but each order was rent by quarrels 
among its own members. Among the clergy of every degree, worldliness 
and neglect of duty, avarice and loose living, were widely prevalent. It 
was a heavy task, therefore, that Henry undertook, and he had now to 
r^tore by his own efforts the sovereign power in face of men who had 
hitherto been his equals. 

In these adverse circumstances the new reign began, and by them its 
course was set. The history of the reign is confused; but through it aU 
may be traced the king’s unwavering purpose of bringing about a more 
Mttled state of things. The large measure of success that he achieved 
toer^ entitles Heniy to a high place among the sovereigns of Germany; 
but his zeal for the suppression of ecclesiastical abuses was felt over a 
TOdCT sphere, and has set him among the reformers of the Western Church 
^d It IS m the ecclesiastical policy that he pursued, combining as it did 
the poljical system of Otto the Great with the reforming energy of 
Henry the Third, and thus hnkmg him with both those monarchs, that 
tne chiet interest of his career is to be found. 

♦n beginmng of Henry’s reign was marked by two grave losses to 
e Empire; m the South, of the Lombard kingdom; in the East, of the 

tebutay duchy of ^hernia. The former event, indeed, had taken place 

r Hi. ^ ^ candidate for the throne. Eor witL a 

r??F K revolt; and 
T 100^ Ardoin, Marquess of Ivrea, was elected King of the 
Loi^rds and crowned in the basilica of St Michael at Pavia 
^ This new king w^ nearly related to, if he did not actually spring from, 
fte marquesses of Turin, and was connected also ivith the late royal 
house of Ivrea, with yhose hereditary March he had been invested about 
twelve years sin<^ His^reer as marquess had been a stormy one. During 

^ult, and in the tumult the bishop was slain. Soon after, his violLi 

unoSm a f ^ down 
BishonTf V. Through the influence 

oi Leo, Bishop of Vercelli, Ardom was summoned to Rome in 999 to 
for ta aliogod misdeeda Yot, m spite of papal LS.rLd 

mpenal forfeiture, he had kept fast hold both of hif March and of 

tlioS?^™ him to the Lombard 

Ardoim^y ^^ve been in truth little more than a rough soldier. Yet 
prov mself a skilful leader in war; and if his reign was unfortunate 

1 See CShap. TO, pp. 176-6. 
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it was not through any lack on his part of energy or courage. He cer¬ 

tainly inspired his family and his friends with a devotion that shrank from 

no sacrifice. To the lay magnates he was their champion against the 

domination of the prelates, some few of whom also, free from German 

sympathies, were on his side. But it was chiefly the smaller nobles, the 

secundi milites or lesser vavassors, holding their lands at the will of episcopal 

or secular overlords, and with nothing to hope for from a foreign sovereign, 

who turned naturally to a native king whose domestic enemies were their 

own. Beside them stood many of the secular clergy, equally impatient of 

episcopal control; while lower down were the serfs, the voiceless tillers of 

church lands, many of whom had obtained their freedom, but all of 

whom it was now sought to reduce to perpetual bondage. In this endea¬ 

vour the two bishops of Vercelli, Peter and Leo, had been especially 

active; and it was the latter who, but a short while before, had drafted 

the terrible decree of Otto III that no serf of the Church should ever be 

allowed to issue from his servitude. And to Ardoin therefore these 

freedmen and bondmen now looked as their only possible saviour. 

The revolt, if primarily social, was so far national that it was directed 

against those elements of authority which leaned on foreign support. 

The German interest in Lombardy was still strong. Some prelates, the 

Archbishop of Ravenna and the bishops of Modena, Verona, and Vercelli, 

were openly hostile to Ardoin from the first; and in agreement with them 

was the Marquess Tedald, holder of the five counties of Reggio, Modena, 

Mantua, Brescia, and Ferrara, whose family had risen to eminence by 

service to the Ottos. But the real soul of the opposition was Leo of 

Vercelli, a German by birth, whose energetic character, strong intellect, 

and immense acquirements made him a dangerous eneMy. For he was 

at once an accomplished man of letters, an able lawyer, and a practised 

man of affairs. Worldly-minded, though zealous for good order in the 

Church, he was ever eager to advance his material interests; and the 

disappearance of the imperial system would mean his own utter ruin. 

His whole energies, therefore, were bent to the overthrow of the national 
king. 

A progress through Lombardy secured Ardoin general acknowledg¬ 

ment, and the administration went on without break. The hostile mag¬ 

nates were helpless; while the rest, whatever their secret inclinations, gave 

outward obedience to the monarch in possession. But Ardoin’s insolent 

bearing enraged his opponents, and so both sides looked abroad for help. 

Ardoin sent an envoy to Prance to obtain a promise of armed support 

from King Robert; Leo of Vercelli in person, backed by the prayers of 

other Italian magnates, besought Henry, now recognised as king in 

Germany, to intervene in Italy. Accordingly, Henry in December 1002 

dispatched a moderate force under Duke Otto of Carinthia, in whose 

hands was the March of Verona, to the aid of his Italian adherents. The 

latter, headed by Archbishop Frederick of Ravenna and the Marquess 
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Tedald, were already on their way to join the duke, when Ardoin with 

superior forces threw himself between the allies, occupied Verona, and 

seized the mountain passes beyond. A few days later he made a surprise 

attack upon the enemy in the valley of the Brenta, and routed them with 

heavy loss. This victory for the time made Ardoin’s authority secure. 

Only a few weeks after Lombardy had thus asserted its independence, 

Bohemia was severed from Germany. Boleslav Chrobry (the Mighty), 

since succeeding his father Mesco as Duke of Poland in 992, had built up 

a powerful Slav monarchy beyond the Elbe. The various tribes occupying 

the plains watered by the Oder, the Warta, and the Vistula were united 

under his rule; he was allied by marriage with the neighbouring princes 

of Bohemia, Hungary, and Kiev; by the indulgence of the late Emperor 

he had been relieved of the annual tribute due to the German crown. 

Through Otto also he had secured from Pope Sylvester II the eccle¬ 

siastical independence of his country, with the establishment of Gnesen 

as a metropolitan see. Only in his vassalage to the Empire was there left 

any sign of political subjection. Now Boleslav saw an opportunity for 

enlarging his dominion in the West and achieving full independence. He 

overran the whole of the East Mark, or Mark of Gero, as far as the Elbe; 

then, turning southwards, he seized the towns of Bautzen and Strehla, 

and with the aid of its Slavonic inhabitants gained possession of the city 

of Meissen itself. Pushing westwards, he occupied the mark of Meissen as 

far as the White Elster, securing it with Polish garrisons. He had thus 

mastered all the territory known later as the Upper and Lower Lausitz, and 

the Elbe had here ceased to be a German river. Then Boleslav appeared 

at the diet of Merseburg to make sure of his conquest. But his offer to 

Henry of a large sum for the retention of Meissen was rejected: and 

Gunzelin, brother of the late Eckhard and half-brother of Boleslav, was 
invested by the king with the mark of Meissen, while Boleslav himself 

was allowed to keep only the districts to the east of the Black Elster. 

Thenceforth the Polish duke became Henry’s determined foe. He 

found support at once in German disaffection. The Babenberg Henry of 

Schweinfurt, Margrave of the Nordgau, hitherto a staunch adherent of the 

king, claimed investiture with the duchy of Bavaria as the promised reward 

for his aid in the succession contest. Incensed by the king’s hesitation in 

granting the request, the margrave now made common cause with Boleslav, 

whose own wrath was further inflamed by an assault made upon himself 

and his foUowers, though without the privity of the king, on their depax- 
ture from Merseburg. ^ 

And the opportunity soon came to Boleslav for revenge. In Bohemia 

there had ruled for the last three years, as a tributary of the German 

^wn, his cousin and ^ Duke Boleslav the Red, a tyrant whose 
jealousy had sent his half-brothers, Jaromir and Udalrich, with their 
mother, into exile, and whose cruelty now impelled his subjects to drive 

him out and to set up his kinsman Vladivoi as duke. While Vladivoi, to 
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secure himself, took investiture from King Henry, the dispossessed prince 
sought refuge in Poland. But when Vladivofs own vices brought his rule 
to an end early in 1003 and the Bohemians recalled Jaromir and Udalrich, 
the Polish duke intervened by force, drove the two princes a second time 
into banishment, and reinstated Boleslav the Red. It was not long before 
the ferocious vengeance which the restored duke took upon his enemies 
constrained the Bohemians in terror to implore protection from Boleslav 
of Poland. Seizing the desired occasion, Boleslav craftily enticed his 
kinsman into his power, caused him to be blinded, and then, hastening 
to Prague, secured his own acceptance as duke by the Bohemians. The act 
was an insolent defiance of Henry'^s authority; but the king, controlling 
his indignation, sent envoys to Boleslav oiFering recognition if the duke 
would acknowledge himself his vassal. Boleslav, however, haughtily re* 
jected the proposal, and for the time Bohemia was lost to the German 
crown. 

Nothing, indeed, could be done as yet for its recovery because of 
serious trouble in Germany itself. Already, early in the year, Henry had 
had to suppress disaffection in Lorraine with a strong hand; and now he 
learnt that the Margrave Henry, secretly aided by the Polish duke, was 
in open revolt in the Nordgau. From Bavaria the king took vigorous 
action against the rebel. But the margrave found two unexpected allies 
in his cousin Ernest of Babenberg and the king’s own brother Bruno. 
Between King Henry and these three men a petty war was waged during 
the autumn of 1003, of which the Nordgau, the wide district lying north 
of the Danube between Bohemia and East Franconia, was the scene. 
Here the Babenbergs were firmly established; but the king’s energy soon 
forced the margrave to forsake his strongholds for lurking places in the 
country-side. The operations culminated in the siege of Creussen, a forti¬ 
fied town near the sources of the Main, which was valiantly held against 
the royal forces by Bucco, the brother of the margrave, while the latter 
himself harassed the besiegers from outside. A surprise attack on his 
camp drove the margrave into flight, scattered his followers, and delivered 
Ernest a prisoner into the hands of the king. Thereupon Bucco sur¬ 
rendered Creussen. Boleslav endeavoured first to seduce Gunzelin into 
betraying Meissen to him, and on his refusal laid waste an entire gau 

west of the Elbe. But this diversion brought no relief to the duke’s 
confederates. The margrave gave up further resistance, and, accompanied 
by Bruno and other rebels, sought safety with Boleslav. Though hostili¬ 
ties were renewed early in 1004 by a fierce attack by Boleslav upon 
Bavaria, replied to by Henry with an incursion into the Upper Lausitz, 
which was frustrated by a change of weather, the confederacy was soon 
after dissolved. Impelled by remorse, the two German nobles sought 
forgiveness of the king; Bruno through his brother-in-law King Stephen 
of Hungary, Margrave Henry of Schweinfurt through powerful friends 
at home. The margrave suffered imprisonment for some months, but both 
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he and Hs adherents were spared the forfeiture of their lands. Bruno 
also was pardoned, and having later been ordained, became his brother’s 
chancellor and eventually Bishop of Augsburg. 

With the failure of this domestic revolt Henry was free for action 
abroad. The recovery of Italy and of Bohemia were equally urgent tasks; 
but the entreaties of certain Lombard magnates, including a special 
emissary from the Marquess Tedald and the faithful Leo of Vercelli, pre¬ 
vailed; and Henry, leaving the Saxons and Bavarians to hold Boleslav in . 
check, started from Augsburg late in March at the head of an expedi¬ 
tionary force composed of Lorrainers, Franks, and Swabians, and after 
severe toil reached Trent on Palm Sunday, 9 April. In the face of this 
grave peril King Ardoin sent forward to secure the passes, while he 
himself gathered troops and took post as before in the plain of Verona. 
Henry thus found his advance checked along the Adige, and turning 
eastwards into the valley of the Brenta, seized a pass from the Val 
Sugana by surprise, and pitched camp on the left bank of the river. 
There he celebrated Easter (16 April). At the critical moment Ardoin 
had been deserted by most of the Italian leaders, and he had then no 
choice but to retreat hurriedly to the West. Henry entered Verona, and 
advanced thence by Brescia and Bergamo to Pavia, being joined at each 
stage of his march by successive groups of Italian magnates, of whom 
the Archbishops of Milan and Ravenna, and the Marquess Tedald, were 
the chief. At Pavia, on Sunday, 14 May 1004, he was elected King of 
the Lombards, and crowned in St Michaers the following day. 

Henry had thus attained his object with surprising ease; and the 
ceremony he had just gone through, omitted as superfluous by his Saxon 
predecessors, was the formal annulment of Ardoin’s coronation within 
the same walls two years before. The same afternoon a quarrel on slight 
cause arose between the Pavese and the Germans, and the citizens, rushing 
to arms, attacked the palace. Most of the German troops were quartered 
outside; but the royal partisans within the city rallied to Henry’s side, and 
the assault on the palace was repelled. A furious conflict then ensued; and, 
as night fell, the royalists for their own protection fired the neighbouring 
buildings. The troops outside, attracted by the conflagration, stormed 
the walls in the face of a stiff resistance. The Pavese were now over¬ 
powered; numbers were cut down in the streets; and such as continued 
to light from the housetops were destroyed along with their dwellings by 
fire. The slaughter was stopped by Henry’s command, but not before 
many hundreds of the citizens had perished and a great part of their city 
had been consumed. The survivors were admitted to grace, and either in 
person or by hostages swore fealty to the king. 

The fate of Pavia struck terror throughout Northern Italy. All 
thought of further resistance was crushed, except in the remote West, 
where Ardoin in his Alpine castle of Sparone was holding out manfully 
against a besieging force of Germans. The Lombards generally now made 
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their submission to Henry, who a few days later, at Pontelungo near Pavia, 
held a general diet for the settlement of the kingdom. But the king'^s 
mind was already made up to leave Italy; and he started at the beginning 
of June on his way to Germany. After receiving, as his last act on Italian 
soil, the proffer of their fealty from certain Tuscan delegates, he reached 
Swabia by the middle of the month. 

The expedition had in fact failed. For in spite of his coronation, of 
the homage of the magnates, and of the forced submission of most of 
the Lombards, Henry had not ventured beyond Lombardy; and even 
there he left behind him an unsubdued rival and a disaffected people. 
The horror of the burning of Pavia sank deep into the hearts of the 
Lombards, for whom he had destroyed the hope of settled order under 
their native king without giving them a stable government of his own. 
And for himself the sole advantage he had secured was the renewed asser¬ 
tion of the German claim to the crown of Lombardy. 

Want of time was the cause of this meagre result; for Henry could 
not remain long enough in Italy to effect its settlement without neglecting 
the peril which menaced Germany from the East- It was necessary before 
everything to oust Boleslav from Bohemia. Henry gathered an army at 
Merseburg in the middle of August. The men of Saxony, East Franconia, 
and Bavaria, who had been exempted from the Italian expedition, were 
now called upon to serve against their nearest enemy. By gathering 
boats on the middle Elbe, as though for a direct invasion of Poland, the 
king hoped to mask his real intention of entering Bohemia from the 
North, But the flooding of the rivers hindered his movements and gave 
Boleslav time to prepare his defence. In spite, however, of resistance by 
the Polish archers, Henry forced his way over the Erzgebirge (Miriquidui), 
where he was joined by Jaromir, the exiled duke. On the arrival of the 
Bavarian contingent, which had been delayed, Henry sent forward Jaromir 
and his Bohemians, with some picked German troops, in order to sm'prise 
Boleslav in Prague. Boleslav, however, received timely warning to make 
his escape. He attempted no further defence, and Jaromir forthwith occu¬ 
pied Prague, where, amid general rejoicing, he was once more enthroned 
as duke. Henry soon after reached Prague, and solemnly invested Jaromir. 
In less than a month from the time he set out Henry had made so sure 
of Bohemia that not only could he send the Bavarians home, but could 
claim the help of Jaromir for the recovery from Boleslav of the Upper 
Lausitz. The task proved difficult through the stubborn defence of 
Bautzen by its Polish garrison; but the surrender of the town at length 
released the king and his wearied troops from the toils of war. 

Tlie recovery of Bohemia closed the earliest stage of Henry’s career, 
a space of nearly three years, during which he had made good his claim 
to the German throne, and had first tried his strength upon the tasks 
that lay before him. No striking events, indeed, mark off the reign into 
definite periods, its course being one of slow and often interrupted accom- 
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plishment; yet the three Italian expeditions, made at long intervals, form 
convenient milestones for recording its progress. Nearly ten years were 
to elapse before he should again cross the Alps. The interval was occu¬ 
pied by an unceasing struggle in which Henry was able by sheer tenacity 
to win some success. 

The enmity of the Polish duke was a constant menace. Though 
hostilities with Boleslav were not continuous, yet three actual wars were 
waged. The campaigns themselves present little of military interest. 
Whichever side took the offensive, the operations had generally the 
character of an extensive foray, in which few pitched battles were fought, 
and decisive results were rarely attained. Boleslav, after losing Bohemia, 
possessed no chief city the capture of which would have meant his ruin; 
and thus final victory was only possible for Henry by the seizure or de¬ 
struction of Boleslav himself. The duke in turn, however successful he 
might be in the field, could not seriously endanger the German kingdom, 
though he might enlarge his border at German expense. This he sought 
to achieve in the region of the middle Elbe. The territory lying to the 
east of that river, the northern portion of which constituted the East 
Mark and the southern belonged to the Mark of Meissen, was the usual 
scene of contention and the prize waiting on its decision. Not without 
difficulty indeed was Boleslav prevented from winning a foothold on the 
west of the Elba In Henry’s absence the jealousies of the Saxon leaders, 
upon whom lay the duty of defence, hindered united action. Some of 
them had become secret partisans of Boleslav; some were lukewarm in their 
service of the king. Especially those ecclesiastical magnates who felt real 
zeal for the Church were reluctant opponents of a prince who enjoyed the 
favour of the Roman See, and who had done much to further the cause of 
Christianity among his own people. A strange act of policy on the part of 
Henry increased their repugnance to serve against Boleslav. For during the 
Easter season of 1003 he had received at Quedlinburg envoys of the Redari 
and of the Lyutitzi, heathen Wendish tribes dwelling in the North Mark 
and had made a compact with them. None of the M^ends had been more 
stubborn in resistance to tbe German domination, which they bad long 
ago shaken off; with it had gone their compulsory Christianity. Fear of 
a fresh subjection and forcible conversion by the sword of Boleslav drove 
them to negotiate with Henry, to whom they could offer protection on 
his north-eastern frontier and active help in the field against the Polish 
duke. These advantages he secured by allowing them to retain their 
practical independence and stiU to hold to their heathen religion. The 
treaty did in fact prove of no small value. Yet this alliance of a Christian 
king with pagan tribesmen against another Christian prince gave deep 
offence to many of his subjects; and German warriors saw with impatience 
the idols of their Wendish associates borne as standards on the march to 
overcome a foe who held the same true faith as themselves. 

Henry was not satisfied merely to regain Bohemia and to stand on the 
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defensive against Polish attack. He aimed at recovering the whole of 
the lost territory between the Elbe and the Oder^ once conquered and 
Christianised by Otto the Great. After suppressing early in 1005 a rising 
of the Frisians Henry summoned a general levy at Leitzkau, half-way 
between Magdeburg and Zerbst, on the farther side of the Elbe; and 
thence, in the middle of August, the king led his army forward through 
the East Mark, where he was joined by the Bavarians under their new 
Duke, Henry of Luxemburg, and by the Bohemians under Duke Jaromir. 
But the troops, delayed by false guides who entangled them in the marshes 
about the Spree, were harassed by ambushed attacks of the enemy. Just 
before the Oder was reached, the Lyutitzi, headed by their heathen images, 
attached themselves to the royal host. On pitching camp by the Bobra 
(Bober) near its junction with the Oder, Henry found Boleslav stationed 
in strong force at Crossen. The discovery of a ford enabled the king to 
send over part of his troops, whose appearance drove Boleslav into hasty 
retreat. The march was continued to within two miles of the city of 
Posen, But the German army was wearied, and now halted to collect 
supplies. Its want of vigilance, however, while it was scattered in foraging 
parties, allowed it to be taken unawares and defeated with heavy loss. 
This reverse, though not the crushing disaster represented by Polish 
tradition, disposed Henry to accept an offer made by Boleslav to come 
to terms. Envoys, with the Archbishop of Magdeburg at their head, were 
sent to Posen to negotiate with the duke; and a peace, the conditions of 
which are unknown, was established. The treaty, in any case, was hardly 
flattering to German pride, for at the utmost Henry can have won from 
Boleslav no more than a recognition of his authority in the Upper and 
the Lower Lausitz, and a renunciation of the duke’^s claim to Bohemia. 

During the interval of uneasy peace that followed, Henry’s attention 
was claimed on his western frontier. The Frisian coast was being harried 
by piratical Northmen; Valenciennes had been seized by the count of 
Flanders; the kingdom of Burgundy was in a state of turmoil. In Bur¬ 
gundy King Rodolph III, the last male of his house, was struggling vainly 
to uphold the royal authority against a defiant nobility. To Henry, the 
son of Rodolph’s sister Gisela and his nearest heir, the present unsettle¬ 
ment, which imperilled his chance of succeeding to his uncle’s crown, was 
a matter of serious concern. In 1006, therefore, he made his hand felt 
in Burgundy. The extent of his intervention is unknown; but the fact is 
clear that he now took possession of the city of Basle. This step, how¬ 
ever brought about, was never reversed; and the sequel shewed it as the 
earliest in a series by which the independence of the Burgundian kingdom 
was destroyed. 

The incursions of the Northmen, this year and the next, into Frisia 
were left to the local counts to deal with. It was otherwise when the 
ambitious Count Baldwin IV of Flanders, one of the mightiest vassals of 
the West Frankish crown, into whose hands had already fallen the castle 
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set up by Otto the Great at Ghent, presumed to violate German territory 
east of the Scheldt and take forcible possession of the town of Valenciennes. 
Henry, whose repeated demands for his withdrawal had been ignored by 
the count, in June 1006 sought a meeting with Baldwin’s overlord, King 
Robert, the result of which was a joint expedition of the two monarchs 
in September for the recovery of the townh But the undertaking, though 
supported by Duke Richard of Normandy, the lifelong foe of the house 
of Flanders, came to naught; and Henry, to retrieve the failure, in the 
summer of 1007 led a great host to the Scheldt, crossed it, and then 
proceeded to lay waste the country. At Ghent, upon the supplication of 
the brethren of St Bavo’s, he stayed his hand; but by this time Baldwin 
was ready to treat. His humble submission soon after, with the surrender 
of Valenciennes, won for him full forgiveness from the king. He swore 
peace; and also took an oath of fealty to Henry, by which, as it seems, 
he became his vassal for the royal castle at Ghent. Two years later, to 
secure his help against disalFection in Lorraine, Henry granted Baldwin 
in fief Valenciennes, to which the island of Walcheren was afterwards 
added. In thus accepting vassalage to the German crown, Baldwin won 
for the counts of Flanders their first footing beyond the Scheldt. 

But while engaged upon this successful enterprise in the West, Henry 
had been overtaken by disaster on his Eastern frontier. Since the Polish 
campaign of 1005, he had been at pains to keep the Wends true to their 
compact, but, in the spring of 1007, he was visited at Ratisbon by a triple 
embassy from the Lyutitzi, from a considerable town in their neighbour¬ 
hood, and from Duke Jaromir of Bohemia, which came to denounce the 
assiduous eiForts of the Duke of Poland, by bribes and promises, to seduce 
them from their allegiance. They declared that, if Henry should remain 
any longer at peace with Boleslav, he must not count on further service 
from them. The king, then preparing for the invasion of Flanders, con¬ 
sented, on the advice of the princes, to a renewal of war against Poland. 
The issue was unfortunate; for the Saxons, the proper guardians of the 
Elbe and of the Marches beyond, proved utterly wanting. In the absence 
of the king, Boleslav invaded the Marches in force, wasting a wide district 
east of Magdeburg, and carrying away captive the inhabitants of Zerbst, 
The Saxon levies slowly gathered to repel him, and, with Archbishop 
Tagino of Magdeburg in supreme command, sullenly followed the duke as 
he returned home. But at Jiiterbogk, long before the Oder had been 
reached, the heart of their leaders failed them, and their retreat enabled 
the Polish prince to reoccupy the eastern half of the Lower Lausitz, and 
soon after to secure possession once more of the Upper Lausitz. He had 
thus regained all the German territory that he had previously held and 
lost; he had established himself firmly on the west of the Oder; and from 
the ground thus gained no subsequent efibrts of Henry availed to expel 
him. ' ■ ■ 

^ Cf. mpray Chap, v, p. 106. 
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In another sphere of activity, this same year of mingled success and 
disaster brought Henry, before its close, a peculiar triumph. This was 
the establishment, on 1 November 1007, of the new see of Bamberg. 
The completion of this cherished scheme was at once the fruit of 
Henry’s religious zeal and the witness to his supremacy over the German 
Church. Nevertheless, it was just his claim to such supremacy in a par¬ 
ticular case that involved him soon after in a bitter domestic quarrel, 
which ran its unhappy course for several years, and, combined with other 
troubles at home, effectually hindered further action abroad. At this 
point, then, it is necessary to explain Henry’s ecclesiastical policy, upon 
which his whole system of government was based. 

In right of the Crown, Henry had small material means at command 
to enforce his authority. The obedience due to him as their chosen and 
anointed king might be readily acknowledged by all his subjects, but was 
just as readily withheld when it conflicted with private interest. Especially 
was this the case with the higher nobility. The counts, though still in 
theory royal officials and responsible to the sovereign for the maintenance 
of public order in their several districts, had become in fact hereditary 
territorial magnates, whose offices, like their fiefs and their family estates, 
usually passed from father to son in regular succession. The privilege of 
“immunity” which many enjoyed, and the feudal relation now generally 
subsisting between them and their tenants, still further strengthened 
their position. These petty potentates however, who should have been 
the upholders of law, were too often its worst transgressors. Their greed 
for landed wealth urged them into perpetual feuds with one another or 
with their ecclesiastical neighbours, while the abuse of their seignorial 
rights made them the oppressors of the classes below them. In these evil 
tendencies they had been encouraged by the lax administration of the 
last two reigns. Yet even more were the greater lay magnates, the dukes 
and margraves, disposed to regard themselves as hereditary princes. The 
dukes, in spite of past efforts to reduce their pretensions, were the recog¬ 
nised chiefs of the separate races which made up the German nation, and, 
like Herman of Swabia, were generally too strong, even in defeat, to be 
displaced without risk. The margraves, holding an office less venerable, had 
also won, by effective service on the frontiers, a firm position in the State. 
Though dukes and margraves alike required investiture by the king, it 
was rarely that a son was not preferred to his father’s place. The control 
of men so firmly established in power and dignity could be no easy task; 
yet it now depended upon the vindication of the royal authority whether 
the nation should preserve its political cohesion, or be split up, like the 
adjacent kingdoms on the West, into a loose aggregation of almost in¬ 
dependent principalities under a nominal sovereign. 

It was the second Henry who by his energy postponed for two gene¬ 
rations the process of disintegration which set in under Henry IV. To 
restore the rule of law was his prime object. In the decay, however, 
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of local justice, the Koyal, or Palatine, Court, over which the king 
presided in person, was the only tribunal where redress could be sought 
against a powerful adversary, or whither appeal could be made from 
decisions in the inferior courts. Henry knew, as his biographer tells us, 
that the region left unvisited by the king was most often filled with the 
complaints and groans of the poor, and he did his utmost, by incessant 
journeys through the land, to bring justice within reach of all his subjects. 
In many cases he punished with severity high-boni disturbers of the 
peace. Yet the conditions were now such that the Crown was not 
strong enough of itself to compel obedience to the law. To make his 
will prevail, alike in judicial administration and in large measures of 
policy, he had to secure the co-operation of the magnates assembled in 
general or provincial diets. At these meetings, which became more 
frequent under him than under his predecessors, he was generally able, by 
his fixity of purpose and his skilful address, to win consent to his designs. 
Even so, however, he was largely dependent for their accomplishment upon 
such material aid as the good will of the nobles might afford him. There 
existed no standing army. The national levy could still be summoned by 
royal command for the defence of the realm; but the only permanent 
force at the disposal of the king consisted of unfree retainers (ministeriales) 

drawn from the crown lands or from his patrimonial estates. But they 
were insufficient for making expeditions abroad or for preserving order at 
home; and it was upon the feudal contingents furnished by the magnates 
that the monarch had to rely in the last resort. 

Eurthermore the royal revenues had for years been in steady decline. 
The immense crown estates, the villae on which Charles the Great had 
bestowed such care, had been broken up and largely dissipated by the 
later Carolingians, partly through the granting of fiefs to reward their 
supporters, partly though their lavish endowment of churches and monas¬ 
teries. And in similar fashion the peculiar royal rights of coinage, tolls, 
and markets, with others of the same kind, all extremely profitable, had 
been also freely alienated to laymen and ecclesiastics. In the hands of 
Otto the Great this practice had been turned to account for the strength¬ 
ening of the throne; but under his son and grandson it had rather 
served to establish the local powers in their independence. What crown 
I^ds remained to the monarch lay scattered in fragments throughout the 
kingdom, and were therefore less profitable and more difficult to ad¬ 
minister. Henry was a wealthy king, but more through his possession of 
the great Liudolfing inheritance in Saxony and of the patrimony of his 
Bavarian ancestors, than through his command of such resources as were 
proper to the Crown. 

Faced then by the growing power of the secular magnates, Henry, if 
he were to restore the German monarchy, had to seek some surer means 
than the bare authority of the Crown. But the task was one beyond the 
powers of a single man, and required the steady action of an ordered ad- 
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ministration. This was found in the organisation of the Church. Its 
dignitaries Henry employed as crown officials, whom he appointed himself. 
Though the bishops and greater abbots were spiritual chiefs, they were 
called upon to act also as servants of the king, advising him in council, 
fulfilling his missions abroad, preserving his peace within their own tem- 
tories. Further, they, even more than lay princes, had to provide him with 
military contingents of their vassals, often to follow him in person into 
the field, sometimes even to conduct his campaigns. And while heavy 
calls were continually being made upon their revenues for the public need, 
the right to dispose of their vacant fiefs was frequently claimed by the 
king for some purpose of his own. More especially did the royal monas¬ 
teries suffer loss at Henry’s hand; for the pious king in several cases did 
not hesitate at extensive confiscation of monastic lands. Yet these 
severe measures were not the outcome of caprice or greed, but of a settled 

policy for the kingdom’s weak _ 
In thus employing the Church Henry resumed the policy adopted by 

Otto the Great. But while Otto, in using the Church to fortify the 
throne, had cared little to interfere in matters purely ecclesiastical, 
Henry sought to exercise over the Church an authority no less direct 
and searching than over the State. Filled with the ecclesiastical spirit, 
he set himself to regulate Church affairs as seemed to him best in 
the Church’s interest; and the instinct for order which urged him from 
the first to promote its eflSciency developed at last into a passionate zeal 

for its reformation. 
To achieve his purpose it was essential for Henry to secure an 

effective mastery over the Church. But only through its constitutional 
rulers, the bishops, could he, without flagrant illegality, obtain command 
of its wealth, engage its political services, and direct its spiritud energies. 
In order, however, to be sure of bishops who should be his willing agents, 
the decisive word in the appointment to vacant sees must be his. In the 
Frankish kingdom the old canonical rule that the choice of a new bishop 
rested with the clergy and laity of the diocese had never been quite for¬ 
gotten ; but from early times the kings had claimed and been allowed the 
right of confirming or disapproving an episcopal election, and this had been 
enlarged into the greater right of direct nomination. The claim of the 
Crown to intervene in episcopal appointments had been fully revindicated 
by Otto the Great. In a few German dioceses the privilege of free elec¬ 
tion had been expressly confirmed or granted afresh by charters, yet Otto 
had never allowed the local privilege to hinder the appointment of any 
man he desired. The effect of such methods was to fill the bishoprics with 
royal nominees. Though the procedure was prejudicial to the indepen¬ 
dence of the Church, yet it freed episcopal elections from those local 
influences which would have made the bishops mere creatures of the 
secular magnates, or at best their counterparts in an ecclesiastical dis¬ 

guise. 
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Otto’s practice was followed by Henry, who insisted on his right to 
nominate the bishops. He made no fresh grants of privilege of free elec- 
tion; he often qualified it by reserving the right of royal assent as at 
Hamburg, Hildesheim, Minden, Halberstadt, and Fulda, and sometimes 
he withheld it altogether as at Paderborn. His general practice is fairly 
illustrated by the case of Magdeburg, which fell vacant four times in the 
course of his reign. This church had not received from its founder, 
Otto the Great, the right of choosing its own pastor; and it was by 
gift of his son, in terms unusually solemn, that the privilege was conferred 
in 979. Yet Otto II made light of his own charter when, on the first 
vacancy of the see, he allowed his favourite, the crafty Bishop Gisiler of 
Merseburg, to supplant the canonically elected nominee. At Gisiler’s 
death in January 1004, the clergy of Magdeburg forthwith unanimously 
elected their Provost Waltherd. But Henry was resolved that no 
Magdeburg cleric should occupy the see; and demanded the election 
of his own attached friend, the Bavarian Tagino. Neither the plea of 
right nor the humble entreaty of the electors was accepted by the king, 
whose insistence at length won the consent of Waltherd and his sup¬ 
porters to Tagino’s promotion. Through their presence at his investiture 
by Henry they acquiesced in the reversal of their own previous act. 
Tagino died in June 101^. Again Henry intervened by sending an envoy, 
but this time to ask the electors to submit a candidate for his approval. 
The clergy and vassals of the see once more chose the same candidate, 
Waltherd, as archbishop. Only with great reluctance did Henry agree, 
and that upon condition of a fresh election being held in his presence, at 
which he himself proposed, and the electors concurred in, the nomi¬ 
nation of the Provost. Within two months, however, Waltherd was 
snatched away by death. Next day, the Magdeburg clergy, still anxious 
to preserve their right, elected Thiedric, a youthful cleric, to the vacant 
see; and the day following repeated the act. Henry, greatly indignant 
at this proceeding, determined to enforce his will on the presumptuous 
Church. He made Thiedric a royal chaplain, and then, coming to 
Magdeburg, directed another meeting to be held for the election of 
Gero, one of his chaplains, whom he had designated for the archbishopric. 
The electors, with an express reservation of their right for the future, 
obeyed, and Gero was chosen. Yet this reservation appears to have been 
no hindrance to Henry when, in the last year of his reign, the see of 
Magdeburg was again vacated by the death of Gero, and he secured the 
succession of Hunfrid (Humphrey), another royal nominee. 

To Henry, therefore, the right of election was useful for giving 
canonical sanction to a choice made by himself, and the utmost allowed 
to electors was to name a candidate; thus in course of time most of the 
German bishoprics were filled by his nominees. Yet Henry’s bishops were 
men far from unworthy of their oiSce. If few of them were learned, the 
Eves of few gave occasion for reproach; if capable men of affairs rather 
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sound spiritual guides, they were not generally neglectful of pastoral 
duty; some were even distinguished for evangelical zeal. They were chosen 
oftenest, it would seem, for their practical capacity, and for a sympathy 
with his political and ecclesiastical aims gained by long service in the 
royal chapel or chancery; some, like the historian Thietmar, were chosen 
for their wealth, part of which they were expected to bestow on their 
impoverished sees; not a few were recommended by their Bavarian birth. 
Henry was not the man to dishonour the Church by giving it worthless 
prelates. Nevertheless, the bishops were his creatures, from whom he 
demanded obedience; in a word, the Church had to accept a position of 

strict subordination to the State. 
It was not all at once that Henry was able to bring this about. 

The bishops whom he found in office at his accession owed nothing to 
him; and even when of proved loyalty they were not inclined to be sub¬ 
servient. Some indeed were openly disaffected. Of such were the Arch¬ 
bishops Heribert of Cologne and Gisiler of Magdeburg, and among 
bishops, the celebrated Bernward of Hildesheim. Whether indifferent or 
hostile, however, it was not the spiritual independence of the Church for 
which most of them were jealous, but for the temporal power and dignity 
of their own sees. Their sense of ecclesiastical unity was faint; nor did 
any voice sound from Rome to remind them of their allegiance to the 
Church Universal. To many even the welfare of their own national branch 
thereof was of small concern beside the interests of their particular 
dioceses. Papal impotence left Henry a free hand; and with the rise of 
a new episcopate the cohesion of the German Church was strengthened 
and its energies were revived, but only at the cost of its independence. For 
the bishops learned to acquiesce in Henry’s claim to ecclesiastical authority, 
and zealous churchmen were not slow to enjoin obedience to the Crown 
as a duty of divine ordinance. But with the Church thus submissive, all 
fear that the bishops might use their means and their privileges in a 
spirit defiant of the secular power was removed. They had become, in 
truth, royal officials; and the more, therefore, that their position was 
enhanced^ the better service could they render to the king. Accordingly, 
it was with no sparing hand that Henry, following the example of the 
Ottos, bestowed territory and regalities upon the episcopal churches. His 
charters reveal also two other special features of his policy. The one is 
the frequency with which he annexed royal abbeys of the lesser rank to 
bishoprics, to be held by them as part of their endowment; the other is 
his extension of the recent practice of giving vacant counties into the 
hands of prelates. In the former case, the purpose was achieved of turning 
the smaller religious houses to better account for the service of the State 
than they could be as isolated corporations; in the latter, advantage was 
gained for the Crown by the transfer of local authority from secular to 
ecclesiastical hands, since the bishops were now more amenable to royal 
control than were the lay counts. Thus the process, by which the bishops 
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became territorial princes, went rapidly forward; althougb the Crown 
was strengthened rather than weakened by their exaltation. 

It is indisputable that the alliance between the Church and the 
Monarchy brought immense advantages to both. The former, favoured by 
the Crown, still further improved its high position. The king, on his 
side, obtained the services of men highly educated and familiar with 
business; who could form a counterpoise to the hereditary nobility, and 
yet could never establish themselves as an hereditary caste; who set an 
example within their dioceses of upright and humane administration; 
and who shewed themselves prudent managers of their estates. Besides 
all which, the revenues of their churches and the military aid of their 
vassals were at his command. Their corporate feeling as members of a 
national church had revived; and their general employment in the service 
of the Crown, which claimed the headship of that church, made them the 
representatives of national unity on the secular no less than on the 
ecclesiastical side. 

Yet the coalition of the two powers contained the seeds of future 
calamity to the Church. It was inevitable that bishops so chosen and so 
employed could not rise to their spiritual vocation. Even within their 
own dioceses they were as much occupied by secular as by pastoral work. 
Insensibly they became secularised; and the Church ceased to be either 
a school of theologians or a nursery of missionaries. At such a price were 
its temporal advantages secured. Nor was the gain to the Grown without 
its alloy. For the royal supremacy over the Church depended on the 
monarch keeping a firm hold on episcopal appointment. That prerogative 
might become nominal; and during a minority it might disappear. The 
result in either case would be the political independence of the bishops, 
whose power would then be all the greater through the favours now 
lavished upon their churches. This was the latent political peril; and 
beside it lurked an ecclesiastical danger yet more formidable. Henry had 
mastered the German Church; and, so long as it remained the national 
institution he had made it, the tie of interest which bound it to the 
throne would hold. Yet it was but part of a larger ecclesiastical whole, 
whose acknowledged head was the Pope. The present thraldom of the 
Papacy to a local despot made its claim to the obedience of distant 
churches a shadowy prerogative which could be safely disregarded; but 
with a future recovery of freedom and of moral influence the pretension 
of the B-oman See to apostolic authority over the Western Church would 
revive; and the German prelates would have to choose between King 
and Pope. Within sixty years of Henry’s death that question presented 
itself. 

In his government of the Church Henry was accustomed to act both 
on his own sole authority and in co-operation with the bishops in synod. 
No sharp distinction is apparent between the matters he decided himself 
and those he referred to the synods; in general, however, breaches of 
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external order the king dealt with alone, while strictly ecclesiastical 

questions were more often disposed of in synod. , ^ i 

How vigorously Henry meant to assert his right to regulate ^urch 

affairs was seen soon after his accession in his revival of the see of Merse- 

bure. That bishopric, established in 968 by Otto the Great as part ot 

his scheme for evangelising the Wends, had been held by Gisiler for ten 

years before his elevation to Magdeburg. Such a translation was liable 

to be impugned as invalid, and the astute prelate therefore educed his 

patron Otto II and Pope Benedict VII to decree the abolition of Merse- 

hvLVS as superfluous, and to distribute its territory among the neighbouring 

dioLes, including Magdeburg. Under Otto III Gisiler managed by skilM 

procrastination to maintain his ill-won position. Henry however made 

peremptory demand upon Gisiler to vacate the archbishopric and return 

to Memeburg. The prelate’s death before he complied, enabled Henry by 

the appointment of Tagino to Magdeburg, to bring back the old position. 

Tagino’s first episcopal act was to consecrate Wigbert to the revived 

M^seburg bishopric, of which the king by his sole act, without reference 

to synod or to Pope, had thus become the second founder. No less inde¬ 
pendent was Henry’s procedure in settling the ignoble quarrel between 

two of Germany’s noblest prelates over the monastery of Gandersheim. 

From its foundation by Henry’s ancestor Duke Liudolf of Saxony in 842, 

and after an early subjection to Mayence, this religious house for women 

had been without question for nearly a centuiy and a half under the 

spiritual authority of the bishops of Hildesheim. In an unhappy homr 

Archbishop Willigis claimed jurisdiction over it for Mayence; and the 

dispute so begun with one bishop was continued later with his succe^r 
Bemward, and by him referred for decision to Pope Sylvester II. xhe 

papal edict in favour of Hildesheim, when promulgated in Germany, was 

treated with open disrespect by Willigis. To end the scandal, Henry won 

the promise of both bishops to abide by his ruling, and then, at a diet m 

1006, gave judgment for Hildesheim. The result was loyally accepted by 

Willigis and his next successor. 
This protectorship of the Church led Henry, whom Thietmar caUs 

the Vicar of God on earth, to undertake on its behalf tasks of the most 

diverse kind. Thus he asserted his right, both to order the due regis¬ 
tration of monastic lands, and to require strict observance of German 

customs in public worship; he took it upon him, not only to enforce eccl^ 

siastical discipline, but to prevent heresy from raising its head. In such 

matters the synods had a right to speak, although they did so rather as 

organs of the royal will than as independent church assemblies. For they 

met upon Henry’s summons; he presided over, and took active part in, 

their discussions; he published their resolutions as edicts of his own. 

But he called them to account in the tone of a master, and at the very first 

synod of his reign he rebuked them severely for slackness in their discipline. 

In pressing for the removal of irregularities Henry certainly shewed 
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himself a conscientious ruler of the Church, but gave no proof of a desire 
to initiate any far-reaching ecclesiastical reform.- His views at this time 
were bounded by the needs of the German Church; and so strictly national 
were the synods he convoked that they cared but little whether the 
measures they agreed upon were in consonance with general church law. 

With reform, however, in one wide sphere of organised religion 
Henry had long shewn his active sympathy. For already, as Duke 
of Bavaria, he had used his authority to impose a stricter life upon the 
monasteries of that land. He had thus helped forward the monastic 
reformation which, beginning in Lorraine in the early decades of the 
tenth century, had spread eastwards into Germany, and had won a footing 
in Bavaria through the energy of the former monk, Wolfgang, Bishop 
of Ratisbon. In his early years Henry had seen the beneficent change 
wrought in Bavaria, and exemplified at St Emraeram’s in Ratisbon. 
After becoming duke, he had forced reform upon the reluctant monks of 
Altaich and Tegernsee through the agency of Godehard, a passionate 
ascetic, whom, in defiance of their privilege, he had made abbot of both 
those houses. In the same spirit and with like purpose Henry treated 
the royal monasteries after his accession. They became the instruments 
of his strenuous monastic policy ; while he also, as in the case of the 
bishoprics, insisted on the right of the Crown to appoint their heads, 
notwithstanding the privilege of free election which many of them 
possessed. By this time, however, some of the greater monasteries had 
acquired immense landed wealth, and their abbots held a princely position. 
The communities they ruled for the most part led an easy existence. 
Not a few houses, it is true, did admirable work in art and learning, in 
husbandry, and in care for the poor. Much of the land, specially reserved 
to the abbot, was granted out in fief to vassals, in order to acquit his 
military service to the Crown; but these might also be used against the 
Crown, if the abbot were not loyal. 

Henry’s monastic policy was revealed in 1005 by his treatment of 
the wealthy abbey of Hersfeld. Complaints made to him by the brethren 
gave him the opportunity for replacing the abbot by the ascetic Gode¬ 
hard of Altaich, who offered the monks a choice between strict observance 
of the Rule and expulsion. The departure of all but two or three enabled 
Godehard to dispose of their superfluous luxuries for pious uses, while 
Henry seized on the corporate lands reserved for the brethren, and added 
them to the abbot’s special estate, which thus became liable to the Crown 
for greater feudal services. In the end Hersfeld, under Godehard, became 
again an active religious community. Between 1006 and 1015 Reichenau, 
Fulda and Gorvey were likewise dealt with and with like results. Further, 
the Grown, by placing several abbeys under one head, was able, out of 
land hitherto required for the upkeep of abbatial households, to make 
grants to vassals. In these measures the king was supported by the 
bishops, some of whom followed his example in monasteries under their 
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control. The result was a general revival of monastic discipline, and a 

serious curtailment of the resources of the greater abbeys. 
The lesser royal monasteries, from whose lands new fiefs could not be 

granted, needed the king’s special protection to keep their independence. 

Henry had no use for feeble institutions, and subjected seventeen ot 

them to various sees or greater abbeys. If they were not abolished 

altogether, they were generally transformed into small canonries, whi e 

par^of their property fell to the bishop. 
Henry proclaimed his belief in the episcopal system by the foundation 

of the see of Bamberg. Near the eastern border of Franconia dwelt a 

population almost entirely Wendish. Left behind in the general retreat 

of their kinsfolk before the Franks, these Slavonic tribesmen still kept 

their own language and customs, and much of their original paganism. 

Baptised by compulsion, they neglected all Christian observances, while 

the bishops of Wurzburg, to whose diocese they belonged, paid little heed 

to them. Close by them was the little town of Bamberg, dear to Henry 

from his boyhood. It was a favourite home with him and his wife, ^d 

he resolved to make it the seat of a bishopric. The scheme required 

the assent of the Bishops of Wurzburg and Eichstedt. But Mepnpud 

(Meingaud) of Eichstedt flatly refused to a^-ee, and Henry of Wurzburg, 

though a devoted subject, was an ambitious man, and demanded, in 

addition to territorial compensation, the elevation of Wurzburg to 

metropolitan rank. After a synod at Mayence (May 1007), at which 

Bishop Henry was present, had given its solemn approval, envoys were 

sent to the Pope to secure ratification. By bull issued in June John XV1 

confirmed the erection of the see of Bamberg, which was to be subject 

only to the authority of the Papacy. Wurzburg, however, was not made an 

archbishopric, and Bishop Henry thought himself betrayed. At a synod 

at Frankfort (1 November 1007) there assembled five German arch¬ 

bishops with twenty-two suffragans, five Burgundian prelates mduding 

two archbishops, two Italian bishops, and, lastly, the primate of Hungry. 

WiUigis of Mayence presided, but Henry of Wiirzburg held aloof. The 

king, prostrating himself before the bishops, set forth his high purple 

for the Church, reminding them of the consent already given by the 
Bishop of Wurzburg. Bishop Henry’s chaplain replied that his master 

could not allow any injury to his church. But the absence of the bishop 

had displeased many of his colleagues, while the agreement he had made 

was on record. Thus, finally, the foundation of the see of Bamberg wm 
unanimously confirmed, and the king nominated as its first bishop his 

kinsman the Chancellor Everard, who received consecration the same day 

Henry’s intention to make God his heir was amply fulfilled; he had 

already endowed Bamberg with his lands in the Radenzgau and the 

Volkfeld, and he lavished wealth on the new see. Thus Bamberg was 
among the best endowed of German bishoprics, and the comital juris¬ 

diction, given by Henry to some other sees, can hardly have been with- 
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held here. Yet Everard was for some time a bishop without a diocese. 
Only in May 1008 did Henry of Wurzburg transfer to Bamberg almost 
all 4e Radenzgau and part of the Volkfeld. From this moment the new 
see grew. Just four years later, in May 1012, the now finished cathedral 
was dedicated in the presence of the king and a great assembly, six 
archbishops and the patriarch of Aquileia, besides many bishops, taking 
part in the ceremony with Bishop Everard, Less than a year afterwards, 
the episcopal rights of Bamberg received the papal confirmation; and the 
last stage was reached in 1015, when, after the death of Megingaud 
of Eichstedt, the king was able by an exchange of territory with 
Megingaud’s successor to enlarge the Bamberg diocese to the limit originally 

planned. 
It was to be the fortune of the first bishop of Bamberg to receive a 

Pope within his own city, and of the second himself to become Pope. 
Yet even these unusual honours shed no such real glory over the bishopric 
as did the successful achievement of the purpose for which it was founded. 
For from Bamberg Christianity spread over a region hitherto sunk in 
heathenism, and the social arts made way among an uncultured people. 
A secondary result of its activities, whether intended or not, was the 
fusion of an alien race with the German population. For a far wider 
sphere than its actual diocese Bamberg was a wellspring of intellectual 
energy. Its library grew to be a great storehouse of learning; its schools 
helped to difiuse knowledge over all Germany. This may have been 
beyond Henry’s aim; yet it was through the Bamberg which he created 
that the sluggish life of the district around was drawn into the general 
stream of European civilisation. 

The action of dynastic and local politics upon the Church was notably 
shewn in the queen’s own family. Her eldest brother Henry of 
Luxemburg had been made Duke of Bavaria: a younger brother Dietrich 
contrived to gain the see of Metz (1005) against Henry’s nominee. On 
the death (1008) of Liudolf, Archbishop of Treves, a third brother 
Adalbero, still a youth, was elected successor there. Henry refused his 
consent and nominated Megingaud; civil war arose and the king’s 
nominee, although approved by the Pope, was kept out of his own city. 
In Lorraine there were other malcontents to be dealt with, and thence 
the discontented family of Luxemburg carried the revolt into Bavaria, 
where Henry had with the consent of the magnates deprived Duke 
Henry and taken the duchy into his own hands. Dietrich, the Bishop 
of Metz, supported his brothers, and all Lorraine was plunged into 
misery. Dietrich of Metz did not return to allegiance until 1012, and 
even then his brothers Henry and Adalbero kept hold of Treves. Lor¬ 
raine was in smouldering strife. 

In East Saxony, in the North Mark, and in Meissen the story was the 
same. Lawless vassals wrought misdeeds, and attempts at punishment 
brought on rebellion. And behind Saxony lay Boleslav of Poland always 
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ready to make use of local disloyalty. Against him in August 1010 

Henry assembled an army of Saxons and of Bohemians under Jaromir. 

The sickness of the king and many of his troops made this ^^mpaign 

fruitless, and others were as futile. The Saxons were slow to aid; Henry 

was often busied elsewhere; and when Jaromir was driven from Bohemia 

his help was lost. Henry, anxious for peace towards the East, reco^ised 

the new Duke Udalrich, and Jaromir remained an exile. Thus B^emia 

was an ally and the Lyutitzi had long been such. Pearce with Poland 

was therefore easier. And on Whitsunday 1012 Boleslav did homage 

to Henry at Merseburg, carried the sword before his lord in the pro¬ 

cession, and then received the Lausitz as a fief. Boleslav promised help 

to Henry in Italy whither the king had long been looking: Henry pro¬ 

mised a German contingent to Boleslav against the Russians. Henry 

had gained peace, but Boleslav had won the land he had fought for. 
Within the realm Henry’s firmness was forming order: he was able 

to rule through the dukes. In Saxony a faithful vassal, Bernard I, had 

died (1011) and was succeeded by his son Bernard II. When m Carinthia 
Conrad (1004-11), Otto’s son, died, Henry passed over his heir and 

nominated Adalbero of Eppenstein, already Margrave there. The next 

year, with the boy Herman III, Duke of Swabia, died out a branch of the 

Conradins, and perhaps with Duke Otto of Lower Lorraine, a branch of 

the Carolingians. To Swabia Henry appointed Ernest of Babenberg, an 

old rebel (1004) but brother-in-law of Herman, and to Lower Lorraine 

Count Godfrey of the Ardennes, sprung from a fainily marked by loyalty 

and zeal in monastic reform. The duchy of Bavaria he kept m his own 

hands, and thus all the duchies were safe under rulers either proved or 

chosen by himself. Upon Godfrey of Lower Lorraine a special burden lay, 

for Treves was disaffected and the Archbishop of Cologne was hostile. In 

the other arch-see of Mayence Willigis died (1011) ^ter thmty-six years 

of faithful rule. As his successor Henry chose ErkambaliL AbbOT ot 

Fulda, an old friend in affairs of state and a worthy ecclesiastic. Next 

year Henry had twice to fill the see of Magdeburg, naming Waltherd 

and then Gero. Early in 1013, too, died Lievizo (Libentius) of Hamburg, 

where Henry put aside the elected candidate and forced on the chapter a 
royal chaplain, Unwan. When (1013) all these appointments tad been 

made, Henry could feel he was master in his own house, and able to 

turn towards Italy. For a year at least he had felt the ^IL The years 
between 1004 and 1014 were in Lombardy a time of confusion. Ardoin 

had broken out from his castle of Sparone (1005), only to find his authonty 

gone; in the west he had vassals and adherents; some greater nobles, 

bishops, and scattered citizens wished him weU. But he was only the 

king over the middle and lower classes, and even that only for a small 

part of the realm. _ _ t i i 
Yet even so, Henry was only nominally Italian king. Real power 

rested with the ecclesiastical and secular magnates; and though it might 
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suit prelates and nobles alike to profess to Henry a formal allegiance, 
few of either order desired his presence among them. To be independent 
within their own territories was the chief aim of both. The bishops by 
tradition inclined to the German side. Some few, like Leo of Vercelli, 
remained steadfast for the German cause from political convictions; 
while the holders of the metropolitan sees of Milan and Ravenna stood 
haughtily indifferent to the claims of either king. But if the bishops 
generally might be counted as in some sort Henry's partisans, this was 
not true of the great noble families with which they were perennially at 
strife. Of these, the house of Canossa alone was firmly attached to the 
German interest; its chief, the Marquess Tedald, and after him his son 
Boniface, continuing faithful. The rest, the most powerful of whom were 
those other marquesses who had sprung up in Lombardy half a century 
before, by accumulating counties and lordships in their own hands, had 
formed a new order in the State especially inimical to the bishops, 
although equally ready with them to make outward acknowledgment of 
Henry. But no class could be less desirous of the reappearance of a 
sovereign who would be sure to curtail their independence, and, in 
particular, to check their encroachment on ecclesiastical lands. On the 
other hand, they had little mind to help Ardoin in regaining an authority 
which would be exercised over themselves for the benefit of their humbler 
fellow-subjects. So far as can be discerned, the Aleramids, the progenitors 
of the house of Montferrat, whose power was concentrated about Savona 
and Acqui, appear to have played a waiting game; while the Marquesses 
of Turin, represented by Manfred II, inclined first to the German, and 
then to the Italian side. Only in the Otbertines, the great Lombard 
house which held the comital authority in Genoa and Milan, in Tortona, 
Luni, and Bobbio, whose present head was the Marquess Otbert II, and 
from which sprang the later dukes of Modena and of Brunswick, can be 
found some signs of genuine patriotism. But in general, these powerful 
dynasts, and the lay nobles as a class, had little sense of national duty, 
and were selfishly content to pursue the old evil policy of having two 
kings, so that the one might be restrained by fear of the other. 

Year after year Ardoin sallied forth from his subalpine fastnesses to 
attack his enemies and especially the bishops. Leo of Vercelli was forth* 
with driven out of his city, to become for years an exile. The Bishops of 
Bergamo and Modena also felt the weight of Ardoin’s revenge, and even 
the Archbishop of Milan, by whom Henry had been crowned, was forced 
to a temporary recognition of his rival. The Marquess Tedald himself was 
threatened, while Bishop Peter of Novara only escaped capture by fleeing 
across the Alps. Yet Ardoin was no nearer being in truth a king. The 
Apenmnes he never crossed; the Romagna remained in turmoil. Tuscany 
obeyed its powerful Marquess. 

Henry had never dropped his claim to Italian sovereignty. Royal missi 

were sent at irregular intervals into Lombardy; Italian bishops took 
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their place in German synods; from Italy came also abbots and canons 

to seek redress at the German throne for injuries done by their bishops. 

Thus Henry kept alive his pretension to rule in Italy. But he was bound 

sooner or later again to attempt the recovery of the Lombard crowm 
Yet after all it was Rome that now dx-ew Henry once more into 

Italy. Before the death of Otto III the Romans bad repudiated German 

domination; and soon after that event they had allowed John Crescentius, 

son of the Patricius slaughtered in 998, to assume the chief authority over 

the city and its territory, which he ruled thenceforth for ten years. But 

his power was finally established by the death in May 1003 of Sylvester II, 

which removed the last champion of the German cause in Rome, and laid 

the Papacy as well as the city at the feet of the Patricius: he raised three 

of his nominees in tirm to the papal throne. Nevertheless, Crescentius lived 

in dread of the German king, and spared no pains, therefore, to conciliate 

him. John died about the beginning of 1012, and with the death a 

few months later of Sergius IV, his last nominee, there began a struggle 

between the Crescentian family and the house of the counts of Tusculum, 

like themselves connected with the infamous Marozia. In the contention 

that arose for the Papacy, Gregory, the Crescentian candidate, at first 

prevailed, but had to 3aeld in the end to Theophylact of Tusculum, who 

became Pope as Benedict VIII. Driven out of Rome, Gregory fled to 

Germany, and at Christmas 1012 presented himself in pontifical ari'ay 

before Henry at Pohlde. But the king was not likely to help a 

Crescentian Pope, and he had already obtained from Benedict a bull of 

confirmation for the privileges of Bamberg. He now met Gregory’s 

request for help by directing him to lay aside the pontifical dress until he 

himself should come to Rome. 
Honour and interest alike urged Henry to seize the occasion for 

decisive intervention in Italy. If his promises to return were to remain 

unfulfilled, the German cause in Lombardy would be lost. So, too, would 

be his hope of winning the imperial crown, which was to him the symbol 

of an enhanced authority both abroad and at home. As Emperor he 

would have a further, though indefinite, claim upon the obedience of his 

subjects on both sides of the Alps, and would regain for Germany her 

former primacy in Western Europe. Moreover, through a good under¬ 

standing with the Papacy, if not by entire mastery over it, he would 

secure finally his hold upon the German Church and so be able to frus¬ 

trate the intrigues of Duke Boleslav at the Papal court for recognition 

as king. During the earlier half of 1013 Henry had therefore sought an 

agreement with Pope Benedict. Through the agency of Bishop Walter 
of Spires, a compact, the terms of which are unrecorded, was ratified by 

mutual oath. 
Later in 1013 Henry, accompanied by Queen Kunigunda and many 

bishops, marched to Italy. Boleslav sent not aid but envoys who intrigued 

against his lord. 
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The king reached Pavia before Christmas, while Ardoin withdrew to 
his fortresses, thus }delding up to Henry nearly the whole of Lombardy 
without a blow. Then he sent to Pavia offering to resign the crown if 
he were put in possession of some county, apparently his own march of 
Ivrea. But Henry rejected the proposal and Ardoin was left in helpless 
isolation. At Pavia, meanwhile, a throng of bishops and abbots, including 
the two great champions of monastic reform, Odilo of Cluny and Hugh 
of Farfa, surrounded Henry, while many lay nobles, even the Other- 
tines, and others friendly to Ardoin, also came to make submission. 

In January 1014 Henry passed on to Ravenna. At Ravenna there 
reappeared, after ten years of obscurity, Bishop Leo of Vei'celli. But 
beside him stood Abbot Hugh of Farfa, the man who had so firmly 
upheld in Italy the ideals of monasticism, resolved as ever both to 
combat vigorously the nobles, especially the Crescentian family who had 
annexed the possessions of his house, and to make his community a 
pattern of monastic discipline. Like many others, he had acquired his 
abbacy by unworthy means: partly in expiation of this offence, partly 
to get Henry’s help against his enemies, he had resigned his office, 
though still deeply concerned for the prosperity of Farfa. tiis strenuous 
character, the moral dignity which placed him at the head of the abbots 
of Italy, and the identity of his aims for monasticism with those of the 
king, made Hugh an ally too important to be left aside. In Italy the 
monasteries supported Henry, and there he shewed them favour, 
especially Farfa with its command of the road to the south, without 
any of the reserve he had shewn in Germany. 

At Ravenna a synod was convoked, the first business of which was 
to settle the disputed right to the archbishopric of Ravenna. Adalbert, 
its actual holder for the last ten years, was generally recognised in the 
Romagna; but Henry in 1013 had treated the see as vacant, and had 
nominated thereto his own natural half-brother, Arnold. The intrader, 
however, failed to establish himself in possession, and now came back to 
be declared, with the authority of the Pope and the advice of the synod, 
the rightful archbishop. Thereupon followed the issue in Henry’s name 
of decrees for the suppression of certain ecclesiastical abuses then preva¬ 
lent in Italy: the simoniacal conferment of Holy Orders, the ordination 
of priests and deacons below the canonical age, the taking of money for 
the consecration of churches, and the acceptance by way of gift or 
pledge of any articles dedicated to sacred use. Of no less serious import 
for the Church and for the nation at large was the further decree that 
all bishops and abbots should make returns of the propei'ty alienated 
from their churches and abbeys, of the time and manner of the aliena¬ 
tion, and of the names of the present holders. Such a record was a 
preliminary to any measure of restitution; but this could not fail to 
arouse the anger of the territorial lords, against whom chiefly it would 
be directed. 
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After Ravenna came Rome. On Sunday, 14 February 1014, he 
made his entry into the city amid applause. Twelve senators escorted 
the king and queen to the door of St Peter’s, where the Pope and 
his clergy awaited them. 

The two chiefs of Western Christendom, whose fortunes were to be 
closely linked together for the rest of their joint lives, now met for the 
first time. Benedict VIII was a man of vigorous, though not exalted, 
character; belonging to the turbulent Roman nobility, raised to the 
papal throne while yet a layman and after a faction contest, he was not 
likely to shew any real religious zeal. Though his life was free from 
scandal, Benedict shone, not as a churchman but as a man of action, 
whose principal aim was to recover for the Papacy its external dignity 
and its material power. Already he had repelled the Crescentians from 
Rome, and taken many of their castles in the Sabina. He had even 
wrested the duchy of Spoleto out of the hands of John, the elder 
nephew of the late Patricius, But these enemies, nevertheless, were still 
formidable, and it was not a mere formality when the Pope demanded 
of the king, before they entered the basilica, whether he would be a 
faithful patron and defender of the Roman Church, and be true in all 
points to himself and his successors. The pledge was heartily given, and 
then, within the church, Henry offered at the high altar the crown he 
had worn hitherto as king, and received unction and coronation as 
Roman Emperor at the hands of Benedict. Queen Kunigunda at the 
same time was crowned Empress. Soon afterwards the Pope confirmed 
Henry’s acts and canons passed at Ravenna, Adalbert was deposed, and 
Arnold recognised as Archbishop of Ravenna. 

Henry was on the point of starting for the south to force the 
Crescentii to disgorge the remnant still held of P’arfa’s lands, most of 
which Benedict had already regained for the monastery, when a sudden 
tumult broke out in Rome. After two days’ riot the Germans were 
victorious but, nevertheless, Henry did not venture to remain longer in 
Rome. Only a week had passed since his coronation and already he had 
to make sure of his retreat. After another fruitless effort, therefore, 
to bring the case between the Crescentian brothers and the Abbot of 
Farfa to legal decision, the Emperor, with the concurrence of the Pope 
and the judges, as his last act invested Hugh with the possessions 
claimed from the Crescentii. Having charged Benedict to give actual 
effect to this decision, the Emperor left Rome. 

Nearly two months Henry spent in securing his hold upon Tuscany, 
the fidelity of which province, as commanding the route between Lom¬ 
bardy and Rome, was of prime importance for him. Since the death in 
1012 of the Marquess Boniface, an ineffective ruler and a dissolute man, 
the March had remained vacant; and Henry now gave it to Rainier, a 
Tuscan, who had lately, through the influence of the Pope, replaced the 
Crescentian John as Duke of Spoleto. Since the Marquess of Tuscany 
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CBjoyed an authority superior to that of any other lay subject of the 

Italian crown^ the union in a single hand of these two provinces, which 

had not been held together since the time of the Duke-marquess Hugh 

‘*^the Great,gave special significance to the choice of Rainier. In the 

new marquess Henry must have expected to find a stout upholder of 

the imperial cause. The fact that like Henry he was a generous and 

enlightened patron of monasticism, probably recommended him to the 

Emperor. The monastic question was acute in Tuscany as elsewhere and 

families like the Otbertines, who there held wide territories, had incessant 

quarrels over property with the ecclesiastical foundations. At Easter 1014 

Henry was again in Pavia. In Lombardy, although his authority was not 

openly disputed, and most of the prelates were on his side, and the secular 

lords paid outward obedience, disaffection permeated all classes. The 

Archbishop of Milan held aloof, some of the great families still refused 

submission, and the hatred of the common people was shewn by their 

reluctance to furnish supplies. Renouncing therefore any attempt to 

crush Ardoin by force, Henry sought to strengthen himself by adminis¬ 

trative measures. He renewed an institution of Otto the Great by 

appointing two permanent missi for the counties of Pavia, Milan, and 

Seprio. He thus secured for royal officials the exercise of supreme judicial 

authority where disaffection was rife, and, significantly enough, Henry 

now gave an Italian city its first measure of municipal freedom. The 

Aleramids, who were lords of Savona, had not shewn themselves especially 

hostile to Henry, and were even now taking some share in the public 

administration. Yet j ust at this time the men of Savona obtained through 

their bishop a royal charter which curtailed the feudal rights of the 

marquesses over their city, and relieved its inhabitants of many burden¬ 

some imposts. But Henry could not stay in Italy to secure the success 

of his administi'ative acts; after a month’s stay in Pavia he passed on to 

Verona, and thence to Gennany, 

Henry’s second expedition to Italy, though it fell far short of complete 

success, ensured the continuance of the Western Empire. It renewed the 

alliance between the Empire and the Papacy, and it vindicated afresh the 

pre-eminence of the German monarchy in Western Europe. 

But in Lombardy Henry had left his work half done. A hostile 

population, an alienated nobility, and an uncrushed rival remained as 

proofs of his failure. And hardly had he recrossed the Alps in June 1014 

when a fresh outburst of nationalist fury threatened to overwhelm his 

adherents. Ardoin at once issued from Ivrea, and attacked Vercelli with 

such suddenness that the Bishop Leo scarcely avoided capture. The whole 
of that diocese fell into Ardoin’s hands. Thence he went on to besiege 

Novara, to overrun the diocese of Gomo, and to bring ruin upon many 

other hostile places. Though more of a punitive foray than regular 

warfare, this campaign against the imperialists had yet some of the 

d%nity of a national uprising. For besides the vavassors and small 
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proprietors of his own neighbourhood, not a few nobles in all parts of 

Lombardy took up arms on Ardoin’s behalf. The four sons of the aged 

Marquess Otbert II, Count Hubert ‘‘the Red,’' a man powerful in the 

West, with several other counts, and even the Bishop of distant Vicenza, 

were of the number. These men, assuredly, were not inspired by pure 

patriotism. But their association for a common purpose with other 

classes of their fellow-countrymen, under their native king, affords some 

proof that they had also in view the higher purpose of throwing off an 

alien yoke. 
The fury of the nationalists found vent in ruthless devastation of the 

episcopal territories, and made them for a few weeks masters of Lombardy. 

But sudden dismay fell upon them through the unexpected capture of all 

four sons of the Marquess Otbert, the chief pillar of their cause. Though 

two soon escaped, the others were sent as prisoners to Germany, whither 

Leo of Vercelli also now went to arouse the Emperor’s vengeance 

against the insurgent Lombards. At his instigation, Henry struck, and 

struck hard, at his opponents. At a judicial inquiry held in Westphalia 

during the autumn, the Lombard law of treason was invoked against the 

captive Otbertines and their associates still in arms. For having waged 

war upon their sovereign, they were declared liable to forfeiture. There¬ 

upon, a series of confiscatory charters, mostly drafted by Leo himself, 

was issued. Though the full penalty was not exacted of the chief 

offenders, the Otbertine family was mulcted of 500 jugera of land, and 

Count Hubert the Red of SOOO, for the benefit of the see of Pavia; the 

Church of Como was compensated out of the private inheritance of Bishop 

Jerome of Vicenza; and to that of Novara was awarded a possession of the 

archbishopric of Milan. Far more heavily, however, fell the Emperor’s 

hand upon the lesser men. ^^They had above all grievously afflicted the 
church of Vercelli,” and Bishop Leo was only satisfied with their total 

forfeiture. To his see, accordingly, were transferred at a stroke the lands 

of some six score proprietors in the neighbourhood of Ivrea, nearly all 

men of middle rank. 

The recovery of Vercelli itself about this time was an important 

success, chiefly because it led to Ardoin’s death. The spirit which had 

borne him up through so many vicissitudes sank under this blow; and 

he withdrew to the monastery of Fruttuaria, where he laid aside his 

crown to assume the cowl of a monk. There, fifteen months later, on 

14 December 1015, he died. 

So passed away the last monarch to whom the title of King of the 
Lombards could be fitly applied- Yet for many months after his abdi¬ 

cation the insurgents kept the mastery in Western Lombardy. This 

struggle is revealed in a series of letters addressed by Leo to the Em¬ 

peror. They shew Leo, early in 1016, amid serious difficulties. He is 

backed, indeed, by some of his fellow bishops, as well as by a few power¬ 

ful nobles ; and he can count now upon Archbishop Arnulf and the men 
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of Milan, who are kept true by the presbyter Aribert. But he can hardly 

maintain himself in his own city; and he appeals to Henry for a German 

army. He has against him the brother and the sons of Ardoin, the 

astute Marquess Manfred of Turin with his brother, Alric, Bishop of Asti, 

and, most dangerous of all, the mighty Count Hubert. These men are 

intriguing for the support of King Rodolph of Burgundy, and are even 

negotiating for reconciliation with the Emperor through their friends 

Heribert of Cologne and Henry of Wurzburg. Not only, however, did 

Leo repel their attack on Vercelli, but, by a successful offensive, he re¬ 

covered the whole territory of his diocese. Yet the siege of the castle of 

Orba, which was undertaken at the Emperor’s command by Leo with 

other bishops and some lay magnates, including the young Marquess 

Boniface of Canossa, ended in an accommodation. At the suggestion of 

Manfred of Turin, who was anxious for peace, the rebel garrison was 

allowed to withdraw and the castle itself was burnt. 
This agreement was the starting point of serious negotiations. On 

the one side, the Marquess Manfred and his brother sought the Emperor’s 

favour, while Count Hubert sent his son to Germany as a hostage; on 

the other. Pilgrim, a Bavarian cleric lately made chancellor for Italy, 

was sent by Henry into Lombardy to bring about a complete pacifica¬ 

tion. Pilgrim’s success was soon seen in the arrival of Italian envoys at 

ADstedt in January 1017 to offer greetings to the Emperor. On re¬ 

turning to Germany in the autumn of 1017 Pilgrim left Upper Italy 

at peace, and the release (January 1018) of the surviving captive 

Otbertine marked the Emperor’s reconciliation with the Lombards. 

Leo of Vercelli, indeed, was dissatisfied because no penalty was laid 

on Count Hubert, and although he secured a grant to his church of the 
lands of thirty unfortunate vavassors, the vindictive prelate was not ap¬ 

peased until, by a sentence of excommunication issued many months 

later, he had brought the Count and his family to ruin. Leo’s personal 

victory indicated the political advantage that had been gained by his 

order over the secular magnates. For the Emperor was bent on forcing 
the lay nobles into the background by an alliance with the bishops. 

Hence the great office of Count Palatine, the chief judicial authoiity of 

the realm, hitherto always held by a layman, now practically ceased to 

exist. The granting of palatine rights to bishops, already begun by the 

Ottos, was continued; similar rights were conferred upon missi; while 

the presidency of the Palatine Court itself was annexed to the royal 

chancery, and thus invariably fell to a cleric. 

In Italy not only did Leo of Vercelli regain his lost influence, but 

the bishops generally won a new predominance. Yet this predominance 

was bound up with control from Germany, whence the Emperor directed 

affairs in Church and State, thus working against Italian independence. 
The imperial crown enhanced Henry’s position in Europe but it added 

little to his power in Germany; for seven years after his return from 
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Italy he had to face foreign warfare and domestic ^n^to Kalf^S 
claimed him first. Boleslav had not sent his promised help to Italy. he 
S tried to win over Udalrich of Bohemia. Henry tried diplomacy and 
on its failure set out on a Polish campaign (July 1015). An elaborate 
plan of an invasion by three armies did not succeed, and Henry himse 

had a troubled retreat. , t. t i „ 
During 1016 Henry was busied in Burgundy, and Boleskv was en- 

taneled with Russia, where Vladimir the Great was consolidating a 
nrincipality. In January 1017 Boleslav attempted negotiations, but ^ 
L would make no great effort for peace a new expedition waa “a^de m 
August 1017, this time by one strong army and with the hope of Russian 
help. Sieges and battles did little to decide the issue_ and Henry again 
reWed in September 1017. But now Boleslav was inclined for peace, 
since Russia although it had done but little was a threatening “«ghbour 
The German princes who had suffered heavily were anxious for peace and 
at Bautzen (30 January 1018) terms were made: a German ^i^er t^ 
us they were the best possible although not seemly; he speaks of no co^ 
service or feudal obligations on Boleslav’s part. Moreover he kept the 
marks he had so long desired. Henry had not gained i^ch military 
glory but he had the peace which was needed. He kept ^ 
fassal; he held firmly the German lands west of the Elbe. For the rest 

of the reign he had peace with Poland. 
On the western frontier Burgundy had steadily ^own inore dis¬ 

ordered since 1006. It was the stepping-stone to Italy and Otto the 
Great had therefore played the part of a protector and I^^^al superior 
to the young Ring Conrad. This connexion had continued and it, as 
weU as Lorder, called Henry to Burgundy. The Welf dynasty had lost 
its former vigour. Conrad “the Pacific” (937-993) was content to 
appear almost as a vassal of the Emperors. His son, Rodolph III, far 
from throwing off this yoke became by his weakness more dependent 
still. Henry for his part had to support Rodolph unless he meant to 
break with the Saxon tradition of control in Burgundy and to surrender 
his inherited claim to succession. But in Count Otto-William, ruler of 
the counties later named Franche-Comt^ he found a resolute opponent. 
It is probable that Otto-William, himself the son of the exiled Lombard 
King; Adalbert of Ivrea, aimed at the throne, but in any case, hke inost 
of the nobles, he feared the accession of a foreign monarch whose fir 

task would be to curb his independence. _ 
By 1016 the ceaseless struggle between Rodolph and his unruly sub- 

iects had reached a climax. Rodolph sought ior aid from Hemy: he 
came in the early summer to Strasbourg, again acknowledged Henry s 
right of succession, and promised to do nothing of importance withou 
his advice. Henry acted at once on his newly won right by nommating 

^But tS proc^dings at Strasboui'g were met by Otto-WiUiam with 
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defiance, and even the bishop whom Henry had appointed was forced to 

forsake his diocese. Henry undertook an expedition to reduce Burgundy: 

it was unsuccessful and was followed by the renunciation of his treaty with 

Rodolph. The moment, however, that the peace of Bautzen left him safe 

on his eastern frontier Henry turned to Burgundy again. In February 

1018 Rodolph met him at Mayence and again resigned to him the 

sovereignty which he himself found so heavy. But once again the 

Burgundian lords refused to acknowledge either Henry’s authority in 

the present or his right to succeed in the future. A fresh expedition 

failed to enforce his claims, and he never again attempted intervention in 

person. Possession of Burgundy with its alpine passes would have made 

the control of Italy easier, but the attempt to secure this advantage had 

failed. 

Thus in four successive years, alternately in Poland and Burgundy, 

Henry had waged campaigns, all really unsuccessful. His own kingdom 

meanwhile was tom by domestic strife. Throughout the two Lorraines 

and Saxony, above all, disorder ruled. In Upper Lorraine the Luxemburg 

brothers still nursed their feud with the Emperor. But on the death 

(December 1013) of Megingaud of Treves, Henry appointed to the 

archbishopric a resolute great noble, Poppo of Babenberg. Before long 

Adalbero and Henry of Luxemburg both came to terms. At the Easter 

Diet of 1017 a final reconciliation was made between the Emperor and 

his brothers4n-law, which was sealed in November of the same year by the 

reinstatement of Henry of Luxemburg in the duchy of Bavaria. This 

submission brought tardy peace to Upper Lorraine, but Lower Lorraine 
proved as difficult a task. 

Since his elevation in 101^, Duke Godfrey had been beset by enemies. 

The worst of these was Count Lambert of Louvain, whose wife was a 

sister of the late Carolingian Duke Otto, and whose elder brother 

Count Reginar of Hainault represented the original dukes of un¬ 

divided Lorraine. Thus Lambert, whose life had been one of sacrilege 

and violence, had claims on the dukedom. He was defeated and killed 

hy Godfrey at Florennes in September 1015, but another obstinate rebel, 

Count Gerard of Alsace, a brother-in-law of those stormy petrels of dis¬ 

content and strife, the Luxemburgers, remained, only to be overthrown in 

August, 1017. With all these greater rebellions were associated minor 

but widespread disturbances of the peace, and not until March 1018 was 

the province entirely pacified, when, in an assembly at Nimeguen, the 

Emperor received the submission of the Count of Hainault and established 
concord between Count Gerard and Duke Godfrey. 

But the duke was soon to experience a temporary reverse of fortune. 

In the far north of his province Count Dietrich of Holland, by his 
mother^ (the Empress Kunigunda’s sister) half a Luxemburger, had seized 

the thinly peopled district at the mouth of the Meuse, made the 
Frisians in it tributary, and, violating the rights of the Bishop of Utrecht, 
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built a castle by the river whence he levied tolls on sea-bound craft. On 

the bishop’s complaint Henry ordered the count to desist and make 

amends; when he disobeyed, Duke Godfrey and the Bishop (Adalbold) 

were commissioned to enforce order. But their expedition miscarried; 

Godfrey was wounded and taken prisoner. Yet the prisoner interceded 

at court for his captor and peace with friendship was i-estored. 
Saxony was disturbed like Lorraine, but chiefly by private quarrels, 

especially between lay magnates and bishops. In a diet at AlMedt 

(January 1017) Henry attempted a pacification. But a rismg of the halt- 

heathen Wends brought slaughter on the Christian priests and their 

congregations, with destruction of the churches. Bernard, Bishop ot 

Oldenburg (on the Baltic), sought but did not get Henry’s help, and 

then Thietmar, brother of the Billung Duke Bernard, revolted. Alter 

he had been subdued, his brother the duke himself rebelled, but a siege 

of his fortress Schalksburg on the Weser ended in a peace. Emperor and 

duke ioined in an expedition against the Wends, reduced the March to 

order and restored the Christian prince Mistislav over the pagan Obotrites 

(Obodritzi, or Abotrites). But though civil order was enforced to the 

Borth, the Wends remained heathen. 
Happily the rest of Germany was more peaceful. In Swabia alone 

arose difficulty. Ernest, husband of Gisela, elder sister of the young Duke 

Herman III, had been made duke, but after three years’ rule he died m 

the hunting field (31 May 10l5). The Emperor gave the duchy to Ins 

eldest son Ernest, and as he was under age his mother Gisela was to be 

his guardian. But when she soon married Conrad of Franconia the 

Emperor gave the duchy to Poppo of Treves, the young duke’s uncle. 

Gisela’s new husband, Conrad, afterwards Emperor, head of the house 

which sprang from Conrad the Bed and Liutgard, daughter of Otto the 

Great, had already one grievance against the Emperor. He had seen in 

1011 the duchy of Carinthia transferred from his own family to Adalbero 

of Eppenstein. Now a second grievance made him Henry’s enemy. He 

had fought alongside Gerard of Alsace against Duke Godfrey: two years 

later he waged war against Duke Adalbero. For this the Emperor 

banished him, but the sentence was remitted and Conrad henceforth kept 

the peace. ... j • i. 
Henry’s general policy was one of conciliation; as a commander in the 

field he had never been fortunate, and therefore he preferred moral 

to physical means. He had learnt this preference from his religion and 

he well understood how greatly ecclesiastical order could help his realm. 

In church reform, greatly needed at the time, he took ever more interest 

as his life went on. One question indeed which came up at the synod of 

Goslar in 1019 was a foreboding of trouble to come. Many secular priests, 

serfs by birth, had married free women: it was asked whether their 
children were free or unfree: the synod at Henry’s suggestion declar^ 

both mother and children imfree. This decision tended to throw discredit 
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upon marriages which fui-thered the secularization of the Church. For 

married clergy often sought to benefit their own families at the expense 

of their churches. But on the side of reform Henry was greatly helped 

by the monastic revival which, largely beginning from Cluny,had spread 

widely in Lorraine. William, Abbot of St Benignus at Dijon, and 

Richard, Abbot of St Vanne’s near Verdun, were here his helpers. 

WiUiam had been called in by the Bishop of Metz: Richard worked in 

more than one Lorraine diocese. Outside their own order such monks 

influenced the secular clergy and even the bishops. Simony and world¬ 

liness were more widely reproved; Henry would gladly have seen such 

a reformation spreading and with some such hope he asked the Pope 

to visit Germany. 
Benedict VIII was, it is true, more a man of action than a reformer. 

He had faced worse foes than the Crescentii at Farfa, for the Saracens 

under Mujahid of Denia (in Spain) had (1015) conquered Sardinia and 

were harrying the Tuscan coasts. He urged on the Pisans and Genoese 

before their three days’ victory at sea (June 1016): a battle which 

brought the victorious allies into Sardinia. And he had (1016) made 

use of Lombard rebels and Norman help to try and shake the Byzantine 

hold upon Southern Italy. But rebels and Normans had suffered defeat 

and the Byzantines held their own. Benedict might hopefully turn to 

the Emperor for further help; when on Maundy Thursday (14 April 

1020) he reached Henry’s favourite Bamberg, he was the first Pope to 

visit Germany for a century and a half. With him there came Melo, 

leader of the Apulian rebels, and Rodolph, the Norman leader, who had 

helped them. Melo was invested with the new title, Duke of Apulia, 

and held the empty office for the remaining week of his life. Thus 

Henry entered into the Italian schemes of Benedict. The Pope on his 

side confirmed at Fulda the foundation of Bamberg, taking it under 

special papal protection: Henry gave the Pope a privilege nearly 

identical with that given by Otto the Great to J ohn XII. 
The second half of the year 1020 was spent in small campaigns, 

including one against Baldwin in Flanders, where in August the Emperor 

captured Ghent. The other was against Otto of Hammerstein, whom 

we ghflll mention later. When Plenry kept Easter in 1021 at Merseburg 

he could look on a realm comparatively peaceful. His old opponent 

Heribert of Cologne had died (16 March 1021) and was replaced by 

Henry’s friend and diplomatist. Pilgrim. Later (IT August) died Erkam- 

bald of Mayence, and was succeeded by Aribo, a royal chaplain and a 

relative of Pilgrim’s. The three great sees were now all held by Bavarians. 
In July a diet at Nimeguen decided on an expedition to Italy. There 

the Byzantine forces had occupied part of the principality of Benevento, 

drawing the Lombard princes to their side, and (June 1021) the Catapan 
Basil seized the fortress on the Garigliano which the Pope had given to 

Datto, an Apulian rebeh Thus Rome itself was threatened nearly. In 
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uphold the Church’s law by the sword. But Otto’s irregular marriage 

a few yearn later raised even greater difficulties. For the present Henry 

had shewn his ecclesiastical sympathies and his readings to enforce the 

Church’s decisions even in a field where many rulers disregarded or dis¬ 

liked them. A synod at Mayence in June 1023 separated the pair, 

whereupon Irmingard appealed to Rome. This appeal was looked upon 

by Aribo as an invasion of his metropolitan rights, and he persuaded a 

provincial synod at Seligenstadt to take his view. Here were forbidden 

all appeals to Rome made without episcopal leave, and also any papal 

remission of guilt, unless the ordinary penance imposed locally had been 

first performed. Henry sent the diplomatic Pilgrim of Cologne to explain 

matters to Benedict, who nevertheless directed a fresh hearing of Irmin- 

gard’s case, and also significantly sent no pallium to Aribo. In reply the 

Archbishop called his suffragans to meet at Hochst 13 May 1024; and 

it was hoped through the Empress Kunigunda to draw thither bishops of 

other provinces also: meanwhile all the suffragans of Mayence except 

two signed a remonstrance to the Pope against the insult to their metro¬ 

politan. But Benedict died (11 June 1024) before the matter was settled, 

being succeeded by his brother Romanus, hitherto called Senator of all 
the Romans by Benedict’s appointment, who passed from layman to Pope 

as John XIX within a day. The new Pope had no religious and few 

ecclesiastical interests, and the matter of the marriage went no further. 

Soon after Benedict Henry himself passed away. During 1024 he had 

suffered from both Uiness and the weakness of advancing years; on 13 

July the end came. His body was fittingly laid to rest in his beloved 

Bamberg, itself an expression of the religious zeal which was shewn so 

strongly and so pathetically in his closing years. Religion and devotion 
to the Church had always been a leading interest in his active life; as 
death drew nearer it became an all-absorbing care. The title of Saint 

which his people gave him fittingly expressed the feeling of his age. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

THE EMPEROR CONRAD H. 

With the death of Henry II the Saxon dynaaty in the male line 

became extinct; nevertheless under the Ottos the hereditary pnnciple 

STELmTso firmly rooted, ft. Teoto.dc ftemy ot to » neer y 

forgotten, that the descendm.ts of Otto the Great m the female br^ 

were alone regarded as suitable successors to the Emperor Henry 11. T 
choice of the princes was practically limited to the two Conrads the great- 

grandsons of the first Otto’s daughter Liutgard and Conrad of Lorraine. 

Both were grandsons of Otto, Duke of Carinthia; the future emperor 

through the eldest son Henry who died young, the other, known as Conrad 

the Younger, through the third son, also named Conrad, who had suc¬ 

ceeded his^father in the duchy of Carinthia. 
not inherit the dukedom, which was granted on his farther s death in 1011 

to Adalbero of Eppenstein, but he acquired nevertheless the greater pa^ 

of the family estates in Franconia. In wealth and territorial 
was stronger than his elder cousin; moreover, since he had adopted the 
attitude of Henry II in matters of ecclesiastical politics, he co^d safely 

rely on the support of the reforming party in the Church, winch, par- 

ticnlarly in Lorraine, carried considerable weight under the guidance of 

Archbishop Pilgrim of Cologne. An orphan' with a meagre i^entance, 

brought up by the famous canonist, Burchard of Worms, Conrad the 

Elder had little to recommend him beyond seniority and personal cha¬ 

racter. On late and unreliable authority it is asserted that the late 

Emperor designated him as his successor”; and though it is reasonable to 

suppose that Henry II should make some recommendation with regard to 

thAsuccession, it is at least remarkable that he should select a man whose 

1 His father died while he was still a child, and his mother married again and 
took no further interest in the child of her first husband. _ _ vttt 

2 Sigebert, Chron. MGHSS. vi. 366. Hugh of Flavigny, Chron. a. ^GSSS. vm. 
392 It is accepted as historical by Arndt, Vie Wahl Kmrade 11, Diss. Gottingen 
1861, Maurenhrecher, Kdnigswahlen, and others; Bresslau, from the silence of 
contemporaries, and the unreliability of the evidence^ is led to the conclusion that 
no such designation was made. {JahrbUcher, Konrad 11, «• 1^ ^ f., “Iso in Hirsch, 
Jahrbucher, Eeinrich II, in. p. 366 f.) Harttung, Sitidisn zur GeMte 
attempts to prove that the younger Conrad was designated by Henry U, hut see 
Bresslau, JiiArfificAer, Excurs. n, p. 342 £ 
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views both in ecclesiastical and secular politics were diametrically opposed 

to his own. Yet this very fact of his antagonism to the reforming move¬ 

ment induced Aribo, Archbishop of Mayence, and the bulk of the episco¬ 

pate, jealous and suspicious of the progress of Cluniac ideas in Germany, 

to throw the whole weight of their influence in support of his candidature. 

The election took place on the Rhine between Mayence and Worms ^ on 

4j September 10£4. Before it took place the elder Conrad had a meeting 

with his cousin and apparently induced him to withdraw from the contest. 

Conrad the Elder, left in undisputed possession of the field (for the 

party of his late rival, the Lorrainers, rather than give him their votes, 

had retired from the assembly), was elected unanimously, and received 

from the hands of the widowed Empress Kunigunda, the royal insignia, 

committed by her husband to her care. The election was a popular one. 

Princes and people, spiritual and secular, thronged to Mayence to attend 

the coronation festival. “ If Charles the Great himself had been alive and 

present,” writes Conrad’s enthusiastic biographer^ “ the rejoicing could 

not have been exceeded.” The ceremony of coronation was performed 

on 8 September by Aribo in the cathedral of Mayence and was followed 

by the customary state banquet and by the taking of the oath of fealty 

by the bishops, nobles, and even, we are told, by other freemen of dis¬ 

tinction. One incident marred the general serenity of the proceedings; 

Conrad’s marriage in 1017 with Gisela, the widow successively of Bruno 

of Brunswick and of Ernest II of Swabia, being within the prohibited 

degrees, was not sanctioned by the Church. Aribo denied her the crown; 

and it was only after an interval of some days that Archbishop Pilgrim 

of Cologne, desirous of making his peace with the king he had opposed, 

ofiered to perform the ceremony in his cathedral at Cologne^ 
The princes of Lorraine, among them Gozelo and Dietrich, the Dukes 

of the lower and upper provinces, Reginar V, the powerful Count of 

Hainault, and the greater number of the bishops, had, as we have seen, 

resisted Conrad’s election, and after the event had denied him recognition. 
The bishops adopted this attitude on account of Conrad’s lack of sym¬ 

pathy with the movement of reform in the Church; when, however, their 

^ The exact spot is generally said to he Kamha on the right hank of the river 
near Oppenheim. Schadel (Die Konigsstuhle hei Mainz und die Wahl Konrads 11, 
Progr. Mayence, 1896) believes the place of election to have been on the left bank 
near Lorzweiler. With Wipe (cap. 2) we can leave it ^‘’de vocabulo et situ loci 
plenius dicere topographis.” Anyhow ^‘cis et citra Rhenum castra locabant.” 
Wipo, /oc. HL 

Wipo, Script Ker. Germ, ed. Bresslau, 1915. See also the editor’s preface to 
this edition. Wipo is the main authority for the reign; probably a Burgundian by 
birth, he held the office of chaplain to the king, and was an eye-witness of many of 
the events he records. 

* So Bresslau, i. pp. 35-37, and Excurs. iii. p, 351, following the account of 
Herman of Reichenau (1024, in Bresslau’s ed. of Wipo, p. 94). Other authorities 
accept the account of the Quedlinburg annals, that Gisela was subsequently crowned 
by Aribo at the intercession of the princes (Ann. Qued. 1024, MGESS, m. 90), 
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the Arf.bUhop of Colope, made his peace 
when Odilo of Cluny, who had, it seems, been present at the electi , 
and had been the recipient of Conrad’s first charter (a confirmation of 

certain lands in Alsace to the Cluniac monastery of 
influence in Conrad’s interest, the bishops were prevailed upon to make 

their submission. Conrad was therefore able to make his royal progress 

through Lorraine unhindered. . 
It^was customary for a newly elected king to travel through his 

kinedom, dispensing justice, settling disputes, ordering peace. Within 

a yfar of his^coronation (he was back in Mayence at the end of August 

1025) Conrad had visited the more important towns of the h^e great 

Lchies of his kingdom. On his journey through Saxony two significant 

events occurred; he received the recognition of the Saxon 
a decision against Aribo of Mayence, shewing thereby that he was not 

to be swayed from the path of justice even in the interests of the foremost 
prelate oToermany. Lfore Conrad’s election the Saxon princes under 

their Duke Bernard had assembled at Werla, and there decided on a 

course of action similar to that which they had Pursued on the 
of the election of Henry II in 1002. They had, it seems absmited 

themselves from the electoral council, with the o 
acceptance of the result dependent upon conditions They required the 

SS to acknowledge the peculiarly independent position the ancient and 

Smdc law, of the Saxons. They met him at Minden, where he 

was keeping his Christmas court. Their condition was proposed and 

accepted! and their homage, hitherto deferred, was duly performed to 

their now recognised sovereign^ ^ ^ 
Since the time of Otto III, the jurisdiction over the rich nunneiy of 

Gandersheim had been the cause of a fierce dispute between the bishops 
of Hildesheim and the archbishops of Mayence. It had been one of the 

reasons for the breach between Aribo and the late Emperor, who had in 
1022 decided in favour of the Hildesheim claim. While Conrad remained 

in Saxony the matter was brought up before him. The outlook was 

ominous L Bishop Godehard; Conrad was not likely to ^ve cause for a 

quarrel with the powerful archbishop to whom he owed his crown, and 
whom he had already favoured by conferring on him the archchancellor¬ 

ship of Italy, in addition to the archchanceUorship of Germany which 
he had previously held. Moreover, the influential Abbess^ Sophia, the 

daughter of the Emperor Otto II, was known to favour the claims of 
Aribo On the other hand, Conrad could not lightly reverse a decision 

made by his predecessor only two years before, and he may also have felt 

some resentment towards Aribo for the latter^s refusal to crown his queen 

Postponements and compromises were tried m vain. At last, in March 

I This interpretation of the rather confused evidence is Bresslan’s, x. 12 and 

n. 7. Cf. also his edition of Wipo, Script. £er. Germ. 1916, p. 11, n. 1. 
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10^5 at a sparsely attended synod held at Grona, a provisional judgment 

was given in favour of the Bishop of Hildesheim; the decision was con¬ 

firmed two years later at a more representative gathering at Frankfort, 

but it was not until 1030, a year before his death, that Aribo had a 

meeting with his opponent at Merseburg, and finally renounced his claims 

which, according to the biographer of Godehard, he confessed that he had 

raised “partly in ignorance, partly out of malice.” 
The rebellion, which disturbed the opening years of the new reign, 

is closely connected with the question of the Burgundian succession and 

with the revolt in Lombardy. Rodolph III, the childless King of Bur¬ 

gundy, had in 1016 recognised his nephew the Emperor Henry II as the 

heir to his throne; he maintained however, and probably with justice, 

that with the EmperoFs death the compact became void. Conrad, on 

the other hand, took a different view of the case; the cession, he argued, 

was made not to the Emperor but to the Empire, to which he had been 

duly elected. Against him stood a formidable row of descendants of 

Conrad the Peaceful in the female line, two of whom, Ernest, Duke of 

Swabia, whose mother, Queen Gisela, was the niece, and Odo, Count 

of Blois, whose mother, Bertha, was the sister of Rodolph, aspired to the 

inheritance. To make his intentions clear Conrad, in June 10^5, occupied 

Basle which, though held by Henry II, actually lay within the confines 

of the Burgundian kingdom. As his presence was needed elsewhere, he 

left his wife Gisela, herself a niece of King Rodolph^ to bring the Bur¬ 
gundian question to a satisfactory issue. The success of her efforts is to 

be seen in the Burgundian king’s refusal to assist Ernest of Swabia in his 

second revolt (1026), in his submissive attendance at the Emperor’s 

coronation at Rome (Easter 1027), and in his recognition, at Muttenz 

near Basle, later in the same year, of Conrad’s title to succeed to his 

kingdom. Ernest, whose hopes in Burgundy were shattered by the 

occupation of Basle, decided to oppose Conrad with arms. He allied 

himself with Count Welf, with the still disaffected dukes of Lorraine, 

and with Conrad the Younger who, having heard no more of the proffered 

rewards by which his cousin had secured his withdrawal from the electoral 

contest, had openly shewn his resentment at Augsburg in the previous 

ApriP. 
In France, Odo of Blois and Champagne was interested in the downfall 

of Conrad; in Italy, the trend of events moved in the same direction. 

There the Lombards, taking advantage of the death of Henry II, rose 

^ This marriage connexion with the Burgundian house constituted, Poupardin 
concludes, Conrad’s title to be designated by Rodolph and to be chosen by the 
Burgundian princes, but brought with it no actual right of succession. Cf. Pou¬ 
pardin, Le Rayautne deRour^opne, p. 151. 

2 Conrad the Younger stood in the same relation to Rodolph III as did Ernest; 
his mother Matilda was Rodolph’s niece. He appears, however, to have raised no 
claim to the throne of Burgundy. Cf. Poupardin, loc, dt. 
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in revolt against the imperial domination. The men of mindful 
of the recent destruction of their city at the hands of the late Em¬ 
peror, burnt the royal palace; the north Italian princes, in defiance ot 

Conrad, offered their crown first to King Robert of France, then, on ms 

refusal, to William V, Duke of Aquitaine, who accepted it for his son. 

The duke’s only hope of success in the dangerous enterprise he had 

undertaken lay in keeping Conrad engaged in his own kingdom. With 

this obiect he set about organising the opposition in Lorraine, h ranee, 

and Burgundy; he met Robert of France and Odo of Champagne at 

Tours, and the French king agreed to carry a campaign into Gerniany. 

The combination, so formidable in appearance, dissolved into nothing. 

Robert was prevented by the affau-s of his own kingdom from taking the 

field against Conrad; Odo, engaged in a fierce feud with Fulk of Anjou, 

was powerless; William of Aquitaine on visiting Italy found the situation 

there less favourable than he had been led to expect, and thereupon gave 

up the project; the dukes of Lorraine, no longer able to count on foreign 

aid, made their submission to the Emperor at Aix-la-Chapelle (Christ¬ 

mas 1025). After the collapse of the alliance, continued resistance on 

the part of Ernest was useless; at Augsburg early in the next year, 

through the mediation of the queen, his mother, he was reconciled with 

Conrad who, to keep him from further mischief, insisted on his accom¬ 

panying him on the Italian campaign upon which he was about to 

It was a wise precaution, and Conrad would have been better advised 

had he retained his ambitious stepson in his camp; instead he dispatched 

him to Germany to suppress the disorders which had arisen there in his 

absence. Welf, obdurate in his disobedience, had attacked and plundered 

the lands and cities of Bruno, Bishop of Augsburg, the brother of the 

Emperor Henry II, the guardian of the young King Henry III, and the 
administrator of Germany during the kings absence in Italy. Ernest, 

back among his old fellow-conspirators and acting, no doubt, on the advice 

of his evil genius. Count Werner of Kiburg, instead of suppressing the 

rebellious Welf, joined with him in rebellion^ The second revolt of 
Ernest was however as abortive as the first; he invaded Alsace, pene¬ 

trated into Burgundy, but finding to his discomfiture, in Rodolph, not 

an ally but an enemy, he was compelled to make a hasty retreat to 

Zurich, whence he occupied himself in making plundering raids upon ths 

rich abbeys of Reichenau and St Gall. Conrad’s return soon ended the 

affair. Ernest and Welf answered the imperial summons to Ulm (July 

1027), not however as suppliants for the Emperor’s mercy, but, supported 
by an armed following, with the intention either of dictating their own 

‘ The attitude of the younger Conrad in this rebellion is ambiguous. Wipo, c. 19, 
says of him “nec fidus imperatori, nee tamen multum noxius illi.” His submission 
and condemnation to a shoi"t term of imprisonment in 1027, mentioned by Wipo, 

c. proves his implication. 
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terms or, failing that, of fighting their way to safety. The duke had 

miscalculated his resources; at an interview with his vassals he discovered 

his mistake. They were prepared, they said, to follow him as their oath 

required against any man except the Emperor; but loyalty to the 

Emperor took precedence to loyalty to the duke. Ernest had no choice 

but to throw himself on Conrad’s mercy; he was deprived of his duchy 

and imprisoned in the castle of Gibichenstein near Halle. Welf was 

condemned to imprisonment, to make reparation to the Bishop of 

Augsburg, and to the loss of a countship in the neighbourhood of 

Brixen. 
Ernest, after less than a year’s captivity, was forgiven and reinstated 

in his dukedom. But the course of events of 1026 was repeated in 1030. 

Ordered by the Emperor to execute the ban against Count Werner, who 

had persisted in rebellion, he disobeyed, and was, by the judgment of 

the princes, once more deprived of his dukedom and placed under the 

ban of the Empire (at Ingelheim, Easter 1030). After a vain attempt to 

persuade Odo of Champagne to join him, he and Werner withdrew into 

the Black Forest, where, making the strong castle of Falkenstein their 

headquarters, they lived for a time the life of bandits. At last, in 

August, the two rebels fell in a fierce encounter with the Emperor’s 

troops under Count Manegold. 

The rebellions of Ernest, dictated not by any dissatisfaction at 

Conrad’s rule but rather by personal motives and rival ambitions, never 

assumed dangerous proportions. The fact that even the nobility of 

Swabia, with few exceptions, refused to follow their duke is significant 

of the strength and popularity of Conrad’s government. The loyalty of 

Germany as a whole was never shaken. Duke Ernest, a little undeservedly 

perhaps, has become the hero of legend and romance; he has often been 

compared with Liudolf of Swabia, the popular and ambitious son of 

Otto the Great. The parallel is scarcely a fair one; Liudolf rebelled 

but once and with juster cause; and after his defeat, he lived loyally and 

died fighting his father’s battles in Italy, Ernest, though twice for¬ 

given, lived and died a rebel. 

In September 1032 Rodolph HI ended a weak and inglorious reign. 

Conrad had been solemnly recognised as heir by the late king at Muttenz 

five years before and had been entrusted with the royal insignia, the crown 

and the lance of St Maurice. Some of the Burgundian nobles had even 

already taken the oath of allegiance to the German king; but the 

majority both of the ecclesiastical and secular lords, especially in the 

romance-speaking district of the south, stood opposed to him. His 

powerful rival, Odo, Count of Blois and Champagne, had at first the 

advantage, for Conrad at the critical moment was busily occupied with the 
afiairs of Poland, and when, after the submission of the Polish Duke Mesco, 

he hastened to Strasbourg, he found a large part of Burgundy already in 
the hands of the enemy (Christmas 1032). In spite of the severity of 
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the weather, which was sufficiently remarkable to supply the theme of a 

poem of a hundred stanzas from the pen of Wipo, the Emperor decided 

to make a winter campaign into Burgundy. He marched on Basie and 

proceeded to Payeme, where he was formally elected and crowned by ms 

partisans; but the indescribable sufferings of his troops from the cold 

prevented his further progress, and he withdrew to Zurich. 
In the spring, before resuming operations in Burgundy, he entered into 

negotiations with the French King Henry I, which resulted in a meeting 

of the two at DeviUe on the Meuse. What actually took place there is 

not recorded, but it seems clear that an alliance against Odo was formed 

between them. Again the affairs of Poland prevented Conrad from com¬ 

pleting his task, and on his return thence he found that his adversary had 

penetrated the German frontier and plundered the districts of Lorraine 

in the neighbourhood of Toul. Conrad retaliated with a raid into Count 

Odo’s territory and brought him to submission; the latter renounced 

his claims, agreed to evacuate the occupied districts, and to make 

reparation for the damage caused by his incursion into Lorraine. The 

matter was not however so easily settled; not only did Odo not evacuate 

the occupied parts of Burgundy nor make satisfaction for the harm he 

had perpetrated in Lorraine, but he even had the audacity to repeat his 

performance in that country. Conrad determined on a decisive effort; 

Burgundy was attacked on two sides. His Italian allies, Maiquess 

Boniface of Tuscany and Archbishop Aribert of Milan, under the 

guidance of Count Humbert of Maurienne, led their troops across the 

Great St Bernard, and following the Rhone Valley, made their junction 

with the Emperor, operating from the north, at Geneva. Little re¬ 

sistance was encountered by either army. At Geneva Conrad was again 
solemnly recognised as king and received the submission of the greater 

number of Odo’s adherents. The town of Morat alone held out defiantly; 

attacked by the German and Italian forces in conjunction, it was taken 

by assault and demolished. With it were destroyed the last hopes of 

Conrad’s adversaries; they submitted, and Burgundy, furnishing the 

Emperor with his fourth crown, became an undisputed and integral part 

of the imperial dominions. If Burgundy was never a source of much 

strength or financial profit to the Empire, its inclusion was by no means 
without its value. Its geographical position as a barrier between France 

and Italy, and as commanding the western passes of the A.lps, made it an 

acquisition of the first importance. In the last year of his reign Conrad 
visited his new kingdom. A solemn and well-attended gathering of 

ecclesiastical and secular nobles assembled at Soleure, and for three days 

deliberated over the means of establishing peace and organised govern¬ 

ment in a land, which for many a year had known nothing but lawlessness 

and anarchy. 

17—2 
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The Eastern Frontier, 

During the years lOSO-1035 Conrad was chiefly occupied with the 

restless state of the eastern frontier of his kingdom. It is a dreary story 

of rebellion, ineffective campaigns, fratricidal wars. Poland, Hungary, 

Bohemia, the Wendish lands to the north-east, demanded in turn the 

Emperor’s attention. Boleslav Chrobry had, during the previous reign, 

been assiduously building up a strong position for himself in Poland; in 

the peace of Bautzen (1018) he had been the chief gainer at the expense 

of the Empire; on the death of Henry II he had taken a further step 

and boldly assumed the title of king. Conrad was neither strong enough 

nor at liberty to deal at once with this presumptuous duke; but while at 

Merseburg in February 1025, he took the wise precaution of securing the 

loyalty of the neighbouring Slavonic tribes of the Lyutitzi and the 

Obotrites. 
In the summer Boleslav died; his younger son Mesco, having suc- 

cessfuEy driven his elder brother Otto Bezprim to Russia (or perhaps 

Himgary), assumed the kingship and the policy of his father. By 1028 

his aggressions had become intolerable. The eastern parts of Saxony were 

raided and plundered; the bishopric of Zeitz suffered so severely that it 

had to be removed to the better fortified Naumberg, a town of Eckhard 

of Meissen, near the junction of the Unstrut and the Saale; the Lyutitzi, 

helplessly at the mercy of the tyrannical Mesco, pleaded for German 

assistance. Com'ad assembled an army beyond the Elbe. But the cam¬ 

paign was a complete failure: the troops were scattered and worn out by 

long marches through forests and swamps; Bautzen was besieged, but not 
captured; and the Emperor, despairing of making any headway, withdrew 

to Saxony. The only success was achieved by Conrad’s ally, Bfatislav, 
the son of the Duke of Bohemia, who managed to recover Moravia from 

the Poles. The death of Thietmar, Margrave of the East Mai'k (January 

lOSO), was the occasion for another and more serious incursion on the 

part of the Polish prince, united this time with a band of disloyal Saxons. 

In the region between the Elbe and the Saale a hundred villages are said 

to have been destroyed by fire, more than 9000 men and women taken 

into captivity. The enemy were only beaten off by the courage and 

resource of Count Dietrich of Wettin. 

Conrad was unable to take the matter in hand, for he was engaged in 

a war with Stephen of Hungary. The relations between the latter country 

and the Empire had been growing yearly more strained, Werner, Bishop 
of Strasbourg, Conrad’s ambassador to Constantinople in 1027, had been 

denied a passage through Hungary, and was compelled to take the more 

hazardous route by sea. The Bavarian nobles, no doubt, gave ample 

provocation for this hostile attitude by their attempts to extend their 
possessions across the Fischa, the boundary at that time between Germany 
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and Hungary. According to one account the actual cause for quarrel 

arose through the Emperor’s refusal to grant, at the request of Eng 

Stephen, the dukedom of Bavaria to his son Henry (he was the nephew 

of the Emperor Henry II, whose sister Gisela had married Stephen of 

Hungary). In 1030 Conrad took the field against him; this, like the 

Polish campaign, was a miserable disaster. Conrad did no more than 

ravage the border country as far as the Raab, and retired with an army 

imperilled by famine, while the Hungarians pursued the retreating Ger¬ 

mans and captured Vienna, which celebrated city is now for the first time 

mentioned under this name. Bfatislav, who had gained the only success 

in the Polish campaign of the previous year, was again conspicuous for his 

services to the Empire; he defeated the Hungarians and devastated their 

country as far as the town of Gran. The young King Henry, who as 

Duke of Bavaria was closely concerned with the affairs of Hungary, was 

entrusted with the settlement of the quarrel with King Stephen. By the 

cession of a small tract of country l}ang between the Eischa and the 

Leitha he secured, in the spring of 1081, peace and the restoration or 

Vienna. ^ 
Conrad, relieved of danger from Hungary, was at liberty to cope eftec- 

tively with the troublesome Duke of Poland. Allied with Mesco’s banished 

brother Otto, Conrad organised a combined attack; while he advanced 

from the west, Otto Bezprim and his protector YarosMv, Prince of Kiev, 

were to attack from the east. Mesco, thus threatened from two sides, soon 

gave way and agreed to the terms stipulated by the Emperor. He was 

required to surrender the border territory which his father had acquired 

by the treaty of Bautzen (1018), the prisoners and booty captured in the 

raids upon Saxony, and also the Upper and Lower Lausitz which were 

attached respectively to the Meissen and the East Marks. Poland was 

thus once more confined within the limits of the old duchy as it was 

before the ascendancy of Boleslav Chrobry. The attack of Bezprim had 

not synchronised with that of the German troops; it took place after 

this peace had been concluded. He too, however, was successful; he drove 

Mesco from the throne, of which he himself took possession, and, by 

recognising the overlordship of the Emperor, was himself recognised as 

the lawful duke of Poland. His reign, characterised by the most brutal 

savagery, was cut short in the next year (1032) by assassination, engineered 

in part by the enemies he had made in his own circle, in part by the in¬ 

trigues of the brother he had expelled. Mesco promptly returned from 

Bohemia, where he had taken refuge with Duke Udalrich. In spite of his 

apparent willingness to enter into friendly relations with the Emperor, 

we hear of a renewed outbreak of war before the end of the year. But 

Conrad was anxious to rid himself of the vexatious business and to be 

free to make good his claim to the Burgundian crown. He therefore 

received the duke’s submission at Merseburg (1033), and allowed him to 

retain his dukedom, subject to his feudal superiority and reduced in extent 
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by a strip of territory od the western frontierj which was annexed to the 

East Mark. The power of Poland was crushed. On Mesco’s death in 1034 

the country relapsed into an almost chronic state of civil war in which 

Conradj wearied with Polish affairs, was careful not to involve himself. 

In the meanwhile difficulties had been growing up in the neighbouring 

country of Bohemia. Udalrich, for some years past, had shewn insubor¬ 

dination to his feudal lord: in 1031 he had refused his help for the Polish 

campaign; summoned to the diet of Merseburg (July 1033) to answer for 

his conduct, he had defiantly remained absent. Conrad was too busily 

engaged with Odo, his rival to the Burgundian throne, to deal himself 

with his disobedient vassal. He entrusted the task, therefore, to his son 

Henry, now a promising youth of sixteen years; his confidence was not 

misplaced, for a single campaign in the summer brought the duke to 

subjection^ At a court held at Werben he was condemned, banished, 

and deprived of his lands. His brother, the old Duke Jaromir, was dragged 

from his prison at Utrecht, where he had languished for more than twenty 

years, to be set again over the duchy of Bohemia. The arrangement was, 

however, not a permanent one; Udalrich was pardoned at Ratisbon (April 

1034), but not content with the partial restoration of his duchy, he seized 

and blinded Ms hapless brother. His misdeeds brought a speedy retribu¬ 

tion; he died the same year, choked or perhaps poisoned while eating his 

dinner. Jaromir was disinclined a third time to undertake the title and 

duties which had brought him only misfortune; at his wish Bfatislav, 

who had on the whole deserved well of Conrad, received the dukedom as 

a fief of the Empire. 

Further north, a feud had broken out between the Saxons and the 

Wendish tribe, the Lyutitzi, which gave rise to mutual incursions and 

plundering. At the request of both parties, the Emperor permitted the 

issue to be determined by the judgment of God in the form of a duel. 

Unluckily, the Christian champion fell wounded to the sword of the 

pagan; the decision was accepted by the Emperor, and the Wends, so 
elated by their success, would have forthwith attacked their Saxon oppo¬ 

nents, had not they been constrained by oath to keep the peace and been 

menaced by the establishment at Werben of a fortress strongly garrisoned 

by a body of Saxon knights. But the peace was soon broken, the fortress 

soon captured; and two expeditions across the Elbe (1035 and 1036) 

were necessary before the Lyutitzi were reduced to obedience. In the first 

Conrad was seldom able to bring the enemy to an open fight; they re¬ 

treated before him into the impenetrable swamps and forests, while the 

Germans burnt their cities, devastated their lands. We have a picture 

^ For an examination into the confused chronology of these events and of the 
conflicting passage in the Annales Altahemes see Bresslau, Jahrbucher ii. Excurs. iii. 
p. 484 f., and Bretholz, Geschichte Bohmem und Mdhrens (1912), p. 127. Seydel 
Btudien xur Kritik Dissertation, Berlin, 1898, places these events a year later 
1034 ■ . . ■ ■ . " 
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from Wipo of the Emperor standing oftentime thigh-deep in the morass, 

SiS Smself and Lcouraging his men to battle The 
meted out to the prisoners captured in this exploit, leaves an mdelible. 

TteS on tL otherwise upright cLracter of the Emperor. In them heathen 

Wticim they had sa^egiously mutilated the figure of Christ on a 

“ xTconri avenged the outrage in like fashiom Drawn up befoj 

the cross they had dishonoured, their eyes p^ out, their hands 
hacked off tLy were left to die miserably. The second attack, of whic 

the details are^not recorded, appears to have been decisive; the Wends 

submitted, and had to pay the penalty for their revolt at the price o an 

^'^''S*^wTsdom%f Conrad’s diplomacy is perhaps m^t evident in lus . 

relations with his powerful northern neighbour Emit, King of 
Ti V anA in 1030 Norway. Had Conrad permitted the hostili y 

wSTw itted «nd» te priecesBot to cootinue, ho w<™ld have found 

in Knut a formidable opponent always ready to disturb 
tliP imuerial authority on the north-eastern border of Germany. Hi 
thrCds ?oland,Vemia, and more 

Lross the Elbe, could scarcely have met with so large a measure of succes . 

The rulers of Poland and Denmark were closely related; both countries 

were at enmity with Germany; an alliance between them 
and inevitabll Thus Conrad lost no time m bringing about, throug 

the mediation of Unwan, Archbishop of Bremen, friendly relations wi 

Krmt Q026') This alliance was drawn closer some ten years later by the 
Knut (1020) inis au ^ Gunnhild, and by the cession to the 

DSi?sh\ing ofthe March and the town of Schleswig. 
Wier wa! thereby brought back to the Eider, the gam outweighed the 

loss Knut was zealous for the advancement of tfe Christian religion; he 

kept in close touch with the metropolitans of Bremen, Unwan and Ms 
SSessors and promoted their efibrts towards the conversion of the 

VipatliPTi Erom Germany he drew churchmen to fill high positions m his 
Surkilgdom asforiLtanceDuduco,Bishop of Wells,andWichm^^^^^ 

Abbot of lamsey^ Unfortunately, this powerful and useful dly of the 

Empire survived the treaty of 1035 but a few months; he died in Novem¬ 

ber of the same year, and the Danish ascendancy soon crumbled away 

under the rule of his successors. 

Italy under ConTcid JI- 

We have already noticed how the death of the Emperor Henry 11 

had been the signal in Italy for a general revolt against the impenal 
authority for this movement, which found its expression in the burning 
S palace at Pavia and in the offer of the Lombard crown to a 

1 Cf. Freeman, Norman Conquest, n. App. note L. p. 698 f. 
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French prince, the great noble families of north Italy, the Otbertines, 
the Aleramids, the Marquesses of Tuscany and of Turin, were mainly 
responsible. On the other hand the bishops under Aribert, the powerful 
Archbishop of Milan, stood by Conrad; indeed Aribert with several 
other bishops, presenting himself before the new king at Constance 
(June 1025), assured him of his loyalty, of his willingness to crown him 
king of Italy, and of the warm reception that awaited him when he 
should set foot across the Alps; other Italian lords appeared a little 
later at Zurich to perform their homage. Encouraged by these mani¬ 
festations of loyalty and by the collapse of the attempt of the lay 
aristocracy to raise a French prince to the throne, Conrad made his 
plans for an Italian expedition in the ensuing spring. By the route 
through the Brenner and Verona, in March he reached Milan, where, 
since Pavia, the old Lombard capital and place of coronation, was still 
in revolt, he was crowned by Aribert in the cathedral of St Ambrose, 
The Pavese, fearful of the result of their boldness, had sought pardon 
from Conrad at Constance, but their refusal to rebuild the palace they 
had destroyed prevented a reconciliation. Conrad punished them by a 
wholesale devastation of the surrounding country, and leaving part of 
his army to complete the subjection of the rebellious city, he passed 
eastward through Piacenza and Cremona to Ravenna; here his stay was 
marked by a scene of the wildest uproar. The citizens rose against the 
German soldiers with the hope that by force of numbers they might 
succeed in driving them from the town. Their hope was vain; the 
imperial troops soon gained the upper hand, and Conrad descended from 
his bedchamber to stop the slaughter of the defeated and defenceless 
burghers. The incident, related by Wipo, of the German knight who 
lost his leg in the riot is characteristic of the king’s generosity; he ordered 
the leather gaiters of the wounded warrior to be filled with coin by way 
of compensation for the loss of his limb. 

The heat of the Italian summer drove Conrad northward, to pass 
some two months in the cooler and more healthy atmosphere of the 
Alpine valleys. The autumn and winter were spent in reducing to sub¬ 
mission the powerful houses of the north-west and of Tuscany. This 
accomplished, Conrad could proceed unhindered to Rome. The corona¬ 
tion of Conrad and his wife Gisela at the hands of Pope John XIX took 
place on Easter Day (26 March 1027) at St Peter’s in the presence of two 
kings, Knut and Rodolph, and a vast gathering of German and Italian 
princes and bishops. Seldom during the early middle ages was an im¬ 
perial or papal election altogether free from riot and bloodshed. Conrad’s 
was no exception. A trivial dispute over an oxhide converted a brilliant 
and festive scene into a tumultuous street-fight between the Romans 
and the foreigners. A synod was held shortly after at the Lateran, in 
which two disputes were brought up for decision: the one, a question of 
precedence between the archbishops of Milan and Ravenna, was settled 
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in favour of the former; in the other, the long-standing quarrel between 

the patriarchs of Aquileia and Grado, the former triumphed; the see of 

Grado was made subject to the Patriarch of Aquileia, and the Venetians 

were thereby deprived of their ecclesiastical independence. 
In South Italy, Conrad accepted the existing state of things without 

involving himself further in the complexity of Greek and Lombard 

politics; he contented himself merely with the homage of the princes of 

Capua, Benevento, and Salerno. By the summer he was once again in 

Germany. In a little more than a year the Emperor had succeeded in 

winning the obedience of the north, the recognition of the south, of 

Italy, a position with which he might reasonably rest satisfied. An 

interval of ten years divides the two expeditions of Conrad across the 

Alps, and the second was made at the request of the Italians themselves. 

But he had motives of his own for intervention in the affairs of Italy in 

1036; his policy had been to strengthen German influence in two wap: 

first by the appointment of German clergy to vacant Italian bishoprics, 

and secondly by encouraging the intermarriage of the German and 

Italian princely houses; so Gebhard of Eichstedt received the arch¬ 

bishopric of Ravenna, while the majority of the suffragan sees in the 

province of Aquileia and not a few in Tuscany were filled with Germans. 

The success of the latter policy is exemplified by the marriages of Azzo of 

the Otbertine family with the Welfic heiress Kunigunda, of Herman of 

Swabia with Adelaide of the house of Turin, of Boniface of Tuscany 

with Beatrix, the daughter of Duke Frederick of Upper Lorraine. Such 

a policy ran counter to the ambition of the Archbishop of Milan, who 

for his part strove to exercise an overlordship in Lombardy, and, it was 

said, “disposed of the whole kingdom at his nod. Such a man must 

be suppressed if Conrad was to maintain his authority in Italy. 
The immediate situation, however, which precipitated the Emperor’s 

expedition was due to the feud which had arisen between the smaller 

and greater tenants, the •valvassores and the capitanei-, while the here¬ 

ditary principle was in practice secured to the latter, it was denied by 
them to the former. It was customary for the Italian nobles to have 

houses and possessions in the neighbouring town, where they lived for 

some part of the year; a dispute of this kind thus affected the towns no 

less than the country. In Milan one of the vavassors was deprived of 
his fief by the domineering archbishop. It was sufficient to kindle the 

sparks of revolution into a blaze; negotiations failed to pacify the 

incensed knights, who were thereupon driven from their city by the com¬ 

bined force of the capitanei and the burghers. The Milanese vavassors, 
joined by their social equals from the surrounding districts, after a hard 

fight and heavy losses, defeated their opponents in the Campo Malo 
between Milan and Lodi. It was at this stage that both parties sought 

the mediation of the Emperor. 
Conrad had watched with interest the turn of events in Italy, and 
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certainly as early as July 1036 decided to visit Italy for the second 

time. The appeal of the opposing parties, therefore, came very oppor¬ 

tunely. “If Italy hungers for law, I will satisfy her,” he remarked on 

receiving the news. Pie crossed the Brenner in December, spent Christmas 

at Verona, and reached Milan early in the new year. On the day 

following his arrival a popular rising occurred which was imputed, not 

without some reason, to the instigation of Aribert. Lacking confidence 

in his strength to deal with the situation in the stronghold of his 

enemies, Conrad' decided that all questions of difference should be deter¬ 

mined at a diet to be held at Pa'via in March. Here numerous com¬ 

plaints were brought against the arrogant archbishop, foremost amongst 

his accusers being Hugh, a member of the Otbertine family, who held 

the countship of Milan. The Emperor demanded redress; the arch¬ 

bishop defiantly refused to comply. Conrad, judging his conduct treason¬ 

able, took the high-handed measure of thrusting him into prison under 

the custody of Poppo, Patriarch of Aquileia, and Conrad, Duke of 

Carinthia. Poppo, however, was not sufficiently watchful of his important 

prisoner, and suffered for his negligence the displeasure of the Emperor. 

A certain monk, Albizo by name, had been allowed to share vrith his 

lord the hardships of prison; through his agency escape was effected. 

One night, while the faithful Albizo feigned sleep in the bed of the 

archbishop, the sheets drawn close over his head to prevent recognition, 

Aribert in the harmless guise of a monk passed safely through his 
gaolers, mounted a horse waiting in readiness, and rode in haste to Milan, 

where he was welcomed with enthusiasm by the patriotic burghers. * 

With reinforcements brought by his son from Germany Conrad 
besieged M!ilan, but without much success; it amounted only to some 

indecisive fighting, the storming of a few strongholds, the devastation of 

the surrounding country. But if the siege of Milan produced little 

milita:^ result, it drew forth the most important constitutional act of 

the reign, one of the most famous documents of feudal law, the edict 

of 28 May 1037. This celebrated decree solved the question at issue 
between the greater and the smaller vassals. As in Germany Conrad had 

shewn himself in sympathy with the small tenants, so in Italy he now 

secured to them and to their successors the possession of their lands 
against unjust and arbitrary eviction by their lords. “No vassal of a 

bishop, abbot, abbess, marquess, count, or of anyone holding an imperial 

or ecclesiastical fief.....shall be deprived of it without certain and proved 

guil't, except a^ording to the constitution of our ancestors and by the 

judgment of his peers.” The next two clauses deal -with the rights of 

appeal against the verdict of the peers: in the case of the greater 

vassals the hearing may be brought before the Emperor himself, in the 

ca^ of the smaller either before the overlords or before the Emperor’s 

vnssi for determination. Then, the succession of the fief is secured to the 
son, to the grandson by a son, or, these failing, to the brother. Aliena- 
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tion or exchange without the tenant s consent is prohibited, the Ei^eror s 

right to the fodrum “as it was taken by our ancestors” is affirmed, i inally, 

a penalty of a hundred pounds of gold, to be paid half to the imperial 

treasury, half to the injured party, is enjoined for disobedience. By 

these concessions the Emperor bound to his interests the strongest and 

most numerous military class in North Italy, and at the same time struck 

a blow at the dangerously powerful position of the Lombard episcopate. 

The heat of the summer prevented any serious campaigning for some 

months. The siege of Milan was raised, the army dispersed. The 

Emperor, however, did not relinquish his efforts to overthrow the Arch¬ 

bishop of Milan; in spite of the remonstrances of his son and many others, 

he took the unprecedented step of deposing Aribert without reference to 

an ecclesiastical synod. The Papacy was weak and submissive; John XIA 

had allowed himself to be inscribed in a document among the Jideles or 

the Emperork He was now dead (1033), and his nephew, a bad man 

certainly, but not so bad as he is painted in the scurrilous party literature 

of the succeeding generation, young perhaps, but not the mere boy o 

twelve he is usually accounted^ was raised to the pontificate under the 

name of Benedict IX. He, no doubt, cared little for the duties incumbent 

on his office; at all events, when he visited the Emperor at Cremona, he 

mafip no protest against the uncanonical action of Conrad. Aribert 

retaliated by organising a conspiracy with Conrad’s enemy and late rival 

for the throne of Burgundy, Odo of Blois. But it soon collapsed; after 

two incursions into Lorraine, Odo was defeated and killed at Bar on 

15 November 1037 by Duke Gozelo. The three Lombard bishops of 

Vercelli, Cremona, and Piacenza, who were implicated, were banished to 

Towards the end of the year Conrad again took the field, this time 

with the object of ordering the affairs of the southern principalities. On 

his march southward the burghers of Parma revolted and were punished 

by the destruction of their city (Christmas). At Spello the Emperor had 
another interview with the Pope, who now imposed the sentence of ex- 

communication on the Archbishop of Milan (Easter 1038). It was 

probably also on this occasion that a constant source of confusion and 
trouble in the Roman courts was removed; this was the indiscriminate 

use of Lombard and Roman law, which gave rise to endless disputes 
between Lombard and Roman judges. The Emperor’s eict now esta¬ 

blished that in Rome and Roman territory all cases should be determined 

according to Roman law. 

1 “QuaUternos communi fidelium nostroram decreto, pape scaicet Johannis et 
Popponis patriarelie venerabUis, Aribonis Moguntini archiepiscopi,” etc. Of. Bresslaa 

*-^See'the suggestion of R. L. Poole (^^Benedict IX and Gregory VI,” Proceedings 
of the British Academy, Vol. vm. p. 2l7)tliat Rodulf Glaber misread a statement that 

Benedict had been Pope per ann. rii. for puer arm. ani. 
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Conrad Made the initial mistake in 1024 of lifting at the ^ne t 
of Gnaimar, Prince of Salerno, Paldolf (Pam^^clf) IV of Capui^ the wolf 
of the Abinesi, as Aim4 of Monte Cassino calls him, who had been cap¬ 
tured in Heniy IPs cmnpaign of 1022 and since been held a cte pnsoner. 
This act led to the recrudescence of Byzantine power in Sou^ Italy, for 
Paldolf kept on friendly terms with the Greek government. The catapan 
Boiannes at once set to work to put his valuable ally in possession of his 
old principality; and in this he was assisted by Guaimar of Salerno, who 
with lavish grants bought the support of some Norman adventurers under 
Ranulf. This formidable combination made their first task the 
of Capua. The town fell after a siege of eighteen months; PaldoU V ot 
Teano surrendered and Paldolf IV was restored. This was the srtuation 
that Conrad was forced to recognise on his first Italian expedition in 
April 1027 But Paldolf was not content with the mere recovery ot his 
fonner possessions. On the death of Guaimar, the only effective rival 
to his power, he sought to extend his frontiers at the expense ot his 
neighbours. He captured Naples by treachery and drove out its duke, 
Sergius IV. The latter was restored two years later by the aid of the 
Norman bands of Ranulf; in reward for this service Ranulf was invested 
with the territory of Aversa (1030), the nucleus of the Norman power in 
South Italy, which was to be in the succeeding centuries one of the most 
important factors in the history of Europe. Ranulf, a skilful but entirely 
unscrupulous ruler, soon deserted his benefactor and allied himself with 
Paldolf, who was now at the height of his power. The latter’s rule, how- 
ever, became daily more intolerable; and a body of malcontents, joined 
soon by the renegade Ranulf, taking advantage of a quarrel between 
Paldolf and Guaimar IV of Salerno, decided to appeal for the interven¬ 
tion of the Emperors of the East and the West. 

No response came from Constantinople. Conrad however, already in 
Italy, accepted the invitation. Seemingly at TroiaS the Emperor entered 
into negotiations with Paldolf, ordered him to restore the property of the 
Abbey of Monte Cassino which he had seized, and to release the prisoners 
he h^ captured. Paldolf on his part sent his wife and son to ask for 
peace, offering 300 pounds of gold in two payments, and his son and 
daughter as hostages. The terms were accepted, the first half of the 
indemnity paid; then the son escaped. Paldolf changed his attitude, 
refused to carry out the rest of his bargain, and withdrew to the castle 
of Sant’ Agata. Conrad in the meantime entered Capua without resist¬ 
ance and invested Guaimar with the principality. Capua and Salerno 
were thus once more united in one hand as they had been under Paldolf 
Ironhead in the days of Otto II. At the same time Conrad officially 
recognised the new Norman colony at Aversa as a fief of the Prince of 

Salerno. 

1 So Bresslau, n. p. 807, n. 1, following the notice in the Ann. Altak. 1038. But 
cf. Chalandon, Hist, de la Domination NormandO) i. 83. 
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His work in the south completed, the Emperor returned northward. 

On the march the troops suffered severely from the heat; pestilence 

broke out in the camp, and many, among them Queen Gunnhild and 

Herman, Duke of Swabia, perished; Conrad himself was overcome with 

sickness. Under these circumstances it was impossible to renew the siege 

of Milan. Leaving, therefore, injunctions with the Italian princes to 

make an annual devastation of the Milanese territory, the Emperor 

made Ms way back to Germany. 
Conrad never recovered his strength. At Nimeguen in February 1039 

he was overcome by a more severe attack of the gout; in May he was 

well enough to be removed to Utrecht, where he celebrated the Whitsun 

festival. But he grew rapidly worse, and died the following day (4 June). 

His embalmed body was borne through Mayence and Worms to Spires, 

the favourite city of the Salian emperors, and was buried in the crypt of 

its cathedral church. 
Conrad, once he had gained the mastery in his kingdom, was deter¬ 

mined to secure the inheritance to his son; he was not only the first, but 

by a definite policy the founder, of the Salian dynasty. So at Augsburg 

in 1026 he designated his youthful son Henry, a boy of nine years old, as 

his successor; his choice was approved by the princes, and the child was 
duly crowned at Aix-la-Chapelle in 1028. The theory of hereditary suc¬ 

cession seems to have been a guiding principle in the policy of Conrad H. 

He had suffered himself from the absence of it; for his uncle, the 

younger brother of his father, had acquired the Carinthian dukedom 

of his grandfather, and on his death it had passed out of the family 

altogether to the total disregard not only of his own claims, but also 

of those of his cousin, the yoimger Conrad, the son of the late duke. 

Adalbero of Eppenstein must in his eyes have been looked upon as an 

interloper. Personal wrongs doubtless biassed his judgment when the 

Duke of Carinthia was charged with treasonable designs at the Diet of 

Bamberg in 1035. Adalbero was deposed and sentenced to the loss of 

his fiefs. The court witnessed a strange scene before the verdict was 

obtained; the assent of the young King Henry, as Duke of Bavaria, was 

deemed necessary, and this the latter steadfastly refused to give; he was 

bound, he afterwards explained, by an oath to Adalbero taken at the 

instance of his tutor. Bishop Egilbert of Freising. Entreaties and 

threats availed nothing; the son was obdurate, and the Emperor was 

so incensed with passion that he fell senseless to the floor. When he 

recovered consciousness he again approached his son, humbled himself 

at his feet, and finally, by this somewhat undignified act, gained his 

endb But the successor to the fallen duke was well chosen; it was the 

1 See the letter addressed to Bishop Azecho of Worms in Giesebrecht, n. 712. 

Cf. also Netm Archiv, in. 321. 
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Emperor’s cousin, Conrad, who thus at this late hour stepped into the 
dukedom of his father (1036)\ 

It was not his aim, however, as sometimes has been suggested, to crush 

the ducal power. In one instance indeed he greatly strengthened it. 

A powerful lord was required in the vulnerable border-land of Lorraine- 

it was a wise step to reunite the two provinces on the death of Frederick 

(1033) in the hands of Gozelo. In the case of Swabia the hereditary 

principle prevailed. The rebellious Ernest who fell in the fight in the 

Black Forest had no direct heir; “snappish whelps seldom have puppies,” 

Conrad remarked on receiving the news of his death; but he had a brother, 

and that brother succeeded. When the hereditary line failed, Conrad 

followed the policy of Otto the Great of drawing the dukedoms into his 

own family; in this way his son Henry acquired Bavaria after the death 

of Henry of Luxembm-g (1026)'> and Swabia on the death of Herman in 
Italy (1038). 

In Ita.ly, as we have seen, he definitely established by a legislative act 

the principle of hereditary fiefs for the smaller and greater vassals alike. 

There is no such decree for Germany; none at least has come down to us. 

Yet there are indications which suggest that the Emperor, perhaps by 

legal decision in the courts, perhaps by the acceptance of what was 

becoming a common usage, sanctioned, indeed encouraged, the growing 
tendency. Instances multiply of son succeeding father without question 

or dispute; families become so firmly established in their possessions that 
they frequently adopt the name of one of their castles. Wipo remarks 

that Comad won the hearts of the vassals because he would not suffer 
their heirs to be deprived of the ancient fiefs of their forbears. Too 

much weight may not be placed on this statement, but it is certain that 
Conrad could rely in a marked degree upon the loyalty of the local 

noblest In the revolt of Ernest the nobility of Swabia supported not 

them duke but their king; Adalbero after his deposition found himself 

unable to raise Im late subjects to rebellion. Such loyalty was unusual 

in the earlier Middle Ages, and it seems a natural conclusion that these 

kmghts of Swabia and Carinthia had reason to stand by Comad. From 

this rank of society the Emperor reinforced that body of officials, the 
mmid^aks, who later came to play so important a part at the courts of 
the Salian emperors. ^ Conrad’s gallant and faithful friend and adviser 

Werner, who lost his life in the riot at Rome which followed the imperial 

coronation, and who earned the honom of a grave beside the Emperor 

Peter’s, is perhaps the first as he is a typical representative 
of this influential class. 

Conrad H is usuaUy depicted as the illiterate laymanS the complete 

'-as severed from the 
duchy, and bestowed upon Arnold of Lambach. 

2 Elected at Ratisbon, July 1027. » See Bresslau, xi. 368-374. 
Quamquam litteras igiioraret/’ Wipoj c. 6, 
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antithesis to the saintly Henry who preceded him. Undoubtedly he 

sought from the outset of his reign to emancipate himself from the over¬ 

weening power of the Church. He decided questions relating to the 

Church on his own authority, often without reference to a Church synod. 

He kept a firm hold on episcopal elections; he appointed his bishops and 

expected a handsome gratuity from the man of his choice. From Udalrich, 

elected to the see of Basle in we are frankly told that “ the king 

and queen received an immense sum of money.” Wipo adds that the 

king was afterwards smitten with repentance, and swore an oath never 

again to take money for a bishopric or abbacy, an oath which he almost 

succeeded in keeping^.” In truth the oath weighed but lightly on his 

conscience and affected his practice not at all. If, however, he did nothing 

to promote, he did little to hinder*, reform. More than one of his 

charters bestows lands on Cluniac houses, and by including the kingdom 

of Burgundy (a stronghold of the reforming movement) in the Empire, 

he insensibly advanced a cause with which he was out of sympathy. The 

leaders of the reforming party, Richard, Abbot of St Vannes at Verdun, 

and Poppo, Abbot of Stable (Stavelot), made steady if slow progress in 

their work, which met with the sympathetic encouragement of the 

Empress Gisela. The ruins of the picturesque Benedictine abbey of 

Limburg and the magnificent cathedral of Spires remind us that the 

thoughts of Conrad, who once at least is described as “most pious,” 

sometimes rose above things merely temporal. 

Conrad above all realised the importance of increasing the material 

resources on which the Empire depended. By careful administration he 

increased the revenue from the crown lands; he revoked gifts made to the 

Church by his too generous predecessors, and allocated to himself demesne 
lands which had fallen into the hands of the dukes. The reign of Conrad 

was a time of prosperity for Germany; he encouraged the small begin¬ 

nings of municipal activity by grants of mint and market rights; the 

peace was better kept. To Conrad the cause of justice came first among 

the functions of royalty. A story is told of how the coronation procession 

was interrupted by the complaints of a peasant, a widow, and an orphan, 

and how Conrad, without hesitation and in spite of the remonstrances of 

his companions, delayed the ceremony in order to award justice to the 

plaintiffs. Stern, inexorable justice is a strong trait in his character. 

This strong, capable, efficient ruler did much for his country. The allure¬ 

ments of Italy, the mysteries of Empire, had led his predecessors to 

neglect the true interests of Germany. It is to his credit that he restored 

the strength of the German monarchy and increased enormously the per¬ 
sonal influence and authority of the Crown. He prepared the way for his 

son, under whom the Holy Roman Empire reached the apogee of its 
greatness. 

1 quo voto pene bene permausit.’* Wipo, c. 7. 

CJH. XI, 
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CHAPTEE XIL 

THE EMPEROR HENRY III. 

The reign of Henry III is the summit of the older German imperialism. 

The path uphill had been made by the persevering energy of the Saxon 

kings and Emperors; under Henry’s successors the Empire rushed, though 

with glory, into ruin. Henry himself, sane, just, and religious, has the 

approval of reason, but could never have raised the white-hot zeal, and 

the fiercer hatred, which burned round the Hohenstaufen. 

His father and mother were among those rare men and women who 

wrest from circumstances their utmost profit. Conrad, trained by adver¬ 

sity, attempting nothing vaguely or rashly, almost invariably attained 

his object, and left the “ East-Frankish ” Empire stronger within and 

without than ever before. His education of his son in state-craft was 

thorough and strenuous: very early he made him a sharer in his power, 

and then shewed neither mistrust nor jealousy, even when faced by 

markedly independent action. Henry, for his part, though he judged 

adversely some of his father’s conduct, honoured him and kept his memory 
in affection. 

Henry’s mother Gisela (of the blood of Charlemagne, of the royal 

house of Burgimdy, and heiress of Swabia) used fortune as Conrad used 

adversity. To po wer and wealth she added great beauty, force of character, 

and mind. Her influence is seen in the furtherance of learning and of 
the writing of chronicles. It was to her that Henry owed his love of 
tooks, and she made of her son “the most learned of kings.” Gisela’s 
share in public affairs during her husband’s reign was considerable, even 

taking into account the important part habitually assigned to the 
Emperor’s consort. Under Henry III the part of the Empress, Mother 

or Consort, in the Empire begins to dwindle, and there are indications of 

misunderstandings later between her and Henry. The chronicler Herman 

of Reichenau speaks of Gisela dying “disappointed by the sayings of sooth¬ 
sayers, who had foretold that she should survive her son.” 

Conspicuous in Henry’s early circle was his Burgundian tutor, Wipo, 

the biographer of Conrad and the staunch admirer of Gisela. According 
to Wipo, a king’s first business is to keep the law. Among the influences 

which were brought to bear upon Henry in his youth, that of Wipo 
cannot be overlooked. 
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Henry was a boy of seven when at Kempen^ in Conrad was 

elected king. In 1026, Conrad, before setting out’on his coronation ex¬ 

pedition into Italy, named Henry as his successor and gave him in charge 

to an acute and experienced statesman. Bishop Bruno of Augsburg, 

brother of the late Emperor and cousin to the Empress Gisela. The 

energy with which Bruno held views different from those of his brother 

had, in the last reign, led him into conspiracy and exile. With the 

same independence in church matters, he, alone in the Mayence pro¬ 

vince, had taken no part in the collective action of the bishops against 

Benedict VIII. From such a guardian Henry was bound to receive a 

real political education. Under his care, Henry attended his father’s 

coronation in Rome. Three months later, Conrad, in accordance with 

his policy of the absorption of the old national duchies, gave to Henry 

the Duchy of Bavaria, vacated by the death of Henry of Luxemburg. 

Then, on Easter Day, 1028, in the old royal Frankish city of Aix-la- 

Chapelle, Henry, after unanimous election by the princes and acclamation 

by clergy and people, was, at the age of eleven, crowned king by Pilgrim 
of Cologne, 

In the inscription ^^Spes imperii” on a leaden seal of Henry’s in 

1028 Steindorff sees an indication that this election at Aix implied the 

election to the Empire. He draws attention also to the title “King” 

used of Plenry before his imperial coronation in the Acts emanating from 

the imperial Chancery in Italy, as well as in those purely German; and to 

the fact that Henry was never re-crowned as King of Italy. He argues 

therefore that contemporaries regarded the act of Aix-la-Chapelle as 

binding the whole of Conrad’s dominions, and as a matter of fact this 
cannot be doubted. 

On the death of Bishop Bruno in April 1029, Henry, whose place 
as its duke was in Bavaria, was placed in charge of a Bavarian, Bishop 

Egilbert of Freising. Egilbert had in the early years of Henry II’s reign 

taken active part in public affairs, but of late he had devoted himself 

chiefly to provincial and ecclesiastical duties. Under him Henry played 

his first part as independent ruler, basing his actions on motives of justice 

rather than on those of policy. Conrad in 1030 had led an unsuccessful 

expedition into Hungary; he was planning a new expedition when Henry, 

“ still a child,” taking counsel with the Bavarian princes but not with his 

father, received the envoys of St Stephen and granted peace, “ acting 

with wisdom and justice,” says Wipe, “ towards a king who, though un¬ 
justly attacked, was the first to seek reconciliation.” 

In 1031 Henry was present with his father in the decisive campaign 
against the Poles. In 1032 Rodolph of Burgundy died, after a long and 

feeble rule. Conrad, though he snatched a coronation, had still to fight 

for his new kingdom against the nationalist and Romance party supporting 

Odo II (Eudes) of Champagne, and throughout 1032 the imperial 
diplomas point to Henry’s presence with his father, in company with 
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the Empress and Bishop Egilbert. In the following years, Henry was 

deputed to act against the Slavs of the North-East and against Bfatislav 

of Bohemia. In these, his first independent campaigns, he succeeded in 

restoring order. In August 1084, Conrad was fully recognised as king 

hy the Burgundian magnates, and in this recognition the younger king 

was included. Henry had already in the previous year come fully of age, 

the guardianship of Bishop Egilbert being brought to an end with grants 

of land in recognition of his services. 

The deposition in 1035 of Duke Adalbero of Carinthia led to a curious 

scene between father and son. In the South the deposition was regarded 

as an autocratic act (Herman of Reichenau curtly notes that Adalbero 

‘‘having lost the imperial favour, was deprived likewise of his duchy”); 

and Bishop Egilbert won a promise from his late ward that he would not 

consent to any act of injustice against the duke. The princes accord¬ 

ingly refused to agree to the deposition without Henry’s consent, which 

Henry withheld in spite of prayers and threats from Conrad. The 

Emperor was overcome and finally borne unconscious from the hall; on 

his recovery, he knelt before Henry and begged him to withdraw his 

refusal. Henry of course yielded, and the brunt of the imperial anger 

fell on Bishop Egilbert. 

In 1036, at Nimeguen, Henry wedded Kunigunda, or Gunnhild, 

daughter of Knut, a wedding which secured to Denmark, for over eight 

hundred years, the Kiel district of Schleswig. The bride was delicate 

and still a child, grateful for sweets as for kindness. In England songs 

were long sung of her and of the gifts showered on her by the English 

people. Her bridal festivities were held in June in Charlemagne’s palace 

at Nimeguen, and on the feast of SS. Peter and Paul (June ^9) she was 

crowned queen. Conrad was soon after called to Italy by the rising of 

the vavassors against the great lords. Henry was summoned to help, 

and with him went Kunigunda and Gisela. In August 1038, on the 

march of the Germans homeward, camp and court were pitched near 

the shores of the Adriatic. Here a great sickness attacked the host; 
among the victims was Queen Kunigunda, whose death “ on the 

threshold of life ” roused pity throughout the Empire. Her only 

daughter Beatrice was later made by her father abbess of the royal 
abbey of Quedlinburg near Goslar. 

Another victim of the pestilence was Henry’s half-brother Herman, 

Gisela’s second son. His duchy of Swabia devolved on Henry, already 

Duke of Bavaria. To these two duchies and his German kingship was 

added, in 1038, the kingship of Burgundy. Then in the spring of 1039 
Conrad died at Utrecht. 

The position of public afiairs at Henry’s accession to sole rule was 
roughly this. There had been added to the Empire a kingdom, Burgundy, 

for the most part non-German, geographically distinct, yet most useful 
if the German king was to retain his hold upon Italy. The imperial 
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power in Italy had been made a reality, and an important first step had 

been taken here towards incorporating the hitherto elusive South, and 

towards absorbing the new-comers, the Normans. On the north-eastern 

frontiers of the Empire both March and Mission were suffering from 

long neglect. Poland had been divided and weakened, and turned from 

aggression to an equally dangerous anarchy: Bohemia had recently 

slipped into hostility: Hungary was tranquil, but scarcely friendly. 

In the North the Danish alliance tended to stability. In the duchies 

of Germany itself, Lorraine was indeed growing over-powerful, but 

Bavaria, Swabia and (a few months later) Carinthia were held by the 

Crown; Saxony was quiescent, though scarcely loyal; in Germany as a 

whole the people and the mass of fighting landowners looked to the 

Crown for protection and security. The Church, as under Henry II, was 

a State-department, and the main support of the throne. 

Over this realm, Henry, in the summer of 10S9, assumed full sway, 

as German, Italian, and Burgundian king, Duke of Swabia and of 

Bavaria, and ^Hmperator in Spe.” The Salian policy of concentrating 

the tribal duchies in the hands of the sovereign was at its height. 

In his father'^s funeral train, bearing the coffin in city after city, from 

church-porch to altar, and finally at Spires, from the altar to the tomb, 

Henry the Pious inaugurated his reign. A young man in his twenty- 

second or twenty-third year, head and shoulders taller than his subjects, 

the temper of his mind is seen in his sending away cold and empty the 

jugglers and jesters who swarmed to Ingelheim for the wedding festivi¬ 

ties of his second bride, Agnes of Poitou, and in his words to Abbot Hugh 

of Cluny, that only in solitude and far from the business of the world 

could men really commune with God. 

The re-establishment of the German kingship, after the disintegration 

caused by the attacks of Northmen and Magyars, had been a gradual and 

difficult process. For the moulding of a real unity, not even yet attained, 

there was need of the king’s repeated presence and direct action in all 

parts of the realm. What Norman and Plantagenet rulers were to do later 

in England by means of their royal commissioners, judges and justices, 

the German king had to do in person. 

Following in this the policy of his predecessors, Henry opened his reign 

with a systematic progress throughout his realm, a visitation accompanied 
by unceasing administrative activity. He had already, before leaving the 

Netherlands, received the homage of Gozelo, Duke of both Lorraines; of 

Gerard, the royalist-minded and most energetic bishop of Cambray; and 

of a deputation of Burgundian magnates who had been waiting on Conrad 

in Utrecht when death overcame him. He had passed with the funeral 

procession through Cologne, Mayence, Worms, and Spires. Immediately 

after the conclusion of the obsequies he returned to Lower Lorraine, to 
Aix-la-Chapelle and Maestricht, where he remained some eight or nine 

days, dealing justice to the many who demanded it. Thence he went to 
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Cologne, the city which competed with Mayence for precedence in 

Germany; it was already governed by Henry’s life-long and most trusted 

adviser. Archbishop Herman, whose noble birth and strenuous activity 

contrast strongly with the comparative obscuiity and the mildness of 

Bardo of Mayence. 
In the first days of September, accompanied by the Empress Gisela 

and Archbishop Herman, Henry made his first visit as sole ruler to 

Saxony, of all the German lands the least readily bound to his throne 

and destined to play so fatal a part in the downfall of his heir. This 

weakness in the national bond Henry seems to have tried to remedy by 

personal ties. The obscure township of Goslar was to be transformed 

by his favour into a courtly city. Here in the wild district of the Harz 

was Botfeld, where, now and throughout his life, Henry gave himself 

up at times to hunting, his only pleasure and relaxation from the toils 

of state. Near at hand was the Abbey of Quedlinburg, whose then 

Abbess, the royal Adelaide, he distinguished as his spiritual mother”; 

while her successors in turn were Henry’s own two daughters, his eldest, 

Beatrice, niece of the Confessor, and his youngest, Adelaide. 

Disquieting news reached Henry in Saxony of events in Bohemia, 

whose Duke Bfatislav had, late in August, returned triumphantly to 

Prague after a whirlwind campaign throughout the length and breadth 

of Poland, a land recently made vassal to the Empire, the prince of 

which, Casimir, an exile in Germany, was the nephew of Herman of 

Cologne. From Saxony Henry passed through Thuringia towards 

Bohemia, and there consulted with Eckhai’d of Meissen, guardian of the 

Marches against Bohemia, a veteran of stamichest loyalty, in whose wise 

counsels Henry placed unfailing confidence in spite of his unsuccess in 

war. There can be no doubt that Henry in Thuringia was at the head 

of an armed force, and that he meant war with Bohemia; but an embassy 

with hostages from Bfatislav, together, doubtless, with the need for com¬ 

pleting the visitation of the German duchies, determined him for the 

time to peace. So he dismissed his forces, and turned south to Bavaria. 
From Bavaria, at the beginning of the new year, 1040, he moved to 

his mother’s native duchy of Swabia; while after his departure Peter 

of Hungary, ally of Bfatislav, sent his Magyars raiding over the Bavarian 

borders. In Swabia, Henry visited, among other places, the famous 

monastery of Beichenau, the chief and most brilliant centre of learning in 

Germany, the home of Herman, the noble cripple, whose genius was 

extolled throughout Germany, and to whose pen we owe a very large, if 

not the chief part, of our Imowledge both of his times and of Henry 

himself, a knowledge but little tinged with enthusiasm or sympathy for 
the king. As he passed through Constance, Henry shews for a moment 

a touch of human sympathy, as he visited, in the Church of Saint Mary, 
the tomb of his unfortunate eldest brother, Ernest of Swabia. 

At Ulm he summoned his first ‘‘Furstentag,” the assembly of princes, 
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bishops, and abbots from all parts of the realm. Here came among others 

Gunther, the German hermit of the Bohmer Wald, no less notable than 

any of the great princes, and soon to render a signal service to his king 

and countrymen in distress. To Ulm there came also the first formal 

embassy from Italy to the new ruler. 
From Ulm Henry passed to the Rhine. He spent April at his palace 

at Ingelheim, where he received both a formal embassy from his Bur¬ 

gundian kingdom, and more important still, Archbishop Aribert of 

Milan, his father’s stubborn opponent in Italy. Henry had never 

approved of Conrad’s proceedings against him; and the siege of Milan, 

carried on by Italian princes at Conrad’s command, had ceased auto¬ 

matically with Henry’s accession. By receiving the explanations and 

the homage of the archbishop, Henry healed an open wound in the 

Empire. Thus auspiciously, with an act of justice and reconciliation, 

he opened the period of his lordship in Italy; thus too closed his in¬ 

augural progress through the realm. 
During its course had died Henry’s cousins, Conrad, Duke, and 

Adalbero, ex-Duke of Carinthia, after whom, as next heir, he succeeded 

automatically to the duchy. He was now therefore Duke of Swabia, 

Bavaria, and Carinthia; of the five great duchies, only Lorraine and 

Saxony remained apart from the Crown. 

The progress through the German lands completed, Henry was free 

to turn to the Bohemian campaign, the necessity of which had been 

clearly shewn by the raids of Bratislav’s Hungarian ally. Two months 

more Henry spent, apparently peacefully and piously, after his own 

heart, in both the Lorraines and in Alsace, at the ancient royal 

palaces of Nimeguen and Utrecht, at Liege, Metz, Nancy and Moyen- 

Vic; giving grants to churches; shewing marked favour to the re¬ 

forming ascetic monasteries; attending, especially, the consecration of 

the new Minster at Stablo, under Poppo, the pioneer and leader of 

monastic reform in Germany. Probably it was from Stablo, a scene 

of peaceful and pious magnificence, that Henry issued the summons for 

the army to assemble against Bohemia. In July, 1040, at Goslar he 

again met Eckhard of Meissen, to formulate the plan of campaign. At 

Ratisbon he joined his forces and proceeded to Cham at the entrance to 

the Bohemian pass, by which he meant to attack ; and on 13 August he 
broke camp for Bohemia. 

The expedition failed speedily and disastrously ; his troops were 

ambushed, their leaders slain. The mediation of the hermit Gunther, 

and the promise to restore the Bohemian hostages, including Bfatislav’s 

son, alone rescued hundreds of German captives. Bfatislav was left 
exultant master of the situation. 

Henry, silent and as it were dismissing Bohemia from his mind, 

retraced his steps through Bavaria. On 8 September he filled up the 

newly-vacant see of Bamberg by appointing Suidger, a Saxon, who was 
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a few years later, as Clement II, the first of the reforming German 

popes. Going north, he held an open court, dealing justice, at Allstedt; 

and received there envoys from YarosMv, Prince of Kiev. Then at 

Munster he met the princes, laid before them the Bohemian situation, 

and dismissed the Bohemian hostage-prince to his own country. This 

year nature conspired with fortune against Germany The rain fell, the 

rivers rose, destructive floods swept the country-side, many lost their 

lives. To crown all, “grapes were scarce and the wine sour.” 

But Henry’s calm attention to other matters by no means meant 

submission to defeat. At Seligenstadt, in the April of 1041, the princes 

again met to discuss active measures, and overtures from Bohemia were 

rejected. Fortune was veering, for Bfatislav was now deprived of his 

Hungarian ally Peter, who lost his throne by a sudden insurrection and 

only saved his liberty by flight to Germany, where Henry received him 

kindly, “forgetting for the sake of God the wrong towards himself.” 

Bohemia, however, he did not forget, but pressed forward his preparations. 

At Aix, in June 1041, he met the princes and bishops of the West, 

Gozelo and Godfrey of Lorraine, Herman of Cologne, Poppo of Treves, 

Nithard of Liege. At Goslar and at Tilleda, the royal seat in Thuringia, 

he concerted final measures with Eckhard of Meissen; and on 15 August, 

the anniversary of his previous expedition, he crossed the Bohemian 
frontier. 

By Michaelmas he was back in Germany a victor. A fortnight later 

Bfatislav followed him to Eatisbon, and there did public homage and 

underwent public humiliation. Probably Peter also appeared there as 

a suppliant before Henry. Henceforth Peter was Henry’s client and 

Bfatislav Henry’s friend. Great was the joy in Germany at this Bohe¬ 

mian victory. With it we can undoubtedly connect the “Tetralogus” 

of Henry’s tutor Wipo, a chant of praise and exhortation to the “fame- 

crowned King,” who “after Christ rules the world,” the lover of justice, 

the giver of peace. It is in the midst of the turmoils and rejoicings of 

1041 that the Augsburg Annals record “by his (Plenry’s) aid and 

diligence very many excelled in the arts, in building, in all manner of 
learning.” 

But in this same year misfortune after misfortune fell upon the land. 

There were storms and floods. Everywhere the harvest failed and famine 

reigned. Nor could Henry rest on his oars. The fall and flight of 

Peter of Hungary had increased, rather than removed, the Hungarian 

menace, even if it opened new vistas of extended power; while Burgundy, 

newly in peace, clamoured for attention lest this young peace should die. 
And although to the great Christmas gathering of princes roimd Henry 
at Strasbourg (1041) there came envoys from Obo of Hungary to know 

“whether might he expect certain enmity or stable peace,” it was to 

Burgundy that Henry first gave his attention. Since his appearance 
as Burgundian king in 1031 he had not again visited the country. 
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He kept Christmas (1041) at Strasbourg amid a brilliant gathering 

of princes; and when immediately afterwards he entered Burgundy, it 

was at the head of armed vassals. We are told by Herman of Reichenau 

that the Burgundian nobles made submission, that many were brought 

to justice, that Henry entered Burgundy, ruled with vigour and justice, 

and safeguarded the public peace; finally W^ipo tells us that ^^he ruled 

Burgundy with magnificence.” 
Some notion of the state of the land before Henry's arrival may be 

gathered by the history of the archdiocese of Lyons. Here Archbishop 

Burchard, characterised by Herman of Reichenau as ^^tyrannus et sacri- 

legus, aecclesiarum depraedator, adulterque incestuosus,” and moreover 

strongly anti-German, had been cast into prison and chains by Conrad 

in 1036. The city was then seized upon by a Count Gerard, who, 

desirous it would appear of playing at Lyons the part played by the 

‘‘Patrician” at Rome, thrust into the see of Lyons his son, a mere boy. 

This boy later secretly fled, and since then Lyons had contentedly lacked 

a bishop. 
The filling of the see thus left vacant was one of Henry's first cares 

in Burgundy: at the recommendation of the Cluniac Halinard of Dijon, 

who refused the sacred office for himself, it was given to a pious and 

learned French secular priest, Odulric (Ulric), Archdeacon of Langres. 

That the peace and order enforced under Henry were after all but com¬ 

parative may be judged from the murder of Odulric himself only a few 

years later. There was much to attract Henry in Burgundy; for side 

by side with its lawlessness and violence were the strivings for peace and 

holiness embodied in the “Treuga Dei” and in the austerity of Cluny 
and its monasteries. Henry's approbation of Cluniac ideals is evident, 

and throughout his whole life he shews real ardour, almost a passion 

in his striving to realise throughout the Empire that peace founded 

on religion, upon which the Treuga Dei, if in somewhat other fashion, 

strove to insist locally. 
After some six weeks in Burgundy, he must have heard at Basle on 

his way back of the havoc played among the Bavarians on the frontiei', a 

week earlier, by the new King Obo of Hungary and his raiders. Henry, 

himself the absentee duke of the unfortunate duchy, at once handed 

it over (without waiting, as it would seem, for the formality of an 

election, as right was, by the Bavarians) to Count Henry of Luxemburg, 

who was akin to the last Duke Henry of Bavaria, and nephew to the 

Empress Kunigunda, wife of Henry II. Trusting to the vigour of the 

new duke to protect Bavaria for the time being, Henry next, a few 

weeks later, summoned all the princes, including of course Eckhard of 

Meissen, to Cologne, there to decide upon further steps to be taken 

with regard to Hungary. They unanimously declared for war. 

Some four or five months elapsed before the expedition was launched. 

From Wurzburg, at Whitsuntide, Henry strengthened his hold on 
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his Burgundian realm by dispatching Bishop Bruno to woo for him 

Agnes of Poitou. A few months he spent in comparative quiet, pro¬ 

bably with his mother, in Thuringia and Saxony; then later, in August 

1042, he entered Bavaria and started, early in September, on the Hun¬ 
garian expedition. 

It was a success. Henry overcame, not Obo himself, who retired to 

inaccessible fastnesses, but at least the Western Magyars. He set up a 

new king, not Peter, but an unnamed cousin of his, and then returned fairly 

weU satisfied to Germany. Directly his back was turned, Obo emerged 

from his fastness, and the reign of Henry’s candidate came to an abrupt 

end. Yet a lesson against raiding had undoubtedly been given to “the 
over-daring Kinglet.” 

The king spent the Christmas of 1042 at Goslar; whither in January 

came envoys from the princes of the northern peoples. Bfatislav of 

Bohemia came in person, bearing and receiving gifts. The Russians, 

though they bore back to their distant lord far more magnificent presents 
than they could have offered, departed in chagrin, for Henry had rejected 

their offer of a Russian bride. Casimir of Poland also sent his envovs; 

they were not received, since he himself did not come in person. Lastly 

Obo too, who had just ejected his second rival king, sent to propose 

peace. His messengers received an answer ominously evasive. 

Early in the following month, at Goslar, the Empress-Mother died. 

That there had been some measure of alienation between Henry and 
Gisela is suggested by Wipe’s exhortation to Henry to “remember the 

sweetness of a mother’s name,” and by his recording in his Tetralogus 
the many benefits conferred by Gisela on her son; as well as by TTpyrnar^ 

of Reichenau’s acid comment. Yet there is no evidence that the aliena¬ 

tion was serious. Henry’s ^ants and charters on his mother’s petition 

are numerous. In all probability he spent with her the only long interval 

of comparative leisure (1042) that he had enjoyed since his accession; 
she died whilst with him at Goslar. 

Soon after the funeral ceremonies were over, Henry had his first 
meeting with the King of France, Henry I. Its place and object are 

obscure; but probably it was on the frontier at Ivois, and it may very 

well have been in connexion with Henry’s approaching marriage with 
Agnes of Poitou. 

The king’s mind was now bent on the preparations for yet another 

Hungarian expedition. Twice Obo sought to evade the conflict. Obo 
did not, it is true, shew much tact, if indeed he really desired peace; 

for in his second embassy he demanded that Henry should himself swear 

to any terms agreed upon, instead of merely giving the oath in kingly 
fashion by proxy; this request was deemed an insult. 

The blow when it came was effective. Henry in the space of four 

weeks brought Obo to a promise of humble satisfaction, a satisfaction 
never made effectual, because the promises of Obo were not fulfiUed 
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Far more important and of solid and lasting advantage to Germany^ 

was the restitution by Hungary of that territory on the Danube ceded 

to St Stephen ^^pro causa amicitiae’’ in 1031. 
Since the frontier won by Henry remained until 1919 the frontier 

between German Austria and Hungary, it is worth while considering it 

in detail. 
The land ceded, or rather restored, was una parte Danubii inter 

Fiscaha et Litacha, ex altera autem inter Strachtin et ostia Fiscaha usque 

in Maraha.’*^ South of the Danube, that is to say, the Leitha replaced the 

Fischa as boundary as far south as the Carinthian March. North of the 

river, the old frontier line seems to have run from opposite the confluence 

of the Fischa with the Danube to a fortress on the Moravian border, 

Strachtin or Trachtin. This artificial frontier was now replaced by the 

river March. Thus among other things was secured permanently for 

Germany the famous “ Wiener Wald.” 
The realm was now at peace: Burgundy in order, Italy contented (in 

contrast to the early days of Conrad) with German overlordship, not one 

of the great princes or duchies of Germany a danger to the realm. The 

fame or the arms of the king had induced the princes on its borders to 

seek his friendship and acknowledge his superiority. Nothing remained 

to mar the public peace save private enmities. To private enemies the 

king might, without danger to the commonwealth, offer reconciliation. 

On the ^^Day of Indulgence” at Constance, in late October 1043, Henry 

from the pulpit announced to the assembled princes and bishops and to 

the whole of Germany, that he renounced all idea of vengeance on any 

who had injured him, and exhorted all his princes, nobles and people in 

their tuim to forget all private offences. The appeal of the king was 

ordered to be made known throughout the whole land, and this 

day at Constance became known as the ‘^'^Day of Indulgence” or ^^Day 

of Pardon.” 
The object was to abolish violence and private war, and so far the 

attempt bears a strong resemblance to the contemporary Franco-Bur- 

gundian institution, the Truce of God,” with which, however, it cannot 

be confounded, since although the ends were the same, the means were 

only superficially alike. Since however the Indulgence” has sometimes 
been confused with, sometimes considered as deliberately rivalling, this 

^^ Treuga Dei,” it is worth while to consider some relations and dis¬ 

similarities between the two movements. 
The “Truce of God” endeavoured to mitigate and limit violence by 

an appeal to Christian sentiment rather than to Christian principle. The 

Christian, under heavy church penalties, was to reverence certain days 

and times regarded as sacred by abstaining on them from all violence not 

only in aggression but even under provocation. This “Truce” was created 

in France, the country where private feuds were most general and 
fiercest, and where therefore there was greatest need of it. Its births 
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place was Aquitaine, in the year of Henry’s accession; and nowhere was 

it more eagerly adopted than in Burgundy, where religious zeal burnt 

whitest and private feuds were most universal and devastating. 

Now this ‘^Truce of God” was an addition made to the original pro¬ 

clamation of a Peace of God {c. 980), which forbade private violence 

against non-combatants, by oath and for a fixed time, as contrary to 

Christian precept. Like most medieval legislation, both Peace ” and 

^^Truce” were largely failures^ Henry’s ‘indulgence” struck at the root 

of the evil as they had not. The Indulgence, it is true, was not so 

sweeping as would have been the “Peace of God,” because no provision 

was made for the protection of non-combatants, in case private war did 

arrive. The “Indulgence,” being a pardon of actual enemies, could by 

its nature refer only to the present and the actual without a word as 

to the future, although Henry no doubt hoped that the one must entail 

the other. 
Another distinction between the “Treuga Dei” and the “Indulgence” 

consists in the ecclesiastical character of the former. The “Truce” was 

conceived by the Church, proclaimed by the Church, its breach punished 

by heavy ecclesiastical penalties. The “Indulgence” was an example and 

exhortation from a Christian king to his subjects, compliance being in 

appearance voluntary, though royal displeasure might threaten him who 

refused it. But the distinction does not, as some have thought, imply 

any sort of opposition. Henry approved of the “Truce” as churchmen 

approved of the “Indulgence.” One adversary of the Truce opposed it, 

indeed, on the ground that by it the Church usurped a royal function. 

But this was the ultra-royalist Gerard of Cambray, one of the few 

bishops who did not enjoy Henry’s favour. On the other hand, the 

chief supporters of the Truce in Burgundy were the bishops, firm im¬ 

perialists. Only a year before Henry’s visit to Burgundy the Bishops 

and Archbishops of Arles, Avignon, Nice, Vienne and Besan^on, had 

met Pope Benedict IX at Marseilles and had in all probability obtained 

his approval for the measure promulgated by the Burgundian synod at 

Montriond in 1041, extending the time of the Truce to the whole of 

Lent and Advent. Cluny, whose ideal the king revered as the highest 

ideal of all monasticism, had, through Abbot Odilo, appealed on behalf 

of the Treuga Dei to all France and Italy. Within the French part 

of the Empire, in the diocese of Verdun, Henry’s friend the Abbot 

Richard of St Vannes was a promoter and zealous supporter of the 

Truce. 

To sum up: Henry knew the working of the “Truce”* its friends 
were his friends, its aim was his aim. In the same spirit and with the 

same object he took a different method, neither identical with, nor an- 

^ Cf, Lavisse (Luckaire), jfftoire de France^ ii. 2, pp. 133 ff. and see also Chapter 
xmi. i?0*a, p. 465. 
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tagonistic to, the sister-movement in the neighbouring Latin kingdoms, 

but worked independently, side by side with it, in sympathy and harmony, 

although their provisions were different. Henry was not given to ardours, 

enthusiasms and dreams. His endeavours to found a public peace on the 

free forgiveness of enemies shews a real belief in the practicability of 

basing public order on religion and self-restraint rather than on force. 

As little can Henry’s “Indulgence” be confused with the Landfrieden 

of a later date, which were in the nature of laws, sanctioned by penalties; 

not a free forgiveness like Henry’s “ Pardon.” 
This year, 1043, which had witnessed in its opening months the 

homage of the North, in the summer the defeat of Hungary, in the autumn 

the proclamation of peace between Germans, saw at its close the con¬ 

summation of the policy by which Henry sought to link the South more 

closely with the Empire. 
His first marriage had allied him with the northern power, whose 

friendship from that time on had been, and during Henry’s lifetime con¬ 

tinued to be, of great value to the Empire. His second marriage should 

strengthen his bond with Italy and Burgundy, and, some have thought, 

prepare his way in France. From Constance the king journeyed to 

Besan9on, and there, amid a brilliant gathering of loyal or subdued 

Burgundian nobles, wedded Agnes of Poitou. 
Agnes, that “cause of tears to Germany,” was a ^rl of about eighteen, 

dainty and intelligent, the descendant of Burgundian and Italian kings, 

daughter to one of the very greatest of the French king’s vassals, and 

step-daughter to another. Her life so far had been spent at the court, first 

of Aquitaine, during the lifetime of her father Duke William the Pious; 
theri of Anjou, after the marriage of her mother Agnes with Geoffrey 

the Hammer (Martel). The learning and piety of the one home she ex¬ 

changed for the superstition and violence of the other. For Geoffrey was 

certainly superstitious, most certainly violent, and constantly engaged in 

endeavours, generally successful, to increase his territory and his power 

at the expense of his neighbours, or of his suzerain, the French king. 

He and William of Normandy were by far the strongest of the French 

princes contemporary with Henry, so much the strongest, that a great 

German historian has seen in the alliance by marriage of Henry with 

the House of Anjou a possible preparation for the undermining of the 

French throne and the addition of France to the Empire^ 
The marriage was held in strong disapproval by some of the stricter 

churchmen on accoxmt of the relationship between Henry and Agnes, 

which, although distant, fell within the degrees of kinship which, by 

church law, barred marriage^ Abbot Siegfried of the reformed monas- 

1 Giesebreclitj Kaiserzeit, ii. p. 375. 
2 Agnes and Henry were great-grandcbildren respectively of two step-sisters^ 

Alberada and Matilda, granddaughters of Henry the Fowler. They were descended 

also respectively from Otto the Great and his sister Gerberga. 
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tery at Gorze wrote very shortly before to his friend Abbot Poppo of 

Stabloj who possessed the confidence and respect of Henry, urging him 

even at the eleventh hour, and at risk of a possible loss of the king’s 

favour, to do all that he possibly could to prevent it. Neither Poppo, 

nor Bishop Bruno of Toul (later Pope Leo IX), to whom Siegfried 

addresses still more severe reproaches, nor Henry himself, paid much 

heed to these representations. The maniage plans went on without let 

or hindrance: twenty-eight bishops were present at the ceremony at 

Besan^on. 
Not only the consanguinity of Agnes with the king, but also her 

nationality, aroused misgivings in the mind of this German monk. He 

cannot suppress his anxiety lest the old-time German sobriety shewn in 

dress, arms, and horse-trappings should now disappear. Even now, says 

he, the honest customs of German forefathers are despised by men who 

imitate those whom they know to be enemies. 

We do not know how Agnes viewed the alleged follies and fripperies 

of her nation, thus inveighed against by this somewhat acid German saint. 

She was pious, sharing to the full and encouraging her husband’s devotion 

to Cluny; she favoured learned men; her character does not however 

emerge clearly until after Henry’s death. Then, in circumstances certainly 

of great difficulty, she was to shew some unwisdom, failing either to 

govern the realm or to educate her son. 

After the coronation at Mayence and the wedding festivities at 
Ingelheim, Henry brought Agnes to spend Christmas in the ancient 

palace at Utrecht, where he now proclaimed for the North the ‘‘ Indul¬ 
gence ” already proclaimed in the South. So with a peace unheard of 

for many ages” a new year opened. But in the West a tiny cloud was 
rising, which would overshadow the rest of the king’s reign. For, in 

April 1044, old Duke Gozelo of Lon^aine died. 

Gozelo had eventually been staunch and faithful, and had done good 

service to Henry’s house; but his duchy was over-great and the danger 

that might arise from this fact had been made manifest by his hesitation 

in accepting, certainly the election of Conrad, and also, possibly, the 
undisputed succession of his son. The union of the two duchies of 

Upper and Lower Lorraine had been wrung by him from the necessities 

of the kings; Henry now determined to take this occasion again to 

separate them. Of Gozelo’s five sons the eldest, Godfrey, had already 

during his father’s lifetime been duke in Upper Lorraine, and had 

deserved well of the Empire. He now expected to succeed his father in 
the Lower Duchy. But Henry bestowed Lower Lorraine on the younger 

Gozelo, “The Coward,” alleging a dying wish of the old duke’s that his 
younger son might obtain part of the duchy. Godfrey thenceforth was 

a rebel (sometimes secretly, more often openly), imprisoned, set at 

liberty, deprived of his duchy, re-instaUed, humbled to submission, but 

again revolting, always at heart a justified rebel. If, in spite of its 
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BOPTning successes, Henry’s reign must be pronounced a failure, to no 

one is the failure more due than to Godfrey of Lorraine. 
The beginning of the Lorraine trouble coincided with the recrudescence 

of that with Hungary. Oho, perhaps prevented by nationalist opposition, 

had not carried out his promises of satisfaction; there was also growing 

up in Hungary a party strongly opposed to him and favouring Germa,ni- 

sation and German intervention. Preparations for another campaign 

had been going on strenuously in Germany; by the summer of 1044 

they were complete. After a hasty visit to Nimeguen, whither he had 

summoned Godfrey, and a fruitless attempt to reconcile the two 

brothers, Henry with Peter in his train set out for Hungary. 
With Hungarian refugees to guide him, he was, by 6 July, on the 

further bank of the Raab. There the small German army confronted a 

vast Hungarian host, among whom, however, disaffection was at work. 

In a battle where few Germans fell, this host was scattered; and Hungary 

was subordinated to Germany. By twos and threes, or by crowds, came 

Hungarian peasants and nobles, offering faith and subjection. At 

Stiihlweissenburg Peter was restoi'ed to his throne, a client-king, and 

Henry, leaving a German garrison in the country, returned home. On 

the battlefield the king had led a thanksgiving to Heaven, and his 

German warriors, at his inspiration, had freely and exidtingly forgiven 

their enemies; on his return, in the churches of Bavaria, Henry, bare¬ 

foot and in humble garment, again and again returned thanks for a 

victory which seemed nothing short of a miracle. ^ 
It was now that Henry gave to the Hungarians, at the petition of 

the victorious party amongst them, the gift of “Bavarian Law, a 

Germanisation all to the good. But Hungary was not being Germanised 

merely and alone by these subtle influences, by the inclination of its 

kings and the German party towards things German, nor by the adoption 

in Hungary of an ancient code of German law. After the battle of the 

Raab, Hungary was definitely and formally in the position of vassal to 

Germany; not only its king, but its nobles too, swore fealty to Henry 

and his heirs; Peter formally accepted the crown as a grant for his life¬ 

time ; and Hungary was thenceforth to pay a regular yearly tribute. 

Obo had been captured in flight and beheaded by his rival. ^ The 

victory over Hungary seemed even more complete than the victory 

over Bohemia; the difference in the duration of their effects was 

partly due to a fundamental difference in the character of the two 

vassal princes. ^Tule Bratislav, a strong man, held Bohemia firmly, 

and, giving his fealty to Henry, gave with it the fealty of Bohemia; 

Peter, subservient and cringing to his benefactor, let Hungary slip 
through his fingers. Within two years he was a blinded captive in his 

twice-lost kingdom; and Hungary, freed from him, was freed too from 

This smnmer saw the gathering of the western clouds. Godfrey of 
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Lorraine had himself taken part in Henry's former Hungarian campaign, 

but deeply disappointed by the outcome of the meeting at Nimeguen, 

had held himself aloof in stubborn disobedience from this last expe¬ 

dition. He now sent envoys to Henry, who declared himself ready 

to forget the duke's contumacy should he at the eleventh hour con¬ 

sent peaceably to the division of the duchies. But Godfrey would 

submit to no wrong," and having failed to move Henry, he began 

actively and secretly to engage in treason. And here at once becomes 

evident the peculiar danger to Germany of disalFection in Lorraine. 

For Lorraine was, in truth, not German as the other German lands were 

German; and the first ally made by Godfrey was rex Carlingorum," 

Henry I of France. His other allies, the Burgundian nationalists of 

the “Romance" party, were, like himself, of the oft disputed “Middle 

Kingdom." In his own duchy he prepared for resistance by gaining 

from his vassals an oath of unlimited fealty for the space of three years 

to aid him against all men whatsoever. 
As yet there had been no overt act of rebellion ; but Henry had been 

given proof of Godfrey's plots, and in the autumn summoned him before 

a great assembly of the princes in Lower Lorraine itself, at Aix-la- 

Chapelle. Godfrey could have defied the king and disobeyed the sum¬ 

mons ; but to do so would have been to acknowledge his guilt. He 

must have hoped that there was no evidence against him, or that the 

princes would sympathise with him in his wrongs. He came, was con¬ 

victed, and condemned to the loss of all the lands, including the duchy 

of Upper Lorraine and the county of Verdun, which he held in fief 

from the king. Godfrey now left Aix, and broke into fierce and open 

rebellion. Arms were distributed to the cities and country people, cities 

were garrisoned; and the duke feU with fire and sword upon aU within 

reach who were faithful to Henry. 
So ended the year that had seen Hungary subdued. Henry, however, 

did not yet foresee the stubborn nature of the danger that threatened 
from Lorraine. He spent Christmas 1044 at Spires, “a place beloved 
by him." It is true that he summoned the princes to consultation over 

Godfrey’s revolt. Yet, after the feast was over, it was only the forces 

of the neighbourhood that he led against the “tyrant" that threatened 

them. Even these forces he could not maintain, because of the terrible 

famine in the land. He succeeded, after a short siege and with the 

help of siege-engines, in taking and razing Godfrey’s castle at Bockel- 

heim, near Kreuznach. The seizure of other castles was entrusted to 

local nobles, while Henry himself, leaving suificient men to protect his 

people against Godfrey's raids, departed to Burgundy. 

Here Godfrey's efibrts had borne fruit in feuds which had broken out 

in the preceding year between Imperialist and Nationalist partisans. 
They ended in victory for the former, for Count Louis of Montbeliard 

(who had married Henry's foster-sister) with a small force overcame 
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Godfrey’s ally Prince RaynaldS who was uncle of Henry’s queen and 

son of Count Otto-William, the former head of the anti-German party. 

When Henry now approached Burgundy, Raynald along with the chief 

of his partisans. Count Gerald of Geneva, personally made submission to 

him. Thus died out the last flicker during Henry’s life of Burgundian 

opposition to union with the Empire. _ 
Henry took Burgundy on his way to Augsburg, where he arrived in 

February 1045, and whither he had summoned the Lombard magnates 

to discuss with them the affairs of Italy. He kept Easter at Goslar. 

Here, not wishing to set out for the East without taking steps to pro¬ 

tect the West from Godfrey, he handed over to Otto, Count Pflatine 

in Lower Lorraine, his mother’s native duchy of Swabia, which he 

himself had held since 1038. 
Otto’s mother had been the sister of Otto III. His family was wide¬ 

spread and illustrious. His aunt Abbess Adelaide of Quedlinbuig and 

Gandersheim, and his brother Archbishop Herman of Cologne (who won 

for that see the right to crown the king of the Romans at Aix) were 
among Henry’s truest friends. His sister, Richessa, had been daughter- 

in-law of Boleslav the Mighty; his nephew, her son, was Casimir, Duke 

of the Poles. Another nephew, Henry, succeeded Otto in the Palatinate, 

and within a year was regarded by some as a fit successor to the Empire. 

Yet another nephew was Kuno, whom the king first raised to the 
Bavarian dukedom and afterwards disgraced. The youngest sister, Sophia, 

about this time succeeded her aunt as Abbess of the important Abbey 

of Gandersheim; a niece, Theophano, was Abbess of Essen. 
Otto himself had been one of the chief of those in the disputed duchy 

whose loyalty to Henry bad drawn upon themselves the vengeance of 
Godfrey at the beginning of the year. His appointment now to the 

duchy of Swabia, so long left without a special guardian, and neigh¬ 

bour to Lorraine, recalls the appointment, when trouble threatened 

jBrom the Magyars, of a duke to Bavaria, neighbour to Hungary. He 
ruled his new duchy, to which he was a stranger, with success and satis¬ 

faction to its people; not, however, for long, for within two years he 

was dead. 
One more step Henry took for tbe protection of the \Vest irom 

Godfrey. For such (viewed in the double light of Henry’s general policy 

of strengthening the local defence against Godfrey rather than leading 

the forces of the Empire against him, and of Godfrey’s policy of winning 

the neighbours of Lorraine to his cause) must be considered the grant in 

this year of the March of Antwerp to Baldwin, son of Count Baldwin V 

of Flanders. The grant of Antwerp, however, instead of attaching 

Baldwin to the king’s party, increased the power of a future ally of 

Godfrey’s. 

1 Count of four or five counties wMcli afterwards were collectively named 

Franclie Comt^. Cf. supra, p. 141. 
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Having thus spent the early months of 1045, from Christmas onwards, 

in local measures against Godfrey and his allies, Henry after a short visit 

to Saxony prepared to spend Pentecost with Peter of Hungary. On 

his way he narrowly escaped death through the collapse of the floor of 

a banqueting room, when his cousin Bishop Bruno of Wurzburg w^ 

killed. Henry, notwithstanding this calamity, arrived punctually in 

Hungary, and on Whitsunday in Stiililweissenburg, in the banqueting- 

Tiall of the palace, Peter surrendered the golden lance which was the 

symbol of the sovereignty of Hungary. The kingdom was restored to 

him for his lifetime, on his taking an oath of fidelity to Henry and to 

his heirs. This was confirmed by an oath of fidelity in the very same 

terms taken by the Hungarian nobles present. After the termination of 

the banquet, Peter presented to Henry a great weight of gold, which the 

king immediately distributed to those knights who had shared with 

him in the great victory of the preceding year. 
How far was this scene spontaneous, and how far prepared.? The oath 

taken by the Hrmgarian nobles, without a dissentient, points to its 

being prepared; and if prepared, then most certainly not without the 

co-operation, most probably on the initiative, of Henry. This is what 

Wipo has in mind when he says that tlenry, having first conquered 

Hungary in a great and noble victory, later, with exceeding wisdom, 

confirmed it to himself and his successors. But Henry’s victory, on 

which so much was grounded, was a success snatched by a brilliant 

chance; it could famish no stable foundations for foreign sovereignty 

over a free nation. 
More than ever Henry appeared as an all-conquering king; and in 

the West even Godfrey '^despairing of rebellion” determined to submit. 

During July, either at Cologne or at Aix-la-Chapelle or at Maestricht, 

he appeared humbly before the king, and in spite of his submission was 

sent in captivity to Gibichenstein, the German " Tower,” a castle-fortress 

in the dreary land by Magdeburg beyond the Saale, very different from 
Ms own homeland of Lorraine. And so the realm for a short time 

had. quiet and peace.” 
Godfrey was perhaps taken to his prison in the train of Henry him¬ 

self. For while he had been schooling himself to the idea of peace, the 

further Slavs, growing restive, had troubled the borders of these Saxon 

marches on the Middle Elbe. Godfrey’s submission perhaps decided 

theirs; and when Henry with an armed force entered Saxony from 

Lorraine, they too sent envoys, and promised the tribute which Conrad 

had imposed on them. 
Henry spent the peaceful late summer and early autumn of 1045 in 

Saxony. For October he had summoned the princes of the Empire to a 

colloquy at Tribur. The princes had begun to assemble, and Henry 

Mmself had reached Frankfort, when he fell ill of one of those mysterious 
and frequent illnesses wMch in the end proved fatal. As Ms weakness 
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increased, the anxiety of the princes concerning the succession to the 

Empire became manifest. Henry of Bavaria and Otto of Swabia, with 

bishops and other nobles, met together and agreed, in the event ot ^e 

king’s death, to elect as his successor Otto’s nephew Henry, who had 

followed Otto in the Lorraine palatinate, and was likewise a nephew or 

the king’s confidant, Archbishop Herman, and a grandson of (Hto II. 

The king recovered. Happily for the schemers, he was not a Tudor; 

but the occuiTence must have deepened his regret when the child 

iust at this time born to him proved to be another daughter This 

eldest daughter of Henry and Agnes, Matilda, died m her fifteenth 

year as the bride of Rudolf of Swabia, the antagonist of her brother 

The year 1046 opened again, as so many before and after it, with 

misery to the country people. In Saxony there was widespread disease 

and death. Among others died the stout old Margrave Eckhard, who, 

“ wealthiest of margraves,” made his kinsman the king his heir. 
The king, after attending Eckhard’s funeral, turned to the Nether¬ 

lands, where Duke Godfrey’s incapable younger brother, Gozdo Duke 

of Lower Lorraine, was dead^; here too Count Dietrich (Theodonc) of 

HoUand was unlawfully laying hold on the land round Flushing, be¬ 

longing to the vacant duchy. 
At Utrecht, where he celebrated Easter, Henry prepared one ot his 

favourite river campaigns against Dietrich. Its success was complete, 

both the lands and the count falling into Henry’s hands. Flushing was 

given in fief to the Bishop of Utrecht, and Henry, keeping Pentecost at 
Aix-la-Chapelle, determined to settle once for all the affairs of Lorra-ine. 

The means he used would appear to have been three: the concilia¬ 

tion of Godfrey, the strengthening of the bishops, and the grant of Lower 

Lorraine to a family powerful enough to hold it. At Aix Godfrey, 

released from Gibichenstein, threw himself at Henry’s feet, was “pitied,” 

and restored to his dukedom of Upper Lorraine. This transformation 

from landless captive to duke might have conciliated some; but 
Henry did not know his man. Duke Godfrey’s hereditary county of 

Verdun was not restored, but granted to Richard, Bishop of the city. 

Lower Lori’aine was given to one of the hostile house of Luxemburg, 

Frederick, brother of Duke Henry of Bavaria, whose uncle Dietrich 
had long held the Lorraine bishopric of Metz. 

At the same assembly there took place an event of importance lor 

the North and in the history of Henry’s own house, viz. the investiture of 

Adalbert, Provost of Halberstadt, with the iychbishopric of Bremen, 

the northern metropolis, which held ecclesiastical jurisdiction, not only 

in the coast district of German Saxony, but in all the Scandinavian 

lands and over the Slavs of the Baltic. 

V For the evidence of Gozelo's death, rather than disgrace, see Steindorff, i. 

p* 293, note. 
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Adalbert of Bremen had all virtues and all gifts, save that he was of 

doubtful humility, humble only to the servants of God, to the poor and 

to pilgrims, but by no means so to princes nor to bishops; accusing 

one bishop of luxury, another of avarice. Even as a young man he 

had been haughty and overbearing in countenance and speech. His 

father, Count Frederick, was of a stock of ancient nobility in Saxony 

and Franconia. His mother Agnes, of the rising house of Weimar, had 

been brought up at Quedlinburg, and valued learning. Adalbert quickly 

rivalled, or more than rivalled, Archbishop Herman of Cologne in the 

councils and confidence of the king. He made many an expedition 

^^with Caesar’’ into Hungary, Italy, Slavonia, and Flanders. He might 

at Sutri have had from Henry the gift of the Papacy, but that he saw 

greater possibilities in his northern see. His close connexion with the 

king caused him to be regarded with suspicion, indeed as a royal spy, 

by the great semi-loyal Duke of the North, the Saxon Bernard II. It 

was Adalbert who moved the bishop’s seat from Bremen to Hamburg, 

fertile mother of nations,” to recompense her long sorrows, exposed to 

the assaults of Pagan Slavs. 

But Henry was not only looking northwards. To this same congress 

he summoned to judgment one of the three great Italian prelates, 

Widger of Ravenna. He had, before his nomination by Henry to the 

see, been a canon of Cologne, and although unconsecrated, ‘‘had for two 

years inefficiently and cruelly wielded the episcopal staflF.” Wazo, the 

stalwart Bishop of Liege, famous as an early canonist, was one of the 

episcopal judges chosen, but without pronouncing on Widger’s guilt, 

he significantly denied the right of Germans to try an Italian bishop, 

and protested against the royal usurpation of papal jurisdiction. This 

trial is the first sign either of clash between royal and ecclesiastical claims, 

or of Henry’s preoccupation with Italy, where, while these things were 

doing, church corruption and reform were waging a louder and louder 

conflict. To Italy Henry was now to pass. Before doing so he once 

more visited Saxony and the North. At Quedlinburg he invested his 

little eight-year-old daughter Beatrice in place of the dead Abbess 

Adelaide, and at Merseburg he held court in June, receiving the visits 

and gifts of the princes of the North and East, Bratislav of Bohemia, 
Casimir of Poland and Zemuzil of the Pomeranians. 

By the festival of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin, 8 September 

1046, he was at Augsburg, whither he had summoned bishops, lords, 

and knights to follow him to Italy. The news of the sudden downfall 

of Peter of Hungary grieved, but did not deter, him. Crossing the 
Brenner Pass, he reviewed his army before the city of Verona. 

When Henry came to Italy (1046), he came to a realm where among 
the cities of Romagna and the hiUs of Tuscany a new age was coming 

into life. He had not visited Italy since he had accompanied his father 
in 1038, and now the state of things was greatly changed, while his own 
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policy was different from his father’s. Conrad had been at strife with 

Aribert, the great Archbishop of Milanj but Henry before he left Germany 

made at Ingelheim (lOSO)^ as the Milanese historian tells us, a pact of 

peace with the Archbishop, and was henceforth faithfully held in honour 

by him.” But in 1045, when peace between the populace and nobles of 

Milan was hardly restored, Aribert died. Henry rejected the candidate 

put forward by the nobles and chose Guido supported by the democracy. 

Politics were intertwined with Church affairs, and Henry’s dealings with 

the Papacy were the beginning of that church reform, which gave Rome 

a line of reforming German Popes and led to the Pontificate of Gregory 

VII. The story of that progress will come before us later^, and this side 

of the history is therefore here left out. But it was the evil state of 

Rome, where the Tusculan Benedict IX, the Crescentian Sylvester III, 

and the reforming but simoniacal Gregory VI, had aU lately contested 

the papal throne and the situation was entangled, that chiefly called 

Henry into Italy. By the end of October he was at Pavia, where he held 

a synod and dispensed justice to the laymen. At Sutri (20 December 

1046) he held a second synod, in which the papal situation was dealt with 

and the papal throne itself left vacant. Two days later he entered Rome, 

where a third synod was held. No Roman priest was fit, we are told, to 

be made a Pope, and after Adalbert of Bremen refused Henry chose on 

Christmas Eve the Saxon Suidger of Bamberg, who after was elected 

by clergy and people,” and became Clement II. 

On Christmas Day the new Pope was consecrated, and at once gave 

the Imperial crown to Henry; Agnes was also crowned Empress at the 

same time. Then too the Roman people made him Patrician”: the 

symbol of the Patriciate, a plain gold circlet, he often wore, and the 

office, of undoubted but disputed importance, gave the Emperor peculiar 

power in Rome and the right to control every papal election, if not 

to nominate the Pope himself ®. The new Patrician was henceforth 

officially responsible for order in the city; so it was fitting that, a week 

after his coronation, he was at Frascati, the headquarters of the Counts 

of Tusculum, and that, before leaving for the South, he seized the fort¬ 

resses of the Crescentii in the Campagna. At Christmas-tide Clement II 

held his first synod at Rome, and it was significant of the new era in 

church afiairs that simoniacs were excommunicated, and those knowingly 

ordained by simoniacs, although without themselves paying a price, sen¬ 

tenced to a penance of forty days; a leniency favoured by Peter Damiani 

as against those who would have had them deprived. After this the 

Empress went northwards to Ravenna, while the Emperor along with the 
Pope set out for the South. 

1 In vol. V. 
2 This Patriciate was, in this view, a new departure; it goes back not to the 

patriciate of Pepin and Charles the Great but to the patriciate of the Crescentii in 
the days of Otto 111. 
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At Capua he was received by Guaimar, recognised by Conrad as 

Prince of Salerno and also of Capua, from which city Paldolf (Pandulf) 

IV had been driven out. But Henry restored Paldolf, “ a wily and wicked 

prince ” formerly expelled for his insolence and evil deeds. Conrad had 

also recognised Guaimar as overlord of the Norman Counts of Aversa and 

of the Norman de HauteviUes in Calabria and Apulia. Now Ranulf of 

Aversa and Drogo de Hauteville of Apulia, as they went plundering and 

conquering from the Greeks, were recognised as holding directly from 

Henry himself^ So at Benevento the gates were shut in the EmperoPs 

face and he had to stay outside. Thence he went to join the Empress at 

Ravenna; early in May he reached Verona and then left Italy. There was 

trouble in the South, but otherwise he left Italy “in peace and obedience.’’ 

In the middle of May he was again home in Germany, which during his 

eight months’ absence had also been in quiet. 
With Henry’s return he steps upon a downward path: the greatness 

of his reign is over; troubles are incessant and sporadic; successes scanty 

and small. During his absence Henry I of France, with the approval of 

his great men and perhaps at the instigation of Godfrey of Lorraine, 

made a move towards claiming and seizing the duchies of Lorraine. 

WLen the unwonted calm was thus threatened, Wazo of Liege wrote to 

the French king appealing to the ancient friendship between the realms 

and urging the blame he would incur if, almost like a thief, he came 
against unguarded lands. Henry I called his bishops to Rheims, reproached 

them for letting a stranger advise him better than his native pastors, 

and turned to a more fitting warfare along with William of Normandy 

against the frequent rebel Geoffrey of Anjou. But in his duchy of 

Upper Lorraine the pardoned Godfrey was nursing his wrongs; his 

son, a hostage with Henry, was now dead, and he also heard that his 
name had not been in the list of those with whom Henry at St Peter’s 

in Rome had declared himself reconciled. Godfrey found allies in the 

Netherlands, Baldwin of Flanders, his son the Margrave of Antwerp, 

Dietrich, Count of Holland, and Herman, Count of Mons, all united by 

kinship and each smarting under some private wrong. Dietrich wished 

to recover from the Bishop of Utrecht the land round Flushing; Godfrey 

to recover the county of Verdun from its bishop. It was almost a war of 

lay nobles against the bishops so useful to Henry in the kingdom. At 

the moment Henry was busied in negotiations with Hungary and in 

giving a new duke to Carinthia; this was Welf, son of the Swabian 

Count Welf, and as his mother was sister to Henry of Bavaria, related 
to the house of Luxemburg. Now too Henry filled up a group of 

bishoprics. A Swabian, Humphrey, formerly Chancellor for Italy, went as 

Archbishop to Ravenna; Guido, a relative of the Empress’s, to Piacenza; 

a royal chaplain, Dietrich (Theodoric), provost of Basle, to Verdun; 

^ For tlie Norman liistory in detail see vol. v. 
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Herman, provost of Spires, to Strasbourg; another chaplain, Dietrich 
(Theodoric), Chancellor of Germany, provost of Aix-la-Chapelle, to Con¬ 
stance, where he had been a canon, Metz and Treves, two sees important 
for Lorraine, were vacant: to the one Henry appointed Adalbero, nephew 
of the late bishop, to the other Henry, a royal chaplain and a Swabian. 

Henry, now at Metz (July 1047), was thus busy with ecclesiastical 
matters and the Hungarian negotiations, when he was forced to notice 
the machinations of Godfrey. Adalbert of Bremen had become suspicious 
of the Billung Duke Bernard, doubly related to both Godfrey and 
Baldwin of Flanders. Much was at stake; so Henry quickly made terms 
with Andrew of Hungary, summoned the army intended for use against 
him to meet in September on the Lower Rhine, and then went north¬ 
wards to visit Adalbert. Bernard had always dreaded Adalbert and now, 
when the Emperor both visited him and enriched him with lands in 
Frisia, formerly Godfrey’s, his dread turned against Henry too. Thietmar, 
Bernard’s brother, was even accused by one of his own vassals, Arnold, 
of a design to seize the Emperor, and killed in single combat; the feud 
had begun. Henry’s power was threatened, and the succession was causing 
him further anxiety, so much so that his close friend Herman of Cologne 
publicly prayed at Xanten, whither Henry had come, for the birth of an 
heir (September 1047). 

The Emperor had begun the campaign by a move towards Flushing, 
but a disastrous attack from Hollanders, at home in the marshes, threw 
his army into confusion, and then the rebels took the field. Their blows 
were mostly aimed at the bishops, but one most tragic deed of damage 
was the destruction of Charlemagne’s palace at Nimeguen: Verdun they 
sacked and burnt, even the churches perished. Wazo of Liege stood forth 
to protect the poor and the churches ; Godfrey, excommunicated and 
repentant, did public penance and magnificently restored the wrecked 
cathedral. In his own city, too, Wazo stood a siege; with the cross in 
his unarmed hand he led his citizens against the enemy, who soon made 
terms. 

On the return from the Flushing expedition Henry of Bavaria died: 
after a vacancy of eighteen months his duchy was given to Kuno, nephew 
of Herman of Cologne. Early in October 1047 Pope Clement II died. 
Then in January 1048 Poppo, Abbot of Stablo, passed away, the chief 
of monastic reformers in Germany, who had given other reforming 
abbots to countless monasteries, including the famous houses of St Gall 
and Hersfeld. 

Against Godfrey Henry held himself, as formerly against Bohemia, 
strangely inactive. To Upper Lorraine, Godfrey’s “twice-forfeited 
duchy,” he nominated “a certain Adalbert,” and left him to fight his own 
battles. Christmas 1047 Henry spent at Pohlde, where he received envoys 
from Rome seeking a new Pope; after consultation with his bishops and 
nobles he “subrogated” the German Poppo of Brixen, and to this choice 
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the Romans agreed. Wazo of Liege, great canonist and stoutest of 

bishops, had been asked for advice and had urged the restoration of 

Gregory ¥1, now an exile in Germany, and, as he held, wrongly deposed. 

This was one of Wazo’s last acts, for on 8 July he died. And the new 

Pope also died on 9 August 1048. At Ulm in January Henry held a 

Swabian diet and nominated to the duchy, which had been left vacant 

for four months, Otto of Schweinfurt, Margrave in the Nordgau, a 

Babenberg by birth and possibly nephew to Henry’s own mother Gisela, 

Lorraine remained to be dealt with. In mid-October the two Henries, 

of France and Germany, met near Metz: France might easily have 

succoured Godfrey who, spreading slaughter of men and devastation of 

fields, the greatest imaginable,” had slain his new rival Adalbert. But 

ecclesiastic^ matters also pressed; at Christmas the formal embassy from 

Rome came to speak of the vacant papal throne. They asked for Halinard, 

Archbishop of Lyons and formerly at Dijon. This prelate, a strict re¬ 

former, had refused Lyons in 1041, and asked again to take it later he 

refused unless he need swear no fealty to Henry. Most German bishops 

disliked this innovation, but Henry, on the advice of Bruno of Toul, 

Dietrich of Metz and Wazo of Li^ge, consented. While archbishop, 

Halinard had been much in Rome, where he was greatly beloved. But 

he hesitated long to take new and greater responsibilities, and in the 

end Bruno of Toul became Pope, and as Leo IX began a new epoch in 

the Western Church^. 
To Upper Lorraine Henry had given a new duke, Gerard of 

Chatenois, who, himself of Lorraine, was brother or uncle of the slain 

Duke Adalbert and related to Henry and also to the Luxemburgers, 

while his wife was a Carolingian: he was also founder of a dynasty which 
ruled Lorraine until 1755, The Bishops of Liege, Utrecht and Metz, 

together with some lay nobles, had been preparing the way for a larger 

expedition. In the cold winter of 1048-1049, favoured by the lengthy 

frost, they defeated and slew Count Dietrich, whose brother Florence 

followed him in Holland. Then came a greater stroke and in this, too, 
bishops helped, for Adalbert of Bremen was Henry’s right hand. He had 

already dexterously won over the Billungs; but an even greater triumph 

was the treaty he had brought about with Svein of Norway and Denmark, 

who had succeeded Magnus in 1047. Svein was in sympathy with the 

Empire because of his missionary zeal, and now he brought to its aid 

his sea-power as his fleet appeared off the Netherland coast. England too, 

which was friendly since Kunigunda’s marriage to Henry and had also 

seen Flanders under Baldwin become a refuge for its malcontents, kept 

more distant guard; Edward the Confessor ^4ay at Sandwich with a 

multitude of ships until that Caesar had of Baldwin all that he would.” 

Thus Baldwin was unable to ^^aet-burste on waetere.” Another kind of 

aid was given when Leo IX -excommunicated Godfrey and Baldwin at 

^ See voL V. 
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Cologne, where Pope and Emperor kept the feast of St Peter and St Paul 

(29 June). Godfrey was smitten with fear and, leaving Baldwin in the 

lurch, surrendered. His life was left him, hut liberty and lands he forfeited, 

^^for he merited no mercy because of his cruel deeds."’ He had claimed two 

duchies and governed one; he was now for the second time a landless 

captive. Then, when Henry systematically ravaged Baldwin’s lands, he 

too gave in, came to terms and gave hostages for his faith. So the deso¬ 

lating war was over and there was again, for a short time, peace within 

the Empire. 
Thus the Emperor was free to watch with friendly eye the reforming 

work of the German Pope as he held a synod at Rheims (S October 

1049). Here appeared not only French bishops in goodly numbers but 

also English because of the friendliness of Edward with Henry; as the 

synod was to be Gallic” there also came to it the prelates of Treves, 

Metz, Verdun, Besan9on and Lyons. A fortnight later Leo held a German 

synod at Mayence, attended by a throng of bishops and abbots from all 

parts of the kingdom. This inner peace Henry secured by outward guard: 

he urged the Bavarian princes and nobles to watch the Danube; he 

brought Casimir of Poland to a sworn friendship. Thus he could better 

face the threatening Hungarian war. Grievous sickness had again attacked 

him when the birth of an heir gave him a new and dynastic interest in 

the future. 
The young Henry was born on 11 November 1050, at Goslar, the 

scene of so many events in his life. ^‘In the autumn of this year,” 

says the annalist of Altaich, “the Empress bore a son,” and Herman of 

Reichenau adds “at last.” Even before his baptism all the bishops and 

princes near at hand promised him faith and obedience. At Easter the 

infant prince was baptised at Cologne and Hugh of Cluny, who was 
again to be his sponsor at Canossa, was specially summoned to be his 

sponsor now. In this year Henry completed his work at Goslar, which 

“from a little mill and hunting-box he made into so great a city.” 

Besides the great new palace he built a church, and set up there canons 

regular to carry on its work. Two bishops, Benno of Osnabriick and 

Azelin of Hildesheim, were placed over the work of the new foundation, 

and soon for ardour in learning and strictness in discipline Goslar had no 

equal in the province. 
After the royal baptism Henry with greater hope for his realm had 

started on the Hungarian campaign. But the king, Andrew, partly 

withstood and partly eluded him: the German army could only bum 

and ravage whole districts until hunger forced their return. Soon after, 

Adalbert of Austria made a compact with Andrew and peace ensued. 

Lower Lorraine still called for Henry’s care. Count Lambert of 

Louvain first gave trouble, and then Richeldis, heiress of Hainault and 

widow of Herman of Mons, by a marriage with Baldwin’s son, the 

Margrave Baldwin of Antwerp, roused Henry’s fear and local strifei 
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Needed on the Hungarian frontier, Henry took a risky but generous step: 

he restored to Godfrey of Lorraine a former fief of his in the diocese of 

Cologne and set him to guard the peace against Baldwin. From this 

summer of 1051 until his marriage with Beatrice of Tuscany in 1054 

Godfrey was outwardly an obedient vassal. 

The earlier part of 1052 was marked mainly by ecclesiastical cares 

and appointments, and then by another Hungarian expedition. The 

siege of Pressburg was begun, when Andrew induced Leo IX to act the 

mediator, for which purpose the Pope came to Ratisbon. Andrew had 

promised the Pope to give all satisfaction and tribute, but when Henry 

had raised the siege he withdrew the promise. Leo, in just anger, 

excommunicated him, but Henry could not renew the campaign, which 

was his last against Hungary. He had other matters, and notably the 

Norman danger in Italy, to talk over with the Pope. From January 1052 

to February 1053 Leo was in Germany: Henry sent off an army to help 

him in his Italian wars and then quickly recalled it. Leo had to set out 

with a motley band of his own raising, some sent by their lords, some 

criminals, some adventurers, and most of them Swabians like himself. 

Events were moving towards the deposition of Kuno of Bavaria: since 

Christmas 1052 he and Gebhard, Bishop of Ratisbon, had been at daggers 

drawn. The enemies, thus breaking the peace, were summoned to Merse¬ 

burg at Easter 1053; there Kuno for his violence against Gebhard and 

^^dealing unjust judgements among the people’’ was deposed by the 

sentence of "^‘some of the princes.” He took his punishment badly, and 

on returning to the South he, like Godfrey, began to “stir up cruel strife,” 

sparing neither imperialists nor his own late duchy. Bavaria was visited, 

too, by a famine so sore that peasants fled the country and whole villages 

were left deserted, and “in those days both great men and lesser men of 
the realm, murmuring more and more against the Emperor, were saying 

each to the other that, from the path of justice, peace, divine fear and 

virtue of all kind, on which in the beginning he had set out and in which 

jfrom day to day he should have progressed, he had gradually turned 
aside to avarice and a certain carelessness; and had grown to be less than 
himself.” 

But if the diet at Merseburg saw Kuno turned to an enemy it also 
saw Svein of Denmai'k made a friend. In the North, Adalbert’s parmla 

Bremen had become almost instar Romae. Adalbert’s chance lay in the 

haphazard fashion of the conversion of the Scandinavian nations to 

Christianity. Before the days of Knut, Bremen had been the missionary 

centre for the North, although it had not wrought its work as carefully 

as did the English missionaries under Knut. As Denmark grew more 

coherently Christian, Bremen began to lose control, and its loss of eccle¬ 
siastical prestige meant a loss of political influence to Germany: whether 

the Danish bishops were consecrated at Rome or even at Bremen they were 
autonomous. The older alliance between Conrad II and Knut had brought 
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tranquillity to the North in the earlier part of Henry’s reign, and in 
1049 Svein had sent his fleet to help Henry in the Flemish war. But 
between 1049 and lOfl^ the alliance was strained by A-dalbert s assertion 
of his ecclesiastical authority. In 1049 Adalbert had obtained a hull 
from Leo IX recognising the authority of Bremen over the Scandinavian 
lands and the Baltic Slavs up to the Peene. Anxious for peace, at first 
Svein had acquiesced, but when Adalbert reprimanded him for his moral 
laxity and his marriage with his kinswoman G*unnhild, he threatened war. 
Yet prudence or maybe religious scruples won the day. Gunnhild was 
sent home to Sweden and king and bishop made friends (1052). Thus 
Svein was ready to renew the ancient friendship as useful to Henry 
against Baldwin as it was to Svein against Harold Hardrada. 

In 1052, a papal brief of Leo IX gave Adalbert wider and more 
definite power to the farthest North and West: Iceland, Greenland, the 
Orkneys, the Finns, Swedes, Danes and Norwegians, the Baltic Slavs 
from the Egdor to the Peene, all were definitely put under the ecclesi¬ 
astical headship of Bremen, as were, indeed, inclusively, all the nations of 
the North. The Slavs under Godescalc “looked to Hamburg (Bremen) as 
to a mother”: Denmark was submissive: Sweden, at first i-eluctant, was 
brought round by a change of kings in 1056: Norway fell in later. It is 
true that Svein made proposals, approved by Leo IX, for a Danish 
archbishopric, which would issue in a national Danish church. Adal¬ 
bert failed to carry out his large scheme of a Northern Patriarchate for 
Hamburg-Bremen, for which, had he been able to count twelve suffra¬ 
gans, he could have pleaded the sanction of the Pseudo-Isidore. Yet 
even so he was himself papal legate in the North, and the greatness of 
Hamburg-Bremen under him is a feature of German history under 

Henry in. 
Early in 1053 at Tribur an assembly of princes elected the young 

Henry king and promised him obedience on his father’s death, but con¬ 
ditionally, however, on his making a just ruler. Thither too came envoys 
from Hungary, peace with which was doubly welcome because of trouble 
raised by the ex-Duke Kuno in Bavaria and Carinthia. King Andrew, 
indeed, would have become a tributary vassal pledged to military service 
everywhere save in Italy, had not Kuno dissuaded him. Rebellions in 
Bavaria and Carinthia, intensified by Hungarian help, kept Henry busy 
for some months. But the duchy of Bavaria was formally given to the 
young king under the vigorous guardianship of Gebhard, Bishop of 
Eichstedt. In Carinthia some quiet was gained by the appointment of 
Adalbero of Eppenstein (son of the former Duke Adalbero deposed 
by Conrad II, and cousin to the Emperor) to the bishopric of Bamberg, 
vacant through Hartwich’s death. Early in 1054 Henry went north¬ 
wards to Merseburg for Easter and then to Quedlinburg; Casimir of 
Poland was threatening trouble, but was pacified by the gift of Silesia, 
now taken from Bratislav, always a faithful ally. 
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From Italy had come the news of the Norman victory over Leo IX 

at Civitate (18 June 1058) which left the Pope an honoured captive in 

Norman hands; then, when he was eagerly looking for help from the 

Emperors of both East and West, he died, having reached Rome. Henry, 

influenced by Gebhard of Eichstedt, had been slow to help the great Pope. 

But he was to make one more expedition to Italy, not because of Norman 

successes but because of a new move by his inveterate enemy, Godfrey of 

Lorraine. The exiled duke had married Beatrice, like himself from 

Upper Lorraine, foster sister of Henry, and widow of the late Marquess 

Boniface of Tuscany, whose lands she held. On the side of Flanders the 

two Baldwins were in rebellion and attacking episcopal territories, and so, 

after having the young Henry crowned at Aix-la-Chapelle (July 17), the 

Emperor went to Maestricht. John of Arras had long coveted the 

castle of Cambray, but was kept out by the bishops, first Gerard and 

then Liutpert. When Liutpert had gone to Rheims for consecration, John 

seized the city, ejected the canons, and made himself at home in the 

bishop’s palace. On his return Liutpert found himself shut out not 

only from his bed but from his city. But Baldwin of Flanders led him 

home in triumph, and the angry John of Arras turned to the Emperor 

for help. He offered to lead Henry to Flanders itself, if the Emperor 

would induce Liutpert, a prelate of his own appointment, to recognise 

him as holder of the castle of Cambrai. This was the reason why 

Henry now took the offensive against Baldwin. He invaded Flanders, 

systematically ravaging it bit by bit ; he got as far as Lille, and there the 

city forced him to halt; siege and hunger made the citizens capitulate 

and so the Emperor could go home “with glory” as we are told, but with 

little solid gain. John of Arras, despite Henry’s appeal to the bishop, 

did not gain his longed-for castle. To the South-East there were still 

Hungarian raids in Carinthia, and in Bavaria Kuno was still ravaging. 

But the men of Austria (under their old Margrave Adalbert of Babenberg 

until his death in May 1055) successfully withstood him. Earlier in the 

year died Bfatislav, who had, according to one account, regained Silesia 

from Casimir of Poland. 
Christmas was spent by Henry at Goslar; a little later at Ratisbon 

in another diet, Gebhard of Eichstedt consented to become Pope, although 

earlier, when an embassy from Rome had asked for a Pontiff, he had 

refused. His words “to Caesar” were significant. “Lo, my whole self, 

body and soul, I devote to St Peter; and though I know myself unworthy 

the holiness of such a seat, yet I obey your command: but, on this con¬ 

dition, that you also render to St Peter those things which rightfully are 

his.” At the same diet Henry invested Spitignev, son of Bfatislav, formerly 

a hostage at his court, with Bohemia, and received his homage. Then he 

passed to Italy and by Easter was at Mantua. 

In North Italy the Emperor tried to introduce order by holding many 

royal courts, including one at Roncaglia (afterwards so famous), and 
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by sending special missi to places needing them. His enemy Godfrey 

had fled before a rising of the “plebs,” and had naturally gone to join 

Baldwin of Flanders. Late in May Henry was at Florence, where, along 

with Pope Victor II, he held a synod. Here too he met Beatrice and her 

daughter the Countess Matilda. For her marriage to a public enemy she 

was led captive to Germany, and with her went Matilda. Boniface, her 

son and heir to Tuscany, “feared to come to Henry” and a few days later 

died. On his way homewards at Zurich, Henry betrothed his son Henry 

IV to Bertha, daughter of Otto of Savoy and of Adelaide, Countess of 

Turin, and widow of Herman of Swabia, brother to the Emperor. 

In Germany Henry had to suppress a conspiracy in which Gebhard 

of Ratisbon, Kuno, Welf and others were probably concerned: according 

to other accounts it was their knights and not the princes themselv^ 

who conspired. But Kuno died of plague, and Welf after deserting his 

comrades also died. In Flanders Baldwin, now joined by Godfrey, was 

besieging Antwerp, but was defeated. Death was now removing friends 

as well as foes, and the loss of Herman of Cologne (February 1055) 

was a real blow to the Emperor. His successor was Anno, a man not of 

noble birth, a pupil at Bamberg and Provost at Goslar. At Ivois (May 

1056) the Emperor met for the third time his namesake of France, and 

the matter of Lorraine made the meeting a stormy one, so much so that 

Henry of France challenged Henry of Germany to single combat.^ On 

this the Emperor withdrew in the dead of night. But in Germany itself 

the disaffected were returning to obedience; not only those who had con¬ 

spired but Godfrey himself made submission. On the North-East the 

Lyutitzi were again in arms, and even as Henry was turning northwards 

against them a great defeat on the Havel and Elbe had made the 
matter serious, the more so as the Margrave W^illiam had been slain. To 

disaster was added famine, and when all this had to be faced Henry was 

smitten with illness. Hastily he tried to ensure peace for his son: he 

compensated all whom he had wronged: he set free Beatrice and Matilda: 

all those at his court confirmed his son’s succession and the boy was com¬ 

mended to the special protection of the Pope, who was at the death-bed. 

Then 5 October 1056 Henry died: “withhim,” said men afterwards, “died 

order and justice.” His heart was taken to its real and fitting home in 

Goslar, while his body rested beside Conrad’s at Spires. 

The East and North-East throughout Henry’s reign had called forth 

his full energy, and their story is in very large part the story of two 

men_the Slav Duke Godescalc and the Bohemian Duke Bfatislav. 
The Bohemian duke was the illegitimate son of Duke Udalrich. When 

still quite young, “most beautiM of youths and boldest of heroes,” 

he had shewn energy in his reconquest of Moravia from the Poles, and 

romance in his carrying off the Countess Judith, sister of the Franco¬ 

nian Margrave Otto the White of Schweinfurt, of royal blood 
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Bfatislav, fresh from his Moravian conquests, had fallen in love with 

the reported beauty of Judith “fairer than aU other maidens beneath 

the sun,” whose good father and excellent mother had confided her to 

the convent at Zuinprod (Schweinfurt), “to learn the Psalter.” Bfatislav, 

desiring her as bride, preferred action to asking; for “he reflected on 

the innate arrogance of the Teutons, and on the swollen pride with which 

they ever despise the Slav people and the Slav tongue.” So he carried 

her off by night, on horseback; and, lest the Germans should wreak 

vengeance on Bohemia, took her to Moravia. 
Bfatislav could be as unswervingly faithful as he was audacious and 

vigorous. His friendship or enmity meant everything to Heniy in 

Bohemia, much elsewhere. Yet, since he was naturally a man of strong 

ambitions, it was not friendship that he offered. 
He had begun his career as the ally of Conrad (against the Poles); 

and had held Moravia under the joint overlordship of his father and the 

Emperor. But on his succession to Bohemia in 1037, his horizon was 

bright with promise. Poland had fallen from aggressive strength into 

disunion and civil war; the German rulers were absent in Italy. Bfa¬ 

tislav saw his opportunity to take vengeance on Poland for old wrongs, 

and to ensure Bohemia’s permanent'freedom from the Empire. 

In unhappy Poland, Mesco, son of Boleslav the Mighty, had died 

in 1034, leaving a boy, Casimir, under the ^ardianship of his German 
mother, Richessa. While Mesco lived divisions had been fomented 

and Poland at last partitioned by the Emperor Conrad. Now, first 

the duchess, and later on her son, when a man, were forced to fly 
the violence of the Polish nobles—^the duke (says the Polish 

Chronicle), lest he should avenge his mother’s injuries. Casimir wandered 

through Russia and Hungary, and finally reached Richessa in Germany. 

Meanwhile Poland was given over to chaos. “Those were lords who 

should be slaves” says the same chronicle, “and those slaves who should 

be lords.” Women were raped, bishops and priests stoned to death. 
Upon the distracted country fell all its neighbours, including “those 

three most ferocious of peoples, the Eithuanians, Pomeranians and 

Prussians.” 
Bfatislav seized his chance. Sending the war-signal round Bohemia, 

he fell “ like a sudden storm ” upon Poland “ widowed of her prince.” 

In the South, he took and burnt Cracow, rifling her of her ancient 

and precious treasures. Up to the North he raged, razing towns and 

villages, carrying off Poles by hundreds into slavery. He finally ended 
his career of conquest and slaughter by solemnly transferring, from their 

Polish shrine at Gnesen to Prague, the bones of the martyred apostle, 

Adalbert. 
While these things were happening Henry became Emperor. In the 

very year of his accession he prepared an expedition against Bohemia, 

which did not mature. Herman of Reichenau tells of envoys who came 
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to Henry, in the midst of his preparations for war, bringing with them 

Bratislav’s son as a hostage; and of a promise made by Bfatislav that he 

himself would soon come to pay homage. This might well, for the time, 

seem sufficient. . 
It was in the year 1040 that the first important expedition was 

launched against Bohemia. Bfatislav’s intentions were by this time quite 

clear; for he had, in the interval, not only demanded from Rome the 
erection of Prague into an archbishopric, a step which meant the severing 

of the ecclesiastical dependence of Bohemia upon Germany, but had also 

formed an alliance with Peter, the new King of Hungary, who had 

signalised the event by winter raids over the German frontiers. 
The wrongs of Poland and of Casimir, and the danger to Gei-many, 

were reasons amply justifying Henry’s interventions. Preliminary nego¬ 

tiations probably consisted in Henry’s ultimatum demanding reparation 

to Poland, and the payment of the regular tribute to Germany. On 

Bfatislav’s refusal, the expedition was launched, but failed (August, 1040). 

Henry, humiliated for the moment, was not defeated. He “kept his 

giief deep in his heart,” and the Bohemian overtures were rejected, as 

we have seen. Even before this refusal, the Bohemians and their ally, 

Peter of Hungary, were already raiding the frontier. 
In 1041 the German forces, which were “ very great,”^ advanced 

more cautiously, and Henry, breaking his way into the country in the rear 

of its defending armies, found the country-side living as in the midst of 

peace. It was in August. For six weeks the German forces lived at ease, ^e 

rich land supplying them plentifully with corn and cattle. Then, burning 

and destroying all that was left, and devastating far and wide, “with the 

exception of two provinces which they left to their humbled foes, the 

armies towards the end of September moved to the trysting-place above 

Prague. Meanwhile Austrian knights, under the leadership of the young 

Babenberger prince, Leopold, made a successful inroad from the South. 
Bfatislav, unable to protect his land, made ineffectual overtures. 

Then he was deserted by his own people. The Bishop of Prague, Severus, 

had been appointed by Udalrich in reward for his skill in catering 

for the ducal table. This traitor now led a general desertion. The 

Bohemians promised Henry to deliver their duke bound into his hands. 

Bfatislav perforce made an rmqualified sirrrender. He renotmced the 

royal title, so offensive to German ears; he promised full restitution to 

Poland; he gave his duchy into Henry’s hands. In pledge of his faith 

he sent as hostages his own son Spitignev and the sons of five great 

Bohemian nobles. These, if Bfatislav failed, Henry might put “to any 

death he pleased.” Henry at last accepted his submission. 
Bfatislav himself built a way back to Bavaria for the booty-laden 

invaders; and a fortnight later he himself appeared at Ratisbon, and 

there before the king and assembled princes and many of his own 
r.V.ipfhm‘TiSj “barefooted, more humiliated now than formerly he had been 
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exalted,” offered homage to Henry. His duchy was restored to him, with 

>,g1f the tribute remitted; he was moreover confirmed in the possession 

of Silesia, seized from the Poles, and then actually in his hands. His 

own splendid war-horse which Bratislav offered to Henry, with its saddle 

“completely and marvellously wrought in gold.and silver,” was given, in 

the duke’s presence, to Leopold of Austria, the hero of the expedition. 

Once having sworn fealty, Bratislav maintained it loyally until the 

close of his life; and his advice on military matters was of great 

service to Henry. The re-grant of Breslau and the Silesian towns to 

Poland in 1054 was, however, a great strain even on his loyalty; and in 

spite of Henry’s award, he recovered the lost cities for a time from 

Casimir, by force of arms, in the following year. Thence he would have 

proceeded to Hungary, but on his way he died. His successor, Spitignev, 

although his succession was ratified by Henry, plunged into a riot of 

animosity against everything German, expelling from Bohemian soil every 

man and woman of the hated nation, rich, poor and pilgrim. 

Duke Casimir of Poland played throughout a less prominent part 

than his vigorous neighbour. Affairs at home kept him fully occupied; 

while his close early connexion with Germany, and the naemory of the 

partition of Poland by Conrad, would further deter him from any 

thought of imitating his father Mesco, who, like Boleslav, had claimed 

the title of King. 
Of his part in events between 1039 and 1041 we know little. With 

500 horse, he went to Poland, where he was “gladly received”; he 

slowly recovered his land from foreigners; and finally (1047) overcame the 

last and greatest of the independent Polish chiefs, Meczlav of M^ovia. 
He had secured the greater part of his inheritance; it remained to 

recover Silesia, seized by Bratislav in 1039 and confirmed to the Bohemian 

duke by Henry. 
It is in 1050 that serious trouble first threatened. In this year, 

Casimir was definitely accused of “usurping” land granted by Henry to 

Bratislav; as wdl as of other, unrecorded, misdemeanours against the 

Empire. Henry actually prepared an expedition against him, and war 

was averted only by the illness of the Emperor and the alacrity and 

conciliatory spirit shewn by Casimir. Coming to Goslar of his own free 

will, he exculpated himself on oath of the charge of aggression against 

Bohemia, and consented to make the reparation demanded for the acts 

of which he was duly judged guilty by the princes. Thence he returned 

home with royal gifo. 
Strife however continued between Casimir and Bratislav; and at 

Whitsuntidel054bothdukes weresummoned before Henry at Quedlinburg. 

It is plain that in the meantime Casimir had made good his hold on 

Breslau; for the town and district are now confirmed to him by Henry, 

under condition (according to the Bohemian Chronicler) of annual 
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tribute to Bohemia. The dukes departed ^recoiicikd.’’ In the following 

January Bfatislav died, having apparently again temporarily seized 

Silesia. Peace was eventually ratified between Poland and Bohemia by 

the marriage of Casimir’s only daughter to Bfatislav’s successor. 

In spite of the wanderings of his youth, and the long years spent in 

conflict, Casimir was a scholar (he is said to have addressed his troops in 

Latin verse i) and a friend of monks among whom he had been trained. 

That he was himself a monk at Cluny is a later legend. His last years 

were spent in the peaceful consolidation through Church and State of 

what he had so hardly won. He died soon after Henry, in 1058. 

The affairs of Hungary in the years 1040-1045 group themselves 

around King Peter, driven from his realm by the Magyar nobles and 

restored, but in vain, by Henry. His aid to Bratislav in the first years 

of Henry’s reign had been prompted more by youthful insolence than 

by any fixed anti-German feeling. He was a Venetian on his fathers 

side and on succeeding his uncle St Stephen in 1039, had promised him 

to maintain his widow Gisela, sister of Henry II, in her possessions, but 

after a year or so he broke his faith and she fell into poverty. This 

marks the time when, along with Bfatislav, he began his raids into 

Germany. 
Two such raids, in 1039 and 1040, had been successful, when a rebellion 

drove himi from his realm into Germany. The new government was anti- 

German and inclined towards paganism, while the new king, Obo, was 

chosen from among the Magyar chiefs. Peter came, as we have seen, to 

Henry as a suppliant in August 1041. But Burgundian troubles forced 

Henry to put Hungary aside and Obo himself began hostilities. Never 

before did Hungary carry off so great a booty ” from the duchy of 

Bavaria as now, although a gallant resistance was offered by the 

Margrave Adalbert of Babenberg, founder of the Austrian house, and 

his warlike son Leopold. At Easter 1042 Obo was crowned as king. 
The puppet-king set up by Henry in his first counter-expedition (1042) 

was at once expelled, but in 1043, as we saw, Henry obtained solid gain; 

the land from the Austrian territory to the Leitha and March was by 

far the most lasting result of all his Hungarian campaigns. The boundary 
thus fixed remained, but the Hungarian crown could not be brought 

into any real dependence. A third expedition (1044) restored Peter as a 

vassal, but by autumn 1046 he had fallen, to disappear in prison amid 

the depths of Hungary. His cousin Andrew, an Arpad, took his throne. 

He dexterously used the renascent Paganism, although it was covered 

over with a veneer of Christianity, and he did not wish for permanent 
warfare with his greater neighbour. Apologetic envoys gave Henry an 

excuse for delay and for two years Hungary was left alone. Then the 

peace was disturbed by Henry’s restless uncle, Gebhard of Ratisbon, who 

(1049) made a raid into Himgary. 
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In 1050, following raid and counter-raid, Henry “grieving that 

Hungary, which formerly, by the plain judgment of God, had owned his 

sway, was now by most wicked men snatched from him,” called the 

Bavarian princes together at Nuremberg, which ancient city now for the 

first time appears in history. The defence of the frontiers was urged 

upon them, and next year the Emperor himself invaded Hungary with 

an army gathered from all his duchies and tributary peoples. Dis¬ 

regarding Andrew’s offer, he entered Hungary by the Danube, but when 

he had to leave his boats he was entangled in the marshes and fighting 

had small result. The Altaich annalist dismisses the campaign as 

“difficult and very troublesome.” 
Shortly afterwards, however, Andrew seems to have made some sort of 

agreement, but in 1052 Henry had again to make an expedition, though 

“of no glory and no utility to the realm.” Pressburg was besieged for 

two months before it fell. Then once more came an agreement, made this 

time by the Pope’s mediation. It was only of short duration: Kuno, the 

exiled Duke of Bavaria, was in arms against Henry and urged Andrew 

to war. Carinthia was invaded ,(1054) and the Hungarians returned 

rejoicing with much booty. The Bavarians themselves forced Kuno into 

quietness: Henry was busy in Flanders. Thus, inconclusively, ends the 

story of his relations with Hungary: German supremacy, in fact, cordd 

not be maintained. 

The darkness in which the great king died was a shadow cast from 

the fierce and pagan lands beyond the Elbe and the Oder. 
The Slavs of the North-East were a welter of fierce peoples, whose 

Vinrids were of old against all Christians, Dane, German or Pole. Here 

and there a precarious Christianity had made some slight inroad; but, in 

general, attempts at subjugation had bred a savage hatred for the name 

of Christian. 
The task of Christian civilisation, formerly belonging to the German 

kings, was now taken up by Pole and Dane as rivals, in a day of able 

rulers and of nations welded together by their new faith. Boleslav the 

Mighty of Poland, an enthusiastic, apostle of Christianity, had subdued 

the Pomeranians and Prussians. After his death his nephew, Knut of 

Denmark, made his power felt along the Baltic as far as, and including, 

Pomerania. This extension of his sway was rendered easier by the alliance 

with Conrad in 1025 and resulted in ten years’ peace. But 1035, the year 

of Khut’s death, saw a general disturbance and one of the most savage 

of recorded Slav incursions. 
Among the many ’iVendish tribes it is necessary to distinguish be¬ 

tween the Slavs on the Baltic beyond the Lower Elbe, Obotrites and 

others, and the inland Slavs beyond the Middle Elbe, the Lyutitzih The 

former were more accessible to both Germans and Dsines, and as they 

' See Map 26o in vol. u. 
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lived under princes were partly Christianised and partly though uneasily; ^ 

subject to Germany. But the Lyutitzi, wild and free communities living v^.,/ 

under elected rulers, were a more savage people. They might be useful ' 

as allies against the Poles, whom they hated more than they did the 

Germans under the tolerant Conrad, but there could be for them nothing 

approaching even semi-subjection. With them in the years preceding 

Henry’s accession direct conflict had arisen through the avarice of the 

Saxons, upon whom Conrad had thrown the responsibility of defence. 

Repeated raids followed and Henry’s first trial in arms was against them. 

Then a campaign in 10S6, followed by great cruelty on Conrad’s part 

enforced quiet, which lasted until the end of Henry’s reign. 
The other Slavs, those of the Baltic, had dealings with the Dukes of 

Saxony and the Archbishops of Hamburg-Bremen, rather than with the 

Emperor. Archbishop Albrand (1035-1045) built in Hamburg a strong 

church and palace as a refuge from Slav raids; Duke Bernard II followed 

his example with another stronghold in the same city; duke and bishop 

attended to their respective duties, one of exacting tribute and the other of 

evangelisation. But there was frequent restlessness and grumbling at 

tribute demanded by the Duke and episcopal dues demanded by the Bishop 

of Oldenburg which, until 1160 when the see of Liibeck was founded, was 
theepiscopal centre for theObotrites; also, when Adalbert (1045) succeeded 

Albrand, duke and archbishop fell into strife. Bernard looked upon 

Adalbert as a spy in Henry’s service; Adalbert strove to free his see from 

ducal encroachments. He finished the stone fortifications of Bremen as a 

protection against Bernard rather than against the Slavs: he added to 

those of Hamburg, and as further defence built a fortress on the banks of 

the Elbe, which its garrison made into a robber hold until the outraged 

inhabitants destroyed it. j ix. 
In spite of large schemes for a province with more suffragans, Adalbert 

did little for the Slavs. It was neither archbishop nor Saxon duke who 
maintained peace among these Slavs of the Elbe, but Duke Godescalc. 

This remarkable noble was studying at Liineburg when his father, an 

Obotrite prince, was murdered for his cruelty by a Saxon. Godescalc at 

once renounced Christianity and learning alike, and at the head of a horde 

of Lyutitzi set out to avenge his father’s death. Suddenly his heart 

smote him for the woe and death he was dealing out: he gave himself 

up to Duke Bernard, who sent him into Denmark. There he took service 

with Knut and went with him to England. After the deaths of Knut and 
his sons he came home. He found the Obotrites suffering from a heavy 

defeat at the hands of Magnus of Norway, in which the family of Ratibor, 

their leading chief, had been all slain. He was able to regain his father’s 

place and the leadership of the Obotrites. He extended his power as far as 
the country of the Lyutitzi, and the wide district of the Bremen diocese 

“feared him as a king” and paid him tribute. With the neighbouring 

Christian rulers, Scandinavian and German, he kept up a vigorous friend- 
20 
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Duke Godescctlc 

Am It ™ he who boi-e the burden of keeping pe«e, and Aovtly betom 

SSr,? Ztb « find him, the Sannn date and the D«»h kmg u, 

Tir‘“’l^bZ oZw and“L^^^^^ a>e land he 

built churches and to their service he summoned nussionaiy piiests w o 

“friely did the work of God”; like Oswald g^Tthe 
with them and often acted as interpreter. ‘Had he lived, saj® ^he 

toniclel, “ he would have brought all the I>^“^ ^1^™““ ' 
He survived Henry some ten years, being murdered in lUbb. 

and Count Dietrich. At Prizlava, where a ruined castle still overlooks the 

confluence of Havel and Elbe, the Margrave was ambushed, and both he 

and Dietrich fell. These tidings reached Henry before his death, and 

with it the frontier troubles grew more intense. 

Tn +hi^ oreat Kins and Emperor there has sometimes been ascribed 
a Isi^Lpfat a resJration of the Empire of C^rlem^e 

limited geographically but of world-wide importance through its control 
“ Wesim Chumh from its centre, Rome. But there is litt e real 

trace of such a conception on Henry’s part, save in the one feature o 

that ordered rule which was inseparably bound up with Charlemagne 
Sipirf?oo much has been sometimes made of Henry’s attitude towards 

Cluny, and of his marriage with Agnes of Poitou and Aquitaine, as 

paving the way for the acquisition of France. But this is a mere con- 

[ectur! based upon a wish to reconcile later German ideals wi h the wo^ 

if one of their greatest kings. He did use the sympathy of the Church, 
and especially of Cluny, in Burgundy, as a help towards the stebihty of 

ordered imperial rule, and that was all. It was no new and subtle scheme 
but an old-established procedure; a piece of honest policy, not a cynical 

design to trap France by means of piety. Hem'y’s mmd was, it is true, 

nre-occupied with the Middle Kingdom, but there is no trace of any 

endeavour to pave the way for an eventual re-union under the sceptre of 

his heirs of the whole Carolingian Empire. There is, however, far steonger 

basis for the belief that he meant an imperial control over the Papacy 

than that he aimed at an eventual supremacy over France. 
For it is plain that Henry not only un-made and made Popes, but 

that he accepted the oflPer of the Patriciate in the belief that it meant 
control over papal elections, and that he secured from the Romans a 

sworn promise to give to himself and to his heir the chief voice in aU 
future elections. Whatever the exact force of the Emperor’s control, the 

promise meant that no one could be Pope except with his approval. It 
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put the Roman see almost, if not quite, into the position of a German 

bishopric. And Henry used the power placed in his hands. Whether the 

Romans would ever have revolted against Henry’s choice we do not know, 

for his wisdom never put them to the test. But what worked well under 

Henry at a time when churchmen and statesmen had roughly the same 

practical aims, although maybe divergent theories, might not work weU 

under a less high-minded ruler under whom Church and State had grown 

into divergent ideals. 
Henry did not aim at imperial aggrandisement; he did not wish to 

lower the Papacy any more than he wished to conquer France. He was 

a lover not of power "but of order, and order he meant to guard. More¬ 

over he was a man of fact and actuality: he respected law, he respected 

custom: they must, however, he law and custom that had worked and 

would work well. He shewed this in his dealings with the Papacy: he 

shewed it in his dealings with the tribal duchies in Germany. When it 

is a case of giving a duke to Bavaria, although custom was absolutely 

on the side of Bavaria in electing its duke, he ignored custom and 

nominated. He flouted the Bavarian’s right of election, not because he 

thought little of law and custom but because he was concerned with the 

practical enforcement of order. It was so too with abbots and monas¬ 

teries ; sometimes he allowed free election, sometimes he simply nomi¬ 

nated. He was guided by the circumstances, and by the state of the 

monastery: he always aimed at a worthy choice but cared little how it 

came about, and corrupt monks were little likely to elect a reforming 

abbot. 
In Germany with its tribal duchies he had no settled policy. A few 

months after Conrad’s death Henry himself was Duke of Swabia, Bavaria 
and Carinthia, as well as king. He followed his father’s policy in uniting 

the duchies with the Crown unless he saw good reason for the contrary. 

Hence he gave away one great duchy after another when it seemed good. 

He gave Bavaria to Henry of Luxemburg when it was threatened by 
Oho of Hungary; Swabia to the Lorrainer Otto when Godfrey was 

troubling the neighbouring Lorraine. And he did not fear to raise 

houses that might become rivals in the Empire if they served the present 

use. It was so with his patronage of Luxemburgers and of Babenberp. 

And yet it must be confessed that Henry’s dealings with the duchies 

were not happy. Bavaria and Carinthia he left largely hostile to the 

Crown. Lorraine was torn by rebellion because in the case of Godfrey 

Henry had misjudged his man. Personal genius was lacking, too, in his 

dealings with the border-land states, although with Bohemia and Hungary 

he could claim success. And in Burgundy, if anywhere, he did succeed. 
Upon internal order he had set his heart. We recall his “Declarations 

of Indulgence” and the “peace undreamt of through the ages” which 
followed. Yet the peace was itself precarious, though his example was 

fruitfully followed afterwards; and Germany, breathing awhile more 
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peacefully during recurring “Landfrieden,” had cause to bless the day at 

^“"S^M^elf he seems to have lacked breadth and geniality: with 

liumble fidelity betook up tbe task of his inheritance: his smgle-mmded- 

ness and puri^ of character are testified to by all: there were great men 

whom he chose out or who trusted him: Herman of Co ogne, Bruno of 

Toul (Leo IX), Peter Damiani. Yet he could fail with great men ^ 

with smaller: Leo IX towards the end, and Wazo of Liege he misjudged; 

the difficult Godfrey of Lorraine, whom he failed to understand, wellmgh 

wrecked his Empire. It was this personal weakness that made him, m his 

last years, fall below his own high standard, unable to cope with the 

many difficulties of his Empire. He seems weary when he comes to die 
Germany looked back to him, not for the good that he had done, but 

for the evil which came so swiftly when his day was over. ^ , 
In Germany he did not build to stand. One great thing he did to 

change history, and in doing it he raised up the power that was to cast 

down his son and destroy his Empire. His tomb and his monument 

should be in Rome. 
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CHAPTEE XIII. 

THE VIKINGS. 

The term Viking is a derivative of the Old Norse F5Xr, a creek, bay 

or fiord and means one who haunts such an opening and uses it as a base 

whence raids may be made on the surrounding comtiy. The word is 

now commonly applied to those Norsemen, Danes and Swedes who hamed 

Europe from the eighth to the eleventh centuries, and m such phrases as 

“the Viking age,” “Viking civilisation,” is used in a still wider sense as a 
convenient tem for Scandinavian civilisation at a particular stap in its 

development. It is in this larger sense that the term is used in the 

present chapter, covering the activities of the Northmen in peace as well 

L in war. The term Viking in its narrower sense is no more descriptive 

of this age than “ Buccaneering” would he of the age of Elizabeth. 
Except along the narrow line of the Eider, Scandinavia has no land- 

boundaries of importance and is naturaUy severed from the rest of Europe. 

Though known to Greek and Roman geographers and historians, it w^ 

almost entirely unaffected by Roman civilisation. It was not tiU the 
Scandinavian peoples were driven by stress of circumstance to find fresh 

homes, that they found that the sea instead of dividing them from the 

rest of Europe really furnished them with a ready and easy path of attack 

against those nations of North-West Europe who had either neglected 

or forgotten the art of seamanship. 

The history of the Teutonic North from the middle of the sixth to 

the end of the eighth century is almost a blank, at least in so far as 

history concerns itself with the record of definite events. During the 

first half of the sixth century there had been considerable activity in 
Denmark and Southern Sweden. About the year ^520 Chocilaicus, King 

of the Danes, or, according to another authority, of the Getae (z.e. Gotar) 

in South Sweden, made a raid on the territory of the Franks on the Lower 
Rhine but was defeated and slain by Theudibert, son of the Frankish king 

Theodoric as he was withdrawing from Frisia with extensive plunder. 

This expedition finds poetic record in the exploits of Hygelac, 
the Geats, in Beomdf. Some forty years later there is mention of ^em 
in Venantius Fortunatus’s eulogy of Duke Lupus of Champagne. They 
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were now in union with tho Ss-xons and made a laid on IVcstorn Frisia, 

but were soon driven back by the Franks. From this time until the first 

landing of Vikings near Dorchester (c. 787), the earliest attacks on the 

coast of France against which Charles the Great made defence in 800, 

and the first encounter between the Danes and Franks on the borders of 

Southern Denmark in 808, we know almost nothing of the history of 

Scandinavia, at least in so far as we look for information in the annals or 

histories of the time. 
The story of these two hundred years has to some extent been pieced 

together from scraps of historical, philological and archaeological evi¬ 

dence. Professor Zimmer shewed that it was possible, that the attacks of 

unknown pirates on the island of Eigg in the Hebrides and on Tory 

Island off Donegal, described in certain Irish annals of the seventh 

century, were really the work of early Viking invaders, and that the 

witness of Irish legends and sagas tends to prove that already by the end 

of the seventh century Irish missionaries were settled in the Shetlands and 

Faroes, where they soon came into contact with the Northmen. Evidence 

for the advance from the other side, of the Northmen towards the West 

and South, has been found by Dr Jakobsen in his work on the place-names 

of the Shetlands. He has shewn that many of these names must be due 

to Norse settlements from a period long before the recognised Viking 

movements of the ninth century. Archaeological evidence can also be 

adduced in support of this belief in early intercourse between Scandinavia 

and the islands of the West. Sculptured stones found in the island ot 

Gothland shew already by 700 clear evidence of Celtic art influence. 

Indeed archaeologists are now agreed that in the eighth century and 

even earlier there were trade connexions between Scandinavia and the 

West. Long before English or Irish, Franks or Frisians, knew the 

Northmen as Viking raiders, they had been familiar with them in peace¬ 

ful mercantile intercourse, and it is probable that in the eighth century 

there were a good number of Scandinavian merchants settled in Western 

Europe. Their influence on the trade of the West was only exceeded 

by that of the Frisians, who were the chief trading and naval power of 

the seventh and eighth centuries, and it is most probable that it was the 

crushing of Frisian power by Charles Martel in 734 and their final sub¬ 

jection by Charles the Great towards the close of the eighth century 

which helped to prepare the way for the great Viking advance. 
About the year 800 the relations between the North and West 

Germanic peoples underwent a great change both in character and extent. 

We find the coasts of England, Ireland, Frisia and France attacked by 

Viking raiders, while on the southern borders of Denmark there was 
constant friction between the kings of that country and the forces of the 

Empire. The question has often been asked: What were the causes of 
this sudden outburst of hostile activity on the part of the Northmen.? 

Monkish chroniclers said they were sent by God in punishment for the 



Early raids on England and Ireland_^ 
sins of the age; Norman tradition as preserved by Dudo and William of 

jlSter»ttrii,uted »id. to the necessity foi exp.ns.on 

on ovipopnlation. Polygamy Imd W to . rap.d 
and many of the youth of the country were driven forth to pm fresn 

lands for^themselves elsewhere. Polygamy dps np necessarily 
over-oopulation, but polygamy among the ruling classes, p it prevailed 

in the North, means a large number of younger sop for whom provisimi 

must be made, and it is quite possible that stress of circumstape caped 

many such to visit foreign lands on Viking raids. Of the political 

of the Scandinavian countries we know very little at this time. e 

however in Denmark in the early years of the ninth century § 

disputes as to the succession, and it is pobable 
kind may have prompted many to go on foreign expedpop. In Nor y 

we know that the growth of the power of Harold Fairhair in the mid 

the nil centm, led t» the tuloption of . Vikmg 
of the more independent spirits, and it is quite possible that earlier 

efforts towards consolidation among the petty Norwe^an kings may have 

produced similar effects. Social and political conditions may thus ha 
worked together, preparing the ground for Scandinavian ptmty in t e 

ninth centey, and it was perhaps, as suggested above the destruction 

of Frisian power which removed the last check on the energy 

populous nations of the North. . . ^ ,, , , in 
^ The first definite record of Viking invasion is probably that in 
the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (.. m 787), which tells of the coming of Danish 

shins to England in the days of Beorhtnc, King of Wessex. They 
lanLd in the neighbourhood of Dorchester and slew the kings reeve. 

Certain versions of the Chronicle call them ships of ^ 
tell us that they came from “Herethaland." There can be little doubt that 

this is the West Norwegian district of Horthaland, ^^^d that “ N;^^nien 
here as elsewhere in the Chronicle, means Norwegians . The term 

^Danish” is probably generic for Scandmavian, the ehronicler ^he 
name of the nationality best known to him. In June 79S the churc^h 

Lindisfame was destroyed, and a year later the monastery of St Paul at 
Jarrow. In 795 Vikings landed in Skye and visited Lambay Island off 

Dublin and in 798 the Isle of Man. These invaders were ^rtain y 
Norse for the Irish annalists mention expressly the first arrival of the 

Danes in Ireland in 849, and draw a ri^d distinction between the or- 

wegian or “ white” foreigners and the Danish or black ones. ^ ^ 
England was not troubled again by Viking raiders imtil 835, but the 

attaS on Ireland continued almost without cessation. Iona was 

another version, of the same name. 
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destroyed in 80£; by 807 the invaders had penetrated inland as far as 

Roscommon, and four years later they had made their way round the 

west coast of Ireland as far as Cork. In 821 the Howth peninsula was 

plundered and during the next few years the rich monasteries of North Ire¬ 

land were destroyed. By the year 834 the Northmen had visited nearly 

the whole of the island and no place was safe from their raids. About this 

time there came a change in the character of the attacks in that large 

fleets began to anchor in the loughs and harbours and estuaries with 

which the coast of Ireland abounds. Thence they made lengthy raids 

on the surrounding country, often staying the whole winter through, 

instead of paying summer visits only as they had done hitherto. At 

the same time they often strengthened their base by the erection of 

forts on the shores of the waters in which they had established them¬ 

selves. 

When the Viking raids were resumed in England in 835 it is fairly 

certain that they were the work of Danish and not of Norwegian 

invaders. The Norsemen had found other fields of activity in Ireland, 

while the Danes who had already visited the chief estuaries of the Frankish 

coast now crossed to England. At first their attacks were directed 

towards the southern shores of Britain, but by 841 they had penetrated 

into Lindsey and East Anglia. London and Rochester were sacked in 

842. In 851 the Danes wintered in Thanet and four years later they 

stayed in Sheppey. The Danish fleet in this year numbered some 350 

ships. It was probably this same fleet, somewhat reduced in numbers, 

which in 852 sailed round Britain and captured Dublin. With the 

winterings in Thanet and Sheppey the Viking invasions of England had 

reached the same stage of development as in Ireland. We have passed 

from the period of isolated raids to that of persistent attacks with a 
view to permanent conquest. 

The mainland of Western Europe was also exposed during these 

years to attacks of a twofold character. In the first place, trouble arose 

on the boundary between Southern Denmark and Frankish territory owing 

to the desire of the Danish kings to extend their authority southward: 

in the second, constant raids were made along the whole of the shores of 
Europe from Frisia to Aquitaine. 

The friction between the Danes and their neighbours on the south 

was continuous through the last years of the eighth and the greater part 

of the ninth century. Charles the Great by his campaigns against the 

Saxons and Nordalbingians had advanced towards the Danish boundary 

on the Eider, and the Danes first gave offence in 777 when their king 

Sigefridus (OldNorse SigurSr) gave shelter to the Saxon patriot Widukind. 

Gradually the Frankish power advanced, and in 809 a fort was established 
at Itzehoe (Esesfeld) on the Stor, north of the Elbe. The Danes also made 

advances on their side and in 804 their king Godefridus (O.N. Gu?5ro?5r) 
collected a fleet and army at Slesvik (Schleswig). In 808 after a successful 
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campaign against the Obotrites, a Slavonic people^ in modem Meck¬ 

lenburg, he constructed a boundary wall for his kingdom, stretching 

from the Baltic to the Eider. He received tribute not only from the 

Obotrites but also from the Nordalbingians and Frisians. He was pre¬ 

paring to attack Charles the Great himself when he died suddenly by the 

Lnd of a retainer in 810. There can be little doubt that this Godefridus 

is to be identified with the Gotricus of Saxo Grammaticus and GuSrofSr 

the Yngling of Scandinavian tradition. If that is so, GuSroSr-Gode- 

firidus was slain in Stifla Sound (probably on the coast of Vestfold), and 

was king not only of Denmark, but also of much of Southern Norway, 

including Vestfold, Vingulmork, and perhaps AgtSir, as well as of Verm- 

land in Sweden. _ 
Later events confirm the evidence for the existence of a Dano- 

Norwegian kingdom of this kind. In 812 a dispute as to the succession 

arose between Sigefridus, “nepos” to king GuSr6?5r, and Anulo (O.N. 

6li), “nepos” to a former king Herioldus (O.N. Haraldr) or Harold 

(probably the famous Harold Hyldetan slain at the battle of Bravalla). 

Both claimants were slain in fight but the party of Anulo were victorious. 

Anulo’s brothers, Harold and Reginfredus (O.N. RagnfroSr), became joint 

kings, and soon after we hear of their going to Vestfold, “the extreme 

district of their realm, whose people and chiefs were refusing to be made 

subject to them.” Fortune fluctuated between Harold and the sons of 

Godefridus during the next few years, but Harold secured the support of 

the Emperor when he accepted baptism at Mayence in 826, with his wife, 

son and nephew. After his baptism he returned to Denmark through 

Frisia, where the Emperor had granted him Riustringen as a retreat m 

case of necessity. An attempt to regain Denmark was frustrated, and 

Harold probably availed himself of his Frisian grant during the next few 

years. The next incident belongs to the year 836, when Horic (O.N. 

Hiirekr), one of the sons of Godefridus, sent an embassy to Louis the 

Pious denying complicity in the Viking raids made on Frisia at that time, 

and these denials continued during the next few years. In 837 

Hemmingus (O.N. Hemmingr), probably a brother of Harold, and himself 

a Christian, was slain while defending the island of Walcheren against 

pirates. These two incidents are important as they tend to shew that 

the Viking raids were rather individual than national enterprises and 

that there was an extensive peaceful settlement of Danes in Frisia. In 

addition to the grant of Riustringen the Emperor had assigned (826) 

another part of Frisia to Roric (O.N. Hrcerekr), a brother of Harold, on 
condition that he should ward off piratical attacks. 

It was during these years that the influence of Christianity first made 

itself felt in Scandinavia. The earliest knowledge of Christianity 

probably came, as is so often the case, with the extension of trade. 

Danes and Swedes settled in Friesland and elsewhere for purposes of 

trade, and either they or their emissaries must have made the “white 
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Christ ” known to their heathen countrymen. The first definite mission 

to the North was undertaken by St Willibrord at the beginning of the 

eighth century. He was favourably received by the Danish king 

Ongendus (O.N. Angantyr), but his mission was without fruit. In 

Pope Paschal appointed Ebbo, Archbishop of Rheims, as his legate 

among the northern peoples. He undertook a mission to Denmark in 

8SS and made a few converts. But it was in 8^6, when King Harold was 

baptised and prepared to return to Denmark, that the first opportunity 

of preaching Christianity in Denmark really came. With the opportunity 

came the man, and Harold was accompanied on his return by Anskar, who 

more than any other deserves to be called Apostle of the Scandinavian 

North.” Leaving his monastery at Corvey (Corbie) in Saxony, and filled 

with zeal to preach the gospel to the heathen, Anskar made many converts, 

but Harold’s ill-success in regaining the sovereignty injured his mission 

in Denmark and, two years later, at the request of the Swedes themselves, 

he preached the gospel in Sweden, receiving a welcome at Birca (Bjorko) 

from the Swedish king Bern (O.N. Bjorn). After a year and a half’s mission 

in Sweden, Anskar was recalled and made Archbishop of Hamburg and 

given, jointly with Ebbo, jurisdiction over the whole of the northern 

realms. Gautbert was made first bishop of Sweden and founded a church 

at Sigtuna, but after a few years’ work he was expelled in a popular 

rising. Little progress was made in Denmark. No churches were 

established, but Anskar did a good deal in training Danish youths in 

Christian principles at his school in Hamburg. 

Anskar’s position became a very difficult one when the lands from which 

his income was derived passed to Charles the Bald, and still more so when 

the seat of his jurisdiction was destroyed by the Danes in 845. Louis 

the German made amends by appointing him to the bishopric of Bremen, 

afterwards united to a restored archbishopric of Hamburg. Anskar 

now set himself to the task of gaining influence first with King Horic, 

and later with his successor Horic the Younger. He was so far success¬ 

ful that the first Christian church in Denmark was established at Slesvik, 

foUowed soon after by one at Ribe. He also concerned himself with 

Sweden once more, gaining authority for his mission by undertaking 

embassies from both Horic and Louis. He obtained permission for the 

preaching of Christianity and continued his activities to the day of his 

death in 865, Anskar had done much for Christianity in the North. 

His own fiery zeal had however been ill supported even by his chosen 

followers, and the tangible results were few. Christianity had found a 

hearing in Denmark and Sweden, but Norway was as yet untouched. A 

few churches had been built in the southern part of both countries, a 

certain number of adherents had been gained among the nobles and 

trading classes, but the mass of the people remained untouched. The 
first introduction of Christianity was too closely bound up with the 
political and diplomatic relations of Northern Europe for it to be 
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otherwise, and the episcopal organisation was far more elaborate than 

was required. 
With the death of Louis the Pious in 840 a change took place in 

the relations between Danes and Franks. In the quarrels over the 

division of the Empire Lothar encouraged attacks on the territory of 

his rivals. Harold was bribed by a grant of the island of Walcheren 

and neighbouring district, so that in 842 we find him as far south as the 

Moselle, while Horic himself took part in an expedition up the Elbe 

against Louis the German. In 847 when the brothers had for the time 

being patched up their quarrels, they stultified themselves by sending 

embassies to Horic, asking him to restrain his subjects from attacking 

the Christians. Horic had not the power, even if he had the desire, but, 

fortunately for the Empire, Denmark was now crippled by internal 

dissensions. This prevented any attack on the part of the Danish 

nation as a whole, but Viking raids continued without intermission. 

The first sign of dissension in Denmark appeared in 850, when Horic 

was attacked by his two nephews and compelled to share his kingdom 

with them. In 852 Harold, the long-exiled King of Denmark, was slain 

for his treachery to Lothar, and two years later a revolution took place. 

We are told that after twenty years’ ravaging in Frankish territory 

the Vikings made their way back to their fatherland, and there a dispute 

arose between Horic and his nephew Godurm (O.N. GutSormr). A dis¬ 

astrous battle was fought and so great was the slaughter that only one 

boy of the royal line remained. He became king as Horic the Younger. 

Encouraged by these dissensions, Roric and Godefridus, brother and son 

respectively to Harold, attempted in 855 to win the Danish kingdom 

but were compelled to retire again to Frisia. Roric w'as more successful 

in 857 when he received permission from Horic to settle in the part of 

his kingdom lying between the sea and the Eider, i.e. perhaps in North 

Frisia, a district consisting of a strip of coast-line between the town of 

Ribe and the mouth of the Eider, with the islands adjacent. 
We have now carried the story of the relations between Denmark 

and her continental neighbours down to the middle of the ninth 

century, the same period to which we have traced the story of the Viking 

raids in England and Ireland. Before we tell the story of the trans¬ 

formation which those raids underwent just at this time, we must say 

something of Viking attacks on the maritime borders of the Continent. 

The first mention of raids on the coast of Western Europe is in 800, 

when Charles the Great visited the coast-line from the Somme to the Seine 

and arranged for a fleet and coast-guard to protect it against Viking 

attacks. In 810, probably under direct instruction from the Danish 

king Godefridus, a fleet of some 200 vessels ravaged Frisia and its 

islands. Once more Charles the Great strengthened his fleet and the 

guarding of the shores, but raids continued to be a matter of almost 
yearly occurrence. The Emperor Louis pursued the same policy as his 
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father, nevertheless by 821 the Vikings had sailed round Brittany and 

sacked monasteries in the islands of Noirmoutier and Rhe. From 814- 

833 attacks were almost entirely confined to these districts, and it is 

possible that these Vikings had their winter quarters in Ireland, where 

they were specially active at this time. At any rate it was to Wexford 

that one of these fleets returned in 820. The later years of Louis’s 

reign (from 834) were troubled ones. The Empire was weakened by the 

Emperor’s differences with his sons, and the Vikings had laid a firm hold 

on Frisia. They were attracted by its rich trade and more especially by 

the wealth of Dorestad, one of the most important trading cities of the 

Empire. Before the death of the Emperor in 840, Dorestad had been 

four times ravaged and the Vikings had sailed up the chief rivers, 

burning both Utrecht and Antwerp. Their success was the more rapid 

owing to the disloyalty of the Frisians themselves and possibly to help 

given them by Harold and his brother Roric, but the exact attitude of 

these princes and of the Danish king himself toward the raiders it is 

diiBcult to determine. There are rather too many protests of innocence 

on the part of Horic for us to believe in their entire genuineness. 

After 840 the quarrels between the heirs of Louis the Pious laid 

Western Europe open to attack even more than it had been hitherto. 

In that year the Vikings sailed up the Seine for the first time as far as 

Rouen, while in 843 they appeared for the first time on the Loire. 

Here they were helped by the quarrels over the Aquitanian succession, 

and it is said that pilots, lent by Count Lambert, steered them up the 

Loire. They then took up their winter quarters on the island of Noir¬ 

moutier, where they seemed determined to make a permanent settlement. 

The invasionsinFrance had reached the same stage of developmentto which 
we have already traced them in England and Ireland. It is in connexion 

with this expedition that we have one of the rare indications of the 

actual home of the invaders. They are called “ Westfaldingi,” and must 

therefore have come from the Norwegian district of Vestfold, which, 
as we have seen, formed part of the Danish kingdom about this 
time. 

In 843 the Northmen advanced a stage further south. Sailing past 

Bordeaux they ravaged the upper basin of the Garonne. In the next 

year they visited Spain. RepeUed by the bold defence of the Asturians, 

they sailed down the west coast of the peninsula and in September 

appeared before Lisbon. The Moors offered a stout resistance and the 

Vikings moved on to Cadiz, whence they ravaged the province of Sidonia 

in southern Andalusia. Penetrating as far as Seville, they captured 
that city, with the exception of its citadel, and raided Cordova. In the 

end they were out-generalled by the Musulmans and forced to retreat 
with heavy loss. _ Taking to their ships once more they ravaged the 

coast as far as Lisbon, and returned to the Gironde before the end of 

the year. It was probably on this expedition that some of the Vikings 
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made a raid on Arzilla in Morocco. After the expedition embassies were 

exchanged between the Viking king and the Emir ‘Abd-^-Eahman II. 

The Moorish embassy would seem to have found the king in Ireland, and 

it is possible that he was the great Viking chief Turgeis, of whom we 

must now speak. _ _ _ . t i j j 
We have traced the development of Viking activity in Ireland and 

England, for Ireland down to the year 831. It was just at this time that 

the great leader Turgeis (? O.N. Thorgestr) made his appearance in North 

Ireland and attempted to establish sovereignty over all the foreigners in 

Erin and gain the overlordship of the whole country. He conquered 

North Ireland and raided Meath and Connaught, while his wife Ota (O.N. 

AutSr) gave audience upon the altar of Clonmacnois. His power cul¬ 

minated in 841, when he usurped the abbacy of Armagh. In 845 he was 

captured by the Irish and drowned in Lough Owel. By this time so 

numerous were the invading hosts that the chroniclers tell us “after 

this there came great sea-cast floods of foreigners into Erin, so that 

there was not a point without a fleet.” In 849 the invasions developed 

a new phase. Hitherto while the Irish had been weakened by much 

internecine warfare their enemies had worked with one mind and heart. 

Now we read: “ A naval expedition of seven score of the Eoreignei-s 

came to exercise power over the Foreigners who were before them, so 

that they disturbed all Ireland afterwards.” This means that the Danes 

were now taking an active part in the Scandinavian invasions of Ireland, 

and we soon And them disputing supremacy with the earlier Norwegian 

settlers. At the same time we have the first mention of intrigues 

between Irish factions and the foreign invaders, intrigues which were 

destined to play an important part in the Irish wars of the next fifty 

years. For a time Dublin was in the hands of the Danes, but in 863 

one Amhlaeibh (i.a Olaf), son of the king of Lochlann (i.a. Norway), 

came to Ireland and received the submission of Danes and Norsemen 

alike, while tribute was given him by the native Irish. Henceforward 

Dublin was the chief stronghold of Norse power in Ireland. 
This Amhlaeibh was Olaf the White of Norse tradition, the repre¬ 

sentative of that branch of the Yngling family who, according to Ari 

FrdSi, settled in Ireland. Affairs were now further complicated by the 

fact that many Irish forsook Christianity and joined the Norsemen 

in their plunderings. These recreant Irish, who probably intermarried 

with the Norsemen, were known as the Gall-Gaedhil, %.e. the foreign 

Irish, and played an important part in the wars of the next few 

years. One of their leaders was Gaitill Find, *.s. Ketill the White, 

a Norseman with an Irish nickname. Usually they fought on the 

side of the Norsemen but at times they played for their own hand. 

Olaf was assisted by his brothers Imhar (O.N. Ivarr) and Auisle (O.N. 
AuSgisl), and married the daughter of Aedh Finnliath (MacNiall), King 
of all Ireland. Dublin, Waterford, Limerick and occasionally Cork 
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were the centres of Norse activity at this time, but there seems to have 
been no unity of action among their forces. In 866 Olaf and AuSgisl 
made a successful expedition to Pictland, and again in 870-1 Olaf and 
Ivarr made a raid on Scotland. Olaf now returned to Norway to assist 
his father Goffraidh (O.N. Gu5fri5r) and possibly to take part with him 
in the great fight at Hafrsfjord against ^Harold Fairhair. We hear 
nothing more of Olaf, and two years later Ivarr, king of the Norsemen 
of all Ireland and Britain,” ended his life. 

There now appear on the scene Viking leaders of a different family, 
which seems to have over-shadowed that of Olaf. They were the sons of 
one Raghnall, who had been expelled from his sovereignty in Norway. 
Raghnall had remained in the Orkneys, but his elder sons came to the 
British Isles, being desirous of attacking the Franks and Saxons.” 
Not content with this they pushed on from Ireland across the Canta¬ 
brian sea until they reached Spain. After a successful campaign 
against the Moors in Africa they returned to Ireland and settled In 
Dublin. So runs the story in the Fragments of Irish Annals edited by 
Dugald MacFirbis, and there can be little doubt of its substratum of 
truth or of the identification of this Raghnall and his sons with the well- 
known figures of Ragnarr LoSbrok and his sons. In 877 RaghnalFs son 
Albdann (O.N. Halfdanr) was killed on Strangford Lough, while 
fighting against the Norse champion Baraidh (O.N. BarSr) who was 
attached to the house of Olaf. 

At this point the Wars qf the Gaedhil with the Gall notes a period 
of rest for the men of Erin, lasting some forty years and ending in 916. 
This statement is substantially true. We do not hear of any large fleets 
coming to Ireland, and during these years Viking activity seems chiefly 
to have centred in Britain. Trouble was only renewed when the success 
of the campaigns of Edward the Elder in England once more drove the 
Vikings westward. 

We have traced the history of the Vikings in England down to 
the first settlement in 851 and 855. Duriiig the years which followed 
ttere were raids on the south made by Vikings from Frankish territory, 
but the great development took place in 866, when a large Danish army 
om quarters in East Anglia, whence they advanced to York in 
867. Northumbria was weakened by dissension and the Danes captured 
i ork without much trouble. This city was henceforward the stronghold 
ot Scandinavian power in Northern England, and the Saxon Eoforwic 
soon became the Norse Jdrvik or York. The Danes set up a puppet 

^ f^^^un Northumbria north of the Tyne and reduced Mercia 
to submission. Thence they marched into East Anglia as far as Thetford, 
and eng^ed the forces of Edmund, King of East AngUa, defeating and 
® ^yiug ira, ut whether in actual battle or, as popular tradition would 
nave It, in later martyrdom is uncertain. The death of St Edmund 
soon became an event of European fame, and no event in the Danish 
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invasions was more widely known and no Danish leader more heartily 
execrated than Ivarr, their commander on this occasion. After their 
victory in East Anglia the Danes attacked Wessex. Their struggle with 
Aethelred and his brother Alfred was long and fierce. In the end Danes 
and English came to terms by the peace of Wedmore (878), and the 
ensuing “ peace of Alfred and Guthrum” (885) defined the boundary 
between Alfred’s kingdom and the Danish realm in East Anglia. It ran 
by the Thames estuary to the mouth of the Lea (a few miles east of 
London), then up the Lea to its source near Leighton Buzzard, then east¬ 
wards along the Ouse to Watling Street, somewhere near Fenny or Stony 
Stratford. The northern half of Mercia was also in Danish hands, their 
authority centring in the Five Boroughs of Lincoln, Nottingham, Derby, 
Leicester and Stamford. Northumbria was at the same time under Viking 
rule, its king until 877 being that Halfdanr (Halfdene) who was killed 
on Strangford Lough. There can be little doubt that the chief Viking 
leaders during these years (Halfdanr, Ivarr and Ubbi) were sons of 
Ragnarr Lo?5brdk, the greatest of Viking heroes in Scandinavian tradition, 
but it is impossible to say how much truth there may be in the story 
which makes their attacks part of a scheme of vengeance for the torture 
and death of Ragnarr at the hands of Aelle, King of Northumbria. 
One incident is perhaps of interest in connexion with the family of 
LoSbrdk. When Ubbi was fighting in Devonshire in 878 the English 
captured from him a raven-banner which, say the Annals St Seat, 

was woven for the sons of LoSbrdk by their sisters. 
Though Alfred had secured an enlarged and independent kingdom, 

his troubles were not at an end, and during the years from 880-896 
England suifered from attacks made by raiders issuing from their 
quarters on the Seine, the Somme and other Continental rivers. The 
Northumbrian and East Anglian settlers remained neutral on the 
whole, but they must have been much unsettled by the events of these 
years, and when they commenced raiding once more, Alfred built a 
fleet of vessels to meet them, which were both swifter and steadier than 
the Danish ships. After 896 the struggle between English a.nd Danes 
was confined almost entirely to those already settled in the island, no 
fresh raiders being mentioned until 921. 

During all this time the Vikings were almost continuously active on 
the Continent ; raids on Frankish territory continued without cessation, 
and it was only on the Eider boundary that a permanent peaee was 
established by a ti'eaty between Louis the German and King Hoi-ic. In 
845 a Danish fleet of some 120 vessels sailed up the Seine under the 
leadership of Reginherus, ix. probably Ragnarr LoSbrok himself. Paris 
was destroyed and the Viking attack was only bought off by the pay¬ 
ment of a large Danegeld. The years from 850-878 have been said, not 
without justice, to mark the high tide of Viking invasion in Western 
Frankish territory. We find Danish armies taking up more or less 
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permanent quarters on the Rhine, the Scheldt, the Somme, the Seine, 
the Loire and the Garonne, prominent among their leaders being one 
Bemo, or Bjorn JarnsiSa (Ironside), another son of Ragnarr LoSbrdk. 
A curious light is thrown on the effect of these raids upon the peasantry 
by an incident in 859, when we hear of a rising of the populace between 
the Seine and the Loire in the hope of expelling the Danes. The annals 
are not quite clear as to whether it was the Frankish nobles or the 
Danes who crushed the rising, but the outbreak indicates dissatisfaction 
with the half-hearted defence of the country by the nobility. 

In the years 859-86^ a second great expedition to Spain and the 
Mediterranean took place. Sailing from the Seine under the leadership 
of Bjorn JarnsiSa and Hasting (O.N. msteinn), they made an unsuc¬ 
cessful attack on Galicia and sailed round the coast through the 
straits of Gibraltar. They attacked Nekur on the coast of Morocco. 
There was fierce fighting with the Moors but in the end the Vikings were 
victorious, and many of the Blue-men,” as they called the Moors, were 
ultimately carried off prisoners to Ireland, where we hear of their fate in 
the Fragments of Irish Annals. Returning to Spain they landed at 
Murcia and proceeded thence to the Balearic Islands. Ravaging these 
they made their way north to the French border, landed in Roussillon, 
and advanced inland as far as Arles-sur-Tech. Taking to their ships, 
they sailed north along the coast to the mouth of the Rhone and spent 
the winter on the Island of Camargue in the Rhone delta. Plundering 
the old Roman cities of Provence, they went up the Rhone as far as 
Valence. In the spring they sailed to Italy, where they captured several 
towns including Pisa and Luna, at the mouth of the Magra, south of 
the bay of Spezia, The conquest of Luna was famed both in Norman 
and Scandinavian tradition. It is represented as the crowning feat of 
the sons of Ragnarr LotJbrdk, who captured it under the delusion that 
they had reached Rome itself. From Luna they sailed back through 
the straits of Gibraltar and finally returned to Brittany in the spring of 
863. The Vikings had now all but encircled Europe with their raids, 
for it was in the year 865 that the Swedish Ros (Russians) laid siege to 
Constantinople. 

In France itself the tide began to turn by the end of 865. In 
November of that year the Vikings finally abandoned Aquitaine, and in 
the next year the Seine was for a time left free. The tide had now set 
towards England, and at the same time the Franks commenced fortifying 
their towns against Viking attack, a policy which was pursued a little 
later by Edward the Elder in England. For our knowledge of this 
period we have to rely almost entirely upon the chronicles of various 
monastic writers compiling their records in isolation from one another, 
so that it is almost impossible to trace any definite or general design in 
Viking attacks. The leaders change continually and almost the only 
constant figm'e is that Roric, brother of Harold> who was settled in 
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Friesland. For some forty years he remained there, now in friendly, 

now in hostile relations with both Charles the Bald and Louis the 

German, and he does not disappear from our records until after 873. 

About the same time Floric the Younger must have died, for we find two 

new kings reigning simultaneously in Denmark, the brothers Sigefridus and 

Halbdenus. Both were probably sons of Ragnarr LoSbrdk, the former 

being the famous SigurSr Snake-eye and the latter the already-mentioned 

Halfdanr. 
In the year 879 the tide of invasion turned once more towards France, 

chiefly owing to two causes. The great attack on England had failed 

or at least had led to a peaceful settlement, which furnished no outlet for 

Viking energy, while at the same time afiairs in France were once more 

unsettled. Charles the Bald died in 877, followed 18 months later by 

his son Louis the Stammerer, who left two youthful children, Louis and 

Carloman, and a posthumous son Charles. Factions arose and the 

Vikings were never slow to hear and take advantage of them. When a 

great fleet which had wintered at Fulham found no opening in England, 

it crossed to France. There the young Louis won a decisive victory over 

it at Saucourt on the Somme, and the victory finds its record in the well- 

known Liidzdgslied. An attack by the Northmen on Saxony and the 

lower Rhine was more successful. In a great fight which took place 

somewhere on the Liineburg Heath 2 February 880, there fell Duke Bruno 

of Saxony together with two bishops, eleven counts and eighteen royal 

vassals. In 882 the Emperor Charles the Fat came to terms with the 

Viking leaders, Sigefrid and GuSroSr. King GuiSroSr, who was probably 

a son of the Harold of Mayence, himself accepted Christianity and 

was granted lands on the lower Rhine, and at the same time undertook 

to defend Charles’s territory from attack. King Sigefrid retired with a 

heavy payment of money. GutSrotSr received his lands on much the same 

conditions as Charles the Simple granted Normandy to Rollo, but 

intriguing with the enemies of Charles he aroused hostility and was slam 

in 885. He had thrown away the chance of establishing a Normandy in 

the Low Countries. Viking rule was now brought to an end in Frisia, 

and henceforward we hear only of sporadic attacks which continued into 

the tenth century. So also from 885 Saxony was free from attack, and 

when trouble was renewed in the tenth century the attack was not made 

by sea but across the Eider boundary. 

The West Frankish kingdom was still in the midst of the storm. 

Louis HI and Carloman and the local magnates ofiered a stout resistance, 

but it seemed impossible to throw off the yoke of the here which ravaged 

the whole country between the Rhine and the Loire. The contest cul¬ 

minated in the great siege of Paris by King Sigefrid in 885-7. The 

Viking army numbered some 40,000 men with 700 vessels, and it was Only 

through the stout resistance of Count Odo, and Bishop Joscelin and the 

withdrawal of the Vikings to Burgundy by an arrangement with Charles 
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the Fatj that the siege was raised. With the overthrow of Charles in 

887 the West Frankish realm fell into anarchy, and the Vikings ravaged 

Bnrgundy and eastern France almost without a check, while Brittany and 

the Cotentin fared no better. Finally the great here concentrated its 

attack on the valley of the Scheldt. In the autumn of 891 they were 

defeated on the banks of the Dyle in Brabant by the new King Arnulf, 

and after more desultory fighting they sailed for England in the autumn 

of 892. They had been in France some thirteen years, ravaging and 

plundering, and now for the first time since 840 France was free of the 

Northmen. In England, after three years’ hard fighting, the greater 

number settled down to a peaceful existence in East Anglia and North¬ 

umbria, but a few in whom the spirit of roving was still strong returned 

to the Seine in 896. Twenty-five years earlier the Vikings had seemed 

in a fair way to conquer Europe, but now the battle of Edington in 

England (878), the siege of Paris in France (885-7) and the battle of 

the Dyle in Germany (891), were significant of failure in these three 

kingdoms alike. 

The West Frankish realm was weakened by the dissensions of the 

rival kings Odo and Charles the Simple, and soon all the old troubles 

were renewed. Unfortunately the Annals provide us with very meagre 

information about events during the next fifteen years, and we know 

almost nothing about the critical period immediately preceding the 

cession of Normandy to the Northmen. The Vikings would seem to have 

settled themselves in the lower basin of the Seine, with Rouen as their 

centre, and by 910 they appear under the leadership of the famous Rollo 

(O.N, Hrollaugr). This Viking was probably of Norse origin (the Heims^ 

hringla describes him as one Hr61fr,sonof Rognvaldr,earl of More), though 

the main body of the settlers were certainly Danes, and he had already 

made himself a name in England, where he was closely associated with 

Guthrum of East Anglia. He probably came to France soon after 896 and 

gradually became the chief person among that band of equals. For some 

time he carried on a hard struggle with Charles the Simple, and then, 

towards the end of 911, each party frankly recognised the other’s strength. 
Charles couldnot oust the Northmen from the Seine valley, while they were 

unable permanently to extend their settlement, so at St Clair-sur-Epte 

it was agreed that the part of the Seine basin which includes the 
counties of Rouen, Lisieux and Evreux, together with the country lying 

between the rivers Bresle and Epte and the sea, should be left in the hands 

of the Northmen on condition that they defended the kingdom against 

attack, received baptism and did homage to Charles for their lands. 

To these were added in 924 the districts of Bayeux and Seez, and in 933 

those of Avranches and Coutances, thus bringing the Normans right up 

to the Breton border. With the establishment of Normandy, Viking 
activity was practically at an end in the Frankish kingdom; there were 

still Northmen on the Loire who ravaged far inland, while the settlers 
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in Normandy freely raided Brittany, but no fresh settlements were made 

and the Viking he7-e had become a recognised part of the Frankish ost. 

We must now turn our attention to the Danish settlements in 

England. We have seen that already by the year 880 they had attained 

the^same measure of independence which was granted to Normandy in 

911 but their later fortunes were by no means so peaceful or uneventful. 

The Danes in East Anglia, Mercia and Northumbria were not willing to 

confine themselves to their settlements, and soon Edward the Elder and his. 

sister Aethelfleda, the “Lady of the Mercians,” established a line of fortified 

towns in Southern Mercia preparatory to an advance on Danish territory. 

By the year 917 all was ready. Derby fell in that year and Leicester in 

918 before the advance of Aethelfleda, while in the same years 

Northampton, Stamford and Nottingham were captured by Edward, and 

East Anglia made its submission. By the end of his reign Edward was 

master of the whole realm, including English, Danes and Norwegians. 

These last were settled chiefly in Northumbria, where we find towards 

the close of the ninth and in the early years of the tenth centui-y a line 

of kings closely associated with the Norse kingdom of Dublin. The 

Norsemen were often in alliance with the Scots, and matters came to 

a crisis in 987 when a great confederation of Scots, Strathclyde Welsh, 

and Norsemen was formed against Aethelstan. The confederates were 

defeated in the famous battle of Brunanburh (perhaps the modern 

Birrenswark in Dumfriesshire), and England was freed from its greatest 

danger since the days of King Alfred and his struggle with Guthrum 

(O.N. GuiSormr) and the sons of Ragnarr LoSbrdk. The Norse leaders 

retired for a time, but trouble was renewed in 940 by an Anlaf (.? 01af 

Gu5frii5son)b Next year the famous Anlaf Sihtricsson (O.N. Olafr Sig- 

tryggson), nicknamed “ Cuai’an,” is found at York. He marched south and 

endeavoured to conquer the district of the Five Boroughs. King Edmuiid 

advanced to their help, and soon drove Anlaf out of Northern Merma 

and relieved the Danish boroughs from Norse oppression. During the 

next twelve years Northumbria was in a state of anarchy. At times 

Anlaf was acknowledged as king, at others English sovereign^ wm 

recognised. Twice during this period Eric Blood-axe, son of Harold 

Fairhair, appeared as king, but was finally expelled in 954. Later 
Scandinavian tradition tells us that Aethelstan was on frien^y terms rnth 

Harold Fairhair, and that when Eric was expelled from Norway m9M 

he was welcomed to England by Aethelstan and given charge of North¬ 

umbria, where he ruled at York. Edmund was less favourably dispraed 

towards Norwegians and appointed one Olaf in his stead. Ultimate y nc 

was defeated and killed by his rival. Eric may have been appointed to 

rule Northumbria after the defeat of Anlaf-Olaf at Brunanbur , w i ® ® 

appointment of Olaf as ruler of Northumbria may refer to the partition 

of England between Olaf and Edmund in 942. With the expulsion of 

1 These Anlafs are varioTisly identified ; but cf. p. 368. 
21—- 
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Eric in 954 (Olaf had already retired to Dublin) Norse rule in Northumbria 

was at an end. Henceforward that district was directly under the rule 

of the English king, and earls were appointed in his name. 
We have seen that during these years there was intimate connexion 

between the Norsemen in Ireland and Northumbria, and that the kings 

of Northumbria often ruled in Dublin at the same time. Viking rule in 

Ireland was in a state of flux. The chief centres of influence were Dublin 

and Limerick, but their rulers were often at variance with one another 

and a succession of great Irish leaders, Niall Glundubh, Muirchertach 

and Brian Borumha (Born), made bold and often successful attacks on the 

Viking strongholds. Brian was the greatest and most famous of these 

leaders, and when he became chief king of all Ireland, he built a great 

fleet and received tribute from Northmen and Irish alike. His power 

was threatened by the treachery of his wife Gormflaith, who intrigued 

with her brother Maelmordha, King of Leinster, and Sigtryggr of the 

Silken Beard, King of Dublin, against Brian, A great confederacy of the 

western Vikings was formed, including SigurSr, the earl of the Orkneys, and 

men from the Shetlands, the Western Islands, Man and Scandinavian 

settlements on the Continent. Dublin was the rendezvous and thither 

the great army gathered by Palm Sunday 1014. Brian had collected a 

vast army, including Vikings from Limerick, and on Good Friday the two 

forces met in the decisive battle of Clontarf, just north of Dublin. For 

some time the fortune of battle wavered, both Bilan and SigurSr fell, but 

in the end the Irish were completely victorious, and the Vikings had lost 

their last and greatest fight in Ireland. They were not expelled from 

their settlements, but henceforward they led a peaceful existence under 

Irish authority and the Norse kingdoms of Dublin, Limerick and other 

cities either lost all power or ceased to exist. 

After the fall of the Northumbrian kingdom in 954 England had 

peace for some five-and-twenty years, especially under the strong rule of 

Edgar, but with the weak Aethelred II troubles were renewed and from 

980 onwards the whole of the English coast was open to attack. These 

raids were the result of a fresh outburst of Viking activity over the whole 

of the British Isles. Danes and Norsemen united under one banner and 

their leader was the famous Olaf Tryggvason. In 991 after ravaging 

the east coast Olaf engaged Brihtnoth, the ealdorman of East Anglia, 

near Maldon. The struggle was heroic and gave occasion to one of the 

finest of Old English poems, but Brihtnoth fell, and an ignominious 

peace was made whereby for the first time since the days of Alfred 

“ Danegeld” was paid to buy off Viking attacks. Svein Forkbeard now 

united forces with Olaf and together they besieged London in 994: the 

siege was a failure, but all southern England was harried and once more 

a heavy Danegeld had to be paid. In 995 Olaf went to Norway hoping 

to gain the kingdom by the overthrow of the tyranny of Earl Hakon, while 

Svein returned to Denmark. The raids continued but England saw nothing 
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more of King Svein until he returned in 1003 to avenge the ill-advised 
massacre of St Brice’s day. Year after year the kingdom was ravaged, 
Danegeld after Danegeld was paid, until in 1013 Aethelred fled to 
Normandy and Svein became King of all England. A few months later 
he died suddenly at Gainsborough in Lincolnshire (February lOld). 
His English realm went to his younger son Knut. On the death of 
Aethelred in 1016, his son Edmund Ironside offered so stout a resistance 
that for a few months, until his death by treachery, he compelled Knut 
to share the realm with him. Knut then ruled alone, firmly and well 
until his death in 1035, having succeeded to the Danish throne also in 
1018. On his death the succession was not settled but, after some 
difficulty, Harold Harefoot succeeded his father in England. He was 
succeeded in 1040 by his brother Harthacnut (O.N. HarfSacmitr), but 
neither king was of the same stamp as their father and they were both 
overshadowed by the great Godwin, Earl of Wessex. When Harthacnut 
died in 1042 the male line in descent from Knut was extinct^ and, 
thouo-h some of the Danes were in favour of choosing Knut’s sister’s son 
Svein, Godwin secured the election of Edward the Confessor, who had 
been recalled from Normandy and highly honoured by Harthacnut 
himself. With the accession of Edward, Danish rule in England was at 
an end, and never afterwards was there any serious question of a Scan¬ 
dinavian kingship either in or over England.. 

We have now traced the story of Viking activity in its chief centres 
in the British Isles and the mainland of Europe. A word remains to be 
said about other settlements in Western Europe, in the Orkneys, the 
Shetlands, the Western Islands (or as the Norsemen caUed them 
“ SutSreyjar” (i.e. Sodor), the southern islands) and Man, and the Scottish 
mainland, and then we must turn our attention to Eastern Europe, to the 
famous Jdmsviking settlement in North Germany and to the important 
but little known movements of the Vikings through Kussia down to the 
shores of the Mediterranean. We have seen how early the Shetlands were 
settled, and there is no doubt that it was not long before Vikings made 
their way by the Orkneys round the coast of Scotland to the Hebrides. 
From the Orkneys settlements were made in Sutherland and Caithness, 
while Galloway (possibly the land of the GaU-Gaedhil, the foreign Irish) 
was settled from the Hebrides. In the ninth century the Norse element 
in the Hebrides was already so strong that the Irish called the islands 
Innsi Gall (i.e. the islands of the foreigners) and their inhabitants were 
known as the GaU-Gaedhil. Olaf the White and Ivarr made more than 
one expedition from Ireland to the lowlands of Scotland, and the former 
was married to Au6r the daughter of Ketill Flat-nose, who had made 
himself the greatest chieftain in the Western Islands. When Harold 
Fairhair won his victory at Hafr.sQord he felt that his power would stiU 
be insecure unless he gained the submission of these Vikings who belonged 
to the great families in rivalry with him. He made therefore a mighty 

CH. xra. 
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expedition to the Shetlands, the Orkneys and the west coast of Scotland, 

I'eceived their submission and gave the Northern Islands to Sigiir5r, 

brother of Mognvaldr, earl of More, as his vassal. SigurSr s successor 

Eiiiar, known as Turf Einar because he first taught the islanders to cut 

peat for fuel, founded a long line of Orkney earls. Warrior and skald, 

he came into collision with Harold Fairhair, but made his peace on 

promise of a heavy fine. When the peasants declared themselves unable 

to pay it, Einar paid it himself and received in return all the d&'aZ 

(the holdings of the freeholders) as his own property. The most 

famous of the Orkney earls was SigurSr Lo5vesson, who succeeded c. 980. 

Though he acknowledged the overlordship of Earl Hdkon, he ruled with 

almost independent power, and made himself popular by the return of 

the 6&al After a reign of thirty years he fell fighting for the Viking 

cause at Clontarf in 1014. Of the Vikings in the Western Islands from 

Lewis to the Isle of Man we have less definite and continuous record. 

There was a line of kings in the tenth century, of whom the most famous 

were Maccus or Magnus and GutSroSr, the son of one Harold. They 

are found ruling with certain officers known as lawmen ” by their side. 

The Isle of Man, which had kings of its own, was at times under their 

authority, at others under that of the kingdom of Dublin. It was 

probably from the Isle of Man that the extensive Norse settlements in 

Cumberland and Westmorland were made, and either from here or from 

Ireland came the various Viking raiders who throughout the tenth 

century made attacks on Wales. There they founded no permanent 

kingdom, but left a mark in place nomenclature along the coast from 

Anglesey to Pembrokeshire and in some districts of South Wales. 

From the days of Gu?5rot5r in the beginning of the ninth century to 

those of Harold Gormson (Bluetooth) in the middle of the tenth, Denmark 

had paid little heed to her Slavonic neighbours, but the rivalry between 

Harold Gormson and the Emperor Otto probably turned the Danish 

king's attention eastwards, and it was in his days that the great Viking 

settlement of Jomsborg was established at the mouth of the Oder. For 

many years there had been an important trading centre at Julin on the 

island of WoUin, where merchants from Scandinavia, Saxony and Russia 

were settled. Large finds of Byzantine and Arabic coins belonging to the 
tenth century have been made both in Denmark and in Wollin, bearing 

witness to the extensive trade which passed through Julin between 

Denmark and the Orient, using as its high road the broad stream of the 

Oder and the great Russian rivers. To secure to Denmark its full share 

in the products of the rich lands south of the Baltic and in the trade 

with the East, Harold built the fortified town of Jomsborg close to 

Julin and established there a famous Viking community. He gave 

them certain laws, and we probably find their substance in the laws given 
by Palnatdki to his followers in the unhistorical account of the founding 

of Jomsborg given m J6m$vilcmgasaga No one under 18 or over 50 
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was admitted to their fellowship, no woman was allowed m their town, 

and none of the warriors might be absent for more than three days. 

They were bound by oaths of fidelity to one another and each must 

avenge the faU of any of his companions. No word of fear was allowed 

and all outside news must in the first place be told to their leadCT, All 

plunder was divided by lot among the community. T-he harbor o 

Jdmsborg could shelter a fleet of 300 vessels and was protected by a 

mole with twelve iron gates. The Jdmsvikings played an important part 

in the affairs of Denmark and Norway in &e late tenth and early eleventh 

centmies, and made many Viking expeditions both in Baltic lands and in 

the West In 1043 their stronghold was destroyed by Ma^us the Good 

of Norway. Other Vikings from Denmark made raids still further east 

than Jdmsborg, but the true Viking conquest of those districts was due not 

to the Danes but to the Swedes. . 
In the chronicle of the Russian monk Nestor (c. 1100) we read how 

in the middle of the ninth century certain Varangians came from beyond 

the sea and that one band of them, the Rus, was soon inrtted to rde 

among the Slavs and put an end to their mutual quarrels. Their leader 

Rurik (O.N. Hrcerekr) settled in Novgorod, while two of his men, 

Askol’d (O.N. Hoskuldr) and Dir (O.N. Dyri), sailed down the ^^pCT 

and settled in Kiev. These events probably took place m the h^ 

century preceding 862. Twenty years later Kiev was conquered by 

Rurik’s successor Oldg (O.N. Helgi), and Kiev, the mother of ^ Ru^ian 

towns, was henceforward the capital of the Russian state. From Kiev 

the Rus advanced down the Dnieper and in 865 ravaged ^e shores of 

the Black Sea (soon to be known as the Russian Sea) and the sea ot 
Marmora. They appeared with a fleet of 200 vessels before Constan¬ 

tinople, but the city was saved by a sudden storm and the greater part 

of the fleet of the “ Rhos,” as Byzantine historians call them, was 
destroyed. Oleg made a more successful attack in 907 with a fleet 

of 2000 vessels, and the Greeks were forced to pay a heavy ransorn. 

Attacks of this kind continued down to the middle of the eleventh 

century. At the same time the Rus secured valuable trading privileges 

fr-om the Eastern emperors and exchanged furs, slaves and honey for the 

luxuries of the East. From Arab writers we hear of these Rus m 
districts stiU further east, on the banks of the Volga and the shores 

of the Caspian. , , • 4. • j. 
Though the point has been hotly contested by Slavonic patriots, 

there can be no doubt that these Rhos or Rus are really Swedish 

Vikings. Some of them accompanied a Greek embassy to the Emperor 

Louis the Pious in 839 and, though they called themselves Rhos, Louis 

made inquiries and found that they were really of Swedish 
aiity They were detained for some time under suspicion of being 

spii'- the Emperor no doubt feared some fresh design against the 

Empire on the part of the Northmen. A few years later, when the 
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Vikings attacked Seville (844), an Arab writer calls them Rus, using 

probably a name for the Vikings which was already well known in the 

East. The descriptions of the life of the ancient RuSj which we find in 

Greek and Arabic writers, tally in remarkable fashion with those of the 

Vikings in the West, and archaeological and philological evidence tends 

to strengthen the belief that their original home was in Scandinavia. 

Certain types of fibulae found in Western Russia are derived from 

Scandinavia, and the hoards of Anglo-Saxon pennies and sceatts found 

there are probably our Danegeld. One runic inscription, belonging to 

the eleventh century and shewing evidence of connexion with Gothland, 

has been found in a burial mound in Berezan, an island at the mouth 

of the Dnieper. Professor Braun says that no others have been found 

because of the rarity of suitable stone. The names of the Dnieper 

rapids as given in their Russian form (side by side with the Slavonic) 

by Constantine Porphyrogenitus (<?. 950) are undoubtedly Scandinavian 

in origin. Exactly how the term Rus came to be applied to the Swedish 

nation (or a part of it) has been much disputed^. Still more difficult is 

the question of the origin of the term Varangian or Variag, to use the 

Russian form. We have seen that it is applied to the whole of the 

nation of whom the Rus formed part. It is also given to the guard of 

the Byzantine emperors. It is probable that the term Varangians was 

first applied to the whole of the Scandinavian peoples, but more espe¬ 

cially to the Swedes with whom the Slavs had chiefly to deal, and later 

to the Emperor’s guard recruited from these hardy Northerners. Most 

famous of such Varangians was the great Harold Hardrada, who after a 

career of adventure in the East ultimately fell at Stamford Bridge in 1066. 

Of the later history of the Scandinavians in Russia we know little, 

but it is probable that by the year 1000 they were largely Slavised 

and by the end of the eleventh century they were entirely absorbed by 
the native element. 

We have now traced the main outlines of Viking activity in eastern 

and western Europe: it remains to say something of their civilisation 

and its influence on the development of the various countries in which 
they formed settlements. 

During the years of Viking activity the Scandinavian peoples stood 

at a critical period in the history of their civilisation : side by side with 

a large element of primitive barbarism we find certain well-developed 
forms of civilisation, while throughout their activity the Vikings shewed 

an eager understanding and appreciation of the culture of the older 

civilisations then prevailing in western Europe. This strange blend 

of barbarism and culture finds its clearest illustration in their daily life 

and in the slow and halting passage from heathendom to Christianity. 

1 The form Rus is probably the Slavonic version of the Finnish Ruotsi^ the name 
given by the Finns to the Swedes generally, and taken from the district of Uppland, 
known as Rojrr^ with which they were most familiar. 
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Dr Alexander Bugge has pointed out for us how many characteristic 

features of Viking life find their closest parallel among uncivilised peoples 

of the ancient or of the modern world. Their cruelty in warfare finds 

illustration in their custom of exposing the heads of their enemies 

outside their camps and towns, or in the strange picture gj^enjis m 

some Irish annals of Danes cooking their food on the field of battle on 

spits stuck in the bodies of their fallen foes. The custom of human 

sacrifice was fairly common, while that of cutting the blood-eagle in 

the back of the fallen foe is well known from the vengeance for their 

father taken by the sons of Ragnarr LoSbrdk. Children were not spared 

in warfare and were often tossed on the spears of their foes. A curious 

survival of primitive habit is found in the famous Berserk fury, when 

men in the heat of battle were seized with sudden madness and, according 

to the popular belief, received a double portion of strength and lost all 

sense of bodily pain. There is of course much that is superstitious m 

this idea, but it finds its paraUel in the “running amok” of the races 

of the Malay peninsula. Side by side with these traits of primitive 

barbarism we find certain well-developed forms of culture, an extensive 

commerce, a mastery of the whole art of shipbuilding, and great artistac 

skill, shewn not only in articles of personal adornment but also in the 

sculptured memorial stones to be found from Gothland in the East to 

Man in the West. In warfare their cavaby were skilled, and they under¬ 
stood the construction of siege engines with the whole art of fortification. 

Above all the Northmen had a genius for law, and few early communities 

shew their aptitude in the making of laws or such strictness in their 

obsClTVSlIlCG 
The passage from heathendom to Christianity at this critical period 

is in some ways even more interesting. We have ah-eady seen how m 

the middle years of the ninth century Christianity w^ preached in 

Denmark and Sweden, but it had little effect on the main body of the 

nations concerned. The best evidence of this is to be found perhaps in 

the fact that it is in all probability to the ninth and tenth centuries 

that we owe the poems of the elder Edda, the main source of our 

knowledge of Old Norse mythology and cosmogony. It is true, no doubt, 

that in some of these poems we find a note of detachment, touches of 

irony and even of burlesque, which remind us that the belief in the old 

gods is passing away, but in the great body of those which ^d^ with 

the world of the Aesir, there is no question of fading beliefs or of 

insincere statement. The greater number of the Vikings were undoubted 

heathen, and like the impious Onlafbald when defying the po^^r of 

St Cuthbert would have sworn by their great gods Thor and Othin. 

When the Danes made peace with Alfred in 876 they swore an oath on 

the holy ring, which would be found on the altar of every heathen 

temple' such a ring sacred to Thor was taken by the Irish from a 

temple in Dubhn in 996. There was a grove sacred to Thor just north 
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of Dublin and place-names throughout the British Isles and in Normandy 

bear witness to the worship of this god. At the same time, in religion 

as in everything else, the Vikings shewed themselves very ready to seize 

new ideas and, more especially, to avail themselves of any advantages 

which adhesion to the Christian religion might give. Scandinavian 

merchants settled in the various European countries were often prime- 

signed,” i.e, received the sign of the cross, preliminary to baptism, which 

raised them to the rank of catechumens and enabled them to live in 

trading and social intercourse with Christians, while they did not 

necessarily proceed to the full renunciation of their heathen faith. Even 

in the ninth century, when the Danes were fighting the Norsemen 

in Ireland, we hear how they invoked the aid of St Patrick, thinking 

that he must take vengeance on those who had done him such 

injury. When victorious they gave him large oflFerings, for “the Danes 

were a people with a certain piety, whereby they could refrain from 

flesh and from women for a time.” As was to be expected in a time of 

transition from one faith to another, superstition was rife and more 

than once the Viking hosts fell a prey to it. When the army of Ragnarr 

LoSbrdk was besieging Paris in 845 his followers were attacked by a 

mysterious sickness: prayer to the heathen gods was unsuccessful, but 

when, on the advice of a Christian prisoner, they prayed to. his God, 

wisely abstaining at the same time from flesh and mead, the plague was 

removed. The blending of the old and new is happily illustrated in the 

sepulchral stones of the Isle of Man and Gothland: here we have stones 

in the shape of a cross, or with the sign of the cross on them, decorated 

with scenes from Valhalla or with an inscription praying at the same time 

for the repose of the dead man^s soul and that God may betray those who 

betrayed him. More than once do we hear of men who believed neither 

in the heathen gods nor in Christ and had faith in nought but their own 

strength: the nickname “the godless” is by no means unfrequent 

among the settlers in Iceland. Throughout the period, however, 

Christianity made steady advance: by the year 921 we find the Vikings 

sparing hospitals and churches when sacking Armagh ; the great king 

Olaf Cuaran, who died in 981, spent his old age as a monk in Iona; at 

one time in the tenth century the primates of York and Canterbury were 

both of Scandinavian family, and in the later tenth and early eleventh 

centuries the Roman Church had no more faithful sons than the 

Normans. 

Their general philosophy of life was that every man must rely on 

himself and his own wisdom; he must place no reliance on others, least 

of all upon women. The great aim in life is to attain fame and fair 

speech from men after death. Though their beliefs were strongly tinged 
with fatalism, this brought no weakening of character or gloom of out¬ 
look. “ Joyous and happy must every man be xmtil death comes upon 

him,” is the counsel of and the highest ideal of the end of life 
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for the hero is found in the picture of Ragnarr LotSbrdk who when 

tortured in the snake-pit goes laughing to his death. With their 

enemies the Vikings had an evil reputation for cunning and deceit, but 

the incidents cited in illustration (such as the feigned desire for baptism 

on the part of a dying leader, which led to the capture of Luna, and 

the frequent mention of feigned retreats) hardly support this: the 

enemy were outwitted rather than deceived. Two common but widely 

different aspects of Viking character are reflected in the portraiture of 

their two chief gods; on the one side Othin (Odin), whose common 

epithets are “ the wise, the prudent, the sagacious,” on the other, Thor, 

endowed with mighty strength, but less polished and refined. The 

besetting sins of the Vikings were too great love of wine and women. 

The rich vine-lands of the Rhine were ceded to the Vikings at their 

special request, in 885, and one of the best known examples of Viking 

cruelty is the murder of Archbishop Aelfheah (Alphege) at a drunken orgie 

in 1012, when he was pelted to death with the skulls of oxen slaughtered 
for the feast. Many are the references to their immorality. Wandering 

from country to country they often had wives in each and polygamy pre¬ 

vailed, at least among the leaders. From Ireland in the west to Russia in 

the east the same story is told. In Ireland we hear of what would seem to 

be harems for women, while in Russia we are told of the Grand Duke 

Vladimir, great grandson of Rurik, the founder of the Russian kingdom, 
that he had more than 800 concubines. Such excesses were unknown in 

Scandinavia itself. Legitimate wives were esteemed and took part in 

the national life to an unusual extent. Women at times took part in 

fighting, and heroic figures are foxmd in the sagas and other historical 
records: such are Ota (Au5r), the wife of Turgeis, who, as a vUva or pro¬ 

phetess, gave audience on the high altar at Clonmacnois, and Au5r the 
Deep-minded, wife of Olaf the White, whose figure stands out clear among 

the early settlers in Iceland. 
In outward appearance the Vikings were marked by a love of “purple 

and fine raiment.” Foreign, and more especially English, clothing was 

much sought after, and when in 968 the Irish plundered Limerick we 

hear how they carried off from the Norsemen “ their choicest possessions, 

their beautiful foreign saddles, their gold and silver, their woven cloths of 

every kind and colour, their silk and satin raiment, beauteous and 

variegated, both scarlet and green.” From John of Wallingford we 

learn how much attention the Vikings paid to the care of the body, 

indulging in Sabbath baths and daily hair-combing. The graves of the 

period have often yielded rich finds of ornaments in silver and bronze, 
and the geographical distribution of the famous Viking brooches, oval 

and convex in shape, can be used as an index of the extent of the 

conquests of the Northmen. The style of decoration is that deriv^ 

from the interweaving of heads and limbs of animals which is found in 

Northern Europe in the preceding age, but the influence of Irish art is 
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now often discernible, more especially in the use of spiral and interla^g 

designs. English and Carolingian influences are also to be traced. The 

same style of ornamentation is to be found in the memorial stones, 

as for example in the famous Jellinge stone at the tomh of Gorm the 

Old in Jutland. Their houses were wooden but often richly decorated 

with carvings and tapestries. In the latter half of the tenth century we 

hear how the house of Olaf the Peacock in Iceland was decorated with 

scenes from the legends of gods and heroes, such as the fight of Loki 

and Heimdallr, Thor’s fishing, and Balder’s funeral. _ Traces of tapestry 

hangings are foimd in grave-chambers. TTie dead chief was often buried 

in his ship, and ship-graves have been found not only in Norway but also 

at Grok in Brittany. In Denmark grave-chambers of wood seem to 

take the place of ship-graves. 
Of their ships we know a good deal both from the sagas and from 

archaeological finds. The Oseberg ship is a vessel for time of peace and 

coast-navigation only, but in the Gokstad ship we have an example of 

the ordinary war vessel. It dates from about 900, is of oak, clinker- 

built, with seats for 16 paii-s of rowers, 78 ft. long and 16 ft. broad 

amidships, with the rudder at the side. The gunwale was decorated 

with shields painted alternately black and gold, and there was_ a single 

sail. In the course of the Viking period their size was greatly increased 

and in the famous dragon- and snake-boats of Olaf Tryggvason and 

Knut the Great we hear of S4 and even 60 pairs of oars. The trading 

vessels probably differed very little from those of war, just as the line 

of division between merchant and Viking was often a very thin one. 

Time and again we read how, when merchants visited a foreign land, 

they arranged a definite time for the conclusion of their business and 

agreed after that to treat each other as enemies. The most reniarkable 

feature about the Vikings as sailors was the fearless way in which they 

crossed the open sea, going boldly on such stormy journeys as those to 
the Hebrides and Ireland, to Greenland, and even to Vinland or America. 

Hitherto, seamen both in peace and war had confined themselves as 

much as possible to coasting voyages. The sea was indeed their element, 

and the phrase which William of Malmesbm-y uses (quoting probably 
from an old poem) when describing the failure (after four days’ trial) on 

the part of Gu5frii5 of Northumbria to settle down at the court of King 

Aethelstan, “he returned to piracy as a fish to the sea,” is probably as 

true as it is picturesque. 
The chief trading centres in Scandinavia itself were Skiringssalr on 

the Vik in Norway, Hedeby-Slesvik in Denmark, Bjj^rkjl, Sigtuna and 

Lund in Sweden, besides a great market in Bohuslan on the Gotaelv where 

the three kingdoms met. The chief articles of export were furs, horses, 

wool and flesh: those of import would consist chiefly in articles of luxury, 

whether for clothing or ornament. The slave-trade also was of the highest 
importance: one incident may be mentioned for the vivid light which it 
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sheds on the international character of Viking trade. Once, in the market 

on the Gotaelv, the Icelander Hoskuldr bought a female slave froni the 

merchant Gille (a Celtic name), surnamed the Russian (because oi his 

iourneys to that country). The slave proved to be an Irish kings 
daughter made captive by Viking raiders. The Scandinavian countries, 

like Rome, are very rich in Anglo-Saxon coins, and though many of these 

must represent our Danegeld, the fact that they are most Sequent in 
Eastern Sweden, on the shores of Lake Malar and in the neighbourhood 

of the great waterways connecting Sweden and the Baltic, but above^ on 

the islands of Oland and Gothland, whence, in all probability, very few_ of 

the Viking raiders came, would seem to shew that there was^ extensive 

peaceful intercourse with England in Viking days. Yet more interesting 

are the frequent finds of Oriental coins. They first made their way to 

Scandinavia about the end of the ninth century, and are most common 
in Sweden. There can be no doubt that the vast majority of th^e corns 

reached Sweden overland through Russia, where extensive “ds « 

Arabian coins mark the route along which trade at that time travelled 

from Asia to the north. The greater number of these coins were 

minted at Samarcand and Bagdad. 
In social organisation the Viking communities were aristocratic. 

The famous answer of the followers of Rollo when asked who was their 

lord • “ We have no lord, we are aU equal,” was essentially true, but 

with' their practical genius the Vikings realised that leadersMp w^ 

necessary if any military success was to be gained, and we find through¬ 

out their history a series of able leaders, sometimes holding the title ot 

jarl, but, if of royal birth, commonly known as kings. That the title 

did not have its fuU modern connotation is evident from their numb^s 
and from the frequency with which they changed. When, however, the 
Vikings established permanent settlements, hereditary kingship became 

common, and royal houses bore sway in Dublin and other Irish toiros: 

thence a hereditary line of kings was introduced into Northumbna. The 

rulership of Normandy was hereditary and so possibly was the kingship 

in East Anglia, but in the districts grouped round the Five Boroughs 
the organisation was of a different kind, the chief authority resting with 

the Lawmen. We find frequent mention of these Lawmen both in 
Scandinavia itself and in those countries where Scandinavian influence 

prevailed. Originally men skilled in the law, who could state and interpret 

it when required, they often presided in the Thing or popular assembly 
and represented the local or provincial community as against the kmg 

or his officers, though they do not themselves seem to have exercised 

judicial ftmctions. They are usually mentioned in the plural number 

and probably acted as a collective body. In England and the Western 

Islands they attained a position of yet greater importance.^ In and 
the Hebrides they became actual chieftains and are mentioned side by 
side with the kings, while it is probable that they were the chief judicial 
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authorities in the aristocratic organisation of the Five Boroughs and other 

parts of the Danelaw. They were usueolly twelve in number, and their 

presence may be definitely traced in Cambridge, Stamford, Lincoln, York 

and Chester. The office would seem as a rule to have been hereditary. 

The influence of the Vikings varied from country to country, not 

only according to the political and social condition of the lands in which 

they settled, but also to some extent according to the nation from which 

they came. In Ireland the settlements were chiefly Norse, though there 

is some evidence for the presence of Danes in Cork and Limerick, Here 

their influence was concentrated in certain important towns on the coast 

(Dublin, Wexford, Waterford, and the two already mentioned) and 

the districts immediately surrounding them. Scandinavian influence on 

Irish place-names is confined almost entirely to these localities and to 

the harboui-s and islands which must from time to time have given shelter 

to their fleets. Intermarriage between the Irish and the Norse settlers 

began at a very early date, and interesting evidence of it is found in the 

large numbers of Irish names in the genealogies of the chief Icelandic 

families preserved in Landnamaboli. Such intermarriage was frequent, 

but the strength of the clan system would seem to have enabled the races 

to continue distinct. Norse words are very rare in Irish, and even when 

the old Norse kingdoms were shorn of their glory and reduced to 

dependence, the Ostmen,” as they were called, remained an entirely 
distinct element in the community, and frequent mention is made of 

them in the records of the great towns. They still survived at the time 

of the English conquest, and often both claimed and received privileges 
entirely different from those accorded to the natives or to the English 

settlers. In Ii*eland as in other countries there is no doubt that the 

Vikings did much harm to religion and to learning, but at the same 

time they strengthened town-life and developed trade- For many years 
the trade of Ireland was largely in Scandinavian hands. 

Norse influence in Scotland was great, but varied much from place to 

place. The Orkneys and Shetlands are thoroughly Norse. They formed 

part of the Norwegian kingdom till 1468, and Norse speech lingered 
on until the close of the eighteenth century. Place-names are almost 

entirely of Norse origin and the dialect is full of Norse words. In the 

system of landholding the udallers are an interesting survival of the 

old Norse freeholders, whose 6&al was held on precisely the same free 

tenure as the Scotch idal The Hebrides were also largely influenced 

by the Vikings, and it was not till 1S66 that Magnus Hdkonson 

renounced all claims of Norway to the islands and to Man. Place- 

nomenclature both in the names of the islands themselves and of their 

physical features shews a strong Norse element, and there are many Norse 

words in the Gaelic of the islands and of the mainland. These words 

have undergone such extensive changes and corruption in a language so 

different from their original so^^ that their recognition is a difficult 
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problem. There is at present perhaps a danger of exaggerati^ this 

element, the existence of which was long overlooked. Similarly, aflinities 

have been traced between Scandinavian and Gaelic popular tales and 

folk-lore, but this evidence is of doubtful value to _the^ student of 

history. As was to be expected, the chief traces of Viking influence on 

the mainland ai-e to be found in the modern counties of Sutherland (tlie 

district south of the Orkneys was so called by the Norsemen), CaitMess, 

Ross and Cromarty, which were for a long time under the authority of 

the Orkney earls, and in GaUSway, which was naturally exposed to attacks 

from the powerful Norse settlements in Man. The name of this district 

(perhaps derived from Gall-Gaedhil) possibly bears witness, as we ave 

seen, to the mixed race resulting from their presence, and the evidence of 

place-names confirms it. In the history of Scotland, as a whole, it is 

to be remembered that it was the weakening of Pictish power under 

Norse attack which paved the way for the unification of the land under 

the rule of Kenneth Mac Alpin. 
The Isle of Man bears many and deep marks of its Norse occupa¬ 

tion. Here as in the Hebrides the occupation was long and continuous. 

Attacked by Vikings from the early years of the ninth century, it came 

first under the rule of the kingdom of Dublin and then of the earls of 

Orkney. The successors of Godred Crovan, who conquered the island in 

1079, took the title of king and were kings both of Man and the Isles 

{i.e. the Hebrides). The chief witnesses to Norse rule are the Manx legal 

system and the sculptured stones scattered about the island. The highest 

executive and legislative authority in the island (after the Governor) is 

still the Tynwald Court, whose name goes back to the Old Norse Jnngvollr 

(the open plain where the popular assembly met), and the House of Keys, 

which is the oldest division of the court, consisted originally of 24 mem¬ 

bers (a duodecimal notation which constantly recurs in Scandinavian law 

and polity) chosen by co-option and for life, the office being generally, as 

a matter of fact, hereditary. These men who have the “ keys of the law ” 

in their bosom resemble closely the Lawmen, of whom mention has 

already been made. All laws to be valid must still be announced from 

the Tynwald Hill, which corresponds to the Idgberg or law-hill in the 

Icelandic alUhing. When the assembly is held the coroner “fences the 

court ” against all disturbance or disorder. Just as in the old Norwegian 
Gula-thing we hear of nAStiwd or sanctuary-ropes drawn around the 

assembly. Of the sculptured stones we have already spoken more than once: 

suffice it to say here that in addition to runic inscriptions they often give us 

pictorial representations of the great scenes in myth and legend, such ^ 

the fight of Odin with Fenrir’s WoK and the slaying of the sei-pent Fafnir 

by SigurtSr. In many ways Man is the district of the British Isles in 

which we can get closest to the life of the old Viking days. 
Cumberland and Westmorland stand somewhat apart from the rest of 

Elngland in the matter of Viking influence, for they were fairly certainly 
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colonised by Norsemen from Man and the islands. The greater number 
of the place-names are purely Scandinavian and the local dialects are full 

of terms of similar origin. It is probable that such parts of Lancashire 

as shew Viking influence, viz. Furness and Lancashire north of the 

iiibble, should be grouped with these districts 5 south of that river their 

influence on place-nomenclature is slight, except on the coast, where we 

have evidence of a series of Viking settlements extending to and including 

the Wirral in Cheshire. A twelfth-century runic inscription survives at 

Loppergarth in Furness, and the Grosforth^ cross in Cumberland bears 

heathen as well as Christian sculptures. The parallel existence of hundred 

and wapentake and the carucal assessment in Domesday warn us that we 

must not underrate the importance of Norse influence. 
The Scandinavian kingdom of Northumbria must have been much 

smaller than the earlier realm of that name. Northumberland shews 

but few traces of Viking influence, and it is not till we reach Teesdale 

that it becomes strongly marked. From here to the Humber place- 

nomenclature and dialect, ridings and wapentakes, carucates and duo¬ 

decimal notation in the Domesday assessments, bear witness to their 

presence from the shores of the North Sea right up to the Pennines. 

For the extent and character of the Viking settlements in the district 

of the Five Boroughs we have not only the usual (and often somewhat 

unsatisfactory) tests of place-names and dialects, ancient and modem, 

but also a far more accurate index in the facts recorded in the Domesday 

assessment of the eleventh century. For the northern counties this is 

largely non-existent or too scanty to be of any great value, but here it 

has its usual fulness of detail. The chief tests derived from this source 

with their respective applications are as follows: (1) The use of the 
Danish ^‘wapentake” as the chief division of the county in place of 

the English ^‘hundred.” This is found in Derbyshire (with one ex¬ 

ception on its southern border), Nottinghamshire, Lincolnshire (with 

certain exceptions along the sea-coast which have a curious and unex¬ 

plained parallel in the Domesday divisions of Yorkshire), Leicester¬ 

shire, Rutland and one district of Northamptonshire now included in 

Rutland. (S) The assessment by carucates in multiples and sub¬ 

multiples of twelve, which is characteristic of the Danelaw, as opposed 

to that by hides arranged on a decimal system. This we find in the shires 

of Derby, Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester and Rutland (with the above 

exception). In the two N.E. hundreds of Northamptonshire there are also 

traces of a duodecimal assessment. (3) The use of the ore of 16d. instead 

of that of is found in Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Lincolnshire and 

Lancashire. In Leicestershire we are told on the other hand that the 

ore was of 20d. (4) In Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire (and 

Yorkshire) we have traces of the use of the Danish ‘Hong” hundred 

(= 1^0), eg, the fine for breaking the king'^s peace is £S {Le, 120 ores). 

These tests establish Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Lincolnshire (Lincoln 
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and Stamford), Leicestershire and (probably) the whole of Rutland 

(Stamford), as belonging to the Five Boroughs, and place-names confirm 

this evidence. The counties to the west and south answer none of the 

tests, and there is only a slight sprinkling of Danish names in Stafford¬ 
shire and Warwickshire on their eastern borders. Northamptonshire 

furnishes a difficulty. Except in the extreme north-east it fails to pass 

our tests, but Danish place-nomenclature is strongly evident, though it 

slia/ips off somewhat to the S.W. It resembles Danish East Anglia rather 

tlian the district of the Five Boroughs, and it is possible that the boundary 

of Guthrum’s kingdom, which is only carried as far as Stony Stratford 

in the peace of Alfred and Guthrum, really ran along Watling Street for 

a few miles, giving two-thirds of that county to the East Anglian realin^ 

While the judicial authority was in the hands of the Lawmen in the Five 

Boroughs, we hear at the same time oijarls in these towns and in North¬ 

ampton and other places, who lead their forces to war and sign roya 

charters and documents. Probably to the Danes we owe the organisa¬ 

tion of the modern counties of Derby, Leicester, Nottingham, Lincoln 

(and Stamford), Northampton, Bedford, Cambridge and Hertford. 
In East Anglia the tests which we used for the Five Boroughs fan, 

and we are left with the boundaries of Guthrum’s kingdom, certain 

evidence from place-names, and other miscellaneous facts. A few holmes 

in Bedfordshire, some holmes, biggins and tofts in Hertfordshme, (tam- 

bridgeshire, and Huntingdonshire, a “ Danish” hundred in Hertfordshire, 

are almost all the evidence from place-names. Essex shews a few, 

Suffolk more traces of Danes on the coast, and the^ latter county h^ 

some traces inland, especially in the north. Norfolk is strongly Danish, 
even if we overlook the doubtful «thorpes,” which are so abundant here. 
The £Rs«oria JSIiensM and other documents tend to shew the presence of 

a strong Danish element in the population and social organisation of the 

district around Cambridge. As a whole, however, the Viking mpress 

on East Anglia is much less deep than on Mercia. The ffifference 

rests probably on a difference of original organisation, but it is im¬ 

possible now to define it. _ _ 
Other features of interest in our social system due to Viking mttuence 

may be observed from a study of Domesday and other authorities. 

Attention has often been called to the number of fre^oldm m the 
Danelaw, and it would seem that Lincolnshire, Leicestershire and Norfolk 

more especially had not been feudalised to any great extent before the 
Norman conquest. In the other counties the influence of southern 

custom is more apparent. The “ holds ” of Northumbria, who rank ne^ 

after the earls, and the “ drengs” of Cumberland, Westmorland, North¬ 
umberland and Durham, are undoubtedly of Scandinavian origin. The 

1 The Welland is so natural a border that it is very unlikely English authority 

really came north of it. The hides must remain an unexplained difSeulty. 
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^‘socmen^” a class of free peasants, are most numerous in the Five 
Boroughs and East Anglia and are only found sporadically in other 

places. 
Our legal system shews again and again the influence of Scandinavian 

law and custom. The word ^^law” itself is a Scandinavian term in 

contrast to the English ^‘doom.’’ We have already mentioned the 

Lawmen: still more interesting are the “Twelve senior thanes” of 

Aethelred’’s laws for the Five Boroughs enacted at Wantage in 997. 

They have to come forward in the court of every wapentake and to 

swear that they will not accuse any innocent man or conceal any guilty 

one. The exact force of this enactment hsis been a matter of dispute, 

but there can be little doubt that (in the words of VinogradofF) such a 

custom “prepared the way for the indictment jmy of the twelfth century.” 

In criminal law the Danes introduced a new conception of crime. The 

idea of honour in the relationship of members of a military society to 

one another led to the appearance of a group of crimes whose perpe¬ 

trators are branded as nithings^ men unworthy of comradeship with 

others and, more especially, with their fellow warriors. In the general 

life of the nation the Danes placed an effective check on learning and 

literatui'e except during the heroic activities of Alfred the Great, but on 

the other hand we probably owe to them an extensive development 

of town-life and of trade and the revival of English naval power. Dis¬ 

astrous as were the Danish wars, there can be little doubt that the 

Danish settlements were for the ultimate good of the nation. 

In the Frankish Empire the only permanent settlement was in 

Normandy. Scandinavian influence was strong in Frisia and the lower 

basin of the Rhine (Dorestad was the centre of their commercial activity), 

but there is no question of influence on law, social organisation or 

government. In Normandy on the other hand we have a powerful and 

almost independent State with a full Viking organisation. The history 

of the Normans does not belong to this chapter. Suffice it to say here 

that perhaps more than any other of the Vikings they shewed themselves 

readily able to assimilate themselves to their surroundings, and they were 

soon Gallicised; nevertheless law and custom, dialect and place-names, 

still shew their presence clearly. 

Of Scandinavian influence in Eastern Europe little can be said owing 

to our lack of knowledge. Attempts have been made to distinguish Scan¬ 

dinavian elements in the old Russian law and language but without any 

very definite results, and we must confine ourselves to the points men¬ 

tioned earlier. 

Nothing has been said of Iceland, which was one great field of Scan¬ 
dinavian activity in the ninth and tenth centuries. It was discovered in 

the middle of the ninth century and soon settled, first by some Norsemen 

who left their native land under stress of the same conditions as drove 

others to find fresh homes for themselves in the British Isles and else- 
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where, and secondly by other Norsemen (with a considerable admixture 

of Irish blood) from the Western Islands, who left 
when Harold Fairhair forced them into submission after the battle ot 

Haftsfiord. In Iceland, Scandinavian law and custom had Mlest and freest 

play for their own development, and we must draw freely on the rich 

treasures of later Icelandic poetry and prose for our kno'^Jedge of the 

history and civilisation of the Viking age, but Iceland ftseH lies on the 

extreme confines of Europe and plays practically no part m the develop¬ 

ment of Scandinavian influence in Europe in the tenth and elevent 

Iceland however points for us the moral of Viking civilisation, that 

when left to develop on its own lines, it ended too often only in 

social and political anarchy. It is seen at its best when it came into 

contact with older and richer civilisations. From them it gained stabihty 

and strength of purpose, while to them it gave life and vigour when 

they were fast becoming eifete. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

THE FOUNDATION OF THE KINGDOM OF ENGLAND. 

When Offa died in 796, the consolidation of central and south-eastern 

England into an orderly state under a stable dynasty had continued long 

enough to make it seem improbable that the work would have to be done 

a second time. The Mercian kingdom was still far from comprising all 

England. Wessex and Northumbria were still independent. But in 

both states the rulers had accepted Mercian brides, and neither seemed 

sufficiently strong to thwart Mercia’s further expansion. Nor was internal 

faction apparently to be feared. Offa’s death brought the crown to 

Ecgfrith his only son; but though this prince died within a few months 

of his accession leaving no heir, no struggle arose over the vacant throne. 

The Mercian witan arranged the succession peaceably among them¬ 

selves, their choice falling on the aetheling Coenwulf, a member of the 

royal kindred who seems to have been only distantly related to Offa. 

This orderly election, if compared with the faction fights which regularly 

disgraced Northumbria under similar circumstances, is in itself good 

evidence of the political progress made by Mercia in the eighth century, 

and CoenwulPs subjects may fairly have looked forward to a further 

expansion taking place under his leadership. 
At Coenwulf s accession the ruler of Wessex was Beorhtric, a weak 

man who had married Eadburh, Offa’s third daughter, and who was 

almost a Mercian vassal. Of his reign (786-80£) little of note is 

recorded except that it was disturbed one summer by the landing of 

rovers coming from Horthaland in Norway on the coast of Dorset. This 

is the first recorded appearance in England of the so-called Vikings, a 

most ominous event as the futui’e was to prove. In the Norse sagas 

the word vikingr means a free buccaneer of any nationality, and the 

phrase ‘Ho go in viking^'' denotes freebooting as opposed to trading 

voyages, both being regarded as equally honourable activities. Not only 

England but all Western Europe was soon to rue their advent. One 

other event of Beorhtric’s days had far-reaching consequences. In con¬ 

junction with Gffa he drove into exile an aetheling called Ecgbert, whose 

father Ealhmund had for a time been under-king in Kent (784-786). 

This Ecgbert was destined to return and become the ancestor of 
England’s future kings. 
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In Northumbria in OfFa’s closing years we also hear of piratical 

raids. In June 793 heathen men, whether Danish or Norse cannot 

be decided, ravaged the church at Lindisfarne and captured many of 

the monks to sell as slaves. Next summer they came again and attacked 

Wearmouth and Jarrow where Bede had spent his days. These inroads 

however did not continue, nor can they have disturbed the Northumbnans 

very much. For the magnates of Bernicia and Deira for many years 

past had been flying at each other’s throats with wearisome monotony. 

Harryings and burnings had become the rule, and king after king had 

met with deposition or a violent death. Aethelred, son of Moll, held 

the throne when the heathen ships appeared. He had married Offa’s 

second daughter, and, like Beorhtric, may be regarded as almost Offa’s 

vassal; but the alliance had brought him little strength. In 796 he 

was murdered at Corbridge on Tyne. His immediate successor reigned 

for only twenty-seven days, and then fled making way for Eardwulf, 

a prince whose reign of ten years (796-806) is merely a chronicle of 

plunderings and executions ending in his deposition. _ Clearly it is 

useless to peer into the gloom and turmoil of the North in these <kys. 
One event only seems of importance as it affected the ultimate position 

of the boundary of England. It was in these years that the Galloway 

bishopric of MTiithern {Candida Casa), hitherto subject to York, 

came to an end, the Piets of this district throwing off their subjection 

to the English and uniting with the British kingdom of Strathclyde. 

Coenwulf ruled over Mercia for a full quarter of a century (796-821). 

On the whole he shewed himself a man of resource and energy; but his 

reign was not without its difficulties, and he seems to have been unable 

to reap any advantage either from the want of enterprise of the West 

Saxons or from the chaos which reigned among the Northumbrians. In 

his days nothing occurred to alter the balance of power in England. 

Mercia remained the leading state; nor is there any record of attacks on 

its coasts by sea rovers. The king’s first recorded activity is a war 

against the North Welsh, which led to a battle at Rhuddlan. We learn 

this from the Jnnales Cambriae. As this campaign was followed up 

later in his reign by another against the South Welsh, it may be useful 

at this point to say a few words about the general condition of Wales 

in the years that followed the building of Offa’s celebrated boundary 

dyke. Our information is scanty, but sufficient to prove that the land 
was subdivided into many chieftaincies or so-called “kingdoms.” The 

most important tribal units, counting from North to South were 

(1) Gwynedd or North Wales (in Latin Venedotia), (2) Powp, (3) Cere¬ 

digion (Cardigan), (4) the promontory of Dyfed (in Latin Demetia), 

(5) Ystrad Tywi (the Vale of the Towy), (6) Brycheiniog (Brecknock), 

(7) Morgannwg (Glamorgan), and (8) Gwent (Monmouthshire). The 
traditional primacy or overlordship over these and many other smaller 

units lay with the kings of Gwynedd, whose territories comprised the 
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vales of the Clwvd and Conway, the promontory of Lleyn, the fastnesses 
of Snowdon and Cader Idris, and the comparatively fertile plams of the 

Isle of Mon, not yet known as Anglesey, their “ principal seat being at 

Aherffraw, a small port near Holyhead, whose history goes back to the 

days of Cadwalader, the contemporary of Oswy. But the superiority of 

the house of Cunedda, from whom Cadwalader descended, was often 

merely honorary, and it had long been challenged by princes of South 

Wales, the Dextralis pars Britanniae, as the Welsh termed ih In this, 
the more spacious and less mountainous half of Wales, a fairly strong 

principalitv, later to be known as Deheubarth, was emerging out of 

conquests made by Seisyll of Ceredigion at the expense of Dyfed, Ystrad 
Tywi and Brycheiniog. The larger part of these districts in the coume 

of the eighth century were tending to unite under one chief, and alieady 
in OfFa’s day men regarded Dinefwr on the Towy, some fifteen miles 

east of Carmarthen, as a principal seat or capital, the possession of 

which carried with it the primacy of South Wales. 
For judicial and fiscal purposes most of the tribal units were sub¬ 

divided into “cantrefs” of very varying sizes, but on the average 

rather larger than the English hundreds, each of which in theory was 

built up of a hundred “trefs” or hamlets. For ecclesiastic^ purposes 

there were yet other divisions. Out of the many monastic churches 

founded in the sixth century four had come to stand out as the most 

important and had become centres of episcopal organisation. These 

were Bangor and Llanelwy, otherwise St Asaph, in Northern Wales, 

LlandaiF in Morgannw'g, and Mynyw (in Latin Menevia), otherwise 

St David’s, in Dyfed. The Welsh Church, too, no longer held aloof 

from Rome as in earlier days. About 768 it had adopted the Roman 

Easter, led by Elbodug, a monk of Caer Gybi or Holyhead, and a 

student of Bede’s works. To Wales this peaceful revolution meant as 

much as the decision come to at Whitby had meant for England a 

hundred years earlier. "With the acceptance of the Roman date for 

Easter, Wales threw itself open to the influence of the Continent, and 
not only so, but also to greatly increased intercourse of a non-military 

character with the English kingdoms. At the date of the fight at 

Rhuddlan, Elbodug was stiU living. He died about 809, “ chief bishop 

in the lanfi of Gwynedd.” Among his disciples was Nennius, famed as 

the editor of the Hisforia Brittonum, from which come so many of the 

folk tales concerning Arthur and the first coming of the Saxons into 

Britain. Nennius seems to have lived in Deheubarth, probably near the 

borders of Brycheiniog. He was writing just about the time that 
Coenwulf ascended the Mercian throne, and his book soon acquired a 

considerable popularity, not only in 'Wales, but also in England, Ireland, 
and Brittany. Nennius wrote shocking Latin, and complains that in¬ 

cessant wars and pestilence had dulled the senses of the Britons; but 

his work, puzzle-headed as it is, shews that the monasteries of Wales still 
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had some learning. He himself refers to Isidore, Jerome, P^sper^^d 
Eusebius, and there are also other indications that some of tlm W 
monks of his day were acquainted with parts of the wntings of Ovid 
Cicero, with Eutychius the grammarian, and Martianus CapeUa. 

The Mercian attack on Wales in 796 was not pressed very fax, as 
Coenwulf soon had other work to do in repressing a ^^^eUion which 
broke out in Kent. The leader of this revolt was Eadbert Praen, 
presumably a descendant of the old Kentish kings For two years he 
had some success, and then Coenwulf captured and bhnded him, and set 
up his own brother Cuthred instead as under-king of Kent. But this was 
not all During the revolt Archbishop Aethelheard had remained loyal 
to the Mercian cause, in spite of the aifront that OfFa had ^ 
see of Canterbury in 786. Rather than yield to the rebels he had 
gone into exile, and there exists a letter to the Kentish leaders in which 
Alcuin pleads for his restoration. In return for this loyal conduct 
Coenwulf not only restored him to his rights, but agreed with him to 
undo OfFa’s work and suppress the recently erected Mercian archbishopric. 
Aethelheard accordingly journeyed to Rome to lay the matter before 
Pope Leo IH, and having obtained his approval called a s^od togf^^r 
at Clovesho in 803 which promulgated the deprivation of ArcMishop 
Hio-bert and the restoration of the old metropolitan rights of Canter¬ 
bury. It might have been expected that after this the old aUiance 
betwUn Tamworth and Canterbury would have been effectively restored, 
but it was not so. Archbishop Aethelheard died in 805, and w^ suc¬ 
ceeded by a Kentish man named Wulfred, an ambitious preMe who 
Sslted Mercian control and desired independence for Kent._ He soon 
quaireUed with Coenwulf over questions of property, especially over 
the nunnery of Minster in Thanet and over the important estate oi 
Harrow in Middlesex. The trouble is said to have extended ojer six 
years and to have led to appeals to the Papacy, while it is certain that 
the archbishop shewed his independence by coining money which does 
not bear any king’s name. These turmoils and Welsh campaigns teke up 
the remainder of Coenwulfs reign; but it must not be suppos^ that he 
was altogether unmindful of the claims of the Church Existing land- 
books shew that he was a benefactor to Worcester, and he is also created 
with the foundation of Winchcombe Abbey. There is also s^e evidem^ 
that about 813 Wulfred was attempting monastic reforms at C^terbuiy . 

Coenwulf died in 821, it is said at Basingwerk in Fim^ still occupied 
with plans for extending the Mercian frontier westwards from Chester to 
the Conway. His successor was his brother Ceolwulf, who continued the 
Welsh policy with success, capturing the fort of Deganwynear Llandudno 
and overrunning Powys. Ceolwulf’s accession, however, was not ^- 
challenged, and two years later we find him deposed m favour of a 
duke c^ed Beornwulf. We are quite in the dark as to Beornwulfs 

^ Bircli^ CarL Bajf.j No. 342, 
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origin and the reasons for his elevation to the throne, but we may 
suspect the hand of Archbishop Wulfred in the background. For 
shortly afterwards we find Beornwulf making grants to Wulfred, and 
the abbess Cwenthryth, Coenwulf’s daughter, compelled to resign 
Harrow to the see of Canterbury. The dispute about the succession 
between Ceolwulf and Beornwulf marks the beginning of evil days for 
Mercia. The unity and solidity, which had appeared so well established 
under OlFa, disappears; the Mercian magnates fall a prey to faction, 
and almost as it were in the twinkling of an eye the supremacy of 
Mercia is wrecked for ever. 

It is time now to turn again to the affairs of Wessex. When 
Beorhtric died in 80^, poisoned, so the tale goes, by his wife, the West 
Saxon witan saluted as their king that Ecgbert whom Offa and Beorhtric 
had driven out of England. The choice was most happy ; for Ecgbert 
was a man of experience, who had spent some time in Frankland, and 
possibly witnessed Charlemagne’s Saxon campaigns. He had returned 
to Wessex about 799, but not before he had marked how the great 
Frank administered his kingdom. His elevation to the throne clearly 
meant a less dependent Wessex and so was distasteful to the Mercians. 
At any rate on the very day of Ecgbert’s election the men of the Hwicce 
took horse and crossed the Upper Thames at Kempsford near Cirencester 
1^ by Aethelmund, a Gloucestershire magnate whose estates lay at 
Deerhurst and Berkeley. They were met by a West Saxon alderman 
named Weoxtan with the levies of Wiltshire. In the fight which 
ensued both leaders were killed, but the Mercians had to retreat, after 
which Ecgbert had several years of peace for organising his kingdom. 
We know nothing of his acts as an administrator, but in 814 we find 
him imitating Coenwulf and engaged in expanding his borders westwards 
at the expense of the Welsh of Cornwall. As the Chronicle puts it, 

he laid waste West Wales from eastward to westward,” and thence¬ 
forth apparently held it as a ducatus or dukedom annexed to his regnum 
or kingdom of Wessex, but not wholly incorporated with it. Thus arose 
that Welsh-speaking duchy or earldom of Cornwall, which almost ever 
since has formed a quasi-royal appanage in the hands of Ecgbert’s suc¬ 
cessors, and which maintained its distinct nationality to the eighteenth 
century. The exact stages of its reduction to submission cannot be 
followed. We only know that in 825 the West Welsh were once more 
in arms and that Ecgbert again put them down and, as a later document^ 
phrases it, “ disposed of their territory as it seemed fit to him, giving a 
tenth part of it to God.” In other words he incorporated Cornwall 
ecclesiastically with the West Saxon diocese of Sherborne, and endowed 
Ealhstan, his fighting bishop, who took part in the campaign, with 
an extensive Cornish estate consisting of Callington and Lawhitton, 
both in the Tamar valley, and Pawton near Padstow. One is naturally 

\ Craiqford Oharter^j No. VIL 
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led to ask, were these three properties really equivalent to a 
Cornwall; for if so, it is very noteworthy to find such large estate imits 

aWy e;olved as Lrly as 825. All that can be said m --er xs tha^ 

the evidence of Domesday Book, written 260 years^ later, does n(^t dto 

gether bear out this conclusion, but yet is more in 
might have been expected ; for that survey credits these 
with 130 ploughlands, which is about an eighteenth part of the ^o^ 

ploughlands recorded for all Cornwall. At any rate ^en, we may 

regard this gift as transferring a very considerab e 
its effect woSld he to open up West Wales not a little to Engl^ mA^' 
ences. Little, however, seems actuaUy to have been done in the iray 

settling West Saxon colonists in the country, if we may J'^^ge fr^ the 

sparsity of the Enghsh type of place-name everywhere but m ^a ^ 

valley. The rest of Cornwall remains to this day a land of tr , 

that is to say, of petty hamlets, bearing such names as Trenance, 

Tregony and Trevelyan, of which quite a handful are 

a pm-isi although this is not called after any ^ ^ 
name of the saint to whom the church is dedicated. Nor would it seem 

were new local divisions introduced by the conquerors. The so-cal^^ 
Cornish shires, such as Pydershire or Wivelshire, seem to be really the 

old Welsh “cantrefs.” The term “shire” must however have ^en 

applied to them almost from the first conquest; for Kmg Alheds 
wm only sixty years later has an allusion to “ Streatnet on Tnconshire, 
that is to say'to Stratton near Bude in Triggshire . 

The settlement of Cornwall was hardly effected when news came tlmt 

the Mercians haff again invaded Wiltshire. Ecgbert thereupon led his 
army eastwards and came up with Beornwulfs forces at EUandun, a 

village near Swindon now caUed Nether Wroughton, but as late as 
the fourteenth century known as Elyntonk A P^ched battle ensu^ 
in which the Mercians were completely routed. Ihis victory^ must 

regarded as a turning point in England’s development, or i e o 
a permanent alteration of the balance of power in E^land in favour 
of the West Saxons. To follow up his advantage, Ecgbert at once 

despatched his son, Aethelwulf, accompanied by Bishop E^hstan, 

against Kent, a district which he could claim with some show of reason 
2 he was the son of Ealhmund. Aethelwulf s march was as successful as 

his father’s. Baldred, the Kentish under-king, appointed by Merci^ soon 
fled northwards over the Thames, and thereupon, as the clmomde has it, 

the men of Kent and Surrey submitted to Wessex, admitting that 

“they had been wrongly forced from Ecgbert’s kin.” Sussex and Essex 

a few weeks later followed suit; and finally the East Anghans also rose, 

and re-established their independence of Mercia, by attacking Beomwuli 

from the east and slaying him in battle. 
No series of events could well be more dramatic than the successive 

^ Feudal AidsI>omesday Book, Elendune. 
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disasters which brought about the collapse of Mercia in 825. Wessex 
and Mercia, as it were, changed parts. Within a year the Mercian 
kingdom dwindled to half its former size, while Wessex expanded so 
that it may be regarded henceforth as including all England south of 
the Thames. Kent, it is true, stiU retained its individuality in the 
hands of Ecgbert’s son, as an under-kingdom enjoying its own_ special 
customs, and as the chief seat of church government; but its affairs were 
nevertheless directed from Winchester, and the archbishops of Canterbu^ 
could no longer look to Tamworth for protection, but were brought 
much more under West Saxon influences. 

For the Mercians the immediate question after 825 was, could they 
maintain their independence or must they accept Ecgbert as an overlord. 
They evidently went on with the struggle, but their new king, Ludeca, 
fared no better than Beornwulf. He fell in battle in 827 with five of 
his dukes. Wiglaf then succeeded, but likewise made no headway, and 
soon fled into exile. Meantime Ecgbert, with the help of the East 
Anglians, overran the Midlands at will, and for the moment was acclaimed 
lord of all men south of the Humber. In 829 he even projected an 
attack on Northumbria, and led his army to Dore, a frontier village in 
the Peak district. The Northumbrian king at this time was Eanred 
(808-840). He came to Dore and apparently bought off Ecgbert’s 
hostility with offers of homage and perhaps of tribute. Too much has 
sometimes been made of these episodes. They have even been treated 
as marking the unification of England under a single overlord, but cer¬ 
tainly they had no such result. Ecgbert’s position in Mercia was reaUy 
precarious, and the very next year we find Wiglaf restored to his 
kingdom. Patriotic West Saxon tradition in later days liked to picture 
Ecgbert as a “ Bretwalda ” worthy to be classed with Edwin and Oswy 
and the other ancient heroes who in Bede’s pages stood pre-eminent as 
wielding an imperium before the rise of Mercia; but eulogy must not be 
mistaken for sober history. It would seem, on the contrary, that 
Ecgbert’s power soon waned, and that Wiglaf s restoration was due to a 
Mercian revival. The Wessex chronicle gives no hint that Ecgbert w^ 
active in Mercia after 830, nor do any Mercian notables attest his 
landbooks. It has indeed been suggested that the Aethelstan, who 
ruled East Anglia in Ecgbert’s later years, was one of his sons, but this is a 
guess incapable of proof and hardly in harmony with the independence 
admittedly enjoyed by the East Anglians shortly afterwards. 

Ecgbert’s last years are of interest not because of any growth of 
unity in England but because they witnessed the re-appearance of the 
Vikings and the consequent rise of a new and grave danger for all the 
English kingdoms. All through the first quarter of the ninth century 
Scandinavian long-ships had been harrying Western Scotland and 
Irdand, coming by way of the Faroe islands and the Orkneys. Beginning 
in 795 with attacks on Skye, they had in 802 come south to Iona and 
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■noTieo-al and thence spread east and west along the coasts of XJlster 

and Connemara By 825 they had fairly encircled Ireland and plun- 
and Connemara. y j^Eneland, on the other hand, no raids are 

S r?or fort, years after the itlacks on Lindistame »d Jarrow 

OfFa’t days and it Ls not till 834 that the danger re-appeared as the 
wJSttie establishment of Danish exiled chieftains in Frisia, as 

Netherlands were then called, by Louis Xi the 
irlortaWp fleets set out from Denmark and the North to attacK tn 

Rankish Empire, and coming to the mouths ^he RMne b^nt the im- 

T^ortant Frisian trading ports of Dorestad and Utiecht. g 
SSon "rth. Congn»t is dealt with in other chapters. H.» 

we hare only to note that 8 detachment of this foine also 

Engtnd and entering the Thames ravaged the J °{ 
veati later the Frisian provinces were again attacked and thetown oi 
JnTw^rsacked Again a small detachment came across to England 

This time the raiders knded in Dorset, and Ecgbert himself met them at 

Sarluth noUar from Lyme Regis. The Vikings had only 35 shipj 

with crews about 1200 strong, but the fight none the less went again 

the kins and the victors gained the impression that Wessex w^ worth 
StaSi ifany rate in 838 there arrived a larger fleet which came 

to land fn Cornwall. Once more Ecgbert marched to meet the raiders 

to find that the Cornish had risen to join them. Victory, however, lay 

with the English, the allied Danes and Welsh being put to at 
Sinxton Doln, a moor on the west bank of the Tamar near Callington. 

As a result it would appear that a bishop, definitely subject to Canter 

waa shortly aft.rSrds appoint,^ foe ComwaU i« 
KeiStec, whose see was placed in the monastery of ^mnumn . 
^a^Ecgbert’s last achievement. He died in the summer of 839. _ 

The accession of his son Aethelwulf, which almost corresponds in 

noiiR of time with the death of Louis the Pious and the break-up of the 
Carolingian Empire on the Continent, introduces a new phase into 

Eno-lish^fiairs. Hitherto the main thread of English history has been 

con'^cerned with the rivalries between the English kingdoms and with the 

gradual growth of civilisation and a tendency to union under the 
Espices of the Church. But for the next forty years internal progress 

EaTed, and as in Frankland, so in England, the one constant featoe of 

the times was the ceaseless struggle which every province in turn h^ to 
wageEinst Danish invaders.^ In 839 the Viking ^^ds could stiU be 

as merely a passing inconvenience, and the English people 

Wit realised the^ fu/extent of the danger which threatened them; 
K f /nm that date the raids grew more persistent and better organised 
“ .pp„»t"tl.at th, object of tbe 

las no/merely plunder but the complete conquest of the countiy. 

1 Birch, Cart. Sacc., No. 527. Can the latter part of Din-unrrin represent Guerur, 
the name of the saint buried at St Neots ? Asser, c. 74. 
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Before Aethelwulf died, the heathen fleets had already taken to wintering 

in Eno-land, and in the days of his sons the struggle reached its climax. 

The ■^kino- armies then penetrated into all parts of the island, ravaging 

and burning unmercifully, and three of the four English kingdoms, 

Northumbria, Mercia and East Anglia, one after another succumbed to 

their onslaughts. At times it even looked as if Wessex, the strongest 

kingdom of them all, would also go under. Many battles went against 

its Ernies and more than once all the shires south of the Thames were 

oveiTun. In their hour of trial however the West Saxons found a savior 

in the famous Alfred, Aethelwulfs youngest son. Under his leadership 

they again took courage, and at last beat back the invaders and com¬ 

pelled them to confine their settlements to the northern and eastern 

portions of the country. Tlie England, which emerged from the struggle, 

was an entirely changed England. The four kingdoms of Ecgbert s day 

had been replaced by a division of the country into two well-marked 

spheres, one of which was English and Christian while the other was 

Danish in law and custom, and, in part, heathen. The Danish portion, 

subsequently known as the Danelaw (Denalagu), had however little 

political cohesion, being composed of a large number of petty com- 

munities under a variety of independent rulers, some styled kings an 

otters jarls,’" wto were mutually distrustful of each other, whereas the 

English portion formed a comparatively compact state, looking for 

guidance and defence to the house of Ecgbert, which alone survived of 

the four older royal houses. In the hard-fought struggle much had 

been lost. Letters and the arts had practically perished; Christianity 

had received a severe shock, and monastic life had either disappeapd 

or become degraded. But in spite of this partial lapse into barbarism 

much had also been gained, the new settlers being men of vigorous 

physique and character and eager to develop trade and industry. Their 
language, too, and their social and legal institutions were not so diflFerent 

from those of the English as to preclude the hope of amalgamation, and so 

a situation arose much more favourable than might have been expected 
for the ultimate unification of the country into a single state, provided 

that the West Saxon dynasty could retain its vigour and prestige. 
The change from Ecgbert to Aethelwulf, just as the period of turmoil 

began, was by no means a gain for Wessex. The best that can be said 

for the new king is that he was well-meaning and devout; but he was not 

the man to intimidate invaders or enlarge his patrimony. He was content 

to regard Beorhtwulf and Burhred, the kings who ruled in Mercia in his 

days, as his equals; and, so far as we know, he only once led an army 
across the Thames, and then not to coerce the Mercians but to assist 
them in a campaign against the Welsh. Aethelwulfs real bent was 

towards works of piety, and in later days he was best remembered for 

his donation to the Church. Landbooks refer to this transaction as a 

decimatio cLgroni/m^ and some have connected it with the institution of 



tithe, but clearly it 

himself, perhaps with his donation m view. Aethe 

“‘f/'To ftriY 
isle °two years later. Considering the progress made by the ming 

thp time chosen for his pilgrimage seems most ill advised. In all parts 
$ aSLd evi s“« E^tat’s La ae Viking raids had ten grorag 

tS Oakley (Jcleahy over a contingent of tte Danes a^hich h^ 

i“daetos to raidm S™y. '‘irS^d 
little • for the enemy after their defeat only retreated to E^t Kent an 
^emai^eSirThaSover the winter. This wintering in 851 marks the 

Sd of the period of mere raids. In 856 the outlook became even 

darker. Some heathen bands that year hamed 
along the upper S^^vem “d o^bem wintered m Sh^p^ 

Aethelwulf, however, was quite blind to the signs of the times, instep 
tf retiring from Rome as quickly as possible, he ^maaned oiA of 

England over a year, and on his way back turned aside to lusit tbe West 
Frfnkish King, Charles the Bald. At his court he committed a further 

folly, marrying Charles’s daughter, Judith, a girl of thirteen. This hig 
Slilnc“ flaw the elderly king’s vanity, but the news of ^ patly 
Wed his grown-up sons and drove Aethelbald, the eldesWo was 

acting as regSit, to rebel and claim the western parts of f®^ 
himsdf. Aefhelwulf on his return had perforce to acquiesce m this, and 

for the remainder of his life Wessex was in reality partitioned and 

Eecrbert’s work to a large extent imdone. ■ 
\)uring the middle years of the century, while the English kmgdoms 

seem to be going down hill, it is interesting to observe the development 

of an opposite tendency in Wales and Scotland In both these Celtac 
districts rulers of ability appeared and effected some advance in t 
Won of national unity. In Wales, the movement first attracts 

1 Perhaps Oakley, by Gravesend, the site of several synods, closely adjoining 

Clov^o. 
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attention about the time of the battle of Ellandun, when Merfyn the 

Freckled established a new dynasty in Gwynedd in the place of the 

ancient house of Cadwallon. Merfyn, however, was completely eclipsed 

in energy by his son, the celebrated Rhodri Mawr (844-878), who won 

undying fame among his countrymen by conquering Powys and the 

greater part of Deheubarth. The unity thus achieved did not, it is 

true, long endure, but considering that it was attained in the face of 

constant Viking raids, the feat was undoubtedly a memorable one. In 

Scotland, a similar task, but on a much larger scale, was undertaken by 

Kenneth Mac Alpin (844-860). This prince, beginning merely as king 

of the Dalriad Scots, in a reign of sixteen years not only added the 

realm of the Piets to his dominions, but also made himself a terror to 

Northern Bernicia, advancing in his raids into Lothian as far south as 

Dunbar and Melrose. He may, in fact, be reckoned the true founder of 

the Scottish kingdom as it was to be known to history, and the first 

Scot to advance the claim that the frontier of England should be set 

back from the Forth to the Tweed. 
It was in 858, while these events were in progress in the North, that 

Aethelwulf died, leaving a will, no longer extant, in which it appears that 

he unwisely recognised the partition of Wessex. This mistake was for¬ 

tunately remedied in 860, when events enabled his second son Aethelbert 

to regain Aethelbald’s share of the kingdom, and five years later the 

realm passed entire to yet another brother, Aethelred. The short reigns 

of Aethelbald and Aethelbert were not without their disasters. In 861 

the Vikings sacked W^inchester, and in 865 so ravaged East Kent that 

Archbishop Ceolnoth had to allow clerks to fill the places of monks at 

Canterbury, while in the rest of the country learning had so decayed 

that scarcely a scholar remained who could read the mass in Latin. Worse, 

however, was yet to come. With Aethelred’s accession we enter the 

most stormy period of the ninth century. Fresh swarms of allied sea 

kings then arrived determined to find homes in England. Our primary 

authority, the West Saxon Chronicle^ is silent as to the names of the 

leaders, but according to later traditions they were Ingwar, Ubba and 

Halfdene, three brothers who are regarded by the Scandinavian saga 

writers as sons of the half mythical Ragnarr LoSbrdk, in legendary song 

the greatest of all sea rovers. These chiefs landed first in East Anglia, 

then ruled by a prince called Edmund. Their immediate object, 

however, was not to overthrow this king but to obtain horses. In this 

they succeeded and then, either in 866 or 867, rode round the fens and 

north across Lindsey to attack Deira, where the usual civil war was in 

progress between AeUe and Osbeorht, two rival claimants for the 

Northumbrian throne. Legend tells us that they came to avenge the 

death of Ragnarr LoSbrdk, who is said to have been killed in an earlier 

raid in Northumbria, but probably they chose Northumbria for attack 

because its dissensions made it an easy prey, York was quickly taken, 
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and in 867 both Aelle and Osbeorht were killed in a joint attempt to 

reeain it With their deaths the independence of Deira came to an e , 

but it would appear that the comparatively unfertile f f 
didnot much Sract the invaders, with the result that the 
the Tees northwards to the Scotch boundary remained subject to Enghsh 

plirs=“ii.tB.»borough. 
territories the name of Northumberland, which after this 

Ties to be applied to the Yorkshire districts -f 
Humber. Their small principality, however, could hardly be regarded 

S a kingdom, and so they soon dropped the title of king and ^me 

to be styled either dukes or later still « high-reeves of Bamboioug . 

Having secured their footing in the vale of York, the Danes iiext 

marched s^uth along the Trent to Nottingham to see whether they co^d 

not also establish themselves in the ^cient Mercian ^om the 
thus in the very heart of his kingdom, Burhred invok^ help from the 

West Saxons; but though Aethelred, who was 
wiUingly came to his aid, the aUied kings apparently d^ed not risk a 

pitchedW, and in 868 the Mercians were reduced to ^uW 
by offers of tribute. For the moment this satisfied the Vikings, who 

withdrew once more to Deira. There they stayed qmet 

in the autumn of 869 they again rode south, “^g^^ber to 
inforcements, and after harrying Eastern ^ 
the Ouse determined to try their luck against 

whose territories they had spared on ® the fenland 
southwards are missing; but it was doubtl^s 
monasteries of Bardney, Medeshamstede, Crowland f^JJEly, ^ 
Worcester the chief centres of Mercian learning and civilisation, 

»d ol Linfey ..a Middle Ang i. g.v» 
to heathendom. Burhred made no efforts, it would seem, g 

defLive measures for these district, but a much ^nce 
awaited the Viking forces at Thetford, where Proposed t^ake up 
their winter quarters. Again details are very confused and scanty, but 

it is clear that the English forces were decisively beaten and 
that Edmund himself was captured by Ingwar and Ubba and put to 
d^th on November 20 at Hoxne in Suffolk by ^ orders because he 

refused to abjure Christianity. In the spring of 870 all East -^gba sub¬ 
mitted, and 4ere, too, heathendom and the worship of Thor and Woden 
was pakallyre-introduced,buttheir fallen king’smemory wasso cherished 

by the van4uished East Anglians that he soon came to be ’'ogorded a^a 
sLt and martyr, and a generation later tbe site of bis ^omb atW- 

ricesworth had grown to be a new Christian centre, which in a short time 

became famous under the name of St Edmund s Bmy. 
What became of Ingwar after Edmund’s death is not known. It is 

possible that he returned to Deira to secure his 
thence to Scotland to assist the Irish Vikings, who, led by Olaf the 
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White the Norse king of Dublin, were about this time attacking the 
ItraSdyde Britons. He may even be the Ivarr whose death is reported 

■n t lnn^ofUUter as occLing in 8TJ. In 
ceases to be heard of, and his place as leader of the Danish army i u t 

Halfdene, represented as his brother, nn^ the^tOTitories and 

detkiined nest to invade Westel end snrpr.ee * 

kimrV » Winter attack. They accordingly set out m the 
march by land into the Thames valley, and neglecting London descmided 

TaStn Dumber on Biding, in Berkshire H-e wl 
+-'ko -nninf where the river Kennet joins the ihames. in ae 

camn at the point i ii • * -flip S!/i'ro7i 
scribino- the measures taken to repel this invasion, the 

suddenly becomes much more detailed, and so it is possible to . 
cnromcie u weeks with considerable 

Tort favourable encounter to the West Saxons was a fight which took 

nlace in January 871 to the west of Reading on the 

t this Aethelred fought in person and with ^ ^^s 
Alfred slew Bagseag and several other Danish leaders. But this success 

was counterbalanced by a defeat at Basing in Hampshire only a fort¬ 

night later, and by yet another disaster in M^ch at a hamlet called 

Merton on the outskirts of Savernake Forest in ^ ^ ^ 
Amid all this gloom Aethelred’s reign terminated. He died about 

Easter leaving oSy infant children, and was buried at Wimborne, 
£’s foundations in Dorset. Aethelred’s death was no r^ 

disaster for the West Saxons, for it s'riiSfw^ 
Alfred who, in a reign of twenty-eight and a half years ( ) 

^tined to prove himself one of the most remarkable 
to history. Bom at Wantage, in Berkshire, the youngest of ^ethelwulfs 

sons by^s first wife Osburh, Alfred was a married man just tmned 

ritV-three when he was acclaimed king by the West Saxon m^nates 

His wife was Ealhswith, daughter of Aethelred Mucel, a leading Mercian 

duke, who witnesses many of Burhred’s landbooks. Before his election 

Alfred was already known as a prince of courage and energy, w , 

according to Ms 4grapher Asser, had shewn m boyhood a taste for 

learning, which unfortunately had not been gratified, as he co ge no 
proper masters. His health, however, had never been robi^t, and he 

murt have taken up his task with many misgivings, having the d^astem 

of eastern England before his eyes. The fate of central Wessex, indeed, 

seemed hanging by a thread a month later, when the Danes gammed 

another well-contested battle at Wilton; but as it turned out Alfred 
was to have a four years’ respite. After nine costly encounters, none ot 

which had been at all decisive, the Danes began to think ^ that tbe 

conquest of Wessex was too difficult and that Mercia would prove a 

more remunerative prey. Both sides, therefore, as at Nottingham three 
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ninth-cent y ,,. as Burhred, entangled Y°’?^ 

the fury 7 ’ -y^elsh, had not come forward to help his 

'ililssssrss 
SilarrS w, o, as tae w. -til 
4-r"Srs.»“cl1 Ko“&. eLmped Ion 

the winter at Torksey on Trent in coSrJ waW by 

From this base it could ravage a ei 

the burying pla^ of tl^^^eman dyn 

Tamworth and Lichfield^ overtook Leicester and Nottingham, 
paign and hear more of the fate that overxoo vividness to the 

but unfortunately no Hornes from the West Saxon 

Rome shortly afterwards. His vacmt tteon^was pr j y 

whenever required. This hope to hold, but 

hS» 
S,“nd;'G:S.«:"L unwind, sea lings not Mthento 

mentioned, went to Cambridge. • for York its former depend- 

a'’:£Ss3tSfto ti?™ten on the T^e, and tern 
encies. He estaousneu mo _ corner of Bermcia, then 

Slsy 
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Britons. Nothing permanent was achieved by these devastations, but 

they have some importance in church history, because they led Bishop 

Eardulf, who had charge of the shrines of St Aidan and St Cuthbert, to 

abandon his see at Lindisfarne, so long the spiritual capital of the 

North, and to set out on an eight years’ pilgrimage through the moors 

of Cumberland and the coasts of Solway in search of a more secure 

asylum. 
And now at last we reach the stage of real colonisation. In 876 

Halfdene returned to York and ‘‘dealt out” Deira to his followers, 

“ who thenceforward continued ploughing and tilling it.” No Danish 

Domesday Book tells how the allotment of estates was carried out, or 

what proportion of the English owners preserved their lands, but it 

must in the main have been a process of imposing Danish warriors on 

English cultivators, very similar to the settlement of Normans, carried 

out £00 years later by William the Conqueror, except that the Danish 

armies contained a large class of freedmen, the so-called liesings or “ men 

loosened from bondage,” to whom no exact counterpart can be found in 

the later invasion. This half-free class had to be accommodated with 

land as well as the fully-free classes, the holds and boride who formed the 

upper and middle gi*ades of Viking society^ but they were not of suffi¬ 

cient social standing to become independent landowners, being often of 

alien race and descended from prisoners of war, slaves and bankrupts. 

How exactly they were dealt with can only be guessed, but it seems not 

unlikely that they received holdings in the villages similar to those of 

the English ceorls^ only that they held them by a distinctly freer tenure 

as members of the conquering armies. Nor is it fanciful to recognise their 

descendants later on in the peasant class known as sochemanni^ who held 

a position in the society of the eleventh century just above the villani or 

ordinary cultivators, and who are found in very considerable numbers in 

just those parts of England where the Danes are known to have settled, 

but not at all or only in trifling numbers elsewhere. 

A year later portions of Mercia were similarly colonised. “After 

harvest,” so runs a laconic entry in the Wessex Chronicle^ the ‘army’ 
went into Mercia, and some part of it they apportioned, and some they 

delivered to Ceolwulf.” No clue is vouchsafed as to the identity of the 

army concerned, and no names are mentioned either of the leaders or the 

districts implicated. It is clear, however, from subsequent events that the 

districts left to Ceolwulf comprised all western Mercia from the Mersey 

to the Thames, and that the boundary fixed upon ran north and south 

from near the Peak in Derbyshire to a point just east of Tamworth on 

the Watling Street, and then along that high-way south-eastwards to 

the headwaters of the Worcestershire Avon and the Welland and perhaps 

even further, past Towcester to Stony Stratford on the Ouse. To the 

east of this boundary Danish customs and law were imposed upon the 

1 Cf Seebohm, TriW pp. 240-276. 
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Mercian villages, and Danish political terminology introduced instead of 

English. Politically also there was a considerable re-organisation, the 

land being divided into five districts, each with its own “ army ” under 

an independent jarl, and each having for its centre a fortified camp, 

which the settlers could garrison in times of stress. The five centres 

selected were Lincoln, Stamford, Nottingham, Derby and Leicester, and 

as the term hurh at this date still had the meaning of “ a fortified place,” 

they soon came to he specially known as the “ Five Boroughs.” 
Meantime in East Anglia and south-east Mercia affairs did not 

progress so swiftly towards a settlement. The rank and file of the 

army, which encamped in Cambridge in 875, would doubtless have been 

well content to form “ borough districts ” between the Thames and the 

Welland similar to those which were being set up between the Welland 

and the Humber, but their leader, Guthrum, coveted Alfred’s dominions 

as well, and when he heard that fresh fleets were in the English Channel 

attacking the southern coasts of Wessex, he could not resist joining in 

the enterprise. Already in 875 there is mention of Alfred fighting the 

Vikings at sea. The next year a fleet appeared off the coast of Dorset 

over a hundred strong. The chronicler, Aethelweard, alludes to it as a 

“ western army.” The bulk of it therefore doubtless came from Ireland, 

hut help reached it from Guthrum. Landing near Poole harbour, the 

allied vikings proceeded to harry the surrounding districts, and then 

seized Wareham after out-manoeuvring Alfred’s forces. When winter 

approached, Alfred thought it best to offer terms. The vikings however 

treacherously deceived him, and, having accepted a sum of money on 

the condition that they would decamp, slipped out of Wareham 

suddenly and made a dash for Exeter, with the intention of using it as a 

base from which to ravage Devon. In 877 the luck turned. While 

Alfred kept the viking land-force shut up in Exeter, their fleet came to 
grief in a storm off Swanage. This disaster placed the marauders in a 

precarious position. Before the end of the year they had to capitulate, 

and if Aethelweard’s account is to be believed, retired to Gloucester. 

Once more Wessex appeared to be saved. In reality the worst crisis of 

all was at hand. About midwinter Guthrum threw his whole army 

unexpectedly upon Wessex, and almost surprised Alfred at Chippenham 

where he was keeping Christmas. At the same moment Halfdene’s 

brother Ubba, saihng from Dyfed, invaded North Devon. The brunt 

of Guthram’s invasion feU upon Wiltshire, but other shires also suffered 

severely, and so great was the general terror that many of the West 

Saxon leaders fled over sea. Alfred however never despaired ; getting 

away with difficulty from Chippenham, he retired into the marshlands 

of Somerset and stockaded himself with Aethelnoth, the alderman of the 

district, in the island of Athelney at the junction of the Tone and 

Parret. There he remained on the defensive till the news came that the 

men of Devon, led by their alderman Odda, had defeated Halfdene’s 
23—2 
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brother. The king then put himself once more at the head of the levies 

of central Wessex, his men meeting him early in May 878 on the 

borders of Wiltshire just to the east of Selwood Forest. Two days 

later he fell upon Guthrum’s army at Edington (Ethandun) near 

Westbury, and so utterly defeated it that a fortnight later at Chippenham 

a peace was agreed to. The terms arranged were remarkable; for 

Guthrum not only promised that he would withdraw his army from 

Wessex, but also that he would accept baptism. The ceremony was 

accordingly performed in June at AUer near Athelney, the chrism- 

loosing taking place at Wedmore, a village near Glastonbury. The 

departure of the Danes from Wessex was carried out before long. In 

879 we find them at Cirencester, and from that time forward the West 

Saxons were never again in any serious danger of being conquered by 

the Northmen. 
To the Mercians, in the yet unravaged valley of the Severn, the 

peace made at Chippenham, often inaccurately called the Peace of 

Wedmore,’’ only meant an increase of danger. The move to Cirencester 

seemed clearly to portend that Guthrum hoped to find satisfaction in 

Gloucestershire and Worcestershire for his failure in Wessex, and the danger 

seemed all the greater when it became known, in the summer of 879, that 

a new fleet of vikings had arrived in the Thames and landed at Fulham. 

In this predicament the magnates of the Hwicce decided to take an impor¬ 

tant step. To depend on the puppet king Ceolwulf for defence was 

clearly useless. They accordingly turned to the victor of Edington, and 

led by Aethelred of Gloucester their foremost duke, and by Werfrith, 
the Bishop of Worcester, oflered Alfred their allegiance. How many of 

the leading Mercians supported Aethelred in this submission to Wessex 

is not recorded. All that can be said is that we find Aethelred after 

this treated by Alfred to some extent as a vassal and given in charters 

the title of Duke of the Mercians.” Thus ended the independent 

kingdom of Mercia. 

On the Danes the effect of this politic stroke was immediate. In 

880 the province of the Hwicce was evacuated without any fighting, and 

Guthrum withdrew from Cirencester and marched his army back into 

East Anglia, while the Fulham fleet returned to Flanders. Next there 

followed the apportionment of Hendrica, Essex and East Anglia among 

Guthrum’s followers, while in Middle Anglia a second series of boroughs 

were set up, at Northampton, Huntingdon, Cambridge and Bedford, each 

ruled by a more or less independent jarl and each with its dependent 

territory defended by its own army.” Guthrum’s own sphere was large 

enough to be regarded as a kingdom. It had Norwich, Thetford, 

Ipswich, Colchester and London for head centres, and when first 
established stretched westwards over half the district of the Ciltem- 
saete. We may guess in fact that it was the creation of Guthrum’s new 

Danish kingdom which first brought about the division of this old 
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province into the two portions known to us to-day as Oxfordshire arid 
Buckinghamshire; for the former, when we get inforraa-tion about it in 

the eleventh century, shews no signs of Danish colonisation and wa^ 

reo-arded as subject to Mercian law, whereas the latter was then peopled 

to\ considerable extent by sochemanni and was held to be a portion of 

the Danelaw. 
The followers of Halfdene and Guthrum when once settled proved 

fairly peaceable neighbours to Wessex and her Mercian aUy, and in the 

next two decades only gave trouble on one or two occasions when roused 

by the appearance of fresh fleets from abroad. This furnished Alfred 

with a much needed opportunity for re-organising his realm, and it is his 

great o-lory that he not only took up the task with patient dogpdness, 

but shewed himself if possible even more capable as a reformer in peace 

than as a leader in war. It is impossible for want of space to foUow his 

reforms in detail, but a few of the more noteworthy developments due 

to his constructive statesmanship may be glanced at. First we may 

take his military reforms. These comprised the improvement of his riaval 

force by the enlistment of Frisians, and the division of Jyrd, or 
national levy, into two parts, the one to be available a.s a relief to the 

other at convenient intervals, so that the peasant soldiers 
proper opportunities of attending to the needs of their farms and therefore 

less excuse for deserting in the middle of a campaign. But more impor¬ 

tant than either of these was the gradual creation in all parts oi his 
kingdom of fortified strongholds, defended by earthworks and palisades 

of timber, in imitation of the Danish “ boroughs,” and the subdivision of 

the ancient West Saxon shires into smaller districts of varying size, each 

charged with the upkeep of one or more forts. The evidence for tMs is 

found in the many references to the “ men of the boroughs that begin 

to appear in the chronicle as the reign proceeds and even in the land- 

books, such as the Worcester charters which sets forth how Aethelred, 

with Alfred’s consent, “worked” a borough at Worcester for the pro- 

tection of the bishop and monks and granted them the right to take a 

scot (burh-wealles-scaeting) for its maintenance. This, of course, is a 

Mercian instance, but a list^ of the boroughs of Wessex and of the 

hidages assessed on their appendant districts has also chanced to 

preserved, which cannot be of a date much after Alfred s death, and^this 
mentions some twenty-five strongholds scattered up and down Ms kmgdom. 

Of these, the more important along the south coast were Hastings, Lewes, 
Chichester, Porchester, Southampton, Wareham, Bridport and Exeter; 

and along the north frontier, Barnstaple, Watchet, Axbridge, Bath, 
Malmesbury, Cricklade, Wallingford and Southwark {Svthringa geweorc). 

It seems also likely that the scheme of hidage recorded in this document 

1 Bircli* OarL Saai.^ No. 579. ^ ccnyu n i 
2 Ibid.) No. 1335. Maitland treats of this list imder the title The Burghal 

Hidage.” ^ Domesday Book and Beyond) pp. 502-4. 
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was of Alfred's devising; for the figures run smaller than in the eighth 

century Mercian scheme, though still based on a unit of 1200 hides, 

and we know of no other occasion so likely to have required a reform 

of fiscal arrangements as the creation of the borough districts. 

Passing to civil reforms the most arduous of all perhaps was the com¬ 

pilation of a fresh edition of the West Saxon laws. For this purpose 

Alfred examined and sifted not only Ine's earlier dooms but also the laws 

published by Offa, which unfortunately have not survived to us, and 

those issued by the Kentish kings. From these he selected what seemed 

to him to be the most useful, only adding a few new ordinances of his 

own. There is also good evidence that he took great pains to secure 

justice for his subjects, and that he was most careful in husbanding and 

increasing the royal revenue. Most noteworthy, however, of all his 

reforms was his attempt to revive religion and learning, which had been 

almost crushed out by the Danish inroads. For this purpose he not 

only set to work to educate himself in reading and translating Latin, 

but collected at his court a band of scholars who should give him advice 

and act as teachers in the schools which he instituted. Some of these 

he obtained from West Mercia which had not suffered so much as 

Wessex, some from Wales and Ireland, and some fi'om the Continent. 

Among them were Werfrith, the Bishop of Worcester, who had helped 

to bring about the alliance with Aethelred; Plegmund, a Mercian, who, 

in 890, was chosen Archbishop of Canterbury; Grimbald, a Flemish 

monk from St Bertin's; John the Old Saxon from Corvey, who became 

abbot of a monastery founded by Alfred at Athelney; and Asser, a 

Welsh monk from St David’s, who ultimately became Bishop of Sherborne 

and wrote Alfred’s biography. With these men Alfred was on the 

most intimate terms, and with their help he not only set on foot the 

celebrated Anglo-Sawon Chronicle to record the deeds of his house 

and nation but also undertook a notable series of translations from 

Latin into English, in order to place the best authorities on different 

branches of knowledge within the reach of his subjects. Among the 

works he selected for this purpose were Bede’s Ecclesiastical Historyy 

Gregory’s Pastoral Care^ Orosius’s History of the Worldy and Boethius’s 

JDe Comolatione Philosophiae. AH these by good fortune have come 

down to us, though Alfred’s own Handbook is lost, in which he noted 

down what pleased him most in his reading. Many glimpses however 

are to be had of the king’s own personal views in these works, for the 

translation is always free; and in them and the Chronicle we have the 

real starting point of English prose. 

Alfred’s peaceful refoi'ms were twice interrupted by spells of war. In 

886 a viking force attacked Rochester, and this induced Guthrum to 
break the peace; whereupon the West Saxon fyrd proceeded to besiege 

London. TTie upshot was the recapture of that important centre, and 

such an overthrow of Guthrum’s forces that he had to cede the western- 
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most portion of his kingdom to the English. The new frontier ^eed 

upon is preserved for us in a document known as “ Alfred and Guthrum s 

Peace.” It went from the Thames east of London “up the mer Lea 

to its source near Luton, then across country to Bedford, and from there 

UP the river Ouse to the Watling Street.” In other words the Danes 

c^ed their portion of the Chiltems and the south-west half of Hendnca 

including St Alhans, and these Alfred handed over to ^ 
being parts of Mercia. At the same time Aethebed married Aethel^da, 

Alfred’s eldest child, who was now about sixteen, and so still further 

cemented the bond between Mercia and Wessex. A further clause m 

the treaty which deserves notice, is the provision for equating the vanoiK 

grades of Englishmen and Danes, should legal questions arise m the ceded 

district involving a determination of their wergelds._ As to this the treaty 

laid down the rule that the Danish honde, though m his home across the 

North Sea only the equal of a ceorl, should, in disputes between Saxons md 

Danes, be regarded as the equal of the Mercian “ twelve-h^d man, the 

thegn, as he had come to be called by Alfred’s day, while the Mercian 
or “ twy-hynd man,” was only to be regarded as the equal of the “aU-lre 

Iksinf In the case of the boride and the ihega the wer was to be eight 

half marks of gold, equivalent, as the ratio of gold to silver was 9.1, to 

£m, and this in live stock meant 240 cows, the cow by Mercian law 

being valued at Md. In the case of the liesing and the ceorl on the 

other hand the wer was to be two hundred Mercian shiUmgs, that is to 

say 960d. or ^4, the hundred in this case being the long hmdred of sm 
score, and the Mercian shilling being equivalent to U. The wer of the 

peasant classes therefore amounted in live _ stock to cows or The 

Sxth part of the wer of the dear-bom military class. this, when 
properiy understood, is of considerable interest; for it enables u^ to see 

how greatly Danish society had been modified by the conquest of Eastern 

EngW, and how seriously in the Danelaw the Saxon peasante h^ been 

demessed by the national defeat, even after some of their disasters had 

been retrieved and their prestige partiaUy regained. . 

In 892 a far more dangerous crisis had to be ^ * 
East Frankland drove another great fleet, led by a chief ^ed Hasting, 

across the channel to seek lands in England ® 
told, set sail from Boulogne and commg to Kent efiPected lodgements a 

Appledore near Romney and at Milton near Sheppey, and late on at 

BSfleet in Essex. With all his experience Alfred could hardly cope 

with the emergency, and for three years midland England was in a turmoil. 
It soon appeared that the aim of the invaders was to get possession of the 

Severn valley, still the least ravaged part of England, and m pursuit o 
this object they over and over again dashed across England from ^eir 

base omthe east coast and ravaged Aethelred’s dukedom from end o 

end, one year wintering at Bridgnorth and anther at Chester. In ^e 
end, however. Hasting was foiled in all his efforts by the steady co- 
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operation of the West Saxon and Mercian fyrds, and finding in 896 that 

no real help was to be obtained either from the North Welsh or from 

the Northumbrian or Midland Danes, he gave up the contest and went 

back to Frankland. After this Alfred had peace for the rest of his days. 

He lived a few years longer, but died on 26 October 899, when still 

only fifty-one years oldh 
The fifty years following the death of Alfred are the time when the 

kingdom of England was really establivshed. Alfred’s great work had 

been to save Wessex from foreign invaders, and then to re-organise what 

he had saved ; but he had never aimed at conquests beyond his borders. 

Even over Mercia he had exercised no real sovereignty, and still less 

over the chieftains of Glamorgan and Gwent, Brecknock and Dyfed, who 

had sought his protection; and so he was in no sense king of England 

or even of half England. When he died, the territories over which he 

ruled, and where his laws held good, were confined to the shires south of 

the Thames, and in the rest of England there were a far greater number 

of independent principalities than there had been a century earlier. 

When therefore his eldest son, generally called Edward the Elder to 

distinguish him from later kings of the same name, was elected to succeed 

him, it was only the West Saxon magnates who took part in the 

ceremony, and no one could have predicted that a union of the petty 

English states would soon be brought about by the West Saxon dynasty. 

Edward, however, unlike his father, within a few years adopted a policy 
of expansion in imitation of the earlier Bretwaldas, and fortune so 

aided him and the three capable sons who afterwards succeeded him 

in turn, that by 954 the house of Ecgbert had not merely acquired an 

overlordship of the old pattern but had completely ousted all the other 

ruling families, whether English or Danish, so that, formally at any 

rate, there was only one recognised king left in all England. 

The events, which produced this far-reaching change, are clear enough 

in their main outlines, but it is very difficult to arrange them in their 

proper sequence, as no dates in Edward’s reign (899-925) can be fixed 

with any certainty owing to discrepancies in chx'onology between the 

English, Welsh and Irish annals, discrepancies which later historians 

have attempted to get over by dovetailing the various accounts one into 

the other, and therefore duplicating not a few of the incidents of the 

story. All the sources however agree in stating that Edward’s first 

difficulties arose with his cousin Aethelwald, the younger of the sons of 

King Aethelred, Alfred’s elder brother. This prince, Aethelhelm his 

elder brother, and a third aetheling, called Osferth, had under Alfred’s 

will divided between them the royal booklands in Sussex and Surrey. 

Aethelwald’s share comprised Guildford, Godaiming and Steyning, all 

1 The length of the reigns of Alfred, Edward the Elder and Aethelstan are 
matters of controversy; for a recent discussion of the dMculties see M. L. R. Beavan, 
Eng, Mist, Bev, 1917, Yol. xxxii. 517-531. 
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extensive estates, but this endowment by no means satisfied him, and 

at the very opening of the new reign he took forcible possession of the 

newly-built borough of Twyneham, now Christchurch in Hampshire, 

and also of an old British fortress, which may still be seen, at Badbmy 

Rings near Wimborne. Driven out of these by Edward, he fled to the 

Yorkshire Danes, who received him as if he were a dispossessed king and 

ofiered him their allegiance, being at the moment themselves without a 

ruler. This led a little later to an alliance between Aethelwald and 

Eric, King of East Anglia, who had succeeded Guthrum in 890, and the 

two together, imitating the strategy of Halfdene thirty years before, 

marched their forces across the Chiltern country to Cricklade on the 

Upper Thames with the intention of raiding Wiltshire. This invasion 

met with little effective opposition from Duke Aethelred of Mercia 

through whose territories it passed, but Edward replied by a bold 

counterstroke, sending a force from Kent to join the Mercians of London 

with orders to attack the Danish districts between the river Lee and 

the river Ouse. The news that the ealdormen of East and "West Kent, 

Sigwulf and Sighelm, were ravaging between the Ouse and the well- 

known dykes which form such a feature in East Cambridgeshire, soon 

compelled Aethelwald and Eric to retrace their steps, and this led to a 

fierce encounter between the two armies at Holme, a hamlet of Biggles¬ 

wade in Bedfordshire^ The English accoimts admit that the Danes 

won the day, but their victory was a hollow one. Both Aethelwald and 

Eric were killed, and another Guthrum became king of East Anglia, who 
almost immediately aftei'wards made a peace^ at Yttingaford, in the 

township of Linslade in Buckinghamshire, on the terms that the old 

treaty between Alfred and Guthrum of 886 should be reconfirmed and 

that the Danes, in the dioceses of London and Dorchester, should abjure 

heathendom and pay tithes and other church dues to the bishops. 

This campaign not only rid Wessex of a dangerous aetheling but 

convinced the Danes that Edward and Aethelred were firm in their 

alliance, and that it was no safe matter to attack them. The result was 

a period of peace for Wessex, during which Edward shewed himself no 

unworthy follower of Alfred as a civil ruler. His first care was to finish 

his father’s new minster at Winchester, known in later days as the Abbey 
of Hyde, and organise it as a college of clerks; and thither, as 

soon as the church was finished, he removed Alfred’s tomb. Much 

more important however was a scheme, pressed upon him by Archbishop 

Plegmund, for increasing the number of the West Saxon sees. This 

was ultimately carried through in 909 on the deaths of Denewulf and 

1 The site of this battle has not hithei-to been identified, though the hamlet of 
Holme figures in Domesday Book in seven entries and lies just in the required 

position on the old North Road. 
2 liehermann, Gesetxe der AngdsaeUen, pp. 128-135. This undated document 

is not the actual treaty, but seems to embody its provisions. 
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Asser, the Bishops of Winchester and Sherborne, Plegmund having 

journeyed to Rome the year before to obtain the sanction of Pope 

Sergius III. By it the two ancient dioceses of Winchester and Sher¬ 

borne were replaced by five smaller ones, the bishops seats being fixed 
at Winchester for Surrey and Hampshire, at Ramsbury near Marlborough 

for Berkshire and North Wiltshire, at Sherborne for South Wiltshire 

and Dorset, at Wells for Somerset and at Crediton for Devon and 

Cornwall. These ecclesiastical reforms would by themselves be note¬ 

worthy and a credit to Edward. They stand, however, by no means 

alone, his efforts to put down theft and to improve justice and trade being 

equally remarkable. Por these we must turn to his laws^, especially 

to the dooms issued at Exeter which instructed the witan to search out 

better devices for maintaining the peace than had hitherto been employed, 

and to those ordering the king’s “reeves” to hold “moots” every four 

weeks and to see that every man was “ worthy of folkright.”^ This 

allusion to the moots held by the king’s reeves is the first definite indica¬ 

tion in the Anglo-Saxon laws of the existence, in Wessex or elsewhere, 

of any comprehensive system of local courts for areas smaller than the 

shires. It does not follow from this that Edward need be regarded as 

the inventor of these courts, but it shews at any rate that he was active 

in developing them, a conclusion further home out by another of his 

dooms which directs that all buying and selling must take place before a 

“ port-reeve ” in a “ port.” Here also we have a novel provision notable 

for its ultimate effects; for a “ port” or urban centre practically meant 

in most cases a “borough,” and so this rule set going a movement which 

in the end destroyed the military character of the boroughs and con¬ 

verted them into centres of trade and industry. 
That Wessex could devote itself for a time to internal reform was 

largely due to the fact that its boundaries nowhere marched with the 

Danelaw, but for Mercia as a buffer state the conditions were just the 

opposite. There, all round the frontiers there was chronic unrest, so 

that its duke was kept constantly busy with defensive measures. In 907 

for example he fortified Chester to guard against the Welsh and raiders 

from Ireland, while in 910-11 he had to meet an invasion of Danes from 

Yorkshire and the Midlands. These bands seem to have ravaged all 

over the dukedom, one force penetrating to the Bristol Avon, and another 

across the Severn into Herefordshire. In this emergency Aethelred 

naturally turned to his brother-in-law for help, and there followed a 

pitched battle near Tettenhall in Staffordshire in which Edward’s forces 

took a prominent part. The result was a great defeat for the Danes, no 

^ Liebermann, op. dt pp. 138-145. One of these dooms (I Edw. cap 2) deserves 
special remark/as it contains the only mention of ^^folcland” to be found in the 
Anglo-Saxon Laws. Elsewhere the term only occurs twice^ in two landbooks^ dated 
858 and 880 (Birchy (7ar^. Baos., Nos. 496,568), dealing with estates in Kent and Surrey. 
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fewer than three kings, two jaris and seven holds being slain. In fact 

this victory marks the beginning of the reconquest of the Danelaw. 

Shortly after Duke i^thelred died, leaving only a daughter to carry 

on his line. At the moment his decease made little difference, for his 

widow Aethelfleda took up the reins of government without opposition, 

and for nearly eight years (912-919) led the Mercian forces with a skill 

and energy which few women rulers have ever equalled. In the scanty 

finniilfi of these years, which speak of her regularly as “ the Lady of the 

Mercians,” she is always described as the directing mind, and we 

are not told the names of the men who assisted her, hut one cannot 

help suspecting that at her right hand there really stood her nephew 

Aethelstan, the heir to the throne of Wessex, who is known to have been 

fostered and trained in the arts of ruling by Aethelred. For if this 

supposition may be hazarded, it will account for the ease with which the 

Mercian heiress was set aside after Aethelfleda’s death, and also for the 

fact that, when Aethelstan came to be king, he seems to have been as 

much at home in Mercia as in his ancestral dominions. At any rate 

throughout Aethelfleda’s period of power there was complete accord 

between herself and her brother, and her first step was to arrange that 

Edward should take over the defence of the districts that owed obedience 

to London and Oxford, these being much more easily protected from 

Wessex than from the Severn Valley. And then began a long-sustained 

campaign, carried on over several years by the sister and brother in con¬ 

junction, with the avowed object of expanding their territories, Edward 

acting against the Danes from the south and Aethelfleda from the west. 

Their plan evidently was to keep cautiously moving forward on a 
regular system, erecting “boroughs” as they went along their frontiers, as 

Alfred had done in Wessex, to secure their base should they at any 

moment be forced to draw back. In 913 for example Aethelfleda pre¬ 
pared for an advance in the Trent Valley by erecting boroughs at 

StaflFord and Tamworth, and Edward for an advance in Essex by building 

two others at Hertford and Witham. In 914 the Danes retaliated by a 

raid on Luton and a foray into Mercian Cilternsaete as far as Hook 

Norton, both of which were easily repulsed by Edward, while further 

north Aethelfleda fortified Warwick in ancient Mercia and Eddisbury in 
Westema. In 915 the appearance of a force of viking from Brittany in 

the Severn mouth caused some diversion, but Buckingham in Danish 
Cilternsaete was fortified none the less, and this led next year to the flight 
of Thurkytel, jarl of Bedford and the capture of his borough. 

During these events, some of Aethelfleda’s energy was being expended 

on her Welsh frontiers. We hear of a borough which she built at 

Chirbury in Shropshire and of an expedition into Brecknock; but in 

917 she returned to the prosecution of the main scheme and got 

possession of Derby. This meant that the armies of Northampton and 

Leicester were placed between two fires, and it convinced their jaris that 
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something must be done. Accordingly they in 918 stirred up the jarl 

of Huntingdon to move his army across the Ouse and entrench himself at 

Tempsford in the neighbourhood of Holme in the hope of regaining 

Hendrica. At the same time they organised attacks on two new boroughs 

which Edward had just erected, one at lowcester in Middle Anglia 

and the other probably at Wing' near Aylesbury. Neither operation 

was however successful, and even the arrival of the king of East 
Anglia with considerable reinforcements for the men of Huntingdon 

failed to make any difference. Guthrum’s intervention on the contrary 

proved his ruin, for Edward made an assault on Tempsford and there 

slew Guthrum and two of his jarls called Toglos and Mann. This 

crushing disaster seems to have taken all the fight out of the Danish 

leaders. We hear of one or two more encounters in Essex in connexion 

with Colchester and Maldon; and then the Danish resistance collapsed, 

and the various armies, as it were, tumbled over each other in their 

haste to make terms with the victorious English. The first chief to come 

in was Thurferth, the jarl of Northampton, and he was quickly followed 

by the captains commanding the armies of Huntingdon, Cambridge and 

East Anglia. All alike agreed to submit without further fighting, and 

took Edward for their protector and lord on the condition that they 

and their men should retain their estates and enjoy their national 

customs. At the same time the army of Leicester without further 

fighting submitted to Aethelfleda. 
Great must have been the rejoicings throughout Wessex and Mercia 

at the triumphs of 918, but the next year had even greater events in 

store. It was opened by Edward marching to Stamford and there 

receiving the submission of the Danes of Kesteven and Holland. There 

too in June he received the news that Aethelfleda had died at Tamworth. 

At this juncture a less confident man might have hesitated what step to 

take. Not so Edward. Without loss of time he marched straight to 

Tamworth, claiming to be his sister’s successor. And thereupon the 

Mercians also agreed to take him as their lord. This settled, he set out 

for Nottingham and took possession of it, and a little later he received 

the submission of the men of Lindsey. Finally embassies arrived from 

the chief princes of Wales, from Idwal of Gwynedd and Hywel of 

Deheubarth, the grandsons of Rhodri Mawr, tendering their alliance. 

Rarely indeed have events moved so quickly. At the beginning of 918 

Edward was only one among a great number of princes claiming rule 

in England; at the close of 919 he was unquestioned superior of all men 

south of the Humber as well Danish as English. 
It is natural to ask why the resistance of the Danes in central and 

eastern England broke down so rapidly after 911. Many causes may 
be assigned to account for it, the more obvious being their total lack 

of cohesion (no jarl helped another until it was too late) and the 

1 Wiginga3nere; c£ Domesday Boofc, I. 1460. Witehunge. 
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softening of their manners as Christianity made headway among them. 

It seems also clear that few of the rank and file cared much by whom 

they were ruled, as long as they ran no risk of losing the fertile lands 

won by their fathers forty years before. Land-hunger had brought the 

vikings to England, not desire for national expansion, and so their ideal 

was 'pea.ee, plenty and opportunities for trading, and not political indepen¬ 

dence. It is well also to remember that at the very moment when 
Aethelfleda succeeded her husband, the treaty of St Clair-sur-Epte provided 

a congenial asylum for the more ambitious and wilder spirits, so that 

from 911 onwards there was a constant drift of English Danes to Nor¬ 

mandy, eager to take service under Hollo in the new Frankish Danelaw. 

A noticeable example of this movement is on record in the Anglo- 
Saxon Chronicle, which tells how Thurkytel, jarl of Bedford, made peace 

in 914, but a year or two later, with Edward’s assistance, fared over 

sea with such men as would follow him.” This trend of events evidently 

was not overlooked by Edward, and fairly accounts for the confident 

way in which he kept pushing forward. Having reached the Humber 

and Mersey, he might well have paused for a year or two to consohdate 

what he had won. On the contrary, in the next year he is found 

advancing as steadily as ever, bent on regaining for Mercia the northern 

half of the ancient Westcma, the land “betwixt the Mersey and the 

nibble,” and, in order to control the road from Chester to York, 

building a fort at Manchester, well within the borders of the Danes of 

Yorkshire. These Danes had long been a prey to internal dissensions, 

the old curse of Northumbria, as it were, resting upon them, but they 

had recently accepted a new king in the person of Regnald o 

Waterford, an Irish viking, who had first got a footing in Cui^erlaim 
and then spent most of his time in ravaging the territones of Ealdred, 

the high reeve of Bamborough, and of Constantine III, Kmg of the 
Scots (900-942). Edward’s bold advance justified itself more rapidly 

than he could have hoped. In 920, while building a borough at 

Bakewell in Peakland, he received the homage of all who i^elt m 
Northumbria, both English and Danes, that is to say of both Regnald 

and Ealdred of Bamborough. Nor was this all. According 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle there also appeared an embassy from Donald of 

Strathclyde and from Constantine, saying that the whole nation of the 
Scots was prepared to take the West Saxon for their “ father and 
lord.” Patriotic Scots have mostly challenged the credibility^ of the 

aTinal which makes this assertion, especially as it later became the basis 

of the claim put forward by the Plantagenet kings of England to 

suzerainty over Scotland. It seems probable, however, that the embassy 

really did come to Bakewell, but meant no more than that Constantine 

and his neighbours wished to ofPer Edward their congratulations and 

pave the way for an aUiance. It is quite gratuitous to suppose that 

tiiey held themselves to be in any way submitting to him as vassals m 
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the feudal sense. In fact, even as regards the Yorkshire Danes, it need 

not he held that more was meant than that Regnald for the 

moment wished for peace; and so things remained as long as Edward 

lived. He died on 17 July 925 having reigned 26 years. 
Edward was succeeded by his son Aethelstan, an equally great 

organizer and soldier, who ruled for fourteen years (925-939). The most 

striking military achievements of his reign were: the actual annexation 

of the kingdom of York in 926 on the death of Sihtric, Regnald’s 

brother, an expedition beyond the Forth in 933 to chastise King 

Constantine for taking up the cause of Anlaf Cuaran, Sihtric’s son, and 

the crowning battle of Brunanburh in 937, to be located it would seem 

at Birrenswark, an old Roman camp in Annandale nine miles north of 

the Solway. By this latter victory he broke up a great league of Scots, 

Strathclyde Britons, Irish vikings, and Danes from Cumberland and 
Yorkshire, which Constantine had laboriously built up in order to avenge 

his own wrongs and re-establish a buffer state at York. These triumphs 

completely cowed Aethelstan's enemies, and for the moment justified him 

in assuming the vaunting title of “Rex totius Britanniae” which is 

found on his coinage. They also brought him very great renown on the 

Continent, so that contemporary sovereigns eagerly sought the hands of 

his sisters, one of them having married Charles the Simple, King of the 

West Franks, another marrying Hugh the Great, Count of Paris, the 

father of Hugh Capet, and a third Otto the Saxon, son of Henry the 

Fowler, who in due time was to found a new line of Roman Emperors. 

Meagre as are the annals devoted to Aethelstan’s reign in the 

Chronicle, we can also detect that he applied himself with energy to 

the work of adapting the institutions, which had hitherto served for 

the government of Wessex and Mercia, to the conditions of his greatly 

enlarged realm. In particular he set about establishing new local 

machinery in the districts between the Thames and Welland which had 

longest resisted his father’s arms. Here he adopted the borough system 

invented by the Danes as the basis of a number of new shires, which are 

marked off* from the older West Saxon shires by being named from a 

central fortress. He also in all probability planned a new scheme of 

hidage for these shires, and further subdivided them for purposes of 

taxation, police and justice into a number of smaller divisions of varying 

size, called “hundreds,” which continued in use till the nineteenth 

century. No absolute proof can be given of this inference; but if the 

hundreds are counted shire by shire, it will be found that they are 

artificially arranged so as to form a neatly balanced scheme, in all con¬ 

taining 120 hundreds, and this is only likely to have been introduced in 

some period of resettlement after a crisis such as followed on Aethelstan’s 

accession. The term “ hundred ” moreover soon afterwards appears in 

the laws, A table will best shew how the hundreds were distributed. 
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Oxfordshire .22 
Buckinghamshire .f I 
Bedfordshire.12 f 
Huntingdonshire (4 double hundreds) ... 8 / 
Northamptonshire . SOI 
Cambridgeshire (excluding the Isle of Ely) 15 
Hertfordshire. 
Middlesex .5|-J _ 

Total m 

Similar reorganisation was also carried througli further east; for in 

East Anglia and Essex we can also trace artificial hundred schemes, 

Essex in 1066 having twenty hundreds and East Anglia sixty, dis¬ 

tributed in the proportion of 86 : ^4 between Norfolk and Suffolk. In 

Essex, it would seem, there was also a new assessment of hidage, but not 

in East Anglia, perhaps because that province had not been actually 

conquered by force. 
Another side of government, to which Aethelstan gave much careful 

attention, was the better maintenance of the peace as inculcated in his 

father’s dooms. His laws on this head in fact, for their date, are very 

comprehensive, and it is interesting to find him relying on the feudal 

relation of lord and man as one means of securing good behaviour. He 

laid it down, for example, that all lordless men were to be compelled by 

their kinsmen to find themselves lords, and that the lords were to be 

responsible for producing their men, if charges were preferred against 

them. As one doom expressed it, every lord was to keep his men in his 

suretyship (^Jid^rissio) to prevent thieving; and if he had a considerable 

number of vassals, he was ordered to appoint a te&ve {praepositus) in each 

township to look after their behaviour. Another device adopted in 

Aethelstan's day with the same object was the so-called or 

peace association. This system was set up in the Chilterns and Essex by 

the advice of the bishops of London and Dorchester and the reeves in 

those dioceses, but it was also used in other parts. It consisted in 

grouping men together by tens and hundreds, the members of each 

group oT^thlorh being mutually responsible for each other’s acts, and 

liable to be fined collectively if one of the group committed a wrong 

and defaulted. The importance of these new expedients is evident, but 

it must not be supposed that any attempt was made to apply them 

uniformly all over the realm. One law indeed was published prescribing 

a uniform coinage and fixing the number of moneyers for various 

towns; but it is clear that in the Five Boroughs and in the north 

Aethelstan as a rule let things alone, and was content to act mainly 

through the leading Danes who naturally maintained their own customs. 

For example, in spite of the fact that much of the king’s time was 

devoted to organising shires and hundreds in the south, the more 

northern Danish provinces preserved their own analogous organisation 

ridings '^ {i,e, third parts”) and wapentakesy’' their reckoning 
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of money in “marfo” and and their reckoning ot l^nd hy 
° Jntefe” The term “femdrrd” indeed was used m the north, hut m 
quite different ways from its uses in Mercia and Wessex. Beyond the 
Welland it either denoted a sum of 120 ores and was used ^ an 
elliutical expression for 8 pounds of silver or 12 marks, the oie being 
a slm of 16d., or else it was used as a term of land measurement and 
denoted 120 mantds, the mantal being a unit of cultivation about half 
the size of the English ^yardland,^ ten of them making a ploughland 

Similarly the 
tariff of wergelds, which they stated in ‘Hhryrnsas 
the hold’s wergild being 4000 thrymsas, the jarls 8000, and an 

^'^Slstlfffsuccessor was his half-brother Edmund, a youth of 
eio-hteen, who had fought at Brunanhurh. His accession in October 

939 was the signal for a tardy attempt to regain ^ 

part of the Yorkshire Danes. Led by ^ Sfe of 
made Archbishop of York, they set up Anlaf Guthfrithson, the Kin^ 

Dublin, as their ruler. By themselves the men of 
no longer formidable; but the revolt quickly spread to the Rve Boroughs, 
i i enabled Anlaf to cross the Welland and -t^ck Northampton. 
There he was beaten off; but he soon afterwards stormed Tamwo^. 
He was then himself in turn besieged by Edmund at Leicester. The 
upshot was a truce, by which Edmund acknowledged the Watling Street 

af his frontier. This was a great loss; but on i^laf “ 
in Bemicia in 941, Edmund at once fell on Anlaf Cuaran, Guthfrithson s 
cousin and successor; and in 942 he regained the ancient Mercian frontier, 
which ran from Dore near Sheffield eastwards to WhitweU n^r Worksop 
and so to the Humber. Two years later Anlaf Cuaran fled back to 
mhlS, and Edmund re-entered York, but feeling himself unequal to 
maintaining control over the whole of Aethelstans realm, handed over 
Cumberland in 945 to Malcolm, King of Scofr (942-952), on the 
condition “that he should be his feUow-worker by land and sea, a^nd 
keep in control the unruly colony of Norwegians, who by this time had 

firmly seated themselves round Carlisle. i 
When not fighting Edmund seems to have been much under the m- 

fluence of churchmen, especially of Oda, a remarkable Dane whom he pro¬ 

moted to the see of Canterbury, and of Dunstan, a Somersetshire noble 
a trifle younger than himself, whom he made Abbot of Glastonbury 
mobahly in 943. It is to Oda and other bishops, rather than to the king 
Mmself, that we must ascribe a measure, of considerable importance for the 
growth of civilisation, which is found in Edmunds dooms. ^ This is an 
ordinance which declared that for the future a manslayers kinsmen, 
provided they lent the culprit no support after the deed, were not to U 
held liable to make any amends to the slain man’s km, and conversely 
that the maegth or kindred of the slain man were only to take their 
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vengeance on the slayer himself, who was to be treated by every one as 
an outlaw and to forfeit all he possessed. Here we have the first 
recorded attempt in England to put down the time-honoured institution 
of the blood feud, and to make each man responsible only for his 
own acts, and to break up the solidarity of the powerful family groups, 
whose feeling of cousinship often reduced the authority of the state to a 
shadow. Needless to say the good old custom of following up feuds 
relentlessly, generation after generation, was at first little abated by 
this well-meant edict. Its promulgation however marks the spread 
of a civilising movement which was ultimately to make away with the 
whole system of private war and wergilds. 

Another movement, which was also making ^adual progress a,t this 
time, and may perhaps therefore be best mentioned here, though it had 
begun before Edmund’s day and was not completed in his rei^, 
concerns the position and functions of the magnates in charge of the 
shires. All through the centuries of the Heptarchy ai^ down to 
Alfred’s death, each shire, so far as our information goes, had been ruled 
by its OWE sciriES-Ej’’ called indifferently either dnkea prefect or 

alderman, most of whom were of royal descent. As soon however as 
England began to be unified, a demand for wider jurisdictions arose, 
A shire apiece had been all that the magnates could expect, so long as 
their king himself ruled only Wessex or Mercia, but ambitions 
naturally expanded in proportion with the growth of the kingdom. 
As the tenth century advanced they accordingly pressed Edward the 
Elder and his sons more and more to abandon the old scheme or one 
duke to one shire, and gradually succeeded in getting a new system 
introduced under which the shires were grouped three or four together 
with a duke over each group. It must have been a protr^ted process 
^qT,ging from one system to the other, but the results as they stood in 
Edmund’s day are clear enough, and may be inferred from the Iwts of 
magnates who are found attesting his numerous charters. If these ^ 

ajy«d, it j, Sffin that, apart frwB “jtob" mth ’'I" 
still ruled districts in the Five Boroughs and beyond the Humber, the 
total number of dukes attesting at onetime is never more than mght, anfi 
these can be distributed with moderate eertainy over Souto Engird 
in the proportion of three to the counties south of the T-hames .^d five 
to the Midlands and East Anglia^. This change, moreover, carried with 
it another. The new type of dukes could not always be Present To preside 
in the sbire-moots. Hence there arose the need for local officials of a 
lower grade intermediate between the port-reeves and the dukes, a class 
who seem to be referred to for the first time in the laws of Aethelstan 
and who ultimately came to be entitled ««cirg-erg/hn” or shire-reeves . 

1 ChaAmc^,Stiuiies in Anglo-Saxon Institutions, 

2 Tlie origin of the sheriffs is hy no means clear. The term scirgerefa is 
not found in the laws of any of the Anglo-Saxon kings. 
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This gradual evolution, it need hardly be pointed out, was not altogether 
in the best interests of the monarchy; for the new dukes had to be given 
very considerable estates to support their authority,^d this meant that 
the .Crown was unable to retain in its own hands sufficient of the newly- 
won territories to guarantee itself the same territorial superiority over 
the dukes, as it had formerly possessed in Wessex. Statistics of course 
cannot be produced to shew the precise distribution of territorial^uence, 
but all indications lead to the conclusion that, everywhere north of the 
Thames, the Crown had to content itself with a comparatively weak posi- 
tion, especially in East and Middle Anglia, which from 930 onwards were 
placed in the hands of an aetheling enjoying such a regal endowment that 
he came to be familiarly known as Aethelstan Half-king. 

Responsibility for this development in the direction of feudalism 
should probably be laid on Aethelstan’s shoulders rather than on 
Edmund’s; for Edmund had little opportunity of reconsidering his 
brother’s policy, his career being cut short by assassination when he was 
stiE under twenty-five. He left two sons, Eadwig and Edgar, but as these 
were mere children, the crown was passed on to their uncle Eadred, the 
youngest son of Edward the Elder. This prince was also short-lived, 
but his reign of nine years (946-955) remains a landmark, because it 
witnessed the last attempt made by the men north of the Humber to 
re-assert their lost independence. In this rising the Danes were 
first by Anlaf Cuaran, their former king, and finally by a viking called 
Eric, probably Eric Blood-axe, son of Harold Fairhair the unifier of 
Norway. They also had the support of Archbishop Wulfsta,n, Edmund’s 
shifty opponent, whom the West Saxon house had vainly tried to bind to 
their cause by a grant of Amounderness (central Lancashire). The 
chief incidents of the struggle are reported to have been the deposition 
and imprisonment of Wulfstan, the burning of Ripon and sundry en¬ 
counters near Tanshelf, now better known as Pontefract, to secure the 
ford over the river Aire. In the end however Eric abandoned the 
struggle, and in 954 Eadred took final possession of Yorkshire and com¬ 
mitted it to Oswulf, the high reeve of Bamborough, to hold as a “ jarl- 
dom.” Thus was completed the long process of welding England into 
a single kingdom with continuous territories stretching from the Forth 

to the English Channel. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

ENGLAND FROM A.D. 954 TO THE 

DEATH OF EDWARD THE CONFESSOR. 

The task which Alfred’s descendants had undertaken of creating an 

English nation was by no means accomplished in 954. The conquest of 

the Yorkshire Danes by Eadred and the final expulsion of Eric in that 

year completed the territorial development of the kingdom, but there 

still remained the harder tasks of creating a national feeling and a 

common law; and even a hundred years later only slight progress can 

be discerned in either of these important matters. For the moment 

however the inhabitants of England might fairly congratulate them¬ 

selves on what had been achieved by the last two generations, and the 

prospects for the future seemed bright enough. War and the danger of 

war were over at least for a time; the country had become consolidated as 

never before, and the only trouble, which seemed at all threatening, was 

a certain want of robustness, which was beginning to manifest itself in 

the royal house. Of this weakness Eadred, despite his energy, was an 

unmistakeable example. By all accounts he must have been, even from 

boyhood, a chronic invalid, and his health grew worse as he grew older. 

It was but little of a surprise then to his subjects that he lived to be only 

thirty- one, dying at Frome in Somerset somewhat suddenly in 955 while 

still unmarried. 

Eadred’s premature death opened the succession to his nephew 

Eadwig, the son of Edmund, who had been passed over in 946 as too 

young to rule, and even now was little more than fifteen. From the 
very first this youth seems to have had an aversion to most of the 

advisers, who ,had surrounded his father and uncle, and to have been 
under the control of a party among the nobles of Wessex who resented 

the influence which had been exercised at court by Dunstan, the Abbot 
of Glastonbury, and Eadgifu the young king’s grandmother. The 

result was that quarrels broke out even at the king’s coronation, and 

within a year Dunstan was banished from England and driven to take 

refuge at Ghent in the abbey of Blandinium. The treatment meted 
out to Dunstan, together with an unwise marriage made by the king, 

led to a revolt breaking out in 957, apparently organised by the 
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leading men of the Midlands. These rebels at once recalled Dunstan, 

and, supported by Aethelstan Half-king, the great duke of East Anglia, 

set up Edgar, Eadwig’s younger brother, as a rival king. For a time it 

seemed as if the unity of England was once more in jeopardy. Eadwig 

retained the support of Oda, the Archbishop of Canterbury, and still 

controlled Wessex ; but the boy Edgar was recognised as king north of 

the Thames, and in 958 found himself strong enough to secure the 

bishopric of Worcester for Dunstan, and a little later the bishopric of 

London as well. Most fortunately, however, open war was avoided, and 

in 959 Eadwig died, whereupon Oda abandoned his hostility and Edgar, 

who was now sixteen, succeeded to the undivided sovereignty. 

Edgar’s reign, though a period of almost profound peace and 

therefore dull from the narrative point of view, forms a notable epoch. 

It lasted some sixteen years (959-975), and is memorable not only for a 

considerable body of secular legislation but as a period, during which 

churchmen held the reins of power, and used their influence over the king 

and the leading nobles to promote a much needed ecclesiastical reform. 

This reform, whether they deliberately designed it or not, so increased 

the prestige and popularity of their order that, by the end of the reign, 

the political power and landed endowments of the English Church were 

not far from doubled. Ever since the coming of the vikings, notwith¬ 

standing Alfred’s remarkable efforts to provide a remedy, the English 

clergy, both the regulars and the secidars, had remained sunk in a 

deplorable condition of ignorance and lack of discipline. Whatever 

statesmanship had manifested itself under Alfred’s successors, had come 

almost wholly from the warrior and princely classes. In spite of all their 

energy in securing the payment of tithes and church dues, few of the 

bishops or parish clergy had followed high ideals or set any woithy 

standard before their flocks. Lax conditions prevailed also among the 

regular clergy. Many monasteries had lost their endowments by lay en¬ 

croachments, and stood practically empty and ruined, while the majority 

of the foundations which had survived were no longer tenanted by monks 

living in strict isolation from the world, but by colleges of clerks^ living 

under customs which were of varying strictness, but all involving very 

little of the monk’s rigorous discipline. In monasteries, such as these, 

the obligations of celibacy, poverty, and the common life prescribed by 

the Rule of St Benedict were by no means insisted on; and the clerks who 

enjoyed the endowments were as often as not married men living with 

their families in their own houses and dispensing hospitality to their friends 

with considerable display and luxury. No doubt there were some devout 

1 The Englisli do not seem as yet to have adopted the continental term ^*'cano- 
nicus'' to distinguish clerks living in communities from the ordinary clergy. Some 
term however was clearly needed, and canon*' gradually became current. A clause 
in Aethelred’s Laws for example, issued c, 1008, prescribes specially for ^^canonicas.” 
Liebermann’s p, 238 
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men among them; but in general their zeal in attending services in their 

minster churches left much to be desired, and it was difficult to get them 

even to reside continuously in the neighbourhood of their duties, as they 

found hunting and travelling about far more to their taste than the 

solemn chanting of the "^‘canonical hours” for the public weal some six 

to nine times a day* 

Before Edraund'*s reign few protests had been raised in England over 

the practical disappearance of strict monasticism. St Oswald’s Abbey at 

Gloucester, founded by Duke Aethelred and the Lady Aethelfleda in 909, 

the New Minster at Winchester, founded by Edward the Elder as Alfred’s 

memorial, and Milton Abbey in Dorset, founded by Aethelstan, had all 

been organised as a matter of course as colleges of clerks; while Edmund 

himself in 944 made a home at Bath for fugitive clerks from Flanders 

who had been expelled from St Bertin’s Abbey at St Omer for refusing 

to accept reforms. Within the English Church the first men to realise 

that reform was desirable seem to have been the Danish Archbishop 

Oda and Aelfheah, who occupied the see of Winchester from 9S4 to 951. 

Both these churchmen had relations with the Continent and through 

them became imbued with the stricter ideas as to clerical and monastic 

life, which in Aethelstan’s time had taken hold of Western Frankland. 

These ideas in the first instance had emanated either from the famous 

abbey of Cluny in Burgundy, whence they had spread to Fleury (St Benoit- 

sur-Loire), regarded in the tenth century as the leading monastery in 

Neustria, or from Brogne near Namur, whence came St Gerard, who 

between 939 and 944 reformed the monasteries of Flanders. Several 

incidents in Oda’s career shew that he favoured the new ideas, and wished 

to spread them in England^ In 94S for instance, when appointed arch¬ 

bishop, he decided that he ought himself to become a monk, and sent 

to Fleury to obtain the monastic habit. Nor was it long before he issued 

new constitutions for his province, and among them was one insisting that 

all ordained persons, whether men or women, should observe the rule of 

chastity. Again a few years later, when his nephew Oswald decided to 

become a monk, Oda advised him to go and study at Fleury, as the best 

house in which to prepare himself for his vocation. Bishop Aelfheah’s pre¬ 

ference for strict monasticism can be traced back still earlier, for we find 

him already in Aethelstan’s reign persuading Dunstan, who was his 

kinsman, to abandon the idea of marriage and devote himself to a life of 

asceticism and study.' The result was that Dunstan, on his appointment to 

be abbot of Glastonbury by Edmund, had at once set zealously to work to 

convert the clerks, over whom he was called to rule, into a more disciplined 

society by making them share a common dormitory and refectory and 

^ The parts played by the chief leaders of the monastic reform in England have 
been much debated. The views here presented adopt in the main" the conclusions 
reached by Dr J. Armitage Robinson in his two valuable papers, entitled The 
Scujcon Bishops of Wells and St Oswald and the Church of Worcester, 
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by refusing to admit any more married men to the community. Glaston¬ 
bury thus led the way in reform in England, and became a school of 
piety and learning in which many men were trained who were to make 
their mark in the future. The most remarkable of these was Aethel¬ 
wold, a native of Winchester. He, like Dunstan, had come as a youth 
under the influence of Bishop Aelfheah. At Glastonbury he rose to be 
“dean” and Dunstan’s right-hand man, and about 950 by the influence of 
Eadgifu, the queen mother, he was selected by Eadred to take charge of 
Abingdon in Berkshire, one of Ine’s foundations, which had become 
almost desolate. Very enthusiastic by nature, Aethelwold had hardly 
been satisfied with the amount of discipline enforced at Glastonbury. 
His first act accordingly, on reaching Abingdon, was to dispatch his 
friend Osgar, another of Dunstan’s pupils, to Eleury, so that he might 
be furnished with first-hand knowledge of what was being done on the 
Continent, and then make his abbey a model for England. Backed 
by Eadred’s patronage Abingdon soon grew to be a large and well 
endowed foundation, observing the rule of St Benedict in its most 
stringent form. Nor was its progress hindered under Eadwig, who went on 
showering benefactions on it notwithstanding Aethelwold’s connexion with 
Dunstan and the curtailment of his own resources by the revolt of Mercia. 

The acceptance of Edgar by the West Saxons gave the advocates of 
reform a much freer hand, as the young king from the first relied on 
Dunstan as his principal adviser. In 960 he promoted him to the see of 
Canterbury, and shortly afterwards proclaimed himself definitely one of 
the reforming party by appointing Oswald, Oda’s nephew, to the see of 
Worcester and Aethelwold to that of Winchester. Though all three 
prelates were equally pledged to reform, they set about it in diflerent 
ways. Dmistan, though he had a hand in the reform of Westminster 
and Malmesbury and perhaps of Bath, thought most of raising the tone 
of the laity and the parish priests, and consequently spent much of 
his energy in warring against drunkenness and immorality. Aethelwold 
on the other ^nd, holding that the state of the monasteries was the most 
crying evil, did little for the laity, and pressed on with a ruthless crusade 
throughout Wessex, beginning with Chertsey and the two minsters at 
Winchester, by which he hoped to set monks in the shoes of the collegiate 
clergy. He seems to have offered the clerks, whether married or not, only 
two alternatives, either complete acceptance of a most stringent monastic 
vow or instant expulsion, and at the old Minster, when argument proved 
of no avail, he actually resorted to violence, calling in lay assistance to 
expropriate his opponents from their property. In the Severn valley, 
the course pursued by Oswald was more tactful. Relying on example, he 
left the clerks of Worcester and Gloucester undisturbed, and merely 
established a small house for monks near Bristol at Westbury-on-Trym. 
Meanwhile the king started a movement in the Danelaw to refound some 
of the great abbeys which had been destroyed in the Danish wars and 
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which still lay in ruins. The chief of these were Ely, Medeshamstede 

and Thorney. Thanks to Aethelwold, these were all re-established and 

filled with monks, Medeshamstede taking the name of Peterborough. A 

new model abbey also arose at Ramsey in Huntingdonshire about 969. 

This was the joint work of Bishop Oswald and Duke Aethelwin of East 

Anglia, a son of Aethelstan Half-king; and it was from Ramsey a few 

years later that Oswald brought monks first to Winchcombe and ulti¬ 

mately to his cathedral church at Worcester, establishing them in his 

^^familia'"’ side by side with the clerks, whose life interests he respected. 

Finally, to set the seal on these activities, Aethelwold at Edgar’s request 

translated the Rule of St Benedict into English for the benefit of those 

who were weak in Latin. He also, with the object of introducing uni¬ 

formity of practice into the daily life of the monasteries, composed a new 

rule for English monks, known as the ^^Regularis Concordia Anglicae 

Nationis,” founded partly on the custom of Fleury and Ghent and partly 

on the ^‘Capitula” issued in 817 by Benedict of Aniane. 
Another side of the ecclesiastical awakening which characterised 

Edgar’s reign is seen in the care with which the reforming prelates set 

about developing and managing the estates which the laity, encouraged 

by the king, on all sides pressed upon them. The best evidence of this 

is found at Worcester, where a number of records stiH survive shewing 

how Bishop Oswald personally superintended the administration of the 

demesnes belonging to his church. Among them are some seventy deeds 

in which the bishop is seen granting out portions of the episcopal lands 

to persons whom he describes as his thegns.^ knights or milites on condition 

of faithful service, and side by side with these is preserved a letter, 

addressed by the bishop to King Edgar, in which he reports in explicit 

terms exactly what the nature of the bargain was and what were the services 

which the tenants were to render for their holdings. For the most part 

these leases, or “ land-loans ” as they are called, were for the period of three 

lives, that is to say they were roughly tantamount to ninety-nine year 

leases, the first tenant having the right to name two successor, after 

which the land was to revert to the church; but in the meantime the 

tenants were to pay yearly church-scots, at the rate of a horse-load of 

corn for each hide of land which they held, to pay toll to the bishop 

when they bought or sold, to render pannage for their pigs when feeding 

in the bishop’s woods and help their lord in his hunting, to ride on the 
lord’s errands and fulfil all the duties of a knight or, as the letter 

expresses it, fulfil the “ lex equitandi quae ad equites pertinet:^ What 

makes these curious records particularly interesting is the clear impli¬ 

cation, which they convey, that already the estates of the great English 

ecclesiastics were taking very much the shape of the baronies of a later 

day, and that we can discern in these ‘^knights,” though they cannot yet 
be called military tenants, a class who held by a tenure which was almost 
feudal, and which would easily become “tenure in chivalry” as soon as 
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the tactics of war changed and the time-honoured method of fighting on 
foot was replaced by reliance on heavy cavalry. These documents in fact 
shew us how in Edgar’s day, side by side with the religious reform, there 
developed a further drift towards feudalism, an eifect of the steady 
accumulation of land into greater and greater estates. They shew also 
how prominent a part in this economic evolution may be assigned to the 
churchmen, for though no other records of estate management have 
survived, as detailed as those of Worcester, there are plenty of indications 
that all the ecclesiastical corporations were acting in these matters more 
or less on uniform lines. 

Though the social and religious movements are clearly the most 
important things that happened in Edgar’s reign, it must not be thought 
that the king remained all his life a mere tool in the hands of the 
ecclesiastics and had no policy of his own. Like most of his immediate 
predecessors, he evidently, on coming to manhood, had closely at heart the 
due maintenance of order in all parts of his realm, and kept constantly 
amending and sharpening the machinery for enforcing the peace and 
dispensing justice. His laws no doubt shew the influence of Dunstan in 
the minuteness with which they deal with tithe and the observance of 
fasts and festivals, but they are also remarkable for their precise rules as 
to buying and selling and the pursuit of thieves, as to the maintenance 
of the suretyship system of fnihborhs and as to the periods when the 
various courts were to be held. Specially famous is his ordinance as to 
the local courts, which contains the first clear proof of a regular division 
of the shires for judicial purposes into moderate sized units called 
“hundreds,” each with its own tribunal sitting every four weeks. A 
fm-ther step of somewhat doubtful wisdom, as it tended to undennine 
the royal authority, was to place some of the hundreds, so far as the 
administration of justice was concerned, under the control of the re¬ 
formed monasteries. Considerable districts thereby acquired the status 
of ecclesiastical franchises, in which the local courts were no longer held 
in the king’s name, and in which the profits of justice went into the 
eofPersof some minster church and not into the king’s treasury. The 
first monastic houses to acquire these franchises, or “sokes” as they were 
termed in the vernacular (from some, the Anglo-Saxon term for juris¬ 
diction), were Peterborough and Ely; and there seems no reason to 
doubt the local traditions, which tell us that they obtained them from 
Edgar on their first foundation at the instance of Bishop Aethelwold. 
No formal Latin charters from the king have come down to us attesting 
these giants, but in either case there are some curious Anglo-Saxon 
records 1 still existing which more or less explain their nature. From 
these we can see that Peterborough obtained judicial control over a 
block of eight hundreds in Northamptonshire, having Oundle as their 

For Peterborough cf. Birch, GaH. Sax. No. 1130 and Amlo-Saxon Chronicle E. 
For Ely c£ Birch, Cari.1267 
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chief town, while Ely obtained similar control not only over the two 

hundreds lying round the monastery, which made up the Isle of Ely, 

but also over a district of five hundreds in East SufiFolk, known as 

‘^Wichlawa,"” having Woodbridge on the Deben as its centre and also 

comprising Sudbourne with the port of Orford, an estate which Edgar 

had granted to Aethelwold as a reward for translating the Rule of 

St Benedict into English. In the “sokes’” thus created the essential 

novelty was not merely the transfer of the king’s rights to the monks, 

but the fact that by the transfer great numbers of men, both small and 

great, who were in no way the tenants of the monks or under their 

patronage by “commendation,” nevertheless came thus to be subjected to 

them for police and judicial purposes, and had, if charged with any 

crime, to appear before officials appointed by them, and became liable 

to pay to the monks fines whenever they were unfortunate enough to be 

convicted. In other words the creation of the sokes also created a new 

kind of lordship, so that the freemen of these districts for the future all had, 

as it were, three lords over them; first their immediate personal lord, to 

whom they were tied by commendation; secondly the lord of the hundred, 

to whom they owed “soke”; and thirdly the king or supreme lord, 

to whom they owed military service, and to whom they could still appeal 

as a last resort in judicial matters if the lord of the hundred persistently 
refused to do them adequate justice. 

Here we see no small step taken, at the instance of the ecclesiastics, 

in the direction of feudalism, one too which was certain to be regarded 

by the lay magnates as a precedent justifying them in seeking similar 

franchises for themselves. As yet, however, we have no reason to suppose 
that Edgar had favoured any laymen in this way; and the only other 

notable franchise which we can ascribe to him is one which was set up 

in Worcestershire in favour of Oswald, but which differed from those 

granted to Aethelwold’s foundations in extending only to estates which 

were already in the bishop’s ownership, and to men who were under his 

lordship as tenants of the see of Worcester. Here again we can produce 

no genuine Latin charter in witness of Edgar’s grant; but none the less 

we may accept as credible the traditions enshrined in the celebrated but 

suspect landbook known as AltitonantiSj and vouched for in the main by 

the account of Worcestershire given in the Domesday Survey ^ These 

authorities, if read together, tell us that Oswald was given a seignorial 

jurisdiction over about a third of the lands of his see, comprising BOO hides 

lying scattered in various parts in the valleys of the Severn and the Avon, 

and that he was further permitted to organise this special area into three 
new hundreds, which together came to be known as the triple hundred of 

“Oswaldeslau.” The creation of this soke, though in extent of juris¬ 

diction a much narrower one than those given to Peterborough and Ely, 

1 Cfi Birch, Oart. Saso. No. 118.5; Domesday BooJc^ 1.172 5., andMaitlandi ilome^- 

day Book and Beyondy 
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had a very disturbing effect on the local organisation of Worcestershire; 

for the new hundreds had little geographical coherence and were in every 

case merely artificial aggregates of land, pieces of them lying inter¬ 

spersed among estates belonging to other lords, and pieces of them being 

even quite outside the proper bounds of the county and forming detached 

islands in Gloucestershire. The net result, therefore, was that the hundreds 

of Worcestershire became a sort of patchwork, and the respective juris¬ 

dictions of the king and the bishop remained ever afterwards most 

awkwardly intermixed. These administrative and legal changes, as well 

as the general character of his dooms, plainly shew that Edgar was 

an active ruler, and there can be little doubt that he deserves to 

share with Dunstan the credit for the peacefulness and increase of 

civilisation, which marked his reign and made such an impression 

on his contemporaries. We cannot, however, altogether commend his 

policy in the matter of the sokes which he created in favour of 

Aethelwold and Oswald; for he thereby initiated a process which could 

not fail in the long run to diminish the effectiveness of the central 
government. 

Edgar died in 975, prematurely like so many of his race, being not yet 

thirty-three, and was buried by Dunstan at Glastonbury, He was twice 

married and left two sons, Edward a boy of thirteen born of his first wife, 

and Aethelred aged seven, the child of his second wife Aelfthrythk This 

Devonshire lady, the sister of the founder of Tavistock Abbey, was filled 

with ambition for her family, and would not acquiesce in the kingdom 

passing whole to her stepson, and helped by a party among the Mercian 

nobility who still cherished a resentment for the hard treatment 

that had been meted out to the clerks, attempted to obtain recognition 

for Aethelred. Dunstan, however, with the help of Oswald, who had 

become Archbishop of York in 971, though still retaining the see of 

Worcester, supported Edward and caused him to be elected by a witan 

and crowned at Kingston in Surrey. If the unity of England was to be 

maintained, this settlement was obviously a wise one, but it only drove 

the discontented party into more violent action, led by Aelfhere, the 

duke who had been placed in Edgar’s day in control of the Severn valley. 

Aelfhere probably was opposed to Dunstan’s continued control of the 

king, but his particular grievances seem to have been against Oswald, 

who had handed over Winchcombe Abbey to Germanus, a monk from 

Ramsey, and had also tried to displace the clerks from Pershore, a foun¬ 

dation connected with Aelfhere’s house. High-born canons, friends and 

kinsmen of Aelfhere, had thereby lost their incomes and were clamouring 

for restitution. In judging this movement no reliance can be placed on 

the accounts of it which have survived, for they originate without 

exception from the side of the monks and depict all sympathisers with 

^ Aelftlirytli had been previously married to the eldest son of Aethelstan Half-king. 
Edgar probably unproved bis territorial position in East Anglia by marrying her. 
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the clerks as the blackest scoundrels. The only point that stands out 

clearly is that Aelfhere and his friends were strong enough to drive 

out the monks from Evesham and replace their rivals in several of the 

Worcestershire and Gloucestershire foundations. Meantime a somewhat 

similar movement had developed in the eastern Midlands in connexion 

with the lands that had been acquired by Ramsey, Ely and Peterborough. 

It was alleged that many of them had been taken unjustly from their 

former owners. Flushed by his successes in the west, Aelfhere came 

over to support the malcontents, but the fenland abbeys had powerful 

defenders in Aethelwin, who had founded Ramsey, and in Brihtnoth, the 

duke of the East Saxons, who had been a liberal benefactor to Ely. 

These nobles raised armed forces to defend the estates of the monasteries, 

and eventually Aelfhere and his partisans had to retire discomfited, 

Aethelwin being ever afterwards styled among the monks in gratitude 

for his services the Friend of God.” These disputes exhibit Dunstan 

as no longer equal to the task of maintaining order and were followed 

almost immediately by his downfall from power. This was brought 

about in 978 by the murder of the young Edward, a deed done in cold 

blood at Corfe in Dorset, apparently at the instigation of the ambitious 

Aelfthryth. If Dunstan had still retained his earlier vigour, he would 

have promptly taken steps to punish the conspirators ; but the murder 

went unavenged, and Aethelred, though only ten years old, commenced 

unchallenged a reign which was fated to last for thirty-seven years (978- 

1016) and bring England untold disasters. 

Aethelred’s minority was necessarily a long one, but so far as we 

know without any striking incidents. The leaders of Edgar’s time were 

all ageing and one by one passing into the background. Dunstan lived till 

988, but withdrew from court in 980 and spent the rest of his days in 

dignified retii’ement, busied with ecclesiastical duties. The rivalry 

between the monks and clerks cooled down with the deaths of 

Bishop Aethelwold and Duke Aelfhere some four years later, nor did 

Oswald or Aethelwin again play parts of importance, although they 

survived till %%%. The ecclesiastical fight ended in a drawn battle, for the 

canons retained possession of Canterbury and York, of London, Dor¬ 

chester and Lichfield, of Bury St Edmunds, St Albans and Beverley, 

and even in Wessex kept some important churches such as Wells and 

Chichester. As to the king we hear that he was involved in a dispute 

with Aelfhere’s heir, but we do not even know who took charge of his 

education. His minority in fact would be almost a blank, were it not for 

some entries in the Chronicle which speak of renewed viking incursions. 

These began in 980, when raiders made descents on Chester, Thanet and 

Southampton. The first batch no doubt came from Ireland or Man, the 

others more probably from Scandinavia; but no one thought them 

dangerous, even though they were followed by further raids in 98£ on 

Devon and Cornwall. In reality they were the opening of another 

CH. XV. 
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period of trial for England, and foreshadowed Danish and Norwegian 

attacks not less dangerous to the security and freedom of Englishmen 

than those captained by Ingwar and Guthrum in the ninth century. 

The position of England about the year 990, when Aethelred attained 

his majority, might seem at first sight less vulnerable than in Alfred’s 

day. The land was no longer split into rival kingdoms; it had fortresses 

and ships and the confidence born of former victories. But this impression 

of unity and strength is misleading. In reality, the West Saxon dynasty 

had not succeeded in assimilating its conquests further north than the 

river Welland. In the ‘^Five Boroughs’’ and in Yorkshire, and still more 

beyond the Tees, it was from every point of view extremely weak. There 

is no evidence for example that Edgar, for all his popularity, ever 

shewed his face in these parts, or that he had estates there bringing in 

any appreciable revenue, or that he appointed any reeves. Jarls of Danish 

descent ruled, quite uncontrolled, the half-Danish population in accord¬ 

ance with Danish laws and customs, and only gave their allegiance to the 

king because they were left alone. Even the Church had failed to 

reassert itself among the ‘^holds’’ and “socmen.” The sees of York, 

Lincoln and Leicester were still, as it were, only appendages of Worcester 

and Dorchester, rarely visited by their bishops, badly endowed and 

honeycombed with heathen practices only thinly veiled. Nor beyond 

the Welland had any attempt been made to found any monasteries of the 

reformed pattern. little reliance then could be placed on the patriotism 

of these regions, for should Danish invaders once more get a foothold in 

the country, the chief land-owners would have much in common with the 

enemy, and might easily be enticed into joining them. 

At the same time it must be remembered that the Scandinavian lands 

had made in the last century even greater strides towards consolidation 

than England. Norway under Harold Fairhair (850-933) and his 

descendants had ceased to be a mere collection of warring chieftaincies, 

while Denmark under Harold Bluetooth (950-986) had grown into a 

fairly compact state, and imposed its sway on its neighbours. As stated 

in the rxmic inscription on the Jellinge Stone, the famous monument in 

Jutland which Harold erected in honour of his parents, Gorm and 

Thyra, he had “won all Denmark and Norway and made the Danes 

Christians.” He had made the “Wick” and the south of Norway a com¬ 

ponent part of his realm; he had planted Danish outposts in Pomerania 

and Prussia, he had founded the great stronghold of Jdmsborg in Wendland, 

and he had forced Hdkon the Bad to hold northern Norway and the 

Throndlaw as his vassal. More than this, by his successes he had 
awakened again the old viking spirit, and set the dragon ships as of old 

sailing the seas in search of adventure. His closing years were not so 

successful as his prime. In 975 Hikon had revolted, and in 986 the 

old king was himself slain fighting against his son Svein, who had thrown 

olF Christianity. His death, however, did not make the Danish power 
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less formidable. The undutiful Sveiiij Svein Forkbeard, as he was 

nicknamed, was as able as his father, and bent on reconquering Norway, 

or failing that extending his realm elsewhere. He had sailed all the seas 

as a viking and already had his eye on England. There were plenty of 

reasons then about 990 why Englishmen, had they been well informed 

about the outside world, should have had forebodings as to the future, 

and be wondering what manner of leader they had in the young 

Aethelred. 
The first raids, sufficiently serious to test Aethelred'^s capacity, began 

in 991, when Olaf Tryggvason, a famous Norwegian exile, who had claims 

on the throne of Norway,burned Ipswich and defeated and slew Brihtnoth, 

the duke of the East Saxons, at Maldon. Instead of hastening with all 

speed to avenge this disaster, Aethelred could think of no better counsel 

than to bribe the invaders to depart by an offer of <£^10,000. This 

was done with the advice of Sigeric, the Archbishop of Canterbury, and 

other magnates, and precedents could be found for it in Alfred’s reign. 

None the less it was a most unwise expedient, as it gave the raiders the 

impression that the king was a weakling and that Englishmen were afraid 

of fighting. Two years later Olaf went harrying along the coasts of 

Northumberland and Lindsey, and in 994 was joined by Svein, who for 

the moment had been driven from Denmark by Eric, the King of Sweden. 

Their design was to pillage London. The citizens, however, put up such 

a stout defence that the alhed princes abandoned the enterprise and 

betook themselves to Sussex and Hampshire. There they obtained 

horses and ravaged far and wide. Again Aethelred and the witan 

thought only of buying a respite, this time with *£16,000 and an offer to 

supply provisions. Having accepted these terms, Olaf came to Andover 

on a visit to Aethelred in order to be baptised a Christian, and soon 

afterwards sailed away to claim the throne of Norway. Successful in 

this adventure, he never afterwards had leisure to trouble England. 

Not so King Svein, He too sailed away to deal with the Swedes, and for 

some years was busied in securing his power in Denmark; but he still 

kept England in mind, and was only biding his opportunity. 
Meantime lesser men continued to make yearly attacks on the coasts 

of Wessex, and always with such success owing to the quarrels and 
incompetence of the English leaders that at last Aethelred in despair 

determined to take some of the vikings into his pay to keep off the 
remainder. The chief of these was Pallig, a high-born Danish jarl, who 

had married Svein’s sister, Gunnhild. The immediate result, it would 

seem, was satisfactory, for we hear in the year 1000 of an expedition 

being led by Aethelred against the Norsemen of Cumberland and the 

Isle of Man, who had for years been a menace to Yorkshire and the land 
betwixt the Mersey and the Ribble. The experiment nevertheless was a 

very risky one, and a year later proved quite inefiective to stop a fresh 
force of vikings landing in Devon, which ultimately was only bought 
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off with a promise of d&24,000 after a triumphant march from Teignton 
and Exmouth through Somerset and Wiltshire to Southampton Water. 
Instead of fighting this force Pallig actually joined it with all the ships 
he could lay hold of, a piece of treachery which enraged Aethelred to 
such a degree that he lost control of himself and planned a general 
massacre of the Danes in his service and even of their families. This 
utterly barbarous and unwise piece of retaliation was carried out on St 
Brice’s day 1002 to the shame of all chivalrous Englishmen, and among 
the victims was not only Pallig and his son but his wife Gunnhild, 
Svein’s sister, whom Aethelred was holding as a hostage. 

The tragedy of Gunnhild’s death marks the turning point in 
Aethelred’s reign; for it naturally bred in Svein a desire for vengeance 
which was only to be satisfied after ten long years of warfare ending in 
the conquest of England. Of this struggle the Chronicle gives a minute 
account, but often in such hysterical tones that it is difficult to make 
out what really happened. Nor can space be given here to unravel its 
meaning. The bare outlines however are somewhat as follows. In 1003 
Svein burnt Exeter, Wilton and Salisbury. In 1004 he sacked Norwich 
and Thetford, and had some hard tussles with Ulfkytel, the chief Danish 
jarl in East Anglia. In 1006 he ravaged East Kent, and next spring 
after wintering in the Isle of Wight plundered right and left through 
Hampshire and Berkshire. Aethelred meantime had apparently done 
nothing but hide in Shropshire in the company of a west-country 
magnate, one Eadric, nicknamed ^^Streona” or ‘Hhe Grasper,” an evil 
councillor of whom the Chronicle can hardly speak with patience. As 
ever Aethelred’s one idea was to offer the enemy a ransom. He accord¬ 
ingly patched up a truce, and persuaded Svein to take his forces back to 
Denmark in return for a tribute of <£36,000. At the same time he 
placed Eadric in possession of the great estates formerly possessed by 
Aelfhere in the Severn valley, and made him duke of Western Mercia. 
After this there seems to have been a lull for two years, in which some 
efforts were made to organise a large naval force for the defence of the 
country by requiring ships to be furnished from every 300 hides of land; 
but when this fleet assembled at Sandwich in 1009, the quarrels between 
its leaders, Brihtric, a brother of Eadric, and Wulfnoth the Child, a 
powerful Sussex magnate, completely wrecked its utility. In 1010 the 
Danish fleets were back again, this time led not by Svein in person but by 
one of his great men, Thorkil the Tall, a famous jarl from Jomsborg. He 
attacked Ulfkytel, and having defeated him at Ringmere near Thetford 
harried all the south-east Midlands, penetrating westwards as far as 
Oxfordshire, and burning in turn Cambridge, Bedford and Northampton. 
These inland districts, which had not before suffered from the raiders, 
seem to have been utterly dazed. No leaders could be found to captain 
the local levies and no shire would help another* The inhabitants 
simply clamoured for peace on any terms, and so in 1011 a witan 
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advised Aethelred to offer a still larger ransom, this time no less than 

<£48,000. It proved difficult, however, to raise so great a tribute. The 

disappointed vikings therefore went on ravaging, and a little later 

betook themselves to Kent, where they sacked Canterbury, owing to 

treachery on the part of the abbot of St Augustine’s, and captured the 

Archbishop, Aelfheah (Alphege). For some months they held the primate 

to ransom, only to murder him in a drunken riot at Greenwich early in 

1012. When at last the tribute was got together, the Danish forces 

broke up and some went back to Denmark; but Thorkil himself with 

a fleet of forty-five ships remained in England and took service with 

Aethelred. The plan of setting a thief to catch a thief was evidently to 

be tried again; but it met with no more success than in the case of 

Pallig, for the news, that Thorkil was obtaining power in England, 

immediately brought his overlord Svein upon the scene, bent upon con¬ 
quering the whole country and outshining his lieutenant. 

The plan of attack in 101S was quite different to the methods hitherto 

adopted. Instead of raiding Wessex or East Anglia, Svein directed his 

fleet to the Humber, evidently counting on a friendly reception from the 

men of the Danelaw, Nor was he disappointed. As soon as he landed 

with his son Knut at Gainsborough on the Trent, Uhtred, a son of 

Waltheof of Bamborough, who had distinguished himself against the Scots 

and become jarl of the Yorkshire Danes, offered him his allegiance, and 

shortly afterwards all the men of the Five Boroughs submitted and gave him 

hostages. A good base being thus secured, where he could leave his ships 

in his son’s guardianship, he next marched through Leicestershire across 

the Watling Street into Eadric’s dukedom and so south to Oxford and 

Winchester. Both these boroughs submitted as soon as he appeared, 

and it was not till he turned eastwards to London, where Aethelred lay 

with Thorkil, that we hear of any resistance. There was a fight, it would 

seem, for the possession of London Bridge in which Svein’s men were 

unsuccessful. Checked for the moment in the east, and uncertain ho w best 

to deal with Thorkil, Svein next proceeded to Bath to secure control of 

Western Wessex. A hundred and forty years before this district had been 
the scene of Alfred’s heroic defence, but its old spirit had long departed. 

In a few days it submitted, after which we are told ^‘all the people held 
Svein for fuU king.” These sweeping desertions made Aethelred realise 

that England as a whole was resolved not to fight for him, and that 
Thorkil’s forces were hardly likely for long to save him from Sveiffs 

vengeance. He accordingly took ship and sought a refuge in Normandy 
at the court of Duke Richard the Good, the brother of his second wife 

Emma, whom he had married eleven years before on the very eve of the 
fateful massacre of 1002. 

Svein’s triumph, complete as it seemed, was destined to be only 

momentary. He retired to his base on the Trent to keep the Yule-tide 

feast with his son Sjiut, and had the satisfaction of receiving hostages 
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from the Londoners, but died suddenly in February 1014, before he could 

be crowned King of England. His death threw the whole Scandinavian 

world into confusion. The fleet at Gainsborough chose the youthful Knut, 

though only eighteen, to be king; but he was not Svein’s eldest son, and 

Denmark passed to his brother Harold, while the Norwegians favoured 

the claims of Olaf the Stout, a cousin of Olaf Tryggvason‘’s, who had been 

fighting in England with Thorkil, to rule those parts of Norway which 

had acknowledged Svein’s supremacy. In these circumstances it is not 

surprising to hear that Aethelred was called back to England, and that 

the jarls who stood round Knut advised a return of the fleet to Scan¬ 

dinavia to enable each man to look after his home interests. Knut there¬ 

fore sailed away from the Humber, and for a year was occupied in Denmark 

making terms with his brother. 

Meantime a new force arose in England in Edmund, Aethelred’s eldest 

son by his first marriage. Aethelred on his return gave his confidence 

again to Eadric, and on his advice took steps to punish the men of the Five 

Boroughs for offering their allegiance to Svein. In pursuit of this object he 

put to death Sigeferth and Morkere, two of the leading magnates north of 

the Welland, and added their estates to Eadric’s territories. This was just 

one of those outrages which gained Aethelred the title of the ^^Redeless” 

or the Badly counselled.” All additions to the Grasper’s power were 

bitterly resented, and by none more than by Edmund, the heir to the 

throne. To check Eadric became the fixed purpose of the young prince. 

He accordingly seized and married Sigeferth’s widow, and then marched 

to the Five Boroughs as the avenger of the lady’s wrongs and made him¬ 

self master of all the lands which Eadric had coveted. This stroke was so 

popular in the Danelaw, that Edmmid at once became a power in the land, 

but only at the cost of earning the undying hatred of Eadric. What this 

would entail was seen a few months later when Knut once more appeared 

in the Channel with a large fleet partly furnished by his brother. This 

picked force, which contained neither thrall nor freedman,” landed at 

Warebam without opposition from Aethelred, who was lying ill near 

Portsmouth, and ravaged at will through Dorset and Somerset. To meet 

it Edmund and Eadric both gathered forces; but when they came face to 

face with the enemy in Wiltshire, Eadric promptly went over to Knut. 
Edmund therefore had to retire over the Thames without fighting, and 

the whole of Wessex submitted. In the spring of 1016 much the same 

happened in Mercia. Knut and Eadric came leagued together into 

Warwickshire, and Edmund in despair was forced to abandon the defence 

of Middle Anglia. The most he could do was to appeal for assistance to 

Uhtred, who had his own grievances against Eadric. This caused a 
momentary diversion; for Uhtred marched through Cheshire to attack 

Eadric in Staifordshire and Shropshire. But Knut meantime overran 

the vaUey of the Ouse, then went unehecked all up the east side of 
England to the Humber, and eventually appeared before York. When 
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Uhtred heard of this rapid advance^ he turned back from Mercia to repeat 

the submission which he had formerly made to Svein. Knut, howeverj 

instigated by Eadric, connived at his murder by some private enemies, 

and appointed his own brother-in-law Eric, who had been ruler of part of 

Norway, to be jarl of Yorkshire in his place. By April the position of 

affairs was almost the same as it had been before Svein’s death. Thanks 

to Eadric’s treachery, all England save East Anglia and the districts im¬ 

mediately round London were in the hands of the invaders. It would 

seem also that Thorkil had gone over to his countrymen, and so Edmund 

and Ulfkyiel were the only important leaders with whom Kiiut had 

still to reckon. It was at this critical juncture that Aethelred died, 

and Englishmen had to decide whether they would abandon the struggle 

or choose Edmund as their king in the hope that he might prove a second 

Alfred and retrieve the national fortunes even at the eleventh hour. 

The Londoners to their credit decided for Edmund; and soon the 

courage of many parts of England began to revive, for Edmund at once 

shewed his countrymen that he meant to take the offensive. For this pui-- 

pose he realised that he could not do better than begin where Alfred had 

set the example. He therefore hurried down to Somerset, leaving London 

to stand a siege at the hands of the fleet which Knut had brought round 

from Southampton to Greenwich. His appearance in the west soon 

brought men to his standard, and in a week or two he was strong enough 

to advance eastwards to Sherston, near Malmesbury, and attack Thorkil 

and Eadric, who had been detached by Knut to intercept him. The fight 

proved indecisive, but Edmund must have had the advantage, as the Danes 

retreated on London, and left him free to march into the Chiltem country 

and raise larger forces. With these he relieved London and, after forcing 

a passage over the Thames at Brentford, had the satisfaction of seeing 

the Danish fleet retire to the Orwell in search of supplies. Their land- 

forces meanwhile went into Kent; but again Edmund followed, and having 

defeated them at Otford drove them into Sheppey and thence into Essex. 

This series of successes seemed to shew that the luck was turning and led 

Eadric to pretend at any rate that he wished to change sides. Unluckily 

Edmund believed him, and allowed him to join his army with a body of 

men from Herefordshire. The two then moved together into Essex and 

threw their forces on the Danes at Ashington, near Shoebury. By this 
time Edmund had far the larger and more confident army, and should have 

won again; but in the middle of the fight Eadric played the traitor once 

more and gave Knut a hard-won victory, the list of the slain including 

the gallant old Ulfkytel of East Anglia and many of the leading men of 

Eastern Mercia. So costly a defeat forced Edmund once more to fall back 

westwards. He was, however, by no means beaten, and Knut was by this 

time convinced'that he had better come to terms with him, A meeting 

was accordingly proposed between the two young kings. This took place 

under Eadric’s auspices at Olney in Gloucestershire, and there it was 
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arranged that the realm should be divided, Edmund taking his ancestral 

inheritance of Wessex, while Knut obtained all Mercia and the Danelaw, 

on the condition that he forwent all vengeance on the Londoners and 

gave them his peace. Knut’s object in consenting to this treaty was, no 

doubt, to obtain a breathing space and allow time for reinforcements 

to reach him from Scandinavia. It might, however, quite well have opened 

the way for Edmund to play over again the part of Edward the Elder, 

now that he had restored the prestige of his house, and won for him¬ 

self the name of ‘^‘^Ironside'"’ by his audacity and doggedness in an almost 

desperate situation. Englishmen at any rate now had a rallying point 

and a leader. Fate, however, willed it otherwise. Only a few weeks after 

the treaty Edmund died at Oxford unexpectedly, if not by foul play, 

when still only twenty-two. His loss at once destroyed the reviving 

spirit of the West Saxons. They might perhaps have turned to Eadwig, 

Edmund’s brother, the sole surviving male of Aethelred’s first family, but 

their dread of the Danes was too great, and so Knut was hailed King of 

all England early in 1017 without further opposition. 

Knut ruled England for eighteen years (1017-1035). Through his 

mother half a Pole, he was at his accession about twenty-two years old, 

and already had two sons by an English wife called Aelfgifu of North¬ 

ampton. His first act, however, was to repudiate this lady and take to 

wife Emma of Normandy, Aethelred’s widow, who was thirteen years his 

senior. This stroke of policy freed him from all fear of the young Alfred 

and Edward, her children by Aethelred, who were left at Rouen to be 

educated as Frenchmen under the charge of their uncle Duke Richard. 

To his new subjects Knut must have seemed the typical viking raider. 

He proved, however, altogether difierent as a king to what men expected. 

From the very outset he put off the barbarian and did his utmost to make 

his subjects forget that he was their conqueror. He had of course to take 

some steps of a drastic kind to secure himself against possible risings and 

treachery, but, when once his power was fully established, he developed 

into a most humane and conciliatory ruler, and gave England peace and 

justice such as it had not enjoyed since the death of Edgar. King at 

first only of England, in 1018 he acquired Denmark as well by the death 

of his brother, and ultimately a considerable Scandinavian empire, but he 

ever considered England his first care and made it his chief residence. 

A rapid recovery of prosperity therefore followed his accession, and 

Englishmen had little cause to regret the change of dynasty, 

Knut’s first task, after sending Edmimd’s infant sons out of the realm 

and hunting down their uncle Eadwig, was to appoint a trusty band of 

dukes, or earls” as they now come to be called, using the Danish term, 

to help him in controlling the various provinces of the kingdom. Full 

details for all England are not available, but the lists of witnesses to his 

land-books, coupled with entries in the Chronicles, shew that his scheme 

^ was somewhat as follows: south of the Thames he kept the bulk of 
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the country in his own hands, leaving, however, an Englishman called 

Aethelweard in charge of part of Western Wessex. In East Anglia and 

Yorkshire he relied on Scandinavians, giving the former to Thorkil 

the Tali and the latter, as already noted, to his Norse hrother-in-law 

Eric, said to he the most chivalrous of the vikings. In Bemicia he left 

the native line of high-reeves of Bamborough undisturbed, and even put 

his confidence eventually in the murdered TJhtred’s son Ealdred. In 

Western Mercia he could hardly do otherwise at first than recognise Eadric; 

but it was impossible to trust such a dangerous turncoat, and so it is not 
surprising to find that within a year Knut charged him with treacheiy 

and allowed Earl Eric to put him to death. In his place Knut set up 

as Earl of Mercia another Englishman called Leofwine, whose family had 

great possessions round Lichfield and Coventry, but he apparently did not 

give him Eadric s great estates in Gloucestershire or along the middle 

Severn, for shortly afterwards both Worcestershire and Herefordshire 

appear as separate earldoms. Over these he set Scandinavians, the former 

district going to his nephew H^kon, the son of Eric, and the latter to 

Eglaf, son of Thorgils Sprakaleg, whose elder brother Ulf was married to 

Estrith, Knut s half-sister, lYhat was done in the case of the London 

districts and the Five Boroughs is not recorded. The names of the above 

earls, however, sufficiently indicateKnuFsgeneral idea, which was to employ 

English magnates as far as he could, but simultaneously to give sufficient 

rewards to his more important kinsmen, whether Danish or Norse, so that 

they in their turn might be able to reward their military followers. 

As a result a very considerable sprinkling of new Scandinavian families 
settled in different parts of England, but at the same time there was 

no systematic forfeiture of lands, and in particular very little ousting of 

English peasantry to make way for fresh Scandinavian freedmen. 

Having once begun a conciliatory policy, Knut adhered to it steadily. 

In 1018 he held a great gemot sA, Oxford in which he declared his 

intention of governing in accordance with the law of Edgar, and the 

same year he paid off the bulk of his Scandinavian forces and sent them 

back to Denmark, retaining only forty ships in his service, whose crews 

afterwards came to form a kind of royal body-guard, known as the hvs- 

carls. The next year he was abroad, securing his hold on Denmark, but 

signalised his return in 10£0 by two acts which shewed still further his 

trust in his EngHsh subjects.was the appointment of a Sussex 
magnate called Godwin to be Earl of Wessex, and the second the issue 

of a remarkable proclamation declaring that he meant in future to carry 

on his government in strict conformity with the wishes of the English 

bishops. Here in fact we have the keynote of his internal policy for the 

rest of his life. Like Edgar he became a devout son of the Church, a 

liberal ecclesiastical benefactor and a patron of the monastic or reforming 

party. More and more he allowed himself to be guided by ecclesiastical 

advisers, men like Aethelnoth, whom he made Archbishop of Canterbury, 
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and Lyfing, whom he promoted to be abbot of Tavistock and, later, bishop 

of Crediton. The most notable of his works of piety are perhaps the 

rebuilding of the minster of Bury St Edmunds, and its conversion from 

a college of canons into a house of monks; the foundation of the monastery 

of St Benet at Holme in Norfolk; and the presentation of the port of 

Sandwich and other gifts to Canterbury to atone for the murder of Arch¬ 

bishop Aelfheah. There were few minsters in fact which Knut did not 

enrich, for he wished to pose as the great Christian king and civiliser of 

his people, and he firmly believed that the Church was the only instrument 

which could effect his purpose. 

Meantime across the North Sea, Knut was gradually extending his 

influence. In 102^ we hear of an expedition to Witland in Esthonia, 

and a little later, of demands on Olaf the Stout that he should hold Norway 

as Knut’s vassal and pay a tribute. This led to an alliance between Olaf 

and Anund Jacob, the King of Sweden, who together in 10^6 invaded the 

Danish realm, taking advantage of a dispute which had arisen between 

Knut and his brother-in-law Ulf. The danger brought Knut over to 

Denmark. He found the allied kings ravaging Scania, but so damaged 

their fleets in a fight at the mouth of the Helge River that they had to 

give up their enterprise. He next had Ulf put to death, whether justly or 

in a fit of passion it is difficult to say, and then in 10^8, after a pilgrimage 

to Rome to witness the coronation of the Emperor Conrad II, invaded 

Norway with a considerable force including an English contingent. The 

result was that Olaf was driven out, his constant efforts since 1015 to 

christianise his subjects having rendered him unpopular. From this time 

onwards Knut could call himself King of England, Denmark, Scania, 

Witland, and Norway. Olaf, however, returned in 1030, but only to be 

defeated and slain at Stiklestad, near Throndhjem, after which Knut placed 

his eldest son Svein in charge of Norway under the guardianship of his 

mother, Aelfgifu of Northampton. The remainder of Knut’s reign need 

not detain us. The king lived constantly in England and busied himself 

energetically with legislation designed to reinforce Edgar’s laws and stamp 

out any remains of heathenism which still lurked in the country. It 

would seem too that he received some kind of homage from Malcolm II 
of Scotland, who in 1018 had driven the Bernician earls out of Lothian 

by a decisive victory at Carham. Knut’s interference, however, did not 

really retrieve that disaster or prevent the River Tweed becoming hence¬ 

forth the permanent northern limit of England. 

Knut died at Shaftesbury in 1035, when still under forty, and was 

buried in the old minster at Winchester. At once his newly formed 

empire fell to pieces. He had apparently intended that England and 

Denmark should remain united under Harthacnut, his son by Emma of 

Normandy^ even if Svein, his son by Aelfgifu, obtained Norway. But 
the choice of Harthacnut, who was at the moment his representative in 

Denmark, did not commend itself either to the corps of hus-carls or the 
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Mercians or the men of Yorkshire or East Anglia. Godwin, the Earl of 

Wessex, now the most important man in England, alone championed 

his cause strongly. Nor were the men of Norway willing to bow to Svein. 

Knut’s arrangements, therefore, fell to the ground except in Denmark, and 

the upshot was that the English witan at Oxford, led by Leofric, the son 

of Earl Leofwine, who had now become Earl of Mercia, declared for 

Harold Harefoot, the younger son of Aelfgifu of Northampton, who was 

in England; while the Norwegians set up Magnus the son of their old 

national champion Olaf the Stout, and recovered their independence. This 

settlement of the succession persisted, so far as it affected England, for 

five years, despite Harold’s worthlessness and the strong opposition of 

Queen Emma and Archbishop Aethelnoth. For Harthacnut remained in 

Denmark, fully occupied in beating off attacks from Magnus, and Godwin 

with his partisans, disappointed at his non-appearance in England, deserted 
his cause. There is nothing, however, to record concerning Harold’s reign 

(1035-1040) except a number of acts of cruelty, the most notable being 

the murder of Alfred, Queen Emma’s eldest son by her first husband King 

Aethelred, who with his younger brother Edward had been living peace¬ 

ably in Normandy during the seventeen years of Knut’s rule. This young 
prince landed in England in 1035 with a small following, perhaps to make 

a bid for the throne, but was seized by Godwin at Guildford and then 

handed over to Harold, who had him blinded with such barbarity that he 

died. For this act Godwin got nearly all the blame. Meantime Queen 

Emma took refuge at Bruges with the Count of Flanders, and it was only in 

the autumn of 1039 that she at last succeeded in stirring up her son Hartha¬ 

cnut to collect a fleet of some 60 ships for an attack on his half-brother. 

Before he could reach England, Harold died, whereupon Harthacnut was 

offered the crown peaceably. He landed at Sandwich in June 1040, but 

soon shewed himself a bloodthirsty tyrant. He began by imposing a 

heavy tribute on his new subjects to pay the crews of his fleet. This led 

shortly afterwards to the harrying of Worcestershire for impeding the 

king’s Jius-carls in the collection of the tax. A little later he slew Eadulf, 

the Earl of Northumberland, by treachery and gave his earldom to Si ward, 

the Earl of Yorkshire. He also took to selling vacant bishoprics. Luckily 

his reign lasted less than two years, terminating with his sudden death in 

Jime 1042 at a wedding banquet ‘^as he stood at his drinL” 

Once more the English magnates had an opportunity of selecting a king, 

uninfluenced by pressure from an invading army. The choice lay between 

a Danish or an English succession. If the Danish line was to be main¬ 
tained, the most promising heir was Knut’s nephew Svein, the son of his 

sister Estrith and the murdered Ulf, whom Harthacnut had left as viceroy 

in Denmark to contend with Magnus; but if the English line was to be 

restored, the only possible candidate was Edward, the surviving son of 

Emma and Aethelred, whom Harthacnut had allowed to return to England. 

As Earl Godwin was married to Gytha, Ulf s sister, and had been concerned 
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in the death of Edward’s brother, Alfred, only a few years before, the 
West Saxon leader might well have given his support to Svein. He did 

not however do so, for Svein at the moment was making no headway in 

Denmark. Accordingly after a short period of indecision, Edward was 

chosen king by the voice of all the folk of England, and crowned nine 

months later on Easter Day 1043. 

The restoration of Aethelred’s line in the person of Edward, known 

to later generations as Edward the Confessor, freed England from one 

set of foreign influences, only to introduce another; for Edward, in 

spite of his direct male descent from Alfred, was half a Norman in 

blood and almost wholly a Norman in training. When, in 1041, he 

returned to England, after an exile of more than a quarter of a centtiry, 

he was already approaching his fortieth year; and he was a man whose 

habits and ways of thinking had long been fixed. By all who knew him 

he was accounted a mild-mannered, conscientious person and a confirmed 

bachelor. He loved hunting, but not fighting. In France a great deal 

of his life had been spent at Jumieges and other monasteries under the 

influence of Norman ecclesiastics; and among these surroundings he had 

acquired a taste for a comparatively cultured life and a tendency to lean 

on clerics for guidance. He probably thought in French and disliked 

speaking English, and he was at little pains to conceal the fact that he 

found the manners of his countrymen uncongenial and their ideas 

boorish and behind the times. When the English magnates decided to 

accept him as their king, they probably thought that they had gauged 

his character and reckoned that with his ignorance of English ways he 

Would be unable to direct affairs, and that all real power would conse¬ 
quently slip by degrees into their hands. Such a forecast, however, was 

not realised quite in the way the magnates expected. For Edward was 

no sooner seated on the throne than he began to fill his court with 

sundry Normans, Flemings and Bretons, who looked for honours and 

careers in England, and were by no means prepared to play the part of 

mere courtiers. Their numbers, too, year by year increased, and Edward 

never hesitated to shew that he preferred their cleverer and more polished 

society to the ruder ways of English and Danes, however high-bom or 

wealthy. Just at first, of course, he had to rely for support on the 

native nobles and churchmen, who had favoured his accession, and espe¬ 

cially on Earl Godwin, who was by far the most powerful territorial 

magnate in southern England, and who had been chiefly responsible, 

with Bishop Lyfing of Crediton, for making him king. Edward, how¬ 

ever, was astute enough to perceive that Godwin’s predominance was 

much resented in the Midlands and in the North, and that in every dis¬ 

trict the great landowners were exceedingly bitter in their jealousies and 

rivalries, and might easily be pitted one against the other in such a 

manner that the king might, after all, more or less get his own way if he 

played Ms cards skilfuUy. We fin Edward accordingly before long 
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turning for support to Earl Leofric of Mercia and Earl Siward of 

Northumbria^ whenever he felt himself too much in the grip of Earl 

Godwin. 
At the same time he went to work systematically to contrive 

openings for placing his foreign friends in positions of influence. Being 

a man without much energy Edward planned no sudden cowp d^etat^ nor 

did he achieve any dramatic success in asserting himself; but he did 

enoughj by persistently adhering to the same tactics, to make his reign 

a period of continual struggle between rival aspirants for ascendancy in his 

counsels, and he managed so to manipulate events that a French-speaking 

element in a few years gained a firm foothold in the ranks of the nobility 

and in the Church, and gradually acquired considerable territorial in¬ 

fluence in many parts of central and southern England. It is, of course, 

easy to arraign this policy as impatriotic; and, as it ultimately led to 

the conquest of England by the Normans, Edward has sometimes been 

denounced as the most worthless of the old English kings. The intro¬ 

duction jErom abroad of more civilised manners and ideas was in itself, 

however, no bad thing, and Edward ought rather to be praised for ih 

It must be remembered, too, that at the outset of his reign England had 

clearly fallen behind the Continent in many ways, and required to be re¬ 

awakened. It seems, then, rather beside the mark to charge Edward 

with want of patriotism because he attempted to supply new educative 

influences in the only way open to him, and altogether inaccurate to 

picture him, as has sometimes been done, as a saintly nonentity entirely 

at the beck and call of foreign ecclesiastics, and without any policy of 

his own. The truer picture seems to be that he was neither unpatriotic 

nor over-saintly, in spite of the grotesque stories handed down about him 

by monkish biographers of the next generation; he was rather a wefl- 

intentioned man of mediocre talent, thrust late in life and unexpectedly 

into an extremely difficult position, and unfortunately not strong enough 

to play the king's part with credit to himself or advantage to his 

subjects. 
It is not surprising, then, to find that nothing was done in his long 

reign of twenty-three-and-a-half years (1042—1066) to weld England 

together into a more compact state or to retard the growth of feudalising 

tendencies, and that when he died, leaving no direct heir, the quarrelsome 

magnates, who had tried xmceasingly to overshadowhim during Ms lifetime, 

held hopelessly divergent views about replacing Hm. 
The outstanding feature of Edward’s reign during Ms earlier years is 

undoubtedly the constant growth of Godwin’s territorial power, and the 

persistency with wMch the earl sought to aggrandise himself and Ms 

family, not only in his own province of Wessex, but also in Mercia and 
East Anglia. Godwin’s first great success was obtained in 1045, when 

he induced Edward, in spite of Ms known preference for celibacy, to marry 

his daughter Edith and endow her with important estates in many parts of 
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England. As the king’s father-in-law, Godwin thus acquired precedence 

over the other earls. His ambition, however, was by no means satisfied 

with this advancement, and we next find him working for the advance¬ 

ment of his sons. Again Edward proved compliant, and Godwin secured 

in quick succession an earldom in the Severn valley for his eldest son 

Svein, who had hitherto been content with a subordinate earldom under 

his father in Somerset and Dorset, another in East Anglia for his second 

son Harold, and a third in the Midlands for his nephew Beom. By what 

means sufficient lands were at the king’s disposal to make these promo¬ 

tions possible we do not know. Presumably Edward must have got into 

his hands most of the estates which Knut had formerly bestowed on his 

Danish jarls, Eglaf, Hdkon and Thorkil the Tall. Some evidence also 

exists that considerable property was surrendered at this time under 

pressure by Emma, the queen mother, and also some by the king him¬ 

self; for later, Harold is found in possession of at least twenty manors 

in Essex and Hertfordshire which have all the characteristics of crown 

land, while the king is returned as owning hardly any property in those 
counties. 

Meantime Edward was active, as occasion offered, in introducing his 

own particular friends into lay and ecclesiastical posts, to act as checks 

on Godwin’s increasing power. The leading clerical examples were Robert, 

Abbot of Jumieges, one of his closest friends in Normandy, whom he 

made bishop of London in 1044, and another Norman called Ulf, who 

became bishop of the wide-spreading diocese of Dorchester. These 

ecclesiastical appointments passed unresented, as they were set off by 

others which went to Godwin’s party, such as the coadjutorship of 

Canterbury to Siward, Abbot of Abingdon (who died in October 1048), 

and the bishopric of Winchester to Stigand, a wealthy landowner in 

Norfolk and Suffolk, who had been an important king’s chaplain in Knut’s 

day and was high in favour with Queen Emma. Less satisfactory to 

Godwin was the promotion of the king’s nephew Ralf to a position of 

influence. This young Frenchman, who was the son of Goda, Edward’s 

sister, by her marriage with Drogo of Mantes, Count of the Vexin, was 

given an earldom in Herefordshire which acted as a counterpoise to 
Svein’s earldom; and at the same time two Breton lords, Robert the 

son of Wimarc and Ralf of Guader near Rennes, were endowed with con¬ 

siderable fiefs in Essex and East Anglia to act as checks on Harold. To 

distinguish him from Ralf of Mantes this second Ralf is usually styled 

Ralf the Staller, from the important quasi-military office of constable 

in the royal household, which Edward also bestowed on him. 

Godwin must have realised from these measures that his hold over 
Edward was precarious, and soon afterwards it was almost destroyed 

owing to the misdeeds of his son Svein, who first offended the Church by 

abducting the abbess of Leominster, and then alienated the nobles by 

murdering his cousin Earl Beom. Godwin with great stupidity con- 
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doned these outrages, but his attempts to shield his son so damaged his 
influence, even in his own earldom of Wessex, that Edward plucked up 
courage in 1050, when Eadsige of Canterbury died, to set aside Godwin’s 
kinsman, the elected Aelfric, and promote Robert of Jumieges to be 
primate of the English Church. Nor could Godwin obtain the bishopric 
of London, thus vacated, for his friend Spearhafoc of Abingdon, as 
Robert of Jumieges maintained that his elevation was forbidden by 
the Pope, and backed the king in appointing another Norman cleric, 
nam.ed William, in his stead. 

A definite breach thus arose between Edward and his father-in-law, 
leading, a year later, to a serious crisis. This developed out of a visit 
which Eustace, the Count of Boulogne, paid to Edward in 1051. Eustace 
had recently married the king’s sister Goda, the widowed mother 
of the Earl of Hereford, and he seems to have come to England on an 
ordinary family visit or perhaps to look after his wife’s English lands. 
His stay with his brother-in-law at the English court went oj0F quietly 
enough, but on his return journey his retinue provoked a riot at Dover 
which resulted in some of the count’s men being killed, as well as some 
of the townsmen. Count Eustace regarded this broil as the fault of the 
burghers, and immediately demanded reparation for the insult; where¬ 
upon Edward called upon Godwin in his capacity of earl of the district 
to punish the men of Dover. Godwin, however, refused. This gave 
Edward an opportunity of asserting his authority; he accordingly 
summoned Godwin to appear before a court at Gloucester to defend his 
action. At the same time Robert of Jumieges advised Edward to rake 
up against Godwin the old charge that fifteen years before he had been 
accessory to, if not the prime mover in, the death of Alfred, the king’s 
brother. Godwin, suspecting that the plan was to involve him in a 
blood-feud, replied by summoning a large force of his own thegns to 
a rendezvous at Berkeley within easy reach of Gloucester, and by calling 
upon his sons Svein and Harold also to come with their forces to his 
help. As a set-off to the attack of the Kentish men on the French 
count, he also preferred charges against Ralf of Hereford, alleging that 
Ralfs French followers had been guilty of many acts of cruelty and 
oppression towards Englishmen, and further, that, following the French 
fashion, he had erected a private castle in his earldom, which was a 
danger to English liberties, such a building being quite unexampled 
on English soil, where the only fortifications hitherto built were the 
national boroughs maintained in the king’s name for defence against 
the Danes. 

When it became known that Godwin had appealed to arms, Earl 
Leofric of Mercia and Earl Si ward of Northumbria also gathered their 
forces and came south to the support of the king. The upshot was that 
Godwin found himself outmatched and, fearing defeat, agreed to disband 
his forces; whereupon the king summoned another witan to meet at 
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London, which boldly decreed outlawry for Godwin and all his sons. 

In these circumstances the earl thought it safest to take refuge with his 

friend Baldwin of Lille, the Count of Flanders, and wait for time to 

break up the king’s party. He accordingly sailed for Bruges, taking his 

sons Svein and Tostig with him, the latter of whom had married Bald¬ 

win’s daughter, while his sons Harold and Leofwine rode for Bristol and 

took ship to Ireland. 

The direction of aflFairs in southern England after Godwin’s departure 

seems to have fallen largely into the hands of the king’s foreign friends. 

Greedy to obtain a share of Godwin’s lands and honours, fresh troops of 

Normans and Bretons soon came flocking to England, and the king’s 

wife Edith was deprived of her estates and sent in disgrace to the nunnery 

of Wherwell- Earl Leofric, however, was by no means backward in 

pushing his own interests, and used the crisis to consolidate his position 

in Mercia by obtaining a grant of Beorn’s estates for himself, while his 

son Aelfgar stepped into Harold’s shoes as Earl of East Anglia. As for 

Svein’s estates, in Somerset, Dorset, Devon and the Severn valley, they 

seem to have passed to a new earl, Odda, whose patrimony lay chiefly in 

the neighbourhood of Pershore and Deerhurst. 

The fall of Godwin’s house was thus for the moment pretty complete. 

His exile, however, lasted but a short time, as a reaction set in when the 

English thegns realised that Normans and Bretons were the chief gainers 

by Godwin’s absence; and it quickly gathered strength when the news 

went round that a yet more powerful foreigner than any who had hitherto 

come was to visit Edward’s court. This was Edward’s kinsman William, 

the young Duke of Normandy. This prince made little secret of the 

fact that he regarded himself as a possible claimant to the English 

throne, should Edward die childless, and those who knew what the 

Normans were now doing in southern Italy naturally regarded him as 

coming to England to spy out the nakedness of the land, and shook their 

heads over his advent. His visit, as a matter of fact, was quite unevent¬ 

ful; but Edward had none the less blundered, so that in 1052 Godwin 
found himself in a position to return and claim back his lost possessions. 

Landing at Southwark, without having met with any effective opposition 

in the Thames jfrom the king’s ships under Earl Ralf and Earl Odda, 

he found the Londoners actively on his side as were also the prelates of 

English birth, led by Stigand, who aimed at obtaining the archbishopric 

of Canterbury. Neither Leofric nor Siward would now help Edward, 

and without them he could offer practically little resistance. The result 

was a panic among his foreign followers, many of whom, headed by 

Robert the Archbishop and Ulf of Dorchester, fled from London to a 

castle in Essex^ which Robert the son of Wimarc was then building, and 

i Mr Round thinks this castle was at Clavering {Victoria County History of 
p. 346); hut Nayland, the centre of a group of manors lying athwart the 
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thence by way of the Naze to the Continent. Others fled westward into 

Herefordshire, hoping to find security in another castle, which Osbem 

Pentecost, one of Earl RaLTs men, was erecting on the Welsh border, 

probably at Ewyas. These hurried flights made it clear to everyone 

that Edward’s attempt at independence had failed, A fresh witan ac¬ 

cordingly was assembled, which formally outlawed many of the foreigners 

and restored Godwin and his family to their former possessions. Edith 

also came back to court from Wherwell, while Stigand obtained the see 

of Canterbury in the place of the fugitive Robert and proceeded to hold 

it in plurality with Winchester, not to mention many other preferments, 

such as canonries, all over his province. 
For the rest of his life Edward was never able to shake himself free 

jSrom the domination of the house of Godwin. The great earl, it is true, 

did not himself long enjoy his restoration to power. He died in 1053, 

quite suddenly, while attending a banquet at Winchester. His honours 

and estates thereupon passed to his second son Harold, his ill-fated eldest 

son Svein having died a few months earlier at Constantinople while 

making a pilgrimage to Jerusalem to atone for his crimes. 

The character of the reign changes sensibly after Godwin’s death. 

The king still continued fitfully to play the magnates off against each 

other, reappointing Aelfgar, for example, to the earldom of East Anglia 

after Harold’s transfer to Wessex. But Edward was fast becoming elderly; 

and as his energy declined, he centred his attention more and more on 

sport and church matters to the neglect of politics. Harold, on the 

other hand, though full of ambition and energy, being little over thirty, 

was more cautious and better liked than his father, and was always 
careful to keep on terms with Earl Leofric and the Mercians. There 

was for a time, therefore, a quiet interval, the only incident of note in 

1054 being a Northumbrian expedition beyond the Forth undertaken 

by Earl Si ward in the interests of his Scotch grandson Malcolm Can- 

more. This young prince on the paternal side was great-grandson of 

Malcolm II, the victor of Carham, and was being kept out of his patri¬ 

mony by Macbeth, the famous Mormaer (or Earl) of Moray immortalised 

by Shakespeare. Some years before Macbeth had slain Mdcolm’s father, 

Duncan I, and then usurped the crown. For a number of years Malcolm 

had lived in Siward’s household, becoming quite a Northumbrian in 
speech and education, but by 1054 he was grown up and eager to regain 

his crown. The expedition was well managed by Earl Siward, who 

obtained a notable victory at Dunsinane near Perth, but it was not till 

three years later that Macbeth was killed and Malcolm HI (1057-1093) 
finally set upon the throne. Siward’s intervention beyond the Tweed 

was of great moment for Scotland, as Malcolm’s restoration inevitably 

Stour which all helonged to Robert, and adjoiniug Stoke the burying place of the 
East Anglian ducal house, seems quite as likely to be the site, being much nearer to 

the Naze, 
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brought a great access of power to the Anglo-Danish element in the 

kingdom, and transferred the centre of the realm from the Keltic districts 

beyond the Forth to the English-speaking province of Lothian. And 

this in its turn was of great importance to England; for it turned the 

ambitions of the Scotch kings more definitely southwards, and led them 

to covet the Tees for their frontier instead of the Tweed. 

Siward died in 1055, the year following the fight at Dunsinane. As 

he had lost his eldest son in that battle and as his younger son Wal- 

theof was still a child, a difficulty arose as to the succession to the 

Northumbrian earldom. The natural course would have been to select 

some member of the house of Bamborough for the office, or at any rate 

some Anglo-Dane possessing territorial influence north of the Humber. 

Harold, however, considered the appointment an opportunity too good 

to be lost for extending the influence of his own family. He therefore 

advised Edward to appoint his brother Tostig to the earldom, in spite 

of the obvious risk of placing a West Saxon over the Northerners. 

Edward acquiesced in this plan, partly because he had a real liking for 

Tostig, and partly because he hoped to pit the brothers against each 

other and so free himself to some extent from Harold’s tutelage. Beyond 

the Humber Tostig’s elevation was accepted at first with sullen indifier- 

ence, but further south it led at once to trouble, being much resented 

by Earl Aelfgar, who regarded it as a menace to the Mercian house. 

Aelfgar’s opposition went so far that Harold was able to represent his 

conduct as treasonable, and in the upshot obtained the consent of a 

witan to his outlawry. Thereupon Aelfgar, as Harold had done in 

similar circumstances, withdrew to Ireland, where he soon recruited a 

fleet manned by adventurous Irish and Danes, and then, eager for revenge, 

offered his services to the Welsh for an attack on those who had driven 

him out of England. 
The ally to whom Earl Aelfgar turned was Gruffydd (Griffith) ap 

Llywelyn, prince of North Wales, a remarkable man, who had ascended the 

throne of Gwynedd in 1039 and gradually extended his sway over 

Deheubarth and the rest of the Welsh principalities. His power had long 

been a menace to the men of Herefordshire: in 105^ he had led a raid 

against Earl Half and defeated his forces near Leominster. Having just 

compassed the death of a dangerous South Welsh rival, Gruffydd was 

now ready to attack again and was delighted to join forces with Aelfgar. 

The pair accordingly marched upon Hereford in the autumn of 1055, 

and having driven off Halfs levies, who were mounted, we are told, in the 

French fashion, sacked the borough, and burnt the newly-built minster, 

at the same time killing several of the canons. The alarm caused in the 

Severn valley by this exploit was so great that Earl Harold himself had 

to hurry to the west with assistance. He was unable, however, to punish 

the invaders, and had to patch up a peace at Billingsley in Archenfield, 

by which Aelfgar regained his position as Earl of East Anglia. 
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Two years later, in 1057, Leofric, the old Earl of Mercia, died, and 
also Earl Ralf. Aelfgar thereupon succeeded to Mercia, but only on 
the understanding that East Anglia should pass to Harold’s brother 
Gyrth, that sundry Mercian districts near London, such as Hertfordshire 
and Buckinghamshire, should be formed into a new earldom for Leofwine, 
another of his brothers, and that Herefordshire should fall to Harold 
himself. As Somerset and Dorset had been reunited to Wessex upon 
Odda’s death in 1056, these territorial rearrangements meant that the 
sons of Godwin held the earldoms throughout England with the excep¬ 
tion of the curtailed earldom of Mercia, and men began to speculate 
whether even this exception would be long maintained. The central 
earldom still formed a good-sized jurisdiction, stretching across the 
northern Midlands from the Welsh borders to the North Sea, but few 
could doubt that Harold was aiming at its dismemberment, so that 
whenever Edward should die there might be no power left in Pnglan.! 
sufficiently strong to compete with him, if he decided to be a candidate 
for the throne. This ultimate object, it is true, was not yet avowed; 
but the thorny (j^uestion of the succession was beginning to be discussed, 
as Edward was well over fifty and his only near kinsman was the baby 
grandson of Edmund Ironside, known to history as Edgar the Aetheling. 
According to the accepted traditions of the English this child would for 
many years be far too young to be elected king, and, further, he had no 
support in the country; for his father had been exiled by Knut in infancy, 
and having spent almost his whole life in Hungary, had never acquired 
any territorial position in England. As events turned out, no con¬ 
venient opportunity for dismembering Mercia occurred; for Aelfgar, to 
protect his family’s interests, gave his daughter Ealdgyth to Gruifyddin 
marriage, and so could count on the support of sturdy Welsh allies. 
Harold, therefore, left him unmolested till his death in 1062, when the 
Mercian earldom passed to his son Edwin. 

Meanwhile King Gruffydd, presuming on his Mercian connexion, kept 
on harassing Harold’s Herefordshire lands. As a counter-blow, early in 
1063 Harold made a raid into North Wales and attacked Rhuddlan, 
hoping to find Gruffydd unprepared. The Welsh king got away by sea, 
but was not fated to enjoy his good fortune much longer; for Harold 
was determined to crush him, and so deprive the young Edwin of the 
outside support that his father had relied on. To this end Harold sum¬ 
moned Tostig to join him with a Northumbrian levy, and then both 
brothers pushed into Wales beyond Rhuddlan and chased the Welsh 
prince from one hill fortress to another. In this extremity Gruffydd was 
deserted not only by the Mercians but also by his own men, and was 
shortly afterwards assassinated. His fall, accompanied as it was by the 
restoration of considerable tracts along the mai-ches to English rule, 
brought Harold undoubted prestige; but it must not be supposed that 
the Welsh were in any sense conquered. Thieir unity was once more 
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broken up. Within their own borders, however, various Welsh chieftains 

remained as independent as ever. 
During the course of the next year an untoward mishap befell 

Harold. For some reason or other he had occasion to take a sea trip 

in the Channel, and, as he was sailing from his paternal seat at Bosham 

in Sussex towards Dover, a storm caught him and drove his ship ashore 

on the coast of Ponthieu in France. Guy, the count of the district, 

when he heard of the wreck, gave orders for Harold’s arrest, and being 

a vassal of William, the Duke of Normandy, handed him over to his 

overlord at Rouen as a captive. Harold thus became an unwilling 

guest at the Norman court. As such he accompanied the duke on a 

campaign into Brittany, but though he was outwardly treated with 

honour, he was informed that he would not be allowed to return to 

England unless he would become the duke’s man and take an oath to 

assist William in the future, should he make a claim to the English 

throne on Edward’s death. Seeing no other way of regaining his liberty, 

Harold had perforce to take the oath demanded of him, whereupon he 

was permitted to sail for England. On his return he made as little as 

possible of the misadventure, and no doubt regarded the oath extracted 

from him by force as of no validity; but he had none the less placed 

himself in a very false position, considering his own aspirations to be 

Edward’s successor. 
Harold came back to find a very disturbed state of affairs in the 

north of England. For nine years his brother Tostig had been Earl of 

Northumbria, but he had ruled harshly and had especially provoked 

discontent by treacherously causing the deaths of Gamel, son of Orm, 

and Ulf, son of Dolfin, two members of the old Bamborough house, 

and appropriating their estates. The result was that the kinsmen of the 

murdered men started an intrigue with the young Edwin of Mercia, and 

in 1065 broke into open insurrection. A little later they seized York and 

declared Tostig outlawed. They then elected Morkere, Edwin s younger 

brother, to be earl in Tostig’s place, and putting him at the head of the 

Northumbrian forces, advanced into Mercia, where they were joined by 

Earl Edwin and his thegns and also by a body of Welshmen. Marching 

further south, the combined armies overran in succession Northampton¬ 

shire and Oxfordshire, until at last they were met by Harold in the 

Thames valley. All this time Tostig had remained weU out of the way, 

hunting in Clarendon forest in Edward’s company. Harold intervened, 

it appears, with insufficient forces to risk a battle, and being reduced to 

negotiate had to accept the conditions demanded by Edwin and his 

Yorkshire allies. 
As a result Morkere was officially recognised by King Edward as 

earl north of the Humber, whereupon Tostig retired in high dudgeon to 

Flanders to seek assistance from his father-in-law. Count Baldwin V 

(1086-1067). As part of the resettlement the youthful Waltheof, the 
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son of Earl Siward, was made Earl of Northamptonshire and Hunting¬ 

donshire, as some compensation for the fact that his hereditary claims 

to Northumberland w^ere a second time ignored, Harold’s share in these 

transactions has sometimes been represented as an act of justice to the 

Northerners, done at the expense of his family’s interests without any re£il 

necessity. Be that as it may, Tostig never forgave him for not rendering 

more effective support, and from this time forward became his bitterest 

enemy. It certainly looks as if Harold was thinking more of his own 

interests than Tostig’s, and saw in Tostig’s fall an opportunity of making 

the house of Mercia more friendly to himself in the future and less in¬ 

clined to oppose him, should he make a bid for the crown. For now it 

was hardly concealed that Harold and his friends, in the event of the 

king’s death, would seek to set aside the direct line of the house of 

Alfred and would propose that the house of Godwin should be put in 

its place. If, however, this was to be effected by general consent, with¬ 

out an appeal to force, it could only be by the action of the national 

assembly, in which Edwin and Morkere and their supporters would have 

a very influential vote. Harold, therefore, had very good reasons for 

making terms with them, as it clearly would be more advantageous to 
him to win the crown by consent than by force. 

Questions as to Harold’s motives are, however, a problem so complex 

as to defy our best efforts to unravel them, and all that can be said with 

certainty is that events were soon to shew that, in abandoning Tostig’s 

cause and favouring the Mercian aspirations, he had taken the most 

prudent course. For in the winter following Tostig’s fall Edward became 

seriously iU while superintending the building of the new abbey at West¬ 

minster, which he had recently founded. And here, in his manor house 

on the banks of the Thames, he died on 6 Januaiy 1066, leaving the 
succession an open question. To his own contemporaries he was never 

the saintly person that later historians have depicted, but just a pious 

and often misguided ruler, who had attempted to bring the English into 

closer connexion with their continental neighbours than was desirable, 

and had rather wilfully undermined the insularity of his dominions 

without knowing how to bring them peace and security. It was only by 

later generations, who venerated him as the last of the line of Cerdic and 

Alfred, that he came to be honoured as a saint, and it was only in 1161 

that the bull was issued by Pope Alexander III which conferred on him 
the title of Confessor ” which has become so familiar. 

In tracing the political developments under Aethelred, Bnut and 

Edward, little has been said about the economic or social side of English 

life; but it must not be thought that the period of ninety years from 975 to 

1065 was a period devoid of social developments, or that materials are 

lacking for forming an estimate of the amount and character of the 

changes which were going on. On the contrary, did space permit, much 

might be said on such topics as the distribution of wealth and territorial 
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power, the density of the population in different districts, the ranks and 

grades of society, the methods of tillage and industry, and the condition 

of the urban centres. Information as to some of these, if not very clear, 

is comparatively ample; for in addition to the laws and charters and a 

fair amount of literary evidence, we can use as the groundwork for our 

picture the very detailed description of England in 1065, which is 

preserved in the Domesday Survey. Primarily of course this Norman 

survey is concerned with the condition of the country twenty years later; 

but the local jurors, who furnished the returns, were also required to 

state how matters had stood “on the day when King Edward was alive 

and dead,’’ and there is no reason to doubt the general accuracy of their 

answers, even though some allowance has to be made for their recollection 

of the earlier period being somewhat blurred. 
The most important feature which stands out in all the som'ces alike 

is that there was just as little uniformity in England at the end of the 

Anglo-Saxon period in social and economic matters as in political con¬ 

ditions. In spite of the fact that the country had been nominally a single 

kingdom for over a century, each province in 1065 still retained its own 

traditions and customs in social matters, and there were not only 

fundamental differences between the English and Danish districts, but 

also between the valley of the Thames and the valley of the Severn, 

between Kent and Wessex, between Wessex and Mercia and between the 

northern and the southern Danelaw. Any attempt, therefore, to give a 

picture of a typical village or a typical estate would be misleading, for 
everywhere there were startling variations (even within the limits of a 

single shire there were frequently several types of organisation) not to 
speak of differences in nomenclature and differences in land measures and 

monetary units. There are however some generalisations which can be 

accepted confidently, and to these we must chiefly confine ourselves. 

The first most obvious economic feature is that the density of the popu¬ 

lation decreased as one passed from east to west. In 1065 Lincolnshire, 

Norfolk and Suffolk were by far the most thickly populated shires. Were 

the population of these three counties left out of account, we should be 

leaving out of account not much less than one-sixth of the whole English 

nation. The least thickly populated districts south of the Humber and the 

Kibble were apparently Shropshire, Staffordshire and Cornwall, but men 

were also sparse in Devon and in all parts of the Severn valley. Another clear 

feature is that the land was much more valuable in the east than in the west, 

partly of course because of geological differences and the variation of soils, 

but largely because the denser population of the east facilitated a more in¬ 

tensive working of the land and the maintenance of a far greater head of 

cattle and sheep. Yet another great contrast between the east and the 

^ There is no evidence as to the districts north of the Humher. The Vale of York 
may have been well populated, hut there cannot have been any large number of 
inhabitants in the great moorland areas. 
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west, of critical economic importance, arose from the fact that the east 

was the home of liberty. In the Danish districts the peasantry, whether 

English or Danish by descent, were far less exploited in the interests of 

the tipper classes than in the English districts. To begin with, there were 

far fewer actual slaves or “theoWs” in these parts than elsewhere. In East 

Anglia the slaves formed only 4 per cent, of the population, whereas in 

the Midlands they formed 14 to 15 per cent., on the Welsh border 17 per 

Cent, and in Cornwall 21 per cent. But this is not the whole story. In 

the Danish districts considerable sections of the inferior cultivating classes 

rendered far lighter dues for their holdings, and performed far fewer 

services for their lords than in the Midlands or in Wessex. One reason 

for this was that the overlordship of the soil was far more divided and 

broken up in the Danelaw than in the south and west. In the Chiltem 

districts, in Kent and in Wessex generally, it was fairly common for a 

village to have only one lord; but in the Danelaw, as often as not, four 

or five lords were Concurrently interested in even quite small villages, and 

it is not impossible to point to instances in which a village was shsued 

between as many as nine or ten. At the same time, in the Danelaw the 

tie between a lord and his men was far looser as regards a large section 

of the peasantry than in Mercia or Wessex, for considerable numbers of 

the classes described in the Domesday Sui-vey as “liberi homines'" and 

“sochemanni* sthl had the right of choosing their lords and, from time 

to time, of transferring their allegiance from one lord to another. As 

the phrase runs in the Domesday Survey, ‘fthey Could recede from their 

lord without his license and go with their land where they would.'" The 

natural consequence followed that it was difficult for the lord, whose 

patronage they did acknowledge, to get any burdensome rents or services 

out of them. . ^ 
Let us now turn to consider what is known about the ranks of 

English society outside the Danelaw in the earlier years of the eleventh 
century. One haS to admit that this is an obscure subject, but some 
direct light is thrown on it by the Reditvdines Singdafum Personarwrn. 
This Anglo-Saxon tract is unfortunately undated, and nothing is known 
of its origin; but it Seems to be a memorandum drawn up by the land- 
agent of a monastic or episcopal estate, comprising in ^ probabilitj 
several villages, in order to keep a record of the Services due from the 
Various grades of tenants who were under his management It is thought 
to have been put together about 1025, and along with it is found a 
Second tract, which sets forth the duties of the land-agent, calling him 
at one time a ger^a or reeve and at another a scyrrwm. The 
occurrence of this second term has led some commentators to think that 
the writer of the tracts might have been a shire-reeve, but scyrrmn 
carries no such implication, being used indifferently of any official person. 
The author of the RectUudines begins his treatise by describing the 
services of the thegn. By that term he clearly did not mean a king’s 
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thegn or man of much importance^ nor did he mean the lord of the 

estate, who was probably some bishop or abbot, but only a lesser thegn, 

the mediocris tainus of Knufs laws. In the Domesday returns relating 

to 1065 such lesser thegns are frequently mentioned. They occur most 

commonly on large ecclesiastical manors, their holdings being termed 

tainlands^ and on them lay the burden of providing the military and 

other services due from the churches to the king. In the Rectitudines the 

thegn’s duties are similar, the main ones specified being fyrdf(£reld^ 

burhhote and brycgeweorc^ that is to say the well-known ^Hrinoda neces- 

sitas” together with all other burdens arising at the king's ban, such as the 

provision of ship-service and coastguard service and the building of deer- 

hays for the king's use when he came into the district. Here then, we seem 

for the first time in our sources to meet with a definite military tenure, 

but it differed from the later knight’s service in that the thegn fought on 

foot and not on horse-back, and performed his service on behalf of his 

lord’s estate and not in respect of his own holding. As to the size of the 

thegn’s holding, the Rectitudines are silent, but tell us that the thegn was 

worthy of his book-right. No doubt he was also, as his name implies, a 

^‘dear-born” man with a wergeld of 1200 shillings. We cannot, however, 

picture him as more than a petty squire, for in Domesday the assessment 

of the “tainland,” though sometimes five hides or more, is often no more 

than one hide. It was not, however, always a compact tenement but might 
be made up of parcels lying in several villages. 

Having described the '‘thegn,” the author of the Rectitudims 

next to the ceorl class and sets before us three distinct grades, called re¬ 

spectively geneaias, geburas and cotseilas. The differences between them 

were clearly in the main economic and not due to differences of legal 

status. In the eyes of the law all alike were twihyndemen^ and had 

wergelds of 200 shillings. Even the cotsetlas^ who were the poorest, paid 

their "hearthpennies” on Holy Thursday, "as every freeman should.” 

What marked these grades off from one another was the nature of the 

dues which could be claimed from them by their lords. The cotsetlas or 

cottage tenants, having as a rule no plough-oxen, may probably be re¬ 

garded as the lowest of the three in the social scale. They worked every 

Monday throughout the year for the lord on his inland^ or demesne 

portion of the estate, and three days a week at harvest-time. They paid 

church-scot at Martinmas, but did not normally pay landgafol or rent in 

money. Their holdings in the arable fields were usually five acres more 

or less. Next in order in the village hierarchy came the geburas or boors, 

whose name itself, used as it is in most Germanic tongues for a peasant 

of any kind, and still familiar to us in a disguised form in the term 

“neighbour,” seems to imply that they were the commonest and most 

widespread classh To these tenants our author devotes about a quarter 

1 Maitland has contended that the were only an insignificant class: cf. 
Domesday Book and Beyond^ p. 329. But this opinion ignores the use of the derivative 
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of his treatise, admitting however that he cannot be very precise about 

their services, as they varied in details from place to place. Their 

holdings, described as gesettesland^ that is, land ^^set to gafoV* as con¬ 

trasted with the inland retained by the lord for his own use, were known 

as ‘‘yardlands’’ ovgyrde. Each of these comprised a farm-stedding or toft 

^vith some thirty acres of arable, scattered in acre and half-acre strips in 

different parts of the village fields, together with a share in the hay 

meadows and pastures. In return for their yardlands the services of the 

geburas to the lord were far heavier than those of the cotsetlas^ being three 
days’ work a week on the inland from Candlemas (S February) to Easter, 

three days’ work a week in harvest-time and two days’ work a week at 

other seasons. Moreover, as a part of this week-work (wkweorc) they had 

specially to assist the lord with their own oxen and labour in ploughing 

Yds inland. They had also to pay divers gqfols or rents, some in money 

and some in kind. For example, they might have to feed the lord’s 

hounds, or find bread for his swineherds, while some provided hens and 

lambs and some paid “honeygafol” and some ^‘ale-gafol.” Their beasts 

also had to lie at the lord’s fold from Martinmas to Easter. When first 

admitted, or set to their holdings, they received an outfit of live-stock and 

seed from the lord, which had to be returned at their death, a custom 

which has survived together with the yardland in a modified form even 

to modem times^ under the name of the heriot. Highest in the scale 

above the geburas came the geneafas. They were altogether freer men 

who, though they had to pay landgafol and other dues and had to reap and 

mow for the lord at harvest time, had no fixed week-work to do. The 
essential feature in fact about their tenure was that their services were 

occasional and not fixed to definite days. Their main duties were to ride 

on the lord’s errands far and near, to carry loads and do carting when 
called upon, to reap and mow at harvest time, to act as the lord’s body¬ 

guard, to escort travellers coming to the lord, and to maintain the walls 
and fences round the lord’s “'burg” or dwelling-house. Exceptional types 

of rent-paying ceorls are next described, such as the beo-ceorl in charge 
of the lord’s hives, and the gafol-swan in charge of his pigs; and then to 

complete the picture we have the various sorts of praedial slaves, the 
theowan or servi and theowan-mifmen or ancillae. Of these unfree hinds 

words formed from gebur in tlie laws and land-books. In Edward the Elder’s dooms, 
for example, gehursdpe is the term used to express the village community generally 
in which a man has his home : cf. Liehermann, Gesetze, p. 138, gehursdpe 
pe he on hamfmst wcereJ' Similarly an Abingdon charter, dating from 956 or 957, 
speaks of the three villages adjoining Oxford, called Hinksey, Seacourt and Wytham, 
as geburlaTides; cf. Birch, Cart. Sax. No. 1002. We know too that in Hertfordshire 
there were many geburs in the district round Hatfield. Cf. Thorpe, JOiplomMariunij 

pp. 649-651. 
1 In 1920 considerable heriots were paid to King’s College, Cambridge, as lords 

of the Manor of Ogbourne in Wiltshire, in respect of the transfer of some customary 
freeholds reckoned to contain 7^ yardlands. 
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nearly a dozen types are mentioned, such as ox-herds, shepherds, goat-herds, 
cheese-makers, barn-keepers, woodmen, hedgers and so on; but not much 

is told about them individually, except details as to the cost of their 

maintenance* 
The refflarkable fullness of the details, furnished by the author of the 

Rectitudifies^ and the gteat interest of his account as the earliest known 

picture of a large English landed estate, naturally lead us to speculate 

how far it is to be considered a valid picture for England generally. The 

answer seems to be, that it had little application outside Wessex and 

Mercia, and even in those provinces it is difficult to make it altogether 

tally with the conditions found in the majority of the counties a gene¬ 

ration or two later on, as depicted in the Domesday Survey. It fits best 

in fact, when compared with Domesday, with the counties along the 

Welsh border from Gloucestershire to Cheshire; for there is an obvious 

parallel between thesegeneatas of the Rectitudinesi^i^ their riding services 

and those fadmanni or radchenistres who were prominent in those counties 

in 1065, and who were clearly riding men after the style of the “equites” 

set up by Oswald on the estates of the church of Worcester in Edgar’s 

day. It agrees also remarkably well with an account we have of the 

labour Customs in use at Tidenham in the Forest of Deaii, drawn up 

about 1060b This village lies in the triangle formed by the junction of 

the Wye with the Severn, and in Edward’s reign belonged to the monks 

of Bath, who had sublet it to Archbishop Stigand for his life. It was an 

extensive estate divided into several hamlets and was assessed for taxation 

at 80 hides; nine of these hides were inland and twenty*one gesetteslcmd^ 

divided into yardlands occupied some by geneatas and some by geburm. 

The account speaks of these yardlands as gyrda gqfollandes\ and then 

sets out the services of the two classes of tenantry, remarking that “to 

Tidenham belong many labour services,” Dyddanliamme gebyreS 

ndcU more roeden.'^^ As in the Rectitudines^ the geneafs chief duty was 

to net as an escort, take messages and do carting, while the gebur had 

not only many gqfols to render but owed heavy week-work and ploughing 

services. It looks then aS if Rectitudines must apply primarily to this 

part of Mercia, and as if the tract probably had its origin on One or 

other of the great church fiefs which dominated the valley of the Lower 

Severn. On the other hand it is impossible to suppose that the main con¬ 
ditions on the larger ecclesiastical or lay estates in Wessex were not to 

some extent the same; ior geneat and gebur^ yardland and gesettesland^ 

are all mentioned as West Saxon institutions in the laws of Ine, together 

with the gqfol geldu^ the lord’s gerefa and the taking up of land to more 

and to gafole. We know too that King Alfred had his and the 

abbeys of Glastonbury and Abingdon had their iainlands and geburlands 

in the ninth and tenth centuries | while yardlands, half-yardlands and 

1 Birch, Cart Saoc, No. 928, Seehohm, English Village Community, pp. 148-1 
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cotlands fomed the basis of village organisation in all the southern sHrel_ E J? 

except Kent and Cornwall from the Norman Conquest onwards until 

rendered obsolete by the enclosures in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, We must suppose then that, though radchenistres are hardly 

alluded to at all in Wessex in the Domesday returns (they appear once 

in Berkshire and twice in Hampshire), they must none the less have ex¬ 
isted there in the days of Knut and Edward, and we must account for 

the silence of Domesday about them by the hypothesis that the jurors 

for the West Saxon hundreds in 1055 were not asked to distinguish 

between the two classes of ceorlas and therefore merged them together 

under the vaguer title of iumsmen^ a term which occasionally appears in 
Anglo-Saxon documents and which Latin scribes rendered by the word 

vUlanus, We cannot, however, postulate more than a general similarity 

of system on the various estates, whether of Wessex or Mercia; for the 

leading characteristic of rural organisation in England has ever been 

that each village has been free to regulate its own farming and develop 

its own special customs as to tenure and tillage. Provided this funda¬ 
mental limitation is kept steadily in view, we may fairly take the sketch 

furnished by the MeetUudines as an approximately valid picture of all the 

greater estate-units south and west of Watling Street in the days of Knut 

and Edward; but at the same time we must remember that the writer of 

the RectUudinea was not attempting a description of the smaller estates 

of the ordinary thegns. tiis treatise is clearly restricted to lordly 

territories, where elaborate difierentiation of classes and minute sub¬ 
division of services were both natural and feasible. It may well he then 

that the comparatively heavy rents and services, recorded in the Reditu- 

dima, were by no means characteristics of the ordinary thegtfs estate, and 

that it was only on the larger ecclesiastical estates, where the lords had 
power to bind men’s souls as well as their bodies, that the exploitation of 

the tenantry had been carried to any extreme lengths. 
Enough evidence has now been presented to give a general idea of the 

economic and seignorial relations existing between the landowning classes 

and the mass of the cultivators in the first half of the eleventh century. 

One question however of considerable importance still remains to be 

considered, and that is, had the landlords as a class judicial authority over 

their tenants merely as landowners? In other words, could they set up 

petty courts on their estates, similar to the manorial courts of a later day, 

and compel their men to try their disputes in them, at any rate in matters 

of civil justice, provided the cases did not involve persons who were 

tenants under other lords? The evidence at our disposal is perhaps too 

fragmentary and too lacking in precision to enable us to say how matters 

stood in all parts of England; but two things at any rate seem clear. 

First, there certainly was a very considerable number of lords in Edward's 

day who were holding their own private courts or hallmoots (halimotes) 
in competition with the national hundred moots; and secondly, there was 
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no general law or custom as yet recognised, which entitled landlords to 

hold such courts, but in all cases, where hallmoots had sprung up, the 

right to hold them rested on some special grant from the Crown and was 

in the nature of a franchise or special privilege. The conclusion, that 

hallmoots had become fairly common institutions by 1050, is not really 

open to question, being based on the collective evidence of hundreds of 

passages scattered up and down the Domesday Survey, which tell us that 

some church magnate or some fairly important layman had enjoyed the 

privilege of “sake and soke’^ {saca et socd) over this or that estate, or over 

this or that group of men, in the days of King Edward. But this 

technical term, which stands for the Anglo-Saxon saca and socne^ is only 

a pleonastic phrase for socn; and as we have already seen s6cn is the 

Anglo-Saxon term for jurisdiction and implies the right to do justice and, 
if need be, to hold a court for the purpose. 

As it is only possible here to give a few examples of these passages, we 

must content ourselves with observing that there are very few sections of the 

survey from which they are entirely lacking, though in different counties 

they assume different forms. It is clear too that they imply several 

different types of hallmoots, according as the jurisdiction granted had 

been extensive or restricted. The simplest but least instructive references 

to sake and soke are found in certain schedules, which merely record the 

names of persons who had been entitled to sake and soke under King 
Edward. For example, we have a list of fifteen persons who had enjoyed 

the franchise in Kent, a list of nineteen who had enjoyed it in Derbyshire 

and Nottinghamshire, and a list of thirty-five who had enjoyed it in 
Lincolnshire. But we cannot from such lists infer with any certainty that 

these privileged persons had exercised the right over all their lands lying 

in these counties and still less over their lands in other districts. Else¬ 

where the information as to sake and soke is more often given in respect 

of particular places. We read for example under Essex, that Robert, son 

of Wimarc, the king’s staller, had sake and soke over the half-hundred of 

Clavering; under Suffolk, that Ulwyn of Hedingham had sake and soke 

over his estates at Lavenham, Burgate and Waldingfield, and under 

Warwickshire, that Ealdred, the Bishop of Worcester, had sake and soke 

over seven and a half hides of land at Alveston near Stratford-on-Avon. 

Or again we are told that the soke was restricted and only applied to some 

particular class of tenant. For example, at Reedham in Norfolk the Abbot 

of Holme had sake and soke but only over those who were bound to use 

his sheepfold (stiper hos qui sequehantur faldam). At Buxhall in Suffolk 

Leswin Croc had sake and soke but only over his hall and his cottage 

tenants {^upcv kadjlam ct hovdavios^. In some cases again the soke is 

attributed not to the immediate landlord but to his overlord. For 

example, Uggeshall near Dunwich is entered as owned by Osketel 

Presbyter, but the survey goes on to say “Ralf the Staller had sake 

and soke over this estate, and over all other estates owned by Osketel.” 
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From these various examples it is easy to see that sake aud soke, though 

not a rare privilege, had not under Edward become a right common to 

all landowners, for it would be pointless to give lists of those who were 

exercising it, if all landowners were free to do so. It is clear on the 

contrary from hundreds of other passages that the wielding of soke was 

regarded as primarily a royal right, and the general rule of the land stiU 

enjoined that all men should attend the hundred moots, and that these 

should he held under the presidency of officials appointed by the king and 

the earl, who shared the profits of jurisdiction between them, the king 

taking two-thirds of the fines and the earl one-third. Further, even where 

landowners had acqufred some measure of soke over their estates, the 

resulting franchises were regarded primarily as subdivisions carved out of 

the hundreds by leave of the Crown, and consequently men coxdd still 

conceive of seignorial justice as being merely a variant of the general 

scheme of national justice, and not as a distinct and rival type of jurisdic¬ 

tion to be feared by the Crown and suppressed whenever there was an 

opportunity. There was in fact no idea at aU as yet that these franchises 

constituted encroachments on the powers of the Crown. 
If we inquire into their origin we do not find that their existence 

can be put down chiefly to Edward’s being a complaisant ruler, inclined to 

placate his more ambitious subjects by offering them bribes in the form 

of judicial concessions. Doubtless, Edward was rather lavish with his 

grants of sake and soke, and many English writs have survived which 

testify to his activities in this direction; but there is plenty of^ evidence 

to shew that he was no innovator and only followed the practice of his 

predecessors. For in this connexion we have only to turn to Knot’s laws 

to be convinced that private sokes were plentiful in his day; for, if not, 

certain famous sections in them which declare that the king ought to have 

certain important pleas over all his subjects, unless he has expressly 

granted them away, would be meaningless. Nor does this conclusion 

depend solely on inferences; for a writ of Knut^ stfll survives which was 

issued about 1020 in favour of the Archbishop of Canterbury, proclaiming 

to all the king’s lieges that the archbishop was to be worthy throughout 

his lands of sake and soke, griihhrke, hamsocn, forestecd, infangenneth^ 
and Jlymma-fyrmth, and these specially mentioned rights turn out to be 

just the very pleas that the laws say ought to be_ reserved to the king 
except in very exceptional circumstances. There is nothing about this 

writ to lead us to question its genuineness. On the contrary it is quite 

on all fours with Knut’s general policy of favouring the Church, and fits in 

well with some other evidence which shews that this was not the only 
case in which he was willing to give away the reserved pleas. The evidence 

which can be quoted to prove this is not indeed contemporary, but seems 
perfectly trustworthy, and consists in certain later writs issued by Norman 

1 Cf. Earle, Handbook to the Landcharters, p. 232. 
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kings which imply that Kiiut granted his wife Emma sake and soke ove? 

eight and a half hundreds in West Suffolk and that the grant carried with 

itgrithh’ice, hamsocn^foresteal^ aeherethefjflitwite andJUitwiteK From some 

points of view this grant to his wife is more novel and important than the 

grant to the archbishop; for it is the earliest clear instance on record of 

a wide stretch of territory passing into the hands of a lay subject, and 

shews that sokes had already ceased to he regarded as specially ecclesias¬ 

tical privileges at least twenty years before Edward came to the throne. 

None the less this great franchise did ultimately come into the hands of 

the Church; for Emma’s estates were all confiscated in 1048, soon after 

her son’s accession, and this gave Edward the opportunity to transfer 

the jurisdiction over the eight and a half hundreds to the monks of 

St Edmund’s Bury, who continued to enjoy the franchise right down to the 

Reformation. How much further back it would be possible to trace these 

franchises, were documents of Aethelred’s reign available, it is impossible 

to say; but there seems no reason for supposing that Knut was an 

innovator. Like all rulers he more often than not followed precedents, 

and after all he had excellent precedents for such sokes as he created in 

the sokes which Edgar had set up in the tenth century. The really obscure 

problem is not so much the origin of the larger franchises granted to the 

magnates, as the origin of the practice of allowing quite small men to 

exercise sake and soke over petty estates. As to these we can never hope 

to attain any certainty; but it is interesting to note that the phrase mca 

a7id socne is even older than the reign of Edgar, being found in a 

charter issued by Eadwig in 958 which is apparently genuine and which 

relates to Southwell in Nottinghamshire^. 

1 Cf. H. W. C. Davis, The Liberties of Bmy St Edmunds,” Eng. Hist, Rev, 
1908, vol. XXIV. pp. 417-428. 

^ Cf. Birch, Gart, 8aas. No. 1029. 
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OHAPTEK XVI. 

THE WESTERN CALIPHATE. 

AFTm the successes of Musa and ^Abdr-al-^Aziz and the occupation 

of the Iberian peninsula by Hurr the slight resistance of the Christians 

may be neglected, while follow the victorious Muslims through Gaul 

up to the defeat of the Emir 'Abd-ar-^Rahiiian at Poitiers by Charles 

Martel (732). From that date till the accession of ^Abd-ar-Rahman ibn 
Mu^awiya the whole history of Muslim Spain may be said to consist of 

internal dissensions between Yemenites and Kaisites, S3rrians and Medin- 

ese. ^Abd-al-Malik, an old Medinese chief, was appointed governor of 

Spain in October 782. He refused to provide some Syrians, who were 

starving in Ceiita, with the means of crossing over into Spain, but an 

insurrection among the Berbers in the peninsula compelled him to summon 

them to his aid. The ragged and starving Syrians fought so fiercely that 

they routed the Berbers, and then having no desire to return to Africa 

where they had fared 30 ill, they revolted and proclaimed Balj as their 
Emir (741). They sought to inspire terror. They crucified ^Abd-al- 

Malik, and defeated his sons at Aqna Portora (August 742). The civil 
war ended with the appointment by the Emir of Africa of Abu-L 

Khattar the Kalbite as governor. He pacified Spain and settled the 

Syrians along the southern fringe from Murcia to Ocsonoba (Algarve); 

but the conflict was promptly renewed between Kaisites or Ma^addites 

and Yemenites or Kalhites, The rebels defeated the Kalbites under 

Abu-l-Khattar at the battle of Guadalete (745), their leader Thuwaba 
becoming Emir. On his death war between rival tribes lasted some six 

years longer. 
According to the oldest Arab and Christian chroniclers Asturias 

was the only part where the Visigoths prolonged their resistance. Some 

nobles of the south and centre of Spain had taken refuge there wiih the 

remnants of their defeated armies. The death of Roderick at Segoyuela^ 

led them to elect Pelayo as their king, who took up Roderick’s task of 

heroic resistance. Pelayo retired to the Picos de Europa; there in the 

valley of Covadonga the Visigoths defeated (718) an expedition led 

31 See VoL n. p. 186, and cf VoL II. p. 372. 
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against them by ^Alkama, who lost his life in the battle. This victory, 

all the more remarkable after signal defeats, has been taken as the 

turning point from which the reconquest of Spain has been dated. 

National legend has told that Pelayo was chosen king not before this 

success but as the result of his victory, great if magnified in the telling. 

In the north of Aragon and on the frontier of the Basque country 

(which was for the most part independent) a new centre of resistance 

arose in 724 under the leadership of Garcia Ximenez, who defeated the 

Arabs and occupied the town of Ainsa in the district called Sobrarbe. 

Another independent centre of resistance connected with Sobrarbe must 

have been formed in Navarre, and its leader according to the oldest 

records seems to have been Inigo Arista. But of aU this we have only 

confused and contradictory accounts. 

For a century few victories were won over the invaders in the king¬ 

dom of Asturias. Its history may be said, according to Visigothic 

tradition, to have resolved itself into a struggle between king and nobles. 

The former aimed at an hereditary and absolute monarchy while the 

latter strove to keep their voice in the king's election and their long- 

cherished independence. Alfonso I the Catholic, Duke of Cantabria 

and son-in-law of Pelayo, was the only one to take advantage of the 

internal conflicts among the Muslims. He made raids through Galicia, 

Cantabria and Leon, and occupied or laid waste important territories like 

Lugo. At his death in 756 the Muslim frontier ran by Coimbra, Coria, 

Toledo, Guadalajara, Tudela and Pampeluna, and the Chiistian frontier 

included Asturias, Santander, parts of Burgos, Leon and Galicia, Be¬ 

tween these two lines was an area continually in dispute. 

Such was the state of Spain on the arrival of Abd-ar-Rahman ibn 
Mu^awiya. He had escaped from the general massacre of the Umayyads, 

which had been ordered by the Abbasids, by swimming across the 

Euphrates, and had seen from the opposite bank the slaughter of his 

thirteen-year-old brother. His faithful freedmen Badr and Salim, who 

had been in his sister's service, joined him in Palestine with money 

and precious stones, and thence he passed to Africa, where he might 

have lived in peaceful obscurity. But (according to Dozy) ambitious 

dreams haunted without ceasing the mind of this youth of twenty. 

Tall, vigorous and brave, he had been carefully educated and possessed 

talents out of the common. His instinct told him of his summons 

to a glorious destiny,” and the prophecies of his uncle Maslama con¬ 

firmed his belief that he would be the saviour of the Umayyads. He 

believed that he was destined to sit upon a throne. But where would 

he find one ? The East was lost ; there remained Spain and Africa. 

In Africa the government was in the hands of Ibn Habib, who had 

refused to recognise the Abbasids and aimed at an independent king¬ 

dom. Because of the prophecies favourable to Abd-ar-Rahman he 
persecuted him; indeed he persecuted every member of the Umayyad 
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dynasty, and had executed two sons of Caliph Walld 11 for some in¬ 

discreet remarks which he had overheard. “Wandering from tribe to 

tribe and from town to town,” says Dozy, “‘Abd-ar-Rahman passed from 

one end of Africa to the other.” For some five years it is clear he had 

never thought of Spain. 
At length he tmmed his eyes towards Andalusia, of which his former 

servant Salim, who had been there, gave him some account. Badr went 

over to Spain, to the clients of the Umayyads, of whom some few hundreds 

were scattered among the Syrians of Damascus and Kinnasrin in Elvira 

and Jaen; he bore a letter to them, in which ‘Abd-ar-Rahman told his 

plight and set forth his claim to the Emirate as grandson of the Caliph 

•Hlstiam. At the same time he asked their help and offered them im¬ 

portant posts in the event of a victory. As soon as they had received 

this letter, the chiefs of the Syrians of Damascus, ‘Ubaid-AUah and Ibn 

TThalidj joined with Yusuf ibn Bukht, chief of the Syrians of Kinnasrin. 

It was as much from a sense of their duty as vassals as from hope of oflBce 

and self-interest that they decided to forward the undertaking. But what 

means had they at their disposal ? They resolved to consult Sumail the 

Eaisite, a hero of the civil wars. He put off giving an answer in a matter 

of such importance, but entertained Badr and the other Umayyads. 

Afterwards he left for Cordova, where the Emir Yusuf was collecting 

forces to punish the Yemenites and Berbers who had revolted at Sara¬ 

gossa. Yusuf bought the help of the Umayyads for the campaign. 
When Yusuf crossed the Guadalquivir, ‘Ubaid-AUah and Ibn Khalid 

appeared before him and begged they might first be aUowed to get in their 

crops and then they would join him at Toledo—a request which was 
granted. Thereupon they urged ‘Abd-ar-Rahman’s cause on Sumail, 

who had just risen from one of his frequent orgies; he was out of temper 

with Yusuf and gave way to their demands, and so the Umayyads started 

on their homeward journey well satisfied. However, as soon as §umail 

reflected that it would end in the extinction of the independence of the 

tribal chiefs and of his own authority, he sent messengers to overtake the 
Umayyads, and informing them that he could not support their master, 

advised them not to attempt any change of government. 
Seeing that all hope was lost of forming an aUiance with Eiaisites, 

the Umayyads threw themselves into the arms of the Yemenites, who 

were burning to shake off the yoke of the Kaisites. The answer to their 
surpassed their expectations. As soon as the subject Umayyads felt 

sure of the support of the Yemenites and could count on Yusuf and 
Sumail being engaged in the north, they sent to Tammam in Africa 

money for the Berbers, who had refused to allow ‘Abd-ar-Rahman to 

leave them till a ransom was paid. Then ‘Abd-ar-Rahman left for Spain 
and reached Almunecar in September 755. There ‘Ubaid-AUah and 

Ibn Khalid awaited him, and put him in possession of the castle of Torrox 

between Iznajar and Loja. 
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The receipt of this news made a deep impression on Yusuf, He 

had caused distrust by executing three rebel 5^^®'ishite chiefs at the 

instance of Sumaih and his resolution to attack the pretender imme^ 

diately caused the desertion, of almost the whole of his army, which was 

reluctant to undertake a fresh campaign in the depth of winter and in 

the mountainous district of Regio (M^.laga). Yusuf therefore opened 

negotiations with ‘A-bd-ar-Ratinian, His envoys had an interview with 

^Abd-ar-Rahman, whom they found surrounded by his little court, in 

which ^Ubaid-Allah held the first place; and they offered him on Yusufs 

behalf a safe refuge in Cordova, the hand of Yusuf’s daughter as well as 

a large dowry and the lands of Caliph Hisham. They shewed him as 

evidence of good faith a letter from Yusuf and promised him magnificent 

presents, left cautiously behind. These terms seemed satisfactory to the 

Umayyads; ‘^Ubaid-Allah was on the point of answering Yusufs letter, 

when the envoy Khalid, a renegade Spaniard, insolently told him that he 

was incapable of writing a letter like his; '^Ubaid-Allah’s Arab pride was 

wounded by the Spaniax'd’s reproach, and he gave orders for his arrest. 

The negotiations were broken off. 

As soon as winter was over ^Abd-ar-Rahman advanced to Archidona, 

where the Kaisite governor, Jidar, proclaimed him Emir, and entered 

Seville about the middle of March 756. He then marched out towards 

Cordova along the left bank of the Guadalquivir, while Yusuf advanced 

to Seville along the right bank^. On sighting one another the two armies 

continued their march towards Cordova, still separated by the river. As 

soon as they reached Mosara, ^Ahd-ar-Rahman resolved to give battle. 
By a cunning move he managed to cross the river without any opposi¬ 

tion from Yusuf, a manoeuvre which gave him provisions for his troops. 

On Friday, 14 May, a sacrificial feast, being the day of the battle of 

Marj Rahit®, which had given the crown to the Umayyads of the East, 

the combat opened. The cavalry of ^Abd-ar-Rahman routed the right wing 

and centre of the army commanded by Yusuf and Sumail, who each saw 

the death of his own son. The left wing alone sustained the attack all 

day until all the notable Kaisites had fallen, including their chief 

‘Ubaid. The victors began to pillage; but ^Abd-ar-Rahman forbade 

it and shewed magnanimity in his treatment of Yusuf’s wife and sons. 

The Yemenites were offended by his generous behaviour, and formed 

a plot to kill him. However, he discovered the conspiracy, and no 

opposition was made to his offering as Imam the Friday prayers in 

the principal mosque of Cordova. Negotiations were begun, and finally 

Yusuf recognised ^Abd-ar-Rahman as Emir of Spain in July 756. It was 

1 It was at Coloml)era or VilljinTieTa «ie Brenes that the leaders noticed Abd- 
ar-Babman bad no banner. Accordingly Abu-s-Sabbah, a Sevillan chief, placed 
his turban on the point of bis lance and thus wbat becain© later tb© 
standard of the Umayyads in Spain. 

® See Vol. n. p. 360. 
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not long before Yusuf was slain in battle, and one morning Sumail him^ 

self was found deadj strangled by order of ‘Abd-ar-Rabman. 
In spite of bis growing power ‘Abd-ar-Rahman had to suppress 

other revolts, of which the most formidable was that of the Yemenites, 

in 164 Toledo made its submission. Its chiefs had to pass through 

Cordova clad in sackcloth, with their heads shaved and mounted on 

donkeys. But the Yemenites continued restless. 
Shortly after 764 the Berbers, who had hitherto kept quietj rose in 

arms, headed by a schoolmaster named Shakya, half fanatic and half 

impostor, who gave himself out to be a descendant of Ali and Fatima. 

After six years of warfare ‘Abd-ar-RahmSn succeeded in sowing discord 

among them. He advanced against the rebels, who retreated northwards. 

Meanwhile the Yemenites and the Berbers of the East advanced towards 

Cordova. On the banks of the river Bembezar the Yemenites were 

treacherously left to their fate by the Berbers, and 30,000 perished at 
the hands of ‘Abd-ar-Rahmau’s soldiers. The Berbers of the centre 

were only subdued after ten years’ fighting, when Shakya was murdered 

by one of his adherents. 
In 777 A‘rabi the Kalbitej governor of Barcelona, formed a league 

against ‘Abd-ar*Rahman and sent to Charlemagne for help. Charles, 

who reckoned on the complete pacification of the Saxons, crossed the 

Pyrenees with an army. Abrabi was to support him north of the Ebro, 

where his sovereignty was to be recognised, while the African Berbers 

were to help in Murcia by raising the standard of the Abbasid Caliph, 

Charles’s ally. But this coalition failed. Just as Charlemagne had be^ 

the siege of Saragossa he was called home by the news that Widukind 

had re-entered Saxony and pushed on to Cologne. On his return to 
Prancia through Roncesvalles the reai'-guard of his army was attacked 

and annihilated by the Basques. There the famous Roland, who was 

afterwards immortalised in the medieval epic, met his deartu ‘Abd-ar- 

Rahman reaped the benefit of these successes, which were due to his rebel 

subjects at Saragossa, to the Basques and to a Saxon prince who did not 

even know of his existence. He advanced and took possession of Sara¬ 

gossa; he attacked the Basques, and forced the Count of Cerdagne to 

become hb tributary. 
These feats were the admiration of the world and evoked from 

the Abbasid Caliph Mansur the following speech concerning ‘Abd-ar- 

Rahman: “Although he had no other support to rely on but hb 

statesmanship and perseverance, he succeeded in humbling Ms haughty 

opponents, in killing off aU insurgents, and in securing Ms frontier 

against the attacks of the Christians. He founded a mighty empire, 

and united under his sceptre extensive dominions which had Mtherto 

been divided among a number of different cMefs.” TMs judgment b an 

exact description of ‘Abd-ar-Rahman’s life-work. 
Detested by the Arab and Berber cMefs, deserted by Ms foUoWeSis 
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and betrayed by his own family, lie summoned mercenary troops to his 

aid. Though his policy, which was both daring and treacherous, might 

alienate his people’s alFection, yet it was invariably clever and adapted 

to his circumstances. The very means which he used, violence and 

tyranny, were the same as those by which the kings of the fifteenth 

century were victorious in their struggle against feudalism. He had 

already traced the outlines of the military despotism, which his suc¬ 

cessors were to fill in. 
His successor Hisham I (788—796) was a model of virtue. In his reign 

the sect of Malik ibn Anas was started in the East, and the Emir, who 

had been commended by Malik, did his utmost to spread its doctrines, 

choosing from its members both judges and ecclesiastics. When Hisham 

died the sect, to which most of the faklhs (professional theologians) 

belonged, was already powerful. It was headed in Spain by a clever 

young Berber, Yahya ibn Yahya, who had ambition, enterprise and 

experience, along with the impetuosity of a demagogue. 
Although the next Emir, Hakam, was by no means irreligious, his easy 

disposition, his love of the chase and of wine, brought on him the hatred 

of th& faMhs, which was intensified by his refusing them the influence they 

desired. They were not sparing in their attacks upon him and used as 

their tools the renegados^ who were called muladies {muwallad or the 

adopted). The position of these renegades was uneasy ; in religion they 

were subject to Muslim law, which punished apostasy with death and 

counted any one born a Muslim to be a Muslim. Socially they were 

reckoned as slaves and excluded from any share in the government. Never¬ 

theless they were able to help the faMis in bringing about a revo¬ 

lution. 
The first rising took place in 805, but was put down by the Emir’s 

bodyguard. Then other conspirators offered the throne to Ibn Shammas, 

the Emir’s cousin, but he revealed the plot, and sixty-two of the conspira¬ 

tors were put to death, while two of them fled to Toledo. When Hakam 

was reducing Merida (806), the inhabitants of Cordova rose a second 

time, but he successfully crushed the revolt, beheading or crucifying the 

leaders. Hakam now shewed himself even more cruel and treacherous 

than before. His cruelty at Cordova was followed by a massacre at 

Toledo. 
The Toledans were a people difficult to govern, and under the 

headship of the poet Gharbib, a renegade by birth, they had already 

caused alarm to the Emir, On the death of Gharbib he appointed as 

governor an ambitious renegade from Huesca, ‘Amrus, a man subtle and 

dishonest, but a mere puppet in the hands of his master. He cleverly 
won Over the Toledans, and was able to build a castle in the middle 

of the city, where the Emir’s troops were quartered. An army under 

the prince ^Abd-ar-Rahman arrived, and the leading Toledans were 
invited to a banquet at the castle. Bidding them enter one by one, 
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he had their heads cut off in the courtyard of the castle and flung 

into a ditch. It is impossible to fix the number of those slain on this 

“day of the ditch,” and estimates vary between 700 and 5000. 

The impression made by this slaughter kept the people of Cordova 

quiet for seven years. Moreover, the Emir strengthened his bodyguard 

with slaves known as “mutes,” laecause they spoke no Arabic. Never¬ 

theless discontent steadily grew among the students and theologians in 

the quarter of Arrabal del Sur. At length a formidable revolution 

broke out. In the month of Ramadan (May 814) a soldier killed a 

polisher who refused to clean his sword, and this act was made the 

pretext for the revolt. A huge mob marched in spite of cavalry 

charges to the Emir’s palace. But Hakam with the utmost calm¬ 

ness ordered the execution of some imprisoned fakihs; then after this 

sacrilege a body of his troops set fire to Arrabal del Sur. The rebels, 

as he expected, rushed to the help of their families and, attacked on 

every side, sufiFered fearful slaughter at the hands of the terrible mutes. 

Thereupon ^akam ordered the expulsion within three days under pain 

of crucifixion of all the inhabitants of Arrabal del Sur. On reach¬ 

ing the Mediterranean, one body consisting of 15,000 families went to 

the East, and there after a struggle with the Bedouins seized Alexandria 

and soon founded an independent kingdom under Abu Hafs Omar 

al-Balluti. Another body of 8000 families settled at Fez in Morocco. 

Hakam now issued an amnesty to the Jiikths and allowed them to 

settle anywhere in Spain, except Cordova and its neighbourhood. Yahya 

even managed to secure his sovereign’s favour. 
Hakam, relentless towards the Toledans and the artisans of Arrabal 

del Sur, shewed towards the Arabs and Berbers who were of his own 

race a clemency attributed by Arab historians to remorseful conscience. 

Some of his verses suggest that he followed the example of ‘Abd-ar- 
Rahman: “ Just as a tailor uses his needle to join different pieces of 

cloth, so I use my sword to unite my separate provinces.” He maintained 

the throne of the Umayyads by a military despotism. 
At Cordova his son and successor, ‘Abd-ar-Rahman II (822-852), set 

a high standard of magnificence. A lover of poetry, mild even to weak¬ 

ness, he let himself be guided by a fakih, a musician, a woman and an 
eunuch. fakih was Yahya, the leader of the Arrabal rebellion; 

he now dominated the Emir, who had given into his hands his own 

ecclesiastical and judicial functions. The musician was the singer Ziryab 
of Bagdad, the pupil of Harun ar-Rashid’s famous singer, Ishak 

of Mosul, and out of jealousy compelled by him to leave the East. On 
his arrival in Spain, where ‘Abd-ar-Rahman H had just ascended the 

throne, he soon gained the friendship of the sovereign, thanks to his 

voice, his wit and his wide knowledge of history, poetry, science and art. 

He became the king of fashion in Cordova as well as the model of good 
taste, but he did not meddle in politics; . they were the province of the 
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Sultana Tarub, bound to one much like herself, the cruel and treacherous 

eunuch Nasr. The son of a Spaniard, Nasr could speak no Arabic and 

hated the Christians with the rancour of an apostate. While they governed, 

the monarch devoted himself to beautifying his capital, which from his 

time becomes a centre of art and of science for Western Europe. 

The country was disturbed: there was the seven years’ War between 

the Ma^additcs and Yemenites in Murcia; there were constant risings 

of Christians in Mmida; a rebellion, with all the characteristics of a 

real ^cTmci/nfci (the later Herniandad, brotherhood), broke out in Toledo, 

lasting until the city was taken by storm in 887. Then came a new 

danger: in 844 the Northmen, who were called the Majus by the Arabs, 

appeared off the coast of Spain. They made a descent on the coast of 

Galicia and, being repulsed, moved on to Lisbon, Cadiz and up to Seville, 

but the Emir’s troops defeated them and drove them back across the 

Guadalquivir. In 858 or 859 they returned and sacked Algeciras, carrying 

their raids along the east coast as far as the Rhone. But they left the 

coast of Spain as soon as the Muslims began building vessels of the same 

type as theirs. 
But the most formidable difficulty of all came from the Christians: 

the life of bandits or guerrilla warriors was now impossible for them, and 

in the cities the path of martyrdom lay plain before them. They were 

headed by Eulogio and Alvaro. Eulogio belonged to a Cordovan family 

who detested the Muslims, and was educated at the school of Abbot 

Spera-in-Deo, where he formed a friendship with Alvaro, a rich young 

noble of Cordova. As priest at St Zoilo his virtues made him every¬ 

where beloved. He fell under the influence of Flora, the daughter 

of a Christian mother and so a Christian from birth. Flora was a 

bold and active champion of militant Christianity; Eulogio made her 

acquaintance when she escaped from prison and took refuge in the house 

of a Christian, after she had been accused by her brother and condemned 

by the cadi Qcadi) to the punishment of scourging; her personality along 
with her adventures greatly affected the young priest. 

The fanatical hatred of the Muslims was strengthened by the punish¬ 

ment of the priest Perfecto, who Was condemned for blasphemy and, 

owing to the treachery of Nasr, executed on the feast after Ramadan 

(18 April 850). He prophesied that Nasr would die within a year, and 

so it came to pass. For Tarub, who was eager to claim the succession 

for her son ^Abdallah to the exclusion of her step-son Mahomet, com¬ 

promised Nasr in a plot to poison the Emir. To this end Nasr had the 

poison prepared by the famous doctor Harrani; but the latter told a 

woman of the harem, who warned ^Abd-ar-Rahman. Thereupon Nasr was 
ordered to drink the poison himself, and the mere fact of his death 

sufficed to canonise Perfecto. One Isaac, a monk of Tabanos, appeared 

before the cadi and blasphemed the Prophet, which led naturally to hi^ 
martyrdom on 8 June 851; he was followed by eleven martyrs in l^s than 
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twelve months. This new kind of rebellion alarmed the government, 

which put out a decree forbidding Christians to seek martyrdom. A 

Christian synod was summoned by order of ^Abd-ar-Rahman II, who was 

represented at it by his secretary or katih^ Gomez, who, while indifferent 

to religion, was determined not to confound all Christians with fanatics. 

The Council pronounced against the martyi's despite the opposition of 

Saul, Bishop of Cordova, many members only assenting through fear of 

imprisonment. Eulogio fought hard against its decrees, and on this 

account was imprisoned with many others. In prison he again met 

Flora, who was there with another nun, named Maria, and had been 

threatened by the cadi with prostitution. Concealing his love (for such 

might be termed his affection for Flora), Eulogio exhorted both of them 

to face their martyrdom. Whilst in prison he worked feverishly at his 

writings so as to forget his pain, until at length he came forth to 

practise what he had preached to the two women. 

^Abd-ar-Rahman died on %% September 852, and despite Tarub’s 

intrigues Mahomet I ascended the throne. A man of small intelligence, 

cold-blooded and selfish, he was despised generally for his avarice. But 

he was supported by the fakths^ who aimed at making him devout and 

inspired him with hatred of the Christians, whom he persecuted so 

terribly that, if we are to believe Eulogio, almost all abjured their faith. 

But the Emir’s intolerance caused the Toledans to revolt; and they 

advanced as far as Andujar, Reinforced here by an army that Ordono I 
of Leon had sent, the rebels gave battle at Guadacelete, but were terribly 

defeated. Mahomet continued the persecution, while Eulogio and Alvaro 

persisted in exhorting the people; though lukewarm in Cordova, the 

Christians were extremely excitable in Toledo, and secured the nomina¬ 
tion of Eulogio to the archbishopric in defiance of the refusal of the 

Emir to give his consent. Mahomet made one last attack on the 

Toledans and reduced them to submission. Eulogio was charged with 

concealing an accused Christian, Leocricia, and suffered on 11 March 859. 
With their death this type of enthusiasm gradually died out, and this 

painful struggle came to an end. 

To return to the Spanish side. After a struggle of twenty years Toledo 

was placed under the protection of the king of Leon, and extorted a 

treaty from the Emir who agreed to respect its republican institutions. 

In Aragon the Beni-Kasi, an old Visigothic family, were lords of Sara¬ 

gossa, Tudela, Huesca and the whole of the neighbouring frontier. 

Throughout a reign of twenty years their chief, Musa II, who took the 
title of Third King of Spain, held his own. In 862 the Emir captured 

Saragossa and Tudela; but ten years later Musa’s sons turned out his 

garrisons. At this time Ibn Marwan founded an independent princi¬ 

pality in Merida and, later, in Badajoz. In 879 an insurrection broke 

out in Regio under Omar ibn Hafsun. After a mingled career of robbery 

and warfare, he became from 884 the leader of the Spanish people in the 
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south, where Hs good qualities won him general affection. Meanwhile 
Mahomet was succeeded (886) by his son Mundhir (886-888), who, how¬ 
ever, was poisoned by his brother Abdallah. 

^Abdallah ascended the throne at a disastrous time. Besides the 
revolts already begun, he had to deal with the attempts of the Arab 
aristocracy to recover their independence. In Elvira (Granada), where 
there were numerous renegades, the Spaniards, whether Muslims or Chris^ 
tians, were called and treated as a low rabble by the Arabs. The result 
was a tremendous struggle between the two parties, who fought and 
massacred each other for many months. 

Meanwhile greater events were happening at Seville. There power 
was divided between the Spanish party in the town, represented by the 
Beni-Angelino, and the Arab party in the remoter country, led by the 
Beni-Hajjaj and the Beni-Ehaldun. At the outset of ^Abdallah’s reign 
the leader of the Khaldun was Kuraib, a treacherous but able man and 
a whole-hearted enemy of the monarchy. He formed a league to capture 
Seville and plunder the Spaniards. Under the guidance of Kuraib the 
Berbers of Merida and Medellin made a terrible raid on Seville. The 
most formidable of the bandits was a Bornos Berber of Carmona, who 
was named Tamashecca. Mahomet ibn Ghalib, a gallant renegade from 
^Icija, offered to make the roads secure if he were allowed to build a 
fortress near Siete Torres. He had begun his task when the Hajjaj and 
the Khaldun attacked his castle. The Arabs promptly revolted, captured 
Carmona, and so filled Seville with alarm. To satisfy them ‘Abdallah 
resolved upon the treacherous execution of Ibn Ghalib. As soon as the 
renegades knew of the death of Ibn Ghalib, they rose to avenge him. 
The prince Mahomet, then at Seville, begged for reinforcements from the 
Beni-Angelino, who with some hesitation sent troops to hold the palace. 
Every moment the situation became more desperate, and it was only 
saved by the timely arrival of Jad, governor of Elvira. The Spanish 
party in Seville were afterwards almost all put to the sword by the 
Hajjaj and the Khaldun. It was these tribes who reaped full advantage 
from the position of affairs, and not the Emir, while Jad’s successors were 
constantly threatened and even placed under constraint. 

Such was the position of affairs in Seville in 891. The rest of Muslim 
Spain was quite as independent. The lords of Mentesa, Medina Sidonia, 
Lorca and Saragossa only obeyed the Emir when it suited them. The 
Berbers had reverted to a system of tribal government. The renegades, 
however, maintained their position in Ocsonoba, in Beja and Mertola, 
and in Priego. The nobles in the province of Jaen were all in alliance 
with Omar ibn Hafsun. Another independent chief, Daisam ibn Isha]^, 
was lord of almost the whole of Todmir (Murcia). 

But the Emir’s most formidable enemy was still Omar Ibn Hafsun. 
Although the Emir made a truce, Ibn JHafsun broke it whenever he 
chose. When Ibn Mastana of Priego, however, formed an alliance with 
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some Arabs, Ibn Hafsun took tbe side of the Emir. But as Ms sup¬ 

porters wearied of so temporising a policy, he imprisoned the commander 

of the Emir'^s army, and thus caused a complete rupture. Realising that 

he was virtually master of Spain and imagining that the Arabs and 

Berbers would refuse to yield him obedience, Omar entered into negotia¬ 

tions for his appointment as emir by the Abbasid Caliph, and through 

him came into touch with Ibn al-Aghlab, the emir of Africa. As Cordova 

was now in desperate straits, and his own position even worse, the Emir 

resolved to stake everything on a single cast, and with the approval 

of all his supporters attacked the enemy. On Thursday in Holy Week, 
16 April 891, the battle began near the castle of Polei (now Aguilar). 

For the royalists the fortunes of the Umayyads were at stake and they 

fought desperately. They routed Ibn Hafsun, while ‘Abdallah sat in Ms 

tent and hypocritically recited verses from the Koran expressing Ms whole 

confidence in God. He then laid siege to Polei, and soon took it, par¬ 

doning the Muslims but slaying the Christians, 

The result of the battle of Polei was the surrender of Ecija, ArcM- 

dona, Elvira and Jaen and the restoration of the Emir’s authority; 

but their submission did not last long. In 892 Ibn Hafsun captured 

Archidona and Elvira; and to crown Ms success seized Jaen. In 898, 

however, he lost Elvira again; in 895 the Emir advanced against Seville, 

which Kuraib ibn Khaldun successfully defended. Ibn Hajjaj, who became 

master of Seville, made his submission for a brief period and left his son 

‘Abd-ar-Rahman as a hostage in Cordova; shortly after he formed an 

alliance with Ibn Hafsun, Because he had become a Christian Omar had 

been deserted by many of his Muslim subjects, and he therefore gladly 

made a new confederacy with the Beni-Kasi of Saragossa and the king 

of Leon. The Emir’s position was deplorable, though he succeeded in 

making peace with Ibn Hafsun (901). In 902 he renewed the war, wMch 

went against the allies. In hopes of detaching Ibn Hajjaj from the league 

‘Abdallah handed over to him Ms son ‘Abd-ar-Rahman. Ibn Hajjaj was 

grateful and was reconciled with the Emir. ‘Abdallah advanced from 

one victory to another. He captured Jaen, and seemed to have greatly 

improved Ms position, when he died on 15 October 912. 
When ‘Abd-ar-Rahman HI, ‘Abdallah’s grandson, ascended the 

throne of the Umayyads, he found Muslim Spain rent by civil war and 

menaced by two enemies from outside, the kingdom of Leon and the 

Fatimite Caliphate in Africa. The latter had been founded by the 

Ismaelites, who were one of the Shiite sects, and aimed at forcing their 
way into Spain, through the preaching of the Mahdi or secret Imam, 

with the object of establishing a universal monarchy. One of the 

tools employed by the Fatimites seems to have been Ibn Masarra, a 

philosopher at Cordova. But though he had made proselytes among 
the common people, he had failed to obtain a following among the 

and Ms books were burnt as heretical. The kingdom of Leon, 
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although since Alfonso I it had made no real advance, now took advan¬ 
tage of the revolts in the south to extend its frontier to the Douro and 
to capture the strongholds of Zamora, Simancas, St Esteban de Gormaz 
and Osma, which together formed an almost unbreakable barrier against 
the Muslims. Leonese raids extended to the Tagus and even to the Gua- 
diana. In 901 Ahmad ibn Mu‘awiya proclaimed himself to the Berbers 
as the Mahdi. They collected an army and advanced against Zamora, 
which had been rebuilt by Alfonso III in 893. The Berber leaders, 
however, were jealous of the power of the Mahdi, who had been vic¬ 
torious in the first battle. They therefore deserted, with the result that 
Ahmad ibn Mu‘awiya’s army perished and he himself was put to death by 
the Leonese. This victory, won with the help of Toledo and Sancho of 
Navarre, gave great impetus to progress in the latter kingdom, which had 
hitherto been chiefly engaged in combating the Franks. The courage 
of the Leonese was now raised to such a pitch that they felt strong 
enough to strike a blow at Muslim civilisation. The life-work of ‘Abd- 
ar-Rahman III was to defend that civilisation from the dangers that 
threatened it on the north and south, but first of all he had to bring his 
own subjects to obedience. 

In dealing with the Spanish party and the Arab aristocracy, he 
abandoned the tortuous policy of ‘Abdallah in favour of a bolder one 
which soon won him success. In a few years everything had changed. 
The chiefs who fought ‘Abdallah were dead, and the aristocracy had no 
leaders. The Spanish party had lost its first vigour and, although the 
people were patriotic, they had grown tired of war. Omar, like the Emir, 
began hiring mercenaries, and these troops were not too heroic, while the 
lords of the castles were thoroughly demoralised. The struggle had really 
lost its national character and was becoming a religious wax. All these 
things told in favour of the Emir, whom everyone regarded as the one 
hope of safety. He vigorously opened the campaign. Within three 
months he had captured Monteleon and reduced almost all the fortresses 
of Jaen and Elvira. On the death of Ibrahim ibn Hajjaj, Ahmad ibn 
Maslama was appointed governor of Seville, and he formed aii alliance 
with Ibn Hafsun. But the Emir laid siege to Seville and defeated Ibn 
Hafsun’s army, while Seville surrendered 20 December 913. In another 
campaign against the mountain land of Regio (Mdlaga) (914) ‘Abd-ar- 
Rahrnan treated the Christians equitably, and this policy was eminently 
eflFective; for the commanders of almost aU the castles surrendered. That 
indomitable Spanish hero, Omar ibn Hafsun, died in 917: he had in the 
last thirty years often made the throne of the Umayyads totter, but he had 
failed to secure the freedom of his country or to found a new dynasty; 
he was, however, spared the sight of his party’s ruin. The revolt in 
Regio lasted another ten years under the sons of Omar. At length in 
927 the Emir laid siege to their stronghold, Bobastro, which surrendered 
on 21 January 928. Ibn Hafsun’s daughter, Argentea, who was a religious 
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devotee, died a martyr, and this was the end of the family. ^Abd-ar- 

Eahman III did not find so much difficulty in putting down the inde¬ 

pendent Arab and Berber nobles. Ibn Marwto was reduced in 930, and 

Toledo, the last stronghold of the revolt, followed suit in 932. Arabs, 

Spaniards and Berbers all submitted to ^Abd-ar-Rahman, who thus 

achieved his object, the fusion of all the Muslim races in Spain and the 

formation of a united nation. 
In 914 Ordono II, king of Leon, laid waste the district of Merida 

and captured the castle of Alanje. ‘Abd-ar-Rahman III was eager 

to punish him. In 918 Ordoiio II with his ally Sancho of Navarre made 
an attack on Najera and Tudela. Sancho captured Valtierra, but ‘Abd- 

ar-Rahman‘’s army under the command of the hc0ib Badr twice defeated the 

Leonese at Mutonia. In 920 ^Abd-ar-Rahman took command of the army 

in person. By a clever move he seized Osma and then took other places. 

Meanwhile Sancho had retired, but after a junction with Ordono II 

attacked ‘Abd-ar-Rahman, who found himself in a similar position to 

Charlemagne’s rear-guard at Roncesvalles. At Val de Junqueras the 

Christians suffered a crushing defeat owing to the mistake they made in 

accepting battle in the plain. ‘Abd-ar-Rahmto returned to Cordova 

triumphant. But the Christians did not despair. In 923 Ordono cap¬ 

tured Nijera, while Sancho seized Viguera. But in 924 ^Abd-ar-Rahman 

replied by marching in triumph as far as Pampeluna. On the death of 

Ordono II, which occurred before this campaign, a civil war broke out 

between his sons, Sancho and Alfonso IV, while Sancho of Navarre 
was so far humbled that ^Abd-ar-Rahman had leisure to stamp out 

the rebellion in the south. As he had now attained the height of 
his ambition, he changed his title and henceforth from 16 January 929 

he styled himself Caliph^ Armr al-inu'minin (Commander of the Faithful) 

and Jn-Nddr lidm Allah (Defender of the Faith). 
In Africa he now began a more active policy, and the Maghrawa 

Berbers, after he had driven the Fatimites out of the central part of North 

Africa (Algiers and Oran), acknowledged his suzerainty. In 931 ^Abd-ar- 

Rahman occupied Ceuta, the key to Mauretania. 
In the north the civil war left Ramiro II king in the end (932). 

This warlike monarch marched to the rescue of Toledo, which stood 

alone in its resistance to the Caliph. He took Madrid on the way, but 

failed to save Toledo which, as we have already mentioned, surrendered. 

In 933 he defeated a Muslim army at Osma, but the following year 
^Abd-ar-Rahman revenged himself by a terrible raid as far as Burgos. 

Ramiro II formed an alliance with Mahomet ibn Hashim at-Tujibi, 

the disaffected governor of Saragossa. 
In 937 the Caliph advanced against the allies, capturing some thirty 

castles. He next turned his arms against Navarre and then against 

Saragossa, which surrendered. Ibn Hashim was pardoned owing to his 

great popularity, Tota (Theuda), the Queen-regent of Navarre, recog- 
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nised the Caliph as suzerain, so that with the exception of Leon and 

part of Catalonia the whole of Spain had submitted to ^Abd-ar- 
Rahman III. 

From 939 onwards the fortune of war turned somewhat against the 

Caliph. Carrying out his policy of humbling the great nobles, he had 

given all the highest civil and military posts to the slaves, who included 

Galicians, Franks, Lombards, Calabrians, and captives from the coast 

of the Black Sea; he had increased their number and compelled the 

Arab aristocracy to submit to them. In the campaign of 939, during 

which Najda the slave was in command, the nobles had their revenge on 

^Abd-ar-Rahman. They allowed themselves to be beaten by Ramiro 

and Tota at Simancas, and they also were responsible for a terrible 

defeat at Alhandega, in which Najda was killed and "^Abd-ar-Rahman 

himself narrowly escaped. Their victory did not profit the Christians, 

however, since Castile, under its Count Fenian (Ferdinand) Gonzalez, 

the hero of the medieval epic, took advantage of the Caliph’s inactivity 
to declare war on Ramiro II. 

During this period Abu Yazid of the Berber tribe of Iforen came 

forward to oppose the Fatimites in Africa. He declared himself a 

Tcharijl or nonconformist, and united all the Berbers. He recognised 

Abd-ar-Rahman, to whom he gave military help, as the spiritual 

suzerain of the dominions which he had wrested from the Fatimites. 

But when Abu Yazid discarded his ascetic sackcloth for more splendid 

silk, and fell out with the Simnites (orthodox Muslims), he suffered 

defeat from the Fatimite Caliph Mansur, and the Fatimite dynasty re¬ 
covered all the territory it had lost. 

The civil war in the north among the Christians ended favourably 

to Ramiro II. He took Fernan Gonzalez prisoner, and only set him 

free on swearing fealty and obedience; and forced him further to give 

up his county and to marry his daughter Urraca to Ordono, Ramiro’s 

son. Ramiro thus lost the real loyalty of Castile, which henceforth 

was opposed to Leon. Ramiro II died in 951 and a war of succession 

broke out between his sons Ordono III and Sancho, supported by the 

Navarrese and his uncle Fernan Gonzalez, who preferred his nephew 

to his son-in-law. Ordono III, the final victor in the civil strife, sought 

peace with the Muslims, and Abd-ar-Rahman was thus left free to 

fight the Fatimites, whose power was increasing every day. In 955 

^he fourth Fatimite Caliph Mufizz was planning an invasion of Spain 

And sent a squadron to Almeria, which set fire to all the vessels it en¬ 

countered and plundered the coast. In 959 Abd-ar-Rahmto replied 
by an expedition against Ifrikiya (Tunis), but gained no adVantage. To 

leave himself free for Africa he had made peace with Ordono III; but 

owing to Ordono’s death in 957 and the accession of Sancho. the Fat 
the calm was broken. 

Sancho, who attempted to crush the nobles and to restore the 
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absolute power of his predecessors, was deposed in 968, for reasons 

which included excessive corpulence, through a conspiracy headed by 

Feman Gonzalez. Ordono XV the Bad was elected king, while Sancho, 

who was supported by his grandmother, the aged and ambitious Tota 

of Navarre, sent ambassadors to ask the Caliph of Cordova for aid. 

The ambassador, whom ‘Abd-ar-Eahman sent to Navarre, was an excellent 

Jewish physician who cured Sancho, while by his diplomatic ability he 

brought to Cordova the rulers of Navarre. They were welcomed there 

with a splendour that dazzled them. ‘Abd-ar-Rahman had now at his 

feet not only the haughty Tota whose valour had guided her armies to 

victory, but also the son of his enemy, Ramiro II, the other ^ctor of 

Sima^fas and Alhandega. To induce the Caliph to renew his attack 

on Leon, the unfortunate Sancho was obliged to hand over ten fortresses. 

With the help of the Arabs Sancho, who no longer could claim the 

name of Fat, took Zamora in 959 and Oviedo in 960. Afterwards 

he invaded Castile and took Count Fernan prisoner, while Ordono IV 

fled to Burgos. At this point ‘Abd-ar-Rahman fell iU and died on 

16 October 961 at the age of seventy, after reigning for forty-nine years. 
‘Abd-ar-Rahman III was the greatest of the Umayyad princes. _He 

saved not only from the civil wars but also from the possible 

foreign domination in the north and south. He established order and 
prosperity at home and imposed respect and consideration abroad. 

He encouraged and developed agi'iculture, commerce, industry, art and 

science; he beautified Cordova, so that it bore comparison with Bagdad, 
and he built beside it the city of Az-Zahra, called after his _ favourite 

wife. Outside his realm he contested the command of the Slediterranean 
with the Fatimites. The Eastern Emperor and the kings of Western 

Europe opened up a diplomatic friendship with him\ To quote the very 
words of Dozy, our indispensable guide throughout, “But when his 

glorious reign comes to be studied, it is the worker rather than the 
work that rouses our admiration. Nothing escaped that powerful com¬ 

prehensive inteUect, and its grasp of the smaUest details proved to be 
L extraordinary as 'that of the loftiest conceptions. The sagacity 

and cleverness of this man who by his centralising policy firmly es¬ 

tablished the unity of the nation and the foundations of his own 

authority, who by his system of alliances set up a kind of bdance of 
power, whose broad tolerance led him to summon to his council men of 

difierent religions, these characteristics are typical of the modem monarch 

rather than of the medieval caliph.” 
His successor, Hakam II, was pacific, but when Sancho and Garcia of 

Navarre failed to fulfil their treaties with his father and Feman Gonzalez 

1 It was ‘Abd-ar-Rahman’s own ambassador at tbe Court of Otto the Great, 
Recemund, Bisbop of Elvira, who suggested to Liudprand the composition of hm 
history, the Antapodom. This is a striking instance of the influence of the Caliphate 

of Cordova on ihe culture of the West. 
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began hostilities, he was forced to prepare for war. Meanwhile Ordono 

the Bad implored the Caliph to help him against his brother Sancho 

and had a splendid reception at Cordova. As soon as Sancho saw that 

the Caliph’s army was supporting Ordono, he assured the Caliph that 

he would fulfil his obligations. Hakam therefore broke his promise to 

Ordono, who soon died at Cordova. Sancho still refused to carry out 

the treaty, whereupon Hakam declared war on the Christians, and com¬ 

pelled Feman Gonzalez, Garcia of Navarre and Sancho of Leon to sue 

for peace; the Catalan counts, Borrel and Miron, followed their example 
at the same time*. ^ 

5^kam was content to leave the Christians to their internal strife. 
A civil war broke out, during which Sancho died of poison towards 

966: he was succeeded by Ramiro III, to whom his aunt, the nun Elvira 

was guardian. Under her the kingdom split into pieces. Feman Gonzalez 
died in 970, and thenceforth Ilakam was able to devote himself to 
literature, his favourite pursuit. 

Under him one commanding personality fills the scene of the Cali¬ 

phate. Mahomet ibn AbI-‘Amir, known to history as Almanzor, belonged 

to the noble family of the Beni-AbI-‘Amir, and from earliest youth he 

dreamt of becoming prime minister: natural ability and audacity in 

actmn made his dream a reality. From a subordinate official of the cadi 

^ i twenty-six to administer the property 
Hakam. By his courtesy and wit he won 

the favour of the Sultana Aurora, became administrator of her property 
and shortiy after inspector of the mint, in which post he made many 

mends. Other offices, all of them lucrative, were heaped upon him. He 
lived in princely grandeur and he soon became popular. 

. danger had disappeared in 969 when Mufizz moved 
from Ifrikiya to the new city of Cairo, but Hakam had still to fight the 

idrisids in Morocco, and the war opened up a connexion with the African 
princes and Berber tribes. 

Shortly afterwards the Caliph fell iU, and on 1 October 976 he died. 

Next day Hisham II took the oath, and his accession raised even higher 

the power of Ihn Abi-‘Amir who was made vizier, while Mushafi, the 
ex-Vizier, was appointed Jidjih or prime minister. 

The Chnstians in the iiorth_ had renewed hostilities at the time 
of Hakam s illness. Ibn Abi-‘Amir undertook the command of an 

army and returned to Cordova laden with plunder. This triumph made 

him still more popular in Cordova, and brought about a friendship 
between him and the commanders of the army. 

Straggle between the two ministers. On 
25^March 978 Mushafi was deposed and imprisoned on a charge of 
embezzlenient. All his property was confiscated and after five yews of 
the utmost destitution he was executed. 

^ See for Catalonia Chap, rv, pp; 89-^^ 
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Ibn Abi-^Amir was appointed His relations with the 

Sultana Aurora were much criticised in Cordova, and he had to face 

faction and conspiracy. When his chief enemies, the Juklhs^ asserted 

that he was given over to philosophy, he ordered aU the books on 

that subject in the library of Hakam II to be burnt, and in this way he 

achieved a great reputation for orthodoxy. He had shut up the Caliph 
in his newly-built palace of Zahira, adjoining Cordova, and determined 

to reform the army. But as he could not rely on the Arabs for this 

task, he brought Berbers from Ceuta in Morocco, whom he loaded with 
wealth, and unpatriotic Chiistians from Leon, Castile and Navarre, 

drawn by high pay. At the same time he carried through the re¬ 

organisation of the military system by abolishing the identity of tribes 

and regiments. Then, to shew the superiority of the army he had 

created, he turned his arms against the Leonese. He invaded Leon, 

captured and sacked Zamora (981). Kamiro III of Leon was joined by 

Garcia Fernandez, Count of Castile, but they were beaten at Rueda to 

the east of Simancas. He then advanced against Leon, but although 

he reached its gates in triumph, he failed to take the city. On his 

return from this campaign he took the title of Al-mamur iillah, the 

Victorious by the help of God ” (whence his Spanish name of Almanzor 

is derived), and had royal honours paid him. Owing to the disastrous 

campaign of 981 the nobles of Leon proclaimed as their king Bermudo 11, 

a cousin of Ramiro III, who being besieged in Astorga sought the aid 

of Almanzor, but died soon after. Bermudo also asked his help in 

crushing the nobles, but after giving it Almanzor allowed the Muslim 

troops to remain in the country. Thus Leon ended by becoming a tribu¬ 

tary of Almanzor. He now advanced into Catalonia and took Barcelona 
by storm on 1 July 985. 

Almanzor’s tyranny and cruelty at home, however, were making Mm 
hated. To make good his position he resolved to enlarge the mosque 

at great expense. He even worked like an ordinary labourer among 

a crowd of Christian prisoners. Meanwhile Bermudo II drove out 
of Leon the ]\luslim troops who had been left there; but in 98T 

Almanzor in a terrible raid seized Coimbra and routed all who opposed 

his march to Leon. He captured the city and only spared one tower to 
shew posterity its grandeur. After he had also taken Zamora his 

sovereignty was acknowledged by all the coxmtiy, while Bermudo kept 
only the districts near the sea. 

Almanzor, already the real ruler, aimed at being even more. For 

this design he had no fear of the Caliph, who was Ms prisoner, nor 

of the army wMch yielded him blind obedience; but he feared the 

nation, for whom unreasoning devotion to the dynasty was its very 

life, and he also feared Aurora, whose aifection for Mm had now turned 

to hatred. She succeeded in inspiring Hisham II with a semblance of 

will and energy. She sought the aid of Ziri ibn ‘Atiya, the viceroy of 
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Morocco. Almanzor however managed to see Hisham, reimposed his 

will upon him, and persuaded the Caliph to issue a decree entrusting 

to him aU affairs of state as formerly. Aurora acknowledged herself 

defeated and devoted herself to works of piety. 

Zirfs defeat at Ceuta in 998 brought about the end of his power 

and the transference of all his territory to the Andalusians. At the same 

time Almanzor attacked Bermudo II for refusing to pay tribute. He 

penetrated as far as Santiago in Galicia, and after a victorious march 

returned to Cordova with a crowd of prisoners. These carried on their- 

shoulders the gates of the city, which were placed in the mosque, while 

the bells of its church were used as braziers. 

In 1002 Almanzor went on his last expedition against Castile. Con¬ 

cerning it, the Muslim historians only mention that on his return march 

from the successful expedition Almanzor’s illness grew worse; that he died 

at Medinaceli in 1002 and was buried there. The Historia Compostellana 

and the Chronkon Bm^gense give much the same account; the latter 

saying: ^‘'Almanzor died in the year 1002, and was buried in hell.'” But 

Don Rodrigo Ximenez de Rada, Archbishop of Toledo (f 1247), and 

Lucas, Bishop of Tuy (f 1249), tell us that Bermudo II of Leon, Garcia 

of Navarre and Garcia Fernandez, Count of Castile, formed a league in 998 

and attacked Almanzor at Calatahazor, where they inflicted a great defeat 

on him, and that he died afterwards at Medinaceli from the wounds he had 

received; and on the return of the Muslim army to Cordova a shepherd 

miraculously appeared, singing the famous strain: In Calatanazor 

Almanzor lost his drum.*” The appearance in the battle of Bermudo II 

and Garcia of Navarre, w^ho were already dead, the tale of the shepherd 

(who was taken for the devil by Christian historians), and the fixing of 

the date of the battle as 998, induce Dozy to reject the story. But 

recently Saavedra has attempted to prove the probable truth of the 

legend. He argues that possibly after the withdrawal of Almanzor 

through his illness his rear-guard was attacked at Calatahazor; that 

his not accepting battle and the pursuit by the Christians to the 

gates of Medinaceli may have been regarded by them as a victory; 

the anachronisms of the narratives may be due to their having been 

written two centuries after the event: they failed to be accurate in date 

and repeated some legendary details which had already gathered round 
the truth. 

But whether this battle was ever actually fought or no, Almanzor, 

the terrible foe of Christendom, was dead. He was endowed with energy 

and strength of character; he was idolised by his soldiers whom he led to 

invariable victory; his love of letters was shewn in a splendid generosity; 

at the same time, he watched over the material interests of the country 

and strictly executed justice. In aU that he undertook he shewed a 

cleamess of vision which marked his genius. Of his greatness there can 
be no doubt. 
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Muzaffar, Almanzor’s son, who took his father’s place, won great 

victories over the Christians and put down some risings. But great 

changes had occurred in Muslim Spain. Class feeling had taken the 

place of racial discord, and new sects appeared, advocating innovations 

in politics and religion. The people were profoundly atteched to the 

Umayyad Caliphate and ardently desired the fall of the ^Amirite house 

of Almanzor. Such was the position of affairs when Muzaffar died (1008) 

and was succeeded by his brother ^Abd-ar-Rahman, nicknamed Sanchueh, 

He was unpopular with the faMhs and lacked the ability of his father 

or brother, but he succeeded in obtaining from Hisham II what they 

had never extorted, his nomination as heir apparent. This brought 
to a head discontent in Cordova. While Sanchuelo was away on a 

campaign against Alfonso V of Leon, a revolution placed Mahomet 11 

al-Mahdi on the throne, whereupon Hisham II abdicated. Seeing himself 

deserted, Sanchuelo sued for pardon, but on his return to Cordova he was 

slain (4 March 1009). Mahdl, who was bloodthirsty, and yet lacked 

courage, alienated both “ slaves and Berbers. When the Berbers pro¬ 

claimed another Umayyad, Hisham, on Mahdi’s passing off Hisham II as 

dead, he defeated and killed him. A chief, Zawi, however, rallied the 

Berbers, and the slain man’s father, Sulaiman al-Musta‘in, was proclaimed 

Caliph. They formed an alliance with the Castilians. Mahdi was beaten 

at Cantich, Sulaiman entered Cordova, where the Berbers and Castilians 

committed every kind of excess; Hisham II returned, only to abdicate in 

favour of Sulaiman. Mahdl’s party, on their side, made an alliance with 

the Catalan Counts, Raymond of Barcelona and Armengol of Urgel, and 

defeated Sulaiman at ‘Ahabat-al-bahar near Cordova, which the Catalans 

plundered. The Slaves now turned against Mahdl, murdered him, and for 

the third time proclaimed Hisham II in 1010. Sancho of Castile used the 

opportunity to recover the fortresses captured by Almanzor. Tbe Berber 
opposition continued; in 1012 they pitilessly sacked Cordova, houses and 

palaces were destroyed, and Sulaiman was once more proclaimed Caliph. 

It was a war of factions, and in 1016 the Slaves entered Cordova. 

They sought in vain for Hisham II. Sulaiman gave out that he 
was dead; but apparently he fled to Asia, where he ended his life 

in obscurity. The welter became more confused, till in 1025 for six 

months the government was in the hands of a Council of State. In 

1027 the Slaves proclaimed the last of the Umayyads, Hisham IH 
al-Mufladd. He too failed to satisfy expectations. A revolution broke 

out in December 1031; Hisham was taken prisoner. The viziers announced 

the abolition of the Caliphate and declared the government devolved 

on the Council of State. 
Meanwhile in the Christian kingdoms a steady advance had been 

made. In 1020 Alfonso V of Leon summoned a council to his capital 

^ See supra, p. 422. 
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to reform the government, and there issued fuero of Leon and other 

general laws. His son Bermudo III succeeded in 1027, and through 

his marriage with a sister of Garcia, Count of Castile, whose other 

sister was married to Sancho the Great of Navarre, the relations between 

the rulers of the three kingdoms became far more intimate. Castile, 

despite the occasional intervention of Leon, had been independent 

since the days of Feman Gonzalez. The happy understanding which 

prevailed among the Christian states was broken up through the murder 

of Garcia of Castile. Garcia’s brother-in-law, Sancho of Navarre, seized 

the territories of Castile, and a dispute over the frontier led to war with 

Bermudo III of Leon, which was ended by the marriage of Bermudo’s 

sister with Sancho’s eldest son, Ferdinand, the future King of Castile. 

On the speedy renewal of the war the Castilians and Navarrese conquered 
the whole of Leon, Bermudo only retaining Galicia. Navarre then 

became the dominant power from the frontier of Galicia to the county of 

Barcelona, and Sancho ruled over Leon, Castile, Navarre, Aragon and all 

the Basque country. But shortly before his death he divided the kingdom 

among his sons. He left Navarre and the Basque provinces to Garcia, 

Castile to Ferdinand, Aragon to Ramiro, and the lordship of Sobrarbe 

and Ribagorza to Gonzalo. Bermudo III continued to reign in Galicia, 

but after the death of Sancho (1035) he was defeated at Tamaron by Fer¬ 

dinand in 1037, who thus united under his sceptre all Leon and Castile. 

The counts of Barcelona who succeeded Wifred I had extended 

their dominions beyond the river Llobregat and, despite invasions by 

Almanzor (986) and his son Muzaflfar, they recovered their lost territory 

through their intervention in the civil wars of the Muslims after the fall 

of the Almanzors, The break up of the Caliphate was taken advantage of 

by Count Raymond-Berengar I (1035-1076), to consolidate his power. 

With the fall of the Caliphate there began for Spain the great 

period of Christian conquest, when the leadership passed from the 

Caliphate to the Christian kingdoms. The Muslim supremacy had been 

due partly to higher military efiBciency, which was never recovered 

after the collapse of the Caliphate, and even more to the brilliance 

of its civilisation compared with the backward condition of the 

Northern States. This Arab civilisation claims especial notice. 

The great variety of races in the country hindered the immediate 

development of Muslim civilisation, and despite the efforts at union 

of ‘Abd-ar-Rahman III the conflict between the different peoples 

and tribes still persisted. The Arabs refused to regard the Persians, 

Berbers and other conquered races as their countrymen, while even 

among the Arabs themselves Syrians, Yemenites, and other tribes were 

in cohstMt feud. Inside the tribes there were freemen, divided into 

aristocracy and people, and slaves. Under ‘Abd-ar-Rahman III 

the unbroken struggle with the emhs aU but destroyed the Arab 
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aristocracy. Its place was taken on the one hand by the mid^e 

classes, who had amassed much wealth through the great expansion 

of trade and industry, and on the other hand by a feudal aristocracy 

of military commanders. The working-men remained under the thumb 

of the middle classes, and owing to their economic inferiority were 

stirred occasionally to class hatred. The grants of lands and slaves 

freely given by the emirs made the dominant aristocracy the wealthiest 
class, and enabled it to form independent or nearly independent 

domains. This process may account for the fact that the Arabs 
and Berbers preferred the country to the cities, whose inhabitants, 

as in the case of Toledo, Seville and Elvira, were mainly renegades and 

Mozarabs. 
The unfr'ee classes were divided into peasant serfs, whose status was 

better under the Visigoths, and household or personal slaves; 

among the latter the eunuchs who were set apart for the service of the 

harem enjoyed a privileged position. Occasionally they held the highest 

appointments, and since they had followers as well as wealth, could 

intervene effectively in politics. The Slaves^ who were not only the 

soldiers but the serfs of the Caliph, held civil as well as military offices, 

and, as we have seen, on the fall of the Almanzors their political influence 

was decisive. 
The Muladies (MuwaUad) were in an intermediate position. They 

were mainly descendants of Visigothic serfs who had secured freedom 

by their profession of Islam. As we have seen, they were viewed 

with suspicion by Muslims of old standing, and this bitterness caused 

frret^uent revolts. Fi’om the reign of ^A-bd-ar-Rahman II their numbers 

increased owing to the frequent conversions of Mozarabs or Spanish 
Christians, and their influence on Muslim civilisation was considerable. 

The legal status of the Jews improved under the Arabs. The 

destructive policy of the Visigoths was succeeded by wide toleration 

and freedom, which was charactei'istic of the Muslim conquest. In 

particular the commercial and industrial prosperity of Cordova, which 

dated fr-om the independence of the Caliph, was due to this liberal 

policy. The Jew Hasdai Ibn Shabrut, who was the treasurer and 

minister of ‘Abd-ar-Rahman III and translated the works of Dioscorides, 

was famous as a diplomatist. Under his influence many of his 

co-religionists came from the East. They started a Talmudic school 

which eclipsed the schools of Mesopotamia. The Jews in Cordova 

adopted the dress, language and customs of the Arabs, and were 

consistently protected by the Caliphs. 
The Mozarabs still kept their government and administration in 

their own hands under special governors (counts) who were selected 

by the Caliph. They stiH kept their dtfemofr to represent them at 

^ See supraf p. 422. 
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the court of the Caliph. It is not known whether the curia survived; 

but the exceptor^ who was now a tax-collector, survived, as did also the 

censor^ who was a judge of first instance, while the count {conde) pre¬ 

sided over the court of appeal. He still administered the code {Fuero 

Juzgo)^ while transgressions of the law of Islam came before the Muslim 

authorities. The Mozarabs lived in districts apart, and apparently 

there was no marked distinction between the Visigothic and Hispano- 

Iloman elements. Except for brief periods of persecution, they were 

treated tolerantly. 
Spain was at first a province of the Caliphate of Damascus with an 

emir at its head. ® Abd-ar-Rahman I put an end to this dependent posi¬ 

tion by breaking with the Caliphate of Bagdad, although it was not till 

929 that the title of Caliph was assumed by ^Abd-ar-Rahman III. The 

Caliph was the supreme temporal and spiritual head. Sometimes he 

was elected by the nobles, but usually it was a hereditary office. The 

hierarchy consisted: of the hdjih or prime minister; of various wazzrs 

(viziers) or ministers, who were responsible for the various administrative 

departments, such as the Treasury and War Office, though they only 

communicated with the Caliph through the hdjib; and of the kdtibs or 

secretaries. The administrative offices together formed the diwan and 

there were as many offices as public services. The provinces, which were six 

in number apart from Cordova, were under a civil and military governor 

called a wdU. In some important cities there were also wdlis at the 

head of affairs, and on the frontier there was a military commander. 

The Caliph administered justice in person; but as a rule this func¬ 

tion was exercised by the cadis (Jcddz) (and in small villages by hakims). 

At their head stood the cadi of the cadis^ who was established at 

Cordova. A special judge, the Sdhib-ash-shuria or Sdhib-al-madma 

{zal-medina) heard criminal and police cases, under a procedure simpler 

than that of the cadi. The zabalaquen or hakim carried out the 

sentences of the cadi. The muhtasib or almotacen regulated police, 

trade and markets, and intervened in questions of sales, gambling, 

weights, measures and public dress. Cordova had a special judge 

(Sdhiib-al-mazdlim), who was appointed by the Emir to hear complaints 

of breach of privilege or of offences committed by public officials; Ribera 

considers that the Justicia mayor de Aragon was set up in imitation of 

this functionary. The usual punishments were fines, scourging, mutilation 

and death; this last penalty applied to cases of blasphemy, heresy, and 
apostasy. 

Besides the taxes on personal and real property (quit rents) paid by 

holders of (State-lands), there was the azzaque^ a tithe of agricul¬ 

ture, industry and commerce, and also the customs, the head of which 

was called al-mushrif (almojar^e). A census with statistics based on 
tribal organisation was drawn up for the assessment of taxation, but 

this method of organisation died out on the fall of the Arab aristocracy. 
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The tribe was the unit of military organisation. Each tribe rallied 

round its chief and its standard. The soldiers received pay at the end 

of the campaign at the rate of five to ten gold pieces, and the haladis^ 

who were descended from Musa’s Arabs, were never summoned except in 

case of need. Campaigns were generally conducted in the spring and had 

the character of an algaras or raid. The object was booty and wifh 

that secured the army invariably retired from any position conquered. 
The commander-in-chief was called al-'kWid (alcaide); the cavalry was 

mounted on mules and without stirrups. They used the sword, the 

pike, the lance and the bow, while their defensive armour consisted of 

helmets, shields, cuirasses and coats of mail. Their siege weapons were 

the same as those employed by the Byzantines. 
The army underwent many changes in organisation, as the Caliphs 

became more dependent on foreign troops, and Almanzor completed this 

process. He substituted the regimental for the tribal division, and thus 

put an end to the power of the tribal chiefs. There were, moreover, 

foreign elements; first the Slaves and then the mercenary Christian 

troops from Leon, Navarre and Castile, who became dangerous to the 

tranquillity of the country when Almanzor’s iron grasp relaxed. 
The navy under ^Abd-ar-Rahman III, with Almeria as its chief 

harbour, became the most powerful in the Mediterranean. Their raids, 

under commanders of a squadron called the Alcaides of the fleet, ex¬ 

tended to Galicia and Asturias, and also to Africa where they attacked 

the Fatimites. In fact, Muslim piracy was the terror of the Mediter¬ 

ranean, and it was from Spain that the colonists of Fraxinetum earned 

When at the end of the tenth century the Fatimite danger disappeared, 

the Arabs neglected their navy. 
The Muslim religion is based on the recognition of one God and 

of Mahomet as his prophet, and the Caliph is the supreme spiritual 

head. But among Arabs and Berbers alike grew up many heterodox 

sects. These made proselytes in Spain, but were not openly professed 

for fear of the populace. Among orthodox Muslims in Spain the Malikites 

were dominant. Fervent Muslims were inclined to asceticism and were 

called Zahids. There sprang up regular monasteries, such as those 

of Ibn Masarra at Montana and of Ibn Mujahid of Elvira at Cordova, 

where apparently they devoted their time to the study of philosophy 
and other forbidden branches of learning. 

The basis of Muslim law was the Koran and the traditions concerning 

the acts and sayings of the Prophet. These were known as Surnm. The 

chief collection of them, so far as Spain was concerned, was called Al- 

Muwatta’, composed by Malik ibn Anas, and contained one thousand seven 

hundred cases, to which additions were made later. 

They had no code, properly speaking, until much later than this 

* pp. 140,152,155^ 168, 
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period; but there were special compilations including very heteroge¬ 

neous subjectsj such as prayer, purification, fasting, pilgrimages, sales, 

the division of inheritances, marriage and so on; and under Malikite 

influence these compilations were introduced into Spain. 

In the days of the Caliphs Muslim Spain became one of the wealthiest 

and most thickly populated countries in Europe. Cordova expanded 

till it contained two hundred thousand houses, and, as we have seen, was 

greatly embellished in the reigns of ^Abd-ar-Rahman II and III, who 

erected the palace of Az-Zahra, and under Almanzor who built the palace 

of Zahira: another wonderful building was the Mosque, which was begun 

by ^Abd-ar-Rahman I. Cordova was the meeting point of travellers 

from all over the world, who came to admire the splendour in which the 

Caliphs lived. 
This magnificence was due to the extraordinary growth of industry 

and commerce. In agriculture a distinct advance was made in the 

number of small holders, who also stood socially higher than under the 

Visigoths. The Arabs rapidly assimilated such knowledge of farming 

as the Spaniards possessed, and added to it the agricultural experience 

of other Asiatic peoples. The greatest writers on agriculture were 

Mozarabs; but the Arabs soon learned the lesson taught them, and 

successfully cultivated the vine on a large scale despite the prohibition 

of wine. Tlie Muslims introduced the cultivation of rice, pomegranates, 

cane sugar, and other Oriental products. They started or completed a 

system of canals for the irrigation of gardens, especially in the provinces 

of Murcia, Valencia and Granada, and they were devoted to cattle 

breeding. It is noteworthy that the laboui-ers used the Roman and 

not the Arab calendar. 
Mining of gold, silver and other metals was pre-eminent among 

industries, the mines of Jaen, Bulche, Aroche, and Algarve being 

renowned, while the rubies of Bejar and Malaga were famous. The 

woollen and silk weaving in Cordova, Malaga and Almeria was justly 

celebrated, and in Cordova alone there seem to have been thirteen 

thousand weavers. Paterna (Valencia) carried the ceramic art to great 

perfection, and Almeria produced glass as weU as many kinds of bronze 

and iron vessels. At Jativa the manufacture of writing-paper out of 

thread was introduced by the Arabs. Arms for defence and offence 

were made at Cordova and elsewhere, w^hile Toledo was famous for its 

swords and armour. Cordova was the home of all kinds of leather 

industry, and thence was derived the trade term cordobanes (cordwainers). 

Ibn Firna^ of Cordova, according to Al-Makkari, in the ninth century 

invented a method for manufacturing looking-glasses, various kinds 

of chronometers, and also a flying machine. 

This industrial movement had far-reaching commercial results. Trade 

was mainly carried on by sea, and under ^Abd-ar-Rahman III the most 

important sources of revenue were the duties on imports and exports. 
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The exports from Seville, which was one of the greatest river-ports in 

Spain, were cotton, oil, olives and other local produce. It was peopled, as 

we have seen, mainly by renegades, who by devotion to business had amassed 

large fortunes. During the emirate of ^Abdallah, when Ibn Hajjaj held 

the sovereignty in Seville, the port was filled with vessels laden with 

Egyptian cloth, slaves, and singing girls from every part of Europe 

and Asia. The most important exports from Jaen and Malaga were 

saffron, figs, wine, marble and sugar. Spanish exports went to Africa, 
Egypt and Constantinople, and thence they were forwarded to India 

and Central Asia. Trade was kept up not only with Constantinople, 

but with the East generally, especially Mecca, Bagdad and Damascus. 

The Caliphs organised a regular postal service for the government. The 

necessities of government and of commerce compelled the Arabs to issue 

a coinage, which, though at first copied from Oriental models, took on 

later a character of its own. The gold unit was the dinar^ and they also 

used }idM. d/indrs and one-third dinars. The silver unit was the dirham^ 

and the copper thefals (Latin,In time, however, these coins went 

down considerably in weight and value. 
The official language for the government service of Muslim Spain 

was classical Arabic, the language of the Koran. But the speech of 

everyday life was a vulgar Arabic dialect, which contained a mixture 

of various Latin or Romance tongues of the conquered races, and was 

scarcely understood in the East. Ribera, in his study of the Song Book 

of Ibn Kuzman, has proved that, even at the court of the Caliphs in 

Cordova, a vulgar Romance dialect was spoken, which was understood 

by the cadis and the other officials. He explains the existence of this 

Romance dialect by the probability that the Arabs, who formed the back¬ 

bone of the army, must have married Spanish women. Ibn Bashkuwal, 
Ibn al-Abbar and other Muslim biographers always praise highly scholars 

who know Arabic. Thus among the Muslims, as among all the European 

peoples of that date, there was both a literary language and a language 

of daily speech. Just as the Mozarabs used Latin and Arabic, so the 

Spaniards of the North employed Latin in their documents and Romance 

dialects in their everyday life. 
There was no regular system of education, and it is only in 1065 

that the first university appears at Bagdad. Up till the reign of Hakam 
government interest in education, according to Ribera, was limited to 

^^maintaining freedom of instruction in opposition to the narrowness of 

the Malikite clergy who attempted to monopolise the teaching.” Hakam 

II, who was unable to travel to the East, invited Oriental scholam to 
Cordova, where they gave lectures but received no official recognition. 

At the end of his life he set aside legacies for the payment of professoi-s 

in Cordova with an eye to poor students. But this only applied to 

religious education. The authorities intervened to test the orthodoxy 

of the teaching, and at first a great impulse was given to the spread of 
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Malikite doctrines. But later the fakihs became exceedingly intolerant 

of all doctrine which they suspected of heterodoxy. Primary education 

consisted, as in all Muslim countries, of writing and reading from the 

Koran, to which the Spanish professors added pieces of poetry and 

epistolary exercises in composition, and the pupils had to learn by heart 

the elements of Arabic grammar. Writing was taught at the same time 

as reading, and to learn writing was compulsory on all. Although edu¬ 

cation was purely a private matter, yet it was so widely diffused that 

most Spaniards knew how to read and write, a standard which, as Dozy 

observes, was still unknown in the rest of Europe. Higher education 

included, according to Ribera, translations, readings from the Koran and 

the interpretation of the text; jurisprudence, practical instructions for 

notaries and judges, the law of succession; branches of religious know¬ 

ledge ; politics, scholastic and ascetic theology; Arabic philosophy, 

grammar and lexicography; literature, including history, poetry, rhymed 

prose, stories and anecdotes; medicine, philosophy, astronomy, music, 

studied in an order which it is impossible to determine. 

Undoubtedly poetry was the most popular branch of general culture. 

Among the Arabs even before the advent of Islam every tribe had 

a poet, who sang the conflicts, the triumphs and defeats of his tribesmen 

and, according to Goldziher, had some of the characteristics of the 

prophet or seer. A copious literature in verse has come down to us 

from that period, which in its treatment of wars, horses and the wilds 

has always been a model and a source of inspiration. The chiefs who 

settled in Spain brought their poets in their train; emirs and Caliphs 

composed verses, while improvisation was common in the streets and 

roads. Even the women shared the popular taste, and some of the 

Caliph’s wives and slaves shewed remarkable poetic skill. Moreover, the 

Caliphs had their court poets, to whom they paid high salaries and shewed 

the utmost consideration. From primitive themes these writers went on 

to the love poem. Satire and epigram wei'e also much in use. 

Besides poetry the Spanish Arabs diligently studied history and 

geography, but although they cultivated the short story the drama was 

unknown to them. Although philosophy was distrusted by the vulgar 

and its followers filled orthodox theologians with alarm, the highest classes 

were much addicted to its study in private. Some schools of philosophy, 

indeed, resembled secret societies. It was certainly through this move¬ 

ment that philosophy found its way into Europe; for the Spanish scholars, 

who travelled in the East, had read the works of the commentators and 

translators of the Greek philosophers. Thus the Spaniards served as the 

channel of communication with the rest of Europe and particularly in¬ 

fluenced the development of scholastic philosophy. 

Astronomy, like philosophy, was viewed with suspicion by the public, 

and their efforts to prohibit its study were successful. Despite this fact 

Muslim Spain produced famous astronomers. More freedom was allowed 
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to the study of pure and applied mathematics, and in medicine Spaniards 

surpassed the Oriental physicians who had learned their art from Persian 

Christians, and their influence on medieval medical science was profound. 

Natural science was another subject studied by their doctors, who were also 

chemists. The Jews followed attentively these systematic achievements 

of Arab learning, and more especially its progress in physical and natural 

science. They, too, influenced the rest of the West. 
Side by side with aU this progress there was a wide and enthusiastic 

demand for books. This was due to various causes, such as the cursive 

character of Arabic writing, which might be compared with the labour- 

saving device of shorthand, and the employment of linen paper from the 

earliest times, which was cheaper than papyrus or parchment. More¬ 

over the peculiarities of Muslim life, without political assemblies, 

theatres, or academies, which were the characteristic features of Greece 

and Rome, made books their sole means of instruction. In the early 

days of the conquest the Mozarabs preserved their Latin traditions in 

a Latin form; but with the increase of educated people and the demand 

for men learned in Muslim law there followed the gradual introduction 

of books, at first only on legal and theological subjects. The renegades 

took up the study of their newly adopted language and religion with 

enthusiasm, and their influence gave fresh impetus to the general 

appetite for reading. The movement was slow and indecisive at first 

and only reached its height with the advent of ^Abd-ar-Rahman III. 

Thanks to his establishment of peace and order, learned professors, 

students from every country, skilled copyists, rich dealers and book¬ 

sellers, flocked to Cordova until it became the intellectual centre of the 

West. The Royal Library was already in the reign of Mahomet I one 

of the best in Cordova, and ^Abd-ar-]l^hman III added to it. His two 
sons Mahomet andHakamll shewed their dissatisfaction with their fatheris 

library by each forming a separate collection, and in the end Hakam II 

made the three libraries into one vast collection of four hundred thousand 
volumes. He employed a principal librarian, who had instructions to 

draw up a catalogue, as well as the best binders, draughtsmen and 

illuminators. The dispersal of this library at the fall of the Caliphate 

was a disaster to the West. 
Cordova had also its celebrated private libraries. Among women, 

too, bibliomania became the fashion, and ^A’isha, who belonged to the 

highest society in Cordova, had a notable collection, while women of 

the lower classes devoted their time to copying the Koran or books 

of prayers. The Jews, the Mozarabs and the renegades were carried away 

by the current, and eunuchs acquired considerable learning and even 

founded libraries. 
^‘The period of these splendid achievements,'” declares Ribera, the 

best authority, ‘^was doubtless of short duration. After the rule of 

Almanzor Cordova was in the throes of civil war, and the Berbers, who 
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formed the majority of the royal army, inaugurated a period of barbarism, 

plundering and burning palaces and libraries. Wealthy families migrated 

to the provinces; students and professors fled the capital. Then they 

formed teaching centres and their enthusiasm for books spread among 

those populations, who afterwards formed the kingdoms of the Taifas 

(provincial dynasties).” 
Side by side with science and literature the Fine Arts flourished. 

As we have already seen, Cordova had become the leading city in Spain; 

the splendour of her buildings and palaces vied even with the court 

of Bagdad, The architectural methods adopted by the Arabs differed 

greatly from those of the Romanised Spaniards. The beginnings of 

Arabic architecture are to be found even before Islam under the Sassanids. 

From this source the Arabs probably derived not only the gypsum arch 

embellished with honeycomb cells and pyramids suspended like stalac¬ 

tites, but also the stuccoed walls with their reliefs and decorations which 

adorn so effectively the interior of Muslim houses. Byzantine influences 

reinforced those from the Muslim East and affected both the architecture 

and the scheme of ornamentation, all of which the Spanish Arabs took 

over bodily, just as they gave Visigothic and classical influences free play 

in their artistic modelling, the horse-shoe arch, later on so typically 

Muslim, being of Visigothic origin. 

The first period in the development of Hispano-Arabic architecture 

covers the era of the Caliphate from the eighth to the tenth century, and 

of it the mosque of Cordova is the most important monument. It was 

begun in the reign of ^Abd-ar-Rahman I and the process of building 

went on from the eighth to the tenth century. The ground plan of a 

mosque is rectangular and comprises: a courtyard surrounded by a portico 

andas a rule planted with trees, with a fountain for the ceremonial ablutions 

of the faithful; one or more lofty towers of graceful proportions, called 

sauma^a (but in Spanish known as alminares^ minarets) which were used by 

mu^adhdlim to give the call to prayer; and a covered part {cuhierta) 

completely surrounding the court-yard and extending much farther in the 

direction of the mihrdJb or niche which faces toward Mecca, while somewhat 

to the right of this stands the pulpit or mimhar from which the imam 

oifers prayer. The architectural features of the building are the arches, 

mainly of the horse-shoe form, though other forms such as the pointed and 

the lobe-shaped arch were also used, and the cupola resting on its square 

base; while the columns employed on the early Roman and Visigothic 

buildings imitated the Corinthian or composite capital, which was after¬ 

wards superseded by the Cordovese capital, that flourished until ^eNasarite 

or Grenadine style in the last period of Hispano-Muslim architectm'e. The 

walls were ornamented with bas-relief plaques in stone or gypsum, the 

scheme of decoration being sometimes floral and sometimes geometrical 

on a background usually red or blue. The decoration shewed traces of 

classical, Visigothic, Syro-Byzantine and Mesopotamian influences. 
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Painting and sculpture were encouraged by the Spanish Muslims 

without any restriction save in regard to religion. There are some 

remarkable examples of representations of animals and persons, among 

them some glazed vessels at Elvira on which are depicted painted human 

figures. In metallurgy and ceramics great advances were made, but the 

glazed tiles or bricks belong to a later period. In bronze work mention 

should be made of the mosque lamps, and the chest, studded with silver 

plates of the period of 5akam 11, which is preserved in the cathedral of 

Gerona. In furniture immense luxury was displayed; their carpets, silk 

curtains, divans and cushions gave scope to many industries. With the 

growth of Muslim influence, buildings for public baths multiplied and at 

length came to be used even more than in the days of the Romans. 
The difference between their family life and that of the Christians 

was very marked. As is well known, Muslims might have even four 

lawful wives and as many concubines as they could support: hence the 

Caliphs and the wealthy had many wives whom they kept in harems. The 

law gave the first wife the right to secure a promise from her husband 

that he would not contract a fresh marriage or take concubines. Within 

the house the woman was subject to the man; but she could dispose of 

the greater part of his property and appear in the law courts without her 

husband’s leave. She exercised the same authority as he did over the sons, 

so far as concerned their formal protection, and could obtain divorce for 

valid grounds. Further, the women enjoyed more liberty in their social 

relations than is generally supposed. They often walked through the 

streets with their heads uncovered and attended men’s meeting-places like 

the schools. 
The brilliant civilisation of the Caliphate naturally influenced the 

Christians to the North. This influence was not only due to proximity, 

but also, contrary to the general view, to frequent community of interests 

between Christians and Muslims, and especially to Christian slaves 

who escaped or secured their freedom and on their return home nearly 

always kept their Arab names. Between Christians and Muslims visits 

were frequently exchanged and mutual succour given in time of civil 

war; they traded together and inter-married not only in the lower but 

also in the higher classes, including royalty. Such marriages must have 

been very common, since the Arabs arrived in Spain not as tribes but as 
bands of warriors. Throughout the later wars the comlmtants on both 
sides were apparently a mixture of Muslims and Christians. 

When two people come into contact the higher civilisation invariably 

influences the other. Such indeed was the case of the Arabs in Spain and 

the Spaniards from the beginning of the ninth to the end of the thirteenth 

century, when Arab philosophy and science were at their height. In prac¬ 

tical life Arab influence was even greater, not only in political but also 

in legal and military organisation; and this explains why the Christians 

after the re-conquest of the districts inhabited by Muslims were com- 
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pelled to respect existing institutions, while they set up analogous 

systems for the new settlers, as is proved by the charters {fueros) granted 

by the kings of Aragon and Castile to the conquered cities. The literary 

influence was not so strong. Arabic phrases were common in Leon, 

Castile, Navarre, and other parts; the Romance languages, which were 

then in the process of formation, took over a large number of Arabic 

terms, sometimes making up hybrid words and sometimes pronouncing 

the Latin words or their derivatives in the Arabic fashion. There were 

many Moors who understood Romance, particularly in the frontier dis¬ 

tricts, and they were called Latin Moors (ladinos) just as many Christians 

with some knowledge of Arabic {algarabid) were called Christians who 

talked a jargon {algaraviados). 

The Mozarabs naturally felt Arab influence even more throughout 

this period. The following passage occurs in the writings of Alvaro of 

Cordova, the companion of Eulogio, who exhorted the Cordovan martyrs: 

“ Many of my fellow Christians read Arab poetry and stories, and study 

the works of Mohammedan philosophers and theologians, not with the 

object of refuting them, but to learn to express themselves in Arabic 

with greater elegance and correctness. Alas ! all our Christian youths, 

who are winning a name for themselves by their talents, know the language 

and literature of the Arabs alone; they read and study assiduously their 

books; at huge expense they form large libraries, and on every occasion 

they positively declare that this literature merits our admiration.” 

The Muslim people in turn adopted something of Visigothic culture 

from the renegades and Mozarabs, particularly in language, administra¬ 

tion and the organisation of the arts. The Mozarabs still kept up 

their old ecclesiastical schools where, under the direction of the Abbots 

Samson, Spera-in-Deo and others, they carefully kept the Isidorian tradi¬ 

tion. The Christian women, who formed an ordinary part of Arab and 

Berber households, must have added to the force of these influences, 

which, however, were never so powerful as those exercised by the 

Muslim over the Christian element. 

But, despite the Muslim influence, Christian civilisation with its 

Visigothic basis continued to grow along its own lines. The political 

unity of the Visigothic kingdom disappeared with the concentration 

of Christian resistance at a few isolated points, and in this period there 

cannot be said to be any national life ; in fact, Spain has no real 

existence: we can only speak of Asturias, Leon, Galicia, Navarre, 

Castile, and Catalonia. This diversity of states, institutions and 

nationalities, is the characteristic feature of medieval Spain. 

So far as Asturias, Leon and Castile are concerned, the distinction 

between slaves and freemen still continued, while the latter were sub¬ 

divided into nobles and plebeians. The nobles were dependent on the 

king, who gave them grants of land, titles and offices, etc.; from time 

to time a revolt broke out among these nobles, and this gave rise to a 
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new of nobles, the mfanzones, more immediately dependent on the 

king. In this period, too, first appear the milites (caicdleros}, free men 

who received certain privileges in return for military service, and also the 

ii^anzones de Jiiero, xioblss of a peculiar kind chosen by the king from 

inhabitants of cities or boroughs.' Some men too put themselves under 

the protection of nobles, giving personal services and payments in 

return for it; this protection was known as encomimda or henefactoria. 

The serfs were divided as in the Visigothic period into those 

belonging to the State {fiscales), those owned by ecclesiastics {ecclesi- 

asticos) and those who were the property of private individuals {par- 

tkulares). According to their status they might be either personal 

property (personales) or bound to the soil (colonos'). The latter were 

indissolubly tied to the soil {gkha\ so that they were regarded as 

part of the land like trees or buildings, and were therefore included 

in contracts for sale or purchase. The s'tatus of a serf might be ac¬ 

quired by birth, by debt, by captivity or by voluntary assignment to 

a lord (pbnoxacion). These last had a higher status and were called 

oblati. Freedom might be recovered by manumission, which was due 

to the influence of Christianity and to economic necessities, by revolt or 

flight; hence arose a class of freedmen with special privileges and more 

advantages than the primitive serf. By the end of the tenth century 

these freedmen formed the majority of the population and were known 
as jzi7iioT6S> They spoke of themselves as tenants-in-chief (^ds c(xb8zci)y 

though they were liable to personal service, and were regarded as part 

and parcel of the inheritance (heredad) or ancestral demesne (solariegos); 

even when they worked elsewhere or lived away on an alien plot, "they 

still paid tribute. Such was their condition as it appears in the charter 
of Leon at the beginning of the eleventh century; but afterwards it 

steadily improved. 
The Ving was at the head of the government, but his power varied 

in different cases. He combined legislative and judicial functions, and 

claimed the sole prerogative of coining money as well as the right 

to summon his vassals to war (forisaxkra). There was, however, 

considerable variation in practice. In the lands directly dependent 

on the king (recdengas) he had full jurisdiction over all order’s, and was 
himseK their mesne lord. But the nobles sometimes exercised over their 

own lands an authority that practically superseded the king’s. All 

the inhabitants of the domain were dependent on their feudal lord, 

some as serfs, others under his patronage. He collected tribute from 
them, he accepted their personal services; he compelled them to go out 

on military duty; in a sense he dictated their laws and divided the 
functions of government between the Judex, mapardomus, milieus, and 

sagio who presided over the concilium. He could not extend his privi¬ 

leges over lands newly acquired without the express leave of the king. 
The powers of the king over the lands of ecclesiastical vassals were also 
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limited, while the ecclesiastics had the advantage of setting down their 

privileges in written documents. Their duties as well as their rights were 
on the same footing as those of secular feudatories. 

The nobles, bishops and abbots could often interfere in lands which 

were exempt from aristocratic or ecclesiastical control. They were 

members of the Palatine Office {ojicio palatino) as well as of the Royal 

Council and the other councils. They kept in their hands the govern¬ 

ment and administration of the districts, called conimissa, mandationes 
tenentiae, etc., and in their capacity of counts they were assisted by a 

vicar and the council of neighbours {conventm publicus vidnorum). Such 

powers intensified their turbulent spirit. They imposed their policy on 

the crown, interfered in the struggles for the succession, and consequently 

the monarchy found in them the strongest force in the country. But 

despite all this there was no feudal hierarchy as in France and Germany, 

since they exercised all their privileges by the favour of the king. 

In Leon and Castile we can trace the rise of iehetrias or collective 

benefices {benefactorias collectivas), “groups of free men who sought 

the protection of a powerful lord.” If they might freely choose t^ir 

own lord, they were known as hehetrias de mar a mar, but if their 

choice were restricted to one family, they were called de linaje a Iknaje. 
They were never very vigorous, owing to their dependence, but in 

the tenth century they gave rise to the chartered town or concejo which 

comprised “ the inhabitants who had been conquered by the king and 

were attached to the royal domain, as well those who had recently 

settled there and were exempt from the jurisdiction of the counts.” The 

reason for the establishment of concejos was the necessity of populating 

the frontier. Since no one would live there owing to its insecurity, 

the king had to attract inhabitants for chartered towns by granting 

them privileges. Sometimes all who entered them were declared free 

men, even if they sprang from the lowest serfs; sometimes they were 

exempted from services and contributions ; sometimes they were allowed 

some political independence and self-government; sometimes the evis+ing 

practices and customary exemptions were recognised. These privileges 
were definitely set forth in the fuero or charter of the inhabitants 

(carta de pohlackm); of those that have come down to us the charters 

of Burgos, Castrojeriz, etc., date from the tenth, and those of N4jera, 

Sepulveda and Leon from the beginning of the eleventh century. As a 

rule the organisation of the chartered town depended on the formation of 

the concilium (concejo) or assembly of neighbours, which exercised judicial 

and administrative functions. The Council appointed every year a judge, 
several assessors, clerks of the market and inspectors, who were entirely 

dependent on its goodwill. Such were the beginnings of mrmicipal life. 

Its growth was marked by the gradual absorption by the concilium 
of the powers and prerogatives, which had once belonged to the king and 
the count; but the king still kept the right to appoint judges who con- 
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tinued side by side with those elected by the coimcil. There were usually 

distinctions between greater and lesser members of the concejo:, between 

nobles {infanzones) and citizens, between holders of office Qionoratii) and 

simple neighbours (mcini% the villagers or townsmen. 
Legislation had other sources besides the Fuero Juzgo through the new 

charter granted by the king. The municipality exercised jurisdiction 

according to custom and tradition in cases which were not expressly 

included in their charter. Further, the fueros of the bishop and the 

lords contributed an element to the legislation of the period, just as did 

the municipal councils. 
The inhabitants of Leon and Castile lagged far behind the Muslims in 

point of material comfort. Agriculture, limited as yet by the bare necessities 

of life, was fostered by the Benedictine monks alone, and for the most part 

the population confined its energies to war. Industries, however, sprang up 

at Santiago de Compostela in Galicia round the shrine of St James, and 

craftsmen began to organise gilds. The salt industry, too, was kept up in 

Galicia. But there was less freedom of trade than in the preceding period, 

and taxation generally took the form of duties imposed on the necessaries 

of life. Money was scarce, and Homan and Gothic types of coin were 

stiU current. The official language was Latin; but Romance was already 

a formed language, although there are no documents extant in the vulgar 

tongue till the end of the eleventh or the beginning of the twelfth century. 
Scarcely anything is known of Aragon and Navarre at this period. 

In Catalonia, a West Frankish fief, the Franks exercised a profound 

influence on the organisation of society. Here the counts were landowners, 

who granted or leased out their lands, and this practice gave rise to the 
copyholders (c^^a^izWo^), the viscounts and other subordinates of the count. 

Later, the grant of lands by the king to soldiers, whether in the shape of 

alods or in that of benejkia^ led to the formation of a fi*esh group of free 

owners. Thus the nobility of Catalonia acquired the full powers of French 

feudal seigneurs. The common law of all three realms was the Fuero 

JuzgOj to which Catalonia added the Frankish capitularies. There were 

also charters for towns in Aragon and Navarre, but their text has not come 

down to us, while the Juero of Sobrarbe is generally regarded as a forgery. 

In Catalonia there are extant the fuero of Montmell, the town charter 

of Cardona given by Wifred, and the privilege of Barcelona granted by 

Berengar-Raymond 1. 
The history of Spain, so far traced, is very different from that of 

other Western countries. No land is more marked out by its mere 

geography and local separations as the very home of rival kingdoms. It 

fronts towards the sea, and it looks towards Africa: if it borders upon 
modern France, it is yet separated from it by the almost impassable 

Pyrenees. It still bore the imperishable marks of Roman rule: it had 
been flooded by the Teutonic invaders when the Empire fell, and it had 

been by them even more closely joined to Africa. Then it was again 
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marked out from the rest of Europe by the Muslim conquest, and Spain 

gave a rival to the Eastern Caliphate just as the Franks gave a rival 

to the Eastern Emperor. In itself the Iberian peninsula was split up by 

many mountain ranges, and marked by startling variations in climate 

and soil: it had a unity compatible with the strongest local divergencies. 

Thus it was destined for a history strangely apart from other lands: if 

at times it drew to itself outside races and outside influences, these in 

their turn were moulded into types among themselves both akin and 

separate. So, if splendid, it was always weak through its many divisions, 

and many contests between Berbers and Arabs, and of Arabs among 

themselves. The history of Arab civilisation in Spain intertwines itself 

in many links with medieval learning, science and thought, while the 

presence of a rival race and rival creed at its very doors gave a special 

tinge to Spanish fervour and Spanish faith. In the field of thought, 

even in constitutional experiments, Spanish history has thus from early 

times a significance far greater than that of its mere events. Even after 

its splendour had reached its height the influence of the Moorish kingdom 

was not ended. Small Christian states, separated from each other by 

physical conditions, had been born in conflict with it, and were some¬ 

times united in enmity against it, sometimes at strife in contest for its 

alliance. Thus the later Spanish kingdoms were growing up, but their 

day was yet to come. 
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CHAPTER XVII. 

THE CHURCH FROM CHARLEMAGNE TO SYLVESTER II. 

The preceding volume came to an end with the picture of a vast 
Empire seemingly destined to absorb Europe itself. This volume, on 
the contrary, has offered little for our consideration save the spectacle of 
Europe fallen to fragments, of its kingdoms sundered from one another, 
and of disintegration steadily advancing. The alluring dream of Charles 
the Great has vanished; after his death no temporal prince was found 
capable of carrying on his work, and it fell to ruins. 

Nevertheless, the root idea which had inspired him stiU persisted: 
the idea of the imity of the Christian world, bound together and 
grouped round a single head, ready to give battle to the infidel, and to 
undertake the conversion of the barbarians. But it was the Church 
which now appropriated the idea, and which alone, amidst the 
surrounding confusion, succeeded in maintaining itself as the principle of 
order and the power of cohesion. To shew in broad outline how and to 
what extent the Church succeeded in this design during the disturbed 
period which preceded the great Church reform of the eleventh century 
is the object of these few pages which will thus sum up the history. 

Under the ever-present influence of scriptural ideals, Charles the 
Great had really come to see in himself what he was so often called, a 
new David, or another Solomon, at once priest and king, the raster and 
overlord of the Bishops of his realms; in reducing those Bishops to 
the level of docile feUdw-labourers with him in the work of government, 
he had believed himself to be working for the consolidation of his own 
power. But in this matter, as in so many others, the results of his 
policy had not accorded with his wishes and ex^tations. The Bishops, 
having been called upon to take part in affairs of State, were conse¬ 
quently quite ready to busy themselves with them even uninvited, while, 
on the other hand, by the investment of the Emperor with a semi-sacer¬ 
dotal character the clergy were encouraged to see in him one of them¬ 
selves, and, despite his superior position, to look upon him as amenable 
to their jurisdiction. 
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This had been clearly perceived as early as the time of Louis the 
Pious, when, on the morrow of Lothar’s usurpation (833), the Bishops, 
alleging the obligation laid on them by their priestly office,” had 
plainly asserted their right to examine and punish the conduct of a 
prince who had incurred guilt by ‘^refusing to obey,” as the official 
record declares, ‘Hhe warnings of the clergy.” For, although Louis the 
Pious was already looked upon as deposed at the time of the ceremony 
in St Medard’s at Soissons, the course which the Bishops had adopted 
without hesitation was in point of fact to bring him to trial for his 
conduct as a sovereign, imposing on him the most humiliating of 
penances, after which,” as the record concludes, none can resume his 
post in the world's army.” 

Louis the Pious, as already seen\ did, nevertheless, return to ‘Hhe 
world’s army,” and was even reinstated in the imperial dignity. Yet 
this decisive action taken by the Bishops in the crisis of 833 shewed 
clearly that the parts had been inverted. Louis the Pious was the king 
of the priests, but no longer in the same sense as Charles the Great: he 
was at their mercy. 

The precedent thus set was not forgotten. During the fratricidal 
struggle which, on the morrow of the death of Louis the Pious, broke 
out amongst Lothar, Louis the German, and Charles the Bald, the 
Bishops more than once took occasion to interfere, and to make them¬ 
selves masters of the situation. In March 842, in particular, when 
Charles the Bald and Louis the German had encamped in the palace of 
Aix-la-Chapelle whence their brother had precipitately fled at their 
approach, the clergy, as Nithard, an eye-witness, relates, “reviewing 
Lothar’s whole conduct, how he had stripped his father of power, how 
often, by his cupidity, he had driven Christian people to commit 
perjury, how often he had himself broken his engagements to his father 
and his brothers, how often he had attempted to despoil and ruin the 
latter since his father’s death, how many adulteries, conflagrations and 
acts of violence of every description his criminal ambition had inflicted 
on the Church, finally, considering his incapacity for government, and 
the complete absence of good intentions in this matter shewn by him, 
declare that it is with good reason and by a just judgment of the 
Almighty that he has been reduced to take flight, first from the field of 
battle, and then from his own kingdom.” Without a dissentient voice the 
Bishops proclaimed the deposition of Lothar, and after having demanded 
of Louis and Charles whether they were ready to govern according to the 
Divine Will the States abandoned by their brother, “ Receive them,” 
they bade them, “and rule them according to the Will of God; we require 
it of you in His Name, we beseech it of you, and we command it you.” 

In thus encroaching on the domain of politics, the Bishops were 
persuaded that they were only acting in the interest of the higher 

^ See Chapter i, p. 19. 
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concerns committed to their care. They had gradually accustomed 

themselves to the idea that the Empire ought to be the realisation upon 

earth of the “ City of God,” the ideal city, planned by St Augustine. 

'Ihe study of St Augustine had been the mental food of Bishops, 

learned clerks and princes themselves, and in their complaints the clergy 

had always a source of inspiration in the complaints echoed four 

centuries earlier by St Augustine and his followers. The Empire was 
hag+pnino; to its ruin because religion was no longer honoured, because 

every man was concerned only for his own interests and was careless of 

the higher interests of the Church, because instead of brotherliness and 

concord only cupidity and selfishness reigned unchecked. If the Empire 

were to be saved, the first thing to be done was to recall every man to 

Christian sentiments and to the fear of God. 
Whatever work of the pei’iod we open, whether we go to the letters 

written at the time by the clergy, or whether we examine the considera¬ 

tions on which the demands made by their synods to the king are based, 

we shall find the same arguments upon the necessity of reverting to the 

Christian principles which had constituted the strength of the Empire 

and had been the condition of its existence. For the deacon Florus, 

the decadence of the Empire is merely one aspect of the decadence of the 

Church : at the period when the Empire flourished “ the clergy used to 

meet frequently in councils, to give holy laws to the people ”; to-day, 

he goes on, there is nothing but concUiahula of men greedy of lands and 

benefices, “ the general interest is not regarded, everyone is concerned 

about his own affairs, all things command attention except God.” The 

conclusion of the whole matter is, he says, that “ all is over with the 

honour of the Church” and that “the majesty of the State is a prey to 

the worst of furies.” The same reflections may be found in Paschasius 

Radbertus, biographer of the Abbot Wala; the whole of the disorder in 

the State arises from the disappearance of religion, the imperial power 

has made shipwreck at the same time as the authority of the Church. 

Wala’s comment, as he made his appearance amidst the partisans of 

Lothar on the morrow of the penance at St Medard’s, is weU known : 

“ It is all perfect, save that you have left naught to God of all that was 

due to Him.” 
To restore to tiie “ Church of God ” and to its ministers the honour 

that is their due, such is the sheet-anchor which the Episcopate offers 

to sovereigns. Over and over again during the years that followed the 
death of Louis the Pious and the partition of Verdun, the^ Bishops press 

upon rulers the necessity of acting “ with charity,” and in cases where 

any error has been committed, of doing penance, and, as a document of 

844 expresses it, “ asking the forgiveness of the Lord according to the 

exhortetion and counsel of the priests.” And these exhortations bear 

fimit; in April 845, while a synod was sitting at Beauvais, the King of 

France, Charles the Bald, after swearing on the Mlt of his sword in the 
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Name of God and the saints to respect till death the privileges and laws 

of the Church, admits the right and even the duty of the prelates both 

to suspend the execution of any measure he might take which should 

he to the detriment of these privileges and laws, and also to address 

remonstrances to him, calling upon him to amend any decisions contrai'y 

to them. 

Strong in this pledge, the prelates of France, a few months later 

(June 845) ventured to put forward, at the Synod of Meaux, a whole 

series of claims directed not less against their king than against the 

whole lay aristocracy, reproaching both alike with hindering the free 

exercise of religion. Their reproaches were expressed in a language of 

command, which on this occasion was carried to such a height that the 

king, with the support of the magnates, resisted. 

Nevertheless, the Bishops remained masters of the situation. In the 

years that follow, making common cause now with the lay aristocracy, 

they succeed, throughout the various kingdoms which sprang from 

Charles the Great’s empire, in imposing their will upon the sovereigns. 

They are at once the leaders and the spokesmen of the turbulent vassals, 

ever ready to league themselves together to resist the king. In an 

assembly held in August 856 at Bonneuil near Paris, with unprecedented 

violence they accuse Charles the Bald of having broken all his engage¬ 

ments; they warn him ^‘in charity ’’ that they are all, priests and laymen, 

of one mind in resolving to see them carried out, and they summon him, 

in consequence, to amend without delay all provisions to the contrary, 

concluding this singular request ” with a threatening quotation from 

the Psalms: “ If a man will not turn. He will whet His sword: He 

hath bent His bow, and made it ready. He hath prepared for him the 
instruments of death.” 

We have already seen^, how two years later this prediction was 

apparently realised. Louis the German, in response to the appeal of a 

portion of his brother Charles the Bald’s subjects, invaded his dominions 

and succeeded in occupying a great part of them. Called upon to ratify 

his usurpation, a group of Bishops from the ecclesiastical provinces of 
Bheims and Rouen gathered together at Quierzy-sur-Oise, following the 
suggestions of Archbishop Hincmar, carried matters with a high hand; 

after having recommended him to meditate upon the duties which a 

prince owes to the Church, they thought fit to bring to his notice these 

words from the Psalms: Instead of thy fathers thou shalt have 

children,” together with the interpretation: Instead of the Apostles, 

I have ordained Bishops that they may govern and instruct thee.” 

Kings working for the maintenance of peace under the aegis of the 

Church, such was thenceforward the programme of the Episcopate. 

And by peace is intended the peace of Christendom, the peace of the 
Church; to disturb it is to infringe the laws of which the Church is the 

^ Chapter II. pp. 36-37. 
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guardian, and to revolt against the Church itself. Thus in a synod 

assembled at Metz on 28 May 859, the Bishops of the kingdoms of 

Western Francia and Lorraine do not hesitate to characterise the 

attempt of Louis the German to seize upon his brother’s lands as a 

“schism in the Holy Church and in Christendom,” adding that he is 

bound to ask “ absolution ” for it. A month later in an assembly held 

at Savonnieres (14 June 859) Charles the Bald himself appears to give 

official recognition to the claims of the clergy; in making a complaint 

against Wenilo (Ganelon), Archbishop of Sens, who had ventured to 
crown his brother Louis the German king in his place, he expresses 

astonishment that a claim should have been set up to depose him, 

“ without the case having been submitted to the judgment of the 

Bishops, by whose ministry he had been consecrated king, and to whose 

fatherly admonitions and sentences he had been and ever was ready to 

submit himself.” 
The episcopal theory was thus expanded to its utmost limits, as it 

was about to be stated even more rigorously, and with the greatest 

boldness by the illustrious Archbishop of B,heims, Hincmar, in numerous 

treatises and letters or in the decrees of councils which on all hands are 

allowed to be his work. The theory, veiy simple in itself, may be 

brought under these few heads: The king is king because the Bishops 

have been pleased to consecrate him: “It is rather through the 

spiritual unction and benediction of the Bishops than from any earthly 
power that you hold the royal dignity,” writes Hincmar to Charles the 

Bald in 868. The Bishops make kings by virtue of their right to con¬ 

secrate, and so are superior to them, “ for they consecrate kings, but 

cannot be consecrated by them.” Kings, then, are the creatures, the 

delegates of the Bishops : the monarchy “ is a power which is preserved 

and maintained for the service of God and the Church”; it is “an 
instrument in the hands of the Church which is superior to it, because 

she directs it towards its true end.” Except “for this special power which 

the king has at his disposal and which lays upon him special duties, he 

is but a mari like other men, his fellows and equals in the city of God. 

Like them he is bound to live as a faithful Christian.” 
The whole trend of this ecclesiastical reaction, thus traced in outline 

during the half century which followed the death of Charlemagne, was 
to form a system logically invulnerable but making the monarchy the 

slave of the clergy. To make head against the unbridled appetites of 
men the Church claimed as its own the twofold task of maintaining 

union and concord and of directing the monarchy in the paths of the 

Lord. 

Left, however, to their own resources, and compelled, in addition, to 

resist the claims and the violent attacks of the lay aristocracy, the 

Bishops would have been in no position to translate their principles into 
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action. Only a centralized Church, gathered round a single head, could 

enable them to give practical force to their views, and for this reason, 

the eyes of an important section of the Bishops were very early directed 

towards Borne. 
This tendency is strikingly shewn in the famous collection of the 

False Decretals which are still to a great extent an unsolved problem 

despite endless discussion. They were composed within Charles the 

Bald’s dominions about the year 850 by a Frankish clerk assuming the 

name of Isidorus Mercator, who, in order to contribute solid support to 

the prerogatives of the Bishops at once against the arbitrary control 

of the Archbishops or metropolitans and the attacks of the civil power, 

did not hesitate to misattribute, to interpolate and rearrange, and thus 

practically to forge from beginning to end a whole series of pseudo- 

papal decisions. This collection clearly lays down as a principle the 

absolute and universal supremacy of the Chair of Peter. It makes 

the Pope the sovereign lawgiver without whose consent no council, 

not even that of a whole province, may meet or pronounce valid 

decrees; it makes him, at the same time, the supreme judge without 

whose intervention no Bishop may be deposed, who in the last resort 

decides not only the causes of Bishops but all “major” causes, whose 

decision constitutes law even before any other ecclesiastical tribunal has 

been previously invoked. In this manner, while the Episcopate, freed 

from the civil authority, is the regulating power within the borders of 

every State, the Pope appears as the Supreme Head of the whole of 

Christendom. 

Such a theory harmonised too well with the aspirations of the Popes 

not to find an echo at Rome. They had themselves been trying for 

some time on parallel lines: to take advantage of the decline of the 

imperial power to strengthen their own authority, and to claim over the 

Christian world as a whole that office of supreme guardian of peace and 

concord which the local Episcopate had assumed for itself inside each 

of the Frankish kingdoms. The weakness of Louis the Pious and the 

conflict of interests and of political aims which characterised his reign 

had been singularly favourable to this project. It has been shewn in a 

preceding chapter^ how in 8S8, when the revolt in favour of Lothar 

broke out, Pope Gregory IV had allowed himself to be drawn into 

espousing the rebel cause. Urged on by the whole of the higher 

Frankish clergy who, though maintaining Lothar’s claims on the ground 

of principle, were, nevertheless, well pleased to be able to shelter 

themselves behind the papal authority, and, supporting themselves by 

various texts, pressed upon him the prerogatives attaching to the Chair 

of Peter, Gregory spoke as sovereign lord. In a letter couched in tart 

and trenchant language in which the hand of Agobard, Archbishop 

of Lyons, may probably be traced, he resolutely put forward rights 

^ Chapter I. pp. 17-18. 
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superior to those of any other power whatever. To those Bishops and 

priests who, loyal to Louis the Pious, had pleaded his orders as a justi¬ 

fication for not having hastened to present themselves when summoned 

by the Pope, Gregory does not hesitate to retort: “ Why speak to me 

of the orders of the Emperor.? Are not the orders of the Pope of 
equal weight ? And is not the authority over souls which belongs to the 

Pope above the imperial rule which is of this world ? 
This letter of Gregory IV touched the vital point, since the most 

formidable obstacle to the centralisation of the Church was the de¬ 

pendence of the body of the clergy in each kingdom upon the different 

princes among whom the secular rule over Christendom was divided. It 

was left for Nicholas I (858-867) to make energetic resistance to this 

danger, and to enable the Papacy to attain that position of supreme 

headship over the Church which his predecessors had often claimed with 

theories not hitherto wrought out in practice. 
At the outset, a series of sensational events, involving nearly 

simultaneous struggles with the Carolingian sovereigns and with the 

Emperor of the East, forced upon Nicholas the choice between a 

humiliating submission and the offensive in circumstances which, if 

mishandled, might lead to the gravest consequences. Between these 

two courses a man of Nicholas I’s type could not hesitate. He stood 

firmly on the rights of the Holy See, and shewed himself resolved 

on their triumphant vindication. 
The first question to be decided was, whether in the important 

matter of the divorce of Lothar II, King of Lorraine, which has been 

already under discussions the last word was to rest with the king, 
supported by a complaisant clergy ready to grant him a divorce, or with 
the Pope to whom Theutberga, the discarded wife, had appealed. 

Lothar and the Bishops of his party imagined that they could easily 
hoodwink the Pope. When Nicholas commissioned two Italian prelates 

as legates to examine into the matter, and instructed them to hold a 

coundl at Metz to which the Bishops of the German, French and 

Proven9al kingdoms were to be convoked as well as the Bishops of 

Lorraine, Lothar bought over the legates, contrived to exclude the 

foreign Bishops from the Council, and easily secured the annulment of 

his first marriage, thanks to the connivance of Gunther, Archbishop 

of Cologne, and of Theutgaud, Archbishop of Treves (June 863). 
Nicholas I repHed with a bold stroke. When the two Archbishops 

reached Rome to announce to the Pope the decisions arrived at, he 

brought them to trial before a synod composed only of Italian prelates, 
and declared them deposed (October 863), at the same time quashing 

the decisions of “ this new robber rout of Ephesus,” as he called the 

synod keld at Metz, 

1 Cf. Cba-pter ii. pp. 38 
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That a Pope should venture under such conditions to depose Bishops 

or Archbishops was a thing unheard of. It was in national or provincial 

councils that condemnation had been pronounced upon Theodulf, Bishop 

of Orleans, in 817, and upon the Archbishops Ebbo of Rheims, Agobard 

of Lyons, Bernard of Vienne and Bartholomew of Narbonne in 835, 

when the reigning Popes had not even been consulted. But Nicholas I 

had resolved not to be guided by these precedents. At the same synod 

in which he pronounced the deposition of the two Archbishops in 

Lorraine, as if to shew his determination to deal once and for all with all 

unworthy prelates, he further declared to be deposed Hagano, Bishop 

of Bergamo, and John, Archbishop of Ravenna, the first being accused of 

having lent his help to Gunther and Theutgaud, the second of having 

made common cause with the enemies of the Holy See (October 863). 

At the same time he announced that a like penalty would be inflicted 

upon any bishop who did not immediately signify his adhesion to the 

sentence which he had pronounced. Finally, he threatened with 

anathema anyone who should contemn on any occasion whatsoever the 

measures taken by the Pope, the orders given or the sentences pronounced 

by him. 

Thus above the will of kings the will of the Pope asserted itself 

haughtily and resolutely. LothaPs brother, the Emperor Louis II, 

appealed to by the deposed prelates to intervene, determined to vindicate 

the honour of kings, and marched straight upon Rome at the head of his 

army. But Nicholas I did not yield to the storm. Having ordered 

fasts and litanies, he shut himself up in the Church of St Peter and 

awaited in prayer the moment when Louis II should be overawed and 

brought to give way. The advantage remained with the Pope, and he 

even came forth from the struggle with a heightened conception of his 
own power. 

The affair of the Patriarch Photius, to be dealt with more at length 

in the next volume, the controversies arising from which became in the 

end involved with the Lorraine question, had accentuated the triumphant 

mood of the Pope. The Patriarch Ignatius, having been banished by 

order of Bardas the Regent, and Photius, an official of the imperial 

palace having been put in his place, Nicholas I was requested to sanction 

what had been done (860). Reports containing a distorted account of 

the facts were submitted to him, but he resolved that as the first step 

an inquiry should be held, and despatched two legates. This was incon¬ 

venient to Photius and to the court at Constantinople, for they had 

counted upon the Pope’s unconditional acceptance. They succeeded in 

terrorising the legates and inducing them to preside over a so-called 

general council at Constantinople, which condemned Ignatius and 

confirmed his deposition (May 861). Nicholas I, from whom the 
details of the affair were sedulously concealed, limited himself for the 

time being to the disavowal of the decrees, the council having been 
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summoned contrary to his orders. But he soon took a higher tone. 

Being, after long delay, made aware of the facts and of the treachery of 

the legates, he sent out an urgent summons to a council to meet at 

Rome, pronounced sentence of deposition on Zachary, Bishop of Anagni, 

one of the legates, and on Gregory Asbestas, Archbishop of Syracuse, 

who had consecrated Photius, anathematised the latter, declared 

Ignatius sole legitimate Patriarch, restored to their offices all the 
Bishops and clergy deposed for their support of his cause, and declared 

the deposition of all who had been ordained by Photius (beginning of 

863). 
This meant war. The Emperor Michael III, sumamed, not without 

reason, the Drunkard, as soon as he was informed of the measures which 

had been taken, replied from Constantinople by an abusive letter. 

Nicholas retorted by insisting before everything else on the immediate 

restoration of Ignatius whether guilty or innocent, claiming for himself 

the sole right to judge him afterwards in the name of the authority 

belonging to the See of Rome, which confers upon the Pope judiciary 

power over the whole Church,” without his being himself capable of 

being judged by anyone.” He prohibited the Emperor from in¬ 

terfering with a matter which did not come within the province of 

the civil authority, ^^for,” he added, ‘Hhe day of "^king-priests’ and 

^Emperor-Pontiffs’ is past, Christianity has separated the two func¬ 

tions, and Christian Emperors have need of the Pope in view of the 

life eternal, wffiereas Popes have no need of Emperors except as regards 

temporal things ” (865). Finally, after a few months, in November 866, 

as the Emperor Michael refused to give way, Nicholas demanded of him 

the official retractation and the destruction of the insulting letter of 865, 
failing which he declared that he would convoke a General Council of the 

Bishops of the West, when anathema would be pronounced against the 

Emperor and his abettors. 
Stimulated by the conflict, the Pope had thus reached the point, 

through the logical development of the theories which we have already 

seen put forward by the Bishops from their standpoint, of so conceiving of 

his power that he no longer saw in kings and emperors anything more 

than ordinary Christians, accountable to him for their actions, and as 

such amenable to his sovereign authority. With all alike he takes the 

tone of a master. To Charles the Bald he writes in 865 that it is for 

him to see that one of his (the Pope’s) decisions is put in execution, 

adding that “ were the king to offer him thousands of precious stones 

and the richest of jewels, nothing, in his eyes, could take the place of 

obedience.” He does not fail to remind Charles, as well as Louis the 

German and Lothar, that the duty of kings is to work for the exaltation 
of the Church of Rome, for how think you,” he writes to one of them, 

^Hhat we can, on occasion, support your government, your efforts, and 

the Churches of your kingdom, or offer you the protection of our 
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buckler against your enemies, if, in so far as it depends on you, you 

allow that power to be in any degree weakened to which your fathers 

had recourse, finding in it all the increase of their dignities and all their 

glory?” Kings should accordingly shew themselves docile to the 

admonitions of the Pope, as well in the matter of general policy, that is, 

in the maintenance of concord among princes, as in the concerns of 

religion, otherwise the Pope will find himself constrained to launch his 

thunderbolts against them. He does not even admit of any discussion of 

his orders; in 865 Charles and his brother Louis the German having put 

forward various pretexts for not sending Bishops from their dominions to 

the council about to pronounce at Rome upon the incidents arising out 

of LothaPs divorce, Nicholas wrote them a stinging rebuke, expressing, 

in particular, his astonishment that they should have dared to question 

the necessity of sending Bishops when he, the Pope, had demanded their 

presence. And when, on one occasion, Charles the Bald who, be it said, 

was docility personified, shewed himself offended by certain rather 

ungentle reproofs, the Pope sharply replied that, even if his reprimands 

w'ere undeserved, the king must needs bow to them as Job bowed beneath 

the chastening of the Most High. 
Yet all was not accomplished when kings were restricted in their 

initiative and were turned into the agents of the Papal will: the clergy, 

over whom they were deprived of control, had still to be made, in their 

turn, a docile instrument in his hands. In this way would the work of 

uniting Christendom be completed. 

It is at first sight surprising that it was in this quarter that 

Nicholas I met with the most vigorous resistance. It came in the 

main, from the archbishops, at whose expense the work of ecclesiastical 

consolidation must necessarily be carried out. Yet even they were 

forced to yield to the iron will of the Pope. The case of Archbishop 

Hincmar of Rheims is the most conclusive proof of this. In 861, at a 

synod held at Soissons he had caused his suffragan Rothad, Bishop of 

that city, whom he accused of insubordination, to be “cut off from the 

communion of the Bishops.” Threatened with deposition when another 

synod met at Pitres next year (1 June 862) Rothad had lost no time in 

lodging an appeal to Rome, and, in spite of menaces, had refused to 

appear before the assembled Bishops. Hincmar, proceeding, never¬ 

theless, with the case, had procured sentence of deposition, and con¬ 

signed Rothad to a monastery. At once the Pope intervenes with a 

high hand, insisting before anything else that Hincmar and his 

suffragans shall reinstate the bishop within thirty days, whatever may 

be the merits of the controversy, and this under penalty of an interdict. 

Further, he declares that the cause is to be laid before his own court, 

and charges the archbishop to dispatch to Rome, also within thirty 

days, two accredited agents who, together with Rothad, shall submit 

themselves to the judgment of the Holy See. For month after month, 
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Hincmax, by various subterfuges, evaded compliance, but in January 865, 

the Pope decided on bringing the matter to an issue, and the tone 

adopted by him in announcing the reinstatement of the bishop is that 

of a master who will tolerate no discussion of his ordem. In trenchant 

language he censures the conduct of Hincmar, publicly reprobates his 

bad faith, prescribes to him submission pure and simple under pain of 

excommunication, and since Hincmar has declared that no appeal lay to 

Rome in Rothad's case, Nicholas does not hesitate to assert that even 

had the bishop lodged no appeal he could not have been ‘deposed except 

by the Pope or with his consent. For in all grave matters, and notably 
those in which Bishops are concerned, the Pope is the sole and sovereign 

judge: that which the Pope has decided is to be observed by all.’’ 

These general principles which were thus transforming the Church 

into a vast highly centralised body wholly in the hands of the Pope, 

were to be unceasingly proclaimed and defined by Nicholas: Every 

grade of the ecclesiastical hierarchy must yield to the pontifical 

authority ; Archbishops owe their existence to the Pope in virtue of the 

pallium conferred on them by him ; Bishops cannot be judged except by 

him or in virtue of the authority delegated by him ; councils derive 

their force and their validity from the power and the sanction of the 

Holy See. Nicholas I thus takes up the position of the False 

Decretals^ at the same time setting up, in place of the system of 

Christendom united around the Emperor, that of Christendom united 

around the Pope. 

But hardly was Nicholas I dead (867) before his ideas seemed as 

obsolete as those of Charles the Great, and the Papacy found itself 
obliged to abandon the ideal, which Nicholas himself had only very 

partially realised, of a confederation of princes exclusively occupied in 

carrying out his will. 
In the first place, the Popes, being themselves temporal princes 

throughout the Patrimony of Peter, were obliged, from the time of 
Hadrian IPs pontificate (867-872), to provide for the defence of the 

States of the Church against the terrible risks to which they were 

exposed by the Saracen invasions. This care, secular in its nature, soon 

became by force of circumstances their chief preoccupation. The 
pontificate of John VIII (872-882), though he also was an energetic 

Pope, consists to a large extent of a series of desperate attempts to 

organise the defence against the invader, while he makes every possible 

endeavour to set up an Emperor capable of undertaking the leadership 

^ It is, however, a mnch-disputed question to what extent the papal doctrine was 
influenced by this famous collection. In Etude sur les Fausses Decretales,” 
B&oue d'histoire ecclesiastigue^ tome viii. 1907, pp* 18 et sqq. M. Paul Fournier 
estimates their influence at practically nothing. His arguments appear to prove 
his case. It is certain that the papal theory had been formulated in its main 
ontlmes before Nicholas had cognizance of the False Decretals. 
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in this enterprise. And although John VIII still maintains the 
pretensions of the Holy See at a high levels although he goes so far as to 

claim the sole right of choosing the Emperor himself, and on two 

occasions, in 875 and in 881, succeeds in making his view prevail, 

crowning first Charles the Bald and then Charles the Fat, the horizon of 

the Papacy nevertheless narrows perceptibly. It becomes less and less 

feasible for the Popes to exercise over kings as a body a directing and 

moderating power. Anxiety for their own safety outweighs everything 

else. Formosus (891-896) is even reduced in 893 to imploring the help 

of Arnulf, King of Germany, in order to repel the aggressions of the 

House of Spoleto, as in former days Stephen II had called upon Pepin 

for succour against the attacks of Aistulf the Lombard. 

Taking this course, the Papacy was speedily brought into subjection 

to those princes and kings over whom it had once claimed to reign. For 

some time the head of the House of Spoleto, the Emperor Lambert, was, 

with his mother Ageltrude, the real ruler of Rome. Later, the Papacy 

fell into the hands of the local aristocracy, and for more than half a 

century a family of native origin, that of a noble named Theophylact, 

a chief official of the papal palace, contrived to seize upon the direction 

of affairs and to make and unmake Popes at its pleasure. Then, when 

the influence of the direct line of Theophylact began to decline, the 

Kings of Germany came into the field to dispute with them and with 

another branch of their family, the Counts of Tusculum, the power of 

electing the Pope. From 963, the date when Otto I caused a council 

which he presided over to decree the deposition of Pope John XII, 

up to the middle of the eleventh century, the Kings of Germany and 

the Counts of Tusculum turn by turn set up Popes, and thrice at least 

the lords of Tusculum themselves assumed the tiara. Two sons of 

Count Gregory, Theophylact and Romanus (the latter being Senator 

of the Romans’’ at the time of his elevation to the papal throne), 

and later their nephew Theophylact, a child of twelve, successively filled 

the Holy See, under the names of Benedict VIII (1012-1024), John XIX 

(1024—1032) and Benedict IX (1032-1044). When the latter grew tired 

of exercising power, he sold it for cash down to his godfather, a priest 
named John Gratian, who took the name of Gregory VI. 

The prestige of the Papacy could not fail to suffer grievously from 

these strange innovations, the more so as Popes thus chosen, to be set 

aside as soon as they ceased to give satisfaction, had, for the most part, 

little to boast of in the matter of morals, and in any case, seldom 

inspired much confidence in point of religion. Stephen VI (896-897), 

too passive a tool in the hands of Lambert of Spoleto and his mother, 

did not hesitate, in order to recommend himself to them, to disinter the 

body of his predecessor Formosus, to arraign the corpse before a council, 

to have it condemned, and stripped of the pontifical ornaments in which 

it had been beforehand arrayed, to order it to be thrown into the 
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common grave whence it was torn by the populace and cast into the 

Tiber. But what is to be said of the Popes of the tenth century? 

Sergius III (904-911) was well known to be the lover of Marozia, one of 

the daughters of Theophylact, and had a son by her, whom later she 

made first a cardinal and then Pope under the name of John XI (931- 

936). The warlike Pope, John X (914-928), owed the tiara to Theophy¬ 

lact and Theodora, Marozia’s mother\ In 955 came the turn of Jota 
Octavian, a grandson of Marozia, a youth of sixteen, son of Alberic, 

“Senator of the Romans,” and himself “Senator of the Romans” since 

the death of his father in 954. He was raised to the Chair of Peter 
under the name of John XII (955-964) and completed the debasement of 

the Papacy by his debauched life and the orgies of which the Lateran 

palace soon became the scene. 
This personal degradation of the Popes, which lasted for nearly a 

century and a half, had the most untoward results upon the eccle¬ 

siastical hierarchy. The progress made in breaking down the resis¬ 

tance of national priesthoods, or that of such a man as Hincmar, 

through the prestige enjoyed by Nicholas I, could not be maintained by 

his successors in their very different position. Suffice it to recall here^' 

the violence which in 991 and 993 Amulf, Bishop of Orleans, and later 

the prelates assembled in the synod of Chelles, thought fit to use in 

repelling the interference of Pope John XV, to whom they denied all 

right of intervention in the matter of the deposition of the Archbishop 
of Rheims, and even any title to impugn the decisions arrived at by a 

provincial council. 
On the other hand, the Bishops, left to their own resources, w^ no 

better able than the Sovereign Pontiff to maintain themselves in the 
dominant position which they had gradually acquired in the course of 

the ninth century. They fell anew into dependence upon the king, or 
upon the feudal lords who were nearer at hand and even greater tyrants. 

In the tenth century and in the beginning of the eleventh the Episcopate 
as a whole is in the hands of the feudal nobility, for whom bishoprics are 
hardly more than fiefs in which it is allowable to traffic, while many of 

the Bishops themselves, though contrasted with some striking exceptions, 

are merely lords with whom everything gives way to temporal interests, 

and whose importance in certain countries, notably in Germany, is to be 

computed by the part they play as the rulers of principalities or as the 

vassals and counsellors of kings. 
The Church itself thus appears as the victim of the same anarchy in 

which lay society is weltering; all evil appetites range unchecked, and, 

more than ever, such of the clergy as still retain some concern for 

religion and for the salvation of the souls committed to their charge 

1 On the later unfounded scandals about John X, see Fedele, ASRSP. xxsav. 

pp. 75 fF., 393 fF. 
2 Cf. supra, Chapter v. pp. 100-102. 
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mourn over the universal decadence and direct the eyes of the faithful 

towards the spectre of the end of the world and of the Last Judgment. 

Let us, however, avoid laying too much stress upon these allusions to 

the final cataclysm predicted in the Apocalypse for the period when the 

thousand years should be fulfilled, during which Satan was to remain 

bound. Historians have long believed that, as the year 1000 drew near, 

the populations, numb with terror, and, as it were, paralysed, awaited in 

painful anxiety, crowded together in the churches with their faces to the 

ground, the catastrophe in which they believed the world was about to 

founder. A few passages from contemporaries, wrongly interpreted, 

account for this erroneous impression. As the thousandth year 

approached, the people small and great, priests and lay folk, continued 

the same way of life as in the past, without being alarmed by those 

apocalyptic threats in which, even after the thousandth year was past, 

certain gloomy spirits continued to indulge. Before as after the year 

1000, as the facts brought together throughout the whole of this 

volume abundantly prove, feudal society, wholly given up to its warlike 

instincts and its passion for violence, still went on dreaming of smashing 

blows to be dealt and gi'eat conquests to be achieved. 

But out of the excess of evil good was to spring. In proportion as 

the lay world allowed itself to be thus carried away, and as the Bishops 

and their clergy suffered the feudal spirit and customs to encroach upon 

them more and more, the ascetic life came to present an ever stronger 

and deeper attraction for all truly devout minds. The tenth century, 

which saw the Chair of Peter filled by a succession of the most unworthy 

of Popes, saw also the foundation of the Order of Cluny, and the great 

monastic reforms initiated and spread abroad by the monks of this order. 

We shall treat more at length in a later volume of this history of this 

fruitful new departure, which was one day to have a mighty influence on 

the reform of the Church as a whole. It need only be said here that, by 

procuring for the modest hermitage which he planted in Burgundy in 910 

complete enfranchisement from all temporal control and by placing 

it under that of the Holy See only, the founder of Cluny, Duke William 

of Aquitaine, was laying the foundation for the future greatness of the 

Abbey. Firmly attached to the Benedictine Rule in its primitive purity, 

strictly subjected to the absolute control of its abbot, Cluny, thanks to 

its independent position, rapidly became the refuge of faith and the 

model to be followed. Not only did benefactions flow in for the support 

of these pattern monks, whose prayers were doubtless held to be of 

greater efficacy than those of their fellows, but a whole series of 

monasteries, old and new, begged for the favour of placing themselves 

under its patronage and of being reckoned among the number of its 
priories, in order to share in its Rule and in its exemption from secular 

domination. France was soon covered with convents affiliated to it from 
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Burgundy to Aquitaine and from Languedoc to Normandy; Italy, 

Lorraine, Spain, England, Germany, distant Hungary and Poland were 

won for it. 

And at the very time when Cluny was going forth to its early 

conquests, quite independently and outside the walls of the Burgundian 

abbey other fires of monastic revival were being kindled. It was at 

this moment, to cite only one illustrious instance, that Gerard, lord 
of Brogne, near Namur, suddenly won over by the attraction of monastic 

life, founded on his own estate a little monastery, where at first he merely 

thought to end his days in retirement, contemplation and prayer (92S). 

But before long the fame of saintliness, acquired for him andhis companions 

by their strict observance of the Benedictine Rule, brought about the 

same miracles in Lorraine as the example of Cluny had worked in Gaul. 

Gerard gained followers throughout Lorraine and Flanders: the ancient 

monasteries of the land, the chapters already established, reform^ them¬ 

selves under his direction, new abbeys arose on every side reverting, 

after the example of Brogne, to the wise and holy precepts of St Benedict. 

Thus in the shades of the cloister a new religious society is growing 

up, preparing itself for the struggle, ready to aid in a general reform of 

the Church so soon as Popes shall arise with enough energy and 

independence to resolve upon and inaugurate it. 

Meanwhile, in the busier world outside, society, even if led by 
Bishops themselves worldly, was seeking a remedy against violence which 

brought anarchy and famine in its train. “The Peace of God” was one 

such attempt, springing up in a world which knew its own disease. From 

989 onwards, synods, beginning in Aquitaine and Burgundy where 

kingly rale was weakest, anathematised ravagers of churches and despoilers 
of the poor. The movement spread, and sworn promises to keep from 

violence to non-combatants and the like misdeeds were prescribed and 

even gladly taken. It is true that, like most medieval legislation, this 

was only partly effective, and had to be renewed again and again. But 
it was a triumph of moral power over brute strength, and upon its solid 

success the reign of order was founded. Thus civil rulers inherited the 

Church’s task. Feudalism became, to some degree, a regulator of its own 

disorder, and the supplementary “Truce of God” (c. 1040) tried to 

complete what the “ Peace ” (c. 990) had begun. 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

FEUDALISM. 

The feudal organisation of state and society is the dominant fact 

of medieval history on its institutional side quite as much as the 

city-state is the dominant fact of ancient history from the institutional 

point of view. Such dominant facts cannot be restricted chronologi¬ 

cally to a definite period ; they arise gradually and give way slowly 

to new conditions. But it may be said in a general way that the 

epoch when feudalism formed most characteristically the centre of 

political and social arrangements comprised the eleventh and twelfth 

centuries. From the thirteenth century onwards feudal law continued to 

be appealed to and feudal principles were sometimes formulated even more 

sharply than before, but the modern State was beginning to assert itself 

in most European countries in an unmistakable manner and its influence 

began to modify the fundamental conceptions of feudalism. In our 

survey of feudal society we shall therefore look for illustrations mainly 

to the period between the years 1000 and 1200, though sometimes we 

may have to draw on the materials presented by thirteenth century 

documents. 
The essential relations of feudalism are as unfamiliar to us as the 

conception of the city-state. In one sense it may be defined as an 

arrangement of society on the basis of contract. Contracts play an 

important part in the business life of our time, but we do not think 

of the commonwealth as based on leases; we do not consider a nation 

primarily as a number of lords and tenants; we do not take the status 

of every single person to be determined by obligations as to land; 

we do not assume that the notions of sovereignty and of citizenship 

depend on the stipulations of an express or implied contract. In the 

medieval period under consideration, on the other hand, it would be 
eaay to deduce all forms of political organisation and of social inter¬ 

course from feudal contract. The status of a person depended in every 

way on his position on the land, and on the other hand, land-tenure 

determined political rights and duties. The public organisation of 

England, for example, was derived from the fact that all the land 
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in the country was held by a certain number of tenants-in-chief^ includ¬ 

ing ecclesiastical incorporations and boroughs, from the king, while all 

the rest of the population consisted either of under-tenanfe or of persons 

settled on the land of some tenant and amenable to jurisdiction through the 

latter. In other West-European countries the distribution of the people 

was more intricate and confused because there had been no w^holesale 

conquest capable of reducing conditions to uniformity, but the funda¬ 

mental facts were the same. Every West-European country was arranged 
on the basis of feudal land-tenure. 

The acts constituting the feudal contract were called komagium 

and investitura. The tenant had to appear in person before the lord 

surrounded by his court, to kneel before him and to put his folded 

hands into the hand of the lord, saying: I swear to be faithful and 

attached to you as a man should be to his lord.” He added sometimes: 
gQ ^ j your man and as I hold your land” 

(Sawon LehnrecMy ch. S). To this act of homage correspond^ the 

investiture ” by the lord, who delivered to his vassal a flag, a staff, 

a charter or some other symbol of the property conceded. There were 

many variations according to localities and, of course, the ceremony 

differed in the case of a person of base status. Yet even a villein 

received his yard-land or oxgang from the steward of a lord after 

swearing an oath of fealty and in the form of an admittance ” by the 

staff, of which a record was kept in the rolls of the manorial court: hence 
the copyhold tenure of EnglistsL law. 

Tenure conditioned by service was called the feudum^ jief^ Lehn^ but 

sometimes these terms were restricted to the better class of such estates, 

those held by military service, while the lands for which rents and 
labour-services were rendered were described as cemivm^ in England 

socagia. The holdings of villeins or rustics {Bauern^ roturiers) were 
deemed in law to be at the will of the lord, but in practice were protected 

by the local custom and generally subjected to quasi-legal rules of 

possession and inheritance. Although feudal tenure %vas certainly the 

most common mode of holding land, it was not the only one. In France 

and Germany there were still many survivals of allodial right, that is of 

complete ownership, not subject to any conditions of service or payment. 

In fact, while in northern France there obtained the rule mdle terre 

sans sdgneur^ that is, the doctrine that all estates were held by feudal 

law under lords, in southern France, the territory of written law based 

on Roman books, the contrary was expressed in the words md seigneur 

sans Hire: no lordship was recognised unless proof of title were forth¬ 
coming. Many documents shew the constant spread of feudal tenure 

at the expense of the allodial: the process of feudalisation is, e.g.^ 

forcibly illustrated by the inquest as to land-tenures made in 

and 1273 by order of Ring Edward I in Aquitaine: it testified to all 

sorts of variations in the mode of holding land in these parts; claims to 
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allodial rights are often recorded. But the tendency of the inquest is 

to impose the burden of services as widely as possible. The circum¬ 

stances in which the process of feudalisation was going on may be illus¬ 

trated by the following tale of a Flemish chronicle (Lambert d’Ardres, 

quoted by Luchaire, Manuel^ 161). In the beginning of the eleventh 

century two brothers, HeiTed and Hacket, possessed considerable allodial 

estates in Poperinghe, but were persecuted by the Count of Guines and 

the Count of Boulogne, powerful neighbours, each of whom wanted to 

obtain feudal suzerainty over these lands. The elder Herred, in order 

to put an end to these vexations, surrendered his estates to the Bishop 

of T^rouanne and received them back as a hereditary fief (perpetuum et 

hereditarium recepif in feodum\ while the junior brother effected a 

similar release of his part of the estates to the Count of Boulogne, 

The dangers of keeping outside the feudal nexus were self-evident: 

in a time of fierce struggles for bare existence it was necessary for every¬ 

one to look about for support, and the protection of the central 

authority in the State was, even at its best, not sufficient to provide for 

the needs of individuals. Even in England, where the Conquest had given 

rise to a royal power possessed of very real authority, and the “ king’s 

peace” was by no means a mere word, the maintenance afforded by 

powerful lords was an important factor in obtaining security. 

In any case the feudal nexus originated by such conditions involved 

reciprocity. The vassal expected gifts and at least efficient protection, 

and sometimes the duty of the suzerain in this respect is insisted on 

in as many words; as the French jurist Beaumanoir has it, ‘^the lord 

is quite as much bound to be faithful to his man as the latter is bound 

in regard to the lord ” {Coutumes de Beauvaisis^ § 68). If the tenant 

thought that he was not treated properly, feudal theory allowed him to 

sever the connexion. He might leave the estate {deguerpissement) 

without any further claim on the part of the lord, but according to 

French notions he might even do more, namely disavow the subjection 

to the lord while retaining the estate {disaveu). The Assizes of Jerusalem 

are careful to state the cases of denial of right, in which a vassal may 

rightfully renounce his obligations in regard to his immediate lord with 

the natural consequence that henceforth such duties are transferred 

to the ovei'lord of the one at fault {Assises de Jkrusalem^ 

jieF^), This implied a proof on his part that the lord had not fulfilled 

his part of the agreement. Though as a matter of fact such a disaveu 

led more often to war than to a judicial process, it was derived from 

a juridical conception, and expressed the view that the man, vassal or 

tenant, had definite rights as against his lord. Some of the famous 

assertions of feudal independence on the part of barons opposed to 

royal lords are based on this very doctrine of disaveu for breach of 

agreement. Thus the barons of Aragon swore to their king that 

they would obey and serve him if he maintained the rights, customs 
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and laws of the kingdom, and if not, not. The peers of the Kings 

of Jerusalem, according to the Assizes, might in case of infringement of 

their rights lawfully refuse allegiance and offer resistance. The clause 

of the Great Charter stipulating that a committee of twenty-five barons 

should watch King John’s actions, and in case of his breaking his solemn 

pledges should make war on him and call on all his subjects to do the 

same, proceeds from the same fundamental assumption. This view was 

readily extended from the notion of a breach of agreement between the 

lord and his tenants to a conception of infringement of laws in general. 

In this way the feudal view could be made a starting-point for the 

development of a constitutional doctrine. We may notice this in the 

case of Bracton. In his treatise on the laws of England, written at 

the time of Simon de Montfort’s supremacy, the English Judge, instead 

of urging with the Roman jurists and with his predecessor Glanvill that 

the sovereign’s will has the force of law, states that kings are not above 

the law, although they have no single human superior (f, 5 z?.), and that 

thev ought to be restrained by their peers from breaking the law 
(£ S4)h 

The other side of the medal is presented by the duties of vassals 

in regard to the lord. Close analysis shews that these duties proceed 

from different sources. There is to begin with a general obligation 

of fealty, faithful 'obedience {Jideliim') which is ow^ed by all subjects of 

the lord without distinction of rank, the rustic subjects (mllani) being 
especially concerned. This obligation evidently had its roots in the 

relation between sovereign and subject, and in so far represented rather 

the gradual decay of sovereign power than the purely contractual side 

of feudalism; but in so much as fealty became a relation between private 

lords and their subjects, it was related to the feudal nexus and com¬ 
bined in various ways with the kindred notions of homage and investi¬ 

ture. Homage again, which is distinctly contractual, arises essentially 
from a contract of service. It proceeds Erectly from the bond creat^ 

by free agreement between a leader and a follow^er, the lord {hlaford) and 
his man. But this contract of service gradually assumed a peculiar form: 

the personal duties of the servant-retainer are asserted only occasionally, 

at a coronation ceremony, when great feudatories are made to present 

dishes and cups, to lead horses, to superintend the arrangements of the 

bedroom. As a rule, the central duty of the vassal comes to be his 

military service, regulated according to a certain number of days, 

generaUy forty, or a scutage payment in redemption of the latter. 
Knight service of this kind shades off almost imperceptibly into so-called 

military serjeanties, that is, services of archers, of garrison soldiers, etc. 

^ ‘'^Rex autem habet superiorem, id est Deum, item legem, per qiiam factus est 
Rex, Item curiam suam, Tidelicet comites, barones, quia comites dicuntur quasi 
socii regis, et qui babet socium, babet magistrum, et ideo si rex fuerit sine freno, 

sine lege, debent ei frenum ponere.*^ 

CH. xvm. 
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These again are not easily divided from petty serjeanties, in which the 

menial services are still regarded as characteristic of the bond. In 

the lists of serjeanties drawn up in the reign of Edward I (published 

in the volumes of Feudal Aids and in the Testa de Nevill) we find 

mentions of cooks, falconers, foresters, etc. In German feudal custom 

the ministeriales correspond to the servientes of England and France, 

but there is a peculiar trait about their condition, namely, that they 

are distinctly unffee in origin. Some of the greatest warriors of 

German medieval history came from such unfree stock—Marquard of 

Anweiler, for instance, who received the March of Ancona as a fief 

from Emperor Frederick II, was a ministerialist an unfree retainer of the 

Emperor. As homage creates a relation between man and man, it is not 

intrinsically bound up with landholding, and a good many of the personal 

followers and servants of medieval magnates must certainly have lived 

in the castles of their lords, receiving equipment and arms from them: 

they saw in the good cheer of the court and in occasional gifts a reward 

for their personal attendance^. But such personal relations tended 

naturally to strike root in land. If the retainer was at all useful and 

efficient he expected to be remunerated by a permanent source of income, 

and such an outfit could only take the shape of a grant of land. On 

the other hand, when a small landowner sought protection from a 

magnate, he had generally to throw his tenement into the balance and 

reassume it as a fief. Thus homage and investiture, although historically 

and institutionally distinct, grow, as it were, together, and form the 

normal foundation of feudal contract. 

Besides the political colouring of this contract, it assumes a peculiar 

aspect from the point of view of land law. It gives rise to a significant 

distinction of two elements in the notion of ownership {dominium). Roman 

property {dommium) was characterised during the best period by uncom¬ 

promising unity. A person having dominium over a thing, including an 

estate in land, had it alone and excluded everyone else. Medieval lawyers, 

on the other hand, came to deal with plots of land which had normally 

two owners, a superior and an inferior, one having the direct ownership 

{dominium directumt dominium emmens)^ the other having the useful 

ownership, the right to exploit the land {dominium utile). In England 

the splitting of the notion of dominium was avoided by opposing the 

tenure in domain to the tenure of service {tenere in dominio—in serviciot 

see, e,g.t Notebook of Bracton, case 1436), but the necessity for reckoning 

with two kinds of right in respect of every holding contributed indirectly 

to weaken the notion of absolute property in land. Contentions as to 

1 Red Book of the Exchequer, 283: Hugh de Lacy’s report as to his knights: 
^^Rieardus Brito et ipsi qui post ipsum sunt nominati tenent de domino Hugone sine 
servitio aliquo quod eis statum est. Quidam de eis sunt mecum residentes et 
invenio eis necessaria. Et quidam sunt in domibus meis in Wallia et invenio eis 
necessaria,” 
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land were made to turn principally on seidn^ protected possession, 

while the proof of title, which had played an important part in later 

Anglo-Saxon times, receded, as it were, into the background. Instead 

of trying to ascertain who the person was w^ho ought to exercise the 

absolute right of ownership, English courts came to concern themselves 

with the practical question which of the two litigants had relatively the 
better right {im meruvi) in regard to an estate or tenement. From the 

feudal point of view an estate held as a fief could be freely parcelled out 

to under-tenants who would become the vassals of the man holding 

directly of the lord, provided the obligations of that intermediate tenant 

were not lessened by such a process. Indeed it was not uncommon for 

tenants to pass on the onerous duties with which the tenement was 

charged to these under-tenants, who in such a case were called upon to 

‘Mefend” the land in regard to the superior lord in order that the mesne 

{mediits^ middle) lord should be able to enjoy his tenure in peace. Various 

complications arose from such mbiifeudatkm in connexion with customaiy 
requirements, and it was clearly in the interest of the overlords to restrict 

such parcelling of fees as much as possible. The English. Crown cut 

short the practice by the statute Quia EmptoreSy which provided that 

in future the creation of any new fief would involve not subinfeudation 

but the recognition by the new tenant of immediate dependence on the 

overlord: thus the grantee of a new fief was placed on the same level as 

the grantor instead of being subordinated to him. 

The incidents arising out of the double claims to land were manifested 

in a striking manner in cases when the personnel of the contracting 
parties was changed, more especially when in consequence of the death 
of the tenant a new representative of the dominium vMe had to come in. 

While in the case of a TlironfdH^ as the Germans said, that is, of the 

demise of the lord, homage and fealty had to be merely renewed, a 

Leh/nfaM^ the demise of the vassal, brought about a temporary resump¬ 
tion of the fief by the direct owner, i,e, by the lord: as a rule he was 
bound to regrant the fief to the right heir, but such a reinvestiture was 

accompanied by a reli^^ a more or less heavy payment. 

The struggle of English barons for reasonable reliefs called forth 

well-known stipulations of the charters of Henry I and of John. In the 

case of so-caUed base holdings the relief had its analogy in the heriot, 

the surrender to the lord of the best horse or the best ox, and there 

can be no doubt that this due, which had grown from the custom of 

surrendering the outfit provided by the lord to his dependent, was 

originally used quite as much in military fiefs as in viUein or socage 
tenements. In feudal practice, however, the military heriot was absorbed 
by the relief, while it kept its ground in regard to base tenure. 

The resumption of tenancies connected with ecclesiastical offices led, 
as is well known, to protracted struggles as to rights of investiture between 

the Church and State. Even when reinvestiture was made dependent on 

CH. xvm. 
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canonical elections, the fiscal interests of the secular power had to be 

satisfied by the diversion of ecclesiastical revenues for a year or a similar 

customary period for the benefit of the Crown or of other secular patrons. 

There were other occasional rights connected with a breach of the con¬ 

tinuity of possession, which would not arise out of vacancies in ecclesiastical 

institutions; such were wardship and marriage, which accrued to the lords 

in cases when fiefs descended to minors or to unmarried females. These 

eventualities gave rise to very lucrative rights, and it is a matter of 

common knowledge to what extent such opportunities were liable to be 

misused. The English Charters contained provisions against these 

abuses, but even in their mitigated form these practices were likely to 

produce much hardship. Special classes of misdeeds arose in connexion 

with them: we hear of judicial proceedings taken on account of ravish¬ 

ment (kidnapping) of wards and of ravishment of heiresses in order to 

get the profits, even when the corresponding right belonged to some one 

else or was contested. From such exactions ecclesiastical tenements were 

free, and this alone would have sufficed to make the passage of landed 

property into the hands of the churches undesirable from the feudal 

point of view. No wonder powerful kings tried to restrict the passage 

of estates into the ‘^dead baud'” {manus moriua) of the Church. This 

was among other things the aim of Edward I’s Statute De religiosis. 

Although these reassertions of the dominium directum forcibly shewed 

that the proprietary rights of the lord were by no means a dead letter, 

the useful domain” was protected from wanton interruption by clearly 

established customs. The heneficia^ which preceded fiefs in historical 

evolution, were assumed to be granted for life, but when fiefs developed 

out of them they nearly always became hereditary. The only exception 

of any importance is presented by the benejkia militaria of French 

Navarre. 

As political subjection was regarded as a matter of contract, the feudal 

nexus tended towards a disruption of sovereignty, and often led in 

practice to the formation of numerous political bodies within the 

boundaries of historical States. This was especially the case in France, 

Germany and Italy. An authoritative jurist like Beaumanoir summarised 

the position in the saying, ‘^chaque baron est souverain dans sa baronie”; 

and the mottoes chosen by some of the French magnates gave expression 

to an unmeasured feeling of self-sufficiency. The Bohans of Brittany 

boasted: ^^prince ne daigne, roi ne puis, Rohan je suis.” The seigneur 

of Coucy, a barony which gave great trouble to the early Capetian 

kings, disguised his pride by mock humility: ^^je ne suis ni comte, ni 

marquis, je suis le sire de Coucy.” In Germany the dismemberment of 

sovereignty was finally recognised by express law in Charles I Vs Golden 

Bull of 1356 in favour of the seven Electors, but it had already been 

acknowledged in regard to princes in general by Frederick II, and had 

been acted upon more or less all through the eleventh and twelfth 
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centuries in the course of the protracted feuds between Frankish and 

Swabian Emperors, on the one hand, and their various vassals on the 

other. When Frederick Barbarossa went down on his knees, according 

to tradition, when imploring Henry the Lion of Saxony and Bavaria to 

stand by him against the rebel Italians, it would have been difficult to 
say that the Emperor was the sovereign and the duke a mere subject. 

A most important consequence of this acknowledgment of sovereign 
rights on the part of vassals of the Crown lay in the fact that the latter 

could resort to actual war, when asserting claims or defending infringed 

interests. The endeavours, which were made by the Church, by royal 

suzerains and by the barons themselves to restrict and suppress private 

warfare, are in themselves characteristic of what we should cili the 

anarchy of the times. The end of the tenth century witnessed many 

attempts to put an end to private wars in France, In consequence of 

terrible epidemics and bad harvests, which were regarded as signs of 

divine wrath and incitements to repentance, the m^nates of centi^ and 

northern France met, agreed to renounce private war, and confirmed this 

resolve by solemn oaths. Gerard, Bishop of Cambrai, objected to this 

as political; he was much abused by the other members of the congress 

for holding aloof, and yet, as the chronicler remarks, events proved 

that he was right, enim paucissimi crimen perjurii evaserunt.” 

It soon became evident that it was impossible to suppress the per¬ 

nicious custom entirely. The Truce of God, ti^euga De% made its ap¬ 
pearance in completion of the Peace of God^ The time from Thursday 

night to Monday morning was considered a time of truce on account of 

the memories of the Lord’s sufferings and resurrection. Churches and 

churchyards were naturally considered as hallowed and therefore neutral 
territory. In the South, olive-trees were declared to be exempt from 

destruction by reason of their vital importance in the economy of the 

country. The movement for ^Hruce” attained material results under 

the guidance of the Church in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, 
and it became even more effective in the thirteenth, when political 

potentates took it up. Still, even St Louis did not insist on a complete 
abandonment of the practice of private war by his vassals: he only 

enforced from all those, who resorted to the last argument of war, sub¬ 

mission to certain rules as to its declaration, the beginning of hostilities, 

their course and so on ; the quarantaim le Roi was a code as to usage in 

private war. 
To Germany some order was brought by powerful leagues between 

princes and knights on the one hand, cities on the other. Such leagues 

were offensive and defensive alliances, and ultimately had recourse to 

force of arms in order to maintain their position. But as all extensive 

armaments are apt to do, they prevented the danger and disorder of 
petty collisions. It was only towards the end of the Middle Ages that 

1 See also Chapter xii. pp. 281—2 and Chapter xvii. p. 4o7. 
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something like a peace of the Empire was recognised and to a certain 

extent secured bj the reforms of Maximilian's age. In England the 

‘‘franchise" or right of private war was suppressed at a very early time. 

It did not tally with the social order inaugurated by the Norman Con¬ 

quest, and the king's peace became one of the mainstays of early Common 

Law. The only period when the real disruption of sovereignty through 

private war seemed to prevail was the interregnum when Stephen of 

Boulogne and the Plantagenets struggled for the Crown. But this lapse 

into anarchy was short, and from the time when Henry II restored order, 

private war ceased to be recognised as a legal outcome of disputes. Yet 

the conditions of military contract remained the foundation of govern¬ 

ment, and this made it possible for opposition to wrong to take the form 

of armed resistance. The revolt against John, the barons war against 

Henry III, the risings of Mortimer and Bolingbroke, the Wars of the 

Roses, have as their necessary background a society ruled by groups 

of knights, who considered themselves not merely as subjects, but as 

peers of the king. 
One of the most important consequences of the disruption of 

sovereignty lay in the alienation of rights of jurisdiction by the central 

government. As early as the ninth and tenth centuries we observe 

everywhere the growth of franchises and immunities which break up the 

ordinary sub-divisions of countries in respect of the administration of 

justice. The English shires and hundreds, the continental counties and 

Grafschaften are riddled with districts in which the place of the ordinary 

judges of the land is taken by secular or ecclesiastical magnates or 

their representatives, among whom the secular judges of ecclesiastical 

corpoi’ations, the advocati (avouSs, Vogte), are the most conspicuous. 

The Sac and Soc grants of Anglo-Saxon kings, as well as the various 

privileges of immunity conferred by Carolingian, Franconian and Saxon 

monarchs, present different steps in the process of political dismember¬ 

ment. The central authorities merely strove to retain their hold on 

the most important varieties of jurisdiction, especially judgments as to 

great crimes, the Ungerichte^ as they were termed in Germany, for 

which a man may lose his head and his hand {Haupt imd Hand}^ while 

jurisdiction in minor cases, when a person would only be chastised in 

skin or hair (in Haut oder Haar\ wei'e left to local potentates. From 

similar considerations early English kings tried as much as possible to 

retain in their hand the great forfeitures. This led eventually to a 

classification of feudal tribunals according to the amount of jurisdiction 

acquired by them, some claiming high and some low justice (haute or 

basse jxistice)\ The proceedings of Quo Warranto instituted by Edward I 

after his victory over the baronial opposition shew a most exuberant 

growth of prescriptive rights in regard to the use of gallows, pillory, 

^ The mediuin justice (mo^srine justice) was a later development and was not 

generally accepted. 
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tumbrel, etc. by English noblemen and ecclesiastical magnates. The 

institution of the advocaria {avou&ricj Vogtei), on the contrary, never 

attained to much importance in England, while it flourished greatly in 

Germany, France and Flanders. It sprang from the delegation of 

public power within the territory of an ecclesiastical franchise to a 

layman, who thereby came to be a kind of policemaster as well as a judge. 

The ordinary judges, the counts and their subordinates were forbidden 

to enter the enfranchised district. On the other hand the bishop or 

abbot at the head of it abstained from the shedding of blood and did 
not meddle with criminal justice or deal with cases of public coercion: 

he appointed an advocate who had to arrest criminals, to conduct them 

before the proper courts, to execute those found guilty, to assist the 

ecclesiastical lord in cases when force had to be employed for the 

collection of rents or the taking of distress. These powers ripened in 

the course of the feudal age to an independent j urisdiction which greatly 

hampered the freedom of action of the ecclesiastical lord and encroached 

on his interests. Besides, churches and monasteries often availed themselves 

of the advocaria in order to obtain protection from a powerful neigh¬ 

bour: the surrender of certain rights and sources of income was the 

price paid for support in those troubled times. No wonder that in the 

eleventh and twelfth centuries the advocates often became local tyrants 

at whose hands their clients had to suffer a great deal. This is how, 

for instance, the Cartulary of St Mihiel in Flanders describes the conduct 

of a certain Count Raynald, an advocate of the monastery in question: 
Count Raynald was the flrst to commit robberies in our estates under 

the customary term of talliatae \ also put our men into prison and 

forced them to give up their own by means of torture—he bequeathed 

this tyranny to his son, the present Raynald. The latter exceeded the 
malice of his father to such an extent that our men cannot put up any 

longer with such oppression and leave our estates. They are either 

unable or do not care to acquit themselves of outstanding rents: he is 

the only person they are afi’aid 
The conflicts between ecclesiastical potentates and their secular 

^‘advocates’’ often led to regular treaties, the so-called reghmenU 

d^avomrie. The Vogt of the Abbey of Priim is forbidden to ‘'clip” 

{torid&re--—c\ip the hair as for convicts) or to flog anyone except those who 
are guilty of murder, brigandage or battery, nor has he any part in the 

wer-geld of a man unless be has helped to capture and to judge him. 

In Echternach the Vogt is excluded from participating in civil trials. 

In houses appertaining to the garden and the cellar, the laundry and the 

kitchen of the monks, he is forbidden to hold any pleas or to exact any 
services, except jpro mommacUa (trial by battle) et sanguinea percussura 

(cf. A. S. blodzviie) et scabinis co7istifuendis (the appointment of popular 

1 Cartulary of St Mihiel quoted by Fiaoh, Origines de ^ancimne France^ i. p. 442 
30—2 OH. xvm. 
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assessors of the tribunals) ^ The long-standing rivalry between ecclesi¬ 
astical institutions and their advocates was ultimately composed by the 
intervention of the Crown when the latter grew strong. If we turn to 
consider the relations between the lord and his vassals, we shall naturally 
find that they differ greatly from the relations established at the present 
time between the sovereign and his subjects. In the case of the 
privileged holders of fiefs, however small, the tie which united them with 
their suzerain being one not of general subordination but of limited 
obligation, the view that the general will has to prevail over the 
particular and can impose rules of conduct upon it did not hold 
good. Noble vassals, ecclesiastics possessed of fiefs, and townsmen as 
members of municipal corporate bodies were as regards their lords 
bound to abstain from certain acts and to perform certain duties. A 
systematic treatment of this kind of contractual relation may be found 
in a letter of Bishop Fulbert of Chartres to the Duke of Aquitaine 
(eleventh century)^. The duties which he enumerates are derived more 
especially from the oath of fealty, which accompanied the homage 
ceremony and was distinct from the fealty of the base and non- 
privileged population to be mentioned later on. 

The negative duties of the faithful vassal are indicated by the 
following terms: incolurne^ tuturriy honestum, utile^ facile^ possibile. The 
Benedictine editors of Fulbert’s work have explained these expressions 
to mean that the vassal undertakes not to assail his lord, not to 
reveal his secret, not to endanger the safety of his castles, not to 
wrong him in his judicial power, honours and possessions or to put 
obstacles in his way which would render what he undertakes difficult or 
impossible. On the positive side the vassal is bound to give his lord 
advice and aid {consilium^ auxilium). From the positive obligations of 
consilium and auocilium various concrete duties are derived. The 
principal form of advice {consilium) tendered to the lord by his men 
consists in their obligation to attend his court. Every lord had a court 
of his own, but not every court of this kind was competent to judge all 
cases. A feudal distinction has to be drawn in this respect between cases 
arising from the feudal nexus and cases of delegated public jurisdiction. 
These latter comprised chiefly criminal cases classified, as already pointed 
out, under the heads of high and low justice. The privilege of giving 
sentence in them and of exercising the fiscal exactions connected with 
them accrued only to those among the feudal lords who had obtained 
the corresponding franchises through express grant or by force. They 
were called seigneurs justiciers in France. The more numerous class of 
ordinary lords held courts if they had tenants of fiefs, and vassals and 
villein subjects under them. These feudal courts took cognizance of all 
processes as to land distributed by the lord to his dependents, but also 

1 Quoted by Pergameni, Vavouerie ecclisiastique beige, Ghent 1907^ pp. 83, 84. 
^ Quoted by Luehaire, Manuel des institutions fran^akes, p. 185. 
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to a great extent as to pleas concerning the persons of the vassals. The 

first group of pleas stands out so clearly that there is no special 

necessity to dwell on its range. It need only be noticed that the 

proceedings concerning unfree tenures were substantially of the same 

kind as those afiecting free or noble tenancies. A dispute as to the 

possession of a mllenaglum followed on the same lines as a trial in 

which a free tenement was the object in dispute, although the latter was 
naturally much more complex. From the technical point of view, in 

the first case the trial took place before the peers of the contending 

parties, who as suitors of the court were its judges, while in the second 

case the lord or his steward was the only judge and such assessors as 

were called up had only advisory powers. But as a matter of fact the 

verdicts of the coui't were regarded as the expression of legal custom in 

the second case, and the reservation that the lord might override the 

customary rules was due to his exceptional position, and not to the 

ordinary working of manorial courts. A body of legal tradition and of 

conceptions of equity grew up in the lower social stratum as well as in 

the upper. This is especially noticeable in the case of English manorial 

courts, in the composition of which free and unfree elements are generally 

intermixed in such a way that it is difficult to distinguish between 

verdicts laid down by the free tenants and those contributed by the 

villeins. The one really important difference lay in the fact that the 

villeins had to look for justice to the manorial court in all cases, not 

only tenurial, but also personal, such as cases of battery, defamation, 

adultery and the like, while free men and specially men of noble birth 

were either directly amenable to justice by the medium of the royal 

tribunals or could, if they appeared before a feudal court, insist on a very 
strict maintenance of their privileges in view of the supervision of royal 

courts. 
In a sense the circle of tenants constituting the peers’ court was a 

most complete expression of the principle of equality as between allied 

sovereigns. The decision was formulated strictly by the peers of the 

contending parties, and this led, in regard to criminal accusations, to the 
famous doctrine of the Great Charter: nullus liber homo capiatur vel 

imprisonetur nisi per judicium parium suorum vel per legem terrae” 

(sect. 69). The decision of a court of peers was final. An appeal was 
impossible from the feudal point of view, because it would have meant 

a revision of the judgment by higher authority, and feudal litigants 

submitted not to higher authority but to a convention in which they 
had taken part. There were, however, two cases in which a vassal 

might seek redress from a source of law superior to the court of peers 

presided over by his suzerain. If justice was denied to him by this 

tribunal he could ask the overlord, that is, the suzerain of his immediate 
lord, to see that justice should be done. This was, however, no appeal 

as to law or facts, but only an attempt to set the machinery of feudal 

CH. XVIII. 
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jurisdiction in motion. The second eventuality occurred when one of 
the parties to a suit actually contested the justice of a particular decision 
or sentence. He could in French feudal law attaint or falsify the verdict 
by pronouncing the formula, “ je vous appelle de faux jugement.” This 
meant that he challenged the fairness and honour of the judges, and the 
result was single combat between the protesting party and one or several 
of the judges, not a satisfactory solution of the difficulties from our point 
of view, nor, probably, from that of many judges concerned. There were 
devices which rendered such attaint hazardous in some cases: the members 
of the tribunal could pronounce the decision in corpore, and in this case 
the option for the dissatisfied party was to fight them all. In any case 
this mode of appeal was directed towards the revision of the judgment 
by God rather than by man, and at bottom did not subvert the principle 
that a man ought to be judged by his peers and by his peers only. It 
is hardly necessary to add that the falsifying of judgments has been 
described here in conformity to strict rules of feudal theory. In practice 
all sorts of compromises took place. In England, for example, the 
revision of judgments by higher courts was brought about at a very 
early stage by the intervention of the king’s court, though not without 
opposition from the barons. An instructive case occun-ed, for example, 
in the reign of William the Conqueror. In a trial as to land between 
Bishop GunduK of Rochester and Picot, the Sheriff of Cambridgeshire, 
the county pronounced in favour of the latter, but through the inter¬ 
vention of Odo of Bayeux twelve representatives of the shire were called 
up to confirm the verdict by oath in the king’s court, and ultimately, 
after a declaration by a monk who had been steward of the estate in 
question, the unlucky doomsmen were driven either to go through the 
ordeal of redhot iron or to recant. The indirect way in which the 
prejudiced intervention of the higher powers took effect in this case is 
characteristic of the traditional difficulties which stood in the way of 
downright revision. As on many other occasions, there are threads 
connecting feudal theory with recent or actual practice, and we may not 
unreasonably see in the doctrine as to the finalily of jury verdicts a 
modernised offshoot of the older doctrine of the judgment by peers. 
Of course the differentiation between questions of fact and questions of 
law has made it possible to concede to juries the highly privileged 
position which they generally enjoy, but the germ of the corresponding 
rules is historically connected with the immunity from outside influence 
which formed one of the most characteristic traits of the feudal judg¬ 
ment by peers \ 

Similar phenomena meet our eye when we come to consider the 
processes of legislation obtaining in the feudal world. It is evident in 
theory that a baron, being a sovereign, could not be subjected to any 
will but his own, and that therefore such common arrangements as had 

1 Bigelow, PZflcito p. 34. 
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to be made in medieval society bad to be effected on the same lines as 

modem international conventions. And indeed we find this idea at the 

root of the feudal doctrine of legislation; in the custom of Touraine-Anjou 

it was expressed in the following way: The baron has all manner of 

justice in his territory^ and the king cannot proclaim his command in 

the land of the baron without the latter’s consent; nor can the baron 
proclaim his command in the land of his tenant without the consent of 

the tenant^” 
In consequence of this general principlcj all feudal legislation ranging 

outside the immediate demesne of the single baron takes the shape of a 

stabilimenfum (etablissement) or of an assize enacted in the court of a 

superior lord with the express or implied consent of his vassals. An 

ordinance of the Viscount of Thouars (a.b. 1099), example, instituting 

a certain annual charge to be paid by the tenants, refers at the close to 

the authority and will of the barons of my land ” (quoted by Luchaire, 

Manml des institutions Jran^aises^ p. 253). The same notion reappears 

in ordinances made by much greater potentates, such as the dukes of 

Normandy, e.g. by 'William the Conqueror, in 1064 (on public peace), 

by counts of Flanders (Baldwin of Constantinople, in 1199, on usury), 

by dukes of Brittany (in 1185, on succession to fiefs), even by kings of 

France and kings of England; Henry IFs Assize of the Forest, for 

instance, begins in the following manner: ‘^This is the assize of the Lord 

King Henry, the son of Maud, in England, about forest and hunting, by 
the advice and consent (per consilium et assensum) of the archbishops, 

bishops and barons, earls (comiturri) and noblemen of England at Wood- 

stock” (Stubbs, Select Ch. 157). Theoretically, the individual consent 
of each member of the gathering to any decision was needed if it were 
to bind him, but historically, the legislative assemblies were not merely 

the outcome of feudal meetings, they were also survivals of more ancient 

popular assemblies, while, as a matter of practice, the authority of the 

superior lord and the influence of leading magnates asserted themselves 

in a much greater degree than would have been allowed from a purely 
individual point of view. It thus depended very much on circumstances 

whether centripetal or centrifugal tendencies got the upper hand. The 
majority principle had not been evolved either, at least during the 

eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries. As the French historian 

Luchaire has expressed it, voices were rather weighed than counted. But 

the idea of a convention made itself felt in a very definite manner, and 
this point must be noticed as very important in view of subsequent develop¬ 

ment. The early doctrine of medieval estates is clearly connected with these 

feudal views on the side both of legislation and taxation. The view that 

1 Coutume’de Tonraine-Anjoii, p. 17: Bers si a toutes en sa terr©, ne li rois ne pnet 
mettr© ban en la tere an baron, sanz son assentement, ne li bers ne puet mettre ban 
en la terre an vavasor, sanz rassentement an vavasor; (received intbe Etablissement 
de St Louis, i. p. 26. See P. VioUet, ttablmemmU de St Louis^ n. p. 36). 
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the nation is not bound to pay a tax to the imposition of which it has 

not consented through its representatives (the constitutional rule on 

which the development of Parliament depended later on) certainly has 

its roots in the feudal maxim that no baron was bound by ordinances in 

the establishment of which he had not taken a part. It is also not 

alien to our purpose to notice that the distinction between greater and 

smaller barons suggested by the far-reaching differences, in regard to the 

appropriation of public power, afforded a germ for the subsequent rise of 

aristocratic “Second Chambers.” The House of Lords, as a court, is 

a house of peers, and it is not only in England that the prominence of 

the magnates secured for them a special personal standing in legislative 

organisation: a curious parallel, all the more instructive because it is 

supplied by a microscopic state, is presented by the history of Bearn in 

the Pyrenees. In that vicomU^ an aristocratic council of twelve hereditary 

jurati, drawn from the most powerful houses of local nobility, appears as 

the cour mqjoicr and acts as a standing committee of the full court 

(cour pUnihe). It had to settle disputes between the viscounts and 

their vassals and in general to control the current administration of 

law k 

A survey of medieval society from the one point of view of 

contractual relations would, however, be incomplete, one-sided and 

artificial. In order to be correct it ought to be matched by an 

examination of the constituent elements combining to form the feudal 

organisation. Such an examination would have to take each feudal unit 

singly and to describe the rule of the lord over his subjects as well as the 

work of these subjects. 

The most characteristic type of such a feudal unit is certainly the 

English manor^ and I should like to turn now to a study of it which 

will afford a key to the understanding of similar phenomena in other 

countries of Western Europe. The manor is a necessary outcome of 

so-called natural husbandry, providing for the requirements of life by 

work carried out on the spot, without much exchanging and buying. 

It is the connecting link in the social life of classes, some of which are 

primarily occupied with the rough work of feeding, clothing and housing 

society, while others specialise in defending it and providing for its 

secular and spiritual government. It presents the lowest and most 

efficient unit of medieval organisation, and local justice, administration 

and police ai'e all more or less dependent on its arrangements. Let us 

look at the different elements of which this historical group is composed. 

First of all there is the economic element. The manor afforded the 

most convenient, and even the necessary, arrangements of work and profit 

in those times. It would be quite wrong to assume that the interests 

and rights of the many were simply sacrificed to the interests and rights 
of a few rulers, that the manor was nothing but an estate, cultivated 

' Cadier, Les Mats du Siam, quoted by Luchaire, p. 254. 
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and exploited for the sake of the lord and managed at discretion by his 

will and the will of his ser^^ants. On the contrary, one of the best 

established facts in the economic life of the manor was its double 

mechanism, if one may say so. It consisted, as a rule, of a village 

community with wide though peculiar self-government and of a manorial 

administration superimposed on it, influencing and modifying the life 

of the community but not creating it. This double aim and double 

mechanism of the manor must be noticed at the outset as a very 

characteristic feature; it places the manor in a sharp contrast both to 

the plantations of slaves of the ancient world and to the commercial 

husbandry of a modem estate struggling for profit as best it may. 
Manorial husbandry was all along striving towards two intimately 

connected aims, providing the villagers with means of existence and 

providing the lord with profits. Hence a dual machinery to attain 

these aims, both a village community and the lord’s demesne. 

The village community lay at the basis of the wholeh It gave rise 

to a very peculiar system of holding and using land, not to be confused 

either with the case of the tribal community in which rights are graduated 

according to the pedigree of a person, or with that of the communalism of 

the Russian mir or of some Hindu settlements, in which land is allotted 
and redivided according to the requirements and the economic strength 

of the settlers. The peculiar bent of the English rural community 

would perhaps be best indicated by the expression shareholding arrange¬ 

ment” or community of shareholders.” Each of the households settled 

in the village had a fixed and constant share, or maybe half a share, or 

a quarter, or the eighth part of a share assigned to it. It stood in scot 

and in lot with the village as a hide or two virgates or one virgate or 
a bovate, according to the size of the share. By the standard of this 

hereditary share all rights and duties were apportioned. By the side 

of the shareholders there generally lived in the viEage smaller tenants 

(cottagers, crofters) but they were merely an adjunct to the main body 

of the tenantry and may be left out of reckoning in our general 

survey. 
The system of communal shareholding was very strikingly iEustrated 

by the treatment of waste and pasture in the medieval village. It was 
not divided among the tenants, and, though later in legal theoiy 

it belonged to the lord, it was everywhere considered by custom as a 

“common” for the use of the villagers. In most cases it had to be 

stinted to some extent: rules were formulated as to the species and number 
of beasts to be sent to pasture, as to seasons, and as to precautions against 

abuses; and these rules can generally be traced to the main principle, 
that every household has to use the common according to the size of its 

1 In parts of the country settled on the system of scattered farms, arahle and 
meadows came naturally to be divided among separate households, but even then 
a great deal of communalism remained in the management of pasture and wood. 
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share, so that, for instance, a virgater had the right to send two cows 

and eight sheep to the pasture, while the owner of a bovate could only send 

one cow and four sheep, and so on. The use of wood for building purposes, 

of hedges for fuel, of turf, and other profits drawn from the common 

and undivided fund of the village, were regulated by rules or by-laws of 

the same kind. In regard to meadows^ which were scarce and highly 

valued, the communalism of the village found a suitable expression in 

the division of these meadows into a certain number of strips according 

to the number of households taking part in the community: these 

strips were then allotted to one after the other of the households in a 

customary order or by casting lots. The arable did not change hands in 

the same way. As a rule, the strips of the arable were owned by each 

household in hereditary succession, each generation entering into the 

rights of the preceding generation in this respect. But, even in the 

case of the arable, there were many facts to shew that it was considered 

dependent on the community, though held to a certain extent in severalty 

by the households. To begin with, the holding in severalty existed on 

the land only for one part of the year. The tenant had a particular 

right to it while it was under arop^ that is, when it had been ploughed up 

and sown, and while the harvest had not yet removed the proceeds of the 

individual labour and care which the tiller had bestowed upon it. As 

most fields were cultivated in medieval England on the three-field or 

on the two-field system, the households of shareowners obtained private 

rights over their arable strips while winter corn or spring com grew 

on the soil, and these separate rights were marked off by narrow lines 

of turf between the strips, called balks^ while the whole of the sown 

field was protected from the inroads of cattle by a temporary hedge. 

But after harvest had been gathered the hedges fell, and the whole 

field returned to the condition of waste to be used for pasture as a 

common: a condition which took up the whole of every third year in 

a three-field and the whole of every second year in a two-field husbandry, 

besides a considerable part of the years when the field received seed. 

Private occupation of the strips emerged in this way from time to time 

from the open common field, an arrangement which not only kept up 

the principle that the arable was, after all, the property of the village 

as a whole, but had direct practical consequences in hampering private 

industry and the use of private capital in cultivation: it rendered, for 

instance, manuring a very complicated and rather exceptional process. 

Nor is this all: the householder did not only cease to cultivate his plot 

as soon as harvest was over, but he had, even before then, to conform in the 

plan and methods of cultivation to the customs and arrangements of his 

neighbours. The arable of his holding was generally composed of a 

certain number of strips in proportion to the importance of his share, 

and these strips lay intermixed with the strips of other villagers so that 

every one came to own patches of land, acres and half-acres in all the 
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“shots and furlongs of the village,’*’ as the fields were called, and had to 

wander about in all directions to look after his own. Such an arrange¬ 

ment would be the height of absurdity in any state of society where 

individual ownership prevails, and this point by itself tvouM be sufficient 

to shew that what was meant was not a division of claims according 

to the simple rules of private owmership, so familiar to us, but a communaJ 

cultivation in which the arable was divided betw^een the shareholders with 

as much proportionate fairness as possible. In keeping with this principle, 

the plan of cultivation, the reclaiming of land, the sequence of seasons 

for its use for wheat, barley, oats, peas, the time of its lying fallow, 

for setting up of hedges and their removal, the rules as to sending cattle 

on to the stubble, and the like, were worked out and put in practice, not 

by the industry of every single householder, but by the decision of 

the village as a whole. We may even discover traces of re-divisions, 

by which the shares of the householders were partitioned anew according 

to the standard of proportionate importance, though such instances are 

very exceptional and mostly connected with cases where some confusion 

had occurred to break up the proper relations of the holdings. If we look 

at the open-field system as a whole, we must insist upon the fact that 
the key to its arrangement lies in the principle of shareholding, every 

household being admitted to a certain proportion of rights according to 
its share in the community, and being held to corresponding duties. 

The village community has, as a rule, a dememe farm superimposed 

on it, and the connexion between the two is very close and intimate. 

To begin with, the lord’s demesne farm draws rents in money and in 

kind from the plots of the tenants, and it serves as a counting-house 

for the discharge of these rents. By the side of the counting-house 
stand barns and stores, where the multifarious proceeds of natural 

husbandry are gathered as they come in from the holdings. In some 

manors the dues are arranged to form a complete outfit for the con¬ 

sumption of the lord's household, a farm of one night, of a week, of 

a fortnight, as the case may be. The manors of the Abbey of Ramsey 

were bound to render as a fortnight’s farm IS quarters of flour, 2000 loaves 

of bread, 24 gallons of beer, 48 gallons of malt, 2 sesters of honey, 

10 flitches of bacon, 10 rounds of cheese, 10 very best sucking pigs, 

14 lambs, 14 geese, 120 chickens, 2000 eggs, 2 tubs of butter, 24 gallons 

of audit ^e. In Lent the bacon and the cheese were struck ofiF and money 

paid in their stead. 
By the help of these accumulated stores, and of funds drawn from 

money rents and of small leases, the lord keeps a number of servants, and 

hires some labourers for the cultivation of the home farm, of the orchard 

and the arable set apart for it, as well as for looking after the buildings, the 
implements, etc. But the peculiar feature of the manorial arrangement 

consists in the fact that the demesne farm does not live independently 
of the village community adjoined to it, does not merely draw profits 
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from it in the way of rents, but actually gets its labour from this village 

community and thereby builds up its husbandry. 

The most important of these services is the xveeh work performed by 

the peasantry. Every virgater or holder of a bovate has to send a 

labourer to do work on the lord’s farm for about half the number of 

days in the week. Three days is indeed the most common standard for 

service of this kind, though four or even five occur sometimes, as 

well as two. It must be borne in mind in the case of heavy charges, 

such as four or five days’ week work, that only one labourer from the 

whole holding is meant, while generally there were several men living on 

every holding; otherwise the service of five days would be impossible to 

perform. In the course of these three days, or whatever the number 

was, many requirements of the demesne had to be met. The principal 

of these was ploughing the fields belonging to the lord, and for such 

ploughing the peasant had not only to appear personally as a labourer, 

but to bring his oxen and plough or rather to join with his oxen and 

plough in the work imposed on the village: the heavy plough with a 

team of eight oxen had usually to be made up by several peasants con¬ 

tributing their beasts and implements towards its composition. In the 

same way the villagers had to go through the work of harrowing with 

their harrows, and of carrying the harvest in their wains and carts. 

Carrying duties, in carts and on horseback, were also apportioned 

according to the time they took as a part of the week work. Then 

came innumerable varieties of manual work for the erection and keeping 

up of hedges, the preservation of dykes, canals, and ditches, the thresh¬ 

ing and garneinng of corn, the tending and shearing of sheep and so forth. 

All this hand-work was reckoned according to customary standards as 

day work and week work. But alongside of all these services into which 

the regular week work of the peasantry was distributed stood some 

additional duties. The ploughing for the lord, for instance, was not 

only imposed in the shape of a certain number of days in the week, but 

also took the shape of a certain number of acres which the village had 

to plough and to sow for the lord irrespective of the amount of time 

it took to do so. This was sometimes termed gafolearth. Then again 

exceedingly burdensome sexwices were required, in the seasons when 

farming processes are, as it were, at their height, at times of mowing 

and reaping when every day is of special value and the working power 

of the farm-hands is stx’ained to the utmost. At that time it was the 

custom to call up the whole able-bodied population of the manor, 

with the exception of the housewives, for two, three or more days of 

mowing and reaping on the lord’s fields. To these boonworks the peasantry 

was asked or invited by special summons, and their value was so far 

appreciated that the villagers were usually treated to meals in cases 

where they were again and again called off from their own fields to the 

demesne. The liberality of the lord actually went so far in exceptionally 
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hard straits, as to serve some ale to the labourers to keep them in 

good humour. In this way the demesne farm throve as a kind of huge 

parasitical growth by drawing on the strength of the tenantry. 

Let us now turn to the second constitutive element of the manor, to 

what we have called its social aspect in distinction to the economic and 

to the political aspects. From the social point of view the manor is 

a combination of classes, and the three main classes are to be found 
on its soil: the villeins, or as they are sometimes called the customary 

tenants, the freeholders or free tenants, and the officials and servants 

of the lord. 
The villeins are in the majority. They come from people whose 

position was by no means uniform. Some of them are the offspring of 

slaves, some of free men who have lapsed into serfdom through crime 

or inability to provide the means of existence. Some claim to descend 

from the ceorls of Saxon times, a class of free peasants who were gradually 

crushed down to rural servitude. Be that as it may, the distinctive 

features of villeinage are derived from all its original sources and are 

blended to form a condition which is neither slavery nor self-incurred 

serfdom nor the subjection of free peasants to their rulers. Three main 

traits seem especially characteristic of manorial villeinage: the per¬ 
formance of rural services, the inability to claim and defend civil 

rights against the lord, and the recognition of villeins as free men in 
all matters concerning the political and criminal law of the realm. Each 

of these traits deserves some special notice. 
The villein is primarily a man obliged to perform rural work for his 

lord. Every person in the medieval social scheme is bound to perform 

some kind of work, every one holds by some kind of service or appears as 

a follower of one who holds by some service. The Church holds some 

of her lands in return for her obligation to pray and to minister to 
spiritual needs. The knights and serjeants hold theirs by military 

service of different kinds. The burgesses and socagers hold in the main 

by paying rents, by rent service. The villein has to perform agricultural 

services to his lord. Some such agricultural services may be linked to the 

tenure of other classes, to the tenure of socagers, burgesses, and even 

military tenants, but the characteristic weelc work was primarily imposed 

on the villeins, and though they sometimes succeeded in getting rid of 

it by commuting it for money payments, these modifications of their 

status were considered as secondary and exceptional, and generafly some 

traces of the original obligations of agricultural service were left: even 

privileged villeins had to serve their lord as reeves or rural stewards, had 

to send their sheep to the lord’s fold, had to app^r at the bidding 

of manorial officers to perform one or the other kind of work in the 
field. The villein was emphatically a man who held by the fork and 

the flail. 
In the early days of feudalism agricultural service must have decided 
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the fate of many people who had good claims to rank as free. In a 

rough way the really important distinction was this: on one side stood 

people who were bound to feed the rest and were therefore bound to the 

glebe, on the other those who were free to go wherever they pleased, 

provided they performed their military or ecclesiastical duties, and paid 

their rents. But when once the main social cleavage had taken place, the 

lawyers had to face a vast number of personal claims and disputes, and 

they gradually worked out a principle which itself became a basis for 

social distinctions, namely that the villein, the peasant holding by rural 

work, had no civil claims against his lord. It was convenient to assume 

that everything a villein possessed was derived from a grant of his lord 

and liable to be resumed by him, and though this may by no means be true 

in point of historical fact, it became as good as true because the king’s 

courts declined to examine and decide civil suits of villeins against their 

lord. Villeins were left unprotected, and this lack of protection gave birth 

to a series of customary exactions quite apart from the many instances 

when a lord simply ill-treated the peasants. A villein had to pay a fine on 

the marriage of his daughter because she was considered the property of 

the lord, and this fine was materially increased when she married out of 

the lordship, as the lord lost his bond-woman and her offspring by such 

a marriage. On the death of a villein his heir could not enter his 

inheritance without surrendering a valuable horse or ox in recognition 

of the claims of the lord to the agricultural outfit of the holding. 

As a matter of fact the civil disability of villeins did not amount to a 

general insecurity of their rights of possession. On the contrary, the custom 

of the manor was elaborately constant and provided for most contingencies 

of rural life with as much accuracy and nicety of distinction as the law 

administered in the royal courts. But all these provisions were merely 

customary rules drawn from facts; they were not binding on the lord, 

and in one very important respect, the amount and kind of work to 

be exacted from the peasant, changes and increases occasionally oc¬ 

curred. There was one class of the English peasantry which enjoyed 

a much better condition, namely the villeins on the so-called ancient 

demesne of the Crown. In manors which had belonged to the kings 

before the Conquest and had been granted to subjects after the Conquest, 

the lords had no right to oust the villagers from their holdings and to 

increase their services at pleasure, but were bound to follow the customs 

which held good at the time of the transfer of the estates from the 

Crown. In such manors a recourse to the rural courts was admitted 

and the peasants were treated as free people in regard to their tenements 

and services; their tenure became a species of lease or contract, though 

burdened with base services. This valuable privilege only emphasised 

with greater sharpness the rightless condition of the rest of the 
peasantry. 

This rightlessness was, however, restricted to the relations of the 
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villeins with their lord. In regard to all third persons and in regard to 

the requirements of the State they were considered to be free. This is 

the third marked feature of their condition. Let us remember that the 

slave of Roman and Saxon times was a thing, an animal at best, that he 

was supposed to act merely on behalf of his master, that if he committed 

a theft or slew somebody his master was held responsible for his crime, 

and that he was not admitted as a warrior to the host and did not pay any 
taxes to .grasping fiscal authorities, though he was estimated at Ms worth 

and more than his worth when Ms master had to pay. All these traits 

of slavery gradually disappeared when slaves and ceorls were blended in 

the mould of villeinage. The villein was recognised as having a soul and 

a will of his own not only in the eyes of the Christian Church but in those 

of the feudal State. He could enter into agreements, and acquire property 

in spite of the fact that some authoritative lawyers maintained that he 

could acquire nothing for himself and that all he had belonged to his 

lord. He was set in the stocks or hanged for crimes, and the lord had to 

be content with the loss of his man, as he had not to pay for Ms felonies. 

Villeins were grouped in Jrithborgs or tithings of Jranlcphdge in order 
that the peace of the realm and its police might be better enforced. 

They were not merely taxed by their lords and through their lords, but 

also had to pay hidage and geld from their own land and fifteenths and 

twentieths from their own chattels. Altogether the government looked 
upon them as its direct subjects and did not fail to impose duties on 

them, though it declined to protect their customary rights against the 

lord. 
The celebrated enactments of Magna Charta as to personal security 

and rights of property applied primarily to Jhe rmn and to free irnie- 
mentSy emd of such there were a good many in the manor. Indeed a 

manor was deemed incomplete without them. Besides the knights and 

squires or serjeants who held of the lord by military service, there were 

numerous tenants who stood to Mm in a relation of definite agreement, 

paying certain fixed rents or performing certain specified services which, 
however burdensome, did not amount to the general obligation of rural 

labour incumbent on the villeins. Many w^ere the tenants, who, without 

appealing to a charter or a specified agreement to prove their contractual 
relation to the lord, held their tenements from father to son as if there 

were a specific agreement between them and the lord, performing certain 

services and paying certain rents ; and this class was the most important of 

all. These were the freeholders properly so termed or, as they were 

called in many ancient manors, the sokemen. Without going into the 

question of their origin and history, we must emphatically lay down the 

principle of their tenure in feudal society: it wm tenure by C07it7'act and 
therefore free. Such was its essence, although in many, perhaps in most 

cases, the formation of the contract was hidden by lapse of time unto which 
memory does not run, and indeed hardly amounted to more than a legal 
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presumption. The clear distinction, drawn by the Courts between tenants 

in a relation of contract with their lord and tenants in a relation of custom¬ 

ary subjection, divided sharply the classes of freeholders and villeins and 

moulded all the details of their personal position. It was not always 

easy to make out in particular cases to which of the two great sub¬ 

divisions a person and a holding belonged, and, as a matter of history, 

the process of pressing the people into the hard and fast lines of this 

classification was achieved by disregarding previous and more organic 

arrangements, but undoubtedly this distinction created a mould, which 

not only worked powerfully to bring some order into feudal society, but 

set a definite aim before the very class which was depressed by it; to 

obtain freedom the villeins must aspii'e to contractual relations with 

their lords. 

We are now concerned with the period when these aspirations were 

only more or less indefinite ferments of social progress, and the legal 

distinction still acted as a firm rule. The freeholders sought and 

obtained protection for their rights in the royal courts and thereby 

not only acquired a privileged position in regard to holdings, dues and 

services, but in a sense, obtained an entirely different footing from the 

villein and were able to step out of the manorial arrangement, to seek 

their law outside it. This was undoubtedly the case, and the count¬ 

less records of law suits between lords and tenants tell us of all the 

possibilities which such a position opened to the freeholders. But it is 

necessary to realise the other side of the matter, which we may be apt 

to disregard if we lay too much stress on the legal standing of 

freeholders in the King’s Courts. In all that touched the life and 

aixangements of the village community underlying the manor, the 

freeholders were in scot and in lot with the township and therefore on 

an equal footing with the villeins. In speaking of the management of 

open field and waste, of the distribution of arable and meadows, of the 

practices of enclosure and pasture, etc., we did not make any difference 

between villeins snA freeholders^ indeed we have not even mentioned the 

terms. We have spoken of tenants, of members of the community, of 

shareholders, and now that we have learnt to fathom the deep legal 

chasm between the two sections of the tenantry, we still must insist on 

the fact that both sections were at one in regard to all the rights and 

duties derived from their agrarian association, appertaining to them as 

tillers of the soil and as husbands of their homes. Both sections joined 

to frame the by-laws and to declare the customs which ruled the life of 

the village and its intricate economic practices. And the freeholders 

had not only to take part in the management of the community but, of 

course, to conform to its decisions. They were not free in the sense of 

being able to use their plots as they liked, to manage their arable and 

pasture in severalty, to keep up a separate and independent husbandry. 

If they transgressed against the rules laid down by the community, they 
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were liable to pay fines, to get their cattle impounded, to have their 

property distrained upon. Of course, the processes of customary law 

were greatly hampered and even modified by the fact that the freeholders 

had access to the royal courts, and so could challenge the verdicts of the 

manorial jurisdiction and the decisions of the township in the royal 

courts. And undoubtedly the firm footing obtained by freeholders in 

this respect enabled them on many occasions to thwart the petty juris¬ 

diction of their neighbours, and to set up claims which were not in keeping 

with a subjection to by-laws made by the manorial community. But this 

clashing of definitions and attributes, though unavoidable in view of the 

ambiguous position of freeholders, must not prevent us from recognising 

the second principle of their condition as well as the first; they were 

not merely tenants by contract but also members of a village community 

and subjected to its by-laws. 

After what has been said of the position of the tenants, we need not 

dwell very long on the standing of the lord and of his immediate 

helpers. The lord was a monarch in the manor, but a monarch fettered 

by a customary constitution and by contractual rights. He was often 

strong enough to break through these customs and agreements, to act 

in an arbitrary way, to indulge in cruelty and violence. But in the 

great majority of cases feelings and caprice gave way to reasonable 

considerations. A reasonable lord could not afford to disregard the 

standards of fairness and justice which were set up by immemorial 

custom, and a knowledge of the actual conditions of life. A mean line 

had to be struck between the claims of the rulers and the interests 

of the subjects, and along this mean line by-laws were framed and 
customs grew up which protected the tenantry even though it was 

forsaken by the king’s judges. This unwritten constitution was safe¬ 

guarded not only by the apprehension that its infringement might 

scatter the rustic population on whose labour the well-being of the lord 

and his retainers after all depended, but also by the necessity of keeping 

within bounds the power of the manorial staff of which the lord had to 

avail himself. This staff comprised the stewards and seneschals who had 
to act as overseers of the whole, to preside in the manorial courts, to 

keep accounts, to represent the lord on all occasions; the reeves who, 

though chosen by the villagers, acted as a kind of middlemen between 
them and the lord and had to take the lead in the organisation of 

all the rural services; the beadles and radhnighis ot radrmn who had 
to serve summonses and to carry orders; the various warders, such as 

the hayward, who had to superintend hedges, the woodward for pastures 

and wood, the sower and the thresher; the graves of moors and dykes 

who had to look after canals, ditches and drainage; the phughmm 

cmd herdsmen, employed for the use of the domanial plough-teams 

and herds. All these ministri had to be kept in check by a weE- 
advised landlord, and one of the most efficient checks on them was 
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provided by the formation of manorial custom. It was in the interest 

of the lord himself to strengthen the customary order which pre¬ 

vented grasping stewards and serjeants from ruining the peasantry by 

extortions and arbitrary rule. This led to the great enrolments of custom 

as to holdings and services, of which many have come down to us from 

the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth centuries ; they were a safeguard 

for the interests both of the tenants and of the lord. 
The complex machinery of the manor as the centre of economic 

affairs and of social relations demanded by itself a suitable organisation. 

But besides this the manor was the local centre for purposes of police 

and justice; it had to enforce the king’s commands and the law of 

the realm in its locality. It would be more correct to say that the 

manor and the village community or township underlying it were re¬ 

garded as local centres of justice and police, because in these political 

matters the double aspect of the manor, the fact of its being composed 

of an upper and a lower half, came quite as plainly to the fore as 

in its economic working. Indeed, for purposes of justice, taxation, 

supervision of vagabonds, catching and watching thieves, keeping in 

order roads, and the like, the government did not recognise as the direct 

local unit the manor, but the vill, the village community or town,»s 

the old English term went. The vill had to look after the formation 

of frankpledge, to keep ward, to watch over prisoners and to conduct 

them to gaol, to make presentments to justices and to appear at the 

sheriff’s turn. This fact is a momentous piece of historical evidence 

as to the growth of manorial jurisdiction, but, apart from that, it has to 

be noticed as a feature of the actual administration of justice and police 

during the feudal period. It may be said that when the central power 

appealed directly to the population either for help or for responsibility, 

it did so through the medium not of the manors, but of the aneient 

towns or townships merged in them. 
But there were many affairs delegated to the care of the manor, in 

which the central power intervened only indirectly. There was the 

whole domain of petty jurisdiction over villeins, as subjects of the lord, 

there were the numberless cases arising from agrarian transgressions 

and disputes, there were disputes between tenants of the same lord in 

regard to land held from him, there were the Jranchises, that is, the 

powers surrendered by special grants of the government or by imme¬ 

morial encroachment of the lords in regard to tolls, market rights, 

the assize of bread and ale and other matters of commercial police, 

to the trying of thieves, poachers, and the like. In all these respects 

the manorial lord was called upon to act according to his standing and 

warranted privileges. But in no case could he act alone and by himself; 

he acted in his court and through his court. Originally this court, 

th.e halknote, the hall meeting, as we may translate the term, dealt with 

nil sorts of affairs : it tried the cases where villeins were concerned. 
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transacted tlie conveyancing business, enforced the jurisdiction of the 

franchises. Its suitors were freeholders and villeins alike, and if they 

did not always act jointly, we have at least no means of distinguishing 

between the different parts they played. Gradually, however, a 

differentiation took place, and three main types of courts came into 

being, the Customary Court, the Court Baron and the Court Leet; 

but we need not here concern ourselves with the technical distinctions 

involved by this differentiation of courts. 

All these details have a simple and reasonable meaning when we 

consider them from the point of view of an all-round arrangement 

of each locality for the settlement of ail its affairs, administrative, fiscal, 

jurisdictional, as well as economic and civil. This confusing variety has 

to be explained by the fact that, notwithstanding all strivings to make 

the manor complete and self-sufficient in this petty local sphere, it 

could not cut itself off from the general fabric of the kingdom. Through 

the channels which connected it with the central authorities came 

disturbing elements; the privileges of free tenants, the control over 

the use of franchises, the interference of royal courts and royal officers. 

All these factors rendered manorial arrangements more complex and 

less compact than they might otherwise have been; but, of course, 

these very elements insured its further development towards more perfect 
forms of organisation and prevented it from degenerating into despotism 

or into caste. 
The manor is peculiarly an English institution, although it may serve 

to illustrate Western European society in general. Feudalism, natural 
husbandi-y, the sway of the military class, the crystallisation of powers 

and rights in local centres, are phenomena which took place all over 

Western Europe and which led in France, in Germany, in Italy and 

Spain to similar though not identical results. It is interesting to 

watch how in these bygone times and far-off customs some of the 

historical traits which even now divide England from its neighbours 

are forming themselves at the very time when the close relationship 

between the European countries is clearly visible. The disruption of 

the nation into local organisms is more complete in France and in 

Germany than in England, which, through the fact of the Norman 

Conquest and the early rise of Norman royalty and Norman aristocracy, 

was welded into a national whole at a period when its southern neighbours 

were nearly oblivious of national union. Even so, the English manor 
was more systematically arranged and more powerfully united than the 

French Seigneurie or the German Grundherrschqft. The French baron 
ruled in an arbitrary manner over his serfs and was almost powerless in 

regard to his free vassaux^ while the German Grundherr had a most 
confusing complex of social groups to deal with, a complex more akin to 

the classes of England which existed on the day when King Edward the 
Confessor w^as ‘^alive and dead’’ than to the Engiand of Henry II and 
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Edward I. The social distinction between the military class and the rural 

labouring class, the natural husbandry, which dispensed to a great ex¬ 

tent with commercial intercourse and money dealings, produced in all 

western countries the subjection of villeins and the super-imposition of a 

lord’s demesne on the holdings of the working-class. But instead of 

assuming the form of a union between the lord’s demesne and a firmly 

organised village community, the central economy of the lord had to deal 

in France with loose clusters of separate settlements, while in Germany 

the communal element combined with the domanial in all sorts of chance 

ways, which, though very advantageous in some cases, did not develop 

without difficulty into a firmly established and generally recognised body 

of rural custom. 
In England things were different. There can be hardly any doubt 

that through the strong constitution, rooted in custom, of its manor 

England, in its social development, got quite as much start of its neigh¬ 

bours, as it obtained precedence over them politically through the early 

growth of parliamentary institutions. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

LEARNING AND LITERATURE TILL THE DEATH OF BEDE. 

Boethius, according to the famous phrase, is the last of the Romans. 

Between him and the writers who mark the highest point of the Caro- 

lingian Renaissance—one may take Einhard as a sample—three centuries 

intervene. It is the first part of my task to trace the paths along which 

the torch of learning was carried from the one height to the other. 

With what equipment was the journey begun? A reader of the 

Saturnalia of Macrobius cannot fail to be impressed with the abundance 

and variety of the ancient literature which the literary man at the 

beginning of the fifth century had at his disposal—sacral, anti¬ 
quarian, critical—reaching back to the days of Ennius. It may fairly 

said that down to the time of Alaric’s invasion the Latin literature was 

intact; and that long after that date, at many educational centres in 
Italy, Gaul, Spain, Africa, large stores of works now lost to us were pre¬ 
served and used. Still, the existence of a not inconsiderable part of the 

literature was bound up with that of Rome: particularly that part 

which was specifically pagan. Of treatises like those of Veranius on the 

Fantijices or Trebatius Testa Be religton^us there were probably few if 
any copies outside the public libraries of the city : no Christian would 

be at the pains of transcribing them; a single conflagration put an end 

to them for good and aU. What perished during the fifth century we 
shall never know; but we may be sure that between the days of Macrobius 

and Boethius there must have been extensive losses. 
The works of Boethius are not of a kind to throw much light upon 

the preservation of Latin literature in his time. Some are versions or 

adaptations of Greek sources which for the most part still exist. The 
greatest, the Be cmsolatiom PUlosopJiiae—m external form resembling 

the work of an African writer of the previous centuiy, Martianus 

Capella—witnesses, indeed, to the nobility of the man who wrote it: 

but the conditions under which it was produced (and for that matter, 

its whole scope) forbid us to expect from it that wealth of quotation and 
reference which might have characterised it, had it emanated from the 

home of Boethius and not from his prisonh 
Among the contemporaries of Boethius there is one, Ca^iodorus, of 

whose literary resources we can form a more precise estimate* It is 

1 This statement is not meant to exclude the possibility of the indebtedness of 
Boethius to earlier writers in the general lines or even in the subject-matter of his work 
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Cassiodoms, nior€over, wliom we roust regard as tlie greatest individual 

contributor to the preservation of learning in the W^est. His long life 

(c. 490-588) was enormously effective, both for his own time and for 

ours. What made it so effective was his conviction that there ought 

to be an educated clergy. We have seen (i. 570) that in 585--6, under 

Pope Agapetus, he attempted to found a Christian academy in Rome, 

avowedly in imitation of those which had existed at Alexandria and 

Antioch and that which was still active at Nisibis. Failing in this 

project, he turned to another, which, more modest in its conception, was 

in reality destined to attain a success far wider, probably, than would 

have attended the other. The library^ which he founded for his monks 

at Squillace (Vivarium, the Calabrian monastery to which he retired 

about 540), and the handbooks which he compiled for them to serve as 

a key thereto (De Institutione Divinamm Litterarum^ and De Artihus et 

Discipli/nis Liberalium Litterarum)^ served to organise the literary side of 

monastic life. But for the existence of such a sanction for literary 

culture, it is quite possible that, with the exception of Virgil, no Latin 

classic would have reached us in a complete form. Not that Cassiodorus 

specially commends to his monks the study of belles lettres or of 

antiquity for their own sake; such matters are (and this is true 

of the whole period after Boethius) ancillary to the study of the 

Bible. 
The Bible, therefore, occupies the forefront. There must be, in the 

first place, examination and comparison of the older versions, both 

Greek and Latin; and the purest possible text of the standard version, 

that of Jerome, must be secured. Of the textual labours of Cassiodorus 
the greatest remaining monument is the Codex Amiatinus; the story of 

its journey from England to Italy in the seventh century is a striking 

reminder of the wide range of influence which he obtained^ Further 

research is needed to place us in a position to gauge with certainty the 

extent to which his labours can be traced in the text of the Vulgate 

Gospels. Upon the fixing of the text of the sacred books follows the 

ascertaining of their meaning. A valuable companion to the books was 

provided by Cassiodorus in the shape of a Latin version of the Antiquities 

of Josephus, made at his instigation but not by his own hand. His 

personal contribution consisted of a voluminous commentary on the 

1 In this connexion the theory put forth in 1911 hy the late Dr Rudolf Beer is 
of surpassing interest. On the evidence of the lists of authors named or used by 
Cassiodorus, coupled with the old catalogues and extant remains of the Library of 
Bobbio (founded in 612 by St Columhan), he makes it appear probable that there 
was a great transference of books from Vivarium to Bobbio. Thus the famous 
palimpsests of which Mai revealed the contents to an astonished world in the early 
years of the nineteenth century are nothing less than the remnants of the treasure 
accumulated by Cassiodorus himself. 

2 ig worth mention that quite recently a leaf of a second Cassiodorian Bible has 
been recovered in the north of England, and other leaves are in private possession. 
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Psalms, and a more valuable, though incomplete, version of Clement of 

Alexandria'^s notes on the Catholic Epistles. His library contained all 

the best Latin expositors of the fourth and fifth centuries. 
His anxiety for the faithful presentation of the Biblical text finds 

expression in the stress he lays upon “ orthography,’’ a term which 

includes a great deal of what we should call grammar: he recommends 

the use of a number of older writers on the subject, and his own latest 

work was devoted to it. Incidentally he speaks of the utility of certain 

geographical books in connexion with sacred study, and of the Church 

histories of the fifth-century Greek writers, Socrates, Sozomen, and 

Theodoret, which he had induced one Epiphanius to render into Latin; 

we know this translation as the Historia Tripartita, 
The end of the first division of the Institutions deals with the • 

practically useful arts of agriculture (gardening) and medicine. The 
second part is a summary introduction to the seven Liberal Arts—they 

are the same for Cassiodorus as for Martianus Capella—Grammar, 

Rhetoric, Dialectic, Arithmetic, Music, Geometry, Astronomy. The 

bibliography is here much scantier than in the first book, but even so, some 

works are named and used which we no longer have. We do not, as was 
said above, find our author definitely prescribing for his monks the study 

of the older poets and historians. What we do find is a recognition of 

the usefulness of secular as well as of sacred learning, an authorisation 
of the enlargement of the field, an encouragement to make use of all 

that could be drawn from sources that might subsequently be opened, as 

well as from those that were at hand. 
Thus Cassiodorus did his best to provide tools and to indicate the 

method of using them. An older contemporary had prepared the 

workmen and the field. There is no need to recapitulate here what has 

already been said (i. 5S7 sqq.) of St Benedict and his Rule. Only it is 

clear that, but for his work, that of Cassiodorus would not have outlasted 
more than a few generations. The Rule was, it seems likely, in force at 

Vivarium itself; but whether this was so or not, and whether or not 

St Benedict would have accorded a welcome to the scheme of study 

outlined by Cassiodorus, the fact remains that the ideas of the latter were 
taken up by the Order and were propagated with more or less activity 

wherever the Order settled. 
There was a third agent in this same century who was a factor of 

immense importance (though, even more clearly than Benedict, an 

involuntary factor) in the preservation of ancient learning. This was 

St Gregory the Great (t6^^)- Gregory was not a “learned” writer. 
He knew (he says) no Greek: it is doubtful if his writings have been the 

means of handing down a single reference to an ancient author,—even to 

a Christian author of the earliest period. His contempt for secular 

studies is more than once expressed; he is even credited (by John of 
Salisbury, in the twelfth century) with having burned the library of the 
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Palatine Apollo. Yet, but for Gregory and his mission of Augustine, 

there would have been no Aldhelm, no Benedict Biscop, no Bede, no 

Alcuin, no opening for the enormously important influence of Theodore 

of Tarsus and of Hadrian the Abbot. 
But, this great service apart, his voluminous works were, if not in 

themselves of great literary value, the progenitors of literature which is 

of the highest interest. Alfred translated his Pastoral Care; Aelfric 

drew copiously from his Homilies on the gospels. His Moralia on Job 

gave occupation to calligraphers and excerptors in Spain and Ireland. 

Above all, his four books of Dialogues formed a model for subsequent 

writers of the lives of saints as well as a sanction for that mass of miracle 

and vision literature in which so much of the imaginations and hopes of 

the medieval peoples is preserved for us. 

Thus in the persons of Cassiodorus, Benedict, and Gregory, Italy, 

which had provided the world with a great literature, furnished also the 

means by which that literature was to be preserved. It was her last 

contribution to the cause of learning for many years. 

We must turn to the other great fields of western learning, and first 

to Africa and Spain. 
The existence of a flourishing Latin literature in Africa is generally 

realised: the names of Tertullian, Apuleius, Cyprian, Augustine, 

Martianus Capella stand out as representative in earlier centuries; 

something too has been said (i. S22) of the less-known writers of the 

period of the Vandal kingdom, of Dracontius, almost the last of 

Christian poets to treat of mythological subjects, and of those (Luxorius 

and others) whose fugitive pieces have been preserved in the Latin 

anthology of the Codex Salmasianus. We come now to their successors. 

From Verecundus, Bishop of Junca (f 55S), we have an exposition of 

certain Old Testament canticles which are commonly attached to the 

Psalter and used in the Church services. In this work Verecundus refers 

his reader to the Natural History of Pliny the Elder, to Solinus, and to 

a form of the famous Physiologm^ that manual of allegorised natural 

history which in later times afforded a multitude of subjects to 

illuminators and sculptors. From this region and period also comes in 

all probability a poem on the Resurrection of the Dead and the Last 

Judgment, dedicated to Flavius Felix (an official to whom some poems 

in the Salmasian Anthology are addressed). It has been handed down 

under the names of Tertullian and of Cyprian. Both attributions are 

out of the question. The author, whoever he was, had written other 

poems, notably one on the four seasons of the year, to which he alludes. 

In the resurrection-poem a singular point of interest is that it shews 

traces of obligation to the ancient Apocalypse of Peter, 

The two epics of FI. Cresconius Corippus, the JohanniSy produced 

about 550, and the De Jttstini (minoris\ of sixteen years later, 

are from the purely literary point of view the most remarkable 
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achievements of African culture in the sixth century. The first tells the 

story of the successful campaign of Johannes the maffister militum against 

the Moors in 546-8. The other, essentially a court-poem, describes the 

accession of Justin and the rejoicings and festivities which accompanied 

it. In both, but especially in the Johanrm^ Corippus has modelled 

himself upon the antique with extraordinary fidelity, and with 

undeniable success. 
One other production, of small extent but appreciable importance, 

needs to be noticed before we pass from Africa to Spain. This is a short 
continuation (extending to but twelve sections) of the catalogue of 

distinguished Church writers, which, begun by Jerome, perhaps on a model 

furnished by Suetonius, was continued by Gennadius of Marseilles. An 

African writer of about 550—it is thought, Pontianus, a bishop—fur¬ 

nished this small supplement. In the next century we shall find Isidore 

of Seville and his friend Braulio carrying on the work, and, a generation 

later, Hildefonsus of Toledo, whose outlook is almost confined to his own 
country. The succession is then broken ofP, and it is not until the twelfth 

century that similar compilations again come into fashion. 
The extinction of the Vandal kingdom in Africa meant the trans¬ 

ference of much literary activity to Spain. There must have been many 

like the monk Donatus, of whom Hildefonsus tells us that, seeing the 

imminence of the barbarian invasion, he took ship for Spain with about 

seventy monks and a large collection of books. Certain it is that 

towards the end of the sixth century Africa becomes silent, and Spain 

begins to speak. 
Perhaps the first writer in our period whose sphere of influence was 

Spanish—though it was so by adoption only—is Martin, called of Dumio 

and of Bracara (Braga), the latter being the see of which he died 

archbishop in 580. Like the great Martin of Tours he was a Pannonian 

bv birth: but after a pilgrimage to Palestine he chose Galicia and the 

Arian kingdom of the Suevi as a field for missionary work. He was 

successful in bringing the Suevi to orthodoxy; and he seems to have been 
a man of both strong and attractive personality. There is a distinction 

about his not very voluminous works. Two of them at least are excerpts 

from writings of Seneca, the De qpkits and Be ira. The first treats of 
the four Cardinal Virtues, and is addressed to King Miro under the title 

of Formula konesftae vitae. It is by far the most widely difiused of 

Martin's books. The other (which incidentally helps to fill a lacuna 

in the text of Seneca) is of comparatively rare occurrence. Besides these 

we have ethical tracts of more definitely Christian complexion, also 

dedicated to Miro, principally concerned with pride and humility. A 

collection of sayings of the hermits, and another of conciliar canons, 
testify to Martin’s knowledge of Greek. A brief discourse on the Paschal 

question states a complicated problem in a strikingly clear form. But 
of all that we have from him, Martin’s instruction for simple people 
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{De correctkme rusticorum), addressed to Polemius, Bishop of Asturica, has 

aroused the greatest interest in modern times. It is indeed a vei7 
notable example of the way in which the negative and positive sides of 

Christian teaching were put before the neophytes of the country districts. 

Martin begins by setting forth the view of his time as to the origin of the 

heathen gods. They are devils who fell with Lucifer: therefore all 

observances which entail any show of reverence towards them ai'e so 

many denials of the profession of faith made at baptism. He objects_ 

vainly, as time has shewn—to the ordinary names of the days of the 

week, and to the celebration of the first of January as New Year’s day; 

and further, to the observing of “ days of moths and mice” (the object 

of which was to protect clothes and storerooms from their ravages), to 

the naming of Minerva over the web on the loom, the lighting of tapers 

by rocks and sprinp, and many like usages, which we meet with later 

in canons of councils and indiculi superstitionum: while over and over 

again the question is asked, “Is this consistent with your promise at the 

font to renounce the devil and all his worksOf the positive side of 

the teaching more need not be said than that it is admirably adapted to 

its purpose. It is interesting to find that nearly the whole of the matter 

recurs in a Homily of Caesarius of Arles (f 542), as well as in a tract of 

the Irish missionary Pirminius of Reichenau (t758), called Scarapsus, and 

in the sermon of St Eligius of Noyon which his biographer St Audoen 

has either preserved or excogitated. This suggests a question whether 

Ca.esa.rius or Martin is the original source, or whether both may not be 
utilising a form agreed upon perhaps by a synodical authority. 

Let it be recorded, lastly, that Martin of Bracara held in reverence 

his namesake and fellow-countryman, the saint of Tours, and composed 

some interesting verses which were inscribed over the south door of the 
great basilica there. 

Before the death of Martin, the life of Isidore of Seville (c. 570-636) 

had begun. He was beyond question the leading transmitter of knowledge 

in his century. In the twenty books of his Etymologiae he brought 

together a collection of facts (and fictions) which served as the encyclo¬ 

paedia of the whole medieval period. It was long in his hands: his 

friend Braulio of Saragossa could only extract a copy of it, and that in an 

uncorrected form, by repeated pleadings extending over more than seven 

yearn. He seenas to have been at work on it up to his death, and it is 

obviously unfinished. There is neither preface nor peroration; some 
sections are unwritten, many references not filled in. 

To us its great merit is that it has preseiwed a number of fragments 

of early La.tin writers: but to many a generation after Isidore its 
practical utility was immense. It was by far the handiest—and in 

most cases the only accessible—book in which information about natural 
history, pography, antiquities, the origins of arts and sciences, could be 
found, whereas the outHnes of the seven liberal arts (which occupy the 
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first three books), the synopsis of history, the elements of religious 

knowledge, the legal and medical sections, useful as they were, could 

usually be studied in less compendious form. In the compilation of the 

Etymohgiae a library of very considerable extent was laid under contri¬ 

bution. Much is derived, no doubt, from hand-books: it is not to be 

supposed that Isidore possessed the works of an Ennius, a China, a 

Livius Andronicus, all of w4om he cites. These passages lay ready to 

his hand in the form of excerpts in various grammatical and critical 

books, especially in the commentary of Servius on the Aeneid. But, 

when due allowance has been made for the use of compilations, it is 

apparent that the range of authors with whom he had a first-hand 

acquaintance is not despicable. Lucretius, often cited in the later 

books (though of course seldom in comparison with Lucan and Virgil), 

was known to him. The Histories of Sallust and the Pratum (and some 

minor works) of Suetonius are probably the most important of the lost 

secular works (excluding manuals of rhetoric and grammar) which he can 

be shewn to have used. From the De Republica of Cicero he makes but one 
short citation. It is not apparent that he possessed any specimen of the 

earliest Christian literature which we do not possess: in his continuation 

of the literary biographies of Jerome and Gennadius he tells us of 

many theological writers in his own time who are no more than names 

to us. 
His knowledge of Greek has been doubted, and, I think, with 

reason. The evidence for it is almost confined to citations of Greek 

words to furnish etymologies. It cannot be shewn that he either owned 
Greek books or translated from Greek authors for the purpose of his 

work. 
Had he lived long enough to provide the Etymohgicie with its 

prologue, it is likely enough that after the manner of the elder Pliny 
he would have given us the list of the authors on whom he had drawn. 

As it is, we have to base our estimate of the extent of his library upon 

a document which leaves a good deal to the imagination. We have the 
verses which were painted (probably) on the cornices or doors of his 

book-presses. Each of these cupboards, in accordance with a fashion 

attested by a good deal of archaeological evidence, seems to have been 
ornamented with a medallion portrait of a famous author, whose worth 

was celebrated in one or more elegiac couplets. The number of sections 

or tituli warrants us in reckoning that Isidore owned at least fourteen 

and perhaps sixteen presses, and we shall be safe in assuming that at this 

date the contents were in book-form {codices) and not rolls (volumina). 

Taking the number of books in each press at 30—not an unreasonable 
estimate—we reach the very respectable total of 420 or 480 for the 

whole collection. As to the contents, the tituli suggest that theology 
predominated. The secular writers named are few (jurists and physicians) 

and there is nothing to suggest the presence of works now lost. That 

OH. XIX. 
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is no more than natural; the efiSgy on the book-case represents but 
a fraction of its contents. 

Among the remaining writings of Isidore the books De naturis rerum 

and the histories merit special mention. The first is a survey of cosmical 

phenomena in which, besides extant sources, the Pratum of Suetonius is 

employed (as in the Etymologiae). The popular name of the treatise. 

Liber rotarum, is derived from the many circular diagrams with which it 

was illustrated. In some connexion with it stands an interesting little 

poem by the Visigoth king Sisebut (612-620) who had asked Isidore 

to write the treatise, and addressed the poem—chiefly dealing with 

eclipses—to him, very likely upon receiving the complete book. It is 

possible that the poem as we have it is but a fragment of a larger work. 

Sisebut was, we see, a patron of letters and may have been a copious 

writer, but all that we have from him, besides the poem, is a life of 
St Desiderius of Vienne, and a few epistles. 

Of Isidore’s two historical works the first is a Chronicle of the world, 

divided, in a fashion subsequently adopted and popularised by Bede’ 

into six ages. ^ A brief summary of it is inserted into the fifth book of 

the Etymohgiae. For the more recent portions of it the Chronicles of 
Idatius, of Victor of Tonnensia in Africa, and of John of Biclarum (the 

last a Spanish contemporary of Isidore himself) have been utilised. The 

gher is a sketch of the history of the Visigoths, Vandals, and Suevi. 

His commentaries and religious works (with the possible exception of 

the Synonyma^ ycie, idea of which he says was suggested to him by 

a treatise of Cicero) are not important to our present subject. 

Isidore’s principal friend, Braulio of Saragossa, has left us little 

teides letters and a few short biographies in the book De viris iUustribm. 

He had, however, among his clergy one who ranks as the one considerable 

Spanish Latin poet of the century. This was Eugenius, who in 647, in 

spite of Brauho’s fervent protests, was removed by King Chindaswinth 

A preside over the see of Toledo. Chindaswinth, like Sisebut, evi¬ 
dently had some feeling for literature: we find him ordering Eugenius 

to produce a readable and orthodox edition of the poems of the Arian 

^acontius, which were then only current in Spain in a mutilated form, 

ihe edition was made, and attained a wide celebrity. Of the works 

which It comprised, the Laudes Dei were turned into a HexcBaeron and 

soniewhat shortened; the Sattsfactio was abridged and provided with 

prefaces in prose and verse, and a conclusion: instead of Gunthamund, 

younger was made to figure as the recipient. 

We have,_ besides this, an original work of Eugenius, which is the 

metrical portmn of a coUection of his miscellaneous short writings. The 

Wf ^ “ metres, are for the most part 
T i5' • n manner of subjects, religious and sec^ar. 

f^TTb <ieserve mention, but there is a notable 
fact about them, that they travelled far beyond Spain at an early date 
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Aldhelm uses them in the collection of riddles which he embodied in a 
grammatical tract addressed to Acircius ” ^ (Aldfrid of Northumbria) 
before the end of the seventh century. Eugenius died in 657. 

A pupil of his, who ultimately succeeded to his see {6S0-690\ Julian 
of Toledo, left works upon theology, history, and grammar. In the 
first category the book called Prognosticon futuri saecidi was by far the 
most celebrated. The three divisions of which it consists—on death, on 
the intermediate state of souls and on the final judgment—are made up 
to a very large extent of “testimonies” from Scripture and from standard 
wiiters. Cyprian and Origen are the earliest of these, and Gregory the 
latest. Augustine is naturally the principal source; Jerome, Cassian, 
and Julianus Pomerius complete the list. It was to be expected that 
in a country in which Priscillianism had had great currency, and roused 
great opposition to the apocryphal literature, Julian should shun all 
reference to these writings. As his interesting prefatory letter tells us, 
his main object was to present in a collected form the opinions of Catholic 
doctors upon the subject he was treating. 

The three books De comprobatione seodae aetatu^ directed against his 
own countrymen (he was of Jewish extraction), are interesting as proving 
his acquaintance with Greek patristic literature. He translates passages 
from the Demonstmtio Evangelica of Eusebius and from the tract of 
Epiphanius on Weights and Measures; and, besides these, he makes 
considerable quotations from Tertullian. The two books of dvTLxei^epa 
(a noteworthy title) consist of attempts to reconcile contradictory texts 
of Scripture: they contain no very remarkable citations. 

Of more direct interest to us is his liistory of the rebellion of Duke 
Paul against King Wamba (673), written in a less conventional style at 
no great length of time after the events it records. The fashion of 
writing in rhymed or assonant clauses which is conspicuous in the later 
chronicles, e.g, that called of “ Isidorus Pacensis,” appears here possibly 
for the first time to a marked extent. 

The fame of this book was naturally confined to Spain. Not so that 
of the Ars grammatical Both in form and in contents it is remarkable. 
The form is that of a dialogue between master and pupil; but, as in 
many later grammars, it is the pupil who puts the questions, the master 
who answers them. Traube’s explanation of this fashion is interesting: 
he attributes it to a misapprehension. The dialogue form was borrowed 
from the Greeks, and with it the initials M and A, which stood for 

and SiSdafcdko^i. The accident that the Latin words Magister 
and Disdpulus have the same initials rendered the inversion of questioner 
and answerer an easy one. 

In respect of its contents, the Ars Jidiani transmits much matter 
from older grammarians, Victorinus and Audax, for example. The 

tThe a cireio of the dedication, sa}’^ Mazzoni (}n JDidascalmon probably 
means “ (to the ruler of) north-western (Northumbria).” 

CH. xix. 
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illustrative quotations are drawn from secular and Christian poets; 

even authorities contemporary with the writer, as Eugenius of Toledo, 

are cited. If it be the fact that the grammar was extensively used by 

Aldhelm within a very short time after its composition, it may be during 

the lifetime of Julian, we have a striking tribute to the reputation it 

enjoyed, and a yet more striking evidence of a literary commerce 

between Spain and Britain : a commerce of which the traces, liturgical 
and other, have yet to be collected and appreciated. 

In liturgy, lastly, important reforms of the Toletan Use are attributed 

to Julian hy his biographer Felix. Bat details are wanting. In the 

range of his activity, but not in the permanence of his achievement, 
Julian surpasses Isidore. 

An obscure but interesting figure at this period is the Abbot 

St Valerius (f 695) from whom we have some amusing autobiographical 

writings. Whether by his own fault, or, as he would have us believe, 

by that of his neighbours, Valerius was condemned to a very turbulent 

existence. He was continually being hounded out of some retreat in 

which he had settled, deceived by his favourite pupils, robbed of his 

books,^ and generally victimised. There is a personal note in his 

narratives which engages the attention. They also supply us with 

evidence of the existence of at least one rare book in the writer’s milieu. 

In one of several visions of the next world which he records is an image 

which cannot but be derived from a certain Apocalypse of Baruch, now 

extant only in Greek and Old Slavonic. The seer, a youth named 

Baldarius, is permitted to watch the rising of the sun from close by. 

The orb conies up very swiftly and immensely bright; and it is preceded 

by a huge bird, red in colour but darker towards the tail, whose function 

is to mitigate the intense heat of the sun by flapping its wings. The 

bird is the Phoenix, as we learn from Baruch, and, so far as is known 

at present, this particular fable is peculiar to Baruch. It is fair to infer 

the survival of this rare Apocalypse in Spain in the seventh century : 
whether or not under Priscillianist influence, non liquet. 

The chain of Spanish writers has now been traced down to the end 

of the seventh century, and we have seen evidence of the preservation of 

considerable collections of ancient literatime, both pagan and Christian, 

in the peninsula. Much of this must have had a continuous existence 

in the country, but much also must have been imported from Africa 

under the stress of invasion. That same stress now fell upon Spain. 

The Moorish invasion, culminating in the great defeat of the Christian 

arms in 711, put an end to literary enterprise for the time. Spain 

fbe race. But she had made one great contribution to 
the equipment of European scholarship in the Etymologiae of Isidore. 

What is the record of the region which we now call France during 

the corresponding period .P The educational apparatus with which she 
was provided at the beginning of it was as complete as any country 
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could shew. The works of an Alcimus Avitus and of a Sidonius 

ApoUinaris, however exiguous their intrinsic value, are the last links in 

an unbroken chain reaching back to the rise of the great schools of 

Gaul. After them comes the break. 
The sixth century produced two writers of note who mark it in 

different ways. Venantius Fortunatus, born in Italy, it is true, but for 

the best part of his life a resident at Poitiers, is known to the generality 

as the author of two hymns, the Fangs lingua on the Cross, the Vexilla 

regis used on Passion Sunday. We have from him, however, a very large 

mass of poetry besides these. His Life of St Martin of Tours in four 

books of heroic verse is for the most part merely a paraphrase of the 

prose Life and Dialogues of Sulpicius Severus. But his eleven books 

of miscellaneous pieces are full of originality and human interest. They 

form a chronicle of his friendly relations with the widowed queen of 

Chlotar I, St Radegund, and others of that house, as well as with 

Gregory of Tours and many prominent churchmen of France. A 

considerable number of the poems were sent as letters—thanks for 

presents and the like. Others are panegyrics, others descriptions of 

pleasant places: yet others are inscriptions designed for churches, such as 

commonly form a large ingredient in collections of Christian Latin verse. 

The best, however, and those from which we gain the most kindly impres¬ 

sion of the personality of Fortunatus, are those which were called forth 

by the deaths of the friends and kindred of Radegund. These are 

uniformly entitled Epitaphs^ but their length forbids us to suppose that 

they can have been inscribed on tombs. They may have been recited; 

but their real purpose is that of the Consolationes of an earlier time. 

They were meant to be circulated in writing among those whom the 

death had touched most nearly. These, with his hymns, constitute the 
best claim of Fortunatus to be remembered as a writer. Yet his skill in 

handling light verse should not pass unmentioned. His abuse of the 

river Gers (Egircio, i. £1) and of the cook who appropriated his boat at 

Metz (vi. 8) are quite worth reading. 
Upon the whole the notable thing about Fortunatus is his avoidance 

of what was becoming a pseudo-classical vein. The form of his poems is 

old (the elegiac metre predominates), and rococo ornaments in the 

shape of allusions to mythology are not wanting ; but we are impressed 

by the absence of artificiality, and by the presence of a freshness and 

simplicity which we miss in Sidonius and Avitus. The poems prepare 

us for a new epoch, while they have not lost touch with the old. 
Of Gregory of Tours (f 594), the other famous writer of this century 

and country, it may be said with more truth that he had lost touch with 

the old. That is, at any rate, his own opinion. A well-known passage 
in the Prologue to his History of the Franks represents his contempo¬ 

raries as saying, Alas for our days 1 for the study of letters is gone 
from among us,” He is, moreover, given to apologising on his own 
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account for his “rustic” and incorrect style. This, to be sm-e is a 
common pose, and it has been held that in Gregory’s case it is but 
a pose, and that the copyists of his works are responsible for many 
of the monstra we encounter in them. Yet can this be so.? does not 
the particularity with which he specifies mistakes—false concords, misuse 
of prepositions and of cases—go to shew that he at least was in earnest? 
Certainly his self-accusations are borne out by every page of his writings. 
He had read some good authors, in particular Virgil; he knew some books 
which no longer exist. In a little tract which deals mainly with 
astronomy he shews considerable acquaintance with that science, and 
quotes a lost chronicler, Julius Titianus. He had, too, a collection of 
Latin lyric poetry, which he lent to his friend Fortunatus. And it is 
possible (though not very relevant to our present purpose) that he knew 
some Syriac: a Syrian (there were not a few then resident in France, 
and one became bishop of Paris) helped him to translate the legend of 
the Seven Sleepers from Syriac into Latin. This, however, is little 
more than a curiosity; Gregory certainly made no use of Syriac 
literatm-e. His lament is undoubtedly justified: “Periit studium 
litterarum a nobis.” The gulf between him and Fortunatus, in respect 
of command of correct Latin, is immense. 

To dwell upon the value of the Historia Francorum would be quite 
out of place here, where we are thinking of Gregory as a link in the 
transmission of ancient knowledge. It is more relevant to suggest in 
passing a comparison between this and the next national history that 
was written—that of Bede; for the slight work of Isidore hardly comes 
into consideration. In Gregory we see letters on a level confessedly 
low; in Bede a height has been reached which is rivalled only, in these 
centuries, by the best work of the Carolingian Renaissance. 

T^e popularity of Gregory’s History in medieval times was far 
inferior to that of his hagiological writings, which furnished much 
material to the compilers of breviaries and to such writers as Jacobus de 
Voragine. Besides the seven which he himself enumerates, dealing with 
St _Julian of Le Mans, St Martin of Tours, the Martyrs, the Confessors, 
and the Anchorites, there is one—the Mirades of St Andrew—which 
may be confidently assigned to him, and which is perhaps more 
important than any of the others to the historian of Christian litera¬ 
ture. It is our best source for the knowledge of a second or third 
century Greek romance, the Acts of Andrew; once eageidy read, but 
^timately condemned by the Church, and only transmitted to us in 
fragments, and expi^gated epitomes, such as this of Gregory. Not 
that Gregory read it in Greek. He had before him, no doubt, a 
complete Latin version, made, it is likely, for Manichaeans to read; 
since, m Manichaean circles, the apocryphal romances about the 
Apostles were adopted as substitutes for the Canonical Acts. Not 
long after Gregory’s date—it may be even in his lifetime—a complete 
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orthodox collection of abstracts of these Acts, with others added to 

them, was put together, probably in France, in which the Miracles of 

Andrew were incorporated. We know it under the misleading name of 

the Apostolic History of Abdias. The investigation of its origin, and 

the determination of its text, have not as yet been completely carried 

out. As a source of inspiration for artists and romancers it deserves 

(though it does not usually obtain) a special recognition among the 
literary documents of its time. 

I shall be pardoned for passing over the feeble efforts of the 

continuators of Gregory'’s History (the so-called Fredegarius and the 

rest) in favour of two writings which attest at once the survival of 

a knowledge of Greek in France and an extremely low standard of 

culture. The one is known as the Barbarus Scaligeri (from its style 

and its first editor). It is a Chronicle of the world, rendered from an 

almost contemporary Greek original in a fashion and in a Latin of 

which it is diflScult to exaggerate the badness. The other is a very 

similar version, made by the aid of a glossary, of the Phaenomena of 

Aratus, and of a Commentary thereon. It can be dated by the fact 

that Isidore is used in it, and that Bede uses it. Did we not possess 

the Greek original of this extraordinary work, many passages of it 

would defy interpretation. The literalness is extreme: ^Apdrov 
^aivofjbeva ecppesivs as Arati ea quae videntur. This we might perhaps 

unravel, but we should be more than ready to suspect corruption in 

the phrase quo apud Diodorum’"'' which is the rendering of iv rp 
Trpo^ AcoSfopov^ or in this nihil aliud quorum Eudooei videntur faceref 

which is the equivalent of /jlijSsp erepov r<av <f>aLvop,€va>p 
nroi'pcravra. Nevertheless, absurd as is the interpreters achievement, 

his very attempt is creditable and interesting. We have no clue to 

the identity of the man who made it, nor to the part of France in 

which he lived. 
It has been transmitted to us in more than one copy, as well as in a 

revised form due to a scholar of the Carolingian period. The Barbarus 

of Scaliger survives in but one manuscript, which is not impossibly the 

autograph of the translator. 

There is another writer, of southern France, who is the centre of an 

unsolved problem—^Virgilius Maro Grammaticus. That he must be 

reckoned to France seems now to be the accepted view, though the 

evidence at command is scanty. An obscure phrase in which he says 

that he will set forth ^^bigerro sermone^'" the letters of the alphabet, is 
taken to contain the name which survives as Bigorre, and to point to the 

south-west of France: a plainer indication is his reference to the Gauls 
as nostril Importance is also rightly attached to the fact that Abbo 

of St Germain in the tenth century cils him Tolosanm. That he was 
a Christian, and a Catholic—not an Arian—may be regarded as certain. 
But, though he gives us a great many other details about himself, his 
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teacliersj and his contemporaries, hardly one of them can be taken 

seriously. 
Upon a first reading of his works (they are wholly devoted to 

grammatical subjects, and consist of two series of Epitomae and 

Epistles) the reader feels that he is confronted with a piece of pure mystifi¬ 

cation. A striking, but yet fairly typical example of the extravagances 

we encounter is the passage in which he describes, on the authority of a 

certain Virgil of Asia, the twelve Latinities.'’ The first of these is the 

usitata^ that in which (ordinary) Latin writings are “ inked ” {atramen- 

tantur). Of the eleven others, ten, it is safe to say, have never been used 

either by Virgilius or anyone else. The second, called assena or notaria^ 

may possibly be intended to mean the Tironian notes; it employs a single 

letter for a whole word. But the lumbrosa^ which expands a single word 

into four or five, the sincolla^ which condenses a whole line into two syl¬ 

lables, and the rest of the series, correspond to nothing in heaven or earthk 

Not only is the vocabulary of Virgilius abnormal; the authors whom 

he cites have left no trace anyw^here else. There is a Cicero, and a 

Horace; there are three Virgils and three Lucans, and so on: but none 

of them are identical with those known to fame. There are, too, 

numerous grammarians, of whom Aeneas, Galbungus, and Terrentius 

are among the most prominent; but what is told of them does not 

carry conviction to the mind. Galbungus and TeiTentius disputed for 

fourteen consecutive days and nights as to whether ego had a vocative. 

Regulus of Cappadocia and Sedulius of Rome went without food and 

sleep for a similar period while they were discussing the inchoative and 

frequentative forms of the verb: three soldiers in the employ of each 

were in attendance ready to arbitrate by force of arms if required. 

In all, some ninety writers and teachers are named or quoted. Do 

they correspond to anything that ever existed ? Of late a suggestion 

has found favour that they represent an academy which had its head¬ 

quarters at Toulouse, and that the great names of Cicero, Lucan, Virgil 

and so on, were adopted by its members, just as Charlemagne and his 
friends called themselves David, Homer, Flaccus, and Naso. Perhaps, 

it is added, the Carolingian fashion was a conscious imitation of the 

Tolosan. If this be the truth of the matter, it is surely very strange 

that while we do hear of Virgilius himself before the end of the seventh 

century, no single trace of any of his authorities ” has ever been pointed 

out. Moreovei', he claims a high antiquity and a wide range of influence 

for his school of thought : he traces his writers back to the time of 

Romulus, nay, even to the days before the Flood. Some of them lived 

at Troy, others in Egypt, Arabia, India. The variety, again, of books 

which he quotes is large; there are poems, histories, epistles, orations, 

as well as works on grammar; far too many—supposing them to be 

^ A notion recently broached that Arabic influence is discernible in his nomen¬ 
clature of metres (and numerals) has yet to be sifted. 
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real—to have disappeared without leaving some sign. In short, the 

complete isolation of Virgilius compared with his pretensions enforces 

the belief that his authorities like his Latinities are from first to last 

impositions pure and simple. Such imposition—I allude to the in¬ 

vention of authorities—w^as an expedient not unknown to the world 

of grammarians and scholiasts. The tract of the African Fulgentius 

(cent, vi.) De dubiis nominibm contains, side by side with genuine passages 

from Plautus and other early writers, quotations which, it is agreed, are 
fabrications of Fulgentius‘‘s own. A scholiast on the Ibis of Ovid helps 

himself over the difficulties of the poem (and they are many) by 

explanatory tags which he fathers upon Propertius, Lucretius, Homer, 

Callimachus, etc., etc. The procedure in both cases is not easily dis¬ 

tinguishable from that of Virgilius. 

It is curious to find that in spite of all this he was taken seriously. 

Not only does Aldhelm (f 709) quote him, but also Bede, a man less 

likely to be attracted by eccentricity, and so do almost all the Irish 

grammarians of the Carolingian period—a point which will demand 

further attention. To the later Middle Ages he was quite unknown; 

we have no manuscripts or quotations after the eleventh century^. 
We have not yet approached the question of the date at which he 

lived. Zimmer in an elaborate investigation (published posthumously) 
contends for the fifth to sixth centuries. His main thesis is that western 

Gaul had, both commercially and intellectually, a profound influence upon 

Ireland long before the age of Patrick. He seeks to shew, in particular, 

that the grammatical theories of Virgilius affected the language and 
methods of Irish writers. He finds traces of them in the Amra or 

paneg3uic on St Columba (j’597), that obscure Irish poem by Dalian 

Forgaill, of which we have but a series of enigmatical fragments glossed 

by successive commentators. He believes that he has found actual mention 

of Virgilius in Irish books under the name of Ferchertnejile'; and he lays 

stress on the undoubted fact that our manuscript authorities for the 

text of Virgilius shew traces of transmission through Irish channels. 

The text, long preserved in Ireland, he would suggest, passed to the 
Continent in the train of the Irish missionaries. To our grammarian, 

too, he would refer the epigrams in which Ennodius (47S-521) ridicules 
^^a certain foolish man who was known as Virgilius.’’ 

Clearly much of this argument is inappreciable by those ignorant of 

Cdtic languages. To the general contention one objection has been 
urged which makes its appeal to a wider circle, and which, if upheld, 

must do away with the greater part of Zimmer’s hypothesis. It is that 
Virgilius makes use of the Etymologies of Isidore of Seville (f 6S6). If 

so, he takes his place in the seventh century, after Isidore and before 
Aldhelm. An examination of the long list of passages cited by 

Manitius from the Etymologies^ and supposed by him to have been 

^ An abridged text of 1465 in a Bodleian MS. (D'Orville 147) is an exception. 
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borrowed tlience by Virgilius, has failed to convince me that Virgilius, 

and not Isidore, is the borrower. Practically all the passages contain 

derivations of words {legitera littera and the like). They are 

thoroughly germane to the manner of Virgiliiis; nor is it a consideration 

of any weight that Isidore nowhere names Virgilius as his source, for 

in this respect his practice is by no means consistent. In short, though 

it may be shewn on other grounds that Zimmer has placed Virgilius too 

early, I cannot think that his theory is invalidated by the appeal to 

Isidore; and I feel justified in provisionally adopting his date. 

Ireland has been named, and will for a time engage our whole 

attention; but before we leave France and Virgilius, a word must be 

said of a book which has perhaps a claim to be regarded as a product 

of his school. At least it reminds us of him by its language and by 

its solemn absurdity. The work in question is the Cosmography of 

^‘Aethicus Ister.’’ I use inverted commas because it is not certain 

that the form “ Aethicus ’’’ is what was intended by the author of the 

text, who may have meant to write Ethicus and have used that word 

as a synonym for “ philosopher.'” The Cosmography comes to us in the 

shape of an abstract or series of extracts from a larger work, purporting 

to have been made by St Jerome (or at least by a “Hieronymus 

presbyter’’’). In spite of the efforts of Wuttke to uphold this attribu¬ 

tion and to identify the places and peoples who are mentioned, it is not 

possible to regard Aethicus as anything but a romancer or to put him 

earlier than the seventh century. His wild Latin, full of hapaso Icgomena^ 

elaborate alliteration and short assonant clauses, his fables about 

countries, tribes, and creatures, partly borrowed from Solinus and the 

Alexander-romances, but largely peculiar to himself, and his display of 

absurd learning (exemplified by the bogus Scythian alphabet with which 

he ends his book), all stamp him as a charlatan. He probably wrote in 

France: it seems that the first writer who quotes him is Frankish—one 

of the continuators of the chronicler who is called Fredegarius. 

At the same time, it would be no surprise to learn that he had Irish 

connexions. Indeed, definite allusions to Ireland have been pointed out 

in his writings and in those of Viigilius. Aethicus represents himself as 

having crossed from Spain to Ireland, and having studied the books 

{eorum volumina volvens) which he found there (a phrase which may 

reasonably be taken to imply that Ireland enjoyed a reputation for 

culture in his time)k The two passages adduced from Virgilius are 

both of doubtful import. One says that in the composition and elocu¬ 

tion of the,...the verb holds the first place. The statement is true of 

Irish, and the word represented by dots is given in the manuscripts as hi 
bonorum, hihortim^ in ihormn^ respectively. The conjecture 

lies ready to hand; yet the possibility of Hiberorum or Iberorum must 

For all that, lie says of the island ^^ Inperitos habet cultores, et instructoribus 
habet destitutes habitatores.” (p. 19, Wuttke.) 
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be considered, especially as we have seen that Virgilius elsewhere 

mentions the speech of his neighbours, the Basques, The other passage, 

in which he quotes a verse by one Bregandus Lugenicus, has l^en 

thought to contain an Irish tribal name. But strong collateral evidence 

is needed to bring this out of the category of Virgilius’s ordinary 

mystifications. 
We now approach the problem of the classical culture of Ireland. 

How, when, and whence did it come into being ? Many generations of 

scholars have been contented to regard the mission of Patrick (in 4S0-460) 

as marking the accession of Ireland to the world of learning. It has 

been realised, indeed, that Patrick himself was no scholar, but he has 

been thought of as the parent of scholars, the progenitor of the great 

monastic schools which sprang up all over Ireland in the sixth century— 

Clonard (520), Clonmaciiois (544), Clonfert (c. 550), Bangor (c. 560). 

Before Patrick (or at least before Palladius), it has been commonly 

believed, Ireland, lying outside the sphere of Homan political influence, 

was also untouched by Roman culture. A readjustment of this view 

has become necessary. Patrick was not the Apostle of Ireland in the 

sense that before he landed there were no Christians in the island. 

Apart from such results as may have attended the obscure mission 

of Palladius (whom Zimmer would identify with Patrick), there were 

pre-Patrician churches and pre-Patrician saints. It would indeed be 

strange, if at a time when Christianity was highly organised and 

flourishing both in Britain and in western Gaul—countries in active 

intercourse with Ireland—there had been no sporadic evangelisation, no 

formation here and there of small Christian communities. As a matter 

of fact there are in the undoubted writings of Patrick allusions to 
existent Christianity, and in particular to men who, we gather from 

Patrick’s language, possessed a higher degree of culture than he did. 

There is, too, a persistent tradition (though the documents which 

contain it are not of the earliest) that certain saints, Ailbe, for instance, 

and Declan, were in Ireland before Patrick. 
Into the precise value of this tradition I cannot attempt to in¬ 

quire ; to do so would be to exaggerate its importance for our purpose. 

I shoxild be giving the impression that missionary enterprise was the 
sole factor in bringing the learning of the Continent into Ireland. This 
would be a mistake. We have seen that stress has been laid in recent 

years by Zimmer upon the commercial relations which undoubtedly 

linked the island with Gaul, as well as with Britain; while yet more 

recently, attention has been called to a definite statement by an 

anonymous writer, evidently of Gaul, such as has not been hitherto 

producible: to the effect that in the early years of the fifth century 

an exodus of scholars from the Continent took place under the pressure 

of barbarian invasion, which affected the area under consideration. 
The Huns, says our new authority, began that devastation of the whole 
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Empire which was carried on by the Vandals, Goths, and Alani; and 

owing to their ravages, all the learned men on this side the sea fled, and 

in the countries beyond sea, namely, Ireland, and wherever else they betook 

themselves, brought to the inhabitants of those regions an enormous 

advance in learning.” This statement, printed from a Leyden manuscript 

as long ago as 1866, was, it seems, only noticed by Zimmer at the end 

of his life. The importance of it may be over-estimated, but cannot be 

denied. For the first time we have definite testimony that the culture 

of Bordeaux, Toulouse, Autun, Lyons—in other words, the best learning 

attainable in the West—did actually make its way in some shape into 

Ireland. And we have, besides, the reminder which was needed, that the 

missionaries were not solely or primarily the channels by which it came. 

The words throw light upon Patrick’s own challenge to the rhetorici who 

knew not the Lord; but, more than all, they supply an explanation of the 

undoubted presence in Ireland in the sixth century of a certain type of 

learning. The fact that that learning was widely and rapidly diffused 

over the country was due in no small degree to this, that it went hand 

in hand with evangelisation. Had missionary effort not been there to 

prepare the soil, it is impossible to suppose that men would have been 

found so ready to study the grammar and rhetoric of Latin, or the 

elements of Greek. But when these were presented to them as part of 

the apparatus of the new faith, they were assured of a reception, and 

subsequently gained citizenship by their own merits. 

It will not be possible to call attention to every indication of higher 

learning in Ireland; but it will be worth while to devote some space 

to the vexed question, how far this learning included a knowledge of 

Greek. 

The question is not, it must be premised, a simple one. We must 

remember, on the one hand, that some of the most striking specimens of 

Irish Greek learning were produced on the Continent, and on the other, 

that, in and after the lifetime of Theodore and Hadrian (668-690) when 

Greek was made accessible to the English, there is a possibility of 

English influence upon Ireland. In any case it remains the most 

reasonable account of the knowledge of Greek on the part of a Johannes 

Eriugena or a Sedulius Scottus, that it was acquired in Ireland and 

transferred thence to the Continent. 

In the first place, we can hardly doubt that Graeco-Latin glossaries 

had made their way to Ireland in very early times. The occurrence of 

Greek words in Irish writings of the sixth century is best accounted for 

on this hypothesis. We meet with such Greek words in the hymn Altus 

prosMor of Columba, in that of St Sechnall on Patrick and in more than one 
of those in the Bangor Antiphonary. Their raison d*itre from the point of 

view of the writers of these compositions is to deck the page. They are the 

spangles on the cloak, no essential part of the fabric, and they do not by 
themselves necessarily imply a knowledge of the structure of the Greek Ian- 
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guage on the part of those who use them. They may mean little more than 

does the use of Greek letters for colophons—the <I>1N!0 AEQ TPASYAC 

of a Breton monk in 95S, and the like. Yet as a fact they probably do 

mean more. It seems likely that with the glossaries (taking the word 

glossary as the equivalent of a bare vocabulary) there came to Ireland 

a more valuable guide to the Greek language, in the shape of a manual 

containing conversations and narratives, fables of Aesop, dicta of the 

Emperor Hadrian, stories of the Trojan war, compiled as far back as 
the year 207. We have it under the formidable modem title of 

Hermeneumata Pseudo-Dositkeana, It has been transmitted through 

‘^insular” channels, and was in the hands of Sedulius Scottus in the 

ninth century, as is thought, before he left Ireland for the Continent. 

The suggestion has been made that this and other Greek writing were 

brought to Ireland by Byzantine monks taking refuge from the 

Iconoclastic persecution about the middle of the eighth century: but of 

such refugees there is small trace. Certain entries in Martyrologies, and 

the existence of a Greek church at Trim in Meath, have been adduced 

in favour of the h3q)othesis, but no such evidence as can be called 

conclusive. There seems, moreover, no reason why a monk should have 

brought the Hermeneumata with him, whereas it is just the book that is 

likely to have formed part of the equipment of a fifth century rhetorician 

from Gaul. 
Instances have been brought forward of Irishmen who were clearly 

acquainted with Greek. We will examine them briefly. Pelagius is the 

foremost, both in date and in eminence. He came to Italy about the year 

400, and it is on record that in 415 he took part in a controversy at 
Jerusalem which was carried on in Greek. It will be allowed that, even 

granting that Pelagius was Irish and not British by extraction, he had 

every opportimity of acquiring Greek after he had left Ireland. 
We find, next, that the commentary of Theodore of Mopsuestia 

upon the Psalms was preserved and transcribed in a revised and shortened 

Latin form at Bobbio. The actual work of translation and revision has 

been ascribed to St Columban. That point is doubtful: ^ but the 

commentary was certainly studied by Irish writers on the Continent, and 

it is possible that the translation was actually made upon Irish soil. It 

had a wide influence. The researches of Dr Robert M. L. Ramsay and 
Dr J. Douglas Bruce have demonstrated the use of it by English 

glossators of the Psalter (perhaps by Bede himself) down to the 

eleventh century. 
In a gospel book of the eighth century at Wurzburg is^ a note to 

the effect that Mosuin Mac Armin (Abbot of Bangor, who died in 610) 

learned by heart a Paschal ccmputm drawn up by a Greek sage— 
probably Theophilus of Antioch. Coupled with the presence of Greek 
words in the antiphonary of Bangor, this statement has a certain force, 

and it should be noticed that the date of Mosuin excludes the pos- 
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sibility of Theodorian influence from Canterbury and England. What 

is not excluded is the possibility that the computm lay before him in 

a Latin version. 

The Schaifhausen manuscript of Adamnan’s Life of Columba^ written 

at Iona before 714, has in it the Lord’s Prayer in Greek, and in Greek 

letters. This is an example of importance, though, like those that 

follow, it is post-Theodorian in date, and is accordingly liable to a 

certain discount. 

Sedulius Scottus had in his possession in the ninth century a collection 

of apophthegms called Proverhia Graecorum, We have them only in I^atin, 

preserved in the Collectanea of Sedulius in a manuscript at Cues, quoted 

copiously in an English source, the tracts of the famous ^Worker 

Anonymus,” and alluded to in a letter of one Cathvulf to Charlemagnek 

Their Latinity is Celtic, and they may safely be regarded as a Greek 

collection rendered into Latin on the soil of Ireland. 

To Ireland also we probably owe the excerpts we possess of Macrobius’s 

important treatise on the differences and conformities of the Greek 

and Latin verb, a book for the understanding of which a knowledge of 

Greek is indispensable. One of our manuscripts attributes the selection 

of the excerpts to a Johannes, thought to be the great Eriugena (Erigena). 

The line of transmission has insular connexions. Similarly, quotations 

from the lost Peplus of Theophrastus, dealing with the origin of the 

alphabet, appear in a Laon manuscript of the school of Eriugena and in 

a commentary on Martianus Capella derived from that same school. 

That these imply the use of a Greek source, not necessarily of a complete 
text of the Peplus,^ cannot be doubted. 

In addition to this evidence, it will be useful, I think, to consider a 

class of examples as yet not utilised in the investigation of this question. 

They consist of traits in Irish literature (principally Latin) which are 

drawn according to all appearance from some of the obscurer apocryphal 

writings—writing which are not known to have existed in Latin. This 

evidence, again, is not unambiguous. Some of our sources, notably the 

Latin Lives of Irish saints, are of late date. Yet that fact is no real 

bar to their testimony; for whatever they have absorbed in the way of 

reminiscence of old learning was acquired before the exodus of Irishmen 

to the Continent. In the interval between that exodus and the com¬ 

pilation of the Lives, Ireland, harried by the Northmen and deserted by 

its scholars, had ceased to be a learned country. These’ Lives, as their 

most recent editor. Dr Plummer, has shewn, contain much that is pre- 

Christian, and little that is characteristic of the later medieval period. 

This is true also of such documents in the Irish language as will be cited. 

First among the supposed sources I will place the Acts of Philip. 

The Western Church knew absolutely nothing of the sensational Greek 

1 The title oecurs (crossed out) in an early catalogue of the library of Lincoln 
Minster. 
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romance which passes under that name. According to the Latins, PhilijI 

died a peaceful death like John the Evangelist. In Ireland we find ' 

traces of a different tradition. The Passion in the Leahhar Breac inter¬ 

polates the martyrdom into a version of the Latin Acts. The Irish writing 

called the Evemew Tongue'^ is a kind of apocalypse in Tvhich the tongue 

of the Apostle, cut out nine times by his persecutors, discourses to 

assembled multitudes. In the life of St Boece is an incident strongly 

reminiscent of the Greek Acts: a wolf brings a kid to the saint, as a 

leopard does to the Apostle. In Muirchu’s life of St Patrick (not 

later than 699) is another possible reminiscence. A magician is whirled 

up into the air and dashed on the ground. It may be a version of the 

fate of Simon Magus, but it does rather strikingly resemble passages in 

the Eastern Acts of Philip and of Peter and Andrew®, 

In the life of St Berach there is a story of a druid killed at the 

window of his cell by the arrow of a hunter. Pilate, in an exclusively 

Greek legend, meets his end in precisely the same way. The climax of 

the Greek book known as the Rest of the words of Baj-uch is that when 

the Jews have resolved to stone the prophet to death, a stone pillar is 

made to assume his form, and their attacks are directed against it until 

Jeremiah has finished his last directions to his disciples. In the Irish 

life of St Brendan, a follower of the saint is attacked: a stone is made 

to put on his appearance, and the man escapes. In the Greek Testament 

of Abraham a striking incident is that a tree utters words of praise to 

God and prediction of Abraham’s death. In the life of St Coemgen 

a tree sings to him. In the same Testament is the story of a calf, 
slaughtered at Mamre for the entertainment of the three angels, being 

restored to life and running to its mother. This miracle figures in 

several of the Lives, e,g. that of St Ailbe. 

Evidence that apocryphal literature unknown to the rest of Europe 

was read in Ireland is furnished by the Irish Vision of Adamnan^ which 

quotes a form of the story of the death of Mary only found now in 

Syriac. The same Vision makes use of an apocalypse, as yet not 

identified, which is also quoted in a (Latin) Reichenau manuscript of 

Irish connexion now at Carlsruhe. The Irish tale of the Two Sorrozos 

of Heaven is another document based on an apocryphon which it is safe 

to say belongs to Eastern Christendom. In it Enoch and Elias prophesy 

to the souls of the blessed, which (as in certain Greek apocalypses) are 

in the form of birds, the terrors of the end of the world. 
Of the writings I have mentioned so far, the literature of the 

1 EriUy 1905, p. 96. 
® Other traces of reading have been pointed out in Muirchu, which may be 

mentioned here: an allusion to ilbraham’s conversion to a belief in the true God, 
possibly derived from Josephus; and an apparent reminiscence of a line of Valerius 
Flaccus, as well as clear evidence of a knowledge of Virgil. The occasional use of 
Greek words (e.g. antropi) may be merely ^^glossariaP’ learning. 
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English Church of the seventh and eighth centuries beti’ays no know¬ 

ledge. There are others, now to be noticed, for example, the Boole of 

Enochs of which this cannot be said. A non-Irish insular manuscript of 

the eighth century has preserved a fragment of a Latin version of Enoch, 

In Ireland we find, in the Saltair na liann^ a number of names of angels 

which are pretty certainly derived from the same book. There, too, are 

episodes taken from a Life of Adam^ but whether they are to be traced 

to a Western or to an Eastern text has not as yet been made clear. In 

the ^‘Gelasian” list of apocryphal books the Testament of Job is mentioned, 

which probably implies the existence of a Latin version. An unpleasing 

trait which occurs in this Testament is adopted in the Life of St Mochua. 

It would not be difficult to shew by examples from the Irish Lives of 

Saints that the legends of the infimey of our Lord were familiar in the 

country; but these were so widely diffused that the demonstration would 

add nothing to our present purpose. Let it be recorded, lastly, that 

the Reichenau manuscript cited above shews, in one of the fragmentary 

Homilies which it contains, undoubted knowledge of the obscure 

A'pocalypse of Thomas^^ and that a fragment of an Irish service-book 

in the Vatican Library presents us with a Lection from a Gospel 

attributed to James the Less. Both Apocalypse and Gospel are con¬ 

demned in the ‘‘Gelasian^’ decree. 

It has seemed worth while to set lx)rth this class of evidence in some 

detail. Without detail, indeed, its force is inappreciable. The upshot 

of it is that the Eastern legendary literature was domiciled in Ireland to 

such an extent that it coloured the imaginations and contributed to the 

stock-in-trade of hagiologists and seers; and this familiarity with a 

branch of Eastern literature is not negligible as a confirmation of 

other indications that in the sixth and seventh centuries a knowledge 

of Greek was far from uncommon in Ireland. 

Apart from Greek, which after all must be regarded as the fine 

flower of their learning, what did the normal culture of Irish scholars 

amount to ? The scanty list of their Latin writers between the end of 

the sixth and the beginning of the eighth century—between Columba 

(1597) and Adamnan (f70I<)—includes besides penitentials, lives of 

saints, and hymns of no very marked excellence, several writings which 

are without rival in their time. The AUtts pmator, Columba’s great 

alphabetic hymn, and the playful poem in short Adonic lines by 

Columban, cannot fail to impress the reader*, the former in virtue of 

its achievement, the latter by the background of learning which it 

implies. The Altus has something of the learnedness and intricacy of 

Celtic decorative art: Columban‘’s poem, with its allusions to Sappho 

and Danae, is the work of a man who merits the name of scholar. The 

J This is true also of the Anglo-Saxon Homilists. What is practically a version 
of the Apocalypse is contained in the VeroeUi Book\ and two other Homilies, in a 
Blickling and a Hatton MS. respectively, make copious use of it. 
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second half of the seventh century gives ns a treatise—that known as 

Augustine De mirabilihus Saripturae—which, alike for its Latinity and 

for the wide reading of its author, deserves respect. Augustine has 

some acquaintance with ancient history, gathered from such sources as 

the Eusebian Chronicle and from Josephus; he is a student of Jerome, 

and seems to have read books on medicine and natural history. His 

allusions to Ireland, fewer in number than we could have wished, add a 

pleasant -flavour to his book. Aileran the Wise, not far from this author 

in date, has left a tract on the interpretation of the names of our Lord’s 

ancestors according to the -flesh, in which there is not much sound philo- 

logy- 
At the end of the same century we have Adamnan. His two un¬ 

doubted works, the account of Arculfs pilgrimage to Palestine, and the 

Life of Columba, are intrinsically two of the most precious books of their 

time. The value of the tract on the Holy Places to the archaeologist 

and topographer needs no exposition. It is worth much, also, as 

exemplifying the interest in all sorts of knowledge which characterised 

the Irish scholars of the day. The Life of Columba—less a biography 

than a collection of anecdotes—preserves a picture of that saint and 

seer which will never lose its charm. Evidence of Adamnan’s gram¬ 

matical studies, and of his knowledge of Greek (or at least of Greek 

words), abounds in this book ; but there is a third work, a set of notes on 

the Bucolics and Georgies of Virgil, which, if it could be proved to be 

his, would be plain evidence of his distinction as student and as teacher. 

It is in the form of excerpts from three earlier commentaries, those of 

Philargyrius, Titius GaHus, and Gaudentius, which seem to have been 

written down by a class at the dictation of Adananus. Whether or not 

this Adananus was the Abbot of Hy, this work is an undoubted product, 
of Irish scholarsbip. It witnesses to these facts: that the scientific 

study of grammar,” as the Romans understood it, was carried on by 

the Irish at a time when it was dead in continental Europe: and that 
complete texts of ancient commentaries on Virgil had made their way 

into the hands of an Irishman. 
Exaggerated language has no doubt been used about the learning of 

the Irish, and about their share in the preservation of classical literature. 
WTien allowance has been made for this, it remains incontestable that, 

during the latter part of the seventh century, it was in Ireland that the 
thirst for knowledge was keenest, and the work of teaching was most 

actively carried on. There the Latin language (and in a less degree 
the Greek) was studied from the scholar’s point of view. To the Irish, 

we must remember, Latin was no inheritance: they had not heard it 
commonly spoken among them: their knowledge of it was book-know- 
ledge. They had to treat it very much as we do now—more nearly, 

perhaps, as it was treated in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

when it was the recognised medium of communication for scholars of 
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all countries. We need not, however, insist that the great body of 

the classical Latin literature which we now possess was preserved to us 

by the exertions either of the Irish or of the English, to whom the 

lamp of learning passed next in order. No doubt, whatever the Irish 

came across in the way of ancient literature they welcomed and treasured, 

but it is not to be supposed that they ever acquired in their native land 

a very large mass of such writings. It was when, impelled in the 

first instance by missionary zeal, and later by troubled conditions at 

home, they passed over in large numbers to the Continent, that they 

became instrumental in rescuing fragments of the literature which they 

had already learned to value. It is reserved for the palaeographers of the 

next few decades to shew how many of our Latin classics betray the 

existence of an “insular” stage in the line of their transmission. An 

important class of scribal errors is due to the fact that a copyist of 

the Middle Ages or of the Renaissance was using an archetype in 

“ Scriptura Scottica,” in the insular script, in which the peculiar forms, 

say, of r and s misled him. Sometimes these errors affect the whole body 

of manuscripts of a given author, and in these cases it is obvious that 

we owe the preservation of the text to an insular scribe. A leading 

instance, as Traube has shewn, is furnished by the History of Ammianus 

Marcellinus. 
We shall have occasion to revert to the work of the Irish on the 

Continent. The time has now come for us to pass from Ireland to 

Great Britain. It will be worth while to inquire what, apart from 

vague modern panegyric, is to be known of the state of learning in the 

British Church before the coming of Theodore. 

The small tract of the British bishop Fastidius is the only monument 

assignable to the fifth century. In the sixth we have the writings 

ascribed to Gildas, the Epuile^ undoubtedly his, the Lorica, and the 

penitential Canons. We have, too, the Hisperica Famina. Little, if 

anything else, has been credited to Britons of this period. For any 

further infoi'mation about the leading lights of the British Church we 

have to depend upon traditions committed to writing at a far later 

time, and in particular upon the lives of the saints, which are of 

exactly similar complexion with those of the Irish; embodying a 

modicum of fact wrapped in a sparkling tissue of wonders. 

Fastidius may be dismissed with a word: he has no trait that can be 

identified as British. Gildas, as his Epistle attests, was a man of educa¬ 

tion. The writers whom we may credit him with having known are, 

indeed, not recondite, but they are of good quality: Virgil, Persius, 

Claudius (PClaudian), Jerome, Orosius, Rufinns. Such books as these, 

then, were accessible in Britain; was there more than this ? The Epistle 

aifords no evidence of the study of languages other than Latin; Greek 

and Hebrew words occur in the Lorica^ but—whether this be of Gildas's 

composing or no—they need imply no more than the use of a glossary. 
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The same is true of the Misperica Famina. Whoever were the authors 

of that strange and attractive Jurrago^ glossarial learning was to them 

synonymous with culture. Literary success meant the forging of phrases 

that should only just not defy interpretation. When, however, we find 

in a Bodleian manuscript (Auct. F. 4. 32), written in Wales about 887, 

passages from the Bible in Greek (and Latin) it is possible that we may 

be in the presence of a relic of British learning independent of Theodore’s 

influence. The volume comes to us from Glastonbury, one of the few 

places where Celtic and English learning had a chance of blending; and, 

as Bradshaw says, “it passed out of British into Saxon hands in the 

tenth century, during St Dunstan’s lifetime, when the old animosity had 

given way to a much more friendly feeling between the races.” W^hen 

we remember how sharp the animosity had been, we shall be more ready 

to acknowledge the probability that the pedigree of this solitary evidence 

of the study of Greek in Britain may be wholly independent of the school 

of Canterbury. 
The truth of the matter is probably this, that in the period with 

which we are concerned there was learning in Britain, and learning of 

the same standard that then existed in Ireland; but that it w^as confined 

to a smaller area, that its products were fewer and that they have 

perished more completely. There must sm'ely be some foundation for 
the stress laid by the Irish hagiographers upon the intercourse between 

the saints of Ireland and of Britain. Over and over again we find that 
the former go for instruction to the latter: they sit at the feet of David, 

Cadoc, Gildas. Gildas visits Ireland, as he visits Brittany; in the life 

of St Brendan it is said that he, Gildas, had a missal written in Greek 

letters, which Brendan, ignorant of the characters, was miraculously 

enabled to read at sight. It is, if I mistake not, the t>ne mention of 
Greek in these late lives,—a fact which adds something, be it but a 

feather-weight, to the credit of the tale, apart from the miracle. In the 

Breton and Welsh lives we hear of the school of St Iltut (Illtyd) at 

Llantwit Major,and, through the mist of words with which modem wiiters 

have enwrapped the “first of British Universities,” we discern something 
comparable to the monastic schools of Clonard and the Irish Bangor. 

For Brittany at least Llantwit was a mother of teachers. From her 
went forth Paul Aurelian (St Pol-de-Leon), Samson, Leonorius ; and 

they went qualified to Christianise the Bretons, if not to educate them. 

Of their studies at Llantwit no first-hand record survives ; but a few 
ancient Welsh books, a famous Juvencus at Cambridge, and a Martianus 

Capella, probably written at St David’s and now among Archbishop 
Parker’s manuscripts at Corpus Christi, may safely be accepted (though 

not earlier than the ninth century) as representing the kind of culture 
attainable in such a school. And the beautiful story of St Cadoc’s 

intercession for the soul of Virgil, uncertain as is the date of it, gives a 
glimpse of the attitude of some Britons towards the great literature of 
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Rome that at least harmonises weU with evidence of a better kind 

emanating from Ireland.. _ . . , i. ■ 4. t4. j. 
Thus our knowledge of early British culture is scanty It rests 

laro'ely upon conjecture and inference. It is not so with the first 

beinnings of learning among the English. Whereas no English scholar- 

or writer can be named before 668, the next half century produces two 

who would be remarkable in any age-Aldhelm and Bede. Nor is there 

any room for doubt that these men owe their learning to Theodore and 
Hadrian For, even if there be a Celtic strain in Aldhelm s education, 

as there surely is in his style, we must remember in the first place that 
the very fact of an Englishman’s taking to literary pursuits is a novelty; 

and in the second place that we have this Englishman’s oto testimony 

(in his letter to Eahfrid) to the enormous influence of Theodore and 

Hadrian in the work of education: an influence not confined to England, 

for it was potent enough to attract the scholars of Ireland. In Bede no 

admixture of Celtic influence is traceable; he is simply the supreme 

product of the normal teaching of his day. What, then, did Theodore 

and Hadrian bring with them to this country.? They brought the 

permanent equipment of learning in the shape of books. They also 

brouo-ht the knowledge and enthusiasm which secured that the books 

should be used to profit. In these two men the culture of East 

and West was concentrated. Theodore of Tarsus had studied m the 

schools of Athens, and very little of his life had been spent in Italy. 

Hadi-ian was of African extraction and abbot of a monastery near Naples: 

he had absorbed all that Italy could furnish, and was possessed of Greek 

as well. Through him we are linked with the ancients. The Imtitidions 
of Cassiodorus Ire responsible for the existence of a man with such 

qualifications. Unproductive of written monuments as Italy was at 

this time, its monks had not, thanks to Cassiodorus, lost all touch with 

the education of an earlier day. It is to Hadrian that we must attribute 
the greatest share of achievement in the educational work which now 

began in England. Less could be done by Theodore, occupied as he 

was with administration and organisation, and often absent on journeys 

to distant parts of the island. 
With them an Englishman must be joined in our grateful remem¬ 

brance—the man who spent his life and substance in the labour of 

bringing to us the actual palpable treasures of art and learning— 

Biscop, sumamed Benedict, Abbot of Wearmouth. It was he who 

accoinpanied Theodore and Hadrian to England; he was himself 

retunflng from his third journey to the tombs of the Apostles. On 

every subsequent expedition (and he made four more) he brought back 

in quantities books of every kind\ pictures, and vestments, to say 
nothing of the masons and the musicians whom on several occasions 

1 The only book of a secular kind specified—indeed, the only one specified at all 
except a Bible—was a book on cosmography of admirable workmanship which 
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he induced to come and work upon his buildings and to teach his 

monks. Is it not a fair inference from the facts that the influence 

of Theodore and Hadrian went for something here ? Whether or no, 

Biscop’s work was just what was wanted to supplement theirs and to 

ensure its continuance after their removal. 
We do not find these intellectual fathers of the English race figuring 

as writers. This is a slight matter. Their effectiveness as teachers and 

the importance of their literary equipment are attested by the works of 

the first generation of English scholars. Both Aldhelm and Bede are 

able to use books on grammar and prosody in large numbers: they know 

the standard poets, both heathen and Christian, and have access, it seems, 

even to contemporary Spanish writers. The gr^t Latin fathers, and 

such other books as were valued for their bearing on the Scriptures, 

doubtless formed the bulk of the libraries which now began to be formed 

at Canterbury, York, W^earmouth, and perhaps Malmesbury. To put 

it shortly, within the space of a few years England was placed on a level 

with the Continent (and with Ireland) in respect of the apparatus of 

learning. There was this great difference between them, that on the 

Continent the tools were lying neglected, in England they were m 

active use. _ , -i i. t 
It is not, perhaps, necessary to describe in any detail the hterary 

monuments of the first age of our literature: the age of which Aldhelm 

marks the youth and Bede the prime. The subject is well-worn: little 

that is new can be offered in a general survey. The central fact is that 

at the beginning of the eighth century England was the home of the 

one great writer of the time, and was a source of light to the whole ot 

the West. In Bede’s Ecclesiastical History we have a book of reM 

literary excellence, as well as an invaluable historical source. In his 

other works, some of which have outHved their period of greatest 

usefulness, especially his commentaries, he provided sources of mior- 

mation which were at once welcomed as suprior to anything then 

available, and which retained their popularity until the thirteenth 

century at’leastb , . , ^ • i.i. 
The lifetime of Bede tides over the first third of the eighth century. 

The last third sees the beginning of the Carolingian Renaissance. The 

middle third, compared with its neighboi^, is a barren time so far as 

regards the production of writings of abiding value. ^ 
Indeed, when one has named Boniface, with the small group ot 

•p.nglish writers who were his contemporaries, and Virgilius of Salzbui^, 

almost aU is said. Boniface and his circle bear witness, in their letters 

Ceolfrid eave to King Aldfrid in exchange for some lands. (Bede, Vitae Ahhatum, 16.) 
This may possibly have been the Christian Topography of Cosmas Indicopleusto, 
from which we undoubtedly find an excerpt in Utin in a manuscript given by King 

Aethelstaii to the see of St Cutlibert (CCCC. 183). 

1 See also VoL II. p. 571. 
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and in their poems, to the sound learning imparted in the great English 
schools What they wrote has some flavour of the elaboration charac- 

teristic’of Aldhelm as distinguished from Bede. The acrostic and the 
riddle are in favour: Boniface even copies, in his verses to Duddus, 
the “ figured ” poem of Publilius Optatianus, in which certain letters 
picked out of the lines form a pattern or picture, and also compose 
distinct lines or sentences. It is more to the purpose however to draw 
attention to the frequent requests for books which Boniface prefers to 
his friends in England, the fruit of which we may perhaps see now in 
some of the small but precious group of manuscripts still preserved at 
Fulda. Among the treasures of the Wurzburg library too are books 
with English connexions; in one is mention of a Worcester abbess*. 
The presence of others may be due to the Irish missionary and martjr 
Kilian (f 689), among them the unique copy of the works of the heretic 
Priscillian, or, as Dom Morin now inclines to think, of his companion 
Instantius. It is thought, I may add, that the Graeco-Latin Codex 

Laudiamis of the Acts has made the journey between Britain and the 
Continent twice. First brought to England by Theodore and Hadrian, 
and there used by Bede, it travelled to Germany with some members 
of the Bonifacian circle, and found a home there till the seventeenth 
century, when a second Archbishop of Canterbury, Laud, was instru¬ 
mental in bringing it once again to this country along with many other 

spoils of German libraries. 
It will eventually be possible, thanks to the work of the great palaeo¬ 

graphers of our own time, to write a history of the transmission of ancient 
literature, and to trace its influence upon individual authors of the early 
Middle Ages by the help of our rapidly growing knowledge of the styles 
of writing peculiar to the great centres of learning, monastic and other, 
and by the indications, which single manuscripts are gradually being 
induced to yield, of their own parentage and wanderings. But the time 
for attempting this is not yet: many monographs have to be written 
and multitudinous details correlated; and the reader of a survey such 
as this must be content to be told that the cloud which hangs over the 
literary life of the sixth, seventh, and eighth centuries is in process of 
being thinned; it is beyond hope that it can be wholly dispersed. 

One other name demands notice before we close our review of pre- 
Csirolingian literature. Virgilius, Bishop of Salzburg, has made a con¬ 
siderable figure in many a text-book in the capacity of an enlightened 
cosmographer; or of an early martyr of science, persecuted and silenced 
by clerical obscurantists because of his belief in the Antipodes. We 
have not a line of his writing: our only life of him makes no allusion 
to his secular learning: all that we know of this side of him is confined 
to a couple of * lines in a letter of Pope Zacharias to St Boniface, and to 

* The MS. is of Jerome on Ecclesiastes (cent, vi): the owner was Abbess Cuth- 

suuitha (690-700). 
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the epithets Geometer and Soli vagus ^ which were applied to him, the 

former by the Annals of the Four Masters when recording his death, 

the other by an authority as yet untraced. Pope Zacharias, answering 

a complaint of Boniface, says, with regard to the perverse and wicked 

doctrine which he has spoken, against God and his own soul; if it be 

made clear that he admits it,—that there is another world and other 

men, or sun and moon, beneath the earth (siih terra)—^you must hold 

a council, deprive him of priestly rank, and expel him from the Church.’’ 

This brief and rough characterisation has been made to bear the interpre¬ 
tation that Virgilius had published a philosophical treatise setting forth 

the view that there are Antipodes, possibly in dependence upon Martianus 

Capella’s teaching. Or, it is put more modestly that he had given 

expression to this view in his lectures. It will be seen that the words 

of Zacharias contain nothing to support (and nothing to bar) this 

explanation. Another has been advanced which has never become 

fashionable, but which, I think, deserves to be weighed. It is that 

Virgilius had in his mind not Antipodes, but dwellers below the surface 

of the earth. In the twelfth century, as William of Newburgh tells us, a 

green boy and girl appeared at Woolpit in Suffolk, who were members 

of an underground race. They called their "world the land of St Martin 

(perhaps Merlin was the real name) and told how it was lighted—^not, ix 

is true, by another sun and moon,—and how it was a Christian land and 
had churches. Any one who has read much of Scandinavian or Celtic 

fairy-lore will realise that the beliefs he finds there about the under¬ 

ground people are just such as could be described by Pope Zacharias’s 

phrase. Were it not for the epithet Geometer, which does s^m to 

imply an interest in science, I should be strongly inclined to give the 

preference to this second explanation of Virgilius’s erroneous doctrine. 

1 It seems to have been assumed that the word is connected with 8oh but does it 

in fact mean more than the lone wanderer ” ? 
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CHAPTER XX. 

LEARNING AND LITERATURE TILL POPE SYLVESTER H. 

Only a few years before the death of Bede, Alcuin was bom, and in 

S Sma S .i iavited by Mm to come to b» court ^ soon as M 
^tLa ionld be aooomplished. With the ejteept.on of one .ntetvd 
spent in England, the rest of Alenin’s life was passed on the Continent 

“ 'M^nw* England had begun to be the prey of Danish invasion 
Esi^ly when the library of York, which Alcuin describes so glowing^ 
S^^Xn-qnoted pass.^ of his poem on the Smuts of the Chorch of 
York was destroyed, we do not know; but that this was a time of do 

rt^fcCftat a whole literature in the English yeinjmul.r w» w.pd 
out and that the stores of ancient learning, accumulated in the North by 
Sn^rt M the South by Thoxlore and Hsf™’ 

is certain Only waifs and strays remain to attest the heigh 

“wtJwlXC'ingtJ attained hem, Ld the ,Mue ^ « 
that had been imported. The Lindisfarne Gospels and the Ruthw^ 
Cross on the one hand, and the Codex Jmiatinus (happily 
its parent country before the catastrophe) on the other, are outstand g 

““Sjwen the departure of Alcuin for the Empero* court ^^e 
revival of English letters under Alfred, England, disunited and ravaged, 

makes no contribution to the cause of learning. 
Interest is centred upon that same court of Charlemagne. Here tor 

a time W Paul the D^eacon and Peter of Pisa, both 
Italy where learning, if inert, was not dead. Incomparably the more 
impOTtant figure of the two is that of Paul, chiefly in view of two piec^ 

of work, his^bridgment of the Glossary of 
History of the Lombards. Both are precious, not for style, but for the 
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hard facts which they preserve. About half of the glossaiy of Festus, 

itself an abridgment of the work of Verrius Flaccus, has survived only in 

a sadly damaged Naples manuscript: without i% and what Paul has 

rescued of the remainder, our knowledge of archaic Latin would be far 

fuller of gaps than it is. His epitome was a mine, too, for later writers, 

who drew from it strange forms to adorn their pages. In virtue of his 
other great work, Paul has earned the name of the Father of Italian 

history. Neither of these books w'as written at the instance of the 

Emperor, who employed Paul in educational vrork and in the compilation 

of a set of Homilies for use in church. 
Paul was something of a verse-writer, and some fables of his are by 

no means'without merit; but both he and Peter were chiefly valued by 

their patron as teachers of grammar. We have writings of both of them 

on this subject, a subject touched by almost every one of the great 

scholars of the period we have been and shall be reviewing; Aldhelm, 

Bede, Boniface, Alcuin, not to mention a crowd of minor names, Irish 

and Continental. Especially in the Carolingian age, when serious efforts 

were afoot to raise the standard of education, were grammatical manuals 

of frequent occurrence. Their compilers used the works of recent pre¬ 

decessor and of more ancient writers in varying degrees, commonly 

contributing little of their own, save perhaps the order and arrangement 

of the material. No detailed review of these writers will be attempted 

in this chapter; but they deserve mention, and honourable mention, 

since they ministered to the first needs of a fresh and very numerous 

generation of scholars. 
In leaving Paul the Deacon, it is worth while to remark that he 

expressly disclaims knowledge of Greek (and Hebrew), and to note that 

Greek does not figure very conspicuously in the works of most of the 
important scholars in Charlemagne’s own circle, though we can see that 

it was known to more than one of them. There may have been some 
few Greek books accessible to them: between T58 and T6S Pope Paul I 

had sent some to Pepin; the grammar of Aristotle, of Dionysius the 

Areopagite; a geometry, an orthography” says the Pope, obscurely 

enough. But we do not fall on the track of these again. 
The knowledge that Charlemagne revived education and learning in 

his empire is common property. I shall not dwell upon his metiiods, 
but rather upon the individual men whom he gathered about him to do 

the work, and upon the results they achieved. Three have already been 

mention^, and I do not think it is insular prejudice which inclines me 

to regard Alcuin as the central figure. 
He was not a great writer: interesting as are his letters and his 

poems, none of them can be rated high as literature. But as an organizer 

and administrator, and as a personally attractive man, he stands in the 

1 Smaragdus of St Mihiel (<?. 820) takes illiistrations from th© vernaculajr, an 

mteresting poiiiL 
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first rank. Socially we can see that he must have been very acceptable • 
in the common phrase of to-day, he had a genius for friendship. In 
promoting the revival of education he had this advantage over his 
helpers, that alone among them he was possessed of the traditions and 
methods of a long-established and thriving school. 

The mass of writing for which he is responsible is very large. There 
are Biblical commentaries, not more distinguished for originality than 
those of Bede: treatises upon the Adoptionist heresy which sprang up in 
his time in Spain, and upon the Trinity, accounted his best theological 
work. There is a liturgical corpus, of ^eat importance in the history 
of worship, of which a Homiliary, a Lectionary, and a Sacramentary are 
the chief members. Of a revision of the text of the Latin Bible due to 
him there is a constant tradition which we need not doubt, though we 
possess no record of the imperial order under which it is said to^have 
been undertaken, and there are few allusions to it in Alcuin’s own 
writings. Moreover, the task of distinguishing the Alcuinian text from 
other current types is beset with difficulties. There is also a series of 
educational manuals: we have those on Grammar, Rhetoric, and Dialectic, 
and there seem to have been others. They were not popular for long 
and were not intrinsically very valuable. Still, they were pioneer work, 
and as such they doubtless had an influence not to be despised. 

As to his own range of reading, apart from the theology which 
ranked as standard in his time, something must be said. The mass of 
verse which we have from him shews his knowledge of such authors as 
Virgil—some study of whom may be assumed in the case of everyone 
with whom we shall be concerned—Statius, Lucan, and of the Christian 
poets Juvencus, Prudentius, Arator, Sedulius and others who, like Virgil 
were read by all who read at all. His list of the writers who were to be 
found in the library at York is instructive though incomplete (it omits, 
for example, Isidore); but it contains few names which ceased to be 
familiar in later centuries. Of theologians, Victorinus and Lactantius, 
of poets, Alcimus Avitus, of grammarians Probus, Focas, Euticius 
Pompeius, Cominianus, are those who became comparative rarities in 
and after the twelfth century. The most learned of Alcuin’s letters are 
those th^ relate to astronomy, in which the Emperor was interested. 

one of them he asks for a copy of Pliny’s Natural History to help 
him to answer certain queries, and elsewhere in his correspondence he 
quotes Vitruvius and alludes to Dares Phrygius as if he knew the Trojan 
History current under that name. He is also credited with the intro¬ 
duction of a few texts to the Continent—the spurious correspondences of 
Alexander the Great with Dindimus, king of the Brachmani, and of 
bt Paul with Seneca. If not very important, both of these became 
^cessiyely popular : more so than the Categoriae of Augustine, the 
transmission of which is also due to Alcuin. 

His knowledge of Greek is a matter of controversy, but at least 
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he CRD quote the Psalter and the Epistles to elucidate a point of 
grammar. 

A remark may be permitted here which is applicable to most of the 
individual cases we shall meet. Those who had learnt the grammar and 
machinery of the Greek language were not few in number (and I see no 
reason for excluding Alcuin’s name from the list), but when they had 
learnt it and were in a position to use Greek books, there were no Greek 
books for them to use. Literally, as we shall see, hardly any beyond 
a few copies of parts of the Bible—Psalter, Gospels, Epistles. In other 
words, there was very little matter which they did not already possess in 
a form easier to be used and considered equally authoritative. Hence 
the study was unpopular; it involved great labour, and had little to 
offer save to those who coveted abstruse learning and took pleasure in 
the process of acquiring it. For all that, the tradition of the supreme 
excellence of Greek learning was slow to die; and in every generation 
some individuals were attracted by it, though the difficulties they had 
to encounter increased as time went on. 

Alcuin’s abbey of St Martin at Tours played a great part in the 
diffusion of that form of writing, the Cai-olingian minuscule, which was 
the vehicle of transmission of the main bulk of the ancient literature. 
Obscured for a time—ousted, indeed—by the Gothic scripts of the later 
Middle Ages, it emerged again at the revival of learning, took perhaps 
a more refined shape at the hands of the humanists, and became the 
parent of the common “ Roman ” type in which these lines will be read. 
That the introduction of this clear and beautiful script is one of the 
most remarkable and beneficial of the reforms of Charlemagne’s age, 
whoever has had to do with Merovingian, Beneventan, or Visigothic 
hands will readily allow. It would be pleasant if we could point to it 
as an enduring trace of the influence of Alcuin, as has been commonly 
done. The trend of expert opinion, however, is against this attribution. 
The traditions of writing in which Alcuin was brought up were insular, 
and so good an authority as Traube pronounces that the great Anglo- 
Saxon scholar had no share in forming the hand of the scriptorium of 
Tours. 

The pupils of Alcuin did not fail to follow his methods and to pro¬ 
pagate sound learning to the best of their ability. We shall revert to 
them and their work. It is now time to leave the great teacher and to 
notice a few other leading members of the court circle. 

Einhard, Theodulf, and Angilbert are three figures of great interest. 
The Vita Karoli of the first may be unhesitatingly named as the best 
piece of literature which the Carolingian revival produced. As is well 
known, it follows the lines of an ancient model, Suetonius’s Lives of the 
Caesars, and especially that of Augustus. A copy of Suetonius, the 
parent, it seems, of all that we have, was at Fulda: Servatus Lupus of 
Ferrieres writes for a transcript of it in later years. This MS Einhard 
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must liave studied closely and wisely; from it he derives the plan and pro¬ 
portions, and the method of narration, in his biography. Succinct, clear, 
and picturesque, inspired with a sagacious perception of the greatness of 
its subject, it is a really worthy monument to the Emperor. Nardulus” 
is an attractive personality as revealed in this work, and in the letters 
and poems of his friends. His own letters are rather jejune business- 
documents for the most part. A mention of Vitruvius is almost the 
only detail of literary interest; there is evidence, besides, of acquaintance 
with the letters of Pliny, and, elsewhere, with the Germmiia of Tacitus. 
More characteristic than the correspondence is his narrative of the 
translation or theft of the relics of SS. Marcellinus and Peter, which he 
procured from Rome for his abbey of Michelstadt. It is the classical 
instance of these pious conveyances, and an early one in the series. Of 
the documents which throw light upon Einhard’s personality and his 
domestic relations, the best are the letters of condolence written to him 
by Servatus Lupus on the death of his wife. That Einhard took part 
in the compilation of the very valuable Lorsch annals—anonymous, as is 
the rule with that class of records—has been denied, but is affirmed by 
weighty opinion. His poems, and his lost work on the Saxons, can have 
no more than a bare mention here. 

Theodulf, Spaniard by birth and education, ecclesiastic and statesman, 
Bishop of Orleans and Abbot of Fleury, stands out as by far the most 
skilful versifier—I think I would say poet^—of his time. He has an 
astonishing facility in the elegiac metre. A very large mass of his 
writing has survived, though the only manuscript of the longer poems 
has disappeared since Sirmond printed them. If one were asked to 
single out the most successful piece, perhaps that addressed To Judges 
has the strongest claim. In this he describes an official joirrney of 
inspection which he took with Leidrad (afterwards Archbishop of Lyons) 
through Gallia Narbonensis. At one place he introduces an incident 
which is rather characteristic of his manner. Some one who wishes to 
curry favour with him calls him aside and offers him a piece of plate, 
evidently of antique workmanship: it is worn with age, and has in the 
centre a representation of Hercules and Cacus surrounded with others 
which shew Hercules and the snakes and the Twelve Labours: on the 
outside are the fight with Nessus and the deaths of Lichas and Hercules, 
as well as the story of Antaeus. Other suitors proffer Eastern fabrics 
with beasts woven upon them, and so forth. I call this characteristic, 
for we find several similar descriptions of works of art in the poems, as, 
for example, the Seven Liberal Arts depicted on a dish, and a picture, 
designed by Theodulf himself, of the Earth in the form of a woman 
suckling a child, and surrounded by many symbolic attributes. These 
things are inter^^^ in themselves and as affording evidence of the 
survival of classical traditions and monuments. 

Another ingenuity in which he evidently took pleasure, is the intro- 
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duction of place-names in large numbers. Many disticbs are made up 
of these: here is one enumerating some of the rivers which watered 
Charlemagne’s dominions: 

Rura Mosella Liger Vulturnus Matrona Ledns 
Hister Atax Gatarns Olitis Albis Arar^. 

He does not even shun Bagdad: 
Si veniat Bagatat, Agarenis rebus onusta. 

As amusing as any is his poem on the court (xxv), where he tells 
how Nardus (Einhard), Erkambald, and Osulf might serve (being all of 
a size, and that not great) as the three legs of a table, and how, when 
the poem is read aloud, a wretched Scot (possibly Clement the Irishman, 
the palace schoolmaster) will be in a miserable state of temper and 
confusion. 

Two pieces of his verse, and only two, were at all commonly copied 
in later centuries: an extract from his Preface to the Bible finds a place 
in some thirteenth century Vulgates, and a part of his Palm Sunday 
hymn, Gloria, laus, et honor,” remains in use in the original and in 
vernacular versions. 

What has been said of his facility in the writing of elegiac verse 
implies his close study of older models, particularly of O vid. His com¬ 
patriot Prudentius was also a well-read source. But on the whole his 
range of classical reading does not comprise unfamiliar names. We do 
not learn much from him about the preservation of ancient literature. 

A word in conclusion as to his work on the revision of the text of 
the Bible. That he undertook a recension of it is not to be doubted, 
and it is generally agreed that we have, at Le Puy and at Paris {BM. 
Lat 9S80), two copies, more or less faithful, of that recension. That he 
made it by the help of old Spanish manuscripts is also the prevailing 
view: it is probable enough that fragments of some of these survive at 
Orleans, whither they came from his abbey, Fleury. But neither was it 
a very remarkable piece of work in itself, nor did it exercise upon the 
history of the text an influence approaching that attributed to the 
contemporary Alcuinian revision. 

Angilbert—Homer, as he was called—influential as he was personaEy, 
takes on the whole a secondary place among the writei^. If the fragment 
of an epic poem on Charlemagne and Pope Leo, which contains a cele¬ 
brated description of the Emperor and his family out hmting, be not 
his (but it probably is) there is not much to preserve his name as an 
author. But as Abbot of St Riquier he was zealous in collecting books 
_over 200 of them—for his monastery, and, if we may judge by the 
names of authors whom Mico had at disposal, there was a strong con¬ 
tingent of Latin poets amongst them. 

1 Roer, Moselle, Loire, Voltumo, Marne, Les near Montpellier, Bamibe, Ande, 
Gave, Lot, Elbe, Saone. Tliis cbaraeteristic reappears in the German Renaissance. 
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Only a systematic history of literature could undertake to name the 

minor figures of this or of subsequent periods. It must suffice here to 

select a few men and books that stand out from a crowd which begins 
to thicken rapidly. 

Alcuin, dying in 804, was the first after Paul the Deacon to disappear. 

Einhard and the rest were considerably younger men, and Einhard lived 

till 840. Before we take up the direct line of succession to Alcuin, we 

will devote a few words to one who stood outside the circle that has 

been engaging our attention, and who was just about coeval with 

Einhard. This is Agobard, Archbishop of Lyons (769-840). Like 

Theodulf, he was a Spaniard. It is no part of my purpose to trace his 

career or catalogue his many tracts: three points only shall be noted as 

germane to the subject of this chapter. First, he was instrumental in 

preserving, in a manuscript which he gave to a church at Lyons, and 

which is now at Paris, a very large proportion of the extant works of 

Tertullian. Next, though he shews no interest in classical learning, it 

is curious to find that he had some knowledge of Jewish lore. In his 

fierce attack on the Jews he quotes Rabbinic teaching about the seven 

heavens, and also some form of the Jewish libel on our Lord which is 

commonly called the Toledoth Jem, Lastly, two of his tracts have 

a bearing on folklore: one of them denounces the current belief in 

Tempestarii, people who could produce storms at will; the other tells of 

a mysterious epidemic which had induced people in the district of Uzes 

to revert to pagan observances. These, two of which are no doubt small 

matters, are samples of the odds and ends of strange information which 
may be picked up from the literature of the time. 

The most influential of the diadoclii of Alcuin was perhaps his pupil 

Magnentius Hrabanus Maurus (Raban) (784-866), Abbot of Fulda for 

twenty years (8S2-842) and from 847 Archbishop of Mayence. He was no 

original genius, but a great channel of learning, which he transmitted 

through compilations in the form of commentaries and of an encyclopaedia 
founded on Isidore. The achievement which his contemporaries admired 

most was his book In Praise of the Holy Cross. This too is closely modelled 

on an older book, the panegyric on Constantine by Publilius Optatianus 

Porphyrins. Pages of capital letters in which some are picked out in 

red, meet the eye, and it is realised that the red letters not only have 

their proper part in the text, but also form some device or picture, and 

that they make up some sentiment or verse independently. Such carmina 

figurata., of terrible ingenuity and infinitesimal value, were popular 
throughout these centuries. 

Raban Maur not only found a precious library at Fulda, but in¬ 
creased it substantially. It can have had few rivals in quality by the 

time he left it. ^ To Fulda we owe, it appears, the preservation of Sue¬ 

tonius, of Tacitus, of Ammianus Marcellinus, to name three leading 
examples: it has been shewn, too, that Raban had access to Lucretius. 
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The mention of this library affords an occasion for speaking, though 

in the briefest terms, of the others which competed with it on the Con¬ 

tinent : Lorsch, Reichenau near Constance, St Gall, Corbie in Picardy, 

St Riquier, Fleury on the Loire, Bobbio and Monte Cassino in Italy. 

These, I imagine, are all indisputably to be placed in the first class. Of 

them be it remembered that Fulda, Reichenau, St Gall, and Bobbio owe 

their being to these islands: Boniface, Pirminius, Gallus, Columban were 

their founders. How much further our list should stretch no two people 

would agree; but it would be absurd to omit the libraries of Tours, 
Rheims, St Denis, Mayence, Cologne, Treves, Corvey in Westphalia 

(daughter of Corbie), Wurzburg, Laon, Liege; or that of Verona, 

to which the archdeacon Pacificus (f 846) added more than 200 volumes. 

Each of these had its importance as school or storehouse, and some, 

like St Gall, Wurzburg, and Verona, have kept together a surprisingly 

large proportion of their ancient possessions up to the present day. 

Not so all those which were first named. The books of Fulda, of 

which we have a catalogue, made late in the sixteenth century, have very 

largely disappeared. Lorsch is better represented, in the libraries of 

the Vatican and elsewhere, Reichenau at Carlsruhe, Corbie at Paris, 

Petrograd, and Amiens, Fleury at Rome and Orleans, Bobbio at Rome, 

Milan, Turin, Vienna and Bamberg. 

Among them these houses produced a great proportion of the ninth 

century manuscripts which exist to-day, and anyone who will be at the 

pains to examine Chatelain’s Faleogi'aphie des Classiques Latins or 

Sabbadini’s account of the rediscovery of the classics at the Renaissance 

will realise how much of what we have is due to the scribes who lived 

between, say, 800 and 950. 
There are three Latin authors of the first class, Virgil, Terence, and 

Livy, of whom the whole or a considerable portion have survived in 

manuscripts of the classical period. Neglecting fragments, it may be 

said that the earliest copies of Caesar, Sallust, Lucretius, Juvenal, 

Persius, both Plinies, Tacitus, Lucan, Suetonius, Martial, the greater 

part of Cicero, all date from the Carolingian Renaissance. There is, of 

course, something to be set against this immense debt: what, we ask, 

has become of the archetypes which the scribes of the ninth century 

used ? It is to be feared that, once transcribed, they were cast aside as 

old and useless^, and few of them allowed to live on even as palimpsesfe, 
for vellum was not so scarce as it had been. Still, the fact remains that 

they were copied, and that in such numbers as attest a vivid and wide¬ 

spread interest in the best literature that was accessible. 
In Walafrid(Walahfridus) Straboor Strabus, the pupil of Raban Manx, 

we have another scholar of the direct Alcuinian succession. His career 

was not a long one (808”849), but the amount, and in some respects the 

^ There was some excuse for this. Books written in short lines, in capital 
letters, with the words undivided, cannot he read with ease or comfort. 
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quality of his work, is remarkable. The Glossa Ordinaria, an abridgment 
of patristic commentaries on all the books of the Bible, a predecessor of 
the Synopsis Criticorum of more modem times, was his great monument 
In the twelfth century no monastic library of any consideration lacked 
a set, and even the smallest owned a few of the principal volumes. It is 
no more than a compilation, from sources which still exist, but it was 
a source of primary importance to students of the Bible for many years. 

Walafrid’s poetry is more interesting to iis than the gloss. There 
is a good deal of it, but only two pieces shall be selected for special 
mention. De imagine Tetrici is notable for its subject (which is the 
equestrian statue of Theodoric removed from Ravenna to Aix-la-Chapelle 
by Charlemagne in 801), and also for its form; it is a dialogue between 
the poet and Scintilla (roughly, his genius), which is succeeded by a re¬ 
markable description of the Emperor Louis the Pious and his train. De 
(Mltura Jwrtorum is the first of medieval Georgies. Those who have seen 
it will at least remember the epilogue, addressed to Grimaldus of St Gall, 
in which Walafrid says: “ Think of me when you are sitting in your 
walled garden under the shade of a peach tree. 

Bum tibi cana legunt teiiera lanugine poma 
Ludentes pueri^ scola laetabunda tuorum^ 
Atque volis ingentia mala capacibus iiidunt 
Grandia conautes includere corpora palmis/’ 

The lines are not “gr^t poetry,” but the picture is pleasant. 
A group of three writers whose works bear on the preservation of 

Roman literature shall next be noticed. 

The first part of the ninth century (805-862) is covered by the life 
of Servatus Lupus, Abbot of Ferrieres, whose letters, not uncelebrated, 
are by far the most remarkable of his writings. The frequent requests 
he makes for books, and especially classical books, have long since at¬ 
tracted attention. From Einhard he borrows Aulus Gellius and the 
rhetoncal works of Cicero; from Altsig of York, Quintilian; from 
another he tries to get Livy; from the Abbot of Fulda, Suetonius in 
two small volumes. He owns and has read Caesar; he quotes Horace, and 
^y have M some other Latin lyrics. A line which he cites as Horace’s, 
(Meos dividerem hbenter annos), is not to be found in Horace now. 

Mico of St Riquier seems to have compiled his work on prosody 
Mout the year 825. It is a collection, arranged alphabetically, of lines 
irom upwards of thirty poets, pagan and Christian, exemplifying the 
scansion of particular words, the name of the source being written beside 
each. One could hardly have a more convenient key to the contents of 
the St Riquier library as regards Latin verse. The list need not be set 
out in full here, but a few remarks may be made. The Aratea both of 
Cicero and of Germanicus and the medical poem of Q. Serenus Sam- 
monicus, to which LuCTetius may be added, count as rarities. We miss 

a pumius and Nemesianus, who were known to the Carolingian court, and 
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Macer—perhaps last mentioned as extant by Ermoldus NigelluSj a notable 

court-poet. The absence of Catullus, Tibtdlus and Propertius is not sur¬ 

prising; the first and last eyidently did not emerge till a good deal later: 

Tibullus, however, does occur in an interesting ninth-centmy list of books 

written in a grammatical manuscript at Berlin (Santen. 66). 

Hadoardus gives another aspect of the picture. We know nothing 

of him but that he calls himself a presbyter and obviously lived in an 

establishment—most likely monastic—where he had a good library at 

command. He put together a collection of moral, religious and philo¬ 

sophical excerpts which has survived in one manuscript. Its distinguishing 

feature is that a large part consists of extracts from the philosophical 

writings of Cicero. Hadoardus had no more of these than we have; 

the Republic was not known to him. Cicero is useful to him merely as 

a moralist, and he expunges from Hs extracts the personal and historical 

allusions, so that what we thank him for is little more than the evidence 

he supplies as to the existence in his time of the collected philosophical 

works in very much their present shape. 
It is long since I have made any reference to Spain. The little 

that can now be said must be confined to the Christian writers: I 

cannot touch on the great literary and scientific achievements of the 

conquering Moors. And the Christian writers were not very remarkable. 

A mass of matter connected with the Adoptionist heresy appeared at 

the end of the eighth century. The question at issue (recalled by the 

Filioque clause): Was the Son of God Son by adoption, as opposed to 

eternal generation? was affirmed by Felix of Urge! and Elipandus of 

Toledo and, outside Spain, denied by Alcuin. Within the country Beatus 

wrote against Elipandus, but he would hardly have been remembered for 

that alone. He is remembered, however, both by patristic students and 

by those interested in art, as the compiler of an immense commentary on 

the Apocalypse from sources which are some of them lost and valuable. 

Copies of this (to which Jerome on Daniel is almost always added), pro¬ 

fusely illustrated, are the chief monuments of Spanish art for the ninth 

and foEowing centuries. The designs of the pictures were transmitted with 

almost Chinese fidelity from one scriptorium to another; among them 

is a map of the world which has a special place of its own in geographical 

history. 
In the middle of the ninth centuiy a pair of Cordovan writers emerge 

to whom a few words must be devoted: Faulus Alharus, a converted Jew, 

and Eulogius (Eulogio), Archbishop of Toledo, who died a martyr in 
859. The writings of Eulogius are chiefly concerned with the martyrs of 

his own time, and with polemic against the Prophet; those of Paul mclude 

a life of Eulogius and a good deal of indifferent verse. Their main 
importance is, no doubt, for Spanish history, and they are mentioned 

here principally in virtue of a passage in the life of Eulogius which 

bears on general literature. In 848, says Paul, Eulogius brought back 
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from certain monasteries a number of books. Virgil, Horace, Juvenal 
Avienus are specially named, and also the epigrams of Adelelmus, who 
is no other than our English Aldhelra. The fact that Aldhelm was read 
in Spain in the ninth century is worth noting. We remember how 
Aldhelra himself at the end of the seventh century read Julian of Toledo 
and Eugenius. 

A chapter of history yet unwritten will most likely disclose many 
unsuspected threads of connexion between Ireland, Britain, and Spain. 
In the making of it the role of the liturgiologist will be an important one! 

We return to Central Europe. A good deal of space in the last 
chapter was devoted to Greek learning and to Irish culture. Now that 
we have passed to the middle years of the ninth century, both subjects 
come before us again. Their representatives are in the first instance 
Johannes Scottus Eriugena and Sedulius Scottus, but these are only the 
protagonists. There was a crowd of minor personages, some few of whom 
will claim separate notice. The testimony of the time is that imperial 
and royal courts and the palaces of the great ecclesiastics were thronged 
with needy “ Scotti,” all learned in their various ways, all willing to teach, 
and all seeking (not always in the most dignified terms) shelter and 
maintenance. Heiric of Auxerre, writing about 876, represents the 
influx of Irish scholars as due to the enlightened liberality of Charles 
the Bald. “Ireland, despising the dangers of the sea, is migrating 
almost en masse with her crowd of philosophers to our shores, and all 
the most learned doom themselves to voluntary exile to attend the 
bidding of Solomon the wise.” But this was not the sole or even the 
chief reason. As the rhetoricians of Gaul had been driven into Ireland 
by one set of invasions, so now the Irish were driven out of it by 
another, that of the Scandinavian pirates who had already done so much 
mischief in England. We cannot doubt that lamentable destruction of 
books took place in Ireland too, but we know little or nothing about 
established libraries there. 

We first hear of John the Scot at the court of Charles the Bald in 
846, and his first continental writing was on predestination against 
Gottschalk (851). Not very long after, in 858-860, he made his first 
important translation from Greek, of the works called of Dionysius the 
Areopagite. The copy he used was most likely one which in 827 the 
Greek Emperor, Michael, had given to the Abbey of St Denis'. Hilduin, 
Abbot of that house, had done his best to establish the identity of the 
patron of the Abbey with the Areopagite, and the identification was 
commonly accepted throughout the medieval period. 

It is generally agreed that John knew Greek before he left Ireland. 
TTiis would make it natural to commit to him the task of rendering the 
very difiicult language and matter of Dionysius into Latin. But the 

* Now at Paris (B. N. Gr. 437). 
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contents were such as were certain to attract him. He was a philosopher 

born, and the blend of Neo-Piatonism and Christianity in these writings was 

exactly suited to his temperament. He performed Ms work in a w^ay 

that excited the wonder of a very competent scholar at Rome: for in 

860 the translation was sent to Pope Nicholas, and he referred it for an 

opinion to his librarian Anastasius, who had done much work of the 

kind. Anastasius marvels how a man from a remote and barbarous land 

could have attained such mastery of Greek ; Irish learning was evidently 
an unknown thing to him. 

In his dedications of his version to the Emperor, and also in a good 

many of his occasional poems, John ventures upon original Greek verse 

composition: here he is at his weakest, both as poet and as prosodist; 

the scansion is surprisingly bad. The Dionysius was foUow^ed by the 

Amhigua of Maximus (aTropa ek VpTjjopiov mpl (pvcr€mv% also a difficult 

text to translate and not one of much importance. Most likely no other 

philosophical text (if we except the Soluthnes of Priscianus Lydus, as to 

which there is doubt) came into John’s hands. He made no other trans¬ 

lations, but turned to the composition of his last and greatest work, to 

which he gave a Greek title, ire pi (pvcremv pLepLcrfiov (867). Little copied, 

for it soon became suspect of pantheism, it is the most original piece of 

speculative thought which these centuries have to shew, NotMng so 

remarkable probably was put forth until Anselm came. 

Other works by John to wMch no precise date has been assigned are 

his excerpts from Macrobius on the verb, which preserve all we have of 

a very valuable book, a fragmentary commentary on St John’s Gospel 

in which he makes use of the Greek text, and commentaries on Martianus 
Capella and Boethius. We still await a critical edition of the whole of 

the works of tMs very marked scholar and thinker. It is unfair to judge 
of his personality from silence, but the fact remains that there is no 

written tribute to any but his intellectual gifts. 
Sedulius Scottus is found at Liege about 848, and after a lapse of ten 

years becomes imtraceable. In him we have no original thinker, but a 

writer of some skill, a most industrious compiler and transcriber, and 

a lover of ancient literature. His book De rectorilus Christianis addressed 
to Lothar II, interspersed with pieces of verse in many metres (after 

the fashion of BoetMus) and with copious quotations from the ProverMa 

Graecorum (see p. 504), is his best original composition. There are, too, 
many fugitive pieces of verse, some addressed to Ms patrons, one or two 

to Ms Irish companions, others descriptive of works of art, for example, 

a silken pall embroidered with a long series of scenes from the life of 

St Peter. Under the head of compilations we reckon Ms collections on 
St Matthew and on the Pauline Epistles (the former as yet unprinted) 

and his Commentaries on grammatical works, Priscian,Donatus,EutycMus. 

In the last-named, wMch was very likely written in Ireland, he uses that 

tract of Macrobius on the verb, of wMch John has been the cMef preserver* 
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There is also in the library of the hospital of Cues (Cusa) near Treves 

a manuscript of a commonplace book of his of very remarkable character. 

It has supplied us with pieces of Cicero's orations against Piso and for 

Fonteius which are wanting in our other copies, and of Vegetius,Porphyrio, 

and Lactantius, Partly perhaps because of the many Greek passages in 

his works, Lactantius was little read or copied between the ninth and 

the fifteenth century. To Seduliiis however these were no deterrent; he 

collects some of them at the end of a Greek psalter which we have of 

his transcribing. A remark of Traube’s will be in place here: I hazard 

the guess," he says, ^Hhat wherever Greek passages survive in Latin 

works, they are to be referred to Irish influence." 

The manuscripts transcribed by Sedulius and his circle remain to be 

noticed. Those which are most confidently ascribed to his hand are the 

Psalter just mentioned, which is signed by him (it is now in the Arsenal 

Library at Paris, and was once at St Nicholas's Abbey at Verdun), and 

a Graeco-Latin copy of the Pauline Epistles at Dresden, of which the 

Codeoo Augiemis at Trinity College, Cambridge, is a transcript. There 

are besides at St Gall a Priscian, perhaps brought from Ireland, and a 

Gospels in Greek and Latin (known as A), and there is a famous book 

at Berne (S63) containing our oldest copy of Horace's Odes. In these we 

find, scribbled on margins, Irish names, and names of others, such as 

Hartgar of Tongres, Gunther of Cologne, Hilduin, Hincmar, etc., whom 

we know to have been connected with Sedulius. His own name also 
occurs not unfrequently. 

Of the less distinguished members of the band of Irish scholars, 

Dunchad or Duncaiit has been asserted and also denied to be the author 

of a Comment on Martianus Capella (not printed). Common to this, 

and to John the Scot’s comment on the same author, is a fragment of 

the lost Peplus of Theophrastus, which is also copied in a Laon manu¬ 

script (444) written by an Irish teacher, Martin of Laon (t875). This 

book contains a Graeco-IAtin glossary, and, inter alia^ Greek verses 

by Martin himself, no better and no worse than those of John. 

pvv\v}ye veavicTKe S09 hearficiTct {^evKGcrLv) 

is the last line, and a fair sample. 

Room must be found here for a word about glossaries. They were 

the indispensable tool of any who aspii'ed to a knowledge of Greek, and 

were used by others who had no real grasp of the language but desired 

to be thought Greek scholars. The two chief Graeco-Latin glossaries 

go by the names of Cyrillus and Philoxenus respectively. The prime 

authority for the text of Cyrillus is an ancient manuscript in the Plarleian 

collection (579S) which came from the hospital of Cues. We now know 

that Laon 444, written by Martin, is a copy of it, and this means that 

in the ninth century it was at or near Laon. It was not, however, 

written in Prance, but most likely in Italy: its archetype is conjectured 
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to have been a papyrus book, Fhiloscmm depends upon a ninth century 

manuscript at Paris, and this too is referred to the neighbourhood of 
Laon, or at least to the north of France. 

Fergus was another of the Irish circle; he was the writer of part of 

the St Gall Gospels (A). Yet another^ of whom we know little more 

than the name, was Elias, a connecting link between the Irish and thdr 
most distinguished continental pupil, Heiric of Auxerre. 

Heiric learned what Greek he knew from an Irish teacher or teachem 

at Laon; he also sat under Lupus of Ferrieres, and at his lectures took 

down excerpts from Valerius Maximus and Suetonius. Elias supplied him 

with the text of two collections of apophthegms, one current under the 

name of Caecilius Balbus. A manuscript now at the abbey of Melk in 

Austria preserves (with autograph notes hj Heiric) another set of extracts 

which is particularly interesting as including some from Petronius. The 

copy from which these were taken is now divided between the libraries 
of Berne and Paris. 

His own works are not epoch-making: commentaries on some of the 

poets, which supplied material to his pupU Eemigius, and a long life of 

St Germanus of Auxerre in verse. In this he makes considerable parade 

of his Greek, intercalating into his dedications many words which he got 

from the works of Dionysius the Areopagite. He makes such experiments 

in Ijxic metres as shew him to have been a student of the Odes and 

Epodes of Horace, and he is credited with being the first of his time to 

pay much attention to these poems, which were always far less popular 
than the Satires and Epistles. 

Those who have studied the commentaries of Heiric award to them 

higher praise for real soundness of learning than to those of Bemigii]®. 

But the name of the latter lived on, and Heiric'’s did not. Bemigius 

learnt of Dunchad as well as of Heiric, and taught at Bheims for Arch¬ 

bishop Fulk, and at Paris. He lived on into the tenth century, and, it 

is said, had Odo of Cluny among his pupils. The tale of his writings is a 

long one, consisting almost entirely of commentaries upon grammarians, 

poets, and books of the Bible. A tract on the Mass and a glossary of 

proper names in the Bible, both ascribed to him, went on being copied 
down to the end of the Middle Ages. Few of the many Bibles of the 

thirteenth century are without the Irderpretatkmes Nomimim, 

This is perhaps the place to mention the mythographers. Two anony¬ 

mous collections of stories of the ancient gods and heroes, very baldly 

told, were printed by Mai from Vatican manuscripts of the tenth and 

eleventh centuries, along with a later one which does not concern us. 

The second of these mythographers cxipies a good deal of matter from 

the first, and has been, not quite certainly, identified with Bemigius, 
The first quotes authors as late as Orosius, and mingles tales from 

Roman history with his mythology. Neither attained a wide circulation, 

but they deserve a word in virtue of their attempts to hand on the 
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ancient legends and throw light on the allusions to them in classical 

literature. 

By the end of the ninth century, it is probably true to say that the 

Irish stimulus had worked itself out. Had a steady supply of Greek 

texts been available, one cannot doubt that men would have been found 

to make use of them, but, it must be repeated, no new material was 

coming in. Byzantium despised the West and did not care to enlighten 

it. The Greek monasteries of Southern Italy seem never to have attracted 

any attention in the north. The chief scholar at Rome, Anastasius 

Bibliothecarius, died in 897 and left no successor. Something more needs 

to be said of what he had accomplished. Nearly all his translations 

which are not few, were made at the recjuest of friends or of the Pope. 

He revised John's Dionysius and provided it with scholia rendered from 

Greek. He put into Latin the Acts of two Councils, that of 787 and 

that in which Photius was deposed and Ignatius restored to the patri¬ 

archate. For John the Deacon, who was designing a large Church history, 

he translated the Chronography of Nicephorus and copied extracts 

from the chronicles of George the Syncellus and of Theophanes, the 

three together forming what was known as the ChronograpUa tri¬ 

partita^ not to be confused with the Ilistoria tripartita that was made 

for Cassiodorus. It is an imposing list, and there is more than this to his 
credit. 

The excursions made into Greek literature in the tenth century are 

almost negligible. In the middle of it Leo of Naples produced a version 

of an Alexander-romance for Duke John of Naples from a manuscript he 

had brought from Constantinople. It marks a stage in the spread of 

that most influential romance. Later on we encounter another type of 

Greek scholar, the man thoroughly familiar with the spoken language, 

in Liudprand of Cremona, diplomat and historian. 

It is not pretended that what has been said here of the study and 

influence of Greek in these centuries is a complete survey. The gaps will 

be obvious to experts. The province of liturgy, for instance, has not 

been touched, and there is much in early tropers and other service books 

which goes to shew that forms were borrowed from the Byzantines. 

That the litanies of the Saints first appeared in Greek, transmitted 

from Rome late in the seventh century to England by a Greek-speaking 

Pope, is a proposition recently maintained by that great scholar Edmund 

Bishop. Hagiography, again, would easily fill a chapter of its own. We 

do not yet know all that was done by eastern monks, driven westward 

by the Iconoclastic troubles, in the way of franslation of Acts of Saints, 

or more generally in the diffusion of their language. Fux’ther—a small 

matter, this, perhaps—it would be worth while to collect the instances 

in which western scribes have employed the Greek alphabet for their 

titles and colophons; it is mainly a piece of harmless parade, but 

is not wholly insignificant. Irishmen, Bretons, and Spaniards were 
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fondest of the practice^ though it is not confined to them. Yet another 

class of documents in which the use of rare Greek words became a 

fashion are the charters of the tenth century, especially those made in 

England. 

This love of a bizarre vocabulary, which we have noticed before, crops 

up again and again almost to the end of our period. About 8S0 we have 

the strange poem of Lios Monocus, a Breton, who uses the Hisperica 

Famina. About 896, Abbo of St Germain appends to his two books 

of verse on the siege of Paris by the Northmen a third which is nothing 

but a series of conundrums, unintelligible from the first without a gloss, 

A hundred years later our English chronicler Fabius Aethelweard puts 

the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle into a very crabbed Latin with tags of verse 

and sesquipedal compounds of his own devising. 

It is a relief to turn from these oddities to some writings which have 

an appreciable value as literature. Gottschalk or Godescalcus, monk of 

Orbais (805-869), fills an enormous space in the dogmatic history of his 

time. He paid dear enough to Hincmar of Rheims for the errors of his 

doctrine, and his tragic story has been remembered by many who forget 

how grim was his view of election and reprobation: Christ did not die 

to save all men, but only the elect 
Only in somewhat recent times have certain lyrics of his been brought 

to light which make him a more sympathetic character. There is a light¬ 

ness about them not very common; lightness, not of tone, for they are 

plaintive, but of touch: 

Ut quid ml>es pusiol© 
quare mandas filiole 

carmen dulce me cantare 
cum sim long© exnl valde 

intra mare ? 
O cnr intes canere ? 

Yet more recently Gottschalk has been accepted as the author of a 
poem very famous for six or seven centuries after him, the Eclogue of 
Theodulus. (Theodulus is no more than Gottschalk, God’s slave, turned 
into Greek.) This Eclogue is a colloquy between Truth (Alithia) and 
Falsehood (Pseustis) with Reason (Phronesis) for umpire. Falsehood cites 
a number of incidents from pa^ mythology, giving a quatrain to each. 
Truth caps every one with a contrast from the scriptures. The verdict 
is a foregone conclusion. In length and subject the poem was admirably 
fitted to be a school-book, and as a school-book it survived weU into the 
Renaissance period. 

In 874 died Hathumoda, first Abbess of Gandersheim. Agius her 
friend, a monk of Corvey (?), wrote a long prose life of her, and also a 
dialogue in elegiac verse between himself and her nims. Rather exalted 
language has been used about the beauty of this poem, hut its ease and 
simplicity and truth of feeling do mark it out among the productions of 

84 
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its time. It is not however distinguished for originality of thought or 

excellence of technique. 

Mathias et Barnabas^ Timotheus^ Apollo 
Silvanus^ Titus, Theophilus, Gains 

is not a good couplet, but 

Te iam portus habet: nos adhuc iactat abyssus. 
Te lux vera tenet: nos tenebrae retinent : 

Tu cum virginibus comitans, quocunque eat Agnus 
Lilia cum violis colligis atque rosas 

are better lines, and typical of what has been praised in the poem. 

Opinion is still unsettled as to whether Agius and a writer known as 

Poeta Saxo are identical. Agius would not gain greatly were his claim 

established: the poem is nothing but a versification of prose sources 

(Annals and Einhard) on the life of Charlemagne. 

The community of St Gall, as may be guessed from the frequent 

mention of it in these pages, has a wonderful record for the preservation 

of ancient literature. It is scarcely less remarkable for its own literary 

productions. Two of its writers shall have special notice now. 

The first is Notker Balbulus, the Stammerer (840-912). Several 

other Notkers of St Gall followed him, the most famous of whom was 

Notker Labeo (f 1022), translator into German of Boethius and much 

else. But this first Notker is considerably more important, principally 

on two grounds. One was the development of a form of church poetry 

known as the Sequence. The essence of it was this. It had become the 

fashion to prolong to an exaggerated extent the singing of the word 

Alleluia where it occurred at the end of antiphons. The melodies of 

such Alleluias were fixed, but were ‘ exceedingly hard to remember. 

Taking the hint from a Jumieges service-book that had been brought 

to St Gall, Notker fitted the Alleluias with words appropriate to the 

Church season or feast, putting as a rule a syllable to each note of the 

long wandering melody. Thus there grew up a new form of poem, non- 

metrical at the outset, which in later years became bound by stricter 

rules, and which exercised a great influence upon secular poetry. In 

Notker’s hands it was wholly conditioned by the tune to which it was 

set. The one example of it that is widely known in this country is the 

fiineral sequence, Media in vita^ ^^In the midst of life,” whether that is 
truly Notker’s work or not. 

He is also famous as the author of the book of reminiscences of 

Charlemagne called Gesta Karoli and long current simply as the work of 

the ^‘ Monk of St Gall.” It is now recognised as Notker’s. Alas! we 
possess only a part of it, but what we have is one of the few books of 

the period which can really be read with pleasure. There is not much 

plan in it; it is in the main Notker’s recollections of stories told to him 

in his youth by an old warrior Adalbert who had fought for the Emperor, 

and by Adalbert’s son Werinbert, a cleric, and also by a third informant 
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whose name has been lost with the preface and the third book of the 

Gesta, It was written down at the request of Charles the Fat, who when 

staying at St Gall in 883 had been greatly delighted with NotkeFs tales 

of his great-grandfather and his father. Almost all the picturesque 

anecdotes that we have of Charlemagne come from this book; tales of 

war and peace, of embassies from the East and what they brought, of the 

Emperor’s dealings with his clergy, behaviour in church, dress, are to be 
found here, many doubtless true, others shewing the beginning of a 

Charlemagie mythology. The loss of the third book is particularly 
exasperating, for in it were promised recollections of the hero’s every-day 
conversation. 

Much more might be said of Notker, of his letters, his poems, his 

humour, his treatise on the study of the Fathers (a parallel to the Insti¬ 

tutions of Cassiodorus), but proportion must be observed, and we must 
bid farewell to a man both gifted and amiable. 

Our second St Gall author is Ekkehard, the first of five persons of 

that name who are prominent in the Abbey’s annals. He died in 973. 

Early in life he began the work by which he has deserved to be remem¬ 

bered, the short epic of Waltharius. It is a heroic tale, a single episode 
in a warrior’s career. Waltharius escapes with his love from the Hun¬ 

garian court in which both he and she were kept as hostages, is pursued 

and successfully defends himself against great odds. The story ends 

happily, and none of the Latin poems of all this age is better vrorth 

reading. There is little of the flavour of a school exercise about it, and 

there is a great deal of the freshness of the best romances in the vernacular. 

With the exception of the Gesta Karol% most of the writings we have 

touched upon recently have been in verse. We will give a few paragraphs 

to some of the remaining poets. John the Deacon, a Roman, writing in 

875, gives us a curious versification of a curious old piece called the 

Caena Cyprian^ and mingles it with personal satire. The whole thing 

is a jeu despi^it^ written, as Lapotre has shewn, on the occasion of the 

coronation of Charles the Bald at Rome, and was recited at a banquet 

where were present various notabilities (Anastasius the librarian among 
them) who are smartly hit oif. 

Hucbald of St Amand’s Eclogue in praise of baldness, produced about 

885, must be passed with averted eye. Every word of its 146 lines begins 
with the letter C. 

The early part of the tenth centuiy gives us two anonymous books 
of some slight celebrity, the Gesta Berengarii^ a paneg3rric on that 
Emperor by an Italian who knew some Greek, and the Ecbasis captivi 

by a monk of Toul, the oldest beast-epic of the Middle Ages.” Animals 

are the actors, and tales in which they figure are woven together not 

without spirit. But more famous in respect of the sex of the writer and 

of the vehicle she has employed are the works of Hrotsvitha, a nun of 

Gandersheim who wrote about 960. They are collected into three books 
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whereof the first consists of poems on the lives of the Virgin and certain 
other saints (the grotesque legend of Gengulphus of Toul is among them), 
the second of six so-called comedies, the third of a short epic on Otto I: 
another, on the origins of Gandersheim, is preserved separately. The 
comedies are the unusual feature. They are written in no strict metre 
but in a rhythmical prose, and treat of episodes from saints’ lives. They 
are avowedly intended to extol chastity, as a counterblast to the mis¬ 
chievous writings of Terence. We have here the earliest of Christian 
dramas (dramatic only in form, for Hrotsvitha would never have sanctioned 
the acting of them) and as such they would in any case be interesting; 
but they are not without merit. Short and easily read, their plots are 
not ill-chosen, and the dialogue moves quickly. There is even a touch 

jj^j^Qur here and there, as when, in Dulcitius^ the Homan persecutor 
makes love to the pots and pans in the kitchen, under the illusion of their 
being Christian girls, and gets covered with soot. 

In one or two cases the sources employed are interesting. The first 
poem of the first book deals with the life of the Virgin and the Infancy 
of Chi-ist, and is drawn from an apocryphal Gospel, in a text usually 
fathered upon Matthew, but here upon James the Lord’s brother. The 
second, on the Ascension, is from an unidentified Greek text translated 
by a bishop John. One of the plays is an episode from the Acts of 
St John the Evangelist. 

It must be said once again that this chapter is not a text-book or a 
history, but a survey, of the literature of two centuries. So far it has 
been mainly occupied with what by a stretch of language might be called 
belles lettres: but these form only a small fraction of the whole bulk of 
writings which have come to us from the years 800 to 1000. To leave 
the rest unglanced at would be outrageous. Five headings seem to com¬ 
prise the greatest part of what it is really essential to notice: Theology, 
Hagiography leading over to History, the Sciences and Arts, and books 
in vernacular languages. 

In the enormous department of Theology we find two great categories. 
Commentaries on the Scriptures and controversial writings. Liturgy and 
Homiletics we must leave untouched. From the commentators we have 
a huge bulk of material, but with very few exceptions, it is wholly un¬ 
original. Like Bede, these men compiled from earlier authors. The 
Glossa Ordinaria, already noticed, is typical. Angelomus of Luxeuil, 
Haymo of Halberstadt, Eaban Maur, are compilers of this da^. For 
anything like originality we must look to John the Scot and to Christianus 
“ Druthmarus ” of Stavelot, who wrote (in 865) on St Matthew’s Gospel : 
but even he is distinguished rather by good sense than by brilliancy. 

Five principal controversies occupied the minds and pens of the church 
writers. At the beginning of our period we have two: the Adoptionist, 
in which Elipandus and Alcuin were the foremost figures, and the Icono¬ 
clastic. The latter produced a remarkable group of hooks. The Icono- 
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clastic cause met much opposition, but also some support, in the IVest, 

The Lihri Carolini against images, written at the Emperor’s order (whether 

or no Alcuin had a hand in them is not settled), are the work of a well- 

read man who draws interesting illustrations from pagan mythology and 

contemporary works of art. Claudius, Bishop of Turin, was also a hot 

Iconoclast in deed and in word. We have only extracts from the treatise 

he wrote, but we have replies to it from an Irishman, DungaJ, and from 

Jonas of Orleans. Eungal, who quotes the Christian poets very largely, 

especially Paulinus of "Nola, prefixes to his books some fragments from 

Claudius, and says that the whole work w’as one-third as long again as 

the Psalter: he seems to think that this aggravates the offence. 

The middle of the ninth century saw two more great disputes. One 

is that on Predestination, in which the monk Gottschalk, who took the 

most rigid view, was forcibly silenced, scourged, and imprisoned by 

Hincmar of Eheims, and written against by John the Scot and Paschasius 

Radbert of Corbie, to name only two of a large group, Radbert was a 

man of very wide reading and had one of the best libraries of the time 

at his command. He is one of the very few who quote Irenaeus Against 

Heresies. The other dispute concerned the Eucharist. Radbert is here 

again to the fore, in defence of the view which, developed, is the faith of 

Rome. Ratramn, also of Corbie, wrote in a strain which made the 

Reformers of the sixteenth century claim him as an early champion on 
their side. 

We have other interesting matter from Ratramn’s pen; a treatise 

against the errors of the Greeks, and a letter to one Rimbert, who had in¬ 

quired what was the proper view to take of the race of Cynocephah, tribes 

of dog-beaded men believed to inhabit parts of Africa. St Christopher, 
it is not generally realised, was of this race, and the conversion of one of 

them is also related in the eastern Acts of SS. Andrew and Bartholomew. 

Ratramn, who does not cite these examples, answers Rimbert with good 

sense. If what is reported of the Cynocephali is borne out by facts, 

they must be looked upon as reasonable and redeemable beings. 

The controversy with the Greeks is the fifth and last of these to be 

mentioned here. Besides Ratramn’s book, there is an important con¬ 
tribution to it by Aeneas of Paris. 

To Hagiography the^ C^ Renaissance gave an immeni^ 
stimulus. The founding of a multitude of abbeys and the building of 

great churches and the stocking of them with relics of ancient martjnrs, 

begged, bought or stolen from Rome, were operative causes. Einhard’s 

story of the translation of SS. Marcellinus and Peter is one classic to 
which relic-hunting gave birth, Rudolf of Fulda’s about St Alexander is 

another, this last because passages from Germania of Tacitus are 

embodied in it. There was, besides, the natural wish to possess a readable 

life of many a patron saint whose doings had been forgotten or else 

were only chronicled in barbarous Latin of the seventh century. lives 
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invented or rewritten in response to this wish bulk very large in the Acta 

Sanctorim. Not unimportant are the versified Passions and Lives which 
perhaps begin with Prudentius and Paulinus of Nola and are carried on 
by Fortunatus (St Martin), Bede (St Cuthbert), lieiric (St Germanus), 
Notker (St Gall) and a whole host of anonymL All these, fiction or fact, 
have their interest, but are of course much inferior to the rare con¬ 
temporary biographies such as those of St Boniface by Willibrord and 
of St Anschar by Rimbert. 

The mention of these leads naturally to the single biographies of 
uncanonised persons. Charlemagne, we have seen, is the subject of the 
two best. Those of Louis the Pious by the Astronomus ’’ and by 
Thegan have nothing of the charm and skill of Einhard and Notker. 
Nearest to them is a British writing, the first to be mentioned after a 
long interval of silence, AssePs life of Alfred. 

Of others, that of Eigil by Candidus, a Fulda production of about 
840, and that of John of Gorxe by Abbot John of Metz have distinct 
interest. Agnellus's collections on the Archbishops of Ravenna, full of 
archaeological lore (839), and some of the lives of Popes in the Liher 

Po7it^cali% pei^haps due to the pen of Anastasius the Librarian, supply 
us with many facts we are glad to have, but do not pretend to be artistic 
biographies. 

History writing takes three other principal forms. There is the 
world-chronicle, of which Freculphus of Lisieux and Regino of Priim 
(near Treves) and, later, Marianus Scotus, give examples ; there are the 
annals, commonly connected with a religious establishment, such as those 
of Lorsch; and there is the episodic, telling of some particular campaign 
or the rise of some great church. To this last class belongs Nithardus 
(f 844), natural son of Angilbert by Chaiiemagne'^s daughter Bertha, 
and successor (ultimately) to his father as lay-abbot of St Riquier. He 
writes four short books in clear and simple pi'ose, on Louis the Pious and 
the quarrels of Lothar, Charles the Bald, and Louis the German—a 
strictly contemporary record. Incidentally he has preserved, by tran¬ 
scribing the terms of the Oath of Sti-asbourg, the oldest piece of French 
and one of the oldest pieces of Gerxnan which we have. The church 
of Rheims had two historians. Flodoard (also author of some immense 
poems) begins in the mists of antiquity and carries the story down to 
about 966. Richer, whose book is extant (at Bamberg) in the author’s 
autograph, dedicates his history to Gerbert; he devotes small space to 
early history and much to his own time: his narrative ends in 995. 
Widukind of Corvey is another name that cannot be passed over: his 
Gesta Saxommi in four books run to the year 973, but by the 16th 
chapter of the first book he has reached 880, so that his also must rank 
as a history of his own time. Of all these chroniclers and observers 
Liudprand of Cremona is by far the smartest. His spiteful pictures of 
the Byzantine court are not easily to be paralleled: he has a real turn 
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for satire and for vivid description, and the gaps in his tezt are very 
much to be deplored. 

Of those who treat of the Arts and Sciences the grammarians are 

probably the most numerous. I have renounced the idea of noticing 

each Irishman or Frank who has left us an Ats^ but I would find a place 

here for mention of two Epistles, separated in time by a full centuir, 

which are largely grammatical in subject and epistolary only in form. 

They serve mainly as displays of their authors’ reading. One is by 

Ermenrich of Ellwangen to Grimald of St Gall (854), the other by 

Gunzo of Novara to the monks of Reichenau (965) a propos of a monk 

of St Gall who had rashly criticised his Latin. They are tedious com¬ 
positions, but have their importance. 

The writers on Geography are few. Dicuil, an Irishman (8^), draws 

largely upon ancient sources, but adds something about Iceland and the 

Faroe Islands that depends upon the observations of compatriots who had 

been there. The famous voyages of Ohthere and Wulfstan, inserted by 

Alfred into his Orosius, though they are in the vernacular, must find 

mention under this head. Other quasi-geographers are the translators 

of Alexander’s letter to Aristotle, and other matter on the Marvels of the 

East. They probably fall within our period, but the best copies we have 

of them—Anglo-Saxon versions illustrated with pictures—may be of the 
eleventh century. 

Medicine meant chiefly materia medica^ collections of recipes, and 

spells. The Latin version of Dioscorides, and the recipes and chsirms 

current under the names of Apuleius and Sextus Placidus, were prime 

authorities. Little new work was produced. 

No idea of the progress made in Music can be given, but by a 
specialist : it must suffice here to name Notker, Hoger, and Hucbald of 

St Amand as the leading exponents. 
Astronomy and Mathematics remain. Both were ancillary to church 

purposes, the settling of the Calendar and especially the determination 
of Easter. Bede’s were the text-books which were perhaps found most 

useful generally, and that of Helperic of Auxerre {c, 850) had a wide 

circulation. But we may neglect every name that appears in connexion 

with Mathematics in favour of that of Gerbert of Aurillac, who died as 
Pope Sylvester II in 1003. He is the last really outstanding figure. 

Everything that he wrote and did has distinction, and he demands a 

somewhat extended notice. Bom at Aurillac (Cantal) he spent the years 
967—970 in Spain with Hatto, Archbishop of Vich. From 970 to 97^ 

he was with the Emperor: for the next ten years (97^98^) he was 
master of the cathedrM school at Rheims, and Richer devotes many pages 

to telling us what he taught there. In 982 he was made Abbot of 
Bobbio, the literary treasures of which were no doubt a great attraction 

to him: in 991 he became Archbishop of Rheims, in 998 of Ravenna, 

In the following year he passed to the Chair of Peter. His political 
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activities, which were great, we will pass over, and deal only with his 
literary interests, as they are revealed in his letters and in other sources. 
The letters most instructive from this point of view are mostly written 
from Bobbio. To Archbishop Adalbero of Rheims he says (£p. 8), 

Procure me the history of Julius Caesar from Adso, Abbot of Montik- 
ender, to be copied, if you want me to furnish you with what I have, 
viz. the eight books of Boethius on Astrology and some splendid geo¬ 
metrical diagrams.” To Abbot Gisalbert (Ep. 9): “ The philosopher 
Demosthenes wrote a book on the diseases and treatment of the eyes, 
called Ophthalmicus. I want the beginning of it, if you have it, and also 
the end of Cicero pro rege Deiotaro.” Rainard, a monk, is asked for 
M. Manlius Be astrologia (who is thought by Havet not to be the poet 
Manilius, but Boethius) and for some other books. Stephen, a Roman 
deacon, is to send Suetonius and Symmachus. The art of persuasive 
oratory {Ep, 44) is of the greatest practical utility. With a view to it 
I am hard at work collecting a library, and have spent very large sums 
at Rome and in other parts of Italy, and in Germany and the Belgian 
country, on scribes and on copies of books.” To a monk of Treves 
{Ep. 134): “ I am too busy to send you the sphere you ask for: your 
best chance of getting it is to send me a good copy of the Achilleis of 
Statius.” The monk sent the poem, but the sphere was again withheld. 
Such extracts shew the catholicity of GerberPs tastes. Richer tells the 
same tale; he runs through the Seven Liberal Arts, and shews what 
methods and books Gerbert used in teaching each of them. In Mathe¬ 
matics his chief innovation seems to have been the revival of the use of 
the abacus for calculations, and the employment, in connexion with it, 
of an early form of the Arabic ” (really Indian) numerals from 1 to 9, 
without the zero. He also wrote on mathematical subjects, though, 
perhaps, no signal discovery stands to his credit. Besides all this he was 
a practical workman. William of Malmesbury describes in rather vague 
terms an organ made by him which was to all appearance actuated by 
steam. To the same excellent author and to Walter Map we owe all the 
best of the many legends that have gathered about Gerbert; of the 
treasure he found at Rome, guided to it by the statue whose forehead 
was inscribed “ Strike here,” of the fairy whom he met in the forest near 
Rheims, and of his death. He, like tlenry IV of England, was not to 
die but in Jerusalem. His Jerusalem was the basilica of Sta Croce in 
Gerusalemme at Rome. It may be worth while to end this sketch of 
him with a correction. We are commonly told that the sixth or seventh 
century uncial manuscript of the Scriptores Gromatidy the Roman writers 
on land-measurement, which is now at Wolfenbiittel, and is known as the 
Codex Arcerianus, was GerberPs. This is denied by his latest editor, 
Boubnov, though he allows that the book was at Bobbio in the tenth 
century. 

Our last topic is that of books in vernacular* For practical purposes 
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this unscientific expression means the Celtic and Teutonic families of 

speech; our period has nothing to shew for the Romance languages. 

Most of what it seemed needful to say about Celtic literature in connexion 

with learning has found a place in the chapter preceding this. It must 

be borne in mind that the evolution of fresh native literatures independent 

of learning transmitted by books is foreign to our subject; the fact that 

the really native product is in itself the best worth reading is irrelevant 

here. Famous poems such as the Tain Bo Cuailnge and Beowulf^ and 

the Dream of the Rood^ therefore have to be passed over, and such parts 

of the old Northern corpus of poetry as critics allow to be anterior to 

the year 1000. 

Infinitely the largest place in these two centuries is occupied by the 

Anglo-Saxon writings. A certain number of poems assigned to the latter 

part of the eighth century are on themes derived from books. The 

Andreas of the Vercelli manuscript is from a text which is only forth¬ 

coming in scanty fragments of Latin, though we have it in Greek: there 

was also once a poem on the adventures of St Thomas in India, but it 

has disappeared; it was too fabulous for Aelfric to use as the basis of Hs 

Homily on the Apostle. Other Acts of Saints are drawn upon in the 

poems called Elene and Juliana, We have not the original that lies 

behind the Dialogue of Salomon and Saturn^ but there was one, pre¬ 

sumably in Latin, and a strange book it must have been. The Phoeniw 

is in part at least a rendering of a poem attributed to liactantius. One 

of the Genesis-poems—^that which is called Genesis B, and has been said 

to be anglicised from Old Saxon—is held to be under obligations to the 

poems of Alcimus Avitus. The ninth century Homilies of the ¥ercelli 

and BlickKng manuscripts, as has been said, present versions of and 

allusions to the Apocalypse of Thomas. The source oftenest employed 

for sermons is not unnaturally the homily-book of Gregory the Great, to 

whom Christian England owed so much. 
The end of the same century sees King Alfred's work: he puts into 

the hands of his clergy and people Gregory, Orosius, Bede, and Boethius, 

and infuses into Orosius and Boethius something of his own great spirit. 

He did not seek to make his people or his priests erudite, but to fit them 

for the common duties of their lives : we find little curious learning in 

what he wrote or ordered to be written. And in the work of Aelfric, nearly 

a hundred years later, I seem to see an equally sober and practical, yet not 

prosaic, mind. His sermons, whether he is paraphrasing Gregory on the 

Sunday Gospels, or is telling the story of a saint from his Acts, appear 

to be exactly fitted to their purpose of leading simple men in the right 

way: skill in narrative, beauty of thought, goodness of soul, are there. 
Whatever Aelfric it was who composed the Colloquy for schoolbop, 

he, too, was gifted with sympathy and freshness. It gives some pictures 

of ordinary life and manners which have long been popular, and with 

good reason. 
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Of some books and fragments which concern matters not theological, 
it is hard to say whether they fall just within or just outside our period. 
Such are the medical receipts, the leechdoms and the descriptions of 
Eastern marvels already alluded to; such too the dream-books, the 
weather prognostics, the version of the story of Apollonius of Tyre. 
Byrhtferth of Bamsey, almost the only author of this class whose name 
has survived, wrote partly in Latin and partly in the vernacular upon 
‘•^computus,’’ Calendarial science, shortly before the year 1000, when he 
anticipates the loosing of Satan. 

There was a time when it would have been proper to say that important 
remains of Welsh poetry far older than a.d. 1000 were in existence. 
That time is past, and it is recognised that the poems of Taliesin and 
the rest are not of the first age. Glosses and small fragments of verse 
are the oldest things we have in Welsh. Ireland has more, but of the 
documents—so far as they have not been noticed already—which bear on 
learning, a great many can only be dated by the linguistic experts, and 
unanimity is no more the rule among the scholars than among the 
politicians of the Celts. 

There are, it has been said, Irish versions of the Jethiopka of Helio- 
dorus, of the Thebaid of Statius and of the Odyssey. To the first no 
date is assigned; it is not in print, and for all one can tell it may have 
been made from a printed edition: the second appears to be a medieval 
abstract in prose: the only published text that represents the third is a 
short prose tale. It has some traits (as of the dog of Odysseus recognising 
him) which are not derivable from Latin sources, and read like distorted 
recollections of the Greek; but the main course of the story is wholly 
un-Homeric. Nor is it claimed as falling within our period. I cite this 
as a specimen of exaggerations that are current. They are wholly uncalled, 
for. Nobody doubts the reality of the ancient learning of Ireland. It is 
safe to predict that sober and critical research will not lessen but increase 
our sense of the debt which the modern world owes, first to Ireland and 
after her to Britain, as the preservers and transmitters of the wisdom of 
old time. 

I end this chapter, as I began it, with these islands; and as I write, 
just such a storm hangs over them as that which, breaking, drove Alcuin 
from their shores eleven centuries ago; and just such destruction is being 
wrought in the old homes of learning, Corbie, and St Biquier, Laon and 
Rheims, as the Vikings wrought then. But the destroyers of to-day are 
no Vikings. They are, and the more is the pity, men of a race which has 
done a vast deal for learning; that has brought to light things new and 
old. They are undoing their own work now; they have robbed the world 
of beauties and delights that never can be given back. It will be long 
before any of the nations can forgive Germany; longer still, I earnestly 
hope, before she can forgive herself. 
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CHAPTEE XXI. 

BYZANTINE AND ROMANESQUE ARTS. 

When Constantine rebuilt the city which we still call Constantinople 

as a new Rome in the East, doubtless mixed methods in architecture 

were resorted to. The more important buildings of his oiBcial architects 

must have been in the current Roman manner. Secondary buildings 

and ordinary dwellings would, however, have been constructed according 

to local customs, and a modified style must soon have resulted here, as 

earlier had been the case in Alexandria, and in other Greek and Roman 

cities of the East. The later Roman architecture became more and more 

changed through these contacts with the East, not only in structure but 

in the decorations and the underlying ideals which governed both. It 

is this mixed product which formed the Byzantine architecture, and 

has been so named by modern students from the old name of the new 

capital of the Empire. 
As through recent explorations we come to know more of the building 

modes practised in Egypt, North Africa, Syria, Asia Minor and Mesopo¬ 

tamia, that is, throughout eastern Christendom, it becomes increasingly 

difficult to cover them all with the one narrow word Byzantine. In 

Syria, for instance, the builders had much fine stone at command, but 

little or no brick or timber, and here, in consequence, everything archi¬ 

tectural tended to be turned to stone. In Constantinople the common 

stone was a good, easily cutting, white marble, and this was liberally 

used in association with excellent burnt bricks of thin flat shape. In 

Egypt there was a little fine limestone and much mud for bricks, which 

were frequently, for secondary purposes, used in an unburnt condition. 
The term Byzantine properly applies to the style of building 

developed in the new imperial capital, but some such word as Byzan- 

tesque seems to be required to describe inclusively those many varieties of 

building practised in the Christian East, which were yet more or le^ the 

members of a common tradition. 
In the fourth century, when the new capital was built, the style was 

still Roman and the point of view was mainly pagan. Byzantine archi¬ 

tecture developed step by step as the Empire became Christianised; and 
two hundred years later, during the reign of Justinian, the Byzantine 

style was fully established. We may put the emergence of the style 

CH. XXI. 
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about the middle of the fifth century, that is half-way between the reigns 
of Constantine and Justinian. 

In the East from a very early time ordinary building works were for 
the most part done with sun-dried mud bricks. In hot, dry countries this 
forms a fairly good material. Besides this use of crude bricks there had 
come down a still simpler way of building by aggregations of clay. The 
mud, even when subdivided into crude bricks, adhered so thoroughly when 
put together in a mass with liquid mud in the joints, that a type of struc¬ 
ture was developed which was homogeneous; the roofs and floors being of 
the same materials as the walls, and continuous with them. The chambers, 
large or small, were cells in a mass-material. Such a method of building 
was common to the valleys of the Nile and the great rivers of Western 
Asia. Burnt bricks were in turn developed from mud bricks by an exten¬ 
sion of the method found so successful in making pottery. Such bricks 
were often used for special purposes in combination with the crude bricks 
from an early time. The building forms made use of in typical Byzan¬ 
tine architecture largely depended on the use of brick, which may be 
regarded as the bringing together of small units well cemented so as 
to form continuous walls and vaults. Burnt bricks were usually set in 
so much mortar, the bricks being thin and the joints thick, that the 
whole became a sort of built concrete. The mortar in a wall, in fact, 
must frequently have been much more in quantity than the bricks. 

Arising doubtless out of primitive ways of forming mud roofs, it 
became customary later to construct vaults of mud bricks, and then of burnt 
bricks, by leaning the courses against an end wall so that the vault was 
gradually drawn forward from the end of a given chamber in inclined 
layers. Each layer was thus supported by the part already done and no 
centring was required. Domes came to be erected in a somewhat similar 
way. A rod or a cord being attached to the centre so as to be readily 
turned in any direction, a dome was reared on its circular base, a course 
at a time, the curvature being determined by the length of the rod or 
cord. About 1670 Dr Govel described this method of procedure, and it 
is still practised in the East, although skilled dome builders are now but 
few. 

If a dome is not set over a circle, but over an octagon or a square, a 
troublesome question arises in regard to the angles. Where the chamber 
is small, and especially in the case of the octagonal form, the work can 
easily be jutted out in the angles so as roughly to conform to the circular 
base required for the dome. When, however, a square area is large, 
some regular solution becomes necessary. The angles of the square may 
be cut off by diagonal arches so as to form an octagon. If such arches 
are so built as to continue back into the angles forming little vaults, 
on a triangular base, they are called squinches. In such cases as these the 
base of the dome is governed by the width across the chamber, but it is 
possible to plan a dome on the diagonal dimensions of the area to be 
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covered so as to spring out of the angles. In this case it is clear that 
the dome as seen from within gradually expands from the four lowest 
points and spreads on the walls as it grows upward, forming concave 
triangles having curved lines against the four walls. These pieces of the 
domical surface running down into the angles are called pendentives. 
When the circular basis required for the dome is formed by these pen¬ 
dentives it is possible to set a complete semispherical dome on them, 
and there will be a break in the cxirvature where such a dome springs 
from the pendentives; or it is possible to carry on the curvature of 
the pendentives, forming in this case a flatter dome with the surface con¬ 
tinuous to the angles. The first would be a dome on pendentives, and the 
other we might call a pendentive dome. Again a third variety is 
obtained by building a circular ring of wall, a “drum,” above the 
pendentives, and on that the dome at a higher level. This was a later 
fashion. It is rather difficult to see the geometry of all this without a 
model; but if an apple be cut into halves, and then one half is laid on its 
cut surface and four vertical cuts are made in pairs opposite to one 
another so as to reduce the circular base to a square, we shall obtain a 
model of a dome with continuous pendentives. 

The methods of building ordinary vaults with inclined courses as 

described above were practised in Egypt in the early dynasties, and also 
in Mesopotamia. Evidence is accumulating which suggests that domes, 
even domes with pendentives, were used in these coimtries long before the 
Christian era. A dome with pendentives has been found over an Egyptian 
tomb which seems to have been built about 1500 years b.c. When Alex¬ 
ander built his new Greek capital in Egypt it must have been a city of brick 
buildings covered with vaults, save for a few chief structures which were 
built in the usual manner of Greek temples, A Latin author, writing 
about the year b.c. 50, says that the houses of Alexandria were put 
together without timber, being constructed with vaults covered over 
with concrete or stone slabs. The scarcity of timb^ in Egypt, the 
cause the development of vaulted structures, is again brought 
before us in a letter written by St Gregory to Eulogius, the Patriarch of 
Alexandria, in regard to timber which was sent to him all the way from 
Italy. It was doubtless from the new Hellenistic capital, and possibly 
from Western Asia as well, that the art of building vaulted structures 
spread to Pompeii and Rome. Later, it was almost certainly j^m 
Alexandria that Constantinople obtained the more developed traditions 
of brick building by which it was possible to erect the great church of 
St Sophia. It seems to be equally true that decorative ideas and 
processes were largely derived from Alexandria. In addition to the 
facts mentioned in the first volume, reference may be made to a painted 
catacomb chamber at Palmyra illustrated by Strzygowski, who assigned 
it to the third century. Amongst the subjects are Victories carrying 
medallions like those on consular ivories of the fifth century. There are 
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also panels representing geometrical arrangements of marble, and a 

cornice imitating modillions in a formal perspective on the flat. This is 

practically identical with a “ cornice ” band made up of flat morsels of 

marble of different colours at Salonica. At Ravenna again there are 

angels in mosaic which are certainly derived, as Strzygowski himself 

pointed out, from such medallion-bearing Victories as those of Palmyra. 

Alexandria would be the best common centre for places so far apart as 

Salonica, Ravenna and Palmyra, and the painted catacomb at the latter 

place may be taken to represent Alexandrian art of the fifth century. 

Catacomb burial itself most probably originated in Alexander's city. 

Recent explorations in Asia reveal how wide was the saturation of late 

Hellenistic and early Christian art in the East. Alexandria was the great 

emporium for distributing works of art over the civilised world. 

Two early churches, both perhaps of the fifth century, may be taken 

as types, one of the circular plan and the other of the basilican. The 

former, the church of St George at Salonica, is a domed rotunda having 

a very thick wall in which a series of recesses are, as it were, excavated, 

while a bema with an apse projects to the eastward. The circular 

nave ” thus follows the tradition of many Roman tomb buildings as, 

for instance, that of St Helena at Rome; this constitutes indeed the 

martyrion type of church. The rotunda of Salonica may be earlier 

than the bema attached to it and may have been erected in the fourth 

century; the masonry of the wall is of small stones with bonding courses 

of brick, a late Roman fashion. The dome, which is about eighty feet 

in diameter, was encrusted within with mosaics of which large portions 

still remain. Eight great panels contained martyrs standing in front of 

architectural facades. These are, it may be supposed, the courts of 

paradise. The saints are in the attitude of prayer; and some ivories 

shew St Menas of Alexandria in a similar way. One of these ivories 

has the background filled by an architectural composition which is 

remarkably like those of the Salonica mosaics. Here are round pedi¬ 

ments filled with shells, lamps hanging between pairs of columns, 

curtains drawn back, and birds, Mr Dalton has spoken of the architectural 

facades which derive from the scenes of the theatre as in a Pompeian 

style,” and has remarked that the free use of jewelled ornament on 

columns and arches is an oriental feature. It is not to be doubted that 

these mosaics derive from the art of Alexandria. The recesses of the 

interior are also covered with mosaic; this church must have been a 

wonderfully beautiful work. The dome is covered externally by a low- 
pitched roof. 

The basilican church mentioned above is St John of the Studion at 

Constantinople, which was built about 463 and is now in a terribly 

ruined condition. It is rather short and wide and had two storeys of 

marble columns on either hand, the lower tier supporting a moulded 

marble beam, forming the front of a gallery floor, and the upper tier 
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aiding to carry the roof. A really structural gallery of this kind is a 
beautiful feature. The most perfect part of this church is now the col- 
umnar front of the narthex. The columns and entablature are of marble 
elaborately carved. This carving, in accordance with a principle which 
afterwards became still more marked, is sharply cut into the general 
block-form of the mouldings and capitals, the serrated edges of the leaves 
are in sharp triangular forms, and details are accentuated with holes 
formed by a drill. On the white marble and under the bright light this 
delicately fretted surface decoration tells like pierced work; indeed a 
little later it became customary to undercut much of the surface patterns 
so that the capitals were suiTounded by a thin layer of pierced pattern 
work only attached here and there to the background; the result was 
often wonderfully vivid and delightful. Marble door frames were set 
between the columns of the narthex, forming a screen; this, like all such 
expedients in Byzantine architecture, is done in a perfectly direct and 
simple manner. Without pretence and without bungling the builders 
did what was required in a free and great way; but it was done in 
noble materials under the guidance of a fine tradition. Byzantine archi¬ 
tecture at its best gives us a romantic feeling of freedom with a classical 
sense of order; it followed a law of liberty. 

Another typical building is the church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus at 
Constantinople, built about 526. The plan of the central area is an 
octagon with semicircular recesses projecting from the alternate sides; 
there are eight strong piers but the interspaces are set with columns 
which bear a marble entablature forming a gallery beam which follows 
the tradition just described. The outer walls form a square, from which 
to the eastward projects the apse of the bema. The central area is 
covered by a dome which is protected by lead work but not by any inde¬ 
pendent roof. The church of S. Vitale at Bavenna closely resembles 
that of SS. Sergius and Bacchus, but it has hemicycles of columns pro¬ 
jecting from every side of the octagon except where the bema opens 
to the east. 

Both these churches were built before Justinian essayed the colossal 
task at St Sophia, which became one of the greatest building triumphs 
in the whole history of architecture. The reign of Justinian was a time 
of astonishing architectural activity; nothing of the kind was to be 
experienced again, until the twelfth and thirteenth centuries marked^ by 
the erection of countless cathedrals, another flood-time of art. The 
superb plan of St Sophia must have been led up to by a great number 
of experiments in smaller churches, many of which have been destroyed 
unrecorded. The church of Sergiopolis, the ruins of which still exist 
has great hemicycles of columns on either side of the nave,’’ and 
Wulff has recorded two fragmentary plans from ruined churches at 
Tralles, one of which had some affinity with the church at Sergiopolis, 
while the other had a great apse from which five apsidal niches projected. 
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Then again the churches of St Irene and of the Holy Apostles, the 
latter of which was later than St Sophia, were both experiments in form 
and in the equilibrium of domes. The Church of Christ (the Holy Wisdom, 
St Sophia) at Constantinople, has from the moment of its erection been 
the most famous church in the world. It was only a century old when 
Arculf brought an account of it to the West, and from that day to 
this its reputation has been unchallenged. It was the supreme effort of 
the greatest emperor-builder of the Christian era. It seems to be more 
individual and original and less related to other buildings of its kind in 
scale, power and splendour than is any other great architectural work. 
As M. Choisy has said, “ It is a conception marvellous in its audacity— 
the science of effect, the arts of counterpoise, and of noble decoration 
can be pushed no further.” This wonderful structure was begun on 
15 January 532; it was completed in six years and dedicated at Christmas 
537 : an astonishing effort. The dome soon feU, but it was rebuilt and 
the church was re-dedicated at Christmas 563. 

It is a vast domed hall, siurounded by other halls forming aisles and 
having two storeys, while the central area rises to the dome. The more 
organic parts of the structure like the columns, door and window frames, 
are all of porphyry and of marbles, some white, some coloured. All the 
rest is rough brickwork entirely covered over within by a precious 
plating of fine marbles and mosaics of pattern-work and figures on 
gold backgrounds. There must be whole acres of these encrustations of 
marble and mosaic. Procopius says, “ The entire vaulting is covered 
with gold, but its beauty is even surpassed by the marbles which reflect 
back its splendour.” On the exterior the structure is bare and plain. 
It was probably partially sheeted with marble ; the great windows are 
fiUed with marble lattices. The domes are covered with lead applied 
directly upon the brickwork. The central dome was much flatter as first 
built t.fian it is at present. Expanse rather than height was aimed at. 
In front of the church was a great square court surrounded by arcades, 
and many other enclosures fifll of trees formed quiet precincts around 
the cathedral. From the description of the Court poet, Paul the 
Silentiary, recited in 563, at the opening ceremony after the fallen 
dome had been rebuilt, we may form some picture of the splendour of 
the great building when complete with all its necessary furniture. The 
stalls of the priests in the apse were plated with silver. The iconostasis 
was also of silver, while the altar was of gold set with precious stones, 
and sheltered by a ciborium, or canopy, of silver—a silver tower, on 
fourfold arches and columns, furnished with an eight-sided pyramid, a 
globe and cross above wrought with many a loop of twining acanthus.” 
On the central axis in front of the iconostasis was the ambo, having a 
flight of steps to the east and another to the west. It rose from the 
midst of a circular screen of columns which enclosed also the place for 
the singers. On the beam which rested on the columns stood many 
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standards bearing lamps, like trees.’^ The ambo itself had a canopy, 

and the whole was formed of precious marbles, silver and ivory. On the 

elevated floor of this ambo the Emperors were crowned. It was the 

prototype of the pulpitum ” set up at Westminster where the English 
kings were crowned. 

‘^Who shall describe the fields of marble gathered on the pavement 

and lofty walls of the church ? Fresh green from Carystus, and many- 

coloured Phrygian stone of rose and white, or deep red and silver; por¬ 

phyry powdered with bright spots, green of emerald from Sparta, and 

lassian marble with waving veins of blood-red on white; streaked red 

stone from Lydia and crocus-coloured marble from the hills of the Moors. 

Celtic stone like milk poured out on glittering black; the precious onyx 

like as if gold were shining through-it, and the fresh green from the 

land of Atrax, a mingled harmony of shining surfaces. The mason also 

has fitted together thin pieces of marble figuring intertwining curves 

bearing fruit and flowers, with here and there a bird sitting on the twigs. 

Such adornment surrounds the church above the columns. The capitals 

are carved with the barbed points of graceful acanthus; but the vaulted 

roof is covered over with many a little square of gold, from which the rays 

streaming down strike the eyes so that men can scarcely bear to look.” 

The church was dedicated and re-dedicated at Christmas, and the 

axis of the church points exactly to the point of sunrise on Christmas 

Day, It must have been at the very moment of sunrise that the doors 
of the completed church were thrown open. 

The poet says, At last the holy morn had come, and the great door 

of the new-built temple ground on its opening hinges. And when the 
first beam of rosy light, driving away the shadows, leapt from arch to 

arch, all the princes and people hymned their song of praise and prayer, 
and it seemed as if the mighty arches were set in heaven.” 

The architects were two artists from Asia Minor, Anthemius of 
Tralles and Isidorus of Miletus. They were the most famous builders of 

the age, and Anthemius with a younger Isidorus, nephew of the other, 
is said to have built also the Church of the Holy Apostles, 

The square area covered by the central dome of St Sophia is more 

than one hundred feet in each direction ; it is prolonged, east and west, 

by two vast semicircles, making a length of considerably more than two 

hundred feet. From the eastern semicircle open three smaller apses, 
and to the west open two apses and a central square compartment. All 
this is unobstructed area, one colossal chamber. At the sides of the 

square central space, and around the four corner apses, stand magnificent 
monolithic columns of porphyry, and of marble, green spotted with white. 

These columns with their arches support the gallery floor above the 
aisles. Over them again rise other columns which bear the lateral walls 

supporting the dome. The dome itself is pierced around its base by 

forty windows thi'ough which a flood of light pours into the vast space. 
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On-the pendentives are still four colossal six-winged cherubim of mosaic, 

which probably formed part of the first decoration. Similar creatures 

are painted in the nearly contemporary MS. of Cosmas the traveller. 

The dome probably had a figure of Christ in a circle at the summit and 

the rest of its surface sprinkled with stars. Right and left on the vault 

of the bema are still two great angels with wings which reach to their 

feet. On the vault of the apse itself are also some remains, although 

much injured and now obscured by paint, of a large figure of the seated 

Virgin holding in her ai'ms the Saviour who gives the benediction. 

Probably these are works executed after the Iconoclastic interval. 

Anthony, a Russian pilgrim (c. 1200), says that Lazarus the image- 

painter first painted in the sanctuary of St Sophia the Virgin with Christ in 

her arms and two angels. Now a celebrated artist of this name was one 

of those who suffered at the Iconoclastic persecution; he was imprisoned 

and tortured but he survived to replace over the great gate of the palace 

called Chalce the image of Christ. Bayet, who quotes the story from the 

life of Theophilus, speaks of this with some doubt as a monastic legend 

{Byz. Art^ p. 124). This very figure, however, is mentioned within fifty 

years of the time required in an edict of Leo the Wise known as the 

Book of the Prefect. In this it is ordained that the perfumers of the 

city should have their shops between the Milion and the Venerated 

image of Christ which surmounts the Portico of Chalce, to the end that 

the incense should rise toward the image.” Further Dr Walsh, who was 

chaplain to our embassy at the Porte about 1820, writes in a little book 

entitled Essays on Ancient Coins^ There stood till very late in Con¬ 

stantinople an inscription over the gate of the palace, called Chalce. 

Under a large cross sculptured over the entrance to the palace were the 

following words, ^The Emperor cannot endure that Christ should be 

represented (graphes) a mute and lifeless image graven on earthly 

materials, but Leo and his young son Constantine have at their gates 

engiwed the thrice blessed representation of the Cross, the glory of 

believing monarchs.*' ” A plain cross had evidently replaced the original 

image; later, possibly under Michael II, a crucifix was again placed over 

the gateway. Doubtless a similar alteration was made in St Sophia and 

other churches, and of one of these we still have ample evidence. The fine 

conch over the apse of the church of St Irene in Constantinople has only 

a large plain cross, erect on a stepped base set on a gold background. 

In St Sophia at Salonica there is a similar plain cross over the apse, and 

both these are almost certainly of the Iconoclastic period. 

After this short description of the central classical example of Byzan¬ 

tine art, St Sophia, Constantinople, it is impossible to attempt any 

account of other individual buildings. At Salonica there is a wonderful 

group of churches, including the superb basilica of St Demetrius. In 

Asia Minor there are a great number of ruined churches, many of which 

must have been built during the reign of Justinian. One important 
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group of ruins comprising a monastery and a palace, Kasr ibn Wardan, 

has only recently been discovered. The church in Isauria described by 

Dr A. C. Headlam is now famous as a step in development. Later 

researches by Sir William Ramsay and Miss Bell, and the German 

excavations at Priene, Miletus and Ephesus, have brought to light an 

immense body of new material. Syria is crowded with ruined churches, 

many of which were built in the great sixth century. A well-equipped 

American expedition, which lately worked over the ground, has added 

greatly to our knowledge of the period. Still further east in Mesopo¬ 

tamia and Armenia there are many interesting buildings, some of which 

are still used for Christian worship. In Egypt and the Sudan the 

Christian ruins are at last receiving attention, and an Austrian expedi¬ 

tion has excavated the convent of St Menas near Alexandria. The 

excavations at Bawit and Sakkara have brought to light a wonderful 

series of capitals and other sculptured stones. Many of these seem to be 

prototypes of forms well known in Constantinople and Ravenna. One 

or two second-rate capitals of this kind have recently been added to the 

British Museum, but the best have gone to Berlin, where there is a very 

fine collection of Christian art, and to Boston. To the age of Justinian 

belong the monastery and church of St Catherine under Mount Sinai, 

where still as when Procopius wrote, monks dwell whose life is only a 

careful study of death.*^’ It is a compact square fort surrounded by high 

walls, within which is a large church half filling up the space, the rest 

being occupied by a few narrow lanes of small dwellings. The Egyptian 

monasteries are of this type, and that of Sinai was doubtless built by 

masters from Egypt. The plan of the church has an Egyptian charac¬ 

teristic in a chapel across the east end outside the apse. The church is 

basilican with granite columns and a wooden roof. On the old timbers 

were found three inscriptions, which shewed that the monastery was finished 

between 648 and 562. In the apse is a much injured mosaic of the 

Transfiguration which is probably of the age of the church. Besides 

the celebrated enamelled door, which probably dates from the eleventh 

century, are some carved wooden doors, which De Beylie thinks belonged 

to the original work. The inscriptions spoken of above mention 

Justinian, ‘^‘^our defunct empress Theodora,’Vand Ailisios the architect. 

During the last generation an enormous body of evidence for Christian 

art in North Africa has been recorded by French scholars. One of the 
latest discoveries is a beautiful baptistery at Timgad, which had the floor 

and the basin of the font with its curb-wall continuously covered with 

mosaic. It may be mentioned here that parts of a mosaic floor, from 

what must have been a baptistery at Carthage, are now in the British 

Museum. This shews a stag and a hind drinking from the waters of 

paradise, recalling the verse: ‘‘As the hart panteth after the water 

brooks.’’ 
On the shores of the Adriatic and in Italy are many pure Byzantine 
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works of the sixth century. One is the splendid basilica of Parenzo 

with its atrium and baptistery complete. It has a great number of beau- - 

tiful carved capitals which were certainly imported from Constantinople. 

There are also some fine mosaics. The most remarkable of these is one 

covering the external surface of the west wall above the atrium roof. 

It shewed the Majesty enthroned amidst the seven candlesticks. This 

may remind us that Justinian encrusted the west external wall of the 

basilica of the Holy Nativity at Bethlehem with a great mosaic of the 

birth of Christ. Such external mosaics were quite common on Byzantine 

churches. At Parenzo, as also at Ravenna, and in St Sophia itself, 

there is much ornamental plastering of the sixth century. 
At Ravenna is a large group of buildings, some of the age of Jus¬ 

tinian, others both earlier and later. S. Vitale has already been mentioned. 
The delightful small cruciform tomb-chapel of Galla Placid.ia has some 

fifth century mosaics. There are also two large baptisteries and two 

magnificent basilican churches with their splendid mosaics. Here a,lso 

is the very curious tomb of Theodoric with its monolithic covering 

shaped like a low dome. .... 
One of the chief treasures preserved in this city is a superb ivory 

throne, a work of the fifth century, with panels carved with subjects 

from the Old and New Testaments. This is almost certainly an Alex¬ 

andrian work. Somewhat similar panels, preserved at Cambridge and 

in other museums, suggest that more than one of such thrones had been 

In Rome there are several remnants from the age of Justinian, chief 

amongst which are the choir enclosures of S. Clemente. At Milan, on 

the north side of S. Lorenzo, is a beautiful chapel with mosaics in 

apsidal recesses. One is of Christ and the Apostles, which is executed 

in a very grey scheme of colour, largely black and white, with some 

blue and green; the nimbus of Christ is white. Although so simple 

these mosaics are most beautiful. At Naples there is a baptistery with 

very fine but fragmentary mosaics, which date perhaps from the end of 

the fifth century. 
Byzantine mosaic decoration was one of the noblest art-iorms ever 

developed. Enormous areas were covered by perfectly cohment and 

co-ordinated schemes of pictorial teaching, and a solemn majesty was 

unerringly attained; while the splendour of the gold backgrounds 

suffused the whole with a glowing atmosphere. 
The types of Christian imagery which are found in the Byzantine 

mosaics of the fifth and sixth centuries were probably drawn from Egyptian 

Christian sources. It has been suggested that these types may have 

originated in Palestine, and that the paintings and mosaics of the great 
churches built there by Constantine largely influenced the schemes of 

imagery in the rest of Christendom may not be doubted. It is improbable, 

however, that Palestine was a school of iconographical invention; whereas 
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®§yP^ seems to have been a glowing hearth of pictorial activity from 
the Hellenistic age onwards. 

Early Christian iconography must have been developed at an active 

Hellenistic centre. Jerusalem was hardly this, and Palestinian art 

for the most part must have been an offshoot of that of Alexandria. 

It is probable that painted rolls and books were the chief sources, 

from which the types to become familiar in paintings and mosaics were 
spread abroad. 

The codex form of book, which seems at an early time to have 

become specially associated with Christian literature, was almost 

certainly an Egyptian innovation. According to Sir Maunde Thompson, 

codices of vellum, of the third century and earlier, have been found in 

Egypt, and this form of MS. was gradually thrusting its way into use 

in the first centuries of our era.... The book form was favoured by the 

early Christians. In the fourth century the struggle between the roll 

and the codex was finished.” Some fine book-bindings, which may even 

be as early as the sixth century, have lately been found in Egypt. The 

noble Codex Alexandrinus of the fifth century, now in the British 

Museum, is an Egyptian book. So also, almost certainly, is the once 

beautiful, but now almost destroyed, pictured book of Genesis called the 

Cotton Bible. The writing of this volume is very like that of the 

Codex Alexandrinus and of a great number of papyrus fragments. It 

also seems to date from the fifth century, and furthermore its pictures 

have some affinities with others in an Alexandrian chronicle of the 

world on papyrus, which has been published by Strzygowski, while they 

have a closer likeness to other painted books which have been judged to 

have been produced in Alexandria, such as illuminated volumes of 

Dioscorides and of Cosmas the traveller, and a roll of Joshua. Many 

points in the miniatures with which the Cotton Genesis was crowded 

bear out this view of its origin. Thus, two of those relating to Joseph 

in Egypt shew a group of pyramids in the background; a third had 

well-drawn camels; and another the burial of a body wrapped like a 

mummy. It has been proved by Dr Tikkanen of Helsingfors that this 

MS. or a duplicate of it, was used by the mosaic workers at St Mark’s, 

Venice, at the end of the twelfth century, for the designs from early 

Bible history which fill the domes of the narthex. Twenty-six of those 

relating to the Creation were accurately enlarged copies of as many 

miniatures from the now terribly injured book, and these subjects, 

designs of great dignity and grace, can consequently be restored. Other 

pictures in the volume which relate to Lot, Abraham and Joshua, were 

again very similar to the series of mosaics executed in Sta Maria 

Maggiore in Rome about a.d. 440, and, indeed, the types found in the 

Cotton Genesis seem to have had an almost canonical importance. 

Their influence can be traced far down in the Middle Ages, and even the 

Biblical pictures of Raphael still retained some reminiscence of them. One 
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characteristic of the Cottonian MS. is the appearance in the miniatures 

of impersonations of such ideas as the Seven Days of Creation, and the 

Four Rivers of the Garden; the former being represented as seven 

angels, and the latter as four reclining figures with urns. The Soul 

breathed into man is depicted in the form of a winged Psyche. The 

Creator is shewn as Christ, '' by Whom all things were made^’ 

Another famous book of Genesis at Vienna, having pictures painted 

below the text on pages of purple vellum, is almost certainly later than 

the Cottonian book, and although there are obviously some links 

between them, the Vienna designs seem to stand outside the Alexandrian 

circle. Two other books on purple, which have much in common with 

the Vienna book, are the codices of Rossano and Sinope. All three 

may probably be dated about a.d. 500, and may have been painted at 

Constantinople. The magnificent Dioscorides, which is dated c. 512, is 

almost certainly an Alexandrian book. Its fine, clear drawings of 

plants may be copied from a more classical original. The Joshua Roll 

of the Vatican is probably sixth century and of Alexandrian origin. 

Several of the mosaics at Ravenna have characteristics similar to the 

miniatures in these Egyptian books, and it may be regarded as certain 

that it was not only at St Mark’s, Venice, that the designs for mosaics 

were taken from such sources. Indeed, it must be more and more 

recognised that such compositions were very often drawn out of authori¬ 

ties almost as fixed as the texts which they illustrated. All religious 

art, and Byzantine art especially, has in a large degree been the handing 

on of a tradition. The outlines of these iconographical schemes must 

have been suggested by theologians^. They were certainly not the result 

of a free play of artistic fancy. 
A number of figured textiles which have been found in Egypt are 

also very interesting in regard to the treatment of their subjects. ^ Some 

are merely painted or dyed and others are woven and embroidered. 

Three pieces of the dyed work in the Victoria and Albert Museum have 

designs of the Annunciation, the Nativity and the Miracles of Christ. 

These, again, are interesting as giving us versions of well-known types of 

the subiects, and suggest that these designs also had their character 

impressed upon them in Egypt. For instance, they closely resemble 

others found on the ivory throne at Ravenna, and this similarity rein¬ 

forces the argument in favour of that famous work having been made in 

Alexandria, which was the great mart for objects in carved ivory 

A favourite scheme of ornamentation on the Christian textiles found 

in Egypt is the imitation of jewelling. Especially is this the case with 

the Cross ; and the jewelled cross, which appears again and again in the 
mosaics of Rome, Ravenna and Constantinople, would also seem to have 

been an Egyptian invention. Recently many wall-paintings have been 

^ As in some later Italian works, suck as in tke Spanisk Ckapel at Florence. See 
Wood Green, J., Sta Maria Novellaj pp. 150 ff. ^ See YoL i. Chapter xxi. 
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exposed by excavation in Egypt and here, also, well-known types, like 
the Majesty and the Ascension, have been found. 

It has not been possible to speak of the quality of Byzantine art but 

only of certain leading facts in its history. As a whole it was a 

wonderful movement of return to first principles in regard to structures 

and to the free expression of feeling in what we call decoration. Roman 

art was very largely official, grandiose, and a matter of formulas. The 

Roman artist was as closely imprisoned in conventions as we ourselves 

are. Then came a time and an influence which led the people to build 

what they wanted only by the rules of common sense, and to draw for 

decorative art fresh draughts from the springs of poetry. 

So art was transformed and a great cycle of a thousand years was 

entered on. Early Christian, Byzantine, Romanesque and Gothic are 

all incidents in its mighty sweep, and before it was spent great cathedrals 

had been built all over Europe. 

Having followed, so far as our space will allow, the main stream of 

Christian art while flowing through Constantinople and the East, we 

must now try to trace the broader facts of its development in the 

West. 

It is not to be doubted that, until the eastern civilisation was checked 

by the Arab conquests in the seventh century, its art had been the true 

heir of the ages, and that the great upheaval put a stop to its proper 

progress, and then threw it back in many broken eddies over western 

Europe. In our first volume we saw that early Christian art was a phase 

of Roman art modified by eastern ideas. In western Europe, for the early 

Christian period, there were in the main three influences at work, in the 

culture of which art is one aspect: the native stock, the Romano- 

Christian tradition, and the steady, imceasing pressure of oriental ideas. 

In mentioning the latter we do not try to beg any Byzantine question.” 

It would doubtless be true to say conversely that the West influenced 

the East, but here and now we are only concerned with the West and 

the action of external forces upon it. 
In reaction against claims which have been urged for oriental in¬ 

fluence in Christian art, Commendatore Rivoira has lately made a 

powerful plea for a further consideration of the part played by Rome 

and Italy as the main source of western Christian art, but he confessedly 

does this rather in regard to structural architecture than to the pictorial 

and plastic matters which form so great a part of any complete architec¬ 

ture. Further, in regard to the structures, his contention in many cases 

only avails to shew that those eastern customs, which some earlier 

writers had thought came in with Byzantine art, had already been taken 

over by Roman builders. And it must never be forgotten that Roman art 

itself was only one branch of a widespread Hellenistic culture the prime 

centre of which was Alexandria. 

Quite recently a whole new phase of Roman art has been coming 
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into view, that is, the form of it which was developed rather in the pro¬ 

vinces than in the capital. An enormous body of this Roman provincial 

art has been revealed by French researches in North Africa, and the study 

of local antiquities in Italy, France, Spain, Souih Germany, and even 

Britain, shews how far this little-known art had developed or degenerated 

from the standards of the Augustan age. This art is rude and redun¬ 

dant, shewing a ferment of undisciplined ideas, and in it we may find many 

of the germs of the Christian architecture of the West which, by a true 

instinct, has been called Romanesque. 

Probably the best centre in which to study provincial Roman art is 

Treves, where a perfectly arranged museum is crowded with smaller monu¬ 

ments, while many large ones are still extant in the streets. Among the 

latter are a magnificent basilica, now a church, a great city gate, the Porta 

Nigra, and a ruined palace, usually called that of Augustus, although 

apparently it must belong to the fourth century. The monuments in the 

museum comprise a great number of important, richly sculptured, tombs, 

some of which are of the sarcophagus form, while others are like small towers 

crowned by a pyramid, with a sculptured finialat the apex, a form which 

recalls many a Romanesque tower and spire built centuries later. They 

themselves seem to derive from the mausoleum of Halicarnassus. The 

sloping surfaces of the pyramidal coverings are roughly carved into leafage 

arranged like scales, and the rest of these monuments is adorned with a 

profusion of sculptured figures and pattern-work. The large plain sur¬ 

faces are frequently covered by what, in later art, we should call diaper 

patterns, that is, recurring arrangements of lozenges, octagons and 

circles, combined so as to cover the field and with the interspaces filled 

in with simply-carved leafage. This type of ornamentation is practically 

unknown in classical Roman architecture. It was doubtless taken up 

from the East, and it is the precursor of a kind of decoration, which 

thenceforth was to be common for many centuries; indeed, the covering 

of flat vertical surfaces with roughly cut patterns in low relief is typical 

of the art of the ^‘Dark Ages.” It may be noted that the surface 

patterns, and even the figure sculptures, on the monuments of Treves 

were painted with bright colours, and hence it seems probable that the 

elaborate braided and chequered ornamentation of our own Saxon crosses 

was completed by colouring. 

What we have found best illustrated at Treves must have been charac¬ 

teristic, in greater or lesser degree, of all the cities of western Europe^. 

Even in London, at the Guildhall and British Museums, there are 

fragments which shew that a similar type of architecture prevailed here. 

Amongst the stones are some which clearly belong to tombs with pyramidal 

coverings like those mentioned above, and other stones, some of which 

belong to small columns, have diaper pattern-work. These fragments 

^ Even in Britain the lion dug up at Corbridge (Corstopitum) is a striking 
example. 
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probably belonged to the tombs of the rich merchants of Londinium. 

The coins of Roman Britain shew a similar likeness to those of Treves, 

which in the fourth century was the capital of the western section of 

the Empire. In the museum at Sens are important remnants of a 

facade, which was largely decorated with boldly designed vine foliage 

of a curiously Romanesque ’’ character. 

Romanised Europe was a soil well prepared for the upspringing of 

Romanesque art, and many centres, down to the end of the twelfth 

century, shew us how the old monuments were turned to for inspiration 

and guidance. In some places there was hardly any interruption of 

continuity ; in others the conquering peoples from the North (although 

they entered into that which they could not properly understand or 

use) could not help crude imitation when they themselves had to build. 

The problem of architectural history is now less one of inquiry as to 

sources than a question as to the vigour of building impulse. An ener¬ 

getically expanding school always gathers from everything it may reach, 

but a declining school does not know how to use even what it has. 

When the Romanesque movement in architecture was under way, the 

Roman background was searched, and at the same time the current 

customs of the more powerful art of the East were drawn upon. 

In the fifth century, western Europe had a vast system of splendid 

roads linking up a great number of provincial Roman cities. Many of 

them were burned and ruined, but few can have been destroyed. Even 

in Britain these Roman cities were sights to wonder at, as the poem 

on the ruins of Bath witnesses, and Bede tells us how the citizens 

of Carlisle guided St Cuthbert round the city shewing him the walls 

and a fountain of marvellous workmanship constructed formerly by the 

Romans. In Rome itself the early Christian tradition was being continued, 

and there, as at Ravenna and Milan, at Lyons and Arles, Byzantine 

influences were all the time being absorbed and passed on to the 

West. 
The third strain in Romanesque art was the barbaric element in the 

blood and traditions of the people. After the Roman and Byzantine influ¬ 

ences, which came from the Church, had been absorbed and transformed, 

the art began to put on more and more of a barbaric character. This 
was especially the casein the West after the Danish irruptions. Some of 

the stone carvings wrought in England during the tenth century were 

extremely savage in their character. 
A school of art, which should be of extraordinary interest to us, is 

that which arose in Northumbria in the second half of the seventh century, 

but was soon to disappear. There is ample documentary record of the 

culture of the time when Wilfrid and Benedict Biscop built churches and 

formed monastic libraries, and when Bede wrote his famous history. 
Some remnants of Wilfrid's churches yet remain, and Bede tells us how 

they were decorated by paintings forming a consistent series of Biblical 
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types and story. These paintings were brought from Rome, and the 

fortunate discovery of the painted walls of Sta Maria Antiqua in that 

city, which were decorated by Greek artists just at the time that Benedict 

Biscop was making his collection, suggests very clearly what these 

pictures must have been like. It cannot be doubted that they were 

of eastern origin. Many works of art, which we still fortunately possess, 

have been attributed to the same age, but some of them are so remark¬ 

able as compared with other works of that time on the Continent that 

Commendatore Rivoira and Professor Cook of Yale have argued with 

great detail that they could not have been produced at that time. At 

Ruthwell and Bewcastle, on either side of the Scottish border, are the 

shafts of two tall standing crosses elaborately sculptured with figures and 

pattern-work, with long inscriptions in runes, and, in the case of 

Ruthwell, with Latin inscriptions as well. Rivoira, approaching the 

question from the Italian point of view, and with a wide knowledge of 

European art, would assign them to the twelfth century, and Professor 

Cook argues that they were probably erected by King David of Scotland 

about 1140^ 
These noble cross shafts, however, are only the most famous of a large 

class of monuments of more or less the same type, which must belong to 

about the same period. If they have to be dated in the twelfth century, the 

Irish crosses also, as is recognised by the critics just named, cannot be 

earlier. Such a scheme in all its implications would make a tremendous 

alteration in British archaeology. On the other hand, the early dates of 

some of the Saxon works are so firmly established that they cannot even 

be attacked. Such are large numbers of early Saxon coins, some of which 

bear devices analogous to the decorations of the crosses, while others, 

like the coins of Offa, have fine heads. Others, again, like a coin of 

Peada, have runes of similar form to those on the crosses. If a selection 

of such coins was published in comparison with the crosses, much that 

has been said as to the improbability of the early date of these would 

have to be ruled out. We also possess the splendid illuminated text 

written and decorated at Lindisfarne very early in the eighth century, 

with its braided ornamentation, symbols of the four evangelists, and 

other designs which closely resemble the ornament and symbols on the 

crosses. There is also the noble Codex Amiatimcs^ once owned by Abbot 

Ceolfrid, and taken with him as a present for the Pope when he left 

England for Rome in 716, which has some points of resemblance. It has 

further been shewn that the Latin inscriptions, which describe the sculp¬ 

tures on the Ruthwell Cross, are in an alphabet of a semi-Irish character 

resembling the letters of the Lindisfarne book, while the runic inscrip¬ 

tion of this cross contains a version of the old English poem on the 

Dream of the Holy Rood, which Dr Bradley attributes to the authorship 

of Caedmon. Another monument, the date of which has not been 

^ See Baldwin Brown, G,, The Arts in Marly England^ Vol. v. 1921. 
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attacked, is the shrine of St Cuthbert now at Durham, which is recorded 

to have been made in 698. Some designs incised on it, which include 

figures of Christ, angels, and apostles, together with symbols of the 

evangelists, a cross and inscriptions, are again singularly like the designs 

found upon the two great cross shafts. The runes on the Bewcastle 

cross formed a memorial inscription, which is terribly decayed, and 

doubt is cast on the readings, first made in 1856, by which it appeared 

that it was set up to Alchfrid, son of Oswy, about the year 670. On 

the other hand, the name Cyneburh, which was the name of Alchfrid‘’s 

wife, has often been read by many independent observers, including 

Kemble, in 1840. Even the presence of the name Alchfrid is admitted 

by Viator, the Runic scholar, but Professor Cook claims that the form 

is feminine and cannot apply to Alchfrid. Thus the question stands for 

the moment, but when, by comparative illustration, it has been shewn 

that the objection to the early date of the art of these wonderful monu¬ 

ments must fall to the ground, then we may anticipate that much of the 

opposition to the interpretation of the runes will also disappear. At the 

least the certain name of Cyneburh will be given its due weight. The 

present writer has no doubt at all that these crosses were set up by a 

powerful Northumbrian ruler in the seventh century. Professor Cook even 

expresses a doubt as to whether these shafts were parts of crosses at all, 

which to English scholars will seem like doubting whether a torn volume 

was ever a book. His work, however, is valuable as stating the case 

for the extremist reaction. In regard to the sculptures on the Ruthwell 

cross, it has been shewn that they have affinities with the subjects on the 

Byzantine ivory throne at Ravenna, which was probably made in Alex¬ 

andria, and with some Coptic works. Now the second half of the 

seventh century was exactly the time when Rome itself had become 

almost completely Byzantinised. The church of Sta Maria Antiqua, before 

mentioned, belongs to this time. It is no accident that it was just at 

this moment that a Greek from Tarsus, Theodore by name, became 

Archbishop of Canterbury. The sculptures on the RuthweE cross in¬ 

clude the Crucifixion, the Annunciation, Christ healing the blind man, 

Christ and the Magdalene, and the Visitation on one side; on the other, 

the flight into Egypt, SS. Paul and Anthony the hermits, breaking bread 

in the desert, Christ worshipped by ''beasts and dragons,’’ St John 

Baptist, and the symbols of the evangelists. A third cross shaft, hardly 

less remarkable, that of Acca, now at Durham, is accepted by Rivoira 

as being of the eighth century. It is difficult for an English student 

to understand why two should be taken away and the other left. 
Saxon works of a different kind, but not less noteworthy, are the 

silver Ormside cup, the celebrated Alfred jewel and the vestments of 

Bishop Frithstan, now at Durham, which were embroidered at Winchester 

about the year 912. It may be remembered that William of Malmes¬ 

bury says that the daughters of Edward the Elder were skilful needle- 
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women, and it is not unlikely that these exquisite works came from this 

royal school of art. It may be pointed out that one of the designs on 

the Durham embroideries is the Right Hand of God. Now this same 

device also appears on the Wessex coinage of Edward the Elder, and on 

the sculptured Rood of Romsey Abbey, which probably filled the central 

space on the west front of the church with figures of the Virgin and St 

John on either hand of the Crucified Figure, above which the Hand 

appears. A similar group, much defaced, may still be seen on the 

west front of the little church at Hedbourne Worthy, close to 

Winchester. 
Anglo-Celtic art has been very much neglected, but in Great Britain 

and Ireland we have an enormous number of sculptured monuments 

which certainly have high interest for the history of art in Europe 

during the dark ages. It may seem an extravagant claim, but if the 

productions of the Anglian school are recognised, it will appear to be, 

at its Northumbrian centre especially, the first Teutonic school of 

Christian art. This is allowed for literature; poems like Caedmon’s were 

not written in Gaul, but it has hardly even been suggested for sculpture, 

metalwork, and other crafts. It is agreed that the later school formed 

by Charlemagne became the centre for west European culture; yet, after 

all, Charlemagne gathered up the Northumbrian traditions, and Alcuin 

was but a follower of Wilfrid and Ceolfrid. 

The Irish crosses are less competent in execution than the finest of 

the Anglian works, and the same is true of other forms of Irish art. 

The large number and the good preservation of the Irish crosses, however, 

give them considerable importance. On them we find sculptures which 

carry on the early Christian tradition in a very remarkable way. The 

designs must, for the most part, have been copied from quite early painted 

books of Eastern origin, and from ivories and other small works. The 

subjects are of the Crucifixion, and of Christ the Judge, with many scenes 

from the life and miracles of Christ, together with types ” from the Old 

Testament. Favourite types of Christ are the offering of Isaac, and 

David protecting the sheep by slaying the lion. Over the Crucifixion 

of a cross at Monasterboice is Moses with his uplifted arms supported 

by two companions. The life of David as a type of Christ is given in 

several scenes on some of the crosses. Another subject which occurs 

very frequently is the meeting of SS. Anthony and Paul in the desert. 

The ideals were clearly monastic, and those who had the crosses set up 

looked reverently back to the hermits of the Egyptian desert. 

Much in Carolingian Romanesque art was directly derived from 

the Roman monuments; indeed, it must have been thought by Charle¬ 

magne and his Court that Roman architecture was being continued just 

as the Empire was being resumed. Romanesque, we may say, is Holy 

Roman architecture.” A letter of Einhard’s exists, which was sent 

together with an ivory model of a column shaped according to the rules 
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of Vitruvius, and it is significant that the earliest existing text of 

Vitruvius, the Harley MS. in the British Museum, is also Carolingian. 

The doorway of Charles the Great's church at Aix-la-Chapelle, recently 

exposed, has a large architrave of classical form. This doorway might 

well be a work of the fourth century a.d., and so might some of the bronze 

doors, and the pine-cone fountain. The mouldings of the interior had 

classical forms, and old Corinthian capitals, which were probably brought 

from Italy, were re-used in the arches of the gallery storey. Of course 

there was no thought of any archaeological distinction between what was 

Roman and what was Byzantine; the great fact was that barbarism 

took up the arts of civilisation, and it must have been thought that 

Rome was being renewed by the efforts of Charlemagne. This Caro¬ 

lingian Renaissance gives us an invaluable example of a conscious building 

up of a school of art. 

In Italy many buildings, like the baptistery at Florence, shew a 

deliberate attempt to be classical. In France, also, we meet with the 

same intention. At Langres, once a Roman town, the fine cathedral 

church (twelfth century) is wonderfully Roman in many particulars. 

The buttresses between the chapels at the east end are in the form of 

fluted Corinthian pilasters. In the interior the nave arches rise from 

similar fluted pilasters with Corinthian capitals; the triforium has fluted 

pilasters rising to a horizontal string moulding; beneath is a bold band 

of scroll carving of a classical type; and many of the columns have the 

classical entasis. At Bourges, another Roman town, the elaborate 

doorways of the north porch have finely carved lintels of scroll work 

and foliage, which must have been practically copied from a Roman 

original. At Autun the direct influence of the Roman gateway, which 

is still standing, can be traced in the details of the cathedral. At 

Arles, St GiUes, Le Puy, and in dozens of other places a similar trans¬ 

ference from Roman prototypes is apparent in Romanesque architecture. 

The Romanesque type of tower, with a low, square spire, with scale 

ornaments cut into the sloping smfaces, must largely derive from the 

late Roman tombs like those of Treves above described. Even Roman 

methods of construction, like concreted rubble walling, small facing 

stones, and courses of tiles set in arches, persisted until the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries. 
The second great strain in Romanesque art was formed by the 

constant inflow of eastern ideas and decorative objects, as well as of 

monks and artists. After Justinian reconquered Italy, fragments of the 

land remained dependencies of the Eastern Empire until the eighth cen¬ 

tury. In Rome itself during this time Art became almost completely 

Byzantinised. There are several beautiful Byzantine capitals and slabs 

in Rome which were imported from Constantinople, and the round church 

of St Theodore on the Palatine belongs to this time. Even a brick- 

stamp of Pope John (a.d. 705) is inscribed with Greek letters. 
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The monument which most clearly witnesses to the presence of the 

East in the West is the church of Sta Maria Antiqua, excavated about 

twenty years ago out of the dehi'is at the foot of the Palatine Hill. It is in 

the Forum, on the right in going to the Coliseum. It was an old 

Roman building, which was transformed into a church early in the 

seventh century, being a large, high hall having lateral chambers formed 

into chapels. The walls were partly covered with a plating of marble, 

and all the rest was adorned with paintings, which, for the most part, 

are still in good condition. The paintings are inscribed mostly in Greek 

with some Latin. A stone of the ambo had a bilingual inscription: 

t John Servant of the Theotokos. . The art-types are obviously eastern, 

and the saints depicted are both eastern and western. There are 

paintings of the Crucifixion, the Majesty, the enthroned Virgin and 

Child, the Annunciation, Nativity, Daniel in the Lions’ Den, and many 

others. In the apse of the chapel is a large figure of Christ between 

two six-winged tetramorphs. The background of this subject is divided 

into an upper portion painted black, and a lower part divided vertically 

into four parts alternately red and green. The Crucifixion is very like 

another in a Syrian book now at Florence. On either hand of the Cross 

are the two soldiers, by one of whom is inscribed Longinus. On the Syrian 

Gospel, which was written in 586 by the monk Rabula, the similar figure 

of the soldier is named AopiNoc. The resemblances are altogether so 

remarkable that it cannot be doubted that this very Syrian MS. or a 

similar one was the direct source for the wall painting. It has been 

already pointed out by Mr Dalton that a curious pattern which is found 

at Sta Maria Antiqua, like a row of overlapping coins, occurs again also 

in the Codex of Rossano, another book which is possibly of Syrian 

origin, and it occurs again in a Syrian book at Paris. The coincidences are 

so striking that it becomes evident that some oriental books must have 

been directly used as the sources for the designs in the church. It has 

often been pointed out that the mosaics of Sta Maria Maggiore must 

have been drawn from some book of Genesis painted in the East. 

Several of the mosaics in Ravenna follow a similar canon, and so again 

do some fragmentary Genesis pictures in Sta Maria Antiqua itself. 

Further, it has been proved by Tikkanen, as before mentioned, that the 

Genesis mosaics at St Mark’s, Venice, were accurately copied from the 

Cotton Genesis, a book which almost certainly was painted in Alexandria 

in the fifth century. In these instances we get examples of what was 

happening all the time. Books from the East, especially ancient books, 

were regarded as authorities; sacred designs were not made up at will, 

but were handed forward as traditions. Doubts have been raised by 

Ainalov as to whether the important Crucifixion picture of Rabula’s 

Gospel is not much later than the rest of the book, but the finding of 

it repeated at Sta Maria Antiqua proves that it is probably at least as old 

as the painting there. Other fragmentary paintings suggest that there 
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was a series of subjects di'awn from the New Testament with their 
types ” from the Old Testament set against them. Now Bede tells us 

categorically that a series of pictures representing such types was brought 
from Rome by Benedict Biscop to adorn his monastery. Thus paintings, 
embodying theological conceptions, originated in the East and were 
carried to Northumbria. Already in the Rossano book Christ appears 
as the Good Samaritan, who aids the traveller and carries him to the inn. 
This is a conception which is fully worked out in the superb late twelfth 
century^stained glass window at Sens. In the painted book of Cosmas 
the Indian traveller, a sixth century Alexandrian work, there are several 
pairs of types, thus the Sacrifice of Isaac, the escape of Jonah from the 
Whale, and the Translation of Elijah, typify the Crucifixion, Resurrec¬ 
tion and the Ascension of Christ. All these types reappear on the 
sculptures of the Irish crosses. Of course such “ types ’’ are found in 
the catacomb paintings, but in these the idea had not been systematised. 

From the time of Charlemagne until the generation in which Gothic 
architecture was to emerge, Germany led in the arts. This is less 
obvious in architecture, but when the arts are considered as a whole it 
must be admitted. The carved ivories of the Carolingian school form 
a magnificent series, and the metal-work, enamels and manuscripts are 
as noteworthy. If we regard all the splendid works of art wrought in 
North Italy, Germany, North France and England, we may see that the 
Romanesque was an essentially Teutonic movement. The Gothic 
arose in France when the people had been suflSciently saturated with the 
new Romance spirit. The Romanesque looked back to Rome and By¬ 
zantium, the Gothic faced forward to the new world. The French 
kingdom was bom while Gothic architecture was being formed. 

Until the beginning of the twelfth century the centres of Romanesque 
art were in the neighbourhood of the lower Rhine and in Lombardy. 

The most advanced piece of figure art wrought early in the twelfth 
century is the noble bronze font now at Liege, the work of an artist of 
Huy. This has completely shaken off barbarism, it is clear and sweet 
in expression, the sort of thing we should like to call modem if modern 
people could rise to it. A study of the bronze works at Hildesheim, 
wrought under the direction of the great Bishop Bern ward, shews that 
the bronze workers of Huy derived their traditions from the artists of 
Hildesheim, as those doubtless followed the men who worked for Charle¬ 
magne at Aix two centuries earlier still. At Hildesheim the doors 
and the celebrated bronze column were made about the year 1075. On 
the square base of the latter are little figures of the four rivers of 
Paradise. This may remind us of the bronze pine cone at Aix which 
has the names of the rivers of Eden inscribed on its four sides. The 
four rivers occur again on a most beautiful bronze font of the thirteenth 
century in the cathedral. Again, on the bronze column there is a group 
of people listening to Christ, which is plainly the prototype of another 
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group on the Liege font. Thus the traditions of the bronze workers 

were^handed on to Dinant, which in turn inherited from Huy and 

became the chief European centre for bronze working. 
It is impossible here to give a separate account of the many 

Eomanesc[ue schools of art, or even of architecture, which flourished 

between the Carolingian Renaissance and the emergence of Gothic art 

in the twelfth century. In Italy, Germany, and France there was 

constant effort and practically continuous development towards one un¬ 

foreseen end, the formation of the highly specialised type of art which 

we call Gothic. All three countries contributed valuable ideas to the 

commonwealth of art and continuously reacted on one another. The 

master impulse in architecture was that by which the builders set them¬ 

selves to explore the possibilities of vaulting and the interaction between 

vaulting and planning. This may have been brought about in part by 

the desire to guard against fire, but it was fed by the gradual spread of 

Byzantine customs over the West. 
In western Europe during the Carolingian age the churches were 

planned in various forms. The central type of plan, varieties of which 

are the circle, the polygon and the equal-armed cross, is represented by 

the Palatine chapel at Aix-la-Chapelle. Germigny, near Orleans, is 

a square with apses projecting on every side. The large abbey church 

of St Croix, Quimperle, of the eleventh century, is circular with square 

projections in the four directions. 
Simple churches of this fashion were built in England. At Hexham 

one of these was built by Wilfrid, and King Alfred built another at 

Athelney. Several later Saxon churches had a big tower forming the 

body of the structure with an apse opening from its east side and another 

extension towards the west; such “ tower churches” must have been simpli¬ 

fications of the central type. The close association of the central tower, 

the western version of the Byzantine dome, with the idea of the church has 

not been fully worked out, but it led to a general insistence on the central 

tower, or lantern, in Romanesque churches. Beneath these towers, at the 

crossing of the central span and the transepts, the choirs were placed. 
The monk Reginald, one of the Durham chroniclers, describes the 

“ White Church” (the cathedral) at Durham built by Bishop Aldhun in 

1099 thus: “ There were in the White Church, in which St Cuthbert had 

first rested, two stone towers, as those who saw them have told us, standing 

high into the air, the one containing the choir, the other standing at the 

west end of the church, which was of wonderful size. They carried brazen 

pinnacles set up on top, which aroused both the amazement of all men 

Ld great admiration.” The still earlier abbey church at Ramsey, built 

about 970, was cruciform with a central tower, and at the west end a 
smaller tower. Again, when in the description of the Confessor’s church 

at Westminster we are told that the domm principalis airae was of great 

height, it possibly means the choir with the lantern tower, and that the 
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actual site of the altar in the apse of the eaistem limb was considered as 
attached to this dominating central feature. In some later Romanesque 
churches in France, as at Issoire, Clermont, and elsewhere, parts of the 
transept on either side of the lantern tower are lifted above the general 
body of the work, thus adding to the importance of the central structure. 

A central tower seems a more or less obvious arrangement, as a matter 
of design, where it rises at the centre of a cruciform plan, and it has 
sometimes been explained as a device for simplifying the intersection of 
the roofs. Several Norman churches, however, like the one at Iffley, 
have a tower rising over the choir of a long, simple, unaisled church, a 
little to the east of the middle of its length. Here again the tower is as 
typically the church as the hall is the house. 

The central type of plan persisted also in palace chapels. Charle¬ 
magne’s chapel was repeated at the palace of Nimeguen near the mouth 
of the Rhine. The palace of Goslar has a chapel with a plan resembling 
that of Germigny mentioned above. William of Malmesbury has a 
curious note to the effect that a cathedral church built at Hereford at 
the end of the eleventh century was copied from the church at Aix. 
In the forest of Loches is a royal chapel, built in the reign of Henry II, 
which is circular in form. At the palace of IVoodstock was another cir¬ 
cular chapel, and a Norman chapel at Ludlow castle, which still exists, 
is also of this form. The English circular and polygonal chapter-houses 
of cathedrals, of which that at Worcester is a Norman example, must 
either have been adopted from such circular chapels or from the baptis¬ 
teries of some of the old Saxon cathedrals. There seems to have been 
such a baptistery at Canterbury, and we are told that it was used for 
meetings as well as for its primary purpose. 

The transepts of a church were an obvious means of enlarging the 
interior space, and as they gave a symbolic form to the plan they became 
normal parts of Romanesque structure. Sometimes they were of single 
span, at others they had one or two aisles, and from their eastern sides 
projected chapels, usually apses. Another ty^e of Carolingian plan had 
apses at both ends of the main span. A ninth century drawing for the 
plan of the monastery at St Gall is of this form. And this arrangement 
was for long a favourite one in Germany. It doubtless conformed to 
ritual requirements. In England the Saxon cathedral at Canterbury 
and the abbey church at Ramsbuiy were of this type. 

A plan which persisted longer was one with three parallel apses at 
the east end, the larger apse terminating the central space being flanked 
by two others at the end of the side aisles. This form of church early 
became the usual one in Normandy. The abbey church at Bemay, 
built c, 920, had transepts, and three parallel apses to the east. This 
plan was again repeated in the great abbey church at Jumieges, which 
was itself copied by Edward the Confessor for his fine new church in the 
Norman manner, built at Westminster from about 1050. Some remnants 
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of it which still exist are enough to shew that the plan was a very accu¬ 

rate copy of its prototype, so much so, that it appears that Norman 

workmen must have been brought here to do it. The same tradition 

was followed at Durham, Lincoln, and many other important churches. 

Both Westminster and Jumieges had vestibules and triforium storeys; 

these were old customary features which tended to disappear. Charle¬ 

magne’s church at Aix has a fine vaulted gallery over the aisle which 

surrounds the central space: and we are told of the Confessor’s church 

at Westminster that there were, both above and below, chapels dedi¬ 

cated to the saints. In such cases the triforium evidently fulfilled a 

function. Later it became a mere formal survival, although the triforium 

of the later church at Westminster was probably used for the great con¬ 

gregations at coronations. Many of the German Romanesque churches 

have structural galleries at the sides of the choir, and many Norman 

churches had galleries at the ends of the transepts. At Canterbury, 

Lincoln and Christ Church the transepts seem to have had upper storeys 

over their whole extent, forming chapels. Vestibules mentioned above 

must represent the narthex of Eastern churches. The church of St 

Remi at Rheims had in the tenth century a vaulted work which occupied 

nearly half the nave. Immense vaulted porches still exist at Vezelay, 

St Benoit-sur-Loire and other places, and the tradition of a western 

porch has left its mark on some of the English Romanesque churches, as 

Ely and Lincoln. In Germany the western bay was usually carried up 

higher than the nave roof between two western towers, making thus an 

impressive west end externally. 
Quite generally crypts were also constructed beneath the choirs of 

Romanesque churches; deriving from the early confessio beneath the 

altar, they frequently became of great size. Often, in the German and 

Lombard churches, they were but little buried in the ground, but the 

eastern limbs of the churches were raised high above them, and 

approached by many steps. This arrangement is often very dignified 

and impressive. A great seven-branched candlestick usually stood in the 

middle of the platform beyond the steps. Many of the German Roman¬ 

esque churches had rounded ends to the transepts as well as to the 

eastern limb, the crossing being thus surrounded by three apsidal projec¬ 

tions. This is a well-known Byzantine type, and St Mary in the Capitol 

at Cologne is an early and noble example in the West; Tournai 

cathedi’al is another. This form of plan was handed on to the early 

Gothic of North France, at Noyon and Soissons, and it persisted long in 

Germany. The thirteenth century church at Marburg has similar semi- 

octagonal apses in three directions, a short nave, no longer than the 

transepts, and a chapel at each of the four re-entering angles. It is prac¬ 

tically a church of the central type, and is certainly a very beautiful plan. 

Another very beautiful scheme of planning is found in a church at 

Angers, which has a wide vaulted nave extended and supported by a 
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series of large apsidal recesses or chapels along each side. This type is 
again followed at Orvieto cathedral. 

The most perfect plan for a great church would seem to be that in 

which the central eastern apse is surrounded by an ambulatory from 

which small circular-ended chapels open out—one, three, four, five or 

seven. This is the plan which was adopted in. the main line of progress 

into Gothic, and it continued to be used right through the Middle Ages. 

This fine scheme probably dates from Carolingian days, and three 
important churches, at Tours, Dijon and Le Mans, were built in this 

form at the end of the tenth century. Churches of the same type were 

built in England, first for the abbey of St Augustine, Canterbury, and 

the cathedrals of Winchester and Gloucester, during the last quarter of 

the eleventh century. An apse was an essential member of a great church 

during the Romanesque period. In its centre the bishop had his throne 

lifted high above the altar as ruler of the assembly; this broken rem¬ 

nants at Norwich still shew. The planning of a great church implied the 

dealing with several common factors which might be variously combined, 
The nave might be one, or three, or five spans wide; there might be a 

transept of one, two, or three spans, and the eastern limb might have a 

simple s-pse, or parallel apses, or an ambulatory and a series of radiating 

chapels. The position of towers was another factor to be considered. 

Their positions were partly, doubtless, a matter of choice, but largely they 

were conditioned by structural requirements. A great single tower at 

the west end, as at Ely, will stop the thrusts of the inner arcading as 

well as the more usual pair of towers. In French churches towers were 

frequently put at the transepts also, and Winchester cathedral seems to 

have been intended to have transeptal towers. In Germany towers are 

often seen on either side of the apse. At Tournai four towers built 

around the crossing against the transepts support the central lantern, 

making a most impressive group of five spire-capped towers. At Exeter 

two massive towers stand over small square transepts. A third great 
controlling factor in the design of churches was that of vaulting. The 

possibilities of rearing vaults were explored in all sorts of ways. All 

three spans might have barrel vaults, or those over the aisles might be 

quadrants rising higher against the nave than where they fell on the 

aisle walls. The bays might be vaulted transversely, a favourite device 

in Burgundy, or they might be covered by a combination of longitudinal 

and transverse vaults interpenetrating and forming groined ” vaults. 

This last became the standard form for the vaults of churches in north¬ 

western Europe, and the tradition was carried forward into Gothic. 

The use of this scheme allowed of high windows in every bay, and con¬ 

centrated the thrusts at intervals above the piers of the inner arcades. 

One school of French Romanesque experimented with a series of domes 

covering square compartments, and the curious church at Loches has its 
nave covered by stone pyramidal erections like low pitched spires. It 
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has hardly been realised how many of the greater '' Norman’’ churches 

in England were vaulted, especially their eastern limbs and transepts. 

The eastern limb of the great abbey church of St Albans, begun about 

ten years after the Conquest, was vaulted. ' Durham and Lincoln cathe¬ 

drals were vaulted throughout, by the middle of the twelfth century. 

The abbey churches of Gloucester, Pershore and Tewkesbury all seem to 

have had vaulted choirs and transepts; so probably had Canterbury 

cathedral, Winchester cathedral, St Paul’s cathedral, Reading abbey 

and Lewes priory churches and many others. Frequently the nave was 

covered with a wooden ceiling while the eastern half of the church was 

vaulted. At Peterborough such a ceiling, delightfully decorated with 

bold pattern-work, still exists. This church and others had such ceilings 

throughout. The glorious choir ” at Canterbury had a specially famous 

painted ceiling. It is noteworthy that even in quite small churches the 

chancels were frequently covered with vaults, while the rest of the struc¬ 

ture had wooden roofs. 
Many modifications were made in the planning of great churches to 

accommodate the vaults, and a remarkable contrivance became common 

towards the end of the twelfth century for the purpose of supporting the 

high central vaults. This was the flying buttress, a strong arch built in 

the open air, rising from the lower walls of the aisles, and butting against 

those of the clerestory. Such buttresses were greatly developed in 

Gothic architecture, but their invention is due to Romanesque builders. 

Another great invention, which was of primary importance for the 

development of Gothic, seems to have been made towards the end of the 

eleventh century. This was the method of erecting vaults by first 

building a series of skeleton arches (ribs) diagonally across each bay, 

and then covering this subdivided space with a lighter web of work. In 

England the method was used at Durham, and this is the first well- 

authenticated instance in the west of Europe. Other examples, which 

are said to be earlier, are known in Italy. 
The general movement, which was to pass over an invisible frontier 

into what we call Gothic architecture, was characterised by a search for 

more vigorous and clear solutions of structural problems, a gathering up 

of the wall masses into piers and buttresses and the vaults into ribs* 

The whole medieval process in architecture from, say, the time of 

Charlemagne to the time of the Black Death, was an organic develop¬ 

ment. One phase in the progress may be traced in the tendency to 

break up piers and arches into a series of recessed orders or members; 

that is, they widen by degrees in a step-like profile. This held the germ 

of the change from a square pier set in the direction of the wall into one 

placed diagonally. Such membering of arches and piers easily led to 

sub-arching, that is, the including of two or more smaller arches under 

a larger one; and this again was to lead up to the development of 

tracery. The process also early shewed itself in a liking for al ternation. 
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A naye arcade^ for instance, was often planned witli a more or less 
square pier and then a column alternately. In some Gremaan churches 
square piers alternately wider and narrower may be seen. 

The pointed arch has been known from time immemorial. It was 
generally adopted by Saracen builders from the seventh century, and it 
became well known in the West from the eleventh. It proved especially 
useful in adjusting the many difficulties which arose in applying vaulting 
to compartments of various sizes and shapes. And further, it was used 
as a^ strong structural form before it was generally admitted into the 
architectural code. Thus, as ever, the aesthetic delight of one century 
was found in the structural device of an earlier one. 

The cusping of arches fell in with the general tendency toward sub¬ 
ordination and grouping. The cusped arch had a distant origin in the 
shell forms carved in the arched heads of the niches, which were common 
in Hellenistic architecture. Byzantine and Arab builders simplified the 
scalloped edge of this shell into a series of small lobes set within the 
containing arch. Such cusped arches were passed on to the North-West 
by the Moors. The special centre for their distribution seems to have 
been the south-east of France, where the delight in cusped arches is very 
noticeable at Clermont, Vienne and Le Puy. The forms of trefoiled 
arches appear in the North as early as the tenth century in the ornaments 
of illuminated books, and probably they were handed on in this pictorial 
form long before they entered into real structures. Architecture and 
sculpture often followed where painting led. Circular windows had been 
used by the Romans and are frequently foxmd in Romanesque work. 
Both circular and quatrefoil openings were probably known in the West 
from Carolingian days. The quatrefoil became popular as a form of 
cross. Ordinary windows, when grouped into pairs with a circle above, 
formed the point of departure for the development of the traceried window. 

From the early days of Christian art glazing of various colours 
arranged in patterns had been used. Doubtless the beautifully patterned 
casements of Arab art were, like so much else, taken over from the 
Byzantine school. The jewelled lattices of Romance must have been 
suggested by the use of coloured glass. At some time in the great 
Carolingian era, which we are only now beginning to appreciate, painting 
was added to the morsels of coloured glass, and they were joined together 
by thin strips of lead rather than by some ruder means. These two steps 
of development brought into being the stained glass window proper. 
From this time windows were conceived as vast translucent enamels of 
which the leads formed the divisions. The agreement of style between 
the earliest known stained glass windows and Romanesque enamels is so 
close that we may not doubt the near kindred of the two arts. The 
earliest windows still extant, like those of St Denis (c. 1140-50), were 
probably designed by some enameller. 

For long the style of German Byzantine enamels may be traced in 
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the glass of Le Mans, Chartres, and Strasbourg, and for the most part 
the code of imagery had been worked out by enamel-workers and 
illuminators of books before it was adopted for stained glass. 

There was a great expansion in the production of sculpture and its 
application to architecture during the twelfth century, and an enormous 
increase of power in dealing with it. Here again, however, all the great 
types and traditions of treatment seem to have been invented or rather 
developed by the Carolingian schools. For instance, there are two 
delightful small impersonations of Land and Sea carved amongst the 
early Gothic sculptures of the west front of Notre Dame at Paris. 
Such impersonations derive directly from Romanesque ivories and 
illuminated books of the German school and thence may be traced to 
Alexandrian art. In the Carolingian age imagery had, for the most 
part, been on a small scale, in metal-work and ivory, but some of it had 
been of great beauty in conception and of masterly execution. By the 
middle of the twelfth century several notable schools of architectural 
sculpture had been developed in Italy, France, and Spain. In England 
beginnings were made towards the development of what became a 
special English tradition; the west fi'ont treated as a background for 
an array of sculptured figures having reference to the Last Judgment. 
Some remnants found at York and others extant at Lincoln are evidence 
for this. 

Sculpture, stained glass, and the large schemes of painting which 
covered the interiors of Romanesque churches, were very largely inspired 
by painted books. These illuminated volumes are almost the most 
wonderful products of the whole Romanesque period. What the book 
of Kells is to Irish art, and the Lindisfarne book to the Anglo-Celtic 
school of Northumbria, is well known. Several superb Carolingian 
volumes are just as remarkable, and this pre-eminence of the book was 
sustained until the end of our period. Some hundred splendid books 
and rolls written and painted in the twelfth century are marvels of 
thoughtful invention and skilful manipulation. At this time types and 
symbols were still dealt with in the great manner; many of the designers 
at work seem to have had the imagination of Blake with ten times his 
power of execution. For example, take the designs of an Exultet ’’ 
roll in the British Museum; the first painting is Christ majestically 
enthroned; then comes a group of rejoicing angels; then the interior 
of a basilica shewn in section with nave and aisles and in the midst a 
colossal Mater Ecclesia standing between groups of clergy and people; 
the next is Mother Earth, a woman’s figure half emerging from the 
ground, nourishing an ox and a dragon; further on is the Crucifixion 
with its ‘Hype,” the passage of the Red Sea; and near the end, after a 
flower garden with bees, the Virgin and Holy Child. This appears to 
be an Italian work of the middle of the twelfth century. 

The artists of Charlemagne made use of mosaic in large schemes of 
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decoration. The vault, an octagonal dome in form, over the central 
area of the palace chapel at Aix-la-Chapelle was covered by a simple but 
splendid design of the sort which modern designers find it so hard to 
imitate. The first rapture of all these things can never be recovered. 
On a starry ground was set a great Figure of the throned Majesty,, 
and beneath were the twenty-four elders forming a band around the 
base of the dome. The ancient church of Germigny in France still has in 
its apse a mosaic of rather crude workmanship but similar in ability of 
design. Here two colossal cherubim with expanded wings guard the 
ark of the New Covenant, and above in the centre is the Right Hand of 
God. The floor of the chapel at Aix was also covered with coarse 
mosaic, and mosaic floors were common in the Romanesque churches of 
Germany, Lombardy and France. The mosaics of both walls and floors 
in Italy are too many and too well known to require mention. In 
France one or two floor mosaics still remain. The most perfect one is in 
the church of Lescar in the south. This was laid down in 1115. Two 
panels are preserved in the Cluny Museum of the beautiful mosaic floor 
of the abbey church of St Denis (c. 1150). 

The internal walls and ceilings of Romanesque churches were (by 
custom) painted entirely with scriptural pictures and large single figures 
of saints, all set out according to traditional modes of arrangement and 
with schemes of teaching. In Germany several large churches retain, in 
a more or less restored condition, an almost complete series of such 
paintings. One of the most notable is the basilican church at Brunswick. 
But the most striking of all is, probably, the church at Hildesheim, 
where the flat boarded ceiling is entirely occupied by an enormous 
Jesse-tree, the ramifying branches of which spread over the whole nave. 
In Italy many painted churches of Romanesque date still exist, as, for 
instance, the church of San Pietro a Grade near Pisa. In France the 
church of St Savin has preserved its paintings most completely. Here, 
and in the many traces of paintings in a Byzantine tradition which are 
to be found on the walls and vaults of the cathedral of Le Puy, may be 
seen sufiicient evidence to suggest what the idea of interior architectural 
painting was during the Romanesque epoch. A Romanesque church 
was intended to be as fully adorned with paintings as was a Byzantine 
church, and, indeed, the traditions of the two schools flowed very much 
in a common stream from one source. It was the same in England, as is 
shewn by fragments at Pickering, St Albans, Norwich, Ely, Romsey, 
Canterbury, and other places. We probably think of our Norman"” 
churches as rude and melancholy, but if we picture for ourselves all the 
colour suggested by the fragmentary evidences which exist, and finmish 
again by imagination the vistas of the interior with their great coronae 
of lights, the gilded roods, and embossed altar-pieces, the astonishing 
nature of these vast and splendid works will fill our minds with some¬ 
what saddening reflections. Archaeology is no minister to pride. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS OF TITLES 
OF PERIODIGALS, SOCIETIES, ETC. 

(1) The following* abbreviations are used for titles of periodicals: 

AB. Analecta Bollandiana. Brussels. 
AHR. American Historical Review. New York and London. 
AKKR. Arcbiv fiir katholiscbes Kirchenrecbk Mayence. 
AM. Annales du Midi. Toulouse. 
AMur. Archivio Muratoriano. Rome. 
Ang. Anglia. Zeitschrift fiir englische Philologie. Halle a. S. 1878 ff. 
Arch.Ven, Archivio veneto. Venice^ 1871-90, continued as Nuovo archivio veneto. 

Venice. 1891 ff. 
ASAK. Anzeiger fiir schweizerische Alterthumskunde. Zurich. 
ASHF, Annuaire-Bulletin de la Societe de Thistoire de France. Paris. 
ASL Archivio storico italiano. Florence. Ser. i. 20 v. and App. 9 v. 1842-53. 

Index. 1857. Ser. nuova. 18 v. 1855-63. Ser. m. 26 v. 1865-77. 
Indices to II and in. 1874. Suppt 1877. Ser. iv. 20 v. 1878-87. 
Index. 1891. Ser. v. 49 v. 1888-1912. Index. 1900. Ann! 71 etc. 
1913 ff, in progress, (Index in Catalogue of The London Library, 
vol. I. 1913.) 

ASL. Archivio storico lombardo. Milan. 
ASPN. Archivio storico per le province napoletane. Naples. 1876 ff. 
ASRSP. Archivio della Societa romana di storia patria. Rome. 
BCRH. Bulletins de la Commission royale d’histoire. Brussels. 
BHisp, Bulletin hispanique. Bordeaux. 
BISI. Bullettino dell’ Istituto storico italiano. Rome. 1886 ff. 
BRAH. Boletin de la R. Academia de la historia. Madrid. 
BZ. Byzantinische Zeitschrift. Leipsic. 
CQR. Church Quarterly Review. London. 
CR. Classical Review. London. 
DZG. Peutsche Zeitschrift fiir Geschichtswissenschaft. Freiburg4.-B. 
DZKR. Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir Earchenrecht. Leipsic. 
EHR. English Historical Review. London. 
FDG. Forschungen zur deutschen Geschichte. 
HJ. Historisches Jahrbuch. Munich. 
HMC. Historical Manuscripts Commission’s Publications. London. 1883 ff. 
HVJS. Historische Vierteljahrsschrift. Leipsic. 
HZ. Historische Zeitschiift (von Sybel). Munich and Berlin. 
JA. Journal Asiatique. Paris. 
JB. Jahresberichte der Geschichtswissenschaft im Auftrage der historischen 

Gesellschaft zu Berlin. Berlin. 1878 ff. 
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JSG, Jahrbucli fur schweizerisch© Geschiclite. Zurich, 
JTS. Journal of Theological Studies. London. 
MA. Le moyen age. Paris. 
MIOGF. Mittheilungen des Instituts fur osterreichisch© Geschichtsforschung. 

Innsbruck. 
NAGDG. Neues Archiv der Gesellschaft fur alter© deutsche Geschichtskunde. 

Hanover and Leipsic. 
NRDF, Nonvelle Revue historique du droit fran^ais. Paris. 
QFIA. Quellen und Forschungen aus italienischen Archiven und Bibliotheken. 

Rome. 
RA. Revue archeologique. Paris. 
RBAB. Revue des bibliotheques et des archives de la Belgique. Brussels. 
RBen, Revue benedictine. Maredsous. 
RCel. Revue celtique. Paris. 
RCHL. Revue critique d’histoire et de litterature. Paris. 
RH. Revue historique. Paris. 
RHD. Revue d’histoire diplomatique. Paris. 
RHE. Revue d’histoire ecclesiastique. Louvain. 
Rhein. 

Mus. Rheinisches Museum fiir Philologie. Frankfurt-a.-M. 

RN. Revue de numismatique. Paris. 
ROC. Revue d© T Orient chretien. Paris. 
RQCA. Romische Quartalschrift fiir christliche Altertumskunde und Kirchen- 

geschichte. Rome. 
RQH. Revue des questions historiques. Paris. 
RSH. Revue de synthese historique. Paris. 
RSI. Rivista storica italiana. Turin. 

SKAW. Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie derWissenschafken. Vienna. 
[Phil. hist. Classe.] 

SPAW. Sitzungsberichte der kon. preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. 
Berlin. 

TRHS, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society. London. 
W. Vizantiyski Vremennik. St Petersburg (Petrograd). 
ZCK. Zeitschrift fiir christliche Kuiist. Dusseldorf. 
ZKG. Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengeschichte. Gotha. 
ZKT. Zeitschrift fiir katholische Theologie. Gotha. 
ZR. Zeitschrift fiir Rechtsgeschichte. Weimar. 1861-78. Continued as 
ZSR. Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung fiir Rechtswissenschaft. Weimar. 

1880 IF. 

ZWT, Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftliche Theologie. Frankfurt-a.-M. 

(2) Among other abbreviations used {see General Bibliography) are: 

AcadIBL. Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres. 
AcadIP. Academie Imperial© de Petersbourg. 
AllgDB. Allgemeine deutsche Biographic. 
ASBen. See MabiUon and Achery in Gen. Bibl. iv. 
ASBolL Acta Sanctorum Bollandiana. 
BEC. Biblioth^ue d© I’^cole des Chartes. 
BGen. Nouvelle Biographic general©. 
BHE. Bibliotheque de I’^lcole des Plautes fitudes. 
Bouquet, See Rerum Gallicarum etc. in Gen. Bibl. iv. 
BUniv, Biographie universelle. 
CIG. Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum. 
CIL. Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum. 
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CoU. 

textes. 
csco. 
CSEL. 
CSHB. 
DCA. 
DCB. 
DNB. 
EcfrAR. 
EETS. 
EncBr. 
FHG. 
Fonti. 
KAW. 
MEG. 
MGH, 
MHP. 
MPG. 
MPL. 
PAW. 
RC. 
RE3 

Collection des textes pour servir a I’etude et a renseignement de rMstoire, 
Corpus scriptorum cliristianorum orientalium. 
Corpus scriptorum ecclesiasticorum latinorum. 
Corpus scriptorum Eistoriae Byzantinae. 
Dictionary of Christian Antiquities. 
Dictionary of Christian Biography. 
Dictionary of National Biography. 
Ecole fran^aise d’Athenes et de Rome. Paris. 
Early English Text Society. 
Encyclopaedia Britannica. 

Muller’s Fragmenta Historicorum Graecorum. 
Fonti per la Storia d’ Italia. 

Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften. Vienna. 
Memoires et documents pub. par TEcole des Chartes. 
Monumenta Germaniae Historica. 
Monumenta historiae patriae. Turin. 

Migne’s Patrologiae cursus completus. Ser. graeca. 
Migne’s Patrologiae cursus completus. Ser. latina. 
Konigliche preussische Akademie d. Wissenschaften. Berlin, 
Record Commissioners. 
Real-Encyklopadie fiir protestantische Theologie, etc. 

Rec. 
hist.Cr. Recueil des historiens des Croisades. 

RGS. Royal Geographical Society. 
RHS. Royal Historical Society. 
Rolls. Rerum Britannicarum medii aevi scriptores. 
RR.II.SS. See Muratori in Gen, Bibl. iv, 
SGUS. Scriptores rerum Germanicarum in usum Scholarum. 
SHF. Societe d’histoire fran9aise. 
SRD. Scriptores rerum Danicarum medii aevi. 

In the case of many other works given in the General Bibliography abbreviations 
as stated there are used. 

Abh. Abhandlungen. kais. kaiserlich. 
J. J ournal. kon. koniglich. 
Jahrb. Jahrbuch. mem. memoir. 
R. Review, Revue. mem. memoire. 
Viert. Vierteljahrschrift n.s. new series. 
Z. Zeitschrift. publ. publication. 
antiq. antiquarian, antiquaire. roy. royal, royale. 
coU. collections. ser. series. 
hist. history, historical, historique, 

historisch. 
soc. society. 
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For modem historical worTcs co-operate or in series see Section F. 

Aligemeine deutsclie Biographie (liistor. Kommission bei d. kon. Akademie der 
Wissenscbaften zu Muncben). Ed. Liliencron^ R. von^ and Wegele^ F. X. 
Leipsic. 1875-1910. (AllgDB.) 

Aligemeine Gescbicbte in Einzeldarstellungen. Ed. Oncken, W. Berlin. 1379-93. 
(Series by various writers^ cf. sub mm.) (Oncken.) 

Annuario bibliografico della storia d' Italia. 1902 ff. 
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Biograpbie nationale de Belgique. Brussels. 1866, in progress. Acad. Roy. des 

sciences, des lettres et des beaux arts. 

Biograpbie universelle, ancienne et moderne. (Micbaud.) Paris. 1854-65. 45vols. 
[Greatly improved edn. of earlier work, 1811-28, and supplement, 1832-62.] 
(BUniv.) 

Cabrol, F. Bictionnaire de Farcbeologie cbretienne et de la Liturgie. Paris. 1901. 
2nd edn., 1907, in progress. 

Calvi, E. Bibliografia generale di Roma medioevale e moderna. Pt i. Medio 
Evo. Rome. 1906. Suppt. 1908. 

Capasso, B. Le fonti della storia delle provinci© napolitan© dal 568 al 1500. 
Ed. Mastrojanni, E. 0. Naples. 1902. 

Ceillier, R. Histoir© generale des auteurs sacrds et ©ccMsiastiques. 23 vols. 
Paris. 1729-63. New edn. 14 vols. in 15. Paris. 1858-69. 

Chevalier, C. U. J. Repertoire des sources bistoriques du moyen %e. Bio- 
bibliograpbie. Paris. 1883-8. Rev. edn. 2 vols. 1905-7. Topo-bibliograpbie. 
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Dablmann, F. C. and Waitz, G. Quellenkunde der dentscben Gescbicbte. 8tb 
edn. Herre, P. Leipsic, 1912. 

Dictionary of National Biography. Ed. Stephen, L. and Lee, S. 63 vols. London. 
1885-1901. 2nd edn. 22 vols. 1908-9. 1st suppt. 3 vols, 1901. 2nd suppt 
3 vols. 1912. (DNB.) 

Du Cange, C. du Fresne. Glossarium media© ©t infimae Latinitatis. Edns. of 
Henscbel, 7 vols., Paris, 1840-50, and Favre, 10 vols., Niort, 1883-7. 

Encyclopaedia Britannica. lltb edn. Cambridge. 1911. (EncBr.) 
Ersch, J. S. and Gruber, J. G. Aligemeine Encyklopadie der Wi enscbaften 

und Kiinste. Berlin. 1818-50. (Erscb-Gruber.) [Incomplete.] 
Grasse, J. G. T. Lebrbucb ©iner allgemeinen Litterargeschicbte aller bekannten 

Volker der Welt von der altesten bis auf di© neueste Zeit. Leipsic, 4 vols. 
1837-59. 

Grober, G. Grundriss der romaniscben Pbilologie. 2 vols. Sti’asboui*g. 1888-1902. 
2nd edn. Vol. i. 1904-6. 
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GrosS;, C. Sources and Literature of Englisli History from the earliest times to 
about 1485. London. 1900. 2nd edn. enl. 1915. (Gross.) 

Hardy^ T. D. Descriptive Catalogue of materials relating to the Hist, of Great 
Britain and Ireland to end of reign of Henry VII. 3 vols. 1862-71. (RoUs.) 

Hastings, J. and Selbie, J. A. Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics. Edinburgh 
and N. York. 1908, in progress. 

Herre, P. (Hofmeister, A. and Stiibe, R.) Quellenkunde jsur Weltgeschichte. 
Leipsic. 1910. 

Herzog, J. J. and Hauck, A. Real-Encyklopadie fur protestantische Theologie und 
Kirche. 3rd edn. 24 vols. Leipsic. 1896-1913. (RE^.) 

Keene, H. G. An Oriental Biographical Dictionary, founded on materials collected 
by Beale, T. W. New and revised edn. London. 1894. 

Lees, B. A. Bibliography of Mediaeval History. (400-1500.) London. 1917. 
(Historical Assoc. Leaflet 44.) 

Lichtenberger, F. Encyclop5die des Sciences religieuses. 13 vols. Paris. 1877-82. 
Maigne d'Arnis, W. H. (pub. Migne). Lexicon manuale ad scriptores mediae et 

infimae Latinitatis. Paris. 1866. 
Manzoni, L. Bibliografia statutaria e storica italiana. 3 vols. Bologna. 1876. 

2nd edn. enl. 1892. i. i, ii. Bibl. d. statuti etc, dei municipii. n. BibL 
storica municipale etc. A-E. [No more pubL] 

Meister, A. Grundriss der Geschichtswissenschaft zur Einfdhrung in das Sta¬ 
dium der deutschen Geschichte des Mitteialters und der Neuzeit. Vol. i (1). 
Leipsic. 1906. Vol. i (2) and ii (1-8). 1907. 2nd edn. 1912 ff., in progress. 
(Meister.) 

Molinier, A. Les Sources de Thistoire de France des origines aux guerres d’ltalie 
(1494). 6 vols. Paris. 1901-6. 

Monod, G. Bibliographie de Thist. de France depuis les origines jusqu’en 1789. 
Paris. 1888. 

Nouvelle Biographie generale, depuis les temps les plus recules jusqu'a nos jours, 
avec les renseignements bibliographiques. Sous la direction de J. Ch. F, 
Hofer. Paris. 1854-66. 46 vols. in 23. (BGen.) 

Oudin, Casimir. Commentarius de scriptoribus ecclesiae antiquae illorumque 
scriptis tam impressis quam manuscriptis adhuc extantibus in ceiebrioribus 
Europae Bibliothecis a Bellarmino etc. omissis ad annum MCCCGLX. 3 vols. 
Frankfurt-a.-M. and Leipsic. 1722. 

Paetow, L. J. Guide to the study of Medieval History (University of California 
Syllabus Series, No. 90). Berkeley, California. 1917. 

Paul, H. Grundriss der germanischen Philologie. 2nd edn. 3 vols. Strasburg. 

1896 C 
Pauly, A. F. von. Real-Encyklopadie der klassischen Alterthumswissenschaft 

Vienna. 1837-52. Ed. Wissowa, G. Stuttgart. 1894-1903. New edn. 
1904, in progress. (Pauly-Wissowa.) 

Pirenne, H. Bibliographie de Thist. de Belgique. Brussels and Ghent. 1893. 

2nd edn. 1902. 
Potthast, August. Bibliotheca historica medii aevi. Wegweiser durch die 

Geschichtswerke des europaischen Mitteialters his 1500. Berlin. 2nd edn, 

2 vols. 1896. 
Rivista storica italiana. Rome. Turin. Florence, 1884 ff., in progress. [Contains 

quarterly classified bibliography of hooks and articles on Italian history.] 
Thompson, E. M. Introduction to Greek and Latin Palaeography. London. 1912. 
Vacant, A. Dictionnaire de la Theologie. Paris. 1899 ff. 
Victoria History of the Counties of England. London. 1900 ff.. in progress. 

(Viet. Co. Hist.) 

Waitz. /Stes Dahlmann. 
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Wattenbach, W. Deutscblands Geschicbtsquellen im Mittelalter bis zur Mitte 
des XIII. Jahrhuiiderts. Berlin. 1868. 7th edn. Duminler, E. 2 vols. 

Stuttgart aud Berlin. 1904. 
Wetzer, H. J. and Welte^ B. Kirchenlexikon oder Encyklopadie der katholiscken 

Theologie. 1847-60. 2nd edn. Kaulen, F. Freiburg-i.-B. 1882-1901. 
Indexj 1903. (Wetzer-Kaulen.) French transL Goschler, I. 26 vols. 

1869-70. 

IT. ATLASES AND GEOGRAPHY. 

Baudrillart-Vogt-Rouzies. Dictionnaire d^histoire et de geographic eccMsiastique. 

Paris. 1911, in progress. 
Droysen, G. Allgemeiner historischer Handatlas. Bielefeld. 1886. 
Freeman, E. A. Historical Geography of Europe (with Atlas). London. 1881. 

3rd edn. revised and ed. Bury, J. B., 1903. 
Kretschmer, K. Historische Geographic von Mitteleuropa. 1904. (In Below s 

Handhuch, see v below.) 
Longnon, A. Atlas historique de France depuis Cesar jusqu*^ nos jours. (Text 

separate.) Paris. 1912. 
Muir, R. Philips’^ New Historical Atlas for students. 2nd edn. London. 1914. 
Poole, R. L. (ed.). Historical Atlas of Modem Europe. Oxford. 1902. [With 

valuable introductions.] 
Putzger, F. W. Historischer Schul-Atlas, Ed. Baldamas, A. and others. 34th 

edn. Bielefeld, Leipsic. 1910. 
Saint-Martin, V. de (and others). Nouveau dictionnaire de Geographic Universelle. 

7 vols. Paris. 1879-95. Supplement by Eousselet, L. 2 vols. 1895-7. 

[Contains short bibliographies.] 
Schrader, F. Atlas de geographie historique. Paris. New edn. 1907. 
Spruner-Menke. Hand-Atlas fur die Geschichte des Mittelalters nnd der neueren 

Zeit. Gotha. 1880. (3rd edn. of Spruners Hand-Atlas etc. Ed. Menke, Th.) 

(For place-names :—) 

Bischoff, H. T. and Holier, J. H. Vergleichendes Worterhuch der alten, mittleren 

nnd neuen Geographie. Gotha. 1892. 
Deschamps, P. Dictionnaire de Geographie (suppt. to Brunet, J. C. Manuel du 

Libraire). Paris. 1870. 2nd edn. 2 vols. 1878-80. 
Grasse, J. G. T. Orbis Latinus. Dresden. 1861. Ed. Benedict, F. Berlin. 

1909. [Part i only.] 
Martin, C. T. The Record Interpreter. London. 1892. 2nd edn., 1910 (for 

British Isles)^ 

III. CHRONOLOGY AND GENEALOGY. 

(Chronology :—) 

Art de verifier les dates et les faits historiques, V. 2® partie. Depuis la naiss. de 
J.-C. 3rd edn. Paris. 3 vols. 1783 ff., and other edns. and reprints. 
Also 4th edn. by Saint-Allais. 1818-19. 18 vols. (Art de v.) 

Belviglieri, C. Tavole sincrone e genealogiche di storia italiana dal 306 al 1870. 

Florence. 1875. Rptd. 1885. 
Bond, J. J. Handybook of Rules and Tables for verifying Dates. London. Last 

edn. 1875. 
Calvi, E. Tavole storiche dei comuni italiani. Pts i-in. Rome. 1903-7. 

I. Liguria e Piemonte, ii. Marche, m. Romagna. [Also useful biblio¬ 

graphies.] 
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GamSj P. B. Series episcoporam eccles&e Catholicae (with sapplement). Ratisbon. 
1873, 1886. 

Ginzel, F. K. Handbucb dei* matbematiscben und tecbniscben Chronologie. VoL i. 
Leipsic. 1906. Vol. ii. 1911. 

Grotefend, H. Tascbenbuch der Zeitrecbnimg des deutscben Mittelalters nnd der 
Neuzeit. 3rd enlarged edn. Hanover. 1910. 

- Zeitrechnung des deutscben Mittelalters und d. Neuzeit. 2 vols. Hanover. 
1891-8. 

Ideler, C. L. Handbucb der matbematiscben und tecbniscben Cbronologie. 2 vols. 
Berlin. 1825. New edn. Breslau. 1883. 

Lane-Poole, S. The Mohammedan Dynasties. London. 1894. 
Mas Latrie, J. M. J. L. de. Tresor de cbronologie, d’bistoire et de geograpbie pour 

r etude des documents du moyen age. Paris. 1889, 
Nicolas, Sir H. N. The Chronology of History. London. Best edn. 1838. 
Poole, R. L. Medieval Reckonings of Time. (Helps for Students of History.) 

S.P.C.K. London. 1918. 
Ritter, Carl. Geograpbiscb-statistiscbes Lexicon. 8tb edn. Penzler, J. 2 vols. 

Leipsic. 1894-5. 

Riibl, F. Cbronologie des Mittelalters und der Neuzeit. Berlin. 1897. 
Savio, F. Gli anticbi vescovi d' Italia dalle origin! al 1300. II Piemonte. Turin. 

1899. La Lombardia. Pt i. Milano. Florence. 1913, in progress. 
Scbram, R. Hilfstafeln fur Cbronologie. Vienna. 1883. New edn. Kalendario- 

graphiscbe und chronologiscbe Tafeln. Leipsic. 1908. 
Searle, W. G. Anglo-Saxon Bishops, Kings and Nobles. Cambridge. 1899. 
Stokvis, A. M. H. J. Manuel d’bistoire de genealogie et de cbronologie de tons 

les Etats du globe etc. 3 pts. Leyden. 1888-93. Vol. n. 2 pts. Europe. 
Stubbs, W. Registrum sacrum Anglicanum. Oxford. 1897. 
Wislicenus, W. F. Astronomiscbe Cbronologie. Leipsic. 1895. 
{JSfote:—Much information in such works as Gallia Christiana; Ugbelli, Italia Sacra; 

for which see iv.) 

(Numismatics :—) 

Corpus nummorum italicorum. Vols. i-xv, in progress. Rome. 1910 ff. 

Engel, A. and Serrure, R. Traite de Numismatique du Moyen Age. 2 vols. 

Paris. 1891-4. 
Grueber, H. A. Handbook of the Coins of Great Britain and Ireland in the British 

Museum. London. 1899. 
Hill, G. F. Coins and Medals. (Helps for Students of History.) S.P.C.K. 

London. 1920. [Excellent bibliographical guide.] 
Luescber von Ebengreutb, A. Allgemeine Miinzkunde und Geldgescbicbte des 

Mittelalters und der neueren Zeit. 1904. (Pt 5 of Below’s Handbucb, see v.) 
Macdonald, G. The Evolution of Coinage. Cambridge. 1916. 

(Genealogy :—) 

{Note:—Caution is necessary in consulting Genealogies of the lO^A cmtury,) 

Cokayne, G. E. Complete Peerage of England, Scotland, Ireland, Great Britain 
and the United Kingdom. 8 vols. Exeter. 1887-98. (G.E.a) 2nd edn. enl. 

Gibbs, V. London. 1910, in progress. 
Fernandez de Betbencourt, F. Hist, genealdgica y beraldica de la Monarquia 

Espanola, Casa Real y Grandes de Espana, Madrid. 1897 ff., in progress. 
Foras, E. A. de, and Marescbal de Luciane. Armorial et Nobiliaire de Tancien 

Ducbe de Savoie. Vols. i-rv. Grenoble. 1863-1902. 
George, H. B. Genealogical Tables illustrative of Modern History. Oxford. 1873. 

6th edn., VFeaver, J. R. H., rev, and enl. 1916. 
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Grote, H. Stammtafeln mit Anhang calendarium medii aevi. (Vol. ix of Munz- 

studien.) Leipsic. 1877. 
Guasco di Bisio^, F. Dizionario feudale degli anticiii stati sardi e della Lombardia dal- 

r epoca carolingica ai nostri tempi (774-1909). 5 vols. Biblioteca della Soc. 

Storica subalpina, Vols. 54-58. Pinerolo. 1911. 
Institut beraldique de France. Le Nobiliaire universe!. 24 vols. Paris. 1854-1900. 
Litta, P. (and continuators). Famiglie celebri italiane. 11 vols. Milan and Turin. 

1819-99. 2nd series. Naples. 1902 if., in progress. 
Moreri, L. Le grand dictionnaire bistorique. Latest edn. 10 vols. Paris. 1759. 

English version. Collier, J., with App. London. 1721. 
Voigtel, T. G. and Cohn, L. A. Stammtafeln zur Gescb. d. europaiscben Staaten. 

Vol. I. Die deutscben Staaten ii. d. Niederlande. Brunswick. 1871. 

See also L*Art de verifier les dates (abom), 

IV. SOURCES AND COLLECTIONS OF SOURCES. 

Acbery, L. d’. Spicilegium sive collectio veterum aliquot scriptorum. 18 vols. 
Paris. 1655 (1665)-77. New edn. Barre, L. F. J. de la, 8 vols. Paris. 1728, 

Acta Sanctorum Bollandiana. Brussels. 1648-1770. Paris and Rome. 1866, 1887. 

Brussels. 1894 ff. (ASBoll.) 
Altnordische Saga Bibliotliek. Ed. Cederscbiold, G., Gering, PL and Mogk, E 

7 vols. Halle. 1892-8. 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. Ed. Plummer, C. 2 vols. Oxford. 1892-9. Transl. 

Gomme, E. E. C. (with notes). London. 1909. Giles, J. A. 2nd edn. 

London. 1912. 
Archivio Storico italiano. Of, List of Abbreviations (1). ASL (Useful Index in 

Catalogue of The London Library, vol. i, 1918.) 
Biblioteca Arabico-Hispana. Ed. Codera and Ribera. 10 vols. Madrid and Sara¬ 

gossa. 1888-95. 
Biblioteca della Societa storica subalpina. Pinerolo, etc. 95 vols. 1899 ff., in 

progress. [Contains charters and monographs.] 
Bibliotheca rerum Germanicarum. Ed. Jaffe, P. 6 vols. Berlin. 1864-73. 

(Bibl.rer. German.) 
Birch, W. de G. Cartularium Saxonicum (a.d. 480-975). 8 vols. London. 

1885-98. Index of personal names, 1899. 
Bohmer, J. F. Regesta imperii. 11 vols. (New edn. in several parts by various 

editors.) Innsbruck. 1877 ff. 
Vol. I. Regesten unter den Kiirolingern. Ed. Miihlbacher, E. 2nd edn. 

Lechner, J. 1908 ff. 
Vol. n. Regesten unter...d. sachsischen Hause. Ed, Ottenthal, E. von. 

1893 ff., in progress. 
Bouquet, Rerum Gallicarum...scriptures. 
Camden Society, Publications of the, London. 1838, in progress. Now publ. by 

the R. Hist. Soc. (Camden.) 
Chartes et diplomes relatifs k Thistoire d© France, Publ, AcadIBL. Paris. 

1908ff., in progress. 
CoHection de chroniques Beiges inddits. Publ. par Fordr© du gouvernement. 

44 vols. Brussels. 1858-74. 
Collection de documents inedits sur Thistoire d© Prance. Paris, 1885 ff., in prepress. 
Collection de textes pour servir k Petude et k Tenseignement d© rhistoire. Paris. 

1886ff., in progress. (Coll, textes.) 
Corpus scriptorum christianoinim orientalium. Ed. Chabor, J. B. and others. 

Paris, Rome and Leipsic, 1908 ff. (CSCO.) 
Corpus scriptorum ecclesiasticorum latinorum, Vienna. 1866, in progressw (CSEL.) 
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Corpus scriptorum historiae Byzantinae. Bonn. 1828-97. (CSHB.) 
Domesday Book. Ed. Farley, A. and Ellis, H. 4 vols. London. 1783-1816. (RC.) 

Vols. 1, 2, contain text. Vol. 3, introd. and indices. Vol. 4, Exon. Domesday 
and Inquisitio Eliensis. 

Ducliesne^ L. Pastes episcopaux de I’ancienne Gaule. Paris. 1894, in progress. 
Dugdale, Wm. Monasticon Anglicanum. 8 vols. London. 1655-73. 2nd edn. 

Vol. I. 1682. 2 addit. vols. by Stevens, J. 1722-3. New enlarged edn. 
by Caley, J., Ellis, H., Bandinel, B. 6 vols. in 8. 1817-30. Eepr. 6 vols. 
1846. (Dugdale.) 

Early English Text Society, Publications of the. London. In progress. (EETS.) 
Espaha Sagrada. Ed. Florez, Risco, and others. 51 vols. Madrid. 1747-1879. 
Fouti per lastoria d* Italia. Publ. Istituto storico italiano. Genoa, Leghorn and 

Rome. 1887 ff., in progress. (Chronicles, 29 vols. Letters, 6 vols. Diplomas, 
6 vols. Statutes, 7 vols. Laws, 1 vol. Antiquities, 2 vols.) (Fonti.) 

Gallia Christiana. 16 vols. Paris. 1715-1865. 

Gallia Christiana novissima, Albanis, J. H. and Chevalier, C. U. J. Montbeliard and 
Valence. 1895 £f., in progress. 

Geschichtschreiber der deutschen Vorzeit etc. Ed. Pertz, Wattenbach and others. 
New series. Leipsic. 1884, in progress. [German Translations.] 

Graevius, J. G. and Burmannus, P. Thesaurus antiquitatum et historiarum Italiae 
etc. 30 vols. Leyden. 1704-25. 

-Thesaurus antiq. et histor. Siciliae, Sardiniae, Corsicae etc. 15 vols. 
Leyden. 1723-5. 

Guizot, F. P. C. Collection des mem. relatifs a Fliist. de France depuis la fondation 
de la monarchie fran^aise jusqu’au 13® siecle. Paris. 1823-35. [French 
Translations.] 

Haddan, A. W. and Stubbs, W. Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents relating 
to Great Britain and Ireland. Ed. after Spelman and Wilkins. 4 vols. 
Oxford. 1869-78. 

Haller, J. Die Quellen zur Gesch. der Entstehung des Kirchenstaates. Leipsic 
and Berlin. 1907. In Quellensammlung zur deutschen Geschichte. Ed. 
Brandenburger, E. and Seeliger, G. 

Hinschius, P. Decretales Pseudo-Isidorianae et Capitula Angilramni, Leipsic. 
1863. 

Historiae patriae monumenta. See Monumenta historiae patriae. 
Jaffe, Phil. Regesta pontificum Romanorum ab condita ecclesia ad annum post 

Christum natum 1198. Berlin. 1851. 2nd edn. Wattenbach, W., Loewen- 
feld, S., Kialtenbrunnei*, F., Ewald, P. Leipsic. 1885-8. 2 vols. (Jaffe.) 

Kehr, P. F. Regesta Pontificum Romanorum, in progress. Italia Pontificia. 
Vol. I. Rome. ii. Latium. iii. Etruria, iv. Umbria etc. v. Aemilia. 
VI. Liguria (Lombardy, Piedmont, Genoa). Berlin. 1906-14. 

Brackmann, A. Germania Pontificia. Vol. i, i, ii. Salzburg. Berlin. 1910-11. 
Kemble, J. M. Codex diplomaticus aevi Saxonici. 6 vols. London (Engl. Hist. 

Soc.). 1839-48. 
Liber Censuum de Teglise romaine. Ed. Fabre, P. and Duchesne, L. Vol. i. 

1889-1910. Vol. n in progress. EcfrAR. 
Liber Pontificalis. 3 vols. Rome. 1724-55. Ed. Duchesne, L. 2 vols. Paris, 

EcfrAR. 1884-92. (LP.) Ed. Mommsen, Th. MGH. Gesta Pontif. Romano¬ 
rum. Vol. I to 715. 1898. 

Liebermann, F. Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen. 3 vols. Halle-a.-S. 1898-1916. 
Mabillon, J. Annales Ordinis S. Benedicti. 6 vols. 1703-39. 2nd edn. Lucca. 

1739-45. 
Mabillon, J. and Achery, L. dh Acta Sanctorum ord. S. Benedicti [a.d. 500-1100]. 

9 vols. Paris. 1668-1701. Repr. Venice. 1733-40. (ASBen.) 
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Mansi; J. D. Sacrornm conciliorum collectio. Florence and Venice. 1759-98. 
31 vols. Repr. Martin, J. B. and Petit, L. Paris. 1901, in progress. 

Marrier,M.andQLiercetantis(Ducliesne), A. Bibliotheca Cluniacensis. Paris. 1614. 

Memoires et documents publics par I’Ecole des Chartes. Paris. 1896 ff. 
Migne, J. P. Patrologiae cursus coxnpletus. Series graeca. Paris. 1857-66. 

161 vols. in 166. (MPG.) Indices, Cavallera, F. Paris. 1912. 
-Series latina. 221 vols. Paris. 1844-55. Index, 4 vols. 1862-4. (MPL.) 
Mirbt, C. Quellen zur Gescbicbte des Papsttums und des romiscben Katbolizismus. 

2nd edn. Freiburg, Tubingen and Leipsic. 1901. 3rd edn. enl. 1911. 
Monumenta Germaniae Historica. Ed. Pertz, G. H., Mommsen, Tb. and others. 

Hanover. 1826 ff. New edns. in progress, Hanover and Berlin. (MGH.) 

Index, 1890. 
Auctores Antiqnissimi. 15 vols. in many pts. 1876 if. (Auct. ant.) Vols. ix, 

XI, xm form Chronica minora (saec. iv, v, vi). Ed. Mommsen, Th. 1892-8. 
Deutsche Chi*oniken (Scriptores qui vernac, lingua usi sunt), s-vi. 1892 ff., 

in progress. 
Diplomataimperii. FoLi. 1872. [All published; contains Merovingian diplomas.] 
Diplomata Karolinorum. Die Urkunden d. Karolinger. i. 1906 ff., in progress. 
Diplomata regum et imperatorum Germaniae. Urkunden d. deutschen Konige 

und Kaiser, Vols. i-iv. 1879 ff., in progress. 
Epistolae. i-vn 1, in progress, (ni-vii 1 are Epistolae Karolini aevi, i-v 1.) 

Epistolae saec. xin e regestis pontificum Romanorum. i-in, 
Gesta pontificum Romanorum. i. 1898, in progress. 

Leges, i-v. 1835-89. Fol. 
Legura sectiones quinque. 4*^. 

Sect. I. Legum nationum Germanicarum. i, n 1, v 1. 1902 ff., in progress. 
Sect. II. Capitularia regum Francorum. i-n complete. 1883, 1897. 

Sect. III. Concilia. i~ii complete. 1893 ff. 
Sect. IV. Constitutiones etc. i-v, vi 1, viii 1. 1893 ff. 
Sect. V. Formulae Merovingici et Karolini aevi, 1886. Complete. 

Libelli de lite imperatorum et pontificum (saec. xi, xii). i-iii. 1891 ff. 

Libri confraternitatum. 1884. 
Necrologia Germaniae. i-xii, v 2. 1884-1913, in progress. 
Poetae Latini medii aevi (Carolini). i-iv, 1. 1881 ff., in progress. 
Scriptores. 30 vols. in 31. Fol. 1826-96. And 4^ Vols. xxxi, xxxn. 1903, 

1913. (Script.) In progress. 
Scriptores rerum Langobardicarum et Italicarum. 1878. 
Scriptores rerum Merovingicarum. i-vii. 1885-1920, in progress. 

Monumenta historiae patriae. 19 vols. Fol. 2 vols. 4®. Turin. 1836 ff’., in progress. 

(MHP.) 
Monumenta historica Britannica. Ed. Petrie, H. and Sharpe, T. London. 1848. 
Muratori, L. A. Rerum Italicarum scriptores. 25 vols. Milan. 1723-51. Supple¬ 

ments: Tartini, J. M., 2 vols., Florence, 1748-70, and Mittarelli, J. B., 
Venice, 1771, and Amari, M., Biblioteca arabo-sicula and Appendix. Turin 
and Rome. 1880-1, 1889. Indices chronolog. Turin. 1885. New enlarged 
edn. with the chronicles printed as separate parts. Carducci, G. and Fiorini, V. 
Cittd di Gastello and Bologna, 1900, in progress. (RR.Il.SS.) 

— Antiquitates italicae medii aevi. 6 vols. Milan. 1738-42. Indices 

chronolog. Turin. 1885. 
Ouvrages publics par la Societd de rhistoii'e de France. Paris. 1834 ff., in progress. 
Record Commissioners, Publications of the. Loudon. 1802-69. (RC.) 
Recueil des historiens des croisades. AcadIBL. 1844ff. Historiens occidentaux 

(vols. 1-5), Hist, orientaux (vols. 1-5), Hist, grecs (2 vols.). Documents arme- 
niens (2 vols.) [detailed list in Catalogue of The London Library]. (Rec.hist, Cr.) 
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Regesta cliartariim Italiae. Pubi. by K. Preuss. Histor. Instit. and Istituto storico 
italiano. Rome. 1907 in progress. 

Rerum Britannicarum medii aevi scriptores. (Clironicles and Memorials of Great 
Britain and Ireland during tbe Middle Ages.) Published under direction of 
the Master of the Rolls. (Various editors.) London. 1858 ff. (Rolls.) [For 

convenient list see Gross, App. C.] 
Rerum Galiicarum et Franciscarum scriptores. (Recueil des bist. des Gaules et de 

la France.) Ed. Bouquet, M. and others. 23 vols. 1738-1876. Vols. i-xix 
re-ed. by Delisle, L. 186^80, and vol. xxiv, 1894. New series. 4°. 1899, 

in progress. (Bouquet.) 
Scriptores rerum Danicarum medii aevi. Ed. Langebek, I. 9 vols. Copenhagen. 

1772-1878. (SRD.) 
Scriptores rerum Germanicarum in usum scholarum. Hanover. 1889 ff. Fresh 

series. 1890 ff., in progress. 8°. [Contain revised editions of many of MGH 

in Fol. edn.] (SGUS.) 
Selden Society, Publications of the. London. 1888 ff. 
Stevenson, J. Church Historians of England. 8 vols. London. 1858-8. (Translations.) 
Stubbs, W. Select Charters and other illustrations of English Constitutional 

History to the reign of Edward 1. Oxford, 1870, and many repts. 9th edn. 
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CHAPTERS I, II, IIL 

LOUIS THE PIOUS AND THE CAROLINGIAN KINGDOMS. 
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Schottmuller, R. Die Entstehung des Stammesherzogthums Bayern am Ausgang 
der karolingischen Periode. Berlin. 1868. 

Schrors, H. Hinkmar, Erzbischof von Reims. Freiburg. 1884. 

Sickel, W. Die Vertrage der Papste mit den Karolingern und das neue Kaisertum. 
DZG. XI, xii. 

Trog, H. Die Schweiz vom Tode Karls des Grossen bis zum Ende des burgun- 
dischen Reiches. Basle. 1889, 

Vogel, W. Die Normannen und das frankische Reich bis zur Grundung der 
Normandie (799-911). Heidelberg, 1906. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

FRANCE, THE LAST CAROLINGIANS AND THE 
ACCESSION OF HUGH CAPET, 888-987. 

1, SPECIAL BIBLIOGRAPHIES. 

Very complete bibliographies will be found at the beginning of the works of 
MM. Eckel, Favre, Lauer and Lot mentioned below. 

2. ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS. 

The charters of the kings of France will be brought together in Chartes et 
diplomes, see Gen. Bibl. iv. Already published: Recueil des actes de Louis IV, roi 
de France, 936-964. Ed. Lauer, Ph. Paris. 1914. Recueil des actes de Lothaire 
et de Louis V, rois de France, 954-987. Ed. Halphen, L. and Lot, F. Paris. 1908. 

A few may be found also in Bouquet, ix. See Gen. Bibl. iv. 

3. AUTHORITIES. 

Abbo, monk of Saint-Germain-des-Pres. De bellis Parisiacae urbis. Ed. Taranne, 
N. R. Paris, 1834. With French transl. MGH. Poetae lat. aevi carol, rv. 
Ed. Winterfeld, P. v. 

Amiales Vedastini. Simson, B. de. Hanover. SGUS. 1909. 
Dudo of Saint-Quentin. De moribus et actis primorum Normanniae dueum. Ed. 

Lair, J. Caen. 1865. 
Flodoard. Annales. Ed. Lauer, Ph. CoU. textes. 1906. See Gen. Bibl. rv. 
- Historia Ecclesiae Remensis. Ed. Waitz. MGH. Script, xni. Lejeune. 

Rheims. 1864. 2 vols. 
Gerbert. Letters. Ed. Havet, J. Paris. Coll, textes. 1889. 
Regino. Chronicon. Ed. Kurze. Hanover. SGUS. 1890. 
Richerus. Historiae. Ed. Waitz. Hanover. Ibid. 1877. 

4. MODERN WORKS. 

(a) General. 

Eckel, A. Charles le Simple. Paris. 1899. BHE. 124. 
Favre, E. Eudes, comte de Paris et roi de France 882-898. Paris. 1893. BHE. 99. 
Flach, J. Les origines de Fancienne France, x® et xi® siecles. See Gen. Bibl. v. 

4 vols. have appeared. (An original work, but confused and open to question.) 
Heil, A. Die politischen Beziehungen zwischen Otto dem Grossen und Ludwig IV 

von Frankreich, 936-954. Berlin. 1904. 
Kalckstein, C. von. Gesch. des franzosischen Konigthums unter den ersten Cape- 

tingern. i. Der Kampf der Robertiner und Karolinger. Leipsic. 1877. 

(Out-of-date.) 
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Lauer, Ph. Robert I et Raoul de Bourgogne, rois de France, 923-936. BHE. 
188. Paris. 1910. 

- Le regne de Louis IV d’Outre-mer. BHE. 127. 1900. 
LipperL W. Konig Rudolf von Frankreicli. Leipsic. 1886. 
Lot, F. Les demiers Carolingiens: Lothaire^ Louis V, Charles de Lorraine, 954-* 

991. BHE. 87. 1891, 
- Etudes sur le regne de Hugues Capet et la fin du siecle. BHE. 147. 

1903. 
Ffister, C. in Lavisse, E. Histoire de France, ir, pt 1. 1003. See Gen, BihL v. 

Schoene, C. Die politischen Beziehungen zwiscben Deutschland und Frankreich 
in den Jahren 953-980. Berlin. 1910. 

(5) MoNOOnAPHS AND SpKCIAL TeEATISES. 

Haskins, Ch. H. The Normans in European history. Boston and New York. 1915. 
Lair, J. ^Itudes critiques sur divers textes des x* et xi® siecles, Paris. 1899. 

2 vols. (Audacious critical work on texts.) 

- fitude sur la vie et la moi*t de Guillaume Longue-lSp5e, due de Normandie. 
Paris. 1893. 

Lot, F. FidMes ou vassaux ? Bssai sur la nature juridique du lien qui unissait les 
grands vassaux k la royautd depuis le milieu du ix® jusqu'a la fin du xw® siecle. 
Paris. 1904. (Full of information on the territorial development of France 
from the middle of the ninth century.) 

Luttich, R. Ungarnzuge in Buropa im 10 Jahrhundert. Berlin. 1910. 
Mabille, E. Le royaume d'Aquitaine et ses marches sous lea Carolingiens. Vic, C. de, 

and Vaissete, J. J. Histoire de Languedoc. New edn. n. 1870, pp. 277-323. 
See Gen, Bibl, iv. 

Merlet, R. Les comtes de Chartres, de CluUeaudun et de Blois aux ix® et x® siecles, 
Mem. de la Soc. arch^olog. d'Eure-et-Loir. xii. 1897. 

Parisot, R. Les origines de la Haute-Lorraine et sa premiere maison ducale (959- 
1033). Paris. 1909. 

- Histoire de Lorraine, Vol. i, Paris. 1899, 
Firerme, H. Histoire de Belgique, i. 3rd edn. Brussels. 1909. 
Prentout, H. Essai sur les origines et la fondation du duchd de Normandie. Paris. 

1911. 

- fitude critique sur Dudon de Saint-Quentin et son Histoire des premiers 
dues uormands. Paris. 1916. 

Vanderkindere, L. La formation territoriale des principautds beiges au moyen fige, 
2 vols- Brussels. 1902. 

Viollet, P. question de la Idgitimit^ hTavenement de Hugues Capet. Mdm. 
AcadIBL. xxxiv, pt 1. 1892. pp. 257-288. 

Vogel, W. Die Normannen und das friinkische Reich bis zur Grundung der 
Normandie, 799-911. Heidelberg. 1906, 
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CHAPTEE V. 

FRANCE IN THE ELEVENTH CENTURY, 

1. SPECIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

Halphen, Louis. La France sous les premiers Capetiens, 987-1226. RSH. 
Vol. xiT. 1907. pp. 62-88. (A bibliographical review of works published 
up to 1907.) 

2. ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS. 

(a) Chabtebs of the Kings of Fbance. 

See Bihl. c. iv, 2. Some in Bouquet, x, xi. 
For Philip I, Prou, M. Recueil des actes de Philippe I®' roi de France 1059- 

1108. Paris. 1908. 
For Robert the Pious^ a short calendar only, by Pfister, Chr, See below, 4(5). 

For Henry I^ a full calendar, by Soehnee, F. Catalogue des actes de Henri 1“ 
roi de France 1081-1060. Paris. 1907. BHE. 161. 

(5) Chabtebs of the Great Feudatories etc. 

Certain provincial histories mentioned below (those of Halphen, L, for Anjou, 
of Latouche, R. for Maine, and Petit, E. for Burgundy) contain the catalogue of the 
charters of some of the great feudatories. 

3. AUTHORITIES. 

(a) General Works. 

Molinier, A. Les sources de Thistoire de France des origines aux guerres dTtalie, 
See Gen. Bihk i. Vol. ii. 1902. (A critical bibliography of all the chroniclers 
and all the collections of letters.) 

Recueil des historiens des Gaules et de la France. (Bouquet.) See Gen. Bihl. iv, 
Vols. x-xvT. Paris. 1760 ff. (Contains the text of the principal authorities, 
but many of the texts included have been re-published in modern times, with 
a critical examination. See Molinier, op. dt.) 

(5) Principal Authorities. 

Adalbero, bishop of Laon. Satirical poems. Ed. Hiickel, G. A. (In Universite 
de Paris. Bibliotheque de la Faculte des Lettres. Vol. xni. 1901. pp. 

49-184.) 
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Ademar of Chabannes. Chronicle. Ed. Chavanoii;, J. 1897. Coll, textes, me Gen, 
Bibl lY. For critical notes on this text see Halpheii;, L. Remarques sur la 
chronique d’Ade'mar de Chabannes^ RH, 98. (1908.) pp. 294-308. 

Chronicon Namnetense. Ed. MexdeC R- Paris. 1B9G. Coll, textes, 
Fnlbertj bishop of Chartres, Letters in Bouquet x and M PL. 141. For the chrono¬ 

logy of these letters see Piister^ Chr. De B’ulberti Carnotensis episcopi vita et 

operibus. Nancy. 1885. 
Gerbert. Letters. Ed. Havet^ J. 1889. Coll, textes. 
Gesta consulum Andegavorum. BMd. Halphen, L. and Poupardin^ R, Chroniques 

des comtes d’Anjou et des seigneurs d'Amboise, pp. 25-171. 1913. Ibid, 
Guibert of Nogent. Monodiae. Ed. Bourgin, G. Paris. 1907. Ibid, 
Helgaldus. Epitoma vitae Roberti regis. Boiniuet, x, pp. 99-117, 
IvOj bishop of Chartres. Letters. MPL. 162. 
Miracula S. Benedict!. Ed. Certain, E. de. l,.es miracles de Saint Benoit. Paris. 

1858. mF, 
Ordericus Vitalis. Historia ecclesiastica. ' Ed. Le Prevost, A. and Delisle, L. Paris, 

1838-55. 5 vols. SHF. 
Richerus. Historiae. Ed. Waitz, G. Hanover. 1877- SGIJS, 
William of Jumieges. Gesta Normannorum ducum. Bid. Marx, J. Rouen and 

Paris. 1914. Soc. de I'hist. de Normandie. 
William of Poitiers. Gesta Guillelmi ducis. Ed. Ducliosne, A. Hist, Normann. 

Scriptores. pp. 178-213. MPL. 149, col. 1216-1270. 

4. MODERN WORKS. 

(a) Genbeai^, 

Flach, J. Les origines de Fancienne P'rance. Hee Hihl, <i. iv. (On vol. wi and iv 
see Halphen, L. RH. Vol. 85. 1904. pp. 271 285, And voL 129. 1918. 
pp. 90-6.) 

Glasson, E. Hist, du droit et des institutions de la B'rance. Vol. iv, Paris. 1891, 
(A compilation of moderate value.) 

Halphen, L. La lettre d'Eude II de Blois au roi Robert. RH, 97 (1908). 
pp. 287-296. 

Lot, F, jPidMes on vassaux ? See Bibl. c. iv, 4 (b), 

Luchaire, A. Manuel des institutions fran^aises. Periode des Capdtiens directs. 
Paris. 1892. 

- Les premiers Capetiens 987-1137. Paris. 1901, (Ijavisse it, 2. See Gen, 
Bibl, V.) 

Viollet, P. Histoire des institutions politiques et administratives de la France, 
li, in. Paris, 1898-1903. (Original and suggestive, has good bibliographies.) 

(6) WoiiKS ON TUB Cafetian Dvnasty, 

Fliche, A. Le r^gne de Philippe roi de France, 1000-1108, Paris. 1912, 
Lot, F. Les derniers Oarolingiens. See Bibl, c. iv, 4 (a), 

- Etudes sur le r^gne de Hugues Capet et la hn du x® siecle. Bee Bibl, c. iv, 
4(a). 

Luchaire, A. Hist, des institutions monarchiques de la France sous les premiers 
■ Capdtiens, 987-1180. 2 vols. Paris. 1883. 2nd edn. 1891. 

Monod, B. Essai sur les rapports de Pascal 11 avec Philippe 1099-1108. Paris. 
1907. BHE. 164. 

Pfister, Chr. 4&tudes sur le r%ne de Robert le Pieux, 996-1031. Paris. 1885. 
BHE. 64. 
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(c) The Chief Pboyincial Histobies. 

Anjou : 

Halphen^ L. Le comte “d'Anjou au xi® siecle, Paris. 1906. (Contains 
a bibliograpliy.) 

Brittany: 

La Borderie, A. Le Moyne de. Histoire de Bretagne. Vol. iii. Paris. 
1899. (Uncritical.) 

Burgundy: 

Kleinclausz^ A. Quomodo primi duces Capetianae stirpis Burgundiae res 
gesserunt 1036-1162. Dijon. 1902. 

- Histoire de Bourgogne. Paris. 1909. (Very brief but containing 
a bibliography.) 

Petit_, Ernest. Histoire des dues de Bourgogne de la race capetienne. 
Vols. I, n. Paris. 1885-8. 

Champagne and Blois: 

Arbois de Jubainville^ H. d*. Histoire des dues et comtes de Champagne. 
Vol. I. Paris. 1859. (Old-fashioned.) 

Landsberger^ J. Graf Odo I von der Champagne (Odo II von Bloisj Tours 
und Chartres). Berlin. 1878. (Inadequate.) 

Lex, L. Eudes comte de Blois, de Tours, de Chartres, de Troyes et de 
Meaux (995-1037) et Thibaut son frere. Troyes. 1892. (Superficial.) 

Flanders: 

Pirenne, H. Histoire de Belgique. Vol. i. 3rd edn. Brussels. 1909. 
Gascony: 

Jaurgain, J. de. La Vasconie. Pan. 1898-1902. 2 vols. (A genealogical 
compilation, rather uncritical.) 

Languedoc: 
Vic, C. de, and Vaissete, J. J. Histoire de Languedoc. New edn. 1872- 

1904. ^ee Gen. Bihl. iv. (With considerable additions by the new 
editors, especially A. Molinier.) 

Maine: 
Latouche, R. Histoire du comte du Maine pendant le x® et le xi° siecle. 

Paris. 1910. BHE. 183. 

Normandy: 
Bohmer, H. Kirche und Staat in England und in der Normandie im 11 und 

12 Jahrhundert. Leipsic. 1899. 
David, C. W. Robert Curthose Duke of Normandy. Cambridge, Mass. 

1920. Harvard hist, studies. 25. 

Davis, H. W. C. and Whitwell, R. J. Regesta regum Anglo-Normannormn. i. 
RegestaWillelmi Conquestoris etWillelmi Rufi, 1066-1100. Oxford. 1913, 

Freeman, E. A. History of the Norman Conquest of England. 3rd edn. 
Oxford. 1877. 5 vols. 

Haskins, C. H. The Normans in European history* Boston and New York. 
1915. 

- Norman Institutions. Cambridge, Mass. 1918. Harvard hist. 
studies. 24. (Capital.) 

Marion, M. De Normannorum cum Capetianis pacta ruptaque societate, Paris. 

1892. 
Valin, L. Le due de Normandie et sa cour, 912-1204, etude d’hist. juridique, 

Paris. 1910. 

Poitou : 
Richard, A. Histoire des comtes de Poitou. 778-1204. Paris. 1903. 2 vols. 

(Uncritical.) 
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CHAPTER VL 

THE KINGDOM OF BURGUNDY. 

1, SPECIAL BIBLIOGRAPHIES. 

Very complete bibliographies will be found in the works of MM. Fournier, Jacob 

and Poupardin, cited below. 

2. ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS. 

(a) Charters of the Kings op Provence and Burgundy. 

Some in Bouquet, ix. See Gen. JML iv. 
Recueil des actes des rois de Provence, 865-928. Ed. Poupardin, R. Paris. 1920. 

(Chartes et dipldmes AcadIBL.) 
Recueil des actes des rois de Bourgogne, in preparation. 
I diplomi italiani di Lodovico III e di Rodolfo 11. Ed. Schiaparelli, L. Rome. 

1910. (Fonti.) 

(b) Charters of the great feudatories etc. 

See the bibliographies in the works of M. Poupardin. 

3. AUTHORITIhlS. 

There is no oiiginal authority devoted exclusively to the history of Burgundy. 
We are reduced to the information furnished incidentally by the chroniclers of 
neighbouring kingdoms, which will be found to be enumerated in the bibliographies 
referring to them. 

4. MODERN WORKS. 

(a) General. 

Flach, J. Les origines de Tancienne France. Vol. iv. 1917. pp. 361-460. See Gen. 
Bibl. V. 

Fournier, Paul. Le royaume d*Arles et de Vienne. Paris. 1891. 
Gingins la Sarra, F, de. Mem. pour servir a I’hist. des royaumes de Provence et 

de Bourgogne jurane. Lausanne. 1861-3. 2 vols. (Uncritical and at the 
present day useless.) 

Hofmeister, A. Deutschland und Burgund im friiheren Mittelalter: eine Studie 
liber die Entstehung des Arelatischen Reiches und seine politische Bedeutung. 
Leipsic. 1914. 
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Jacob, Louis. Le royaurae de Bourgogne sous les empereurs franconiens 1038- 
1125. Paris. 1906. 

Pbilipon, J. Le second royaume de Bourgogne. Annales Soc. d'emulation de TAin, 
ann. 1895-1906 et sqq. (Deals chiefly with the historical geography.) 

Poupardin, E. Le royaume de Provence sous les Carolingiens (855-933 Paris. 
1901, BHE. voL 131. 

- Le royaume de Bourgogne (888-1038). ^tude sur les origines du royaume 
d’Arles. Paris. 1907. BHE. voL 163. 

Terrebasse, A. de. CEuvres posthumes. VoL ii. Hist, de Boson et de ses successeurs. 
Vienne. 1875. (Unfinished and somewhat superficial.) 

Q>) Monographs. 

HiiiFer, G. Die Stadt Lyon und die Westhalfte des Erzbisthums in ihren 
politischen Beziehungen zum deutschen Reich und zur franzosischen Krone 
von der Griindung des burgundischen Konigreichs bis zur Vereinigung mit 
Frankreich. Munster, 1878. 

Kallmann, R. Die Beziehungen des Konigreichs Burgund zu Kaiser und Reich 
von Heinrich III bis auf die Zeit Friedrichs I. JSG. vol. xiv. 1889. pp. 

1-107. 
Kiener, Fritz. Verfassungsgesch. der Provence seit der Gothenherrschaft bis zur 

Errichtung der Konsulate, 510-1200. Leipsic. 1900. 
Manteyer, Georges de. La Provence du premier au douzieme siecle. Etudes 

d’hist. et de geogr. politique. Paris, 1908. MEG. vni. 
- Les origines de la maison de Savoie en Bourgogne 910-1060. La paix en 

Viennois et les additions a la Bible de Vienne. Grenoble. 1906. (Repr. with 
addns fr. Melanges d’archeol. et d’hist. xix. Ecole firan9. a Rome. 1899. MA. 
ser. II, V and sep. Paris. 1901, Bulletin de la Soc. de statistique de Tlsere. 

xxxin. Grenoble. 1904.) 
Poole, R. L. Burgundian Notes. EHR. xxvi (1911), pp. 310-17^ xxvii (1912), 

pp. 299-309, xxvni (1913), pp. 106-12, xxx (1915), pp. 51-6. 
Previte-Orton, C. W. Italy and Provence, 900-950. EHR. vol. xxxii (1917)^ 

pp. 335-347. 
- Charles Constantine of Vienne. EHR. vol. xxix (1914), pp. 703-6. 
Renaux, C. Humbert I®^* dit Aux-Blanches-Mains, fondateur de T^tat de Savoie et 

le royaume de Bourgogne a son epoque 1000-48. Carcassonne. 1906. 
Steyert, A. Nouvelle histoire de Lyon et du Lyonnais. 3 vols. Lyon. 1895-9. 
Trog, E, Rudolf I und Rudolf II von Hochburgund. Basle. 1884. 
Wyss, G. von. Herzog Rudolf, der Sohn Konigs Rudolfs II von Burgund und der 

Konigin Bertha. Anzeiger f. schweizerische Gesch. xvi, pp. 357-362, 

o. MED. H. VOL. III. 38 
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CHAPTER VII. 

ITALY IN THE TENTH CENTUIIY. 

I. BIBLIOGRAPHIES. 

RomanO;, G., Le dominazioni barbariche in Italia (see Gen. BibL y), contains useful 
bibliographies at the head of the notes on the several chapters. The quarterly lists of 
books and periodical literature which appear in the Rivista storica italiana (see Gen, 
BibL i) are indispensable. An account of the narrative sources is in Balzani, Le 
cronache italiane del Medio Evo (see Gen. BibL x)y while Potthast, A., Bibliotheca 
historica Medii Aevi (see Gen. BibL i)^ is indispeiisable for editions of the sources^ and 
the critical literature upon them. Sources and modern works on the subject which 
have some relation to German history are listed in Dahlmann-Waitz (see Gen. BibL i). 
Molinier^ A., Les sources de riiistoire de France^ Part Divisions i and ii (see Gen. 
BibL is valuable for such of the sources as concern French history. Prof. Bury 
in the appendices to his edition of Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, 
vols. V and vi (see Gen. BibL v), gives a bibliography of the Byzantine sources of the 
period. For South Italy, Capaaso, B., Le fonti della storia delle provincie napolitane, 
2nd edn. by Mastrojaimi, E. O. (see Gen. BibL x), gives an exhaustive list of the 
sources. The bibliography of Gay, J., LMtalie meridionale et Fempire byzantin (see 
Gen. BibL v), is a convenient handlist. Foupardin, R., gives an excellent account 
of the South Lombard chronicles and cartularies in his litudes sur Fhistoire des 
principaute's lombardes de ITtalie meridionale et de leurs rapports avec Fempire franc, 
Paris, 1907, and lists much of the sources and modern works on Northern Italy in 
the bibliographies of his Royaume de Provence and Royaurne de Bourgogne (see below, 
m. A). Regional bibliographies are to be found in such works as Kretschmayr, H., 
Geschichte von Venedig, voL x (see below, m, B) and Davidsohn, R., Geschichte von 
Florenz, vol. i (see below, tu, B). For the Veneto published sources up to 1885 are 
to be found in Cipolla, C., Fonti edite della storia della regioneveneta, in Monumenti 
storici of R. Dep. Veneta....di stor. pal., Ser. iv. Miscellaxiea, vol. ii, 1883 and 
vol. Ill, 1886. 

II. SOURCES AND CRITICISM. 

A 1. CxmONICUES ETC. 

[Reprints of most of these are to be found in Migne, Fatr. Lat See Gen. BibL iv.] 

Annales Barenses, Ed. Fertz, G. H. MGH. Script, v. 

Annales Beneventani I. Ed. Fertz, G. H. MGH. Script, xix. p. 173 If., col. 1. 
Annales Beneventani II. Ibid. col. 3. 

(New edn. of both Beneventan Annals by Bertolini, 0. BISI. 40.) 
Annales Casinates breves. Ed. Fertz, G. II. MGH. Script, in. 
Anonymus Barensis. Ed. Muratori. RR.II.SS. Ed. i, VoL v. 
Arnulfus Mediolanensis. Rerum sui temporis libri quinque. Ed. Wattenbach, W. 

MGH. Script, viir. 

Atto episcopus Vercellensis. Epistolae. Jn Attonis opera. Ed. Burontius. Verona. 
1768. 
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Auxilius presbyter. In defensionein sacrae ordinatioiiis papae Formosi Libeiliis prior 
et posterior. Ed. Diimmler, E. Auxilius und Vulgarius. pp. 59, 78. Leipsic. 
1866. 

- Libellus in defensionem Stephani episcopi (Neapolitarii) et praefatae 
ordinationis. Ibid, p. 96. 

- Libellus de ordinationibus a Formoso papa factis. Ed. Mabillon. Vetera 
analecta. Paris. 1723. (Also excerpts in Dummler^ op. cit, p. 117.) 

-- Libellus super causa et negotio Formosi papae sen Liber cuiusdam requirentis 
et respondeutis. Ed. Mabillon. Op. cit. 

- Tractatus qui Infensor et Defensor dicitur de eadem quaestioiie. Ed. 
Mabillon. Op. cit. 

Benedictus de S. Andrea. Cbronicon. Ed. Zuccbetti^ G. (with Libellus de impera- 
toria potestate in urbe Roma). (Fonti.) Rome. 1920. Also ed. Pertz^ G. H. 
MGH. Script. III. 

Biblioteca arabo-sicula. Ed. Amari^ M. Published as supplement to Muratori. 
RR.n.SS. Vol. pt 2. Turin and Rome. 1880-1^1880. (Contains the Arabic 
sources of Sicilian history.) 

Bruno episcopus (Querfurtensis). Vita quinque fratrum Poloniae. Ed. Kade, R. 
MGH. Script, xv. 

Carmina Mutinensia. Ed. Winterfeld^ P. v. MGH. Poetae Latini. Vol. in. 
Catalog! abbatum Nonantulanorum. Ed. Waitz^ G. MGH. Script. Langob. et Ital. 
Catalog! regum Italicorum Oscelenses. Ibid. 
Catalog! regum Langobardorum et Italicorum Brixiensis et Nonantulanus. Ibid. 
Catalogus comitum Capuae. Ibid. 
Catalogus imperatorum^ regum Italicorum^ ducum Beneventanorum et Spoletinorum 

Farfensis. Ibid., and in Balzani, U._, Chronicon FarfensO;, vol. i. 
Catalogus regum Langobardorum et ducum Beneventanorum. Ed. Waitz, G. MGH. 

Script. Langob. et Ital. 
Catalogus regum Langobardorum et Italicorum Lombardus. Md. 
Catalogus regum Tusc us. Ibid. 
Chronica S. Benedict! Casinensis. Ed. Waitz, G. MGH. Script. Langob. et Ital. 

pp. 478-88. 

Chronicon Amalphitanum. Ed. Muratori, L. A. Antiq. Ital. i. pp. 207--16. 
Chronicon Novaliciense. Ed. Cipolla, C. In Monumenta Novaliciensia vetustiora, 

vol. II. (Fonti.) Rome. 1901. 
Chronicon Salernitanum. Ed. Pertz, G. H. MGH. ni. 
Chronicon Vulturnense. Ed. Muratori, L. A. RR.II.SS. 1st edn., vol. i, pt 2. 

New edn., Federici, V., in Fonti. 1925 £F. in progress. (Largely consists of 
charters.) 

Constantinus VII Porphyrogenitus. De administraudo imperio. Ed. Bekker, I. 
CSHB. Bonn. 1840. 

-- De thematibus. Ibid. 
Cronaca siculo-saracena di Cambridge. Ed. Cozza-Luzi, G. Doc. p. servire alia 

storia di Sicilia, Series iv, 2. Palermo. 1890. 
Donizo. Vita Mathildis comitissae. Ed. Bethmann, L. MGH. Script, xii. 
Eugenius Vulgarius. De causa Formosiana libellus. Ed. Dummler, E., in Auxilius 

und Vulgarius (see below, iii, C), p. 117. 
-- Epistolae et carmina. Ibid., and in MGH. Poetae Latini, iv, 1, with title 

Eugenii Vulgarii Sylloga. Ed. Winterfeld, P. v. 
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1906. 
- De Christi triumphis apud Italiam. Ibid. 
Gesta Berengarii imperatoris. Ed. Winterfeld, P. v. MGH. Poetae Latini, iv, 1, 

and by Dtimmlei*, E. Halle. 1871. 
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All ed. Balzani, U., in Chronicon Farfense, vol. i. (Fonti.) Rome. 1903. 

Invectiva in Romam pro Formoso papa. Ed. Diimmler, E., in Gesta Berengarii 

imperatoris. Halle. 1871. 
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Script. Langob. et Ital. pp. 463-5. 
Johannes Italus. Vitae S. Odonis abbatis Cluniacensis. Ed. Duchesne, A., in 

Marrier, M., and Quercetanus (Duchesne), A., Bibliotheca Cluniacensis Qen, 
Bihl iv). Reprinted in MPL. cxxxiii. Excerpts, ed. Heinemann, L. v., in 

MGH. Script, xv. 2. i . ^ 
Johannes X Papa (Archiepiscopus Ravennatis). Epistulae. 11 rotolo opistografo 

del principe Antonio Pio di Savoia, Ed- Ceriani, A. and Porro, G. Milan. 

1883. Also in NAGDG. ix, p. 515, xi, p. 599. 
Landulphus Senior. Mediolanensis historiae libri iv. Ed. Wattenbach, W. MGH, 

Script, vm. 
Leo episcopus Ostiensis [also Leo Diaconus and Leo Mai’sicanus]. Chronica monasterii 

Casinensis. Ed. Wattenbach, W. MGH. Script, vii. (Includes charters.) 
Liber censuum S. Romanae Ecclesiae (Cencius Camerarius). See Gen. BibL iv. 

Liber Pontihcalis. See Gen. BibL iv. 
Liudprandus episcopus Cremonensis. Antapodosis. 

- Historia Ottonis. 
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All ed. by Becker, J., in SGUS. 3rd edn, Hanover. 1915. 
Lupus Protospatarius Barensis. Annales Barenses. Ed, Pertz, G. H. MGH. 
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Monumenta ad Neapolitani ducatus historiam pertinentia. Ed. Capasso, B. 3 vols. 
Naples, 1881-92. (Contains both chronicle and documentary sources.) 

Necrologio dei SS. Ciriaco e Nicola. Ed. Egidi, P., in Necrologi e libri affini della 
Provincia romana, vol. i, p. 3. (Fonti.) Rome. 1908. 

Odilo abbas Cluniacensis. Epitaphium Adelheidae imperatricis. Ed. Pertz, G. H. 
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Orestes patriarcha Hierosolymitanus. Vita S. Sabae iunioris. Ed. Cozza-Luzi, G., 

in Studi e documenti di storia e diritto. xii. Rome. 1890. 
Vitae SS. Christophori et Macarii. Ed. Cozzar-Luzi, G., in Studi e documenti 

di storia e diritto, xiii. Rome. 1892. 
Petrus Damianus. Vita S. Romualdi fundatoris ordinis Camaldulensium. Ed. 

Cajetanus, C., in Petri Damiani opera. Vol. n, Rome. 1608. Excerpts, ed. 

Waitz, G., in MGH. Script, iv. 
Petrus Subdiaconus. Libellus miraculorum S. Agrippini episcopi Neapolitani. Ed. 

Waitz, G. MGH. Script, Langob. et Ital. pp. 463-5. 
Radoynus. Vita et translatio S. Pardi episcopi Lucerini. Ed. Waitz, G. MGH* 

Script. Langob. et Ital. pp. 589-90. 
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Opera. Verona. 1765. 

Regino abbas Prumiensis. Cbronicon cum continuatione. Ed. Kurze^ F. SGUS. 

Hanover. 1890. 
Rodulfus Glaber. Historiarum sui temporis libri v. Ed. Frou^ M. (Raoul Glaber. 

Les cinq livres de ses bistoires^ in Coll, textes.) Paris. 1886. 
- Vita S. Guilelmi I abbatis S. Benigni Divoniensis. Ed. Mabillon. ASBen. 

VI. Ft I. (See Gen, BiU. iv.) Excerpts, ed. Waitz, G. MGH. Script, iv. 
Romualdus Salernitanus. Annales. Ed. Garufi, C. A., in Muratori. RR.II.SS. 

New edn., voL vii, pt i, in progress. Citta di Castello. 1914 ff. Aim ed. 
Arndt, W. MGH. Script, xix. 

Sylvester II papa. Epistolae. Ed. Havet, J., in Lettres de Gerbert. (CoU. textes.) 
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V. Second recension. ASBoll. 11 Mai. ii. 668-84. 
Tbangmarus. Vita Bernwardi episcopi Hildesbeimensis. Ed. Pertz, G. H. MGH. 
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Tbietmarus Merseburgensis episcopus. Cbronicon. Ed. Kurze, F. SGUS. 

Hanover. 1889. 
Vita S. Eliae junioris. ASBoll. 17 Aug. iii. 
Vita S. Eliae Spelaeotae. ASBoll. 11 Sept. in. 
Vita S. Lucae abbatis Armenti. ASBoll. 13 Oct. vi. 
Vita S. Nili junioris. ASBoll. 26 Sept. vii. 
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Kebr, K. A. 4tb edn. SGUS. Hanover. 1904. 
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Letters of tbe Popes are printed in various volumes of Migne, Patrologia Latina 
(see for list, Molinier, A., Les sources de I’bistoire de France, P® partie, i, pp. 278, 
283, 284). Charters of Roman cburcbes are edited in ASRSP. vols- xvi-xxx. 

Rome. 1893-1907. 

Beltrani, G., Documenti Longobardi e Greci per la storia dell' Italia meridionale nel 

medio evo. Rome. 1877. 
Biblioteca della societa storica subalpina, directed by Gabotto, F. In progress. 

Pinerolo etc. 1899 ff. (Some 96 volumes have been published, mostly of 
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Cbronicon S. Sopbiae Beneventi. Ed. Ughelli. Italia Sacra. 2nd edn. Coleti. 

Vol.x, pt 2. (See below.) (Really a cartulary, following Annales Beneventani. 

See above, A 1.) 
Codex diplomaticus Caietanus (in Tabularium Casinense). 2 vols. Monte Cassino. 

1887-91. . , 
Codex diplomaticus Cavensis. Ed. Morcaldi, M., Scbiani, M., de Stepbano, S. 

8 vols. Naples and Milan. 1873-93. 
Codex diplomaticus Longobardiae. MHP. xiii. Turin. 1873. 
Codice diplomatico Barese, Publ. by Comm. prov. di arcbeol.^ e storia patria di 

Bari. (Apulian charters.) Vols. i to viii. In progress. Trani. 1896 ff. 
Constitutiones et Acta publica imperatorum et regum. Tom. i. Ed. Weiland, L. 

(MGH. Legum Sect. iv. See Gen. Bibl. iv.) 
Fantuzzi, M. Monument! ravennati de’ secoli di mezzo. 6 vols. Venice. 1801-4. 
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Gaddoni, S. and Zaccherini;, G. Cliartnlarium imolense. 2 vols. Iinola. 1912. 
Gattola, E. Historia abbatiae Casinensis. Venice. 1734. 
- Ad bistoriam abbatiae Casinensis accessiones. Venice. 1784. 
Hartniaim^ L. M. Ecclesiae S. Mariae in Via Lata tabularium. 2 vols. Vienna 

1895. 
Jaffe^ P. Regesta pontificum Roinanorum. 2nd edn.;, Wattenbach^ W, See Gen. 

Bihl. IV. 

Kehc;, P. A. Regesta pontificum Romanorinn. Italia Pontificia. See Gen. BibL iv. 
Memorie e documenti per servire alP istoria della citbii e stato di Lncca 11 vols in 

14. Lucca. 1813-84. 
Monumenta ad Neapolitani diicatus bistoriam pertinentia, Ed, Capasso B 3 vols 

Naples, 1881-92, 
Muratori^ L. A. Antiquitates medii aevi. See Gen. BibL iv. 
- Trattato delle Anticbita Estensi. Modena. 1717“4(). 
Ottenthal, E. v. Ein ineditum Ottos I fiir den Orafen von Bergamo von 97o. 

MIOGP. xvn. p. 35. Innsbruck. 1896. 
Poupardiu;, R. Etudes sur les institutions,..des principautes lombardes etc. (See 

below) m, C.) 
Regesta Chartarum Italiae, publ. by K. Preuss. Histor. Institut and Istituto storico 

italiano. 12 vols. In progress. Rome. 1907 ff. (Mostly central Italian 
cliarters,) 

Regesto di Farfa, compilato da Gregorio di Catino. Ed. Giorgi, I. and Balzani, U 
5 vols. Rome. 1879-1914. 

Regesto Sublacense del secolo xi. Ed. Allodi, L. and Levi, G. Rome. 1885, 
Regii Neapolitani Archivi Monumenta. 6 vols. Naples, 1B4()- fJl, 
Scliiaparelli, L. I diplomi di Guido e di Lamberto. (Fonti.) Rome. 1906. 
- I diplomi di Berengario I. Ibid. Rome. 190:L 
- I diplomi italiani di Lodovico III e di Rodolfo IL IMd. Home. 1910. 
- I Diplomi di Ugo e di Lotario, di Berengario 11 e di Adalberto. Ibid. Rome. 

1924. 
Sickel, T. v. Die Urkunden Konrad I, Hcinriclx I iind Otto I, (MGH Diplo- 

mata, i.) Hanover. 1879-84. 
Die Urkunden Otto des IL {Ibid. Vol. n, pt 1.) Hanover. 1888. 

~ Vol. II, pt 2.) Hanover. 1893. 
lafel, L. 1^. and Thomas, G. M. Urkunden zur filteren Handels- und Staats- 

gescbichte der Republik Venedig. (Fontes Rerum Auatriac. n. Vols. xn-xiv \ 
Vienna. 1856-7. 

Tbeiner, A. Codex diplomaticus dominii temporalis B. Sedis. Vol. i. Rome, 1861. 
Irmchera, F, Syllabus Graecarum membranarum. Naples. 1865, 

B 1. Ceixioism on Cheonioms, 

Besides tbe prefaces to tbe several editions cited above under A 1, valuable 
general introductions are to be found in Bakani, U., Le cronacbe italiane nel medio 
evo Gen. BM. i), and m Wattenbacb, W., Deutsche Geschichtsqueilen {see Gen. 

* . I), h or detailed lists of the critical litei^ature on each source up to 1895, see 
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p-aubc-Lehmann, Quollen und UntersuchungL zur 
latemisehe Philologie des Mittelalters, Munich, 1905 ff.); and Pedele, P., in Ricerche 
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annalibus saeculi decimi et undecimi_, Berlin^ 1864; and Poupardin, R., Etudes sur 
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CHAPTER X. 

THE EMPEROR HENRY H. 

A. FOR GERMANY. 

I. Documents. 

Giesebrecht. Kaiserzeit_, ii. See Gen. Bibl. v. 5tb edn. 1885. Quellen und Beweise. 
Briefe, Nos. 1-4. 

Jaffey P. BibL rer. Germanicarum. See Gen. BihL iv. Vol. iii. Ep. Moguntinae. 
1866. Nos. 21-29. v. Ep. Bambergenses. 1869. Nos. 2-7. 

MGH. Constitutiones et Acta, i. 1893. Ed. Welland^ L. (a) Constitutiones^ pp. 
57-81. (i) Acta Varia^ Nos. 437, 438. 

- Diplomata. iii. Ed. Bresslau^ H. and Bloch^ H. 1900-3. {a) For Henry 11^ 
Nos. 1-534 (610-534 spurious). (5) For Kunigunda^ Nos. 1-4. 

n. Authorities. 

{a) Contemporary. 

Adalboldi Vita Heinrici II. (Only to 1004.) MGH^ Script, iv^ 679-695. 
Alpertus. De Diversitate Temporum Lib. ii. Ibid. 702-723. 
Annales: 

Altahenses Maiores; i, auct. Wolfberio, B. (899-1032.) MGH^ Script, xx^ 
785-791. Corbeienses^ Einsidlenses^ Heremi (Einsiedeln)^ Hildeshei- 
menses, Continuation all ibid. in. Laubiensesn Leodienses, ibid, iv, Qued- 
linburgensesn Continuation ibid. in. Sangallenses Maiores, ibid. i. 

Thietmari (bp. of Merseburg) Cbronicon. Ed. Kurze, F. SOUS. 1889. Bk. iv, 

cc. 49-54, and v-ix. 
Vitae: 

Adalberonis II (bp. of Metz), auct. Constantino Abbate. MGH, Script, iv. 
Bernwardi (bp. of Hildesbeim), auct. Tbangmaro. Ibid. Continuatio, auct. 

Wolfberio, Ibid. xi. 
Burcbardi (bp. of Worms), auct. Anonymo. Ibid. iv. 
Godebardi (bp. of Hildesbeim), auct. Wolfberio. (a) Prior. (6) Posterior. 

Ibid. XI. 

Q>) Later. 

Adamus Bremensis. Gesta Hammaburgensis Eccles. Pontif. MGH, Script, vii. Also 
SGUS. Ed. Weiland, L. 1876. Bk. n. 

Gesta Episc. Cameracensium. MGH, Script, vii. Bk. in. 
Herimannus Augiensis Monacbus (Contractus). Cbronicon (O.C.-1054). Ibid. y. 
Rudolfus Glaber. Francorum Hist. Lib. v. Ed. Prou, M. Raoul Glaber. Les cinq 

livres de ses bist. Coll, textes. 1886. Extracts in MGH, Script, vn. 

Vitae: 
Cunigundis, auct. Anon. Ibid. 
Heinrici II Imp., auct. Adalberto. MGH, Script, iv, 
Heriberti (arcbbp. of Cologne), auct. Lantberto. Ibid. 
Meinwerci (bp. of Paderborn), auct. Anon. Ibid. xi. 
Popponis Abbatis, auct. Everbelmo Abbate. Ibid. 
Ricardi Abbatis, auct. Anon. Ibid. 
Wolfgang! (bp. of Ratisbon), auct, Otblone. Ibid. tv. 

€. MED. H. von. III. 
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III. Modben Woiiica 

(a) GemraL 

Allgemeine Deutsclie Biograplde. See Gen, BibL i. 
Bresslau, Urkuiidonlelire. Vol. i. See Gen, BibL v. 
Giesebrecht. Kaisersseit. Bk, vii, Befestiginig des Reichs durcb Heinricli 11. See 

Gen. BibL v, 
Haiick^ A. Kirchengescliichte. Vol. iii. I90(;. See Gen. BibL v. 
Jabrbucher des deutscben Eeicbs uiiter lleiuricdi H. i. Ed. llirHch, S, 1002-1006 

1862. II. Ed. Pabst, H. 1007-1014. 18<)4. m. Ed. iiresHlau, H. 1014-1021 
1875. (Jabrb. d. deutscb. Gesch.) See Gen. BibL v, 

Maurenbrecber^ W. Gescb. der deutschen K<‘)iiigHwalilcu vom 10 bis 13 J. 1889, 
Nitzschj K. W. Gescb, des deutscben Voikes, Ed. Mattbdi;, 2nd edn, i, pp. 385- 

396. 1892. 
Ranke. Weltgescbicbte. Vol. in. See Gen. BibL v. 
Ricbter, G, and Kobl^, H. Annalen der deutscben Gescb, im Mittelalter. in, i (4). 

See Gen. BibL v, 
Scbultze, W. In Handbucb der deutaclieri Geacb. Ed, Gebbardt;, B. i (§52). 1891, 

(Wiederberstellung des Ottoniscben Systems.) 

(b) Speckii, 

Cobn, A. Kaiser Heinricb IL 1867, 
Foltz, K. NAGDG. in. 1877. (For Henry's seals.) 
Mattbki, G. Die Klosterpolitik Kaiser HeinriebB 11. Dies. Gottingen. 1877. 
Muller, R. Aribo von Mainz. 1881, 
Scbnurer, G. Erzbiacbof l^ilgrim von Koln. Diss. Munster, 1883. 
Zeiasberg, H, Die Kriege Heinricbs II mit Herzog Boleslav von Folen. Vienna. 

SKAW. Lvn, pp. 265 &. 1868, 

B, FOR ITALY. 

L Doouments. 

Ficker, J. Forscbungen, iv. 1874, See below^ m (a), 
Galletti, P. L. Del Prinaicero della Santa Sede Apostolica. App, de' Doenmenti. 

1776. ^ ^ 
Jaff^ BegesU. Ed. Wattenbach. See Gen. Bibl. xv. i. (Silvester 11—Benedict VIII.) 

LeoofVercelli. Letters and other Writings. Ed. Bloch, H- NAGDG. xxn. 1890. 
Mansi. Concilia, xix, 
MGH. Constitutiones. i. Constit, 27, 30, 33, 34. 

Henry, many ebarters for Italy in tbe general series* 
(b) For Ardoin, Nos. 1-10. 

MHP. Cbartarnm i. Nos, 202-257.. 1836. n, 73-95. 1858. 
Muratori, L. A. Delia AnticbM Bstensi. Fid. Italiana. i. I7l7, 
Provana, L. G-^Studi critici sovra la storia d’ Italia a’ tempi del re Ardoino. Ap. 

pp. 331-396. 1844. ^ ^ 

n. Authoeitibs. 
Adalboldi. See chove, 

Ademari (Cahannensis) Hist. Lib. iii, c. 37. MGH, Script, iv. 

Amatus of Salerno. Ystoire de Li Normant. Ed. Delarclo. 1892, 
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Annales in MGHj Script.: 

Beneventani, Casirienses^ Cavenses^ Hildeslieinaenses Continuation Quedlin- 

burgenses Contmuatio. All in ixi; Barenses and Lupus Frotospatbarius. 
In V. 

Arnulfi Gesta Archiepisc. Mediolanensium. Bk. i. cc. 14-20: ii, 1 MGH Scriut 
vnin 1-31. ^ F • 

Catalog! Regum Italiae et Imperatorum. (6 Lists.) IMd, 
Chron. Novaliciense. Ibid. vii. 

Hugonis Abbatis Farfensis Opuscula :~-Destructio Monasterii Farfensis. De diminu- 
tione Monasterii Farfensis. Ibid, xi, 

Jobannis Diaconi Cbronicon Venetum. Ibid, vii. 1-38. Also in Fonti. See Gen. Bibl. 
IV. (Cronacbe Veneziane i.) Ed. Monticolon G. B. 1890. 

Leonis Ostiensis Cbronica. MGH, Script, vii. 
Liber Pontificalis. ii. See Gen. Bibl. iv. 
Rudolfus Glaber. See above, n (b). 

Tbietmar. See above. For Italy:—Bk. iv^ c. 54; v, 24-26; vi^ 4-8; vn, 33; vm, 2, 

III. Modbbn Works, 

(a) General. 

Delarc, O. Les Normands en Italie depuis les premieres invasions jusqn'a Favene- 
ment de St Gregoire VII. 1883. 

Fickei'n J. Forscbungen zur Reicbs- und Recbtsgescb. Italiens. Innsbruck. 1868- 
1874. 

Gayn J. L'ltalie meridionale. See Gen, Bibl. v. 
Giesebrecbt. See above. 
Gregorovius. See Gen. Bibl. v. 

Hartmann. Gesch. Italiens. iv^ i. 1915. Bk. vi, c. 5. See Gen. Bibl. v. 
Hauck. See above. Bk. vii^ c. 3. 
Jabrbiicber d. deutscb. Gescb. See alove, m {a). 
Mannj H. K. Lives of the Popes in the Early Middle Ages. 5 vols. in 6. 1902-10. 
Muratori. Annali. See Gen. Bibl. v. 
Romano, G. Dominazioni. lUd. 

Q>) Special. 

Bloch, H. Beitrage zur Gesch. des Biscbofs Leo von Vercelli und seiner Zeit. 
NAGDG. XXII. pp. 13-136. (1896.) 

Bresslau, H. Jahrbiicher, Konrad II. i. Excurse, i, v, vi. 1879. See above, in (a). 
Carutti, W, II Conte Umberto I e il re Ardoino. Bk. ii, cc. 1-5. 1888. 
Darmstaedter, P. Das Reicbsgut in der Lombardei und Piemont 568-1250. 1896. 
Dresdner, A. Kultur- u. Sittengeschichte der itaHeniscben Geistlichkeit im 10 und 

11 Jahrhundert. 1890. 
Holtzmann, R. Die Urkunden Konig Arduins. NAGDG. xxv. 
Loewenfeld, S. Leo von Vercelli. Diss. Gottingen. 1877. 
Provana, L. G. Studi critici sovra la storia d' Italia a’ tempi del re Ardoino, 1844 
Schwartz, G. Die Besetzung der Bistumer Reichsitaliens unter den sachsischen und 

salischen Kaisern. 1913. 
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()I1APT,EK XL 

THE EMTEROR CONRAD IL 

1. lU BLK )<*RA PH IKS. 

Full bibliograpliy in OieHobreclut’s Kaiser/.eit. (m* dm. BibL voL ii and a 
shorter but useful on© in Ilan:ij)<’‘.\s DeutHrlu's Knisor^’os<'hi(’,ht0, 

Dahlmann-W'aite. Qiiellenkundi*!. Bcm dm. Hid, i. 
Potthast^ A. Bibliotheca hislorica inedii aevi. Hrr ih, 
Wattenbach, W. I)eutS(Man(i,s (hvschichlHcpndlen. Sm ik 

2. DOCIhMKNH'S. 

J Ed. Weiland, 1893 
l^iploniata. Ed. Bresslau,, il., Wibel, H. and 

Jaffd Regesta pontiheum Ronianorum. s'w <}m. Hid. tv. 
Stumpf, Die Eeichskanxler. See (kn. Hid. iv. 

M(1H^ Script Yxi;, and SOUS. 

3. AnTHOlUTIES. 

Adami Geeta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiao Pontihcuin. 
Ed. Schineidler. 1917* 

Ademarus Cabannensis. Chronicon Aquitanicurn et Erancicurn. MOIL Script iv 
Ama^s Casinensis. Historia Nowua.monin.. K,l. Dolarc, (). (Soc. de I'luHtoire (e 

Normandie.) Rouen. 1(!!)2. 

Annales Aitehensea Maioras. Script xx, and SCJUS. P3d. Giesebrecht, W., 
and Oefele, E. L. B. ab. litOU. ' ’ 

^nales Corbeienses. MGH, Script m, and Jaffc, Itil.liollu^ca rer. (Jerman. i. 
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CHAPTERS XIX and XX 

LEARNING AND LITERATURE. 

I. souiia^s. 

■ For texts of autliors alluded to the main sources are : 

MPL. See Gen, BihL iv. 
MGH. Poetae Latiiii aevi Carolini i-iv, 1. Fdd. Dfomnler, Traiihe^ v. Winterfeld. 

See Oen. BihL ir. 
Momiineiita IVloguntina, Mon. Alciiiniana;, Mon. Carolina (in Bibl. rcrum Germanic, 

ed. Jafte, Ih, vols. 3, G, 4). Berlin, lBG4-7a Bee Gen, BihL iv. 
Espaha Sagrada. Bee Gen, BihL iv, 

11, MODERN WORKS, 

(a) GMNBEAn OlITiaNES. 

Manitms.M. Lateinische literatar des Mittelalte^ Bee Gen, BihLy, Ft n Von Jus¬ 

tinian bis zur Mitte dea lOtcn Jahrhdts. 
Traube;, L. Vorlesungen und Abhandlungen. Vol. i, Zur Palliographie u. Iland- 

schriftenkuode. Ed, Lehinann, P. and Boll, F. Vol n. Einleitiing in die 
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- Perrona Scottorinn, ein Beitrag z. Ulxudielhrungsgesch, (Sitzungsberichte 

d. kgi. Bayr. Akad. d. Wissenschaft,) 1990. 
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CHAPTER XXL 
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CHKONOLOGICAL TABLE 

OF 

LEADING EVENTS MENTIONED IN THIS VOLUME 

463 Death of St Patrick. 
c. 490-583 Cassiodorus. 
576-636 Isidore of Seville. 
594 Death of Gregory of Tours. 
597 Death of Columba, 

Augustine^s mission in Kent. 
604 Death of St Gregory the Great, 
615 Death of Columban. 
690 Death of Benedict Biscop. 
704 Death of Adamnan. 
709 Death of Aldhelm. 
732 Victory of Charles Martel over the Saracens at Poitiers. 
735 Death of Bede (most probable date). 
756 ^Abd-ar-Rahman ibn Mu'^awiya, emir of Spain. 
c, 787 First landing of the Vikings in England. 
796 Death of Offa of Mercia. 
c. 800 The invasions of the Northmen begin. 
802-825 The Northmen establish themselves in Ireland. 
802-839 Reign of Ecgbert as king of Wessex, 
804 Death of Alenin. 
814-840 Reign of Louis the Pious. 
817 Divisio ImperiL 
822 Death of St Benedict of Aniane. 
824 Promulgation of the Constitutio liomam. 
825 Conquest of Cornwall by Ecgbert. 

Collapse of Mercia. 
826 St Anskar’s first mission to Scandinavia. 
827-831 Saracen conquest of Sicily. 
833 The Field of Lies. 
834 The Norsemen attack the Frankish Empire in forco. 
835 Resumption of Viking raids upon England. 
840 Death of Einhard. 
840-855 Reign of Lothar I. 
840-876 Reign of Louis the German. 
840- 877 Reign of Charles the Bald. 
841 Battle of Fontenoy (25 June). 
841- 891 Height of the Viking invasions, 
842 Oath of Strasbourg (14 Feb.). 
843 Sack of St Peter's at Rome by the Saracens. 

Treaty of Verdun (Aug.). Division of the Frankish Empire. 
844-860 Kenneth Mac Alpin of Scotland 
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864 
867 
868 
869 

845-882 Hincraar, arclibisliop of 
S Pope 1^0 IV walls tbe Lemime City, 

e. 850 Facudo-Isiclorian . 
Rurik, the Scaiidmaviaii, ot Russ a. 

851 The Danes first whiter ^ his lands. 
855 Death of the Emperor Lothar I fia ai 

855-869 Reign of I^tliar II m j', 
8^-875 Reign of the Emperor Loms II R F- 

Death of Rabaii Maur. 
S Photius, Patriarch of Constantinople. 

858- 867 Pope Nicholas 1. Norsemen to Spain and the Mediter- 
859- 862 Second expedition of the JNoisemei 

Death of Ratramn. 

Martyrdom of St , kingdom of Norway. 

„,870 lUM “a™£ Norttoen. 

™ SS’r.ll.S.f A (S 

t;rs. »«'• irS'^A.s) 

Settlement of the ' 
Assembly of Quierzy 0^ s 
Death of Charles the Bald (6 Oct.> 

Battle of Bdington.^ and Gnthrum at Chippenham (the so-called 
Peace between Aitrea 

Treaty of Wedmore). 

879-887 Boso, king f ^Tf°i^n,aine ceded to Germany). 

^1_887 Charles the Fat ttheims (21 Dea). 
882 Death of Hincmar, archbis p t 

SM a. Ehtperer eh»l« th- 

a K Alfred and Alfred and Gnthmm's Peace. 
885 Recapture of Ixindon by AHred,^^^^ 

885-887 The Northmen besi g ^ 

895 The Magyars settle in Hungary. 
m Arnulf browned Emperor. 

875 

876 

877 

878 
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898- 923 Reign of Charles the Simple of France. 
899- 911 Reign, of Louis the Child of Germany. 
899-925 Reign of Edward the Elder. 
900 The Hungarian ravages begin. 
901 Louis (the Blind), now king of Italy, receives the Imperial Crown. 
910 Foundation of Cluny. 
911- 918 Conrad I of Germany. 
911 Convention of St Clair-siir-Epte, and definitive establishment of the 

Northmen in France. 
Beginning of the reconquest of the Danelaw. 
Charles the Simple gains Lorraine.^ 

912- 919 Aetlielfleda, Lady of the Mercians. 
914-929 Pope John X. 
915 Defeat of the Saracens at the Garigliano. 
919-938 Henry 1 (the Fowler), king of (»ermany. 
922 Revolt of France from the Carolingiana. 
925-939 Reign of Aethelstan. 
925 Lorraine finally united to Germany. 
923-945 Reign of Hugh of Provence in Italy (d. 948). 
927- 941 Odo, abbot of Cluny. 
928- 936 St Wenceslas (Vaclav), duke of Bohemia. 
929 Death of Charles the Simple. 

^Abd-ar-Rahmfin 111 declares himself Caliph in Spain, 
c, 931-933 Treaty for the union of Burgundy and Provence. 
932-954 Alheric, ruler of Rome. 
933 Defeat of the Hungarians at Riade (15 Mar.). 
935 Death of Gorm the Old, king of Denmark. 
935- 970 Fernan Gonzalex, count of Castile. 
936 Carolingian Restoration (Louis d’Outremer) in Franco. 
936- 973 Reign of Otto the Great. 
937 Battle of Brunanburli. 
939 Rebellion of the German dukes. 
939-946 Reign of Edmund of England. 
943 Dunstan made abbot of Glastonbury. 
946-955 Reign of Eadred of England. 
947 llie Kaibite dynasty of Sicily founded. 
950 Berengar II crowned king of Italy. 
951-952 First expedition of Otto tbe Great to Italy. 
953- 954 Second rebellion of tbe German dukes. 
954 England under one king. 
954- 994 Maiolus, abbot of Cluny. 
954- 986 Reign of Lothair in France. 
955 Defeat of the Hungarians in the Lechfeld (10 Aug.). 
955- 963(4) John XH (Octavian), Pope. 
959- 975 Reign of Edgar the Peaceable of England. 
960 Final establishment of Otto's rule in Germany, 
960- 988 Dunstan, archbishop of Canterbury. 
961- 964 Otto’s second expedition to Italy, 
962 Otto the Great, Emperor of the West 
963 Deposition of Pope John XII (4 Dec.), and election of Leo VIII, the 

Emperor’s nominee. 
966-972 Otto’s third expedition to Italy. 
968 Adalbert, first archbishop of Magdeburg, appointed. 
969 Conquest of Egypt by the Fatimites. 
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970-1035 Sancho the Great, king- of Navarre. 
972 Marriage of Otto II and Theophano. 

Capture of Frainet (Fraxinetum). 
973-983 Otto 1!, Emperor of the West. 
975-978 Reign of Edward the Martyr of England. 
977 War of the three Henries. 
978-1002 Almanzor, prime minister in Spain. 
978-1016 Reign of Aethelred the Unready. 
980 Renewal of Scandinavian invasions of England. 
c, 980-1040 Peace of God, 
982 Otto II defeated hy the Saracens. Revolt of the Wends from Ger¬ 

many. 
983 Otto II nominates a Lombard Pope (John XIV), the first to take a 

papal name. 
983-991 Regency of Theophano. 
983-1002 Otto III, Empei-or of the West. 
985-996(8) Crescentius II, patrician of Rome. 
987-996 Hugh Capet, king of France. 
c, 989 Vladimir of Russia becomes Christian. 
991- 1009 Peter Orseolo II, doge of Venice. 
992- 1025 Boleslav (Boleslaw) Chrobiy, duke of Poland. 

994-1049 Odilo, abbot of Cluny. 
996 Otto III nominates a German Pope (Gregory V), 
996-1037 Reign of Robert the Pious of France. 
999 Otto HI nominates a French Pope (Sylvester II). 
1000 The Hungarians become Christian under St Stephen. 

Foundation of the archbishopric of Gnesen for Poland. 
1000-1025 Burchard, bishop of Worms, canonist. 
1001 St Stephen crowned king of Hungary. 

Foundation of the archbishopric of Gran for Hungary. 
1002 Death of the Emperor Otto III (23 Jan.). 

Massacre of St Brice's Day. 
Saracens defeated at Bari by the Venetians. 

1002-1012 John Crescentius (III), patrician of Rome. 
1002-1014 Reign of Ardoin of Ivrea in Italy. 
1002-1024 Reign of Henry II, Emperor of the West. 
1003 Death of Pope Sylvester II (Gerbert). 
1004 Henry II crowned king of the Lombards at Pavia- 

Richard, abbot of St Vannes. 
1007 Establishment of the see of Bamberg. 
1007-1029 Fulbert, bishop of Chartres. 
1012 Murder of Archbishop Alphege (Aelfheah). 

1012-1024 Benedict VIIl (of Tusculum), Pope. 
1012-1044 Counts of Tusculum supreme in Rome. 

1013 Triumph of Svein in England. 
1014 Death of Svein (Feb,). 

Imperial coronation of Heniy II at Rome. 
Defeat of the Vikings at Clontarf by Brian Bom. 

1016 Death of Edmund Ironside. 
Revolt of Melo in Apulia. 

1017-1035 Reign of King Knut the Great. 

1018 Treaty of Bautzen. 
1024 Death of Pope Benedict VIII. 

Death of Henry 11. 
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1024-1039 Rei^n of Conrad !I tlie Salic. 

1027 Conrad II crowncsd Emperor at Rom©, 
1030 Ranulf becomcH count of AverHa. 
1031 Abolition of the Caliphate in Spain. 
1031-1060 Reign of Henry I of France. 
1032 Death of'^Rodolph IH of Rurgundy. 

Ferdinand I, hhig o( (I'lntih^ 
1033- 1034 Acquisition of Ihirgtaiidy by Conrad H. 

1034- 1058 Reign of (’asimir I of Poland. 
1035 Foundation of the SUili<^ of Ara,gon by Ramiro I Sancheai. 

1035- 1076 Eaymond-Benmgar I of Banudona. 

1037 Conrad^s (JorntitMtio <le Jmdis for Italy. 

1037-1055 Bfatislav I, duke of Bohemia, 
1038 (?) (Jonrad H di^darcvs Roman Law the territorial kw of Rom©. 

1038 Death of St St(q>h<m of Hungary. 
1039 Death of Conrad H (*1 dun(>t), and accession o£ Henry 111 as king 

of Germany, Italy, and Burgundy. 

Beginning of tlHs Trucv. of Ood, 
1042 Acxession of Edward the (lonfesBOr. 

1042-1048 Wazo, bishop of Liege. 
1043 The ‘‘'Day of Indulgence.*' 

William de Hauteville, count of Apulia. 
1046 Henry llVu coronation as Empin'or; he reforms the PaiMicy, Synod 

of Sutri. 
1046-1047 Pope Clement H (Stiidg<'sr of Bamberg), 

1049 Death of Odilo, abhot of Cluny. 
1049-1054 Pope Leo IX (Bruno of loul). 

1053 Battle of Civilate. 
Death of Earl (Godwin. 

1054 Battle of Dunslnane. 
Schism of East and Wc8t- 

1055-1057 Pope Victor 11. 
1056 Death of Henry HI and Huccessiou of Henry IV* 
1060 4108 Reign of Philip I of hVariias. 
1066 Death of Edward the Confessor. 
1079 First Norse king of the Isle of Man* 

NOTE 

For the transliteration of Slavonic*, names thc^.re has been adopted the scheme 
given in the ProcmimgH of the British Aeademy, VoL vrn; for Oricmtol names that 

used in the publications of the Royal Asiatic Socicdy. 
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INDEX 

Aar, river, 26, and Burgwncly, 136,180 note 
Aargau, seized by ilDdolph II, 136 
Aarhus, see of, founded, 192 ^ 
Abacus, revived by Gerbert, 536 
Abbaaid Caliphs, 413, 419; in Africa, 410, 

413 
Abbo of St Germain, 497, 529 
‘Abdallah, becomes Emir of Spain, 418 sq.; 

420; 433 
‘Abdallah, son of Tanlb, 416 
‘Abd-al-Malik, Governor of Spain, 409 
‘Abd-ar»Uahman, Emir of Spain, 409 
‘Abd»ar-Kahman I, ibn MiPawiya, Emir of 

Spain, early life of, 410; enters Spain, 411; 
becomes Emir, 412 sq.; 415; independent 
of the Calipliato of Bagdad, 430; builds a 
mosque at Cordova, 432, 436 

‘Abd-ar-Eahman II, Emir of Spain; as 
prince, 414; reign of, 415 sqq.; the Spanish 
March and, 8; the Vikings and, 317, 416; 
social conditions under, 429, 432 

‘Abd'ai>Eahman III, Emir of Spain; and 
the Spanish party, 419 sqq.; takes the title 
of Caliph, 421; wars with Leon, 420 sqq.; 
with Navarre, 421; African policy, 421 sqq.; 
character and death of, 423; library of, 
435; trade and society under, 428, 431 sq. 

‘Ahd»ar4i(i>hn)an, son of Hakam II, 424 
‘Ab<l-ar«Rahman, son of Ibn Hajpij, 419 
‘Abd-ar-Bahman, “Sanchuelo,” 427 
Ahdias, Apostolic Hutory of, 497 
Aberffraw, 342 ,, . . 
AMngdon, abbey at, 874, 404; abbots of, see 

Aethelwold, Biward, Spoarhafoc 
Abotrites. See Obotrites ^ 
Abraham, Bishop of Freising, imprisoned. 

205;,^ 218 
Ahrahdm, Testament of , 505 
Abruzzans, the, 155 ^ ^ 
Abruzzi, the, bishoprio in, 166; Palaolf of 

Canua in, 268 
Abu Hafs Omar ahBalluti. 415 
Abulaz. ‘See^takaml 
AWR-KHsim, Sicilian emir, 169,176 
Abu4.Khattar, Governor of Spam, 409 • ■ 
Abu-Marwiln, at Saragossa, 8 
Abfi-s-Sabbah, cited, 412 note 
Abu tazid, Berber chief, 422 
Acca, cross of, 555 
Acircius, identified, 498 note 
Aoqui, 240; see of, 175 
Adalard, Abbot of Corbie, 2, 12 
Adalard. Abbot of Saint-Bertin, 85 sqq. 

Adalard, Bishop of Eeggio, 158 
Adalard, Bishop of Verona, aids Louis (the 

Blind), 149 
Adalard, Count Palatine, 3 
Adalbero, Archbishop of Bheims, 80, 209; 

charged with treason, 81 sqq.; correspond¬ 
ence of, 81; 536; death of, 99 

Adalbero, Archbishop of Treves, 238, 248 
Adalbero, Bishop of Laon. See Asselin 
Adalbero, Bishop of Metz, 197; 200 
Adalbero (III), Bishop of Metz, 293 
Adalbero, Bishop of Verdun, 209 sq. 
Adalbero of Eppenstein, Bishop of Bamberg, 

297 
Adalbero of Eppenstein, Duke of Carinthia; 

made Duke, 239,249,253; deposed, 269sq., 
274; death of, 277; 297 

Adalbert, King of Italy, 158; submits to 
Otto 1,159,195 ; wars with Otto 1,160 sqq.; 
escapes to the Saracens, 162; leads revolt, 
166 sq.; death of, 167; 201; 247 

Adalbert, Provost of Halberstadt, made Arch¬ 
bishop of Bremen, 289 sq.; declines Papacy, 
291; Duke Bernard and, 293 sq., 305; 
negotiates treaty with Svein , 294; strained 
relations with Svein, 29 6 sq.; ecclesiastical 
ambitions of, 297, 306 sq. 

Adalbert, monk, missionary to Bussia, 
201 sq.; Archbishop of Magdeburg, 202 

Adalbert, Archbishop of Bavenna, 242 sq. 
Adalbert, St, Bishop of Prague, xvi sq.; 173; 

300 
Adalbert, Duke of Upper Lorraine, 293 sq. 
Adalbert I, Duke (Marquess) of Tuscany, 48; 

war with John VIII, 55 sq. 
Adalbert II, the Eioh, Marquess of Tuscany, 

submits to Emperor Guy, 65; plots against 
Berengar I, 148 sq.; Sergius III and, 151 

Adalbert, Marquess of Ivrea, 148; and 
Bodolphll, 136, 152sq.; 157 

Adalbert-Atto, of Canossa; and Queen Ade¬ 
laide, 158sq.; Count of Modena andBeggio, 
163 

Adalbert of Babenberg, 68 
Adalbert, of Babenberg, Margrave of Austria, 

295; 298; 303 
Adalbert, veteran of Charles the Great, 530 
Adaibold, Bishop of Utrecht, 249 
Adalman, contests see of Milan, 158; resigns, 

160 
Adam, Life of, 506 _ t 
Adamnan, Abbot of Hy (Iona), Life of Go- 

lumba by, 604, 507; 506 
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Ailamvan^ Vision of, 505 
Adananii8. Str Adaimian 
Adda, wife of Baldwin of Idlh'-, Coniii of 

Flanders, 111 
Adelaide, liinpress, marries Lot.har 11, Kiiif'j 

of Italy, 140, 156, 158, 104; marries Km- 
peror OUo I, 140 nq., 150, 162, 105, 205 
note; Otto II and, 168, 207, 209; Otto III 
and, 171, 210 sq.; Hole regent, 211; 
Bavarian fatnily and, 205; rtd-ire.:? front 
court, 207; ber party, 205, 200; reagent in 
Italy, 209; death of, 141, 143 174 

Adelaide, wife of Louis II tint Btammeror, 
57, 77 note 

Addaide, wife of Loifm V, 01 
Addaido, Al)b(iss of Quedlinburg, 276, 290; 

Abbess of Gandcirr.heim, 287 
Ad(dai(le, daughter of ibmry HI, Abbetss of 

Quedlinburg, 276 
Addaide of Anjou, 104 
Addaideof Turin ,marri<tH Ib'rmanof Swabia, 

265; xnarri(tH Otto of Savoy, 200 
Adelaide, bdre.SH of Ve.rmamloiH, I16wn£e 
Adddtis, Primui of Ikuntve.nto, 46, 50 
Adtddiuus. AVr A blind m 
Ademar of Chabaruu'.M, (dktd, 120 
Adomar, MarquesK of Spobsto, made Princjo 

of Capua, 176 
Adige, rive.r, Henry II (du>ek(Hl at, 224 
Adoptionism, bereny, 516, 523, 532 lup 
Adso, Abbot of Montifirembu*, 536 
AedhFinnliaih (Mac-Niall), King of Indand, 

317 
Acgilwi, motbor of .Tudiib, 13 
Acdfgar, Kitrl of IdaHi Atqdia, 394 h({. ; alHeB 

with tint Wedsh, 306; Karl of Abtrda, 307 
Adfgifu of Northampton, 386, 388 fup 
Adfheah (Alpbege), ArclubiHlnq) of Canter¬ 

bury, innrd<‘r of, 331, 383; 388 
Adfbeab, Bidiop of WinidiesUtr, 373 Hcp 
Adfhero, 378 sq., 382 
Adfric, Aredibishop (dedi of Canterbury, 393 
Adfric, Abbot of KyuBhain, 488, 537 
Adfthryth, 378 and mde, 379 
Aelle, King of Northumbria, 3X9, 350 nq. 
Aeneas of Ibiris, 533 
Aosop, fables of, in Indand, 503 
Aothelbald, King of Wessox, rtwoltn from, bis 

father, 349 sq.; (liRaHtrous nngn, 350 
Acthedbert, King of Wessex, 350 
Aetbdfleda, Xjady of the Mendans; marries 

Aetbdred, 359; wars with Darn's n,nd 
Welsh, 363 aq.; 323; death of, 364; 365; 
878 

Aetholheard, Ardibishop of Canttu-bury, 343 
Aetholhdrn, attadcs Kdward the Eblcir, 360 
Acthdmund, 344 
Aethelnoth, alderman, 855 
Aethelnoth, Archbishop of Canterbury, 887» 

Aethelred I, King of Wessex, 850; and 
Vikings in Mercia, 851; 819; at battle of 
Ashdown, 852 

Aethelred II, King of England; birth of, 878; 
.minority of, 879..sq.';. buys off the Danes, 

,'>HI 32 J; ma'-sarre of St Bric«,dK Day, 
2)S2; 325; {light tn N'ornuincly, 383; return 
r)f, 381; (l(‘aMii fjf, 385; btwji of, 338 

Aefhelr(*d of (ilouee .Pt, Duke of Mercia; 
a.llie;i with Alh'f'd, .'b‘>6 r.fpj.; reeeiveB land 
ccfiod by (Juthnnu, 3/)0; and Aethdwald’s 
ri.'.ing, 361 ; war with Wehdi and Danes, 
362 }U|.; {(hukIh GloucitHter Abbey, 378; 
(ieath of, 36)3 

Aetlndred. King of Northumbria, 341 
Aeihidred Mueid, 2»52 
Aethelstan, rulor of Kai’.t Aiq/ha, 346 
A("th«dHtan, Kiugof W<'n!u>x; inMcu’cia,363; 

wuirn of 366; 323; ndorine of, 366 sqq.; 
77, 83; 1H3 

Aethelntaii Half-KiTig, Duke of Kant Anglia; 
370; 37H 7io(r; Iddgarhi revolt, 372; founds 
Hanuicy Ablu-y, ?.75 

Aethelwabl, atOwde.; Kdward the Kbl(U",300Hq. 
Aethelw<‘a,rd, (died, 355, 529 
AetlndwaMird, of \V(‘!;t 38? 
Aetlndwirg Duke (4 K;ud. Anglia, 375, 379 
A(‘lh(dwold, Ahiuitof Al)ing,d,tin; nuub^Bishop 

td Wimdnv.l er, .'>74 ; mona!iti(5 ndorruB of, 
374 fu(.; trail.-laten nib* (d St Benedict, 375, 
377; (ditain.i (diurch franduseu, 37Gsqq.; 
d(*ath of, 379 

Ai'thelwulf, lion of Kegbert, King of Wcbhox, 
2>52.; Huhditen K(mf,SM5(uj.; iKaionn'M King, 
347r.q.; Idr.I)omi,lion,:M8Hip; vbdtcHomo, 
349 ; death of, 350; 39 

A(dducu:i I.:t(*r, (Uuoitotjritphy of, 500 
Af)‘i<*,a, ‘ Abfl ar*HahmanI in,-n()H(|.; Fath 

mite Caliphate in, 419, 424, 431; ‘Abd-ar- 
Hahman IH and, 421 r.r{.; learning and 
bditru'it in, 4HH nip; art and architecture 
in, 539, 547, 552; trade with, 433 

Ag,a,petms I, Hope, 486 
Agapetuii II, Pope, olintrucjtH Otto I, 159; 

<lie», 161; 194 :up; 202 
Agidtrude, Kmpn'.nc, 65 riq(p, 149, 454 
Ag.ldabid dynanty, tlio, of Kairawan, 149s(p 
Agiuu, bi()j.n*apher of Hathumoda, 529 sip 
Agmdlus, biographer, 534 
Agnes of Boitou, Kmpress; 287,292; early 

life of, 2H3 nq.; marries Henry HI, 275, 
280, 291, 306; Burgundy and, 146 

AgmiB, wife, of (h'olTrey Marhd, 283 
Agnes of Weimar, 290 
Agobard, Archbishop of LyouB, partisan ot 

Lothar, 17, 19, 448; ibqioHud, 20, 450; 
writings of, 520 ; cited, Osip; 12 

Ago0:t, river, the, HI 
Aguilar. See Bolei 
Ahmad Urn Maslama, (lovernorof Bovin0,42O 
AhmadibnMu*awiya,cdjumBtobetheMahdl, 

m 
Aldan, St, shrine of, 354 
Ail be, Irish saint, 501 ; life of, 505 
Aileran the Wise, 507 
Ailir.ioH, architect, 547 
Aiim'i of Monte CaHsino, cited, 
Aimeri of Courron, 119 
Ainsa, 410 
Aire, river, 870 
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‘A’isha, 436 
Aisne, battle of tbe, 208 
Aistulf, King of the Lombards, 464 
Aix-la-Ohap(il!e, burnt by Danes, 69; cap¬ 

tured by Lotbair, 80, 207; assemblies at 
(814) S; 2; (817) 6, Osqq.; (8ai)15Bq.; 
(836)20; (837)21; (860)39; (861)40,42; 
Judith at, 14; 19, 26, 28, 62, 68; Otto I 
crowned at, 187 sq,; 195; Otto II crowned 
at, 201, 204; Otto III crowned at, 209; 
Otto nr. imried at, 214, 216; Henry 11 
acknowledged at, 218; Dukes of Lorraine 
submit at, 267; Henry HI crowned at, 
269, 273, 287; 276, 278; Godfrey of Lor¬ 
raine dci)os(,id at, 286; Godfrey of Lorraine 
restored at, 289; Henry IV crowned at, 
298; Cliarlenuigne’H brazen eagle at, 207 
nwte; his palatine church at, 657,660 sqq., 
607; bis tomb at, 213 sq.; bronzes at, 669; 
Theodoric’fl statue at, 522 

‘Akabat-al-))nkar, battles of, 427 
Alan Fergcnt," Duke of Brittany, 128 
Alanjo, 421 
Albano, Bishop of. Hea lliohard 
Albdann- Hce Halfdanr. 
Alberada, aiujestrtiBs of Agnes of Poitou, 283 

note 2 
Alberic, Marquess of Spoleto, 151 sq., 163sq, 
Alberic, Bisiator of the Konians, rules in 

Kome, 154 sq.; oppoHC'.s Otto 1,169; death 
of, 161; 166, 168, 171, 178, 466 

Albert 1, Count of V(*.nnandoiB, 83 
Albizo, aids Aribert of Milan’s escape, 266 
Albrand, Andibishop of Bnunen, 306 
Alchfrid, sou of Oswy, 665 
Alcuin, 614 sq,, 620; works of, 616; letters 

of, 343, 616; opposes Adoptionism, 623, 
632; and images, 633; 4BB, 614 sqq., 620, 
666 

Alda, wife of Alberic of Eomo, 166 
Aldfrid, King of Northumbria, 493, 510note 
Aldhelm, Bishop of Bherborno, 488,493 sq., 

499, 510sqq., 616, 624 
Aldhun, Bishop of Durham, 660 
Aldric, Bishop of Le Msms, 18 
Alemannia, given to Charles the Bald, 18,16; 

invachid, 16; 21; given to Charles the Pat, 
61; ravagedbyHungarians,69; 134;counts 
of, see Conrad, Henry; see also Swabia 

Aloram, Count, 167 
Aloramids, the, 240, 244, 264 
Alct, 128 
Alexander, St, translation of, 633 
Alexander the Great, letters to Dindimus, 

516; romance of, 62B; letter to Aristotle, 
536 

Alexander III, l>opo, 399 
Alexandria; archit(,ictiiral influence of, 639, 

641 sq., 549, 661, 658, 666; Convent of 
St Menas near, 547; ivory carving of, 648, 
660, 665; painting and decoration of, 
649Kq., 66B8q.; learning at, 486; Bedouins 
at, 416; patriarch of, see Eulogius 

Alfonso I, the Catholic, King of the Asturias, 
410, 420 

Alfonso III, King of Leon, 420 
Alfonso IV, King of Leon, 421 
Alfonso V, King of Leon, 427 sq. 
Alfred, King of Wessex, 348; visits Leo IV, 

349; at battle of Ashdown, 352; accession 
of, 352; wars with Guthrum, 183, 319, 
329, 355 sq.; 358; reforms in Wessex, 
357sq.; “Alfred and Guthrum’s Peace,” 
359, 361; builds Athelney church, 560; 
death of, 360; will of, cited, 345; memorial 
minster to, 361, 373; literary work of, 
535, 537; revival of learning under, 514; 
Asset’s life of, 534; house of, 399; 323; 
338; 404; 488 

Alfred, son of Aethelred, 386; murdered, 
389sq.; 393 

Algarve. See Ocsonoba 
Algeciras, 416 
Algiers, 421 
Alhandega, battle of, 422 sq. 
Ali, 413 
‘Alkama, 410 
Aller, Guthrum baptised at, 356 
Allstedt, Italian envoys at, 246; 249; 278 
Alluyes, rebellion of lord of, 119 
Al-Makkari, cited, 432 __ 
Aimanzor (Mahomet ibn Abi-‘Amir), vizier 

in Spain, 424; invades Leon, 425 sq.; 427; 
428; reorganises the army, 431; death of, 
426; 435 

Almeria, 422, 431 sq. 
Almunecar, 411 
Aloara, wife of Paldolf Ironhead, 170 sq. 
Alost, district of, and Flanders, 122 
Alpais, daughter of Louis I, 3 
Alpert, chronicler, 142 note 
Alphege. Aelfheah 
Alphonse-Jourdain, Count of Toulouse, 130 
Alps, the, 11,20 sq.; Saracens in, 152,155; 

161; Saracens driven from, 168 ; Otto I 
crosses, 194 sq.; 240, 264 sq. 

Alric, Bishop of Asti, 246 
Alsace, given to Charles the Bald, 13 ; 18; 

given to Louis the German, 18; invaded 
by Hungarians, 69, 87; surrendered by 
Bodolph I of Burgundy, 135; invaded by 
Ernest of Swabia, 267; counts of, see 
Gerard 

Altaich, abbey, 236; annals of, 295, 304; 
abbot of, see Godehard 

Alt-Bunzlau, murder of Wenceslas at, 192 
AUitonantis^ land-book, 377 
Altsig of York, 522 
Altus pros Bor thjmn, 502t 506 
Alvaro, 416 sq.; 438 
Alveston, 406 
Amalfi, independence of, 150; 169; duke 

of, see Manso HI 
Amboise, lords of. See Hugh, Sulpioius 
Ambri^res, siege of, 110 
Amhlaeibh. See Olaf the White 
Ami6nois, the, 16 
Amiens, captured by Vikings, 69 sq., 85,88; 

treatyof, 57; MSS. at, 521 
ArmnianusMarcellinus, History of, 608; 620 
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Amounderness, 370 
Ampnnas, county of, 90 
‘Amriis, Governor of Toledo, 414 
Anagni, Bishop of. See Zachary 
Anastasius the Librarian, 525, 528, 531, 534 
Ancona, pillaged by Saracens, 49; march, of, 

462 
Andalusia, 411, 423 
Andernach, 52, 190 
Andover, 381 
Andreasy 537 
Andrew, King of Hungary, 293; mahes peace, 

295, 297, 303 sq.; relations with the Tope, 
296 

Andrew, Duke of Naples, 48 
Andrew, St, Acts of, 496, 533 
Andrew, St, Miracles of, 496 sq. 
Andiijar, 417 
Angelomus of Luxeuil, 532 
Angers, 76; Louis I at, 9; 12; Vikings at, 

33, 87; relations to Anjou, 125 sqq.; 
church at, 562 

Angilbert (Homer), Abbot of St Biquier, 25, 
617, 519, 534 

Anglesey. See Mdn 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, set on foot, 358; 

put into Latin, 529; cited, 365 
Angoul^me, independence of, 97; and Aqui¬ 

taine, 129; bishop of, see Gerard 
Angoumois, the, 31 
Anjou, independence of, 95; growth of, 

107 sqq., 118-20, 125-7; counts of, see 
Bulk, Geoffrey 

Anlaf (? Olaf GutSfrilSson), 323 
Anlaf Guthfrithson. See Olaf Gu^fri'^Sson 
Anna, wife of Louis of Provence, 149 
Annales Cambriae, cited, 341 
Annals of the Four Masters, cited, 513 
Annals of Ulster, cited, 352 
Anno, Archbishop of Cologne, 299 
Anscar, Marquess of Ivrea, 65 sq. 
Anscar, Marquess of Spoleto, 157 
Ansegis, Archbishop of Sens, 51, 63 
Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury, 124; 

525 
Anselm, Archbishop of Milan, 11 
Ansgarde, wife of Louis the Stammerer, 67, 

77 note 
Anskar, 6; Archbishop of Hamburg, 3145 

Bishop of Bremen, iS.; Life of, 534 
Anthemius of Tralles, 545 
Anthony, Eussian pilgrim, 546 
Antioch, Academy at, 486 
Antwerp, March of, 287. See Baldwin, Mar¬ 

quess of 
Antwerp, siege of, 299; sacked by Vikings, 

816, 847 
Anulo (6li), “nepos’* to Herioldus, King of 

Denmark, 313 
Anund Jacob, King of Sweden, 388 
An wind, Viking leader, 363 
Aosta, pass of, 11; pilgrim route to, 136; 156, 

168 note. See Humbert, Count of 
Apennines,the, 161; Berengar II in, 162sq.; 

240 

Apocalypse, of St John, Beatua’s com¬ 
mentary of, 523 

Apocalypses, used by Irish writers, 504sqq.; 
used in Africa, 488; used in Spain, 494 

Apocrypha, used by Irish writers, 504 sqq.; 
used by Hrotsvitha, 532, See also Apoca¬ 
lypses 

Apollonius of Tyre, 538 
Apple lore, 359 
Apuleius, 488 
Apnleius, medical writer, 535 
Apulia, and the theme of Longobardia, 160; 

and the Saracens, 151, 176; and the By- 
Kantine Empire, 152, 155, 166 sq., 169; 
250, 292; duke of, see Melo; see also 
Longobardia 

Aqua Portora, 409 
Aquiieia, Hungarians defeated in, 196; March 

of, added to Bavaria, 196; patriarch of, 
23B, 265, a7id see Popx)0 

Aquitaine, 1; asKigncd to Pepin, 3, 10, 16; 
expedition against, 17; assigned to Charles 
the Bald, ih., 21, 23, 24; 27; revolts in, 
31. sqq.; assigned fco Charles the Young, 34; 
given to Carlnman, 57; 76; Hugh Capet 
and, 83; pillaged by Northmen, 86 sqq., 
316, 320; ind(5pcnd(!!rice of, 91, 97,128--30; 
“ Truce of God ” in, 281, 467; land tenure 
in, 459sq.; kings of, see Charles, Louis, 
Pepin; dnkes of, 468; see Guy-Geoffrey, 
'William 

A‘rabi the Kalbite, Governor of Barcelona, 
413 

Arabic influence on Virgilius Maro Gram¬ 
maticus, 498 note 

Arabic numerals, used by Gerbert, 536 
Arabs, ch. xvi, and Ijouis I, 6; and Eastern 

art, 561; and Western art, 565 ; see also 
Saracens 

Aragon, 410, 417, 428, 488; institutions of, 
430, 441, 460; kings of, see Eamiro, 
Sancho 

Arator, poet, 516 
Aratus, Fhaemmuna of, 497 
Archibald, Archbishop of Tours, 100 
Archidona, 412, 419 
Architecture, oh. xxi 
Architecture, Byzantine, development of, 

fromBoman, 539; tradition of, 543,650 sq.; 
under Justinian, 544 sqq.; Eastern influ¬ 
ences in, 541 sq., 547; influence of, upon 
Bomanesque, 553sqq., 557sq., 560, 562; 
influence of, upon Gothic, 560, 565 

Architecture, Gothic, rise of, in France, 659, 
562; rise of, in Italy and Germany, 660; 
ground plan in, 563; characteristics of, 
663sqq. 

Architecture, Greek, in Alexandria, 541; 
Gothic cusping and, 565 

Architecture, Hispano-Arabic, 436 
Architecture, Norman, 561; in England, 

562sqq., 567 
Architecture, Boman, 551,568; development 

of, into Byjsantine, 639, 550; intoBoman- 
esque, 656 sq., 565 
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Architecture, Bomanesque; in Western 
Europe, 552 sq., 656 sqq.; infiiience on 
Gothic, 566 sq. 

Arculf, pilKrima,{jjo of, 507, 544 
Ardennes, the, 7H, 122; count of, Godfrey 
Arderic, Arclibishop of Milan, 157 
Ardoin, Mar(|vieKK of Jvrea, King of Lom¬ 

bardy, revolts, 175 sq.; King of Lombardy, 
177, 220; his party, 22.1, 240; first war 
witii Henry 11,222,224,2)VJ; attacks Ijoiu- 

bard bisliops, 240, 244 sq.; second war 
with H(}nry II, 242, 244; death of, 245; 
sons of, 24<i 

Ardoin Glabrio, Oount (Marquess) of Turin, 
157sq.; defeats the vSaraetmB, 108 

Arezzo, Bishop of. He.t John 
Argon tea, 42()Hq. 
Argonteuil, 2; Viking defeat at, 9S 
Arians, 4H9 
Aribert, pres!>yhu' of Miljin, 240; Archbishop 

of Milan, 251, 259; luipports Conrad 11, 
264; his ambitions, 265 sq.; deposed by 
Conrad 11,267,277; exeommunicated, 267; 
reconcil(‘d to Henry III, 277; di^ath of, 291 

Aribo, Archbishop of Maycnce, 250sq.; sup¬ 
porter of Conrad 11, 254 sq.; Areb-ohan- 
coUor of Italy n.nd of Germany, 255 

Ari Frdb’i, cited, IH7 
Aristotle, 565 
Aristotle, Grammar of, 515 
Arles, kingdom of, and the Empire, 147; 

counts of, see Kulerad, William; arch¬ 
bishops of, 2H2; m*, Manasse; art and 
architecture in, 556, 557 

Arles-sur-Te.cdi, Vikings at, 620 
Annagli, abbacy of, usurped by Turgois, 

617; 660 
Armengol, Count of XJrgel, 427 
Armenia, architecture in, 547 
Armorica, Ckdtic population of, 128 
Arnold, ArchbiBhop of Itavcnna, 242sq« 
Arnold I, Count of Elancbirs, 92, 189 
Arnold II, Count of Ela,rulers, 96 
Arnold of Lam bach, given the Carinthian 

Mark, 270 note 1 
Arnold, vassal of Thietmar, 296 
Arnstadt, diet of (954), 199 
Amulf, Emperor, Duke of Carinthia, 58sq.; 

proclaimed King of Germany, 62 sqq., 
71 sq.; war with Moravia, 64 sqq.; in- 
vados Italy, crowrmd Emperor, 66, 454; 
Bodolph I of Burgundy, 165; defeats the 
Vikings, 622; dtjath of, 68; 164 

Amulf the Bad, Duke of Bavaria, 69 sq.* 
205 mte; defeated in the Veneto, 156; 
Henry the Fowler and, 180, 184; Otto I 
and, 187; death of, IBB 

Amulf, Archbishop of Milan, 245 sq. 
Amulf, Archbishop of llheims, 99; im¬ 

prisoned, 100; abdicates, 101 sq., 211, 
456; restored, 106 sq. 

Amulf, Bishop of Orleans, lOl, 455 
Amulf, Count in Lorraine, 64 
Amulf, son of Arnulf the Bad, Oount pala- 
'■ tine in Bavaria, 188 

Aroche, mines at, 432 
Arrabal del Sur, 415 
Arras, burnt by Northmen, 88; added to 

Flanders, 92; recaptured, ib. 
Arsenal Library, Paris, MS. in, 526 
Arsenins, Bishop of Orta, 42 
Art, oh. XXI; in the Eastern Empire, 538 sqq.; 

in the West, 551 sqq.; in Muslim Spain, 
436 sq. See Architecture, Mosaic, Illumi¬ 
nated MSS. 

Artaud (Artald), Archbishop of Bheims, 
76 sqq.; 194 

Artois, seized by Baldwin II, 92 
Arzilla, Viking raid on, 317 
Ashdown, Battle of, 352 
Asbington, 385 
Asia Minor, architecture in, 539,541,545 sqq. 
Aakol’d (Hoskuldr), in Kiev, 327 
Asselin (Adalbero), Bishop of Laon, lOOsqq., 

102,104 sq, 
Asser, Bishop of Sherborne, 358; 361; 

chronicler, cited, 349; biographer of 
Alfred, cited, 352, 534 

Assize of the Forest, 471 
Asti, city of, 165; bishop of, see Alric 
Astorga, siege of, 425 
“ Astronomus,” life of Louis the Pious by, 

534 
Asturias, Visigoths in, 409sq.; 431; 438; 

kings of, see Alfonso, Pelayo 
Asturica, Bishop of. See Polemius 
Atenoif I, Count of Capua, Prince of Bene- 

vento, 150 
Athelney, 355; Abbey of, 368; abbot of, 

see John; Alfred’s church at, 660 
Atino, added to Spoleto, 48 
Attigny, Louis I at, 12; 24, 34 ; Louis the 

German at, 36, 61; Charles the Bald at, 
42, 44; Otto at, 78, 80; Otto H at, 208 

Atuyer, added to Burgundy, 93 
Aubrey, lord of Montr4sor, 119 
Audax, grammarian, 493 
Audoen, St, 490 
AuUgisl (Auisle), brother of Olaf the White, 

317 sq. 
An^r (Ota), 317, 331 
Au^r, the Deep-Minded, 325, 331 
Augsburg, Louis the German at, 17; Hun¬ 

garians near, 69; 199 ; diet at (952), 159, 
195; bishops of, see Bruno, Henry, 
Hlric; Henry II at, 216, 224; Conrad the 
Younger at, 256, 257; Conrad H names 
Henry III his heir at, 269; Henry HI at, 
287, 290; annals of, cited, 278 

Augustine, author of De mirabilibus Scrip- 
turae, 507 

Augustine, St, of Canterbury, mission to the 
English, 488 ; _ ^ , , 

Augustine, St, of Hippo, the City of God<, 
445, 488; CatagoriaeoU 516 

Auisle. AufSgisl 
Aulus Gellius. to Gellius, Aulus 
Aurelian, Archbishop of Lyons, 57 
Aurora, Sultana, 424 sqq. 
Ausonia, county of, 90 
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Austrasia, 23, 27 
Austria. See Bast Mark 
Autun, given to Pepin, 10; 97; counts of, 

see Gilbert, Moduin, Tlieodoric; diocese 
of, 124; Boso of Provence and, 137; 
learning in, 502; cathedral of, 557 

Auvergne, pillaged by Northmen, 87; Louis V 
at, 91; 97; count of, ue Bernard 

Auxerre, besieged, 106; 97; count of, see 
Conrad 

Auxerrois, the, 24 
Avallon, given to Pepin, 10; Burgundy and, 

94,97; captured by Robert the Pious, 106; 
count of, see Gilbert 

Aversa, given to Ranulf, 268; made a tenure 
in chief, 292 

Avienus, 524 
Avignon, Bishop of, 282 
Avitus, Alcimus, 495, 516, 537 
Avon (Bristol), river, 362 
Avon (Worcs.), river, 354 
Avranches, ceded to Normans, 94, 322 
Axbridge, 357 
Azelin of Hildesheim, 295 
Azo, scriniarius^ envoy to Germany, 161,164 
Az-Zahra, 423, 432 
Azzo, an Other tine Marquess, marries heiress 

of the Welfs, 265 

Babenberg, House of, 68, 70, 205, 222 sq., 
294, 301, 307. See Bamberg 

Badajoz, 417 
Badbury Rings, 361 
Badr, /idyiZ), 421 
Badr, slave of *Abd-ar-Rahm§,n I, 410 sq. 
Bagdad, caliphate of, 430; university at, 433; 

coins from, in Sweden, 333 
Bagseag, Viking leader, «352 
Bakewell, 365 
Baldred, under-king of Kent, 845 
Baldric, missus, 6 
Baldwin I Iron-arm, Count of Flanders, and 

Judith, 39, 41; 92 
Baldwin U the Bald, Count of Flanders, 

submits to Odo, 72; 92 
Baldwin HI, son of Arnold I of Flanders, 92 
Baldwin IV, Count of Flanders, takes Valen¬ 

ciennes, 106, 227 sq.; takes Ghent, 228; 
loses Ghent, 250 

Baldwin V, of Lille, Count of Flanders, 111; 
287; guardian of Philip 1,110,122; joins 
Godfrey of Lorraine, 292 sqq.; submits to 
Henry III, 295; 297; again revolts, 298; 
299; ally of Earl Godwin, 394, 398 

Baldwin VI, son of Baldwin V of Flanders, 
granted March of Antwerp, 287, 292; 
marries Richeldis of Hainault, 295; re¬ 
volts, 298 

Baldwin IX, of Constantinople, Count of 
Flanders, 471 

Baldwin Bauce, and the Flemish March, 93 
Balearic Islands, ravaged by Vikings, 320 
Balj, Emir, 409 
Ballon, battle at (845), 31 
Bamberg (Babenberg), see of, established, 

229, 237 sq., 241, 250; bishops of, see 
Adalbero, Clement II, Everard, Hartwicb; 
Benedict VIII visits, 250; Henry II buried 
at, 252; diet of. 269 ; MSS. at, 521, 634; 
163, 299; see also Babenberg 

Bamborough, high-reeves of, 351, 387; see 
Ealdred, Oswulf, Waltheof; House of, 
396, 398 

Bangor (Ireland), monastic school of, 501, 
509; abbot of, see Mosuin Mac Armin; 
Antiphonary of, 502 sq. 

Bangor (Wales), 342 
Barbarian invasions, flight of scholars to 

Ireland before, 601 sq. 
Bar barns Scaligeri, chronicle, 497 
Barcelona, 413; Saracens at, 8,13; Bernard 

in, 14; Almanzor in, 425, 428; privilege 
of, 441; counts of, and Gothia, 89 sq., 130. 
See Berengar-Rayrnond, Borrel, Raymond, 
Baymond-Berengar, Sunifred, Wifred 

Bardas, 450 
Bardney, monastex'y of, 351 
Bardo, Archbishop of Mayence, 276 
Bar dr (Baraidh), kills Halfdanr, 318 
Baret, Viking leader, 86 
Bari, Saracens at, 49; capital of Longobardia, 

150; attacked by Otto 1,167; rebellion in 
(982), 169; besieged by Safi (1002), 177 sq. 

Bar-le-Duc, battle of, 123, 145, 267 
Barnstaple, 857 
Bar-sur-Aube, added to Langres, 96; 111 
Bar-sur-Seine, added to Langres, 96 
Bartholomew, Bishop of Narbonne, deposed, 

20, 450 
Bartholomew, lord of PIle-Bouohard, 119 sq. 
Bartholomeio, St, Acts of, 533 
Baruch, Apocalypse of, 494 
Baruch, Best of the Words of, 505 
Basil, catapan, 250 sq. 
Basil I, Eastern Emperor, 49,150 
Basing, battle at, 852 
Basingwerk, death of Ooenwulf at, 343 
Basie, added to Burgundy, 69; seized by 

Henry 11, 141, 227; 143sq.; seized by 
Conrad 11,256; 259; diocese of, 45; bishop 
of, see Udalrioh 

Basques, revolt of, 8; independence of, 410; 
defeat Charles the Great, 413; under 
Navarre, 428; language of, 501 

Bassigny, 27; 96 
Bath, 357; 404; 553; Edmund’s foundation 

at, S7B sq.; Svein at, 383 
Bautzen, taken by Boleslav, 222; recovered 

by Henry H, 225; peace with Poland at, 
247 sq.; 260 sq.; besieged by Conrad II, 
260 

Bavaria, assigned to Lothar, 3; to Louis the 
German, 10, 18, 21; 23; 27; 34; to 
Oarloman, 51; invaded by Hungarians, 
69 sq,, 198; given to Otto of Swabia, 206; 
revolts in, against Otto I, 188, 197 sp., 
205; against Otto II, 204 sq.; against 
Otto III, 204; relations to Germany* 
179 sqq., 207; and Swabia, 204; Church 
of, 206, 236; Law of, 284. See also 
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Nordgaii; dulws of, Amuli, Bcrthold, 
Henry, Kuno, Otto; kin^ja of, «« Carlo- 
man, Lothar, Loiub 

Bawit, cxoavatiouB at, 547 
Bayeux, district of, coded to Northmen, 87, 

94 aq., 322; viHcount of, 109 
Beadricoaworfeh, 351 
BiHirn, constitution of, 472 
Beatrice, wife of Fred(‘rie.k Barbarossa, 147 
Beatrice, Abbess of Que(11inbur{>:,274,27(), 290 
Beatrice, marricH Boniface of 'ruscany, 266; 

marries rujxb Godfrey of Lorraine, 296, 
29B; captive in Germany, 299 

Beatns, opponent of Adopf.ioniKin, 523 
Beaugency, Council of (1104), 113 
Beaiiinanoir, CotUtimes dc Beaxhvauk^ of, 

460, 464 
Beaune, district of, subject to Burgundy, 98, 

Beaupr/sau, family of, in Anjou, 118 
Beauvais, Hynod of, 445; bishops of, me 

Odo, Bteplnm 
JBcd'UXHiiidH^ OoutuMeB de. See BcMuimanoir 
Bede, the V<‘n(‘rable, 510 sqq.; .Ikdeatmtical 

History of, 35H, 490, 511, 553, 559; Life 
of Ht ‘Cutiiberi by, 534; mathematical 
works of, 535; works use.d by, 492, 497, 
499; 4HH; 515; 532; 537 

Bedford, :i50,359; captured by Wessex, 868; 
burnt by Dam^.s, 3H2 

Bedfordshire, }mndr<Hl8 of, 867; Scandina¬ 
vian influence in, 887 

Bedouins, 415 
Bego, Count of Baris, 8 
Beja, 418 
B6jar, 432 
Belecke, captured by Hward, 188 
Belgiuui, part of, c(»dcd to Louis the German, 

10; ceded to Charles, 21 
Belkesheim, battle at, 209 
Bellemo, lord of, 120 
Belley, diocese of, 89 
Bembozar, river, 413 
Benedict, St, of Aniane (Witiza), monastic 

reformer, 1, 8 sq., 375 
Benedict, St, of Nursia; Orderof,441,456sq., 

487; Buie of, 4; 375, 877 
Benedict HI, Pope, 29 
Benedict lY, Pope, 138; 149; 151 
Benedict Y, the Grammarian, Pope, 101, 

164, 166 
Benedict YI, Pope, 168 
Benedict YII, 'Pope, 168 ^ 
BenedictVm(Theophylaot),Pope,241; 273; 

484; character, 243,250; visits Germany, 
250; at Synod of Pavia, 251; death, 252 

Benedict IX (Theophylaot), Pope, and Con¬ 
rad II, 267; 201; and the “ Truce ol God," 
282; sells the Papacy, 464 

Benedict Bisoop, Abbot of Wearmouth, 488, 
510 sq., 514, 558, 659 

Beneventan script, 517 
Benevento; Salerno separated from, ^5 

Saracens in, 44,49; joined to Capua, 160, 
169; separated, 169; Otto III and, 176, 

178; Byzantines in, 250 sq.; Oonradlland, 
266; Henry III and, 292; see of, 167; 
princes of, see Adelchis, Atenolf, Grimoald, 
Landolf, Paldolf, Eadelchis, Sicard, Sioo, 
Siconolf 

Benfleet, 859 
Beni-Abi-‘Aniir, house of, 424, 427, 429 
Beni-Angelino, the, in Seville, 418 
Beni-Hajjaj, the, in Seville, 418sq. 
Beni-Kasi, the lords of Saragossa, 417, 419 
Beni-Khaldun, the, in Seville, 418 
Benno, Bishop of Osnabriick, 295 
Beorhtrio, King of Wessex, and the Yikings, 

811, 840; death of, 344 
Beorhtwulf, King of Mercia, 348; defeated 

by Yikings, 349 
Beorn, Earl, 392; murdered, i&., 394 
Beornwulf, King of Mercia, 343sqq.; defeated 

by Ecgbert, 845 ; slain, 346 
Beowulf, 809, 637 
Berach, St, Life of, 505 
Berbers, in Africa, 424 sq. 
Berbers, in Spain, 428 sq., 485sq., 442 ; 438; 

defeated by Syrians, 409; revolt at Sara¬ 
gossa, 411; revolts under Sbakya, and 
A‘rabi, 413; under Emir Hakam, 415; 
raid Seville, 418; Ibn Hafsun and, 419; 
desert the Mabdi, 420; submit to ‘ Abd-ar- 
Eabman III, 421; rise against Mahomet H, 
427 

Berengar I, Emperor, King of Italy, Marquess 
of Eriuli, 47,53,62; claims Italy, 63sqq.; 
defeated, 65; makes treaty with Lambert, 
66; King of Italy, 67 sq., 138 sq.; crowned 
Emperor, 152; death of, 136, 153; policy 
of, 148 sq., 162 sq.; 167; Gesta Berm^ 
garii, 681 

Berengar II, King of Italy, Marquess of Ivrea, 
155; rebels against Hugh, 157,194; rule 
of, in Italy, 158, 194; submits to Otto I, 
159, 195; attacked by Liudolf, 160, 201; 
attacked by Otto I, 161; besieged, 162; 
exile and death of, 163 

Berengar, Count of Toulouse, 17 
Berengar-Baymond I, Count of Barcelona, 

Berezan, Bunic inscription at, 328 
Berga, county of, 90 tt tt 
Bergamo, captured by Arnulf, 66; Henry U 

at, 224; bishop of, 240; see Hagano; see 
of, 165 

Berkeley, 344; 893 
Berkshire, 382, 405 f. kAn 
Berlin, MS. at, 528; art treasures at, 647 
Bennudo 11, King of Leon, ^25 sq. 
Bermudo III, King of Leon, 428 
Bern. See Bjorn, King of Sweden 
Bernard, King of Italy, 3 sq., 9; revolt of, 

11 sq.; 19, 77 ._ 
Bernard, Archbishop of Yienne, 20, 450 
Bernard Bishop of Oldenburg (on Baltic), 

249 
Bernard I Billung, 

Banes, 208 sq. ; 
death of, 239 

Duke of Saxony; and the 
and Henry II, 217 fiq* | 

42 
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Bernard 11 Billang, Duke of Saxony, 239; 
revolts, 249; Conrad II and, 255; Adalbert 
of Bremen and, 290, 293, 305 

Bernard, Marquess of GotMa, 53, 66 
Bernard, Count, 184 
Bernard, Count of Auvergne, 63 
Bernard, Count of Septimania, 8, ISsqq., 

16 sq.; executed, 31 , , -r. 
Bernard, illegitimate son of Charles the Jrat, 

60 
Bernay, Abbey of, 561 
Berne, MSS. at, 526 sq. 
Bernicia, feud with Deira, 341; invaded by 

Scots, 350; spared by Vikings,^351; Half- 
dene’s invasion of, 353 sq.; 368 

Bernier, grandson of Charles Martel, 2 
Berno. See Bj5rn Jarnsl^a 
Bern ward, Bishop of Hildesheim, 233; 559; 

withstands the Vikings, 212; dispute with 
see of Mayence, 235, 251 

Berry, 83; pillaged by Northmen, 86; in¬ 
vaded by Hungarians, 88; 129 

Bertaud, elected to see of BesanQon, 141 
Bertba, betrothed to Henry IV, 299 
Bertha, widow of Rodolph 11, marries Hugh 

of Arles, 140, 156; 180 note 
Bertha, wife of Odo I of Blois, and of Robert 

the Pious, 103 sq., 116 note, liZnote, 256 
Bertha, wife of Adalbert 11 of Tuscany, 149, 

152 sqq. 
Bertba, wife of Gerard of Roussillon, 46 
Bertba, daughter of Charles the Great, 2,534 
Berthold, 69; executed (917), 70 
Berthold of Bahenberg (Bamberg), 205; given 

Margravate of Nordgau, 206 
Berthold, Duke of Carinthia, 205 a7id note, 

206; becomes Duke of Bavaria, 188; death 
of, 191 

Bertrada of Montfort, wife of Philip 1,113 sq,, 
116, 132 

Bertrand of Arles, Marquess of Provence, 180 
Bertrand, Count of Toulouse, 130 
Bertulf, Archbishop of Treves, 69 
Besalu, county of, 90 
Besangon, Boso of Provence and, 137; 

Henry III married at, 283; see and diocese 
of, 45, 63, 93 sq., 135; 147; disputed 
election to, 141; archbishops of, 67; 282; 
295. Bertaud, Hector, Walter 

Besse, Island of, 33 
Bethlehem, Church of the Nativity at, 548 
Beverley, monastery of, 379 
Bewcastle, cross at, 554 sq. 
Bezprim. See Otto Bezprim 
Bible, study of the, 486, 517, 525, 527, 532; 

textual revisions of, by Alcuin, 516, 619; 
by Theodulf, 619; Glossa Ordinaria to, 
622, 532; Cotton MS. of, 649 sq. 

Bigorre, 497 
Billingsley, 396 
Billung, house of, 216; see also Bernard, 

Herman, Wichmanu 
Biica. jSeeBjorko 
Birrenswark, 323, 366 
Blrthen, battle at (939) , 189 

Biscop. See Benedict Biscop 
Bjorko (Bjjf^rk)?^), (Birca), Anskar at, 314; 

trading centre, 332 
Bjorn, King of Sweden, 314 
Bjorn JarnsitSa (Berno Ironside), Viking 

chief. 35, 320 
Black Forest, Ernest HI of Swabia killed in, 

270 
Black Sea, 327; 422 
Blaison, house of, 118 
Blandinium, Abbey of, 371, 375 
Blickling Hall, Norfolk, MS. at, 506 note, 637 
Blois, ravaged by Vikings, 33; seized by 

Theobald the Trickster, 95; united to 
Champagne, 123; counts of, see Odo, 
Theobald, William 

Bobastro, 420 
Bobbio, Abbey of, Gerbert at, 173, 175, 210; 

Otbertines at, 250; Greek learning at, 503; 
library and MSS. of, 486 note, 521, 536; 
abbot of, see Sylvester II, Pope 

Bobra (Bober), river, Henry 11 at, 227 
Bodleian Library, MS. in, 509 
Bockelheim, castle of, 286 
Boece, St, Life of, 505 
Boethius, De Consolatione Philosopliiae, 358, 

485; 525; 536 sq. 
Bohemia, and Louis the German, 10; subject 

to Henry 1,184; under Otto I, 192-202; 
Henry the Wrangler in, 206, 210 sq.; war 
with the Poles, 211; revolution in, 218; 
severed from Germany, 220, 222 sq., 224; 
church in, 206, 222; and see dukes of, 
Boleslav, Bfatislav, Jaromir, Spitignev, 
Udalrich, Vladivoi, Wenoeslas 

Bohuslan, market at, 332 
Bojannes, catapan, 268 
Boleslav, Duke of Bohemia, submits to Otto I, 

192; at war with the Wends, 200 
Boleslav the Younger, Duke of Bohemia, 

202; aids Bavarian revolt, 205 sq ; 
Henry the Wrangler and, 210; war with 
the Poles, 211 

Boleslav the Red, Duke of Bohemia, 222 sq. 
Boleslav (Boloslaw) Chrobry (the Mighty), 

Duke of Poland,son of Mesoo, 211,216sq., 
261,304; revolts from the Empire, 222 sq.; 
seizes Bohemia, 223; attacks Bavaria, 
223; loses Bohemia, 226,227; plots with 
Henry’s enemies, 226, 238; makes peace 
with Henry, 227; regains his conquests, 
228, 239; does homage, 239; intrigues 
with Papacy, 241; wars with Henry H 
renewed, 247; peace made at Bautzen, 
247, 260; spreads Christianity, 804 

feolingbroke, revolt of, 466 
Bologna, Louis (the Blind) at, 138 
Bomarzo, bishop of. See Marinus 
Boniface, St, 511 sqq.; 616; 621; 634 
Boniface VI, Pope, 66 
Boniface VII (Franco), Pope, misdeeds of, 

101,168; death of, 171 
Boniface, Marquess of Tuscany, 48; invades 

Africa, 8 
Boniface, Marquess of Tuscany, 243 
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Boniface, of Canossa, Marquess of Tuscany 
etc., 144, 240, 246; in Burgundy, 144, 
259; marriage of, 265, 298 

Boniface, Marquess of Tuscany, 299 
Bonn, burnt by Danes, 69; Henry I and 

Charles the Simple at, 74, 181 
Bonneuil, assembly at, 446 
Bordeaux, culture of, 502; dukes of Aqui¬ 

taine and, 129; Vikings at, S16 
Borrel, Count of Barcelona, 99, 424 
Bora. See Brian Borumha 
Bosham, 398 
Boso, King of Provence, 45 sq.; 61; marries 

Ermengarde, 63; Louis the Stammerer 
and, 55 sq.; takes royal style, 57 sq., 
137; death of, 62, 137 

Boso, Abbot of St Benoit-sur-Loire, 14 
Boso, Count in Provence, Marquess of Tus¬ 

cany, 157 
Boston, Mass., art treasures at, 547 
Botfeld, in the Harz, 186, 276 
Bouchard the Venerable, Count of VendSme, 

105 
Bouin, pirates at, 7 
Boulenois, the, added to see of Langres, 

96 
Boulogne, 359; counts of, 460. Eustace 
Bourbonnais, the, independent of Aquitaine, 

129 
Bourges, acquired by Philip I, 111; arch¬ 

bishop of, 86; see Odo-Harpin; cathedral 
of, 557 

Boussu, destroyed by Otto 11, 207 
Bozna, Slupan of the Croats, 7 
Bracara, archbishop of. See Martin 
Brachmani, king of. See Dmdimus 
Bracton, English jurist, cited, 461 sq. 
Braga. See Bracara 
Brandenburg, besieged and captured by 

Henry I, 184; bishopric founded in, 192; 
church burnt, 208; Lyutitzi at, 211 sq. 

Braslav, Slovene Duke, 64 
Bratislav, Duke of Bohemia, 299; recovers 

Moravia from the Poles, 260, 299 sq.; de¬ 
feats the Hungarian s, 261; marries Judith, 
299 sq.; succeeds to Bohemia, 262, 300; 
invades Poland, 276, 300; war with 
Henry III, 276, 301; 277, 301; second 
war, 278, 301; does homage, 278,301 sq,; 
285; 290; restores Silesia, 297 sq., 302; 
death of, 298, 302 

Braulio of Saragossa, 489sq.; works of, 492 
Brecknock, tribal unit, 341 sq., 360; invaded 

by Aethelfleda, 863 
Bregandus Lugenicus, 501 
Breisach, besieged by Otto 1,190 
Bremen, fortification of, 305; diocese of, 192, 

289 ; archbishop of, 217; fee Adalbert, 
Albrand, Anskar, Lievizo, Hnwan; juris¬ 
diction of see of, 296 sq. 

Brendan, St, Life of, 505, 509 
Brenner Pass, the, Berengar II crosses, 167; 

Otto I crosses, 159,161; Otto III crosses, 
172; Conrad II crosses, 264,266; Henry HI 
orosses, 290 

Brenta, river, Hungarian victory on, 148; 
Ardoin’s victory on, 222; Henry II on, 224 

Brentford, 385 
Brescia, death of Louis H at, 46; county of, 

221; Henry H at, 224; counts of, fee 
Boniface, Suppo, Tedald 

Breslau, restored to Poland, 302 
Bresle, river, 73; Norman boundary, 322 
Br^tencourt, Louis VI at, 114 
Breteuil, lord of, 120 
Bretwalda, title applied to Ecgbert, 346 
Br^val, siege of (1094), 121 
Brian Borumha (Boru), King of Ireland, and 

the Vikings, 324 
Bridgenorth, Vikings in, 359 
Bridport, 357 
Brienne, Charles the Bald and Louis the 

German at, 36; lord of, see Guy 
Brihtnoth, Duke of Essex, 379; slain, 324, 

381 
Brihtrio, 382 
Briollay, family of, in Anjou, 118 
Brionne, besieged (1090), 121 
Brissarthe, fight at (866), 41 
Bristol, 394 
Britain, literary connexion with Spain, 

494; learning in, before Theodore, 508sqq.; 
literary connexion with Brittany, 509; 
Eoman provincial art in, 552; Northum¬ 
brian art in, 553 sqq. 

British Museum, art treasures in, 547 sqq., 
552,566 

Brittany; 398; 471; revolts against Louis I, 
8 sq., 14, 19, 27; wins independence, 
30 sqq., 35, 40, 91, 128; Vikings in, 86, 
316, 320, 322sq.; 363; literary connexion 
with Britain, 509; Greek learning in, 
528 sq.; kings, dukes, of, see Alan, Conan, 
BrispoS, Hoel, Morvan, Nomenoe, Solo¬ 
mon, Wihomarch; counts of March of, 
see Guy, Lambert, Louis, Bobert 

Brixen, bishop of. See Poppo 
Brogne, abbey of, 373, 457 
Broyes, lord of. ^SeeHugh 
Bruchsal, Herman of Swabia submits at, 218 
Bruges, and the Flemish March, 92; 389, 394 
Brunanburh, battle of, 323, 366 
Bruno, Archbishop of Cologne, appointed 

archchancellor of Italy, 196 ; receives 
Lorraine, 199; policy of, 200sq.; death of, 
203 

Bruno, Bishop of Augsburg, 224,257; revolts 
against Henry n, 223; 273; attacked by 
Welf, 257 sq.; guardian of Henry HI, 273; 
death of, 273 

Bruno, Bishop of Langres, 141 
Bruno, Bishop of Toul. See Leo IX, Pope 
Bruno, Bishop of Wurzburg, 288 
Bruno, Duke of Saxony, killed on Liineburg 

Heath (880), 321; 70 
Bruno of Brunswick, husband of Empress 

Gisela, 254 
Bruno, of Garinthia. See Gregory V, Pope 
Brunswick, dukes of, 240; Basilican church 

of , 667 

a9—2 
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Brycheiaiog. Brecknock 
Bucco [of Schweinfurt], 223 
Baokingkam, fortified, 363 , . 
BacMngliamsMre, Danes la, 857; hundreds 

of, 367; 397 
Bulche, mines at, 432 
Bulgaria, and Louis I, 6 aq. 
Burchard, Archbishop of Lyons, 279 
Burchard, Bishop of Worms, canonist, 253 
Burchard, Duke of Swabia, 69 sq.; 156; at 

Winterthur, 136, 180 ... 
Burchard, Duke of Swabia, 205 note] defeats 

King Adalbert (965), 166; leads anti-ducal 
party, 198; receives dukedom, 199; death 
of, 204 

Burgate, 406 
Burgos, 410, 421, 423, 440 
Burgundia Minor, Duchy of, 146-7 
Burgundy, ancient province, pirrt of, given 

to Charles the Bald, 13, 16, 21, 23sq. 
Burgundy, French Diudiy of, 36, 65; allotted 

to Carloman, 57; duchy under Diehard 
leJusticier, 68, 93; Northmen in, 61 sq., 
86 sqq., 321 sq.; 75; 77; Ilugh the (Imat 
its suzerain, 83; formation of dncliy, 
93sq.; dcolineof duchy, 96sq.; conquered 
by Bobert the Pious, 105sq.; giv(m to 
Duke Eobert I, 107 sq.; Hi, 115, 116, 
167; in the XI century, 123 sqq.; n,r(dn- 
fcecture in, 563; dukes of, see Gilbert, 
Henry, Hugh, Odo Borel, Otto, Baoul, 
Bichard, Bobert 

Burgundy, Kingdom of Inrane, Chap. vi. a; 
founded, 63, 134sq.; 66; annexation of 
Basle, 69; annexation of Aa,rgau etc., 136, 
180 and note; cession to, by Hugh of Tl.a.]y, 
189,166; union with Provence, 139,158; 
163, 156; loss of Aosta, 156; kings of, 
see Bodolph; zee also Jurano Burgundy, 
Duchy of 

Burgundy, Kingdom of, after union with 
Provence, Chap. vi. o; 78; 123; Bimul 
acknowledged in, 76; recovery of Aosta, 
168; Hungarians in, 19H; 207; loss of 
Basle, 141,227; intervention of Henry XI, 
141 sq., 227, 247sq.; annexcal to the Em¬ 
pire by Conrad II, 142-5, 256, 258 sq,, 
271, 273 sq.; Ernest of Swabia in, 257; 
rule of Henry HI, 145 sq., 274 sq., 279, 
282 sq., 286-7, 306 sq.; Komance party 
in, 285 sqq.; rectorate of, 146 sq.; as King¬ 
dom of Arles, 147; kings of, see Conrad, 
Frederick, Henry, Bodolph; rectors of, 
see Budolf, William of Baux, William of 
Montferrat 

“Burgundy,” County of (Franche-Comtd), 
formation of, 93 sq., 141 sq.; 146; 147; 
247; 287 noU\ counts of, see Frederick, 
Otto-William, Baynald; see also Franohe- 
Comt4 

Burhred, King of Mercia, 848; buys off the 
Yikings, 851; driven from Mercia, 853 

Bxirstadt, assembly at, 210 
Bury St Edmunds, 851; monastery of, 379, 

388,408 

Buxhall, 406 
Byrhtferth, of Bamsey, 538 
Byzantine Empire. See Empire, Eastern 

Cador Idris, 342 
Cadiz, Vikings at, 316, 416 
Cadoc, St, rm 
Ca,dolah, Marquess of Friuli, 7 
CadwaJadcir of Gwynedd, 342 
Cadwallon, house of, 350 
Oacciliim Balhus, 527 
CiUMlmon, pfxit, 554, 556 
Coma ('ypriani, 531 
Osujsar, MSS. of, 521 sq., 536 
Cae,sarins of Arles, 490 
Cairo, 424 
(kiithness, Viking settlements in, 325, 336 
Cailill Find (K(d.ill the White), leader of the 

(lall-Gaiedhil, 317 
Calabria,, Ukutic of, 150; and Saracen raids, 

151,176,17H; aaui the Byzantine Empire, 
152, 166,168; 422 

Calata,iia.zor, battle of, 426 
Callirifgtnn, 344 
CalocyniH Deiphinas, catapan, 176 
Ca.lo])rini, the, of Venice, 170 
Ca.l])urnius, 522 
Cama,rgue, Vikings at, 320 
Cambrai, !U‘e,()f, 45; at,i,a,cke-(l ])yHimgarians, 

88; seized by .lohii of Arras, 298; see of, 
45; bishops of, see Gtnard, Halitgar, 
Liulrix'.rt 

Oa.'mbridgci, Vikings at, 353, 355; Imrh of, 
356; Huhmite to Edward the Elder, 364; 
burnt by na,n(w, 382; King’s College, 
403 note; ivori<'.H a,t, 548 

Cambridgeshinq hundreds of, 367; Scandi¬ 
navia,n infliKUUU!! in, 334, 337 

Camerino, count of. See Guy 
Campa.gna, the Boman, revolt in, 4; Sara¬ 

cens in, 149 
Canqauna, PicingU in, 151; Hungiuians in, 

153 sqq; see T<uTa di Lavoro 
Campo Ma,lo, batth^ of, 265 
Ca,nde, and Anjou, 120 
Catidiano, Do,go of Venice, see Pietro 
Candulus, life of Eigil by, 534 
Cariossa, Hugh of Clnny at, 295 
CanoHsa, house of, 240; tuanpu'sHses of, see 

Adalbert-Atto, Bouiface, 
Cantabria, raidetl by Alfonso I, 410; duke 

of, Alfonso I 
Oatitorbury, burnt by Vikings, 349; monks 

of, 350, 379; sn-clced by Danes, 388; 
Abbot of St Augustine’s, 3B3; library at, 
511; cathedra,! at, 561 sq., 564, 567; 
St Augastine’s Abbey at, 563; see of, 
388; archbishops of, 407; see Aelfheah, 
Aelfrio, Aetludhoard, Aothelnoth, Anselm, 
Augustine, (kiolnoth, Dunstan, Badsige, 
Oda, Piogmund, Bigeric, Theodore, Wul- 
fred 

Cantich, battle of, 427 
Cantref, Welsh fiscal unit, 842, 345 
Capitularies, Frankish, 441 
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Capua, iudfipondont, ^8; united to Bcne- 
vento, ir.(), 152; yasKiU to 0 to 1,166 sq., 
separated from Boncvento. 169Otto III 

and 176; Hoparatod from ftalemo, 169, 
telcen 1)Y ncnrv 11, 251; rounited to ba- 
e?nm 268; (ionrad II and, 265, 268; 
SrV in and. 292; see of, 167; princes 
StYdomar, AtonoU, Guaimar. Laidulf, 
Landolf, Paldolf 

Cardigan, tribal unit, 841 
Cardona, cbarter of, 441 17R 
Caresana,^granted to canons of Vercelli, 175 

Carintbi'a,'?; asaigncd to lionis the Gorman, 
io duchy of, 58; ravage.l by Hunganans, 
69 ’ 298, 804; separated from liavana, 
206; reunited, 20!); again scpnrated. 212; 
dukos of, srr Adalbero, AniuU, lierthold, 
Conrad, flenry, Otto, Wolf 

Carintluan Mark (Ktyria), separated from 
the Duchy, 270 note 1; margravos of, tee 
Adalbero/Arnold ^ 

Carlislo, Norvve.giaus in, 368; Boman re- 

CaXuamKiS:. a»n of Bouis tho German, 
60; receives Bavaria and hast Mark, ol, 
rttackKl.ombardy,53; retreats,55; death 

Carlonlan.Kingot Franco,56j^S21; crowned, 

67; death of, 58; 59 sq.; 77 no « 
Carlornan, non of ()lia.rleH the Bald, 
Carlsrulio, MHB. from Boiohenau at, 606 sq., 

521 
Camona, 418 
Carniola, 7 ^ , rifr 
CaroUngian inmusctile, 
Carthage, 8; baptistery at, 547 
CaHirnir, Duke of 

Henry HI and, 280; 290; 295; 301 
given Silesia, 297 sq., 302; regamsPoland, 
B02; Btrifc witli Bohemia, 302 

Caspian Sea, and tho Bus, 327 
Cassian, 493 
Cassiodorus, 486 sqq., 510, 628, 630 
Castile, opposed to Beon, 422, ^ 

Lnoho 428; by Almanzor, 426 sq., 
SuoM Lei, 428; Arab induce m. 
438; society in. 441; kings counts 
of. tee Ferdinand, Feman, Garcia, Sancho 

ass?’ 
towns in, 441; 604 

Cathvulf, letter to Charlemagne from, 6U4 
Catullus, 523 
Oaux, district of, 109 - 
Oeadrag, Prince of the Obotrites, 7 
Centullus, Duke of the Gasoons, 8 
Ceolfrid, 610 note, 664, 686 , 
Ceolnoth, Archbishop of 
Ceolwulf I, King of Merem, 843 sq. . 
Oeolwulf n. King of Mercia, 853^0-,,356 
Oerdana (Oerdagne), 90; count of, 418 
Ceredigion. 8m Cardigan 

Cervia, bishop of. See John 
Ceuta, 409, 421, 425 sqq. 
Ohdlons-sur-Marne, 24,36,50; bishop of, 97 
Chdlon-sur-Sa6ue, 11, 21, 26, 97; indepen¬ 

dence of, 124; count of, see Gilbert 
Cham, pass of, 277 
Champagne, 97, 111; succession in, 117; 

united to Blois, 123; invaded by Conrad 
n, 144; counts of, see Odo, Stephen; see 
also Troyes 

Champigny-sur-Yeude, 120 
Charlemagne (Charles the Great), erects a 

braz;en eagle at Aix, 207; his tomb entered 
by Otto III, 213 sq.; ‘Abd-ar-Bahman I 
and, 413; the Yikings and, 310, 312, 315; 
letter from Cathvulf to, 504; Theodoric s 
statue and, 522; revival of learning under, 
614 sqq.; artunder, 556sq.,559; Life of, 
by Einhard, 517 sq., 534; epic upon,by An- 
gilbert,519; Gfisia of, byNotker, 630sq., 
534: Lihri Carolini against 
633; mentioned, 22; 50; 254; 344; 421; 

443 
Charles the Bald, Emperor, 13; 16 sq.; at 

Priim, 18 sq.; inheritance of, 21; deal- 
ings with B^ar I, 22, 23 sqq., 30 sqq., 
444; oath of Strasbourg, 25 sq.; s^re ly 
Treaty of Verdun, 27sq.; Bothar It and, 
35 sq., 39-44; Bonis the German and, 
86 sqq., 42, 45. 80 sq., 534; in Proven^. 
40, 46; King of Lorraine, 44 sqq.. Em¬ 
peror. 51-63, 454, 631; the Horthmen 
£ 30 sqq., 35 sq., 40, 52 sqq.; the 
Bretons and, 30-33, 35, 40; 
and, 455 sqq., 451 sq.; learning and, 624 
death of, 53, 321; character of, 54, des 
cendants of, 63, p note 

Charles the Fat, Emperor, 46, 50 8d^ 
receives Alemanma, 51 j ™et8 Boms M 
and Carlornan, 67; King of Iw. SJ . 
becomes Emperor, 68, 454; ^ler °f f 
Francia, 58; the Northmen and, 59 sqq., 

Charies'^rv’, Emperor, and Burgundy, 147; 

ChmlesTaefoiJSadeKingofAquito 

OharShe Simple. King 
andEeginar 63; 

Yrraine 74 IMT imprisoned, 75; 
fsiT death of,’ 76; descendants of 

Ch’Ses.Engof Provence,34,38sqq.;death 

nv* {i® LVke’oK6rBorraine,77note; 81; 

89 s^- plots against Otto HI, 81. 210; 
civU war with Hugh Capet, 211; death 

Chtlersr of Chmles, Duke of Bower 

Charles Martel, 26, 818>^8^ 
Charmouth, Vikings at, 347 
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Chartres, Eollo at, 73, 86; seized by Theo¬ 
bald the Trickster, 95; Odo II and, 123 ; 
stained glass at, 666; bishops of, 116; 
see Pulbert, Ivo; counts of, see Odo, 
Theobald 

Chateaudun, seized by Theobald the Trick¬ 
ster, 96 

Chitean Thierry, Charles the Simple im¬ 
prisoned at, 75; 76 sq. 

Chaumont, claimed by William the Con¬ 
queror, 112; lords of, see Hugh, Sulpi- 
cius. 

Ohelles, synods at (993), 102, 455; (1008), 
132 

Chemill4, house of, in Anjou, 118 
Chertsey, Abbey of, 374 
Cheshire, 404 
Chester, 343; 359; 365; 379; Scandinavian 

influence at, 334; fortified, 362 
Chevremont, siege of (939), 190 
Chevreuse, Louis VI at, 114 
Chichester, 357; monastery of, 379 
Chilterns, 361, 385; Danes in, 359; frith- 

gild in, 367; village-lords in, 401 
Chindaswinth, King of the Visigoths, 492 
Chippenham, Alfred defeated at, 355; treaty 

of, 356 » * / 
Chirbury, 363 
Chlotar I, King of the Franks, 495 
Chocilaicus (Hygelac), King of the Getae, 

309 
Choisy-au-Bac, Northmen at, 85 
Christchurch (Hants.), 361 
Christ Church (Oxford), 562 
Christianity, introduced among Wends, 192, 

238; decline among Wends under Otto II, 
208, 226; progress of, among Slavs, 
304 sqq.; spread of, in Scandinavia, 6 so,, 
313sqq.,329 

Christianus Druthmarus of Stavelot, 532 
Chrodftgang, Saint, 4 
Chronicon Burgense, cited, 426 
Ohronographia Tripartita, 528 
Chureh, the. Chap, xvn,; and Louis 1,4 sq.: 

and Louis the German, 36 sq.; States of 
48; conflict with the state, 290; mortmain', 
464; Koman-Greek controversy, 533. See 
Borne, Papacy, the respective states, and 
Clumac Movement 

Cicero, 343, 491 sq., 621 sqq., 626, 636 
Cilternsaete, 363 
Cinna, 491 
Cirencester, Danes at, 356 
Cividale, 47 
Civitate, Leo IX defeated at, 298 
Clarendon, forest, 398 
Claudius (?Claudian), 608 
Claudius, Bishop of Turin, iconoclast, 533 
Clavering, 394 note, 406 
Clement II, Pope (Suidger), 291, 293; 

Bishop of Bamberg, 277 sq. 
Clement of Alexandria, 487 
Clement the Irishman, 619 
Clermont, church at, 561, 566 
Clermont, Council of (1095), 113 

Clonard, monastic school at, 501, 509 
Clonfert, monastic school at, 501 
Clonmacnois, monastic school at. 601* 

Autir at, 317, 381 ’ 
Clontarf, battle of (1014), 324, 326 
Clovesho, synod of, 343 
Ciuniac Movement, 236; 250; 253; 456 sq • 

opposed by Conrad If, 254, 271; favoured 
by Henry HI, 277, 279, 282, 306; and by 
Agnesof Poitou, 284; in England, 373 sqq. 
387 sq. ’ 

Cluny, Abhey of, 803, 456, 567; and the 
^I’ruoe of God,” 282; abbots of, lee 
Hugh, Maiolus, Odilo, Odo 

Olwyd, villa of, subject to Kings of North 
Wales, 342 

Coblence, 26, 35; treaty of (860), 37, 41 
Codex Alexandrinus, 549 
Codex Amiatmtu, 486, 514, 554 
Codex Arcerianus, 636 
Codex Augiensis, 626 
Codex Laudianus, 512 
Codex Salrnasiamis, 488 
Codex Sangullemu (A), 526 sq, 
Coemgen, 8t, life of, 505 
Coonwulf, King of Mcix'ia, 340 sq.; relations 

with Wales, 341 sqq.; with Kent and 
Canterbury, 3-13 

Coimbra, 410, 426 
Coinage, by Archbishop of Canterbury, 343* 

under AethclKtan, 3fi7 
Colchester, barh at, 356), 364 
C )ltnar, Louis J at;, 18 
Cologne. 45; 275 sq.; 279; 205; 413; burnt 

by Danes, 69; Otto H at, 207; library 
of, 621; Cliurcb of St Mary in the Capitol 
at, 662; see of, 287; archbishops of, 209; 
239, Anno, Bruno, Gunther, Heri- 
bert Herman, Hildebold, Pilgrim, Wik- 
fruul, Willi hert 

Coi imbera, 412 note 
Columba, St, 499, 502, 606; Life of, see 

Adamnan 

^*^506^^^**^^^' 486noie, 603; 621; poem by, 

Oominianus, grammarian, 516 
Como, diocese overran by Ardoin, 244 so.: 

bishop of, see Peter 
Comp%ne, aBsemblies at (816), 6: (823). 

81; 987 , 
83sq.; LomsI at, 14aq., 18; 19; BOnote; 
Odo crowned at, 71; plundered by Otto 11, 
80, 208; Northmen at, 85; 89 

Conan, Count of Kennes, 127 
Conan II, Duke of Brittany, 128 
Cond4, Northmen encamp at, 59 
Conflent, county of, 90 
Connaught, raided by Tnrgeis, 317 
Connemara, Vikings in, 347 
Conquerenil, battle of, 126 
Conrad I, King of Germany, Duke of Fran- 

conia, reign of, 69 sq., 74, 135; 179; 191 
Conrad II, of Franconia, Emperor, early 

years, 249, 253; elected King of'Germany, 
254 sq.; opponent of Oluniao views, 254; 
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marriago with Obela, 143 note, 249, 2r54; 
relation with Lorraine, 2/54 Hqq.; relation 
with Saxony, 235; coihivutb Larguncly, 
106 sq., 123, 142 nq., 1.44 Rq., 256, 
258 sq.; 262; 273 Kq.; Lnmi)ard8 revolt 
against, 256 aq.; campaigns against 
Mesco II, 260 sqq.; 273, 300, 302; war 
with Hungary, 261, 273; sulxlues the 
Lyutitei, 262sq., 288, 308; relations with 
Knut, 263; enters Italy, 264,268; crowned 
at Borne, 256, 264; sescond visit to Italy, 
265 sqq.; dep<yses Aribert, 267; relations 
with South Italy, 265, 267 sq.; 202; im¬ 
prisons Burchard of Lyons, 279; death of, 
145, 269; his arrangements for the sne- 
ceseion, 269, 273; aims and policy of, 
269 sqq., 272; cstaldishcs hereditary 
principle in Italy, 266 sq.; in Oermany, 
269 sq. 

Conrad, Duke of Carinihia, 239; 253; 269 
Conrad tlio Yotjngcir, Duke of Carinthia, 

ecclesiastical views of, 253; ally of Ern- 
esi in of Bwahia, 256; denied the duchy, 
239, 253, 269; granted the duchy, 270; 
266; death of, 277 

Conrad th<*, ,He<l, Didcc of Ix^rrainc, 191, 194, 
205 ?totc; 212; 215; 249; 253; in Italy, 
159, 195; relads, 196 sqq.; death of, 200 

Conrad [the Eraiu'oinan], Duke of Swabia, 
209; 

Conrad the Peaceful, King of Burgundy, 
139 7106*; 143 7to£c; 158; 194; and Otto I, 
140, 156, 247; dcBcendants of, 256, 143 
notB 

Conrad, son of Bercngar II, Marquess of 
Ivrea, 167 

Conrad, Count of Auxerre, 35, 37; acquires 
the Juratie Duchy, 134 

Conrad, Count of i'ans, 56 sq. 
Conrad, lay Abbot of Jumif^gos, 14 sq., 86; 

Count and Duke in Aksinannia, 134 
Conrad Kurzpold, Ckumt in Fran(!onia, 190 
Conrad the Old, killed by Adalbert, 68 
Conradin, liouso of, 6B, 70, 239 
Constance, wife of liobert the Pious, 104, 

107 
Constance, Italian bishops submit to Con¬ 

rad n at, 264; Ernest of Swabia buned 
at, 276; “Day of Indulgence“ at, 281; 
bishops of, see Dietrich, Solomon 

Constantine the Great, 539 
Constantine VII, Porphyrogenitns, Eastern 

Emperor, 546; cited, 328 
Constantine III, King of Scots, 365 sq. 
Constantinople, 395; 433; 548; Liutprandat, 

160,167; Boniface VII at, 168; embassy 
from Conrad II to, 260; General Coxmcil 
(861) at, 320, 327; besieged by the Bus, 
mo, mi; Eoman arohitecture m, 539; 
By25antin© style, 539 sq.; Alexandrian in¬ 
fluence on architecture of, 541 sq.; Churon 
of St John of the Studion at,.542 sq.; 
Church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus, 543; 
Church of St Irene, 544, 546; Church of 
Holy Apostles, 544 sq.; Church of St 

Sophia at, 541, 543 sqq.; palace of Chalce 
at, 546; liturgical influences of, 528; MS. 
from, 528; patriarchs of, see Ignatius, 
Photius 

ConsHtutio (817), the, see Divisio ImpeTii 
Constitutio Homana (824), the, 5, 29 
Conway, vale of, 342 sq. 
Coptic art, 555 
Corbie, monastery of, 2, 12,15; abbots of, 

see Aclalard, Wala; library of, 621, 538; 
town of, claimed by Philip I, 111 

Oorbridge on Tyne, Aethelred murdered at, 
341; Eoman relic at, 552 note 

Cordova, 411 sqq.; 419; 421; Vikings raid, 
316; revolt against Hakam, 414; ‘Abd- 
ar-Bahman II at, 415; Christians in, 417; 
Navarrese embassy at, 423; Ibn Abi-‘Amir 
at, 424; Almanzor at, 426; revolution in, 
427; importance of, 429 sq., 432 sq., 435; 
523; mosque of, 436; bishop of, see Saul 

Cordova, Caliphate of, founded, 421 sqq.; in¬ 
dependent of Bagdad, 421,430; abolished, 
427; caliphs of, see ‘Abd-ar-Bahman, 
Hakam, Hisham, Mahomet, Sulaiman 

Oorfe, King Edward murdered at, 519 
Ooria, 410 
Oorippus, FI. Crescouius, poet, 488 sq. 
Cork, and the Northmen, 312, 317, 334 
Cormery, abbey of, 71 
Cornouailles, Count of. See Hoel 
Cornwall, made a duchy subject to Wessex, 

344 sq.; Vikings raid, 347; 379; bishopric 
founded in, 347; society in, 400 sq., 405. 
See also Wales, West 

Corsica, pirates at, 8; Saracens in, 162 
Corvey (New Corbie), monastery of, 7, 15, 

236, 314, 358; Bishop Abraham at, 205; 
library of , 521 

Oosenza, Ibrahim defeated at (902), 150 
Cosmas Indicopleustes, 511 note; 646, 549, 

Ootentin, the, ravaged by the Vikings, 322 
Ootrone, 169 note 
Cotton Bible, 549 sq., 558 
Ooucy, lords of, 464 
Couesnon, river, 94 . i 
Count Palatine, office of, 188 note; m Italy, 

246; counts, see Adelard, Amulf, Ex¬ 
changer, Henry, Herman, Otto; see also 
Palace, Counts of the 

Courci-sur-Dive, siege of (1091), 121 ^ 
Oourtrai, Norman camp at, 59; m the 

Flemish March, 92 
Coutances, ceded to Normans, 94,322; Vis¬ 

count of, 109 
Oovadonga, battle of, 409 

ntry, 387 
ow, burnt by Blatislav, 300 
n, house of, in Anjou, 118 , 
iton, see of, 362; bishop of, afs Lyfing 
aona, Conrad II at, 264, 267; city and 
e of, 165, 175; bishops of, 267, see 

m, 2i3, 260, 291. See 
rescentius 
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Crescentius I, de Theodora, and Boniface 
VII, 168, 171 

Crescentius II, and the Papacy, 103, 127; 
171; executed, 172, 216 

Crescentius III, John, 177, 241 
Crescentius, John, Duke of Spoleto, 243 
Creussen, siege of, 223 
Cricklade, 357, 361 
Croats, 2upan of the. Bee Bozna 
Cromarty, Scandinavian influence in, 335 
Crossen, Boleslav Chrobry at, 227 
Crosses, Saxon, 552, 554 sqq.; Irish, 556 
Crowland, monastery of, $51 
Cues (Cusa), MSS. at, 504, 526 
Cumberland, Eardulf tours through, 354; 

Eegnald in, 365 sq.; ceded to the Scots, 
368; Aethelred’s invasion of, 381; Norse 
settlements in, 326; Scandinavian in¬ 
fluence in, 335 sqq. 

Ounedda, house of, 342 
Outhbert, St, 553; shrine of, 354, 555, 560 
Cuthred, King of Kent, 343 
Outhsuuitha, Abbess of Worcester, 512 note 
Gwenthryth, Abbess, 344 
Cyneburh, wife of Alchfrid, 556 
Cyprian, St, 488, 493 
Cyrillus, Glossary of, 526 

A {God. Sangallensis), Gospels, 526 sqq. 
Dabravka, daughter of Boleslav the Younger, 

Daisam ibn Ishak, 418 
Dalemintzi, the campaign of Henry I against, 

184; 185 
Dalian Eorgaill, Amra of, 499 
Dalmatia, frontiers of, 6; Venice and, 177 
Dalmatius, lord of Semur, 124 
Dalriad Scots, 350 
Damascus, 411, 433; Caliphate of, 430 
Damasus II, Pope (Poppo of Brixen), 293 sq. 
Dammartin, taken by Queen Constance, 107 
Danelaw,348,354sqq.,359,361; reconquest 

of, 362 sqq., 365 sq., 370, 380; causes of 
its fall, 364 sq.; institutions of, 334, 348, 
354, 359, 367 sqq., 400 sq.; monasteries 
of, 374 sq,, 380; invaded by Svein, 383 sq.; 
ceded to Knut, 886 sq.; see also Denmark, 
Vikings 

Danes. See Denmark, Vikings 
Daniel, St Jerome on, 528 
Danube, 223; and Hungarian frontier, 281, 

295; invasion by way of, 804 
Dares Phrygius, Trojan history of, 516 
Datto, Apulian rebel, 250 
Dauphin^, restored to France, 147 
David, King of Scots, 554 
David, St, 509 
“Day of Indulgence*’ or «‘Day of Pardon.’* 

See Indulgence 
Declan, Irish saint, 601 
Deerhurst, 344, 394 
Deganwy, captured by Ceolwulf, 343 
de Hauteville, house of, in Italy, 292 
Deheubarth, principality of, 842, 864, 896: 

conquered by Bhodri Mawr, 850 

Deira, feud with Bernicia, 341; Vikings 
conquer, 350 sq., 353; colonised by the 
Vikings, 354 

De Laudibus Justini {minoris), 488 sqq. 
Demosthenes, Ophthalmicus of, 536 
Denewulf, Bishop of Winchester, 361 sq. 
Denmark, early history of, 309 sqq.; rela¬ 

tions with the Franks, 6 sq., 312 sqq.; 
civil wars in, 315; invaded by Henry the 
Fowler, 185; the JOmsvikings and, 326sq.* 
Otto II and, 205, 208; subdues Norway,* 
380; repels the Swedes, 388; allies with 
Flanders, 122; Christianity in, 314, 329; 
civilisation of, 328 sqq. See Scandinavia’ 
Vikings. Kings of, see Chocilaicus, Gode- 
frid, Gorm, Guh'rohY, Harold, Harthacnut, 
Horic, Knut, Magnus, Ongendus, Oscar, 
Beginfredus, Boric, Sigefrid, SigurSr, 
Svein 

Derby, 319, 355; captured by Aethelfleda, 
323, 363 

Derbyshire, 406; Scandinavian influence in, 
336 ’ 

De Meligiosis, English statute, 464 
Desiderius, St, of Vienne, 492 
Deville, interview at (1033), 107, 259 
Devon, invaded by Vikings, 319, 382 
Dicuil, Irish geographer, '535 
Dietrich (Theodoric), Chancellor of Ger¬ 

many, provost of Aix, made Bishop of 
Constance, 293 

Dietrich of Luxemburg, Bishop of Metz, 
238, 289, 294 

Dietrich (Theodoric), provost of Basle, made 
Bishop of Verdun, 293 

Dietrich, Duke of Upper Lorraine, 217,254, 
256 sq. 

Dietrich, Margrave of the North Mark, 209 
Dietrich, Count of Holland, 248 sq. 
Dietrich (Theodorics), Count of Holland, 289; 

allies with Godfrey of Lorraine, 292; 
slain, 294 

Dietrich, Count of Wettin, repels Mesco 11,260 
Dietrich, Count, 306 
Dijon, county in French Burgundy, 93, 97; 

taken by Bobert the Pious, 106; 124; 
church at, 563; abbey of, see St Benignus; 
count of, see Gilbert 

Dinant, bronze*work at, 560 
Dindimus* King of tbe Braohmani, 516 
Dinefwr, 342 
Dinnurin, see of, established, 847 and note; 

bishop of, see Kenstec 
Dionysius, St, the Areopagite, 515, 524, 

527 sq. 
Diosoorides, medical writer, 535; illumi- 

nated MS. of, 549 sq.; translated, 429 
Dir. See Dyri 
Divisio Imperii, the, 9 sqq., 13, 28, 27 
Dnieper, river, and the Bus, 327 sq. 
Dol, siege of (1076), 112,116; 128; metro¬ 

politanate of, 33 note 
Dome, history and use of, 540 sq., 548 sqq., 

660,668 ^ 
Domesdwy Book, 846, 877, 400 
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Donald, of 305 
DonatuB, Africaii nu>nk, 48U; grammarian, 

m 
Vonmil in, 347 
Dorohfudior, Vikingn near, 810 Kqq.; dnircn 

duoB in rliocinw? of, 80,1; cjunniB of, 879; 
BOO of, 8H{); bishop of, .w Ulf 

Doro, 8GH; Koj.dxTf .'ri, 840 
DoroBtad, Vikini”; at, 80, 810, 88R, 847 
DorKot, Viking.;; on ooiirk of, 840, 847, 865; 

DanoB ravugo, 8>H4 ; 8888; 8884; 807 
Dortmund, tudjinits to Otto I, IH9 
Douai, talmn from FUuniBh March, 92 fiq, 
Dou4, 1 
Douro, river, 420 
Dou/,y, (-harhtr, the, Dnid at, 50 
Dover, 8i)8 
Dozy, cited at, 428, 420, 484 
DraeontiuM, African poct,4HH; poomH edited 

by Kugenius, 402 
Drahoinina,, mofdmr of Duke WoricajBlan, JB4 
X)reinn of thr /lood, 58,7, ;554 
Dreschm, MS. at, 520 
Droux,, celled to Odo T, Oonnt of Chartres, 

;U)2; rocovonul, 105; dc.ath of Jlonryl at, 
110 

Drogo, il legitim ale hrotlicr of Douis I, 2, 
ri, IHr.q,, 22; Arc,hhi;;hop of Metz, 12, 

Drogo f>f Man tea, (kaint of the Vexin, 892 
Drogo d(; Hatile.ville, 202 
Dublin, captured by Ikuiiah Fhad. {H52), 812; 

Norse Htnmghold, 817 s:q., 824 ; Sc.andl- 
navian influence in, 820 sq., 888 sq.; 
kingH of, ft’cf Ola,f, Sigtryggr 

Dud^luJi, ven'.en by honifancs to, 512 
Dudo, (;it(Bl, 8,11 
Duduco, Dir.hop of W<dbb 208 

Duiaburg, 217 
Dukes, in <Jennany, 70, 179 rq., 191,197, 

229,2888, 270; in Italy, 47 sq.; in France, 
B9 885; in Kngland, 809 

Dunbar, Kenne.th MacAljiin at, 850 
Duncan I, King of Scots, 805 
Duncdiad (Dumauit), 526 nq. 
Dungal, Iri.nh the.ologiaai, 58.8 
Dun-le Hoi, acquired by Chilip I, 111 
Dunsinarui, battb; of, 805 
Dunstan, St, Archbishop of Canterbury, 

Abbot of Glantonbury, BOB, 878 sq ; 
baniHlmd, 871; r^smlled, 872; BiBhop of 
WorceHtor and lOondon, 872; made Arch¬ 
bishop, 874; influence of, 876, 878; fall 
of, 870, 509 , , ^ 

Durham, 51L nMr; Bhrine of St Outhbert 
at, 854, 555, 560; Acca’s cross at, 555; 
Frithstan’s vcHtnientH at, 555 sq.; Cathe¬ 
dral of, 560, 562, 564; Scandinavian 
influimco at, 387; bishops of, »ee Aldhnn, 
Kan ulf 

Durtal, ©aitleofrllS _ , 
Dyfed (Demetia), tribal unit, $41 sq*, 3d6; 

860 
Dyle, .rlYcr, Danes defeated on, 64, 823 
Dyri (Diy), settles in Kier, 827 

Eadbert Praen, revolt of, in Kent, 343 
Eadburh, marries Beorhtric of Wessex, 340 
Eadgifu, Queen, 371 
Eadgifu, wife of Charles the Simple, 77, 366 
Eadhild, wife of Hugh the Great, 82, 366 
Badmer, chaplain to Anselm, cited, 124 
Eadred, King of England, 370 sq., 374 
Eadric Streona (the Grasper), Duke of West 

Mercia, 382 sq.; feud with Edmund, 
384 sq.; death of, 387 

Eadsige, Archbishop of Canterbury, 393 
Badulf, Earl of Northumberland, 389 
Eadwig, 370; 374, 408; becomes King of 

England, 371; revolt against, 372 
Eadwig, son of Aethelred, 386 
Eahfrid, Aldhelm’s letter to, 510 
Baldgyth, 397 
Baldred, high reeve of Bamborough, 865 
Baldred, son of Uhtred, 387 
Baldred, Bishop of Worcester, 406 
Ealhmund, King of Kent, 340, 345 
Ealhatan, Bishop of Sherborne, 344 sq. 
Balhswith, wife of Alfred, 352 
Eanbald, Archbishop of York, 614 
Eanred, King of Northumbria makes terms 

with Ecgbert, 346 
Eardulf, Bishop of Lindisfarne, 354 
Bardwulf, King of Northumbria, 341 
Bast Anglia, revolts from, Mercia, 345; in¬ 

dependent position of, 346; conquered by 
Vikings, 312, 318, 348, 350sq., 355sq.; 
colonised, 322 sqq., 356; submits to Ed¬ 
ward the Elder, 364; hundreds of, 367; 
semi-independence of, 370; invaded by 
Danes, 382; 385, 387; society in, 333, 
837 sq., 401; kings and earls of, see Aelf- 
gar, Aethelstan, Aethelwin, Edmund, 
Eric, Guthrum, Gyrth, Harold, Thorkil 

Bast Pranks, the, 7, 69 sq., 179,181,191; 
and Arnulf, 62, 71; see also Pranconia 

East Mark (of Bavaria), or Austria, given to 
Carl Oman, 51; given to Liutpold of Baben- 
berg, 206; extensions of, 208, 261, 281, 
303; 298, 301, 303margraves of, Jfe*? 
Adalbert, Leopold, Liutpold 

East Mark (of Saxony), with Lausitz (Ln- 
satia), conquest of, 192, 202 and note; 
208; 211 sq-; conquered by Boleslav Chro- 
bry, 222,226; Henry II in, 227; Conrad 11 
and, 261 sq.; margraves of, see Gero, 
Thietmar; see also Lausitz, Lusatians 

Ebbo, Archbishop of Kheims, mission to the 
Danes, 6, 314; Louis the Pious and, 18; 
deposed, 20, 80, 450; Bishop of Hilde- 
sheim, 32 

Ebro, river, 413 
MJcbasis Captivi, 531 , 
EogberM, King of Northmnbna, 318 _ 
Eoebert, exiled by Offa and Beorhtno, 340, 

made King of Wessex, 344; subdues Corn¬ 
wall, 344 sq.; defeats Beomwulf, 345, 
subdues Kent, 345; invades Meroia, 34b, 
threatens Northumbria, 346; defeats the 
Vikings, 347; death of, 347 

Bcgfrith, King of Meroia, 340 
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Ijlchtemach, 467 
Ecija, 418 sq. 
Eckhard, Margrave of Meissen, 222; recovers 

Meissen, 211 sq.; claims crown of Ger¬ 
many, 216; career, 216; slain, 217 

Eckhard, Margrave of Meissen, 260; adviser 
of Henry III, 276 sqq., 279; death of, 289 

Eddisbury, 366 
Edgar, 324, 370; 380; becomes King of 

England, 372; ecclesiastical reforms of, 
372sqq.; temporal legislation, 876sqq., 
387 sq., 408; death of, 378 

Edgar the Aetheling, 397 
Bdington, battle of, 322, 356 
Edith, marries Edward the Confessor, 891; 

394 sq. 
Edith, wife of Otto I, 183, 204, 205 note 
Edmund, King of Wessex, and Banish re¬ 

volt, 368; cedes Cumberland to the Scots, 
368; relations to the Church, 368 sq., 373 

Edmund, St, King of East Anglia, 318, 
350 sq. 

Edmund (Ironside), King of Wessex, 397; 
feud with Eadred, 384; war with the 
Banes, 385; death of, 386 

Edward the Elder, King of Wessex, 77; 
360 sq.; 373; 556 sq.; revolt against, 361; 
erects new sees, 362; legislation of, 362; 
183 7iote; 369; 402 note; wars with Banes, 
183,318, 320, 323, 363 sq.; lord of Mercia, 
364 

Edward the Martyr, King of England, reign 
and death of, 378 sq. 

Edward the Confessor, King of England, 
early years, 825, 386, 389; character and 
policy, 390sqq., 399; relations with the 
Empire, 294; breach with Godwin, 393 
sqq.; succession question, 397sq.; death 
of, 399 

Edward I, King of England, and land tenures 
in Aquitaine, 459 sq.; and English ser- 
jeanties, 462; qtw warranto inquest, 466 

Edwin, Earl of Mercia, B97; intrigue against 
Tostig, 398 

Bgdor. See Eider 
Eggideus, Count, 11 
Egilbert, Bishop of Ereising, 269, 273 sq.; 

guardian of Henry HI, 273; Adalbero’s 
deposition, 269, 274 

Egilo, Archbishop of Sens, 43 
Eglaf, Earl of Herefordshire, 387, 392 
E^pt, 433; Eatlmites in, 168; architecture 

in, 539,541,547; iconography in, 648 sqq.; 
textile ornament, 550 

Eichstedt, see of, 237; bishops of, see 
Megingaud, Victor II (Gebhard) 

Eider (Bgdor), river, and Banish encroach¬ 
ments, 185, 263, 809, 312 sq.; Horio and, 
315, 819, 321; Slav border, 297 

Eigg, attacked by pirates in the 7th oentury, 
310 

Eigil, life of, by Candidus, 534 
Einar (Turf Einar), Earl of Orkney, 826 
Einhard, 622, 533, 666; Vita KaroU of, 

617Bq.; 619 Bq.; 630; 534 

Ekbert, cousin of Otto I, 197 
Ekbert, nephew of Herman, Buke of Saxony 

raises rebellion, 200 
Elikehard of St Gall, 531 
Elbe, 6; Vikings ascend the, 212; Poles 

seize the, 222; Polish schemes for, 226* 
260,262, 304; German defeat on, 299,306 

Elbodug of Caer Gybi, 342 
Election, to Bishoprics, 232sqq., 307; to 

Buchy of Bavaria, 279, 307; to Panaev 
29l,298 8q„ 306sq. ^ 

Electors (of the Empire), 464 
Elene, A.S. poem, 637 
Elias, Irish scholar, 527 
Eligius, St, ofNoyon, 490 
Elipandus of Toledo, Adoptionist, 523, 532 
Elisachar, Chancellor, 3; Abbot, 8, 12, 15 
Ellandim (Nether Wroughton), battle of, 

345 
Blsloo, Banish camp at, 59 

Black, river, boundary of Poland, 

Elster, White, river, reached by Poles, 222 
Elvira, 411; Ibri Hafsun and, 418 sq,; con- 

q'uered by ‘Abd-ar-liahman III, 419; civi¬ 
lisation of, 429, 437; bishop of, see Bece- 
mimd 

Elvira, nun, and Bamiro ITT, 424 
Ely, monashuy of, .351, 562sq., 567; re- 

founded, 375, 379; soku of, 376 sq. 
Eninia, wife of A(djbelred, 383; marries 

Knut, 386, 388 sq.; 392, 408 
Emma, wife of Bonis the German, 19 
Emma, wife of Ijothair of France, 207 
Emma, wife of Baoul, King of France, 

75 note 
Emma, daughter of Stephen, lord of Mon- 

trevault, 118 
Empim, KasLcrn (Byzantine), in South 

Italy, 150,178; 366f?qq.; 268; andBeren- 
gar If, 158; and Henry II, 250 sq.; rela¬ 
tions to tlio Western Empire, 0, 167; to 
Venice, 177; to Sardinia, 178; to Caliphs 
of Cordova, 423, 431, 436; literary con¬ 
nexion with Ireland, 503; with the West, 
628; Biuclprand on, 534sq.; Emperors of, 
see Basil, Con.stantino, John IVamisces, 
Justin, Justinian, Ijco, Michael, Nice- 
phorus, Bomanus, Theodosius 

Empire, Holy Bornan. See Empire, Western 
Empire, Westorn, or Holy Bornan, Chap, i, 

443 sq.; division of, 28 sq.; in Italy, 34, 
47, 50 sq., 58; union under Charles the 
Eat, 59; di.smcmberraeut, 62 gq.; in Italy, 
63 sqq., 138, 149, 152 sqq.; renewed as 
Holy Bornan Empire by Otto I, 162, 
p4 sq.; schemes of Otto III, 173 sq., 
213; history of, from 962, Cbaps, vn, vm, 
IX, X, XI, XIX; Emperors of, see Arnulf, 
Berengar, Charlemagne, Charles, Conrad, 
Frederick, Guy, Henry, Lambert, Lothar, 
Louis, Otto 

Engeltrude, wife of Pepin, 13 
Engilberga, Empress, wife of Louis H, 44, 

46 sq., 56 
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England, kingdom of, foundations and 
union, S60, :570 sq., 380, 391; law and in¬ 
stitutions, 302, 366sqq., 369, 375 sqq., 
386 sq.; attacked by Vikings, 59, 183, 
310 sqq., 318 sqq., 322 sqq., 379 sqq.;^con- 
quest of, by Svein, 382 sqq.; by Knut, 
384 sqq.; social history of, 399 sqq.; learn¬ 
ing and literature in, 610 sqq.; literary 
connexion with Spain, 511, 524; art in, 
555 sqq.; kings of, see Aethelred, Eadred, 
E ad wig, Edgar, Edward, Harold, Har- 
thacnut, Henry, John, Knut, Bichard, 
Stephen, Svein, Williana 

Enguerand, chamberlain, 61 
Ennius, 486, 491 
Ennodlus, epigrammatist, 499 
Mioch, Book of, 506 
Ensburg, fortress of, 69 
Bon of Penthi^vre, 128 
Epernay, Hincmar dies at, 69 
Ephesus, excavations at, 647 ^ 
Epiphanius, Historia Tripartita of, 487 
Epiphanius, on Weights and Measures, 493 
Epte, river, 73, 94, 1^22 , 
Erchanger, Count Palatme, 69; executed, 

Eresburg, fortress of, submits to Otto 1,188 
Erfurt, Synod of (932), 185; assembly at 

(936), IBSsq. 
Eric, Viking leader, 86 
Eric, jarl of Yorkshire, 385, 387 
Eric, King of Bast Anglia, 361 
Eric, King of Sweden, 381 
Eric Blood-Axe, King of Yorkshire, 323 sq., 

Estrith, daughter of Svein, 387, 389 
Etampes, and the Capetians, 96, 104; 208 
Ethandun. See Edington 
Bu, Northmen slaughtered at, 88; lord of, 

see William Busac 
Eucharistic controversy, in ninth century, 

533 
Eudes. SeeOdo 
Eugenius II, Pope, 5 
Eugenius, Archbishop of Toledo, 492 sqq., 

524 
Eulogio (Eulogius), Archbishop of Toledo, 

416 sq.; 438; 523 sq. 
Eulogius, Patriarch of Alexandria, 641 
Eusebius, St, 343, 493, 507 
Eustace, Count of Boulogne, 393 
Euticius Pompeius, grammarian, 616 
Butychius, grammarian, 343, 625 
Everard, Bishop of Bamberg, 237 sq, 
Everard, Marquess of Friuli, 47 
Everard, Duke of Franconia, brother of Con¬ 

rad I, 70, 179, 181, 187; rebellion of, 
188 sqq.; death of, 190 

Evernew Tongue, 505 
Evesham, monastery of, 379 
Evreux, granted to Bollo, 73, 86, 94, 322; 

invaded by Henry 1,109 
Ewyas, castle of, 395 
Exeter, 357, 362; Vikings in, 355; 382; 

cathedral of, 563 
Exmouth, 382 
Exultet roll in British Museum, 566 _ 
Ezo, son of Herman Count Palatine in Lor¬ 

raine, 215 

370 sq. 
Erispoe, Breton king, 83, 35 
Erkambald, 519 j a -u 
Erkambald, Abbot of Fulda, made Arch¬ 

bishop of Mayence, 239, 250 
Ermengarde, Empress, 5; death of, lA 
Ermeogarde, wife of Dothar 1,12 
Ermengarde, daughter of the Emperor 

Louis II, 49; wife of Boso, 63, 56 sqq., 
62, 137 sq. 

Ermengarde, wife of Bodolph III, 142 
Erinonrioh of Ellwangen, 535 
Ermeatrude, wife of Charles the Bald, 35, 

44 
Ermingarde, wife of Adalbert of Ivrea, 153, 

167 
Ermoldus Nigeltas, 623 a™-.v„-o • 
Ernest II, of Babenberg, Duke of Swabia, 

revolts against Henry U, 223; made Duke, 
239; death of, 249; 254 

Ernest III, Duke of Swabia, 249; first revolt 
of, 257; second revolt of, 256 aqq.; im¬ 
prisoned, 258; last revolt of, 258, 27U, 
^76 nnK 

Erzgebirge, Henry II crosses the, 220 
Essen, Abbess of. See Theophano 
Essex, 392; 394; 406; submits 4o Wessex 

345; colonised by Vikings, 356; attacked 
by Edward the Elder, 363; institutions of, 
367; Danes in, 385; Scandinavian influ¬ 
ence in, 337; duke of, see Bnhtnoth 

Fabius Aethelweard. See Aethelweard 
Fakihs, chap, xvi ^ ^ 
Falkenstein, Ernest of Swabia at, 25o 
False Decretals, 448, 453 CTwf 

Faremoutier, 2 a- 
Farfa, 250; Abbey of, ^«stroyed, 150; dis¬ 

order in, 178; Henry II and, 243; abbot 

of, see Hugh ^ 
Faroe Islands, Irish missionaries m, 31U, 

Vikings in, 346; 535 ^ _ 
Fastidius, bishop and writer, 508 
Fatima, 413 . . 
Fatimite Caliphate, 150 sqq., 166, 168, 

421 sqq., 431; see also Africa _ 
Fauquembergue, battle at (925),_88 
Fave-la-Vineuse, fief of 
Felix, biographer of Eusebius, 494 
Felix of Urge!, Adoptionist, 523 
Ferdinand, Eng Of and Leon 428 
Fergus, writer of St Gall Gospels, 527 
Fernan (Ferdinand) Gonzalez, Count of 

Castile, 422 sqq.; 428 
Ferrara, county of, 221^ _ . . 
Ferrikes, coronation at, 67, abbot of, se 

Servatus Lupus 
Feudal Aids, cited, 462 _ ^ . 
Feudalism, chap, ivin, » 

Aethelstan. 3^67. 369sq; temp. Edg.^ 
375sqq.; temp. :^ut, etc., 401 sqq., 
Spain, 439 sq.; 457; 393 
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Fez, 415 
Fidejussio, 367 
Fiefs, in Francia, 54; in France, 116 sqq.; 

in Italy, 174 sq.; in Germany, 229; suc¬ 
cession to in Italy and Germany, 266, 
270; in France, 53 

Field of Lies, the. See Lilgenfeld 
Filioque clause, 523 
Fiorenzuola, Berengar defeated at (923), 136, 

153 
Fischa, boundary between Germany and 

Hungary, 260sq., 281 
Five Boroughs, 319, 355, 367, 369, 380; 

revolt, 368; welcome Svein, 383 sq.; Scan¬ 
dinavian influence in, 333 sq., 336 sqq. 
See Derby, Leicester, Lincoln, Notting¬ 
ham, Stamford 

Flaccus, Valerius, 505 note 
Flanders, Normans in, 58; March of, 92 sq., 

97; growth of, 121 sqq.; 398; counts of, 
380, see Arnold, Baldwin, Eoberfc 

Flavius Felix, 488 
Flemish March. See Flanders 
Fleury, Abbey of, St Benoit-sur-Loire, 104, 

115, 562; and monastic reform, 373 sqq.; 
Biblical MS. from, 519; library of, 521; 
abbots of, 103, see Boao, Theodulf 

Flodoard, historian of Eheima, 534 
Flora, 416 sq. 
Florence, Count of Holland, 294 
Florence, Spanish Chapel in, 550 note; bap¬ 

tistery at, 657; Syrian MS. at, 558 
Florennea, Lambert of Louvain killed at, 

248 
Florus of Lyons, political writer, 10, 28, 

445 
Flushing, captured by Dietrich of Holland, 

289; given to Bishop of Utrecht, 289, 292; 
Henry III defeated at, 293 

Focas, grammarian, 516 
Fontenoy (Fontanetum), battle of, 24 sq. 
Forchheim, assembly at (900), 68, (911), 69 
Formosus, jpope, Bishop of Porto, 56,65 sqq., 

454 
Forth, Firth of, English frontier, 350, 366, 

370, 395 
Fortunatus, Yenantius, poet, 809, 495, 496, 

534 
Fouron, treaty made at, 56 
France (West Franks, Western Franoia), 

kingdom of, Chaps, n, in, iv, v; 27 sqq., 
134; relations to Germany, 211; and the 
Vikings, 310, 315 sq., 319sqq.; kings of, 
see Carloman, Charles, Henry, Hugh, Lo- 
thair, Louis, Odo, Philip, Baoul, Bobert; 
dukes of, see Hugh; allodial right in, 
469 sq.; baronies in, 464; private wars in, 
465; learning and letters in, 494 sqq.; 
literary influence on Ireland before St 
Patrick, 498, 601; Bomanesque architec¬ 
ture in, 657 ; see also Western Kingdom 

Franche-ComtA 247, 287 note; see also 
Burgundy, County of 

Francia (Franks), undivided kingdom of, 
Chaps. I, II; disruption of, 26 sqq.; re¬ 

united under Charles the Fat, 58; final 
disruption of, 62 sq.; kings of, see Charles, 
Charlemagne, Chlotar, Louis, Pepin, 
Theodoric, Theiiclibert; see also Franks 

Francia [Western]; given to Louis III, 67; 
Odo and, 71; Hugh Capet and, 83, 104; 
Northmen invade, 87 sq.; limits of, 91 sq.; 
disintegration of, 97 

Franco, deacon. See Boniface VII 
Franco, Bishop of Li(^.ge, 68 
Franconia, given to Louis the Younger, 51; 

duchy of, 70; revolt in, 188; administered 
by Otto I, 191; rebels, 197; invaded by 
Hungarians, 198; Conrad the Younger in, 
253; dukes of, see Conrad, Everard; see 
also Bast Franks 

Frankfort, a8S6ml)ly at (823), 6, (885), 60; 
17; 42; 51; synod at, 237; assembly at, 
256; Henry liPs illness at, 288 

Franks, the, Chaps, i, n, 27 sqq.; 420; 422; 
see also Francia 

Frascati, Henry III at, 291 
Fraxinetum. See Ije Frainet 
Freciilphus of Lisieux, chronicler, 534 
Fredegarius, chronicler, 497, 500 
Phodcrick Barbarossa, Emperor, and Bur¬ 

gundy, 146 sq.; and Henry the Lion, 465 
Frederick II, Emperor, and Burgundy, 147, 

462, 464 
Frederick, Archbishop of Mayence, rebellion 

of, against Otto I, 190 sq., 195 sq.; sub¬ 
mits, 198; death of, 199 

Frederick, Archbishop of Bavenna, 221, 224 
Frederick, brother of Ada,lbero of Metz, 

Duke of Upper Lorraine, 201 
Frederick II, l)uk0 of Upper Lorraine, 270 
Frederick of Luxemburg, Duke of Lower 

Lorraine, 289 
Frederick, Count, 290 
Freising, bishop of. See Bgilbert 
P^riealand. See Frisia 
Frisia, Viking raids on, 7, 20, 32, 185, 210, 

227, 309 sqq.; 838; given to Harold, 813; 
Louis the Pious and, 347; given to Lothar, 
26; given to Boric, 315; given to GotirdtSr, 
59, 315, 321; Alfred and, 367; end of 
Viking rule in, 321; revolts against Henry 
II, 227; the count of Holland and, 248; 
see of Bremen and, 298 

Frithstan, vestments of Bishop, 555 sq. 
Fritzlar, coronation of Henry the Fowler at, 

179; diet of (953), 196, (954), 199 
Friuli, March of, 47; ceded to Germany, 159; 

marquesses of, see Berengar, Oadolah, 
Everard, Unrooh; see also Aquileia, Verona 

Frohae, assembly at, 216 
Frome, 871 
Fruttuaria, monastery of, 245 
Fuero Jwgo, Spanish Code, 480, 441 
Fulbert, Bishop of Chartres, 116, 181, 468 
Fulorad, Count of Arles, 31 
Fulda, bishopric of, 232; abbey of, 286; 

Benedict Till at, 250; MSS. at, 612, 617, 
620 sq.; abbots of, 522, see Brkambald, 
Hademar, Baban Maur 
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PulBentius, De DuiiU Nominibm, 499 
Fulham, Vikings at, 821 366 
Fulk Archbishop ol Bheims, 627, and 

Charles the Simple, 71 sqq.; opposes Odo, 
7280., 81 sq.; assassinated, 92 

Fulk Nerra, Count ol Anjou, builds castles, 
118 • Odo of Chartres and, 102, 257; 
Hugh of Beauvais aud, 1^2; career of, 

118, 125 sqq. , , , . 
Fulk Bechin, Count o! Aujou, 125; and 

Geoffrey the Bearded, 111, 119 sq.; and 
Berfcrada, IIS ^ ^ 

Bulk the Bed, Count of Anjou, 9o 
Bulk the Good, Count of Anjou, 96 
Burness, Scandinavian inttuenoe in, 366 

Fyrdi reformed hy Alfred, 357; 
Ijondon, 358; repels the Vikmgs, 860 

Gaeta, independence of, 150; 151; Otto III 

Ohnsi-ormigb. Svcin and Knut at, 326, 
883son. . • 

Galic.ia, raidod by Alfonso I, 
in 320 416; liernmdo Ill m, 422, 428, 

lalieia, rameo i>.y ioQ. 
in, 320, 416; liermudo 111 m, 422, 428, 
431; 438; 441; 489 , 

Gall-Gaedhil, the, in Ireland, S17; m the 

Gall<S!'’vtkfng8 in. 326, 886; Hots in, 

341 
Gallus, St, 521 
Gallus, q’itiuH, comnuintator on yWfj 
Gain, Bijdiop of Bjiris, nletition of, 113 
Garnel, son of Onn, 39B 
Gundonaieim, fortifications of, 182, dis¬ 

puted iurisdiotion over the monastery of, 
235,251,255fK}.; abboHsosof, aee Adelaide, 
Batlmmoda, Sophia ^ 

Ganelmi (Wenilo), Archbishop of Sens, 32, 

67, 447 ... 
Garcia, King of Navarre, 423 aq., 426 
Garcia, King of Navarre 428 
Garcia Borna.nd(iZ, Count of Castile, 426 sq. 
Garcia IX, Count of Castile, murdered, 428 
Garcia Ximenez, 410 ^ 
Garde-Frcinet. See Lo brainet ^ 
Garigliano, river, Saracens on, Mysqq., 

catapan Basil on, 250 
Gamier, Count, 2 « oia aoA 
Garonne, river, and the Yiklngs, 816, 820 
Gasonny, revolt in, 8; given to fepm, 10, 

indopondcnco o£, 80 sq.; ^tijcot to Aqm- 
taiiKq 1.20; dnkos of. ^ 
pus, Odo, Hanoho, R'isuf-William 

Gatinais, indopendonoo ol, 96; added t 
royal domain, 111 

GaudonliuB, commentator on Virgd, 607 
Gautbert, first Bishop of Sweden, 314 
Gauzibert, Count, family of, 85 
Goats. See Giitar 
Gebhard, A.rohbishop ol Bavenna,^ 266 
Gebhard, Bishop o£ Biohstedt. Ste Victor ll 
Gebhard, Bishop of Batisbon, 296, 299, 30 
Gebhard, Duke of Lorraine, 68 
Gelasiue I, Pope, canon ol, 606 

Gellius, Aulus, 522 
Genesis, A,S. poems upon, 537; Cotton MS. 

of, 549 sq.; Vienna MS. of, 550 
Geneva, Conrad II at, 144 sq., 259; diocese 

of, 38, 63, 134; count of, 144; and see 

Gerald 
Geneva, Lake of, 15, 140 
Gengulphus of Toul, legend of, 532 
Gennadius of Marseilles, 489, 491 
Genoa, stormed by Batimites (935), 155; 

Otbertine counts of, 240; Sardima and, 
250 

Geoffrey Martel, Count of Anjou, 126, 283, 
acquires Tours, 108; war with William 
of Normandy, 109 sq., 292; rule of, 
118 sq. 

Geoffrey the Bearded, Count of Anjou, 111, 
119 

Geoffrey Grisegonellej Count of Anjou, 96 
Geoffrey Martel the Younger, Count of An¬ 

jou, death of, 120 
Geoffrey, lord of Mayenne, 110 
George, Greek priest, 6 
George the Syncellus, chronicler, 528 
Gerald, Count of Geneva, seizes Lyons, 

279; 287 
Gerard, Bishop of Angoul^me 130 
Gerard, Bishop of Cambrai, 251, 275, 282, 

298,465 , ^ 
Gerard of Chatenois, made Duke of Upper 

Lorraine, 294 
Gerard, Count of Alsace, 248 sq. 
Gerard, Count of Paris, 24 , . 
Gerard, Count of Vienne t<>irard of Bous- 

sillon), regent in Provence, 34, 41,^46 
Gerard, St, of Brogne, reforms Blemish mon¬ 

asteries, 373, 457 - T • « ifti • 
Gerberga, wife of Gilbert of Borrame, 181, 

wife of Louis d’Outremer, 79, . 
Gerberga, wife of Herman Duke of Swabia, 

143 note 
Gerberoy, siege of (1078), 112, 120 
Gerbert of Aurillao. See Sylvester 11, Pope 
Germanicus, 522 o»7o 
Germanus, Abbot of Winchcombe, 378 
Germanus, St, of Auxerre, Lt/e of, 
Germany (Bast Franks), Chaps, n, 

IX, X, XI, xn; 23; kmgdom of, 26 sqq., 
62 sq.; and Hungarian mvasions. 69, 
87 so • 70; 135; royal power m, 165 sq., 
187^29 sq.; relations to 
231-36; chancery of, 213; allodial^ ng 
in, 459; ministeriales in, 462; baronies m, 
^4; Iwues in, 465 sq.; art m. 552,559, 
kings of, see Arnulf, Oarloman, Chiles, 
Lnrad, Henry, Louis. 
Philip, Eudolf; see 

Germigny, ehuroh at, 560 sq., 567 
Gero, Archbishop of Magdeburg, 232, 239 
Gero, Margrave, conquers the Wends, 187, 

192, 200,202 , Tiir Ir 017 99% 
Gero Margrave of the East Mark. 217.222 
SSd. Count of the Eastern March 4 
Sevona. 8; county of, 90; cathedral of, 437 

Gers, river, 495 
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Gervase, Bishop of Le Mans, 109 
Gesta Berengarii, 531 
Getae. See Gdtar 
Gbarbib, 414 
Ghent, Danes at, 59; 92; taken by Baldwin 

lY, 228; castle built by Otto I, 228; cap¬ 
tured by Henry II, 250; Dunstan at, 371. 
See Blandiiiium, abbey of 

Gibicbenstein, Ernest of Swabia impris¬ 
oned at, *258; Godfrey of Upper Lorraine 
imprisoned at, 288 sq. 

Gilbert (Giselbert), Duke of Lorraine, 78; 
and Henry the Fowler, 180 sq., 187; rebels 
against Otto I, 189 sq.; drowned, 190 

Gilbert (Giselbert), vassal of Charles the 
Bald, 31 sq. 

Gilbert of Burgundy, Count of Autun, etc., 
83, 94, 96 

Gildas, writings of, 508 sq. 
Girard of Eoussillon, See Gerard, Count of 

Vienne 
Gironde, river, and the Vikings, 316 
Gisalbert, Abbot, 536 
Gisela, Empress of Conrad 11, 264; 273; 276; 

294; guardian to Ernest of Swai)ia, 249; 
marries Conrad II, 249, 254; Burgundy 
and, 256; favours Cluniao movcimeuti, 
271; influence of, 272; Henry HI and, 
280 

Gisela, daughter of Charles the Great, 2 
Gisela, wife of Henry the Wrangler, 143 

note, 227 
Gisela, daughter of Louis the Pious, 47 
Gisela, Abbess of Nivelles, 60 
Gisela, wife of Stephen of Hungary, 261, 

303 
Gisela, wife of Adalbert of Ivrea, 148 
Giselbert. See Gilbert 
Gisiler, Bishop of Merseburg, Archbishop of 

Magdeburg, 282sq., 285 
Gisors, acquired by Philip I, 112 
Gisulf, Prince of Salerno, resists John XII, 

161; dethroned, 169; restored, i6. 
Glamorgan, tribal unit, 341, S60 
Glanvill, English legist, 401 
Glastonbury, Abbey of, 374, 378, 404, 509; 

abbot of, see Dunstan 
Gloria, laus et honor, hymn, 619 
Gloua Ordinaria to the Bible, 522, 532 
Gloucester, 393; Vikings in, 355; Abbey of 

St Oswald, 373 ; cathedral, 563 sq. 
Gloucestershire, 387, 404 
Gnesen, metropolitan see founded at, 222; 

relics removed to Prague from, 300 
Goda, sister of Edward the Confessor, 392 sq, 
Godalming, 860 
Godefrid. See GutSrolSr 
Godehaxd, Abbot of Altaich, Tegernsee and 

Hersfeld, 286; Bishop of Hildesheim, 251, 
255 sq. 

Godesoalc, Obotrite noble, 297, 299, 306 
Godescalcus, See Gottschalk 
Godfrey, Duke of Lower Lorraine, 200, 207 
Godfrey, Count of the Ardennes, Duke of 

Lower Lorraine, 239^ 248 sq. 

Godfniy, Duke of Upper Lorraine, 278; 307; 
resents the division of the Duchy, 284 sq.; 
allies with k'rance and Burgundy, 286, 
292; deposition and revolt of, 286 sqq.; 
Bubrnission and restoration of, 288sq.; 
renewc<l disalTection of, 292sq.; second 
deposition of, 293sqq.; liberated, 296; 
marries lUuitrico of Tuscany, 296, 298; 
joins Baldwiji of Flanders, 299 

Godfrey, Count of Hainault and Verdun, 
207/209sq. 

Godred Crovan, Man conquered by, 335 
Godurm. See Gu’dornir 
Godwin, Earl of Wesr,(‘x, IiB7, 389; house 

of, 397; atuKi^udon of Edward the Confes¬ 
sor, 389 stp; 325; his ambitions, 391 sq.; 
quarrel with Edwsird, 393 sejq.; outlawed, 
3,9!; re.storatinn and dc.ath of, 395 

GolTraidh. ,S7vHiiuMrtor 
(iolden Ball, 4(>4 
Goldzihe.r, ciUul, 434 
Gonuw, 417 
Goudniville, Lothar 11 at, 42; 45; 57; 

59 sq. 
G(>n/.a.lo, lord of Bibagorza, etc., 428 
Goi'm, th(! Old, King of De.uinark, makes 

p(‘ac(i with Ihuiry I, 185; opposets Chris¬ 
tianity, 18(); tomb of, 332, 380 

Gormlladth, wife, of i'.ria,n Borumha, 324 
Goiv<e, ahl)i>t of. See Siep;fi‘b;<l 
Go.dar, fortiliea,tion of, 182; synod of, 249, 

251; Ihuny HI at, 276, 278, 287, 295, 
29B sq,; i ifatislav at, *280; Henry IV born 
at, 295; catlmdral, 295, 299; Casimir at, 
302; padfuu) of, 561 

Gotar (G<!tae., G<aits), 309 
Gothalania. See Catalonia 
Gotliia, giv<!n to (Tiarles the Bal(l,lG; Cata¬ 

lonia a.nd, 89; Toulouse and, 90, 130; 
JIungarianH in, 139; marqiKwscs of, see 
B(;rnard, .Uaymoud; see also Septirnania 

Gothland, rmanoriad r4;one!’5 of, 310, 328sq.; 
Anglo-Saxon coins found at, 333 

Gotricus. See Guh'rii'bV the yrqdhig 
Gottschalk (Godcmcalcus), of Orbais, 524, 

529, 533 
Gournay-Hur-Marne, castle of, 114 
Go/ado, Dtdte of Lnw(sr Ijorraine, 254, 

256 sq.; kills Odo H, 207 ; acquires Upper 
Lorraine, 270, 275; at Aix, 278; death 
of, 284 

Gov;(,do the Coward, Duke of Lower Lorraine, 
284, 289 

Grade, Ho.o of, 205 
Gran, llungariauB defeated at, 261 
Granada, <132 
Greek, Language and Literature, knowledge 

of, 489, 491, 493, 496sq., 507sqq., 516, 
517, 528; in Ireland, 502sqq., 524sqq.; 
in England, 502 sqq., 529; in ninth cen¬ 
tury, 524 sqq.; gloHsaries, 526 

Greek Church, at Trim, 503 
Greenwich, Danes at, 3B3 
Griigory I, Saint, the Great, Pope, 641; 

writings of, 358, 4B7 sq., 493, 687 
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Gregory IT, Pope, and the Emperor, 6; and 
Lothar, 17 sql; fortufies the Tiber, 49; on 
the lay power, 448 sq. 

Gregory V, Pope (liruno of Carinthia), acces¬ 
sion of, 172, 21,45 Otto III and, 174j 
council of St llasle, 103; Ardoin and, 
220; death of, 173 

Gregory VI, Pope, 291, 294, 454 
Gregory VH, I’ope, 291 
Gregory Asbestas, Arclibishop of Syracuse, 

451 
Gregory, candidate for Papacy (1012), 241 
Gregory, Count of Tusculum, xvii, 454 
Gregory Tracdianiotis, catapan, 177 
Gregory of Tours, lUUonj of the Franks of, 

495 sq. 
GrimalduH of St Gall, 522, 535 
Griinbald, 3>58 
Griinoald, Prince of Pcnove.nto, 8 
Groix, Scandinavian nifluence at, 332 
Grona, Synod at, 25(> 
Gruhydd (Griditli) ap Idywcdyn, Prince of 

North Wabi.-;, 390; niarri<is Ealdgyth of 
Mercia., 397; attacks Wessex, 396sq.; 
death of, 3/J7 

Guadacc.lcte, battle of, 417 
Guadalajara, 410 
Guadal(*.tc, batiks; of, 409 
Guadalquivir, rivtu*, 411 sq., 416 
Guadiaua, river, 420 
Guaimar II, Priu<u^ of Salertio, 151 sq, 
Guaimar III, Prince of SaUjriio, 268 
Guaimar IV, Priuen of Salerno, 268, 292 
Gualdrada, wife of Pi<;tru Candiano IV, 170 
Gu’Mrlb of Northumbria, 332 
Gut5fri5r (Goffraidh), 318 
GutSormr (Alfjvdhi foe)- '37*6 Guthrum 
Guh'ormr (Gudunii), 3>15 
GuhVub'r the Ynglhig (Godefridus, Gotricus), 

King of Denmark, 3P2nq., 315; 326 
Gu'b’robr, Kiiig of the Wc.stern Isles, 326 
Gub’roh'r (God(4‘nd), Viking leader, granted 

Erisia, 59, 315; slain, 6(), 321 
Guc.rbigny, Nortluuen at, 72, 85 
Gueriir, St, 347 note 
Guido, Marqut'.us of 'Puscany, 153 sq. 
Guido, son of Perengar 11, 101 
Guido, Arcdibisbop of Milan, 291 
Guido, lUshop of Piacenza, 292 
Guildford. 300. 380 ^ 
Gaines, Count of, 460 
Guudrada, granddaughter of Charles Mar- 

tel, 2 
Gundulf, Bishop of jhichester, 470 
GimnhUd, sister of Sveirt, 381 sq. 
Gunuhild of Swetlen, 297 
Gunnhild (Kuiiigunda), daughter of Enut, 

niarricjs King Ihmry son of Conrad II, 
263, 274, 294; death of, 209, 274 

Guuthamund, Vandal king, 492 
Gunthex', Airclibishop of Cologne, u26; and 

Theutborga, 39; deposed, 42, 45, 449 sq. 
Gunther, hermit f)f Bohmer Wald, 277 _ 
Gunzolin, made Max'grave of Meissen, 222, 

228 

Gunzo of Novara, 535 
Gutb rum (Gu^ormr), King, wars with Alfred, 

353, 355 sq., 368 sq.; settles in East An¬ 
glia, 319, 322 sq., 356 sq.; death of, 361 

Guthrum, King of East Anglia, 361, 364 
Guy (Guido), Emperor, Duke of Spoleto, 

King of Italy, 63 sqq.; Emperor, 65; death 
of, 66; 72; 155 sq. 

Guy, Duke of Spoleto, 48 
Guy, Count of the March of Brittany, 47 
Guy, Count of Camerino, 48 
Guy, lord of Vernon and Brienne, 109 
Guy, Count of Ponthieu, 398 
Guy-Geoffrey, Duke of Aquitaine. See Wil¬ 

liam VIII 
Gwent, Welsh tribal unit, 341, 860 
Gwynedd. See Wales, North 
Gyrth, Earl of East Anglia, 397 
Gytha, wife of Earl Godwin, 389 

Hacket, allodial estates of, 460 
Hademar, Abbot of Fulda, 202 
Hadoardus, 523 
Hadrian, Emperor, 503 
Hadrian the Abbot, 488, 502, 510 sqq., 514 
Hadrian II, Pope, 43, 46, 453 
Hadrian HI, Pope, 60 
Hafrsfjord, battle at (872), 318, 325, 339 
Hagano, favourite of Charles the Simple, 

74 
Hagano, Bishop of Bergamo, 450 
Plainault, given to Godfrey, 207; counts of, 

see Reginar 
Hakam I, Emir of Spain, 8, 414 sq. 
Hakam H, Caliph of Cordova, reign of, 

423 sq.; patron of learning, 425,433,435; 
437 

H4kon the Bad, Earl (Jarl) of Norway, 324, 
826, 380; aids Harold Bluetooth, 205 

Hakon, Earl of Worcestershire, 387, 392 
Halbdenus. See Halfdanr 
Halberstadt, bishops of, 202, 209, 232 
Halfdanr (Irish, Albdann; O.E., Half dene), 

King of Northumbria, attacks Northum¬ 
bria, 319, 350, 357; enters Mercia, 351; 
enters Wessex, 352; 361; at London, 353; 
ravages Bernicia, 353 sq.; Eung of Den¬ 
mark, 321; death of, 318 sq. 

Halfdene. See Halfdanr 
Halicarnassus, mausoleum of, 552 
Halinard of Dijon, 279; Archbishop of 

Lyons, 294 
Halitgar, Bishop of Cambrai, 6 
Hamburg; see of, founded, 7,314; destroyed 

by Danes, 31, 314; burnt by Obotrites, 
208; fortifications at, 305; 232; Arch¬ 
bishop olBremenat, 290,297; arohbislmps 
of, see Adalbert, Albrand, Anskar, Lie- 
vizo, Unwan 

[amelia I, lord of Langeais, 118 ^ _ 
[ampshire, plundered by Danes, 381 sq., 405 
[ar^acnutr. >?ee Harthaenut 
lardesyssel, 311 note 
lardouin, Bishop of Langres, 124 
larleian MSB., 526 
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Harold, King of Denmark, baptism of, 6 sq., 
313 sq.; death of, 315 sq.; 321 

Harold, King of Denmark, succeeds Svein, 
884 

Harold Kairhair, King of Norway, 311, 323, 
870; conquests of, 325 sq., 339, 380 

Harold Gorrnson (Bluetooth), King of Den¬ 
mark, baptism of, 186, 202; Hubrnits to 
Otto n, 205, 326; deposed, 208, 380 

Harold Hardrada, King of Norway, 297,328 
Harold Harefoot, King of England, 325, 

389 
Harold Hyldetan (Herioldns, O.N. Handdr), 

King of Denmark, 313 
Harold, King of England; Earl of East? 

Anglia, 392sq.; outlawed, 394; succeodg 
to Earldom of Wessex, 395sq.; obtains 
Herefordshire, 397; war with 
396sq.; oath to William, 398; Morkere’s 
revolt, 398 sq. 

HarranI, 416 
Harrow, 343 sq. 
Hartgar of Tongres, 526 
Harthacniit (Har'bhcnutr), King of Denmark, 

388;^ beconicH King of :!<lrifd!ind, 325, 389 
Hartwich, Bishop of Bamberg, 297 
Hariln ar-Basliid, Abhaaid (Jaiiph, 415 
Harz, 276 

^42^***^ Shahrut, Jewish diplomatist, 

Hasting (H48teinn), Yiking leader, 320,359 
Hastings, 357 
Hatfield, 402 note. 
Hatheburg, wife of Henry I, 186 
Hathumoda, first Abbess of Gandershaim, 

529 sq. ’ 
Hatto, Archbishop of Vich, 585 
Hatton, MS. at, 506note 
Havel, river, Germans defeated on, 299, 306 
Hayelberg, bishopric founded in, 192; 

ohuroh burnt, 208 
Havoise, wife of Hool of Ooniouailles, 128 
Haymo of Halberstadt, 532 
Hebrew, knowledge of, 508, 515, 520 
Hebrides(Su'toyjar), the,VikingHettlementa 

m, 824sqq.; Scandinavian influence in 
324 sqq.; 333 sq. See aho W(^stern Isles 

Hector, Archbishop of Besam,iOu, 141 
Hedbourne Worthy, 556 
Hedeby-Slesvik, trading centre, 882 
Hedwig, widow of Ihuchard, Duke of Swa¬ 

bia, revolts, 204 ; 205 note 
Hugh the Great, 88, 198 

Heirio of Auxerre, 527, 534; cited, 524 
He gaud, biographer of Bobert the Pious, 105 
Helge, river, 388 
Heliodorus, Aethiopka of, 538 
Hellmern, burnt by Bverard, 188 
Helpenc of Auxerre, 535 
Hemmingus (Hemmingr), killed at Wal- 

oberen (837), 313 
Hendrica, 356, 859, 364 
Henries, War of the Three, 206 
Henry I, the Bowler, King of Germany, 70, 

74, 205 rwte^ 215, 220; election of 179* 
polu.,v<,f. 179«J,0. lH2Rq,,.; the Church 
and, dfiaih of, 186 

Hom-y II, KiiipiM-or, succoods Henry the 
\\niii|;lnr lu Bavaviii, lAZnnU, 176 an 
20.7 in 212. 21Hh,i.; «trugKio for the 
craw,, of („-m.„.ny, 21.7 aqq.; crowned 
nt Mayi'iicc, 217; oppnaition in Saxony 
2 0 wpp; 1,1,'1.1.. oliiu'actor, and poKoy 
ilHsq.; loHH of iionihardy, 218, 220800 ’ 
loss of Bnihcmia, 218, 222 sq.- auarrfil 
with Boland, 222sq.; becomes’King of 
Loinlijhrdy, 224; recovers Bohemia, 225* 
allies with heathen Wends, 226- makes 
pmeo with Bole,Hlav, 227; ihmgundyand 

’ Bland(!rs and, 106,’ 
22H; l(,ss(‘H to Boland, 228; resources of 
tin; (n-own, 229 h.|.; (‘.ccbiMiastical policy. 
ah sqq., 241, 242, 2d(>, 249 sq. 2,53’ 
second visit to Italy, 239 sqq.; crowned 
liiinperor, 2'I3; make.s peace in Italy, 246- 
intervenes in Burgundy, 247 so 25a’ 
lioncdict VIII ,u,d. -1.70: third Vtio 
Ita-Iy, 2.'>0 sq., 26H; death of, 142 252- 
Hace(\;;;ion to, 253 si},; 261 ^ ’ 

llc,ii*V III, hjinpni-or, Dnlns of Bayaria, 270 
ap 270, 2H7, ;t»7; Duke of Hvvabia! 
a,0.27:i.a,|,; 2W.;H)7; DultoofOarinthia! 
211; Kiiifr, 2(il), 276; ridaliona with Hun- 
f’ary, 2(;i, 27.7; war with, 27Hi«m. 285 
2HH; 2S).7H(m., :(().•( Ht],; ridation,, with Bo¬ 
hn,nia, 202, 27,-I; 270 wp,., 209 mq.; re- 
..“'With B,„-Ki,„dy,27:5; KiiiRof Bur- 
Kuriily, 14.7 «q., 274, 27H gq.; relations 
With Iiorraine, 284, 2H6H(}q.; settlement 
of, 289 K<j.; 1 urther trouble with, 292 sqq * 
first visit to Italy, 266 sq., 277; second 
visit, 290 H<jq.; becomes Emperor and 
1 atrician, 291, 306; last vi.Mit, 29HHq • at 
Die.t of Bamberg, 269,274; relations with 
blushing and Flanders, 289, 293, 297 sq • 
marriage policy, 283, 306; marriesGunn- 
hild, 2(>3; marries AgiuiS, 275, 280, 283- 
ooclcHiaHtical policy, 275, 277, 291,306* 
aims and acluevornonis, 306 sqq.: death 
of, 299 ^ 

Henry IV, Emperor, born, 295; elected 
king, 297; made Duke of Bavaria, 297; 
crowned, 298; B,urgundy and, 146; Bu- 
dolf of Swabia and, 2H9 

Henry V, MmjX'ror, and Burgundy, 146 
Himry VI, Empi'ror, and Burgundy, 147 
Henry V11, Kriqieror, and Buigundy, 147 
Henry J, King of France, loses liurgundy 

etc., 107 sq.; wars with vassals, loV^-lO, 
143Hq,; 123; meets Conrad H, 259; 
Henry I.J I, 280; 294; 299; threatens Lor¬ 
raine, 286, 292; death of, 110 

121; charter of, 

Henry II, King of England, 466, 471 
Henry HI, King of England, 466 
Haary IV, King of England, 536 
Henry, Duke of Bavaria, 186; 188; given 

Maoroh of Verona, 159, 196; rebellions 
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against Otto I, 189 sqq.; marriage of, 
191, 204; defeats the Hungarians, 195, 
198; the Bavarian revolt, 197,199; death 
of, 160; 205 note 

Henry [II], the Wrangler, Duke of Bavaria, 
218; revolts against Otto 11, 204 sq.; de¬ 
prived of his Duchy, 206; attempts to 
supplant Otto III, 80, 209 sqq.; submits, 
210; joins Otto III before Brandenburg, 
211; death of, 212, 218 

Henry of Luxemburg, Duke of Bavaria, 238, 
248; and the Lyutitvi, 227; death of, 270 

Henry of Luxemburg, Duke of Bavaria, 279, 
289, 292 sq., 307; death of, 293 

Henry (Odo), Duke of Burgundy, ISnote, 106 
Henry the Younger, Duke of Carinthia, 206 

and notCf 206; Duke of Bavaria, 209; 
opposes Henry the Wrangler, 210; cedes 
Bavaria to him, 210 sq.; death of, 212 

Henry the Lion, Duke of Saxony, 465 
Henry, Archbishop of Treves, 293 
Henry, Bishop of Augsburg, 206 
Henry, Bishop of Wurzburg, 237 sq., 246 
Henry of Schweinfurt, Margrave of Nordgau, 

claims Bavaria, 222; revolts, 223 sq. 
Henry, Count of Alemannia, 60 sq. 
Henry, Count Palatine in Lower Lorraine, 

287; chosen successor to Henry III, 289 
Henry, Count ^r Duke) of Thuringia, 59 
Henry, son of Otto I, 196 
Henry, son of Stejjhen of Hungary, denied 

the Dukedom of Bavaria, 261 
Henry, son of Otto Duke of Carinthia, 263 
Herbauges, Count of. See Beginald 
Herbert the Young, Count of Troyes, 83 
Herbert the Old, Count of Troyes, 95, 97 
Herbert II, Count of Yermandois, 76 sq., 

96; 189; and Charles the Simple, 75 sq.; 
and the Yikings, 87 sq.; death of, 78,83 

Herbert Wake-dog, Count of Maine, 125 sq. 
Hereford, Earls of. See Eglaf, Balf; cathedral 

at, 561 
Herefordshire, invaded,362,385,387,396 sqq. 
Herethaland. See Horthaland 
Heribert, Arohbishopof Cologne, chancellor, 

213, 246; and Henry 11, 218, 233; death 

Heriger, Archbishop of Mayence, 179 
Herioldus. See Harold Hyldetan 
Herman Billung, Duke of Saxony, 187; sub¬ 

dues the Wends, 192, 202; 197; death of, 
203 

Herman I, Duke of Swabia, MSnote; 157; 
187; marriage of, 181; death of, 191 

Herman H, Duke of Swabia, claims crown 
of Germany, 216 sq.; sacks Strasbourg, 
217 sq.; submits to Henry II, 218 

Herman III, Duke of Swabia, 239, 249 
Herman XV, Duke of Swabia, marriage of, 

265, 299 ; death of, 269 sq., 274 ^ 
Herman, Archbishop of Cologne, 278; 289; 

293; and Henry IH, 276, 287, 308; and 
Adalbert of Bremen, 290; death of, 299 

Herman, Bishop of Strasbourg, 293 
Herman, Count Palatine in Lorraine, 215 

Herman, Count of Mens, 292, 295 
Herman of Beichenau, 276; cited, 254tio^e3, 

272, 274, 279 sq., 295, 300 
Herman, son of Godfrey of Verdun, 210 
Hermandad, 416 
Hermeneumata Pseitdo-Bositheana, 503 
Herold, Archbishop of Salzburg, 199 
Herred, allodial estates of, 460 
Hersfeld, fortification of, 182; abbey of, 236, 

293; abbot of, see Godehard 
Herstall, Louis the Pious at, 2, 6 
Hertford, burh at, 363 
Hertfordshire, 392, 397, 403; hundreds of, 

367; Scandinavian influence in, 337 
Herv4, Archbishop of Eheims, 74, 87 
H6ry, village of, 104 
Hexham, church at, 560 
Hieronymus presbyter, 500 
Higbert, Archbishop of Mercia, deprived, 343 
Hildebert, Archbishop of Mayence, 187 
Hildebold, Archbishop of Cologne, 3 
Hildefonsua of Toledo, 489 
Hildegarde, Countess of Anjou, 126 
Hildesheim, Everard imprisoned at, 188; 

Henry 11 educated at, 218; bronzes at, 
559; church at, 567; see of, 232, 235, 
255 sq.; bishops of, see Bernward, Ebbo, 
Godehard 

Hildibald of Worms, Chancellor of Ger¬ 
many, 213 

Hilduin, 45 
Hilduin, Abbot of St Denis, 524, 526; ban¬ 

ished, 15 sq.; joins Lothar, 24 
Hincmar, Archbishop of Bheims, 30, 32; 

526; prevents a council, 37; Lothar IE’s 
marriage, 39, 41, 43; 46; 53 sqq. ; Gott- 
schalk, 529, 533; views on monarchy, 
446 sqq.; the papacy, 462 sq.; 455; death 
of, 69; annals of, 46 

Hinksey, 402 note 
Hinxton Down, Yikings defeated at, 347 
Hiruath. See Horthaland 
Hisham, Caliph of Damascus, 411 sq. 
Hisham I, Emir of Spain, 414 
Hisham II, Caliph of Cordova, 424sqq.; 

disappearance of, 427 
Hisham HI, al-MuHadd, Caliph of Cordova, 

427 
Hisham, son of Sulaiman al-Musta‘in, 427 
Hisperica Famina, 508 sq., 629 
JSistoria CampostellcLna^ cited, 426 ^ 
Historia Tripartita, 528. See Cassiodorus 
Hoohst, synod at, 252 
Hoel, Count of OomouaiUefl, becomes Duke 

of Brittany, 128 
Hoger, musician, 635 
HohenAltheim, assembly of (916), 69sq.,194 
Holland (in England), submits to Edward 

the Elder, 364 
Holland, counts of. See Dietrich, Elorenoe 
Holme (Beds.), battle of, 361 
Holme (Norf .), monastery of St Benet, 388, 

406 
Holstein, Danes in, 185 
Homer, See Angiibert 
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Homer, Odyssey of, 538 
Hook Norton, 863 
Horace, 522, 624, 526 sq. 
Horic (H4rekr), King of Denmark, 20, BIS; 

and Anskar, 814; attacks Louis the (Ger¬ 
man, 81 sq,, 815 sq,, 819 

Horic the Younger, King of Denmark, 814; 
accession of, 815; death of, 821 

Hdrthaland, Vikings from, 811, 840 
Hoskuldr, the Icelander, 88B 
Hdskuldr. See Askol’d 
Howth, plundered by Vikings, 812 
Hoxne, St Edmund martyred at, 851 
Hrabanus Maurus, Magnentius. iS'ceBaban 

Maur 
Hroerekr. See Boric, Burik 
Hrolfr. See Bollo 
Hrollaugr, Bollo 
Hrotsvitha, nun of Gandersheim, 581 so.: 

cited, 1917iote 
Hilbert, Marquess ol Tuscany and Spoleto, 

157 sq., 161; exiled, 162; restored, 165; 171 
Hubert, the Bed, Count, 245 sq. 
Hubert, brother of Theutberga, Duke of 

Jurane Burgundy, 88 sq. 
Hucbald of St Amand, 581, 535 
Hueaca, 414, 417 
Hugh of Aries, King of Italy; Marquess of 

Broyence, 186, 188 sq., 352; crowned at 
lavia, 189, 158; plans to acquire Bur¬ 
gundy, 140, 156; Alberic of Borne and, 
154 sq.; alliance with Byzantium, 155- 
relations with Burgundy and Germany; 

^156 sq,; fall of, 157; death of, 158 
Hugh Capet, King of Franco, 75 7iotc, 80 sqq/ 

crowned, 84; relations with Aquitaine, 91; 
andBurgundy, 88,94; andNcustria, OBaq. 
reign of,_99sqq.; plots against Otto III, 
210; civil war with Charles of Lower 
Lorraine, 99 sq., 211; death of, 108 

Hugh, King, son of Bobert the Pious, 107 
Hugh of Vermandois, Archbishop of Bheims, 

75sq., 7Ssq., 194 ’ 
Hugh, Abbot of Cluny, 275, 295 
Hugh, Abbot of Farfa, 242 sq 

Saint-Germain, 85, 87- 

of S? ^ 

Hugh the Grimt, 0uke ol the Franks, Count 
of Fans, 75 note; 198 wu-, 868; posses- 
Bions of, 76; policy of, 77 sq,, 82 sq., 192; 
captures Louis IV, 79,198; excommuni¬ 
cated, 79, 176; the Vikings and, 87sq.; 

IsTflXot 80’ 

®“8h I> Duke of Burgundy, 124 

171 Tuscany, rules Spoleto, 

rS’ death of, 177 
266 Marquess, Count of Milan, 

Hugh Iir, Count of Maine, 109 
Hugli, Count of Toiirn, 8 
Hugh liarrjoui, lord of Broyos, 111, ug 
Hugh du Guo, caHtoIlan, 139 
irugh, lord of Le Puiset, 315 sq. 
llugh, lord of Amboiscj and Chaumont 119 

brother of LouisthePious, 

Hugh, illegitimate son of Lothar H, 57sq., 

Hugh, son of the lord of Bainte-Maure, 119 
Hugh of Flavigny, chronicler cited, 253 

Humber the, 351, 855, 400; 3Bdward the 
h; der^s power roaches, 865; Svein enters, 
8B8 sq. ’ 

Hmubort Whitcliiuids, Count of Aosta and 
Maurienne, 144, 259 

llmnphray, Arehbisliop of Ilavenna, 292 

JlimtrKi(llumphi-(y),Abp.ofMagdeburg,232 
Hungarians (Magyars), the. 64; invadeGer- 

niany, eHsqq., 74, 1«2, 191; 196; and 
hraiioo, H7, 1H5; in Burgundy and Pro- 
ymiflo, 138 sq., 18,7; i„ Italy, ug bo.. 
lul sqq. I74sq., 17H, 182, 185; in tan- 
guuildu, 17.!; (iiilciit of, on the Leohfold 
(957), J(i0, 168, 19H sqq., 201; defeat of 
newMorsoburg (933),,187; Christianmis- 
oo!!'** ’dlianoe with Poles, 
222. her. aha Hungary 

Hungary, relations with Gennany, 260 so.. 
278, 270 sqq., 279 nqq,, 285, 287 sq., 
295 sqq 298, 800 sq. , 808-5, 897; kings 
of, see Andrew, Obo, l^eter, Stepben 

Huns, 501 ^ 
Huntingdon, bm% 856; jarl of, 864 
Huntingdonshire, htmdreds of, 867; earl 

in ^oft-ndinavian influence 

Hurr, 409 
Huy, 559 
Hwieco, men of, 844, 856 
Hy, abbot of. Adamnan 
Hyde, abbey of, 861, 378 
Hygelao, King of the Geats, 809 
Hywel, Prinoe of Deheubarth, 864 

Ibn Abl-‘Amir. Bee AlmanKor 
Ibn al-Abb&r, cited, 488 
Ibn ahAgh,lab, Imir of Africa, 419; we also 

. Ibrahim 
Ibn Anas. See Malik ibn Anas 

Ti!*' dtlya 
Ibn BashkuwSl, cited, 438 ' 

Ibn FimSs, 482 

Mahomet Ibn GhfiUb 
Ibn Biablb, 410 

®««Ibr5htm}bnHajjaj 
Ibn Hwhim at-TujIbl. See hlahomet ibn 

Hashim at-Tujlbl 
Ibn IshSk. See Baisam ibn IshSk 

Ibn mafd.tiH * ibu Maldfin 

Ibn ^fuzman, poet, 488 
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Ibn Marwaa, Prince of MMdft andBadajoz, 

417 
Ibn Marw&n» 421 
Ibn Masarra, 419, 4S1 
Ibn Maatana, 418 
IbnMu‘awiya. fifee *Abd-ar-Ba1iman I 
Ibn Mujahid, 431 
Ibn Sbammas, 414 ^ ^ 
Ibn Yabya. See YalTiya ibn Yahya 
Ibrahim, Aghlabid Emir of Africa, 150, 

419 
Ibrahim ibn Hajjaj, 419 sq,, 488 
Iceland, settlement; of, 838 sq*; 535 
Iconoclastic controversy, 528, 5S2flq.; in¬ 

fluence of, upon art, 546 ^ 
Ida, wife of Eiudolf of Swabia, 191 
Idatius, chronicler, 492 
Idrisids, 424 
Idwal, Prince of Gwynedd, 864 
Iffley, church at, 561 
Iforen, Berber tribe, 422 
Ifrikiya (Tunis), 422, 424 , ^ka 
Ignatius, Patriarch of Constantmople, 460, 

528 
Illtyd. S^elltut 
Illuminated MSS-, mosaics based upon, 

649 so.; English and Irish crosses and, 
544 sqq.; architectural decoration and, 

565sq. 
ntut, St, school of, 509 
Imhar, Beehm 
Inden, monastery of, 4 ■ 
India, trade with, 4B8 
Indulgence, Bay of, 281 sqq., 284, 807 
Ine, King of Wessex, founder of Abingdon, 

374; laws of, 858, 404 _ 
Jjngelheim, Louis I at, 16, 22; council at 

(948), 79, 194; Henry I of Bavaria ii^ 
prisoned at, 191; Otto I at, 196; Hen^ I 
of Bavaria imprisoned at, 206; Synod at, 
211; Ernest of Swabia banned at, 2^; 
Henry III married at, 275, ^ 
receives Arihert of Milan at, 277 

Ingo, Bishop of Vercelli, 175 

Ttigwar. tvarr 
Ifligo Arista, 410 _ 
Inn, river, Hungarians defeated on, 69 
Instantius, heretic, 612 , ^ 

Investiture. 459; "g^04 
Iona (Hy), Vikings m, 311, 830, 34fa, 
Wich; Wat,356,381 
Heland, Vikings in, ^6 sq., 

324 330, 346sq.; Harold and Leofwm m, 
394* Aelfgar in, 396; Scandinavian in- 
fuencTil 343; Gallic influence m, 
498sac.V 601; learning and literature m, 
fiOlsac 524sqq.,538; literary connepon 
wiL Spain, 524Vart in, 556; kings of. sec 
Aedh, Brian 

Egard‘w^e of Otto of Hsmmerstein, 
251 sq. _ 

Isaac of Tahanos, 406 

JEtymologiae of, 490 sqq.; 620; other 
works of, 492 

Isidorus Mercator. See Pseudo-Isidore 
Isidorus of Miletus, 546 
Isidorus Pacensis, chronicler, 493 
Ismaelites, 419 
Issoire, church at, 561 
Istria, March of , ceded to Germany, 159 
Italy, kingship of Bernard, 3; Lothar made 

King of, 5, 15, 20, 26; Louis I and, 3, 7, 
11; under Louis II, 34, 47-60; Charles 
the Bald becomes King of, 51; dispute for 
the crown of, 63 sqq.; becomes an inde¬ 
pendent kingdom, 67; invaded by Hun¬ 
garians, 88; under Kodolph II, 136, 153; 
under Louis III, 138, 149; under King 
Hugh, 139, 153-57; the Byzantine Em¬ 
pire and, 150 sq., 155, 166 sqq., 176; m 
the 10th century, ch. vn; Vikings in, 320; 
Empress Adelaide regent in, 209; Otto pi 
visits, 212; chancery of, 213 sq.; rei^ 
of Ardoin, 220sqq., 240; Henry Hand, 
218, 224; 239 sqq., 243, 246; 250 sq.; 
268; Conrad II and, 256 sq. ; 264, 268; 
265 sqq.; hereditary succession in, 266sq.; 
baronies in, 464; Henry Ill’s first visit to, 
266 sq., 277; second, 290 sqq.; 306; last, 
298 sq.; Art in, 547 sq., 552; learning and 
letters in, 485 sqq., 628; kings of, see 
Adalbert, Ardoin, Berengar, Bem^d, 
Carloman, Charlemagne, Charles, Con¬ 
rad, Guy, Henry, Hugh, Lambert, Loth^, 
Louis, Otto, Bodolph; see also Lombardy 

Itzehoe (Esesfeld), Frankish fort at (809), 312 
ivarr (It. Imhar, O.E. Ingwar), son o^Bag- 

narr Lo5br6k, in Northumbria, 350; at 
Thetford, 319, 351; in Scotland, 351 sq. 
(cf. 318, 325); death of, 318,^ 352 _ 

ivarr (Ir. Imhar, O.E. Ingwar), brother of 
Olaf the White, in Ireland. 317sq.;^ m 
Scotland, 325 (ef. 351 sq.); death of, 318, 
352 

Ivo, Bishop of Chartres, 
Ivois, meeting of Bohert the Pious and ihe 

Emperor Henry II at, 
of Henry I and Henry IH at, 280; (1056) 

Ivrea, 66; besieged, 135 ; bishop of,»«« Wm- 
mund; March of, 65, 157, 167; under 
Ardoin, 220, 244; marquesses of, »e« 
Adalbert, Ansoar, Ardoin, Berengar, Con- 
rad 

Jacobus de Voragine, 496 
Jad, governor of Elvira, 418 
Jaen, 411, 418 sqq., 433; mines at, 432 
Jahna, capture of» 
James, St, apocryphal Gospel of, 532 
James the Less, Gospel of, 506 

* Jaromir of Bohemia, 222 sq.; ma^ Duke of 
Bohemia, 225; aids Henry H against 
Boleslav, 227 sq.; driven from Bohemia, 
239 : restored, 262 ^ _ 

Jarrow, destroyed by Vikings, 311, 341, 347 
Jaxz4, house of , in Anjou, 118 
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Jativa, 432 
Jellinge, stone, 332, 880 
Jerome, Bishop of Vicenza, 245 
Jerome, St, 348, 493; 500; 507sq.; B2nok; 

523; Ms catalogue of church writers, 489, 
491 

Jerusalem, 126; 586 
Jifusalem^ Assises de, 460 sq. 
Jews, in Spain, 429, 435 
JMar, 412 
Job, Gregory on, 488 
Job, Testament of^ 505 
Jocelyn, son of the lord of Sainte-Maure, 

119 ’ 
Jocelyn of Bennes, in Anjou, 118 

l^^other of Bobert I of Burgundy, 

Johannes, magister militum, 489 
Johannes Scottus (Eriugena), 502, 504, 524 

sqq., 527, 533 
Johannis, poem, 488 sq. 
John the Evangelist, 8t, Acts of, 532 
John Vin, Pope, 46; and Cliarlos the Bald, 

oOsqq.; and Louis U, 65sq., J,:57; and 
Charles the Eat, 58; assassinated, 60; 67; 
Papal theory of, 453 sq. 

John IX, Pope, 67; aids Louis of Provence, 
149 

John X, Pope, 455; Archbishop of Bavenna, 
151 sq,; Hugh of Provence and, 158; death 
of, 164 

John XI, Pope, 151, 154, 455 
JohnXII (John Octavian), Pope, 101; and 

Otto I, 161 sqq., 201 sq.; deposed, 163, 
454 sq.; restored, 164 

John XIII, Pope, 166 sqq,, 203 
Bishop of Pavia), Pope, 

101, 170 sq. ^ ' 

Bope 101, 455; and Oroscentius 
II, 171; death of, 172 

^®^,^g^^yBhilagathus),Pope, fate of, 172; 

John XVm, Pope, 237 
John XIX (Bomanus), Pope, 252, 264, 267, 

464 ’ 
John, King of England, 461, 466 

^ Emperor, 167,169, 
duiS 

John H, Prince of Salerno, 176 
John, Duke of Naples, 176, 528 

^ John^'^^^ Spoleto. See Oresoentius, 

John, Archbishop of Bavenna, 450 
John, Bishop, and a Greek book of the As¬ 

cension, 532 
John, Bishop of Arezzo, 51 
John, Bishop of Oervia, 42 
John, Bishop of Tosoanella, 51 
John, Abbot of Athelney, 358 
John, Abbot of Metz, 634 

^^Pop^^^^^ of Nonantula. See John XVI, 

John,^Cardinal deacon, 101, 161,164 

John aratuu.. Sec Gregory VI, Pope 
John Octavian. Sec John XU, Pope 
Jolni PinlaKathus Sec Jolin XVX Pope 
John of A.rnis and Canil)rai Castle, 298 
John, lord of LignioniH, 119 
John of Biclarum, chroiiirder, 492 
John Cameihates, cited, l49no£c 
John tlio Deacon, 528, 581 
John of Gorze, idfe of, 584 
John of tSa!isl)!iry, cited, 187 
John of Wallingford, cited, 881 
JdniHhorg, fortress of, 326 sq., 880 382 
Jouac, 17 
Jonas, Bishop of Orleans, 14. 583 
Joswdin, Bishop of pju'iH, Abbot of Saint- 

Gcrmani-dcs-|-r(;H, .56 eq., ,59; death of, 

JosophiiH AiUuiuitiesoi, 4HC; r,Or,note- S07 
Joshua, illiunitiiihul roll of, 519sq, 
Jouy, Ijouis H r(*tr(m.ts from, 87 
Judith, wife of Ihmry I of Bavaria, 191, 204 

tlOrxtridiKftc ’ 
Judith of Oornouailles, nioilutr of Ihxd 123 
JuLth, Empims IJsqq., 16, iHsqq., 22, 24, 

Judith, da,ugh tor of Charles the Bald, 39 
41, 92, ,849 * 

Jiulith of Se}iw<uufurt, 299 sq. 
Julian, Archbiidiop of I’obulo, 49380 . 524 
Julian, Hi, of Ma-ns, 496 ^ 
Juliana, Aufflo Saxon pexun, 587 
Julianus PorneriuH, 498 
Julianus Titianus, chronicler, 496 
Jiilicl), meeting of Robert and Henry the 

howler at, IHI ^ 
Julin, trading c<mtre, 826 
Jumiegus, ravaged by Danes, 32; Edward 

r^ln serviese book of, 
oJO; Abbey of, 561 sq.; abbots of, we 
Conrad, Rolxo-t 

Junoa, Bishop of. Sec Verocundus 
Jurane .Burgundy, duchy of, 88, 63, 134* 

dukes of, see Conrad, Hubert, ilodolph! 
. Burgundy, kingdom of Jurane 
JUHtin 11, Eashtm Kmporor, 488sq. 
Justinian I, Eastern Emperor, Byzantine 

l!^q^^^557^^*'^ f>39Hq., 634sqq,, 547 

Jttorbogk, Henry II retreats from. 228 
Juvenal, 521, 524 ' 
Juvenous, poet, 516; MS. of, 509 

416 |aisite8 (Ma‘addit6s), 409, 411, 
Kalbites. See Yemenites 
^*^^^^^^onrad II elected at, 254 nois; cf, 

?asr ibn Wardan, ruins at, 547 
Kells, Book of, 566 

Conrad II elected king at, 273; cf. 

Kerapsford, Mercian defeat at, 344 
Kennet, river, Vikingamn, 852 

Cgdom^TjS^”’ Scottish 

Kensteo, Bishop of Binnurin, 347 
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Kent, 401, 405 sq.; under-kingdom of, re¬ 
volts against Ooenwulf, 34B; subject to 
Wessex, 345 sq.; Vikings in, 349 sq.; 359; 
382 sq., 385; kings of, $ee Baldred, Cuth- 
red, Ealhmund 

Kesteven, submits to Edward tbe Elder, 364 
Ketill Elatnose, chieftain of the Western 

Islands, 325 
Ketill the White. Bu Caitill Find 
Khalid, 412 
Kiburg, Count of. See Werner 
Kiersy. See Quierzy 
Kiev, Varangians settle in, 327; alliance 

with Poles, 222; princes of, see 014g, 
Vladimir, yarosl4v 

Kilian, Irish missionary, 512 
Kingston, 378 
Kinnasrin, 411 
Kirchen, Charles the Fat at, 62 
Kiso, takes Brandenburg, 211 sq. 
Kloppen, Otto I at, 140 
Knut, King of Denmark, 122 
Knut, King of England, Denmark and Nor¬ 

way, 305; 383; succeeds Svein, 384; 
renews Danish invasions, 384 sq,; King 
of England and Denmark, 325,332,386 sq.; 
alliance with Conrad 11,263,296 sq., 304; 
visits Borne, 264, 388; policy in Church 
and State, 387 sq., 407 sq.; war with Nor¬ 
way, 388; laws of, 402, 407; death of, 
388 

Kunigunda, Empress of Henry 11, 218, 241, 
248, 252, 254, 279 

Kunigunda, Queen of Henry HI. See Gunn- 
hild 

Kunigunda, Welfic heiress, 265 
Kuno, Duke of Bavaria, 287; made Duke, 

293; deposed, 296; intrigues in Hungary, 
297 sq., 304; death of, 299 

:Kuraib ibn Khaldiln, 418 sq. 
j^uraishites, 412 

La Chartre, taken by Fulk Bechin, 120 
Lactantius, theologian and poet, 616, 526, 

537 
La F4re, Odo at, 78 
La Fert4-en-Brai, 112 
La Gueule, Danish victory at, 64 
Laidulf, Prince of Capua, 171; 176 
La Marche, independence of, 97; subject to 

Aquitaine, 129 
Lambay Island, Vikings at (795), 311 _ 
Lambert of Spoleto, Emperor, King of Italy, 

65,454; succeeds Guy, 66,148 sq. 
Lambert, Duke of Spoleto, 48, 55 sq. 
Lambert, Marquess of Tuscany, 154 ^ ^ 
Lambert, Count of Nantes (Breton March), 2 
Lambert, Count of the Breton March 

(Nantes), 16 sq., 19 sq., 31, 47 sq., 316 
Lambert (Lanthert). Count of Louvain, 207, 

Lambert, Count of Louvain, 295 
Lambert d’Ardre, chronicler, cited, 460 
Lampert, Archbishop of Milan, 153 ^ _ 
Lancashire, Scandinavian influence m, 336 

Lance, Holy, 180 note\ 189, 200, 218; of 
Burgundy, 258; of Hungary, 288 

LandfriedeUt 282, 307 
Landolf, usurps principality of Salerno, 169 
Landolf I, Prince of Capua-Benevento, 

151 sq. 
Landolf III, Prince of Capua-Benevento, 

161 
Landolf IV, Prince of Capua-Benevento, 169 
Landolf V, Prince of Capua, succeeds Ademar, 

176 
Landry, Count of Nevers, 104,106, 141 
Landulf II, Archbishop of Milan, 175 
Langeais, Fulk Nerra at, 108,118; lord of, 

see Hamelin 
Langenzenn, diet at, 198 
Langres, and Burgundy, 93 sq., 96; bishopric 

of, 97; cathedral of, 567; bishops of, see 
Bruno, Hardouin 

Languedoc, 130; Hungarians in, 153; see 
also Gothia, Toulouse 

Lantbert. Lambert 
Laon, Empress Judith at, 14; 75, 77; be¬ 

sieged by Hugh the Great, 78, 193; 
restored to Louis IV, 79, 194; taken by 
Otto II, 80; 89 sq.; captured by Charles 
of Lorraine, 99; recaptured, 100,102; 190; 
Hungarians near, 198; MSS. at, 504, 521, 
526, 538; Greek taught at, 527; bishop 
of, see Asselin 

Lassois, subject to Burgundy, 93 
Lateran, Synod at, 264 
Lausanne, diocese of, 38, 63,134 
Lausitz, March of, created, 202 note; con¬ 

quered by Boleslav, 222 sq., 225; recovered, 
227; again lost, 228,239; surrendered by 
Mesco, 261; see also East Mark, Lusatians 

Lavenham, 406 
Law, Bavarian, 284 
Law, Canon, xviii, 132, 163, 232, 251 sq., 

290; see aZ<o False Decretals 
Law, Lombard, superseded by Boman Law 

in Borne, 267; amended by Conrad H, 266 
Law, Mozarabic, 430, 441 
Law, of Wessex, reformed by Alfred, 358; 

by Edward the Elder, 362; by Aethelstan, 
867 

Law, Boman, to supersede Lombard Law 
in Borne, 267; sovereign’s powers, 461; 
ownership, 462 

Law, Saxon, 217, 255; Lehnrecht of, 459 
Lawhitton, 344 
Lazarus, Byzantine painter, 546 
Lea, river, 319, 359 
Leahhar Breac, 505 
Lechfeld, the Hungarians defeated on, 160, 

199 sq., 215; Diet of Augsburg at (952), 
195 

Le Frainet (Fraxinetum), Saracens at, 140, 
152, 155, 162; extirpated, 168; 431 

Leicester, 319, 353; burh ot, 355; see of, 
380; submits to Aethelfleda, 323,363 sq.; 
besieged by Edmund, 368 

Leicestershire, Svein in, 383; Scandinavian 
influence in, 336 sq. 
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Leidrad, Arclibishop of Lyons, 518 
Leinster, king of. See Maelmordlia 
Leitha, district ceded to Hungary, 261; re¬ 

covered, 281, 303 
Leitzkau, Henry II musters at, 227 
Le Mans, 33, 36; bishops of, see Aldric, 

G-ervase; viscount of, see Kaoul; church 
at, 563; stained glass at, 566 

Lenzen, Wends defeated at, 184 
Leo in, Pope, 4, 343, 519 
Leo lY, Pope, 29; walls Leonine city, 49; 

349 
Leo YIII, Pope, 101; election of, 163; 

driven out, 164; reinstated, ih.\ death of, 
166 

Leo IX, Pope (Bruno, Bishop of Toni), 280, 
284; becomes Pope, 294; in Italy, 296; 
see of Bremen, 297; defeated at Civitate, 
298 

Leo YI, the Wise, Eastern Emperor, 546 
Leo, Bishop of Yercelli, enemy of Ardoin, 

220 ; invites Henry II to Italy, 221, 
224; pro-German, and exiled, 240; at 
Bavenna, 242; again expelled from Yer¬ 
celli by Ardoin, 244; goes to Germany, 
245; correspondence, 245; recovers Yer¬ 
celli, 246; synod of Pavia, 251 

Leo of Naples, 528 
Leo, nomenclator, executed, 5 
Leocricia, 417 
Leofric, Earl of Mercia, 389, 391, 393 sqq., 

397 
Leofwine, son of Godwin, outlawed, 394; 

given earldom, 397 
Leofwine, Earl of Mercia, 387, 389 
Leominster, 396 
Leominster, Abbess of, 392 
Leon, Kingdom of, raided by Alfonso I, 410; 

raided by Toledo, 417; southward ex¬ 
pansion of, 419 sqq.; war with Castile, 
422; invaded by Almanzor, 425; con¬ 
quered by Castile and Navarre, 428; 423, 
425, 438 sq., 441; kings of, see Alfonso, 
Bermudo, Ferdinand, Ordoho, Bamiro, 
Sancho 

Leon, city of, 440 
Leonorius, missioner to Brittany, 509 
Leopold, Margrave of Austria, 301 sqq. 
Le Puiset, taken by Queen Constance, 107; 

lord of, see Hugh 
Le Puy, Biblical MS. at, 619; paintings at, 

567; architecture at, 557, 666 
Lescar, church at, 667 
Leswin Croc, 406 
Lewes, 357; priory at, 564 
Leyden, MS. at, cited, 602 
Libentius. See Lievizo 
Liber Pontijicalu, 534 
Liber Potarum^ 492 
Libertius, missionary to Bussia, 201 
Libri Carolini^ against images, 633 
Lichfield, 387; canons of , 379 
Licosa, naval battle of (846), 49 
LUge, 33,525; burnt by Danes, 59; besieged, 

293; library of, 621; font at, 669 sq.; 

bishopric of, 45; bishops of, 44, 294, 
see Franco, Nithard, Wazo 

Lievizo (Libentius), Archbishop of Ham- 
burg-Bremen, 239 

Ligniires, lord of. See John 
L’ile-Bouchard, lord of. See Bartholomew 
Lille, siege of, by Henry III, 298 
Limburg, Abbey of, 271 
Limerick, and the Northmen, 317,324,331, 

334 
Limoges, 17, 34; battle at, 76; and Aqui¬ 

taine, 129 
Limousin, the, Northmen defeated in, 88; 97 
Lincoln, 319, 334, 355; see of, 380; cathe¬ 

dral, 562, 664, 566 
Lincolnshire, 400, 406; Scandinavian in¬ 

fluence in, 336 sq. 
Lindisfarne, raided by Yikings, 311, 341, 

347; abandoned by Eardulf, 354; Gospels 
of, 514, 564, 566; bishop of, see Eardulf 

Lindsey, Yikings in, 312, 349 sqq., 353, 
381; pagan revival in, 361; submits to 
Edward the Elder, 364 

Lion d’Angers, lord of, 119 
Lios Monocus, Breton poet, 629 
Lisbon, Yikings at, 316, 416 
Lisieux, granted to Bollo, 73, 86, 94, 822; 

bishopric of, seized by Banulf Flambard, 
133 

Lithuanians, attack Poland, 300 
Liudevit, Slovene Prince, 7 
Liudolf, Archbishop of Treves, 238 
Liudolf, Duke of Saxony, 236 
Liudolf, Duke of Swabia, 204, 206 note; 

invades Italy, 159 sq.; marriage of, 191; 
rebellion, 196 sqq., 268; reconciliation, 
199; death, 160, 201 

Liudolfings, House of, 215, 230 
Liudprand, chronicler, cited, 139, 149,166 

sq., 189; at the court of Otto I, 160; 
Bishop of Cremona, 163; sent to Con¬ 
stantinople, 167; his AntapodosiSt 423 
note, 628, 534 sq. 

Liutbert, Archbishop of Mayence, 46, 60 
Liutgard, wife of Conrad of Lorraine, 191, 

205 7iote, 215, 249, 253 
Liuthar, Margrave of North Mark, 216 sq. 
Liutpert, Bishop of Cambrai, struggle with 

John of Arras, 298 
Liutpold, Margrave in Bavaria, 69 
Liutpold of Babenberg, 206; Margrave of 

Austria, 206, 208 
Liutward, Bishop of Yercelli, 60, 63 
Livius Andronicus, 491 
Livy, 521 sq. 
Llanelwy. See St Asaph 
Llantwit Major, school at, 609 
Lleyn, promontory of, 342 
Llobregat, river, 90, 428 
Lobbes, annalist of, 26 
Loohes, attacked by Hugh of Amboise, 119; 

chapel at, 661; church at, 663 
Lodi, see of, 176 
Loire, river, 35, 40,128; Northmen on, 60, 

86sq., 312, 820 sqq.; 76 note 
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LombardB, the, 7, 47 sqq., 150, 152, 176, 
178; 422; kings ol, set Aistull; »«« also 
liongobatdia 

Lombardy, 27,53; and Conrad II, 106 sq.; 
and Bodolpbi 11,1S6 sq,; invaded by Hun¬ 
garians, U8, 153; raided by Saracens, 
152; Otto I and, 166, 196; Henry H 
intervenes in, 218; ue also Italy 

Lomello, Count of. See Otto 
London, sacked by Danes, 312; stormed by 

Yikings, 849; ransomed, 353; in Gutn- 
mm’s kingdom, 356; captured by Alfred, 
868; 363; repels the Danes, 324, 381; 
accepts Svein, 383 sq.; makes Bdmmid 
king, 386; besieged by Knut, 385; 387; 
894 ; St Paul’s Catbedral, 664; canons of, 
879; Cburob. dues in diocese of, 379; 361; 
bishops of, see Dunstan, William 

Longobardia, theme of, 150,152,166,168 
Loppergarth, runic inscription at, 336 
Lorca, 418 
Lorica, ascribed to Hildas, 608 
Lorraine (Lotharingia), 27; given to Lothar 

II, 34; 36, 38, 41,43; contest for, 44 sq.; 
partition of, 45; invasion of, 51 sq.; Car- 
loman and, 55; cession of, 
men in, 68 sq., 64; claimed by Bodolph 
of Burgundy, 63,135; Zwentibold, King 
of, 67 sq.; under Charles the Simple, 
68sq., 74 sq., 78, 87; invasion by Louis 
d’Outremer, 78, 189 sq.; conque^ by 
Henry the Fowler, 78, 180 sq.; Hun¬ 
garians in, 87, 182 under Otto I, 
189 sqq., 192 sq.; given to Bruno, 199 sqq., 
invasions of, by Lo&air, 
disafection against Hen^ H, 223, 228, 
Bobert the Pious and, 106 sq.; relations 
with Burgundy, 135,144 
form in, 236, 260, 263; ^PPosea to Conrad 
II, 264, 266 sq.; ravaged by Odo of Blois, 
123,144 sq., 269. 267; divided into two, 
200 sqq., 208; reunited, 270; made into 
Zo Duchies, 284 ; Henry m«. ^ 
mance party in, 286; revolt ol Duke God- 
frflv 286 sqq.; settlement ol, ,28a sq., 
&,XkeTeto. ol. .ss Arnull, Bruno. 
Charles, Conrad, Gebhwd, Gilbert, Lothar, 
Louis, Otto, Eeginar, Zwentibold 

Lorraine, Lower, given to 
TTonrv It in. 218; Henry HI m, ^lo . 
dukes ol, »«« Charles, Frederick, Godfrey, 

LonTtoe,’ tapper, dukes ol, see Adalbert, 
Wetrioh, Frederick, Gerard. Godfrey, Go- 

Lorfoh, 16; annals ol, 518,634; library ol, 

Laraweiler. Conrad H elected near, 254 

Lolihar^i, Emperor, and Bavaria, ^5 

448; claims the Empire, 18; restores 
Louis I, 19; 21; proclaimed Emperor, 10, 
22; relations with his brothers, 22 sqq., 
32 sqq., 634; with Gilbert, 34 ; relations 
with the Church, 29 sq., 444; relations 
with Vikings, 315; death of, 34 

Lothar III, of Supplinburg, Emperor, 146 
Lothar II, King of Lorraine, inheritance of, 

34 sq.; 36 sqq.; divorce of, 38 sqq., 449 
sqq.; death of, 44; 525 ^ ^ 

Lothar II, son of King Hugh, 140; joint- 
king of Italy, 154, 157; death of, 158, 
194 

Lotharingia. See Lorraine 
Lothian, invaded by Scots, 850; 388; m- 

fluence of, 396 
Louis I (the Pious, or the Debonnair^, 

Emperor, accession of, 1 sqq.; the Church, 
4 sqf, 444; the Vikings, 313,315, 327; the 
succession, 9 sqq.; second marriage of, 
12sq.; revolts of his sons, 14 sqq.; hu¬ 
miliation, 18, 444, 448 sq.; restoration, 
19; death, 22; in Walafrid’s poem, 522; 
lives of, 634 . i oa no 

Louis II, Emperor, King of Italy, 34, 38; 
obtains Provence, 41; the Pope a^d, 42 
sea 50, 450; 44 sq.; death of, 46, 5U; 
rc?gi to Itoi;, 47^0; 63. 134, 137, 

149 
Louis III (the Blind), Emperor, son of Boso, 

62 sqq.; in Italy, 68, 138, 149; king nf 
Provence, 138; captured at Verona, %h., 
149; 152; death of, 139,166 

Louis II (the German), King of Germany, 3, 
29, 34; and the succession, 10,13; mhels, 
14 sqq.; pardoned, 15,1®> 
territory 21 sq.; relations with Lothar I, 
23 sqq.,^32 sq., 444; 
II 33 40, 42 sqq.; and Charles the Bald, 
^5^."42,50sl: 4^ sq., 534; ^d^e 
Popr43, 451 sq.; Lorrame 
and Italy, 46 sq., 49 sq.; death of, 46,61, 
63. 314 

Louis the Younger, son of LotoS *he 
33 sq.; King of Saxpny, 51 sq., mvades 

Lotorth^^ChSd, Ktog of G^many, 68; 

See Louis the Ger- 

Lo’^n (the Stammerer), King of Kranc^ 
D^e ofVaine, 35,40,53; Kmg. 65; death 
of, 56, 321; marriages, 57; 77 

Louis III, King of France, 56; cro^med, 57, 
struggle with the Northmen, 59, 321, 
death of, 58; 77 _ 

Louis IV d’Outremer, King of France, 
crowned, 77; poUoy of. 78; Otto I and. 
TftQ Ro 192sqq.; death oi, 7y,-*ui 

Aquitaine, 91; death of, 81, 21i 
Louis VI. King of Fran^. _ 
Louis, St, K, King j 
Louis, King of Aqmtame. See Louis 1. 

Emperor 
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Louis, Abbot of Saint-Denis, 35 
Louis, Count of Montb41iard, 287 
Louis, son of Charles, Duke of Lower Lorraine, 

77 note, 102, 104 
Louvain, Northmen encamp at, 59 sq. 
Louviers, treaty of (856), 35 
Ltibeck, see of, 305 sq. 
Lucan, 491, 616, 621 
Lucania, in the theme of Longobardia, 150 
Lucas, Bishop of Tuy, 426 
Lucca, 47; Otto, Duke of Swabia, dies aii, 

209 
Luoera, Otto II at, 169 
Lucretius, 491, 520 sqq. 
Lucy, Hugh de, knights of, 462 note 
Ludeca, King of Mercia, 346 
Ludlow Castle, 561 
Ludmilla, St, 184 
Lilgenfeld, the, 18 
Lugo, wasted by Alfonso I, 410 
Luna, See Luni 
Lund, trading centre, 332 
Liineburg, 305; battle near, 321 
Luni, Otbertines in, 240; Vikings at, 320, 

331 
Lupus, Duke of Champagne, eulogy of 

Venantius Fortunatus on, 309 
Lupus of Ferri^res, 527 
Lupus of Gascony, banished, 8 
Lusatians, the, submit to Heniy I, 185; 

subdued by Otto I, 202. See also Lausitx 
Luton, 359 ; Danish raid upon, 363 
Luxemburg, family of, 292; 307; inLorraine, 

238, 248, 294 
Luxorius, African poet, 488 
Lyfing, Abbot of Tavistock, made Bishop of 

Crediton, 388; Edward the Confessor and, 
390 

Lyonnais, the. See Lyons, county of 
Lyons, county of, 27, 93; duchy of, 34, 41, 

44; given to Charles the Bald, 45 sq.; 
claimed by Boso, 57,137; Hugh of Arles, 
138; restored to France, 76, 147; arch¬ 
bishopric of, 279; synod of Bheims, 
295; culture of, 502; MS. from, 520; art 
and architecture, 653; see of, 379; arch¬ 
bishops of, 295; see Agobard, Aurelian, 
Burchard, Halinard, Leidrad, Odulrio 

Lyutitzi, revolt of the, 144; rebel against 
Otto II, 208; and Brandenburg, 208, 211 
sq.; ally with Henry II, 226 sq., 228,239; 
ally with Conrad 11, 260, 305; revolt of, 
262 sq., 288, 305; revolt again, 299; see 
Wiltzi; see also Slavs, Wends 

Ma‘addites. See Kaisites 
Macbeth, Earl of Moray, 395 
Maccus (Magnus), King of the Western Isles, 

326 
Macer, 523 
Micon, 26,97; independence of, 124; under 

Otto-William, 141; counts of, 67 sq.; see 
Otto-William, Warin 

Maorohius, Saturnalia of, 485; on the verb 
in Greek and Latin, 504, 525 

Madrid, 421 
Maelmordha, King of Leinster, 324 
Maestricht, 275, 298 
Magdeburg, city, Berengar submits to Otto I 

at, 159, 195; 188; Otto I buried at, 203; 
Boleslav submits to Otto 11 at, 206; three 
Henries condemned at, 206; 211 

Magdeburg, metropolitan see of, founded, 
202; 232; archbishops of, 209, 217; see 
Adalbert, Gero, Gisiler, Hunfrid, Tagino, 
Thiedric, Waltherd; provost of, see Wait- 
herd 

Maghrawa Berbers, 421 
Magna Carta, 461, 463, 469, 479 
Magnus. See Maccus 
Magnus the Good, King of Norway, 294; 389; 

defeats the Obotrites, 305; destroys the 
Jdmsvikings, 327 

Magnus Hdkonson, King of Denmark, 334 
Magyars. See Hungarians, Hungary 
Mahdi, Ahmad ibn MiOawiya claims to be 

the, 420 
Mahdi, Fatimite Caliph, 151 
Mahomet I, Emir of Spain, 416 sq.; 435 
Mahomet II, al-Mahdi, Caliph of Cordova, 

427 
Mahomet ibn Abi-‘Amir. See Almanzor 
Mahomet ibn Ghalib, 418 
Mahomet ibn Hnshim at-Tujibi, governor of 

Saragossa, 421 
Mahomet, son of ‘Abd-ar-Bahman III, 

435 
Maill6, rebellion of lord of, 119 
Maine, given to Bepin, 18; seized by Lam¬ 

bert, 31; duchy of, 35; independence of, 
96; subject to Anjou, 109 sq.; dukes and 
counts of, see Herbert, Hugh, Lambert, 
Louis II, Bobert 

Maiolua, St, Abbot of Oluny, 168 
Malaga. See Begio 
Malar, Lake, Anglo-Saxon coins from, 333 
Malcolm, King of Scots, receives Cumber¬ 

land, 368 
Malcolm II, King of Soots, 388, 395 
Malcolm III (Oanmore), King of Soots, 396 
Maldon, 864; battle of, 324, 381 
Malik ibn Anas, 414, 431 
Malikites, Muslim sect, 414, 431 sqq. 
Malmesbury, 357; abbey of, 874; library 

at, 611 
Man, Isle of, Vikings in, 311, 324 sqq., 329, 

379, 381; Scandinavian influence in, 
333 sqq. 

Manasse, Archbishop of Arles, 153; deserts 
Hugh, 157; Archbishop of Milan, 158 sqq. 

Manasse, Archbishop of Bheims, 113 
Manchester, fortified, 866 
Manegold, Count, 268 
Manichaeans, and religious romances, 496 sq. 
Manfred 11, Marquess of Turin, 240, 246, 

264 
Manfred, Count of Milan, 66 
Manilius, poet, 536 
Manlius, M., JDe Astrologiat 
Mann,jarZ, 384 
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Manor, tlie, 472 sqq.; French and German 
analogies, 48S , ^ - 

Manso III, Bnke of Amalfi, chosen Prince 
of Salerno, 169; driven out, 176 

Mansur, Abbasid Caliph, 413 
Mansur, Fatimite Caliph, 166, 422 
Mantaille, Boao becomes King of Provence 

at, 57, 137 , ^ 
Mantes, claimed by William the Conqueror, 

112 
Mantaa, Hugh ol Provence and John X at. 

163; county of, 221; Henry HI at, 298 
Map, Walter, cited, 536 
Marburg, church o^t, 662 
Marcellinua and Peter, SS., relics of, 618, 

533 
March, river, Hungarian frontier, 281, 303 
March, the North, tee North Mark; the Bast, 

ue East Mark, Lausitz, March of; the 
Thuringian, tee Meissen, March of 

Margoil. Sec Margut 
Mavgut (Margoil), 80, 208 
Maria, nun, 417 iftft 
Marianus Argyrus, in South Italy, 166 
Marianus Sootus, 634 
Marinus, Bishop of Bomarzo, 192,194 
Mari Bahit, battle of, 412 
Marmora, Sea of, and the Bus, 327 
Marnioutier, abbey of, 71; abbot of, tu 

Hugh the Great 
Marne, river, meeting on (950), 194 
Marozia, Senatrix, wife of Alberic, of Spo- 

leto. 151, 465; wife of Guido of TMoany, 
153; wife of Hugh of Italy, 164; 241 

Marquard of Anweiler, 462 
Marseilles, 282 

MSian’us Capella, 343, 486, 487 sg., 604, 
609, 613, 526 sq. 

Martin, St, of Tours, 489 sq., 496 sq. 
“Martin, Hand of St,” 613 
Martin of Humio, Archbishop of Braoara, 

489 sq. 
Martin of Laon, 626 
Marton, battle at, 352 
Maslama, 410 « j no 
Matefion, castle of, enfeoffed, 118 
Matfrid, Count of Orleans, 8; exiled, 15, 

19 sq. 
Matfrid, Count, 68 
Matilda, Abbess, 174 _ iok «« . 
Matilda, wife of Henry the Fowler, 185 sq., 

MatMa, ancestress of Agnes of Poitou, 
md note 2 . _ Q 

Matilda, Countess of Tuscany, 299 

Matilda, sister of Otto III, 215 ^ ^ 
Matilda, wife of Conrad Duke of Cannthia, 

M^tUda, daughter of Henry HI, marries 
EudoU of Swabia, 289 

Matthew, St, apocryphal 
Maubergeon, Viscountess of ChateUerault, 

Mauges, district of, added to Anjou, 96 

Maulevrier, fief of Anjou, 118 
Mauretania, 421 
Maurice, St, lance of. See Lance, Holy 
Maurienne, Count of. See Humbert 
Maursmiinster, monastery, 3 
Maximilian, King of the Bomans, 466 
Maximus, Ambipiiu of, 525 
Mayence, 16, 25 sqq., 51, 275 sq.; Harold 

of Denmark baptised at, 7, 313; con¬ 
vention at, 143; Otto I at, 196 sq.; 
Henry II at, 217 sq., 248; synods at, 237, 
252, 295; Conrad II crowned at, 254; 
Agnes crowned at, 284; see of, 206, 235, 
265 sqq.; library of, 521; archbishops of, 
$ee Aribo, Bardo, Erkambald, Frederick, 
Heriger, Hildebert, Liutbert, Eaban Maur, 
Sunderold, William, Willigis 

Mayenne, taken by William of Normandy, 
110; lord of, see Geoffrey 

Meath, raided by Turgeis, 317 
Meaux, 446; district of, 16, 40, 76 sq., 83; 

captured by Northmen, 85; OdoIIand, 123 

Mecca, 433 
Meczlav of Masovia, 302 
Medellin, 418 
Medeshamstede, monastery of, 351; re¬ 

founded, 375. See Peterborough 
Media in Vita, sequence, 530 
Medinaceli, 426 
Medina Sidonia, 418 
Medinese, 409 
Mediterranean Sea, command 423, 
Meersen, conferences at (847), 31, 52; (851), 

32, 37; Treaty of (870), 45, 51, 57 
Megingaud, Archbishop of 
Megingaud (Meingaud), Bishop of Eichstedt, 

237 sq. 3 V 
Meissen, fortification of, I®^ 5 ooo 

Eckhard, 211; captured by Boleslav, , 
lost, ib.; further attempt on, 223 

Meissen, March of, created 202 ^ 
tacked by Boleslav of Pol^d, 217, 222, 
given to Gunzelin, 222; Boleslav s de¬ 
signs upon, 226, 238; Upper Lausitz 
attached to, 261; margraves ot, iee Bck- 
hard, Gunzelin 

Melk, MS. at, 527 _ 
Melo, Duke of Apuha, 260 „„ 
Melrose, Kenneth Mao .Upm at, 850 
Melun, Vikings at, 40; 

recovered, 105; death of Phihp I , 
'115'' 

death of Henry I at, 186; death 
of Otto I at, 203 

Mempiso district, the, 92 , k.o 
Menal St, of Alexandria, ivones of, 542 
Mentesa, 418 ^ 
Mercia, Kingdom of, extot at Offa s death, 

340; extension westward, 343,^(mnfliot 
with Wessex, 344 ; ^eclme of 345 sq.; 
conquered by Vikings, 348, 351, 353, 
colonised by Vikings, 354 sq.; submts to 
Wessex, 356, 360; 
wulf, BeornwuU, Burhred, Ceol^, 
CoenwuU, Eogfrith, Ludeoa, Offa, Wiglaf 
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Mercia, Dukedom of, 3S6, S59 sq., 384; 387; 
397; and Aethelwald’s rising, 361; wars 
with Welsh, 362 sqq.; wars with Danes, 
362 sqq.; lady of, Aethelfleda; Ed¬ 
ward the Elder, lord of, 323,364; recovered 
by Edmund, 368; revolt against Eadwig, 
372, 374; faction favours Aethelred, 878; 
ceded to Knut, 386 sq.; society in, 337, 
401, 404; dukes and earls of, $€e Aelfgar, 
Aelfhere, Aethelfleda, Aethelred, Badrio 
Streona, Edwin, Leofric, Eeofwine 

Mercia, archbishops in, suppressed, 343; $ee 
Higbert 

Merfyn the Freckled, King of Horth Wales, 
350 

MMda, 414, 416, 418, 421; independence 
of, 417 

Merlin, 518 
Merovingian script, 517 
Merseburg, fortification of, 182 sq.; siege 

of (939), 189; see of, founded, 202; 
revived, 235; assembly at, 217, 222; 
Henry II musters at, 225; Boleslav makes 
peace at, 239; Henry II at, 250; Mesco II 
submits at, 261 sq.; Diet of (1033), 262; 
Diet of (1063), 296; 256; 297; bishops of, 
see Gisiler, Thietmar, Wigbert 

Mersey, 354; Edward the Elder® 8 power 
reaches, 365 

M4rtola, 418 
Mesco I, Duke of the Poles, submits to 

Otto I, 202; aids Bavarian revolt, 205; 
submits to Otto II, 206; war with Bohemia, 
211; 222 

Mesco n, Duke of Poland, 144, 258 sq., 
302; suceeds Boleslav the Mighty, 260; 
wars with Conrad II, 260 sq.; driven out 
by Otto Bezprim, 261; succeeds Otto, 261; 
submits to Conrad II, 261 sq.; death of, 
262, 300 

Mesopotamia, 436; architecture in, 539,541, 
647 

Messina, seized by Saracens, 48; by Byzan¬ 
tines, 169 

Metz, council at, 41 sq,; Treaty of, 43, 45; 
44; 62; 190; assemblies at, 447; 61; synod 
of, 449; see of, 45; bishops of, 209; 260, 
294 sq.; see Adalbero, Dietrich, Drogo, 
Walo; abbot of, we John 

Meuse, river, 46 sq,, 59, 68, 134; Conrad 
of Lorraine defeated on, 197; mouth of, 
seized by Count of Holland, 248 sq. 

M4zi6res, 27 
Michael II, Eastern Emperor, 524, 546 
Michael III, the Drunkard, Eastern Emperor, 

451 
Michelstadt, Abbey of, 518 
Mico of St Eiquier, 519, 622 sq. 
Middle Angles, King of. Bee Peada 
Middle Kingdom, 286; see Lorraine. Bee 

also Burgundy 
Middlesex, hundreds of, 367 
Milan, and Arnulf and Lambert, 66; 

Lothar II sent to, 157; Otbertines in, 240; 
misei sent to, 244; favours Henry II, 246; 

Conrad II crowned at, 264; siege of, 266 
sqq., 277; counts of, see Hugh, Manfred; 
MSS. at, 521; Church of St Lorenzo at, 
548; art and architecture in, 563; see of, 
contested, 158; lands of, seized, 246 ; pre¬ 
cedence of, 264; archbishops of, 224, 240, 
244; see Adalman, Anselm, Arderio, 
Aribert, Arnulf, Guido, Lampert, Landuif, 
Manasse, Walpert 

Miletus, excavations at, 647 
Milo, Count of Verona, 167 
Milton porset), Abbey of, 378 
Milton (near Sheppey), 359 
Minden, bishopric of, 232; Saxons acknow¬ 

ledge Conrad II at, 255 
Ministeriales, German, 230, 270, 462 
Minster, nunnery of, 343 
Miriquidui. See Erzgebirge 
Miro, King of the Suevi, 489 
Miron, Catalan Count, 424 
Missiy 5, 6, 9, 29, 162, 165, 168, 240, 244, 

246, 266, 299 
Misti Slav, Prince of the Obotrites, 249 
Moohua, St, Life of, 506 
Modena, 221; counts of, see Adalbert-Atto, 

Boniface, Tedald; dukes of, 240; see of, 
165; bishops of, 221, 240 

Moduin, Bishop of Autun, 18 
Moimir, Moravian prince, 64 
Molesme, Abbey of, its importance, 124 
M6n (Anglesey), 342; Norse names in, 826 
Monasterboice, 556 
Monasticism, Muslim, 481; Christian, in 

Spain, 441; in Europe, 467. Bee Ciuniac 
Movement 

“ Monk of St Gall.*® Bee Notker Labeo 
“Monk of Toul,’* 531 
Mons, Count of. See Plerman 
Mont-Barbet, William of Normandy at, 110 
Montbazon, Fulk Nerra at, 108 
Montb41iard, Count of. Bee Louis 
Montboyau, fortress of, 108 
Montbrai, lord of, 120 
Montdidier, county of, 111 
Monte Cassino, Lothar 11 and the Pope at, 

44; Abbey of, 49,150,268; library of, 521 
Monte Gargano, Otto III at, 176 
Monteleon, 420 
Montfauoon, Northmen defeated at (888), 72, 

86 
Montferrat, marquesses of, 240. Bee William 
Montfort, Simon de, 461 
Monti^render, monastery of, 104; abbot of, 

see Adso 
Montjean, house of, in Anjou, 118 
Montlluiry, dismantled •(1105), 114 
Montmartre, 61; Otto II at, 80, 208 
Montmell, fuero of, 441 
Montr4sor, attacked by Hugh of Amboise, 

, 119; lord of, see Aubrey 
Montreuil, county of, 104 
Montreuil-Bellay, castle of, 118 
Montreuil-sur-Mer, added to Flanders, 92 
Montrevault, castle of, built by Fulk Nerra, 

118; lords of* see Bocten Stephen 
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Montricbard, Fulk Nerra at, 108; Hu^h. at 
Amboise at, 119 

Montriond, synod of, 282 
Mont-St-Micbel, siege of (1091), 121 
Montsoreau, bouse of, 118 
Morat, seized by Odo II, 143; besieged by 

Conrad II (1033), 144 sq., 259 
Moravia, struggles in, 31, 64, 68; conquered 

by Bratislav, 260, 299; bishopric for, 208; 
princes of, see Moimir, Svatopluk 

Moray, Earl of. See Macbetb 
More, Earl of. See Eognvaldr 
Morgannwg. See Glamorgan 
Morienval, abbey of, 76 
Morkere, 384 
Morkere, Earl of Northumbria, 398 
Morocco, 424, 426 
Morosini, the, of Venice, 170 
Mortemer, Odo defeated at, 109 
Mortimer, revolt of, 466 
Mortmain, 464 
Morvan (Murmannus), Breton leader, 8 sq. 
Mosaic, at Bavenna, 542, 548, 550; at Salo- 

nica, 542; in St Sophia, 544 sqq ; in North 
Africa, 547 sq.; in Milan and Naples, 648; 
in St Mark’s, 549 sq., 658; in Sta Maria 
Maggiore, 649, 558; in France, 567; at 
Aix, 567; Byzantine, sources of, 548 sqq. 

Mosara, 412 
Moselle, river, 21, 46; Harold penetrates to 

(842), 315 
Mosuin Mac Armin, Abbot of Bangor, 503 sq. 
Mouliherne, siege of (1048), 109 
Moulins-la-Marche, lord of, 120 
Mouzon, 27 
Mozarabs, 429 sq*, 432 sq., 435, 438 
Muirchertach, Irish leader, and the Vikings, 

324 
Muirchu, Life of St Patrick, 505 
Mu‘izz, Fatimite Caliph, 422, 424 
Mujahid of Denia, conquers Sardinia, 250 
Muiadies (Muwaliad), class in Spain, 414, 

429 
Mundhir, Emir of Spain, 418 
Munster, meeting at, 278 ^ 
Murcia, 409; Vikings at, 320; discontent m, 

413,416; irrigation of, 432 
MusS, conqueror of Spain, 409, 431 
Musa II, ‘‘ Third King of Spain,” 417 
Mushafi, hdjih in Spain, 424 
Muslims (in Spain), ch. xvi; boundary (m 

766), 410; (in 912), 420; law and institu¬ 
tions, 431 sqq. 

Mutonia, 421 ^ ^ j, tt 
Muttenz, Eodolph HI makes Conrad II ms 

heir at, 256, &8 
Muwaliad. See Muiadies 
Muzaffar, son of Alrnanzor, 427 sq. 
Mynyw. See St David’s 

Hajda, slave general, 422 
N4iera, 421, 440 
Nantes,plundered, 80,33; added to Brittany, 

33; 128; Vikings at, 87; counts of, see 

Hoel, Lambert 

Naples, besieged by Saracens, 49 ; independ¬ 
ence of, 150; 151; besieged by Caliph 
Mansur, 166; 169; Otto HI and, 176; 
captured by Paldolf IV, 268; MS. at, 514; 
baptistery at, 548; dukes of , see Andrew, 
John, Sergius 

Narbonne, Bishop of. See Bartholomew 
Nardulus, Nardus. See Einhard 
Narni, Bishop of. See John XIH, Pope 
Nasr, 416 
Naiimberg, bishopric of Zeitz removed to, 

260 
Navarre, 410, 421 sqq., 425, 438, 441; con¬ 

quers Leon, 428; military tenure in, 464; 
kings of, see Garcia, Sanoho 

Nayland, 394 note 
Naze, the, 395 
Neidingen, death of Charles the Fat at, 62 
Nekur, attacked by Vikings, 320 
Nemesianus, 522 
Nennius, author of Historia Brittonumj 342 
Nestor, Eussian chronicler, cited, 327 
Nether Wroughton (Ellandun), battle at, 345 
Neustria, given to Louis III, 57; March of, 

71, 73 ; 83; and the Northmen, 86 sq.; 
formation of the March, 91 sq., 94; decay 
of the March, 96 sq.; 104; marquesses of, 
see Hugh, Odo, Eobert 

Neustrians, 23, 27, 74 
Nevers, given to Pepin, 10; count of, see 

Landry 
Newburgh, William of, cited, 513 
Niall Giundubh, Irish leader, and the Vi¬ 

kings, 324 
Nice, Bishop of, 282 
Nicephorus, Ghronography of, 528 
Nicephorus Phocas, Eastern Emperor, in 

Italy, 150; as Emperor, 167 
Nicholas I, Pope, 40 sqq., 449 sqq.; 525; 

claims of, 452 sq. ; 455 
Nicholas Picingli. See Picingli 
Nile, river, architecture in valley of, 540 
Nilus, St, of Calabria, 173 
Nimeguen, 13; assemblies at, 15, 21, 248; 

burnt by Vikings, 59; diet at, 250; synod 
at, 251; Henry III married at, 274; meets 
dukes of Lorraine at, 284 sq.; Charle¬ 
magne’s palace at, 293, 661 

Nisibis, academy at, 486 
Nithard, Bishop of Lidge, 278 
Nithard, Abbot of St Eiquier, historian, 

24 note, 444, 534 
Nivelles, convent of, 60; abbess of, see Gisela 
Nivernais, the, Northmen defeated in, 93 
Noirmoutier, Viking settlement at, 316 
Nomenoe, Breton King, 9, 30 sq.; death of, 

23 ' 

Nonantula, John, Abbot of. See John XVI, 
Pope . 

Nordalbingians, the, campaign of Charles 
the Great against, 312 ; submit to Den¬ 
mark, 313 

Nordgau of Bavaria, made a margravate, 206; 
war in (1003), 223; margraves of, tee 
Berthold, Henry, Otto 



Norfolk, 392, 400; linndreds of, 367; Scan¬ 
dinavian influence in, 337 

Normandy, foundation of, 73s(|., 92, 94 8(|., 
97, 322; Hugh the Great sii?a3rain of, 83; 
Henry I and, 108 sqq.; Philip I and, 
111 sq.; revolts in, 120-1; Danes from 
England in, 365; Scandinavian influenco 
in, 330, »333, 338; government of, 127 sq.; 
dukes of, see Bichard, Boberfe, Bollo, 
William 

Normans, the, 86 sqq.; beginnings of their 
power in South Italy, 268 ; 296; at battle 
of Civitate, 298; see also Normandy 

Northampton, hurh, 856; submits to Aethcd- 
fleda, 323,363 sq.; attacked by Anlaf, 868; 
burnt by Danes, 382 

Northamptonshire, 398; hundreds of, 367; 
Scandinavian influence in, 336 sq.; earl 
of, see Waltheof 

North Mark, 202note; 238; margraves of, 
see Dietrich, Liuthar, William 

Northmen. See Tikings 
Northumberland, earls of, see Badulf, Siward 
Northumbria, kingdom of, 340 sq.; diHonhM-s 

under Eardwulf, 341; conquered by Vi¬ 
kings, 318 sq., 322 sqq., 333, 348 H(J., 
350 sqq.; raided by Olaf, 381; art and 
learning in, 653 sqq. ; contimmfcal art 
and, 666, 659; Scandinavian influence in, 
336 sq., see Bemicia, Deira, Nortlnnn- 
berland, Yorkshire; kings of, see Ae.lle, 
Aethelred, Aldfrid, Eanred, Eardwulf, 
Ecgberht, Halfdanr; earls of, see M.orkero, 
Siward, Tostig 

Norway, assists Denmark against Otto TI, 
205; Yildnga of, 311; 327; see Yilvings; 
subject to Denmark, 380; Christianity iri, 
313 sq.; civilisation of, 32Hsqq.; see Scan¬ 
dinavia; kings of, see Hdkon, Harold, 
Knut, Magnus, Olaf, Svein 

Norwich, burh, 3t56, 382; cathedral, 563,567 
NotkerBalbulus,SeqU0nce.s and Gestn Karoli 

of, 530 sq.; life of St Gall by, 634; as a 
musician, 635 

Notker Labeo, 530 
Nottingham, Vikings at, 319; 323; 351,853; 

hurh of, 365, 364 
Nottinghamshire, 406; Scandinavian in¬ 

fluence in, 336 sq. 
Nouy, battle of (1044), 108 
Novalesa, Abbey of, destroyed, 162; chronicler 

quoted, 213 sq. 
Novara, besieged by Ardoin, 244; see of, 165, 

245; bishop of, see Peter 
Novgorod, settlement in, by Burik, 327 
Noyon, Hugh Capet crowned at, 84; North¬ 

men at, 85,88; bishopric of, 97; cathedral, 
562 

Nuremburg, first mention of, 804 

Oakley, battle of, 349 
Obo, King of Hungary, 278, 808; raids 

Bavaria, 279 sq., 803; 807; defeat and 
death of , 285 

Gbodritei. See Obotritea 

Obotritea (Aboliritoa, Obodrip/i), 6 sq., 31^ 
313; and Christianity, 180, 249, 304; burn 
Hamburg, 208, 249; allies of Conrad 11, 
260; princu'.a of, sec Ccadrag, Godescalc, 
Misti Slav, Slavomir 

OcHonuba, (Algarve), 409, 418; mim'.a at, 432 
Oda, Archbishop of Canterbury, 368, 372; 

church reformer, 373 
Odda, ahhirinan, .355 
Odda, grant(‘d Sv(dn’B earldom, 394, 397 
Odense, bishopric foumbnl at, 208 
Oder, river, and Otto Ps Kupnunany, 192; 

and Boloslav’s state;, 222; a trade route, 
326 

Odilo, Abbot of Cluuy, 242, 255; and the 
“Truce of God,” 282 

Odo (Eiidf'-s), Ki!ig of Kranec., Marquess of 
Neustria, 75 ?ioO'; Count of Paris, 61, 321; 
made king, 63, 71 sq.; Hi; H i sqq.; death 
of, 73 

Odo, Bishop of Bayenx, 470 
Odo, ^>i^^hop of Beauvais, 45 
Odo, St, Abbot of Cluny, 155, 527 
Odo (H(‘nry), Duke, of Bm'gundy. *SV:c Henry 
Odo Bond, Duke of iUirguudy, 123 .sq. 
Odo, Duke of (huu'.on^y, 129 
Odo (I'hidiuq 1, Count of Cbartrcs, Blois, etc., 

95, 102, 1,4.3 7i()te 

Odo (Eude.!;) H, Count of .Blois. and Cham- 
X)agne, 105 sq.; r(d;i,tionr. of, with Uobert 
th(‘, BiouH, 117; policy of, 123; claims 
Burgundy, 143 sq.; 256 sqq.; 262; 273; 
ov(u’eoine by Conrad II, 2.59; death of, 107, 
145, 267 

Odo, Count of Orleans, 14 
Odo, Count of 'rroy<^;j, .35 sqq. 
Odo, son of Uol)(;rt the Bious, lOH sq. 
Odo-Harpin, Viscmint of Bourg(,iS, III 
Odoac(!r, 30 
Odulricfnirie), Andulea<'.onof Dan.gres, made 

Archbishop of Lyons, 279 ; inurdensl, 279 
Offa, King of Mercia, 340, 84.8; laws of, 858; 

coins of, 554 
OITa’H Dyke, 341 
Ogbourne, 40.3 ftote 

Olithero, voyag(‘H of, 535 
Olaf tlie B<ia<‘,ock, in hudand, 332 
Olaf the vStout, King of Norway, 384, 888 sq. 
Olaf Tryggvason, King of Norway, Viking 

header, in .East Anglia, 824; 332; 381; 
384 

Olaf the White (Amhlaeibh), Norse King of 
Dublin, .317 sq., 351 sq.; in Hcoiland, 325 

Olaf (Olafr, Anlaf) Gubfri’^son, King of 
Dublin and York, 823, 368 

Olaf (Olafr) Bigtryggson (Anlaf Bihtrienson), 
“Cuaran,” driven from York, 323, 866, 

. 368; revolts, 370; death of, 330 
Gland, Anglo-Bajcon coins in, 338 
Oldenburg, see of, 805 sq.; bishop of, see 

Bernard 
01(% (Helgi), Kiev conquered by, 827 
Olga, Bussian Queen, 201 
Olmtitss, bishopric founded at, 200 
Olney (Glouc.), 885 
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Omar ibn Hafsfm, 417 sqq.; death of, 420 
Ongendus (Angantj^r), King of Denmark, 314 
Optatianns Porphyrins, Publilins, ‘ ‘ figured ’ * 

poems of, 512, 620 
Oran, 421 
Orange, Prince of. See William 
Orba, siege of, 246 
Orbe, interviews at, 34, 42 
Ordono I, King of Leon, 417 
Ordofio II, King of Leon, 421 
Ordono III, King of Leon, 422 
Ordono IV, the Bad, King of Leon, 423 sq. 
Orford, 377 
Origen, 493 
Orlrneys, the, Vikings in, 318, 325 sq., 346; 

Scandinavian infinence in, 834 sq.; earls 
of, $ee. Einar, Sigur’5r 

Orleans, 14,16 sq., 19; Charles the Bald at, 
32; Vikings’ raids on, 33, 87; 36; import¬ 
ance of, 96, 104, 111; interdicted, 132; 
MSS. at, 619, 621; bishops of, Arnulf, 
Jonas, Theodulf ; counts of, seeMatMd, 
Odo 

Ormsidc Cup, the, 665 
Ornois, the, 27; partition of, 45 
Orosius, llistorij of th& World of, 358; 508; 

527; 536,537 ^ ^ i 
Orseolo, Dog(i of Venice. See Pietro Orseolo 
Orta, Bishop of. See Arsenius 
Ortivineas (V Orvignes), 43 
Orvieto, cathedral of, 663 
Orwell, river, 385 
OBbeorht, 360 sq. 
Osbem Pentecost, 395 
Osburh, wife of Aethelwulf, 362 
Oscar, Danish king, 32 
Osoellum, 35 sq., 40 
Oscytel, 363 
Osferth, 360 
Osgar, 874 
Osketel Presbyter, 406 
Osma, 420 sq. 
Osnabruck, Bishop of. See Benno 
Osulf, 619 , 
Oswald, Bishop of Worcester, 374 sq,, at 

Heury, 373; management of 
376,377 sq., 404; Archbishop of Xork, 378 

Oswaldeslau, 377 ^ 
Oswulf, high reeve of Bamborough made jarA 

of Xorkshire, 370 

Ota. SeeAniSv , ^ L t l Ai 
Otbert, Marquess and Count, 157, loi 
Otbert II, Marquess, 240, 244^ ^ ^ 
Otbertines, House of, 240, 242, 244 sqq., 

264 sqq. 
Otford, 385 Jin. Ottol, the Great, Emperor,^King of Qomanj, 

78, 101; seizes Burgundy, 
note; 157; in Italy, 158 194=, 201sq.; 
defeats the Hungarians, 160; King of 
Italy (961), 161; becomes Emperor, 162, 
201; drives out Berengar, 163; ruleof,164, 
reign of, 164 sqq., 186sqq.; 
183, 196, 366; the ”8“'“ 
Empire, 213; builds castle at Ghent. , 

founds archbishopric of Magdeburg, 232; 
missi of, revived, 244; Burgundy, 247; 
Cordova, 423 note; deposes John XII, 
455; death of, 167, 204; descendants of, 
143 note, 204, 205 note, 209, 215; epic 
upon, 582; compared with Henry 11,230sq. 

Otto II, Emperor, King of Germany, 101, 
143 note, 195, 205 note; King of Italy, 
161; marriage of, 167, 203; coronations of, 
201, 203 sq.; Bavarian revolts, 204 sqq.; 
subdues the Danes, 205; War of the Three 
Henries, 207; attacked in Lorraine, 80, 
207; invades France, 80, 208; in Italy, 
168 sq., 208; defeat by Saracens, 169 sq.; 
relations with Venice, 170; progress of 
Christianity under, 208 sq.; heathen re¬ 
action, 209, 212 ; see of Magdeburg, 232; 
death of, 80, 170, 209 

Otto III, Emperor, King of Germany, 143 
note, 205note; born, 208; education, 173, 
212 sq.; minority of, 80 sq., 171; Bavarian 
revolt against, 204; struggle for regency 
of, 209 sqq.; recovers crown from Heniy 
the Wrangler, 210; begins to rule, 212; 
advisers of, 213; relations with France, 
102 sq.; wars in the east, 211; and north, 
212; enters Italy, 172, 176sq., 212; re¬ 
organises the chancery, 174, 213; decree 
on serfdom, 221; opens Charles the Great’s 
tomb, 213 sq.; neglects Germany for Italy, 
173-4, 214; death of, 141, 177, 214 sq.; 
succession to, 215 sq. 

Otto IV, Emperor, of Brunswick, 147 
Otto Bezprim, Duke of Poland, 260 sq. 
Otto, Duke of Burgundy, 75 note, 83, 94 
Otto, Duke of Carinthia, 204, 205 note, 206, 

239, 252; deposed and reinstated, 209, 
212; declines the crown of Germany, 
215 sq.; sent to Italy, 221 ^ 

Otto, son of Biewin, Duke of Lorraine, 191 
Otto, Duke of Lower Lorraine, 77 note, 104, 

239,248 
Itto, Duke of Saxony, 70 note ^ ^ _ 
>tto, Duke of Swabia and Bavaria, 195,204, 

206 note; 206; in Italy, 208 sq. 
)tto of Schweinfurt, Margrave of Nordgau, 

299; made Duke of Swabia, 294 
)tto. Count Palatine in Lower Lorraine, 

made Duke of Swabia, 287, 289, 307 
)tto, Count of Hammerstein, 250 sqq. 
)tto, Count of Lomello, 213 

Otto, son of Count of Vermandois, 207 
Otto-William, Count of Macon, “ Count of 

Burgundy,’M06,141sq., 247sq.; death of, 

143 
Oundle, 376 
Ouse, river, 319, 359, 384 ^ 
Ovid. 343: 519; scholiast on the Ida of, 

499 
Oviedo, 423 
Owel, Lough, Turgeis drowned m, B17 
Oxford, placed under defence of Wessex, 353; 

Danes in, 383; 386 sq., 389, 398 
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Oxfordshire, under Mercian Law, 357; hun¬ 
dreds of, 367; Lanes in, 382 sq. 

Pacificus, archdeacon, and Verona library, 
521 

Paderborn, assembly at (815), 6; Kunigunda 
crowned at, 218; bishopric of, 232 

Pailhas, county of, 90 , . ^ 
Palace, Counts of the. See Hugh of Beau¬ 

vais, Sariio; see also Count Palatine 
Palatine. See Count Palatine 
Paldolf I (Pandulf) Ironhead, Prince of 

Gapua-Benevento, 161; receives Spoleto, 
166; death of, 169 

Paldolf 11, Prince of Benevento, 169 
Paldolf IV, Prince of Capua, recovers Capua 

and takes Naples, 268; driven out and 
restored, 292 

Paldolf V of Teano, Prince of Capua, 268 
Paldolf, Prince of Salerno, 169 
Palermo, seized by Saracens, 48 
Palestine, 489; ‘Abd-ar-iiahman I in, 410; 

art in, 549 sq. 
Palladius, St, missioner to Ireland, 501 
Paliig, Viking leader, 381 sq. 
Palmyra, catacomb at, 641 sq* 
Pampeluna, 8, 410, 421 
Pando, Gastald, 49 
Pange Lhigudf hymn, 495 
Pannonia, 7 
Papacy, and the False Decretals, 448, 453 

and note; and temporal rulers, Chap, xyn, 
and archbishops, 452 sq.; appeals to, ih»; 
kings of Germany, 464; counts of Tus- 
cnlum, 454; degradation of, in 9th century, 
454 sq.; degradation of, in 10th century, 
101 sq., 151, 154, 161, 163,171,455; pro¬ 
vincial churches, 455, see Liher Fontiji- 
cialis; Popes, see Agapetus, Alexander, 
Benedict, Boniface, Clement, Eugenius, 
Formosus, Gelasius, Gregory, Hadrian, 
John, Leo, Nicholas, Paschal, Paul, Ser¬ 
gius, Stephen, Sylvester, Urban, Valen¬ 
tine, Zacharias 

Papal States, 5, 29,164,162, 453 
Parenzo, basilica at, 548 
Paris, 2, 25; 85; 104; plundered by Vikings, 

35, 40; siege of (845), 330; siege of (885), 
eOsqq., 32isq., 529; assembly at, 113; 
Otto II at, 208; MSS. at, 519 sqq.; 525 
sqq.; cathedral of, 666; Eemigius teaches 
at, 527; bishops of, 496, see Galo, 
Joscelin, Reginald; counts of, see Bego, 
Conrad, Gerard, Hugh, Odo, Robert 

Parma, revolt and destruction of, 267; Al¬ 
enin at, 614; see of, 166 

Parrett, river, 355 
Paschal I, Pope, 6sq., 314 
Paschal II, Pope, and Philip 1,118 sq, 188 
Paschasius Radbertus, political writer ana 

theologian, 10,12, 14, 445, 533 
Passau, captured by Otto 11, 206; see of, 

206; bishops of, ice Pilgrim, Richer 
PasBavant, fief of Anjou, 118 
Patexna (Valenoia), 432 

Paterno, death of Otto III at, 177, 214 
Patriciate, importance of, 291, 306 
Patrick, St, and Irish learning, 501; 502; 605 
Patrimony of Peter. See Papal States 
Paul, St, letters of, to Seneca, 516 
Paul I, Pope, sends Greek books to Pepin, 

615 
Paul Aurelian (St Pol-de-L§on), 609 
Paul the Deacon, 614 sq., 520 
Paul, Duke, revolt of, 493 
Paul the Silentiary, cited, 544 sq. 
Paulinus of Nola, poet, 533 sq. 
Paulas Albarus of Cordova, 523 
Pavia, 43, 51; assembly at (878), 66; 60; 

Guy crowned at, 65; submits to Arnulf, 
66; Bodolph II crowned at, 136; Louis 
(the Blind) crowned at (900), 138; 149; 
164; Otto I at, 140,159,195; Hungarians 
at, 148, 153; Otto III at, 172; Berengar 
II crowned at, 194; Ardoin crowned at, 
220; Henry 11 crowned at, 224; massacre 
in, 224; Henry 11 at, 242,244; missi for, 
244; forfeitures granted to, 245; synods 
at, 251; 291; diet at, 266; Imperial palace 
at, burnt, 257, 263 sq.; bishop of, see 
John XIV, Pope 

Pawton, 344 
Pay erne, monastery of, 144, 255; Conrad II 

crowned King of Burgundy at, 259 
“Peace of God,” 282, 457, 465 
Peada, King of Middle Angles, 554 
Peene, river, and see of Bremen, 297 
Pelagius, at Jerusalem, 503 
Pelayo, King of Asturias, 409 sq. 
Pembrokeshire, Viking infiuenoe in, 826 
Penne, see of, 165 
Pentapolis, the, seized by King Hugh, 154; 

given to the Pope, 162, 174 
Pepin, the Short, King of the Franks, 454; 

515 
Pepin I, King of Aquitaine, 3,8,13; receives 

Gascony and Toulouse, 10; rebellion of, 
14sqq.; expedition against, 17; reoeives 
Maine, 18sqq.; death of, 21 

Pepin II, King of Aquitaine, 21 sqq., 27; 
relations with Charles the Bald, 81 sq,, 
83 sqq. 

Perelada, county of, 90 
Perfeoto, 416 
Pdrigueux, counts of, 97 
P6ronne, meeting of Lothar and Charles the 

Bald at (849), 32; Charles the Simple at, 
75 sq., 181; added to Valois, 111 

Pershore, 894; Abbey of, 378, 564 
Persians, 428, 436 
Persius, 608, 521 
Peterf Apocalypse of^ 488 
Peter md Andrew ^ Acts oft 506 
Peter, King of Hungary, 276; allies with 

Bfatislav, 301, 803; deposed, 278, 280, 
803; restored, 285; 288, 290, 308 

Peter, Marquess of Spoleto, 153; killed by 
the Romans, 154 

Peter, Bishop of Como, 213 
Peter, Bishop of Novara, 240 
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Peter, Bishop of Pavia. See John XIV, Pope 
Peter, Bishop of Poitiers, 180 
Peter, Bishop of Vercelli, 175, 220 
Peter Damiani, 291, 308 • 
Peter of Pisa, 514 
Peterborough, monastery of, 375, 379, 664; 

soke of, 376. See Medeshamstede 
Petrograd, MSS. from Corbie at, 521 
Petronius, 527 
Pfeddersheim, Charles the Simple at, 180 
Philargyrius, commentator on Virgil, 507 
FUlip, Acts of, in Ireland, 504 sq. 
Philip I, King of France, 110 sqq.; excom¬ 

municated, 113; Ivo, Bishop of Chartres, 
and, 131 sqq.; death of, 114 

Philip II, of Swabia, King of theEomans, 147 
Philippa, wife of William IX of Aquitaine, 

129 
Philoxenus, 626 
Phoenix, A.S. poem, 537 
Photius, Patriarch, 450, 528 
Physiologus, 4BQ , ..is 
Piacenza, Louis the Blind at, 138; death ot 

Lothar II at, 44; Conrad II at, 264; see 
of, 175; bishop of, 267; see Guido 

Picingli, Nicholas, strotegos, 151 sq. 
Pickering, paintings at, 567 
PicoB de Europa, 409 
Picot, SheriK of Cambridgeshire, 470 
Piets of Galloway, unite with Strathclyde, 

341; conquered by Kenneth Mac 
860; raided by Olaf, 318; raided by Half- 
dene, 353 sq. 

Pietro Candiano IV, Doge of Venice, 170 
Pietro Orseolo II, Doge of Venice, 177 sq. 
Pietro Tribune, Doge of Venice, 148 
Pilate, Pontius, legend of, 605 
PEgrim, Archbishop of Cologne, Chancellor 

for Italy, 246; 250 sqq., 253 sqq., 273 
Pilgrim, Bishop of Passau, 208 
Pilsen, Otto, Luke of Swabia, defeated near, 

Pirmtniufl of Beichenau, Irish missionary, 

PislVowi"® importance ol, 178! and Sax- 
dinia, 260; captured by Vikmgs, 320, 
Ohuroh of S. Pietro a Grado, near, 667 

Pitrea, Vitings at, 38 ; assembly at (862), 
40; synod at (862), 482 ; fortified, 60 

Plegmund, Aiclibisliop of Canterbury, 888, 

Pliny *the Elder, Natural MUtory of, 488, 
516,621 ^ 

Pliny, the Toungra, Letter$ of, 618, 621 
PoetaSaxo, identity of, 530 
POblde, fortified by Haory I, 182; Eokhari 

of Meissen slain at, 217: 
n meets Gregory at, 241; Henry IH at, 293 

pSm! JudUh S\5; bo® 
of (955), 83, 91; Pbilip I at, 112, Coun¬ 
cil of (1078), 113; Maitame and, 129, 
battle of (732), 409; b“bop of, see Peter 

Poitou, 31; and Aquitaine, 129; rani of 
blood” in, 131 

Poland, Christian missions to, 202; extent 
of, 222,261 sq.; wars with Henry II, 223, 
225 sqq., 239, 247; partitioned by Conrad 
H, 273, 300, 302; 143 sq.; submits to 
Henry the Wrangler, 210; war with Bo¬ 
hemia, 211; loses Moravia, 260,299; dukes 
of, see Boleslav, Casimir, Mesco, Otto 
Bezprim 

Pol-de-L4on, St. See Paul Aurelian 
Polei (Aguilar), 419 
Polemius, Bishop of Asturica, 490 
Pombia, Liudolf dies of fever at, 160, 201 
Pomeranians attack Poland, 300; prince of, 

see Zemuzil 
Pompeii, vaulted structures at, 541 
Pompeius Festus, Glossary of, 614 sq. 
Pontefract, 370 
Pontelungo, Diet at, 225 
Ponthieu, 16; 398; and the Flemish March, 

92; count of, see Guy . 
Ponthion, palace of, 36, 50; assembly at 

(876), 61 
Pontianus, African bishop, 489 
Pontlevoy, battle at (1016), 108, 123 
Pontoise, claimed by WiUiam the Conqueror, 

112 , ^ 
Poperinghe, allodial estates at, 460 
Poppo, Bishop of Brixen. See Damasus H, 

Poppo of Bahenberg, Axchbishop of Tr^^es, 
248; given Duchy of Swabia, 249; 278 

Poppo, Patriarch of 
Poppo, Abbot of Stable (Stavelot), 271, 277, 

284, 293 
Porchester, 357 
Porphyrio, 626 ^ _ , 
Porto, bishop of. )Sfes Formosus, Eadoald 
Portsmouth, 384 _ 
Posen, Henry II defeated near, ^227 
Powys, 341; invaded by Ceolwuli, 343; con¬ 

quered by Ehodri Maw:^ 350 _ . TQ/. 
Prague, Henry I meets St Wenoeslas at, 184, 

s& of, 206, 208,301; ^^ishops ofAdal¬ 
bert, Severus; Boleslav of Poland at, 223, 
Jaromir iuvested Duke at, 225; relics rei- 
moved from Gnesen to, 300 _ 

Predestination, controversy on, 624,033 
Pressburg, siege of, 296, 304 

Priego, 418 . _ 
Priene, excavations at, 647 
priscian, grammarian, 625 sq. 
Priscianus Lydus, 525 
Priscillian, heretic, 512 
Priscillianism,493sq. lfi2- 
Privileges, given to John XH by Otto I, IW, 

given to Benedict VHI by Henry II, 250 
I^zlava, battle at, 806 
Probus, grammarian, 616 
Procopius, cited, 644 sq. 
Propertius, 623 , 
Prosper, referred to by Nemius, 3^ 
Provence, apportioned to Charles the Bala, 

16 24: rebellion against Lothar I m, 31, 
kingdom of, formed, 34,137 sq.; attaoM 
by Charles the Bald, 40; partition of, 41, 
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137- 42; seized by Charles the Bald, 46, 
137’* 60; Boso, King of, 67 sq,; rela¬ 
tions with Burgundy, 137 sq.; united to 
Burgundy, 139; annexed to France, 147; 
Saracens in, 152, 156, 168; under King 
Hugh, 156, 158; plundered by Vikings, 
320; marquessate of, 130; county of, 147; 
kings of, 8G& Boso, Charles, Bouis; mar¬ 
quesses of, see Bertrand, Hugh; counts of, 
see William 

Proverhia Gctecotum, 604, 525 
Prudentius, poet, 616, 519, 634 
Priim, burnt by Danes, 69; abbey of, lo, 

34, 60, 467 
Prussians attack Poland, 300 
Pseudo-Isidore, 297, 448 
Pseudo-Symeon Magister, 149 mte 
Pydershire, 345 
Pyrenees, 90, 441; Charles the Great crosses, 

413 

Quarantaine le JRo% 466 
“ Quatre-Mdtiers, ” the, and Flanders, 122 
Quedlinburg, and Henry the Fowler, 182, 

185 sq.; plot against Otto I at, 190 sq.; 
Henry the Wrangler proclaimed king at, 
210; compact with Wends at, 226; Henry 
III at, 297, 302; abbey of, 276, 290; ab¬ 
besses of, see Adelaide, Beatrice; Qued¬ 
linburg Annals, cited, 212, 264no£c 3 

Quentovio, pillaged, 30 
Quia Em^Hores, English statute of, 463 
Quierzy (Kiersy), assemblies at (820), 8; 

(857), 36; (877), 52 sq., 65; 68; 61; 446; 
Louis I at, 19, 21 

Quimperld, abbey of St Croix at, 660 
Quintilian, 522 
Quo JfarrantOj inquest of, 466 

Eaab, river, Conrad 11 reaches, 261; Henry 
Ill’s victory on, 284 

Baban Maur (MagnentiusHrabanus Maurus), 
Abbot of Fulda, Archbishop of Mayenee, 
19,520 sq.,532 

Eabula, Syrian Gospels of, 558 
Eadbert, Paschasius. See Pasohasius 
Badegund, St, Queen of Chlotar I, 496 
Eadelchis, Prince of Benevento, 49 
Badenzgau, given to see of Bamberg, 237 sq. 
Kadoald, Bishop of Porto, 42 
BaghnalL See Bagnarr Lo‘Sbr6k 
Bagnarr Lo'Sbrdk, Viking hero, legends of, 

318 sqq., 329 sqq., 350; identified with 
Baghnall, 318; with Eeginherus, 319 

Bagnfro'br. See Beginfredus 
Bainard, monk, 636 
Bainier, Duke of Spoleto, made Marquess of 

Tuscany, 243 sq. 
Balf of Guader, the Staller, 392, 406 
Ball of Mantes, Earl of Herefordshire, 392 

sqq., 396 sq. 
Bamiro, King of Aragon, 428 
Bamiro II, King of Leon, 421,422 sq. 
Bamiro III, King of Leon, 424; defeat and 

death oL 426 

Bamsbury, Abbey of, 561 
Eamsbury, see of, 362 
Bamsey, abbey founded at, 375, 378 sq., 475, 

560; abbot of, see Wiclimann 
Banulf, Count of Aversa, 268, 292 
Banulf (Balph) Flambarcl, Bishop of Dur¬ 

ham, 133 
Baoul (BEwiulf, Budolf), King of France, 

Duke of Burgundy, 76, 181; and the 
Northmen, 87 sq.; 93; 138; 156; death 
of, 76 

Baoul III, Count of Valois, 111 
Baoul, Viscount of Le Mans, 118 
Eaphael, Biblical pictures of, 649 
Bara (perhaps Bohr), Diet at, 210 
Batbold, Bishop of Verona, 11 
Batheri, Bishop of Verona, 166 
Batisbon (Begensburg), meeting of Bodolph 

I and Arnuif at, 64,136; besieged by Henry 
the Fowler, 180; taken by Liudolf, 197; be¬ 
sieged by Otto 1,19B sq.; convent at, 205; 
assembly of princes at, 206; Wendish 
embassy at, 228; St Emmeram’s, 236; 
Bhrtislav does homage at, 278,301; Leo IX 
at, 296; Victor II at, 298; bishops of, see 
Gobhard, Wolfgang 

Batramn, of Corbie, 533 
Bavcmia, asHcmblics at (880),67; (898),67; 

58; sciz(id by King Hugh, 154; Otto I at, 
162; Otto ni at, 172; Henry 11 at, 242; 
251; synod at, 242 sq.; ConradIIand mas- 
Siujro at, 264; art and arcliitEjcturoin, 547, 
553; mosaics at, 542,548,550; Church of 
vS. Vitale at, 543,548; Church of Galla 
I’lacidia Eit, 54h ; statue of Theodorio at, 
521; tomb of Theodorio at, 548; ivory 
throne at, 54B, 550, 555; see of, 176 sq., 
240, 242, 264; Eirchhishops of, 634; see 
Adalbert, Arnold, Frodorick, Gebhard, 
Humphniy, John, John X, Bylvester 11, 
Widgor 

Baymond, Count of Barcelona, 427 
Baymond-Borongar I, Count of Barcelona, 

428 
Baymond of Bt Gilles, Count of Toulouse 

129 sq. 
Bayuald, “Prince,” Count of Burgundy, 

287 
Btiynald, Count, 467 
Beading, Vikings at, B62 sq.; Abbey, 664 
Bccomimd, Ihshop of Elvira, 423 note 
Bockuityi, raidiul by Otto 1 and Bolcshiv, 200 
Uectitudin esSin (jularumPersotiarum^ 401 sqq. 
Bedarii (Wends), the, revolt of, 184, 192, 

202, 226 
Pted Booh of the Exchequer^ cited, 462 note 
Beedham, 406 
Beggio, capital of the theme of Calabria, 

150; Moslem defeat near (1006), 178 
Beggio (in Lombardy), county of, 221; counts 

of, see Adalbort-Atto, Tedald; see of, 166; 
bishop of, see Adalard 

Beginald of Durham, chronicler, 660 
Begintild, Count of HerbatigeS', 20 
Beginald, Bishop of Paris, 106 
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Beginar (Bainier), cBamberlain, 11 sq. 
Beginar, the Long-NecM, Duke of Lor¬ 

raine, 68, 70 
Beginar III, Count of Hainault, supports 

Otto I, 197; rebellion of, 200 
Beginar lY, Count of Hainault, 207, 248 
Beginar Y, Count of Hainault, 254 
Beginfredus (BagnfrbtJr), joint King of Den¬ 

mark, 313 
BeginBerus. Bee Bagnarr Lo'bbrbk 
Begino of Brum, 25, 62 sq., 534 
Begio (Malaga), 412, 417, 420, 432 sq. 
Begnald of Waterford, King of York, 365 sq. 
Begularis ConcorcLia Anglicae Nationisj 375 
Beichenau, Abbey of, 236, 257, 276; 535; 

library of, 505 sq., 521 
Bemigius, 527 
Benard (Beginbard), Count of Sens, 111 
Bennes, 14, added to Brittany, 33 ; March 

of, 128; counts of, 126, see also Conan 
JRenovatio Im/perii Momanorum, 213 
Bepton, 353 
Betz, added to Brittany, 33 
Bbaetia, given to Charles the Bald, 13 
Bh4, monastery of, sacked, 316 
Bheims, Stephen lY at, 4; Louis I crowned 

at, 5; province of, 16; 59; Odo at, 64; 
Charles the Simple crowned at, 73; Eobert 
I crowned at, 74; 75 sq.; captured by 
Hugh the Great, 78; recaptured by Louis 
lY, 79,193; Lothair crowned at, 80; Hun¬ 
garians threaten, 88; episcopal lordship 
of, 97 sq.; captured by Charles of Lorraine, 
99- synod at (996), 102; Herbert of Auiillac 
scholasticus at, 80,173, 210; dispute con¬ 
cerning see of, 75-78,194; Hungarians at, 
198; Otto II at, 208; Brench bishops 
meet at, 292; Leo IX’s synod at, 295; 
298; historians of, 534; library of, 621; 
Bemigius teaches at, 527; 538; Church 
of St Bemi at, 562; archbishops of, see 
Adalbero, Amulf, Artaud, Ebbo Bulk, 
Herbert, Hervd, Hincmar, Hugh, Ma- 
nasse, Seulf _ . . __ 

Rhine, river, 18, 21 sq., 23, 
46. 62: interview between Charles the 
Simple and Henry I on, 74,181; 134,136; 
189 sq.; Hungarians cross, 198; raid ot 
Ohocilaicus on, 309; and Yikmg raids, 
321; 331; Scandinavian influence m lower 

basin of, 338 ^ ^ 
BiLodophylus, the eunuct, 149 rwu _ 
Bhodri Mawr, King of North Wales, 364 , 

conquers Bowys, 350 i okq 
Rhone, river, 26 sq., 38, 56,139, 146, 259, 

416 
Bhds. BeeBm 
Bhuddlan, battle at, 341; 397 . ./Q{>q\ 
Biade (? Bittburg), Hungarian defeat at (933), 

185 
Eibagorza, 90, 428; lord of, see Gonzalo 
Eibble, 400 
Bibe, church at, 314 
Bibemont, Treaty of (880), 57 
Eibera, cited, 430, 433, 435 

C, MBI). HIST. VOL. HI. 

Eichard I, King of England, 147 
Eichard, Dnke of Normandy, 228, 383, 886 
Eichard le Justicier, Duke of Burgundy, 58, 

86, 93 
Eichard, Bishop of Albano, 113 
Bichard, Bishop of Yerdun, 289, 292 
Eichard, Abbot of St Yanne’s, 250 sq., 271, 

282 
Eicheldis, of Hainault, marries Baldwin of 

Antwerp, 295 
Bioher, Bishop of Bassau, 69 
Bicher, historian of Bheims, 634; cited, 

82 sq., 535 sq. 
Bichessa, 287, 300 
Bichilda, wife of Charles the Bald, 45, 53, 

55, 72 
Bicsig, ruler of Bemioia, 353 sq. 
Bill4, house of, in Anjou, 118 
Bimbert, letter from Batramn to, 533 
Bimbert, Life of St Anskar by, 534 
Eingmere, Danish victory at, 382 
Bipen, see of, founded, 192 
Bipon, burnt, 370 
Biustringen, granted to Harold of Den¬ 

mark, 313 
Eobert the Strong, Marquess of Neustna, 

35, 40, 71, 75 note, 91 
Eobert I, King of Erance, Marquess of Nens- 

tria, 73; King, 74, 181; killed at Sois- 
sons, 75, 87 ^ 

Eobert II the Bious, King of France, 91, 99 
sqq.; marriage of, 103 sq.; domain of, 104 
sqq.; character of, 105; Eulbert and, 131 
sq.; Ardoin and, 221; joins Henry II 
against Elanders, 106, 228; Henry H and, 
251; 257 

Bobert I, Duke of Burgundy, son of King 
Eobert II, 107, 123 sq. 

Bobert Curthose, Duke of Normandy, 111 sq., 
114,120 sqq., 128 i 

Bobert the Magnificent (or the Devil), Duke 
of Normandy, 107; dies, 109 

Bobert the Frisian, Count of Elanders, 111, 
122 

Bobert, Count of Troyes, 96 sq. 
Bobert, son of Wimarc, 392, 394, 406 
Bobert, Abbot of Jumi^ges, Bishop of 

London, 392; Archbishop of Canterbury, 
393 sqq. 

Bochecorbon, lord of, 119 ^ . 
Bochester, raided by Danes, 312; attacked 

by Yikings, 358; bishops of, 367; see 
Hundulf 

Eoderiok, King of the Visigoths, m 
Eodolf, Norman leader in South Italy, 260 
Eodolph I, Kingof Jurane Burgundy, 63 sq., 

66,134 sq. ; seizes Basle, 69; 143 note 
Eodolph n, King of Jurane Bu^dy, 136 

sq.; King of Italy, 136,153; Treaty with 
King Hugh, 139,156; death of, 140,156; 
143 note; 180 _ 

Eodolph HI, King of Burgundy, 106 sq. ; 
227; 246 sqq.; 264; reign of, 140 sqq.; 
makes Henry II his heir, 141, 256; ac¬ 
knowledges Conrad H’s title, 142 sq., 256, 

„44', 
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268; refuses support to Ernest of Swabia, 
257; death of, 123, 143, 268 

Bodrigo Ximenez de Bada, Archbishop of 
Toledo, 426 

Eoger the Old, lord of Petit Montrevault, 
118 

Bognvald, Northman, leader, 87 
Eognvaldr, Earl of More, 322, 326 
Bohan, Breton house of, 464 
Bohr (Bara), Diet at, 210 
Boland, 413 
Bollo (Hrollaugr, Hrolfr), Duke of Nor¬ 

mandy, settles in Normandy, 73, 76, 86, 
322 sq., 365; death of, 76 

Bomagna, 240 
Bomance language, the, 27 
BomanusILecapenus, Eastern Emperor, 155 
Bomanus II, Eastern Emperor, 155; 167 
Bomanus, Senator of all the Bomans. Bee 

John XIX, Pope 
Borne, 4sq., 28sq., 31, 43; LouisII crowned 

at, 47; saclced by Saracens (846), 49; 
Charles the Bald crowned at, 51; 56; 
Council at (865), 452; Charles the Eat 
crowned at, 68; Arnulf crowned at, 66; 
trial of Eormosus in, 67; Louis the Blind 
crowned at, 138, 149; Otto I crowned at, 
140, 162; factions in (903-28), 151, 
153 sq.'; rule of Alberio, 154 sq.; rule of 
John XII, 161 sqq.; siege of, 164; dis¬ 
affection in, 164sq., 168; Otto 11 crowned 
at, 167, 204, 388; dies in, 209; rule of 
Crescentius 11 in, 171 sq.; Otto III crowned 
at, 172; as capital, 174; revolt of, 176 sq.; 
rule of Crescentius III in, 177, 241; 
Henry II and, 241, 243, 251; Conrad II 
crowned at, 143, 264; Boman law to pre¬ 
vail in, 267; Plenry III and, 291, 306; 
Alfred and Aethelwulf in, 349; Burhred 
dies at, 363; Christian academy at, 486; 
Alcuin at, 514; Byzantine art in, 657 sq.; 
vaulted structures at, 541; churches at: 
Sta Croce in Gerusalemmo, 536; St 
Helena, 642; S. Clemente, 548; Sta 
Maria Maggiore, 549, 558; Sta Maria 
Antiqua, 554sq., 558 sq.; St Theodore, 
667 

Bomsey Abbey, Eood of, 556; paintings at, 
667 

Bomuald, St, of Eavenna, 173,177 
Boncaglia, court at, 298 
Boncesvalles, 8, 413, 421 
Boric (Hroerekr), brother of Harold, King 

of Denmark, settles in north Erisia, 313, 
315 sq., 320 sq. 

Boscommon, Yiking raids in (807), 812 
Boss, Scandinavian inffuenc© in, 335 
Bossano, Otto 11 at, 169 sq.; purple MS. at, 

560, 658 sq. 
Bosstall, skirmish at (954), 198 
Bothad, Bishop of Soissons, 452 sq, 
Bothaid, daughter of Charles the Great, 2 
Bothfeld, the, 18 
Botilda, daughter of Guy of Spoleto, 48 
Eouen, assembly at (824), 6; Northmen 

at, 32, 60; 316; granted to Bollo, 73, 86, 
94, 322; 87 sq., 127; siege of (946), 
193; 386; 398 

Boussillon, county of, 90, 130; Vikings in, 
320 

Budolf of Habsburg, King of the Bomans, 
147 

Budolf of Bheinfelden, Duke of Swabia, 
146,288 

Budolf, brother of Judith, 14 sq. 
Budolf of Fulda, 533 
Bueda, battle of, 425 
Bufinus, 508 
Burik (Hroerekr), settles in Novgorod, 327 
Bus, in Eussia, 327 sq.; besiege Constanti¬ 

nople, 320, 327 
Bus, Vikings, 328 
Bussia, and Otto I, 201; war with Poland, 

211, 239, 247; Otto Bezprim flees to, 
260; and Henry III, 280; relations to 
Scandinavia, 326 sqq.; BS8; grand duke 
of, $ee Vladimir 

Bussian Sea. Bee Black Sea 
Buthwoll, cross at, 514, 554 sq. 
Butland, Scandinavian influence in, 336 sq. 

Saalfeld, plots against Otto I at, 189, 195 
Saavedra, cited, 426 
Sabina, the, and the Papacy, 162, 164, 

243 
Safi, caid, besieges Bari (1002), 177 
St Aignan of Orleans, Abbey of, 76 
St Alkins, 859; monastery, 379, 664, 567 
St Axnand, taken from Flemish March, 93 
St Arnulf’s of Metz, 43 
St Asaph (Llanelwy), church of, 342 
St Basle, monastery of, of Verzy, 78; Coun¬ 

cil of, 100, 103, 211 
St Bavo, Ghent, monks of, 228 
St Benet, Holme, monastery of, 388 
St Benignus, Dijon, Abbot of. Bee William 
St Benoit-sur-Loire. Bee Fleury 
St Bernard pass, Great, 136 ; crossed by 

Charles the Bald, 53; Maiolus captured at, 
168; Tuscans and Lombards cross, 269 

St Bertin, Abbey of (at St Omer), 92, 358, 
378; abbots of, ue Adalard, Hugh 

St Brice’s day, massacre of, 382 
St Brieuc, 33 128 
St Clair-sur-Epte, treaty of (911), 73,86,94, 

322, 364 
St Oyr, seized by Fulk Bechin, 119 
St David’s (Mynyw), church of, 342,858,609 
St Denis, 2,19; 25; abbey of, BO note; 76; 

library of, 521,524; abbots of, tee Hilduin, 
Louis; Paschal 11 and Philip I at, 114; 
stained glass at, 566; mosaic at, 567 

St Edmund’s Bury. Bee Bury St Edmunds 
St Bmmeram, church of (Batisbon), 69,286 
Saintes, 126; Aquitaine and, 129 
St Esteban de Gormaz, 420 
St Florent, church of, at Saumur, 126 
St Gall, Abbey of, 257, 293, 561; library of, 

521, 526; literary productions of, 530 sq.; 
»* Monk of,” tee Notker Labeo 
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Ste Genevieve, 61 
St Germain-deS'Pr^s, Abbey of, 61; abbots 

of, see Hugh, Joscelin 
St Germain i’Auxerrois, Abbey at Paris, 61 
St Germain of Auxerre, Abbey, 76, 124; 

abbot of, see Hugh 
St Germer de Play, 30 note 
St Gilles, Eomanesque architecture in, 

557 
S. Leo, castle of, Berengar II besieged in, 

162 sq. 
St Martin of Tours, Abbey of, 71; Bulk Nerra 

and, 126; calligraphy at, 517 
Ste Maure, 109; fief of Anjou, 118 
St Maurice d’Agaune, Abbey of, 134 sq., 136 
St Maurice of Angers, church of, 126 
St M4dard, monastery, 18, 444 sq. 
St Merri, church of, 61 
St Mihiel, cartulary of, 467 
St Heots, 347 note 
St Omer, Abbey of St Bertin at. See St Bertin 
Saintonge, 31; and Aquitaine, 129 
St Oswald, Abbey of, Gloucester, 373 
St Quentin, 35 
St Eemi, Abbey, Charles the Simple crowned 

at, 73 
St Biquier, 14; Abbey of, 35, 76; abbots of, 

see Angilbert, Nithard; library of, 519, 
521 sq., 538 

St Savin, church at, 567 
St Stephen of Dijon, church of, 124 
St Valery, Abbey of, 76 
St Vannes, abbot of. See Bichard 
St Wandrille, ravaged by Danes, 32 
St Zoilo, 416 
Sak^ra, excavations at, 547 
Salerno, principality of, 48 sq., 150, 152, 

265; united to and separated from Capua, 
169; Otto 11 at, 169 sq.; 176; reunited 
to Capua, 268; separated from Capua, 
292; princes of, see Gisulf, Guaimar, 
John, Landolf, Manso, Paldolf, Siconolf 

Salian Dynasty, founded by Com-ad H, 253, 
269 

Salim, 410 sq. 
Salisbury, 382 
Sallust, 491, 521 
Salonica, decoration at, 542; Church of 

St George at, 542; Church of St Sophia at, 
546; Church of St Demetrius, 546 

Saltair na Bann^ 506 
Salzburg, see of, 206; archbishops of, see 

Herold, Yirgilius 
Samarcand, coins from, in Sweden, 333 
Sampson, Abbot, 438 
Sampson, missioner to Brittany, 509 
Sancho, Count of Gascony, 33 
Sancho I, King of Aragon, 124 
Sancho, Count of Castile, 427 
Sancho the Pat, son of Bamiro II, 421; 

King of Leon, 422 sqq. 
Sancho II, King of Navarre, 420 sq. 
Sancho III, the Great, King of Navarre, 

428 
Sanohuelo. See ‘Abd-ar-Bahman 

Sandwich, Edward the Conlessor^s fleet at, 
294; 382; 388 sq. 

San Pedro de Boda, monastery of, 90 
Sant’ Agata, castle of, 268 
Santander, 410 
Sant’ Angelo, castle of, 154; Crescentius H 

captured in, 172, 216 
Santhi^, granted to see of Vercelli, 176 
Santiago de Campostela, 426, 441 
Saone, river, 26, 46, 134, 146 
Sappho, alluded to by Colmnban, 506 
Saracens, the. Chap, xvi; menace of, 8, 

28 sqq., 33 sq., 44, 47 sqq., 453; conquer 
Sicily, 48, 150; capture St Peter’s, 49; 
attacks of, 50, 52 sq.; peace made with, 
56; 63; in Provence, 140, 152; in Italy, 
149 sqq,, 155, 166 sq.; driven from Pro¬ 
vence, 168; defeat Otto H, 169 sq.; re¬ 
newed attacks, 176 sq.; defeats, 178; at 
Otto’s court, 201, 203; in Sardinia, 250; 
the Vikings and, 316 sqq., 320; archi¬ 
tecture of, 565 

Saragossa, 8, 411, 413, 417 sqq. 
Sardinia and Louis I, 6; and the Saracens, 

8, 250; and the Byzantine Empire, 178 
Sarlio, Count of the Palace, M^quess of 

Spoleto, 157 
Sassanids, 436 
Saucourt, Northmen defeated at, 59, 321 
Saul, Bishop of Cordova, 417 
Saumur, captured by Bulk Nerra, 108, 126 
Savona, counts of, 240, 244; men of, 244 
Savonni5res, interview at (859), 447; as¬ 

sembly at (862), 41 
Savoy, duchy of, formed, 147 
Saxon dynasty, founded, 179; 215, 218; 

end of, 253, 269; see also Liudolfings 
Saxons, the, 23, 26,179; ally with Vikings, 

310; Charles the Great and, 312; Slavs 
revolt from, 208, 212; plot with Boleslav, 
226, 228; Widukind’s history of, 534 

Saxony, Widukind in, 413; Viking invasions 
of, 7, 31, 59 sq.; 212; 321; ceded to 
Louis the German, 16,18; 22; 25; given 
to Louis the Younger, 51 sq.; duchy of, 
70 ; invaded by Hungarians, 69,182,185, 
198; under Henry the Bowler, 181 sqq.; 
under Otto I, 187 sq., 191,197 sq.; sup¬ 
ports Otto ni against Henry the Wrangler, 
210; accession of Henry II, 216 sqq,; 
accession of Conrad H, 255; raided by 
Mesco n, 260 sq.; war with Lyutitzi, 262; 
Henry III and, 276 sq., 288; dukes of, 
see Bernard, Bruno, Herman, Liudolf, 
Otto; king of, see Louis 

Scaliger, edits the Barhams, 497 
Scandinavia, early history of, 309sqq.; spread 

of Christianity in, 6 sq., 313 sq.; civili¬ 
sation of, 328 sqq.; trade of, 332 sq.; 
influence of, in Bussia, 328; in Ireland, 
334; in Scotland, 335; in Man, ib,; in 
England, 366 sqq. See Denmark, Norway, 
Sweden, Vikings 

Scania, 388 
Sehalksburg, besieged, 249 

44-~2 
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Scheidungen, fortress of, 189 
Scheldt, river, 26, 34, 92, 228; Danes settle 

on. 59 sq., 820; 322 
Schleswig, Danish fleet at, 312; March of, 

founded, 185; Christianity in, 314; 
bishopric founded at, 192; ceded to Den¬ 
mark, 263, 274; Otto II and, 205 

ScholaHticus^ office in Bheims cathedral, 80, 
210, 535 

Schweinfurt, branch of Babenberg family. 
See Bucco, Otto, Henry 

Schweinfurt (Zuinprod), convent of, 300 
Scotland, Vikings in, 318; 325; 346 sq.; 

extended to the Tweed, 350; 388; homage 
question with England, 365,388; southern 
influence in, 395 sq.; Scandinavian in¬ 
fluence in, 334 sq.; kings of, sec Constan¬ 
tine, David, Duncan, Kenneth, Malcolm 

Scriptores Gromatici^ 586 
Scythian, bogus alphabet, 500 
Seacourt, 402 mte 
Sechnall, St, hymn by, 502 
SeduliUB Seottus, poet, 502 sqq., 516,524 sqq, 
S4ez, ceded to Northmen, 87, 94, 822 
Segoyuela, 409 
Segre, river, 8 
S<iguin, Duke of Gascony, 8 
Seine, river, 7, 16,21, 24 sq.; Northmen in, 

31 sq., 35, 40, 52, 59 sqq,, 73, 85 sqq., 
816, 319 sq., 322; 78, 315 

Seisyll of Ceredigion, 342 
Seligenstadt, synod at, 252; peace refused 

to Bohemia at, 278 
Semnr, subject to Burgundy, 97; lord of, 

see Dalmatius 
Seneca, 489; epistles of St Paul to, 516 
Senlis, assembly at, 83; 100, 104; seized 

by Queen Constance, 107; besieged (946), 
193 

Sennecey, church of, 124 
Sens, 36; besieged by Danes, 62; 77; attacked 

by Hungarians, 88; Burgundy and, 93sq»; 
taken by Eobert the Pious, 106, 111; be¬ 
sieged (1032), 107, 144; reunited to royal 
domain, 111; window at, 559; arch¬ 
bishops of, see Ansegis, Egilo, Ganelon, 
Walter 

Seprio, county of, 244 
Septimania, secured to Charles, 24; count 

of, see Bernard; see also Gothia 
Sepfllveda, 440 
Serbs, the, 47 
Serenus, Q., Sammonicus, 522 
Serfdom, 221, 249, 251, 401, 469, 477 sqq. 
Sergiopolis, church at, 543 
Sergius II, Pope, 29 
Sergius III, Pope. 151, 862, 465 
Sergius IV, Pope, 241 
Sergius, Duke of Naples, 49 
Sergius IV, Duke of Naples, 268 
Servatus Lupus, Abbot of Perri^res, 617sq., 

.622, „ 
Servius, on the Aeneid^ 491 
Seulf , Archbishop of Bheims, 74 sq. 
Seven Sleepers, legend of, 496 

Severn, 362 sq., 387, 394, 396, 400; valley 
invaded, 359 sq. 

Scverus, Bishop of Prague, 301 
Severus, Sulpioius, biographer of St Martin, 

495 
Seville, 412, 418 sqq., 428, 432; captured by 

Vikings, 316, 328, 416 
Sextus Plaoidus, medical writer, 535 
Shaftesbury, 388 
Shakya, Berber leader, 413 
ShPitea, Muslim sects, 419 
Sheppey, raided by Vikings, 312, 347, 849; 

Danes in, 885 
Sherborne, diocese of, 362; Cornwall incor¬ 

porated in, 344; bishops of, see Aldhelm, 
Asser, Ealhstan 

Sheraton, 385 
Shctlanda, the, Irish missionaries in, 310; 

Viking seUlements in, 324 sqq.; Scandi¬ 
navian iiriluence in, 334 

Shropshire, Aetholrcd in, 382; Danosin, 384 
Bicard, Prince of Benevento, 48 
Sicily, Saracens in, 48, 149‘-166, 177 sq. 
Sico, Count, imperial missus^ 168 
Sico, Prince of Benevento, 8 
Siconolf, Prince of Ba-lemo, 48 sq. 
Sidonia, ravaged by Vikings, 316 
Sidonius Apollinaris, poet, 495 
Sidroc, the Viking, 35 
Siegfried, Saxon Count, 187 
Siegfried, Saxon Margrave, 212 
Siegfried, Abbot of Gorze, 283 
Si<4ie Torres, 418 
SigeferLh, 384 
Bigefrid (Sigr6*5r), Viking leader, 69, 61, 

321 
Sigefridus (Sigurt5r), King of Denmark, 812 
Sigofridus, *‘n(q)OB” to Godefridus, King of 

Denmark, 313 
Sigefridus. See SigurfJr Snake-Bye 
Sigeric, Archbishop of Canterbury, 881 
Bighelm, alderman of West Kent, S61 
Sigtryggr, of the Silken Beard, King of Dub¬ 

lin, plots against Brian, 324 
Bigtuna, church founded at, 314; trad© at, 

332 
Sigur?5r Snake-Bye (Sigefridus), King of Den¬ 

mark, 321 
Sigur'tJr, Earl of Orkney, 824, 826 
SigurSr Lo'Svesson, Earl of Orkney, 826; 

death of, 824, 826 
Sigwulf, alderman of Bast Kent, 861 
Bihtric, King of York, 866 
Silesia, transferred from Blfatislav to Oasimir, 

297 sq., 801 sqq. 
Simancas, 420, 422 sq. 
Simon Magus, 506 
Simon of Cr<5py, Count of Valois and Vexin, 

111 
Sinai, St Catherine's monastery at, 547 
Sinope, Purple MS. at, 550 
Sion, diocese of, 88, 68; given to Conrad of 

Auxerre, 184; w aZjro Valais, the 
Sisebut, King of the Visigoths, 492 
Sithiu (Saint-Bertin), 14 
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Siward, Abbot of Abingdon, coadjutor of 
Canterbury, 392 

Siward, Earl of YorksMre and Northumber¬ 
land, 389, 391, 393 sqq.; death of, 396 

SMringssalr, trading centre, 332 
Skye, Vikings in, 311, 346 
Slaves, the, party in Spain, 422, 427, 429, 

431 
Siavomir, Prince of the Obotrites, 7 
Slavs, the, 7, 16, 47, 49, 63; and Louis the 

German, 10, 27, 30 sq., 36; and Henry I, 
183; and Henry III, 304; see aho Bohe¬ 
mia, Croats, Lusatians, Lyutitzi, Mora¬ 
vians, Obotrites, Poland, Eussians, Serbs, 
Slovenes, Sorbs, Wends, Wiltzi 

Slesvik. See Schleswig 
Slovenes, at Compi^gne, 6; 7; see aUo 

Liudevit 
Smaragdus of StMihiel, grammarian, 616note 
Snowdon, 342 
Sobrarbe, 410, 428, 441 
Socrates, Church historian, 487 
Soissons, Louis the Pious at, 18 sq., 444; 

battle at (923), 74, 181; Otto H at, 208; 
synod of (861), 452; cathedral, 662; bishop 
of, see Eothad 

Soleure, Conrad II at, 144; assembly at 
(1038), 145, 259 

Solinus, 488 
Solomon and Saturn^ Dialogue of, 537 
Solomon, Breton king, 40 
Solomon, Bishop of Constance, 69 
Solway, Eardulf’s journey through, 354 ^ 
Somerset, invaded by Vikings, 382; Danes in, 

384; Edmund in, 385, 392,^ 394, 397 
Somme, river, 315; and the Vikings, 319 sq. 
Sophia, daughter of Otto 11, Abbess of Gan- 

dersheim, 255 ^ 
Sophia, niece of Otto HI, Abbess of Gander- 

sheim, 287 
Sora, added to Spoleto, 48 
Sorbs, the, 7, 212 
Southampton, 357, 379, 382, 385 
Southwark, 357, 394 
Southwell, 408 
Sozomen, Church historian, 487 
Spain, and Louis 1,8; and the Vikings, 316, 

318, 320; Muslims in, ch. xvi; society m, 
428 sqq., 439 sqq.; learning and letters m, 
433 sqq., 489 sqq., 523 sq.; literary con¬ 
nexions with Britain, 494; with England, 
611,524; with Ireland, 524 ; Adoptionism 
in, 616, 523; Eoman art in, 552; emirs of, 
gee ‘Abdallah, ‘Abd-ar-Eatoan, Hakam, 
Hisham, Mahomet, Mundhir; see Musa; 
see also Cordova, Caliphs of ^ ^ 

Spanish March, disturbances in, 3, 8. See 
Barcelona, Catalonia 

Sparone, Ardoin at, 224, 239 
Spearhafoo, Abbot of Abingdon, 393 
Spello, Conrad II at, 267 
Spera-in-Deo, Abbot, 416, 438 
“Spes Imperii,” 273 , 
Spires, 275; Conrad II 

^cathedral of, 271; diocese of, 27; bishop 

of, Walter; Henry IH at, 286; Henry HI 
buried at, 299 

Spitignev, Duke of Bohemia, succeeds his 
father Bfatislav, 298, 302 

Spoleto, duchy of, 47 sq., 58; 66, 454; 161; 
given to Paldolf 1,166; joined to Tuscany, 
157, 171, 243; Crescentians lose, 243; 
dukes and marquesses of, see Ademar, 
Mberic, Anscar, Guy, John Crescentius, 
Lambert, Paldolf, Peter, Eainier, Sarlio, 
Suppo, Theobald, Transemund, Winiohis 

Spree, river, marshes of, 227 
Squillace, monks at, 486 
Stahlo (Stavelot), 59; abbey of, 277; abbot 

of, see Poppo 
Stade, battle with Vikings at, 212 
Stafford, hurh of, 363 
Staffordshire, Danes in, 384; Danish names 

in, 337, 400 
Stamford, occupied by the Danes, 319, 355; 

recaptured by Edward the Elder, 323,364; 
Scandinavian influence in, 334, 337 

Statius, 516, 536, 538 
Stavelot. See Stahlo 
Steele, Diet of (938), 188 
Stellinga^ the, 26 
Stephen II, Pope, 71, 454 
Stephen IV, Pope, 4 sq. 
Stephem V, Pope, 60, 64 sq., 138 
Stephen VH, Pope, 67, 454 
Stephen VIII, Pope, 78 
Stephen, King of England, 466 
Stephen, St, King of Hungary, xvii, 223, 

260, 303; wax with Conrad II, 260 sq., 
273,281 

Stephen, Count of Champagne, 107 sq. 
Stephen, Count of Troyes, 105 
Stephen of Garlande, Bishop of Beauvais, 

113 
Stephen, lord of Grand Montrevault, 118 
Stephen Caloprini, and Otto H, 170 
Stephen, Eoman deacon, 536 
Steyning, 360 
Stifla Sound, death of Godefridus at, 313 
Stigand, Bishop of Winchester, 392, 394; 

becomes Archbishop of Canterbury, 395, 
404 

StiMestad, 388 
Stilo, battle of, 169 
Stoinef, Wendish chief, 200 
Stony Stratford, and the Danish boundary, 

319,337,354 
Strachtiu (Trachtin), 281 , ^ 
Strangford Lough, death of Halfdanr on, 

318 
Strasbourg, 23,25; Treaty of (1016), 142^., 

247; sacked, 217 sq.; Conrad II at, 258; 
Hungarian envoys at, 278; Oath of, 25 sq., 
§34; stained glass at, 566 ; see of, 45; 
bishops of, 217; see Herman, Werner 

Strathclyde, kingdom of, Piets of G^oway, 
unite with, 341; attacked from Ireland, 
852; raided by Halfdene, 353 sq.; iu league 
against Aethelstan, 366 

Strehla, taken by Boleslav, 222 
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Stuhlweissenburg, Peter of Hungary restored 
at, 286, 288 

Styrian Mark, formed, 270 note 1 
Siibiaoo, abbey of, destroyed, 150 
Sudan, architecture in, 547 
Sudboume, S77 
Bu^Sreyjar. See Hebrides 
Suetonius, 489, 491 sq., 520 sqq., 527, 636; 

a model for Einhard, 517 sq. 
Suevi, John of Biclaram’s history of, 492; 

conversion of the, 489; king of, nee Miro 
Suffolk, 392, 400, 406, 408; hundreds of, 

367; Scandinavian influence in, 337 
Suidger, Bishop of Bamberg. Bee Clement II, 

Pope 
Sulaiman, al-Musta*In, Caliph of Cordova, 

Sulpicius, lord of Amhoise and Chaumont, 119 
Sumail, the Kaisite, 411 sq.; murdered, 413 
Sunderold, Archbishop of Mayence, 64 
Sunifred, Count of Barcelona, 90 
Suppo, Count, cousin of EmpressEngiiberga, 

Duke of Spoleto, 48 ^ 
Suppo, Count of Brescia, 11 
Surrey, submits to Wessex, 846 
Susa, pass of, 11 . 
Sussex, submits to Wessex, 346; plundered 

by Danes, 381 
Sutherland, 'Viking settlements in, 826, 886 
Sutri, Heni'y III at, 290 sq. 
Svatopluk (Zjwentibold), King of Moravia, 64 
Svatopluk II, Moravian prince, 64 
Svein Forkbeard, King of Denmark, deposes 

Harold Bluetooth, 208, 380 sq.; driven 
from Denmark, and raids England, 381; 
conquest of England, 824, 882 sqq.; death 
of, 325, 384 

Svein, King of Denmark and Norway, ncjphew 
of King Knut, treaty with Henry III, 294, 
296 sq., 325, 389 sq. 

Svein, King of Norway, son of Knut, 888 sq- 
Svein, Earl, 392 sq.; outlawed, 394; death 

of, 395 
Swabia, revolt in, 64; ravaged by Hun¬ 

garians, 69, 182 note; duchy of, 70,179; 
136, 144, 204; Saracens advance into, 
155; relations with Henry I, 180 sq.; 
with Otto 1,197 sq.; with Italy, 136,194; 
with Bavaria, 204, 206; granted to Con¬ 
rad, 209; refuses support to ■ Duke Ernest 

„ against Conrad II, 258; Henry HI in, 
276; dukes of, $ee Burohard, Conrad, 
Ernest, Henry, Herman, Lindolf, Otto, 
Eudoif; see aUo Alemannia 

Swanage, Viking defeat off, 355 
Sweden, early history of, 309; preaching of 

Anskar in, 314; Viking expeditions from, 
327 sq.; civilisation in, 328 sqq.; kings 
of, $ee Anund, Bjorn, Eric; bishop of, me 
Gautbert; $ee aUo Scandinavia 

Switzerland, Erench, 38 
Sylvester 11, Pope {Herbert of Auiillao), 

career of, xvii, 535 sq.; seholasticm at 
Bheims, 80, 210, 635; Abbot of Bobbio, 
80, 173, 176, 210, 585; correspondence 

of, 81, 536; Archbishop of Rheims, 101, 
103,173, 210, 534; Archbishop of Raven¬ 
na, 173, 210; Pope, 104, 173 sqq., 214; 
Otto III and, 210, 213 ; Bohemian church 
and, 222; Willigis and, 235; death of, 
177, 241, 536 

Sylvester III, Pope, 291 
Symmachus, 536 
Syracuse, Archbishop of. See Gregory 
Syria, Muslim power in, 168 sq,; architecture 

in, 539, 547; MSS. from, 558 
Syrians, 409,411,428,436; in France, 496; 

influence in Ireland, 505 

Tacitus, 618, 520 sq., 533 
Tagino, Archbishop of Magdeburg, 228, 232 
Tagus, river, 420 
Taifas, 436 
Tain Bo Cuailnge, 537 
Taliesin, pooius of, 638 
Tamaran, battle of, 428 
Tiunashccea, 418 
Tammam, 411 
Tamwortli, hurh of, 363 sq#, 368 
Tansholf, 370 
Taormina, conquered by Saracens, 150 
Taranto, seized by Saracens, 48; siege of 

(982), 1G9 
Tarentaise, diocese of, 39; Boso aoknow- 

ledged king in the, 137 
Tarub, Sultana, 416 sq. 
Tavistock, Abbey, 378; abbot of, see Lyflng 
Taxis, Hungarian chief, 158 
Tedald, Marquess (of Canossa), 221 sq.; 224; 

240 
Tees, river, bouuclary of Northumberland, 

351, 396 
Tegernseo, Abbey of, 236; abbot of, see 

G odchard 
Toignton, 382 
Te.mjmtnriij belied in, 520 
Temps ford, 364 
Terence, 521, 532 
Tcrouaime, Bishop of, 460 
Tku-ra di Eavoro, Saracens in the, 149; ««« 

Campania 
TertuUian, 4B8, 493; MS. of, 520 
Testxi de NeAnllt cited, 462 
Totkmhall, battle near, 802 
Tetralogust by Wipo, 278* 280 
Tewkesbury Abbey, 564 
Thames, river, 344, 346, 348 sq., 352, 

354 aqq., 359 sq., 885 
Thanet, Vikings winter in, SI2, 349; re¬ 

newed raids, 879 
Thankmar, 186; rebels, 188 
Thegan* life of Iionis the Pious by, 5S4 
Theiss, river, Hungarians settle on, 148 
Theobald I, Marquess of Spoleto, 152 sq., 

155,157 
Theobald 11, Marquess of Spoleto, 161 
Theobald, Count, 57 
Theobald the Trickster, Viscount of Tours, 

Count of Blois, 95 
Theobald IH, Count of Blois, 107 sq., 123 
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Tlieobert, Count, 13 
Theodora, Empress, 547 
Theodora, mother of Crescentius, 168 
Theodora, Senatrixy wife of Theophylact, 

151, 455 
Theodore, jprimicmws, executed, 5 
Theodore, Archbishop of Canterbury, 488, 

502, 504, 508 sqq., 511 sq., 514, 555 
Theodore, of Mopsuestia, 603 
Theodoret, Church historian, 487 
Theodoric, statue of, 521; tomb of, 548 
Theodoric I, King of the Franks, 309 
Theodoric, Count of Autun, 57 
Theodoric, illegitimate brother of Louis I, 

2,12 
Theodosius II, Eastern Emperor, 492 
Theodrada, daughter of Charles the G-reat, 

2 
Theodulf, Bishop of Orleans, Abbot of Eleury, 

2, 11 sq., 450, 517 sq. 
Theodulus. See Gottschalk of Orbais 
Theophanes, chronicler, 528 
Theophano, Empress, 80, 103,169,172 sq., 

205 note, 207, 212; marries Otto II, 167, 
203; joint regent for Otto III, 171, 209 sq,; 
dies, 171, 211 

Theophano, Abbess of Essen, 287 
Theophilus of Antioch, 603 
Theophrastus, Pejplus of, 504, 626 
Theophylact, Senator of the Bomans, 161, 

153, 454 sq. 
Theophylact of Tusculum. ^SeeBenedict vIII, 

Pope 
Theophylact of Tusculum. See Benedict LX, 

Pope 
Thessalonica, siege of, 149 note 
Thetford, Viking victory at, 318, 351; hurh 

at, 356, 382 
Theuda. See Tota 
Theudibert I, king of the Franks, 309 
Theutberga, wife of Lothar II, 38 sqq., 

41 sqq., 449 
Theutgaud, Archbishop of Treves, 39, 42, 

449 sq. 
Thiedric, Archbishop elect of Magdeburg, 

2B2 , ^ 
Thietmar, Bishop of Merseburg, cited, 141, 

146, 204, 207 oiote; 208; 214 note; 233, 
235 

Thietmar, Margrave of East Mark, 260 
Thietmar, brother of Bernard II (Bihung), 

revolts, 249, 293 
Thietmar, Count, 184 
Thion, Vikings defeated ^ 
Thionville, assemblies at (831), o, 12, lo, 

Apocalypse of, 506 and note, 537 
Thomas, St, in India, 537 
Thor, worship of, restored, 351 
Thorgestr. See Turgeis 
Thorgils Sprakaleg, 387 
Thorkil the Tall, 382 sqq.; deserts, 385, 

earl of East Anglia, 387, 392 
Thorney, Abbey of, 375 
Thouarcd, hef of Anjou, 118,12o 

Thouars, viscounty of, 97, 471; town of, 
burnt, 120 

Thousand, the Tear, 456 
Three Henries, War of the, 206 
Throndlaw, subjected to Denmark, 380 
Thurferth, yari of Northampton 364 
Thurgau, county of, seized by Bodolph II, 

136 
Thuringia, given to Louis the German, 16, 

18; 22 sq.; ravaged by Hungarians, 69, 
182, 185; Henry the Fowler and, 181; 
Henry the Wrangler in, 210; Henry II 
acknowledged in, 217; tribute of swine, 
217; Henry III in, 276, 278; duke of, 
see Henry 

Thurkytel, jarl of Bedford, 363, 365 
Thuwaba, Emir, 409 
Thyra, 380 
Tibullus, 623 
Tidenham, 404 
Tilleda, royal seat in Thuringia, 278 
Timgad, baptistery at, 547 
Tivoli, John XII and Adalbert at, 163; r©» 

volt of, 176 
Todmir, 418 
Togloss, jarl, 364 
Toledo, 410 sq., 413 sq., 416 sq., 420 sq., 

429, 432; massacre of, 414; use of, 494; 
archbishops of, see Eugenius, Bulogio, 
Julian, Bodrigo Ximenez 

Toledoth Jesu, 520 
Tone, river, 355 
Tongres, burnt by Danes, 59 
Tonnerre, subject to Burgundy, 93, 96 
Torksey, Vikings at, 353 
Torrox, castle, 411 
Tortona, Judith at, 18; Otbertines in, 246 

see of, 175 
Tory Island, 310 
Toscanella, bishop of. See John 
Tostig, outlawed, 394; Earl of Northumbria, 

396 sq.; driven from earldom, 398 
Tota (Theuda), Queen of Navarre, 421 sqq. 
Toul, Bodolph I of Burgundy croTmed at, 

135; threatened by Odo of Blois, 144, 
259; bishopric of, given to Louis the 
German, 45 sq,; bishop of, made count, 
185 note; bishops of, 44; see Bruno; 
“Monk of Toul,*^ 631 

Toulouse, sieges of (844), 31; 835 
county of, given to Pepin, 10; March of, 
89 sq.; wars with Aquitaine, 129 sq.; 
state of, 130; supposed academy at, 498; 
502; counts of, see Alphonse-Jourdain, 
Berengar, Bertrand, Baymond, William 

Touraine, and Anjou, 96, 108 sq., 123; 
custom of, 471 

Tournai, cathedral at, 562 sq. 
Tours, ravaged by Vikings, 32, 86 sq.; 33; 

abbey of Saint-Martin at, 76; given to 
Geoffrey Martel, 108 sq.; attacked by Hugh 
of Amboise, 119; Odo II and, 123; Fulk 
Nerra at, 126; library at, 521; church at, 
563; counts of, see Hugh, Odo, Theo¬ 
bald; archbishop of, see Archibald 
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Towcester, 364, 364 
Towy, Vale of (Yskad Tywi), 341 sq, 
Tralles, churches at, 543 sq. 
Tramoyes (Ain), assembly at (835), 20 
Transemund, Marquess of Spoleto, 170 
Trebatius Testa, De KeUgimiihim^ 485 
Trebbia, riyer, battle on (889), 66 
Tref, Welsh fiscal unit, 342, 345 
Tr4guier, 33 note, 128 
Trent, river, Vikings follow, 351; Mercian 

advance in, 863 
Trent, city, 21; Berengar at, 64; see of, 

167; Henry 11 at, 224 
Treuga Dei. See Truce of God 
Treves, 17; captured by Danes, 59; council 

at (948), 79, 194; disaffection at, 2S8j 
diocese of, 46; library of, 521,^ 636; 
Komanesque art at, 552, 557; archbiKhops 
of, 209, 295; Aclalhero, lUirtulf, lituiry, 
Liudolf, Megingaud, Poppo, Tlitsutgaud 

Tr5ves, fief of Anjou, 118, 1*25 
Tribuno Menio, Doge of Venice, 170 
Tribur, assemblies at (887), 62; (897), 68; 

(1045), 288; (1058), 297 
Triconsiaire (Triggshire), 846 
Trieste, see of, 166 
Triggshire, 846 
Trim, supposed Greek church at, 503 
Troia, 261, 268 
Troyes, added to Burgundy, 98; recaptured, 

94; under Odo II, 105; council of (B7B), 
56; counts of, see Herbert, Odo, Kobert, 
Stephen; m also Champagne 

Truce, of God, 279, 281 sqq., 457, 465 
Tudela, 410, 417, 421 
Tunis. See XfrikTya 
Turenne, viscounty of, 97 
Turgeis (?Thorge8tr), Viking chie,f, 817 
Turin, marquesses and house of, 220, 240, 

265; Ardoin G,labrio, Manfred; MBS. 
from Bobbie at, 621; bishop of, see Clau¬ 
dius 

Tuscany, 47 sq.; Henry 11 and, 240,248 sqq.; 
Saracens and, 250; reduced by Conrad XI, 
264; marquesses etc. of, see Adalbert, 
Boniface, Boso, Guido, Hubert, Hugh, 
Lambert, Matilda, liainier 

Tusculum, counts of, 241, 291, 454; see 
Gregory 

Tusey, interview at (866), 42 
Tuy, bishop of. See Imoas 
Tweed, river, English frontier, 860,888,395 
Two Sorrows of Heaven, 606 
Twyneham, 361 
Tynwald Hill, Isle of Man, 835 

‘Dhaid-Aimh, 411 sq.; death of. 412 
Ubbi (Ubha), 819, 860 sq., 856 
Udalrich, Bishop of Basle, 271 
IJdalrioh, Duke of Bohemia, 222 sq., 239, 

247, 260, 299; revolt and deposition of, 
262 ; death of , 262 

lido; Eranconian count, 190 
tjggeshall, 406 
XThtred, jarl of Yorkshire, 888 gq., 887 

Hkrani, the, submit to Henry I, 186; de¬ 
feated by Gero and Conrad (945), 200 

Ulf, Knufc’s brother-in-law, 887 sqq. 
IJlf, BiBhop of DorcheHtor, 892, 894 
Ulf, son of DoUin, 898 
Ulfkytol, 882, 385 
IJlni, FirmiHt of Swabia submits at, 257; 

diets at, 27GHq., 294 
TJlrio, Bishop of Augsburg, 199 
Ulster, VikingH in, 817 
Ulwyn of iledinghara, 406 
Umayyadn, masaacred by Abbaaids, 410; in 

Africa, 410; in Bpain, 411 aq., 415, 419. 
See Bx)ain, Emirs of; Cordova, Caliphs of 

IJnroch, Manjuesa of Eriuli, 47 
Unwan, Archbishop) of liamburg-Bremen, 

239, 26.3 
Ifrhan If, Pope, excommunicates Philip I, 

il3, 132sq. 
IJrg<4, county of, 90, 427; count of, see 

Annengol 
Urraca, 422 
Utrecdit, Hungarians reach, 198; Udalrich 

inqnisoncd at, 262; Conrad II dies at, 
269; Henry HI at, 275, 284, 289; plun¬ 
dered by Vikings, 316, 347; bishops of, 
209, 249, 289, 292, 294; see Adalbold 

Uzege, 27; P>oso rocogniBcd in, 137 
Uk^b, paganism in, 520 

Valais, the, invaded by Aninlf, 136; see 
also Sion 

Vu-l de JuiHiueras, 421 
Valence, ass(unbly at (890), 138; Hugh of 

Arles and, 138; Vikings at, 320 
Valencia. See. Paterua 
Valenci(smeH, 33; Boiised by Baldwin IV, 

106, 227sq. 
Valentine, Pope, 5 
Valentinois, the, united to Erance, 147 
Valerius, St, works of, 494 
Valerius Max ini us, 527 
Vahes-Dunes, battle of (1047), 109, 120 
Valois, III; counis of, see ihuiul, Simon 
Val Bugana, Henry Jl in, 224 
Valtierra, 421 
Vandals, in Africa, 489; John of ,Biclarum*i 

history of, 492; king of, see Guntha- 
mund 

Vannes, and Breton revolts, Ssq. 
Varangians, the, in KuHsia, 327sq. 
Varaviile, (lefe,at of Anj^evins at (1058), 110 
Vaulting, history and use of, 640; Gothic 

devoiopinent of, 600sqq., 564 
Vogetius, 526 
Vendome, indopendenoe of, 96; and Anjou, 

109; count of, see Bouchard 
Veneto, the, raided by Hungarians, 148 
Venice, Hungarians repulsed at, 148; inde¬ 

pendence of, 150; growth and dariger of, 
170; under Orseolo IX, X77 sq.; doges of, 
see ifiotro, Tribuno; treaty with Otto II, 
170,218; and Henry II, i5.; loss of eocle* 
siastioal independenoo, 266; St Mark's 
at, 549sq., 568 
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Ver, synod of (844), 29 sq. 
Yeranius, on tne Fontifices, 485 
Yerberie, 14, 36 
Yercelli, pilgrim route to, 136; taken by 

Ardoin, 220, 244; lost, 245; see of, 175 
note, 176, 245; bisbops of, 267; seeingo, 
Leo, Liutward, Peter 

Yercelli Book, 506 note; 537 
Yerdun, 57; captured by Lotbair, 81, 210; 

sacked, 293; Treaty of (843), 26sqq., 30, 
93, 135; county of, 286, 289, 292; count 
of, $ee Godfrey; St Nicholas’s Abbey at, 
626; see of, 289; bishops of, 295; $ee 
Adalbero, Dietrich, Bichard 

Yerecundus, Bishop of Junca, 488 
Yermandois, county of, Northmen in, 72, 

85; Hungarians in, 88; 83, 97, 198; 
counts of, 108, 207; and see Albert, Her¬ 
bert, Hugh 

Yermland, under Danish rule, 313 
Yernon, lord of. See Guy 
Yerona, 65; Berengar I murdered at, 136, 

163; Louis the Blind surprised at, 138, 
149; Berengar II at, 157; 160 sq.; Ger¬ 
man Diet at (983), 170, 208, 209; Otto IH 
at, 172; captured by Ardoin, 222; Henry H 
at, 224, 244, 251; Conrad 11 at, 140, 264, 
266; Henry III at, 290; library at, 521; 
bishops of, 221; see Adalard, Batbold, 
Batheri; count of, see Milo 

Yerona, March of, added to Bavaria, 169 sq., 
163, 196; added to Carinthia, 206; to 
Bavaria, 209; to Carinthia, 211; to 
Bavaria, 212 

Yerrius Flaccus, 614 
Yerzy. Nec St Basle 
Yestfold, under Danish rule, 313, 316 
Vexilla Regis, hymn, 495 . , 
Yexin, added to Normandy, 108; acquired 

by Philip I, lllsq.; invaded by WilHam 
Bufus, 114; counts of, see Drogo, Simon 

Y4zelay, church at, 562 
Yioenza, bishop of. Nee Jerome 
Yich, Archbishop of. See Hatto 
Yictor 11, Pope (Gebhard, Bishop of Eioh- 

stedt), 297 sq. 
Yictor of Tonnensia, chronicler, 492 
Yictorinus, grammarian, 493, 516 
Yienna, first mention of the name, 261; 

captured by Hungarians, 261; MSS. from 
Bobbio at, 521; MS. of Genesis at, 650 

Yienne, 19; given to Charles the Bald, 46 sq.; 
ruled by Boso, 67,137; siege of (882), 68, 
137; Louis the Blind at, 138; cusping at, 
665; archbishops of, 282; see Bernard; 
counts of, see Charles Constantine, Ger* 
ard 

Yiguera, 421 , * ono oa{\. 
Yikings, chap, xiii; meaning of, 309, 340, 

in Prisia and Saxony, 20, 212, 227; m 
Spain, 316, 318, 320, 416; civilisation of, 
329sqq., 365 

Yikings (Danish), chap, xin, 311; ravage 
Prisia 347; invade England, 311 sq., 
823sq’, chap, xiv, 379sqq; see Danelaw, 

England, York; invade Ireland, 317; see 
Yikings (Irish); invade Prance, 31 sqq., 36, 
40,62 sqq., 57 sqq., 86 sqq.; besiege Paris, 
60 sqq., 629; 63 sq., 72; foundation of 
Normandy, 73, 86, 322 ; see Normandy 

Yikings (Irish), 311 sq., 317, 362, 368, 379; 
attack Strathclyde, 351 sq.; raid Dorset, 
355; in league against Aethelstan, 365 sq.; 
flight of Irish scholars from, 524; see 
Dublin, kings of 
- (Norwegian), 311; in England, 311, 

340,346 sqq., 368,380; in Ireland, 311 sq., 
317 

Yillanueva de Brenes, 412 note 
Yilleloin, abbey of, 71 
Yingulmork, under Danish rule, 313 
Yinland, Yikmg expedition to, 332 
Yirgii, 486, 491, 496, 605 note, 507 sqq., 516, 

521,524 
Yirgilius, Bishop of Salzburg, 511; and the 

antipodes, 512 sq. 
Yirgilius Maro Grammaticus, 497 sqq.; date 

and influence of, 499 sqq. 
Yis6, interview at (942), 78, 193 and note 
Yisigothic script, 517 
Yisigoths, in Asturias, 409; in Spam, 429 sq., 

432; 436; 438; John of Biclaram^s history 
of the, 492; kings of, see Chindaswinth, 
Eoderick, Sisebut, Wamba 

Yistula, river, and the Poles, 222 
Yitruvius, 616, 518, 557 
Yitry-en-Perthois, territory of, 111 
Yivarais, the, 27, 45; Boso acknowledged 

as king in, 137; united to Prance, 147 
Yivarium, monastery of, 486 
Vladimir, the Great, Grand Duke of Bussia, 

247, 331 
Yladivoi, Duke of Bohemia, 222 sq. 
Volga, river, and the Bus, 327 
Volkfeld, given to see of Bamberg, 237 sq. 
Yolturno, abbey of, destroyed, 49, 150 

Wahlwies, battle at (914), 69 
Waiblingen, assembly at (887), 62 
Wala, 2, 12, 14sq., 445 
Walafrid (Walafridus) Strabo (Strabus), 

Glossa Ordinaria of, 521 sq., 532 
Walcheren, Yikings at (837), 313; granted to 

Harold, 25, 315; added to Planders, 228 
Waldingfield, 406 
Waldrada, and Lothar H, 38, 40 sqq. 
Wales, divisions of, 341 sq.; Church of, and 

Borne, 342; Yildngs in, 326 ; 347; at¬ 
tacked by Mercia, 341 sqq., 353; defeated by 
Mercia, 396sqq.; Marches of, 401, 404; 
learning in, 609; literature of, 538 

Wales, North (Gwynedd, Yenedotia); 3W; 
362; 397; Coenwulf s war with, 341,343; 
extent and overlordship of, 341 sq., 350; 
submits to Wessex, 364; princes of, see 
Grufiydd, Idwal, Merfyn, Bhodri Mawr 

Wales, South, Coenwulf’s war with,^341; 
expansion of, 341; 396 

Wales, West (Cornwall), settlement of, by 
Ecgbert, 344 sq.; assists Yikings, 347 
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Walid II, Calipli of Damascus, 411 
Wallers, Northmen victorious at, 72, 85 
Wallin^ord, 357 
Walo, Bishop of Mete, 59 
Walpert, Archbishop of Milan, 160 
Walsleben, captured by Wends, 184 
Walter, elected to see of Besan(?on, 141 
Walter, Bishop of Spires, 241 
Walter, Archbishop of Sens, 71, 74 sq. 
Waltheof of Bamborough, 383 
Waltheof, 396; made Earl of Northampton¬ 

shire and Huntingdonshire, 398 sq. 
Waltherd, Provost of Magdeburg, 232, 239 
Wamba, King of the Visigoths, 493 
Wantage, 338; 352 
Wareham, 357; captured by Vikings, 355; 

Knut lands at, 384 
Warin, Count of M&con, 14, 24 
Warmund, Bishop of Ivrea, 220 
Warte, river, and the Poles, 222 
Warwick, fortified, 363 
Warwickshire, 387, 384, 406 
Watchet, 357 
Waterford, Norse in, 317; Danes in, 334 
Watling Street, 319, 337,854, 359, 368, 383, 

405 
Wazo, Bishop of L%e, canonist, 290; pre¬ 

serves peace between Prance and Ger¬ 
many, 292, and sack of Verdun, and siege 
of Li^ge, 293; death of, 294 

Wearmouth, Vikings raid, 341; library at, 
511; abbot of, ul Benedict Biscop 

Wedmore, 366; Peace of, 319, 356 
Weimar, Count ol SiB William 
Weland, the Viking, 40 
Welf, house of, 35, 56; in Burgundy, 184, 

247 
Welf, Count, 18 
Welf, Count, 256 sqq. 
Welf, Count, made Duke of Oarinthia, 292, 

299 
Welland, river, 354 sq., 380 
Wells, see of, 362; bishop of, Duduco; 

canons of, 879 
Wenceslas, St, Duke of Bohemia, 184; 

murder of, 192 
Wends, the, Saxony ravaged by, 182,184 sq., 

191 sq.; defeat of, 200 sqq.; revolt of, 
208 sq.; war with Otto III, 211 sq.; ally 
with Henry H, 226 sq., 228; in Bamlxo'g 
district, 237; rising of, 249; 262; ueaUo 
Dalemintzi, Dusatians, Lyutitei, Obo- 
trites, Bedarii, Sorbs, TJkrani, Wiltei 
and Slavs 

Wenilo. See Ganelon 
Weoxtan, 344 
Werben, Ddalrioh of Bohemia deposed at, 

262; fortress of, 262 
Werden, abbot of, 206 
Werfrith, Bishop of Worcester, 856, 858 
Werinbert, 530 
Werla, fortress of, Henry I at, 182; assemblies 

at, 216, 255 
Werner, Count of Kiburg, 257 sq., 270 
Werner, Bishop of Strasbourg, 260 

Wessex, kingdom of, 340 sq.; rivalry 
with Mercia, 344 sqq.; subdues Cornwall, 
844 sq.; subdues Kent, 345sq.; struggles 
with Vikings, 319, 348,350, 352sqq,, 358; 
partitioned, 349sq.; freed from the Danes, 
356; subjection of Mercia to, 356, 360; 364; 
reformed by Alfred, 357; new sees erected 
in,361; progress againsttheDanes, 362 sqq., 
law and institutions, 362, 366 sq., 369; 
Badwig in, 372; Knut in, 384; retained 
by Edmund, 386; 80ci(‘ty in, 401, 404 sq.; 
kings of, Aothe.lbald, Aethelbert, 
Aethelred, Aetluilstian, AoUuilwulf, Alfred, 
Beorbtric, Eadred, :E<‘gl)(x-fc, Edmund, 
Edward, Ine 

Wessex, earldom of, 387, 397; carls of, 
see Godwin, Harold 

We.stbury-oii-Tryni, monastery at, 374 
Westerna, 36.3, 365 
W(3Siern Islands (Su'b'reyjar), see Hebridos; 

kings of, &ee G\r^'^6tSr, Ketill, Maecus 
Western Kingdom, the, 28, 31 s(p, 35; Jjouis 

the (hn'inan invades (HfiK), 36; .Lorraine 
added to, 45; m'c aho France 

West Franks, tlur, .w i<''ra<nee 
Westminster, Abl)oy of, 374, 399, 545, 

,560 sqq. 
W<istmorland, Nor.se settlortients in, 326; 

Scandinavian inlliKunse in, 335, 337 
Wi’iit' Saxon C}iro\iicU\ (died, 350, 352, 354 
Wettin, Count of. See I)i<d.ri(5h 
Wexford, Viking fie.et in (820), 316; Danes 

in, 334 
Wherwcll, luinricsry of, 394 sq. 
Whitby, synod of, 342 
Whiilu'.rn, biiihopri(5 of, 341 
Wliitwell, 36H 
Wichlawa, 377 
Wichmarm, Abbot of Kamtu>y, 203 
Wiebniarni, brother of Hcanmuit, Duke of 

Saxony, lH7H(j. 
Wicbriuinn, ne.pluiW of Ilornian, l)uk(‘. of 

Saxony, raises rebellion among tluj Wends, 
200; (l(d(uit(d and slain, 202 

Wick, coiupKTcd by tlio I)an(*,H, 380 
Widger, Archbislulp of Kavenna, trial of, 

290 
Widukind, Saxon, luu'o, in Denmark, 312; 

inviules Saxony, 413 
Widukind of Corvoy, Saxoti historiu-n, 534, 

cdted, 183 note, J84, .186, .lB7^a,>tc, 190 sq., 
201, 203 

Wi(xicrwald and the East Marcb (Austria), 
the, 208, 281 

Wifrod 1, (k)unt of Pairccdona, 428, 441 
Wigbert, lUshop of Mc.nmburg, 235 
Wight, isle of, Danes in, 382 
Wiglaf, Kitig of M(ircia, exiled, 346; re¬ 

stored, 34 (> 
Wibomarch, Breton leader, 9 
Wikfried, Arohbishop of Cologne, 187, 199 
Wilfrid, St, Bishop of York, 553, 556, 560 
Willa, wife of Berengar If, 157, 159, 162; 

exile and death of, 163 
William I (the Conqueror), King of England, 
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(th.© Bastard), Duke of Normandy; in Nor¬ 
mandy, 283; 471; wars with Anjou, 109; 
292; revolt in Normandy, 120; visits 
England, 394; Harold’s oath, 398; King 
of England, 111 sq., 120 sq. 

William II (Kufus), King of England, 112, 
121 

William, Archbishop of Mayence, appoint¬ 
ment of, 199; 201; death of, 203 

William Longsword, Duke of Normandy, 
75; does homage to Eaoul, 76; murder 
of, 92; 94; 189 

William, Duke of Aquitaine, founder of 
Cluny,456 

William V (the Great, the Pious), Duke of 
Aquitaine, 106 sq., 129,131,141; accepts 
crown of Lombardy for his son, 257, 263; 
283 

William Till (Guy-Geoffrey), Duke of Aqui¬ 
taine, 129 

William IX, Duke of Aquitaine, 114,129 sq. 
William, Marquess of Montferrat, Kector of 

Burgundy, 147 
William, Margrave of Nordmark, 306; slain, 

299 
William of Baux, Prince of Orange, Beotor 

of Burgundy, 147 
William I, Count of Arles, 104 
William II, Count of Provence, 141 
William, Count of Blois, 14 
William IV, Count of Toulouse, 129 sq. 
William, Count of Weimar, 217 
William, Bishop of London, 393 
William, Abbot of St Benignus, Dijon, 250 
William of Arques, revolt of, 120 
William Busac, lord of Eu, 120 
William of Gellone, 13 
W'illiam of Jumi^ges, cited, 311 
William of Malmesbury, cited, 130,332,353, 

536, 555, 561 
William of Poitiers, cited, 122 
Willibert, Archbishop of Cologne, 45 
Willibrord, St, in Scandinavia, 314 
Willibrord, Life of Boniface by, 534 
Willigis, Archbishop of Mayence, 209, 213, 

235; supports Otto III, 210 sq.; and 
Henry II, 217; crowns Kunigunda, 218; 
at Synod of Frankfort, 237; death of, 239 

Wilton, 382; battle of, 352 
Wiltshire, invaded by Mercians, 345; in¬ 

vaded by Guthrum, 355; attacked by 
Aethelwald, 361; invaded by Vikings, 382, 
384 . . 

Wiltzi, the, 6, 184 mte 2; see Lyutitzi 
Wimarc, 392 
Wimborne, 352 
Winchcombe Abbey, 343, 375, 378; abbot 

of, see Germanus . 
Winchester, 395; sacked by Vikings, 350; 

Svein at, 388; new minster of, 361, 373 sq. 
(see Hyde, abbey of); diocese of, 3^; 
old minster of, 374, 388; royal school of 
art at, 555 sq.; cathedral of, 563 sq.; 
bishops of, see Aelfheah, Aethelwold, 
Denewulf, Stigand 

Wing, hurh at, 364 
Winichis, Duke of Spoleto, 4 
Winterthur, Bodolph II repulsed at (919), 

136, 180 
Wipo, Chronicler, cited, 254 notes 1-3, 259, 

263 sq., 270 sq., 273, 279, 280, 288; tutor 
of Henry IH, 272; Chancellor, 146; author 
of TetraloguSf 278, 280 

Wirral, the, Scandinavian influence in, 336 
Witan, of Mercia, 340; of Wessex, 344,362; 

of England, 878, 381 sq. 
Witham, hurh at, 363 
Witiza. See Benedict of Aniane 
Witland, 388 
Woden, worship of, restored, 351 
Wolfenbiittel, MS. at, 536 
Wolfgang, Bishop of Batisbon, 218, 236 
WoUin, island of, trade at, 326 
Woodbridge, 377 
Woodstock, assize of, 471; palace of, 561 
Woolpit, apparition at, 513 
Worcester, cathedral and see of, 343, 351, 

374 sq., 380, 561; bishops of, see Dun- 
stan, Ealdred, Osw^d; charter, 357; estate- 
management of, 375, 404; franchise of, 
377 sq.; abbess of, see Cuthsuuitha; earl 
of, see Hakon 

Worcestershire, 387, 389 
Worksop, 368 
Worms, 25sq.; 72; 275; assemblies at (829), 

13; 23; (882), 59; (894), 64; (895), 67, 
135; (897), 68; council at (926), 180 note; 

Louis the Pious at, 17, 21 sq,; diocese of, 
27; Hungarians at, 198; Otto II crowned 
at, 201 

Wreocensaete, ravaged by Vikings, 349 
Wulfnoth, the Child, 382 
Wulfred, Archbishop of Canterbury, 343; 

and Beornwulf’s accession, 344 
Wulfstan, Archbishop of York, 368, 370 
V/ulfstan, voyages of, 535 
Wurzburg, 279; library and MSS. at, 503, 

512, 521; see of, 237; bishops of, see 

Bruno, Henry 
Wytham, 402 note 

Wyvelshire, 345 

Xanten, 189, 293 

Yahya ibn Yabya, 414 sq. 
Yaroslfiv, Prince of Kiev, 261, 278 
Year Thousand, the, 456 
Yemenites (Kalbites), 409, 411 sqq., 416,428 
Y^vre, oppressive baron of, 104 
York, captured by Danes, 318, 350, 353; 

monastery of, 379; 566; library at, 511, 
514, 516; Alcuin and, 514; see of, 341, 
380; archbishops of, see Eanbald, Wilfrid, 
Wulfstan; Scandinavian influence in, 334; 
kings, earls, etc, of, see Eric, Morkere, 
Olaf, Begnald, Sihtric, Siward, Tostig, 
Dhtred 

Yorker Anonymus, 504 
Yorkshire, kingdom and earldom of, 361; 

365; 383 sq.; 387; 398; 400; annexed to 
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Wessex, S66; revolts from Bdmtiiid, 368; 
conquered "by Eadred, 370; Scandinavian 
influence in, 336 

Ystrad Tywi, tribal unit, 341 sq. 
Yttingaford, 361 . 
Yusuf ibn Bukht, Emir, 411 sq.; slam, 

413 
Ydtz, assembly at (844), 30 sq. 

Zaoharias, Pope, and Virgilius of Salzburg, 
512 sq. 

Zachary, Bishop of Anagni, 461 
Zahids, Muslim sect, 43i 
Zahiia, 425 
Zahringen, house of, and Burgundy, 146 sq. 
Zamora, 420, 423, 426 
Zawi, Berber chief, 427 
Zedekiah, Jewish doctor, 64 

Zeeland, and Elanders, 121 
Zeitz, burnt by Bohemians, 208; bishopric 

removed to Naumberg, 260 
Zcmuzil, prince of the Pomeranians, 290 
Zorbst, captured by Boleslav, 228 
Ziri ibn ‘Atiyn,, viceroy of Morocco, 426 sq. 
Ziryfib of liaf idad, 416 
Zoo, Byzantine Empross^rcgent, 161 
Zuinprod. See Schwoinfurfe 
ZiilxHch, siego of (926), 181 
Zurich, Conrad II at, 144,269,264; Ernest 

of Bwabia at, 267; Hoary IT betrothed 
at, 299 

Zw(uifcibol(l, Moravian prince. See Svato- 
pluk 

Zwontibold, illogitiniaLo son of Arnulf, 66; 
King of Lorraine, 67 aq.; killed, 68, 74; 
136 
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